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considerations, emotional and social (especially psychosocial), aspects have to be taken into account.

SUMMARY
Human beings are most often an integrated part of complex systems. In order to describe such a system with
appropriate accuracy it is necessary to model the human
components with the same accuracy as the technical
components. Human factors must be included and modelled with the same degree of precision as the system’s
mechanical parts.
A human being is perceived as a psychosomatic unit
with cognitive capacities embedded in a social environment. Human behaviour is structurally highly complex.
As human behaviour is influenced by physical, emotional, cognitive and social factors, it is highly intricate.
Consequently, a human being is perceived as a psychosomatic unit with cognitive capacities embedded in a
social environment.

Further examples are:
x MedSim
As prevention and screening become more important in health care, it would seem obvious to investigate the intended measures for screening by means
of a simulation model before the actual implementation of the measures. Models to evaluate screening
programs for the early detection of diseases must include factors related to the patients’ compliance.
Compliance is determined by physical, emotional,
cognitive and social influences. Therefore, the PECS
reference model offers an adequate framework for
these investigations.
A detailed description can be found in [Brailsford
2002]

The PECS reference model makes it possible to specify
and model these factors and their interactions.
PECS stands for:
Physical conditions
Emotional state
Cognitive capabilities
Social status
The PECS reference model aims to replace the socalled BDI (Belief, Desire, Intention) architecture. [Rao
1995]. Architectures, such as BDI, which conceive of
human beings as rational decision makers, are sensible
and useful to a very limited degree only. Restriction to
the factors of belief, desire and intention is simply not
appropriate for sophisticated models of real systems
where human factors play an important role.
A detailed description of the PECS reference model and
its underlying methodology including some basic examples can be found in [Schmidt 2000] and [Schmidt
2005].
The actual importance of models that include human
factors will be shown in a case study which is intended
for use in real decision-making processes.

x Adam

Recently the importance of emotional intelligence
has been realised. It is obvious that emotional control and social competence are more decisive than
pure intelligence in determining success in coping
with difficult problems, which embrace human
beings in various settings. The Adam model describes the process of emotional control, its dependencies on other factors and its consequences on behaviour and decision-making.
A detailed description can be found in [Schmidt
2000]

The PECS reference model opens up new challenging
possibilities for the modelling of systems that include
human factors as important and decisive subcomponents. PECS is especially useful when complex human
behaviour has to be taken into account. This includes
physical conditions, emotional states, cognitive capabilities and the social status along with accompanying
mutual interactions.

x PAX

1 THE MODELLING OF HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

PAX is a model, which is used to describe peaceful
military operations in the distribution of food care
parcels in an occupied war zone. The aim of the
model is to investigate strategies for the soldiers under varying circumstances. It is obvious that in a
situation like this, aside from rational and cognitive
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The first question, in modelling human behaviour, is
whether the attempt to investigate human beings scientifically and capture their nature in a model is at all
possible or whether it is simply an example of hubris.
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humble him; when he humbles himself, I will praise
him; and I will go on contradicting him until he comprehends that he is incomprehensible.

1.1. The Unfaithful Nature of Human Beings
Human behaviour is determined by a wide variety of
influencing factors, which interact in complex ways.
The following examples chosen at random serve to illustrate this:
x Personal Experience
The behaviour of human beings is influenced by
their life history and by the experiences they have
had. These include early childhood experiences as
well as consciously learned experiences through
interactions with their environment.
x Social Norms and Role Expectations
Every human being, to a certain extent, conforms to
the norms and role expectations which society imposes on them. These demands often conflict with
their individual wishes, plans and ambitions.
x The Unconscious
Human beings are very often not conscious of their
own actions. Again and again they act or react in
ways which surprise them or which they did not
expect of themselves. Is St Paul not right when he
says: "I do not do the good that I want to do, but I
do the evil that I do not want to do “ (Rom. 7, 19)?
x Conflicting Motives
In conflict situations human beings are torn between
different motives that vary and are often in conflict
with each other. Should they in the Kantian sense,
for example, do their duty or should they rather
follow their inclinations?
x Human Freedom
One also has to take into account free will, which
enables human beings to decide what to do, who to
trust, what roles to play and what norms to follow.
These decisions take place independent of external
influences and stimuli and are based solely on the
individual’s personality and free choices.
x The Experience and Response to Art
In the arts, human beings have access to a world of
experience, which eludes logical assessment. Beethoven noted in his diary: "Music is a higher revelation than all wisdom and philosophy.“

Is the human being truly incomprehensible?
Of course it can be assumed that human behaviour is
very complex and many-layered. The PECS research
project however, is based on the conviction that it is
possible to reduce this complexity by means of conscientious functional decomposition and to dissolve this
multi-layered quality by carefully isolating the individual layers. These layers are first studied in isolation
and then their interaction and their interplay are investigated. To these ends, it is hoped we can approximate a deeper understanding and comprehension of
human behaviour.
1.2 The Difference between Model and Replica
In order to answer the question, "can human behaviour
be modelled?", we must distinguish between developing
a model of human behaviour and producing a replica.
A replica is an identical copy of an original. It is completely indistinguishable from the original. It appears to
be impossible, at least for the foreseeable future, to
produce an artificial replica of a human being.
A model, on the other hand, is an abbreviated depiction
of an excerpt of reality based on abstraction and idealisation. It does not have to conform to reality in every
aspect and all respects. An example of such a model is
that of the model aeroplane used in wind tunnel experimentation. Such insights are valid in the human
sciences too. For example, literary and historical scholarship have developed a picture and hence a model of
Goethe. This picture is of course not identical to the real
Goethe. It does not claim to be a replica. Nonetheless it
does provide useful and useable insights. The more
precise and the more detailed our image and thus our
model of Goethe is, the better he can be understood and
the more accurately his behaviour in a certain situation
can be predicted. Not exactly of course, but in terms of
a general tendency. If we had a good model of Goethe,
we would know something about his physical condition,
his emotional state, the state of his knowledge of the
world and his social position. It would then be
conceivable we could understand, for example, why at
an advanced age he falls in love with a young woman.
We would even perhaps be in a position to forecast
something of the kind. We would not be able to state
exactly where and when this would take place. But we
could assume that it might happen.
A robust and useful model, capable of providing valuable insights, does not necessarily have to be insurmountably complex and difficult. It could turn out in
fact to be quite simple, so simple that modelling could
be successful. This means a model of a human being
does not necessarily have to contain all the quailties that
distinguish the individual as a human being. One can try
to begin in a simple way and concentrate on the dominant facts in the problem under investigation.

Can all this be modelled?
Can we really fully understand human beings? Will we
really be able to reproduce their behaviour in a computer model?
Do these examples indicate that human beings are far
too complex, far too contradictory and far too unfathomable to be made comprehensible and in turn predictable by means of a model? Would such an attempt
be bound to remain superficial and shallow and thus fail
to capture precisely what constitutes being human?
Should we agree with Pascal, who wrote in the Pensées:
What a chimera the human being is! Wonder, confusion, contradiction! Judge of all things, powerless
earthworm, dark room of uncertainty, the glory and the
shame of the universe. When he praises himself, I will
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Applying this to the PAX model of peaceful military
operations, this insight leads us to hope that such a project is not impossible from the outset.
In order to understand the behaviour of soldiers and
civilians and make it predictable within limits, it is not
necessary to model the participants in all their complexity. There is no need for a replica. Many qualities
and modes of behaviour that normally typify an affected
person can be sacrificed to the filtering abstraction and
idealisation process without rendering the modelling
process completely futile.

1.4 The Human Being as a Psychosomatic Unit with
Cognitive Abilities in a Social Environment
The sciences have so far concentrated on investigating
partial aspects of human behaviour under laboratory
conditions appropriate for each field of research. As a
result there has been a tendency to lose sight of the
interactions between the emotional, the cognitive and
the social areas. It is a fundamental conviction of the
PECS research program that an understanding of human
behaviour can be achieved only if all 4 aspects and their
interaction are taken into account. According to this
interpretation, a human being is a psychosomatic unit
with cognitive capacities who is capable of surviving
only in society. Their behaviour will always be determined and shaped by the interaction between their physical situation, emotional state, cognitive capacities and
social position.
As soon as one attempts to model real human behaviour, it is essential to have a reference model that
permits the possibility of this interaction and this interplay. Engineering sciences with their architectural models and theory with its virtual realities do not need to
take this possibility into account.

1.3 Models of Human Behaviour in the Empirical
Sciences
When considering the modelling of human behaviour, it
should be kept in mind that excellent models of human
beings and their behaviour already exist in certain
disciplines.
Physiology has developed very detailed and expressive
models of the human body and its behaviour in changing circumstances. It is possible to model, understand
and predict physical and chemical processes in the human body.
In a similar manner, psychology attempts to develop
models of human psychological life which deepen our
understanding of internal processes. This category includes cognitive aspects such as intelligence, learning,
memory and powers of imagination. In addition, considerable work is being done to improve our understanding of emotion in its healthy as well as pathological forms.
Sociology also works with models and attempts to
understand human behaviour in its non-individual form,
i.e. in relation to society. Sociological models investigate, for example, the development, the passing on
and the implementation and development of norms. In
both cases, sociology attempts to identify human
behaviour in social groupings.
If one were to question the explanatory value and prognostic capacity of these models, then physiology, psychology and sociology would cease to exist as no one
would wish to adopt such a stance.
Everyday experience provides a further example. The
better one knows a person, the better one is generally
able to understand this person and in some circumstances even to predict their behaviour.
These arguments have shown that it should be possible,
at least in certain areas, to model and understand human
behaviour and make it reasonably predictable. However,
the important proviso remains. Many people themselves
consider a model to be an abbreviated and crude version
of the original, never being identical. A model of an
individual is fundamentally different from the
individual themself. Nevertheless a model can be useful
and meaningful.
Many critics who doubt the possibility of modelling a
human being are not aware of this point. They confuse a
model with a replica and because of this become engaged in incomprehensible polemics.

1.5 Behaviour Control
Generally speaking we can start by assuming that every
organism has certain needs, which it wishes to satisfy.
In the course of time, evolution has constantly developed and improved more powerful forms of behaviour
control in order to guarantee the satisfaction of these
needs. For reasons of clarity it is useful to distinguish
the following forms of behaviour control:
x Reactive behaviour
x Deliberative behaviour
x Reflective behaviour
We can assume that a human being, as a product of
evolution, has all these modes of behaviour control at
their disposal. They are capable of the highest form of
reflective behaviour without having completely liberated themselves from elementary forms of instincttive
behaviour. The human being is a citizen of several
worlds.
A reference model that presumes to model human
beings as a whole must provide an architecture that
makes it possible, in principle, to model all forms of behaviour control.
2 THE HUMAN BEING IN THE MODEL
If human beings with their diverse modes of behaviour
are to be represented in the model, a fundamental concept is at first required. The present study assumes that
the model of a human being should have the structure of
a system.
2.1 System-Theoretical Principles
A system in terms of system theory is first charac-
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terised by unequivocally defined state variables. These
state variables can change their value on the basis of
their own dynamism or an external input. The modified
internal system state will then lead to an output, which
one can regard as an action.
This can be shown in the simplified diagram 2.1.

Input
X

State
Z

regulation. It is not immediately clear why a descriptive
procedure appropriate for the rest of the natural world
should not apply to the human being. There are no
insurmountable barriers between human beings and the
rest of the natural world, from which the human being
originated and as a part of which he may be seen. The
present research program is based on naturalistic
principles.

Output
Y

Formally a system can be described in terms of eleven
elements
(T, X, Y, Z, W, X, Y, Z, F, H, g)
x T Set of time values
x X Set of inputs
x Y Set of outputs
x Z Set of internal state variables
x W Set of dependent variables
x X Set of time-dependent input functions X  XT
x Y Set of time-dependent output functions Y  YT
x Z Global state transfer functions Z: T o Z
x F Local state transfer function, F: (T x Z x X) o
Z
x H Algebraic function, H: (T x Z x X) o W
x G Output function, G: (T x Z x W x X) o Z

Diagram 2.1. A System with Input and Output
A number of simple examples will illustrate how the
fundamental concept of a system in the case of a human
being could look:
x Let the internal state variable be body temperature.
By taking a medicine as an input the body temperature is increased. This leads to observable behaviour that causes the person concerned to take a
towel and wipe away the sweat.
x Let a possible internal emotional state of a person be
joy. Let it at first have a low value. A positive piece
of news from outside leads to an increase in the
value of the joy state variable. The person might
then respond by jumping in the air or by yodelling.
x The state of a person’s knowledge may also be described with the aid of state variables. A person’s
knowledge level may be increased by the acquisition
of information. As a result the person is now able to
visit a restaurant, the location of which he has just
found out. He knows the place coordinates.
x A person’s social status may be increased by a promotion as input. He may be promoted from the position of subject teacher to that of head of department.
This new state as head of department leads him to
take new actions that have now become possible. He
could for example rent a new and better flat.
These examples may appear somewhat artificial and
even silly in their simplicity as they certainly do not do
justice to the complexity of human behaviour. However
their function here is simply and solely to illustrate the
basic underlying principle.
A further objection to the concept of producing a model
of the human being on a system-theoretical basis has
been raised by representatives of the human sciences.
They consider a terminology which talks of internal
state variables being modified by external inputs which
lead to actions as output as mechanistic, technocratic
and therefore inappropriate. Such terms, they argue,
may be appropriate for machines, robots and even for
trained rats but not for human beings.
It should be made clear at this point that the present
research program does not accept this objection. Thanks
to evolution human beings have developed ever newer,
more complex and more efficient forms of behaviour

The behaviour of an agent can be described using the
terminology of system theory.
The transfer function F indicates the way in which the
current state z(tn) at time tn is transformed into the
subsequent state z(tn+1) as a result of the input x(tn).
Therefore, we have:
z(tn+1) = F(tn , z(tn), x(tn))

(eq. 2.1)

Usually, the state variables z are not directly related to
observable behaviour. Other variables, known as dependent variables, because they depend on the state variables, are ultimately responsible for an agent’s behaviour.
The relationship between a state variable z and a dependent variable w can be described by an algebraic function H. Therefore, we have:
w(tn+1) = H(z(tn+1))

(eq. 2.2)

The output function G determines the manner in which
the new internal state of the agent, described by the
state variables z(tn+1) and the dependent variables
w(tn+1), is transformed into an externally observable
output y(tn+1).
y (tn+1) = G(tn+1, z(tn+1), w(tn+1), x(tn+1))

(eq. 2.3)

The basic assumption made in PECS is that an agent’s
personality depends on the form of the functions F and
H.
The transfer function F changes the internal state variables of an agent, either as a result of experiencing an
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input from the outside world, or of its own accord. The
state variable z could be Anger, for instance. This state
variable might be changed by an external input x, when
the agent experiences a personal failure.

from [Dörner 1999] and generalised to include all four
possible classes of motives.
For example, lets examine the state variable Energy.
This variable was introduced in section 2 (see eq. 2.1b)
and did not influence behaviour directly. The function
H was used to define the drive Hunger. It is the intensity of this drive, which determines whether the agent
goes to the refrigerator or whether it does something
else.
Similarly to the state transition function F, the function
H contains constants, which give an agent his characteristic and individual nature.
A PECS agent can be endowed with various drives,
needs or desires. The agent experiences these drives,
needs or desires as internal forces that motivate him to
perform corresponding actions.
Drives, needs and desires can be very diverse. The
PECS reference model provides no directions about
which ones should be included. PECS simply contains
empty spaces into which the user can insert the drives,
needs or desires he considers being relevant.
It is possible to arrange the desires in a hierarchical order, as in the humanistic approach of Maslow [Maslow
1954]. It is equally possible to adopt a position where
all the desires compete with one another on the same
level, as in the approach of Reiss. Reiss assumes 16
different basic desires that motivate our behaviour and
define our personality. [Reiss 2000].
Unfortunately, psychology does not offer a clear-cut definition of the concepts of drive, need, urge, desire or
motive. In order to explain the following processes
more clearly, these concepts are defined arbitrarily.
These definitions are not claimed to be generally valid:
they apply to this presentation only.

Anger(tn+1) = F(Anger(tn), Experienced_failure(tn))
(eq. 2.1a)
Another example of change in a state variable would be
Energy demand. This state variable increases either continuously of its own accord, or changes according to the
kind of action the agent performs.
Energy(tn+1) = F(Energy(tn), Action_performed(tn))
(eq. 2.1b)
The state variable Energy does not directly influence the
agent’s behaviour. The function H, which relates
Energy to the drive Hunger, acts as a motive. This
means, that the state variable Energy is converted into
the dependent variable Hunger.
Hunger(tn+1) = H(Energy(tn+1))

(eq. 2.2a)

In both examples the agent’s behaviour depends on the
form of the two functions F and H, and in particular on
the constants contained within these functions.
As a reference model, PECS offers a pattern or framework containing empty spaces which have to be filled in
order to adapt the general reference model to a specific,
real task or an actual problem. The specific state variables and the functions F, H and G are freely definable.
By assigning values to the constants in the functions F
and H, agents can be given individual personalities,
which determine how their inner states change. The output function G depends on these internal state variables
and describes how the agents behave.
It is important to emphasise that PECS is almost entirely
theory-independent. It is the task of a theory to determine the mathematical form of the functions F and H,
and which variables should appear as arguments. All
possible functions F or H proposed by a particular
theory can be used in PECS and their consequences
investigated.
As a reference model, PECS provides a conceptual
framework that can be implemented in arbitrary agents
in any simulation language whatsoever.

3.1 Intensity of Drives
Drives are related to physical state variables like blood
pressure, body temperature and energy. They denote the
urge a person experiences or feels in order to satisfy a
particular physical need. Drives usually serve to maintain the homeostatic equilibrium of an agent’s body in
order to support his physiological functioning. Once
again, the above-mentioned state variable Energy and
the drive Hunger serve as examples.
The body strives to maintain a fixed level of energy. If
this level is not achieved, for example it is too low, the
body tries to regain the desired state by urging the agent
to look for food.
The intensity of this drive is a function of the state variable Energy and can be calculated by means of the function H. In general, the lower the available Energy the
more intense the Hunger drive will be.

3. DESIRES, MOTIVES AND ACTIONS
In some simple cases, the state variables directly determine the behaviour of an agent. This is particularly the
case with reactive behaviour as situations that cause
reactive behaviours are in general more complex.
Behaviour is usually dependent on drives, needs or
desires which can be regarded as motives. The strength
or intensity of these motives is a function of the state
variables. In this case the state variables do not determine behaviour directly, but rather indirectly, via the
motives belonging to them. This basic idea was adopted

Hunger(tn+1) = H(Energy(tn+1))

(eq. 3.1)

In the special case of Energy and Hunger, the function
H could have the following form:
Hunger(tn+1) = MaxHunger * (1 – f(Energy(tn+1)))
(eq. 3.1a)
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f(Energy(tn+1)) = [1+exp(-HungerIncrease *
Energy(tn+1)-HungerMean))]-1
If (Energy(tn+1) > EnergyLimit)
Then
Hunger = 0
The function f(Energy) is the so-called Richard's curve,
which is frequently used to describe dependencies of
this form. [Horgan 2001]
Diagram 3.1 shows the course of the intensity of the
Hunger drive depending on the available Energy, according to equation (3.1a). As the available Energy decreases, we see an increase in the Hunger perceived.
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Diagram 3.1 The intensity of the drive Hunger,
depending on the available Energy
Clearly there is a distinct difference between the physical state Energy and the perceived Hunger drive. In
particular, if the Energy is high, the agent does not experience any drive as long as the Energy stays over the
threshold value of the Energy limit.
Another possibility for the intensity of the Hunger drive
could be:
Hunger(tn+1) = HungerIncrease *
(eq. 3.1b)
(log(EnergyDeficit(tn+1) + 1)
If (EnergyDeficit(tn+1) < EnergyMin)
Then
Hunger = 0
The equation (3.1b) was taken over from [Dörner
1999].
The exact form of the Hunger drive is determined by the
three constants MaxHunger, HungerIncrease and
HungerMean in equation (3.1a).
The equations (3.1a) and (3.1b) with their two constants
MaxHunger and HungerIncrease determine how intensively the agent really perceives or experiences the
internal state Energy. It is essential that it is not the real
internal state Energy itself, but only the experienced intensity of the corresponding Hunger drive, which is
responsible for the actual form of an agent’s action.
It follows that the two constants MaxHunger and
HungerIncrease, together with the constants that determine the value of the state variable Energy in equation
(3.1b), are the values that make up the personality trait

with respect to the Energy state and the Hunger drive.
The greater the Energy deficit, and the stronger the
Hunger drive is, the more vehemently the agent will act.
An agent with a personality that is very sensitive to possible Energy deficit and the Hunger drive, will attach
great importance to the fulfilment of this particular desire.
3.2 Emotional Intensity
In PECS, emotions like anger, fear, surprise or envy are
treated as basic state variables. Their change can be described by the state transition function F.
Similar to the relationship that exists between the Energy state and the Hunger drive, there is a relationship
between an emotion and the experienced intensity of
this emotion. The function H connects the emotion state
variable, for example Fear, with an intensity, such as
UrgeFear. (UrgeFear is an artificial construct, since
colloquial English does not possess a separate word for
the intensity of an emotion in comparison with the
emotion itself.)
For the intensity with which Fear is perceived, the following equation can be used:
UrgeFear(tn+1) = H(Fear(tn+1))

(eq. 3.2)

3.3 Willpower
Deliberate behaviour is focussed on a goal. A goal is a
situation, which can be described in terms of cognitive
state variables. An agent pursues a goal more or less resolutely, according to his willpower. As before, willpower can be calculated using the function H. The cognitive state variables of the goal are used as arguments
for H.
As an example, the state variable KnowAct might describe the quantity of knowledge an agent possesses at a
particular point in time. One of the agent’s goals might
be to increase that quantity.
The agent pursues the goal with the strength Will
Knowledge. The dependent variable WillKnowledge
will usually increase as the value of the corresponding
state variable KnowAct gets smaller. The function H
will be of the following form:
WillKnowledge(tn+1) = H(KnowAct(tn+1))

(eq. 3.3)

In its most simple form, equation 3.3 might look as follows:
WillKnowledge(tn+1) = - WillIncrease* 1/KnowAct(tn+1)
(eq. 3.3a)
Another possibility could be:
WillKnowledge(tn+1) =
exp(-WillIncrease*1/KnowAct (tn+1))

(eq. 3.3b)

The less the agent knows, and the stronger the will to
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change that situation, the more vehemently the agent
will act. It could be said that the agent has a personality
with a very strong will as far as the acquisition of knowledge is concerned.
3.4 Intensity of Social Desire
Social state variables describe facts about the agent in
relation to other agents. For instance, the state variable
SocAct measures an agent’s current social satisfaction.
SocAct increases if the agent is in the company of
others and decreases if it is by itself. An agent’s current
social satisfaction shows itself through a corresponding
desire for company. The intensity of this desire can be
calculated using the function H, thus:
DesireCompany(tn+1) = H(SocAct(tn+1))

the house. However, over time Hunger may become
stronger and stronger. At some point the intensity of
Hunger will overtake the intensity of the will power.
The action of tidying stops and is replaced by going to
the fridge.
The three motives are not constant, but change over
time. Therefore different motives may be action-determining at different times. Thus, for example, it is possible that initially the intensity of will has the highest
value, and so the agent is interrupted. A new motive
takes control and the agent goes to the fridge.
Internal
states

Physical state
(Energy)

(eq. 3.4)

The exact form of the function H, in equation (3.4), will
depend upon the nature of the problem. For example, it
could have a similar form to equations (3.1a) or (3.1b).
The function H determines how rapidly an agent feels
lonely and how strongly the agent desires to do
something about it. Therefore, these constants describe
the personality trait, sociability.

Emotional state
(Fear)

Cognitive state
(Knowledge)

At the beginning, the agent's will power may have the
highest intensity. That means the agent will start to tidy

Drive intensity
(Hunger)

Set of
possible actions

Motive selection

Emotion intensity

Action selection

Action
guiding
motive

Will intensity
(Curiosity)

Social state
Intensity of social desire
(Social satisfaction)

3.5 Motives and the general procedure
Initially, in the above cases, changes in the state variables are calculated using the transition function F. The
transformed internal state may then result in the agent
feeling or experiencing an internal urge, which may
drive it to perform a particular action.
Drives, emotional intensity, will power and social desire
are all called motives. Thus, “motive” is a collective
concept comprising four different constructs.
Motives are not static but change continuously over
time. Moreover, they compete with one another. The
strongest one becomes the action-guiding motive and
determines the agent's behaviour.
Since drives, emotional intensity, will power and social
desire are all regarded as motives, and since each of
these motives has a corresponding intensity, motives
can be compared with each other. It is thus possible to
establish which motive is the strongest at a given point
in time and hence determine the action to be executed.
For example, it is possible for an agent to experience
hunger at the same time as following the goal of tidying
the house. In addition, it can feel lonely and wants to go
out to see friends.
We then have the following scenario:
1) Intensity of the drive Hunger
Drive-controlled behaviour: Go to the fridge
2) Intensity of will power
Will-controlled behaviour: Tidy the room
3) Intensity of social desire
Socially controlled behaviour: Go to a party

Set of
possible motives

Diagram 3.2 Motives and motive selection
The proposed methodology makes it possible to combine motives as diverse as the intensities of drives, emotion, will power and social desire. Furthermore, the rich
and vivid dynamics, which exist within the mind of an
agent, can be modelled in a clear and manageable way.
Diagram 3.2 shows the competition between the four
different kinds of motives.
Under the proposed methodology, the following steps
are carried out before an agent undertakes an action:
1) Determine the new values of the internal state variables using the state transfer function F.
2) Calculate the corresponding intensity of each motive
using the function H.
3) Compare the various competing motives and select
the one with the highest intensity as the actionguiding one.
4) Perform the action which is demanded by the actionguided motive.
4 THE PAX MODEL
PAX is a model that is used to describe the peaceful
operations of the military for the distribution of food
care parcels in an occupied war area. The aim is to investigate strategies for the soldiers in a variety of different
circumstances. It is obvious that in such a situation,
emotional, social, and especially psychosocial aspects
have to be taken into account in addition to rational and
cognitive considerations.
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The model contains the soldiers who distribute the food
parcels, the supply vehicle and the civilians. The setting
of the scene is as village such as one found in Bosnia,
Macedonia or Afghanistan. A general description of the
project can be found in [Schwarz 2000].
Diagram 4.1 shows the real environment and its representation as a chessboard in the model. In the model the
colours stand for the following:
Black areas: houses
Blue square: the supply vehicle
Blue circles: soldiers
Yellow circles: civilians

Diagram 4.2 shows the threefold way the internal state
of an agent can change and as a consequence how actions are induced.
4.2 The change of the state variables
As previously mentioned, the internal state variables of
an agent can change in a threefold way. The procedure
will be described in more detail using the state variable
Anger.

Soldier
Civilian
Action of
Soldier

Civilian

Influence
of group

Self-dynamics

Diagram 4.1 The real system and its model
Each human being is represented by an agent. There
agents are constructed internally using the PECS structure.
Via the Sensor component, the civilian-agent realises
the actions of a soldier. According to his momentary internal state and his persistent personality the agent’s
actor component responds with an action.
4.1 Internal states, motives and actions
Each agent is characterised by the following three
internal variables:

x Fear
x Anger
x Need for food
Each of these internal variables can change its value for
the following three reasons:
x Self-dynamics
This variable changes its value independently without any external influences.
For instance, Fear or Anger decrease with time if
nothing happens. Individual psychology provides
information on how this happens.
x Actions of the soldiers
The various actions the soldiers are capable of influence the internal state of an agent. For instance, if
a soldier calms down a civilian, the civilian’s Anger
and Fear will decrease.
x Influence of the group
The common state of the surrounding group affects
the state variables of the agent. For instance, if a
peaceful agent enters a hostile, aggressive environment the agent’s Anger will increase. Social psychology provides descriptions of this type of situation

Civilian

Civilian

Civilian
Diagram 4.2 The threefold way to change the internal
state of an agent
The overall change of the state variable is specified by
means of a differential equation and by means of a timediscrete event. The differential equation 4.1 accounts
for the continuous change of the state variables. It has
the following form:
Anger’ = ((AngerMax – Anger)/ AngerMax) *
AngerChange * Anger (eq. 4.1)
AngerChange describes the rate with which the Anger
changes over time.
It has two parts:
AngerChange = PersonalAnger + GroupAnger
(eq. 4.2)
PersonalAnger is a variable that describes the self-dynamics with which the variable Anger decreases of its
own accord. GroupAnger adds the amount of Anger
that is induced by the surrounding group members.
Diagram 4.3 shows the natural decrease of Anger without external influences.
Eq. 4.3 describes the discrete change as a consequence
of an action by a soldier, thus:
If ActionSoldier
Anger = Anger + AngerActionSoldier
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(eq. 4.3)

x Attack
x Queue for a food parcel in front of the food vehicle

The component Behaviour within the PECS architecture
determines - according to a set of rules - which action is
selected and finally performed. This selection depends
on the strength of the motives and modifying factors.
4.4 Results

Diagram 4.3 The natural decrease of Anger without
external influences
If a threat is present this action leads to a sudden increase in Anger by the amount of AngerAction Soldier,
which is added to the already existing amount of Anger.
Diagram 4.3 shows the course of the natural decrease in
Anger if there are no group influences and no actions of
the soldiers are experienced
Diagram 4.4 shows how the state variable Anger changes in a discrete way, when a soldier exerts an action
such as a threat. The methodology is the same as the
one described by diagram 1.

The goal of the PAX model is to investigate the best
possible set of rules for the soldiers under various,
diverse conditions. For this purpose the parameters of
the model can display a wide range. Modifiable variables are among others:
x The personality traits of the soldiers
x The personality traits of the civilians
x The strategies for the soldiers
x The environment
One interesting investigation attempts to find a robust
strategy for the soldiers. It should be applicable and
successful in as many different circumstances as possible.
Diagram 4.5 shows the reaction of the civilians as a
consequence of six different rule sets or strategies. One
sees that strategy number 4 leads to a very low value for
both the state variables Fear and Anger. This means that
a behaviour of the soldiers that follows these instructions will lead to a peaceful and successful operation.
100
80
60
Durchschnitt_Angst

40

Durchschnitt_Wut

20
0
1

2

3

Strategy

4

5

6

Diagram 4.5 Various strategies for the soldiers
and their consequences for civilians
Diagram 4.4 The discrete increase of Anger as a
consequence of an action
4.3 The repertoire of actions and behaviour
Each agent has a limited repertoire of actions at his
disposal.
The possible actions for the soldiers are the following:
x Calm down
x Threat
x Attack
The possible actions for the civilians are:
x Retreat
x Wait

5 THE PECS REFERENCE MODEL
A reference model can serve as a blueprint for a class of
real systems. It shows the structure of a model for all
real systems that have a common deep structure and that
differ only in superficial qualities.
A PECS model in this sense is a reference model for the
modelling of human behaviour. The architecture proposed here claims to be universally applicable. Adaptation to individual conditions occurs by means of filling
in the empty spaces provided by the architecture. This
means for example that the number and the type of state
variables, the structure of the transfer function F and the
development of the output function G can be modified
without difficulty. Similarly the agent can be endowed
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with a varied repertoire of actions that state the external
actions of which the agent is capable. As a result, very
diverse agents and agent communities develop but they
all have the same deep structure and therefore they can
all be described by one and the same reference model.
The PECS reference model is based on [Urban 2000a],
where a more detailed and wide-ranging description is
given.
The agent world of the reference model PECS consists
of the following fundamental components:
x the environment component
x the connector component
x the agents
Diagram 5.1 shows the basic structure.
Agent

Agent

Connector

Agent

Agent

Environment

Diagram 5.1 The Structure of the
PECS Reference Model
6. CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to construct a wide range of models for agents whose dynamics is determined by physical, emotional, cognitive and social factors and their interactions. Especially valuable is the possibility to specify
the following three modes of behaviour control:

x Reactive behaviour
x Deliberative behaviour
x Reflective behaviour
It was shown in an exemplary and prototypical fashion
the methodology to be followed in the modelling of human behaviour in general.
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Clearly, these are very highly sophisticated objectives
and, realistically, there is currently no artificial system
that can exhibit that kind of a complex, integrative
behavior.

KEYWORDS
Cognitive computing, agents, high autonomy systems,
simulation-based design

From an engineering perspective, computer-aided
support at the higher design level is urgently needed.
Whereas excellent support exists at lower design levels
— for instance, in circuit, or VLSI design — support
for integrating hardware and software components at
higher system levels is poor. Thus, our desire is to
develop adequate modeling tools that support the
development of complex heterogeneous systems, allow
for reuse of models and modules, and help us in rapid
prototyping.

ABSTRACT
This paper is a summary of the plenary presentation.
The objectives of the presentation are threefold: a) to
discuss conceptual foundations of cognitive computing,
b) to demonstrate their impact on intelligent systems
design, and c) to present a brief summary of relevant
project experiences. An introduction to knowledgebased and cognitive systems, and the explanation of
their origins and principles are given. Then, an agent
metaphor is introduced as the basis for design of high
autonomy, cognitive architectures. Examples of projects
from both industry and research laboratories that
leverage from the above concepts are discussed. Some
recent work that focuses on decision making in complex,
information rich environments, multi-agent gaming
models, and implementation of symbolic representation
techniques in highly flexible, reusable, object-oriented
visualization systems is presented.

In the following sections, we examine how the
cognitive techniques could help us accomplish those
goals. We begin with a discussion of cognitive systems
and their underlying AI paradigms.
COGNITIVE SYSTEMS
The origins of cognitive systems work lie in cognitive
science — a discipline that brings together researchers
from the fields of psychology, linguistics, philosophy,
computer science, and more recently, neurocomputing.
We perceive “cognitive computing” as an approach that
has emerged from, and attempts to subsume, the work
done in AI. Given the computational power that we
now have at our disposal, we are able to explore
complex cognitive issues paradigms and supplement the
often imprecise methods used in psychology by
rigorous modeling. We can implement a lot of theories
now in a computational mechanism that allows us to
solve these problems computationally, not just
necessarily analytically as has been tackled in the past.
We could thus say that that cognitive systems are
systems that understand, seek to understand how we
perceive, how we think, remember, learn, and form
models.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Cognitive computing is an emerging approach that
builds upon a wealth of research and development work
in Artificial Intelligence (AI). It strives to provide
methods to construct and operate systems that “know
what they are doing” (Brachman 2002). From a
perspective of practicing modelers and systems
engineers, the primary motivation behind adopting
cognitive methods is to better support the design and
deployment of complex, intelligent systems.
It is also the systems’ complexity that motivates us
strongly to develop new integration techniques that help
achieve high levels of autonomy and intelligence. As
modelers and designers, we are excellent at constructing
system modules and subcomponents. However, we
often falter at the integration of those components not
just in a structural, but also in a functional sense. For
several years now, the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) has been driving an effort to
build systems that are able to acquire and accumulate
knowledge, reason, learn, explain themselves, and be
aware of their own behavior (and be robust).

Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

If we take a “computational approach”, we can view
cognitive systems in an information-processing context.
More specifically, we might see them as a kind of input,
output, and transition systems. Such systems are well
described by an agent metaphor, i.e., a system that
perceives its environment, processes information, and
takes actions that affect the environment. The classical
definition of an agent stipulates that it be an entity
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questions, perhaps a deeper type of investigative
technique, medical tests and treatments. The goal here
would be a successful treatment outcome, that is a
healthy patient with be a normal range of particular test
values. The systems shown in the table can all be called
agents. The question arises as to what degree of
cognitive sophistication they exhibit. While we do not
believe that computer programs or artificial systems
that “know what they are doing” exist, we could argue
that many systems do exhibit “knowledgeable
behaviors”. Thus the question that we want to answer is:
“How can we tell that intelligence has been achieved or
is being exhibited by an artificial system?

capable of information processing at various levels of
sophistication and able to affect the world in which it
operates (Russell and Norvig 1995). This general
metaphor is depicted in Figure 1.
An agent could be a robotic machine, a segment of
software, etc. Several examples are given in Table 1.
Agents are typically given specific goals and act in a
purposeful manner. The goals drive the behaviors and
allow us to generate metrics that assess how good these
behaviors are. For instance, in a medical diagnosis
system an agent would be perceiving symptoms,
findings, and data that are gathered through
interviewing the patient. The actions would be more

Figure 1: Agent Metaphor
Table 1 Examples of Agent Systems (adopted from “Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach”, S. Russell and P.
Norvig)
Agent Type

Percepts

Actions

Goals

Environment

Medical Diagnosis System

Symptoms,
findings,
patient’s
answers
Pixels of
varying
intensity,
color
Pixels of
varying
intensity
Temperature,
pressure
readings

Questions,
tests,
treatments

Healthy patient,
minimize cost

Hospital, patient

Categorization
of scene

Correct
categorization

Image processing
computers/satellites

Pick parts and
sort into bins

Place parts in
correct bins

Manufacturing system

Open, close
valves, adjust
pressure,
water temps.

Maximize safety,
power

Reactor

Satellite image analysis
system

Part picking robot

Reactor controller
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using efficient (often heuristic) methods. Many of the
computational problems we face lend themselves to the
following paradigm: the system that we build or analyze
can be in a finite number of states. Then, the task at
hand is to transition from an initial state to the goal state.
Thus, solving the problem is to find a trajectory or a
sequence of state transitions that would take the system
to the goal state(s). This is a powerful paradigm, deeply
rooted in the classical control and operations research
problems. Many of these problems exhibit
combinatorial and exponential behaviors with respect to
the number of inputs we work with. AI has been
extremely helpful in finding heuristic techniques that
allow us to solve search problems efficiently.

Attributes of Intelligence
To determine if a machine is intelligent, classically
the Turing test is carried out in which the machine is
called “smart” if its performance cannot be
distinguished from that of a human performing a task.
The fallacy of this approach is that systems can be
programmed that mimic human behavior without
actually exhibiting any cognitive skills. (A good
example was the Eliza system that emulated behaviors
of a psychoanalyst by simply analyzing the syntax of
patients’ complaints (Weizenbaum 1966)).
Perhaps a broader test for discerning intelligence
would be to ask what are the marks of intelligence. For
instance, we might consider the following as
representative attributes of intelligence.

Rule-, and model-based reasoning provide a
repository of methods that give us introspection into the
causes and effects when examining systems’ behaviors.
Traditionally, if-then productions (Russell and Norvig
1995) have been employed as a representational
mechanism for encoding condition-action (premiseconclusion) pairs in expert and knowledge-based
systems. Model-based reasoning allows for a higher
level of cognition in which we built a repository of
models which represent world states. Using such
models (which have dynamic behaviors), we perform
various diagnostic, prediction, and control functions
(Zeigler 1984, Rozenblit 1992).

We clearly have perception — our desire here is to
build agents that are able to perceive. We perceive, we
are able to recognize, we are able to classify and
abstract certain common properties. We have mental
states, in other words, we are thinking about something.
We have certain beliefs and we could say that we
believe something is true or false. We do learn (and so
do animals). Here, we could argue that what clearly
distinguishes us from other living beings is the ability to
acquire knowledge, ability to improve that knowledge,
and the ability to use it to solve new problems; that is
something that machines do not do well.

We extensively use genetic algorithms (GAs) and coevolution (Peng et al. 2003, Suantak et al. 2001) as
optimization tools that quickly generate suboptimal
solutions when the numbers of solution possibilities are
very large. GAs mimic the process of natural evolution
where the fittest members of a population cross-over
their best “genes”, or adapt to environmental changes
by mutating some of their gene sequences. GAs are also
employed in learning – a process essential to building
the agent’s autonomy and its ability to improve how it
determines its actions (Russell and Norvig 1995).

We use language to communicate and disseminate
knowledge in a purposeful way. And last but not least,
we create models and use them to predict consequences
of our actions and to explore our potential choices in an
almost limitless way.
AI have so far achieved many of the above marks of
intelligence in an isolated form. However, integrating
those abilities in an artificial systems is a formidable
goal. Ultimately this should be the objective behind the
development of innovative cognitive computing
architectures that can accomplish not necessarily the
level of a created genius, but a level of a highly
cognizant intelligent entity.

In our practical experience, we focus mainly on
employing these, and other techniques, to design highly
complex systems. Our design philosophy is firmly
grounded in the simulation modeling enterprise. The
following sections give an overview of our modeling
approach, summarize some practical experiences, and
propose a highly autonomous model-based system
architecture.

Tools for Cognitive Systems Design
A wealth of AI methods and tools exist to assist us in
the design of cognitive systems. In the presentation, we
will examine in detail a number of approaches. The
fundamental areas from which we draw in our practice
are state space-based search and problem solving,
knowledge representation (KR), rule-, and model-based
reasoning, genetic algorithms and co-evolution.

MODEL-BASED DESIGN
In our previous work (Schulz et al. 1998, Rozenblit
2001), we have developed a process that uses stepwise
refinement of simulateable models and abstracts system
components at multiple levels of representation. In this
methodology, a set of requirements and constraints is
obtained for the system to be modeled. The system is
then described as an abstract model that is a

In “the sciences of artificial” where most of the
engineering systems are conceived and constructed, the
state space approach is a rigorous method that allows us
to represent the underlying problems and to solve them
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this framework to design a variety of highly
autonomous systems by combining the above
simulation modeling principles with the tenets of AI
and cognitive systems. Examples are given below.

combination of its structural and associated behavioral
specifications.
Given a set of design objectives, requirements and
constrains, we first build a simulateable model of the
system under design (SUD). Modeling entails the
specification of structure (object model) and behavior
(dynamics). Object modeling (i.e., model structuring)
typically leads to a specification of a structure instance.
This is commonly done in a graphical language such as
the Unified Modeling Language (UML), which has
become a de facto tool for object modeling. However,
rather than generating a single instance of an object
model, we advocate the development of a generative
object representation that underlies the entire family of
possible design configurations for a problem domain at
hand. Indeed, UML allows us to capture the multiplicity
of design views and taxonomies (specializations) of
components
through
its
decomposition
and
specialization relationships. An enormous variety of
decompositions and specializations in large scale
systems leads to a combinatorial explosion of design
choices. To harness this complexity, procedures are
needed that prune out instances of design which best fit
design objectives and requirements. Thus, we use
heuristic search methods that convert design
requirements into selection (for choices from among
alternatives offered by taxonomic relationships) and
synthesis (for aggregations from among decompositions)
into production rules. Then, we search design spaces
for best alternatives. The outcome of the search is a set
of sub-optimal instances of design object models
(Rozenblit and Huang 1991).

Some Practical Experiences
Our laboratory conducts research in systems design and
analysis, engineering of complex systems, and software
engineering. Detailed principles for designing such
systems will be shown including a testing methodology
that ensures conformance to project’s requirements. In
the presentation we will show several instances of
complex systems. Examples will include a unified
sensing system model in which configuration,
management, and tracking algorithms are implemented
over a wireless, multi-sensor network (Vaidya et al.
2005), and a large scale object-oriented system for
decision making in complex, information rich situations
(such as military, peacekeeping, or disaster relief
operations).
The purpose of this latter work is to provide
visualization capabilities to decision makers using
advanced computer technology that symbolically
abstracts the most important features of the information
space. The technology facilitates rapid creation of
tailored, low resolution, high semantic content
visualizations of complex operations. Recent extensions
(Peng et al. 2003) include a hybrid software/hardware
that builds on the symbolic, object-oriented
visualization software.

The dynamics (behavior) of model components is
specified using various modeling formalisms such as
the discrete event system specification (DEVS) (Zeigler
1984), finite state machines, Petri nets, etc. The choice
of the specification formalism is based on the system’s
domain. Both the structural and behavioral
specifications constitute a virtual representation of the
system under design (SUD). This is a “design
blueprint” from which a system will be realized. Model
components remain implementation and realization (i.e.,
hardware or software) independent.

TOWARDS A COGNITIVE, HIGH AUTONOMY
ARCHITECTURE
We postulate that simulation modeling could play the
key role in designing highly autonomous, cognitive
architectures. High autonomy, defined here as the
ability to function with little or no intervention from the
“operator”, is a mark of cognitive sophistication.
The postulated architecture shown in Figure 2 consists
of three major elements: a) the executive layer that
comprises the planner and simulation, b) the
coordination layer that includes the diagnoser, model
base, monitor, and executor, and c) the execution layer
that acts upon the real world through the effector, and
collects observables through the perceptor.

We verify correctness of models through computer
simulation. A simulation test setup is called an
experimental frame (Zeigler 1984). It is associated with
the system’s model during simulation. A frame
specifies conditions under which the model of the
system is observed. Simulation is then executed
according to the run conditions prescribed by the frames.
At the end of the simulation process the “best”
(polyoptimal) virtual system prototype is obtained. The
design is then partitioned into hardware, software and
corresponding interfaces using a process that we call
model mapping (Schulz et al. 1998). We have applied

The planner’s function is to generate nominal action
plans, given a task or mission description and the world
states obtained from the models which reside in the
model base. The simulator provides model-based
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Figure 2: High Autonomy Cognitive Architecture
Applications, 17(6) 67 – 71.

expectations that are compared with the actual
observables in the monitor. Any discrepancies are
reported to the diagnoser which, in turn, orders
replanning directives.

Cunning, S.J. 2000. “Automating Test Generation for
Discrete Event Oriented Real-Time Embedded
Systems.” PhD Dissertation, The University of Arizona.

Increasing levels of autonomy could be defined as: a)
the ability of the system to achieve its objectives, b) the
ability to adapt to environmental changes, and c) the
ability to develop its own objectives. We believe that
the model-based approach allows for building such
functionality into the architecture presented above
(perhaps with the exception of item c.).

Peng, J., Rozenblit, J.W. and L. Suantak. 2003. “A
Hybrid Architecture for Visualization and Decision
Making in Battlespace Environments”, The Tenth IEEE
Conference on Engineering of Computer-Based Systems,
207-213.
Rozenblit, J.W., 1992. “Design for Autonomy: An
Overview”, Applied Artificial Intelligence, 6(1), 1-18.

CLOSING REMARKS
Rozenblit, J.W. and Y.M. Huang. 1991. “Rule-Based
Generation of Model Structures in Multifacetted
Modeling and System Design,” ORSA Journal on
Computing, 3(4), 330-344.

The notion of cognitive systems and computing is not
new. Well established AI-based methods have existed
for several decades. However, to a large extent AI has
not delivered an integrative capability to build complex
systems that combine many of the intelligent features
found in isolation in simpler components. We postulate
that a simulation modeling approach to design of highly
intelligent, autonomous computing architectures is a
powerful tool in accomplishing this integration at both
structural and functional levels.

Rozenblit, J.W. 2001. “Systems Design: A SimulationBased Modeling Framework.” In Discrete Event
Modeling and Simulation: A Tapestry of Systems and
AI-based Theories and Methodologies. (Eds. F. Cellier
and H. Sarjoughian), Springer Verlag, 107-127.
Russell, S. and P. Norvig. 1995. “Artificial Intelligence:
A Modern Approach”. Prentice-Hall.
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- issue of 10 thousand copies of Red book by T.
Schreiber
“Simulation
using
GPSS”
at
“Mashinostroenie” publishing house;
- intensive cooperation within CMEA with the experts
from GDR and deliveries of SIMDIS (GPSS/360) and
SIMDIS 2.0 (GPSS V) systems to USSR.
There were also single applications of SIMULA and
GASP languages, which were developed jointly with
experts of Czechoslovakia, Hungary and other
countries.
Thus, due to the synthesis of its own scientific ideas,
original developments and the best foreign technologies
the Soviet school of simulation was recognized
worldwide.

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the historic aspects of simulation
development in USSR. It shows that due to the
improvement of economic situation in Russia and CIS
countries interest in simulation started to resume. A
brief review of the market of simulation tools used now
in Russia is made. The necessity of establishing the
Russian Simulation Society is emphasized. The paper
includes a list of activities aimed to make simulation
one of the most popular technologies in Russia.
HISTORY OF SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT IN
USSR AND RUSSIA

CURRENT STATE OF SIMULATION IN RUSSIA
AND CIS COUNTRIES

The basics of research and developments in simulation
and its application in Russia (USSR) were laid in the
60s-70s. Simulation was one of the most developed
aspects in the study of complex systems (systems
analysis and study of operations). The achievements in
simulation of scientific schools of that time in Moscow,
Kiev, Novosibirsk and other cities are known all over
the world.
Besides fundamental research, we have a number of
important practical results. For example, such famous
simulation systems were developed, as SLENG and
NEDIS (Institute of cybernetics of Academy of
Sciences of USSR), STAM (Bauman Moscow Higher
Technical school), MODEL 6 (Computation Centre of
Novosibirsk Academictown). Also various specialpurpose systems were developed.
Orientation for the creation and use of home software
and hardware was the reason why most of simulation
means used at that time in the world were not widely
used in USSR. The only exception were GPSS systems,
which were rather popular. This was due to a number of
circumstances:
- translation into Russian of application packages
PMDS (GPSS/360) and PMDS 2.0 (GPSS V) and
deliveries of mainframe series with these packages to
Kazan Computer plant;

Unfortunately, after the disintegration of USSR and as a
result of the crisis in industry and science, most of this
potential was lost. Scientific contacts were broken,
financing became unstable. But most important was that
in the 90s practical application of simulation methods
and means completely disappeared or was replaced by
foreign firms, which delivered closed loop turnkey
systems.
But gradually, when the economic situation in Russia
and CIS countries started to improve, interest in
simulation began to rise.
Now, we can say that simulation crisis in Russia is
coming to its end. These are the main facts confirming
our conclusion:
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Firstly, activity of simulation experts in the Internet rose
steeply.
A number of fundamental Internet-resources about
simulation appeared: www.xjtek.ru, www.gpss.ru,
www.simulation.org.ua,
www.gpss-forum.narod.ru.
Statistics of www.gpss.ru portal is a visual proof of
growth of interest in simulation. It exists more than 3
years and every year the number of total visits increases
more than thrice as much. At present more than 300
experts visit the portal every day. The geography of
visits is either wide: more than 30 countries of the
world.
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implementation of projects of reconstruction of several
foreign metallurgical works, built jointly with USSR
and Russia.
Simulation models, integrated into production program
optimization system (RPMS), developed by Petrocom
JV, are widely used at most of petroleum refineries of
Russia and at some foreign petroleum refineries.
At present, simulation is widely used to evaluate the
quality of information control and transmission in
general-purpose geographically-distributed systems.

Secondly, academic application of simulation is also
constantly growing.
By the most conservative estimate, about 200 higher
schools of Russia graduate annually more than 10000
experts who know the basics of simulation research.
Thirdly, a large number of works on this subject have
been published.
These include not only simulation symposia and
conferences proceedings. Many respectable journals
started to publish such works (“Exponenta Pro”,
“Computerra”, “Automation in industry”, “Automation
and telemechanics”, “Information technologies and
computation systems”, etc.).
A number of books about simulation have been
published. They include four books, with 3 thousand
copies each about GPSS World.
A landmark is the issue of the translation of one of
fundamental books on simulation - “Simulation
Modelling and Analysis”, third edition, Averill M. Law,
W. David Kelton.

OTHER ASPECTS OF SIMULATION
APPLICATION IN RUSSIA
Taking into account the quick growth of Russia’s
economy, gradual transition from mining to the highlevel processing of extractives, the started
modernization of industry and attempts of enterprises to
increase their compatibility, it is natural to assume, that
the use of such effective research tool as simulation will
increase.
Facts show us, that interest in simulation methods
appear now in many spheres.

Fourthly, companies working professionally with
simulation appear again.
There are a lot of them: XJ-Technologies (St
Petersburg, www.xjtek.ru), B-Club Engineering
(Ivanovo, www.b-club.ru), “Elina-Computer” (Kazan,
www.elina-computer), Department of simulation of IBS
company (Moscow, www.ibs.ru), Lengipromez (St
Peterburg). New research and developments are carried
out in organizations of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (RAS): Computation Centre of RAS, Institute
of Control Sciences of RAS, Institute of System
Analysis of RAS, Institute for Information Transmission
Problems of RAS, Institute of Informatics Problems of
RAS, St Petersburg Institute for Informatics and
Automation of RAS, institutes of Siberian Branch of
RAS, etc.

Academic (educational) application
In spite of the unfavourable situation of previous years
and due to enthusiasm and patience of experts of many
higher schools, the backbone of highly qualified
simulation experts, mainly the teachers of technical
universities, was preserved. Simulation is widely used
now in training.
The following courses were introduced into the
standards for some specialities in Russia: “Modelling of
systems”, “Simulation”, “Computer modelling”.
The same situation is in the higher schools of Ukraine,
Byelorussia, Kazakhstan and other republics of former
USSR. During last years a course of modelling was also
introduced in the university syllabus for students of
economics. The fact that higher school is the most
active participant of discussing and solving simulation
problems is proved by the statistics of www.gpss.ru
portal. The rises and falls in the number of visits
coincide fully with terms of semesters and holidays.
There is a long list of university experts, who have
made a lot in simulation in recent years:
- Professor S.A. Yakovlev (St Petersburg
Electrotechnical University “LETI”), Professor Yu.I.
Ryzhikov (Mozhaisky Academy), Professor A.G.
Varzhapetyan (St Petersburg State University of
Aerospace Instrument-Making), Assistant Professor
B.K. Yeltyshev (State Marine Technical University),
etc. in St Petersburg;
- Professor V.M. Chyornenky (Bauman Moscow State
Technical University), Professor Ye.M. Kudryavtsev
(Moscow State Civil Engineering University), Assistant
Professor N.N. Lychkina (State University of
Management), etc. in Moscow;
- Professor S.A. Rodionov (Siberian State University of
Telecommunications and Informatics), Assistant
Professor V.V. Okolnishnikov (Novosibirsk State

Fifthly, a number of Russian developments have
appeared which are highly competitive in the world
market.
These developments include: AnyLogic by XJTechnologies, Fantomat by IBS, Object GPSS by
Korolev A.G. (Severodonetsk, Ukraine), etc.
Sixthly, practical interest in simulation appeared in the
real sector of the economy.
Important simulation-based projects have been carried
out at a number of enterprises.
For example, at Nizhni Tagil Integrated Iron-and-Steel
Works a simulation model is used to control productive
capacity of the main workshops and process units. At
Magnitogorsk
Integrated
Iron-and-Steel
Works
simulation is used in the enterprise system resources
control subsystem. At “Severstal-Group” metallurgical
enterprise simulation is used to evaluate the ways of
reconstruction of the main workshops and their logistic
flows. Simulation models, developed by Institute of
Control Sciences of RAS, were used for the analysis and
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University), Professor Ye.B. Tsoi (Novosibirsk State
Technical University), etc. in Novosibirsk;
- Professor V.N. Tomashevsky (National Technical
University of Ukraine “KPI”) in Kiev.
This list could be continued. We established and
maintain contact with more than 250 university
teachers. Many universities are changing their programtechnical base and buy modern licence software. Thus
we hope that the standard of teaching simulation will
improve even more.

5

“Queuing
system”

Tomsk Polytechnic
University
(B.G. Oslin)

6

Object GPSS
Generalpurpose
simulation
system

Severodonetsk
Technological Institute,
Severodonetsk, Ukraine
(A.G. Korolyov)

Home developments
Use, distribution and support of world-known
simulation tools

During the last decade a number of companies appeared
in Russia with simulation as the main direction of their
activities. These companies have many highly qualified
simulation experts. On the basis of their research and
work a number of simulation tools have been created,
which are now widespread and generally recognized.
Among them are: simulation platform Fantomat (IBS,
Moscow), professional simulation tool AnyLogic (XJTechnologies, St Petersburg), etc.
We would like to emphasize the achievements of XJTechnologies. In 13 years it became a company known
to all in the simulation world. Their system AnyLogic is
used at many world-known companies, such as Boeing
Company, Hewlett-Packard, General Motors, etc. They
constantly take part in many conferences and
exhibitions (including WSC) and have their
representatives in many countries of Europe and USA.
Table 1 gives brief information about the main
simulation tools, developed in Russia and CIS countries.

The present stage of application of simulation in Russia
is characterized by the use of advanced simulation tools,
which are used worldwide. It’s an objective process, and
it allows our researchers to choose the simulation tool,
which is most suitable for them, taking in account their
financial situation. Let us divide all simulation tools into
two groups – general-purpose and commercial
simulators.
Table 2 gives information about support of some
general-purpose systems in Russia.
Table 2: General-purpose simulation systems in
Russia

Table 1: Simulation Tools, Developed in Russia
No.
1

Name
Fantomat
Simulation
platform

2

AnyLogic
Professional
simulation
tool

3

ISS2000
Interactive
simulation
system

National Technical
University “Kiev
Politechnical Institute”,
Kiev, Ukraine (V.N.
Tomashevsky)

Distributed
simulation
system for
local network
in QNX
environment
(OS UNIX)

Institute of Computational
Mathematics and
Mathematical Geophysics
(Computing Centre), 6,
Akademika Lavrentjeva
prospect, Novosibirsk
630090,
http://www.sscc.ru),

4

Manufacturer
IBS Department of
simulation systems (9-b,
Dmitrovskoe shosse,
Moscow 127434,
www.ibs.ru)
XJ-Technologies (21,
Politekhnicheskaya st., St
Petersburg 194021,
www.xjek.ru)
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No.

Name

Manufacturer

1

Extend

2

Autom
od

3

Process
Model

4

Arena

Imagine That,
Inc. 6830 Via
Del Oro, Suite.
230 San Jose,
CA 95119
USA
www.imaginetha
tinc.com
5245 Yeager
Road
Salt Lake City
UT 84116-2877
USA
www.automod.c
om
ProModel
Solutions
556 East
Technology Ave.
Orem, UT 84097
www.promodel.c
om
Systems
Modeling Corp.
504 Beaver St.
Sewickley, PA
15143

Use and
representatives
in Russia
In use, no
official
representatives

In use, no
official
representatives

B-Club
Engineering,
Ltd. (Ivanovo)
www.b-club.ru

Interface Ltd.
Moscow, Russia
www.interface.ru

5

GPSS/
H

Wolverine
Software
Corporation
3131 Mount
Vernon Avenue
Alexandria, VA
www.wolverines
oftware.com

6

SLX

Wolverine
Software
Corporation
3131 Mount
Vernon Avenue
Alexandria, VA
www.wolverines
oftware.com

7

GPSS
World

Minuteman
Software
Corporation
P.O Box 131
Holly Springs
NC 27540-0131
USA
www.minuteman
software.com

In use.
Consultant:
Professor G.A.
Varzhapyan
St Petersburg
State University
of Aerospace
InstrumentMaking
bnm@aanet.ru
In use.
Consultant:
Professor G.A.
Varzhapyan
St Petersburg
State University
of Aerospace
InstrumentMaking
bnm@aanet.ru
P.O.B. 577,
Kazan 420111
Russia
www.elinacomputer.ru
www.gpss.ru

1

eM-Plant
System of
simulation,
optimization
and
visualization
of systems
and businessprocesses

Manufact
urer
TECNOM
ATIX
GmbH
Israel
www.tecn
omatix.co
m

Dassault
Systems
www.catia
.com

3

NETRAC
System of
development
and research
of
communicatio
ns networks

TTI
TELECO
M
www.ttitelecom.c
om
Israel

Bee Pitron, Ltd.
4, Vilenskiy
pereulok
St.-Petersburg
191014, Russia
www.beepitron.com
“Prioritet”
Research-andproduction
centre
15,
Sadovnicheskaya
st. Moscow
113035
www.priorteleco
m.ru

Establishing interaction between simulation experts
in Russia
It is well-known, that joint efforts yield greater results.
That is why during last three years intense consultation
has been carried out and work has been started on
establishing Russian Simulation Society. Most likely,
that registration of the Society and its practical work
will start this year already.
Before that, integration of experts and their
communication was done mainly virtually (via the
Internet) and at various conferences. The first Internetresource designed to integrate simulation experts and
give
them
special-purpose
information
was
www.gpss.ru portal. Due to this portal we managed to
start a dialogue between experts, exchange information,
publish several books on simulation and discuss issues
of uniting experts in a society. And the most important
result was the first all-Russian conference IMMOD2003, held in 2003. More than 200 experts from Russia,
CIS countries and Germany took part in the conference.
There were many responses to the conference and its

Table 3: Commercial simulators in Russia
Name

Catia Solution
Program
simulation
subsystem

As a rule, commercial stimulators are designed for
various branches of industry (eM-Plant – machinebuilding, Catya – shipbuilding, NETRAC –
communications and telecommunications). When using
these simulators the user’s attention is not distracted by
the peculiarities of this or that simulation system, but he
concentrates fully on the application domain. Using
opportunities of visual simulation, and modern dialog
and animation technologies he can substantially speed
up the research process. Commercial simulators are
known to be used in Russia at metallurgical enterprises
(Severstal-Group JSC), in motor-car construction
(Avtovaz, JSC), etc. The main factor, limiting
distribution of these systems is their price. For the most
part, Russian enterprises cannot pay $50000 and more
for simulation system, though it is usual practice for
western companies, which often buy even several
different simulation systems.

Certainly, the use and quality of support of the above
mentioned products is different. In some cases their use
is limited to student versions and single commercial
applications, as there are no Russian companies that
would localize the product and support it.
Arena and GPSS World are the most widely used
simulation systems in Russia. They have documentation
translated into good Russian, guarantee and technical
support. Dozens of enterprises bought licenses for these
systems, and they were used in many simulation studies.
Besides general-purpose systems, commercial
simulators are also used in Russia. Table 3 presents a
list of commercial simulators, known to be used in
Russia.

No.

2

Representatives
in Russia
TECNOMATIX
GmbH, Moscow
Bureau
6-3-56,
Vostrukhina st.
Moscow 109542,
Russian
Federation
vt.tecnomatix@g
23.relcom.ru
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Tomashevsky V. and Ye. Zhdanova. 2003. “Simulation in
GPSS environment”. Bestseller, Moscow.

proceedings are the most asked content at www.gpss.ru
portal. The second conference IMMOD-2005 will be
held in St Petersburg on 19-21 October 2005.
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It is obvious, that the potential market for simulation
tools in Russia is rather large. But it will take a lot of
efforts and money to develop it. The experts are eager to
solve these problems, and growth of economy and
interest of enterprises in simulation products make the
expansion of the market possible. At present, according
to the information we have, less than 10% of Russian
enterprises use simulation-based research. Thus, one of
the most powerful and promising research tools is not
used at its full capacity. In view of the fast growth of
competition between enterprises, the coming entry of
Russia into WTO, the role of research and tools
(including simulation) that can allow to reduce
production costs and provide competitive advantages,
increases.
To make simulation an up-to-date and widely used
technology in Russia, the following work should done:
- finish creation of the Russian Simulation Society and
popularize and promote simulation ideas in the society,
especially in the real economy and industry;
- improve the quality of teaching simulation by
retraining the teachers and improving the material and
technical basis of university simulation courses;
- create a working simulation services and means
market; give the Russian experts the most complete
range of simulation systems, available in the world,
provide their distribution and support;
- help home companies, working in this market, to
search for the ways of their development.
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In conclusion, we can say that simulation in Russia is
coming out of the crisis and we are expecting soon
important achievements in the application of simulation
in different spheres of economy, industry, science and
technology.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we can say that simulation in Russia is
coming out of the crisis. There are important changes in
academic sphere: investigation methods are being
developed, institutes buy modern licence software, the
number of courses, where simulation is used, is
increasing. We are expecting soon the appearance in
Russia and CIS countries of new theoretical and
application developments, as well as the wider
introduction of simulation into different spheres of
economy, industry, science and technology.
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HOW TO SOLVE THE PUZZLE?
SIMULATION SUPPORT FOR COMPONENT-BASED PROCESS DESIGN
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complicated structure of potential solutions causes a
high degree of complexity not only to the problems to
be solved but also to the planning processes for solving
those problems. As shown in figure 1 the latter can be
characterised as a phased process of loops, as a process
developing variants and versions concerning both the
materials flow process and the materials flow system.
There are analysing steps and creative, evaluating steps
for synthesis by turns with partially changing cognitive
problems and views. As a rule searching for appropriate
and suitable components for solving the problem comes
first. After that the defined components must be made
consistent with each other to realise the overall
functionality as given in the problem specification.

KEYWORDS
Logistics, Component-Based Modelling, Discrete Event
Simulation.
ABSTRACT
Logistics process design is one of the major challenges
in logistics planning and known as being a complex and
complicated problem, since it is subject to a large
number of many and diverse influences. The approach
of a component-based logistics process design should
help to reduce complexity of the design problem and its
solution, but especially to overcome the traditional
thinking in terms of technical systems instead of
focusing on what kind of functionality is really needed
to be implemented only. The paper delivers the basic
idea of this concept and discusses how simulation and
visualization can support this method even though
available tools and packages are based on
representations of technical components only.

problem description
targets

pre-set parameters

choosable
values
step 2:
problem solving

development of the solution

THE PROBLEM
Logistics planning aims at the planning of logistics
processes and systems in general and at both levels, the
strategic one and the operational one. In the context of
this paper the term logistics planning is strongly related
to the strategic design of logistics processes and systems
in preparation of investments for building or modifying
logistics services. Within this context it must not be
understood as operational planning of logistics
processes for running them efficiently and effectively.
Furthermore, special attention is paid to the design of
materials flows instead of the flows of information,
money or energy. With this, logistics shouldn’t be
reduced to materials flow design, management and
control only, but this special aspect of logistics is used
as an example to figure out main ideas, discuss basic
problems and present approaches that seem to be
applicable to logistics in its entirety.

configure
the process

configure
the system

dimension
the process

dimension
the system

evaluation
step 3:
assessment and evaluation

problem solution

Figure 1: Complex problem solving for planning
materials flows
Despite of this holistic approach to materials flow
planning in principle, often and in particular planning
processes system design dominates the planning
process, although process design defines required
system functionality any system design should be based
upon. As a result materials flow systems use to offer
much more functionality than it is needed to fulfil
object transformation as required. This too much of
system functionality afterwards needs to be reduced by

The planning of materials flows can be defined as
process of purposeful design and needs-related
development of materials flow solutions in their entire
complexity of materials flow system and the operational
processes carried out by it (Neumann 2001). This
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problem

step 1:
problem specification
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sophisticated control algorithms requiring a certain
amount of control technology and equipment. In the end
this leads to a high degree of system complexity and
increased implementation costs. Furthermore, this kind
of thinking in systems instead of processes reduces very
much the chances for real creativity and visionary
solutions. To overcome this, a component-based process
design is proposed to reduce problem complexity and
efforts in the planning process, but also to enable smart
materials flow processes and cost-effective materials
flow systems behind them.

Changing an object's appearance in space
and time or according to its structure
store
move
turn

A

A
A

B

A

B

A

A

A

A

change
appearance

THE CONCEPT
The idea of re-usable components for creating new
complex solutions in materials flow planning is already
well known: CAD packages usually contain catalogues
with standard parts such as screws or even more
complex technical components. High level simulators
defined by Law and Kelton (2000) as “a computer
package that allows one to simulate a system contained
in a specific class of systems with little or no
programming” enable model building from pre-defined
sets of components. “The particular system of interest
(in the domain of the package) is typically selected for
simulation by the use of menus and graphics, without
need for programming.” For modelling logistics
processes components representing materials flow or
information flow operations are used to build up
process chains along which objects, i.e. goods or
information, are purposefully transformed from a given
initial state into the desired final state. The traditional
methodology for structuring materials flow processes as
described and used in literature (Bolz and Hagemann
1958, Woodley 1964, VDI 3300, VDI 3596) is based
upon four categories of processes:
• Operation
• Transportation
• Delay
• Storage
Each of these transformation processes can be
characterized by the changes an object experiences with
regard to its appearance in space and time. Quantitative
characteristics resulting from this are type or sort,
quantity, location and time. But this set of
characteristics allows to represent selected aspects of
object transformation only. For solving problems in
logistics process design an extended set of
characteristics is required also representing aspects like
state of information or quality (Ziems and Neumann
1999). From this, a variety of building blocks for
processes, i.e. operations, can be derived (see figure 2):
• Operations modifying an objects appearance
according to space, time or structure
• Operations modifying an objects relationship
with neighbour objects within the same flow
• Operations effecting several flows

add/read
info
unite
same
types
unite
different
types

homogeneous
unit

homogeneous
unit

inhomogeneous unit

inhomogeneous unit

split
homogeneous
unit
split inhomogeneous
unit
Changing an object's relationship with
neighbor objects in the same flow concerning
time
distance
quantity

group

type

group

sequence

Effecting several flows
A

t5 t4

t1

compose

FIFO
B t6

t5 t4 t3 t2 t1

t3 t2
A

separate
B
monoliths

composed units

time-consuming

Figure 2: Elementary materials flow operations
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These classes of operations are of fundamental nature;
by use of them changes with individual goods and units
as well as one or more materials flows can be described
as transformations of objects and process chains in state
models. For defining those elementary operations
similarities (and differences) relevant to the design of
logistics processes are used to structure the wide variety
of phenomenon and to model them along the same lines.

version of the process eventually taking basic variations
into consideration. In a second step components
representing sub-processes are specified using
elementary operations which finally replace the
complex component of the first approach. As a result
the process chain consisting of elementary operations
only represents the minimum functionality required of a
system to transform objects as needed. According to
this early stage of a planning process the functional
specification of the materials flow system is based upon
technological and eventually geometric requirements of
object transformation only, whereas performance
requirements requesting for additional operations such
as storing or buffering have not been included yet. To
decide about additional functionality eventually to be
provided by the system, the process chain as developed
so far needs to be analysed using further methods like
simulation or visualisation which requires further
models of specific types. This way up to four different
kinds of process models are built and used in the course
of the materials flow design process. For a small
illustrating example figure 5 shows these different
models:

Grouping objects according to sorts
C

B
block

B

S

B
block

separate
A

C
compose

B
block

Figure 3: Model building using elementary operations
Elementary operations are the smallest pieces in the
puzzle of a logistics process. The entire process can be
configured sequencing them alongside the timeline. But,
especially in the case of a complex process, it is also
possible and might be useful to identify a kind of
standard sub-processes of a certain level of complexity
(e. g. grouping objects according to sorts) and to model
them in detail using elementary operations (see figure
3), but to represent them in the overall process chain by
just one component (see figure 4). As a result
equivalent models of varying levels of detail of the
same object transformation can be built to meet the
particular needs of a certain step in the design or
analysis process.

C

The process chain model (see figure 5b) describes in a
standardized way an object’s life cycle as sequence of
operations in the course of which object characteristics
are purposefully changed. A superposition of process
chains of different objects forms an abstract model of a
company’s logistics processes which is used for
documentation, visualization, analyzing or planning
purposes.
The principle animation model (see figure 5c) transfers
these static process elements into dynamic operations.
These operations are of elementary nature, i.e. they aim
at transforming the object with respect to one particular
characteristic only. Due to the fact that all of these
operations are time-consuming ones an object’s time
characteristic is changed as a side effect, too. The
animation model finally consists of a sequence of small
animations each of them representing one operation to
transform an object from an initial state starting from
the one given with the source into a final state required
by the sink. Obviously, the state an object reaches
through an operation is also its initial state for the
following operation. This equivalence allows to check
the sequencing of operations for logical correctness
with regard to object transformation. The purpose of
using a principle animation model for this is to give
visualized support in evaluating the process chain.
Consequently there is no possibility for defining or
modifying any parameters and this model is to be seen
as a qualitative representation of the process chain.

G

B

C

S

GB

C

B

C

S

B
B
B

C

C: composing flows G: grouping objects S: separating flows B: blocking objects

Figure 4: Varying levels of detail in the process chain
model
THE METHOD
The approach for component-based process design in
logistics is based upon the concept as described in the
previous section. In a kind of top-down design a process
of complex nature is configured and further specified
(see figure 4). In the beginning, building blocks of more
complex nature are used to create a first principle

The simulation model (see figure 5d) forms the dynamic
representation of the process chain modelling not just
principal functionality but quantitative parameters as
well. With this it allows to investigate flows on the
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basis of types of objects and quantities and to analyze
flows according to process performance measures like
throughput, intensity, or average arrival time and
distribution. As a result not only the process’ way of
working can be proven correct, but also the need for
additional buffering or storing functionality and their
capacities can be derived.

additional moving, lifting or handling operations which
have not been included yet. Furthermore this model also
allows producing a nice looking, attractive visualization
of the process which can be used for presentation
purposes as well.
Although there are four different models to be
developed in the course of the design process, the
process chain model always forms the basic
representation of the materials flow process as
developed so far. Since the development and use of the
other three models might lead to modifications of the
process, the process chain model needs to be adapted
and changed respectively after each modification step.
In this way, also a correct documentation of the process
(as the outcome of the design process) is produced,
although focus of the design step, way of modelling and
tools used for model building and experimentation do
change.

a) problem description (illustrating example)
St
St

C

S

St
St

B
B

St

B

C

b) process chain model (illustrating example)

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
For implementing the method of component-based
logistics process design, tools from different categories
need to be used and available. Currently, there is no
automatic crossover from one model to another one.
The person designing the process and developing the
respective models is changing focus and way of model
building as required, but clearly having in mind that
there is precisely one process chain, animation and
visualisation component for each of the elementary
operations. Only for translating elementary operations
into an executable simulation model there are
alternatives in modelling (see figure 6). This is caused
by the simulation package used, DOSIMIS-3, which is
specialized to answer questions related to functionality
and performance measures of logistics systems and
processes and widely deployed in industry as well as
logistics education and training in German-speaking
countries. (Further information on DOSIMIS-3 in
German or English languages can be found on the
provider’s website www.sdz.de.)

c) principle animation model (illustrating example)

d) DODIMIS-3 simulation model (illustrating example)

operation
moving

process
chain

animation

DOSIMIS-3

visualization

T
transporingt

storing

e) 3D virtual reality model (illustrating example)

uniting

Figure 5: Evolution of the process description

adding
information

The 3D virtual reality model (see figure 5e) transfers
the outcome of the simulation model, i.e. the trace file,
into a dynamic three-dimensional representation of the
process chain. The objective of this step is to ensure and
validate that the materials flow links sources and sinks
correctly also from the geometric point of view.
Amongst others this might lead to the introduction of

St
storing

C
collecting

L
labelling

Figure 6: Mapping list of elementary operations
In typical simulation projects DOSIMIS-3 is mainly
used for analysing materials flow systems and their
functionality instead of abstractly representing materials
flow operations and processes without taking care of
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any possible technological implementation. Because of
this some of the elementary operations are principally
represented within alternative simulation components
which gives the modelling person some degree of
freedom in designing the simulation model. To not
reduce this kind of flexibility too much but at the same
time enable automatic generation of the 3D model and
its dynamical visualisation through interpreting the
DOSIMIS-3 trace file (see also Bernhard and Jessen
2005), a mapping list describes which simulation
component is applicable to represent which elementary
operation.

to all registered users of a particular LogEduGate
course. After installing the package on the own
computer and without any further add-ons, the simulator
automatically comes up with its demo version enabling
to build and run small simulation models which do not
consist of more than 15 elements. For dealing with more
complex problems and building larger models an
additional, personalized simulation ID is required that is
centrally created and provided on demand. This ID is
valid for a certain period of time according to the time
scale of the simulation project. During this period the
complete functionality of the package is available,
whereas after the expiry date has passed by the software
automatically returns to demo mode again. In this way,
the user needs to be online for downloading the
package, requesting for and receiving the simulation ID
and submitting the model and trace files for automatic
generation of the visualization model only. All timeconsuming activities, like model building, validation,
running experiments, watching animation or monitoring
and analyzing results take place in the offline mode
(figure 7). With this, the simulator works and can be
used exactly in the same way as it would happen in an
industry setting. There is no loss of speed and
performance; online costs are reduced to a minimum
once the package has been downloaded.

Finally, it is necessary to point out that all models
represent just the process, but not at all any underlying
technical equipment that would make this process
become possible. Even the 3D virtual reality model uses
principle concepts to show the process in the real
layout. If any object movement, for example, is realized
in a continuous way by use of any type of conveyor or
in a discontinuous way through a vehicle or truck, this
is not defined yet. System design would be the next step
in the developmental process, although a kind of
interrelated design of materials flow process and
materials flow system are highly recommended. The
proposed method can provide extensive support to such
kind of a procedure by guiding through a systematic and
structured design process as well as by enabling and
encouraging continuous documentation of the results
achieved.

model
building

LOGIN

Create,
manage and
control
ID and
licenses

request for simulation ID

Prototype implementation of the method as described
aimed at providing a mixture of online and offline
services to potential users via the web (Neumann 2003).
For this, a web-based learning, information and
communication enabling wide-scale and multimedia
education in logistics was used as the framework for
providing access to the variety of tools and services, but
also to knowledge needed for component-based
logistics
process
design.
LogEduGate
(www.logedugate.de) is a new kind of a logistics elearning environment that is tailor-made for the specific
needs of this complicated, complex, interdisciplinary
field of knowledge. This logistics education gate
interlinks a large number of knowledge units covering
different aspects of logistics from engineering and
business points of view at the same time and especially
provides functionality to strengthen competencies in
problem solving, decision making, organizing,
designing etc. At the moment LogEduGate is developed
to support university students in logistics in both modes,
face-to-face and distance learning, but at a later stage it
wants to meet training needs of logistics professionals,
too.

send simulation ID

simulate
visualize

Figure 7: Embedding DOSIMIS-3 into LogEduGate
Further tools used for dynamical representation of the
designed process are an animation toolkit and a
visualization model generator (see Bernhard and Jessen
2005). Both tools were specially developed to meet the
needs of this particular concept and method.
CONCLUSIONS
As experience from integrating the method of
component-based logistics process design into logistics
courses at university level have shown this new way of
thinking in processes instead of systems needs to be
trained intensively, whereas the changes between
models and tools did not cause major problems. The
challenge consists in overcoming the traditional way of
thinking in systems, system components or existing
technical solutions at early stages of the design process.
Thinking in terms of operations and processes only
helps to define what kind of functionality is really
needed and allows to play with basic principles instead
of combining existing technical components only. With

For being integrated into the LogEduGate platform, no
major changes to DOSIMIS-3 which runs on PC
requiring Windows 95 or higher operating system
where required. DOSIMIS-3 is available for download
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this truly innovative technical solutions become
possible. At the same time this is also the chance this
new concept and method offers for reducing functional
complexity of today’s materials flow and logistics
systems and with this the amount of investments into
technical solutions as well. Of course the process chain
model is not the end of the design process in logistics,
but forms an excellent starting point for technical
specification of functionality and designing an
appropriate materials flow or logistics system
afterwards. Here, the models developed in the steps of
process design provide serious input. Especially
simulation and visualization models and techniques are
of tremendous relevance for this kind of a continuous
developmental process. They are applicable even at
early stages with poor knowledge on how the final
solution might eventually look like. And they can be
modified and adapted to the progress in a creative
problem solving process representing the process first,
but then being more and more changed into a
representation of the specific system.
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These demands lead to added use of model based
analysis and planning methods like simulation and
optimization. In this context the input data in an
appropriate quality, quantity and granularity are
prerequisite for high-value results. Therefore, an
interdisciplinary research team with partners from Data
Acquisition, Statistics and Visualization decided to
develop a methods utilization model for the gathering of
qualitatively high-value input data.

KEYWORDS
Information Acquisition, Model Based Analysis,
Simulation, Logistics Networks.
ABSTRACT
Bases of each efficient analysis of Large Logistics
Networks are valid input data in the right quality,
quantity and granularity. Considering these demands a
goal and task oriented information acquisition by using
several techniques of data acquisition, statistics and
visualization is needed. This article gives an overview
of current research results including theoretical
definitions of terms like information, data, knowledge, a
process oriented procedure model for information
acquisition as well as different taxonomies of methods
from data acquisition, statistics and visualization and
their utilization. Finally, the article presents prospects of
future research with the focus on the utilization of the
information
acquisition
procedure
model
in
applications.

In spite of or perhaps because of the current information
overload the investment for a goal-oriented information
acquisition in simulation projects is much too high with
almost 50% of the total project time (Rabe and
Hellingrath 2001). Therefore the logistics planner needs
a toolbox for an efficient goal-oriented information
acquisition, which offers a support of all planning
activities.
Therefore, a primary research goal is the development
and adaptation of procedure models for the acquisition
of context based information for the determination of
specific input data for the model based analysis
(especially simulation and optimization) of LLN. The
results lead to the development of a method toolbox for
supporting the process of the information acquisition
with respect to target group and task oriented method
utilization.

INTRODUCTION
Large logistics networks LLN exist wherever a large
number of different items are transported via several
stations sometimes using alternating transport carriers.
In accordance with delimitation and position, these
logistics systems are called supplier networks,
production networks, distribution networks, freight
forwarding networks, container cycles, transportation
networks etc. The components of these large networks
(e.g. people, companies, resources, orders) are linked to
each other by a multitude of various relationships.

DATA, INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE
Any adequate approach to the acquisition of
information for the modeling of logistics systems
requires an exact differentiation between the terms data,
information and knowledge and a distinct use of them.
Mainly based on the information theory (Shannon and
Weaver 1949; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1997) and an
existing DIN standard (DIN 1995) following definitions
were fixed:

The current developments in LLN lead to new
structures and rules. Thus, in recent years, a multitude
of new network-based enterprise structures such as
alliances, joint ventures, supplier networks, fractal
factories, segmented factories, virtual enterprises and
process-orientated organization forms have been
propagated and discussed.

Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

Data consist of analog or digital signals or indications
(syntax) and are used for the representation of
information for the purpose of further processing.
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Information covers statements and descriptions of
characteristics and structures of certain objects or
circumstances (semantic). Information is sent and
received and due to this sender-receiver relation it is
only valid for a specific purpose. Information is coded
by data; it represents communicated and formalized
knowledge and serves the increase of knowledge.

model. This includes the process steps of information
collection and -estimation as well as the process steps of
data management. Figure 2 gives an overview over the
single process steps in their temporal sequence and in
the respectively focused view of information and data.
Where appropriate, iterations are necessary depending
on the results of single process steps. For the processing
of each process step several specific methods can be
used.

Knowledge ("mental models", skill, proficiency, knowhow, experience, etc.) is bound to the consciousness and
arises with the owner of the consciousness (individuals
and/or collectives of individuals); knowledge is often
difficult to formalize and hard to communicate.

The procedure model of information acquisition is
based on the analysis of the given problem by
considering the object of study, the aims of the study
and the selected method of modeling. The goal setting
process step is aided by taking characteristic
information requirements of standard processes in
logistics networks into account. After all this process
step leads to principal information requirements for the
given task and therefore for the model.

These definitions for data and information built up the
bases for all following sections.
INFORMATION ACQUISITION IN
SIMULATION
The utilization of information acquisition in modeling
depends basically on the purpose of modeling and the
related modeling method. For example, if a purely
descriptive model has to be developed, different
information will be required than during an
optimization task or a simulation. In the following, the
information acquisition for simulation is focused.

The following step Identification of Information is
divided in three sub-steps: The Analysis of Information
Demand, which derives the needed information from
the principal information requirements, the Analysis and
Evaluation of the Existing Offer of Information,
including the detection and evaluation of all known and
potentially useful sources of information, and the third
sub-step Assessment of the Available Information which
covers the comparison of the identified available
information with the needed information by regarding
aspects of expenses (e.g. availability, usability, costs,
etc). This leads to the determination of potentially
usable information.

Task
The basic simulation study
Definition
process is described in the
Goal
Part 1 of the VDI-guideline
Definition
3633 (VDI 2000). The
Conceptual
information
acquisition
Model
represents a part step of this
process and replaces the
data
acquisition.
Input
Information Acquisition
information
for
the
procedure of information
Model for
acquisition are the project
Experimentation
task, the object of study, the
determined
investigation
Validation
goal as well as the
conceptual
model
(see
Experimentation
Figure 1). The existence of a
first conceptual model,
Analysis of Results
which determines the model
boundary and the planned
abstraction level, is preFigure 1: Information
requisite to carry out a
acquisition in the
purposeful
and
goalcontext of a simulation
oriented model information
study.
acquisition. The information
acquisition itself delivers the concrete input data for the
simulation model.

The process step Preparing the Collection of
Information and Data deals with the Selection of
Adequate Sources and the Identification and Selection
of Appropriate Collection Methods as well as the
accomplishment of the corresponding preparation
arrangements. With the aid of the evaluation of
available information sources a decision is made on the
sources to be used. Goal-oriented aspects of effort and
benefit are the basis for the Identification and Selection
of Appropriate Collection Methods to obtain an
economical and goal-oriented utilization of the acquired
information.
The Collection of Information and Data is composed of
two sub-steps. By using the selected collection methods
together with the chosen information sources the needed
information is collected. Depending on the used
collection method the collected information, for
example as plain text, has to be transformed into
corresponding data. In the next step the information and
data has to be validated by the Comparison of the
Collected Data with the Needed Information. This
process step of information and data collection ensures
that usable information with associated data is derived.

PROCEDURE MODEL OF INFORMATION
ACQUISITION
The procedure model of information acquisition links
the information view to the data view in a process
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Figure 2: Procedure model of information acquisition.
Normally parallel to the process step described above
the potentially usable input data. This validation process
the process of Data Recording includes all manually,
is supported by the usage of different methods of
semi-automatically or automatically operations to
information visualization for the comparative and
transfer data in a machine-readable structure and store
explorative analysis. In the second stage, the two steps
them on a data medium. After this process step the data
of verification and validation of the potentially usable
is available in digital form.
input data take place by regarding its correctness and
usage within the implemented simulation model. These
Data Structuring is a preprocessing step for the
steps are equivalent to parts of the verification and
preparation of the recorded digital data for the
validation process of the simulation model itself (VDI
following processes. This includes the clearing up,
2000). Finally the validation process yields usable input
check on inconsistencies, as well as a scaledata for modeling, simulation and optimization of LLN.
transformation taking the aims and the granularity level
of the model based analysis into account. Also the
TAXONOMIES FOR USING INFORMATION
definition of relations in data base systems by
ACQUISITION METHODS
connecting indices and compatible variables leads to
The utilization of the procedure model seen above
new logical rules.
necessitates enhancements for the purposive application
of methods.
The Statistical Data Analysis provides usable input data
for the model based analysis of LLN. By using statistics
Therefore, parallel to the development of the procedure
methods for consistence checks (e.g. outlier
model different data acquisition, statistical and
identification,
cross-validation),
for
reducing
visualization methods were analyzed and classified
dimensions and complexity (e.g. variable selection,
regarding their use in the context of the information
principal component analysis, classification methods
acquisition process. The worked out classification
and pattern recognition) or for a forecast the data are
criteria represent the basis for the method taxonomies
prepared, analyzed and interpreted with regard to
using in the different process steps to select a method
quality and plausibility. On the one hand the data
for the concrete application.
analysis works on the data, but on the other hand it
depends directly from the previously identified
In the area of the data acquisition, a comprehensive
information requirements.
method screening was made for this both in internal
areas of data acquisition discipline and in external areas,
The connected use of different statistical data analysis
for example market research, development psychology
methods guarantees highly compressed and well
and empirical social research. On basis of a direct costprepared potentially usable input data only losing a minbenefit-comparison the analyzed data acquisition
imum of information with respect to the collected data.
methods were classified and rated with respect to their
applicability for the data acquisition in LLN. Basis for
The Validation deals with the sufficient usability of the
the work within the range of the information and data
prepared data regarding the needed information and
acquisition is the distinction of the data acquisition
with its correctness and usage within the implemented
methods in two method classes, the primary and the
simulation model. First, it has to be examined how
secondary collection. For primary collection
much of the identified needed information is covered by
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Figure 3: Taxonomy for visualization methods from the information-related point of view
information and data are acquired directly for the
suitable analysis method have to be considered, as for
investigation purpose, for example by means of
example the formulation of wrong assumptions, the
questionnaires or interview as well as by self- and
neglecting and mistaking of relevant information as
foreign-observation. A secondary collection is based on
well as the deriving of wrong conclusions from an
already existing data like external business data, internal
assumption. Due to these errors there also arises
business data collected for other purposes, official
strengthened likewise error in input data for the
statistics etc. Known techniques are the inventory, the
simulation, so that the results of a simulation, based on
analysis of documents and the comparison of business
this input data, have no force of evidence (Gather et al.
companies. These primary and secondary methods have
2000; Wenzel et al. 2001). Against this background
been analyzed by the authors especially in view of their
groups of statistic methods could be identified, from
usability to collect information on logistics systems
which a suitable procedure can be selected, depending
(Hömberg and Jodin 2003). Goal-oriented aspects of
on the use within the information acquisition. Only
effort and benefit are the basis for integrating the
within these selected groups, the taxonomy of the
collection methods in category schemata. Only by
methods specific for the application in LLN can be
choosing the most capable method, the economical and
made. This taxonomy and their criteria have to consider
goal-oriented utilization of the acquired information can
the complexity and quality of the data, the size of the
be achieved.
available data sources as well as statistical quality.
Based on multitude of different statistical analysis
methods for basically different tasks and objectives, the
applicable and useful groups of methods for the context
of modeling of LLN were identified (Fender and Kuhnt
2003). The classification of a single method within a
group by regarding the use in LLN could be carried out
exemplary for the extensive method group Cluster
Analysis. At this especially not only the complexity and
quality of data, but also the data size becomes main
criteria for the taxonomy.

For the development of the taxonomy of visualization
methods, different visualization techniques used in the
area of Scientific Visualization and Information
Visualization (e. g. Chi 2000; Harris 1999; Robertson
1991) were identified and analyzed. Furthermore a
catalog of criteria together with the criteria
specifications was built up by using existing
taxonomies. Also research results of Visual Data
Mining have been taken into account. But the existing
taxonomies only obtain graphical criteria or are built up
from the viewpoint of the simulation in production and
logistics (VDI 2003). Criteria from the informationrelated point of view, that offer the utilization of the
methods with respect to the task and target group,
previously were not considered. The developed
taxonomy represents on the one hand the basis for the
classification of application relevant visualization
methods on the other hand the need inquiry from user
view for the method selection (Wenzel et al. 2003).

An important step in the information acquisition process
is the analysis of usable information and available data,
whereby these often originate from different,
heterogeneous data sources. The choice of suitable
statistical analysis methods depends directly on the
given goal and task, the kind of the available
information, the structure of data records as well as the
necessary granularity of the needed input data. For the
multiplicity of different tasks and objectives as well as
different data types in LLN usually a group of possible
statistical methods exists for each area of application.
Within these individual groups, different user-specific
sources of error during selection and application of the

In addition to the criteria from the graphical point of
view the taxonomy for visualization methods is
completed by a survey of the criteria from the
information-related point of view. These are the primary
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functions of the visualization method in terms of its
potential use and the description of the information
which can be represented and imparted by the chosen
visualization method. The taxonomy is shown in
figure 3, a detailed description of all criteria and their
specifications can be found in (Wenzel et al. 2003).
Goal and Task-oriented
Request by the User

FUTURE PROSPECTS
The future research activities focus on a comprehensive
definition and evaluation of the classification criteria for
data acquisition, statistical and visualization methods.
These classification criteria serve the development of
method categories for simplifying the selection and
utilization of specific methods. Also the derivation and
definition of information categories, which are directly
diverted from identified standard processes of logistics,
as well as the generalization of the procedure model for
the scope of LLN and not only for single applications
are in the focus of the future work. The integrative
methods utilization by using the procedure model has to
be expanded with respect to a synergetic utilization of
the methods. This requires the recognition of use and
application specific dependencies of the methods of
data acquisition, statistical analysis and visualization
among each other. These dependencies have to be
formulated as meta-information. In this context,
especially several quality criteria are useful to get
appropriate information as well as the corresponding
input data.

Classification of
Visualization Techniques
by an Expert

Match

Selected Technique

Figure 4: Taxonomy utilization for method selection.
The taxonomies were developed to match the
requirements of a user with the specific characteristics
of data acquisition, statistical or visualization methods.
The precondition is the complete classification of all
methods which are relevant for model-based planning
of LLN. The user specifies his/her requirements with
regard to task and purpose and other requirements, e. g.
working field conventions, by means of the same
taxonomy. However, this does not require a complete
specification. By comparing his/her requirements with
the entirety of available methods the user is led to a
category of possible methods or, ideally, to just one
method (see Figure 4). This comparison could be
realized by an appropriate software program. The final
selection has to be done manually by the user himself
on the basis of extended criteria such as preparation
effort and interpretation effort of the target group.

Meta Information

Procedure of Information Acquisition

Taxonomies

STANDARD LOGISTICS PROCESSES AND
DATA FOR INFORMATION IDENTIFICATION

Methods & Techniques

Figure 5: Methods Utilization Model.
The described results complement the methods toolbox
and - together with the procedure model – lead to an
integrated methods utilization model (see Figure 5), to
carry out a purposeful information acquisition based on
a given task definition and analysis method.

To assist the process step Information Identification of
the procedure model a systematic and standardized
classification, description and evaluation of the needed
input data in the context of the logistics processes are
meaningful and necessary. For this reason typical
standard processes on different levels of abstraction
were and still has to be identified and - on the
assumption that the simulation is used as analysis
method - characteristic input data for the analysis and
planning were assigned to logistics processes.
Thereupon the relevant data for the modeling with the
identified standard processes were selected and the
needed quality, quantity and granularity was defined
(e.g. topicality, accuracy, view period etc.). The
modeling of the LLN based on the process chain
paradigm (Kuhn 1995 and VDI 2001) and the use of
these standard processes with the assigned data leads to
an aggregating of all necessary input data on the
necessary level.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Additional information can be found
<http://www.sfb559.uni-dortmund.de>.
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Due to limited time and funding academic education
and training is mainly performed as lecture and/or
seminar. These events only allow for a description and
short demonstration of modelling and simulation tools.
The complex tool functionality cannot completely be
demonstrated and communicated. In this context the
application of new media has a lasting effect. Besides
the utilization of multi-media techniques for a more
appealing presentation and intuitive imparting of
knowledge the utilization of the World Wide Web
(WWW) is playing a more and more important role for
the education and training at universities. Dealing with
individual web-based courses students can learn
independently from time restrictions and location.
Additionally, students can complete and extend their
knowledge to their own interests browsing the complete
knowledge database of the web-based education and
training system. Relating to simulation students can find
out their own way to apply the basic methodology and
handle complex tools.

ABSTRACT
This article demonstrates the implementation and
integration of a web-based service for the visualization
of simulation models and their dynamics within the
scope of logistics education at universities. Therefore, a
survey of applications of visualization in simulationbased analysis of logistic systems as well as the
utilization of web-based services in logistics planning is
given. Both the technical realization and the definition
of semantic dependencies as mapping rules or
restrictions are discussed in detail. Finally, the results of
a first validation and the future development are
presented.
INTRODUCTION
The tasks of logisticians deal with the various problems
of planning, control and monitoring of worldwide
linked supply and production networks. The tasks touch
all levels of enterprise hierarchy, from strategic level
comprising location planning, organization or logistics
controlling to operational level of material flow
functionality, e.g. packing, materials handling,
warehousing, transhipment. The logistician is not only
challenged to operate logistics systems but also to
analyze, to plan and design as well as to improve them
continually. Therefore, in particular model-based
analytical methods as process analysis and simulation
are playing a decisive role. On the one hand these
methods based on their abstraction allow for focusing
on the crucial tasks of planning, on the other hand for
experiments of dynamics of great logistic networks as
well as for comparison of different planning variants.

The inter-disciplinary approach of simulation
methodology and the corresponding utilization of
different methods as data acquisition and static analysis
to 3-D visualization make the focusing on primary
creative planning process necessary. This includes the
analysis of the problem with implicit derivation of
research goals, the modelling and validation of planned
processes as well as experiments and result analysis on
basis of simulation models (VDI 2000). In particular
within the scope of model validation and the evaluation
of dynamics the visualization (3-D animation, charts
and diagrams) keeps on representing a crucial part for
the creation of modules for education and training for
simulation within logistics (VDI 2003).
Considering the mentioned conditions the development
of an internet-based service for the automatic creation
of animated Virtual Reality (VR) scenes on basis of
simulation models and their dynamics description
represents a reasonable solution. This enables the
student to utilize a high-sophisticated realistic
representation of the simulated system without specific
knowledge about computer-based 3-D design.
Requirements to be derived for the utilization process,
transformation rules and the technical realization are
discussed in the following two chapters. Finally, the

To prepare logisticians for the increasing use of IT
technology in industrial practice, consequent integration
of web-based e-Learning including corresponding
multi-medial elements in education is necessary. Thus,
discipline spanning competences are supported by new
forms of communication. By strong linkage of interdisciplinary areas the understanding of various
dependencies and interrelations is raised and the
previous knowledge range is expanded to a location and
time independent usable knowledge pool of logistics.
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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concrete realization of the web-based service to provide
3-D visualization in academic education is described.

concrete measures for this are described in chapter
Web-based SimVis Service.

FROM PROCESS DEFINITION TO
SIMULATION AND VISUALIZATION

WEB-SERVICES
On the field of mechanical and plant engineering apart
from their technical features capital goods are
increasingly assessed according to their contribution to
the solution of the problem. Thus, manufacturers of
production and logistic systems expand their technically
orientated product spectrum with additional (valueadded) services, which increase the efficiency during
the ramp-up and the operation processes of complex
systems significantly (Hellmann et al. 2003). The World
Wide Web is the ideal platform to implement a service
process and to make this service available to customers.

The utilization of visualization in simulation includes
both static and dynamic form. For example, static
visualization shows content of simulation database as
well as status and results of the experiment process as
tables or graphs. The student gets information about
structure of the model and key performance indicators
but no information about the dynamics of the model. In
particular the knowledge of dynamic coherences within
simulation models lets the students recognize and
understand occurring effects. Additionally, dynamic
visualization gives students an insight in the dynamics
of the process by animation and thus makes complex
issues much easier to understand.

For example, the web-based use of simulation and 3Dvisualization as a value-added service of logistics
system planning and tender generation forms the
common, consistent and confidence-building discussion
basis for all people involved in the planning process
(Hellmann, Jessen and Wenzel 2003). It prevents
possible deficits and misinterpretations and allows the
integration of system planner as well as customers
during an early project phase. Herewith the users are
offered a convenient access to advanced planning
techniques. Users don’t have to invest in expensive
simulation and visualization tools since the tools are
utilized as part of the web-based service. Additionally, a
well-defined process of the individual service simplifies
the usage of simulation and visualization techniques by
focussing on fundamental information and reduces
effort for planning and tool-specific staff training and
education.

Generally, visualization improves the understanding of
the model and sets the basis for a common communication between all persons involved (Wenzel at al. 2004).
The goals of visualization differ according to the phase
of the simulation study as well as the target group and
focus on the one hand on the cognition enhancement
(e.g. during validation and analysis) and on the other
hand on the knowledge mediation (e.g. for
presentation).
The automatic creation of a dynamic 3-D scene includes
the transition from process modelling over simulation to
3-D visualization and the implicitly changing of
modelling
paradigms
(process-oriented
model,
structure-oriented simulation, close to reality
visualization). For the realization several requirements
and restrictions have to be taken under consideration.

Students are the future user of advanced simulation and
visualization techniques. Thus, web-based services also
lend themselves to students’ training and education at
universities (Neumann 2005). Lecturers expand their
spectrum of lectures and seminars with additional
(value-added) services, which increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of learning about complex issues
significantly. Students are enabled by the services to
design their own (additional) training program usable at
any time at any location.

In this context the descriptive process model is based on
the specification of parameterisable elementary
operations. By arranging and parameterising these
elementary operations the logistics process could be
described (Neumann 2004). In this concrete application
the transition into a simulation model is not supported
in a technical way because the utilization of a common
commercial software tool was intended. To ensure an
appropriate transformation of the process description
into a simulation model specific mapping rules and
restrictions can be used.
The transition of the
simulation model into an animated Virtual Reality scene
is supported per automatism. The automatic
transformation of the simulation model into a VR scene
and the transmission of the dynamic flows into
animation of the scene have special influence on the
technical basis. Based on the selected simulation tool
and its non-proportional scaling modelling technique as
well as the use of abstractions, mapping rules and
restrictions as well as the specification of a specific
system technology for the close to reality visualization
are necessary for an appropriate transformation. The

Besides creation of organizational conditions and
definition of service processes, a suitable IT
infrastructure is needed to implement web-based
services for academic training and education. The basic
technology to set up web-based services is available and
worldwide utilized, standards for services are defined.
For example, IBM, BEA and Oracle provide
comprehensive IT platforms including specific
functionality for authentication, authorisation, security;
web-portals etc. and – last but not least – to set up webbased services.
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The transformation process is supported by a
component library, which has been developed by
Fraunhofer IML. It consists of parametrisable graphical
elements representing typical material handling
elements. In addition, the dynamics of simulation
defined as trace file is automatically transformed into
the animation of the scene. At last the animated scene is
exported format-optimized into a VRML file and
delivered to the user.

WEB-BASED SIMVIS SERVICE
From technical point of view the SimVis service is
divided into three main components: the user interface,
the service platform and the processing kernel (see
Figure 1). The user interface was realized based on
common web technology, so that the user does not need
additional software. To upload the necessary input data,
a model file and a so-called trace file, the user is
provided with a convenient web-interface. The model
provides the necessary information about the model
structure (principle component layout, technical
parameters, topology, etc.) for the automatic generation
of the VR scene. The trace file provides a summary of
all state changes which have occurred during simulation
run and is used for adding dynamics of simulation into
the VR scene. Furthermore, a valid email address for
dispatching different status information and the
transmission of the result has to be specified. The result,
an animated Virtual Reality Modelling Language
(VRML) scene, can be viewed with a generic internet
browser after the installation of a free VRML plug-in.
User

To ensure an adequate, close-to-reality visualization of
the simulation model several restrictions and implicit
mapping rules have to be specified. Basically, these
rules define a pre-selection of graphical elements as
representatives of simulation elements and their
positioning in animation scene as well as standard
behaviour of the graphical elements based on simulation
events. In case of the selected discrete-event simulation
tool DOSIMIS-3, additional mapping rules have to be
defined, which concerned the avoidance of typical
abstractions in the non-proportional scaled simulation
modelling. For example non-straight-line transportation
processes (curves, turn-table, etc.) must be explicitly
modelled (see Figure 2). This could be perfomed either
by using several elements or by an explicitly curve
modelling using the conveyer element. A purely graphic
modelling by using the logical building blocks linkage
could not accordingly be visualized, because this
information is not specified in the model file.

Processing

Service Plattform
Notification-Service
(Exchange, David, Java)

http-Server
Apache
ApplicationServer
Tomcat

Status Information
Results Delivery

• Email
• Fax
• SMS

3ds max
• 3D Visualization
Interface 3ds max

Spool & Dispatch

Turntable

Upload-Service

Figure 1: SimVis-Process and Technical Details.
The central service platform consists of application
server (including web server) and notification component. The application server provides an upload service
for the transfer of necessary input files from the user to
the processing kernel as well as a verification of the
email address which defines the target for sending the
service results. To obtain an implicit, but very
rudimentary access control, the web service checks
authentication and authorisation by the unique IPAddress of the calling server of the e-Learningenvironment. Moreover, the service platform comprises
a notification service, which uses existing infrastructure
as MS-Exchange, DAVID or any POP email server for
messaging. This service is used for the transmission of
status information and the delivery of the results.

Logical Connector
Curved Conveyer

Figure 2: Example for Restrictions in DOSIMIS-3.
In the sense of documentation and user guidance both
the mapping rules for the manual transition between
process and structure modelling as well as the automatic
transition between structure modelling and visualization
are described in a table (see Figure 3).
Logistics
Operations

The processing kernel consists of a spool and dispatch
component and an intrinsic processing unit. The spool
and dispatch component receives the task, puts it into a
queue, and delivers status information as well as results
of the task. The intrinsic processing component is
realized as extension of a professional 3D modelling
and visualization tool. The selected tool 3ds max by
Discreet provides a script language which has been used
for the development of the automatism for
transformation of simulation models into 3-D scenes.

Process

DOSIMISDOSIMIS-3

Visualization

Change Location

Keeping

Combining

Add
Information

Figure 3: Mapping Table for Transformations.
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In contrast blind processes are processes like checking
back, waiting times, searching for parts, etc., and error
processes, reject production, over-storage of goods,
faulty commissioning, delivery to wrong consignee, etc.
Main goal of a planning process is to avoid blind and
error processes as well as to minimize the supporting
processes. As second step the process chain model is
detailed and the single process elements are
parameterised accordingly to the task description (see
Figure 4). For this, different kinds of influencing the
process chain or the parameters like omission,
combination, replacement or paralleling of process steps
are possible. The strategic goal is the increase of valuecreating share while minimising the process costs
(Kuhn 1995).

UTILIZATION OF THE SIMVIS SERVICE
In addition to the description of the component-based
process design (Neumann 2005) this chapter shows an
illustrative example for the utilization of the SimVis
service. Starting with a task description and the process
model on the basis of elementary material flow elements
this section focuses on the modelling of a suitable
simulation model by concerning restrictions and
mappings as well as the automatic transformation into a
dynamic VR-Scene by the SimVis service.
Task Description:
As an example for a component-based process design
following task should be given: to define an efficient
material flow for the production of a merchandising
product, a football with the print of an emblem of one
of three different soccer-clubs. For this, on average
every 20 s with a deviation of 3 s the system source
produces 4 plain footballs as batch entering the system
on a loading aid. The footballs need 40 s to be printed,
40 percent of the balls with the emblem of Club A, 30
percent with Club B and 30 percent with Club C
emblem. 10 percent of the printed balls are checked, 3
percent of them again leave the system as rejections.
The subsequent packaging needs 40 s. At this stage the
balls get unique identifier. In the shipping area batches
of 4 balls of Club A, 3 balls of Club B and 3 balls of
Club C each have to be assorted which finally leave the
system.

Simulation Model:
As next step based on process description using
mapping rules and taking defined restrictions into
account the process chain model is manually
transformed into a simulation model which allows the
investigation of dynamic system behaviour as
simulation experiment. For modelling, the simulation
tool DOSIMIS-3 (DS3) was utilised. Here, defined
mappings and restrictions have to be considered by the
modeller in terms of subsequent visualisation (see
mappings in table 1 and simulation model in figure 5).
Process
Source
Opening OR-Connector
Printing
Closing OR-Connector

DOSIMIS-3 Element
Source
Distributor
3 Conveyers, 3 Workstations
3 Conveyers,
1 Combining Station
Table 1: Mapping Table Process–DOSIMIS-3.
The parameterisation of simulation elements is done
accordingly to the process chain modelling. Fixed data
of the process model could be used, e.g. inter-arrival
time, process time and distributions. Additionally, 2 m/s
are defined as standard speed of transportation and
1.2 m as standard length of a pallet place (length of
euro-pallet).

Process Model:
First, starting with the task description the central useful
and supporting processes are identified and described
within an approximate process chain model. The useful
processes, planned processes directly participating in
the creation of value for the customer, comprise
accordingly to VDI 3600 (VDI 2001) processing,
assembly,
packing,
development,
conditioning,
designing et al. The supporting processes are planned
processes which support the execution of the useful
processes as transporting, storing, checking, order
placement and acceptance, buffering and transhipping.

balls
print emblem

90 %

40 %
print
emblem
of Article A
transport

print
emblem
of Article B
30 %
print
emblem
of Article C

sort

pack & label

Article A
pack & label
for Article A

transport
transport

30 %

balls

Normal
Ø 20 sec
± 3 sec

proof

Article B

97 %

transport
10 %

3%

buffering
Article A

pack & label
for Article B

buffering
Article B

Article C
pack & label
for Article C

proof

Server

Server

Server

worktime 40 s
strategie FCFS
capacity 1-3

worktime 10
strategie FCFS
capacity 1

worktime 40
strategie FCFS
capacity 1-3

buffering
Article C

Figure 4: Process-Chain model.
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sort batch
4xA,
3xB, 3xC

transport

collect
batch

Figure 5: DOSIMIS-3 simulation model.
Visualization Model:
library and arranges them within the 3-D scene.
The visualisation model is automatically created by the
Because of the non-proportional scaled DS3 models a
SimVis service (see previous chapter for description).
grid (1.2m x 1.2m) is defined for the generation of the
For this, accordingly to mappings and restrictions a
3-D scene. The animation elements as representations of
static visualisation model is generated from the DS3
each DS3 element are selected from the library,
model. Subsequently, the dynamics information is
positioned considering the grid structure and
extracted from simulation model and added to the
parameterised accordingly to an implicit mapping table
animation scene. Finally, the animated scene is exported
and possibly on basis of technical attributes, e.g. a
as VRML file (Virtual-Reality-Modelling-Language
conveyor with its exact conveying distance.
according to ISO/IEC 14772-1:1997 Standard) to show
it on standard (mostly freely available) VRML viewer.
The transfer of dynamics from simulation model to
animation utilises the information of the event list
The intrinsic processing unit of the SimVis service
represented by the trace file. It has to be pointed out that
generates 3-D scenes based on completely defined
there is a fundamental difference between the discreteerror-free DS3 models considering implicit mappings
event-based descriptions of dynamics of simulation and
and assumptions. In this example material flow using
the activity-based description of animation. Events only
euro-pallets is supposed, i.e. sizes (length, width) of all
describe single points in time. Activities define a period
graphical elements are related to standard size of eurowith starting point and duration. Thus, a translation
pallet (1.2m x 0.8m). For this, a library of
process has to be defined, which based on event
parametrisable, adaptable and re-usable graphical
information generates a dynamics description, e.g.
animation elements for the professional modelling and
creation of pallet movement activity based on start and
animation tool 3ds max by Discreet has been built up.
end event of a conveyor in simulation. Within the scope
The elements represent real system components based
of the SimVis service this task is performed by a
on geometry and behaviour model and are used for
translator individually configured for DS3 and 3ds max.
quick and flexible 3-D modelling and animation of
logistics and production systems. Using information of
When the dynamics are transferred from simulation to
the DS3 model file as simulation element positions and
animation the completely animated scene is available in
directions as well as length and specific element type,
3ds max. Potential export formats are picture, movie
the processing unit selects animation elements from the
and accessible Virtual-Reality scene. Within the scope

Figure 6: Visualization model.
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VDI Verein Deutscher Ingenieure. 2001. Processes and
process orientation in production logistics Example:
Automotive Industry. Guideline 3600. Beuth, Berlin.
VDI Verein Deutscher Ingenieure. 2003. Simulation und
Visualisierung. Guideline 3633 Page 11. Beuth, Berlin.
Wenzel, S.; J. Bernhard and U. Jessen. 2003. A Taxonomy of
Visualization Techniques for Simulation in Production
and Logistics. In: Chick, S.; P.J. Sanchez; D. Ferrin and
D.J. Morrice (Eds.). Proceedings of the 2003 Winter
Simulation Conference. IEEE, New Orleans, Louisiana,
USA. 729-736.

of the SimVis service an animated VRML file is
generated. Several measures improve the quality of the
resulting file as polygon reduction, element referencing,
file size compression etc. Finally, this file is sent to the
user by email.
VALIDATION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The application of web-based services for the
visualization of simulation models within the scope of
academic education has demonstrated that particularly
the application of the service for model validation and
presentation of simulation results has been highly
accepted by the students. However, default mapping
rules and restrictions limited the work of the students
with the service. Disregarding the mapping rules,
transferring incomplete models by the students and a
few deficiencies in error handling causes breakdowns of
the web-based service. To fix the deficiencies,
additional technical measures making the service stable
regarding hardware, software bugs as well as handling
errors including bug-reporting, have been taken.
Additionally, the defined restrictions and mapping rules
are permanently improved in order to increase the
modelling flexibility. For further validation the
utilization of the service is planned within the scope of
other tutorials and workshops. By doing this, the service
is evaluated within a different context and proved for
other planning tasks. The goal is a generalized service.
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Faculty of Technology
Tomas Bata University in Zlin
Mostni 5139 Zlin, Czech Republic
zelinka@ft.utb.cz
The main aim of this research was to show that
evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are capable of
controlling CML (as it was previously shown for
temporal DCC in (Hendrik Richter & Kurt J. Reinschke,
2000), (Hendrik Richter, 2002), (Hendrik Richter &
Kurt J. Reinschke 2000a)) as well as deterministic
methods, without the need of internal system
knowledge, and that operates with CML as with a black
box. The ability of EAs to successfully work with black
box problems was demonstrated many times, for
example for real-time control of plasma reactors
(Zelinka I., Nolle L., 2005).

KEYWORDS
spatiotemporal chaos, coupled map lattices, evolution,
optimisation, SOMA, differential evolution, genetic
algorithm
ABSTRACT
This contribution presents the results of an investigation
on deterministic spatiotemporal chaos control by means
of evolutionary algorithms. Three evolutionary
algorithms are used for chaos control: differential
evolution, self-organizing migrating algorithm and
genetic algorithm. Models of spatiotemporal chaos, so
called coupled map lattices, are used. The main aim of
this investigation was to show that evolutionary
algorithms are capable of deterministic chaos control
when the cost function is properly defined. The
investigation consists of four different case studies with
increasing calculation complexity. For each algorithm
50 simulations were carried for each problem to verify
and to demonstrate the robustness of the methods used.
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1 INTRODUCTION

0

The term deterministic chaos control (DCC) was first
coined by Ott E., Greboki C., Yorke J.A. in (Ott E.,
Greboki C., Yorke J.A., 1990). It is the process of
deriving and applying a control law, so that the
originally chaotic process would stabilize itself either
on a constant level of output values, or in an n-periodic
cycle. Since the introduction of DCC, many methods
for deriving control laws were developed, based on the
original method (Ott E., Greboki C., Yorke J.A., 1990),
for example pole placement (Greboki C., Lai Y.C.
1999) and delay feedback (Just W., 1999). Many of the
published methods, which were originally developed for
the classic DCC, were adapted for the so called
spatiotemporal chaos, which is represented by coulpled
map lattices (CML), given by (1). Models of this kind
are based on sets of spatiotemoporal (for 1D, Figure 1)
or spatial (for 2D, Figure 2) cells, which represent
appropriate states of system elements. A typical
example is CML based on the logistic equation,
(Hilborn R.C.1994), (Guanrong Chen, 2000) which is
used to simulate the behaviour of systems which consist
of n mutually joined cells – logistic equations.
Control laws derived for CML controlling usually rely
on existing knowledge about the system structure
(Schuster H.G., 1999), or on the use of an external
observer (Guanrong Chen, 2000).
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Figure 1 1D CML with pattern T1S2
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Figure 2 2D CML with pinning imported through lattice
on position (0,0). The resulting control pattern (left) is
visible as well as spatiotemporal chaos (right)
2 PROBLEM DESIGN
2.1 Problem selection and case studies
The class of CML problems chosen for this comparative
study was based on case studies reported in (Schuster
H.G., 1999). In general, CML control means setting of
such pinnings (control CML sites) and their pining
values (control values) so that a system stabilizes itself
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on expected spatiotemporal patterns. CML as an object
of study was choosen because it shows chaotic beavior
and its level of complexity can be quite rich. This
research consists of four parts, presented in increasing
order, from the calculational complexity point of view,
and was based on the work of (Hu G., Xie F., Xiao J.,
Yang J., Qu Z., 1999) and (Zelinka Ivan, 2005). The
first one is focused on pinig values estimation for a
priori given pinning sites. In the second one pinning
sites with priori given pinning values were estimated by
EA. The third simulation was an enlargement of the
previous simulation – EA was used to find the minimal
number of pinning sites and the fourth simulation was
focused on mutual estimation of pinning sites and
values, i.e. EA was searching for the minimal number of
pinning sites and optimal (i.e. as many as possible)
pinning values. All simulations were based on the same
CML model and were repeated 50 times for each EA
with new initial conditions for each simulation. In total
there 600 independent simulations of spatiotemporal
DCC where carried out.

2.3 Optimisation Algorithm and Parameter Setting

2.2 The Cost Function

generation G, DE generates a new trial individual xic,G

The fitness (cost function) has been calculated using the
distance between the desired CML state and the actual
CML output (2). The minimal value of this cost
function, representing the best solution, is 0. The aim of
all the simulations based on (2) was to find the best
solution, i.e. a solution that returns the cost value 0.
This cost function was used for the first two case
studies (pinning values setting, pinning sites setting). In
the remaining two case studies the cost function (3) was
used. It is syntesised from the cost function (2) so that
two terms are added. The first one (“p1”) represents the
number of pinning sites in CML. The second one (“p2”)
is added here to “attract attention” of the evolutionary
process on the main part of the cost function. It is in fact
the number of used pining sites, i.e. in the optimal case
cost function (3) should return p1. If the second part of
(3) would not be present, then mainly p1 would be
optimised, so the results would not be acceptable
(proved by simulations). Indexes i and j are coordinates
of lattice elements, i.e. CMLi,j is ith site (equation) in jth
iteration. In all simulations for the target of control, TSi,j
was set to 0.75, i.e. CML behavior was controlled to
this simplest state.

by adding the weighted difference between two
&
&
randomly selected individuals x r1,G and x r 2,G to a third

f cos t
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CML i, j - actual state of controlled CML
p1 - number of actually selected pining sites
p2 - 1000, heuristically set weight constant

For the experiments described here, stochastic
optimisation algorithms, such as Differential Evolution
(DE) (Price K. 1999), SelfOrganizing Migrating
Algorithm (SOMA) (Zelinka Ivan, 2004), and Genetic
Algorithm had been used. Alternative algorithms
Simulated Annealing (SA), are now in process, and
results are hoped to be presented soon.
Differential
Evolution
is a population-based
optimization method that works on real-number coded
&
individuals. For each individual xi ,G in the current

&

randomly selected individual

&

individual xic,G is

with

the

original

Deferential Evolution is robust, fast, and effective with
global optimization ability. It does not require that the
objective function is differentiable, and it works with
noisy, epistatic and time-dependent objective functions.
SOMA is a stochastic optimization algorithm that is
modelled on the social behaviour of cooperating
individuals (Zelinka Ivan, 2004). It was chosen because
it has been proven that the algorithm has the ability to
converge towards the global optimum (Zelinka Ivan,
2004). SOMA works on a population of candidate
solutions in loops called migration loops. The
population is initialized randomly distributed over the
search space at the beginning of the search. In each
loop, the population is evaluated and the solution with
the highest fitness becomes the leader L. Apart from the
leader, in one migration loop, all individuals will
traverse the input space in the direction of the leader.
Mutation, the random perturbation of individuals, is an
important operation for evolutionary strategies (ES). It
ensures the diversity amongst the individuals and it also
provides the means to restore lost information in a
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population. Mutation is different in SOMA compared
with other ES strategies. SOMA uses a parameter called
PRT to achieve perturbation. This parameter has the
same effect for SOMA as mutation has for GA.
The novelty of this approach is that the PRT Vector is
created before an individual starts its journey over the
search space. The PRT Vector defines the final
movement of an active individual in search space.
The randomly generated binary perturbation vector
controls the allowed dimensions for an individual. If an
element of the perturbation vector is set to zero, then the
individual is not allowed to change its position in the
corresponding dimension.
An individual will travel a certain distance (called the
path length) towards the leader in n steps of defined
length. If the path length is chosen to be greater than
one, then the individual will overshoot the leader. This
path is perturbed randomly.
For an exact description of the algorithms, see (Price K.
1999) for DE and (Zelinka Ivan, 2004) for SOMA.
The control parameter settings have been found
empirically and are given in Table 1 (SOMA), Table 2
(DE) and Table 3 (GA). The main criterion for this
setting was to keep the same setting of parameters as
much as possible for all simulations and of course the
same number of cost function evaluations as well as
population size (parameter PopSize for SOMA and GA,
NP for DE). Individual length represents number of
optimised parameters (number of pining sites,
values…).

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All three algorithms (SOMA, DE, GA) have been
applied 50 times in order to find the optimum of all
CML DCC problems. The primary aim of this
comparative study is not to show which algorithm is
better and worst, but to show that evolutionary DCC
(EDCC) can be used for different problems of
spatiotemporal chaos control based at least on CML.
The outputs of all simulations are depicted in Figures 431. Figures 4-24 show the results of all 50 simulations
for each case study. Figures 25-27 show a mutual
comparison of algorithm performance in the point of
view of the number of estimated pinning sites.
3.1 Case study A - Pinning Value Estimation
In this case study SOMA, DE and GA were used to
estimate the pining value for CML. Pining sites were a
priori set according to (Hu G., Xie F., Xiao J., Yang J.,
Qu Z., 1999). Estimated pinning value was used for all
a priori defined pinning sites (each odd). The
simulations were repeated 50 times and from the last
population in each simulation the best was recorded,
together with the worst and the average result
(individual). All fifty triplets (best, worst and average)
were used to create Figures 4 - 6. For the verification of
the results, the dependency of cost values (according to
(2)) on pining values was calculated and is depicted in
Figure 3. Optimal pining values are in the interval 2.1 –
3.6 (cost value is 0, i.e. minimal difference between
CML behavior and desired behavior). Based on Figures
4, 5 and 6 it can be stated that in all simulations suitable
pining values were estimated because according to (Hu
G., Xie F., Xiao J., Yang J., Qu Z., 1999) a suitable
pining value (equal to 2) was used and here in each
simulation the best values are around 2.5 and the
average values around 2.9.

Table 1: SOMA setting for case studies A, B, C and D
A
B
C
D
PathLength
3
3
3
3
Step
3
3
3
3
PRT
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
PopSize
20
20
20
20
Migrations
10
10
10
10
MinDiv
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
Individual Length 1
10
10
20
CF Evaluations
1900 1900 1900 1900

250
200
CV

Table 2: DE setting for case studies A, B, C and D
A
B
C
D
NP
20
20
20
20
F
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
CR
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Generations
100
100
100
100
Individual Length 1
10
10
20
CF Evaluations
2000 2000 2000 2000

150
100
50
0
0

1

2
Pining

3
value

4

5

Figure 3 Dependance of costvalue on pinning values
4.5
4

Table 3: GA setting for case studies A, B, C and D
A
B
C
D
PopSize
20
20
20
20
Mutation
0.4
0. 4
0. 4
0. 4
Generations
100
100
100
100
Individual Length 1
10
10
20
CF Evaluations
2000 2000 2000 2000

3.5
PV

3
2.5
2
0

10

20
30
Experiment No.

40

50

Figure 4 Estimated pinning values by SOMA
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Figure 5 Estimated pinning values by DE
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Figure 9 Estimated pinning sites by DE
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Figure 6 Estimated pinning values by GA
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3.2 Case study B - Pinning Sites Position Estimation

Frequency

Case study B was designed based on results from the
previous case study. SOMA, DE and GA were used to
estimate the pining sites for CML. The pining values
were a priori set equal to 2 for all estimated sites
according to (Hu G., Xie F., Xiao J., Yang J., Qu Z.,
1999). The simulations were again repeated 50 times
and the best solution (pining sites) from each simulation
was used to create Figure 7 - 12. Columns on Figures 7,
9 and 11 represent the best solution from an actual
simulation and the black squares in the columns
represent active input for pining (white squares
represent unused inputs, i.e. inputs without pinings).
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Figure 10 Histogram of estimated pinning sites by DE
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Figure 11 Estimated pinning sites by GA
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Figure 7 Estimated pinning sites by SOMA
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For better visibility of the results achieved, histograms
(Figure 8, 10 and 12) were also created, showing the
frequency of estimated pining sites. As the figures
show, it can be stated that in two cases (SOMA, DE)
there were redundant pining sites, because according to
(Hu G., Xie F., Xiao J., Yang J., Qu Z., 1999) certainly
it is enough if pinings are at each odd (or even) site
(equation, pining input). GA has shown better results
comparing to SOMA and DE. In order to improve
SOMA and DE results, case study C was designed.
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Figure 12 Histogram of estimated pinning sites by GA
3.3 Case study C - Minimal Pinning Sites Position
Estimation
This case study was designed to improve the previous
results from case study B. Cost function (2) was
modified to (3) as described on section 2.2. All other
conditions were kept the same. Again, the same types
figures were created (pining sites - Figure 13, 15 and
17, histograms – Figure 14, 16 and 18). Figures 13, 15
and 17 show surprisingly nice structures of pining sites.
SOMA and DE had found in all 50 simulations pining
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sites, which are on odd sites or on even sites, which
correspond with the results from (Hu G., Xie F., Xiao
J., Yang J., Qu Z., 1999). Because CML used here had
so called cyclic boundary ((Hu G., Xie F., Xiao J., Yang
J., Qu Z., 1999), x(L+1) = x(1)), then it can be stated
that all these solutions are equal. Only GA has failed in
two cases (see two white columns - experiments (12,14)
on Figure 17) Based on the histograms in Figures 14, 16
and 18, it can also be concluded that all algorithms
demonstrated the same level of performance.
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Figure 18 Histogram of estimated pinning sites by GA
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3.4 Case study D - Minimal Pinning Values and Sites
Position Estimation

6
4

The last case study was dedicated to the estimation of
minimal numbers of pining sites and different pining
values. In contrast to the previous case studies, for each
estimated pining site a unique pining value was
estimated here. All simulations were repeated under the
same conditions as in the case study C and the same
kind of figures (Figure 19, 21 and 23, Figure 20, 22 and
24) was created. Figures 19, 21 show again pinning
patterns demonstrating that SOMA and DE had found
more times the same solution. Unexpectedly GA
(Figure 23) has failed from pinning patterns point of
view as well as in the four cases (experiment 5, 6, 14,
29).
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Figure 13 Estimated pinning sites by SOMA
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Figure 19 Estimated pinning sites by SOMA
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Figure 15 Estimated pinning sites by DE
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In order to verify that the estimated pining sites and
pining values really stabilize behaviour of CML, 600
figures was generated (4 cases × (50 + 50 + 50
simulations)) on data from all simulations (including a
few above mentioned wrong solutions). In all 594 = 600
- 6 simulations CML was stabilised on the desired
behavior. For comparison with deterministic CML
control (Hu G., Xie F., Xiao J., Yang J., Qu Z., 1999)
Figure 28 was created and as a typical example of DCC
and examples of ECDCC are also depicted here in
Figures 29 - 31.
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Figure 23 Estimated pinning sites by GA
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The problem complexity has increased in all four case
studies. Based on data from all simulations a
comparison can be done from pining sites point of view.
As is depicted in Figure 25 - 27 all three algorithms are
comparable in performance (with small deviations). It is
also visible that changes in the cost functions can
significantly improve estimated solutions (case C / D).
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5 CONCLUSIONS
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The method of evolutionary deterministic chaos control
described here is relatively simple, easy to implement
and easy to use. Based on its principles and its possible
universality (it was tested with 3 evolutionary
algorithms – SOMA, DE and GA) it can be stated that
evolutionary deterministic chaos control is capable to
solve 1D class CML deterministic chaos control
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The main aim of this paper was to show how various
CML control problems can be solved by means of
evolutionary algorithms. Evolutionary deterministic
chaos control was used here in four basic comparative
simulations. Each comparative simulation was 50 times
repeated and all 600 results (50 simulations for each
algorithm and for each problem) were used to create
figures for performance evaluation of evolutionary
deterministic chaos control.
For the comparative study three algorithms were
used - DE (Price K. 1999), SOMA (Zelinka Ivan, 2004)
and GA. They were chosen to show that evolutionary
deterministic chaos control can be regarded as a
“blackbox” method and that it can be implemented
using arbitrary evolutionary algorithms. As a conclusion
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extensive measurements of input and output
concentration dependencies of components on time,
temperature, etc. These quite complex kinetic models,
verified of course by experimental measurements, are
subsequently linearized employing various methods,
which enables to apply already developed control
methods to these models.
Disregarding the petrochemical field, attention of
chemical industry is mostly given to raw materials for
producing macromolecular materials, i.e. plastics. Highmolecular compounds arise through two types of
reactions, polymeration and polycondensation. What is
essential for designing algorithms controlling such
reactions is the fact that the majority of these reactions
are exothermic, i.e. releasing heat. From the viewpoint
of economy, productivity of the chemical reactor is
usually demanded to be in a certain respect maximal,
and final-product quality to be as required. Reactor
productivity depends on reaction rate, which usually
increases exponentially with increasing temperature.
At first sight it seems that an exothermal character of a
reaction is very advantageous. This conclusion is true to
a certain extent, nevertheless, as with all, it also has
limitations regarding both safety and quality (e.g.
product quality may be degraded with increased
temperature).
This is particularly true if the main reaction is
accompanied with undesired side reactions whose rates
also increase exponentially with temperature. Hence, it
is apparent that the principal controlled quantity in
exothermal reactions is temperature of reaction mixture.
Therefore, models presented in this work are based on
entalpic balances enabling relevant simulations.

ABSTRACT
This work deals with using a method of artificial
intelligence, namely the evolutionary algorithm SOMA,
for static optimization of a chemical batch reactor, for
the purpose to improve its behavior in uncontrolled
state and predictive control. The importance of this
problem is increasing with growing demand for special
products made in batch reactors. The optimizations has
been performed in several ways, each one for another
set of reactor parameters or another cost function. The
optimization gave the best solution, which improved the
performance of the reactor. All the important results of
each optimization are discussed continuously and at the
end of the paper too. The optimized reactor was used in
a simulation with predictive control by the evolutionary
algorithms and excellent results were achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Chemical industry produces a whole range of products
through physical and chemical reactions. Successful
mastering of the chemic-technological process requires
its quantitative and qualitative assessment. This is
particularly necessary in the cases where an
introduction of automatic control systems of
technological procedures is under consideration. In
order to prevent computer-control modernization of
existing and future processes becoming an end in itself,
it is necessary to proceed in individual stages.
The most important stage is an analysis of the
manufacturing system, which in most cases comprises
simulating calculations based on a realistic
understanding of physic-chemical mechanisms through
which initial raw materials are converted into the
required product. These calculations then reveal key
points of the technological process which by their
nature enforce changes and adjustments of the
technological procedure so that potential automation
produces the required effect, i.e. a quality product at
minimal production costs.
Generally it may be stated that key technological points
are chemical reactors. Designing optimal reactor
parameters including control constitutes one of the most
complex tasks in process engineering. The situation is
particularly complicated by the fact that the precise
mechanism of chemical reaction kinetics is very often
unknown. For this reason it is necessary to carry out

Characteristics of batch processes
The optimization of batch processes has attracted
attention in recent years (Aziz et al. 2000), (Silva et al.
2003) because, in the face of growing competition, it is
a natural choice for reducing production costs,
improving product quality, meeting safety requirements
and environmental regulations. Batch and semi-batch
processes are of considerable importance in the fine
chemicals industry. A wide variety of special chemicals,
pharmaceutical products, and certain types of polymers
are manufactured in batch operations. Batch processes
are typically used when the production volumes are
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flows out through second output, with parameters mass
flow rate mV, temperature TV and specific heat cV.
At the beginning of the process there is an initial batch
inside the reactor with parameter mass mP. The
chemical FK is then added to this initial batch, so the
reaction mixture inside the reactor has total mass m,
temperature T and specific heat cR and also contains
partially unreacted portions of chemical FK described
by parameter concentration aFK.
This technique partially allows controlling the
temperature of reaction mixture by the controlled
feeding of the input chemical FK
The main objective of optimization is to achieve the
processing of large amount of chemical FK in very
short time. An exothermal reaction described by
relationships (1) – (3) takes place in the reactor.
In general, this reaction is highly exothermal. Hence,
the most important parameter is the temperature of the
reaction mixture. This temperature must not exceed
100°C because of safety aspects and quality of
processing,
Designing the reactor was based on standard chemicaltechnological methods and gives a proposal of reactor
physical dimensions and parameters of chemical
substances. These values are called in this work expert
parameters. The objective of this part of the work was
to perform a simulation and optimization of the given
reactor.

low, when isolation is required for reasons of sterility or
safety, and when the materials involved are difficult to
handle. In batch operations, all the reactants are charged
in a tank initially and processed according to a predetermined course of action during which no material is
added or removed. In semi-batch operations, a reactant
may be added with no product removal, or a product
may be removed with no reactant addition, or a
combination of both. From a process systems point of
view, the key feature that differentiates continuous
processes from batch and semi-batch processes is that
continuous processes have a steady state, whereas batch
and semi-batch processes do not (Srinisavan 2000 et al.
2002a and 2000b)
DESCRIPTION OF REACTOR
This work used a mathematical model of reactor shown
in Fig.1. This chemical reactor was designed for
chemic-technological process of leather manufacturing
waste processing, which is a huge ecologic problem
world-wide. Successful determination of the reactor
optimal parameters and improved control of the whole
process will help to elaborate a propose of
technological plant, which will be able to satisfy
economical and quality requirements.
The reactor has two physical inputs (one for chemical
substances and one for cooling medium) and one output
(cooling medium). Equations (1) and (2) represent the
mathematical model of the reactor.

Non-linear model of reactor
Description of the reactor applied a system of four
balance equations (2). The first expresses a mass
balance of reaction mixture inside the reactor, the
second a mass balance of the chemical FK, and the last
two formulate entalpic balances, namely balances of
reaction mixture and cooling medium. Equation (1), in
which (2) is represented by term “k”, is written out here
for simplified notation of basic equations.
(1)

m FK

mc[t ]

m FK

m [t ] a cFK [t ]  k m[t ] a FK [t ]

m FK cFK TFK  'H r k m [t ] aFK [t ]
K S (T [t ]  TV [t ])  m[t ] cR T c[t ]

Fig.1 Scheme of reactor
Chemical FK flows into the reactor through the input
denoted “Chemical FK”, with parameters temperature
TFK, mass flow rate mFK and specific heat cFK. The
coolant flows into reactor through the second input
denoted “Cooling medium”, which is usually water of
temperature TVP, mass flow rate mV and specific heat
cV.
Cooling medium flows through jacket inner space of
reactor, with volume related to mass flow rate mVR, and

m V cV TVP  K S (T [t ]  TV [t ])

k
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Ae



E
R T [t ]

m V cV TV [t ]  mVR cV TVc [t ]

(2)

After modification into standard form, balance
equations are obtained in form (3)

As these are very serious, multifold repeated static
optimizations by means of SOMA algorithm has been
performed, and this led to finding the reactor
parameters with which the reactor behavior is much
more acceptable.

(3)

m c[t ] m FK
E

acFK [t ]


m FK
 A e R T [t ] aFK [t ]
m [t ]

Optimizing algorithm

T c[t ]
m FK c FK T FK A e

m[t ] c R
TVc [t ]



E
R T [t ]

'H r a A [t ] K S T [t ] K S TV [t ]


cR
m[t ] c R
m[t ] c R

m V TVP K S T [t ] K S TV [t ] m V TV [t ]



mVR
mVR cV
mVR cV
mVR

Parameters for this reactor and initial conditions (aFK0,
TV0, T0, m0,…. ) have been specified by expert, giving
both physical dimensions as well as parameters of
individual chemical substances. These were used to
simulate the behavior of this reactor. It is evident from
Fig.2, that reactor behavior in compliance with
parameters thus specified by expert is not quite
satisfactory during the processing of one batch. The
duration of the processing of one batch is given by the
time from the start of the process till the reaction
mixture cools down to its initial temperature T0.
The behavior of the reactor was simulated using five
different values of batching the chemical FK into the
reaction mixture (from the range of 0 – 3 kg.s-1).
m FK = (0,05 (violet) ; 0,1 (green) ; 0,5 (blue) ; 1 (red) ;
3 (black)) kg.s-1.

Optimization algorithms are a powerful tool for solving
many problems in engineering practice. They are
usually applied when solving a given problem
analytically is impossible or unrealistic. When properly
implemented, they can be employed in such manner that
even frequent user’s intervention in work of the
respective plant where they are applied is unnecessary.
This contribution consider the use of optimization
algorithm SOMA. Numerous results have shown
SOMA is a viable algorithm that can be used to solve
many practical as well as theoretical problems. (Zelinka
2004)
STATIC OPTIMIZATION OF REACTOR
The reactor described above, in the original set-up, gave
unsatisfactory results. To improve reactor behavior,
static optimization was performed using the algorithm
SOMA. The optimization was performed by the
following three basic methods.
1.
2.
3.

Optimization of batching value m FK
Optimization of batching value m FK together with
process parameters of the cooling medium
Optimization that covered all previous optimized
parameters, and including also optimization of
reactor geometry and cooling area.

Each optimization was repeated ten times just in case,
and separate figures present time plots of all important
variables collected together in order to emphasize
optimizing robustness, including courses of time
evolutions from all ten simulations. The behavior of the
best reactor was shown with the last optimization. A
discussion on particular optimization cases follows in
the sections below.
Optimization of batching value
In this optimization the point was to minimize the area
arising as a difference between the required and real
temperature profile of the reaction mixture in a selected
time interval, which was the duration of a batch cycle.
The required temperature was 97°C (370,15 K). The
cost function that was minimized is given in (5),
minimizing term which limits the maximum mass of
one batch in (6)

Fig.2 Behavior of the reactor set up by means of expert
parameters
Facts that follow from the simulation of this strongly
exothermal reaction are as follows:
1.

Duration of one batch cycle is approx 25 000 sec

2.

Temperature of reaction mixture T markedly
exceeds critical limit of 100°C (373,15 K), even in
case of simulation with lowest value of batching
chemical FK into the reactor.

f cos t

t

¦ w  T >t @

(5)

t 0

m[t] d mmax
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(6)

The simulation results are presented in Fig.3. The
optimization algorithm obviously found the best value
for batching so that the critical temperature was not
exceeded. Nevertheless, the duration of the batch cycle
was not shortened so the performance of the reactor
could not be improved without more effective cooling
of the reaction mixture. Thus the next step was the
second optimization covering process parameters of the
cooling medium, but preserving the geometry of the
reactor.

that chemical reaction was started faster and required
temperature was reached in shorter time. This fact
corresponds to the selected minimization functional (5),
but on the other side cooling of reaction mixture was
very slow after filling up the reactor and thus
termination of reaction. As a result of these facts the
third optimization included the optimization of reactor
geometry and the minimized functional had to be
changed to achieve reasonable balance between the
demands of fast start of chemical reaction, critical
temperature and fast cooling to initial temperature and
hence to increase the performance of reactor.
Tab.1 Optimized reactor parameters
Parameter

Range

m FK [kg.s ]
TVP [K]
m V [kg.s-1]

0 – 640

-1

253,15 – 323,15
0-10

Fig.3 Results of optimization of batching value
Optimization of batching value
parameters of cooling medium

and

process

Optimization proceeded in the second case with the
parameters that are shown in Tab.1.
The actual functional that was minimized was the same
as in the first case (5), minimizing term also the same as
in previous case, which limits the maximum mass of
one batch, is presented in (6). Another restriction terms
were the ranges of optimized parameters (see Tab. 1.).
The results of simulations are presented in Fig.4. As can
be seen, this optimization again found a good value for
batching so that the critical temperature was not
exceeded. Nevertheless, the opposite consequence was
reached than required shortening duration of batch cycle
and increasing the performance of reactor. The
optimization found a relatively high value of the input
cooling medium temperature. That essentially means

Fig.4 Results of optimization of batching value and
process parameters of cooling medium
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The stechiometric ratio is given by (10).

Optimization of process parameters and the reactor
geometry

mP

This optimization proceeded with parameters that are
shown in Tab.2.

Range

m FK [kg.s ]
TVP [K]

0 – 640
273,15 – 323,15

m V [kg]

0 – 10

mVR [kg]

220

r [m]

0,5 – 2,5

h [m]

0,5 – 2,5

-1

mFK

t1

t1

t 0

t 0

¦ w  T >t @  ¦ aFK >t @  pen.1  pen.2

U p U FKV
2,82236 U FK  U p

(11)

The results of this optimization are shown in Figs.5 and
6. Fig.6 demonstrates the behavior of a selected reactor
where predictive control was applied using algorithm
SOMA. From these results it is obvious that the
temperature of reaction mixture moderately exceeded
the critical value, but this was a simulation of
uncontrolled reactor. This can be corrected by a
quality control of the batch process. Another fact not to
be neglected is the shortened duration of process and
the improvement of reactor performance compared with
the reactor set up by an expert (see Tab.3).

As a result of last two simulations the actual functional
that was minimized was changed to (7). It was divided
into three time intervals and also two penalizations (8)
and a special part were added. This special part ensures
rapid reaction of the whole batch of chemical FK hence
very low value of concentration aFK of partly unreacted
portions of chemical FK in reaction mixture.
The first penalization helps to find solutions in which
the temperature of reaction mixture cools down fast to
its initial state, and the process duration is shortened.
The second corresponds to the critical temperature
condition.
f cos t

(10)

The relationship between the optimized volume of
reactor and the mass of added chemical FK is given by
(11). Then substituting to (10) gives the mass of initial
batch in reactor.

Tab.2 Optimized reactor parameters
Parameter

2,82236mFK

(7)

Max T >W @ d 323,15
 0
pen.1 ®
else
¯50000

for

W  t 2 ,t 3

pen.2
for

(8)

Max T >W @ d 373,15
 0
®
else
¯50000

W  0, t 3

where the time intervals were set for example as:
t1 = 15000 s; t 2 =20000 s; t 3 =25000 s
The minimizing term, presented in (6), is also the same
as in the previous case, which limits the maximum mass
of one batch. Another restriction terms were the ranges
of optimized parameters (see Tab. 2.). Moreover, many
parameters were interrelated due to the optimization of
the reactor geometry. The relation between m, mFK and
mP was given by relationship (9).
m

m p  mFK

Fig.5 Results of optimization of process parameters and
reactor geometry

(9)
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height of the reactor. The meaning of the other
parameters is quite obvious from the table.
Tab.3 Difference between reactor designed by an expert
and the optimized reactor
Parameter

Expert setting

Optimized

m FK [kg.s-1]
TVP [K]

0-3

0,1021

293,15

274,58

m V [kg]

1

4,67

mVR [kg]

220

1159,7

d [m]

0,03

0,096

CONCLUSION

r [m]

0,78

1,017

This report describes a chemical reactor (Fig.1). After a
general introduction and description of chemistry of the
relevant reaction, this part discusses a nonlinear model
constructed on the basis of physic-mathematical
analysis
(equations (1–3) including an illustrations of reactor
behavior based on parameters set up by an expert (see
Fig.2)).
Based on the obtained results, it may be claimed that the
behavior of an uncontrolled reactor gives quite
unsatisfactory results, which may be overcome through
static optimization of a given reactor. The quality of
results produced by the optimizations depends not only
on the problem being solved but also on how a given
functional is defined. Its construction may comprise not
only optimization of a basic criterion but also
optimization of subcriteria capable of improving
optimization quality.
Basic optimizations presented here were based on a
relatively simple functional. Unless the experimenter is
limited by technical issues when searching for optimal
parameters, there is no problem in defining more
complex functional including as subcriteria e.g.,
stability, economic costs, time-optimal criteria,
controllability, etc. or their arbitrary combinations.
However, complexity of such functional indirectly
implies the application of advanced software such as
Mathematica or Matlab.
The advantage of parallel optimization (in the context of
evolutionary algorithms – i.e. “simultaneously” seeking
X possible solutions and selecting the best) lies in the
fact that unless an optimal solution is found, one usually
obtains suboptimal solutions, which are usually not too
distant from the true optimum.
Differences between both reactors are best to be seen in
Tab.3. The first part shows the parameters of reactor
designed by an expert, and the second part shows the
parameters obtained through static optimization. In
Tab.3, the internal radius of reactor is expressed in
parameter r and is related to cooling area “S” The
parameter d represents the distance between the outer
and inner jacket and the parameter h represents the

h [m]

1,11

1,382

2

7,35

12,08

3

V [m ]

2,12

4,49

m p [kg]

1810

3842,4

m FK [kg]

640

1361,4

Fig.6 Reaction mixture temperature profile for the best
optimized reactor

S [m ]

Finally, on the basis of presented results it may be
stated that the reactor parameters has been found by
optimization which demonstrates performance superior
to that of reactor set up by an expert.
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SOMA
(SOMA),

SelfOrganizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA) is a one
newer evolutionary algorithm based on a conception of
cooperative – competitive strategy. The construction of
new population of individuals is not based on evolution
principle (two parents produce offspring) but on the
behaviour of social group, e.g. a herd of animals looking
for food. During one generation, in the case of SOMA
this is called ‘Migration loop’, only the position of
individuals in the search space is changed. From the
geometrical point of view the run of SOMA is possible
to imagine as movements of individuals on the surface
of the cost function.
In every migration loop the best individual is chosen,
i.e. individual with the minimum cost value, which is
called Leader. An active individual from the population
moves in the direction to Leader in the search space. At
the end of the movement the position of the individual
with minimum cost value is chosen. If the cost value of
the new position is better than the cost value of an
individual from the old population, the new one appears
in new population. Otherwise the old one rests there.
The movement is described by Eq. (1).

ABSTRACT:
This paper deals with evolutionary algorithm SOMA
(SelfOrganizing Migrating Algorithm) and studies the
performance impact from Step size point of view based
on information theory. For this preliminary study a
simple unimodal (with one extreme) function was
chosen. The article describes technique of analysis and
results are well-arranged shown in graphs and charts.
INTRODUCTION:
Computational performance of algorithms is mostly
influenced by sampling. Too dense sampling will task
Equipment with a long computational time. On the other
hand, thin sampling can disturb the image of original
signal. This contribution deals with an analysis of a
method of sampling during run of one newer
evolutionary algorithm - SelfOrganizing Migrating
Algorithm (SOMA) (Zelinka 2000, 2001, 2002, 2004).
The first part describes SOMA itself, then Shannon –
Kotelnik sampling theorem and its application on a
simple unimodal (with one extreme) will follow. Next
section will focus on an analysis of sampling of SOMA
on this function. As conclusion a possible improvement
of SOMA will be pointed up.

1
xiMK
,j

MK
MK
(1)
xiMK
, j ,START  ( xL, j  xi , j ,START ) * t * PRTVector
j

where
1
xiMlL
,j

- value of i–individual’s

j–parameter, in

step t in next migration loop ML + 1

xiML
j-parameter, Start
, j , START - value of i–individual’s
position in actual migration loop

MOTIVATION:

x LML, j

SOMA is an algorithm which uses sampling during its
run as is described in next section. Because of its
properties we were interested if Step (parameter) of
SOMA is set up in suitable way. In other words, if
sampling of SOMA comply with known Shannon –
Kotelnik theorem (Bracewell R. N., 1999).
Till this time this parameter was set up heuristically on
the previous experience with performed simulations
(Zelinka 2000, 2001, 2002, 2004).

- value of Leader’s j– parameter in migration

loop ML
t
- step  <0, by Step to, PathLength>
PRTVector
- is vector of ones and zeros depended
on PRT. If random number from interval <0, 1> is less
than PRT, then 1 is saved to PRTVector, otherwise it
will be 0.
SOMA works with controlling and stopping parameters
which are summarized in Table1.
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Dim - the dimensionality (number of optimized
arguments of cost function) is given by the optimization
problem. Its exact value is determined by the cost
function and usually cannot be changed unless the user
can reformulate the optimization problem.
PopSize  <10, up to the user>. This is the number of
individuals in the population. It may be chosen to be 0.2
to 0.5 times of the dimensionality (Dim) of the given
problem. For example, if the optimization function has
100 arguments, then the population should contain
approximately 30-50 individuals. In the case of simple
functions, a small number of individuals may be
sufficient; otherwise larger values for PopSize should be
chosen. It is recommended to use at least 10 individuals
(two are minimum), because if the population size is
smaller than that, SOMA will strongly degrade its
performance to the level of simple and classical
optimization methods.
Migrations  <10, up to user>. This parameter
represents the maximum number of iterations. It is
basically the same as generations for GA or DE. Here, it
is called Migrations to refer to the nature of SOMA individual creatures move over the landscape and search
for an optimum solution. 'Migrations' is a stopping
criterion, i.e. it tells the optimizing process when to
stop.
MinDiv  <arbitrary negative, up to the user >. The
MinDiv defines the largest allowed difference between
the best and the worst individual from the actual
population. If the difference is too small, then the
optimizing process will stop. It is recommended to use a
small value. It is safe to use small values for the
MinDiv, e.g. MinDiv = 1. In the worst case, the search
will stop when the maximum number of migrations is
reached. Negative values are also possible for the
MinDiv. In this case, the stop condition for MinDiv will
not be satisfied and thus SOMA will pass through all
migrations.

Table 1: Parameters of SOMA
Parameter
name
PathLength

Recommended
range
<1.1, 3>

Step

<.11, PathLength>

PRT

<0, 1>

Dim

Given by problem

PopSize

<10, up to user>

Migrations

<10, up to user>

MinDiv

<arbitrary negative,
up to user >

Note
Controlling
parameter
Controlling
parameter
Controlling
parameter
Number of
arguments in
cost function
Controlling
parameter
Stopping
parameter
Stopping
parameter

PathLength  <1.1, 3>. This parameter defines how far
an individual stops behind the Leader (PathLength=1:
stop at the leader's position, PathLength=2: stop behind
the leader's position on the opposite side but at the same
distance as the starting point). If it is smaller than 1,
then the Leader's position is not overshot, which carries
the risk of premature convergence. In that case SOMA
may get trapped in a local optimum rather than finding
the global optimum. The recommended value is 3.
Step  <.11, PathLength>. The step size defines the
granularity with which the search space is sampled. In
case of simple objective functions (convex, one or a few
local extremes, etc.), it is possible to use a large Step
size in order to speed up the search process. If prior
information about the objective function is not known,
then the recommended value should be used. For greater
diversity of the population, it is better if the distance
between the start position of an individual and the
Leader is not a multiple of the Step parameter. That
means that a Step size of 0.11 is better than a Step size
of 0.1, because the active individual will not reach
exactly the position of the Leader. The recommended
value set up to 0.11 was taken from (Zelinka 2000,
2001, 2002, 2004). But this article will show that the
recommended value does not have to be always 0.11.
The aim of this article is to show that according to
Shannon – Kotelnik theorem the value can changed
adaptively during the run.
PRT  <0, 1>. PRT stands for perturbation. This
parameter determines whether an individual will travel
directly towards the Leader, or not. It is one of the most
sensitive control parameters. The optimal value is near
0.1. When the value for PRT is increased, the
convergence speed of SOMA increases as well. In the
case of low dimensional functions and a great number
of individuals, it is possible to set PRT to 0.7-1.0. If
PRT Equals 1 then the stochastic component of SOMA
disappears and it performs only deterministic behaviour
suitable for local search.

SHANNON – KOTELNIK THEOREM
SOMA has as a sampling parameter Step. To carry out
an analysis, how Step influences the run of SOMA, was
necessary to make a study of a cost function according
to sampling Shannon - Kotelnik theorem (Abramson N.
1963, Proaksis J. G., 1989, Hamming R.W., 1980).
Shannon – Kotelnik theorem says: If in the process of
sampling the information must not lose, a frequency of
sampling Zs and maximal frequency Zm included in the
signal spectrum have to comply with a condition in the
Eq. (2).
Zs t 2 Zm

(2)

It results from the definition that the aim is to find a
maximal frequency in the Fourier analysis of the cost
function.
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correspond with the origin function. In this case number
of expansion members Fourier transform was equal to 7
(Fig. 2).

EXPERIMENTS
Fourier transform
As a cost function it was chosen a simple unimodal
function (1st DeJong) for 2 arguments Eq. (3) for this
purpose.
Dim

¦x

2
i

(3)

i 1

where
i – i-argument of the function
Dim – dimension (number of optimized arguments of
the cost function. In this case Dim = 2.
Decomposition of a function on separate signals solves
Fourier transform. It works with periodical signals but
some interval of a function can be imagined as one
period. Therefore it can be used Fourier transform
(Bracewell R. N., 1999) also for such case. Basic
Fourier transform is given by Eq. (4) (Bracewell R. N.,
1999, Farlow 1993).

f +t/

1



i  Z t

r Ã f +t/ e
2S

Å t

Fig. 2: Difference between original function and Fourier
transform (Number of expansion members =7)
Fourier transform with coefficients for this case was
found as an expression in the Eq. (5).

(4)

It was used to make a Fourier transform of the chosen
function. The quality of solution of Fourier transform
depended on number of expansion members. Graphs
with the origin and created function by means of Fourier
transform for number of expansion members from 1 till
20 were made. Then it was chosen heuristically which
one could correspond with acceptable error.
In the Fig. 1 the blue space shows the difference
between original function in Eq. (3) and the
reconstructed function based on a few terms of the
Fourier transform - for number of expansion members
which was equal 1.

Each member of expansion can be drawn as a single
curve whose sum will give the origin function. Next two
figures show curves of single components of Fourier
transform. The Fig. 4 is detailed view of Fig. 3 to see
the line with the biggest value of frequency. On both
pictures this is drawn by dashed line. Detailed view can
be seen in Fig. 5.

Fig. 1: Difference between original function and Fourier
transform (Number of expansion members =1)

Fig. 3: Single components of Fourier transform for
expansion members equal 7

(5)

Fourier transform is an infinite series of expansion.
Therefore it was necessary to find the first which could
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Then according to Eq. (2) the sampling frequency of
SOMA should be twice more than the maximal
frequency in the spectrum of function, i. e. The critical
frequency, which a sampling of SOMA by means of
Step should achieve, is equal to 1.4.
Analysis of parameter Step
Parameter Step as was described above can be explained
as sampling parameter of SOMA. It does not work in
absolutely values but in relative ones. Absolute value of
the step is counted from length between Leader and
active individual multiplied by value of parameter Step.
It can be viewed as part of Eq. (1) – principle of SOMA
run.
To compare values of critical frequency sampling of
SOMA it was necessary to do reciprocal values of
absolute step which can be regarded as a sampling
period.
On the basis of carried simulations following charts
were prepared. The simulation consists in comparing
reciprocal values of absolute step with critical
frequency. After that the critical Steps were determined.
In other words, there were determined maximal values
which can be set up in parameter Step satisfied the
conditions of Shannon – Kotelnik theorem and thus fact
that algorithm will use information obtained by stepping
in an efficient way.
Next figures show the critical steps for each individual
in the population during migrations. They are depicted
without Leader because critical Steps of all other
individuals are outspread to the position of Leader.
Fig.6 shows first population which was generated
randomly. The other population are generated during
evolution process. It can be seen that in the first
migration the critical Steps are small because
individuals are spread on the surface of the function
randomly and it is necessary to sample the function very
precisely to get to exploit information about cost
function. The individual which is very near to Leader is
in the biggest peak. There is not important to make so
small steps as in the case of others. The value of Critical
Step is in the interval <0,3>. Where the value 3 means
that the individual is on the same position as Leader and
it is expected that they both could be in the extreme.
Fig. 7 shows the same case as the Fig. 6 but in the
decreasing direction of values Steps. There can be better
seen that not many individuals are near to extreme and
that a lot need to sample the way to Leader in very small
steps.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are similarly generated as previous two
but in selected migration during the run of SOMA. On
these pictures can be seen that most of individuals
achieved the same position as Leader. There is depicted
agglomeration of individuals of typical run of SOMA in
the global extreme as is described in (Zelinka 2002).

Fig. 4: Detailed view of Fig.3

Fig. 5: Chart of the critical member of Fourier transform
This dashed drawn member interprets the critical one
for the analysis of function from Shannon – Kotelnik
theorem point of view. Its analytic transcription can be
seen in Eq. (5) which determines the sampling
frequency according to Shannon – Kotelnik theorem
(Eq. (6)).
Fc = -0,206778 Cos (4.39823 t)

(6)

Computation of critical frequency
The frequency can be calculated from this expression
according to Eq. (7) as reciprocal value of period (Eq.
(8)). In this case the result frequency is 0.7.
frequency = 1 / period

(7)

period = (2 S ) / 4.3982

(8)
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Fig. 6: Chart of the critical values of parameter Step in
first migration

Fig. 8: Chart of the critical values of parameter Step in
his decreasing direction during the run of SOMA
Fig. 9 shows the situation when all individuals are in the
global extreme. The line is at the position of value 3
because such value of Step says that individual is in the
same position as Leader. The aim of SOMA is to have
all individual at same position in global extreme of cost
function.

Fig. 7: Chart of the critical values of parameter Step in
his decreasing direction in first migration
Fig. 9: Chart of the critical values of parameter Step in
the last migration
CONCLUSION
This contribution deals with analysis of sampling
method in the evolutionary algorithm SOMA.
According to Shannon – Kotelnik theorem critical
values of parameter Step were determined. They say
which maximal value of Step has to be set up to keep
conditions. All was well-arranged displayed in figures.
This study was preliminary in this field. Our future
work will be concerned to make studies on more
difficult cost functions (multimodal).
On the basis of the results from these studies is expected
to be tried new version of SOMA which will use the
method of this analysis to tune Step adaptively during
the run of SOMA. It may improve to obtain high-quality

Fig. 8: Chart of the critical values of parameter Step
during the run of SOMA
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involve some very complicated reasoning, largely of a
diagnostic nature. Unfortunately, many psychological
studies (e.g. see Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky, 1982)
have demonstrated that, through no fault of their own,
humans often perform poorly at such tasks. This is one
reason why there is such interest in computerised
systems to assist with reasoning in complicated,
uncertain domains such as medicine. Such systems are
not intended to replace expert assessments, but to
provide a second opinion. If that second opinion concurs
with the expert's, then it will provide additional
confidence in the assessment. On the other hand, if there
is a strong disagreement, it may encourage the expert to
re-examine the situation and check that nothing crucial
has been overlooked.

KEYWORDS: intelligence, military, probabilistic,
Bayesian network, decision support, information fusion
ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider a typical military scenario
where the intention of an enemy force is unknown, but
there are a number of plausible hypotheses. As time
passes, information in the form of various sightings and
reports become available. We employ a Bayesian
network, a type of probabilistic graphical model, to
process these reports and update the probabilities of the
various hypotheses in the light of the latest information.
We also demonstrate the beneficial effect of
incorporating 'negative' or false evidence on the
plausibility of the various hypotheses.

Bayesian networks provide a poweful method of
reasoning in domains where uncertainty is prevalent. As
each new piece of evidence is received, the network can
propagate its effects to whichever other nodes in the
network are affected by it. This results in an updated set
of beliefs regarding the key unknown variables of
interest - usually one or more main hypotheses which are
not directly observable until it is too late. Some other
fields of application include medical diagnosis (e.g.
Nikovski 2000), intelligent troubleshooting systems (e.g.
Breese and Heckerman 1999) and data mining (e.g.
Heckermann 1997).

INTRODUCTION
Despite the ever-increasing sophistication of combat
simulations, the representation of various aspects of C4I
and ISTAR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target
Acquisition and Reconnaissance) remains limited. In this
paper, we examine the potential application of Bayesian
networks to act as processors of intelligence reports, and
provide a simplified, illustrative example. Such
processors could be considered to be expert systems or
intelligent agents, providing decision support to
intelligence analysts within a Headquarters cell. Equally,
they could be embedded within a combat simulation,
representing one of the roles normally conducted by a
military Headquarters’ intelligence cell.

BAYESIAN NETWORKS
A Bayesian network (BN) consists of a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) and a set of conditional probability
distributions for each node in the network. The graph
comprises a set of nodes, with each node representing a
proposition or variable within the domain of interest, and
a set of directed arcs representing direct probabilistic
dependencies between the variables. The absence of an
arc between two variables is interpreted as a statement of
conditional independence, i.e. the two variables are
independent given some subset of the other variables in
the network. For each variable without parents, we need
to provide a prior probability distribution. For each
variable with parents, we need to specify a conditional

The network envisaged does not directly process lowlevel sensor and signal data, but operates on higher-level
information provided by an intelligence analyst. It is
intended to assist such analysts in making sense of the
'bigger picture', e.g. 'What is the enemy's most likely
course of action given all of the indicators received and
the background to the situation?' According to the JDL
model, well-known within the data fusion community
(see, for example, Llinas et al, 2004), such questions are
associated with Level 3 in the hierarchy of data and
information fusion. Answering such questions can
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associated with more than one. Even when an indicator is
associated with more than one COA, however, it might
still provide greater support for one belief than another.
The 20 indicators of enemy intent (IEI) considered here
include the following:
•Increase in recce activities

probability distribution given each possible combination
of parent states.
The conditional probability distributions which
accompany a particular ordering of the variables in the
graph, provide a compact way to specify the joint
probability distribution over the entire set of variables,
U { A1 , A2 ,..., An } :

•Increase in counter-recce activities
•Forward movement of supplies

i P ( Ai | pa ( Ai )) , where pa ( Ai ) refers to the
parents of variable Ai in the graph.

•Establishment of airfields

There are many potential orderings of variables in a
network, and the ordering chosen for a BN should
represent the assumed dependencies and independencies
as efficiently as possible. This usually means that the
direction of an arc should follow the direction of
causality when the relationship between two variables is
causal. So, it is the activities (or intent indicators)
undertaken by the Red side which cause reports to be
generated, the reports do not cause the activities to take
place. Not all relationships in a BN have to be causal weaker probabilistic dependencies will often be present.
Exactly how such relationships should be represented
and which way the arcs should be directed usually
becomes clearer once the modeller has thought through
their dependency implications. An invaluable guide in
this respect is the d-separation criterion. See Pearl (1988)
or Jensen (2002) for more details of this and for an
introduction to Bayesian networks, more generally.

•Radio silence

P (U )

•Forward movement of missiles
•Use of smoke
•Erection of obstacles
•Preparation of dummy positions
•Increased anti-tank assets with forward units
•Evacuation of some services
•Destruction of various facilities
A BAYESIAN NETWORK MODEL OF THE
SCENARIO
A basic Bayesian network for this scenario is shown in
Figure 1. It consists of a hypothesis node, 'Enemy Intent',
a layer of intermediate nodes representing a range of
enemy intent indicators, and a layer of nodes
representing battlefield intelligence reports relating
directly to these indicators. A more complete network
might also include various environmental variables.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO
In this paper, we consider a simplified, general
scenario in which the Blue force HQ is trying to
ascertain the Red force’s course of action.

The final number attached to each report node
identifies which of the 20 enemy indicators it relates to.
For example, node ‘S3MA1’ is a report from a Blue subunit that Red has increased its air and ground
reconnaissance (recce) activities. This relates to the first
enemy intent indicator in the middle layer of nodes. Note
that setting the state of a report node to ‘True’ is not the
same as setting the state of the corresponding enemy
intent indicator to ‘True’. Since incorrect and incomplete
reports are to be expected, it is important to distinguish
between the actual state of a variable and its perceived
state. The conditional probability distribution of the
report variable given the actual indicator variable will
determine how much our belief in the indicator variable
changes given a particular report.

Four possible courses of action (COAs) are considered
in the scenario - main attack (M), advance (A), defend
(D) and withdraw (W). It is assumed here that the Red
force will only pursue a single course of action at any
given time, although this assumption could be relaxed if
it were thought necessary. This does not mean, however,
that we do not permit the Red force to operate a
deception plan.
Indicators of Enemy Intent
The intelligence staff tasked with inferring the Red
force’s most likely course of action, will have a number
of cues, or key pieces of information, which they are
interested in observing. These cues will be indicative of
the course of action being taken by the Red force. Some
of these indicators of enemy intent will be associated
with a single course of action, while others will be
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Figure 1: A Bayesian Network of the Relationships Between Enemy Intent Indicators and Intelligence Reports
While space constraints preclude a listing of the
illustrative probability distributions contained within this
model, a uniform prior distribution was assumed for
‘Enemy Intent’. Obviously, the prior chosen reflects
initial conditions and the knowledge of the Blue side.
Then, as battlefield intelligence reports become

Inc En Air & Gnd Recce
True
64.5
False
35.5
Fwd Mvt of LogisticsEstablishment of en airfi ...
True
70.6
True
61.4
False
29.4
False
38.6

available, so the corresponding nodes will be
instantiated. This leads to the probability distributions
associated with the enemy intent indicator nodes and the
hypothesis node being updated accordingly, as
demonstrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: BN Showing Marginal Distribution of All Variables After Node ‘S1MA3’ is Set to ‘True’
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As can be seen in Figure 2, for example, if there is an
air reconnaissance report of establishment of enemy
airfields, represented in the network by setting node
‘S1MA2’ to ‘True’, then, denoting that evidence by 'E':
P ( M | E ) 0.365; P( A | E ) 0.329; P( D | E ) 0.153
and P (W | E ) 0.153.
The marginal distribution of every variable which is dconnected to ‘S1MA2’ is also updated at the same time.

various states, the probability updates only occur at the
discrete time steps.
Table 1: Timeline for Vignette 1.
Actions Taken by the Red Side and Indicators
Detected by the Blue Side
Both sides deploy air and ground recce.
Red deploys airborne forces to establish aux
airfield; Blue sub-unit reports sighting of
Red recce (S3MA1).
Red establishes aux airfield for CAS; Blue
sub-unit reports sighting of Red airborne
forces (S3MA12).
Red establishes counter-recce to cover
advance route; Blue air and ground recce
report sightings of Red aux airfield (S1MA3
and S2MA3).
Red formation strengthens flanks; Red
forward movement of supplies; Blue ground
recce reports Red counter-recce activities.
Red command net changes for advance; Blue
air and ground recce report sightings of
Red’s strengthened flanks (S1MA6 and
S2MA6); Blue air recce reports sightings of
Red’s forward movement of supplies
(S1MA2).
Red begins advance; Blue Signals report Red
change of command net (S4A13).

Time
Step
1
2

Results of the First Experiment
We consider two vignettes to illustrate the approach. In
the first one, the Red force is preparing to advance, while
in the second one, the Red force is actually preparing to
withdraw but attempts to conceal its intentions and
deceive the Blue force into believing that it is preparing
an attack.

3
4

The timeline for the first vignette is as shown in Table
1. Here, time is measured discretely in a number of steps.
This denotes a simple chronological ordering of the
events, which is sufficiently accurate for our purposes. It
is not implied that the time steps are all of equal size.
Also, there is a delay between an event's occurrence and
the subsequent detection and reporting of that event to
Blue HQ. As space constraints make it impractical to
show the updated network after each time step, the graph
in Figure 3 shows how the probability distribution of
'Enemy Intent' changes with time. Although this graph is
shown as connected to make it easier to identify the

5
6

7

Inferred Probability of Enemy Intent vs Time
Vignette 1 - Red Advance
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Figure 3: Probability Distribution of ‘Enemy Intent’ vs Time for Vignette 1
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It is clear from the graph in Figure 3 that the correct
enemy intent is eventually inferred, the final distribution
being:
P ( M | All evidence) 0.46; P( A | All evidence) 0.53;
P ( D | All evidence) 0.01; P (W | All evidence) 0.005.
However, for a long time 'Main Attack' was considered
the most likely intention, with 'Advance' only overtaking
it towards the very end. Such an outcome could only be
considered a partial success for the network.

for the second vignette is shown in Figure 4. Again, the
correct inference is eventually made - this time the final
probability distribution of 'Enemy Intent' is:
P( M | All evidence) 0.39; P ( A | All evidence) 0.06;
P( D | All evidence) 0.04; P (W | All evidence) 0.51.
However, in common with the first vignette, the true
enemy intent only became apparent towards the end. For
much of the time, 'Main Attack' seemed the likelier
option.

The timeline for the second vignette is as shown in
Table 2. A graph showing how the probability
distribution of 'Enemy Intent' changes with time
Time
Step
1
2

3

4

5
6

7

Results of a Second Experiment Incorporating
Negative Evidence
The intentions of the Red force in these two vignettes
were clearly difficult for the Blue HQ to identify. While
the correct intentions were eventually identified, these
came fairly late. It could be argued, however, that not all
of the available relevant information was fed into the
Bayesian network. In particular, events associated with
one Red intent or another which were not observed to
occur were assumed unknown. What would the effect be
if after a suitable period of time, such events were
reported as definitely not having occurred? This is
investigated in a second experiment. The same
underlying events are generated as in the first
experiment, and the same positive intelligence reports
are received at the same times. The difference is that in
addition to the positive intelligence reports, there are
now a number of 'negative' intelligence reports indicating
that certain things have not been reported.

Table 2: Timeline for Vignette 2.
Actions Taken by the Red Side and Indicators
Detected by the Blue Side
Blue establishes air and ground recce.
Red deploys air and ground recce as
deception; Red increases counter-recce
activities as deception; Red establishes
dummy airfields as deception.
Red establishes demolition on bridges; Blue
sub-unit reports sighting of Red recce
(S3MA1); Blue ground recce reports Red
counter-recce activities (S2MAD4); Blue air
recce reports sighting of Red aux airfields
(S1MA3).
Red conducts feint attacks; Blue ground
recce report sighting of Red aux airfield
(S2MA3) and demolition on bridges
(S2DW15); Blue sub-unit reports local
attacks (S3M8).
Red evacuates non-essential services; Blue
sub-unit reports sighting of demolition on
bridges (S3DW15).
Red employs smoke and jamming and a
defensive frontage; Blue ground recce
reports sighting of Red evacuation of nonessential services (S2W19) and Red’s use of
smoke (S2MW10); Blue sub-unit reports
Red’s use of smoke (S3MW10) and jamming
(S3MW11); Blue Signals report Red’s
jamming (S4MW11); Blue sub-unit reports
Red’s defensive frontage (S3W18).
Red begins systematic destruction of bridges
and commences withdrawal; Blue air and
ground recce report sightings of Red
destruction of bridges (S1W20 and S2W20).

In deciding when to instantiate a report node with
negative evidence, we have looked at the latest time we
would expect a positive report to be received across the
four possible states of Enemy Intent. If it has not been
received by that time, we have instantiated a negative
report for that indicator in the next time-step.
The revised results for the two vignettes, incorporating
the effects of negative evidence, are shown in Figures 5
and 6.
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Inferred Probability of Enemy Intent vs Time
Vignette 2 - Withdrawal Under Deception
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Figure 4: Probability Distribution of Enemy Intent vs Time for Vignette 2

Inferred Probability of Enemy Intent vs Time
Vignette 1 - Red Advance (inc. false evidence)
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Figure 5: Probability Distribution of Enemy Intent vs Time for Vignette 1 Including Negative Evidence
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Inferred Probability of Enemy Intent vs Time
Vignette 2 - Withdrawal Under Deception - inc. false evidence
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Figure 6: Probability Distribution of Enemy Intent vs Time for Vignette 2 Including Negative Evidence
expected to have been observed had the indicator been
present.

Clearly, in both cases, the network performs much
better when the negative evidence is also taken into
account. Firstly, the final distribution of 'Enemy Intent' is
more decisive in each case. In Figure 5, the final
distribution of enemy intent is now given by:
P ( M | All evidence) 0.005; P ( A | All evidence) 0.994;
P ( D | All evidence) 0.001; P (W | All evidence) 0.
Similarly, in Figure 6, the final distribution of enemy
intent
is
now
given
by:
P ( M | All evidence) 0.01; P ( A | All evidence) 0.005;
P ( D | All evidence) 0.01; P (W | All evidence) 0.975.
Secondly, the correct option is identified earlier by the
network in both cases. While it is difficult to quantify the
benefit obtained by identifying the true enemy course of
action sooner, this could be addressed in a simulation
study.

Further work will consider how timing information can
be better exploited to avoid a sudden rush of false
findings towards the end of a scenario causing large,
discontinuous jumps in the probability distributions. The
use of distributional information on detection times
should permit smoother, continual updates in the
distributions over time, with discontinuous jumps
occurring only when definite findings are observed. We
will also attempt to quantify the benefits which such a
decision support system can bring in terms of improved
responsiveness. Simulation currently appears to be the
most likely method of achieving this goal.
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The Self-Organizig Migration Algorithm (SOMA)
(Zelinka 2002, 2004) is a kind of relatively new
optimization algorithm, whose desing enables its
parallel implementation very easily. The aim of this
work is to develop a universal platform for parallel
applications. This framework runs on ordinary office
computers used by students in the IT labs and utilizes
their iddle CPU time. In addition, another objective is
to use SOMA to develop a general-purpose
optimization toolkit.

KEYWORDS
Parallel computation, cluster, evolutionary algorithm,
Self-Organizing Migrating Algorithm, SOMA
ABSTRACT
This paper describes an universal portable platform for
parallel computations and a parallelized version of
relatively new evolutionary optimization algorithm –
the Self-Organizing Migration Algorithm (SOMA).
Results of efficiency tests of the platform and also test
results of optimization with parallel SOMA are
included.

COMPUTATION PLATFORM
To create a computation cluster, a certain number of
computers is needed. In our case 50 standard office
computers in configuration Athlon XP 2200+, 512 MiB
RAM, interconnected by 100Mbps LAN across the
campus network were used.

INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary algorithms form a class of stochastic
optimization algorithms in which priciples of organic
evolution are regarded as rules for optimization. The
are often applied to parameter optimization probléme
(Bäck, Schwefel, 1993), when specialized techiques are
not suitable or standard methods give unsatisfactory
results.

To manage all this computation power a universal
distributed enviroment for parallel applications was
developed. This platform was designed to fulfil
following requirements: First, there was an idea to
utilize the idle CPU time in the IT-labs. This computers
are owned by different departments running various
operating systems on their machines, therefore Java
was chosen to enable simple deployment. Second, it
had to be as universal as possible to allow the user to
simply create his own application using parallel
capabilities without being annoyed with the
background problems. Several sample applications and
detailed HOW-TOs were written to demonstrate the
cluster usage.

Principle of evolutionary algrithms is based on
scanning through a space of possible solutions using a
population of individuals. Because this could be a very
time-demandig process, parallelization might be one of
possible solutions. By splitting this task on more
computers, the search process can be speeded-up or
even improved.
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CLUSTER STRUCTURE

over or other calculations have to be done. It can
directly communicate with one or more terminals and
usually does not perform any computations.

The cluster platform is splitted into two parts – server
and terminal – and the structure can be seen in Figure1.

The second part is the terminal-side application where
the computation operations are performed. When there
is not a task to process, the terminal is hibernated and
after a longer period of time it performs a request for a
task again.

The server is composed of modules that provide
services for the whole cluster. First of them is Update
Manager, which ensures that all terminals and also
user's classes are up to date on all terminals all the
time. The second one is Task Manager, which is
responsible for correct task distribution. It handles all
task packages created by the user's server application
and also all incoming task requests or packages with
partial task solutions. It contains two task queues. The
flow of task packages between the database and Task
Manager is realized in groups of packages and thereby
the response time was rapidly reduced. When a
terminal fails (for example, it is turned off by a
student), its task is assigned to another terminal after a
certain interval,which means that it also provides basic
fail-over capability. The third module is Server
Application Manager, which is responsible for starting
and shutting down the user's server application and
provides many useful utilities for it, like task
distribution or direct connection to terminals. The
server is able to handle mutiple instances of different
user's server applications.

CLUSTER MANAGEMENT
All operations required to manage a user's distributed
project are available through a graphical user interface
(GUI) presented on the web. This solution was chosen
to enable an easy access to the cluster server for anyone
using just a web browser and simplify all operations as
much as possible. In this interface the parallel
application project can be created, modified, launched
or terminated. The progress of the application and the
time needed to finish it can also be seen here. The
results are easily accessible without a need of having a
shell access. Another advantage of this solution is that
the cluster administration can be accessed from various
mobile devices, like cell phones or handhelds.
CLUSTER EFFICIENCY

The terminal is a standalone application which starts
just after computer boots. On the Windows platform it
runs as an NT system service, so the student using the
computer is not disturbed. The terminal was intended
as a smart application which can ask server for an
update or task to solve. Furthermore, it is able to find
other terminals in the network and create a virtual
network to eable direct communication with other
terminals. As soon as a package with task description is
delivered on the terminal, the relevant class able to
process this task is found and thereby the user's
terminal application is started. While a task is
processed, the terminal's task manager requests another
package with task description This feature can
eliminate time delays caused by communication and
might be very useful when transfering huge amount of
data. The terminal cannot process concurrent tasks.

Quality of distributed enviroment can be considered
according to its efectivity. The loss of performance can
be caused by server software, where the server modules
are not able to handle incoming requests immediately.
In some cases the problem could be caused by the
user's server application, when it is not able to create
task parts fast enough. In addition, the throughput and
time delay of the network might be a limitation.
To find the real efficiency of this parallel platform an
artificial problem was created. It emulates computation
by n-second time delay on terminals. When the number
of terminals and also the total computation duration is
known, it is very easy co calculate the time needed for
execution on certain number of (at least similar)
computers. For example – if we have 10 computers and
will use 600 task parts with delay of 20 seconds, we
can easily calculate the time needed on the number of
computers that are available.

PARALLEL APPLICATION
The user's parallel application is also separated into
two parts. First of them is the server-side application,
which is primarily supposed to manage run of the
whole process. It creates packages with description of
partial tasks or data needed for the actual computation.
Moreover, it decides whether the application run is

Table 1 and Figure 2 display results of the
“TimeCluster“ test. For each cluster configuration a
virtual problem like in the example described above
was created. The average delay was about 6 seconds,
which might be due to the task check interval inside the

Tab. 1: TimeCluster test results
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Time spent on computations [s]

platform and could be influenced by settings in the
configuration file. This partially decreases the cluster
efficiency that can be seen in all columns of Table 1.
Even though, the cluster efficiency is high enough to
consider the plaform suitable for parallel computations.
1300
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Time spent on
'computations' in
cluster [s]
Ideal time in
cluster [s]
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feature, in this case a little different approach is used.
The information about the position of the leader
spreads over other terminals in steps, as diplayed in
Figure 3. After one migration loop the information
about the best position is passed only to the
neighbouring terminals (to 4 neighbours in this case). If
they consider the position to be better as their local
leader's position, they will use it as a new local leader
and after the next migration loop the information is
passed on. The number of neighbours, which
influences the information spreading velocity, can be
set in the configuration file. This parameter might also
have impact on the robustness of the parallelized
evolutionary algorithm.
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Fig. 2: TimeCluster – artificial test results
PARALLEL SOMA
SOMA immitates competitive-cooperative behaviour
of intelligent creatures. A group of wolves or other
predators may be a good example. If they are looking
for food, they usually cooperate and compete so that if
one member of the group is more successful than the
previous best one ( e.g. has found more food ) then all
members change their trajectories towards the new
most successful member. Exactly this approach is used
in the SOMA’s One-To-One strategy.
Positions on the hyper-plane are represented by
members of the SOMA population – individuals. Each
of them stands for an actual solution for the given
problem. The best position (the best solution in the
particular migration loop) is called leader.
Since evaluation of the optimized cost function for
each individual's step can be a time demanding
operation, the numerous population of individuals was
divided into groups and each group became a separate
population on one terminal. Single terminals send a
message informing the othes about their local best
position – the position of local leader. The information
about leader can be either sent from terminals to the
server and later back to all terminals, or better,
terminals can communicate directly among themselves,
which is faster and also more efficient. All features can
be set in the relevant configuration files.
While in classic clusters the data is accessible on all
nodes at the same time thanks to the shared memory

Fig. 3: Spreading of information in the terminal's
virtual network
TESTING
Parallelized SOMA was tested on teaching a neural
network. Described network configuration and the
training set was chosen only for cluster efficiency tests.
It has no other meaning. SOMA configuration was:
step = 0.11, pathLength = 3, prt = 0.3, minDiv = 0.001,
migrations = 4000. Number of modified neuron-wages
= 315, population size = dim/2 = 157 individuals. The
network had 4 layers with 3 neurons in the input layer,
two hidden layers, 15 neurons each, and 3 neurons in
the output layer. Hyperbolic cosine was used as
transfer function in all neurons. The teaching set had
21 input and 21 output vectors and its structure was as
follows:
input: -1, -1, -1; output: -1, -1, -1
input: -0.9, -0.9, -0.9; output: -0.9, -0.9, -0.9
input: -0.8, -0.8, -0.8; output: -0.8, -0.8, -0.8
....
input: 1, 1, 1; output: 1, 1, 1

Tab. 2: Neural network taught
by SOMA - test results
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Fig. 5: Neural network taught by SOMA – ideal and
real times
Tab. 3: Output of teaching process
CONCLUSION
A platform for parallel computations was described.
Results of efficiency tests demonstrated, that the
framework is ready to use for distributed computing.
Furthermore, the parallel version of SOMA was
introduced and an example of its utilisation was shown.
The future work will concentrate on practical
applications of parallel SOMA and its improvement.
Furhermore, a parallel version of Differential Evolution
for the mentioned platform will be thoroughly tested.

The results performed by the parallel version can be
seen in Table 2, progress of global error history in
Figure 4. The quality of teaching process (in Table 3)
can be considered as very high. Only values around -1
and 1 are not accurate, which is caused by the
behaviour of the neuron's transfer function.
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ABSTRACTRecently, fast neural networks for
object/face detection were presented in [1-3]. The speed
up factor of these networks relies on performing cross
correlation in the frequency domain between the input
image and the weights of the hidden layer. But, these
equations given in [1-3] for conventional and fast neural
networks are not valid for many reasons presented here.
In this paper, correct equations for cross correlation in
the spatial and frequency domains are presented.
Furthermore, correct formulas for the number of
computation steps required by conventional and fast
neural networks given in [1-3] are introduced. A new
formula for the speed up ratio is established. Also,
corrections for the equations of fast multi scale
object/face detection are given. Moreover, commutative
cross correlation is achieved. Simulation results show
that sub-image detection based on cross correlation in
the frequency domain is faster than classical neural
networks.

researchers. It is not only very important but also urgent
to notify other researchers not to waste their time and
effort doing research based on wrong equations. The
main objective of this paper is to correct the formulas of
cross correlation as well as the equations which describe
the computation steps required by conventional and fast
neural networks presented in [1-3]. Some of these
wrong equations were corrected in our previous
publications [5-18], [20-30]. Here, all of these errors are
corrected. In section II, fast neural networks for
object/face detection are described. Comments on
conventional neural networks, fast neural networks, and
the speed up ratio of object/face detection are presented
in section III.

II. FAST OBJECT/FACE DETECTION
USING MLP AND FFT
In [1-3], a fast algorithm for object/face detection based
on two dimensional cross correlations that take place
between the tested image and the sliding window
(20x20 pixels) was described. Such window is
represented by the neural network weights situated
between the input unit and the hidden layer. The
convolution theorem in mathematical analysis says that
a convolution of f with h is identical to the result of the
following steps: let F and H be the results of the Fourier
transformation of f and h in the frequency domain.
Multiply F and H in the frequency domain point by
point and then transform this product into spatial
domain via the inverse Fourier transform. As a result,
these cross correlations can be represented by a product
in the frequency domain. Thus, by using cross
correlation in the frequency domain a speed up in an
order of magnitude can be achieved during the detection
process [1-3].

KEYWORDSConventional Neural Networks, Fast
Neural Networks, Cross Correlation in the Frequency
Domain.

I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern detection is a fundamental step before pattern
recognition. Its reliability and performance have a major
influence in a whole pattern recognition system.
Nowadays, neural networks have shown very good
results for detecting a certain pattern in a given image
[7,20]. But the problem with neural networks is that the
computational complexity is very high because the
networks have to process many small local windows in
the images [4,19]. The authors in [1-3] have proposed a
multilayer perceptron (MLP) algorithm for fast
object/face detection. The same authors claimed
incorrect equation for cross correlation between the
input image and the weights of the neural networks.
They introduced formulas for the number of
computation steps needed by conventional and fast
neural networks. Then, they established an equation for
the speed up ratio. Unfortunately, these formulas
contain many errors which lead to invalid speed up
ratio. Other authors developed their work based on these
incorrect equations [5-18],[20-30]. So, the fact that
these equations are not valid must be cleared to all

In the detection phase, a sub image I of size mxn
(sliding window) is extracted from the tested image,
which has a size PxT, and fed to the neural network. Let
Wi be the vector of weights between the input sub image
and the hidden layer. This vector has a size of mxn and
can be represented as mxn matrix. The output of hidden
neurons h(i) can be calculated as follows:







m n



h =g
W (j, k)I(j, k) + b
i
i
j=1 k =1 i
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(1)

a total of O((q+1)N2(log2N)2+qN2) computation steps
for the fast neural network.

where g is the activation function and b(i) is the bias of
each hidden neuron (i). Eq.1 represents the output of
each hidden neuron for a particular sub-image I. It can
be computed for the whole image Ψ as follows:

Using sliding window of size nxn, for the same
image of NxN pixels, qN2n2 computation steps are
required when using traditional neural networks for the
face detection process. The theoretical speed up factor η
can be evaluated as follows [1]:

hi(u,v)=
m/2
n/2
(2)
g ∑
∑ Wi(j,k) Ψ(u + j, v+k)+b i
j = − m/2 k = − n/2






η=

Eq.2 represents a cross correlation operation. Given any
two functions f and g, their cross correlation can be
obtained by [2]:

∞
∞
f(x,y) ⊗ g(x,y) = ∑
∑f(m,n)g(x+ m,y + n)
m= − ∞ n = − ∞












(3)

(

)

1- The number of computation steps required for the
2D-FFT is O(N2log2N2) and not O(N2log2N) as
presented in [1,2]. Also, this is not a typing error as the
curve in Fig.2 in [1] realizes Eq.7, and the curves in
Fig.15 in [2] realizes Eq.31 and Eq.32 in [2].

(4)

where hi is the output of the hidden neuron (i) and hi
(u,v) is the activity of the hidden unit (i) when the
sliding window is located at position (u,v) in the input
image Ψ and (u,v) ∈[P-m+1,T-n+1].

2- Also, the speed up ratio presented in [1] not only
contains an error but also is not precise. This is because
for fast neural networks, the term (6qN2) corresponds to
complex dot product in the frequency domain must be
added. Such term has a great effect on the speed up
ratio. Adding only qN2 as stated in [2] is not correct
since a one complex multiplication requires six real
computation steps.

Now, the above cross correlation can be expressed in
terms of the Fourier Transform:

(

( ))

Ψ ⊗ W = F −1 F(Ψ ) • F * W
i
i

(5)

(*) means the conjugate of the FFT for the weight
matrix. Hence, by evaluating this cross correlation, a
speed up ratio can be obtained comparable to
conventional neural networks. Also, the final output of
the neural network can be evaluated as follows:

 q

O(u, v) = g ∑ w o (i) h i (u, v) + b o 
 i=1


(7)

The speed up factor introduced in [1] and given by
Eq.7 is not correct for the following reasons:

Therefore, Eq.2 may be written as follows [1,2]:

h = g W ⊗Ψ+b
i
i
i

(q + 1)log 2 N

III. COMMENTS ON FAST NEURAL
NET PRESENTED FOR OBJECT/ FACE
DETECTION





qn 2

3- For conventional neural networks, the number of
operations is (q(2n2-1)(N-n+1)2) and not (qN2n2). The
term n2 is required for multiplication of n2 elements (in
the input window) by n2 weights which results in
another new n2 elements. Adding these n2 elements,
requires another (n2-1) steps. So, the total computation
steps needed for each window is (2n2-1). The search
operation for a face in the input image uses a window
with nxn weights. This operation is done at each pixel in
the input image. Therefore, such process is repeated (Nn+1)2 times and not N 2 as stated in [1,3].

(6)

where q is the number of neurons in the hidden layer.
O(u,v) is the output of the neural network when the
sliding window located at the position (u,v) in the input
image Ψ.

4- Before applying cross correlation, the 2D-FFT of the
weight matrix must be computed. Because of the dot
product, which is done in the frequency domain, the size
of weight matrix should be increased to be the same as
the size of the input image. Computing the 2D-FFT of
the weight matrix off line as stated in [1-3] is not
practical. In this case, all of the input images must have
the same size. As a result, the input image will have
only a one fixed size. This means that, the testing time
for an image of size 50x50 pixels will be the same as
that image of size 1000x1000 pixels and of course, this
is unreliable. So, another number of complex
computation steps to perform 2D-FFT for (NxN) matrix
should be added to the complex number of computation

The authors in [1-3] analyzed their proposed fast neural
network as follows: For a tested image of NxN pixels,
the 2D-FFT requires O(N2(log2N)2) computation steps.
For the weight matrix Wi, the 2D-FFT can be computed
off line since these are constant parameters of the
network independent of the tested image. The 2D-FFT
of the tested image must be computed. As a result, q
backward and one forward transforms have to be
computed. Therefore, for a tested image, the total
number of the 2D-FFT to compute is (q+1)N2(log2N)2.
In addition, the input image and the weights should be
multiplied in the frequency domain. Therefore,
computation steps of (qN2) should be added. This yields
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weight matrices is listed in Table 1. Practical speed up
ratio for manipulating images of different sizes and
different in size weight matrices is listed in Table 2
using 700 MHz processor and Matlab ver 5.3.

steps (σ) required by the fast neural networks as
follows:
σ=((2q+1)(N2log2N2) + 6qN2)

(8)

For general fast cross correlation the speed up ratio
becomes in the following form:

This will increase the computation steps required for the
fast neural networks especially when q is more than one
neuron.
5- It is not valid to compare number of complex
computation steps by another of real computation steps
directly. The number of computation steps given by
pervious authors [1-3] for conventional neural networks
is for real operations while that is required by the fast
neural networks is for complex operations. To obtain
the speed up ratio, the authors in [1-3] have divided the
two formulas directly without converting the number of
computation steps required by the fast neural networks
into a real version. It is known that the two dimensions
Fast Fourier Transform requires (N2/2)log2N2 complex
multiplications and N2log2N2 complex additions. Every
complex multiplication is realized by six real floating
point operations and every complex addition is
implemented by two real floating point operations.
Therefore, the total number of computation steps
required to obtain the 2D-FFT of an NxN image is:

η=

q(2n 2 − 1)( N 2 − n 2 + 1)
(2q + 1)(5(N + τ) log 2 (N + τ) 2 ) + q(8(N + τ) 2 - n 2 ) + (N + τ)
2

(14)
where τ is a small number depends on the size of the
weight matrix. General cross correlation means that the
process starts from the first element in the input matrix.
The theoretical speed up ratio for general fast cross
correlation (Eq.14) is shown in Table 3. Compared with
MATLAB cross correlation function (xcorr2),
experimental results show that the our proposed
algorithm is faster than this function as shown in Table
4.
7- Furthermore, there are critical errors in Eq.3 and Eq.4
(which is Eq.4 in [1] and also Eq.13 in [2]). Eq.3 is not
correct because the definition of cross correlation is:

∞



ρ=6((N2/2)log2N2) + 2(N2log2N2)

f(x,y) ⊗ g(x,y) =

(9)

which may be simplified to:





f(x + m,y + n)g(m,n) (
m = − ∞ n = −∞










15)

ρ=5(N log2N )
2

2

(10)

and then Eq.4 must be written as follows:

(

6- For the weight matrix to have the same size as the
input image, a number of zeros = (N2-n2) must be added
to the weight matrix. This requires a total real number
of computation steps = q(N2-n2) for all neurons.
Moreover, after computing the 2D-FFT for the weight
matrix, the conjugate of this matrix must be obtained.
So, a real number of computation steps =qN2 should be
added in order to obtain the conjugate of the weight
matrix for all neurons. Also, a number of real
computation steps equal to N is required to create
butterflies complex numbers (e-jk(2Πn/N)), where 0<K<L.
These (N/2) complex numbers are multiplied by the
elements of the input image or by previous complex
numbers during the computation of 2D-FFT. To create a
complex number requires two real floating point
operations. Thus, the total number of computation steps
required by the fast neural networks is:

h =g Ψ⊗W +b
i
i
i



which can be reformulated as:
σ=((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +q(8N2-n2) +N )

(12)

Therefore, the correct speed up ratio is as follows:

q(2n 2 − 1)( N 2 − n 2 + 1)
( 2q + 1)(5N 2 log 2 N 2 ) + q(8N 2 - n 2 ) + N

)

(16)

Therefore, the cross correlation in the frequency domain
given by Eq.5 does not represent Eq.4. This is because
the fact that the operation of cross correlation is not
commutative (W⊗Ψ Ψ⊗W). As a result, Eq.4 does
not give the same correct results as conventional neural
networks. This error leads the researchers in [22-30]
who consider the references [1-3] to think about how to
modify the operation of cross correlation so that Eq.4
can give the same correct results as conventional neural
networks. Therefore, errors in these equations must be
cleared to all the researchers. In [21-30], the authors
proved that a symmetry condition must be found in
input matrices (images and the weights of neural
networks) so that fast neural networks can give the same
results as conventional neural networks. In case of
symmetry W⊗Ψ=Ψ⊗W, the cross correlation becomes
commutative and this is a valuable achievement. In this
case, the cross correlation is performed without any
constrains on the arrangement of matrices. As presented
in [22-30], this symmetry condition is useful for
reducing the number of patterns that neural networks
will learn. This is because the image is converted into
symmetric shape by rotating it down and then the up
image and its rotated down version are tested together
as one (symmetric) image. If a pattern is detected in the
rotated down image, then, this means that this pattern is
found at the relative position in the up image. So, if

σ=((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +6qN2+q(N2-n2)+qN2 +N )
(11)

η=

∞





(13)

The correct theoretical speed up ratio (Eq.13) with
different sizes of the input image and different in size
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conventional neural networks are trained for up and
rotated down examples of the pattern, fast neural
networks will be trained only to up examples. As the
number of trained examples is reduced, the number of
neurons in the hidden layer will be reduced and the
neural network will be faster in the test phase compared
with conventional neural networks.

η=

ϕ=(2q+1)(5N2log2N2)+(2q)5(N/2)2log2(N/2)2

Z(u, v) = FT(z(x, y))

(18)

1 u v
Z ,
4
2 2
!

It has been shown that the equations given in [1-3]
for conventional and fast neural networks contain errors.
The reasons for these errors have been proved. Correct
equations for cross correlation in the spatial and
frequency domains have been presented. Furthermore,
correct equations for the number of computation steps
required by conventional, and fast neural networks have
been introduced. A new correct formula for the speed up
ratio has been established. Also, correct equations for
fast multi scale object/face detection have been given.
Moreover, commutative cross correlation has been
achieved by converting the non-symmetric input
matrices into symmetric forms. Theoretical and
practical results after these corrections have shown that
generally fast neural networks requires fewer
computation steps than conventional one. Finally, the
proposed model has no shortcomings. This is because
the results of conventional and fast neural networks are
the same. Therefore, the performance (detection rate) is
the same.





(19)

This implies that we do not need to recompute the
Fourier transform of the sub-sampled images, as it can
be directly obtained from the original Fourier transform.
But experimental results have shown that Eq.17 is valid
only for images in the following form:
'

(22)

IV. CONCLUSION



FT(a(x, y)) = A(u, v) =

(21)

In addition, a number of computation steps equal to
6q(N/2)2+q((N/2)2-n2)+q(N/2)2 must be added to the
number of computation steps required by the fast neural
networks.

9- Images are tested for the presence of a face (object)
at different scales by building a pyramid of the input
image which generates a set of images at different
resolutions. The face detector is then applied at each
resolution and this process takes much more time as the
number of processing steps will be increased. In [1-3],
the authors stated that the Fourier transforms of the new
scales do not need to be computed. This is due to a
property of the Fourier transform. If z(x,y) is the
original and a(x,y) is the sub-sampled by a factor of 2 in
each direction image then:
(17)

(q + 2)log 2 N

Of course this is not correct, because the inverse of the
Fourier transform is required to be computed at each
neuron in the hidden layer (for the resulted matrix from
the dot product between the Fourier matrix in two
dimensions of the input image and the Fourier matrix in
two dimensions of the weights, the inverse of the
Fourier transform must be computed). So, the term
(q+2) in Eq.21 should be (2q+1) because the inverse
2D-FFT in two dimensions must be done at each neuron
in the hidden layer. In this case, the number of
computation steps required to perform 2D-FFT for the
fast neural networks will be:

8- Moreover, the authors in [1-3] stated that the activity
of each neuron in the hidden layer (Eq.4) can be
expressed in terms of convolution between a bank of
filter (weights) and the input image. This is not correct
because the activity of the hidden neuron is a cross
correlation between the input image and the weight
matrix. It is known that the result of cross correlation
between any two functions is different from their
convolution. As we proved in [21-30] the two results
will be the same, only when the two matrices are
symmetric or at least the weight matrix is symmetric.

a(x, y) = z(2x,2y)
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Table 1: The theoretical speed up ratio for images with different sizes.
Image size

Speed up ratio (n=20)

Speed up ratio (n=25)

Speed up ratio (n=30)

100x100
200x200
300x300
400x400
500x500
600x600
700x700
800x800
900x900
1000x1000

3.67
4.01
4.00
3.95
3.89
3.83
3.78
3.73
3.69
3.65

5.04
5.92
6.03
6.01
5.95
5.88
5.82
5.76
5.70
5.65

6.34
8.05
8.37
8.42
8.39
8.33
8.26
8.19
8.12
8.05

Table 2: Practical Speed up ratio for images with different sizes Using MATLAB ver 5.3.
Image size

Speed up ratio (n=20)

Speed up ratio (n=25)

Speed up ratio (n=30)

100x100
200x200
300x300
400x400
500x500
600x600
700x700
800x800
900x900
1000x1000

7.88
6.21
5.54
4.78
4.68
4.46
4.34
4.27
4.31
4.19

10.75
9.19
8.43
7.45
7.13
6.97
6.83
6.68
6.79
6.59

14.69
13.17
12.21
11.41
10.79
10.28
9.81
9.60
9.72
9.46

Table 3: The theoretical speed up ratio for the general fast cross correlation algorithm.
Image size

Speed up ratio (n=20)

Speed up ratio (n=25)

Speed up ratio (n=30)

100x100
200x200
300x300
400x400
500x500
600x600
700x700
800x800
900x900
1000x1000

5.39
4.81
4.51
4.32
4.18
4.07
3.99
3.91
3.84
3.78

8.36
7.49
7.03
6.73
6.52
6.35
6.21
6.10
6.00
5.91

11.95
10.75
10.16
9.68
9.37
9.13
8.94
8.77
8.63
8.51

Table 4: Simulation results of the speed up ratio for the general fast cross correlation compared with the MATLAB
cross correlation function (xcorr2).
Image size

Speed up ratio (n=20)

Speed up ratio (n=25)

Speed up ratio (n=30)

100x100
200x200
300x300
400x400
500x500
600x600
700x700
800x800
900x900
1000x1000

10.14
9.17
8.25
7.91
6.77
6.46
5.99
5.48
5.31
5.91

13.05
11.92
10.83
9.62
9.24
8.89
8.47
8.74
8.43
8.66

16.49
14.33
13.41
12.65
11.77
11.19
10.96
10.32
10.66
10.51
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as

well

as

the

We also propose weight assignment techniques for our
computer simulations as in many benchmark problems
weights of training patterns are not available.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a fuzzy rule-generation
method for pattern classification problems. We consider
a situation where each training pattern has a weight.
The weight is considered as a cost of misclassification/
rejection of classification. Our fuzzy classification
system consists of a set of fuzzy if-then rules. The
antecedent part of fuzzy if-then rules linguistically
specifies a subarea of a pattern space. Thus, fuzzy ifthen rules are linguistically interpretable. The main aim
of this paper is to construct fuzzy classification systems
that reflect weighted training patterns. That is, we make
the cost of misclassification and rejection of
classification for unseen patterns as small as possible.
In computer simulations, we also propose two methods
for assigning appropriate weights from the distribution
of given training patterns. The performance of the
proposed fuzzy rule-generation method is examined for
several real-world pattern classification systems that
have been used in literature.

A series of computer simulations examine the advantage
of our proposed method over the conventional method.
We also show then one of the weight assignment
techniques is useful for obtaining fuzzy classification
systems with high generalization ability.
FUZZY RULE-BASED CLASSIFICATION
Pattern Classification Problems
Various methods have been proposed for fuzzy
classification (Nozaki et al. 1996, Klir and Yuan 1995,
Ishibuchi et al. 1992, Grabisch 1996, Grabisch and
Dispot 1992, Grabixch and Nicolas 1994). Let us
assume that our pattern classification problem is an n dimensional problem with C classes and m given
training
patterns
x p ( x p1 , x p 2 ,  , x pn ),

p 1, 2, , m . Without loss of generality, each attribute
of the given training patterns is normalized into a unit
interval [0,1] . That is, the pattern space is an n -

INTRODUCTION

dimensional unit hypercube [0,1]n in our pattern
classification problem.

Fuzzy rule-based systems have been applied mainly to
control problems (Lee 1990, Leondes 1999, Sugeno
1985). One advantage of a fuzzy rule-based system is its
interpretability. Recently fuzzy rule-based systems have
also been applied to pattern classification problems.
There are many approaches to the automatic generation
of fuzzy if-then rules from numerical data for pattern
classification problems. Genetic algorithms have also
been used for generating fuzzy if-then rules for pattern
classification (Ishibuchi and Nakashima 1999a,
Ishibuchi Nakashima 1999b, Ishibuchi et al. 1995, Yuan
and Zhan 1996).

In this study we use fuzzy if-then rules of the following
type as a base of our fuzzy rule-based classification
systems:
Rule R j : If x1 is A j1 and ... and x n is A jn
then Class C j with CF j , j

1, 2, , N ,

(1)

where R j is the label of the j -th fuzzy if-then rule,
A j1 ,  , A jn are antecedent fuzzy sets on the unit

interval [0,1] , C j is a consequent class (i.e. one of the

In this paper, we propose a fuzzy rule-generation
method for pattern classification problems where a
weight is assigned to each given training pattern. We
assume that weights of training patterns are given before
the actual fuzzy classification sysetms are constructed.
The proposed method incorporates the weights in

C given classes), CF j is the grade of certainty of the
fuzzy if-then rule R j , and N is the total number of
fuzzy if-then rules. As antecedent fuzzy sets, we use
triangular fuzzy sets as in Fig. 1 where we show various
partitions of the unit interval into a number of fuzzy sets.
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Membership

Membership
1.0

1.0

Attribute value

0.0

(b) Three fuzzy sets

Membership

Membership

1.0

1.0

A1
0.0

1.0

Attribute value

0.0

(c) Four fuzzy sets

A2

A3

A4

Attribute value

A5

(Nozaki et al. 1996).

Generating Fuzzy If-Then Rules

Fuzzy Reasoning

In our fuzzy rule-based classification systems, we
specify the consequent class and the grade of certainty
of each fuzzy if-then rule from the given training
patterns (Ishibuchi et al. 1992). In (Ishibuchi and
Nakashima 2001) it is shown that the use of the grade of
certainty in fuzzy if-then rules allows us to generate
comprehensible fuzzy rule-based classification systems
with high classification performance.

By the rule generation procedure in the last subsection,
we can generate N fuzzy if-then rules in (1). After both
the consequent class C j and the grade of certainty CF j
are determined for all N rules, a new pattern x is
classified by the following procedure:

[Fuzzy reasoning procedure for classification]
Step 1: Calculate D Class h (x) for Class
j 1, 2, , C , as

The consequent class C j and the grade of certainty
CF j of fuzzy if-then rule are determined in the

following manner:

D Class h (x) max{P j (x)  CF j | C j
h 1, 2, , C ,

[Generation Procedure of Fuzzy If-Then Rule]
Step 1: Calculate E Class h ( R j ) for Class h as

P j ( x)

x p Class h

max{E Class 1 ( R j ),  , E Class C ( R j )}. (3)

P j1 ( x1 )    P jn ( xn ).

(7)

(8)

PROPOSED METHOD
In this section we propose a fuzzy rule-generation
method for pattern classification problems where a
weight is given for each training pattern. First we
explain the role of weights and then we present how
fuzzy if-then rules are generated from weighted training
patterns.

If two or more classes take the maximum value, the
consequent class C j of the rule R j can not be
determined uniquely. In this case, specify C j as

I . If a single class takes the maximum value, let

C j be Class ĥ . The grade of certainty CF j is

Concept of Weight

determined as

¦ EClass h ( R j )

(6)

If two or more classes take the maximum value, then the
classification of x is rejected (i.e. x is left as an
unclassifiable pattern), otherwise assign x to Class hc .

Step 2: Find Class ĥ that has the maximum value of
E Class h ( R j ) :

,

Class h},

D Class hc (x) max{D Class 1 (x),, D Class C (x)}.

set A ji .

E Class hˆ ( R j )  E

,

Step 2: Find Class hc that has the maximum value of
D Class h (x) :

(2)

where P ji () is the membership function of the fuzzy

CF j

h

where

¦ P j1( x p1)    P jn ( x pn ),

h 1, 2, , C ,

(5)

.

number of fuzzy if-then rules is 310 59049 . This is
what is called the curse of dimensionality. The grade of
certainty CF j can be adjusted by a learning algorithm

1.0

(d) Five fuzzy sets

Fig. 1 An example of antecedent fuzzy

E Class h ( R j )

c 1

The number of fuzzy if-then rules in a fuzzy rule-based
classification system depends on how each attribute is
partitioned into fuzzy subsets. For example, when we
divide each attribute into three fuzzy subsets in a tendimensional pattern classification problem, the total

1.0

Attribute value

(a) Two fuzzy sets

Cj

hz h

1.0

0.0

E Class hˆ ( R j )

¦ˆ EClass h ( R j )

Let us consider an example of classification problems in
which the idea of weighted traininng patterns is
necessary. In the medical diagnosis of cancer two kinds
of misclassification have to be taken into account. One
is the case where a person is diagnosed as having cancer
while he/she does not. The other case is that a person
with cancer is classified as not having cancer. Although

(4)

where
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the misclassificcation should be as small as possible in
both cases, the latter misclassification should be treated
more seriously than the former case. In this paper we
use the concept of weights to tackle this problem.

WEIGHT ASSIGNMENT
In the next section we examine the performance of the
proposed method by computer simulation. We use realworld pattern classification problems that are commonly
used in literature. All the classification problems are
available from the UCI machine learning repository.
Since weights for training patterns are not included in
these pattern classification sets, we propose two
methods for weighting training patterns in order to make
a synthetic situation where a weight is given to each
training pattern. One is a class-bassed weighting method
and the other is an overlap-based weighting method.

Cost Function
The weight of training patterns can be viewed as the
importance of the patterns. We place more emphasis on
those patterns with large weights than on those with
small weights. The weight of misclassified/rejected
patterns is considered as a cost of misclassification or
rejection. Thus, our objective in this paper is to
construct a fuzzy classification system S that minimizes
the following cost function :

Class-Based Weighting Method

m

Cost ( S )

¦

w p  z p (S ) ,

(9)

The aim of the class-based weighting method is to make
a bias toward the classification of patterns from a
particular class. For example, if the bias is toward the
classification of Class 1 patterns, classification systems
are expected to correctly classify Class 1 patterns even if
the number of misclassification/rejection is large for
other classes. Medical diagnoses is example appropriate
for this weighting method.

p 1

where Cost (S ) is the cost of misclassification/rejection
made by a fuzzy classification system S, m is the
number of training patterns, w p is the weight of the
training pattern x p , and z p (S ) is a binary variable that
is determined according to the classification result of the
training pattern x p by S: z p ( S ) 0 if x p is correctly

In this weighting method, a weight for the pattern x p is

classified by S, and z p ( S ) 1 otherwise.

determined by the following equation :

Generating Fuzzy If-Then Rules from Weighted
Training Patterns

wp

Let us assume that we have m training patterns
x p ( x p1 , x p 2 ,, x pn ) , p 1, 2,, m , and we also

The aim of the overlap-based weighting method is to
focus on overlapped areas between multiple classes. In
order to determine the weights of given training patterns,
we count the number of patterns from the same class in
their neighborhood. Let us denote the neighborhood size
as Nsize . We examine Nsize nearest patterns from each
of given training patterns for determining the value of
the weight. In the overlap-based weighting method we
use the following equation to determine the weight of
the p -th given pattern w p :

h

( h 1, , C ) as

E Class h ( R j )

¦ P j1( x p1 )    P jn ( x pn )  w p ,

x p Class h

h 1, 2, , C .

(12)

Overlap-Based Weighting Method

assume that a weight is given a priori for all training
patterns. We modify the fuzzy rule generation procedure
presented in the last section to accomodate the weighted
training patterns :

[Generation Procedure of Fuzzy If-Then Rule]
Step 1: Calculate
for
Class
E Class h ( R j )

1.0 if class of x p is to be emphasized,
®
¯0.5 otherwise.

(10)

wp

Step 2: Find Class ĥ that has the maximum value of
E Class h ( R j ) :

N same
p
N nearest
p

(13)

where N nearest
is the number of nearest training
p

E Class hˆ ( R j ) max{E Class 1 ( R j ),  , E Class C ( R j )}.

patterns to x p and N same
is the number of given
p
patterns from the same class as the p -th given pattern.
The weight w p of the p -th given pattern can be viewed

(11)
This procedure is the same as the one that is used in the
last section except for (10). In order to focus on those
training patterns with large weights, we include the
weight in the calculation of the compatibility of training
patterns with the antecedenet part of fuzzy if-then rules
when we dermine the consequent class of the fuzzy ifthen rule.

as a measure of overlaps. That is, if the value of w p is
large, there are many patterns from the same class as
p -th training pattern. On the other hand, the p -th given
pattern is possibly an outlier if the value of w p is low.
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We show the classification results of both the proposed
and the conventional fuzzy classification sysetms in
Table
2.
Table
3
shows
the
cost
of
misclassification/rejection. From Table 2 and Table 3,
we can see that the cost of misclassification/rejection is
reduced by the proposed method while the number of
correctly classified patterns by the proposed method is
smaller than that by the conventional method. The
reason of the reduction of the number of correctly
classified patterns is that the fuzzy classification system
constructed by the proposed method focuses on
important training patterns with large weights.

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
We examined the performance of the proposed method
for eight real-world pattern classification problems that
are available from the UCI machine learning repository.
We show the details of the nine classification problems
in Table 1.
Table 1 Classification problems
Data set
Attribute Classes Patterns
s
Balance scale
4
3
625
Breast cancer
9
2
683
CMC
9
3
1473
Glass
9
7
214
Haberman
3
2
306
Hayes roth
4
3
132
Iris
4
3
150
Wine
13
3
178

Table 2 Classification results (Random weights)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Balance scale
91.5%
91.2%
Breast cancer
98.2%
98.2%
CMC
54.2%
55.4%
Glass
71.0%
72.0%
Haberman
73.8%
74.2%
Hayes roth
81.1%
86.4%
Iris
93.2%
94.0%
Wine
99.0%
98.9%

In the following subsections we show the comparison of
performance between conventional fuzzy classification
systems and the proposed fuzzy systems. As discussed
the difference between the conventional and the
proposed method is that fuzzy if-then rules are
generated by using (2) in the case of the conventional
fuzzy classificaiton systems and by (10) in the case of
the proposed one. In both cases, we partition each
attribute of classification problems into three fuzzy sets
(see Fig.1(b)). That is, the total number of fuzzy if-then
rules generated for an n-dimensional pattern

Table 3 Costs (Random weights)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Balance scale
24.5
27.3
Breast cancer
5.1
6.0
CMC
318.2
327.8
Glass
29.6
30.3
Haberman
39.8
39.5
Hayes roth
10.5
9.1
Iris
5.1
4.6
Wine
0.8
1.0

classification problem is 3n .

Random Weighting
In a preliminary experiments we examined the
performance of the proposed method under the situation
that weihghts of training patterns are randomly
determined. A weight was determined by a uniform
random number in the interval of [0, 1]. That is, we
randomly assign the importance of classification of
training patterns in this subsection.

Class-Based Weighting
In this subsection we examine the case where the
weights of training patterns are determined by using the
class-based weighting method. That is, in this weighting
method it is assumed that there is a priority of
classification. We use the Harberman and Breast cancer
data sets because they are related to medical diagnosis
and are hence suitable for this weighting method. Both
are two-classification problems. First, we focus on Class
1 training patterns. That is, we set w p 1.0 for Class 1

From these randomly weighted training pattterns we
generate fuzzy if-then rules by using (10) to construct a
fuzzy classification system. The classification ability of
the system was examined for all given training patterns.
We iterated the procedure 100 times. Note that we did
not change the attribute values of training patterns but
the value of their weights. That is, we examined the
classification ability of fuzzy classification systems with
100 different sets of weights for training patterns. It
should also be noted that the classification ability of the
fuzzy classification that are generated by the
conventional method (i.e., using (2)) is constant for the
100 iterations as the fuzzy rule-generation process does
not consider the weights of training patterns.

training patterns and w p

0.5 for Class 2 patterns.

Table 4 and Table 5 show the classification results and
the cost of misclassification /rejection, respectively.
We show in Table 6 and Table 7 the performance of
fuzzy classification sysetms in the case where Class 2
training patterns are more focused on than Class 1
training patterns. From Tables 4-7, we can see that the
cost of misclassification/rejection is reduced by the
proposed method.
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Table 4 Classification results (Class 1 focused)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Breast cancer
98.4%
98.2%
Haberman
73.9%
74.2%

Table 9 Costs (Overlap weighting)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Balance scale
9.0
8.7
Breast cancer
2.3
2.4
CMC
189.6
184.2
Glass
17.8
15.9
Haberman
23.3
23.0
Hayes roth
7.1
6.8
Iris
4.4
3.8
Wine
1.7
1.3

Table 5 Costs (Class 1 focused)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Breast cancer
7
9
Haberman
40
40.5
Table 6 Classification results (Class 2 focused)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Breast cancer
98.4%
98.2%
Haberman
73.9%
74.2%

Next, we examined the performance for test patterns.
We used only 20% of the weighted training patterns to
construct the fuzzy classification system. The other 80%
were used as test patterns. That is, these test patterns are
used to check the performance of the system for
correctly classifying unseen patterns and for minimizing
the cost function for unseen patterns. We conducted this
kind of computer simulations 100 times, i.e. 100
different 20%-80% partitions of weighted patterns were
used. We show the result of these computer simulations
in Table 10 and Table 11. From these tables we can see
that the performance of the proposed fuzzy rulegeneration method for test patterns was improved.

Table 7 Costs (Class 2 focused)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Breast cancer
7.5
9
Haberman
62.5
78.9

Overlap-Based Weighting
We examined the performance of our fuzzy
classification sysetms for the case where overlap-based
weighting method is used for training patterns. For each
pattern classification problem, we specify the number of
nearest training patterns as

N nearest
p

Table 10 Classification results for test patterns
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Balance scale
85.3%
84.3%
Breast cancer
93.8%
93.5%
CMC
45.3%
42.8%
Glass
57.4%
56.5%
Haberman
73.7%
73.6%
Hayes roth
43.0%
41.6%
Iris
91.1%
92.1%
Wine
89.1%
87.5%

50 . That is, the

proportion of the number of patterns from the same class
to its 50 nearest patterns is used as the weight of the
training pattern.
We examined the performance of the proposed method
and the conventional one for all eight patern
classification problems from Table 1. Classification
results and costs of misclassification/reject are given in
Table 8 and Table 9. From these tables, we can see that
the performance of the proposed method is not better
than that of the conventional one in terms of both
classification
results
and
the
cost
of
misclassification/rejection. This is because many
important training patterns with large weights are near
the boundary area and it is difficult to correctly classify
all important training patterns.

Table 11 Costs for test patterns
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Balance scale
23.9
27.5
Breast cancer
19.7
21.5
CMC
219.5
240.7
Glass
20.3
21.7
Haberman
18.1
18.6
Hayes roth
23.3
24.2
Iris
5.2
4.6
Wine
9.7
12.0

Table 8 Classification results (Overlap weighting)
Data set
Proposed
Conventional
Balance scale
90.9%
91.2%
Breast cancer
97.8%
98.2%
CMC
58.7%
60.8%
Glass
66.4%
72.0%
Haberman
74.2%
74.2%
Hayes roth
85.6%
86.4%
Iris
93.3%
94.0%
Wine
98.3%
98.9%

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a fuzzy rule-generation
method from weighted training patterns. Weights of
patterns can be viewed as the grade of importance in the
classification. The weights were treated as the costs of
training misclassification/rejection. We formulate the
problem of constructing classification problems from
weighted training patterns as minimization of a cost
function. Fuzzy if-then rules are generated by first
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specifying the antecedent fuzzy sets and then
determining the consequent class and grade of certainty.
The determination of the consequent class and the grade
of certainty of a fuzzy if-then rule is done by using
compatible training patterns with the antecdent part of
the fuzzy if-then rule. The proposed method considers
the weight of training patterns in this process while the
conventional one does not.
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We also proposed two methods for weighting training
patterns. One is a class-based weighting method where
the weights of training patterns are determined by their
class. This method can be used when different
misclassifications should be distinguished or when
patterns from some particular class should be focused on.
The other method for weighting patterns is a overlapbased weighting method. This method can be used to
focus on vague patterns that are placed near boundary
areas and to obtain high generalization ability.
In computer simulations, we examined the performance
of several fuzzy classification problems. We compared
the performance of the proposed method and that of the
conventional method. It was shown that the cost of
misclassification/rejection was reduced by the proposed
method.
Future work will incorporate a learning method of the
grade of certainty. Since the determination of the grade
of certainty is heuristically determined, it has to be
optimized. We can consider two kinds of optimization
for the learning of the grade of certainty. One is the
optimization of the classification ability. That is, we can
modify the grade of certainty so that the classification
rate is maximized. In this case, the optimization function
is formulated based on the number of correctly
classified training patterns. This method is related to the
learning method for the conventional fuzzy rulegeneration method (see Nozaki et al. 1996). The other is
the optimization of the cost of misclassification/rejection.
That is, the modification of the grade of certainty is
performed to minimize the cost. The decision of which
optimization is used is dependent on the users’ choice in
real-application.
Another future work is how to optimize the grade of
certainty. There are two main streams in the learning of
fuzzy rules. One is a local learning method where
optimization is performed by considering just one single
fuzzy rule to be optimized. In this case, the optimal
value of the grade of certainty is easily calculated from
the formulation of optimization problem. However, this
optimal value does not guarantee the globally optimum
performance of fuzzy classification systeem as a whole.
The other is a global learning method where the
modification of the grade of certainty is performed from
the classification results. This method is likely to
produce the optimum fuzzy classification method,
however, it is difficult to formulate the optimization
problem mathmatically and to calculate the optimal
value of the grades of certainty.
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Both artificial and biological neural networks consist
of a large number of simple processing elements called
units or nodes which are connected to other processing
elements. The great performance of neural networks
stems from this massive parallelism (Rummelhart and
McClelland, 1986).
It was was proven by Hornik, et al. (1989) that “...
standard multilayer feedforward networks with as few
as one hidden layer using arbitrary squashing
functions are capable of approximation any Borel
measurable function from one finite dimensional space
to another to any desired degree of accuracy ...”
Hornik also provided evidence that such networks
“... are capable of arbitrarily accurate approximation
to a function and its derivatives” (Hornik, 1991).
Therefore, feed-forward networks can be used to
approximate a given process by presenting suitable
examples to it, provided a deterministic relationship
exists between the input parameter and the output
parameter. Because of this, the feed-forward network
architecture is the most commonly used type of
artificial neural networks. Therefore, the network
simulator was implemented for this network type.

KEYWORDS
Artificial Neural Networks, Simulator, Education.
ABSTRACT
This paper describes NTUNE (Nottingham Trent
University Neural Environment), a multi-platform
neural network simulation tool for feed-forward
network architectures, which was especially designed
as an educational tool for teaching purposes in higher
education. NTUNE can easily be extended and trained
networks can be exported to be used in other C++
applications.
INTRODUCTION
When looking for a tool to be used for teaching
undergraduates the principles of standard feed-forward
neural networks (Picton, 2000), it became eminent that
freely available tools such as SNNS (Zell, 1994) were
designed for experts, who would apply them to real
problems, rather than for students to learn the
principles of neural networks. Hence, these tools tend
to be very complex, which means that undergraduates
would have to spend a long time to learn how to use
these tools rather than to learn about neural networks.
The aim of this research was to develop an easy to use
simulation tool for standard artificial neural networks
for teaching purposes in higher education.

Feed-forward networks
A feed-forward network can be seen as a black box
with defined and directed inputs and outputs
(Figure 1).

Artificial Neuronal Networks

x1
x2
x3

First models of artificial neural networks were
introduced in 1943 by Warren McCulloch and Walter
Pitts (1943) but it took another 20 years to overcome
the problems of their first approach and to find
appropriate learning methods. Since then, applications
of artificial neural networks have grown rapidly in a
wide area of science and industry.
Artificial neural networks simulate the biological
structure of neural networks in brains in a simplified
way to endow computers with the very considerable
abilities of biological neural networks: the ability of
learning from examples, pattern classification,
generalization and prediction.

xn

Feed-forward
network

y1
y2
y3
ym

Figure 1 – Feed-forward network as black box.
That means the information is fed through the net in
only one direction without any feedback loops.
Figure 2 shows a single processing element of a feedforward network.
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x1
x2

export the plot data so that it could be processed with
other software products. Another requirement was that
the simulator should be available for different
computer platforms, e.g. MS Windows and Linux.
Finally, in order to allow the software to be released as
an Open Source package under the GNU Public
License, no commercial tools or libraries could be
used.

w1
w2

s( x )

¦ wi  xi

y

i

wi
xi

Figure 2 – Processing element.

NTUNE

The output of the processing element is calculated by
summing up all inputs multiplied with their associated
weight (Equation 1) and passing the sum through a
non-linear transfer function, usually a sigmoid or
tangent hyperbolic function (Equation 2).

x
y

¦ xi  wi
i

s( x )

1
1  e x

NTUNE is a software package consisting of a C++
library and a multi-platform graphical tool for multilayer feed forward neural networks. The graphical user
interface is developed using the wxWidgets library
(Smart, 2003), which is available for many different
operating systems under the GPL. NTUNE can be used
to create and train neural networks in a graphical
environment using data provided by the user. The
accompanying C++ class library can then be employed
to use the trained networks in other programs.
Alternatively, the user can use the library to create,
train and use feed-forward networks without the
graphical tool from within their own programs.
The design of the library is fully object-oriented with
much emphasis put on high reuse and extension
capabilities. In general, this objective was met by using
the highest level of abstraction that was possible using
the C++ language. An important goal was to fully
separate the learning algorithm from the structure of
the network. This was achieved by using the Decorator
design pattern (Freeman et. al, 2004) to have a basic
computing class, which is dynamically extended with
the ability to learn with a particular learning algorithm.
The standard error back-propagation algorithm
(Rummelhart et al, 1986) is provided with the library,
but others can easily be added.
There are several groups of potential users of the
package, for example students or researchers who want
to experiment with multi-layer feed-forward neural
networks, but do not have the time to program it from a
scratch. Other potential users are the ones who want to
apply neural networks to solve a particular problem.
They can make use of the graphical tool to train a
network and integrate it into their own programs using
the library.
Additionally, NTUNE was designed for learning and
studying the error back-propagation learning process,
as there is a special visualization feature: a function
learned by a network with two inputs and one output
can be considered as a gray-scale image. This image
can be displayed during the training. Usually it shows
emerging and moving regions, which finally form the
target image.

(1)
(2)

The processing elements are arranged in layers, one
input layer, one or more hidden layers - so called
because they are ‘invisible’ from the outside - and one
output layer. Each output of each unit in one layer is
connected usually with every unit in the next layer.
Units within the same layer are not connected to each
other (Figure 3).

input layer

hidden layer

output layer

Figure 3 – Feed-forward network with one hidden
layer.
The networks work in two modes: the training mode
and the testing mode. In training mode, a set of training
input patterns together with the demanded output
pattern is used to adjust the weights in order to
minimize the error of the produced network output and
the demanded network output. In test mode, new input
patterns can be presented to the network and the
network output is used in the application.
Requirements
The following requirements were identified before
the development began. The system should have an
easy to use graphical user interface. The model error
and the correlation between the model output and the
expected output should be plotted in real-time. The
system should be easily extendible. It should be
possible to save trained networks in order to use them
in other applications, and it should also be possible to

Features
NTUNE simulates multi-layer feed-forward neural
networks and provides a standard error backpropagation supervised learning algorithm. In the
learning phase, the learning rate and the momentum
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used as training set, while the remaining ones will form
the test set (Figure 5).

constant can be adjusted. Also, the error and the
correlation for both training and testing sets are plotted
in real-time. Once a network is created and trained, it
can be exported to be used in other C++ applications.
The plot data can also be exported to be further
processed. A special feature of NTUNE is a
visualization tool for networks with two inputs and one
output
Main window
Figure 4 shows the main window after the program is
started.

Figure 5 – Dividing the pattern data.
The pattern file defines the number of units in the
input layer and in the output layer, but it is also
necessary to specify the number of hidden layers and
the number of units in each of the hidden layers using
the dialog box shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6 – Entering the number of hidden layers and
their numbers of units.

Figure 4 – NTUNE main windows.
There are four main menus, File, View, Learning,
and Help. The File menu can be used to load pattern
files, to create a new network, and to export the
network data or the plot data.
The View menu can be used to zoom in and out, and
to clear the plot windows. The update rate for the plot
windows can be adjusted, and the Control Panel and
the Function Preview Window can be enabled or
disabled.
The Learning menu is used to start training the
network, initialising it with either the same random
values every time a training is started, or with different
random values in different training sessions.
The training can also be stopped and a single pattern
can be presented to the network.
Finally, the Help menu can be used to access the online documentation.
There is a menu bar and icons for easy access to the
main functions of the program. The main window is
then split in two plot sections. The upper one displays
the network error over training cycles in real-time,
whereas the bottom one displays the correlation of the
network over training cycles in real-time.

The next step is to select the Learning Rate and the
Momentum for the Back-propagation algorithm
(Figure 7). The order in which the patterns are used
within one cycle can also be defined as fixed sequence,
i.e. as they appear in the file (Batch mode), or in
random order.

Figure 7 – Control Panel for learning algorithm.
The next figure shows a typical training run for a
network (Figure 8). The errors over time for the
training set and the test set are displayed on-line in the
top graph, while the correlation over time for the
training set and the test set are displayed in the bottom
graph.

Creating and training a network
Before a network can be created, a pattern file needs
to be loaded. After loading a patter file, the user needs
to specify the percentage of patterns that have to be
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As the search progresses, the underlying function that
the network has learned is displayed online (Figure 10)
where a zero value is displayed as a white pixel and a
one value is displayed as a black pixel. Intermediate
values are displayed in shades of grey.

Figure 8 – Typical training run.
A novel feature of NTUNE is the Function Preview
Window, which shows in real-time the development of
the trained function for networks with a twodimensional input space and one output neuron. This
feature will be described in the next section.

Figure 10 – Underlying function learned by the
network.

The Function Preview Window

It is also possible to display the lines corresponding
to decision boundaries of neurons in the first layer online during training. Decision lines are determined by:

In order to visualize the learning process and to
demonstrate the concept of linearly separable functions
(Picton, 2000) a Function Preview Window has been
developed, which shows in real-time the development
of the trained function for networks with a twodimensional input space and one output neuron.
Once the pattern file has been loaded, the patterns of
the training set or the test set are displayed in a twodimensional grid, and the patterns are displayed either
red or green, indicating the associated output values
below 0.5 or above (Figure 9).

w1  x  w2  y  b

0

(3)

where w1 and w2 are the weights of a neuron and b is
the bias of a neuron.
Figure 11a shows the decision lines before training
takes place and Figure 11b shows the decision lines
after training:

a) Decision lines before
training

b) Decision lines after
training

Figure 11 – Function Preview Window showing
decision lines.
Figure 9 – Function Preview Window with patterns.
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one and on some distributions the decimal separator
character for floating-point numbers has to be comma
instead of dot.

Testing single patterns
Once a network is trained, it can be tested manually
with new patters using the option “test by hand” in the
learning menu (Figure 12).

Format of network files
Network files are also ASCII text files. At the
beginning, there are tree numbers: the number of inputs
nodes, the number of outputs and the number of
network layers. Then follow descriptions of each layer:
each description starts with the number of neurons in
that layer. Then follows a list of weights, real numbers
corresponding to consecutive weights. Figure 15 shows
an example of a network description file.

Figure 12 – Dialog box for testing a single pattern.

2 1
3
2
-0.264863300744 0.469694440597 0.386450929964
-0.109636118507 -0.804090330799 0.147520877600
2
-1.844448806314 0.075209802857 -1.228686078689
-1.647298861078 -1.276881329589 0.109270145153
1
0.076063794241 -0.707801538823 0.426283502664

In this dialog box, a single pattern can be entered and
the resulting response from the network will be
displayed in a message box (Figure 13).

Figure 15 – Example of a network description file.
Figure 13 – Resulting answer from the network.

Format of Plot files

This feature can be used, for example, by students to
validate a trained network.

Finally, the data representing the network errors and
the correlation for the datasets over training cycles can
be exported and processed with other applications.
Figure 16 shows an example of an NTUNE plot file.

FILE FORMATS
The following section describes the file formats used
with NTUNE, the format of the patterns files, the
network files, and the plot data files.

---------- Error plots ---------Plot #0:
0.252300
0.257100
0.251700
0.252200
0.250000
0.250300
Plot #1:
0.247300
0.247000
0.245400
0.245000
0.263000
0.255200
---------- Correlation plots ---------Plot #0:
-0.018000
-0.021800
-0.009100
-0.004300
0.005700
0.006200
0.007600
Plot #1:
0.000000
0.000900
0.003600
0.001800
0.016700
0.017000

Format of patterns files
Patterns files are ASCII text files. At the beginning,
there are three numbers: number of inputs for the
network, number of outputs of the network, and the
number of patterns in the file. Then follow the patterns.
Each pattern is described as a sequence of real numbers
for consecutive inputs and then the outputs. These
numbers need to be from the range [0,1].
Figure 14 shows an example of a pattern file:
2 1
10
0.560000
0.800000
0.080000
0.960000
0.720000
0.200000
0.680000
0.440000
0.720000
0.120000

1.000000
0.120000
1.000000
0.200000
0.000000
0.600000
0.400000
0.640000
0.920000
0.600000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
0.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
0.000000
1.000000

Figure 14 – Example of a NTUNE pattern file.
Note: Some problems may occur under Linux - the
end-of-line character probably has to be the Unix-type

Figure 16 – Example of an NTUNE plot file.
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A plot file starts with the data for the error plots,
followed by the data for the correlation plots.
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algorithms would also be free of the necessity of
RU – RL being a ‘round’ or normalized base two
number. If a problem to be tackled by a binary
genetic algorithm is not neatly bounded by a
‘round’ base two number in each dimension then
new operators may need to be introduced in order
to disqualify chromosomes that have parameters
outside the required range.

Abstract
Genetic algorithms that utilise floating pointencoded chromosomes instead of the traditional
binary or Gary code have become wide spread in
recent years. This paper introduces new floatingpoint crossover and mutation operators for such
genetic algorithms. The operators are derived
from examining the implicit constraints that
traditional binary crossover and mutation
operators impose on the values of the parameters
being affected. It is shown by an example that a
genetic algorithm using these operators does
converge and they should be considered for
general use in floating-point genetic algorithms.

Wright [1991] analyses the effect crossover has
on the real values of parameters represented by
the bit strings in binary and Gray encoded genetic
algorithms by viewing the change in the
‘perturbations’ in the bit strings. However,
implementing this view of crossover is
necessarily conscious of the binary/Gray bit
strings that might represent real numbers. But real
floating-point numbers have a potentially infinite
number of decimal places and therefore defy
conversion to a limited length binary bit string
without making approximations that would
reintroduce the resolution weakness. Wright
[1991] proposes an alternative crossover operator
for real numbers named ‘Linear Crossover’ that is
quite unlike the conventional crossover operators
used in binary/Gray coded genetic algorithms and
doesn’t implement the ‘perturbations’ revealed in
his analysis. Djurišic et al [1997] use a crossover
operator that restrict themselves to swapping
complete floating-point encoded genes, as each
real encoded gene is equivalent to many binary
encoded genes the mixing in recombination does
not produce new values for any parameter.

Keywords Genetic Algorithm, Floating-point
encoded, Real encoded
1.

Introduction.

Genetic algorithms are now a well-known set of
search algorithms based on the ideas and theories
of natural selection [Goldberg 1989;Holland
1975; Workman & Reader 2004]. Traditionally, a
population of binary or Gray coded candidate
solutions are created at the initialisation stage of a
genetic algorithm, the population ‘evolves’ by
utilising a collection of selection, recombination
and mutation operators.
However, several possible weaknesses have been
identified with genetic algorithms that use binary
or Gray code [Wright 1991; Oyama A Et al
2000]. An alternative encoding method using real
numbers, often floating point numbers has
become popular in recent years. One such
weakness of binary encoding is the resolution.
Consider a binary bit string of defined length l.
The string can represent 2l real numbers. The
range of the real numbers that the string represent
is bounded by the upper value RU and lower value
RL, where RU – RL = 2l. The resolution is
restricted by the value of the least significant bit.
Floating-point numbers are not subject to this
restriction. Floating-point numbers in genetic

2

The Implicit Constraints
Encoded Crossover.
2.1 Traditional Crossover

of

Binary

To illustrate the implicit constraints that
traditional crossover imposes, it is wise to
consider an example. Figure 1 shows an instance
of single point crossover on a pair of binary
encoded chromosomes. In the example, the
chromosomes have two dimensions; each
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dimension is in the range 0 to 63. Parent
chromosome 1 represents the vector (25,35) while
parent 2 represents the vector (42,56). The single
crossover point falls between the 9th and 10th bits,
the trailing bits are swapped producing child
chromosomes 1 & 2 that represent the vectors
(25,32) and (42,56)respectively.

considered as this will result in swapping
unmodified parameters. When the crossover
occurs, bits are swapped between bit strings.
Equivalent positioned bits in each parameter are
swapped. If equivalent bits swapped agree (i.e.
both bits have 1 or both have a 0) then neither
parameter is modified. If equivalent bits swapped

Parent Chromosome 1

011001100011

= vector (25,35)

Parent Chromosome 2

101010111000

= vector (42,56)

Crossover
Point
Child Chromosome 1

011001100000

= vector (25,32)

Child Chromosome 2

101010111011

= vector (42,59)

Figure 1, An illustration of traditional single point crossover

disagree (i.e. one bit is 1 and the other is a 0) one
parameter has the value of that bit subtracted and
the other has that value added. Consider the case
in figure 2, here only the parameters where the
crossover occurs are viewed. In this example the
crossover point falls between the 5th and 6th bits.
After crossover parameter Ai has been modified
by –1 while parameter Bi has been modified by
+1. Another way of stating this is that the sum of
the parent parameters before crossover must be
equal to the sum of the child parameters post
crossover.

2.2 Equality of Modification, The First
Constraint.
Before crossover occurs two parent chromosomes
are chosen. In single point crossover, the
crossover point will generally fall within the bit
string of one dimension of the vector represented
by the chromosomes. In figure 1 this occurs in the
parameter of the second dimension. This will
generally modify the value of each parameter to
produce novel values for this parameter in the
child chromosomes. The case where the point of
crossover falls between parameters need not be

Parent Chromosome parameter Ai

111111

= 63

Parent Chromosome parameter Bi

110110

= 54

Child Chromosome parameter A i

111110

= 62

Child Chromosome parameter B i

110111

= 53

Figure 2, Illustration of the difference between parameters constraint.
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To give these assertions algebraic form consider
two parent chromosomes ‘A’ and ‘B’ each with
‘n’ parameters represented by floating-point
values
(A1,A2,…,Ai,…,An)
and
(B1,B2,…,Bi,…,Bn). The crossover point falls
within parameter i. The child chromosomes are
(A1,A2,…,Ai-',…,Bn) and (B1,B2,…,Bi+',…,An).
Where ‘'’ is the absolute value that modifies each
affected parameter. Therefore the first constraint
can be expressed as equation 1 where the left
hand side of the equation is the affected
parameters prior to crossover and the right hand
side represents the new parameters post
crossover.
(Ai + Bi) = (Ai-' Bi+' 

2.3 Difference between parameters,
Second Constraint.

allowed for that dimension. With brief inspection
of figure 3, where the shown parameters have an
upper boundary of 63 and lower boundary of 0, it
can be seen that ‘'’ cannot be greater than 63 or
less than 0. In algebraic form these constraints
for ‘'’ using parameters Ai and Bi can be
expressed as:-


' <= RU – Ai …………………..….3a
' <= Ai – RL …………………..….3b
' <= RU – Bi …………………..…..3c
' <= Bi – RL …………………..…..3d

The
3

The Swingometer Creating the Operator.

3.1 Creating the Operator.

Parameters with similar bit strings modify each
other far less than those with dissimilar ones. The
extreme case of identical bit strings cannot
modify each other at all. In fact the magnitude of
the modification is limited to the difference
between them. Figure 3, the parameters differ by
only one bit, no matter where the crossover point
is, parameter Ai can change by no more than the
value of the bit that differs from Bi.

The first step for the new floating-point crossover
operator is to calculate the maximum value that
each parameter can have subtracted without
violating the constraints described in sections 2.3
and 2.4. These values, Max 'A and Max 'B, can
be derived by choosing the minimum value
allowed as expressed by equations 4a and 4b.

Parent Chromosome parameter Ai

111111

= 63

Parent Chromosome parameter Bi

110110

= 54

Child Chromosome parameter A i

111110

= 62

Child Chromosome parameter B i

110111

= 53

Figure 2, Illustration of the difference between parameters constraint.

In general algebraic form the second constraint is

Max 'A = min [|Ai – RL|, |Ai-Bi|, |RU – Bi|] ….4a
Max 'B = min [|Bi – RL|, |Ai-Bi|, |RU – Ai|] ….4b

' <= |Ai-Bi| ….………………….… 2
Restrictions,
2.4 Boundary
Constraint.

The

Parameter Ai can have no more than 'A
subtracted from it without violating the second
and third constraints. Of course the argument is
equally true for Bi. It follows that the maximum
value allowed by the first constraint ‘Max'’ is
given by equation 5.

Third

The value of a parameter after crossover can be
no more than the value of the upper boundary
‘RU’ no less than their lower boundary ‘RL’
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4. The Swingometer Mutation Operator For
Real Encoded Genetic Algorithms

Max'= min [Max 'A, Max 'B] ……………..5

The swingometer mutation operator has a very
similar derivation to the equivalent swingometer
crossover operator. However, the only constraint
that applies for mutation is similar to the
boundary restriction described in section 2.4. A
parameter ‘Ai’ selected for mutation after the
operation cannot be greater than ‘RU’ or less than
‘RL’. For mutation consider ‘'’ to be a number
added to ‘Ai’ or subtracted from ‘Ai’. The
maximum value that can be added to ‘Ai’ is given
by equation 6a and the maximum value that can
subtracted from ‘Ai’ is given by equation 6b.

The value ‘'’ for the crossover is calculated by
generating a random number between 0and ‘Max
'’. The final step to implement the operator is to
randomly choose to subtract ‘'’ from one
parameter and add it to the other.
This
automatically imposes the first constraint (section
2.2).
3.2 Visualising the Operator.
The floating-point operator can be visualised as a
‘swingometer’ (figure 4).
The arc of the
swingometer is delimited by the values +Max '
and –Max ', represented in figure 4 by points ‘a’
and ‘b’. The length of the arc is 2Max '. A
value ‘'’ is selected randomly along the length of
the arc. If the value ‘'’ is between ‘a’ and ‘' ’
it is added to Ai while simultaneously being
subtracted Bi but if ‘'’ is between ‘' ’ and ‘b’
it is added to Bi while simultaneously being
subtracted Ai.

Max +'<= RU – Ai .…………………....6a
Max –' <= Ai – RL …………………….6b
For the swingometer, in figure 4, the limits ‘a’
and ‘b’ are Max +' and Max –' respectively. As
for crossover, a random number is generated in
along the arc ‘a’ to ‘b’ and the parameter Ai is
modified accordingly.

Figure 4, Visual representation of the swingometer crossover and mutation operators.
For crossover a = Max +' and b = Max –'
For mutation a = +Max ' and b = –Max '
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been extensively and successfully used in [2002].
However, no attempt has been made to measure
its relative efficacy when compared to other
floating-point operators; experiments to fill this
gap are a priority. Even though the new operators
have yet to be fully tested they are simple to
implement and do work and should be considered
when designing a floating-point encoded genetic
algorithm.

5. A Working Example.
This section shows the results of a set of 60
identical experiments that demonstrate the new
operators in use within a genetic algorithm. The
genetic algorithm used a population of 25, a
crossover rate of 0.9 and a mutation rate of 0.2.
The function that was optimised (equation 7) is
the 5th of the Dejong suite[1975] normalised to
give a global optimum fitness of 10,000. For
each generation the fitness of the fittest
chromosome is recorded and averaged for the 60
identical experiments.
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K. Dejong , 1975, An Analysis of the Behaviour
of a Class of Genetic Adaptive Systems, Doctoral
Thesis, University of Michigan.

1

...7

Djurišic A Et Al, 1997, Genetic Algorithms For
Continuous Optimization Problems – A Concept
Of Parameter-Space Adjustment, Journal of
Physics A-mathematical & General. Pp 78497861.

Figure 5 shows the result; the genetic algorithm
does perform as expected. The fitness of the
fittest in the population rises generation by
generation until a plateau of convergence is
reached.
6 Discussion And Further Work.

D. E. Goldberg, 1989, Genetic Algorithms in
Search, Optimization & Machine Learning,
Addison & Wesley.
J. H. Holland, 1975, Adaptation In Natural And
Artificial Systems, The University of Michigan
Press.

This paper has set out to describe two new
operators for floating-point encoded genetic
algorithms and has shown that they do allow the
algorithm to converge. The two operators have

S. Lee, 2002, Genetic Algorithms, Orthogonal
Arrays And Diploid Chromosomes, Doctoral
Thesis, University of Wales
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behaviour of the fitted functions is similar to the used
fits (linear, quadratic, ...).

KEYWORDS
Neural Networks, Real-Time Simulation, Power Plant
Optimisation, Simulated Annealing

In this paper we present neural networks as a universal
method to replace complex nonlinear models of several
variables. The type of neural network we are describing
can be used for any continuous differentiable function.
They produce a very high accuracy of prediction and are
not bound to a special behaviour of the original model.

ABSTRACT
Neural Networks can be powerful tools for the
approximation of complex nonlinear behaviour. After a
learning phase neural networks are able to predict
results with high accuracy. While the learning phase
might be time consuming, prediction is very fast. After
substituting complex simulation programmes by Neural
Networks, these can be used in real-time operation, e.g.
for optimisation processes. We demonstrate this
approach by modelling the operation of a multi-block
power plant. Afterwards operation can be optimised
using any mixed integer optimisation algorithm, in our
case Simulated Annealing.

In the next chapter we will give a short introduction into
neural networks. Then we will apply this technique to a
complex technical plant, and illustrate the possibilities
opened by the neural network approximation.
NEURAL NETWORKS
Neurons in Computer Science are simple computational
units. They receive inputs from outside or from other
neurons, calculate a response, and send it on to other
neurons or the outside. The connections between
Neurons are also called synapses (with reference to the
biological model). The strength of a connection is
determined by its “synaptic weight“.

INTRODUCTION
Essentially no complex technical device is built today
without previous software-simulation. In many cases
even ab initio models which are directly based on the
law of physics can be employed.

In Computer Science a great number of possible
neurons and connection types have been examined. For
practical applications the so called feed-forward model
is the one most widely used. Here the neurons are
arranged in layers. Each neuron gets inputs from all
neurons of the previous layer or (if it is the first one)
from the outside and sends its output to all neurons of
the following layer or (if it is the last one) the outside.
Hence these networks always have an input and an
output layer and a number of “hidden layers“.

However, these models which are used in the design
process of industrial plants are often less usable in
everyday business.
In everyday business the configuration of a plant is
rarely changed but the personnel has to react quickly to
changes of external parameters in order to get an
optimal production output. Simulation with models
which were used when designing the plant are usually
too slow to meet the requirements of real time
production.

The neurons of this network type usually take the
weighted sum of their inputs and apply an “activation
function“ to the result. Let i1, ..., in be the input values of
a neuron, and w1, ..., wn be the synaptic weights on the
incoming connections. Then the output value of the
neuron is calculated as:

In many cases simplified models are constructed to
allow real time operation. Linear, piecewise linear, or
polynomial fits to complex functions are often
employed as well as characteristic curves for technical
components.

a = σ (net ) = σ

These approaches work satisfactorily if there are only
very few influencing variables (one or two) and if the
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(∑

n
k =1

wk ⋅ ik

)

(1)

This set is disjoint from the learning set, but also
contains the correct output values which are compared
to the predictions of the network.

with a so-called Sigmoid function

σ (x ) =

1
.
1 + e−x

(2)

Coding

In most cases only one hidden layer is used. HechtNielsen proved the theoretical result that any analytical
function can be approximated by a network with only
three layers (Hecht-Nielsen 1987) (see figure 1).

Output values of Neural Networks with Sigmoid
functions are always contained in the interval (0, 1). In
order to get a normalization, this is also desirable for the
input values.
Before learning a learning set, its examples have to be
transformed into values between 0 and 1. This coding
has to be invertible to transform the net predictions into
uncoded form.
In many cases a linear coding of the example sets is
sufficient, but sometimes prediction quality can be
enhanced by choosing a suitable more complex coding.
Measuring Errors
To quantify the prediction capacity of a network, we
have to define a leaning error (for the learning set) and a
prediction error (for the validation set). Usually the
Mean Squared Error is used for this purpose:

Learning

MSE =

A neural network learns, if its synaptic weights are
determined in a way that for given input values also
given output values are generated. This is called
“supervised learning“.

EKK =

The best known learning algorithm is called
Backpropagation (Rumelhart et. al. 1988). It minimizes
the so-called energy function using a gradient descent
scheme:

(
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j

t j the mean value of the corresponding

exact values. If all examples in an example set are
predicted correctly, the MSE will vanish and the EKK
will be 1.

(3)

FAST SIMULATION OF POWER PLANTS

o kj the output of the

network in neuron j for example k.

N

k =1

o j denotes the mean value of the outputs in

neuron j and

where N is the number of examples, m the number of
neurons in the output layer, and

∑ ∑ (o

Another error measurement is provided by the empirical
correlation coefficient:

The synaptic weights are determined using a “learning
algorithm“. The set of given input- and output-values is
called “learning set“.

E=

1
N

An example of the need of fast simulation can be found
in the optimisation of power plants. We are considering
a power plant with four blocks which are identical in
construction (a simple case). Each block can generate
power in the range of 108 MW to 360 MW. A block
cannot produce less than 108 MW. If a block is
switched off, there are considerable costs to start it up
again.

t kj is the wanted

output value.
For neural networks with only one hidden layer there
are other, sometimes more efficient learning algorithms
(Bärmann and Biegler-König, 1992).
Prediction

A detailed model of a power plant block has been built
using Ebsilon, a programme developed by the company
Sofbid (http://www.sofbid.com/ebsilon/, see Brinkmann
and Pawellek 2003 and 2004, and Brinkmann 2003) in
Zwingenberg, Germany. Ebsilon is a simulator
specialized in power generating facilities. Ebsilon

It is the purpose of the learning process is to enable the
Neural Network to predict output values for such
examples which are not in the learning set.
In order to verify the quality of the learning process one
keeps another set of examples, called the validation set.
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models can be very complex (see Figure 2 for a section
of a model of a power station block). After the model
has been constructed, Ebsilon needs about 5 to 20
seconds on a PC to simulate a given situation for one
block. This is by far not fast enough e.g. for a complex
real-time optimisation which usually needs many thousand evaluations.

After coding the examples (standard linear coding) and
deciding on a number of hidden layer neurons (60), we
can try to teach the learning set to a neural network. The
learning algorithm converges quickly and yields a MSE
of 0.00009 and an EKK of 0.99901 after a few hundred
iterations.
After decoding the examples, our network is able to
predict the required amount of coal for a given situation
with an average error of 0.6%. This error has the same
order of magnitude as the simulation error of an Ebsilon
calculation. The following is a typical example from the
validation set.
Input Values:
Power requirement:
317801 kW
Temperature of cooling water:
5.583 °C
Air ratio:
1.347
Live steam temperature:
522.517 °C
Hot reheat temperature:
513.577 °C
Flue gas recirculation:
38.055 kg/s
Heat surface fouling parameters:
1.390, 1.09, 1.332, 1.217, 1.108, 0.801, 0.909, 1.269
Output Values:
Amount of coal needed (Ebsilon calculation):

633833 kg/h
Amount of coal needed (Network prediction):
636844 kg/h
Absolute error:
3011
Relative error:
0.475%

Figure 2: Section of Ebsilon Power Station Model
A specific situation of the power plant block is determined by only a few input parameter. The most important parameters is the amount of energy which the block
is to produce per hour.

The main advantage of our neural network is the
response time. It is more than 5000 times faster than
Ebsilon (response time: less than 0.001 seconds).

The other parameter describe the external conditions
and settings by the operational staff:

A SIMPLE CASE OF POWER PLANT
OPTIMISATION

Temperature of cooling water (between 0 and
30 °C).
Air ratio in combustion chamber (between 1.1 and
1.4).
Live steam temperature (between 510 and 540 °C)
Hot reheat temperature (between 510 and 540 °C)
Flue gas recirculation (between 0 and 50 kg/s).
8 more parameters specifying the degree of heat
surface fouling.

We will now consider a first and comparatively simple
case of optimisation:
Usually a request for a certain amount of power is
communicated to the power plant. In order to minimize
the costs, we wish to find the least expensive
configuration of blocks meeting this requirement.
This is a mixed integer optimisation problem. It
contains an integer part and a continuous part. The
integer part determines which blocks are switched off,
and which are running. The continuous part determines
the distribution of the requirement among the running
power station blocks.

The main result Ebsilon is supplying is the amount of
coal needed. This in turn determines the main part of the
total costs.
In a first experiment 15000 random input data sets were
produced, each set containing 14 randomly determined
values for the input parameter. A data set describes a
specific situation of a power plant block. Employing
Ebsilon, for each data set the required amount of coal is
calculated. This may take a long time.

This type of problem has been solved by fitting a linear
curve to the coal-power function and employing
techniques from linear programming (Schultz 2003).
This is no longer possible if we take all 14 input values
into account.

We now have a set of 15000 data sets with 14 input and
one output value. We divided this set into a learning set
(10000 data sets) and a validation set (5000 data sets).

We used a simulated annealing method (Gerdes et al.
2004; Nolle et al. 2001) to compute the global optimum
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of our problem. This heuristic optimisation method
turned out to be very reliable, but always needed
between 1000 and 3000 evaluations to find the global
optimum (clearly not feasible directly with Ebsilon in a
real-time environment).

Schultz. 2003. “Integer Programming Applied to Power
Systems' Generation Operating Planning “, Course
Material.
Gerdes, I.; Klawonn, F.; Kruse, R. 2004. Evolutionäre
Algorithmen. Vieweg Verlag.

We also used a standard optimisation algorithm, an SQP
scheme (“Successive Quadratic Programming”, see e.g.
Bazaraa 1993). These algorithms have to be applied to
each possible block-configuration, since they only
optimise the continuous part of the problem.
Furthermore, there are several minima for each blockconfiguration. In order to find the global optimum, we
have to apply the SQP-scheme with many sets of
starting values.

Nolle, L.; Goodyear, A.; Hopgood, A.; Picton, P.;
Braithwaite, N. 2001. “On Step Width Adaptation in
Simulated Annealing for Continuous Parameter
Optimisation “, Fuzzy Days 2001, 589-598.
Bazaraa, M. S. 1993, Nonlinear Programming, Wiley.

In the end, the SQP-scheme needs about 3000
evaluations to find the same optimum as the simulated
annealing process. In a more complex situation,
simulated annealing would clearly be superior.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Approximating the behaviour of complex plants with
neural networks turned out to be simple and easy-to-use
method. These neural networks can replace elaborate
simulation programmes in cases where several thousand
evaluations are needed and real time results are
required. This is, for instance, true in power plant
optimisation for which a simple case has been described
here.
In future we plan to apply optimisation algorithms to
time series of power plant operations with a 24 hour
advance planning. In these models, among others, start
up costs and standstill periods have to be incorporated.
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wireless alert systems. There are on-going activities, radio
amateurs and military forces, to develop new waveforms for
wireless use. Voice grade or band-limited data transmission
systems have been developed for mobile phones but the
trend is to wide-band applications.

KEYWORDS
Multi-tone waveform, Alert broadcasting, Interface, Secured
transmission
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a description and proposal for tsunami alert
system using a software modem in detection and public
broadcasting for delivering critical information. The standard
modem technology for data transmission and detection is based on
hardware structures. Already during the World War II radio waves
for used for triggering mines using coded tones. Present software
modem technology gives low cost alternatives for hardware
filtering and decoding of tones. This report briefly describes
modelling and some simulation results of transmissions of multitone data alerts over broadcast systems. The security aspects are of
special interest and simulation results show the level of security
against interference, jamming and channel impairments. The
importance of alerting systems has been dramatically demonstrated
in tsunami. One concern is the costs, which can be kept on a low
level using software-based solutions and existing present
broadcasting infrastructures on the areas.
1 INTRODUCTION
Within minutes following an alarm signalling the strong
earthquake on Dec. 26, 2004 the NOAA Pasific Tsunami Warning
Center in Hawaii issued an information bulletin to nations in the
Pacific at 8:14 p.m. EST Saturday, indicating that a magnitude 8.0
earthquake (later upgraded to magnitude 9.0) had occurred off the
west coast of Northern Sumatra, Indonesia (Nooa 2004).
"Tsunami" is the Japanese term meaning wave in the harbor. The
wave arrived about two hour later in the “harbors”. The alarm
system, if there was any working on the areas concerned, had
enough time for saving lives, however…

We have studied adaptive data transmission with an
adaptive data modem (Lallo 1999) and are now proposing a
new approach for the secure alert transmission systems. The
following features of the modem are adaptively selectable:
carrier frequencies (for example a three tone), symbol rate,
the number of bits in one symbol i.e. the modulation
method, and bit rate. The selectivity of the modulation
method makes this approach adaptive to the channel in
different cases.
The evolution in software modem technology based on the
microelectronics expansion makes new things, such as
waveform processing and soft waveform detection, reality
in present and future modems (software modems).
Hardware detection of the complex waveforms in practise is
even impossible. In an alert system alone it is not necessary
to use very complex waveforms. However, if the security of
the data transmission is needed, the complex algorithmic
approach in the detection and generation of waveforms is
the right answer. We have simulated these waveforms for
use in band-limited channels. The system may be called a
band-limited OFDM approach.
2 DETECTION of MULTI-TONE WAVEFORMS
In figure 1 we have an example of the multi-tone hardware
structure used during the II WW for military operations in
Vyborg by the former Soviet Union forces in 1941. In the
figure we see the receiver structure made of electron tubes,
hardware filters and relays. The relays triggered huge
amounts of explosives at strategic places (including a
telecommunications exchange building).

BANGKOK: Thailand will press ahead with its own tsunami
warning system, Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra said on
Monday, Jan. 31, 2005 in Asia Pasific News. "We don't care
whether other countries cooperate or not. We will go ahead and we
are ready to invest, even if we are the only country involved," he
told reporters. The plan aims to avoid a repeat of the December 26
tragedy, when more than 280,000 people died after an earthquake
off Indonesia sent tsunamis crashing into 11 nations.
Communication networks and broadcasting have been used for
delivering critical information to people. Data transmission using
standard ITU-T (CCITT 1989) modems have been made for use on
wired telephone lines, thus they are not a good solution for mobile
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Figure 1: Multi-Tone Receiver
Signals Museum, Riihimäki, Finland

We have now designed an adaptive prototype modem for use in
piece time operations and in this case as a proposal for an early
warning system, for example a broadcasted tsunami alert. The
prototype of figure 2 presents a radio interface circuit needed with
the algorithmic generation and detection of waveforms with a PC.
The solution on the board includes only a few electronic
components: interfaces to the PC on the left, radio interface on the
right and a controller circuit in the middle.

Samples
N
13
16
26
32
64

Table 1: DFT versus FFT
Multiplications Multiplications
DFT
FFT
169
256
32
676
1024
80
4096
192

Detection is based on the DFT Formula (1). It gives us the
symbol detection from N samples, any of mi i=1,2,3
frequencies with resolution (f), and symbol time N(t). In
the formula an example setting of the number of samples is
N=26. We can set both (f), and N(t) by adaptive modem
software. FFT uses N-values only as powers of two, Table
1. Thus it is not fully adaptive as a DFT-solution.

Figure 2: Interface Prototype
The prototype has just been designed and tested by Mr. K.
Heinäaro as a part of his MSc Thesis.

Figure 3: Spectrum of 22.5 kbps 16-QAM waveform

The adaptive modem technology uses microcomputers (dsp) and
has presently such a high calculation speed that we can use DFT, DFT with small number of samples are used in order to
keep the solution as simple as possible but as selective as
formula (1) as
needed. In our simulations a 26-point DFT can well be used
for most cases.
N
 2 jSm' ( f ) n' ( t )
S X [m'( f )]
x[n'(t )]e
(1)

¦
n 1

3 TRANSMSISSION of ALERTS

in the detection of multi-tone waveforms, for example a three-tone,
A model for transmission of alerts is the adaptive data
generated as formula (2) presents
transmission demonstrated for the Finnish Defence Forces
in an exercise in 2000. The narrow-band field tests have
been made in VHF and UHF range, figure 3. The bit rate
N
 2 jSm1 ' ( f ) n' ( t )
22.5 kbps was reported as the result.
S (m , m , m )
x[n' (t )]e

1

2

3

¦
n 1

N

¦ x[n'(t )]e

 2 j Sm 2 ' ( f ) n ' ( t )



n 1
N

¦ x[n'(t )]e

 2 j Sm 3 ' ( f ) n' ( t )

(2)

Where m1, m2 , and m3 represent three different carriers, N number
of samples used in the symbol, (t) one sample time, and (f) the
frequency selectivity. The selectivity of a N-point DFT is fs/N,
where fs is the sampling frequency.
Figure 4: Tsunami warning directly to people
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Figure 4 presents the proposed data transmission model for
tsunami (or in general any sensor based information source)
warning system, which send alerts directly to people. This tsunami
warning is a three-tone waveform presented in formula 2. It is
proposed to be included in the public broadcasting as a short 3tone, which triggers the local authorities to action and also the
hotels having the 3-tone receivers. A 3-tone receiver is possible to
implement in any hand-held FM receiver (GSM or cellular phone).
The use of this kind of alerts is so seldom that it does not spoil the
broadcasting services. It needs some legislation in order to take the
system in use and teaching population of its meaning and
functions.

made from the sampled signal x[n'(t)] presented in figure
5. Generally a soft detection method is used as the symbol
decoding system of modem. In this case as a demodulator
part of the soft modem gives the amplitude and phase
constellation of symbols in the piece-vice continuous data
signal stream.
It is easy to mathematically describe and in real time detect
continuous or discontinuous waveforms, formulae (2) - (3).
In transmission of bits we select the symbol rate RS and we
set the associated number of samples in a symbol N
together with a proper sample rate fS according to the
formula 4 as
RS = fS /N

3.1 Power line transmission

(4)

Also a PLT (power line transmission) is possible as a last mile
system with the selected 3-tone transmission. Some manufacturers
already make 95 -140 kHz frequency band equipments with 5 kbps
bit rates using BPSK modulation according to GENELEC and
FCC regulations.
The responsibility to give warnings is obviously given to the
authorities, thus commercial FM receivers and PLT systems may
be not the sole last mile solution to the early warning system for
tsumani alerts. The normal acoustic signal used for fire alarms is
probably the best and fastest way if triggered instantly by the 3tone from the public broadcasting.
4 SECURED TRANSMSISSION
It is well known that wireless Internet access or LANs are open for
recording, interfering etc. There is no standardization for security
in the physical OSI reference level. Thus there is a need for
securing data.
Figure 5: DFT Method
4.1 Generation and Detection of Secured Three-Tone Signals
Selecting the proper digital modulation method according to
To generate waveforms in a digital way we have a flexible method the channel characteristics and BER performance
in software modem technology, using OFDM (orthogonal FDM) in requirements BER vs S/N we get the bit rate
a band-limited way as presented in formula (Kifle et. al. 2001)
Rb kMRs
(5)

x(t )

f N S 1

¦¦
i 0 k 0

{[ sI2 (k )  sQ2 (k )] p (t  k

TS
 iTS )}
N
(3)

Where we use k carriers, M bits per symbol and the selected
symbol rate is RS. This is an adaptive selection of the
modulation method (parameters). Detection of f, A and P is
illustrated in figure 5.

Where the waveform x(t) is piecewise continuous (i=0…{), Ns is
Figure 6 (next page) presents the amplitude sensitivity of
the number of samples (k=0… Ns-1) in symbol and symbol time is
soft detection method in AWGN channel. At low S/N < 10
Ts.
dB ratio the normalized amplitude of three orthogonal
multi-tones has a high deviation. However, the alarm is
A 3-tone receiver is easily implemented with a software algorithm
detectable by setting the threshold level of the signals
using a DFT (discrete Fourier transform) method as described in
properly. Figure 6 presents an orthogonal signal space of
figure 5. In the proposed simple case only 3-DFT-filters are
three tones. There is AWGN jamming more harmful than
needed for decoding of a 3-tone signal or a MFC (multi frequency
other interferences.
code) signal. The detection of the carriers (MFSK-signal, M=3) is
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multiple carriers. There are a few practical references for
narrow-band multi-carrier frequency modems.
5 DISCUSSION
We have tested and simulated earlier the use of adaptive
waveforms in different channels of radio, telephone and
tactical delta-modulated networks. We have calculated
some examples over 200 kbit/s bit rates with ten carrier
frequencies or channels. In practice some of these highspeed data transmissions may need more bandwidth than a
regular voice grade circuit (300-3400 Hz). In modern
Figure 6: Soft 3–Tone Detection in AWGN Channel
military VHF radio systems we already have available
about 30 kHz wide frequency bands. We believe that older
VHF radio equipment, which have 30 kHz bandwidths, are
4.2 Securing the Transmission
easily modernised for data transmission. They may be then
This proposal includes the use of band-limited frequency hopping connected to the laptops and used as data communication
m(f), m=0…M-1. A vector F={FM} defines in general the M equipment in alert systems.
frequencies used in the hopping as.

{FM }

> f 0 , f1 , f 2 ,..., f k ,..., f M 1 @

(6)
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All these parameters are well known in DFT theory. The frequency
parameter is m and it is associated with the frequency selectivity
' f). This ' f) can be set with the sampling rate fS and the number
of samples N to a minimum value fS /N, which is the symbol rate,
formula (2). The importance of the adaptive change of N is
obvious. The adaptive software filter can be made as narrow as
needed and thus it can be adjusted to the adaptive waveform and
the channel. The bandwidth used in the symbol transmission is
calculated by DFT during each symbol time only (piecewise
continuous system). We should not calculate over any
discontinuity points between symbols. In theory using high
sampling rate in detection we can use very narrow sub-bands for
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CAYLEY-HAMILTON THEOREM FOR SQUARE
AND RECTANGULAR MATRICES
Let Cnum be the set of complex (num) matrices.
Theorem 1. (Cayley-Hamilton theorem). Let ACnum
and

ABSTRACT
New extension of the classical Cayley-Hamilton theorem for rectangular matrices, block matrices, discretetime and continuous-time systems with delays, and singular systems are presented. Some applications of the
extensions and illustrating examples are also given.

¦a s

i

an

i

1

(1)

i 0

be the characteristic polynomial of A, where In is the
(nun) identity matrix.
Then

INTRODUCTION
The classical Cayley-Hamilton theorem (Gantmacher
1974, Kaczorek 1988, Lancaster 1969) says that every
square matrix satisfies its own characteristic equation.
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem has been extended to
rectangular matrices (Kaczorek 1995, Kaczorek 1988),
block matrices (Kaczorek 1995), pairs of commuting
matrices (Chang and Chan 1992, Lewis 1982, Lewis
1986, Kaczorek 1995), pairs of block matrices (Kaczorek 1998, Kaczorek 1988) and standard and singular
two-dimensional linear (2-D) systems (Kaczorek
1992/1993, Kaczorek 1995, Smart and Barnett 1989,
Theodoru 1989).
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem and its generalizations
have been used in control systems, electrical circuits,
systems with delays, singular systems, 2-D linear systems, etc., (Kaczorek 1992/1993, Busáowicz 1981, Busáowicz 1982, Kaczorek 1994, Lewis 1982, Mertizios
and Christodoulous 1986).
In (Kaczorek 2005) the Cayley-Hamilton theorem has
been extended to n-dimensional (n-D) real polynomial
matrices. An extension of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem
for discrete-time linear systems with delay has been
given in (Busáowicz and Kaczorek 2004).
In this paper an overview of new generalizations of the
Cayley-Hamilton theorem with some applications is
presented. The classical Cayley-Hamilton theorem will
be extended for rectangular matrices, block matrices,
discrete-time and continuous-time systems with delays
and singular systems. The extensions of the CayleyHamilton theorem will illustrated by examples.
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¦a A

0n

i

(2)

i 0

where 0n is the (nun) matrix.
The classical Cayley-Hamilton theorem can be extended
to rectangular matrices as follows (Kaczorek 1988).
Theorem 2. (Cayley-Hamilton theorem for rectangular
matrices). Let
(3)
A

> A1

A2 @  C mun , A1  C mum , A2  C

mu n  m

, n!m

and
p A1

det > I m s  A1 @

m

¦a s

i

i

am

1

(4)

i 0

be the characteristic polynomial of A1
Then
m

¦a

m i

i 0

ª¬ A1ni

A1ni 1 A2 º¼

0mn

(5)

where 0mn is the (mun) zero matrix.
ª A1 º
mu n
, m ! n and let the
«A » C
¬ 2¼
characteristic polynomial of A1 have the form (4). Then

Theorem 3. Let A
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ª A1mi º
a
¦
n i «
m i 1 »
i 0
¬ A2 A1 ¼

ª Aº

m

n

¦ «A »

(6)

0mn

i 0

¬

2

Dmi Ai

Im

¼

0

D0

CAYLEY-HAMILTON THEOREM FOR BLOCK
MATRIX

CAYLEY-HAMILTON THEOREM FOR
SYSTEMS WITH DELAYS

The classical Cayley-Hamilton theorem can be also extended for block matrices (Kaczorek 1998, Kaczorek
1988).

Discrete time-systems

Theorem 4 (Cayley-Hamilton theorem for block matrices). Let

xi 1

ª A11  A1m º
«    »  C mnumn
«
»
«¬ Am1  Amm »¼

A

Consider the discrete-time linear system with h delays
described by the equation

Akl Aij

(7)

for all i, j , k , l 1, 2, , m

(13)

A0 xi  A1 xi 1    Ah xi h  Bui

where xiCn, uiCm are the state and input vectors,
AkCnun, k=0,1,…,h and BCnum.
The characteristic polynomial of (13) has the form
ª I n z  A0
« I
n
det «
« 
«
¬ 0

where AijCnun are commutative, i.e.
Aij Akl

(12)

In

p z

(8)

Let

 A1
In z

0

  Ah1  Ah º

0
0 »»


 »
»
 In
In z ¼

(14)

det ª¬ I n z h1  A0 z h  A1 z h1    Ah º¼

det > I m
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N

S  A@

z  aN 1 z
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S m  D1S m1    Dm1S  Dm

P A

¦

Im

Dmi Ai

0

D0

In

)0

(10)

i 0

Dmi ª¬ Ai 1

Ai A2 º¼

0

D0

In

(15)

In

and ) i

(16)

0 for i  0

Knowing the matrices Ak, k=0,1,…,h and using (15),
(16) we may compute the matrices )i for i=1,2,…. .
Theorem 7. The matrices )i for i=1,2,… defined by
(15) and (16) satisfy the equation
N

Theorem 5 (Cayley-Hamilton theorem for rectangular
block matrices). Let A =[A A2]Cmnu(mn+p) and let the
matrix characteristic polynomial of A have the form
(14). Then
Im

n h 1

and

The matrix (9) is obtained by developing the determinant of the matrix [In S-A] considering its commuting
blocks as scalar entries (Kaczorek 1988).

m

N

A0 ) i  A1) i 1    Ah ) i h

) i 1

i 0

¦

   a1 z  a0 ,

Let

be the matrix characteristic polynomial of A, where
SCnun is the matrix (block) eigenvalue of A, denotes
the Kronecker product of matrices (Kaczorek 1988).
Then
m

N 1

¦a

ik

) ik

0 for k

0,1,

aN

1

(17)

i 0

where ai, i=0,1,…,N-1 are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial (14).

(11)

Proof. From definition of the inverse matrix we have
ª¬ I n z h1  A0 z h  A1 z h1    Ah º¼
ad

The dual theorem has the form

1

ª¬ I n z h1  A0 z h  A1 z h1    Ah º¼ u

Theorem 6. Let

det ª¬ I n z h1  A0 z h  A1 z h1    Ah º¼

ª Aº
mn  p umn
, A  C mnumn , A2  C pumn
«A » C
¬ 2¼
and let the matrix characteristic polynomial of A have
the form (14). Then

A

From (15) and (16) it follows that
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(18)

ª I n z h 1  A0 z h  A1 z h 1  ...  Ah º
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¼
In z
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 )2 z
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1
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 ...

where w=e-ds and
(27)
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ªIn z
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 )1 z

N

z  aN 1 z
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N 1

 )2 z

3
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 º¼

Comparing the coefficient at the same power of z-(k+1) of
the equality (20) we obtain the equation (17).
Ŷ
Example 1. Let h=1 and
A0

A1

p z

det ¬ª I 2 z 2  A0 z  A1 º¼

z z
1

an1 w

an1,h w    an1,1w  an1,0

an2

an2 w
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1
z2  z  2

a0,nh wnh    a0,1w  a0,0

a0 w

The coefficients akj, k=0,1,…,n-1, j=0,1,…,n-1 depend
on the entries of matrices A0,A1,…,Ah.
Let

The characteristic polynomial (14) in this case has the
form
2

an1

a0

ª0 1 º
«1 2 »
¼
¬

h
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)i w
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Adj A w
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»
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for i 1, 2,

(29)

A0  A1w    Ah wh

ª¬ I n s 1  )1s 2  ) 2 s 3  º¼

(30)

s n  an1s n1    a1s  a0

ª2 5 º
« 5 12 »
¬
¼

Note the adjoint matrix Adj A(w) is a polynomial matrix
in nonnegative powers of s. Thus the comparison of the
coefficients at the same powers of s-1 of the equality
(30) yields

Hence by (17) for k=0 we obtain
) 4  2) 3  ) 2

(28)

Using the well-known relation Adj M=M-1det M and
(26), (28) we may write

Using (15) and (21) we obtain
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0
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where
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From (18), (19) and (14) we obtain
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From (31) for k=1 we have the equality (the CayleyHamilton theorem)

Therefore, the matrices (23) satisfy the equation (22).

) n  an1) n1    a1)1  a0 I n

Continuous-time systems
Consider the continuous-time linear system with h delays described by the equation
(25)
x t
A0 x t  A1 x t  d    Ah x t  hd  Bu t

0

(32)

with coefficients ak depending on w.
From (29) we have
(33)
A0  A1w    Ah w

)i

where x(t)Rn, u(t)Rm are the state and input vectors,
AkRnun, k=0,1,…,h, BRnum and d is the delay.
The characteristic polynomial of (25) has the form

h i

A  A0 A1 A0i 2  A1 A0i 1    A0i 2 A1 A0 w  A0 A2 A0i 2 
i
0

 A12 A0i  2  A2 A0i 1  A1 A0 A1 A0i 3  A0 A1 A0 A1i 3  A1 A02 A1i 3  ...
... A02 A1i 2 A12 w2    Ahi whi , for i 1, 2,
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Taking into account that n=h=2 from (35) we obtain
the following equations

Substitution of (33) and (27) into (32) yields
(34)
n
0

n2
0

n 1
0

A  A0 A1 A

n 2
0

 A1 A

 A

2

ª1 2 º ª1 2 º
ª1 0 º
«1 0 »  «1 0 »  2 « 0 1 »
¬
¼ ¬
¼
¬
¼
A0 A1  A1 A0  a11 A0  a10 A1  a01 I 2
A02  a10 A0  a00 I 2

A1 A0 w 

 A0 A2 A0n2  A12 A0n2    A02 A1n2 A12 w2 

ª1 2 º
ª1 2 º ª1 0 º ª1 0 º
2«
2«
»
»«
»«
»
¬1 0 ¼
¬1 0 ¼ ¬ 0 1 ¼ ¬ 0 1 ¼

ª0
«0
¬
ª1
A12  A0 A2  A2 A0  a10 A2  a11 A1  a02 I 2 «
¬0
ª1 0 º
ª1
ª 2 1º ª1 0 º ª0 1 º
«
«
 2«
 2«
«
»
»
»
»
¬0 1 ¼
¬0
¬ 0 1¼ ¬1 2 ¼ ¬1 0 ¼

...  Ahn wnh  an1,h wh  ...  an1,1w  an1,0
ª A0n1  A0 A1 A0n3  A1 A0n2    A0n3 A1 A0 w 
¬
n 3
0

 A0 A2 A

...  Ahn1w

2
1

n 3
0

A A

n 1 h

2
0

n 3
1

  A A

   a1,n h1 w

n h 1

2
1

2

A w 

   a11w  a10

ª¬ A0  A1w  ...  Ah wh º¼  a0,nh wnh  ...  a01w  a00 I n

0

n2
0

A0 A1 A

n 1
0

 A1 A

n 3
0

 an1,0 A0 A1 A

n2
0

 A
n 2
0

 A1 A

   A0n3 A1 A0 
0

Consider the singular systems
Ex

Theorem 8. Matrices AkRnun, k=0,1,…,h of the continuous-time linear system with h delays (25) satisfy the
(nh+1) algebraic matrix equations (35).

det > Es  A@ z 0 for some s  C

EA

ª0 1 º
«1 0 »
¬
¼

E

(36)

det ª¬ I 2 s  A0  A1w  A w2 º¼

A

1

> Es  A@

A

AE

Theorem 9. Let
det > Es  A@
r

s 2  2 w  1 s  w4  2 w2  w  2
and

a0

E,

EA

s  1  w 2  w2
1  w2
sw

a1

1

> Es  A@

satisfy the conditions

In this case the characteristic polynomial (26) has the
form
p s, w

(39)

AE

If the assumption (38) holds then it is easy to show
(Kaczorek 1988) that the matrices

Example 2. Consider the system with
A2

(38)

and

Note that the first equation of (35) express the CayleyHamilton theorem for the system (25) without delay
(h=0).

ª1 0 º
«0 1 » ,
¬
¼

(37)

Ax  Bu

where xRn, uRm, E, ARnun, BRnum.
It is assumed that det E=0,

Therefore, the following theorem has been proved

A1

ª0 0º
«0 0»
¬
¼

CAYLEY-HAMILTON THEOREM FOR
SINGULAR SYSTEMS

(35)

0

ª1 2 º
«1 0 » ,
¬
¼

0º
1 »¼

A1 A0 



A0

0º

1 »¼

ª0 1 º
ª0 1 º
ª1 0 º ª 0 0 º
2«
»  2 «1 0 »  0 « 0 1 » « 0 0 »
1
0
¬
¼
¬
¼
¬
¼ ¬
¼
1
0
1
0
0
0
ª
º
ª
º
ª
º
A22  a04 I 2 «
»«
» «
»
¬0 1 ¼ ¬0 1 ¼ ¬ 0 0 ¼

0

 an1,1 A0n1    a10 A1  a11 A0  a01 I n
Ahn  a0,nh I n

0º
0»¼

A1 A2  A2 A1  a11 A2  a03 I 2

From (34) we have the following nh  1 equations
A0n  an1,0 A0n1    a10 A0  a00 I n

ª0 0º
«0 0»
¬
¼

ar s r  ar 1s r 1    a1s  a0

rank E  n

(40)

Then
a1 w
a0 w

a11w  a10

2 w  1,

r

i

¦a A E

4

a04 w  a03 w3  a02 w2  a01w  a00

i

i 0

 w4  2 w2  w  2

Proof. Let
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n i

0

(41)

Bn1s n1    B1s  B0

Adj > Es  A@

(42)
a0 E 3

be the adjoint matrix of [Es-A].
From definition of the inverse matrix and (40), (42) we
have

> Es  A@ ª¬ Bn1s

n 1

   B1s  B0 º¼
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The pair (46) satisfies the condition (39).
In this case
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New extensions of the classical Cayley-Hamilton
theorem are presented with some applications and illustrating examples.
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem has been extended
for rectangular matrices, block matrices, discrete-time
and continuous-time systems with delays and singular
systems.
It has been shown that rectangular matrices satisfy
many different algebraic equations and the matrices Ak,
k=0,1,…,h of the continuous-time systems (25) with h
delays satisfy nh+1 algebraic equations.
With slight modifications the presented extensions for
systems with delays can be extended for rectangular
matrices and block matrices.

The comparison of the coefficients at the same powers
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W+b unless t is disabled by the firing of a conflicting
transition.
TimePNs were recently added to a Java toolbox TPN
DESIGNER (Carullo et al., 2003) which supports
modelling and discrete-event simulation of complex and
modular systems. TPN DESIGNER consists of two
integrated sub environments: CAD and ENGINE. CAD
is concerned with model editing and project
management.
ENGINE
supports
compilation,
debugging, simulation and statistical data collection. A
large system can be split and step-wise refined into
modular units called pages. A page has an interface of
input/output ports and hides an internal behaviour
expressed by a GSPN-like (Marsan et al., 1984)(Marsan
et al., 1987) subnet which in turn can be organized in
sub pages and so forth recursively to any arbitrary
depth. Pages can be spatially replicated to create linear
(pipeline) or bi-dimensional (grid) topologies.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes an approach to the analysis of
time-dependent systems which combines discrete-event
simulation and model-checking techniques. The
approach rests on Merlin and Farber’s Time Petri Nets
(TimePNs) and is supported by a Java toolbox TPN
Designer which enables graphical modelling,
simulation and translation into UPPAAL/Timed
Automata, for exhaustive state space verification, of
modular TimePN models. The paper discusses the
potential of the proposed approach through its
application to a real-time system model.
INTRODUCTION
The design of a time-dependent system (e.g. an
embedded real-time system, a communication protocol
etc.) must fulfil a set of functional and non-functional
requirements. Non functional requirements include
timeliness, that is the ability of the software system to
provide responses to events (e.g., originated in an
external controlled environment) which must be
functionally correct and furnished within precise and
predictable timing constraints (e.g. deadlines). To
ensure a system development compliant with timing
requirements, the use of formal tools is mandatory. A
formal language can favour unambiguous specification
of system behaviour and, most importantly, can allow
reasoning on and assessment of system properties.

Model configuration requires port interconnections and
net parameters (marking of places and attributes of
transitions) to be established. Ports can be linked to one
another in CAD through the mouse. More in general, a
simple but powerful scripting language can be used to
“program” port interconnections. Scripting can occur at
page level or at model (or root) level. Page level
scripting can be exploited to establish port bindings
among instances (siblings) of a same page model. Root
level scripting can be used to define connections
between arbitrary but compatible subjects (places or
transitions) possibly belonging to different pages, and to
furnish values for model parameters. Root level
scripting is essential for model scalability. A properly
configured model can be scaled (e.g. page multiplicities
changed and model parameters redefined) simply by
modifying a few values in the root level script. A
hierarchical model is compiled into a flat representation
which is then managed by ENGINE.

In the work described in this paper, Merlin and Farber’s
Time Petri Nets TimePNs (Merlin and Farber, 1976)
are chosen as the modelling language. TimePNs permit
rigorous specification of a time-dependent system by
associating a time interval to transitions (activities)
which constrains transition firing. More precisely, let t
be a transition and [a,b], 0ab, b can be f, the time
interval associated with t (a is said the earliest firing
time, b is the latest firing time of t). Let W be an instant
in time when t gets enabled in the usual sense of Petri
nets (Murata, 1989). Provided t is continuously enabled,
it cannot fire before W+a but should fire before or at
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For statistics data collection a flexible watch system can
be used. Common statistics like gathering minimum,
maximum and average number of tokens/firings for
selected places/transitions can be achieved by adding
one or more watches to selected entities in the graphical
ENGINE sub-environment. To cope with general
statistics calculations, aspect-oriented monitors, i.e.
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external Java classes, can be prepared and transparently
weaved to TPN DESIGNER control engine. A monitor is
event-driven. Specific event occurrences can be
observed
and
application-dependent
actions
correspondingly executed. Multiple monitors can
possibly be jointly used to observe model execution.

its converter must be made within a hard deadline of 4
time units, able to ensure that each sensor terminates its
internal and i/o activities before the next period is
commenced. Another deadline of 1 time unit exists
between a converter which is ready to transmit its
converted data and its associated buffered channel. The
integrator must first receive the four communications
from the buffered channels, in any order, and then
prepares the next positional data for the robot. From
when the robot is ready to accept its next command, it
must do so within 11 time units (hard deadline). Fig. 1
shows a TPN DESIGNER modular model for the system,
under the hypothesis of maximal parallelism, i.e. that
each component is mapped onto a distinct physical
processor.

General TPN DESIGNER features can be exploited for
managing TimePN models. In addition, the ENGINE
sub-environment was extended so as to compile a
TimePN model in terms of timed automata (Alur & Dill,
1994) in the context of the UPPAAL toolbox (Behrmann
et al., 2004), using a template process corresponding to
basic TimePN transition. In this way, a TimePN model
can be analyzed using simulation and (possibly) model
checking (Clarke et al., 2000) i.e. exhaustive
verification of system properties against the whole state
space of the model. UPPAAL was chosen because of its
compact data structures and efficient model checker.
This paper argues that simulation can help model
checking by suggesting estimates of response time
bounds which can then be refined by using a few
queries in the context of the verifier. Very often, in fact,
the modeller has to tentatively issue many times a given
query to the verifier, each time with a different
parameter value, in order to determine a worst case
response time. All of this can be highly expensive in the
wallclock time for complex models. On the other hand,
for a large system model, exhaustive verification can be
practically prohibitive. In these cases discrete-event
simulation, although it can never replace model
checking, can anyway furnish important indications
about quantitative temporal behaviour of the system.

Figure 1: A modular TPN DESIGNER model for the
robot controller system
The Input page encapsulates Sensor, Converter and
BChannel sub pages. To obtain the required system
topology, the Integrator and Robot pages are

This paper describes the proposed approach to systems
modelling and analysis centred on TPN DESIGNER and
UPPAAL, by reporting its application to a real-time
modelling example.

instantiated only once (default), whereas the Input page
(and implicitly its contained sub pages) has a monodimensional 4-multiplicity. Interacting page instances
within Input have input/output ports directly linked by
the mouse. Connections between the four instances of
the BChannel page and the single instance of the
Integrator are accomplished by the root level script
shown in Fig. 2.

A ROBOT CONTROLLER MODEL
The following considers a distributed robot controller
system (Gerber & Lee, 1992) whose purpose is to
periodically collect positional data from four tactile
sensors, to convert the data into real world coordinates,
to integrate the data, to determine the robot next
position and to send the new position to the robot. The
system consists of four tactile sensors, four conversion
processes, four single buffered channels, an integrator
and the robot itself.

(1) set Input={4,1};
(2) link /Input[0,0]/BChannel[0,0]/send to /Integrator[0,0]/rec0 with 1;
(3) link /Input[1,0]/BChannel[0,0]/send to /Integrator[0,0]/rec1 with 1;
(4) link /Input[2,0]/BChannel[0,0]/send to /Integrator[0,0]/rec2 with 1;
(5) link /Input[3,0]/BChannel[0,0]/send to /Integrator[0,0]/rec3 with 1;
(6) link /Integrator[0,0]/rec0 to /Input[0,0]/BChannel[0,0]/reply with 1;
(7) link /Integrator[0,0]/rec1 to /Input[1,0]/BChannel[0,0]/reply with 1;
(8) link /Integrator[0,0]/rec2 to /Input[2,0]/BChannel[0,0]/reply with 1;
(9) link /Integrator[0,0]/rec3 to /Input[3,0]/BChannel[0,0]/reply with 1;
(10) link /Robot[0,0]/receive to /Integrator[0,0]/synch with 1;

Communications between interacting components are
assumed to be synchronous (rendezvous). Each
communication and every internal action are supposed
to consume 1 time unit (e.g., 1 ms). Each sensor has a
period of 6 time units within which it takes a sample
reading from the environment and then attempts to
communicate the result to the corresponding converter.
Since the environment is supposed to be subject to very
rapid changes, the communication between a sensor and

Figure 2: Root-level script for the Robot model
Line (1) declares the multiplicity of the Input page, i.e.
4x1 (4 rows and 1 column). Lines (2) to (5) specify that
the send place in the various BChannel instances (see
Fig. 5) has to be linked with the recj, j=0,…,3 transition
of the Integrator (Fig. 6). Lines form (6) to (9) serve to
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one token at all times in the ready place. Converter sub
net ensures that first a data is received from a sensor
(transition receive), then the conversion process is
accomplished (compute transition) after that a
communication is attempted with the corresponding
buffered channel, whose completion is witnessed by the
firing of the ack transition. BChannel sub net first
receives a converted data from a converter then tries to
transmit it to the integrator. The ack message is
generated as soon as the send place empties. The
Integrator sub net is able to receive data from the four
buffered channels through the recj transitions.

connect the recj transitions of the Integrator with the
reply place of the corresponding BChannel instance.
Line (10) states that the receive transition of the Robot
page (Fig. 7) must be linked to the synch place of the
Integrator. All the arcs corresponding to the link
instructions have unitary weight (clause with 1).
Figg. from 3 to 7 depict the internal sub net of each
model page together with its initial marking. As a rule, a
communication is followed by an ack event sent back to
the sender at the end of the synchronization. In addition,
the communication delay is spent in the receiver so that
the ack event is instantaneous (time interval [0,0]).

1

1

next

ready 1
[0,0]
ack

[1,1]

data

[6,6]
period

sample

0

[1,1]
compute

[0,0]
ack

0

0

send

1

0

send

Figure 3: Sensor subnet

send

1

ready
[0,0]
ack

[1,1]

receive

0

Figure 4: Converter subnet

ready

1

However, only one communication can take place at
each time (due to the select place). When all the four
data has been achieved, the integrator computes next
robot position (compute transition) and, finally, tries to
communicate it to the robot. At the end of this
communication, a token is generated in the synch place
and then the integrator repeats its behaviour. The Robot
sub net simply receives next positional information
from the integrator (receive transition in Fig. 7) and
then is again available for the next communication. At
each firing of the receive transition of the robot, a token
is generated in the synch place of the integrator through
the link established by the root level script (see line (6)
in Fig. 2).

[1,1]

receive

ready

[1,1]
receive

0 reply

0

Figure 5: BChannel subnet

A modular and hierarchical TPN DESIGNER model is
flattened into a representation made up of concrete
subjects (places, transitions and arcs). Meta data like
ports are eliminated and port inter-connections and links
introduced by scripts are replaced by effective arcs.

Figure 6: Robot subnet
0

synch
[0,0]
ack

ready0

1

ready1

1

ready2

1

ready3

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

1

1

The ENGINE sub environment of TPN DESIGNER
simulates a TimePN model by generating the
occurrence time of a transition as uniformly distributed
in the transition time interval. Toward this, an
unbounded interval like [a,f] is actually managed as
[a,Tend+1] where Tend is the simulation time limit.
Moreover, according to TimePN semantics of transition
firing, the race policy is implemented. All the enabled
transitions at a given time are scheduled to occur to
their proposed firing time. Firing of a transition, though,
due to conflicts, can disable some pending scheduled
transitions which are then removed from the event list.
At each enabling, and also after its own firing, a
transition is always scheduled by re-sampling its
occurrence time from the associated time interval.
Transition firing is regulated by single-server policy,
meaning that a multiple enabled transition will fire its
enablings one at a time sequentially.

select
rec0

[1,1]

rec1

[1,1]

rec2

[1,1]

rec3

[1,1]

data_ok

0
4
[1,1]

compute

send

0

Figure 7: Integrator subnet
Figg. from 3 to 7 depict the internal sub net of each
model page together with its initial marking. As a rule, a
communication is followed by an ack event sent back to
the sender at the end of the synchronization. In addition,
the communication delay is spent in the receiver so that
the ack event is instantaneous (time interval [0,0]).
In the Sensor subnet, one token in the ready place
indicates the sensor is ready to sample the environment.
However, reading the sample effectively requires one
token in the next place too, which mirrors the fact, in
general, that previous data has already been
communicated to the converter. Satisfaction of sensor
deadline can easily be related to having no more than

The robot system model was simulated for 106 time
units and simulation data were collected to test
“satisfaction” of timing constraints (deadlines). For
demonstration purposes, both the watch system and the
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monitor facility were used. In particular, the betweenwatch (see Fig. 8) was employed for estimating the
maximum and minimum temporal distance existing
between two causally connected events, one of which
acts as cause (or source) and the other as effect (or
destination).

converter is bounded to 1 time unit, i.e. when a sensor
or a converter is ready to communicate, the partner
component is also found ready to engage in the
synchronization.
In addition, the inter-receive time window for the robot
was estimated to be [6,10], that is two consecutive
occurrences of the receive transition of the Robot occur
in the best case after 6 time units, and in the worst case
after 10 time units. As a consequence, from the
perspective of simulation, the system “fulfils” all its
deadlines.
UPPAAL TRANSLATION
The UPPAAL toolbox (Behrmann et al., 2004)(UPPAAL
on-line) allows to verify systems modelled as networks
of timed automata (Alur & Dill, 1994) extended with
integer variables, structured data types and channel
synchronization (rendezvous). To permit model
checking activities, TPN DESIGNER is able to translate
automatically a TimePN model into UPPAAL by using
the template automaton shown in Fig. 10 which
reproduces semantics of general TimePN transition,
according to the UPPAAL 3.5.3 version which supports
C syntax and in particular C function declarations and
loop constructs. Let T and P denote respectively the set
of transitions and the set of places in a model, PRE and
POST the (maximal) set of input places and output
places of any transition. The translation generates the
backward B|T|x|PRE| and forward F|T|x|POST| incidence
matrices of a TimePN model, its marking vector M|P|
and the time interval vector I|T|x2. An Info struct was
defined which contains an index in M which selects a
place, and the weight of an arc linking the place to a
transition or vice versa. Each element of B or F is an
Info value. Inhibitor arcs are allowed. An unrestricted
time interval like [a,f] is represented in I as [a,-1].
Functions enabled(), withdraw() and deposit() which
respectively check transition enabling, withdraw tokens
from input places and generate tokens to output places,
are declared locally to the Transition template and refer
to the particular transition through its ID.

Figure 8. Screenshot of ENGINE showing betweenwatches in action
A distinct between-watch was associated to the sample
(cause) and ack (effect) pair of events within each
Sensor page instance, and to the compute (cause) and
ack (effect) pair of events within each Converter page
instance. The hard deadline of robot was instead
estimated by programming a RobotMonitor Java class
which is dynamically loaded in the context of ENGINE.
A monitor class extends the Monitor base class,
introduces suitable variables for collecting simulation
output and redefines the three basic methods:
actionPerformed(),
calculateStatistics()
and
showResults(). actionPerformed is launched at each
transition firing, calculateStatistics extracts simulation
results at the end of a simulation run and accumulates
them during a simulation batch, and showResults
displays simulation outputs at the end of a simulation
batch. Fig. 9 portrays an excerpt of the
actionPerformed method of the RobotMonitor class.
lastFire variable (initialized to zero) remembers the
occurrence time of latest firing of the receive transition
of the Robot. Other details should be self-explanatory.

A disabled transition stays in the Disabled location. An
enabled transition starts firing by resetting its clock x
and moving to Firing if its time interval is strict, or to
U_Firing if its latest firing time is f. An enabled
transition can complete its firing as soon as its clock
goes beyond its earliest firing time. A time strict
transition is obliged to complete its firing at its latest
firing time, provided it is still enabled, by the invariant
x<=I[ID][1] attached to Firing. Transition firing,
though, is non deterministic among transitions which
can complete their firing at a given time.

public void actionPerformed( Event e ){
if( e is Robot receive event ){
double delay=e.timestamp-lastFire;
if( delay<minDelay ) minDelay=delay;
if( delay>maxDelay ) maxDelay=delay;
lastFire=e.timestamp;
}
}//actionPerformed

Figure 9. An excerpt of actionPerformed method of
RobotMonitor

Firing completion is an instantaneous and atomic
process in two steps which involve the committed
locations Withdraw and Deposit in which time is not

After 5 simulation runs of the robot model, it emerged
that the between-time in each sensor and in each
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the |T| transitions of the TimePN model, and the
Starter automaton.

allowed to pass. The transition first removes tokens
from its input places, then moves to the Withdraw
location where it sends (first step) a broadcast
synchronization signal over the end_fire urgent and
broadcast channel. This signal forces all the remaining
transitions, disabled or under firing, to re-evaluate its
enabling status. This is crucial for proper management
of conflicts. A no longer enabled transition moves from
Firing/U_Firing to Disabled and resets its clock. The
firing process continues by generating tokens in the
output places and then by sending (see Deposit
outgoing edges in Fig. 10) a second broadcast
synchronization through end_fire (second step) which
permits detection of newly enabled transitions and non
persistent transitions which lose their enabling due to
inhibitor arcs.

Translation correctness can be formally proved by
showing that the semantics of the achieved UPPAAL
model is timed bisimilar to the original TimePN model.
An example of such a formal proof was described in
(Cassez & Roux, 2004) which suggested a translation
from TimePNs to timed automata based on a transition
automaton very close to the automaton in Fig. 10.
Cassez and Roux used a separate supervisor automaton
to ensure the two broadcast synchronization steps used
during the firing completion process. The equivalence
of a TimePN model and its corresponding UPPAAL
model enables TCTL model checking activities (Alur et
al., 1993)(Clarke et al., 2000)(Behrmann et al., 2004).
In particular safety and bounded-liveness properties
verified on the UPPAAL model can directly be
interpreted on the original TimePN model. Actually,
bounded TimePN models can be efficiently model
checked using the translation proposed in this paper. A
screenshot of TPN DESIGNER/ENGINE during UPPAAL
translation of the Robot system is shown in Fig. 12.

The Transition automaton follows the single server
firing policy. After its own firing, a still enabled
transition is always regarded as a newly enabled one
and its clock reset.
Firing
!enabled()
end_fire?
x=0

enabled() &&
I[ID][1]>=0
end_fire?
x=0

Disabled

!enabled()
end_fire!
enabled() &&
I[ID][1]<0
end_fire?
x=0

x<=I[ID][1]

enabled() &&
I[ID][1]>=0
x>=I[ID][0]
end_fire!
x=0,withdraw()
x:=0

Deposit

end_fire!
deposit()

Withdraw

enabled() &&
I[ID][1]<0
x>=I[ID][0]
end_fire!
x=0,withdraw()
x=0

!enabled()
end_fire?
x=0
U_Firing

Figure 12. A screenshot of ENGINE during UPPAAL
translation of the Robot system

Figure 10: The Transition automaton

MODEL CHECKING THE ROBOT SYSTEM

end_fire!

The translation process associates by default a distinct
clock to each transition of a TimePN model. However,
different clocks are effectively required by concurrent
or conflicting transitions. The UPPAAL version of the
robot model was verified by using 21 clocks: 2 clocks
for each Sensor instance (see Fig. 3)(one clock is
needed by the period transition, the other clock is
shared by sample and ack transitions which operates
sequentially), 1 clock for each Converter instance, 1
clock for each BChannel instance, 4 clocks (one for each
recj conflicting transitions) for the Integrator, 1 clock
for the Robot.

Figure 11. The Starter automaton
A final remark concerns model bootstrapping. A
transition starts in its Disabled location. An initial
broadcast synchronization ensured by the Starter
automaton shown in Fig. 11 allows transitions enabled
in the initial marking of the TimePN model to reach
Firing/U_Firing location. After that, Starter will take
no part in the subsequent evolution of the model.
About Translation Correctness
Correctness of the Transition template follows
intuitively from its construction. A TimePN model
translates into a collection of |T| instances of the
automaton in Fig. 10, i.e. the corresponding UPPAAL
model is the product of |T| automata corresponding to

A first concern in model checking the achieved UPPAAL
model of the robot system, was verification of basic
safety property, i.e. that the system is live or free of
deadlocks. The property, which cannot be demonstrated
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satisfied. Similarly, for the robot deadline the deposit()
function was adjusted so as to reset clock z each time
the Robot receive transition completes its firing, and
the following query was issued:

in simulation, was verified by launching the following
query to the model checker:
A[] !deadlock

The query asks if in all the states of the model state
graph there is no deadlock. It is worth noting that a
deadlock at the TimePN level, i.e. a marking where no
transition is enabled, is identically reflected by a
deadlock in the state graph of UPPAAL verifier where all
the transition automata stay in the Disabled location
(Fig. 10). All of this can be observed by telling the
verifier to generate a diagnostic trace which leads to the
deadlock situation. There is another cause of deadlock,
though, for a translated TimePN model which is related
to the model being unbounded, a property which cannot
be known in advance and which was shown to be
undecidable for TimePNs in the general case. The
translation process proposed in this paper uses
knowledge arising from preliminary simulation to
estimate the boundedness degree k of the model.
Accordingly, the translator generates a bounded
declaration for the marking vector like this: int [0,k]
M={…}. In latest versions of UPPAAL, when a limited
integer variable is in the position of being assigned a
value out of its admitted range, the model checker
generates again a deadlock. Here too the modeller can
understand the specific cause of deadlock by consulting
a diagnostic trace.

A[] tRobot_receive.Withdraw imply (z<=10 && z>=6)

This query verifies that at each firing of Robot receive,
clock z is always in the interval [6,10] proposed by
simulation. The query was found satisfied. However,
the query was found not satisfied e.g. in the cases (z<=9
&& z>=6) and (z<=10 && z>=7). In other terms,
effectively 6 is the upper bound of best case interreceive time of robot, and 10 is the lower bound of
worst case inter-receive time of robot.
Model checking the robot model demonstrated that the
system is temporally correct. In addition, verification
exactly confirmed the indications provided by the
simulation study. Model checking activities were
carried out on a Windows XP platform (Pentium IV,
3.4GHz).
ANALYSIS OF OTHER SCENARIOS
The robot system was also analysed according to other
configurations, when the hypothesis of allocating
components to distinct physical processors no longer
holds. Alternative system configurations, though, were
found temporally unfeasible except for the case the four
converters are split into two pairs with each converter
within a same pair which runs to completion before the
partner converter can engage in synchronization with its
corresponding sensor. In this scenario, the worst case
time a sensor waits for a communication with its
converter was found (both in simulation and model
checking) to be 4 time units, the worst case time a
converter waits for a communication with its associated
buffered channel remains 1 time unit, and the time
window of the inter-receive time of the robot changes
from [6,10] to [6,11].

Temporal properties (bounded liveness) of each sensor
instance was separately checked by the queries:
A[] M[Input_ i_j_Sensor_ready]<=1

i=0,…,3, j=0, which asks if the marking of the ready
place of each Sensor instance is always less than or
equal to 1, meaning that never a new period is
commenced before the activities of latest period are
completed. All these queries were found satisfied.
Verification of converters and robot deadlines was
accomplished by model decoration (Lindhal et al.,
2000). For example, to check a converter deadline, a
global clock z was introduced which is reset at each
firing of the compute transition (see Fig. 4) and
analyzed at subsequent firing of the ack transition.
Model decoration was simply achieved by adapting the
deposit() function so that when the transition ID
corresponds to that of the compute transition, clock z is
reset. The following queries were separately launched:

CONCLUSIONS
The approach described in this paper is currently being
extended in the following directions:
x experimenting with timed Petri nets (Ramchandani,
1974) and the pre-selection policy. Under preselection, conflicts are resolved earlier during the
enabling process by a non deterministic choice of
the transition to fire. A chosen transition fires in
three stages: in the first one (start-firing) tokens are
immediately withdrawn from input places; in the
second step (firing-in-progress) tokens are “frozen”
and made unavailable to other transitions; in the
third step (end-firing) new tokens are generated in
the output places. TPN DESIGNER already supports
the pre-selection policy for simulation of TimePN
models. Model checking activities rest on a

A[] tInit_i_j_Converter_ack.Withdraw imply z<=1

i=0,…,3, j=0. Each query verifies if at each complete
firing of Converter ack transition, clock z is always
found less than or equal to 1 (as suggested by
preliminary simulation study). The queries were found
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x

x

straightforward adaptation of the Transition
template in Fig. 10
enabling the analysis of very large systems by
distributed simulation techniques (Beraldi et al.,
2003). A major goal is a systematic exploitation of
the temporal uncertainty which comes with a
TimePN model through transition time intervals, so
as to speed-up the simulator performance (Cicirelli
et al., 2005)
enhancing TPN DESIGNER and the translation into
UPPAAL by supporting also Pre-emptive Time Petri
Nets (Bucci et al., 2004)(Furfaro et al., 2004)
which permit modelling and analysis of real-time
tasking sets under application dependent control
structures (mutual exclusion on shared data,
message passing and so forth) and common
practiced priority-based scheduling strategies.
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the sum of all atom pair interactions (pair-wise
approximation) are described in the same manner as in
classic molecular mechanics of empirical force fields
(Leach, 1996):
E Ebond  Eangle  Etor  Eel  EvdW  EH bond (1),

KEYWORDS
Gelsolin, amyloid, amyloid
membrane, molecular dynamics.

formation,

DMPC

where Ebond is the bond-stretching energy, Eangle is the
valence-angle-bending energy, Etor is the torsional
energy (which arises because of intrinsic barriers to
rotation about the bonds), Eel is the electrostatic energy,
EvdW is the energy of van der Waals interactions, and
EH-bond comprises EvdW between the protons and
electronegative atoms that can form hydrogen bonds
with them (it is treated separately, because usually
different atom-type-dependent parameters are required
than those for non-hydrogen-bonding atom pairs). In
the present work the flexible valence geometry force
field AMBER was used:

ABSTRACT
Molecular dynamics method is applied to simulate
amyloid formation process.
Mutated gelsolin amyloidogenic fragments 173-243
(G173-243) and 173-202 (G173-202) cause Finnish
familial amyloidosis disease (FAF). The mechanism of
possible amyloid formation involving gelsolin G173202 fragments and dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) lipid was investigated by means of molecular
dynamics (MD). G173-202 fragment adhered to the
DMPC membrane in 100 ps, retaining E-sheet
structure, suggesting that a lipid membrane could bind
G173-202 fragments and serve as a germ for
amyloidogenesis.
Afterwards one more amyloidogenic fragment G173202 was placed in the vicinity of G173-202 adhered to
the DMPC membrane. After 700 ps of MD, the newly
added amyloidogenic fragment G173-202 was
interacting with the membrane attached fragment
G173-202, indicating the possible mechanism of
membrane initiated amyloidosis.

Ebond

k di
(d i  d ei ) 2
bonds 2

¦

where di is the actual length of the i bond, dei is the
equilibrium length (the length of a non-strained bond),
and kdi is the force constant.

¦

Eangle

bond
angles

kTi
(T i  T ei ) 2
2

(3)

where Tiis the actual value of the ith valence angle, Tei
is the equilibrium value, and kTi is the force constant.
Electrostatic energy is described as a sum of the
interaction of charges localized on atomic nuclei,
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Molecular dynamics method is useful computer
calculations method to simulate interactions of
molecules on a time scale thus simulating physiological
and pathophysiological processes. In this work
molecular dynamics is applied to simulate gelsolin
amyloid formation process. Molecule interactions as
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¦
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i, j notbonded
andnot1,3-nonbonded

The energy of van der Waals interactions is described
by the Lennard-Jones potential,
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Aij
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regulation of apoptosis (Sun et al., 1999). Cellular actin
scaffold is continuously reorganized in response to a
variety of signals. Apoptosis promotes dismantling the
actin cytoskeleton, growth factor stimulation induces
actin filament assembly at the plasma membrane,
which changes cell shape and regulates cell movement.
Gelsolin is a calcium-activated regulator of the actin
cytoskeleton (Kwiatkowski, 1999; Robinson et al.,
1999). Elevated calcium ion concentration activates
actin filament severing and capping activities of
gelsolin, which results in shorter actin filaments.
Another type of gelsolin activation is performed by
caspase-3, which cleaves the Ca2+-insensitive N-half
from the Ca2+-dependent C-half (Kothakota et al.,
1997). Ca2+ opens up gelsolin by inducing
conformational changes in the C-half (Kwiatkowski et
al., 1989; Patkowski et al., 1990), to expose actin
binding sites of the N-half; thus the C-half acts as a
regulatory domain to impose calcium regulation on the
N-half. Caspase-3 acts cleaves the regulatory C-half,
thus giving the N-half calcium uncontrolled actinsevering activity.
Human gelsolin is expressed as an 81 kDa protein in
the cytoplasm and an 84 kDa protein in the plasma
(Kwiatkowski et al., 1986a,b). The secreted protein
differs by a signal sequence required for export and a
25-residue N-terminal extension. Human gelsolin has
87% sequence similarity to horse gelsolin (Koepf &
Burtnick, 1998; McLaughlin & Gooch, 1992)).
Natural gelsolin exists in two forms – cytoplasmic and
plasmic, which are derived from the same gene by
alternative splicing (Kwiatkowski et al., 1986a,b). The
cytoplasmic or intracellular gelsolin is a 84 kDa protein
responsible for the assembly of actin fragments during
cytoskeletal formation and disassembly of actin
filaments during cytoskeletal rearrangement. The
cytoplasmic form of gelsolin modulates the actin
cytoskeleton and plays a role in the cell motility and
apoptosis (Kwiatkowski, 1999; Azuma et al., 1998;
Kothakota et al., 1997). Plasma gelsolin is a scavenger
that degrades stray actin filaments, thrown out from
apoptotic cells into the blood plasma, and retrieves
actin monomers for intracellular use. The cysteines at
positions 188 and 201 (of human gelsolin) form a
disulfide bond in the plasma gelsolin, whereas the
cytoplasmic gelsolin form remains reduced (Wen et al.,
1996). The actin severing function enables gelsolin to
reduce the viscosity of blood and blood clots
(Vasconcellos et al., 1994) or cystic fibrosis sputum
(Davoodian et al., 1997).
Gelsolin folding occurs in the cytoplasm, where
calcium ion concentration is normally low, and folding
produces probably the inactive native protein, which
can be activated by an increase in calcium
concentration. Folding of gelsolin plasma form could
take place in the endoplasmatic reticulum, where the
free calcium ion concentration is 100-1000
M
(Meldolesi & Pozzan, 1998), which should be
sufficient to generate the active, relaxed form (Zapun et
al., 2000).
Plasma gelsolin is implicated in the familial
amyloidosis-Finnish type (FAF), inherited disease. A
point mutation in the S2 gelsolin domain causes an

(5)

where Aij and Bij are constants depending on the types
of interacting atoms.
D ij
C ij
(6)
E H  bond
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r
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The torsional energy, Etor, is expressed by

Etor

¦

torsion
angles

V1i
V2i
(1  cosMi ) 
(1  cos 2Mi ) 
2
2

(7)
V3i

(1  cos3Mi )
2
In molecular dynamics, successive configurations of
the system are generated by integrating Newton’s
equations. The result is a trajectory that specifies how
the positions and velocities of the atoms in the system
vary with the time. The trajectory is obtained by
solving the Newton’s equation: (F=ma) for the particle
with mass mi moving along the coordinate xi being
driven by force Fxi:

d 2 xi
dt 2

Fxi
mi

d 2 yi
dt 2

Fyxi

d 2 zi
dt 2

Fzi
mi

(14)

similarly

mi

(15)

(16)

where xi, yi and zi are the Cartesian coordinates at ith
atom, Fxi, Fyi, Fzi are the components of the forces
acting on that atom and mi is the mass of ith atom.
The forces are derivatives of energy E, described in (1).

Fxi

wE
wxi

(17)

The molecule system described by above mentioned
method consists of protein molecule fragments amyloidogenic fragments of gelsolin, and of a
membrane bilayer fragment.
Gelsolin is a six-domain dynamic actin-filament
binding, severing and capping protein capable of
severing and nucleating of the actin cytoskeleton
(Kwiatkowski, 1999). By modulating actin network via
actin assembly and disassembly gelsolin regulates cell
shape and motility (Kwiatkowski, 1999; Sun et al.,
1999; Robinson et al., 1999; Laine et al., 1998) in the
cytoplasm and cleans blood from stray actin filaments
(Lee et al., 1992). In addition to actin regulatory
function, gelsolin affects cell growth through the
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amyloidosis with neurological, ophthalmological and
dermatological symptoms. This mutation does not
affect the cytoplasmic form, while the plasma form is
proteolysed, possibly both in the secretory pathway and
in the extracellular medium (Kangas et al., 1996,
1999). Thus in addition to its role of actin binding,
gelsolin domain S2 is involved in the pathogenesis of
familial amyloidosis-Finnish type caused by inherited
mutations D187N and D187Y in domain S2 of gelsolin
(Maury et al., 1990). At the genetic level, FAF is
caused by a single nucleotide substitution in the
genomic DNA sequence of gelsolin where guanine 654
is replaced with adenine or thymine (De la Chapelle et
al., 1992a,b). This causes replacement of an aspartate
residue Asp187 with asparagine or tyrosine, which
makes gelsolin susceptible to aberrant trypsin-like
protease cleavage site between residues Arg172 – Ala173
(Kangas et al., 1996). Structural changes unmask an
aberrant proteolysis site at Arg172-Ala 173 leading to a
trypsin-protease sensitive molecule (Kiuru, 1998,
Kiuru et al. 1999; Kiuru-Enari et al., 2002). The
hydrolysis at the Arg172-Ala173 site results in the
formation of a 68 kDa C-terminal fragment, which is
further digested at the Met243 residue, forming an
amyloidogenic 8.1 kDa peptide containing residues
173-243 (G173-243) of gelsolin domain S2 (Maury et
al., 1997, 1994). The peptides G173-243 or its sequent
cleavage fragment Ala173-Gly202, spontaneously
associate into amyloid fibrils. The three-strand peptide
Ala173-Gly202 has a greater propensity to form amyloid
fibrils then the amyloidogenic fragment G173-243
comprising four E-strands and an D-helix (Weeds &
Maciver, 1993, Burtnick et al., 1997). The structure of
the Ala173-Gly202 fragment consists of an antiparallel Esheet that is stabilized by a disulphide bond, from
Cys188 to Cys201 (Burtnick et al., 1997). Amyloid fibrils
are deposited mainly in the facial regions, in the cornea
and cranial nerve. As a result of deposition and
accumulation of amyloid fibrils the FAF phenotype is
characterized by corneal lattice dystrophy, cranial
neuropathy, hyperelastic skin, facial muscle weakness,
and renal complications (Kiuru, 1998). Mutated
gelsolin has defective actin severing activity (Weeds &
Maciver, 1993), but FAF disease phenotype arises from
the accumulation of extracellular amyloid tissues rather
than the loss of gelsolin functions.
The mechanism of amyloidogenesis is not clear. In our
previous work (Liepina et al., 2004) we started to
investigate the mechanism of amyloid formation. In
this work, using molecular dynamics (MD), we
investigate interactions of gelsolin amyloidogenic
fragments G173-202 [cleaved from the x-ray structure
of
gelsolin
(1DON)]
with
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) membrane bilayers.

Dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) lipid bilayer
containing 6 x 6 arrays of DMPC molecules was taken
from a previous study (Czaplewski et al, 1999).
Mutated gelsolin amyloidogenic fragment 173-202
(G173-202) was cleaved from horse gelsolin crystal
structure 1DON.
The G173-202 fragment was placed 9 Å away from a
DMPC bilayer at two different starting orientations
(Fig.1a) – start 1, and Fig. 2a) - start2) and subjected to
NTP MD simulations at elevated body temperature
T=312 K for 150 ps. After 100 ps of MD, the G173202 fragment at either initial orientation adhered to the
DMPC membrane (Fig.1 b), Fig.2 b).
Afterwards one more amyloidogenic fragment G173202 was placed in the vicinity of the G173-202
fragment adhered to the DMPC membrane (Fig.3 a)),
and the new system was subjected to NTP MD
simulations at T=312 K for 3744 ps.
Subsequently all systems were placed in a periodic
lipid-water box and subjected to MD simulations to
investigate of the stability of the structures.
Preliminary calculations on DMPC lipid interactions
with amyloid fragments G173-202 were carried out
with program MOE, AMBER94 force field.
Afterwards the peptide-lipid systems were surrounded
by water layer forming periodic lipid-water box, and
submitted to AMBER 7.0 molecular dynamics (MD)
equilibration to investigate the stability of the systems.
The pictures representing snapshots from molecular
dynamics were created by program MOE.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The gelsolin amyloidogenic fragment G173-202 was
placed 9 Å away from a DMPC bilayer at two different
starting orientations (Fig.1 a) – start 1, and Fig. 2 a) –
start 2) and subjected to NTP MD simulations for 150
ps at the elevated body temperature T=312 K, which is
believed to promote amyloid structure formations.
After 100 ps of MD simulations, the G173-202
fragment at either initial orientation adhered to the
DMPC membrane (Fig.1 b), Fig.2 b), retaining E-sheet
structure, suggesting that a lipid membrane could bind
G173-202 fragments and serve as a germ for
amyloidogenesis (Fig.1, Fig.2).
Afterwards one more amyloidogenic fragment G173202 was placed in the vicinity of G173-202 adhered to
the DMPC membrane of the previous system “start-2”
(Fig.3 a)), and the new system was subjected to NTP
MD simulations at T=312 K for 3744 ps. After 700 ps
of MD, the newly added amyloidogenic fragment
G173-202 was interacting with the membrane attached
fragment G173-202 and after 1465 ps they were bound
with hydrogen bounds, indicating the possible
mechanism of membrane initiated amyloidosis (Fig 3).
Subsequently all systems were placed in a periodic
lipid-water box and subjected to MD simulations to
investigate of the stability of the structures.

METHODS

Method of molecular dynamics with AMBER force
field was used.
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a) 0 ps

a) 0 ps

b) 99.5 ps

b) 100 ps

c) 144.5 ps

c) 149.5 ps

Fig.1. Molecular dynamics of the DMPC lipid with
G173-202, start 1, at a) 0 ps, b) 99.5 ps, c) 144.5 ps.

Fig.2. Molecular dynamics of the DMPC lipid with
G173-202, start 2, at a) 0 ps, b) 100 ps, c) 149.5 ps.
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a) 0 ps

d) 789 ps

b) 50 ps

e) 1110.5 ps

c) 129 ps

f) 1978 ps

Fig. 3. MD of DMPC lipid with two fragments of G173-202, at a) the start, 0 ps, b) 50 ps c) 129 ps, d) 789 ps, e) 1110.5
ps, f) 1978 ps (to be continued).
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CONCLUSIONS

Lipid membrane could bind G173-202
serve as a germ for amyloidogenesis.
Gelsolin fragments G173-202 could
forming E-structure.
Results show that such approach
dynamics is reasonable to model the
amyloid formations.

fragments and
stick together
of molecular
mechanism of
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ABSTRACT

T1 -Time constant of rotating parts;

M FI -Relative increment of turbine shaft angular

The aim of this paper is to show the efficiency of the
application of the System Dynamics Simulation
Modelling in investigation of behaviour dynamics, one
of the complex marine system and process i.e. “steam –
turbine generator”. Steam turbine and synchronous
generator without contact shall be presented with
mental - verbal, structural and mathematical computing modules, and will simulate working process
of ship propulsion complex.

velocity;

\ 2 PSI2 - Relative pressure increment in main
condenser;
ALPHA - Relative turbine load change;
K 1 , K 2 , K 3 - Gain coefficients.

D

The second differential equation is defined:

T2 - Time constant of the steam space;

\ 1 PSI1 - Relative value of the steam pressure

1. SYSTEM DYNAMICS SIMULATION MODELS
OF THE MARINE STEAM TURBINE

increment in the steam space;
\ 0 PSI0 - Relative value of the steam pressure
increment before regulating valve;
P MI - Relative value of regulating valve opening
change;
K 0 , K 4 - Gain coefficients.

1.1. Mathematical model of the Marine Steam
Turbine and UNIREG-PID regulator
The steam turbine working process is the conversion of
water steam energy to mechanical energy converted to
trust on the mechanical units. Therefore, turbine is
subjected to various loads transmitted from the units.
The steam turbine working system can be derived into
two parts: regulating valve and nozzle ring steam space
that can accumulate steam energy and rotational part
that accumulate kinetic energy. The mathematical
model or level equations could be represented as
follows:

dM
dt
d\ 1
dt

1
K 1\ 1  K 2\ 2  M  K 3D
T1
1
K 0\ 0  \ 1  K 4 P
T2

The PID regulator incorporates in itself proportional
(M1), integral (M2) and derivation (M3) regulators.
The input function in the regulator is the discrepancy:
Mathematical model of the UNIREG-PID regulator is:
UNIREG = PREG + IREG + DREG

PREG KPP * X
IREG KPI * ³ X * dt

(1)

DREG
(2)

dX
dt

Where there are:
UNIREG = Output of the Universal-PID regulator,
PREG = Proportional regulator,

The first differential equation for the first part is
defined according to (Siromjatnikov 1983):
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

KPD *
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IREG = Integral regulator,
DREG = Derivative regulator,
X = Input Function in the PID regulator,
KPP = Amplification Factor of the Proportional
regulator,
KPI = Amplification Factor of the Integral regulator
KPD = Amplification Factor of the Derivative
regulator.

ALPHA

K3

-

T1

+

+

K1 -

PSI2

+

+

K2

FBL1(-)

dFI/dt

FI

+

In this case, X= input function in the first UNIREGPID regulator is DISC1= discrepancy between CFI=
nominal relative changing of angular velocity and M =
FI= relative changing of angular velocity, or exactly:
DISC = CFI – FI

K5

+

K6
K7

+

M I1

FBL3(-)

+
+

MI

+

MI2

+

The UNIREG= output of the first Universal-PID
regulator is function Ȥ 1 = Ȥ =KAPA= KAPA1=
relative shift of high pressure fuel pump.
The UNIREG-PID regulator make connection between
angular velocity discrepancy DISC and relative shift of
high pressure fuel pump variable F=KAPA.
In the reality, this UNIREG-PID regulator selfregulated variable M to be equal the CFI= goal of
regulating process of the relative changing of angular
velocity M = FI.
The PID regulator incorporates in itself proportional
(M1), integral (M2) and derivation (M3) regulators.
The input function in the regulator is the discrepancyDISC.

T2
K0
K4

DISC

+

+

M I3

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

FIN

+
FBL2(-)

PSI1

dPSI1/dt
+

-

Figure. 1. System Dynamics Structural Model of the
Marine Steam Turbine and UNIREG-PID regulator
Three self-regulating (-) dominated Feed Back Loops
(FBL1, FBL2 and FBL3) are determined in the
structural model (Fig. 1.) with a lot of CauseConsequences Links (CCL).
Mental-Verbal Simulation Model of the FBL1 is:

1.2. Structural and Mental-Verbal Models of the
Marine Steam Turbine and UNIREG-PID
regulator

Link 1. - “If the variable dFI/dt (first derivation of FI –
relative increment of turbine shaft angular velocity, or
speed of FI), grow up, and the variable FI grow up
also, then CCL (Cause-Consequences Link) has
“positive” (+) dynamics character!”;
Link 2. “If the variable FI grow up and the variable
dFI/dt will be drop, then Link 2. will have “minus” (-)
dynamics character”! The FBL1 has “minus” (-)
global dynamical character, because : sum of negative
(-) sign in the FBL1. is odd-number.

Fig.1. determinates the Structural Model of Steam
Turbine and PID Regulator. It is determined in the
accordance with System Dynamics Methodology.
Mathematical model could be very suit for determining
the mental-verbal qualitative model of the steam
turbine and PID regulator.

In accordance with the System Dynamics (Forrester
1968) quantitative (mathematical) and qualitative
(structural) models and POWERSIM-simulation
symbols and its program package, it would be possible
to work out the System Dynamics Structural Flow
Diagram (Fig. 2.)
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K3

K2

PSI2
K1

dFIdt

K5

rL - load resistance,
xL - load reactance,
Me= MEL - generator electromagnetic moment,
id - stator current in the d-axis,
iq - stator current in the q-axis,
if - rotor exciting current and
i - summary stator current.

ALPHA

T1

FI

K6
MI1

MI2
K7

System Dynamics Flow Diagram of Synchronous
Generator Set with UNIREG-PID regulator shown in
Figure 3.

DISC

FIN
MI

dPSI1dt

MI3
RS

PSI1

DPSIDDT
T2

PSID
FI

K0
PSIQ

UD

K4

PSI0

XAD

XS
X1
OME

DPSIQDT

Fig. 2. System Dynamics Structural Flow Diagram of
the Steam Turbine and PID Regulator
in the PowerSim Symbols

PSAD

XF

UQ
X1D

RF

UF

DPSIFDT

XS

XF

PSAQ

2. SYSTEM DYNAMICS SIMULATING
MODELLING OF MARINE SYNCHRONOUS
GENERATOR

PSIF

X1Q

R1D

R1Q

X2

In this short paper, it is impossible to give a complete
model; complete model (30 equations) has been
presented in IASTED, Pittsburgh, 1998, 372-375, (7).

X1Q

DPS1QDT

X1D

DPS1DDT

XAQ
PS1Q

PS1D

Where are:
Figure 3. System Dynamics Flow Diagram of
Synchronous Generator Set with UNIREG-PID

\d =PSID - stator flux linkage in the d-axis,
rS - stator resistance
x S - stator reactance,

3. SIMULATION SCENARIO OF THE TURBINE
DRIVE GENERATING SET

\sq= PSIQ - stator flux linkage in the q-axis,
Z = OME - diesel-engine angular velocity
(angular frequency),
<ad= PSAD - stator mutual flux linkage in the d-axis,
u d - stator voltage in the d-axis,
<aq= PSAQ - stator mutual flux linkage in the q-axis,
u q - stator voltage in the q-axis,

About zero simulation scenario:
The mixed scenario has been implemented in the
computer simulation models of the steam turbine and
PID regulator:
x steam turbine with PID regulator starts in TIME =
0 and FIN = .05; TIME = 20 and FIN = .05+.45 =
..5; and TIME = 40 and FIN = .05+.45+.5 = 1.0
(100%).
x relative turbine load change ALPHA starts in
TIME = 60 and ALPHA = .05; TIME = 100 and
ALPHA = .05+.45 = .50; and TIME = 140 and
ALPHA = .05+.45+.50= 1.0 (100%)

u - summary stator voltage,

\f = PSIF - rotor exciting flux linkage,

rf - rotor exiting resistance,
uf - rotor exciting voltage,
<1d= PS1D - damping coil flux linkage in the d-axis,
r1d - damping coil resistance in the d-axis,
x1d - damping coil reactance in the d-axis,
<1q= PS1Q - damping coil flux linkage in the q-axis,
r1q - damping coil resistance in the q-axis,
x1q - damping coil reactance in the q-axis,
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4. CONCLUSION
Quality and economical steam turbine functioning
depend on many parameters such as steam pressure
before and after the regulating valve, condenser
pressure, etc. Since successful turbine functioning
depends on a large sequence of various parameters, this
problem should be solved systematically. By use of the
system dynamics in this paper, the complexity of steam
turbine dynamics system behaviour has been partially
presented. The system dynamics mathematical model,
dynamics continued computer simulation model and
structural dynamic model of the steam turbine and
automatic PID-regulator are presented. Therefore
interaction links between each parameter and variables
can be analyzed. A simulation model is used to enable
optimization of all parameters of the steam turbine
system and transient and steady state simulation
according to the stated scenario. The most difficult
operation conditions can be investigated, even those
which in reality are not physically possible.
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activities are required: first of all expert who is
evaluating information risk should be very competent
and experienced. Secondly, to follow threats in today’s
IT environment, risk analysis should be continuous, but
as the matter of fact that usually it is done manually by
an expert, this process is time consuming and usually
risk analysis is performed once a year. In such
circumstances, to minimize risk and to provide
information protection and backup more funds are
required.
A risk minimization method using unified threat
management system which provides automatic risk
management based on systems generated audit logs is
provided. A review is shown on which, using system’s
audit log files and other system’s reports, it is possible
to build a system which is able to automatically evaluate
risk for different vulnerabilities and according to risk
level, make a decision to minimize risk. There are many
methods to define risk area, one of them is neuron net’s
models, by using which, vulnerabilities are classified
into areas and system determines which vulnerability
belongs to which risk.
If all possible probabilities and vulnerabilities are put in
count, system will be able to make right decisions very
quickly, which will more effectively save information
systems from threats.

KEYWORDS
Risk, risk management, automatic risk management,
effective risk management, Unified Threat management
neuron networks.
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Girts Vulfs
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ABSTRACT

Minkeviþs Vladislavs, Šlihte Jans, Ʀirts Vulfs Riska
menedžmenta modelƝšana unificƝtajƗm draudu
apstrƗdes sistƝmƗm.
RakstƗ pƝtƯtas unificƝtƗs draudu apstrƗdes sistƝmas, to
pielietošanas iespƝja informƗcijas sistƝmu riska analƯzes
nodrošinƗšanai un piedƗvƗts risinƗjums riska
menedžmenta efektivitƗtes uzlabošanai. Lai uzlabotu
riska pƗrvaldƯbu nepieciešamas šƗdas aktivitƗtes:
pirmkƗrt, ekspertam, kas novƝrtƝ informƗcijas sistƝmu
risku jƗbǌt ar lielu pieredzi; galvenƗ problƝma ir definƝt,
kuri apdraudƝjumi ir vissvarƯgƗkie, ir jƗnosaka efektƯvi
risku mazinoši lƯdzekƺi. OtrkƗrt, lai pietiekami operatƯvi
sekotu apdraudƝjumiem mǌsdienu IT vidƝ, riska
analƯzei jƗbǌt nepƗrtrauktai, bet tƗ kƗ parasti to veic
eksperts šis process aizƼem daudz laika, nereti riska
analƯze tiek veikta tikai reizi gadƗ. Šajos apstƗkƺos risku
mazinƗšanai un rezerves nodrošinƗšanai jau sƗkotnƝji
jƗiegulda daudz lielƗki lƯdzekƺi.
DarbƗ piedƗvƗts riska mazinƗšanas veids, izmantojot
unificƝtas draudu pƗrvaldƯbas sistƝmas, kas balstƯts uz
automƗtisku riska analƯzi, izmantojot sistƝmu ƧenerƝtos
audita pierakstus. ApskatƯts, kƗdƗ veidƗ, izmantojot
standarta audita pierakstus un citas sistƝmu atskaites var
izveidot sistƝmu, kas automƗtiski noteiktu riska pakƗpi
dažƗdiem apdraudƝjumiem un pamatojoties uz
apdraudƝjuma nopietnƯbas pakƗpi, pieƼemtu attiecƯgu
lƝmumu par koriƧƝjošƗm darbƯbƗm. Riska apgabala
noteikšanai var izmantot dažƗdas metodes, viena no tƗm
ir neironu tƯklu modeƺi, ar kuru palƯdzƯbu apdraudƝjumi
tiek klasificƝti apgabalos un noteikts kƗds apdraudƝjums
kƗdam riskam pieder. ƻemot vƝrƗ visas iespƝjamƗs
varbǌtƯbas un apdraudƝjumus, sistƝma bǌs spƝjƯga
pieƼemt lƝmumus savlaicƯgƗk un efektƯvƗk pasargƗs
informƗcijas sistƝmas no apdraudƝjumiem.

2.

INTRODUCTION

There are many ways to protect information
assets. One of the most important activities is to
perform comprehensive risk analysis and to define
effective risk mitigation methods. Effective risk
mitigation requires expert who is performing risk
analysis to be very competent. Sometimes there is not
enough information for an expert to evaluate one or
another risk. Therefore it may be a good method to
perform double risk analysis – one by the expert and
another by the risk management system. Risk
management system can use system’s audit logs and
based on pre defined risk descriptions, make a decision
if it is an information risk or no.

Minkevics Vladislavs, Slihte Jans, Girts Vulfs.
Modelling risk management for Unified Threat
Management systems
This paper addresses Unified Threat Management
systems and ability to use it to analyze information
risks. A solution for effective risk management is
proposed. To improve risk management two basic
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3.

infrastructure for efficient implementation of tailored
solutions.
ADE can be designed and tailored for any situation,
in any market place where portfolio management of
several projects is required and where risk is associated
with the projects. Solutions have been successfully
implemented in a number of different companies and
the organization is currently in discussions with more
potential clients.
Using innovative statistical and rigorous
mathematical techniques, ADE provides an environment
in which to collect, process and present data through
creative outputs. All this greatly helps improve client
efficiency in development strategies, risk analysis and
portfolio management.
ADE allows the client to make critical decisions
with complete visibility of the impact of risks and
uncertainties as a result of:
x Clearly mapping out different options in a
structured way
x Identifying strategies which maximise financial
return
x Assessing and balancing risk and return
x Focussing on high level issues
x Having confidence in the mathematical
analysis [2]

PROBLEM

To create an automatic risk management system
which would be able to analyze systems alarms and log
files and evaluate risks, there are three main activities
required:
1. system should have as much defined risk
descriptions as possible;
2. system should have a defined action if there is no
such defined risk in systems database, for example
it may be able to teach itself;
3. decision should be made according to faults and
log files.
Automatic risk management system should answer the
main risk management questions and immediately
inform responsible authorities if any risk exceeds the
predefined value.
4.
4.1.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS
Risk and Automatic risk management systems

Risk is a function of the consequences (or
impact) of an undesirable event and the likelihood of
that event occurring. Risk assessment is the process
whereby risk relationships are analyzed, and an estimate
of the risk of asset compromise is developed.
Compromise
includes
unauthorized
disclosure,
destruction, removal, modification, or interruption.
Options for managing risk include reduction, transfer,
avoidance, and acceptance. A risk assessment produces
an estimate of the risk to an IT system at a given point
in time. It answers the following questions:
x What can go wrong?
x How bad could it be?
x How likely is it to occur? [1]
Risk management is the process of identifying exposure
risks, defining controls and requirements to manage
risks, and implementing controls in a cost-effective
manner. Ideally risk management should answer those
questions:
x What is the risk level of each application?
x How can critical vulnerabilities be found and
mitigated?
x How do infrastructure changes impact security
levels?
x What is the right priority of remediation actions?
Automatic risk management system is network based
system which is capable to analyze traffic, audit logs,
alarms from the systems in network and by using
mathematical models, make online risk assessment.

Risk view system:
RISK-VIEW is another known risk management
tool for the process industry, developed and patented by
7-Technologies. Knowledge of past, present and
expected events forms the basis for RISK-VIEW
predictions of how your process will perform in the
future. At the same time RISK-VIEW will give you
advice on how to solve potential problems arising
tomorrow, in a week or even a month from today.
RISK-VIEW can predict and inform, on the basis of
information from the pumping stations, when the extra
load will reach the plant. RISK-VIEW will warn the
operator in advance of how to prepare for the situation.
RISK-VIEW´s capability of predicting future problems
is obtained by combining a traditional fault tree analysis
with data that are already fully available in your
company.
The traditional fault tree analysis is a static method for
calculating the consequence of
certain events. The analysis provides an overview of
complex systems and defines the combinations of faults
leading to an unwanted consequence.[3]

ADE risk management system:

4.2.

ADE is one of the risk management systems that
provide a bespoke and individual solution, which has
initially been used for clients in the pharmaceutical
market where good decision-making is vital but often
has to be conducted against a background of incomplete
information, assumptions and uncertainties. ADE
combines the company’s mathematical experience,
skills and techniques with clients’ culture and

Unified Threat Management is the name for an
emerging trend in the firewall appliance security
market.
You might say that Unified Threat
Management is a system that performs content filtering,
spam filtering, intrusion detection and anti virus duties
that traditionally are handled by multiple systems.
When hackers were the primary focus of the IT
Enterprise, a good solid firewall was sufficient to
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Unified Threat Management systems

because they offer security application performance,
operating cost savings, and capital cost preservation.[6]
It is understood that nowadays systems become more
integrated and available to communicate between each
other. Unified Threat Management systems can provide
a valuable information for automatic risk management
system, because viruses and intrusions are the main
threats that are affecting information systems.

protect a network. Then as viruses became more
prevalent we installed Anti Virus Gateways that
scanned for viruses and soon web content filtering and
then spam filtering. This resulted in a mess of systems
that were costly to administer and consumed valuable
rack space.
As the hardware that powered today's enterprise
firewalls became more robust it became viable to add
these off box functions right into the firewall. Firewalls
became "Firewall Appliances". This is where Unified
Threat Management comes in. Rather than administer
multiple systems that handle Anti Virus, Content
Filtering, Intrusion Detection and Spam Filtering,
companies can purchase a Unified Threat Management
Firewall Appliance that integrates all of the above into a
single rack mountable network appliance. The greater
functionality that the Unified Threat Management
Firewall Appliance provides can be the justification for
the replacement of older more basic Firewalls in favor
of a Unified Threat Management firewall appliance that
does it all. [4]
For instance UTM intrusion prevention system uses
over 2500 rules and signatures to identify attacks. The
system actively intervenes in the data stream and blocks
attacks before they can infiltrate the network. A special
Auto-Prevention function simplifies configuration and
thereby enables rules and rule groups to be quickly
adapted to different security needs in the protected
systems. UTM Vulnerability Scanner specifically
checks protected systems for vulnerabilities.
PacketAlarm continuously runs tests and lists the
vulnerabilities it finds. In addition to being well
structured, these lists present detailed information on
any vulnerabilities found and recommend how they can
be removed. [5]

5. WHY
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
AUTOMATIC RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Organizations that are taking care of their information
systems, usually are taking risk assessment. Manual risk
assessment has some disadvantages:
x this method of risk assessment requires experts
to be very competent;
x it is hard to create one list of vulnerabilities to
include needs of all systems;
x the risk assessment is based on subjective
thoughts of the members of expert group;
x risk assessment is time-consuming procedure,
if risk assessment has to be done for 5 information
systems, it may take a few days;
x because it is time consuming, usually it is done
once a year, which may cause much vulnerability to be
unnoticed, before they happen.
To avoid these disadvantages, risk assessment could be
divided into two parts:
x risk assessment using experts;
x risk assessment done by the system.
Because automatic systems are not able to evaluate all
possible risks, it would be very useful to leave manual
risk assessment and combine it with reports from
automatic risk assessment systems. For instance if
Contingency and recovery plans are being evaluated.
All aspects should be covered, including:
x back-up practice and policy;
x the contents of the recovery plan;
x the status of the recovery plan;
x the recovery location;
x general contingency practice, procedure and
policy;
x network contingency;
x application contingency.[7]
Picture 2 shows that there is direct correlation between
the risk assessment cycle time and risk level. The longer
the assessment cycle time the more exposed is the
organization is to attacks on critical information assets.
Therefore, the most straightforward way to reduce risk
is by completing the assessment cycle much faster . It
will shrink the window of exposure.
By using automatic risk assessment it is possible to
shrink exposure to a single day.[8]

Picture 1 „UTM’s location in network”
The emerging Unified Threat Management Security
Appliance market transforms single function appliances
into a more flexible environment for deploying multiple
security features on a single platform. Unified Threat
Management systems are quickly gaining popularity
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Picture 2 ”Risk assessment cycle”
As it was previously mentioned, there are a few
automatic risk management systems known but
information system risk management system is not
available for organizations yet. Information systems
automatic risk management system would be a very
helpful tool for information system holders and security
managers to get a full picture of security risks in
organization and to improve security before unwanted
security event occur.
On picture 3 information systems automatic risk
management system’s location in the network is shown.
Main parts of the system are mathematical analyzer.
One of the options for mathematical analyzer may be
neuron network, such as Delta learning rule and
decision making algorithm. The main advantage of delta
learning rule is that expert who is creating all rules for
automatic risk management system may define main
properties of each vulnerability and system will
automatically sort them into classes from which we can
gain risk level of one or another threat.
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6.

MODEL OF AUTOMATIC INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RISK ASSESSMENT SYSTEM.

On external use oriented
systems (External users are
accessing, editing and
eraseing information)

Risk management is
performed, using
Information system
resource register.
Register
1. Depatrment
documents
2. Web server
3. Accountancy
program
4. Exchange server

ExtServer1

1. Audit log files:
# Server1..Server6
# ExtServer1..ExtServer2
2. IPS/IDS system alarms

External users

ExtServer2

INTERNET

IPS/IDS
Automatic risk
management system

Information systems for
internal use
Internal users

IPS/IDS
Server1
Use of mathematical model
to evaluate risk
(using neuron network )

E-mail sending
Sent to: hgsdgf@gha.lv
Subjet: alarm!
Risk for Server2 to be
hacked is large

Blocking
Automatic user blocking
if risk of being hacked by
certain user is exceeding
acceptable level

Server2

Risk management
Risk assessment
Object

Risk

Action for risk
mitigation

3

Enable screen
saver

5

Enable password
policy

1

Update version

9

Teach users

Server3

1. Analysis of results
2. Actions for risk mitigation

Action when result
is not defined
Sent to: hgsdgf@gha.lv
Subjet: undefined result

Picture 3 „Scheme of information systems automatic risk management tool”
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Symbol classification is shown in Table 2. Using this
classification rules will be created.

7. MATHEMATICAL
MODEL
(NEURON
NETWORKS & DELTA LEARNING RULE)
Neuron network seems to be very sufficient
solution to sort threats by different criteria’s.
Y1
0
Delta learning rule seems to be suitable for this
C
1
P
task. On picture 4 it is delta learning rule shown.
D
A

1
1

Table 2 “Symbol classification”
Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

Y7

Y8

Y9

Y10

Y11

Y12

Y13

Y14

Y15

Y16

1
1
1
1

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

0
1
1
1

1
0
1
0

1
0
0
1

1
1
1
1

Teacher’s answers are:
C
P
D
A

learning signal is calculated as follows:
r = [di – oi] f’(neti),where di is purposed neuron reaction.
oi is real neuron reaction.

-1
1
1
1

W2 = (0,1;0,1;0,1;0,1; 0,1;0,1;0,1;0,1; 0,1;0,1;0,1;0,1;
0,1;0,1;0,1;0,1)
C = 1;

2
1
1  e Onet

f (net i )

1
-1
-1
1

Beginning weight values are:
W1 = (0,2;0,2;0,2;0,2; 0,2;0,2;0,2;0,2; 0,2;0,2;0,2;0,2;
0,2;0,2;0,2;0,2)

Picture 4 „Delta learning rule”

oi

1
1
1
-1

O = 1;G

Emin = 0,01

f’(neti) – result of activation function, which is
calculated for net = witx
Algorithm will stop when error

'wi = c(di-oi) f’(neti)x

C symbol
Net11 =1,6
o11 = (2/(1+exp(1,6)))-1 = 0,664
'w11 = O(d11 – o11)*0,5*(1-o112) = 0,28
E = 0,5*(d11-o11) = 0,5(1-0,28) = 0,056
Iterations will continue for each symbol until Error level
reached acceptable level. For our example it is 0,01.
When error level vill be 0,01 or less the algorithm will
stop. In this case algorithm stops at 26th iteration.
As a result we gained weights:

Where c is randomly selected constant value.[9][10]
For instance:
There are 2 classes with 2 symbols in each class

W1= -0.088; 2.639; 0.147; 0.809; 0.300; -0.088; 0.809; 3.046; -0.088; 0.809; 0.300; -2.856; -0.088; -4.155;2.622; 0.809

1. class

W2=-1.686; -1.860; 1.462; 0.308; 0.200; -1.686; 0.308;
2.871; -1.686; 0.308; 0.200; 1.188; -1.686; -2.363;
4.336; 0.308

E

I

¦ Ei
i 1

I

1
d i  oi
¦
i 1 2

2

had reached an acceptable level.
To minimize the error level, changes in weights will be
made this way:

This means that by putting these weights in system, it
will recognize the object (which class it belongs to).
8.
2.class

PRACTICAL USE USING SELF LEARNING
NEURON NETWORKS

Practically this automatic online risk evaluation will be
tested on the system where many different signals are
analyzed. The main signal to be tested is audit log files
from the server with very important information in it.
The most important audit files that should be analyzed
online is file server’s security audit log files (Table2).
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Audit
log ID

Table 2 “Example of audit log file”
Description
User
Comments

560

Security:
Object Access

Pa-upite

560

Security:
Object Access

En-lipsa

540

Security:
Logon/Logoff
Application:
Warning
Security:
Logon/Logoff

BJ-vitol

Security:
Privilege Use

Kj-guran

3006
532
576

EvntAgnt
Ai-vaiva

The identification of risks is shown on Picture 5, here,
vulnerabilities are defined as small dots on xy axis.
Each vulnerability, according to delta learning rule’s
defined classification belongs to one or another risk
(risk is shown as areas). The main task is to create the
correct rule and to classify vulnerabilities according to
defined algorithm. Even if vulnerability is not defined,
system will classify it by the knowledge it gained
before, which means it will be able to classify new
vulnerabilities.

ReadData (D:
\DATA_PA\vd_sa
n.doc
DELETE
D:\Users\En\Enlipsa\Twin_Status.
xls
Kerberos;
121.210.15.23
Error reading log
event record
The specified user
account has
expired
121.210.15.223
SeChangeNotifyP
rivilege

9.

The proposed system will be able to teach itself and
effectively make decisions which vulnerability can be
addressed to which increase of risk value.
For a system where this solution is proposed, there
are a few problems that might slow the implementation
of automatic risk management:
x Not all systems are creating log files (some of them
are old),
x Not all audit files are the same format (program or
tool is needed to make log files understandable for
automatic risk assessment system).
This means that at first, the most important systems
should be able to create audit files.
At the moment automatic risk analysis system is in
developing phase and there are many things that are not
noticed yet, and will be slowing its integration in
organizations risk management procedure. If everything
goes well, it is possible to get a system that will start
really effective risk management in organization and
save money by preventing risks rather than fighting with
consequences.

The main problem is to sort important audit logs from
not so important ones. Very skilful experts are needed to
prioritize logs. When it is done, using advantages of
neuron network it should be put in a system in numeric
format:
Table 3 “Classes of risk evaluation”

Class
1
2
3

#1
1
0
0

#2
0
1
1

#3
1
1
0

#4
0
1
0

#5
1
0
1

#6
1
1
0

#7
0
0
1

CONCLUSIONS

#8
1
0
1

Risk is calculated by dividing possible vulnerabilities
into classes. For example in Table 3, there are two
classes or two risk definitions: 1) Possibility of being
hacked. 2) Password limitation is too strict. As to
numbers #1 to #8: they mean different vulnerabilities,
like - #1 user tried to enter password three times; #2
very limited access object has been accessed; #3
network traffic is more than 50% for more than 15
minutes; etc.
After using Delta learning rule, we have got weights to
recognize an object. By putting these weights into
formula net = witx it is possible to tell which
vulnerability belongs to certain risk object.
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models in the knowledge base are represented as a
frame hierarchy. Up till now the captured knowledge
helps to represent only a static view of the investigated
system. Moreover, such static representation allows to
support only one of the four kinds of reasoning,
namely, structural reasoning (Grundspenkis 2004).
Concepts of other three kinds of reasoning that are
supported by structural modelling and called
behavioural, diagnosis and predictive reasoning
(Grundspenkis 2004) have not been implemented yet
due to the lack of dynamism of the represented
knowledge.
In this paper we present an ongoing research which
final goal is to expand reasoning capabilities of the
structural modelling. We suggest not only to use facets
and message sending for simulation of dynamic
relationships but, in addition, to use intelligent agent
paradigm to provide dynamic relationships more
effectively. Our research is based on the assumption
that there should be similarities between knowledge
representation in a human agent and that in an
intelligent software agent. In other words, we are
following Minsky`s description of a frame: “When one
encounters a new situation (or makes a substantial
change in one's view of the present problem) one
selects from memory a structure called a Frame. This
is a remembered framework to be adapted to fit reality
by changing details as necessary” (Minsky 1975). So,
we are using a set of frames as problem domain
knowledge representation in the agent’s knowledge
base. Interpretation of the whole causal model or it’s
primitives as agents, from our point of view has at least
two advantages. First, it provides collaboration
between agents and their environment. Second, when
internal structure of knowledge is considered, in agent
communication a common knowledge base is used by
all system’s agents that is in turn, allows to implement
different kinds of reasoning, using one knowledge
representation scheme.

KEYWORDS
Agents, Agent-based Simulation, Structural Modelling,
Morphological Model, Frame Model, Ontology
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel approach that uses an
agent–based modelling to improve the dynamic
relations between the objects of modelled system. The
set of different frames as the representation of agent’s
internal structure is considered in the structural
modelling domain. Main accent is paid on the usage of
the created frame system skeleton that is viewed from
two aspects: agent representing a system as a whole
and representing its internal structure as multi-agent
system.
INTRODUCTION
During decades of research done in Artificial
Intelligence one of the main research objects is
knowledge representation. Four categories of the
knowledge representation schemes, namely, logical,
procedural, network and structural representation
schemes have been developed (Luger and Stubblefield
1998). Each of these representation schemes has it’s
own advantages and drawbacks but, in the aggregate,
all of them lack dynamics, that is, extensive
capabilities to represent dynamic relationships between
objects and, as a consequence, they lack advanced
techniques to support various kinds of reasoning. It is
worth to point out that recently widely used techniques
in another field – information systems development –
based on various diagrams, like UML or other
approaches implemented in CASE tools, as a rule, do
not support any reasoning at all. They are only
declarative knowledge representation schemes. In fact,
the only knowledge representation scheme where the
dynamic relationships are simulated is the objectoriented frame based systems. The dynamic
relationships between objects are simulated by the
message sending or by the use of facets (Durkin 1994).
Structural modelling approach emerges in early 70-ies
and was targeted towards diagnosis problem solving in
complex technical systems (Grundspenkis 1997). In
structural modelling two causal models are used, e.g.,
morphological structure and functional structure. These

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF STRUCTURAL
MODELING
An abstract causal domain model built within the
framework of structural modelling consists from three
models, namely, a model of morphological structure
(MSM, in brief) and two kinds of models of functional
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to define a common vocabulary of basic concepts and
relations among frames for the created structure.
The designed ontology contains descriptions of the
frame model components using categories. Categories
constitute taxonomy and are described by logical
expressions, which define frame structures in a formal
way. Due to the scope of this paper the details about
the created ontology are not presented. We give only
some additional information of the objects in the frame
model architecture.
Each class frame model structurally includes frame
name/ identifier, supper class frame name/ identifier,
properties, contact frame and procedure frame. The
descriptions of these elements are as follows:
Name/ identifier – shows the meaning of some
concepts that represent the existence of identity and is
given to the active frame.
Supper class frame name/ identifier – corresponding on
Name/identifier; allows to find the location of an active
frame in the hierarchy. For the first frame (root frame)
in the hierarchy of the frame system this object value is
given “Haven’t”. This object value is predefined
because the first frame doesn’t have any supper class
frame.
Properties – the attributes that represent qualities and
quantities and allow to describe an active frame and the
class related with it. There are 3 predetermined
attributes for class frame {function, number of contact
frames, number of procedure frames} and user defined
that allows detailed representation of the information.
Contact and behaviour frames provide active
components, actions and/or reactions. These frames
support needed dynamic connections and the
qualitative and quantitative measures that are described
by categories of the created ontology.
Contact frame – data structure where information about
the active components of specific frame is stored and
behaviour of an object is defined. The notion of the
behaviour state is introduced that represents effects on
the considered active frame or effects provided by the
considered active frame on other frames from its
environment. These effects are characterised by matter,
energy or information flows. Every frame can have
more than one contact frames. Contact frame structure
includes contact name/identifier, flow name, type
{input, output}, connection with another class frame
contact and behaviour frame.
Procedure frame structure includes procedure
name/identifier, procedure and properties. The
procedure frame in our approach makes it possible to
separate dynamic information descriptions from static
ones that are represented in typical class frame. It
stores information about state changes of the frame
attributes.
Procedure frame – data structure, which consists of
stored information about behaviour state changes of the
frame in the system and the consequences of given
causes. It inspects the rules, which affects an active
frame and the frames that depend on active frame,
directly operating with data structures – making the

structures (FSM). Building of these models is
essentially a method for encapsulating domain
knowledge into small, independent, composable and
decomposable units of knowledge (Grundspenkis
1997). Objects are basic units of the MSM. These
primitives have input and output contacts. If interpreted
in an application domain, abstract objects correspond
to the components of the given system, and contacts
represent their inputs and outputs. The connection of
one object’s output to another object’s input is the only
path by which the components may interact.
Interactions are called flows. Flows are determined and
connected to contacts by the Automated Structural
MOdelling System (ASMOS). Each contact is
characterised by its behaviour state. Behaviour states
specify how flows “act” at corresponding inputs and
outputs. A MSM is visualised as a diagram or a
digraph. The MSM represents a physical structure of a
given system, i.e., it represents structural relationships
that can be reasoned in logic. The essence of this kind
of reasoning (structural reasoning) is the exploration of
paths and cycles between objects (Grundspenkis 2004).
A frame hierarchy is used to represent all primitives of
the MSM into knowledge base. Up to this moment
structural modelling helps to create only a static view
of a system under investigation. To overcome this
drawback we need to encapsulate the procedural
knowledge into the knowledge base to support
behavioural, diagnosis and predictive reasoning
(Grundspenkis 2004) as well. The aim of this study is
to integrate the static frame based knowledge
representation scheme used in structural modelling
using the agent-based approach.
FRAME MODEL AND ONTOLOGY
Traditionally a frame system (Minsky 1975) is
understood as a class – instance relationships, but in
our case we are using a set of different frames, which is
called a frame model. The frame model is a structure of
four types of frames. Each of them is included for
different purposes. There are a typical class frame and
a procedure, contact and behaviour frames in the
suggested structure. The frame model architecture is
shown in Figure 1.
Procedure
frame
Class frame
Contact frame
Properties

Behaviour
frame

Figure 1: The main elements of the Frame Model
Architecture
The special ontology (Gruber 1993) has been designed
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means that the attribute should be defined or calculated
by user’s defined function.
Name/Identifier of the parameter – corresponding on
Name/Identifier – the attribute of parameter, which
clearly, completely and briefly shows the meaning of
the parameter and connection with the active frame and
related flow.
Parameter value – attribute of parameter that shows
importance, efficiency and quality or quantity of
parameter, related with the name of given parameter.
External link – defines the relationships between
current frame parameter values and another external
frame parameter values for the current state. Used to
sent or receive resources from the external structures.
Internal link – defines the relationships between
internal frame parameter values for the current state.
(Further P denotes Procedure frame) Properties –
corresponding on Properties – at the properties of
procedure frame one attribute is located – the quantity
of procedures.
(P) Name/Identifier - corresponding on Name/Identifier
– procedure frame name is given to identify that the
upper (lower) level frame procedures are included.
Procedure – structure, which shows the activity, steps
of the task and instructions, and which is realized by
the users defined criteria. Procedure consists of the
users selected procedure type, action and description.
Procedure do not specify the best solution but executes
the user’s defined one.
Number of procedures – attribute of the procedure
frame, which value is calculated by counting users
selected number of procedure types, marked as
enforceable.
Type – the attribute of the procedure, which value
defines semantic meaning of enforceable action and in
this case allows a certain type of classification. It is
expected that there are 4 types:
“If added” – procedure is executed in case when the
property or the value of the property is added to the
frame. Procedure can affect the properties of an active
frame and a subclass frame (name and/or value);
“If needed” – procedure is executed in case when the
property or the value of the property need to be added
to the frame. Procedure can affect the properties of an
active frame and a subclass frame (name and/or value);
“If deleted” – procedure is executed in case when the
property or the value of the property is deleted from the
frame. Procedure can affect the properties of an active
frame and a subclass frame (name and/or value);
“If changed” – procedure includes 2 types of
procedures – “If added” + “If deleted”. Procedure is
executed in case when the property or the value of the
property is deleted and then added to the frame. The
procedure can affect the properties of an active frame
and a subclass frame (name and/or value);
Action – the attribute of the procedure, which shows
the reaction on any selected type of procedure in
current a frame or in the operating area that shows the
work mechanism.
Description – the attribute of the procedure, which

changes in the system.
Function – an attribute, which value represent the
purpose or goal of an active frame that is received
historically or conventionally and can be the base for a
whole class. Here the purpose/goal is given which had
to be done but without a warranty that it will be
reached.
Number of Contact frames – an attribute whose value is
calculated by counting the contact frames, those
defined by the user.
Number of Procedure frames – an attribute whose
value is calculated by counting of the procedure
frames, defined by the user.
User defined – an attribute whose value, name and
quantity are defined by the user, considering personal
or expert given knowledge about each frame and/or
class.
(Further C denotes Contact frame) Name/identifier –
corresponding on Name/Identifier – allows to identify
the adherence of contact to the defined frame and to
determine the connection with another contact frame.
(C) Properties – corresponding on Properties – the
properties of contact frame display the possible
parameters of contact: flow name, contact type,
connections and identification of the behaviour frame.
Flow name – attribute of contact frame that defines the
names of ingoing or outgoing flows connected with
another frame contact. If active frame’s contact type is
ingoing (IN), then flow connects it with another
contact, whose type is outgoing (OUT).
Type (ingoing or outgoing) – contact frame attribute
that define the type of contact, can be ingoing (IN) or
outgoing (OUT). If the flow is going into an active
contact then the type is defined as IN, if the flow is
going out of the contact then the type is defined as
OUT.
Connection with another class frame contact – attribute
of the contact frame, whose value is specific identifier
or name that can be recognized in the problem domain
and which points on the contact frame.
Behaviour frame – data structure that stores the
information about observed behaviour and is realized
by the contacts and flows. Behaviour is defined as
activity or reaction. The behaviour frame structure
includes behaviour frame Name/Identifier, properties
and parameter.
(Further B denotes Behaviour frame) Name/Identifier –
corresponding on Name/Identifier – allows to identify
behaviours frame connection with contact frame.
Parameter – component, that represents the grade of
efficiency in the particular state for the flow and the
contact. Parameter structure includes external link,
internal link, parameter value and parameter
Name/Identifier.
(B) Properties – corresponding on Properties – the
properties of contact frame consists of one predefined
attribute: the quantity of parameters.
Number of parameters – Attribute of behaviour frame,
which value is calculated by counting user defined
number of parameters that is marked as enforceable. It
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describes the actions, meaning,
consequences of the procedure.

relations

and

The detailed frame model architecture is shown in
Figure 2.
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identifier

Supper
class frame
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frame name /
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Contact
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Procedure
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Subclass
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(C) Name/
identifier
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Procedure
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Procedure
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Behaviour
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Connection with
another class
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Description
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(B) Name/
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Parameter

Parameter
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Figure 2: Detailed Frame Model Architecture
models and their internal links. In this case a system is
comprehended as one unified component of an
intelligent agent. Second, the skeleton can be
interpreted as a multi–agent system considering each
frame model as a separately functioning agent. The
first aspect can include the second one and they can be
viewed as two different elaboration levels.
From the first viewpoint, the structure of frame models
may be viewed as a component in the intelligent agent.
Below a special defined standard notation for a
component is given, which conditions are determined
by the created ontology with its logical definitions and
categories. The frames are divided into two groups –
the frames that belong to the external and the frames
that belong to the internal level. The external level
frames interact with the environment and with frames
that belong to the internal level. The internal level
frames interact only with frames that belong to the
internal level. Flows from more than one frame model
reach the external environment. Thus the resulting flow
is gained from the reaction of the whole network of
frames. In this case every frame model has its
determined meaning and importance level in a system

Proposed generalisations of the frame system is
applicable to a variety of systems that include different
types of objects. We suggest to use a frame model as a
base for an agent representation. In this case the object
of the morphological model is replaced by the created
frame model. Replacement makes changes in the frame
hierarchy developed in structural modelling.
FRAME SYSTEM AND INTELLIGENT AGENTS
“An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving
its environment through sensors and acting upon that
environment through effectors.” (Russel and Norvig
2003)
Agents usually are represented without internal
structure. We suggest to use frame system as an
internal structure of an agent to provide more
sophisticated kinds of reasoning.
We assume that it is possible to join several frame
models and as a consequence to create a unified
system. The result is a frame system skeleton. This
skeleton can be considered from two aspects. First, the
skeleton can be interpreted as a set of included frame
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as whole. The common understanding of this kind of
agent architecture is shown in Figure 3., but
decomposition of the frame system skeleton can be
viewed in Figure 3 while the internal structure of the
frame system skeleton obtained by the decomposition
is presented in Figure 4. In point of fact, Figure 4
depicts a multi agent system in which each Fi is
interpreted as an individual intelligent agent
represented by the corresponding frame model.

environment, in the proposed frame system skeleton
one can draw the following parallel:
1. It is possible to define the agent type with class
frame. We propose to define the type using one
(if looking from the second aspect) ore more
frames (from the first aspect side).
2. Perceptions can be represented by input flows
described in the contact frame. It is possible to
represent also output flows that deliver the
information to executive mechanisms. In the
first aspect input conditions have been provided
by external environment components and
common reasoned outputs affect an external
environment. Internal processes on the highest
level of abstraction can are hidden. In the second
aspect input conditions have been provided by
external environment components and/ or
another agent from multi–agent environment.
3. Actions can be specified with the frame
structure that is provided by the procedure frame
and in behaviour frame parameters that
determine the function results and quality. In the
first aspect actions will be specified with several
frame models that have specifically similar
meaning in a system. In second aspect actions
will be specified only in terms of one frame
model.
4. Performance measures are provided by the
behaviour frame. The created ontology defines
the meaning of measures.
5. In the first aspect the experts can play the role of
the external environment. In addition to the
frame model an extra structure can be provided.
It is used to save the identifier of the frame
system creator. In the second aspect the external
environment are experts and other agents from
multi–agent environment. Information about
other agents is stored using contact frame
attributes.
To demonstrate the first aspect we use the wumpus
world example (Russel and Norvig 2003) where agent
is specified by a proposed frame system skeleton. The
agent lives in some area (4*4) with pits, wumpus and
gold. The goal of the agent is to grab the gold, not to
meet the wumpus and not to fall in a pit. It can move in
all directions and perform some actions like “Grab”
and “Rotate by 90q”. The agent can feel the breeze if
nearby is the pit, can feel the stench if nearby is the
wumpus and can see the glitter if nearby is the gold.
For this example in the frame model architecture the
frame name/identifier is “Gold agent”, the supper class
frame name/identifier is “Logical agent”. The function
of the Gold agent is “To grab the gold”. In this case
the number of contact frames and procedure frames is
“1”, but, in general, there can be any other positive
number of frames if needed. The user-defined
properties is step with value “1”, possible rotation
angle_1 with value “90q”, possible rotation angle_2
with value “180q”, possible rotation angle_3 with
value “270q”, area with value “4*4”. The number of

Agent

Frame system
skeleton

Input flow
Input flow

Output flow

Output flow

Output flow

Input flow

Figure 3: System of Frame Models representing one
agent
Each frame model as an individual agent receives
several input flows and acts by sending output flows to
some other agents according with the functionality of
the system under investigation. The frame model that
represents the internal structure of an agent’s
knowledge base is shown in Figure 2. Communications
between frames are based on the developed ontology.
Frame system skeleton
F2

F1

Input flow

F4

F3

F5

Inpu
Inputfl

F7

ow

Outputflow

Outputflow

F6

t flow

Figure 4: Frame Model representing the agent
architecture
INTERPRETATION OF THE FRAME MODEL
AS AN AGENT
Proposed approach provides agents with percepts
mater, energy and/ or information and their quantitative
and qualitative measurements. Following the idea that
agents usually can be viewed according to their type,
perceptions, actions, performance measures and they
are embedded in different types of the external
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Modern Approach.” Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.

procedures is “1”. The procedure name/identifier is
“Change the step value”. The type of procedure is “If
changed” and the action is “IF step>1 THEN step=1.
The description of the procedure will be “If some user
changes the step value it is changed to previous”. The
name/identifier of contact frame can be “square [2,2]”
that means agent is located in the square [2,2]. The
flow name is “breeze” that means agent’s sensors have
detected the breeze in the square [2,2] and type value is
“Input”, because agent feels breeze. Connection with
another class frame contact can be “pit” to denote that
adjacent squares can contain pits. Behaviour frame
name/identifier is “move to square [2,3]”. The number
of parameters can be “1”. In this example we suppose
that parameter name/identifier is “state costs”,
parameter value is “-0,4”. The internal link is
“2,2_to_2,2” if agent doesn’t move and the external
link is 2,2_to_2,3 if agent moves to square [2,3].
In this paper we don’t give interpretation of the second
aspect.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTHER WORK
In this paper is discussed an ongoing research that uses
an agent – based modelling to improve the dynamic
relations between the objects of the modelled system.
The combination of different frames as the
representation of agent’s internal structure is
considered in the structural modelling domain. Main
accent is put to the usage of the created frame system
skeleton that is viewed from two aspects. In both cases,
as a consequence, the automatic reasoning is
effectively supported. All provided assumptions are
only conceptual ones now but according to them we
will try to create a real system prototype that will
provide possibilities to represent necessary knowledge
and to realize simulation of communications by
implementation of different kinds of reasoning.
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and security);
- Port Data Communication Network & Broadcasting
System;
- Port Terminal Stevedoring Systems;
- Port Customer Systems (Shipping Agents, Forwarding
Companies, Customs Agencies etc.)
- Radio Voice Communication and Wireless Data
Transmission/Access;
- Simulation systems.
Application of new hand-held devices in port logistics being in the scope of many on-going activities - is
connected directly with information systems used on the
port authority level and port stevedoring and port
service companies, for example mooring/tugs/towage,
pilots etc.
It determines that computerized information systems
used on those levels should be analyzed for any
integration activity projected in the port area.
There are three main applications in Port of Gdansk
interesting from the integration of simulation system
point of view:
x DYSPORT - Vessel/Cargo Information &
Clearing System;
x “GTK” - Gdansk Container Terminal System;
x “PGE” - Gdansk General Cargo Terminal
System (including Port Free Zone Information
System).
Other “internal” PGA (Port of Gdansk Authority) and
“external” systems are not included in this paper.

KEYWORDS
Simulation, ITC maritime systems, container terminal.
ABSTRACT
Management of all activities in seaport is always
supported by ICT (Information and Communication
Technology). The ICT applications can be different
depending on financial and technical possibilities in
given location. Port Management and Information
System is one of the many ICT applications supporting
maritime economy (maritime administration and harbor
master offices, shipping industry, ports and their
business partners). In the paper the influence of ICT
used on various sea port facilities and simulation of port
processes with special emphasis on container terminal is
analyzed.
The paper deals with the integration of simulation-based
method of analysis and improvement of logistics
processes in the container terminal at the Port of
Gdansk (Poland). The real-life data of the terminal have
been fed into the simulator and the obtained model has
been validated through comparison of its results with
the operational data of the terminal. The model built has
been used for further simulations to check the scenarios
for future development of the terminal.
INTRODUCTION
Port of Gdansk is a medium size Baltic seaport with a
total cargo handling of over 17 millions tons.
Information and communication technology (ICT)
applications form important part in Port of Gdansk
management and operation infrastructure.
Port Management and Information Systems are some of
the many ICT applications supporting maritime
economy (maritime administration and harbor master
offices, shipping industry, ports and their business
partners) in the case of Port of Gdansk. List of ICT
applications in broad scope is very long and includes for example:
- Marine Information & Navigation Systems (including
VTS and AIS - automatic identification system);
- Port Community System;
- Port Management Information System (including
EDI);
- Port Monitoring & Reporting System (including safety

GDANSK CONTAINER TERMINAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM – GTK IS
Gdansk Container Terminal (DzieliĔski A. et al. 2002,
DzieliĔski A. et al. 2003) is one of the main terminals in
the port. Its present throughput is about 40000 TEU, but
it is still under development as the container traffic is
increasing. Moreover, there are plans to build a
completely new container terminal with a much higher
handling capacity. For the purposes of development of
an existing terminal a simulation-based approach seems
to be an attractive way of predicting, planning and
design (Amborski K. and DzieliĔski A. 2002).
Therefore, it is interesting to show the interaction of the
existing GTK IS with the simulation software used in
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the terminal. In this section the main features of the
GTK IS are presented.
The existing GTK IS has the following main functions:
database supporting terminal management and terminal
partners; container handling software system for
container pickups, deliveries and customs clearing. It
delivers information for terminal management,
planning, control and connectivity with the port
community. The system provides terminal operator with
the simple tools they need to efficiently and costeffectively manage all areas of a terminal operation,
including container inventory, import and export
transactions, gate operations, statistical reporting, and
Web-based customer service (in the near future).
Main users - partners:
Forwarders:
- notification of containers
- container service status control
Terminal dispatcher’s office:
- all documents concerning container operations
entry and processing;
- status of containers control: notified containers, IN
and OUT operations, storage control etc.
- uses container details like size, weight, vessel, and
discharge port to automatically select the most
logical storage location for each container. This
helps to organize the terminal yard in a way that
reduces the need for re-handling;
- almost real time data entry to drive the processes
accurately. Decision on where to put a box should
be made as it comes in through the gate when all
the information is available to make the right
decision;
- dispatcher can match containers with owners and
consignees, specify container slots, issue sequential
work assignments to yard equipment operators and
give truckers selected points for pickup and dropoff;
- optimizes time and yard (depot) space;
Port Chief Dispatcher’s Office and Terminal
Management Requirements:
x automatic data transfer (once a day reporting):
loaded and unloaded containers;
x cargo in containers
x statistics & analysis.
Customs Office Requirements - data exchange.
EDIFACT Messages for/from shipping lines: generating
& processing

x

x

the system will have the necessary information
available to process before the truck arrives at
the port terminal;
new handling and ICT technology makes the
port or terminal’s container volume going up,
and up. In one year (last year of being involved
in this business) container load went up from
few thousand TEU to more than 40,000 TEU;
new functions of the system for further
development.

GDANSK GENERAL
OPERATIONS – PGE IS

CARGO

TERMINAL

Other important terminal at Port of Gdansk is the one
which handles general cargo - PGE. Main PGE
Terminal features are as follows:
- handles every type of non - containerized cargo
including general cargo, ro-ro (+ personal
vehicles), bulk commodities, steel, grain, dry bulk
materials, heavy lift and special vehicles;
- can handle any type of forest products, palletized
cargoes, bagged cargoes, and more (has been
developed to handle break-bulk and general cargo);
- PGE is a very large (in terms of area covered)
terminal with storage and warehousing space for
light manufacturing, an active foreign trade free
zone etc.
Main functions of the PGE Information System: data
base supporting terminal management and terminal
partners. The system provides terminal operator with
the simple tools they need to efficiently and costeffectively manage all areas of a terminal operation,
including cargo inventory, import and export
transactions, gate/rail operations, statistical reporting,
and Web-based customer service (in the near future).
“PGE-IS” operating system is to coordinate the loading
and discharge of cargo with the right workforce,
equipment, trucker/rail wagons, warehousing, empty
storage/sheds and documentation.
Cargo Information Services will provide EDI and web
services on cargo bookings, freight releases, delivery
data and import/export information
Main users - partners:
Shipping agents:
x notification of vessels and cargo (Import)
Forwarders:
x notification of vessels and cargo (Export)
x cargo loading/unloading status control
Terminal dispatcher’s office:
x all documents concerning cargo operations &
entry to the port and processing;
x status of cargo control: notified cargo, storage
In and Out operations, inventory control etc.
x Dangerous Cargo storage and inventory;
x uses cargo details like size, weight, vessel, and
discharge port to select the most logical storage

Future development:
x transmission of standard electronic messages
from various port users - replacing paper
documentation
currently
received
and
reviewed upon delivery or release of containers
at the port gates.
x forwarders, customs agents and trucking
companies will send advance notice of
transactions, including details of the driver and
truck that will handle the transaction, so that
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or vessel location for each cargo. This helps to
organize the terminal yard in a way that
reduces the need for re-handling;
x almost real time data entry to drive the
processes accurately. Decision on where to put
cargo or moor the vessel should be made as it
comes in through the gate or through the
approach channel when all the information is
available to make the right decision;
x dispatcher can match cargo with owners and
consignees, specify trailers (ro-ro), issue
sequential work assignments to yard equipment
operators and give truckers or railways
dispatcher selected points for pickup and dropoff;
x optimizes time and storage space;
Port Chief Dispatcher’s Office and Terminal
Management Requirements:
x automatic data transfer (once a day reporting):
loaded and unloaded cargo;
x dangerous cargo;
x statistics & analysis.
Customs Office Requirements - data exchange.
XML/EDIFACT Messages for/from shipping agents
and forwarders: in future - generating & processing.

criteria, and simulation-based improvement of logistics
processes (Amborski K. and DzieliĔski A. 2002).
The work on simulation of real port operations started
with Ulster’s Port Process Simulator described in
(DzieliĔski A. et al. 2002, DzieliĔski A. et al. 2003). As
it is generic in nature, the simulator needed quite a lot of
work in order to customize it for the use at a particular
harbor environment, i.e. Port of Gdansk.
Upon completion of customization, the simulation
program represented the port operations in general and
Gdansk Container Terminal in particular. This way we
could come to the main issue of our work, i.e. the
simulation of Gdansk Container Terminal operation and
simulation-based improvement. However, at first is has
been necessary to evaluate the simulator itself in terms
of its accuracy in representing the terminal real
operations.
One of the issues in question here was whether the
simulator can represent real state of Container Terminal
operations. To answer this question we assumed a
hypothesis that the Port Simulator can accurately
describe the operation of the terminal, provided the
simulator with real data obtained from container
terminal, and made two statistical verification tests:
Pearson’s and Kolmogorov’s test.

Future development:
x transmission of standard electronic messages
from various port users - replacing paper
documentation
currently
received
and
reviewed upon delivery or release of containers
at the port gates.
x forwarders,
Customs
agents
and
railways/trucking companies will send advance
notice of transactions, including details of the
driver and truck that will handle the
transaction, so that the system will have the
necessary information available to process
before the truck/ train arrives at the port
terminal;
x new functions of the system for further
development:
It is worth mentioning that the simulation software thus
far used mainly in GTK can be without too much effort
also integrated into the PGE IS environment.

Gdansk container terminal – a case study of
simulation-based approach

GDANSK
CONTAINER
SIMULATION SYSTEM

Container Terminal at Port of Gdansk is a large and
complex, living organization. Inside this structure we
can see logistic processes at many levels of terminal
operation. For us, important processes are located at the
highest level – main logistic processes.
Main logistic processes of Gdansk Container Terminal
are described at the simple scheme presented on the
Fig.1.
In the simulations we have considered five main
processes (total number of simulated processes is hard
to evaluate, because some of them are composed of
several sub-processes making a complete model of
simulator):
- import / export cargoes from sea to land side,
- moving cargoes between ships and yard,
- moving cargoes between yard and land vehicles,
- process of ships service,
- process of land vehicle service.
These processes are operating with large number of
variables, mostly invisible for simulator user (because
these variables base on simulator internal events, not
important for the user).

TERMINAL

In this section we describe the use of port Process
Simulator, to simulate the operation of Gdansk
Container Terminal. As mentioned above also operation
of other types of terminals can be easily simulated using
the same tools and environments. Main activities so far
were aimed at simulation-based analysis of the current
container terminal operations, identification and
evaluation of possible improvement variables and
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- Mean number of units of resources allocated
- Number of customers who had to wait
These factors are useful especially from practical point
of view. Cargo flow and ships movement is very
important for every manager who works at container
terminal.
There are two possible investment areas in the near
future:
Area one – Quay.
Current length of quay is suitable to serve any
type of vessel (in Port of Gdansk). But at one time
terminal can serve only one ship. To save customers
time and expand overall terminal operability Port’s
Authority plans to enlarge the length of quay. The
simulation confirms that longer quay will be able to
serve two ships at one time.
Area two – Handling equipment
Currently in the terminal there are three ‘ship
to shore’ type cranes. This number is enough for current
quay and cargo movement. However, as simulations
show the increased length of quay force the terminal
operator to increase the number of cranes. Two cranes
at two berths will be optimal.
Area three – Yard
Higher level of cargo movement determines higher
level of yard usage. Since, according to simulation
results the current yard area will not be enough it will
need expansion. Fortunately this is not a serious
problem to expand this area. Terminal Authority
reserved suitable land for future expansion of yard.

SEA SIDE

EXPORT CARGO

SHIPS SERVICE

IMPORT CARGO

CARGO MOVING PROCESSES

IMPORT CARGO

SHIPS SERVICE

EXPORT CARGO

LAND SIDE

Figure 1. Container terminal logistics processes.
Simulation results were analyzed from the point of view
of possible recommendations to GTK management.
These recommendations were meant to improve the
operations of the terminal with most cost-effective
measures.
Process of analysis is achieved using MS Excel
application. Output data from simulation (after post
processing) are imported to a spreadsheet. In the next
step the sheets to visualize change of the variable under
consideration are prepared. At the beginning graphical
sheets are best suited for general analysis. Trends and
dependencies between variables can be easily seen and
interpreted. More in-depth analysis can be achieved
using numerical capabilities of MS Excel formulae for
better accuracy.
In summary, the simulations performed give some
guidelines as to how to proceed with port operation
improvement. Several factors, like number of berths,
number of port basins, number of gantry cranes etc.
were taken into account and one may notice the
influence of new investments in the port infrastructure,
aqua structure and equipment on the operation
capabilities. The results obtained are preliminary, but
even they show clearly that some investments in the
existing terminal equipment and set-up can improve the
situation significantly in terms of loading/unloading
time, ship queue or number of shipments (Amborski K.
2004).
The partners from Gdansk Container Terminal
developed business strategy for GCT. In near future
they will plan several investments. We expect that
simulator will be also a useful tool to analyze these
future investments. GCT Authority is especially
interested in following results from simulations:
- Amount of import cargo
- Amount of export cargo
- Vehicle turnaround time
- Number of shipments in
- Total amount of cargo

CONCLUSIONS
The simulation-based approach to analysis and
improvement of logistics processes in the Port of
Gdansk has been used. The part of port under
consideration was the Gdansk Container Terminal, and
the simulations were related to reflect the traffic of
containers in the terminal. The simulation software used
is a part of information system used by GTK. The Port
Process Simulator adopted, after the customization
turned out to be a useful tool for assessing and
predicting the behavior of the container terminal. After
the verification of the simulator using the real data, the
tool has been used to simulate the present operation of
the existing terminal. These simulation results formed a
reference
point
for
further
simulation-based
considerations. Basing on this reference, several
operation scenarios have been prepared and fed to the
simulator. Each simulation scenario took into account
changes in one of important terminal variables at a time,
without changing other parameters. This way the
analysis of the simulated scenarios gave the justification
to possible changes in organization or new investments
plans of the terminal. This made possible to prepare the
recommendations to the terminal management on how
to improve the operation and logistics of the terminal.
This sort of simulation-based approach may also be
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used as a design support tool for the new container
terminal which is now under preparation in Port of
Gdansk (Amborski K. 2004). This terminal with a
significantly greater throughput and situated in the
Northern Port part of Port of Gdansk will eventually
replace the existing one.
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of the shortest routes) connecting the k dimensional data
points.
Let us look at a five and a nine variable example from
business and industry.

ABSTRACT
Analysis of variance (if normality conditions hold) and
the Kruskal Wallis test present ways to test multiple
populations for equal averages. Presented here is a new
approach to testing multiple populations for equal deviation
or variability. Its VTSPA statistic calculations are based on
finding the longest routes to connect the data points rather
than the well known reverse of that concept, finding the
shortest routes to connect points, the so called “traveling
salesman problem” or TSP. The mathematically difficult
TSP and its reverse can be handled with approximation
techniques made viable by the fast computers currently
available. Various versions of the traveling salesman
problem (TSP) can do much more than route delivery
trucks or sales people to customers in an optimal fashion.
They can form the basis for the TSP class of statistics that
help to analyze large multivariate data sets.

FIVE SALES TEAMS
A supervisor of five sales teams looks at the number of
units of product ABXC sold in each of the last fifty-five
weeks (Table 1) by the sales teams working for her. She
will, of course, study the means and total sales production
by each team separately and together. However, the
supervisor wonders if some subtle or large differences in
deviation or variability in sales production could also be
tested for.
Therefore, the null hypothesis of equal
deviation of the five populations will be tested with the
VTSPA=A/B statistic on the data (given below) using the
farthest available point algorithm (MSMCO (Conley 1993)
and (Conley 1994) could also be used adjusted for
maximizing instead of minimizing).
Table 1: Five Sales Teams Data

INTRODUCTION
A researcher, engineer, scientist or business person is
frequently confronted with large data sets. When this
happens the question that arises initially is, does this data
mean anything? Can it be reduced to a useful piece of
information? Has production increased? Has quality
improved? Are the factors correlated? In fact, an old name
for statistics was “data reduction.” The idea was to reduce
the data to one or two useful conclusions that could be
advantageously acted upon.
The CTSP statistic discussed in (Conley 2003) showed
how to use an adaptation of the TSP problem with multi
stage Monte Carlo optimization (MSMCO) to see if k
factors were correlated using n data points for the statistical
test. Also, the TSP and MSMCO based MTSP statistics in
(Conley 2003) presented a general purpose multivariate test
for averages. Continuing with this theme, the VTSPA
statistic tests k populations to see if they have equal
deviation or variability. However, variability or deviation
is concerned with how far apart data points are, so we will
use the TSP in reverse and find the longest routes (instead
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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Week
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Team
1
3
83
37
37
13
60
38
90
57
51
6
34
93
25
34
32
35
7
90
68

Team
2
27
49
40
27
48
21
28
38
35
45
24
50
52
27
37
39
24
30
46
24

Team
3
2
50
36
88
100
55
100
100
32
86
21
50
7
3
96
52
42
27
41
34

Team
4
42
66
49
70
42
70
57
58
65
70
70
49
57
41
66
63
51
64
70
67

Team
5
31
95
50
15
57
39
6
40
32
8
84
26
31
95
95
39
17
69
29
46

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

87
83
53
21
37
18
85
33
23
9
36
65
40
28
19
49
46
42
3
18
21
89
74
0
50
5
61
1
77
86
7
71
25
92
73

42
49
39
47
33
41
30
33
50
50
40
40
38
51
34
39
29
48
28
31
21
49
21
52
31
24
47
44
32
48
31
34
47
46
22

99
53
58
16
98
20
89
35
52
73
31
74
55
9
99
88
34
19
17
43
69
8
19
92
35
22
20
54
96
15
41
98
78
15
41

54
70
70
46
69
47
44
47
53
68
46
56
43
70
60
66
51
48
66
46
63
45
67
52
70
44
61
45
43
70
46
60
66
59
69

75
95
21
70
43
50
12
21
78
23
43
27
91
57
77
67
91
70
80
34
78
23
82
14
18
82
74
21
33
28
60
90
60
77
23

Therefore, the supervisor can look into this for keys to
improving or steadying the performances of her sales
teams.
Geometrically, the idea is, if for example, data were
collected on three factors of equal variability, the graph of
these points in three dimensions could be covered by a
cardboard box of fairly equal dimensions in each direction
(like a cube). However, if three factors were such that one
factor’s points were in the range of the length of the cube,
but the other two were much more compact (less deviation)
then their graph could be covered by an object with
different dimensions in the three directions, such as a
cricket bat. Therefore, the longest route connecting the
points covered by a cricket bat shape will be much shorter
than the longest route connecting the points covered by the
cube. VTSPA exploits this difference to test for deviations.
Let us look at another example.
NINE INVESTMENT ADVISORS
The world of investments sometimes looks at deviation or
variability as a measure of risk. The idea being if one
would earn a six percent rate of return, which is guaranteed
on an investment, the risk is virtually zero. However, other
investments might be estimated to earn six percent, but any
amount of actual return is possible. Then the risk is
considered greater.

Briefly, one of the 55 five dimensional points is selected
at random. Then, this point’s distance to the point furthest
away from it (in five dimensional space) of the other 54
points is calculated and added to the A total. Then from
this second point, the distance to the point furthest away
from it, of the remaining 53 points is calculated and added
to the A total. Then from this third point, the point (of the
remaining 52 points) furthest away from it is identified and
this distance is calculated and added to the A total. This
process continues until all 55 points are connected with a
total distance of A=5010.41 for the data given here.
Then in the range of the data (0-100 in this case) five sets
of 55 points were drawn at random and their longest route
distances were calculated to be 6386.74, 6152.23, 6694.64,
6410.67 and 6527.27. Taking the median of these values
for B, we get VTSPA=A/B=5010.41/6410.67=.7816. The
5 x 4 = 20 A/B quotients from the five random sets of data
are all greater than 6152.23/6694.64=.91898. Therefore,
the null hypothesis of equal deviation can be confidently
rejected, because the VTSPA=.7816 did not occur by
chance. It happened because the data was much more
compact in some of the five dimensions than in the others.
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A manager of a large investment house recorded the yield
on investments that nine financial advisors (working for
him) obtained for each of sixty individual clients (Table 2)
that the manager assigned to them. The data is given below
in yields of tenths of a percent. The manager wants to
know if there is equal or unequal deviation (or risk)
between the nine financial advisors working for him. The
idea being that a top performer with low risk might be in
the future assigned to the most important projects or clients
and rewarded more.
Table 2: Nine Investment Advisors Data
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

X1
21
24
36
40
10
45
89
85
65
88
29
81
44
15
84

X2
81
37
24
25
24
32
27
41
27
47
22
20
20
23
49

X3
16
93
36
24
96
100
82
85
29
67
79
47
96
17
41

X4
63
57
70
67
47
61
67
41
58
48
68
58
52
43
48

X5
34
85
40
37
95
49
39
90
42
66
74
94
88
17
83

X6
31
62
80
40
65
58
53
75
73
61
49
20
80
72
67

X7
44
53
45
30
31
49
31
44
51
40
44
58
35
56
41

X8
42
52
51
42
62
45
51
64
55
43
55
51
50
54
54

X9
34
13
4
51
74
85
31
56
20
77
35
43
100
85
86

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

18
30
58
47
51
10
48
4
65
76
45
11
52
14
93
10
32
55
93
93
58
39
36
29
62
6
11
65
1
31
27
23
68
35
8
19
78
48
7
27
80
53
48
94
80

39
51
26
50
50
38
31
46
51
40
23
24
22
27
36
21
38
36
52
26
42
30
50
28
50
46
46
48
38
27
35
30
31
50
25
22
52
45
25
28
43
22
49
26
30

98
1
68
12
76
56
58
49
64
57
42
91
60
94
22
28
42
79
17
43
70
17
34
85
77
33
85
8
37
48
30
66
61
36
16
66
57
13
30
100
73
46
81
23
25

45
50
41
50
70
70
42
56
70
60
54
70
65
54
63
46
45
70
40
63
64
46
52
59
70
58
61
62
70
61
53
70
54
59
59
42
50
66
50
53
63
70
61
59
64

50
52
49
71
31
95
48
49
24
36
68
28
92
35
89
74
21
85
63
95
95
50
9
81
22
16
22
90
50
31
63
34
11
13
76
79
84
14
20
54
56
31
48
18
84

44
47
33
48
73
27
80
65
58
23
45
71
33
40
50
56
70
50
44
34
65
37
40
79
45
32
72
69
40
54
36
71
77
67
61
76
33
33
40
69
46
69
54
24
75

36
38
37
48
49
33
59
37
56
43
48
50
39
35
35
32
39
48
60
52
52
46
47
52
54
33
39
58
55
57
38
34
57
51
42
48
31
42
44
34
54
37
37
38
60

57
57
52
56
45
53
61
42
56
43
41
61
65
42
58
47
54
44
51
47
63
58
49
63
44
62
50
52
64
48
49
54
41
49
53
54
50
55
40
62
65
49
56
63
40

22
63
80
38
69
19
39
24
25
100
98
82
100
16
76
17
80
78
88
23
93
49
29
80
98
33
71
74
31
3
59
11
49
4
47
100
3
95
74
96
72
13
66
100
33

The same previously described algorithm (always
connecting points furthest away, this time in nine
dimensional space) is used. The numerator of VTSPA was
calculated to be A=6642.09 for the data collected by the
manager. Then five sets of random data (n=60 points in
nine dimensions) in the same range as the original data
yielded longest routes of 9164.53, 9385.34, 9296.84,
9155.97
and
9071.01.
Therefore,
VTSPA=A/B=6642.09/9164.53=.72476
which
is
considerably outside the area of 9071.01/9385.34=.96651
and 1/.96651=1.03465 where the 5 x 4 = 20 quotients from
the random data are. Therefore, the hypothesis of equal
risk can be confidently rejected. The manager can then use
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this information to perhaps improve customer and
employee satisfaction. The goal of reducing variability is
usually acceptable to all.
FTSP FORECASTING EXTENSION OF CTSP
Given a large multivariate data set, testing it for means
(MTSP), variance or deviation (VTSP), an underlying
distribution (with the DTSP statistic), and possible
correlation among variables (with CTSP) are four
important areas of statistical data analysis. However, let us
say that a future CTSP statistical test for correlation among
the variables represented by the data in question, is
successful in showing that a correlation exists. That may
be sufficient in some cases.
However, in selected
applications, the researcher may desire to fit an equation to
the highly correlated data. A variation of the CTSP
approach for correlation could also be used for curve fitting
or so called “forecasting.” Let us call this the FTSP
approach (F for forecasting with a TSP algorithm).
Briefly, given k columns of n rows of data (representing n
samples of k variables), they would first be tested to see if a
correlation exists. A shortest route connecting the n points
in k dimensional space would be calculated with an
appropriate TSP algorithm (MSMCO or other suitable
ones). Then repeated random samples of size n in the
ranges of the k columns of the original data, would have
their shortest routes also calculated. Then if the shortest
route from the original data was statistically significantly
less than these random data sets’ shortest routes, that would
indicate the original data was more compact and hence
correlated in some way. Keep in mind that this correlation
could be functional or not represented by a function.
Therefore, in some cases proceeding with a curve fit would
be a good idea (but not always).
However, let us say that it is thought that variable one
(represented by the first column of data) is dependent on
the other k – 1 variables. Then for whatever functional
form is to be used in the forecast or curve fit, the FTSP
approach would be as follows. Use multi stage Monte
Carlo optimization (MSMCO) to vary the betas (or
constants) in the functional form and close in on the best fit
for the data. For each set of betas under consideration (in
the MSMCO simulation), random sample an n by k – 1
array in the ranges of the k – 1 independent variables and
evaluate the function to get the new Y values (for column
one). Then attach this new n by k array to the n by k
original data and find the shortest route connecting these 2n
k dimensional points. If this distance is less than the
comparable distance of the “best answer so far” store these
betas. Then proceed centering the rest of the simulation
around these betas until a better yet answer occurs. Then
store that one and keep proceeding with the MSMCO
simulation until the betas are fixed after dozens of
subsequent MSMCO stages (hence multi stage
optimization).

This FTSP approach should allow the fitting of any type
of function (linear or nonlinear) and even some relations. It
will require a lot of calculation, but our computer age
provides us with powerful, inexpensive desktop computers.
Computers today are used to efficiently carry out the
massive calculations necessary to apply the traditionally
accepted mathematics solution techniques that have been
developed over the last several hundred years. This is
obviously an important area of computing. However, let us
also develop new statistics and new solution techniques
that were unavailable and not possible before the computer
age became a reality. Examples of these might be
MSMCO and the TSP statistics.
CONCLUSION
Desktop computers are so powerful and available in the
21st century that new statistics can be used to as they say
“mine large data sets” effectively and quickly. The TSP
class of statistics is an entry into this area of so called data
mining. The VTSPA statistic to test for deviation in
multiple populations was featured here. An additional
seven dimensional example is in (Conley 2003). Also, the
new DTSP statistic (Conley 2005) will test multivariate
data to see which distribution it may have come from. It
makes heavy use of the multistage Monte Carlo simulation
shortest route (TSP) adjusted for k dimensions and the
standard normal approximation to the runs test for
randomness.
Our computer age creates the possibility of the world
being overwhelmed by large masses of data. However, it
also creates new opportunities for us to “mine it” so to
speak to find “precious” pieces of useful information, using
the new FTSP, CTSP, MTSP, VTSP and DTSP
multivariate simulation based TSP statistics for forecasting,
correlation, means, variances and distributions.
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for pedestrian modelling. Each pedestrian could be
modelled as an autonomous agent with its own knowledge and goals. This representation is closer to reality
than traditional simulation methods as it requires less
abstraction. The purpose of our research is to compare
different agent-based approaches to modelling pedestrian
behaviour, in particular the benefits to disaggregate
modelling. The approach we discuss in this paper is
based upon belief-desire-intention agents.

KEYWORDS
Transport modelling, agent-based simulation, BDI architecture
ABSTRACT
The modelling of pedestrian behaviour in a real-world
environment is a complex problem, mainly due to the
unpredictable nature of human decision making. Agentoriented simulation moves away from the traditional allknowing and “controlling” simulations and towards reality, where pedestrians exhibit different behaviours depending on their knowledge of the environment and other
personal characteristics. We look the behaviours that
pedestrians may exhibit and the different techniques used
for pedestrian modelling. We then explore whether the
belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture is appropriate
for this domain. The simulation requirements and constraints are presented, followed by a high-level conceptual design using Prometheus, an agent-oriented design
methodology, and a discussion of the implementation
using JACK, an agent-oriented programming language
based on the BDI architecture. Although the BDI architecture is useful for high-level decision making, further
work is required in representing and updating the environment.

This paper is divided into several sections. Firstly,
we examine at the need for pedestrian modelling and
the properties of the pedestrian system. We then review
some existing models and techniques. The design and
implementation of our model is covered, followed by a
discussion.
BACKGROUND
We discuss some of the interesting properties of pedestrian systems and the history and need for transport modelling, followed by a survey of pedestrian modelling approaches.
System properties
The Australian Pedestrian Council defines a pedestrian
as “any person wishing to travel by foot, wheelchair or
electric scooter, throughout the community” (Australian
Pedestrian Council 2004). There are many reasons for
walking, and the manner in which we walk changes depending on the purpose.

INTRODUCTION
There is a need to model pedestrian behaviour for a range
of applications including event planning, resource usage,
and urban planning. For example, the organisers of a
large sporting event require information on what areas
are likely to be congested so that management strategies
can be developed and tested before the event. Similarly,
the designers of a shopping mall might be interested in
how people move around their intended design so they
can place shop entrances and seating in useful locations.

“Commuters scurry; shoppers meander; bushwalkers trek; power-walkers stride; lovers
stroll; tourists promenade; protesters march ...
But we all walk.” (Australian Pedestrian Council 2004)

Most of the models developed so far fall in one of
two categories: large-scale models producing aggregate
results and smaller, disaggregate models. Less work has
been done for pedestrian modelling in between these two
extremes. It is useful to have an understanding of how
people will behave in certain situations, such as at a large
sporting event or after a change to their environment,
during the planning process.

Transport systems are constrained, sometimes weakly.
For instance, people cannot cross the road whenever
they feel like it - they should find a suitable place (such
as an intersection) and wait until it is safe. They also
should travel on the pedestrian network (eg. designated
paths) at all times, however if it becomes too congested,
pedestrians may overflow onto the road or surrounding
parkland. A stricter constraint is that pedestrians cannot
walk through solid objects or on water.

Agent-based simulation appears to have potential

Most transport modelling techniques have focused
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activity choice, wayfinding, and walking. This model
attempts to minimise the cost of walking and was applied
to a multi-modal transfer station.

on the modelling of cars and vehicles on the road
network, as congestion and environmental effects of
car travel are pressing problems for cities. The recent
interest in environmentally sustainable transport modes,
however, has led to an interest in providing better
infrastructure and facilities for cyclists and pedestrians
and therefore a need for improved methods of modelling
their behaviour.

A similar approach is the use of cellular automata
(CA), where pedestrians occupy cells on a grid and move
according to some simple rules (Dijkstra et al. 2001;
Henein and White 2004; Narimatsu et al. 2004). Most
of these models used the Schreckenberg-Nagel approach
to modelling vehicle traffic using CA as a starting point
(Nagel and Schreckenberg 1992). This has been shown
to be useful for disaggregate models with minimal
activity choice. AlpSim (Gloor et al. 2004) combines
a cellular automata approach with a graph-based representation of the environment to take advantage of
the benefits of both map representations, specifically
higher-level planning which is very complex using a grid.

Pedestrian behaviour is usually individual-based and
autonomous. In most cases, we decide where we want
to go and how to get there without being told explicitly.
This behaviour lends itself nicely to the agent-oriented
paradigm in principle.
Previous work
There are many approaches to modelling pedestrian
behaviour, which can be divided into two schools. The
first school is the “civil engineering” approach. This
is concerned with forecasting demand so that decisions
can be made about provision of new infrastructure. The
main outputs of these models are numbers of people
travelling along various routes and the algorithms used
are frequently based on traditional vehicle modelling
algorithms. They are generally macroscopic or aggregate
models, where the smallest detail of a pedestrian’s
movement is the locations they visited and the paths they
used to get there.

Traditional time-based simulation has also been used in
industry. PAXPORT, developed by the consulting firm
Halcrow, has been used to model pedestrian movements
in airports, train stations, and sporting venues. It provides
aggregate measures of flow and level-of-service in a
graph-based environment. It was recently used to model
behaviour in the Sports and Entertainment Precinct,
Melbourne in order to select a design for a new bridge
to be built for the 2006 Commonwealth Games (Ronald
2004).
MODELLING ASPECTS

The second school is the “architecture/urban geography” approach. This group is interested in how people
move around areas, in particular how design and location
of certain attractions influence their movements. These
models are usually microscopic, in that they model a
pedestrian’s path in more detail, usually in terms of steps
or small grid squares. They are usually developed for
small areas only, although some have been expanded
to cover entire cities. Some models combine both
approaches and as a result are very flexible regarding the
type of areas they can model.

Overall Architecture
Transport systems can be broken down into three main
concepts: user, vehicle and environment. The user has
a perception of attributes of the environment and their
vehicle, and needs to guide their vehicle through the
environment. The vehicle interacts with and changes
the environment. The environment is constantly updated
with the new locations of vehicles and provides perceptions to vehicles and users.

Mathematical models, such as regression models
and Markov models, have also been used to model
pedestrian behaviour at aggregate levels (Harney 2002).
Regression models are of limited use as their only output
is pedestrian volume at a particular time and place.
Markov models are also of limited use due to their
complexity.

For a driver, the user is the driver in the car, the
vehicle is the car, and the environment is the road
network and the other vehicles. For pedestrians however,
the user and vehicle are essentially the same object: a
human. However, most of our walking is done subconsciously and therefore it is permissible to separate these
two concepts. We can define the user as the human’s
brain and the vehicle as the human’s legs.

Physical models have also been used to model pedestrians. Helbing (Helbing et al. 2001) used the notion of
attraction and repulsion to model microscopic behaviour
and has developed complex equations to model a range
of pedestrian behaviours, commonly referred to as the
“social force” model. Hoogendoorn and Bovy (Hoogendoorn and Bovy 2003; Hoogendoorn and Bovy 2004)
used the same starting point of basic mechanics formula
and developed a three-layered model encompassing

Given the high-level decision making role of the
user, the belief-desire-intention architecture would be
useful for modelling user behaviour in transport systems.

The BDI Architecture
The philosophical component of BDI is based upon
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The resulting design is a combination of forms and diagrams, which clearly describe the percepts, action, environment, agents, capabilities and plans in the system.
Although not tied to any implementation, it fits nicely
with JACK Intelligent Agents. It would not be unfamiliar to those familiar with UML for object-oriented design
(Rumbaugh et al. 2004).

practical reasoning. Practical reasoning is defined as
reasoning toward actions, as opposed to theoretical
reasoning, which is reasoning about beliefs. Practical
reasoning can be broken down further into two activities:
deliberation (deciding what goals to achieve) and meansend reasoning (how to achieve a goal) (Wooldridge
2000). Another nice feature of the BDI architecture is
the ability to act in both a reactive and proactive manner,
however there is a danger of being too reactive or too
proactive.

System specification
The system specification involves identifying system
goals and functionalities, developing the interface between system and environment, and developing use case
scenarios.

The key concepts in the BDI architecture are:
• beliefs: what I know or don’t know about the world;

Firstly, the system goals and possible subgoals need to
be established. An example of this is shown in Figure
1, which shows three goals (visit attractions, arrive at
the stadium at a reasonable time, move through the
environment) and their subgoals using an oval shape.
One of the goals is to move through the environment,
with the subgoals of satisfying network constraints and
taking a reasonable path.

• desires: what I want to do;
• intentions: how I plan to do what I want to do.
Previous work, as described earlier, has used cellular automata and other methods to develop their agent-based
models of pedestrian behaviour. BDI fits our problem
well, in that:
• People have beliefs about the environment that affect their decisions (eg. “The main street is always
crowded at lunchtime - I will take another route.”);
• People have desires to do something or to visit
somewhere. This is more obvious with vehicle travel
as people do not drive around the city just for something to do, whereas people will sometimes walk
somewhere just because it is there. If people are
wandering “just because”, then that is still a desire;
• People have plans or procedures of deciding where
to go first, how to get there, and how to create a path
to follow;
• If a route is blocked due to congestion or temporary
infrastructure, a new plan can be formulated and a
new path taken to reach a location.

Figure 1: Displaying system goals using Prometheus.
Goals can then be grouped together to create functionalities. Scenarios can also be developed. These consist of steps such as percepts, messages, goals and actions. The system interface involves determining the actions and percepts of the interface to the environment.

Designing with Prometheus
Prometheus is a methodology developed for specifying
agent-oriented software systems. Although there are several design methodologies that could be used for this
system (Bergenti et al. 2004), Prometheus was chosen
because of its maturity (a book was recently published
(Padgham and Winikoff 2004)) and because the concepts
used in the methodology tie in with the concepts used
in JACK Intelligent Agents, our chosen implementation
language. Prometheus consists of three design phases:

Architectural design phase
The architectural design phase involves grouping the
functionalities into similar areas, developing agents to
control each area and specifying the interactions between
agents.
The functionalities can be grouped into areas by investigating the data that is present in the system and
which data is required by each functionality. This is then
used to determine the agents required and what functionalities they should have. Figure 2 shows an example of
a coupling diagram. Each data source is represented by
a yellow cylinder and the functionalities by rectangles.
The arrows signify whether the functionalities read

• system specification phase: identify functionalities,
inputs, outputs and shared data sources;
• architectural design phase: determine agents required and their interaction; and
• detailed design phase: internal design of agents.
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in case of failure.

(arrowhead at the functionality end) or write (arrowhead
at the data end) data.

Descriptions of data usage are also required. Plans
need to specify whether they are reading and/or writing data. Figure 4 shows two plans (p Startup and
p UpdateEnvironment) that use three data sources
(Links, Nodes, and Attractions). p Startup has writeonly access, whereas p UpdateEnvironment has both
read and write access to the data sources.

Figure 2: A coupling diagram in Prometheus.

As part of this phase, communication between agents
can also be specified at a high level.

Figure 4: A diagram showing the data usage.

Detailed design phase
In the detailed design phase, the agent’s capabilities,
events, plans and data structures are developed in more
detail. An example of a detailed design for the Pedestrian agent is shown in Figure 3. This shows the events
(percepts: stars shapes; actions: arrow shapes; messages:
envelope shapes), capabilities (rounded rectangles), and
plans that the agent requires. The arrows again signify
the incoming and outgoing nature of events.

In this stage, plans are described at a high level, including
their name, the percepts that trigger them (as shown in
Figure 4 by the star shapes) and the actions that occur
during the plan. They will be designed in more detail
depending on the implementation platform.
The main issue with using an agent-oriented methodology is that it designs the simulation only ie., what
the agents are doing. It cannot design the core of the
simulation ie., how the clock will tick over, the graphical
user interfaces required to set up the simulation, the
methods to collect outputs. Therefore Prometheus needs
to be combined with another methodology to design the
whole of the simulation.
Implementation
We constructed a prototype model in JACK Intelligent
Agents which involved agents entering a sports precinct
and moving towards a stadium. Several “distractions”
were located on the way to the stadium, such as food
stands and street performers. In our prototype, we
attempted to implement the entire model architecture
(user-vehicle-environment) in JACK to avoid complex
interfacing.

Figure 3: A detailed design for a Pedestrian agent.
Capabilities are similar to modules in that related plans,
events, and data can be combined together in a coherent
manner. In this model the pedestrian has a capability for
each of its main activities.

JACK is based on the BDI architecture and was
purpose-built for simulations, in particular defence
simulations. The aim of the package was to develop a
stable, lightweight and practical agent-based programming language that would not be superseded quickly
and would facilitate further research. It is based on Java
with a few syntactic extensions, and when compiled
compiles to Java code (Busetta et al. 1999). The product
has been used for several applications, mainly within de-

Events can be actions (affecting the environment in
some way), percepts (knowledge coming from the
environment), and messages (to and from other agents).
For each of these concepts, several parameters need to
be designed including the information carried by the
percept/message, the effect of the action, and what to do
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where the decisions are made. Prometheus is useful for
designing the BDI concepts required. For the vehicle and
environment model, an object approach is more suitable
than using an agent language such as JACK.

fence, however it has a strong reputation worldwide both
in research and industry (Agent Oriented Software 2005).
JACK supports the concepts in the BDI architecture and Prometheus: agents, events, beliefs (data),
capabilities, and plans. Appendix A shows a plan
(p Stopping.plan) written in JACK code. As the JACK
files are compiled into Java before execution, normal
Java statements can be embedded in JACK files.

The work is continuing as part of a larger project
to evaluate approaches and methodologies for modelling
pedestrian behaviour. The next stage is to learn from our
prototype and use JACK Intelligent Agents to develop
a model of the user, following the Prometheus specification, and connecting it to environment and vehicle
modules written in Java.

It is straightforward to implement goal-directed behaviour, such as moving towards the stadium. The
belief system, however, is similar to facts in a logic
programming language such as Prolog and does not
handle complex beliefs well. For example, it is difficult
to represent an environment in detail using JACK beliefsets. Ideally an interface to the environment should be
developed and then any environment format (eg. graph,
cells, shapes) could be used behind that.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE JACK CODE

The decision-making used in BDI and in JACK
cannot elegantly handle continuous events, such as
stepping. It is also difficult to define the subconscious
decisions behind walking. Therefore the vehicle model
in our architecture would be better suited to an object
representation rather than an agent one. JACK has
the ability to interface with both Java and C++ code,
however we are still experimenting with this interface.

package pedestrian;
import data.*;
public plan p_Stopping extends Plan {
#handles event m_Stopping att;
#posts event m_Replan replan;
#uses data b_Personal personal;
#uses data b_Attraction attraction;

An advantage of agent-based technology is that
agents are capable of doing several things concurrently
without trouble eg. walking and looking about. So, if
you are walking to the post office and you see a shop
that has a sale, you continue walking as you make a
decision whether to detour or not. If you decide to keep
going, you continue with your existing walking plan.
However, if you decide to detour, you stop your current
walking plan and construct another to get to the sale. We
found JACK had problems interrupting one plan before
starting another and in our model, agents sometimes
found themselves in two places at once. A solution is to
increase the lookahead of the pedestrian agent, so that
they make decisions and construct new plans earlier.

#uses interface a_Pedestrian self;
body() {
logical int node, id, m, n, type,
open, close, distract, l,
s, swing;
logical String name;
attraction.get(id, att.where, n,
type, name, open, close,
swing);
personal.add("move",0);
personal.add("seenAttraction",0);
System.out.println(self.name()
+ ": " + "stopping");
personal.get("currentNode", n);
personal.get("currentLink", l);
personal.get("currSpot", s);
@subtask(replan.post(n.as_int(),
l.as_int(),s.as_int(),
att.where));
System.out.println(self.name()
+ ": " + "stopping now");

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored the need for pedestrian modelling, the nature of pedestrian behaviour and techniques
for modelling it. In particular, we investigated using
the belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture to model
pedestrian behaviour using the design methodology
Prometheus and the agent-oriented language JACK
Intelligent Agents.
We found that the user-vehicle-environment architecture is an appropriate separation for transport models,
and applies to pedestrian models even though the user
and vehicle are physically the same. The BDI architecture is appropriate for the user model only, as that is

}
}
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KEYWORDS
In our case study, distributive logistic is not only an
operative function but a real strategic activity so, it has
to be managed at direction level to be effective on
company’s objectives.
The study has the purpose to define a dedicated
informative tool to be a support on decisional process
related to the optimization of logistic chain.
In details, the proposed solution gives the possibility to
stop production processes of one ore more factories with
an automatic optimal assignment of customers to the
other production centres. The products in analysis are
oxygen cylinders in both gaseous and liquid form.
Supply chain frame (fig. 1) and production process (fig.
2) are constituted of many different parts, here
described:
1. primary transportation for gas distribution, from the
unique raw material supplier to finished product
plants. Primary transportation is different from the
one from plants to customers and has independent
means;
2. secondary distribution is structured to give the
possibility of connecting any plant with any
customer and all the customers themselves;
3. distribution links different customers categories:
patients, hospitals, agencies and depots. All these
customers are grouped in selling centres that place
orders, depending on the demand of the single
customers;
4. about cylinder filling process, it’s to consider the
different problems related to liquid and gaseous
products;
5. at the same time, the cylinders are to be
differentiated because of their coupling system and
technical specifications;
6. the activation of a transport happens when a vector
exhausts its load capacity or when the evaluated
delivery time is higher than a fix maximum time;
7. all the customers are to be served, if possible,
minimizing the distance for each single transport,
so to reduce logistic costs;
8. the plants produce also industrial oxygen as raw
material for other customers; but, as the logistic
problems of this sector are limited, this process is
not considered in the simulation model.

Logistic supply chain, distribution, simulation, vehicle
routing problem, service level, decision support system.
ABTRACT
Research activities on operations management in the
last years are always more dedicated to supply chain
and logistics optimization models.
The study belongs to this branch and describes the
problems related to a re-configuration of the distribution
net in a company that produces medical oxygen
cylinders for Italian market. The enterprise is
particularly sensible to the optimization of supplying
processes due to the characteristics of its product, as any
delay in the delivery could create dangerous health
situation for patients.
The work has the objective to realize a software for
supply chain management that could be a decision
support system, analyzing strategic impacts that changes
in distribution system create. In details, the model
shows the differences in service level in case of closing
one or more factories and the relative necessary changes
in logistics net.
The paper is articulated in the following parts:
x analysis of company and construction of simulation
model;
x study of classic operation research techniques to
solve dynamic vehicle routing problems;
x description of possible scenes derived by strategic
decision in closing factories;
x analysis of experiments and global conclusions and
developments.
RESEARCH CONTEXT
Logistic distribution represents a key factor in the
competitive market. In fact, fidelization of customers
and market share are necessarily related to the service
level, as an increase in capacity allows higher sales, and
to reduction of costs, that’s to say:
x an optimal inventory management, avoiding stockouts and minimizing immobilization;
x production programs adapted to distribution
requirements;
x focused investments on supply system.
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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its stock level is continuously updated. For this
particular product, a service level of 100% is needed
and this explains a punctual monitoring to absolutely
avoid stock-outs, together with average delivery time
established by strict contractual clauses (maximum
delivery time is 24 hours after a placed order).
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Fig. 1 – Medical oxygen supply chain
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Fig. 3 – Company territorial distribution
Following this requirements, order management is
arranged with a double kanban flow (fig. 4): each full
cylinder in stock has a production kanban associated
that is sent as a production order anytime the respective
cylinder is delivered, so to maintain a constant level of
finished product in the warehouses. A movement
kanban follows the cylinder to the customer.
The model represents the real transportation system,
simulating the cylinders gathered together to form a
load unit of 16 elements in standard dimensions, so to
be easily moved by forklift in the factory. The transport
to customers is effectuated by trucks of 10 load units,
for a total of 160 cylinders (fig. 5).
As first step, the model assigns each customer to a
particular production plant with a geographic criterion,
having inside a function to redirect the orders to the
other centres if the original is closed. The demand curve
for selling centre is defined as the sum of the demands
of each customer, based on historical series,
transformed into statistic distribution. So, the customers
(fig. 6) are composed of:
x empty cylinders buffer;
x full cylinders buffer;
x aggregated demand curve;
x order management activity.

6

Fig. 2 – Secondary plant production process
Two further elements define the problem. First,
cylinders for medical use need very short delivery time
due to critical situation that a customer stock-out
generates. Then, as the value of the cylinder is ten times
higher then its contents, it’s necessary to define a circuit
of empty ones to come back. Production plants and
selling centres are principally located in northern Italy,
with decreasing density going to south (fig. 3). As a
consequence, in the city of Trieste there is the
production of raw materials. Its particular geographic
position it’s to consider in establishing reorder levels of
the different secondary plants. It’s obvious that the
different distances influence supplying delivery time
and so the availability of products.
CUSTOMERS MODEL
As described, the simulation represents a high level
national logistic, without modelling local distribution,
and the customers are grouped and summed up in city
centres. The customer is modelled as a FIFO buffer and
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appropriate sequence of visit. In fig. 7, all the activities
related to the customer are defined in a flow chart.
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PLANT AND DISTRIBUTION MODEL
Fig. 5 – Light metal alloy load unit

The production plant is designed only in the activities
that can influence distribution logistic. Production
activity of cylinders is oriented to guarantee a certain
level of stock. The finished product is assigned to a
specific customer in the same sequence as the orders
arrive. Then, the gathering of cylinders in load units and
after in trucks is effectuated considering, already at this

Reminding the necessity of empties recovering, after
delivering, an appropriate algorithm calculates the
capacity left to completely fill the trucks from customer
to customer. After having completed these operations,
the truck is sent to the next customer, following an
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stage, the final destination of the product, so to avoid
many different deliveries to the same customer in short
times. The effect is a bypass of FIFO order sequence
adopted in the assignment of cylinders to customers to
carry at the same time the amount of product of an order
and all the short next. The logic frame is presented in
fig. 8.
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In particular, the problem regarded a dynamic directing
of vehicles, known as Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP),
or an optimization of load vectors and sequencing of
visits for each vector, determining K routes, from a
central station to a subset of customers in a specific
sequence to minimize the global trip cost. VRP can be
divided into the Traveller Salesman Problem (TSP), the
research of the minimum route for a vector to visit all
the customers in different cities, leaving and coming
back to its base, and a Clustering Problem (CP), the
assignment of customers to the single vectors. These
activities have to be carried out considering:
x capacity bound: maximum number of part on the
vector;
x time bound: maximum waiting time for orders.

FILLING

Fig. 8 – Production plant related process
About the grouping of orders based on their final
destination, it is necessary to create circuits to link
nearest, or easiest to reach, customers. Once chosen the
customer to satisfy, according to waiting time of the
assigned cylinder, all the product of the same circuit are
loaded. After having verified the capacity on the truck,
all the product of a different circuit are loaded. Each
plant has default assigned circuits on a geographic
criterion (fig. 9). On this allocation of customers in
neighbour groups, the algorithm of distribution
management and scheduling are implemented.
Referring to bibliography study on models and
algorithm in logistics, having to face an analytic close
model with linear bounds, it was used a combination
and integration of simulation with analytic techniques,
realizing a tool operating on wide range.

So, it was chosen to implement a VRP algorithm
composed by a first clustering step and a second routing
step, in a greedy heuristic, where, starting from a knot
of reference, the optimal sequence is constructed simply
passing on the nearest knot. Therefore, if a circuit can’t
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complete load capacity of the correspondent vector,
another circuit is chosen on delivery time bound, till a
time or capacity bound is violated, so obtaining the
cluster assigned. This activity is carried out inside the
plant by the simulation model on constituting the load
for each vector.
For each load unit in a truck, the distance between its
destination and all the other destinations of the units
already on is calculated. The entering unit is placed in
the sequence when its distance is less than the distance
that the same destination had. If this doesn’t happen, the
entering unit is so put at the end of the sequence. When,
instead, the current unit is inserted in a sequence already
existing, reasonably it creates changes that involve all
the successive to the one of insertion; it’s so necessary a
greedy optimization procedure for the next visits (fig.
10). Furthermore, given the purpose of the study, an
algorithm was implemented to allow, in case of closing
of a plant, the redistribution of orders to another
production site on the beginning of the allocation
procedure.

THE EXPERIMENT
The research analyzed the effects of supply chain
configuration changes in delivering activities, in
particular the closing of plants in the production and
stocking net and the consequent new set up of customer
service. The parameters of the simulation (invariant
input) are:
x customers demand modelled as negative
exponential distribution curve with characteristic
value given by historical series analysis;
x maximum waiting time of orders (time in stock
before delivery). In defining the value, it’s to
consider also a reasonable transport time to reach
the end user: this highly affects the load of each
leaving vector and, if too short, it can cause
partially empty trucks. In this simulation
experiments, considering the particular urgency of
the product and the contractual clauses, it’s fixed at
12 hours;

NEW UNIT INSERTION

Shipment units in

SEQUENCE SHIFT FOR NEW UNIT INSERTION

Y

ind2 boot:
ind2 = NPARTS (carico)

First units?
N

ind1<units in track

ind2>ind+1

N

N

p(ind2+1)=p(ind2)

Y
Y
put client in sequence position P(ind1+1):
p (NPARTS (carico) + 1) = cliente

ind1=1

GREEDY HEURISTIC CHECK
Distance from in-client to client in
p(ind) position is bigger then from
p(ind) to previous next-client
dist (p (ind),cliente) < dist (p (ind),p
(ind + 1))

N

(ind+3) <= (NPARTS (carico) - 3)
Y
Y
i boot:
i=1

N

ind1=ind1+1

i<(shipment parts-ind-1):
I <= NPARTS (carico) ind-1

N

Y

put visit at the end of sequence:
p (NPARTS (carico) + 1) = cliente

distance from new units putting point to next
unit is bigger then to client in p(ind+2+i):
dist (p (ind+1), p(ind+2)) >
dist (p(ind+1),p(ind+2+i))

N
increase i:
i=i+1

increase ind:
ind=ind+1

Optimum sequence visit

Fig. 10 – Routing algorithm flow chart
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Y
Aux=p(ind+2)

p(ind+2)=p(ind+2+i)

p(ind+2+i)=Aux

x

As it can be seen in the table, average waiting time of
Naples, even with an increase of 14 vectors in Bologna
(only 5 were active before in Rome), worsen of 67%.

production time and capacity. For the purpose of
the study, they are taken in appropriate way to
always guarantee the correct amount of product
available with no delay.

STOCK-OUT

The output results to analyze are the following:
x average waiting time for orders (average service
time) for each customer;
x maximum waiting time (maximum service time) for
all the customers;
x number of units transported by vehicles, relative to
every production site, to estimate logistic costs;
x number of stock-outs.

WAITING
AV. TIME
AV. UNITS
ON TRUCK

TRUCKS WORKING

The distribution activities is monitored in a campaign of
runs of 62 consecutive days, long enough to smooth the
transitory effect of the first supplies and give a regime
solution.

Fig. 11 – Summary of Bologna distribution and Naples
service level
Any new vector doesn’t allow an increase of level
because, always respecting the maximum order wait
bound, Naples is too far, so to limit inferiorly the
average waiting time of the customer. In fact, there are
physical bounds (distances) that prevent from having
waiting average time lower than a certain value, as it’s
impossible to go below 7 hours if it needs 7 hours to
reach Naples from Bologna.
With 6 vectors there is already no stock-out but the
average waiting time becomes 17h 30m (387 time
units), 176% higher than the balanced situation.
Nevertheless a service distribution with only 6 vectors is
notably more economic, not only for a lower number of
vehicles acquired and the related costs (maintenance,
consumption, drivers, etc.) but also because they
generally travel with 9,52 load units instead of 4,59 in
case of 14 vectors, the best service level situation. The
maximization of marginal unit, 25%, is obtained passing
from 8 to 9 trucks.

Closing Rome plant
When a production site is closed, the reassignment
procedure is automatically activated, shifting the orders
to the still active plants, on a geographic criterion. All
Rome’s customers are diverted to Bologna, the nearest
factory. To define the new situation, the service level
offered to Naples is monitored, representing the most
critical customer for Bologna, as it’s the most distant.
Figure 11 sums up the new situation, varying the
number of active vectors related to the number of stockouts generated, to the average waiting time and to the
average number of loads on the truck. In table 1 Naples
levels of performance, before and after Rome closing,
are compared.
ǻA.W.T. is the percentage variation of average waiting
time related to the balanced starting situation.

Tab. 1 – Comparison of Naples service levels before and after Rome closing
NAPLES
All open
served by Rome
N° trucks
Av. waiting time

5
140

Rome closed
served by Bologna
2
///

3
430

4
400

5
390

6
387

7
380

8
370

///
10
9
330

205%
9.88
10
320

187%
9.74
11
290

178%
9.56
12
260

176%
9.2
13
240

170%
8.2
14
235

164%
7.01
15
235

ǻA.W.T.
Av. shipment
N° trucks
Av. waiting time

135%
6.19
16
235

128%
5.5
17
235

107%
5.02
18
235

85%
4.7
19
235

71%
4.63
20
236

67%
4.59

67%
4.57

ǻA.W.T.
Av. shipment

67%
4.57

67%
4.57

67%
4.57

67%
4.57

67%

ǻA.W.T
Av. shipment
N° trucks
Av. waiting time

5.40
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the same level of standard Bologna assignment, with an
equipment of 8 vectors that almost double the initial
park. Nevertheless this new balanced situation, transport
costs are sensibly higher as the average load, in fact, is
lower, passing from 8 to 5,6 units.

Considering that the number of vectors of Bologna in
the balanced scene is 2, it’s to face that without an
empowerment of resources the distribution system falls
in crisis: each customer has a stock-out and the average
waiting time for Naples surpasses 40h. Even acquiring a
further truck the situation doesn’t improve, with 155
stock-outs in the simulation time. Furthermore, the
average waiting time is still at an unacceptable level of
30h.

Rome and Bologna site closing
After the closing of Rome and Bologna, they become
both customer of the resulting net. The geographic
criterion reassigns Teramo and L’Aquila to Brindisi,
Firenze, Certaldo, San Marino, Ravenna, Ferrara, Forlì,
Modena, and Roma to Vicenza, Parma to Arluno,
Napoli to Reggio Calabria.
Rome customer is described as a significant example
(fig. 13), representing the most critical customer as the
most distant from Vicenza.

Closing Bologna plant
After having closed Bologna site, the algorithm
reassigns Parma customer to Arluno plant and Modena,
Ferrara, Ravenna, Forlì, San Marino to Vicenza.
After having balanced the production, San Marino
service level is analyzed in the new situation,
representing the most critic customer as the most distant
(fig. 12). In table 2 San Marino service level is shown,
in the two cases of Bologna and Vicenza assignment.

STOCK OUT

WAITING
AV. TIME
STOCK-OUT

AV. UNITS
ON TRUCK

TRUCKS WORKING

WAITING AV.
TIME

Fig. 13 – Summary of Vicenza distribution and Rome
service level

AV. UNITS
ON TRUCK

At this point, the comparison in table 3 shows two
different cases:
x closing of Rome site and subsequent assignment of
Rome customer to Bologna;
x closing of both Rome and Bologna and subsequent
assignment to Vicenza.

TRUCKS WORKING

The passage of Rome customer from Bologna to
Vicenza causes a general increase in average waiting
time, highly varying with the number of trucks
considered. For levels of about 15h (330 time units and
8 vectors), the difference between the two scenes is
sensibly lower than what happens on higher levels (less
than 14h), as seen in figure 14.

Fig. 12 – Summary of Vicenza distribution and San
Marino service level
As it can be noticed, the number of vectors owned by
Vicenza in standard situation is sufficient to obtain a
service level without stock out.
Increasing the number of vehicles, the improvement of
average waiting time goes in a linear way to arrive at

Tab. 2 – Comparison of San Marino service levels before and after Bologna closing
SAN MARINO
All open
(served by Bo)
N° trucks
Av. waiting time
ǻA.W.T
Av. shipment

Bologna closed
(served by Vicenza)

5
140

3
260
85%

4
230
65%

5
180
28%

6
160
14%

7
150
7%

8
140
0%

9
140
0%

8

10

9.67

9.68

7.35

8.8

6.5

6.5
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4 more vectors: the clients assigned to Vicenza are in
fact easier to reach and more concentrated by the site.
This is more evident analyzing the closing of Bologna
that redirects 6 customers to Vicenza, being anyway
able to react properly to this new incoming traffic with
its vehicles and establishing the standard situation with
only 4 more.

40%
35%
ǻA.W.T.

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

5%
0%
4

9

14

Simulation study showed that, on deliveries point of
view, sites with very few customers, if distant, are
anyway important to maintain an high service level,
more than highly productive factories with many
customers but near to other production centres. This
means the necessity of having sites opened only for
their strategic geographic location even with a not so
relevant production.
The decision support system is in its first stage, as it has
many further development not already considered:
x after having closed all the production sites and
leaving only primary factory, an analysis can be
carried out to fix an optimal stock level for each
customer, to avoid at best stock outs and
minimizing immobilization costs;
x on the same stage, it’s possible to define a reorder
level for raw materials to avoid production stops
and minimize immobilization costs;
x a costs – benefits analysis can be implemented. The
natural development of the model allows not only
to investigate effects on service level caused by the
closing of a production centre, but to completely
evaluate its economic impact on company general
behaviour;
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TRUCKS WORKING

Fig. 14 – Percentage difference on Rome service level
of Bologna and Vicenza
After 10 trucks, the value decreases and stabilize at
10%, as the service level depends no more on
production site capacity but only on the distance of the
two cities.
A global analysis of the results obtained in the
simulation runs determines that a site closing always
worsens total service level, even more sensibly when
the new assignment allocates together distant customers
and plants. Closing Rome and guaranteeing a good
service level (average waiting time of 14h for the most
critic customer) needs an acquisition of at least 8
vectors. The reason of this big increase is that Bologna
has to serve 6 clients very far one from the other,
someone also from the plant. To confirm what
supposed, closing Rome and Bologna creates an
increase of 9 customers in Vicenza, but to obtain a
service level of 14h for the most critic one it needs only

Tab. 3 – Comparison of Rome service levels before and after Bologna closing
ROME
3
410

Served by Bologna
4
5
6
380
340
320

7
310

N° trucks
Av. Waiting time
ǻA.W.T.

Served by Vicenza
4
5
6
470
350
350
23%
3%
9%

7
340
9.6%

10
8
330
13%

9.88
9
330
26%

9.86
10
310
30%

9.65
11
300
25%

9.34
12
290
35%

9.05
13
250
19%

8.45
14
245
22%

7.87
15
240
20%

7.04
16
220
10%

6.32
17
220
10%

5.7

5.25

5.25

4.79

4.52

3
///

equal trucks number

10
8
290

9.9
9
260

9.81
10
240

9.69
11
235

9.27
12
215

Av. shipment
N° trucks
Av. Waiting time
ǻA.W.T.
equal trucks number

8.4
13
210

7.5
14
200

6.5
15
200

6
16
200

5,5
17
200

Av. shipment
N° trucks
Av. Waiting time
ǻA.W.T.
equal trucks number

4.9

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

Av. shipment
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tests on different ordering policies for customers
are easily designable, increasing their stock level
and delivering more than a truck at the same time;
the simulation tool can be easily refined introducing
production programs and activities with the logics
related with distributive system. It would be
possible to analyze overloads of factories after an
increase in their number of customers and the
necessary action to prevent (empowerment of
production line resources or new investments in
capacity). Furthermore, the effects of production
stops on customers and the way to react to crisis
simulation could be investigated.
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These policies favour polycentric and regional
development as clearly identified in the EU sponsored
North European Trade Axes Study (NETA, 2002).
Small to medium sized ports were found to play a
crucial part in this development process by serving as
regional logistics nodes and gateways in conjunction
with short sea shipping and / or ferry services. The
commercial attractiveness of these gateways, through
operational efficiency supported by the physical
development of associated facilities, their land and
maritime access, is crucial to the economic
development of the regions.

KEYWORDS
Container Terminal, Computer Modelling, Planning,
Operation.
ABSTRACT
The proposed paper summarises the work done in WP4
of the EU sponsored RTD project TRAPIST where the
needs of small to medium sized ports / terminals with
'multi-purpose' capability had to be addressed. To this
end the following had to be considered:
x The absence of extensive IT support and how to
deal with it,
x Information flows to/from and within the terminal,
x Cargo flows to/from and within the terminal and
in association with this,
x Layout of land and maritime approaches including
berths,
x Position of in-and out gates,
x Terminal and yard layout in conjunction with
selected cargo handling equipment.

The European Commission (EC) in its publication
“Time to Decide – 2010” (DGTREN,2001), the White
Paper of September 2001, reviewed the results of the
implementation of the CTP. It revealed the EC’s plans
of how the CTP can be further and successfully
implemented within the framework of ‘Sustainable
Development’ and actions to achieve the all-important
‘Balance of the Modes of Transport’. In this respect
the development of Freight Corridors, Motorways of
the Seas and the removal of bottlenecks were identified
as being of particular importance. Combining Short
Sea Shipping (SSS)’ and ‘Rail’ with ‘Road’ offers
long-distance and pre-/post-carriage respectively. This
brings the operation of terminals, the ship-shore
interface, and associated bottlenecks into play.

The above resulted in an electronic terminal planning
board (TPB) with generic applicability. This TPB was
successfully applied to visualise initially the Status
Quo and subsequently to explore possible extensions
of the Tivoli Container Terminal in the Port of Cork,
Republic of Ireland. It was further used to review and
improve the layout of the road infrastructure in the Port
of Kokkola, Finland.

Despite considerable improvements and growth in
SSS, port turn-a-round times of container feeder
vessels need to be further reduced to offer a transit
time more comparable with those of the combination
of road and ferry transport.
The EC Fiches
“Bottlenecks in Short Sea Shipping”, e.g. April / May
1999 (DGTREN,1999), that discuss bottlenecks and
possible solutions indicate that port turn-a-round time
can be reduced by ensuring that terminal operations are
more efficient and that access to terminals conforms
with the access, parking, manoeuvring and berthing
requirements of road and rail vehicles as well as ships
accessing the port or terminal from land and from sea.

INTRODUCTION AND CONTRIBUTION TO EU
POLICIES
Implemented and pending European polices are a
common denominator for ports. This is particularly
applicable to small and medium sized ports, which as a
consequence of the European Spatial Development
Perspective (DETR,200) and The Common Transport
Policy (CTP) (European Commission, 1992)
transposed into national law, benefit from the resulting
national and regional spatial development and
transport plans.

The need to improve ‘Terminal Efficiency’ has been
addressed amongst others during the execution of the
5th EU sponsored 5th FWP project TRAPIST. Of
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particular interest for this paper is the contribution
made in Workpackage 4 with the aim of “Developing
Means for Gathering and Intelligently use Data from
Identified Sources”. These “means” comprise of an
“Object Oriented, Relational Database” and an
“Electronic Terminal Planning Board”. Together they
addresses in a very comprehensive way the bottleneck
‘Port’ described in the EC publication “COM99 317 en
final Development of SSS in Europe”, 1999 (EC,
1999), where short comings of port infrastructure and
port efficiency were commented upon and ‘port turn-around time’ was singled out as one of these
inefficiencies.
WP4 proposes “Means” aimed at
increasing the efficiency of small to medium sized
ports by specifically increasing their commercial
attractiveness to regional exporters and importers.
This proposition can be achieved by improving the
flow of information, cargoes, vehicles and people
through the port or terminal. Correct and timely
information is the first of two key aspects of this.
Solving operational problems quickly and effectively
by visualising them, simultaneously enabling the port /
terminal operator to easily explore alternate solutions
by using common sense based on experience is the
second key aspect. Both are paramount to achieve the
transfer of the flow of goods away from the at present
prevailing mode of ‘Road’ using heavy goods vehicles
(HGV), to water-borne transport, particularly to the
‘Motorways of the Sea’ employing short sea shipping
as an attractive alternative mode of transport as
envisaged by the CPT of the European Union (EU).
The benefits of this will affect port communities and
port hinterlands throughout the EU from the
Mediterranean to the Baltic including those of the New
Member States and further to the East.

developed is equally applicable to seaports, inland
ports, rail terminals, logistics centres or freight yards.
In outline, the “Methodology” consists of:
x An object orientated, relational data model in
Microsoft Visio format.
x A data dictionary in HTML format, and based
upon these two components,
x An object orientated, relational database using the
framework of Microsoft Access without as yet
specific user applications apart from those of the
‘terminal’.
THE DATABASE
The data fields in the database encapsulate the
information required to plan, organise, facilitate and
manage international multimodal freight transport
logistics including port and terminal operations. Thus
they identify the transport characteristics of cargoes
including codified data and international standards, e.g.
ISO container number, tariff codes, UN country codes,
EU transit references and the Unique Consignment
Reference (UCR) number each shipment requires.
Data fields contain information that enables the user to
delineate the layout of ports and terminals including
container stacks and marshalling areas. Information
contained in the data fields also identifies and
describes, cargo handling equipment, vehicles and
routes used within the port or terminal as well as
particulars and messages passed as well as manpower
requirements pertaining the working practices of the
terminal / port of interest. Particular attention was
given to the EU sponsored projects of BALTPORTSIT, SPHERE, TRIM, INFOLOG, BOBCOM,
EUROBORDER, D2D, THEMIS, INTRA-SEAS and
INTERPORT. Apart from the above listed ones, 24
FP4 and six FP5 projects were examined with
emphasis on freight transport related data and data
models used. The ensuing information formed the
basis for this work and the resulting data model gives a
comprehensive, object-oriented view of international,
multimodal transport logistics processes as well as port
/ terminal operations. It offers a database independent
description of what should be stored and how to store
it. Making the data model comprehensive and generic
enables it to act as the basis for the Electronic Planning
Board application that will facilitate terminal
operations.

OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Workpackage 4 (WP4) of TRAPIST had the following
major objective:
x To develop a methodology for data gathering and
its general representation to visualise and resolve
operational problems in ports and terminals.
This major objective was achieved and took the form
of:
x An object oriented relational database and, based
on this,
x An electronic terminal planning board.

The possibility of maintaining compatibility with other
“user applications” such as a simulator, e.g. the
simulator initiated as part of the SPHERE project and
further developed during the BALTPORTS-IT project
come to mind.

The development of a “Methodology for Data
Gathering” resulted in the above indicated object
oriented relational database. Microsoft Access was
used as a development tool and the proposed
“Methodology” took the shape of a database
comprising of the minimum information required to
address the combined efficiency of the flows of
information, cargoes, vehicles, ships and people to and
from the hinterland of a port or terminal and, through
this logistics node to destination. The methodology

Figure 1 below offers an appreciation of the data
model.
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Figure 2: The Modular Program Structure of TPB
All modules depicted in Figure 2 follow the 3 –Tier
Distributed Approach by implementing the
Client/Server communications model in Fat Client
Configuration as Figure 3 below outlines.

Figure 1: An Impression of the completed “Object
Oriented Relational” Data Model
THE TERMINAL PLANNING BOARD
The objective of WP4 required the development of:
x A computer based methodology in the form of an
‘electronic terminal planning board’ (TPB)
comprising of a set of building blocks depicting:
o Plan view of the maritime access, the berth,
the apron, the container yard, the gate and the
land access to the terminal – road, rail and
inland waterways.
o A selection of cargo handling equipment,
container stacks, ships and road vehicles.
o Items of information that trigger activities.
o Links and nodes representing the movements
of, e.g. cargo, vehicles, information and
people through the terminal.

Figure 3:

The 3-Tier Design

This distributed architecture allows the Terminal
Planning Board application to run on multiple
computers whilst the database resides on the main
server. The benefits of this approach are:
x Events happen concurrently, thus more can get
done.
x By replicating functionality, a more robust service
can be provided.
x Users and other actors in different locations can
readily be served.
x Not all the functional nodes need to be operational
at once.
x Diverse systems may be connected.
At the design stage, the TPB has been deliberately
given the added potential capability for it to be used as
a means of communication for the port community.
This makes the TPB a business application in which
the various steps in the business processes can be
located at the most efficient places in a network of
computers. In the typical transaction using the 3-tier
model, user interface processing is done in the PC at
the user's location, business processing is done in a
remote computer, and database access and processing
is done in yet another remote computer providing
centralized access.

In all, a visual means to use common sense as well as
offer the possibility of simulation to solve operational,
equipment and layout problems of small to medium
sized ports and terminals.
The TPB’s design comprises of six modules. They
were designed, programmed, tested, peer reviewed and
validated as standalones. However, when combined
they form the complete Terminal Planning Board as
shown in Figure 2. Moving from left to right, the
normal sequence of events, as they occur on a terminal
when engaged in exporting, was followed. The reverse
is true for importing.
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of the TPB too is part of its latent potential. The link
between TPB and the simulation is again the object
oriented relational database.

Figure 2 shows that the backbone of the structure of
the Terminal Planning Board is the object oriented
relational database. To date, this database comprises
of some 1,300 entities residing in some 130 tables. In
an application that is supported by a large database,
simultaneous access by different users and from
different computers as indicated, correctness of data
must be ensured.

The following may serve as examples of the latent
potential once the ‘operational mode’ of the TPB is
fully implemented:
x The central controller of the port or terminal is
accessing the database to query empty stack
positions.
x The in-gate keeper and the central controller are
simultaneously accessing the database regarding
access, drop-off positions and storage location in
the export stack for containers to be delivered to
the port /terminal for export under, e.g. the 24
hour rule.
x The stevedore or the central controller and the
cargo handling equipment operator are
simultaneously accessing the database to place,
receive or confirm an order to deliver an import
container to a specific loading position for road
tractor trailer units or to deliver an export
container to a specific storage position in the
export stack or on the apron in readiness for
loading.
x The freight forwarder accesses the database to
transfer information concerning export cargo and /
or to trace the progress of export or import cargo.

To eventually be useful in every-day operation, the
prototype of the TPB has been designed with three
purposes in mind not all of which have as yet been
implemented due to resource and time limitations.
However, to draw attention to the latent potential of
the TPB, these three purposes are:
The Planning Mode:
In this case information
gathered from identified sources relates to terminal
layout, cargo handling equipment and vehicles. Data
can be entered, stored in and retrieved from the
database. This information can be superimposed onto
a map or engineering drawing showing a plan view of
the terminal to depict a current or planned layout of the
terminal of interest. This has been implemented
including the required application specific graphical
user interfaces (GUI) enabling the TPB to
communicate with the database and is fully
operational.
The Operational Mode: In this case the application of
the TPB is biased towards the daily operation of the
terminal. Again, this requires the TPB to gather data
from identified sources, i.e. from freight forwarders,
hauliers and other members of the port community,
and store it in the database. Operations relate to gate,
yard, storage, apron and discharging and loading as
well as tracking and tracing activities. The GUI
enabling communication between the gate and the
database have been developed and are operational
including the allocation of ‘storage space’ as opposed
to ‘ground slot space’. The application specific GUI
enabling the members of the port community to
directly communicate with the TRAPIST database do
not yet exist but are mentioned and form part of the
latent potential of the TPB.

The TPB uses the extended modelling language
(XML) language to pass data between the modules of
the TPB, the database, and the computers of individual
and concurrent users. XML is a text-based protocol. It
can describe any type of data, even images. Using
XML format, data can be moved easily and reliably
between modules and layers in three-tier applications,
between different operating systems, to and from
databases and using the Internet, between different
users of the port community. The application of
mobile computing using web messaging in conjunction
with XML make it possible for terminals and other
actors of the port community to communicate easily
and effectively exchanging data as events occur, i.e. in
real time.
Figure 4 below portrays the TPB and offers some
insight into its functionality. It shows the menu bar to
control the operation of the TPB at the top of the
screen. The tool bar or ‘toolbox’ is placed on the left
hand side, and the status bar including management
information are included at the bottom of the screen.

The Simulation Mode: In this case, the simultaneous
activities of the gates, the yard, the apron and the
vehicles could be simulated using terminal specific
distributions in conjunction with pseudo random
numbers and the animated icons of, e.g. vehicles,
cargo, cargo handling equipment, information and
terminal staff in order to generate dynamic information
of benefit in the management of the terminal. This use
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Figure 4: The Terminal Planning Board

Figure 5: The “Status Quo” of the Tivoli Container
Terminal in Cork – TEU only

TESTING OF THE TERMINAL PLANNING
BOARD
The objective of this RTD work implied testing the
capability of the TPB by at first representing the
“Status Quo” of the Tivoli Container Terminal in the
Port of Cork, Republic of Ireland, and of the Port of
Kokkola in Finland, as they existed at the start of the
TRAPIST project in 2002. The status quo had to be
conveyed by means of the physical flows of cargoes,
the equipment used and the messages passed. This had
to be superimposed on the plan view of the Tivoli
Terminal as well as the map of the Port of Kokkola.

The bottom four icons in the tool bar on the left hand
side of Figure 5 represent ground slots. The top two
mimic the space required by a 20 ft (TEU) on the
ground of the terminal and by a 40 ft (FEU) container
respectively. The bottom two icons block out the
ground space needed by the European Intermodal
Loading Units (EILU), proposed by the Commission.
These EILU are based on the dimensions of swop
bodies. They maximise the space for the stowage of
pallets, something ISO containers do not do, and, as a
result, these EILU have different space requirements to
ISO containers on whose dimensions ground slots are
traditionally based. To achieve the terminal layout
shown in Figure 5, each ground slot had to be
individually selected from the tool bar, entered into the
database, positioned on the screen, dragged and
dropped into position and aligned by rotation. The
TPB uses ‘left’ mouse clicks to select, drag and drop
an icon, ‘right’ mouse clicks to rotate the icon, and
wheel rotation to zoom in and zoom out.

Apart from access, gates, ground slots, cargo handling
equipment and vehicles the presentation indicates a
network of paths forming links and nodes, over which
cargo, equipment and information flow.
This
information is stored in the TRAPIST database and in
conjunction with simulation (WP5) it will show traffic
density, path service level, origin-destination service
level and the distribution of flow over paths and thus
possible bottlenecks. The objectives of Task 4.3 were
achieved but involved:
x To prepare the plan view of the terminal,
including maritime access, berths, apron,
container yard, gate and land access, under
consideration for display on the screen.
x To use the drawing tool and icons to depict paths
and positions of cargo flows, equipment and
associated movements, storage areas and
information.

The objective of WP4 further implied that the
characteristics of each link, cargo- and equipment item,
ship and vehicle in a path would be identified and
documented, if necessary through a time and motion
study and analysed with respect to compatibility of
cargo, terminal equipment, vessel, the physical layout
of / along the path, and manpower requirements, i.e.
the number, skill and training requirements of staff.
To this end the stochastic sequences of activities,
facilities, cargo handling equipment, information and
manpower constituting the port / terminal processes
were reviewed and documented for a container
terminal, a dry bulk cargo terminal and for a break
bulk cargo terminal.

Figure 5 below shows the results related to the “Status
Quo” of the Tivoli Container Terminal. It indicates the
layout of TEU ground slots spaced for “2+1” straddle
carrier operations. It shows the in- and out-gates, road
access to the check-in area, the quay including the two
berths, the ship-to-shore gantry cranes, the apron, the
road access to the apron, straddle carriers and
articulated vehicles delivering and / or collecting
containers.

The TPB discussed above appears to concentrate on
container terminals. This appearance is deceiving and
equal attention has been given to Ro-Ro-, dry bulkand break-bulk terminals.
The extensively
documented processes were peer reviewed by the
industrial partners. A fabulous wealth of information
and experience was made available by them and could
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be included in the documentation. Observing the flow
of container handling vehicles on the container
terminal in Cork led to the conclusion that there was
no one-way system in operation on this terminal. The
movements of straddle carriers in the container yard,
on the apron and on the unloading and loading areas
for articulated road vehicles near the gates were
somewhat random. Cargo, cargo handling equipment,
terminal staff and terminal layout were found to be in
harmony and working well. A subsequent time and
motion study on this terminal confirmed this.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The characteristics of links, cargoes (containers),
equipment items, ships and land vehicles are stored in
the object oriented relational database. The user enters
or selects them. The TPB is generic. Its application as
presented in this paper though was specific. This
necessitated that each entity was considered
individually. Object orientation demanded that each
entity of the TPB is ‘live’, can be saved, edited and
reloaded for subsequent work. This implies that each,
e.g. line representing a path or a segment of a path,
cargo item, piece of equipment or vehicle has to be
stored together with its characteristics. The icons in
the tool bar are not only pictures but objects. They are
associated with the characteristics of the real life object
they depict. Rather than use a fixed set of data for this,
a facility for the user to enter this data, as befits the
terminal under consideration, has been provided. The
database has been designed to take account of this.
The graphical user interfaces to enter characteristics of
cargo handling equipment are demonstrated in Figure 6
and 7 below with respect to a straddle carrier and a 20
ft container.

SWL
Handling rate
Length
Width
Height
empty
Height loaded
Container stacking height loaded
Container stacking height empty
Distance between stacks
Depth of container stack (1 row)
Turning radius loaded
Turning radius empty
Lane width to change direction
– loaded
Lane width – loaded
Lane width – empty
Axel load
Maximum travelling speed laden

10.5 m
7.0 m
7.0 m
24 tonne
24 km/h

The same approach of combining TPB and database
has been used to determine, enter and store the
characteristics of terminal entities required for
operational as well as layout planning. Figure 7 below
illustrates this for containers.

Figure 7:

Figure 6:

40 tonne
20 / h
9.2 m
4.9 m
11.8 m
11.8 m
3
3
2m
2.5 m
10.5 m
9.5 m

The Graphical User Interface for a 20-Foot
Container

Slot number, stack position and lane number specify
where on the terminal the container is stored. The
information helps with tracking and tracing of the box.
The same GUI as shown in Figure 7 above and the
same comments made, apply to the 40 foot container.
The arrangement of ground slots on the terminal is
generally made in terms of “Twenty Foot Equivalent
Units” (TEU) with two of these making up a ground
slot required for a 40 ft box.

The GUI for Terminal specific Equipment

The Information required for Terminal Layout for 40 ft
Containers (2 TEU Ground Slots) using Straddle
Carriers is listed below and may serve as example.
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The information of all of the icons, together with that
related to lines and nodes, once stored in the object
oriented relational database constitute the data required
for simulation.
After establishing and verifying the display and
correctness of the “Status Quo” by means of peer
reviews and terminal visits, and engaging in similar
activities with respect to terminal processes and
characteristics of, e.g. cargoes, cargo handling
equipment and vehicles, the objective of WP4
demanded that: “The building blocks or entities of the
TPB could be rearranged or changed within the
confines of the plan view of the terminal and that
options regarding the selection of cargo handling
equipment, terminal vehicles, manpower requirements,
terminal layout as well as information flows, could be
explored with the aim to find not only a more efficient
way of operating but also a better combination of
terminal layout and operation”. Figure 8 below gives
an indication of this work.

Figure 8:

Figure 9:

Phase II of the Development at the Tivoli
Container Terminal, Cork

Figure 10 depicts this common sense solution to the
layout problem of the latest development phase of
‘Tivoli’ without negatively affecting the terminal’s
capacity.

Figure 10:

Phase I of the Development at the Tivoli
Container Terminal, Cork

Alternate Layout of Ground Slots for the
2nd Development Phase of ‘Tivoli’

With respect to the Port of Kokkola, the problem was
related to a new road to be built to connect the
‘General Port’ with the ‘Deep Port’. The old and
existing road connection was too long, too narrow and
had too many bends and was difficult to negotiate for
the large and heavy vehicles transporting zinc ingots
from the warehouses of the factory situated in the
vicinity of the Deep Port to the General Port for
loading into vessels bound for Amsterdam. Figure11
below shows the layout of this port and the connecting
new road to be built, thereby halving the travelling
distance.

The Tivoli Container Terminal underwent considerable
development and expansion during the two years of
TRAPIST. This was done in two phases. Figures 8
above and Figure 9 below show these developments.
They were produced in the same way as Figure 5 and
demonstrate the capability of the TPB to take account
of changes in terminal layout.
In all cases the TEU ground slots were aligned EastWest and about parallel to the quay. This resulted in
some access and congestion problems for straddle
carriers in the North of the terminal. The solution was
found by realigning the ground slots of this area NorthSouth.

The capability of the TPB to develop alternate layouts
within the confines of an existing terminal layout was
successfully tested and industrially applied by
selecting two considerably different ports. The
objective of WP4 of TRAPIST has been well achieved.
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quo and from this starting point develop alternate
terminal layouts. The ‘Tivoli’ Container Terminal of
the Port of Cork has been used for this purpose.
Subsequently, the need expressed by the Port
Authority of the Port of Kokkola for a new road
connecting the general Port with the Deep Port was
used to prove the applicability of the TPB to the
planning of this task.
The combination of TPB and database enables:
x Re-engineering of terminal layout, selection of
cargo handling equipment and working methods to
reduce manpower, travelling distance and or -time
by using different routes, equipment and
arrangements of slot spaces to increase terminal
capacity, terminal throughput and terminal
efficiency.
x Making use of the ‘common sense’ approach by
providing the terminal operator with a tool
enabling him to translate his operational
experience into the layout of slot spaces,
positioning of gates, terminal access, and the
selection of cargo handling equipment. Entities
of the same equipment type but with different
operating characteristics can be stored in the
database and used.
x Populating the database with the terminal entities
and their characteristics yields data for the
simulation system, addresses access issues both
for land and maritime access, superimposing and
displaying the links over the map of the terminal
enables network analysis, and last but not least,
the operational characteristics entered into the
database aid benchmarking.

Figure 11: New Road (in red) connecting the General
Port with the Deep Port
BENEFITS
These accrue to terminal and ship operators and to a
similar extent to hauliers delivering and / or collecting
containers to / from the terminal. Regarding exporters,
importers and freight forwarders, an efficient port /
terminal is a commercially attractive proposition and
generates more business. Improving the efficiency of a
container terminal, or of any other terminal for that
matter, by increasing the cargo throughput, reduces the
turn-a-round time of vessels and other vehicles as well
as the unproductive times on the terminal. A benefitcost analysis was carried out as part of Workpackage 6
of TRAPIST.
It was concerned with “Optimal
Loading / Discharging of Liner / Feeder Vessels” and
based on information prepared by MARAN, NL.
Benefits were estimated as 515 Euro for every hour
gained for a 750 TEU vessel. With respect to a small
to medium sized terminal and assuming operating
expenses per year to be 6,180,000 Euro, assuming
further a 52 week year, six days / week and 10 working
hours per day, terminal / port benefit of 1980 Euro for
every hour gained through increased terminal / port
efficiency were estimated.

In summary, the TPB affords:
x Potential planning opportunities
x Obtaining of real time information through the
operational aspects of the TPB in association with
gate procedures
x Operationally feasible results
x Helps maximising the use of existing facilities
x Supports the efficient layout of new facilities
x Is user friendly to industry
x Does not need extensive and specialised support
of IT personnel.
x Forms a direct link to selected simulation
programs.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper puts the EU sponsored RTD work done in
WP4 of TRAPIST into a European perspective. It
examines critically the overall objectives and
achievements of the WP. These are:
x An object oriented relational database and
associated GUI, and
x A Terminal Planning Board.
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Europe needs the improvement of supporting services
along this transportation routes. Containerships present
one half of the turnover measured in gross tonnage
along the route “East Asia  North-Western Europe”,
with China being the largest producer of container
traffic originating in Asian countries. Multilevel
logistics and transport business process will be analysed
at three levels (Figure 1): First level – containers
delivery from one deep sea port (hub) to another by
deep sea shipping lines, Second level – containers
delivery from hub port to smaller feeder ports by feeder
shipping lines, Third level – containers delivery from
feeder ports to customers by trains.

KEYWORDS
Transport logistics, Modelling, Web-based solutions.
ABSTRACT
Logistics platform for development of Web-portal for
transport services’ consumers is described in this paper:
the maritime freight route and target groups of actors
operating along it are identified, logistics model as a set
of business charts, communication diagrams and
flowcharts is described.
INTRODUCTION
Functioning of the market economy depends on the
effective information provision of the transport
services. It is really important to reach synchronization
of business processes, cargo and data flows and
integrity among different activities accompanying
cargo transportation along the selected freight route. In
2004 the eLOGMAR-M project (Web-based and
Mobile Solutions for Collaborative Work Environment
with Logistics and Maritime Applications), funded by
the Commission of the European Communities within
the Sixth Framework Programme (DG INFSO), has
been strated. One of the goals of eLOGMAR-M project
is to create a Web-portal for information providing to
transport services’ consumers. The major idea from
logistics point of view is to estimate a start-to-finish
rate of cargo transportation and to select the most
suitable supply chain.

The Baltic Sea Region is selected as the sample of
feeder shipping and Port of Hamburg as container hub
for this region. IT- and Communication support of
intermodal transportation is illustrated by logistics
supply chain “Baltic feeder ports ↔ trains ↔
Customers”.
Special attention will be also devoted to the study of
maritime and logistics processes in the Baltic Sea
Region as they form an integral part of the above
mentioned freight route. This region has specific
requirements: after the candidate countries (Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia) joined both the EU and NATO,
they play the role of a new border between EU and CIS.
Actors from two major target groups are involved in
cargo transportation process:
1) Transportation group (K1): deep sea and feeder
shipping lines, shipowners, terminal operators,
block train operators, forwarding companies,
multimodal transportation operators, freight
brokers;
2) Transportation group (K2): cargo owners,
forwarding companies, traders.

THE MARITIME FREIGHT ROUTE AND
TARGET GROUPS
The maritime freight route "Baltic Sea feeder ports Western Europe hub port (Hamburg) - Mediterranean
port (Thessaloniki) - Chinese ports" is selected as the
subject of investigation and demonstration. The rapidly
developing trade between Europe and Asia, the
polarisation of producers in Asia and of consumers in
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Figure 1: Multilevel Logistics and Transport Business Process.
in logistics processes of freight transportation along the
selected route. The BSP method is used to produce the
set of business charts (“Processes – Actions” and
“Actions – Executors”). Table 1 presents three main
processes and appropriate actions of their detailed
definition. Table 2 presents business actions sharing
among classes of executors (two major groups: cargo
group and transportation group).

ANALYSIS AND MODELLING OF BUSINESS
PROCESSES
A set of business charts and communication diagrams
from BSP method (Bluemel et al. 2003) and LIS
Technology (Ginters et. al. 2002) is used for
presentation of business processes of collaboration
between
partners from
two major
groups
(transportation and cargo groups), which are involved
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Table 1: Business Chart “Processes – Actions”
Processes
1. Preparation of
Information
regarding
services
of
actors
from
transportation
group

2. Promotion of
services and
information
distribution
among actors
from
cargo
group

3. Looking for
suitable actors
from
transportation
group
for
cargo delivery
in accordance
with
terms
and conditions
of a contract

Table 2: Business Chart “Actions – Executors”

Actions
1.1. Preparation of information
regarding
sailing
schedules
(deep
sea
shipping lines)
1.2. Preparation of information
regarding
sailing
schedules (feeder lines)
1.3. Preparation of information
regarding characteristics
of port terminals
1.4. Preparation of information
regarding
intermodal
(block train) services
1.5. Preparation of information
regarding characteristics
of rail terminals
2.1. Printing and distribution
of leaflets and handbooks
2.2. Presentation
at
conferences
and
exhibitions
2.3. Meetings
arrangement
with potential customers
2.4. Providing
access
to
information via Internet
3.1. Study and analysis of
information presented by
actors from transportation
group in different ways
(handbooks,
Web-sites
etc.)
3.2. Preparation
and
distribution of inquiries
regarding conditions of
cargo transportation
3.3. Study and analysis of
replies
to
inquiries
received
from
transportation group
3.4. Making
a
decision
concerning the selection of
partners
from
transportation group

Executors

Actors Actors
Actions
from K1 from K2
1.1. Preparation of information
regarding sailing schedules
(deep sea shipping lines)
1.2. Preparation of information
regarding sailing schedules
(feeder lines)
1.3. Preparation of information
regarding characteristics of
port terminals
1.4. Preparation of information
regarding intermodal (block
train) services
1.5. Preparation of information
regarding characteristics of
rail terminals
2.1. Printing and distribution of
leaflets and handbooks
2.2. Presentation at conferences
and exhibitions
2.3. Meetings arrangement with
potential customers
2.4. Providing
access
to
information via Internet
3.1. Study
and
analysis
of
information
presented
by
actors from transportation
group in different ways
(handbooks, Web-sites etc.)
3.2. Preparation and distribution of
inquiries regarding conditions
of cargo transportation
3.3. Study and analysis of replies to
inquiries
received
from
transportation group
3.4. Making a decision concerning
the selection of partners from
transportation group
Note: K1 – Transportation group; K2 – Cargo group.
Communication diagrams present a model of
information objects and links between them: three
levels model is presented in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
Transportation
group (K1)

Cargo
group (K2)

Figure 2: First Level.
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Cargo owners or their
representatives (buyer)

DB of alternative
solutions

Contracts DB
DB of transportation
group services

Transportation group

Cargo owner (seller)
Figure 3: Second Level.

Cargo Group

Forwarding Company

Deep Sea Shipping
Lines

Port Authorities

Transportation
Group

Feeder Shipping
Lines

Block
Trains

Port Container
Terminals

Railway Container
Terminals

Multi-Modal
Transportation
Operator

Figure 4: Third Level.
The following business processes will be supported by
Web-portal:
1) Cargo group – preparation of contract of
Sale/Purchase;
2) Cargo group – looking for suitable actors from
cargo transportation group in accordance with
terms and conditions of a contract of
Sale/Purchase;
3) Transportation group – promotion of services by
the way of distribution of information via Internet;

4) Transportation group – preparation of initial
information
regarding
services
and
its
maintenance.
COMPONENTS OF WEB-PORTAL IN
TRANSPORT LOGISTICS
Each actor, who is involved in business processes of
cargo transportation along the selected freight route,
has a freedom to maintain the content of its part taking
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into consideration the specifics of the transport
services. However, the portal will have a core of
components and each of the actors has to contribute to
its maintenance. This core of components contains:
• General information (overview of IT and
Communication Solutions with transport logistics
and maritime applications, overview of EU
regulations, international standards and national
laws, overview of opportunities and computerbased courses for training);
• Information regarding solutions in transport
logistics (initial information and algorithm of
decision making). Initial information contains:
sailing schedules of ocean and feeder lines,
schedules of block-train services, characteristics of
port and railway terminals, terms of freight
delivery and transportation etc.).

A Web-portal is aimed at supporting of decision
making in transport logistics, using business processes
models, general and initial information. Both target
groups will benefit from Web-portal applications:
•
Actors from transportation group by promotion of
their services and increasing cargoes flows;
•
Actors from cargo group by calculating and
estimation a start-to-finish transportation tariffs
and choosing better cargo carrier, who meets the
required criteria.
FLOWCHART OF DECISION MAKING
Flowchart of decision making is presented in Figure 5.
As it was mentioned above, two groups of actors are
involved in solving logistics tasks: Group K1 –
transportation group; Group K2 –cargo group.

1.
Actors from K1 prepare and provide access to initial information regarding their services promotion
among actors from K2

2.
Actor from K2 distributes inquiry in accordance with terms of a Contract of sale and purchase among
different actors from K1

3.
Actors from K1 process inquiry and prepare information for actor from K2 in accordance with his inquiry

4.
Actor from K2 receives and analyses replies to his inquiry

NO

5.
Actor from K2 makes a
decision for further contacting
with the selected actors from
K1

YES

6.
Actor from K2 and selected actors from
K1 establish contacts regarding further
procedures of cargo transportation

7.
END

Figure 5: Flowchart Showing Processes of Decision Making.
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Information Systems”
Programme).

Block 1: For promotion of their services actors from
transportation group must present information regarding
their activities.

(Leonardo

da

Vinci
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upcoming years.
In the past modeling & simulation was used as base
methodology for improving port operations, yard
planning and resource control in such way several
experiences can be capitalized and new approaches can
be designed based on it .
Several simulation projects were developed, in fact, to
optimize the scheduling policies of the terminal in order
to reduce the waiting times and improve the overall
performances. In such field techniques used ranging
from discrete event models in order to study the
advantages of an automated container terminal ( Delft
University in Netherlands), to the use of a specific
model for simulating sea conditions and their effect on
the maritime logistics (University of Ulster) up to Petri
Networks (University of Barcelona, Spain).
Some recent studies made by the Dong-A University of
Korea demonstrated also the advantages of an ERP-like
approach in container handling for reducing the system
development
time,
eliminating
redundancies,
maintaining integration and enabling flexibility,
standardization of workflow.
Starting from the authors experiences in design and
implement Decision Support System (DSS) devoted to
optimize logistics of maritime transportation the authors
propose an innovative approach based on the integration
among Discrete Event Simulation and Linear
Programming to improve the effectiveness of the yard
schedule by validating traffic forecasts with credible
simulation scenario. Genoa Port, particularly, starting
from an high percentage of empty containers (i.e. about
35% in 2003 versus the 20% of Rotterdam Port) can be
regarded as the proper case study for the proposed
methodology.
The idea and the goal of this paper is to optimize the
sequence of loading and unloading operations focusing
on the wharfs’ occupation considering all the factors,
controllable and not controllable, involved in the
berthing process in order to reduce inefficiency and
improve the potentials of the terminal.
The factors involved in this approach are the stochastic
process of the incoming ships, sea conditions, and the
consequent extra costs due to additional wharf
occupation for improper dock schedule. Constrained

Simulation, Berth Management, Container Yards,
Optimization, Linear Programming
ABSTRACT
Container terminals world wide are trying to expand
capacity and increase performance at a minimum of
investments. Often the container terminal operations are
changing to meet increased customer demands as well
as to adapt to new technologies. The increasing costs of
container terminal development do justify the use of
computer simulation to assist in planning and policy
making. The use of specific mathematical models for
supporting yard operations optimization is turning to be
the key of the next generation Decision Support
Systems, the paper outline the integration between a
flexible simulator which represents the marine-side
operations of a container terminal with a Linear
Programming model for improving berth assignment
management polices and yard stacking management
policies.
INTRODUCTION
In the last years maritime transport shown an
outstanding growth, causing to some harbors to reach
their maximum capacity limits and so simulation gain,
consequently, interest as primary methodology to proper
address the upcoming years challenges..
Another important aspect is the radical changing in the
Supply Chain where Europe and the Western Countries
are going to change their position from mostly
exporting to importing area due to the growing in
outsourcing towards Far East countries like China and
India.
This change involves also the logistics structure of the
harbors moving from, basically, handling and storage
facilities towards an Integrated Multimodal Terminals in
which the goods are sorted, routed and, eventually,
transformed to finished goods. The challenge of
increase the port traffic avoiding to paralyze the harbor
itself and its accessing ways is turning to be the critical
point of the new development strategies for the
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resources (i.e. crane drivers, loaders, berth operators,
cranes, stackers, transtainers, forklifts, tugboats and
container yard) were considered in the proposed study.

among Internet and Intranet for helping decision makers
using Autonomous Agents (AA).
The researchers of the Limburg University Central in
Belgium, instead, developed an heuristic algorithm in
order to find the best sequence of placing vessels inside
a lock for harbours set in a river or in a canal, which are
sometimes subjected to tides and other bad conditions.
Always in 2003 were presented works about the
production of a software helping to manage port
operations, one of them is the “Port Process Simulator”
(PPS) developed by the Ulster University and already
installed in three ports of the Baltic Area, which
simplify all the harbouring activities.
In the same conference, HMS 2003 in Riga, Latvia, a
real application of this software was presented for the
Gdansk port, in Poland, and a possible scenario of
further developments was shown, after a phase of
VV&A (Verification, Validation & Analysis), by the
simulator fed by the real data.
So simulation in harbours, both maritime and fluvial, it
is one of the most active fields of the research in
modeling and simulation.

SIMULATION FOR MANAGING TERMINALS
AND PORTS
Simulation in maritime environments has been
developed by the scientists for a long time, in fact both
the authors themselves and other researchers had
studied technologies devoted to improve performances
inside an harbour and on the infrastructures around it
(railroads, motorways, etc.).
The authors took care of this aspects since 1996, when
the first project regarding the use of Virtual Reality
devoted to train Service Operators inside Genoa Port
and then to improve safety, called “Safety First”, was
implemented by Liophant Simulation, after that, they
continued to use simulation in order to improve port
operations; in fact in 2002, during the TransBaltica
2002 Conference, POSEIDON simulator was
implemented in order to study the behavior of an Oil
Terminal in Genoa at the arriving of several types of
tugs pilots and boats and to manage the docks and its
resources in order to reach the goal of the best
performance.
Other important works, developed principally in the
years 2002-2003,at the 18th International Port
Conference of Alexandria in Egypt in 2002, in fact, was
presented an innovative work by the Dong-A University
in South Korea devoted to manage Container Terminal
Operating Systems using an ERP Approach, clustering
for example the workflow of the container terminals,
analyzing the business process to generate the best
workflow and using the planning facility, coupled with
data flow from client entities such as shipping
companies.
In 2002 was developed the TOMAS project, a tool for
Object-Oriented Modeling and Simulation created two
years before by the researchers of the Delft University
in Netherlands, applied in an automated Container
Terminal, that guarantees the advantages of the standalone complex model divided into small sub models
easy to understand and an improved transparency and
maintainability of the simulation model.
During the International Conference HMS & MAS
2002, held in Bergeggi, Italy, the University of
Barcelona, Spain, presented a modelling methodology
based on Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) formalism to
design a software tool useful in port process simulation
in order to make easier the design and the management
of port terminals.
The next year (2003) in Alexandria, Egypt was
presented a system of PDGPS (Precision Differential
Global Position System), applied in the Gantry Cranes
in Alexandria Port, in order to increase and improve the
Yard Productivity to match today’s Ship To Shore
Crane Productivity tracking the Containers and using
Auto Steering tools for cranes.
Another application, called SIRIO; was presented as a
DSS (Decision Support System) in harbor operations
using Web Based Distributed Simulation in a Java,
based architecture able to share quantitative models

THE IMPLEMENTED SIMULATION MODEL
The idea of this work is to find a strong solution even
not necessarily the best performing for managing the
ships arrivals timetable inside an Italian port container
terminal.
The estimated time of arrivals of every single vessel is
scheduled inside a DB (Database) calculating the
“Delta” of the hypothetic arrival time versus the current
time.
The real time of arriving is calculated taking into
account several coefficients related to different events
and using a Monte Carlo methodology; the most
important factors are the quality of the data, the sea
condition coefficient, that is bigger when the condition
of the sea are worse and inflates the “Delta” between
prediction time and real time and the distance between
prediction and events themselves. The sum of these
factors determines a coefficient that returns the delay of
the ship arrival versus the prediction made inside the
database.
Inside berthing operations it is obligatory to distinct the
status of the jobs: some of them have a fixed position,
which is not allowed to delay, while others are “free”
and are classified with a priority index based on the
customers’ criticality (using for example an ABC
analysis) and/or on the Due Date.
This work is also devoted to simulate the resources’
utilization in a stochastic environment based on a
priority index that determines the operating sequence,
except for the operations already started, which is fixed
and deterministic; inside there different scenarios are
simulated using a system of stochastic rules to be
evaluated in terms of strength, which is the goal of the
entire scheduling process.
The model used for simulation is a discrete event one
and it aims to be an useful tool for supporting planning
of a great reality inside Italian maritime ports with
container terminals: La Spezia Harbor; the model is
quite simple and for its implementation it was preferred
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an higher speed of computation rather than a better
precision.
Conceptually the idea is to divide all the operations in
tasks, which are the elementary work units and so they
are the leafs of an hypothetic tree of the operations;
every task requires the work specialization and the
availability of the resources allowed to do this task;
every task is inside a well defined sequence with a well
defined order of priority and it has a known (in
stochastic terms) length, which is at least 1 hour or 1
day (8 hours).
The sequence of a group of tasks defined before is
called “job”, and it is the next level of the operations’
tree, the tasks of a job are ordered with a strict sequence
of priority and they are often grouped by workers’
specializations (preparation, loading, unloading,
moving…)
Inside this project are also defined the workstations,
which are the descriptions of the available resources in
order to run a certain number of simulation replications.
In order to sequence the activities at their best it is also
provided to use an optimization algorithm well known
in the field of the Operative Research, the “2-Opt
Algorithm”.

be regarded as base approach for specific allocation
problems such as a Yard Planning. Still one point
remain on the table: how robust is the solution? In this
way simulation is used to test solutions for their highest
robustness by using DOE (Design of Experiment) and
RSM policies and practices can now be set to their
maximum robustness by investigating the role of their
“parameter” to the appropriate objective function.
The proposed methodology starts with a Mathematical
Model for supporting Berth Planning able to identify the
correct place (space) for berthing a ship and the correct
instant (time) to carried out this operation, this part of
the problem resolution take, as input, the optimal
position of the berth for each ship, that is, for our
purpose, the nearest docking place where the containers
have to be taken or dropped. In this way any choice
made in the direction of planning the container yard has
is effect on the Berth Planning that is optimized by
using an appropriate model.
In the berth planning, we try to minimize the penalty
cost resulting from delayed departures of vessels and the
additional handling cost resulting from deviation of the
berthing position from the best location on the berth.
Carriers usually inform the expected arrival time and the
requested departure time of vessels to the terminal
operator. Based on the information, a terminal operator
tries to satisfy the requested departure time of each
vessel. However, when the arrival rate of vessels is high
or unexpected arrivals occur, it may not be possible to
service all of the vessels before the service completion
time that they requested. Thus, departures of some
vessels may be delayed over the requested due time.
Note that the terminal operator has different priorities
for different types of vessels. The priorities can be
converted into weights (c) on the penalty cost of vessels
in the objective function.
By considering the following notation is possible to
express the Berth Planning problem in the form of a
Linear Programming model, in particular let be:

COMBINING SIMULATION AND
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
One of the most important aspects in the maritime
terminal management is related to the yard planning and
to the internal traffic in order to reduce leadtime of
incoming and outcoming goods. This point is even truer
in container terminal where space and movement
procedures plays an important role. One of the most
interesting techniques used to proper solve this problem
is based on Modeling & Simulation (M&S) where the
entire terminal is modeled in order to find bottleneck
and to test the effect of the upcoming and outcoming
ships. This methodology is extremely expensive and
time consuming since requires an intensive modeling
effort that has to be continued in the life of the terminal
in order to ensure proper representation of the reality. In
other words simulation is sometime used only to solve
some particular problems (i.e. yard management,
docking/undocking procedures) and only in a very few
case employed as a general methodology for the proper
management of the entire terminal. This paper outline
an approach in which simulation still play an important
role remaining, at the same time, the principal test bed
of the terminal management strategies an tactics rather
than became the sole driver.
Since simulation is, basically, a what if technique isn’t
able alone to propose innovative solutions to the
managers but helps to better evaluate their decisions.
Only by combining it with Response Surface
Methodology (RSM) a quest for a better solution can
begin and, in this sense, simulation can play a crucial
role.
In real life application, in fact, simplified models are
used to rough cut first tentative solution that have to be
tested under uncertain constraints in order to be declared
effective. Classical mathematical solutions, such as
Linear Programming and/or Theory of Constrains can

N = The total number of vessels.
L = The length of the berth.
pi = The best berthing location of vessel i-th.
This location is represented by the x-coordinate of the
leftmost end of the vessel and determined considering
the distribution of containers already arrived or a
designated location for a specific vessel. The reference
point for x-coordinate is the leftmost boundary of the
berth
xi = The berthing position of vessel i-th (a decision
variable).
yi = The berthing time of vessel i-th (a decision
variable).
ai = The estimated arrival time of vessel i-th.
di = The requested departure time of vessel i-th.
bi = The requested time for the ship operation for vessel
i-th.
This value includes the requested allowance between
departure of a vessel and berthing of another vessel.
c1i = The additional travel cost per unit distance for
delivering containers of vessel i-th resulting from
deviation of berthing location from the best position .
c2i = The penalty cost per unit time of vessel i-th
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resulting from a delayed departure over the requested
due time.
li = The length of vessel i-th.
This value includes the requested gap between adjacent
vessels.
zxij = 1: if vessel i-th is located in the left-hand side of
vessel j-th 0: otherwise.
zyij = 1: if vessel i-th is located lower side of vessel j-th
0: otherwise.
The objective function of the berth-planning problem
can be written as follows:

min 

N

{c

i=1

1i

+

min 

i=1

{c (
1i

+
i

+ i ) + c 2ii

+

}

(7)

subject to the following constraints:
+

x i  pi = i i i
+

y i + bi di = i i i


(8)
(9)

Other constraints must be added in order to guarantee
that the position of the rightmost end of vessel i will be
restricted by the length of the berth (10) and to ensure
that two adjacent vessels will never be in conflict with
each other with respect to the berthing time (11) and the
berthing position (12). In these last constraints M is a
big (i.e. 100000) value that void the relationship when
the respective zij is different from 1. Constraint (13)
excludes the case in which case the rectangles
representing schedules for vessel i and j overlap with
each other. Constraint (14) implies that a vessel cannot
berth before she arrives.

}

x i  pi + c 2i ( y i bi di ) (1)

where:

x + = max{0, x}

N

(2)

The first term of the objective function comes from the
deviation of the berthing position from the best location
and the second term is related to the penalty cost from
the delay of the departure of vessels behind the
requested departure time.
The model for the Berth Planning can be expressed in
figure 1 where two different ships (i-th and j-th) are
presented according to the above-mentioned notation.

x i + li L : i
y i + bi = y i + M (1 zijy ) :  i j : i  j
x i + li = x i + M (1 z ) :  i j : i  j
x
ij

x
ij

x
ji

y
ij

y
ji

z + z + z + z :  i j : i  j
y i ai : i

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

To this constraint is necessary to add the common non
negative ones and the integer constrains on the binary
variables zij .

i + ,i, i + , i, x i 0 : i
zijx ,zijy {10 :  i j : i  j

(16)

Since the problem is known to be NP-hard practical
solutions can be obtained only within 7 arriving ships
and 72 hours of planning time buckets that is suitable
for on-line, real time planning where the uncertainness
of the arriving forecast is still reasonable.
For problems exceeding this sizes several heuristics are
available in literature.
The proposed methodology is now based on the
integration among arriving forecast process (time series
analysis and regression), berth planning and yard
planning. This last point is generally managed by using
a simulator to support the choice of the container best
location. According to the nature of the goods
transported the entire container yard is divided in
various areas and, inside of this area into various
physical locations. Since each container can be part of a
stack a handling coefficient has to be considered for each
area and each location: HCahk.(t) Handling Cost
coefficient is generally calculated as squared value of the
stack size within the upper limit of the stack itself. In
this way container from a cargo presents a base handling
cost given by (17), where a is the area, t is the time, h
is the row position, k is the colum position on the
container yard and gshk has the value of 1 for each
container from a cargo placed, in the yard, in position

Figure 1: Model for Berth Planning
In order to implement the planning model some
transformations in the variables and in the Objective
Function have to be taken, in particular 4 new variables
have to be defined as follows:

 i + = x i  pi : x i  pi  0
 i  = x i  pi : x i  pi  0
 i + = ( y i + bi  di ) : y i + bi  di  0
 i = ( y i + bi  di ) : y i + bi  di  0

(15)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Following this notation the Objective Function can be
defined as follows:
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h-th k-th from s-th ship.
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Areas Row Cols

BHCs ( t ) =

   (HC

ahk

(t) gshk )

(17)

a=1 h=1 k=1

Since the terminal situation is continuously changing
the base handling cost for c-th cargo and s-th ship is
changing according to the time. Total cost supported by
the terminal C for managing containers that belong to
the time bucket can be calculated as follow where the
loading/unloading instant can be calculated for each i-th
ship as time yi:

C=

N
i=1

c1i x i

pi + c 2i ( y i bi

di )

+

Areas Row Cols

[HCahk (y i )

+

gihk ]

(18)

a=1 h=1 k=1

The simulator is, then, used to better estimate the
second term of (19) where the time depended situation
of the yard is varying within the simulation.
The Linear Programming model was implemented
using LINGO™ and embedded into a Java based
simulator that models the container yard management.
Data were efficiently stored in an ODBC RDBMS and
successfully connected to the embedded LINGO™
solver. Thanks to the possibility of defining generally a
Linear Programming problem into the embedded solver.
The authors successfully implemented a tool able to
assist managers in every day terminal operations.
Recent development have pointed up the opportunity of
integrate a railroad simulator model that is under
implementation in the CIELI Laboratory in order to
support the input/output operations of the containers
arriving and leaving the terminal from land.
CONCLUSIONS
Modeling and simulation in the field of maritime
container logistics operations has proven to be an
effective technique able to solve complex problems and
support managers in taking their decision.
Combination of both mathematical modelling and
discrete event simulation can be regarded as a powerful
approach for increase the robustness of the decision
making process by evaluating different scenarios.
The proposed implementation combined all the
presented techniques into software tools continuously
updated from harbour ERP effectively serving as
terminal DSS.
A real life application in the La Spezai terminal has now
finishing its implementation phase and is actively
demonstrates the benefits of the proposed methodology.
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negotiation,

group

management is a strategy through which such integration
can be achieved. [4]
Usage multi-agents of high level architecture and
negotiation in supply chain allow centralizing control of
inventory, demand and orders.

decision

ABSTRACT

There are two types of geographically distributed
supply chain [4]:
x Supply chain has wide distribution network
x Big distances and long delivery time between
locations

The purpose is to realize the negotiation algorithm for
multi-agents[2] in stochastic condition using MonteCarlo methods [3].
The negotiation is intended to support planning in
geographically distributed supply chains and to create
such schedule[1] that reduces usage of resources and
coordinates actions of the logistics process participants.
It is proposed to test negotiation algorithm to create
production schedule for the model of geographically
distributed supply chain, where processors are plants,
distribution centres, retailers and node points of the
route, but jobs are transport units. The main condition is
indefinite and stochastic character of some supply chain
parameters such as delivery time and demand.
All the data for solution of the task have to be
incorporated in a database, and appropriate programming
languages and servers will be used for realization of
algorithms using group decision support system.
The main advantage of using the negotiation in supply
chain is organizing a centralized control system for all
system, which follows large reduction of costs concerned
with idle time and unsatisfied demand.

There are three main goals of each supply chain
participant:
x Satisfy final demand
x Reduce costs
x Increase profit
Conflicts can be solved by negotiation are
 Time – impossible to accomplish multiple jobs
simultaneously
 Transport - transport is not available
 Demand - not enough inventories or not enough
time to complete order
MULTI-AGENT SUPPLY CHAIN STRUCTURE
Calculation

Database

Negotiation method

methods

INTRODUCTION
Superagent

This paper is based on our previous work [5]. This paper
introduces a modification of negotiation algorithm in
order to implement it in multi-agent supply chain
systems.
Traditionally,
marketing,
distribution,
planning,
manufacturing, and the purchasing of organizations
along the supply chain operate independently. Many
manufacturing operations are designed to maximize
throughput and lower costs with little consideration for
the impact on inventory levels and distribution
capabilities. Purchasing contracts are often negotiated
with very little information beyond historical buying
patterns. The result of these factors is that there is not a
single, integrated plan for the organization. Clearly, there
is a need for a mechanism through which these different
functions can be integrated together. Supply chain

agent

agent

agent

Plant1

DC11

Retailer 1

agent

agent

agent

Plant2

DC12

Retailer2

…
agent
Plantn
Production

…
agent

agent

DCkm

Retailer p

Distribution network:

Retailers

distributors and wholesalers

Figure 1. Structure.
There can be two kinds of objects in logistics supply
process[1]. The processors are immovable objects –
plants, distributors, shops etc. and the jobs that are
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o costs -

objects served by processors - for example, trucks. Each
object in a supply chain has own multi-agent. Also there
is a super agent – a multi-agent, which realizes
negotiation and makes the schedule by using group
decision support system.
A set of processors and a set of jobs are given as input
data to solve the task. Each job consists of a number of
operations and each operation is carried out by one
processor. The duration of each operation and directive
terms are randomly generated. General algorithm is
proposed to solve the scheduling task to co-operate the
work of multi-agents.
As it is seen from structure in fig.1 all information,
calculations and negotiation process is concentrated in
superagent.
The superagent organizes group decision making
process. Other multi-agents are responsible only for their
own objects, share operational information and accept or
do not accept decisions and negotiation according to
possible concessions.
The scheduling task is represented as a cooperative, noncoalition game, where all players are multi-agents and
each is responsible only for its own object. They are
interested in receiving maximal profit with minimal
costs, not disturbing each other. The result of negotiation
algorithm is the schedule that depends on stochastic
processes.
All conflicts in supply chain are solved through
negotiation process. Superagent plays a role of the
arbitration judge, which nominates what players have to
do proceeding from results of negotiation.

Costs[ttype t ] { Ctype1 , Cvalue1 !,  Ctype2 , Cvalue2 !,...},

Ctypes  Description.Costs, Cvalues    , d 1, t

o cargo maximum - CapMax[ttyped ]  , d 1, t
x

o
o

x

Information about all nodes in graph:
o type of node - type[ni ]  Description,

i 1, m

o

level in supply chain (0 – production, max –
retailer) - level[ni ]  Lvls

o
o

supplier - Sup[ni ]  N , i 1, m
capacity - cap[ni ]  , i 1, m

o

costs – Costs[n ]
i

{ Ctype1 , Cvalue1 !,  Ctype2 , Cvalue2 !,...},

Ctypes  Description.Costs, Cvalues  

o

Inventory
 current - InvCur[ni ], i 1, m
 ordered - InvOrd l [ni ], i 1, m, l  
 directive terms dterml [ni ]  beg , end !,
i 1, m, l  , beg , end    (date or time)

o order preparing time - OprepTime[ni ]   
o compromises and additional charges –
C[n i ] { type1 , values1 !,  type 2 , values 2 !,...},

type p  Description,
values p

Basic information in superagent’s database

{ minvalue p , costs p1 !,  maxvalue p , costs p1 !,...} ,

p  , r 1, v,

minvalue p , maxvalue p  ,

costs p   

o forecasted demand -

Cost description
Description.Costs {fixed order cost, running cost per hour,

demand[ni ] { time1 , amount1 !,  time2 , amount 2 !,

running cost per km, holding cost per unit,
price Plant DC, price DC Retailer,

... ,  timek , amount k !,...} i 1, m

o schedule

price Retailer Client, Price Plant Retailer}

sched[ni ] { time1 , amount1 !,  time2 , amount 2 !,
... ,  time k , amount k !,...}

Transportation routes (from-to) – map of
distribution network:
o Graph – G(N,E), where
 nodes – N {n1 , n 2 ,..., n m }; n  V

time  , amount , k , i 1, m

x

E

o current production amount prodCur[ni ]  , i 1, m

{e1 , e2 ,..., en };

e j  n a , n b !,

j

Additional information from production nodes:
o maximal production amount prodMax[ni ]  , i 1, m

 edges – subset from Cartesian product of
nodes
1, n, a, b 1, m, a z b, E  N u N

x

 supply chain levels - Lvls 0, LMax, LMax 
x

probable delivery deviation for each transport
type in percentage - dev% j [ttyped ]   

Necessary input information in supply chain for
negotiation from agents:

Notation:
  - nonnegative real number
Description – standardized verbal description for
specified case.

x

possible transport type on current edge TTedge[e j ] {ttype1 , ttype2 ,...}, ttyped  TTypes

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR SUPERAGENT

x

Information about all edges of graph:
o distance - dist[e j ] j 1, n

Information about all movable objects (transport):
o a set of transport units - TR {tr1 , tr2 , ..., trv }
 unit type - type[trr ]  TTypes, r 1, v

A set of possible types of transport unit for all
system: TTypes {ttype1 , ttype 2 ,..., ttype t }, ttype d  Text

 assigned to - tassign[trr ] ni , r 1, v ni  N
 origin node - origin[trr ]  N , r 1, v

o speed - speed[ttyped ]    , d 1, t
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 destination node - dest[trr ]  N , r 1, v
 current location at the moment of
negotiation - loc[trr ]  place, dist1 , dist 2 !,
place  E  N , dist1 , dist 2  

PRODUCTION SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
A production schedule is a result of multi agent
collaboration which specify production amount for the
specific date.



 current cargo - Cur[trr ] , r 1, v
 directive term - dterm[trr ]  beg , end !,
 due date/time – dtime[trr ]   
 compromises and additional charges –

Step 0. Level selection for analysis
x select level of supply chain L LMax
Step 1. Demand analysis using Monte-Carlo methods
1.1. superagent gets subset of retailers

type p  Description,

1.2. superagent gets demand of each retailer

r

1, v, beg , end    (date or time)

N '  N , where level[ni ]

C[trr ] { type1 , values1 !,  type 2 , values 2 !,...},
values p
p  ,

demand [ ni ], ni  N '

{ minvalue p , costs p1 !,  maxvalue p , costs p1 !,...} ,
r 1, v, minvalue p , maxvalue p  ,

1.3. calculating average demand per day for each

costs p   

k

 schedule -

retailer: P[n ]
i

sched[trr ] { time1 , amount1 !,  time2 , amount2 !,
... ,  timek , amountk !,...}

Information about delivery routes in graph:
o delivery route Routes ( Sup[ ni ], ni )

{route1 ,..., route y }

route k ( Sup[ ni ], ni )

{edge1 ,..., edge z },

k

1, y

TSup[ni ] {TTroute1 ( Sup[ni ], ni ),..., TTroute k ( Sup[ni ], ni )},
k

j

2.3.

),

j 1

 EOQd [ni ], if EOQd [ni ]  CapMax[ttyped ]
EOQd [ni ] ®
¯CapMax[ttype d ], if EOQd [ni ] ! CapMax[ttype d ]

dist[e j ] / speed [ttype d ]

ttype d  TSup[ni ], ni  N '

2.5. Average
interval
between
calculation: Intd [ni ] EOQd [ni ] / P[ni ]
Step 3. Order time and transport type calculation
3.0. Start with current date: date = 0
3.1. Getting current inventory and capacity.

dmean j [ttyped ] * dev% j [ttyped ]

j 1, n ttyped  TTedge[e j ]

 maximal running time

dmean j [ttype d ]  ddev j [ttype d ]

ttype d  TTedge [e j ]

Invi [date ].start

 maximal running costs MaxRunCostsd [e j ]
j

MaxDTimej [ttyped ] u uRunCostsPerHour[ttyped ]

z

d

If Invi [ date ].start ! cap[ni ] then initiate negotiatio n

Invi [date].end

k

1, z

i

Invi [date].start  Orderi [date].amount 

 demand[ni ].amountk
Invi [date].start

[e j ]

Invi [date  1].end  Orderi [date].amount

ni  N '

j 1

route k  Routes ( Sup [ n i ], n i ),

InvCur [ni ]  Orderi [ date ].amount ,

3.2. Calculating inventory status

o running duration and costs for each route
transport:
 maximal running time

¦ MaxDTime

order

cap[ ni ] ni  N '

1, n ttyped  TTedge[e j ]

MaxDTime d [ route k ]

holding cost per unit

ttyped  TSup[ni ], ni  N '

 running standard deviation -

j 1, n

calculate EOQ for each retailer and transport:
2  ( P[ni ]  V [ni ])  fixed order cost[ttype d ]

2.4. EOQ correction according to transport maximal
capacity:

1, n ttype d  TTedge[e j ]

MaxDTime d [ e j ]

1, y ni  RET

EOQd [ni ]

1, m

Necessary calculations for supply chain model
o running duration and costs for each edge
transport:
 running mean value -

ddev j [ttyped ]

z 1,65 ( for service level 95%)

2.2. get possible transport types for each supply:

z

j

k

Sup[ ni ], ni  N '

j

j 1

 possible transport types for each route

dmean j [ttype d ]

 demand [ n i ].amount a 1 ) 2

Step 2. Optimal order quantity planning for each retailer
2.1. superagent gets supplier for each retailer:

routek  Routes( Sup[ni ], ni )

1, y , i

a

a 1

Sstock [ni ] V [ ni ] * z ,

z

k

¦ (demand [n ].amount

1.5. calculating safety stock for each retailer:

¦ dist[edge ],

 TTedge (edge

a

k

i

V [n i ]

edge1  Sup[ ni ], n a !, edge z  n a , ni !

TTroute k ( Sup[ ni ], ni )

i

a 1

k 1

z  1, n edge j  E ,

 distance - dist[routek ]

¦ demand[n ].amount

1.4. calculating standard deviation of demand for each
retailer:

time  , amount , k , r 1, v

x

L

3.3. Calculating order delivery due date critical delivery
date:

ttype d  TTroute k ( Sup [ n i ], n i )

1, m

if Invi [date]  Sstock[ni ]  0 then ODatenr

date

else date date  1, repeat 3.2.

 maximal running costs MaxRunCosts d [routek ] MaxDTimed [routek ] u

if Invi [date]  0 then OCritDatenr

u running cost per hour[ttyped ]

date

else date date  1, repeat 3.2.

3.4. Getting maximal running time and running costs

ttyped  TTroutek ( Sup[ni ], ni ) k 1, z i 1, m
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one plant and one level distribution network with 2 DC
and 4 retailers.

MaxDTimed [routek ], MaxRunCosts d [routek ],
routek  Routes( Sup[ni ], ni ), ni  N '

3.5. Evaluate transport type by order cost:

R1

DC1

TC d [ni ] fixed order cost[ttyped ]  2MaxRunCosts d [route k ]
eval d [ni ] TC d [ni ] / Int d [ni ]

R2

Plant

route k  Routes( Sup[ni ], ni ), ni  N '

x1
x3

3.6. Select the best transport type

x2

DTType( Sup[ni ], ni ) d , if eval d [ni ] min(eval[ni ])

R3

ttype d  TSup[ni ], ni  N '

3.7. Calculating order amount:
Orderi [date].amount

DC2

EOQ DTType ( Sup[ ni ],ni ) [ni ]  neg .amount[ ni ].corr

R4

3.8. Create schedule records (amount, order preparing,
departure, delivery, return)

Figure 2. Numerical example supply network

record[ni ]  amount , prep, depart, due, return !
amount
due

Orderi [date].amount  negotiation[ni ].demand .corr ,

INPUT DATA
A set of nodes N (table 1), a set of possible transport
types TTypes (table 2), a set of edges E and
prenegotiation calculation (table 3), a set of Routes (table
4), transport units TR (table 5) are given.
Table 1: Nodes

ODatenr [ni ]  negotiation[ni ].sched .corr

depart
prep
return

due  MaxDTimed ( Sup[ni ], ni )
depart  OprepTime[ni ]
due  MaxDTimed ( Sup[ni ], ni )

Node
Plant
DC1
DC2
R1
R2
R3
R4
x1
x2
x3

3.9. Check records.
If record[ni].prep  0 then 3.9.
else - initiate negotiation procedure
3.10. Check availability for transport unit

tr[ni ]  TR
3.11. If transport is available then assign records to
schedules
sched nr ( Sup[ni ])  Jobnr , ni , tr[ni ], record [ni ]. prep,
record [ ni ].departure, record [ ni ].amount !

Level

Type
Plant
DC
DC
Retailer
Retailer
Retailer
Retailer
Crossroad
Crossroad
Crossroad

0
1
1
2
2
2
2
NULL
NULL
NULL

Table 2: Transport types

sched nr [tr ]  Jobnr , Sup[ni ], n1 , record[ni ].depart , record[ni ].due,

Type

OCritDatenr [ni ], record[ni ].return, record[ni ].amount !

else – initiate negotiation procedure
3.12. Return 3.1.
3.13. L=L-1. Return Step 1.

Ship
Truck
Train
Aircraft

Speed
(km/h)
30
50
60
400

FC
2300
800
3000
7200

NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE

Running
cost (CU/h)
6
2
9
24

Order
preparing
24
24
24
24

Capacity
500
50
500
150

Table 3: Edges

For numerical example, abstract supply chain is taken. It
is simplified just to show principles of negotiation
between multi agents. So, there is one type of product,
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MaxRun
Cost (CU)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

MaxDtime
(h)

Step 4. Evaluate charges of using strategy.
Step 5. Choose strategy with minimal costs

ddev (h)

Step 3. Imitate implementation of
strategy j  strategies using solution methods [5].

dmean (h)

another transport unit selection,
another transport type selection}
conflict i  conflict

To

Probable
delivery
deviation

strategies[conflict i ]  {schedule correction,

From

Transport
type

Step 2. Offer possible strategies to solve a problem
according to conflicts

Distance

conflicts  {time, demand, transport} time,

Edge

Step 1. Define conflict types in a problem:

e1
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e5
e6
e7
e8
e9
e9
e10
e10
e11
e12
e13
e14
e15

Plant
Plant
Plant
Plant
Plant
x1
x1
x1
x2
x2
DC1
DC1
DC1
DC1
DC1
DC2
DC2
DC2
x3

x1
x1
DC1
x2
DC2
DC1
DC1
x3
x3
DC2
R1
R1
R2
R2
x3
x3
R3
R4
R3

2500
2500
3500
3000
3900
2000
2000
1800
2000
1800
1600
1600
1500
1500
700
800
1300
1200
2000

Truck
Train
Ship
Train
Aircraft
Truck
Train
Train
Train
Train
Truck
Train
Truck
Train
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck
Train

0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

50
42
117
50
10
40
34
30
34
30
32
27
30
25
14
16
26
24
34

5
5
12
5
1
4
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
4

55
47
129
55
11
44
38
33
38
33
36
30
33
28
16
18
29
27
38

110
423
774
495
264
88
342
297
342
297
72
270
66
252
32
36
58
54
342

2.3., 2.4., 2.5. EOQ calculation, correction and frequency

e1,e5

4500

Plant

DC2
R1

route2
route1
route2
route1

e3
e3,e8
e4
e9

3500
4800
3900
1600

DC1
DC1

R2

route1

e10

1500

DC2
DC2
DC1
Plant

R3
R4
DC2
R3

route1
route1
route1
route1
route2

e13
e14
e11,e12
e1,e6,e15
e3,e7,e15

1300
1200
1500
6800
7000

Truck
Train
Ship
Train
Aircraft
Truck
Train
Truck
Train
Truck
Truck
Truck
Train
Train

99
83
129
88
11
36
30
33
28
29
27
33
126
129

198
747
774
792
264
72
270
66
252
58
54
66
1134
1161

Transport

DC1

truck
train
truck
train
truck
truck

R2

DC1

R3
R4

DC2
DC2

Type

Plane1
Ship1
Truck1
Truck2
Truck3
Truck4
Truck5
Truck6
Truck7
Train1
Train2
Train3

Aircraft
Ship
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck
Train
Train
Train

Current location
Edge/Node
Dist1
Plant
0
Plant
0
Plant
0
Plant
0
DC1
0
DC1
0
DC2
0
DC2
0
DC2
0
Plant
0
Plant
0
DC1
0

Customer
R1
R2
R3
R4

Dist2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

R2

R3

R4

Step 0. L = 2
Step 1.
1.1. N’={R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6}
1.2. Getting demand from each retailer.

To

Transport
type

Fixed order
cost (CU)

Max Dtime (h)

Max Run Cost
(CU)

DC2
DC2

R3
R4

Truck
Truck

800
800

29
27

58
54

1.3.,1.4.,1.5. Mean value, deviation of demand and safety
stock calculation (table 7)

Job

Supplier
DC1
DC1
DC2
DC2

TC
(CU)

916
908

4
5

229
182

OK
OK

3.7. Order amounts:
From
DC2
DC2

To
R3
R4

Negotiated
correction
NULL
NULL

Order
amount
46
41

Record
check

Job11
Job12

To

negotiation
correction

Safety stock
7
8
4
5

return

3.8., 3.9. Creating and checking schedule records
due

7
168
192
16
22
14
3
15
360
384
16
23
9
13

departure

6
144
168
14
19
13
4
14
336
360
18
25
11
11

Step 2.
2.1., 2.2. Getting suppliers and transport types
Customer
R1
R2
R3
R4

3
72
96
18
8
FALSE
FALSE
23
13
FALSE
FALSE
8
-3
72
72
10
4
72
FALSE

Order
preparing

ı
3,65
4,53
1,93
2,56

5
120
144
19
17
15
9
13
312
336
17
15
10
7

Check
OK
OK
OK
OK

Amount

µ
14,69
15,81
11,13
7,56

4
96
120
8
11
8
5
12
288
312
10
14
9
8

3
7
3
7
4
5

3.4., 3.5, 3.6. Getting maximal running time and running
costs, evaluate transport type and selecting the best for
each retailer:
8
192
216
11
12
11
6
16
384
408
15
13
10
8

Customer
R1
R2
R3
R4

3
72
96
10
10
11
6
11
264
288
15
11
10
9

Maximal
120
150
90
75

From

2
48
72
12
14
12
7
10
240
264
18
16
13
10

Current
45
50
30
25

Day
1
2
Start h
24
48
End h
48
72
Start
45
30
End
30
18
Order date FALSE FALSE
Critical date FALSE FALSE
Start
50
37
End
37
23
Order date FALSE FALSE
Critical date FALSE FALSE
Start
30
20
End
20
8
Order date FALSE FALSE
Critical date FALSE FALSE
Start
25
17
End
17
10
Order date FALSE FALSE
Critical date FALSE FALSE

R1

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE USING MULTI-AGENTS
AND NEGOTIATION

1
24
48
15
13
10
8
9
216
240
21
18
12
7

55
105
58
111
46
41

interval

3.2.,3.3. Calculating inventory status due date and
critical due date:

GETTING

Day
Begin h
End h
R1
R2
R3
R4
Day
Begin h
End h
R1
R2
R3
R4

EOQ
corr.
50
105
50
111
46
41

EOQ

Step 3.
3.0. Day = 1.
Iteration 1
3.1. Getting inventory

Table 5: Transport units
Unit

Max
capacity
50
500
50
500
50
50

Select

route1

Supplier

Eval

DC1

Custo
mer
R1

interval

Plant

MaxRun
Cost (CU)

To

Transport
type

MaxDtime
(h)

Edges

Route

From

Distance

Table 4: Routes

R3
R4

46
41

19
21

43
45

72
72

101
99

0
0

OK
OK

3.10. Select available transport:
Supplier
DC2

Transport
train, truck
train, truck
truck
truck
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Name
Truck5
Truck6
Truck7

Type
Truck
Truck
Truck

Available
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

Return
NULL
NULL
NULL

Select
OK
OK

Iteration 7
There are fragments from iteration
3.2., 3.3. Finding next due date:

R3
R4

orig
DC1
DC1
DC1
DC1

job
job12
job13
job16
job17

orig
DC1
DC1
DC1
DC1

dest
R1
R2
R1
R2

Max Dtime (h)

Max Run Cost
(CU)

R2
R2

Truck
Train

800
3000

33
28

72
270

944
3540

3
7

Select

Fixed order
cost (CU)

DC1
DC1

Eval

Transport
type

TC
(CU)

290
467

OK

negotiation
correction

Record
check

Job19

To

return

Prep Depart Amount
36
60
50
39
63
50
108
132
50
111
135
50
180
204
50
183
207
50
276
300
50
279
303
50

due

Job

R2

50

327

351

384

417

0

OK

3.10. Select available transport:
Supplier
DC1

Prep Depart Amount
19
43
46
21
45
41
115
139
46
187
211
46
189
213
41
307
331
46
309
333
41

Name
Truck3
Truck4

Type
Truck
Truck

Available
FALSE
FALSE

Return
369(15)
372(15)

Select

3.11. There is no transport available – it is necessary to
initiate negotiation process.
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE
1.

conflict detection
x Not available transport of the best type
x Time conflict
2. possible solutions for this conflicts
x Check availability for all possible transport type
x Existing schedule correction
3. evaluate solutions
3.1. Another transport strategy
x Checking all transport units of DC1

amount departure due return
50
60
96
132
50
135 168
201
50
204 240
276
50
303 336
369

Table 15: Truck4 schedule
dest
R2
R1
R2
R1

10
-3
384
384

3.7., 3.8, 3.9. Defining amount of order, creating record
and check.

Table 14: Truck3 schedule
job
job11
job14
job15
job18

16
384
408

3.4., 3.5, 3.6. Transport type evaluation

Table 13: DC2 schedule
Unit
Truck5
Truck6
Truck6
Truck5
Truck6
Truck6
Truck5

Day
Start h
End h
…
Start
End
Order date
Critical date
…
…

departure

Dest
R3
R4
R3
R3
R4
R3
R4

amount departure due return
41
45
72
99
46
139 168
197
41
213 240
267
46
331 360
389

Order
preparing

Job
Job21
Job22
Job23
Job24
Job25
Job26
Job27

Unit
Truck3
Truck4
Truck4
Truck3
Truck3
Truck4
Truck4
Truck3

dest
R4
R3
R4
R3

R1
R2

Iterations 3 - 7
Repeat previous steps without conflicts. Result schedules
are following.
Table 12: DC1 schedule
Dest
R1
R2
R1
R2
R1
R2
R1
R2

Table 17: Truck6 schedule

Check
OK
OK
OK
OK

3.2. etc…
3.11. Result of iteration
Table 9: DC1 schedule:
Job
Dest
Unit
Prep
Depart Amount
Job1
R1
Truck3 36(1)
60(2)
50
Job2
R2
Truck4 39(1)
63(2)
50
Table 10: Truck3 schedule:
Job Orig Dest Amount Depart Due
Return
Job1 DC1 R1
50
60(2)
96(4) 132(5)
Table 11: Truck4 schedule:
Job Orig Dest Amount Depart Due
Return
Job2 DC1 R4
50
63(2)
96(4) 129(5)

Job
Job11
Job12
Job13
Job14
Job15
Job16
Job17
Job18

orig
DC2
DC2
DC2
DC2

amount departure due return
46
43
72
101
46
211 240
269
41
333 360
387

Amount

Maximal
120
150
90
75

job
job22
job23
job25
job26

dest
R3
R3
R4

To

Current
45
50
54
51

orig
DC2
DC2
DC2

From

Customer
R1
R2
R3
R4

Table 16: Truck5 schedule
job
job21
job24
job27

interval

3.11. Assigning record to schedules:
Table 6: DC2 schedule
Job
Dest
Unit
Prep
Depart Amount
Job1
R3
Truck5 19(0)
43(1)
46
Job2
R4
Truck5 21(0)
45(1)
41
Table 7: Truck5 schedule
Job Orig Dest Amount Depart Due
Return
Job1 DC2 R3
46
43(1)
72(3) 101(4)
Table 8: Truck6 schedule:
Job Orig Dest Amount Depart Due
Return
Job2 DC2 R4
41
45(1)
72(3) 99(4)
3.12. Return 3.1.
Iteration 2
3.1. Inventory (day 3)

amount departure due return
50
63
96
129
50
132 168
204
50
207 240
273
50
300 336
372

Supplier
DC1
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Name
Truck3
Truck4
Train3

Type
Truck
Truck
Train

Available
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE

Return
369(15)
372(15)
NULL

Select

Calculated schedules for DC1 and DC2 are demand for
next level of supply chain. This way, algorithm will
repeat until the result – convenient schedule for
production, distribution network participants and all
transport units.

From

To

Transport
type

Fixed order
cost (CU)

Max Dtime (h)

Max Run Cost
(CU)

Evaluate costs of using this strategy

x

TC
(CU)

DC1

R2

Train

3000

28

270

3540

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

x Strategy 3.1. charges: TC = 3540
3.2. Schedule correction strategy – using negotiation
algorithm for time conflict solution [5].
x Creating negotiation set
Conflict
Truck3, job18, job19
Truck4, job17, job19

Duration
18
21

Select conflict with the smallest duration

x

11
0

Time crossing
351-369
351-372

60

14

15

96 120 132 135 168

201 204

18
240

276

303

19
336 351 369 384

417 time h

Due time
Critical due time
Delivery time

REFERENCES

x
x

negotiatio n[ ni ].sched [truck 3, job18 ].corr
11
0

1.

Free space for job18, job19 t1 and t2
Truck Interval
Free time
job19 384 – 384
0
job18 303 – 274
29
Interval for moving – 369 - 351=18
Free time = 29
Result:

x

60

14

15

96 120 132 135 168

201 204

2.
3.
4.
18

18
240

276 285

19
318 336 351

384

417 time h

Due time
Critical due time
Delivery time

Strategy 3.2. charges: additional holding cost
= time*unit holding cost /2= 18*100/2 = 900

x

negotiatio n[ ni ].sched [truck 3, job18 ].corr
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Result changed schedules are for DC1(Table 18) and for
Truck3 (table 19).
Table 18: DC1 schedule
Dest
R1
R2
R1
R2
R1
R2
R1
R2
R2

Unit
Truck3
Truck4
Truck4
Truck3
Truck3
Truck4
Truck4
Truck3
Truck3

Prep Depart Amount
36
60
50
39
63
50
108
132
50
111
135
50
180
204
50
183
207
50
276
300
50
261
285
50
327
351
50
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Table 19: Truck3 schedule
job
job11
job14
job15
job18
job19

orig
DC1
DC1
DC1
DC1
DC1

dest
R1
R2
R1
R2
R2
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Negotiation procedure result – strategy 3.2:

Job
Job11
Job12
Job13
Job14
Job15
Job16
Job17
Job18
Job19

Numerical example shows functionality of the
negotiation algorithm. In proposed mathematical model
all types of all parameters are given. That is why
developed algorithm can be easy realized in any
programming language and DBMS.
Our aim for future is an expert system for supply chain
management based on multi-agent negotiation algorithm
intended to fast tasks solutions in conditions approached
to real. For near future it is planned to focus attention on
negotiation strategies and evaluation of these strategies.

amount departure due return
50
60
96
132
50
135 168
201
50
204 240
276
50
285 318
351
50
351 384
417
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investigation of the software agents models of electric
power supply a complex of nine mutually co-ordinated
models is investigated in the paper:
- A functional model of feedstock supply system is
shown - Sum;
- Functional model of the transport system for resources
delivery to the electrical power producers - Stm;
- Model of electrical power supply to the consumers Sem;
- Model of electrical energy consumers behavior in the
conditions of liberal electrical power market - Spm;
- Model of software agents which interaction with the
model of feedstock supply systems solves the task of
optimal feedstock supply to power systems - Au;
- Model of software agents which interaction the model
of transport system solves the task of optimal feedstock
supply to power systems - At ;
- The model of software agents which solves the task of
electric power supply to the consumers - Ae;
- The model of consumers software agents which takes
into account priority of the consumers, reaching the
goals of the real expert groups - Ap.
The model of Supra software agent which provides the
reaching of the goal nominated by the expert group with
the help of software agents in the processes of electric
power supply is analyzed in the work.

KEYWORDS
Logistics, expert systems, artificial intelligence, electric
power.
ABSTRACT
The paper considers artificial intelligent application for
the solution of the tasks of electric power supply. It
analyses logistics systems, decision making, expert
systems, and types of multi-agents applications in
electric power supply systems.
This paper reviews some questions, witch are connected
with electric power supply company expert group
decision making in logistic processes field, using
artificial intelligent methods and tools. It this paper is
paling special attention for the expert group consultant
activities in the client serving.
The expert group consultant functions in the serving of
database.
The expert group consultant activities and functions in
the capsule the information by technical condition of
processes and example – of the cooperation of expert
group in global network environment with technical
processes in company. There is an analysis of the results
of mentioned system by dispersion analysis data.
The main part of given project is use of dispersion
analysis in the organization of power supply process
optimization.

TARGET SETTING

INTRODUCTION

Expert group making decision, about the task of optimal
feedstock supply to power systems.
In the evaluation of the given project efectivity a group
of three experts takes part. The experts evaluate
feedstock supply routes according to the following
criteria:
¾Price og the route
¾Maximum speed of the vehicle
¾Technical safety of the transportations

This paper is devoted to the observation of the methods,
it analyses a complex structure of the models for electric
power supply in the global network. The expert group
interaction between themselves and complex of power
supply process for the staff models software agents
characteristics are considered. The formalized target
setting of the model investigation is demonstrated. It is
demonstrated in the work that for the solving of the task
of software agent modeling the models of management
goals, management process and multicriterial evaluation
are necessary to be elaborated. For the development and
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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is not found; 13.step. Define j=j-1; 14.step. If W is
input, go to 15.step; If no, define j=j+1 and go to
10.step; 15.step. The end of the algorithm operation.

METHODOLOGY AND TECHNIQUE
Optimal feedstock supply for power station in the Baltic
region (fig.1) software for the agent models
development and investigation are analysed in the
interrelation of nine models, power systems, software
agent models, which together with transport solve the
problem of optimal raw materials delivery to the power
systems, reaching the goals of real expert groups, Supra
expert groups

TASK SOLVING
There are seven variants of routs suggested F1-F7
(1.tab). Evaluating each route variant an expert makes a
decision, the results of the decision making could be
demonstrated in the type of the following tables, where
horizontals are the routes variants and verticals are the
each expert’s evaluation of each variant, sign “-“ means
that this expert did not evaluate this variant. E` means
an average result.
1.tab. seven feedstock supply routes variants

Which take into account the goals of the expert group,
providing the realization of consumers aims in an
uninterrupted regime. The interrelation of the expert
group is in Fig.2.

Supra programm agent
Muti agent system
Figure 2 Interrelation of the sytem.
PROCEDURE
OF
MANAGEMENT GOALS

EXPERT

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

E1

1,0

-

-

-

-

0,125

0,5

E2

0,125

-

0,5

0,5

1,0

-

-

E3

-

0,25

-

-

0,125

1,0

0,5

E`

0,563

0,25

0,5

0,5

0,563

0,563

0,5

1
g= 2

>

<

F2

Presentative of the expert group defines by Pseido
Grandi function for how many points this route is worse
than an ideal one with all the carriages and loading
technologies, the ideal transporting conditions could be
shown in the following way:
Uk
0dUkd1
Normed graph: U(Em)=1-g(Em)
0dUvidd1

Figure 1. att. ElektroenerƧijas lielƗkie ražotƗji BaltijƗ.

>
Consumer
Producers IT system
s
<
<
<

F1

Delivery
system

T

T
1
2
3
4
Figure 3. Evaluation of alternative by Pseido Grandi
function

>

At the beginning of the coordinates there is
an ideal route and point 1 means that the given
alternative is one grade worse than the ideal one,
according to this technology a numerical evaluation of
each alternative is done. The given data of the expert
evaluation (verticals of the graph) have been obtained
for the best variants 1,0 and then for the next best
station variant 1,00/2, etc. The graph of the solution is
the following:

GROUP

1.part. The expert group management goal definition;
1.step. Asking for management goal Zi definition;
2.step. Input goal Zi definition (text not longer than gs
symbols); 2.part. Objects set B representation; 3.step.
Asking for set B; 4.step. Input ZiZ; 5.step. Test ZiZ0;
If yes go to 8.step; If no go to 6.steo; 6.step. Inform Zi
in not accepted; 7.step. Define i=i-1. 8.step. If set B is
input, then go to 9. step; If no then define i=i+1 and go
to 4.step; 3.part Representation of set W; 9.step. Asking
for set W; 10.step. Input wi W; 11.step. Test wiW0; If
yes goto 14.step; If no go to 12.step;12.step. Inform wi
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We will mark j – that level observation average
E`1

E`

F31

F3

F7

F1

E`2

value x j , but all the observation with x .

F12
F32

Now we can define all the observed statistical
dispersion
2
n k
1 n k
1
1 n k
2
2
S2
(
x

x
)
[
x

(
x
)
]
¦¦ ij
¦ ¦ ij kn ¦¦
ij
kn  1 i 1 j 1
kn  1 i 1 j 1
i 1 j 1
(3.)
Thies dispersion cdefines uncontrolled variable
factors and factor A.
As at the level Aj (j=1,2,…,k) of each factor A
there are n observations or parallel observations, it is
not difficult to evaluate the influence of the factors on
the observation results, as verable value X statistic
dispersion S2j of the factor A at the j level defines only
uncontrolled variables (dispersion of factor A is
constant). Statistic dispersion S2j canbe calculated with
formula

F42

F11
Figure 2 task decision
The given variants of the evaluation follow the
evaluation of the route effectivity according to the to the
conventional blocks of mehods. At the moment of the
decision making experts or responsible persons for the
organization of the transportation process take part.
TƗdejƗdi piemƝrotƗkais risinƗjums bǌs maršruta F3
variants.
The group of experts can give a recommendation to use
route F3. the given analysis is needed for evaluation of
the route, if the decision of the experts is not univalent.
The methodology can be used for the analysis of the
other questions.
APPLICATION
ANALYSIS

OF

THE

S2j=

(4.)
where x j

DISPERSION

¦ xij ,

average value of the separate level

i 1

¦x

x j , which

dispersion is n times less that separate observation
dispersion, ia more sensible to the influence of factor A.
Taking into account all mentioned above:

k

X’i=

n

dispersion of the average value xi . In other words

In this table
n

Xj

Let’s assume that between the dispersions
S2j(j=1,2,…,k) there is no important difference. In this
case we can use dispersion S2j to obtain more precise
general dispersion D0(X)=V20 evaluation S20, defined
with folmula
2
1 k 2
1 ª n k 2 1 k § n
· º
S 02
Sj
«¦¦ xij  ¦ ¨ ¦ xij ¸ » (5)
¦
k j1
k ( n  1) «¬ i 1 j 1
n j 1 © i 1 ¹ »¼
Knowing the statistic dispersions S2 un S20,
factor A could approximately define A dispersion
DA(X)= V2A. Taking into account that dispersion S20
defines the uncontrolled variable factors, but S2 defines
the uncontrolled variable factors and factor A we can
write an approximate expression
(6.)
V2A|S2-S20.
Evaluation (6.) is very approximate. Factor A
could more precisely defined taking into account that
separate observation xij dispersion is n times more than

Let’s analyse factor A k at the levels of A1, A2, …, Ak.
for simplification we will assume the number of the
observations at all the levels of factor A is n.
The result of the observations at the j level is
marked with x1j, x2j, ,xnj.
The results of all the observations we will sum
up in table 2.
Table 2
Number
of the
Level of factor
observat A
A2 … Aj … Ak
ion Nr A1
6
x12 … x1j … x1k
X1’
x11
2
x21
x22 … x2j … x2k
X2’
…
…
… … … … …
…
xi2 … xij … xik
Xi’
i
xi1
…
…
… … … … …
…
xn2 … xnj … xnk
Xn’
n
xn1
X1
X2 … Xj … Xk
6

Xj=

2
1 n
( xij  x j )
¦
n 1 i 1

2

ij

S 02
1 k
V |
¦ ( x j  x)  n
k 1 j 1
2
A

j 1

(1.)

(7.)

Both parts of (5.9.) we will equate to n then
we can obtain

xij=x0+'Aj+'X

(2.)
where x0 – the real value of the X , 'Aj amendment, defined by influence of factor A at the j level, 'X – error defined by uncontrolled factor
influence. Then we will consider that 'X distribution is
normal and is not depend on 'Aj.

S A2 | nV A2  S 02

(8.)

For the statistic dispersion S2A is k-1 range of
discretion. Influence of factor A is considerable only if
statistic dispersion S2A differs from S20.
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The question of the considerable or nonconsiderable dispersion difference S2A, S20 can be clear
with Fisher criterion. According to the criterion
dispersions S2A, S20 differ considerably if

S A2
² F1D ( f A , f 0 ),
S 02

2

1 6 4
Q3 = 24 [¦¦ xij ] =
i 1 j 1
=

(9.)

1
(4.14+2.75+4.71+5.31)2=11.91
24

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Statistic dispersion :

Efectivity of transport application can be evaluated with
dispersion analysis. Types of the transport are
inaccordance with four cargo types. We will consider
whether the type of the cargo considerably influences
the using factor of the transport.
Table 3. Using factors of the transport types
Type
Type of the cargo
of
the
trans
port
veids K1
K2
K3
K4
T1
0.35
0.80
0.80
T2
0.65
0.40
0.76
0.95
T3
0.72
0.55
0.79
0.84
T4
0.68
0.47
0.81
0.89
T5
0.69
0.53
0.75
0.93
T6
0.70
0.45
0.80
0.90

12.56  12.51
=0.0025
4(6  1)
12.51  11.91
S A2
0 .2
4 1
The level of importance D=0.05. An expected
E=1-D=-0.5=0.95.
Ratio
probability
is
2
SA
0.2
80 . In the given case Fisher
2
S 0 0.0025
S 02

distribution F1D (3;20)=3.10. As

V A2 |

i

xi1

1
2
3
4
5
6
6

0.70
065
0.72
0.68
0.69
0.70
4.14

0.490
0.426
0.518
0.462
0.476
0.490
2.859

xi2
0.35
0.40
0.55
0.47
0.53
0.45
2.75

0.123
0.160
0.303
0.221
0.281
0.205
1.289

xi3

xi32

xi4

xi42

0.80
0.76
0.79
0.81
0.75
0.80
4.71

0.640
0.578
0.624
0.656
0.563
0.640
3.700

0.80
0.95
0.84
0.89
0.93
0.90
5.31

0.640
0.903
0.706
0.792
0.865
0.810
4.715

4

¦¦ x

2
ij

0.033

Scientific novelty of the research covers the following
aspects of the work: The task of the development of the
software agents modelling methods for the logistic
systems of electric power supply in the situation of
global networks has been formulated. Operation
methods and procedures of multicriterial software
agents in risky conditions have been developed.
Procedures of evaluation for Supra agents formalized
goals models are developed: for consumers profile
choice; for making of feedstock supplying schedules;
for the expert commissions forming and their
interaction with Supra agents for logistic expert systems
and artificial intelligent in electric power.

=2.8594+1.2893+3.7003+4.7151=12.56

i 1 j 1

Q2 =

0.2  0.0025
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

The following calculation are the next: we will apply
the following symbols: n - is i maximum value (i =6), k
- is j maximum value (k = 4).
=
Q1
6

S A2  S 02
n

We can say that with probability 0.95 the cargo
considerably influence the infill factor of the transport
types.
According to the results of the experiment we can say
that there is a considerable influence of the cargo type
as well as difference of the given means of transport.

Table 4. Level of factor A levels, valuation of the
experts.
xi22

S A2
² F1D (3;20), it
S 02

can be concluded that type of the cargo considerably
influence the using factor of the transport types.
Calculation of the dispersion evaluation of factor A:

Solution: factors A – K1., K2, K3, K4i, - at the levels
of factor A. xij using factor of the transport types.
For calculation of all observations square sum Q1 Q2 Q3
first of all we will consider the necessary data for the
these calculations in table 4.

xi12

Q1  Q2
k (n  1)
Q2  Q3
k 1

1 4 2
¦ x j =12.51
6 j1
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INTRODUCTION
As an emergency situation we can take
the situation which was not planned or
expected from the schedule or route and
which demonstrates replacing problems. The
problems could occur in the following
situations: closed street, closed bridge,
absence of electricity, faults with traffic
lights, obstacles on the road etc.
For the solution of these problems
Transport Management system is to be
developed (TMS).
The mathematic model is a graph where
the curves are streets and peaks are
crossings of the roads. For replanning the
schedule Deikstra algorithm is used for the
shortest way searching from a particular
point till the point of destination.
Monte-Carlo method is applied for the
for modeling the system of environment
development.
For the assessment of model’s
correspondence to the real situation Flash
tool is applied.
TRANSPORT
SYSTEM

MANAGEMENT

Transport Management system is
demonstrated in Fig.1. TMS shows the
situation on the roads, taking facts and
information, which comes from different
sources and notifies on unexpected events
on the road.
If this information is obtained TMS
proves it, defines the environment situation ,
Sensors are installed at the problematic
places of the streets. As the sensors laser
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its development automatically asks for
additional
information,
defines
the
importance of the situation. If the condition
is important it automatically switches to the
Crisis Management system (CMS). It uses
the information, applies the decision making
system (DMS), which works with the
prognosing of the development course
and/or duration and makes a decision on
replaning of schedule and/or defining
additional transport and/or safety brigadge
call. Information System (IS) contains actual
IS and Geographic IS (GIS). It consists of
all types of information and objects, all
transport schedules and routes as well as
information of safety service and other. On
the basis of the knowledge the information
is processed from different sources for the
clear and comprehensively idea of the
present situation.
TMS obtains data using agents. Cooperation with other agents goes through
interface agents.
Information and Communication System
(ICS) agents operate with information
collection from sensors and other systems,
information storage, knowledge reflection,
which allows to the systems analyse the
knowledge and data transporting through the
communication structure.
Subject agents have enough knowledge
in the special area for example weather.
For obtaining data from IS question
agents are applied.
Prognosing agents forecast the following
situations using information from subject
agents, IS and Case based systems (CBS).
detectors are used , which are apllied with
ICS agent processing at the real time data,

identify transport, size and speed, define
unexpected cases, time and transport dencity
and send the information to TMS,
videocameras, with which ICS agents

distinguish unexpected cases and send visual
information, loop detectors with the help of
which admission time is calculated.

1. figure. Transport Management System
MATHEMATIC MODEL
Mathematic model is developed for Riga
region which contains buses, troleybusses
and trams.
This Riga region is shown in Fig.2. With
the help of this map A correspondent graph
was developed where the streets are curves
and peaks are crossings of the roads. The
graph is in Fig.3.
The peaks are marked with letters A* for
the streets which correspont to some routes
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and letter B* for the streets, which could be
used for the additioal routes. In the graph
with oriented pointer only those roads are
shown which are one-way streets, the others
can be both-directions.
If at any cross (peak) an emergency
situation is developed, then this peak is not
appropriate and the curves (streets) which go
to theis peak are not applied.
At the crossroads sensors are installed.
Laser detectors are installed at all the peaks
of the graph A*, additional road (loop)

detectors are installed also B*, but
videocameras are at all the important crosses
on the basic roads – they are the graph
peaks: AG, AH, AI, AJ, AK and AL.
The goal is during minimum time
through the crossroad where an emergency
situation is defined. Goal function:

where T – admission time,
S – length of the curve,
V – speed of the vehicle.
The obtained T are used as variable of
Deiktra algorithm. With this algorithm the
shortest way is calculated:
T(Aj) = min[ T(Aj), T(p) + w(p, T(Aj)],

M = min [tAi , tAn] ,
where M – route,
t – time,
Ai – starting peak,
An – final peak.
Sensors of additional roads measure the
speed of the transport and with the using of
ICS calculate admission time :

where T(Aj) – variable for the
considered peak,
p – variable peak which can be
considered or not considered at the shortest
way.
w – weight between the peaks.
if T(p) + w(p, Aj) < T(Aj)
then T(Aj):= T(p) + w(p,Aj)

T = S / V,

2. fig. Riga map
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3. fig. Graph of the roads
BASIC ALGORITHMS OF THE OPERATION
1. Defining of the enviornment
situation place;
2. Defining of the enviornment
situation type;
3. Difficulty level of the situation;
4. Prognosing of the development
course and/or duration;
5. Decision on replaning of schedule
and/or defining additional transport
and/or safety brigadge call.;
6. Defining of the additioal roads
admission time;
7. Replaning of schedule with the help
of Deiktra algorithm;
8. Returning to point 4.
DIGITAL EXAMPLE
We develop the environment situation
using Monte Carlo method. For example, the
emergency situation happened at 11:14. The
type of situation as accident, very hard, the
place is crossroad – AJ.
Police and ambulance are called. The
forecasted duration by the release of the
cross is 99 minutes. The motion could be
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seen on Web using tool Macromedia Flash
MX.
Fig.4 demonstrates the situation at the
moment of the accident – the place of the
vehicles at that moment.

4. fig. Accident
If TMS is not applied that in an hour
situation will achieve traffic jam situation ,
fig.5.

5. fig.. Situation in an hour without
TMS
With TMS to avoid it schedule replaning
is developed.
As the troleybusses can not run along
additional ways then they are stayed at the
stops by the moment when the forecasted
time till the releasing of the cross is equal to
the time necessary for the troleybusses to
achieve this crossroad. The same situation is
with the trams.
Busses can run along additional road.
Then the schedule is replaned for some time.
The schedule replaning is developed with
Deikstra algorithm for searching the shortest
way to go around the closed cross. For the
application of this algorithm using
additional raod indicators, an admission time
of the road (curve) is calculated. The
applied variables are shown in table, where
they are calculated from the indicators and
at the cross these variables are equal to the
time which is necessary to release the
crossroad.
curve

weight

curve

weight

curve

weight

AB - BD

0,3

AS - AI

0,216

A+ - AJ

99
0,3

AB - AD

0,369

AS - AT

0,51

BD - AB

AD - AI

0,2

AS - AQ

0,2

BD - BE

0,3

AD - AB

0,369

AT - AJ

99

BD - BF

0,2

AE - AD

0,3

AT - AU

0,216

BE - AO

0,192

AE - BF

0,256

AT - BT

0,346

BE - BD

0,3

AE - A+

0,235

AU - AK

0,323

BE - BG

0,216

AF - AE

0,216

AU - AT

0,216

BF - AE

0,256

AF - BG

0,256

AU - AV

0,216

BF - BD

0,2
0,256

AI - AD

0,2

AU - BU

0,323

BF - BG

AI - AS

0,216

AV - AU

0,216

BG - AF

0,256

AI - A+

0,278

AV - BV

0,276

BG - AN

0,235

AJ - AF

99

AQ - AS

0,2

BG - BF

0,256

AJ - AK

99

AQ - AW

0,192

BT - AT

0,346

AJ - A+

99

AQ - BT

0,3

BT - AQ

0,3

AK - AJ

99

AW - AQ

0,192

BT - BU

0,192

AK - AN

0,346

AW - AX

0,2

BU - AU

0,323

AK - AU

0,323

AW - BU

0,3

BU - AW

0,3

AN - AK

0,323

AX - AW

0,2

BU - BT

0,192

AN - AO

0,216

AX - AY

0,216

BU - BV

0,192

AN - BG

0,235

AY - AX

0,216

BV - AY

0,439

AO - AN

0,216

A+ - AE

0,235

BV - BU

0,192

AO - BE

0,192

A+ - AI

0,278

6. fig. New alternative route for buses
Ax the troleybuses are waiting now and
buses use another routes traffic jam is
excluded. Then the situation in an hour will
look like in fig.7.

7. fig. situation in an hour using TMS
CONCLUSION
Using TMS passenger transporting
problem and street release in the situation
accident was solved.
The system is valid and it could be seen
in Web environment, in the map where the
transport moving in its own route is seen.
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getting the data in the first place (Silver and Peterson
1985). Methods for coping with the bullwhip effect are
discussed in (Simchi-Levi et al. 2000). They can
significantly reduce, but will not eliminate, the bullwhip
effect. It is important to investigate the magnitude of
this effect to avoid holding an excessive inventory,
insufficient capacities and high transportation costs. For
better understanding and controlling the bullwhip effect
it is useful to quantify it. Simchi-Levi et al. (2000)
explain the increase in demand variability by the
necessity for each supply chain stage to make orders
based on the forecasted demand of the previous stage.
They propose quantifying the magnitude of increase in
variability between two neighbour supply chain stages
by a function of the lead-time between the orders receipt
and the number of demand observations on which a
forecast is made. Disney and Towill (2002) developed
an analytical expression for the bullwhip effect
quantification from the control theory’s point of view by
using a z-transform model. Kelle and Milne (1999)
suggest using approximations of the quantitative model,
developed in accordance with asymptotic renewal
theory, to evaluate a variance of placed orders (bullwhip
effect) in inventory systems that implement the S-s
inventory control policy.
This paper proposes a statistics-based analytical
approach for evaluating the bullwhip effect in inventory
systems. We focus on the supply chain from the
perspective of inventory management. We consider the
simplest of multi-echelon situations when the stocking
points are serially connected.
The main cause of the bullwhip appearance in
supply chains is uncertainty of demand inherent in
supply chain operation environment. An analytical
model for quantification of demand fluctuation
magnification (the bullwhip effect) as orders move up
the supply chain in case of stochastic demand is
developed in this paper.
Simulation is a powerful tool for analysing inventory
systems, because it is capable of capturing the
uncertainty and complexity inherent in inventory
systems. The ability to handle demand and lead time
uncertainty is one of the main reasons why simulation is
widely used for inventory systems (Bhaskaran 1998).
Banks and Malave (1984) identify inventory control
problems as one of the most frequent areas of
application for simulation methodology. They propose
the following six categories of simulation techniques

KEYWORDS
Simulation, Inventory control, Bullwhip effect.
ABSTRACT
Nowadays, effective and competitive company
operation can be achieved through incorporating the
concept of supply chain operation into company
management. Inventory control, as a critical part of the
supply chain management, becomes the second most
frequent application area for simulation technique in
logistics (after manufacturing).
The dynamics of supply chain operation is
characterised by the bullwhip effect that reflects an
increase in demand variability while moving upwards
the supply chain. This paper proposes an analytical
model for the analysis and numerical evaluation of the
bullwhip effect in supply chains. Simulation technique
is used to validate the results obtained from the
analytical model. Based on the validation results, the
logic of the analytical model is examined, and some
specifications of the analytical model are analysed and
described.
INTRODUCTION
Supply chain management is the term used to
describe the management of materials and information
across the entire supply chain, from suppliers to
component producers to final assemblers to distribution
(warehouse and retailers), and ultimately to the
consumer. Supply chain management has generated
much interest in recent years because of the realisation
that actions taken by one member of the chain can
influence the profitability of all others in the chain
(Silver and Peterson 1985). The bullwhip effect is
considered as one of the main supply chain operation
stability and efficiency measures. It characterises an
increase in demand variability through the entire supply
chain.
Many companies implement the supply chain
concept to achieve efficiency in system operation; i.e.,
instead of responding to unknown and highly variable
demand, they share information so that the variability of
the demand they observe is significantly lower. The
assumption that a new level of efficiency can be simply
attained by sharing information and forming strategic
alliances with firm supply chain partners is wrong.
Knowing what to do with the data is as important as
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identically distributed (IID) observations on some
underlying random variable X whose distribution
governs the population. Values that numerically
characterise the population/distribution, such as an
expected value E(X) and a variance D(X) of the discrete
random variable X are given. The order quantity Qi is
demanded when the on-hand inventory drops below the
reorder point. It is equal to the sum of the demand
quantities between the order placements:

usage assignments in modelling and analysing inventory
systems:
1. Analytic solution impossible or analytic solution
extremely complex. An analytic solution to a
problem may not be available because of stochastic
operating environment, extremely complex problem
or a very specific problem.
2. Comparison of model. It is one of the most
frequently observed uses of simulation in inventory
systems. Simulation is used to compare alternative
inventory control policies.
3. Validation of analytical solution. Simulation is used
to validate the results obtained from an analytic
model.
4. Variance reduction techniques. Increasing the
statistical efficiency of a simulation by reducing the
variance of the output random variables.
5. Model validation and verification. It is the most
important part of a simulation study and enables
determining whether a model performs as intended
and is an accurate representation of the real-world
system under study.
6. Optimisation techniques. Considering optimisation
techniques for inventory simulation two aspects
should be determined: the length of simulation run
and comparison method of different alternatives.

(1)
Qi X 1  X i  ...  X v ,
where
v – random variable, a period number when an order is
placed.
Provided that the demand X is uncertain and the
aforementioned inventory control method is employed,
the placed order quantity Q is expected to be a random
variable that depends on the demand quantities. The
expected value E(Q) and variance D(Q) of the function
Q M ( X ) are estimated using the following formulas
proposed by Feller (1967):
E( Q )

E( X )* E( v )

(2)

and
D( Q )

The developed simulation model of the considered
inventory system validates the results produced by the
analytical model. The simulation implementation in this
case corresponds to the 3rd category of simulation
techniques usage assignments in modelling and
analysing inventory systems.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The
analytical model for numerical evaluation of the
bullwhip effect in inventory systems that control their
inventories by the S-s ordering policy is elaborated in
the next section. The section also presents a sample
application of the described analytical model aimed to
get numerical results. The following sections relate to
analytical model validation performed by using an
appropriate simulation model, analyse the accuracy of
the obtained analytical solution, and discuss a combined
analytical/simulation approach for evaluating the
increase in variability of placed orders in supply chains.
Conclusions are presented in the final section.

E( v )* D( X )  D( v )* [ E( X )] 2 ,

(3)

where
E(v) – expected value of a period number when an order
is placed;
D(v) – variance of a period number when an order is
placed.
To investigate a probabilistic behaviour of the
discrete random variable v it suffices to estimate its
numerical characteristics (an expected value and its
variance). The difference between the order level S and
order point s has to be established to find a time period
when an order should be placed:

'

S s

(4)

The multi-experimental realisation of the following
algorithm:
if X1>¨ THEN v=1 AND STOP
ELSE generate X2
if X1<¨ and X1+X2>¨ THEN v=2 AND STOP
ELSE generate X3

ANALYTICAL MODEL
A single-item, single-stage, multi-period inventory
system is considered. The traditional S-s policy is used
for inventory management. According to this policy, an
order is placed when the stock declines to a lower
control limit called the order point, s. The order quantity
is the amount required to bring the inventory level to the
order level, S. A more detailed description of the
considered inventory control policy can be found in
Merkuryev et al. (2004).
It is assumed that the demand X1, X2, …, Xi is a
discrete random sample observed from some
population. Accordingly, these data are independent and

…

if X1+X2+…+Xn-1<¨ and X1+X2+…+Xn>¨ THEN
v=n
STOP
allows one to collect statistics of v values (vi, i 1, n )
and evaluate their probabilities pi by relative frequencies
p̂i of their occurrences in the experiments performed.
The expected value of random variable is the
weighted average of all possible values of the random
variable, where the weights are the probabilities of the
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value occurrence. The expected value E(v) of the v
value population is estimated by this formula:
Ê( v )

n

for all alternatives because the S-s level will change in
accordance with a new mean demand value. Based on
the observed experimental results the following
hypothesis could be built up – the relative frequency
p̂ of the random variable v occurrence corresponds to
its probability p and its value depends only on the lead
time length.
The estimation of orders variability D(Q) and its
expected value E(Q) are calculated by formulas (3) and
(2) respectively, while numerical results are given in
Table 1.
By analysing the placed order variability for all the
performed experiments we can conclude that even a
small variation of the mean demand causes an increase
in variability of the placed orders. The larger the initial
value of the demand variation is, the more significant
magnification of placed orders fluctuation will be
observed.

(5)

¦ vi * p̂i

i 1

and its variance D(v) is estimated as follows:
D̂( v )

n

2

¦ vi2 * p̂i  Ê( v ) ,

(6)

i 1

where
Ê( v ) and D̂( v ) - experimental estimation of E(v) and
D(v), respectively.
A numerical example of the developed analytical
model implementation for the bullwhip effect
quantification is given in the next subsection.

VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL MODEL

Sample Application of Analytical Model

The considered inventory system has an explicitly
dynamic character. Simulation is used to capture this
behaviour of the system and to provide a more realistic
representation of the inventory system operation,
namely information about demand and order quantities
collection over time.
The developed simulation model was used to
validate the analytical solution presented in the previous
section.

The performance of the inventory system is
evaluated under various factors such as end customer
mean demand E(X) and its standard deviation STD(X),
safety stock factor z and a lead time LT.
To collect a statistics of period numbers v when
orders should be placed and experimentally estimate
their expected value by formula (5) and variance by
formula (6), it is supposed that the end customer
demand is realised as a normal distribution, and 1000
experiments are performed. The minimal value of the
observed v values for all alternatives is 1 time period
and its relative frequency of occurrence is less than
0.007. The maximal value is 5 time periods and its
relative frequency of occurrence does not exceed 0.004.
Respectively, the most likely value is 2 time periods that
can occur with the relative frequency greater than 0.5.
Experiments, when the standard deviation of the
mean demand changes by the defined coefficient
Change Ratio equal to 1.2 and remaining factors are
considered to be constant numbers, are performed. The
mean E(X) and the standard deviation STD(X) of the
demand change proportionally, i.e. they are dependent
through the Signal To Noise factor, equal to 5, that
describes a variability of the demand:
E( X )
(7)
STD(X)
Signal To Noise
The experimentally estimated probability of the
period number when an order is placed will be the same

Conceptual Model of Inventory System
The structure of the considered inventory system
corresponds to the analytical model described above.
It is assumed that end customer demands arrive with
fixed time-intervals, and their quantity is variable and is
derived from a normal distribution. A constant lead time
between replenishment is considered. No order
processing delay is taken into account, so all demand
events are treated immediately by the inventory system.
We will also assume no capacity constraints for supplier
of the inventory system. In this case, stockouts will not
lead to lost sales, but to backorders. We thus assume
that we have loyal customers. It is worth noting that
replenishment triggering will be based on the effective
inventory level, which is the quantity on hand plus the
quantity on order minus the unshipped backorders to
customers.

Table 1: Placed Orders Variability Estimation by Analytical Model
Nr.
1
2
3
4
5

E(X)
50
70
90
110
130

STD(X)
10
14
18
22
26

z
1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96

LT
2
2
2
2
2

s
128
179
230
281
332

S
228
319
410
501
592

S-s
100
140
180
220
260
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Ê( v )

D̂( v )

Dcal ( Q )

E cal ( Q )

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26

885.64
1743.30
2881.78
4304.88
6012.60

126.60
178.15
229.05
279.95
330.85

under various factors similar to the sample application
of the analytical model for the quantification of the
bullwhip effect (see Table 1).
The model was run for 5 replications. Each
replication length is defined as 5000 time periods. The
warm-up period is avoided by setting the initial
inventory level equal to the order level S at the
beginning of each replication.
The mean value and variance of placed orders
during simulation are shown in Table 2.
Considering the first row in Table 2, one could
observe that in this case 95% confidential intervals for
the expected average order quantity Esim(Q) and its
variation Dsim(Q) are [125,78r0,9] and [311,77r4,5],
respectively. Generally speaking, observations within
all 5 series of simulation experiments vary nonessentially. Namely, for each row in Table 2 a 95%
confidential interval for variation of placed orders lies
within 1.5% from its average value.

The objective of inventory management is to
manage stable operation of the considered system, i.e.,
quantify and control the bullwhip effect.
Simulation Model of Inventory System
The simulation model was developed using the
ARENA 5.0 simulation modelling environment. The
described conceptual model is converted into a
computer model. Simulation is used to analyse and
evaluate the increase in variability of placed orders in
the described inventory system.
Simulation Experiments
The objective of experimental studies is to determine
the bullwhip effect magnitude in the inventory system
that implements the S-s inventory control policy and
validate the results produced by the analytical model of
the same inventory system. For that purpose, a set of
experiments with the simulation model is performed.
The performance of the inventory system is evaluated

Table 2: Placed Orders Variability Estimation by Simulation Model
Nr.
1
2
3
4
5

E(X)
50
70
90
110
130

STD(X)
10
14
18
22
26

z
1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96

LT
2
2
2
2
2

s
128
179
230
281
332

ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
The results given by the analytical model proved to
be in disagreement with those given by the simulation
model. The variance of placed orders calculated by
analytical model (see Table 1) is approximately 3 times
greater in all experiments than actual variance of placed
orders derived from the simulation model (see Table 2).
The reason for the inadequate bullwhip effect
quantification by the analytical model is an existing
dependence between a period number when an order is
placed v and realisations of the end demand Xi. In other
words, the proposed formula (3) assumes v and X
independence, but in the described inventory control
system they are dependent in the way of conditional
probability of v occurrence pv=P(X1+X2+…+Xv>Ss/X1+X2+…+Xv-1<S-s). The period number when an
order is placed directly depends on the demand quantity
(the larger the demand quantity during the order cycle
is, the faster inventory level reaches the order point s
and frequency of orders increases; i.e, v decreases).
From this it follows that random variables v and

S
228
319
410
501
592

S-s
100
140
180
220
260

D sim ( Q )

E sim ( Q )

311.77
603.03
996.55
1501.83
2082.93

125.78
176.53
226.75
277.63
328.10

deviations M Q , VQ and M v , Vv correspondingly,
are dependent random variables.
In order to establish a statistical dependence between
the placed order quantity and a period number when it is
placed, Q and v are represented as a system of the two
dependent normally distributed variables that have the
following joint probability density function:
1


1
exp ®
*
2
¯ 2( 1  r )
2S V Q V v 1  r 2

W ( Qv )

ª QM
Q
*«
2
«
VQ
¬

2

 2r

QMQ vMv

V QV v



vMv

V v2

2

º½
» °¾
»°
¼¿

where
r – correlation coefficient between Q ɢ v, -1 r 1.
It should be noted that for jointly distributed normal
random variables concepts of independence and
uncorrelation are the same. That is, if random variables
are independent, they are uncorrelated and vice versa.

v

Q= ¦ X i are correlated. Random variables Q and v that
i 1

are denoted by the expected values and standard
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The calculated correlation coefficient between Q and
v (see Table 3) in the inventory system that implements
the S-s inventory control policy when end customer
mean demand and its standard deviation change
proportionally, i.e. they are dependent through the
Signal To Noise factor, is the same for all 5
experiments. It is supposed that the correlation
coefficient depends only on the lead time length. A set
of corresponding correlation coefficients for various
lengths of the lead time could be estimated by the
elaborated combined analytical/simulation approach. As
soon as the dependence between the placed order
quantity and a period number when it is placed is found,
the described analytical model can be used for
numerical evaluation of the bullwhip effect.

If the value of the random variable v is known, then
the value of the random variable Q is conditional. In this
case, it has a conditional probability density function:

W(Q / v )

W ( Qv )
W( v )

1
2S V Q 1  r 2

*

2

ª ( v  M v )r Q  M Q º ½°
1
°
* exp®

«
» ¾
2
Vv
V Q »¼ °
° 2( 1  r ) «¬
¯
¿

The conditional random variable has a conditional
expected value:
M(Q / v )

f

³ QW ( Q / v )dQ

MQ  r

f

VQ
Vv

>v  M v@

CONCLUSIONS

and a conditional variance:

V

2( Q /

v)

The analytical model for the quantification of
demand fluctuation magnification (the bullwhip effect)
as orders move up the supply chain in case of stochastic
demand is elaborated. A combined analytical/simulation
approach is used to estimate the dependence between a
period number when an order is placed and end
customer demand quantities with a view to make the
analytical solution more accurate.
The effect of different ordering policies and
inventory system parameters on the above-mentioned
dependence is a subject of future research.

2

f

³ >Q  M ( Q / v )@ W ( Q / v )dQ

2 (1  2 )
VQ
r

f

Thus, the conditional variance of the random
variables Q is independent of the v value. It is estimated
2 and the
by their own unconditional variance V Q
correlation coefficient r between Q and v.
Analytical model implementation
unconditional variance of the placed orders

gives

VQ2

an

, as it is

calculated for unknown period number v when the order
should be placed for each order cycle.
Simulation model allows one to estimate a
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conditional variance of the placed orders V ( Q / v ) .
Based on the results obtained, it is possible to calculate
the correlation coefficient r between Q and v, using this
formula:

D(Q)sim=D(Q)cal*(1-r2)  r

1

D( Q )sim
D( Q )cal

,

where
D(Q)sim= V 2 ( Q / v ) – variance of placed orders
estimated by the simulation model with known v
(conditional variance);
2 – variance of placed orders estimated by
D(Q)cal= V Q
the analytical model with unknown v (unconditional
variance).
Table 3: Coefficient of Correlation between Q and v

Nr.
1
2
3
4
5

D(X)
100
196
324
484
676

Dcal ( Q ) D sim ( Q )

886
1743
2882
4305
6013

312
603
997
1502
2083

r
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
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non-holonomic systems are challenging from the control
point of view, as they are globally controllable but not
locally, and they are not feedback stabilizable by
continuous time invariant feedback control laws
(Brockett 1983). On the other side, simulation
environments require to develop the simulation, to write
it in the specific language, to validate it, to optimise the
algorithm and to translate the result in the proper realtime software environment. Part of the above phases can
be avoided if the simulation and the h/w environment
are the same. For this reason it was developed an h/w
and s/w platform that uses the same code for the
simulation of the entire AGV functionalities and for the
real-time control (simply enabling the h/w interfaces
with the drivers and the sensors or the simulation
engine).
Recent developments in simulation tools for
manufacturing have improved production engineering
development and the tools are being adopted more and
more widely in industry. For the development of AGV
systems this has not yet fully been exploited. Several
studies and works on simulation concerned more with
logistic and concurrent handling aspect of AGV systems
than with the pure control aspect (Verbraeck et al. 2000,
Saanen et al. 2000), but it is an essential part of AGV
design which asks more time for development.
Traditional methods of s/w simulation involve
modelling, identification, validation and use of the
simulation structure for control or other specific
purposes. The proposed method adds a first step where
it is designed the whole software architecture that will
embody both the simulation and the real-time control
and a final step where the same platform is used for the
RT control.
An alternative approach achieving a real-time
simulation is indicated in (European Space Agency
2004): it consists in a real-time test bench interfaced
with the system in order to simulate environment,
kinematics, dynamics, sensors, etc. By this architecture
part of the system h/w is replaced by an RT h/w
simulator. It has a valuable application for space tests
when it’s impossible or very expensive to test system in
the real environment on earth.
Simulation has been used in this multifunction software
since the development phase of controlling the AGV

ABSTRACT
This paper presents an integrated hardware/software
platform for the simulation of real-time Autonomus
Guided Vehicles (AGV) navigation. The platform
employs the same software architecture and code
actually running onboard the real-time hardware to
perform off-line the control and navigation simulation.
By means of this approach it is possible to optimise the
control parameters, simulate the logistics or the
achievement of the path planned and also make the
vehicle actually run with the same all-in-one software.
This method allows to reduce development time
necessary for debugging, optimising control algorithms
and identifying system and/or control parameters; the
same software is exploited also for variables flow
control and for monitoring the whole state of the
system.
The above platform was used for the optimisation of
AGV potential field control for real-time obstacle
avoidance.
INTRODUCTION
The intense competition in manufacturing requires
materials handling systems that are agile and capable of
reconfiguration, in order to have manufacturing
environments highly reconfigurable and responsive to
accommodate product, factory and process changes.
Modern AGV can exploit such capabilities as far as
their autonomy is maximised; in this way the traditional
disadvantages of rigid (wire guided) AGV-systems are
overcome.
More flexible AGV systems employ more flexible
measurement systems such as inertial-odometric,
triangulating laser sensors (Kam et al. 1997) and more
flexible control algorithms such as trajectory control
and potential field control for unexpected obstacle
avoidance and the navigation in partially-structured
environments (Graf et al. 2001, Ge and Cui 2002,
Tsourveloudis et al. 2001).
The augmented flexibility obviously increases the
system complexity, so that it becomes difficult to
optimise the entire algorithm and/or parameters on an
h/w basis; or by means of standard control design tools:
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adding tools that enable the simulation in parallel to the
control.

drivers. The software workframe has been gradually
upgraded according to development phases. An
advantage is that a problem that occurs on h/w control
situation can be analysed in a simulation mode, and the
simulations can also be used to test different solutions
before they are implemented in the real system. A
feature of this simulation system is the opportunity to
switch the control software in simulation mode simply
excluding the hardware interface (real sensors) and
enabling the simulation engine which emulate system’s
kinematics and dynamics by means of sensor’s virtual
outputs.
In previous works it was analysed the calibration
problems of the vehicle kinematics (Durrant-White
1994) whose parameters, coupled with the identification
of the dynamics, allows to simulate the vehicle
behaviour in the real environment. After validation of
the kinematics- dynamical model, it was added a second
layer of software for the real-time obstacle avoidance in
semi-structured environments by means of potential
field methods.
An important feature of the platform is the possibility to
monitor also the state of the system and manage
possible faults and warnings.

1. Software structure design
As illustrated in Figure 1 the software (written in
LabView£) has three hierarchical levels of control: the
upper level is the planning one, at a lower level are the
path control and task control algorithms (including the
potential field method), the lowest level is assigned to
the drivers control loops, the fastest ones. The last two
tasks can exhange data with two possible systems: the
hardware system, which is the real one and it is
essentially made up of drivers and sensors, or the
simulation engine, which embodies a model of the
driver system. The application can run in real-time
mode on the embedded AGV system as well as in the
host client PC in simulation mode. By the same
interface the user can choose to launch the application
in simulated mode or in hardware mode: in the first case
the software runs only on the client computer; if the
interface selection switch is set on hardware mode the
application runs in real-time on the on-board server
computer and sends data to the user interface on the
client computer.

H-S/W RT SIMULATION METHOD
Path Planning

The steps that the proposed h-s/w RT simulation method
involve for the navigation control design are the
following:
1. design of the software structure that embodies all
the drivers and functionality for the Real-time
system control;
2. mathematical modelling of the system plant;
3. system plant parameters identification;
4. system plant model validation;
5. use of the system plant model for navigation
control design and related parameters optimisation
[s/w mode];
6. experimental verification [h/w RT mode].
Traditional methods of s/w simulation involve the steps
2,3,4 and 5. The proposed method adds a first step
where it is designed the whole software architecture that
will embody both the simulation and the real-time
control. A final step is added where the same platform
used for the mathematical/numerical simulation
development is used for the RT control.
The important advantage is that the control algorithms
do not need to be implemented on another application
for their simulation purpose. It is sufficient to launch the
single application disabling the libraries that achieve the
hardware I/O control and enabling the simulation engine
libraries developed ad hoc, which calculate virtual
output of sensors on the basis of the system’s model
implemented in the simulation engine.
The disadvantage is that a s/w platform developed for
RT control purposes requires more time to develop the
simulation engine than platforms developed for
numerical or control purposes. However several
companies, like for example National Instruments, are

Simulation
Engine

(Global & Local)

AGV model
User Interface

Path & Task
Control

Driver
Control

Interface
Selection
Switch

Sensors

Drivers

Hardware

Figure 1: Block diagram description of the system.

Figure 2: Control Panel example in the user interface
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a dedicated driver and the motor-driver behaviour in the
position control chain is that of a delay.

2. Mathematical modelling of the system plant
This section shows the kinematics of a three-wheeled
vehicle like the ones that are often used in industrial
environments for pallets handling and transport. Two
encoders are used on the driver wheel: one to measure
the steering angle, the second to measure the angular
velocity.
R
IC



DsDm are respectively the angular setpoint for
steering axis position and its measurement.



NW are the costants of motor-driver first order
tranfer function.

Ds



Dm

D

The control variable for the driving motor is the angular
velocity and its control scheme is similar to that of the
steering motor system.

X
b

3. System plant parameters identification

y
O

The kinematics model calibration is discussed for
example in (Durrant-White 1994, Borenstein and Feng
1995,1996): similar methods were implemented.
The motor model parameters identification was obtained
by means of simple step input methods.

x

Figure 3: Kinematics scheme of a three-wheeled AGV
The Figure 3 showns the kinematics scheme of a threewheeled AGV. The angular velocity Z refers to the
driving wheel. The attitude G is meant to be the angle
between the absolute reference system xOy and the
mobile reference system XPrY. The position Pr is
defined by the vector (x,y,G) which also takes the
attitude of the mobile robot into account.
The kinematics behaviour is always controlled by two
wheels. Therefore, one wheel bears slippage if it is not
perfectly aligned with one of the other two. The discrete
form of the inertial-odometric navigation equations is
the following:

° x k 1
°
°
° y k 1
°
° E
®G k 1
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°G G
° k 1
°G k 1
°
°
¯

xk 

2S
 n k  R  cos D k  D 0  cos G k
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Figure 4: Control scheme of the steering motor system
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4. System plant model validation
Tests were made to validate the simulation kinematic
and dynamical model of the system.

Figure 5: The Hardware/Sim Engine switching
Figure 6: Comparison of Simulated trajectory (dotted
black) vs Real one (continuos red)

(1)

G kG  TC  G VkG

In Figure 6 is presented a comparison between a
simulated trajectory and a real one showing a good
correspondence. The example is related to an
unexpected central obstacle avoidance task.

DF G kE1 , G kG1

Equation (1) is the characteristic which makes it
possible to estimate the AGV’s position and attitude.
The steering motor is controlled in position and its
model, used by the simulation engine, is a first order
transfer function inserted in the PID control loop
(Figure 4). The motor is in fact controlled in velocity by

5. Navigation control design and parameters
optimisation [s/w mode]
The potential field method used for the task of obstacle
avoidance is similar to the VFF method of Borenstein
(Borenstein and Koren 1991). It is very simple to be
implemented and it is efficient for local obstacle
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avoidance if its parameters are well tuned. The main
disadvantages of this method are three: the parameters
are difficult to be tuned; it suffers of local minimum
problems and oscillations in narrow passages. For the
last two problems some technics were developed in
order to eliminate local minimum and oscillations. The
problem of tuning parameters is fully simplified by the
simulation tool and the effect of changing parameters is
verified simply by switching to hardware mode. Since
this potential field method doesn’t take into account the
dimensions of the vehicle it was developed an algorithm
for avoiding lateral and rear collisions with obstacles.
Another problem of the potential field method is the
lack of attitude control which is very negative for
transpallet industrial vehicles in the load and the unload
phases. By means of the h-s/w method it was possible to
develop a method in order to solve also this problem
while maintaining the other potential field method
features untouched.

a)

6. Experimental verification [h/w RT mode]
The simulation software was used for testing a potential
field method for local obstacle avoidance in partially
structured environments. Before the algorithm was
implemented in the actual AGV control software, it was
simulated for debugging purpose, then simulation of
control was used in order to optimise control
parameters, finally the method was tested on the AGV.
In Figure 9 we present a frame sequence (read from left
to right and from top to bottom) showing an obstacle
avoidance test carried out to compare simulation results
with real ones. The task showed is the same simulated
in Figure 6.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an integrated h-s/w platform has been
proposed for both the simulation and the real-time
implementation of Autonomus Guided Vehicles
navigation. By means of this approach it is possible to
employ the same software architecture and code for
simulation purposes (control algorithm debugging and
optimisation of parameters, path planning simulation) as
well as for the real-time control on an embedded AGV
system. The steps that this proposed h-s/w RT
simulation method involve for the navigation control
design are : design of the software structure;
mathematical modelling of the system plant; system
plant parameters identification; system plant model
validation; use of the system plant model for navigation
control design and related parameters optimisation [s/w
mode]; experimental verification [h/w RT mode]. This
method was successfully used for achieving the
autonomous navigation of an industrial transpallet.

b)

Figure 7: Simulation example: a) corridor without
obstacle; b) when an obstacle appears. Trajectories of
rear wheels’ center and of steering axis are shown
In Figure 7 is shown the result of a simulation of the
AGV performing a path in a corridor, first without
obstacle and then with an unexpected obstacle
appearing before approaching the target. This is a final
result after parameter optimisation was utilised to solve
problems of narrow passages inducing oscillations and
of collisions with lateral object due to non-point shape
of the vehicle.
The Figure 8 shows the first of the above problems and
its solution before and after the introduction of the
control corrective algorithms and their optimisation .

a) with collision

b) without collision

Figure 8: Solution to the Problem of Lateral Collisions
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Figure 9: The result of the Real Implementation of a potential field method for Obstacle Avoidance
The research was partially funded by a ministerial grant
under the 46 law.

Clarification
Only for academic purposes the following clarification
is reported:
Baglivo implemented the h-s/w RT simulation and
developed the obstacle avoidance algorithm, 40% of the
whole work is assigned to him.
De Cecco conceived the integrated hardware and
software method and the system modelling, 40% of the
whole work is assigned to him.
Angrilli organised and supervised the research project
both from managerial and technical point of view, 10%
of the whole work is assigned to him.
Tecchio and Pivato organised and supervised the
research project from the industrial point of view, 5%
of the whole work is assigned to each of them.
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ABSTRACT
The nonlinear stochastic model of updating of
industrial stocks is considered in the paper. The
purposes of work are:
1. To define an optimum strategy of updating of
industrial stocks and reductions of the expenses
connected to their storage;
2. To combine the modeling process with the real
information describing the process of industrial
stocks management in real time;
3. To take to account the nonlinearity dependences of
factors of the model;
4. To construct the management process in online
regime.
In the first scenario for incidental values modeling is
used traditional methods, in particular, the method of
the reverse transformation the Bellman’s method
(receipt-refusal). In the second scenario of modeling
the authors have used modeling methods that allow to
consider specific characteristics of changes of value P
- order frequency (is measured as units of orders per
unit of time), namely, irregularity of consumption
intensity, different lengths of intervals between order
points, inability to select an appropriate rule of
distribution of value P for the whole modeling time
interval.
For resolving the problem under given conditions, the
method of imitation modeling was applied, which
allows to develop (imitate) different options of
organization of the process of stock management,
taking into account the aforementioned specific
characteristics of the particular scenario.
BASIC MODEL OF STOCK MANAGEMENT
In any stock management system the level of stock
changes in accordance with the respective cyclical
model. The reduction of the level of stock is
determined by the demand. At a specific moment, to
replenish the stock after a definite period of time,
termed delivery lead-time, a new order is made; the
order is received and the stock is increased. After that
a new stock cycle begins.
To simplify stock management modeling a, number
of conditions are established:
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1) The demand for products is constant. If the
consumption coefficient is constant, then the
stock level is also reducing at a constant rate.
2) It is assumed that delivery time is known and is a
constant value, which means that the order may
be made at the point corresponding to definite
time
parameters
and
stock
amount
(replenishment level) values, which ensure
receipt of the required stock at the moment when
stock level is 0;
3) Stock-out is not allowed;
4) A definite y amount of raw materials and
materials is ordered during the stock cycle time.
The basic model of stock management is presented in
fig. 1. All stock cycles are equal. The maximum
amount of raw materials and materials available in
stock correspond to order amount y.

Figure 1. Scheme of the basic stock management
model
A model has to be developed to describe costs over
the whole stock storage period; the length of the
period is not important – it may range from one day
up to a year etc. In the particular case a period of one
year is chosen and the following system designations
are used:
D - annual demand for product;
Co - variable costs of one order, n units / 1
order;
Ch - variable storage costs per one existing
stock unit, n units per product unit per year;
C - acquisition price of one existing stock
unit, n units per year;
y - order size in product units.

If the demand for the products is D units per year, but
the size of each batch is y number of units, the annual
demand is D/y.
The annual cost of an order (Ca) is equal with the
costs of one order multiplied with the number of
orders made in a year:

Ca

D .
y

C0

Annually, after equal time periods, it is necessary to
place D/y orders, this means that a new order cycle
always starts at point:

1
D

y / D.

(5)

y

(1)

When calculating annual stock storage costs, usually
the average amount of products made from the stock
during one cycle is taken into account. In the simplest
case the level of stock reduces in a straight line from
y till 0, thus the average level of stock is y/2.
Different companies use different Ch cost calculation
methods, however, on the whole, Ch is expressed as a
percentage of the cash loan amount that is frozen in
the form of stocks, the costs of ensuring stock
security or costs of damages, as well as costs of the
stock storage system.

As all order cycles are equal, then interval of repeat
orders will also be equal with (y/D) years.
More simple models of stock management are
characterized by constant demand, instantaneous
replenishment of stock, and non-existence of stockout.
The designations used are:
P – order frequency (is measured as units of
orders per unit of time);
to – order cycle time (measured in units of
time).
The level of stock changes dependent on the function
(fig. 2), which showing also the above-mentioned
designations.

Annual storage costs of stocks Cs are equal with
annual variable storage costs of one product unit C,
multiplied with the average amount of stock per year:

Cs

Ch

y

2

.

(2)

All the aforementioned allows to state that total
annual costs of the stock of one product unit (TC) is
established as follows:

TC

C0 D  C h
y

y

2

.

(3)

This equation is called the equation of total costs of
the basic stock management model. To establish the
optimum order size (y0), the equation of total costs of
the basic stock management model is differentiated.
As a result of differentiation and numerous
transformations it is possible to obtain the following
formula allowing to establish the optimum order size:

y0

r

2C0 D
.
Ch

Figure 2. Stock levels
The stock units are replenished instantaneously, when
the level of stock reaches 0.
After that stock is used with constant frequency P.
The length of the order cycle in this case may be
calculated as follows:

(4)

t0

Stock storage costs are proportionate to the size of
the order, therefore graphically it is depicted as a
straight line going out from the starting point of the
coordinate axis. At the same time, order costs are
proportionate to the value 1/y.
If the order amount is not very big, then order costs
are dominant – in this case orders are placed more
frequently, but in small amounts. If the amount of
product is comparatively big, the main component of
total costs is storage costs – a small number of orders
are made for big product amounts.
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y
units of time.
P

(6)

Average stock level ( yaverage ) is established as
follows:

yaverage

y
units.
2

(7)

Total cost per unit time (TCU) may be expressed as
the following function:

Effective time Le is established:

y
Ca  C h * ( ) * t0
2
TCU
t0

Ca
y
 Ch * .
y
2
P

(8)

Le

CP C
 a2  h
y
2

0.

(9)

This condition is sufficient, since the function TCU is
a curve. The result of the equation determines the
most economic size of the order y*.

y*

2Ca P
.
Ch

*

after every t 0

*

exceed

(10)

L
. Such a solution is explained as follows:
t 0*
*

after n cycles (each of them is t 0

y*
long) the
P

stock management situation becomes the same as the
situation when the interval between placement of one
order and receipt of another one were Le.
Consequently, the order point is an instant, when the
level of stock reaches LeP product units.
Thus the stock management strategy may be
formulated as follows: it is necessary to order

y*

2Ca P
product units, when the level of
Ch

stock drops to LeP product units.

The optimum stock management strategy for this
model is formulated as follows:
It is necessary to order y

(11)

where n – the biggest round figure that does not

The optimum size of order y is established by
minimizing the function TCU by y. Assuming that y
is a continuous value, it is possible to obtain the
conditional minimum (in the form of an equation),
which allows to derive an optimum value y:

dTCU
dy

L  nt 0* ,

2Ca P
product units
Ch

y*
units of time.
P

In real life, replenishment of stock cannot be effected
instantaneously at the moment of placing the order,
as it was thought earlier.
To make the situation more realistic, there is a
condition that the positive time period for fulfilling
the order is L (time deflection), which covers the time
from placing the order up to physical delivery, as
shown in fig.3.
In this case the order point is the instant, when the
level of stock has dropped to LP units.

Figure 3. Stock replenishment points
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The above algorithm of optimization and calculation
of order point is traditionally and most frequently
used in real-time planning. In reality the function,
from the point of view of order TCU, is to a great
extent dependent on the value of P – frequency of
orders. In order to consider this impact, the authors
make an assumption about the incidental character of
behavior of value P. Two modeling scenarios are
considered:
Given the value P, the rule of distribution is known as
F, i.e. P~F (F – distribution function). There is the
following interdependence:

TCU

) ( P, t , t 0 , Z ) ,

(12)

where w – incidental parameter.
The rule of distribution of value P is not known and it
is necessary to model a different character of
behavior of value P.
In the first scenario there is a sufficiently well
developed mathematical mechanism of modeling and
it is necessary only to implement and analyze the data
obtained to meet the goals of optimization. When
modeling incidental values, traditional methods are
applied; in particular, the method of the reverse
transformation the Bellman’s method (receiptrefusal).
For theoretical modeling the authors have used MS
Excel and the program MathCad. The analysis of the
modeling results allows to choose the most optimum
dynamic mode of replenishing the stock, required raw
materials and materials, as well as to minimize total
costs TCU, i.e. to choose an optimum strategy for
stock management in a stochastic case (the first
modeling scenario).
In the second scenario of modeling the authors have
used modeling methods that allow to consider

specific characteristics of changes of value P,
namely, irregularity of consumption intensity,
different lengths of intervals between order points,
inability to select an appropriate rule of distribution
of value P for the whole modeling time interval.
For resolving the problem under given conditions, the
method of imitation modeling was applied, which
allows to develop (imitate) different options of
organization of the process of stock management,
taking into account the aforementioned specific
characteristics of the particular scenario.
The process of development and implementation of
the imitation model implies the following simplified
algorithm (see fig. 4):

Figure 5. Process of creation of an imitation model

Figure 4. Algorithm of the implementation of the
second scenario
Imitation modeling is one of the most widespread
methods of research of economic objects and
systems.
The selection of methods of modeling of the object
under consideration depends on a great number of
conditions (modeling components), e.g.
complexity of the object or system being researched:
x
the character of behavior of the object or
system;
x
the character of behavior and the impact of the
factors on the changes of the entity or
economic system being investigated;
x
other similar conditions.
Where the relations between separate components
forming the model are comparatively simple and can
be accurately described, analytical models can be
used for obtaining the required information.
However, most of the economic processes and
systems are complex entities, consisting of a great
number of interrelated sub-systems (which in their
turn also are complex objects and require a detailed
study), changing their positions in space and time.
For researching such economic systems it is
impossible to create an absolutely accurate effective
model by applying analytical methods. Fig. 5
presents a process of creation of an imitation model.
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Where the relations between separate components
forming the model are comparatively simple and can
be accurately described, analytical models can be
used for obtaining the required information.
However, most of the economic processes and
systems are complex entities, consisting of a great
number of interrelated sub-systems (which in their
turn also are complex objects and require a detailed
study), changing their positions in space and time.
For researching such economic systems it is
impossible to create an absolutely accurate effective
model by applying analytical methods. In such cases
it is necessary to use the methods of imitation
modeling.
Imitation modeling is usually applied for researching
economic processes and systems. Such factors are
called incidental variables or incidental values, and
their behavior is described by means of common
probability distribution functions.
Imitation modeling may be used for tackling a wide
range of economic problems (design and analysis of
industrial systems, stock management, balancing of
production capacities, allocation of investment funds,
optimization of investment funds, optimization of
flows of services etc.).
Imitation modeling is frequently associated with the
factor of uncertainty, whose description goes outside
the confines of the traditional statistical modeling,
which, in its turn, complicates the imitation modeling
process.
The aim of the research is to find innovative ways of
using imitation modeling for investigating economic
systems. As a result, it is possible to set the task of
creating an efficient procedure for generating
incidental parameter values constituting factors of an
imitation model, to consider the asymmetric
distribution of model factors, to create an adequate

model of non-linear dependence between the factors,
to
effectively
use
up-to-date
information
technologies, to ensure continuous control of the
behavior of the specific economic system that is
being researched.
The traditional scheme of imitation modeling is the
formation (generation) of a mass of incidental
parameter values featuring the changes of model
factors (see fig. 6).

Figure 7. Scheme of reverse transformation
The method of reverse transformation may be also
used if value X is discrete. In this case the
distribution is as follows:

P ^X d x `

F (x)

¦

p ( x i ) , (13)

xi d x

where p(xi) is probability p( x i )

P^X

x i `.

It is admitted that incidental parameter X may have
only such values as x1, x2, ..., for which x1 < x2 < ....
Thus the algorithm of developing the values of
incidental parameter X will have the following
consequences:
x

Let us generate, within the interval (0.1),
uniform distributed incidental parameter u ~ U
(0. 1);

x

Let us establish the least positive round value I,
for which u < F(xi), and assume that X=xi.

Both options of the method of the reverse
transformation for continuous and discrete values (at
least formally) can be combined in one formula:

X
Figure 6. Algorithm of generation of incidental
parameters
The algorithm of generation of incidental continuous
value X, having continuous distribution function F,
can be described in the following steps:
1.

Let us generate, within an interval (0.1), an
evenly distributed incidental parameter u
~U(0.1).

2.

Let us calculate X = F-1(u).

The value of F-1(u) will always be definite, since
0  u  1 , but the area of defining the function F is
the interval [0,1]. The figure below presents the
essence of the algorithm graphically; here incidental
value may be assumed to be either positive or
negative. This depends on the specific value of
parameter u. In the figure, the value of parameter u1
produces a negative incidental value X1, but
parameter u2 yields a positive incidental value X2 (see
fig. 7).
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min P^x : F ( x) t U `,

(14)

which is true also for mixed distributions (i.e.,
containing both continuous and discrete components).
In contrast to commonly used direct methods of
generating incidental values (the method of the
reverse transformation composition and implosion),
for imitating the factors of the imitation model it is
recommended to use the so-called indirect methods,
namely, the acceptance-refusal method. This method
may turn out to be suitable if due to certain reasons it
is impossible to apply direct methods or if these
methods are inefficient.
The “acceptance-refusal” principle is rather common.
If the aforementioned algorithm is looked upon from
a slightly different perspective, it is clear that it may
be extended for generating incidental points in areas
having higher dimensions – i.e. in multi-dimensional
areas.
This is relevant in modeling real economic systems
by applying the Monte Carlo method.
When using the MS Excel program, users usually
apply standard functions for modeling incidental
parameter values in a dynamic regime.

The variances of the random variables must be finite
for the correlation to exist, and for fat-tailed
distributions this cannot be the case (a bivariate tdistribution with 2 degrees of freedom, for example).
Independence between two random variables implies
that linear correlation is zero, but the converse is true
only for a multivariate normal distribution. This does
not hold when only the marginals are Gaussian while
the joint distribution is not normal, because
correlation reflects linear association and not nonlinear dependency. Correlation is not invariant to
strictly monotone transformations. This is because it
depends not only on the joint distribution but also on
the marginal distributions of the considered variables,
so that changes of scales or other transformations in
the marginals have an effect on correlation.
In order to overcome these problems we can
resort to copula theory, since copulas capture those
properties of the joint distribution which are invariant
under strictly increasing transformation. A common
dependence measure that can be expressed as a
function of copula parameters and is scale invariant is
Kendall’s tau. It satisfies most of the desired
properties that a dependence measure must have and
it measures concordance between two random
variables: concordance arises if large values of one
variable are associated with large values of the other,
and small ones occur with small values of the other;
if this is not true the two variables are said to be
discordant. It is for this reason that concordance can
detect nonlinear association that correlation cannot
see.
The main problems of the research are:
1. To combine the modeling process with the real
information describing the process of industrial
stocks management in real time.
2. To take to account the nonlinearity dependences of
factors of the model
3. To construct the management process in online
regime.
CONCLUSION
Application of the imitation modeling allows:
1. To implement a continuous dynamic control of
parameter TCU and, consequently, allows to optimize
the process of industrial stock management;
2. To consider the inconsistent and frequently
unpredictable behavior of value P, which is especially
relevant for small and medium-size enterprises,
which do not have guaranteed orders and are heavily
dependent on the market conjuncture fluctuations.
The received theoretical results of work can be used
in practical activities of the industrial enterprises,
using standard programs of modeling.
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supplier-customer relations (Beamon 1998, Slats et al.
1995).

ABSTRACT

The literature on designing a supply chain focuses
mainly on the objectives of minimising cost or
maximising profit. Most methodologies do not take into
account reliability, although it has been identified as a
key performance contributor (Vidal and Goetschalckx
1996). A reliable supply chain should assure on-time
arrival of parts and subassemblies to the different
locations, so that excessive work-in-process do not
builds up causing delays, inventory, costs or poor
customer service. The notion of supply chain reaction
time refers to the total elapsed time between receipt of
the customer order and the final delivery of the
complete order.

As supply chains exceed the limits of a company their
behaviour grows more complex. The design of an
efficient global supply chain network is of great
importance in a competitive environment. As many
uncertainties occur in the flow of goods, information or
payments, simulation is an appropriate tool to model the
behaviour of such a network. A chain is known to be as
good as its weakest link and these links have shown to
be failure prone. Therefore our focus is on chains with
unreliable links. This enlarges the complexity of the
model. In order to obtain a correct model for the
logistics reality to be studied, we propose a formal
method, which is able to generate a simulation model in
an automatic way. Petri nets are chosen as the
formalism. The procedure how to build such a model is
outlined in detail for a serial logistics system. Hints are
given how to extend the idea in a context with
alternatives in case of link failures.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The supply chain of a company encompasses all
entities, such as plants, distribution centres and
transportation modes, that ensure a steady flow of
products, from raw materials, up to the final delivery in
the hands of the consumer. This means that most supply
chains link multiple companies in a sequence of
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The major components of a generic supply chain are
shown in Figure 1. They can de divided into:
information flows (dashed line), material flows (solid
line), process steps (rectangle) and storage locations
(triangles). The directed network, formed by the
sequence of flows in Figure 1, consists of two paths,
representing the major flows through the supply chain.
A first flow (A) starts with the customer (the order), is
converted by the Order Mix function (a planning step)
into an assembly command that passes to the component
storage. In the storage material is picked for the order at
hand, and moved to the assembly line. Assembly can
only start if all parts are available. Some of the parts are
on-order only, which forms a second path (B): from the
Order Mix, to Purchasing and the Suppliers.

1 =>
1 =>
4d4d
Purchasing
Purchasing

-5-5=>=>9d9d

1d
1d

Ordermixing
mixing
Order

Orderentry
entry
Order

Sales Companies
Companies
Sales

AA

Comp
Comp

suppliers
suppliers

1 => 2d
1 =>
2d

Assembly
Assembly

Fin
Fin
prod
prod

Customer
Customer
Packaging
Packaging

Shipping
Shipping

=>5d
5d
22=>

(Europe)
22 dd (Europe)

=> 11d
9 9=>
11d

Material flow
Material flow
Information flow
Information flow

Figure 1: A generic supply chain
There the components are prepared and delivered to the
assembly, allowing to finish this customer order.

investigate the construction and verification of model
for this kind of supply chains.

This generic scenario reflects typical planning
behaviour. In order to evaluate the benefits of the
integration of such a chain, its performance is likely to
be estimated by means of computer simulation. In
practice rigourous planning is disturbed due to
uncertainties and failures. Uncertainties have
instantiations as variable lead times between
intermediate links in the chain. They are characterised
by a probability distribution. Figure 1 shows maximum
and minimum lead times in days. A simulator, able to
process this network is described in Van Landeghem
and Debuf (1997). A detailed description of the
simulator templates for implementation can be found in
Van Landeghem (1998).

2 SIMULATION OF UNRELIABLE LINKS IN A
SUPPLY CHAIN

As supply chains make use of transport means, their
reliability is affected by both variations in demand for
transport services and variations in the supply of
transport services. Wakabayashi and Iida (1992) define
reliability as “the probability of a device performing
adequately for the period of time intended under the
operating conditions encountered”. The definition is
very general in nature and the word ‘adequately’ has to
be filled in by the user. In transport, in some cases it
might be of primary interest that the journey is finished
by a certain time, while in other cases it is more
important to assess whether a disruption might be
encountered on the journey (Nicholson et al. 2003).
Failures appear because the links in the chain are not
reliable. Delivery of materials may be late. A distributor
may be unable to ship due to weather conditions. In
such situations a logistics manager makes use of
alternative options. In the former case a safety stock
offers a solution. In the latter case alternative routes
allow goods to proceed in the chain. In this paper we
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In order to facilitate the construction of various
configurations of a supply chain network with
unreliable links we propose a formal procedure. The
procedure, if followed strictly, serves as a validation
tool because it guarantees an automatic and correct
generation of an executable simulation model.
It is stated in Goldratt and Fox (1986) that “Current
throughput is in danger” in a JIT system. Failures at any
link result in the failure of the entire supply chain, and
consequently the overall throughput towards the market
is affected. To improve the throughput rate either
alternative routes or modes of transport, or intermediate
buffer storages can be used.
Similar problems appear in flow line production
systems. These production systems consist of a number
of stages (arranged in series) at which operations are
performed on a workpiece. Operations at the stages are
performed by machines or by equipment, which are
subject to failure. Also in this case, either stand-by
machines or intermediate buffers are used to improve
the throughput of the production line.
We use a Petri net as the formal model. The aim is to
provide to the designer a set of rules, which generates
the places and transitions for the Petri net. The Petri net
itself leads to the simulation model. We illustrate the
method first for a serial supply chain (i.e. without
alternative routes or modes of transport), including
safety stock. The operation of each link in the chain can
go down for reasons due to its own characteristics. A
production operation may fail. A ferry has to stay in the
harbour due to a storm. But it can go down due to

neighbouring links too. If a previous operation does not
provide any raw materials the production can get
starved. If the storage at the wholesaler is full, the
distribution company is blocked. Depending on the
stochastic behaviour of each link and the sizes of the
intermediate buffers the performance of the whole chain
changes.
The Petri net is further extended with alternative
choices. The alternatives are not choices, which are
evaluated each time the link is used. They serve to
resolve problems if it is likely that the link will get
starved, blocked or will cause stoppages further in the
chain. Examples are: if a ferry has to stay in the
harbour, air carriage can be used; if a supplier is out of
stock, goods can be bought from a secondary supplier. It
is clear that the use of alternatives influences the chain
performance, e.g. in terms of speed or cost.
3 MODELLING A GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
The behavior of a supply chain with multiple links and
intermediate storages is very complex. Logistics
managers are interested in performance measures of
such a system. Availability, or the percentage of time
that the chain is supplying to the final customer, is used
frequently as an important performance measure.
However, analytical results exist only in very simple
cases. In other cases either approximations or simulation
models are used. If abstracted, the types of models
studying a smooth and constant flow of goods from
supplier to customer are similar to models of flow-line
systems. The name of the systems is borrowed from
serial production systems.
In the literature on multi-stage lines with finite
intermediate buffers, De Koster (1989) distinguishes
four classes of models. His third class deals with
continuous flow models. Machine speeds are
deterministic but machines may fail. This is the model
class, which refers to our type of modeling. Goods
flows are deterministic but supply chain links may fail.
Some examples of these models can be found in
Wijngaard (1979) and in Malathronas et al. (1983).
While obtaining analytical results for a system with
many machines is considered to be an impossible task,
also the approximative models or simulation models are
to be questioned. Approximation models are of two
types: aggregation models or decomposition models.
The system with two machines and one buffer in a
continuous flow-line, has been studied by Malathronas
et al. (1983). An approximative model for three
machines is formulated by Van Oudheusden and
Janssens (1994) in which exponential uptimes and
downtimes are assumed for aggregated machines. Both
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approximation models and simulation models make use
of system states. For lines with multiple machines and
buffers, the number of states tends to become very
large. A formal technique to generate all possible states
of the system in an automatic way could be of great
help. In the next sections we investigate the
opportunities and limitations of a Petri net as a formal
modeling tool for flow line systems within the context
of a supply chain.
4 A PETRI NET MODEL FOR A SERIAL SUPPLY
CHAIN
A Petri net in its graphical or mathematical form has
no physical meaning. However, it is able to model
systems in which some events occur concurrently, but in
which there are constraints on the concurrence,
precedence or frequency of these occurrences. This idea
can be used to model supply chains. A place may
represent a condition (e.g. a link is available or not), or
it can represent a link status (e.g. the number of tokens
represents the number of vehicles within the distribution
system).
Van der Aalst (1994) has suggested the use of Petri
nets for logistics systems. Goods and capacities can be
represented by tokens; buffers, storage space and media
by places, and operations by transitions. In continuous
flow these definitions cannot be held. Individual items
do not exist. Tokens and places require other meanings.
As far as we know, only one paper deals with Petri
nets used to model automatic transfer lines. Al-Jaar and
Desrochers (1990) present two stochastic Petri nets to
evaluate the performance of transfer lines.
The
assumptions are comparable to ours, except for the fact
that they work in a discrete production environment
instead of a continuous one. Modelling a continuous
chain including breakdowns is the main subject of this
contribution.
The serial supply chain consists of n links, separated
by n-1 storages (n t 2). The storages in the system can
be
in one of three states: empty, full or in an intermediary
position (labelled 'half'). Links can be either up, down,
starved or blocked. A link M is starved if one of the
upstream links is down and all storages between this
link and link M are empty. A link M is blocked if one of
the downstream links is down and all storages between
this link and link M are full. When a link is operational
and neither starved nor blocked, it supplies goods from
the upstream storage to the downstream storage in a
continuous way at a constant rate. The situation is
shown in Figure 2.

M1

B1

M2

B2

B n -2

M n -1

B n -1

Mn

Figure 2: An n-link (n-1)-storage supply chain
States Associated With a Link or a Storage
We propose a Petri net in which a place represents the
state of a link or of a storage. For each storage, three
places are added to the net, indicating that the storage is
respectively full, empty or at an intermediate level.

For each link, except the first and the last, four places
are added, indicating that the link is respectively up,
down, blocked or starved. The first link does not have a
place for the state 'starved' and the last one does not
have a place for the state 'blocked'. Graphically, the set
of places P is represented in Figure 3:

M2 up

M1 up

B1 full

Mn-1 up

B2 full

Bn-2 full

B1 half

B2 half

Bn-2 half

M2
blocked
M1
blocked

B1 empty

Mn up

Bn-1 half

Mn down

Bn-1
empty

Mn
starved

Mn-1
down

M2 down

M1 down

Bn-1 full

Mn-1
blocked
B2 empty

Bn-2
empty

M2
starved

Mn-1
starved

Figure 3: Places of a general Petri net representing the supply chain links and storages

Transitions of the Petri Net Model
Failure or start-up of a link may influence the state of
each other link or storage in the chain. Likewise, when a
storage becomes empty, this may have an effect on each
downstream link or storage. When a storage becomes
full, this may have an effect on each upstream link or
storage. It is impossible to define a general building
block of places and transitions, which can be repeated to
describe the behavior of a chain with multiple links and
storages.
For example, assume all links are operational, but all
storages are empty. If link 1 goes down, all other links
become starved. This means that the effect of a single
event can spread throughout the entire chain of links
and storages and that it is impossible to define a
building block of e.g. one link and one storage, which
can be repeated to form the Petri net of a serial system
with n-links and (n-1)-storages.
For this reason, we do not concentrate on the
transitions of the Petri net, but on the rules to generate
the transitions. The transitions model the events, which
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occur while the system evolves. Four types of events
need to be modelled:
1. a link goes down,
2. a link starts up (is repaired),
3. a storage becomes full,
4. a storage becomes empty.
All other changes of state occur as a result of one of
these four events. E.g. a link becoming blocked is
always the result of a storage becoming full. A storage
changing state from full or empty to an intermediary
position is always the result of a link failure or a link
start-up or of another storage becoming full or empty.
Rule schemata
The rules for generating the Petri net transitions are
represented by schemata. A change of state for a
specific link or storage is indicated by a square
containing the names of two places, separated by the
symbol V. Such a square is called a block. The upper
place is added to the input places of the transition, the
lower place is added to its output places. In Figure 4, the
breakdown of link i is depicted.

text, the block in Figure 4 can be denoted as [Mi up >
Mi down].
A block may contain two identical places. This means
that there is no change of state for this storage or link,
but the places are needed in the transition. Blocks that
are adjacent but not connected by arrows can be
considered to be one block. All places have to be added
to the transition. The details of the rule schemata and
the instructions when to use them fall beyond the scope
of this paper. A complete description can be found in
Sörensen and Janssens (2003).

Mi up

Mi up
V
Mi down

Mi down

Figure 4: Failure of link i
The Petri net transition equivalent to this event is also
given. The arrow means 'gives rise to the transition'.As

M1 blocked
V
M1 up

B1 full
V
B1 full
B1 half
V
B1 half

M2 down
V
M2 up

B2 half
V
Bi half
B2 empty
V
B2 empty

M3 starved
V
M3 up

For example, assume we are dressing up the
transitions for the event link 2 starts up in a 5-link 4storage system. The schema is given in Figure 5.

B3 half
V
B3 half
B3 empty
V
B3 empty

M4 starved
V
M4 up

B4 half
V
B4 half

B4 empty
V
B4 empty

M5 starved
V
M5 up

Figure 5: Reduced and expanded schema of link 2 starting up in a 5-link system with one possible path
indicated
As an example, one path through the schema is
indicated by the shaded blocks. The transition, which
belongs to this path is shown in Figure 6.

B1 half

M2 down

B2 empty

M3
starved

B3 half

The Petri net transitions are timeless, i.e. they fire
instantaneously, no matter how far-reaching their
implications are. Also, transitions cannot fire
simultaneously. This excludes some situations from
occurring. E.g. If a link is down, the upstream storage
cannot be empty, because this situation can only occur if
the storage became empty at exactly the same time as
the upstream link went down.
5 TRANSFORMING THE PETRI NET MODEL
INTO A SIMULATION MODEL
Token Attributes

B1 half

M2 up

B2 empty

M3 up

To transform the Petri net model into a simulation
model, a time aspect needs to be added to the Petri net.
This can be reached by attaching one or more attributes
to each token in the Petri net. A difference is made
between static and dynamic attributes. Static attributes
do not alter as the simulation progresses and can be seen
as the parameters of the simulation model. Dynamic
attributes change during the simulation.

B3 half

Figure 6: Transition equivalent to the
shaded path in figure
There are eight possible paths through the schema in
figure 5. Therefore, eight transitions are dressed up for
the event link 2 starts up.
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A token belonging to a link invariant (a token that
indicates the state of a link) has one dynamic attribute,
which has a different meaning depending on the place
the token is in (state the link is in). Their meanings are
indicated in Table 1.

If the amount of goods in a storage is expressed in a
certain volume unit V and the progress of time in a time
unit T, then the speed with which links add or extract
goods from the storage is expressed in "volume per
time" units (V/T). In a balanced chain, we can, without
loss of generality, assume that this speed is one for all
links.
Link state
Up
Down
Starved /
Blocked

Meaning of time property
Time left until the link fails
Time left until the link starts up
Uptime remaining (time left until the link
would fail if it were operating)

0. Initialise the simulation.

1. Identify all enabled transitions in the Petri net

Simulation
not finished

2. Calculate the next-event time for each enabled transition.

3. Take the earliest event time. Move the simulation clock to
this time. Calculate the progress of time.

4. Recalculate all dynamic token attributes.

Table 1: Meaning of an attribute belonging to
a link invariant for different link states
Tokens in storage invariants have two attributes. A
first one indicates the maximal storage capacity and is
of the static type. A second one indicates the current
storage content and is of the dynamic type.

5. Fire the transition with the earliest event time.

Figure 7: Simulation logic

Execution of the Simulation

The initial values of the latter variables should not
have an impact on the results of the simulation,
providing the simulation runs are long enough.

The simulation is now executed according to the logic
shown in Figure 7. Steps 1 and 5 are typical in the

Step 2: Calculate The Next-event Time For
Each Enabled Transition

dynamics of a Petri net model. Step 3 is typical in
any discrete event simulation logic. Steps 0, 2 and 4
require some further explanation.

Depending on the action performed by a transition, the
next-event time for this transition is calculated as
follows:

In the explanation following notations are used:
NE
Tk
ti,k
ci,k
vi

Next-Event time
Value of simulation clock after
the k-th transition
Value of the time property of link i
after the k-th transition
Value of the storage content property
of storage i after the k-th transition
Value of the storage capacity property
of storage i.

Step 0: Initialise The Simulation
Initialising the simulation entails the choice of starting
values for the variables in the simulation program. A
difference can be made between decision variables
(which do not change as the system evolves) and other
variables.
Decision variables concern:
x the number of links,
x the capacity of each storage,
x the types of distributions used for failure times and
start-up times and their parameters.

x
x

Other variables are:
the state of each machine,
the content of each buffer.
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Link starts up
The next-event time is calculated by adding the time
property of the token (the time remaining until this link
goes down) to the current simulation time.
NE = Tk + ti,k
Link fails
The next-event time is calculated by adding the time
property of the token (the time remaining until this link
is repaired) to the current simulation time.
NE = Tk + ti,k
Storage becomes empty
The next-event time is calculated by adding the value
of the content property to the current simulation time.
This can be done because of the assumption that the
speed with which links add or extract goods from the
buffers equals one.
NE = Tk + ci,k
Storage becomes full
The next event time is calculated by adding the
difference between the values of the storage capacity
and the storage content properties to the current
simulation time.
NE = Tk + (vi - ci,k)

Step 4: Recalculate all token properties
Because the system of links and storages has evolved
for a certain period of time, some of the token properties
have changed. Storages have become more full or
empty, and links will have gotten closer to their failure
or start-up event.
The amount of time, which has elapsed since the last
transition is indicated by: 'Tk ('Tk = Tk+1 - Tk).
Token properties of links, which have gone up or
down
If the transition with the earliest next-event time is
that of a link going up, the time property of its token is
reset and assigned a new random drawing from its Mean
Time To Failure (MTTF) distribution. If the transition is
that of a link going down, the time property of its token
is assigned a new random drawing from its Mean Time
To Repair (MTTR) distribution.
Token properties of other links
If the link is up or down, the value of its time property
is incremented with the progress in time.
ti,k+1 = ti,k + 'Tk
If the link is starved or blocked, the value of its time
property remains unchanged.
Token properties of buffers
For storage i, if link i is up and link i+1 is not (it is
down or blocked), then the storage is filling up and the
content of the storage is increased with the increase in
time.
ci,k+1 = ci,k + 'Tk
If link i+1 is up and link i is not (it is down or
starved), then the storage is depleted and the content of
the storage is decreased with the increase in time.
ci,k+1 = ci,k - 'Tk
If links i and i+1 are both up or both not up, then the
value of the content property for storage i remains
unchanged.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
MORE COMPLEX SUPPLY CHAINS

FOR

Supply chain networks seldom show such a simple
structure as the one explained in the previous sections.
The reader should be aware that a lot of research has to
be done before a general and suitable framework for
verifying simulation models in this field is worked out
completely. We show briefly how the option of
alternatives can be embedded into the same framework.
Alternatives have different meanings in a logistics
reality. They can refer to a different supplier or shipper,
or to an alternative mode of transport. Each link in the
chain (called primary link) can have any number of
alternative links. They come into operation when a link
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fails. When the alternative links are up but not operating
(they are waiting for the primary or any other link to
fail), they are said to be in ‘standby mode’. In a real
system both the alternatives and the intermediate
storages can be combined, as shown in Figure 8.

B1

B2

M1(1)

M2(1)

M1(2)

M2(2)

...

Bn-1
Mn(1)

Mn(2)

...

...

...

M1(N1)

M2(N2)

Mn(Nn)

Figure 8: A supply chain network with alternative
options and with intermediate storages
Also this type of network can be modeled by means of
a Petri net, and its automatic generation is similar. In the
case of alternative options, priorities have to be
included.
Alternatives have a priority. This means that
if a link fails, the link with the highest priority of all
stand-by alternatives comes into operation.
x if a link with a higher priority than the link
currently in operation is repaired, it will start up
and interrupt the one currently in operation. The
latter is put again in stand-by mode.
x

Many configurations of supply chain networks can be
thought of, but simulation is only of efficient support to
the designer if he is sure that the model can be verified.
Automatic generation of the simulation model through a
formalism, like Petri nets, is certainly of great
importance in this field of practice.
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shared memory paradigm, which provides an illusion
of shared memory based on non-physical shared
memory in a network of workstations where shared
data reside in different address spaces. Unlike the MP
paradigm, DSM algorithm facilitates accessing the
shared memory and exchanging data via normal read
and write operations, making life easier for
programmers of parallel and distributed applications.
Also, exchanging complex data between processes in
different locations is supported by DSM Algorithms
(Protic et al. 1996).

KEYWORDS
Telematics, distributed shared memory, non-locking,
partial replication, reconfigurable
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a reconfigurable computing
environment for building hierarchical traffic telematics
distributed systems based on non-locking distributed
shared memory algorithm. The algorithm aims mainly
at minimising the total amount of time for data retrieval
in network of workstations, considering the point of
view of distributed traffic modules. The framework
presented in this paper adopts a non-locking model to
achieve the required performance. The presented
framework develops further the successful features of
DIME (developed and designed at SOCI, NTU) and at
the same time avoids its shortcomings. The
experimental results show that the new framework
outperforms the old design of the system.

Research efforts in DSM paradigm have resulted in
presenting number of different algorithms applying the
concept of DSM abstraction (Argile at al. 1996),
(Amza et al. 1996), (Li 1988). One important
conclusion of the research in DSM algorithm is that,
building distributed systems on network of
workstations with DSM algorithm is a viable
alternative to the traditional message-passing
paradigm.
The DIstributed Memory Environment (DIME)
(Argile at al. 1996) is one of those systems that use a
DSM algorithm. It provides an interface between
software modules that execute on networked
workstations. DIME system was designed specifically
to support vast range of transport telematics
applications and to offer a convenient interface to the
applications programmer. As it was built as a user-level
software DSM system, DIME provides an easy to use
communication interface that simply and reliably
delivers data and messages to all nodes in the system.
This interface was built on top of Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol. The implementation of the
communication interface supports a variety of
platforms such as DOS, Windows, UNIX and EPOC
(operating system for palm-top computers PSION)
(Peytchev and Bargiela 1998).

INTRODUCTION
The potential for enhancement of the performance of
current urban traffic control (UTC) systems, through
supervisory control layer making use of in-vehicle
route guidance, has created the need for a flexible
computing environment in which various new
applications can be integrated with existing traffic
control systems without adversely affecting their
performance. Building parallel and distributed
applications such as UTC system on NOW requires a
middleware of software that can efficiently manage
exchanging messages and data between different
applications running on different machines.
Traditionally there are two paradigms in building such
middleware in distributed systems – the message
passing (MP) paradigm and the distributed shared
memory (DSM) paradigm. The former was
predominantly used for building distributed systems, in
which the programmers have to be conscious of where
the data is and how the processes communicate with
each other, making it hard to construct distributed
systems using this paradigm.

The new framework of DIME presented in this
paper; called DIME-II; uses an original approach for
measuring the performance of DSM algorithms, unlike
many different approaches that have been introduced
and taken into account in past and recent research to
measure the performance of DSM systems. For
example, Munin (Carter et al. 1995) adopts multiple
relaxed consistency protocols in order to achieve good

Further research in finding more convenient
alternatives led to the introduction of the distributed
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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˶ N OVERVIEW OF THE TRAFFIC CONTROL
A
TRAFFIC INFORMATION FRAMEWORK IN
NOTTINGHAM CITY

performance through reducing the number of messages
exchanged in the network. On the other hand,
TreadMarks (Amza et al. 1996) adopts the same
means, but to speed up the distributed system as a
whole.

The ongoing collaboration between Nottingham
Trent University (NTU) and the Nottingham Traffic
Control Center (NTCC) has resulted in the prototype
development of a distributed computers control
environment. This environment offers an efficient
access to real-time traffic data collected by the SCOOT
Urban Traffic Control (UTC) computers and allows
various telematics applications to communicate with
each other while maintaining a unified logical view of
the data. The communication harness is based on a
standard
TCP/IP
protocol
and
client/server
architecture, which makes it easily adaptable to various
UTC systems, yet independent of the physical
computing hardware and network type (Peytchev and
Coggan, 1999).

In this paper, we use an original approach for
quantifying the performance of the produced DSM
framework. We assume that the most important factor
of measuring the performance of the system is the
reduction of data retrieval time from the viewpoint of
user applications. The motive behind this assumption is
that the user application can have more time for
performing its native tasks, which time is very often
wasted in network communication. This paper presents
a new software DSM framework based on a
reconfigurable non-locking and partially-replicated
model. It is presented as an improvement and extension
to the current implementation of DIME system. The
framework reflects features specific to urban traffic
distributed system. This paper refers to current
implementation of DIME as DIME-I, and the new
improved framework as DIME-II, and when talking
about common features will be using DIME.

The configuration of the traffic control system in
Nottingham city contains an installation of the SCOOT
system at NTCC, an installation of bus-tracking
proprietary GPS system run by ACIS-UK, a distributed
shared memory system developed by NTU (called
DIME system) connected to both SCOOT and ACIS
control centre in Cambridge and ATTAIN system - a
supervisory layer of traffic control information service
for serving user route finding requests (developed by
NTU). On request the system is capable of
accommodating variety of other software modules i.e. a
predictive macro simulator PADSIM (developed by
NTU), micro simulation program HUTSIM (developed
at the Helsinki University of Technology) etc. The
work presented in this paper is part of the ongoing
collaboration between NTU and NTCC in the UTC
research in Nottingham city, UK.

RELATED WORKS
TreadMarks (Amza et al. 1996) is a software DSM
system where messages and data traffic is reduced by
relaxing consistency semantics of the shared memory.
Also, it is a user-level implementation of DSM relies
on UNIX standard libraries in order to accomplish
remote process communication, and memory
management, therefore no need to make modifications
on the operating system kernel. In (Lu et al. 1995)
experimental results have shown that the separation of
synchronization and data transfer and the requestresponse nature of data communication are responsible
for lower performance comparing with PVM messagepassing model. In DIME-II, there is no need for
synchronization mechanism for a user application to
have an exclusive access to the shared memory, since
each user application is associated with an intermediate
memory where all its operations are performed.

DIME-I’S CONFIGURATION
DIME system (as first introduced in (Argile at al.
1996)) is a flexible computing environment that
provides a communication harness for the execution of
software modules of urban traffic control systems, and
allows all these modules to be effortlessly integrated.
As in TreadMarks (Amza et al. 1996), the system
provides user-level runtime library routines to perform
read/write operation on the shared memory. But, unlike
IVY (Li 1988), these routines require no modifications
on the underlying operating system as they can be used
and run on different kinds of environments and
platforms.

BDSM (Auld 2001) is a broadcast-based, fully
replicated software distributed shared memory system.
Similar to our framework, each user process has an
associated DSM subsystem that manages the shared
memory, however, each user process has a complete
copy of the shared memory where it processes all reads
and writes locally. Also, unlike our system, all writes
to memory modify the local copy and arrange to
broadcast the updated values to all the other processes.
Another major difference with the presented
framework is that BDSM allows one user process to be
executed on a workstation.

DIME system is designed to work with two
functionally different read operations and two
functionally different write operations, supporting two
different types of complex data structures (Peytchev
1999). The attributes of a shared element of any data
type is user-defined, thus, this system can also be
categorised as object-based DSM system. Moreover,
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characterised by its high volume- in excess of 120
Mbytes per day. The other type is static data (data
areas), and is updated in a much longer period of time.
The purpose of this data structure, in general, is to
make output results from the traffic modules available
for reading by the other functional modules in the
system. In the shared data areas every new write
operation will destroy the old copy of data considering
it obsolete (Peytchev 1999).

DIME is designed to work in a heterogeneous
computing environment, however, because it does not
facilitate data transactions between different platforms
all applications that use DIME system should perform
data conversion upon exchanging data between
different platforms. Furthermore, new modules can be
added to the system at runtime with no disruption to
the running modules.
DIME-I system adopts a sequential consistency
model and a centralized architecture of the memory
manager. In a centralized algorithm all accesses to a
shared memory are directed to a central server that
controls the whole shared memory. Thereby, DIME-I
does not require any hardware routines to detect
accesses to pages of shared memory; therefore it can be
ported to both UNIX and DOS (or any other similar
operating platform) based systems with no
modifications to the kernel of the hosting operating
system. In DIME-I, each user application has an
additional component linked to it, which provides the
communication interface via DIME-I API with the
shared memory system (Figure 1). The DIME-I library
transfers requests for reading/writing data from/to the
shared memory over the network to the memory
manager task, where they are being processed and
replies are sent back. There are two components of
DIME: a) The shared memory manager (i.e. DIME-IIserver), which owns the shared area, and b) the
communication DIME libraries (i.e. DIME-II-client),
which are linked to user applications and the DIMEserver in order to interface to the network (Peytchev
1999).
Read/
Write

DIME-I system adopts Sequential consistency (SC)
model (Lamport 1979), which is the most commonly
assumed model by the programmers due to its
intuitively expected throughput (Weiwu et al. 1998),
(Hill 1998). However, SC definition is very strict and
usually has a problem of poor performance. As shown
in (Lipton and Sandberg 1988) experiments proved that
any attempt, in a sequentially consistent distributed
shared memory system, to change the protocol in order
to improve reading operations performance makes
writing operations performance worse, and vice versa.
Equally important, many performance enhancement
techniques, such are prefetching, multiple-issue, and
write buffer, are not allowed in a sequentially
consistent machine (Tanenbaum and Steen 2002).
In brief, with the definition of the sequential
consistency model, a DSM system will not provide a
high-quality performance, and moreover, any attempt
to improve the performance using improvement
techniques may not be successful or may not even be
possible to implement. Therefore, subsequent
definitions have been introduced to provide a
consistent memory in DSM systems with relaxed or
weak constraints in accordance with the nature of the
required computing environment, while maintaining
the usability and the programmability of the
consistency model.

Memory
Manager

DIME-I
DIME-I library

Local data
Storage

THE LIMITATIONS OF DIME-I

Shared Memory
Manager interface
Socket communication
interface

The main memory is controlled by only one central
manager that is responsible for servicing read/write
requests from/into the shared memory from all the
applications in the system. This central mechanism
used by the memory manager is liable to bottleneck
problem, because all requests are directed to only one
server. Moreover, such mechanism is unreliable,
particularly if the server crashes, in which case the
distributed modules of the system will lose
communication with each other, leading to the failure
of the entire system.

Socket communication
interface

DIME-I API

User Application code 1

DIME-I library

DIME-I library

Network
Socket communication
interface

DIME-I API

User Application code N

Figure1: DIME-I Configuration

NON-LOCKING DSM MODEL

In supporting the traffic simulation, monitoring and
control applications, DIME system maintains two types
of data structures. One type is dynamic data (data
buffers), which are used for data stream collection by
the real-time traffic control system. This type of data is

To overcome the previously detailed limitations of
the current implementation of DIME-I system and in
order to improve the performance of the system,
DIME-I architecture has to be modified to support
implementing non-locking approach, and the data
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sending updates to the server as they are received from
its user application, sending data to the user application
when requested, DIME-II-client is responsible for
requests retransmission when no acknowledgement has
been received as a response from the server in a
predefined timeout.

replication algorithm. This framework aims at
improving the performance of DIME-I software DSM
system mainly by minimizing the time of data retrieval
from the viewpoint of user application. With DSM
algorithms, distributed applications often waste
valuable time while retrieving data from the shared
memory, this time is spent by the middleware system
during exchanging data and messages between
different parts of the system to fetch the requested data.
However, with the algorithm presented in this paper, an
application retrieves the required data from a memory
associated with that particular application. This
intermediate memory contains copies of the data
required by that application (not a whole replica of the
main memory) and accessed only by that application.

DIME-II-Server

DIME-II

Original Storage
Data
Area

Buffer
Networ

The burden of making the memory consistent all
around the system is entirely left to the middleware
system, and applications can retrieve the data from
their associated memories with no competition with
each other. Thus, user applications will always find the
required data without significant delay, bearing in mind
that the data is retrieved directly from the intermediate
memory. Providing an application with the requested
data in a relatively short period of time is considered
the one single most important factor of measuring the
performance of the system. The motive behind this
assumption is that user applications can have more
time for performing their native tasks, which time is
very often wasted in network communication.

DIME-II-client 1

DIME-II-client N

Intermediate Storage

Intermediate Storage

Data
Area

Data
Area

Buffer

Buffer

Networ

User
Application 1

User
Application N

Figure 2: Non-Locking and Partially-replicated Model
–DIME-II Structural Design
Thereby, a user application can perform any read or
write operation on the intermediate memory rather than
dealing directly with the main server, saving valuable
time that can be used to perform its native tasks. In this
framework, user applications; which are traffic control
system modules; perform any operation on the local
shared memory leaving the time delay burden of
contacting the server to DIME-II-client for making the
intermediate memory up to date, and reflecting updates
on the original memory. On the other hand, DIME-IIserver takes control over the original shared memory
system, and has the role of monitoring any
modification on the central memory in order to keep all
intermediate memories throughout the system
consistent with the original one. Unlike DIME-I, the
shared memory is split over the network, and
controlled by at least one memory manager. This
support of the existence of several data replicas needs a
special care to be taken into account to avoid data
inconsistency in such architecture; a consistency model
was introduced in (Khalil and Peytchev 2003) to avoid
such inconsistency.

Having its architecture in figure 1, DIME-I can be
viewed as a system of three components, which are:
DIME-I-server (the shared memory manager), DIME-Iclient (DIME-I APIs), and user applications, wherein
all shared data are resident in one machine controlled
by one central memory manager. In DIME-I, DIME-Iclient acts as an inactive process that is activated by a
user application upon performing read/write operations
on the central shared memory. Typically, a user
application performs reads/writes on the shared
memory via calling DIME-I-client routines that contact
DIME-I-server to execute the prescribed operation, and
then returning to its previous inactive state along with
the result of the operation.
As illustrated in figure 2, the process of DIME-Iclient is placed in a separate layer along with an
intermediate memory holding copies of part of the
whole shared memory in terms of data areas and
buffers; this process is called DIME-II-client. This part
of the shared memory contains the data required by the
user application that uses the services of DIME-II
system through its DIME-II-client. In the architecture,
the shared memory consists of two types of data
structures: data buffers that represent dynamic data,
and data areas representing static data. DIME-II-client
tasks are: establishing a persistent connection with
DIME-II-server, saving updates in the intermediate
memory as they are received from DIME-II-server,

One important feature inherited from the DIME-I, is
that each read/write command is considered as a single
atomic operation, therefore no resources locking takes
place and the system relies on the natural sequencing of
the commands occurring in TCP/IP-networked
environment. In regard with this feature, and because
there is no need for any explicit synchronization for an
application to have an exclusive access on the shared
memory, the improved architecture of DIME (i.e.
DIME-II) is categorized as a non-locking algorithm.
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Table 1: The Performance in DIME-I and DIME-II
Measured as Data Retrieval Rates (Kilobytes/Second)

EVALUATING THE NEW FRAMEWORK
To examine the new framework, experiments were
launched to quantify the performance of DIME-II
system in comparison with the old system DIME-I.
Both systems employ a non-locking algorithm as no
synchronization mechanisms needed for having
exclusive access to the shared memory, but unlike
DIME-I, DIME-II system uses an approach that allows
applications to have replicas of the shared memory in
their proximity. This approach is expected to speed up
data retrieval rates as an application can retrieve data
from the local replica rather than fetching the data from
the main server over the network. Therefore, in these
experiments the data retrieval time from the viewpoint
of the applications is considered as a major
measurement factor for the performance.

Workload
Workload1
Workload2
Workload3
Workload4
Workload5
Workload6
Workload7

DIME-I
2.7
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.0
1.7

DIME-II
26.3
23.4
21.6
16.3
12.9
12.6
5.3

30
25

For the experiments two kinds of codes was used to
compare the performance of the two systems. The first
code, writer, continuously performs write operations on
the shared memory, whereas, the second code, reader,
keeps reading from it. As it can be perceived, such
codes make a significant overhead on the system, and
make the network busy all the time, as the read/write
operations require a persistent communication and
continuous data exchanging between DIME-II-server
and its DIME-II-clients. It can also provide a good idea
about how the system performs with highly demanding
applications. The codes were executed on three
Windows2000-based machines, while the server was
based on a UNIX-based machine. The experiments
were conducted on the university LAN at different
times of the day (i.e. included peak and off-peak time).
The evaluation was based on different workloads; each
workload executes only one writer and different
number of readers. Workload 1 means one reader and
one writer, and workload 2 means two readers and one
writer, and so on.
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Figure 3: The Performances of DIME-II in Comparison
with DIME-I
SUMMARIZING AND EVALUATING THE
RESULTS USING CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
METHOD
To evaluate the performance of the DIME-II system
with DIME-I, a method of confidence interval is used
(Weisong et al. 1998). The basic idea behind the use of
this method is that a definite statement can not be made
about the characteristics of all DSM systems, but a
probabilistic statement about the range in which the
characteristics of most systems would drop can be
made. The variety of applications determines that it is
not possible for one system to be better than others in
all cases (Adve et al. 1996). In this evaluation, the steps
of the paired confidence interval method are literally
followed.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The individual execution of the two systems with the
codes on different workloads yields the results shown
in table 1. The results have shown that with DIME-II
system, an application can retrieve more data from the
shared memory comparing to the old implementation
of DIME-I. With DIME-II, data retrieval rate ranges
between 5.3 Kilo Byte/ second and 26.3 Kilo Byte/
second, whereas, with DIME-I, it has a range of 1.7-2.7
KB/second. The performance chart in figure 3 shows
that the performance of the system deteriorates sharply
as the number of running applications increase. This
undesirable scalability is explained in the next section.

-The differences between the two systems are:
23.6 20.8
19.2 13.9 10.7 10.6 3.6
- Sample mean = 14.6
- Sample variance = 49.2
- Sample standard deviation = 7.0
- The 0.95-quantile of a t-variate with 6 degrees of
freedom is 1.9.
-90% Confidence interval for difference =
14.6±t¥(49.2/7)= 14.6± 2.65 × 1.94 = (9.459,19.74)
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connecting different parts of the system) to adjust to
the current state of the network while preserving the
main structure of the system. This reconfiguration can
be achieved by initiating another level of service that
can supply the running applications with the service
rather that taking it directly from the main server.

According the paired confidence level method we
can draw the conclusion that with 90% confidence
level DIME-II is better than DIME-I considering that
the performance is measured as data retrieval rates
from the viewpoint of system modules. However, the
results show that, unlike DIME-II, there is no great
variation in the rates using DIME-I system as the
number of applications increases. Therefore, DIME-I
scales better than DIME-II.

In the presence of intermediate level of control, the
communication paths of applications can be diverted
from the main server and connected to nearby
intermediate servers. The location of an intermediate
server can be identified according to round-trip times
between different parts of the system allowing the
system to adjust to the current state of the system.
Having several levels of control also allows more
applications to be added to the system while
maintaining good performance (i.e. good scalability).
As shown in (Khalil and Peytchev 2005), the major
requirement to implementing the algorithm is that the
structural design of the DSM system has to flexible, in
order to reconfigure the communication paths without
adversely deteriorating its performance. In other words,
the DSM system must be flexible enough to allow the
algorithm to redirect connection routes between the
applications and the main server.

THE TIME (IN MILLISECONDS) DIME
SERVER SPENT IN LISTENING TO MESSAGES
FROM THE NETWORK
In order to find out the reason of the high variation in
data retrieval rates in DIME-II system, and based on
the fact that the time of computation is far less than the
time of communication, the time that DIME-II-server
spent on the socket listening and waiting for messages
from the network is roughly measured (table 2).
Table 2: The Time DIME-II-Server Spent Listening To
Messages from the Network
Workload
Workload1
Workload2
Workload3
Workload4
Workload5
Workload6
Workload7

Time
238747
269753
282269
217572
243709
274755
234964

Time%
79.6%
89.9%
94.1%
72.5%
81.2%
91.6%
78.3%

Having the architecture of DIME-II, it can be noticed
that application communicates with the system via its
DSM client (DIM-II client), and the DSM clients take
the burden of sending/receiving updates to/from the
main server. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
structure of the DIME-II system is flexible in the sense
that DSM clients can take the service from other
servers resides in between DSM clients and the main
server, as long as these intermediate servers have a
tunnel for communication with the main server. Such
flexibility is needed to implement the heuristic
algorithm. On the basis of these findings, DIME-II
system has been examined with and without the
adaptive algorithm with 10 applications shown in
figure 4.

This experiment shows that DIME-server
approximately spends 72%-94% from the execution
time listening to the network - depending on the state
of the network, which means it has few time to perform
the main task of executing commands on the shared
memory. Put in other words, as the number of
applications in the system increases the rates of data
retrieval decrease due to the fact that DIME server
always has the same few amount of time to share out
between the increased number of applications. This
kind of implicit waiting is one of the factors that
degrade the performance of parallel-processing systems
(Lai et al. 1997). Therefore, as the size of the system
becomes large the likelihood of performance
deterioration in DIME-II system becomes unavoidable.
This limitation of the framework is overcome by
adopting an optimization algorithm as shown next.

The architectures appeared in the mentioned figure
represent the different structures for DIME-II DSM
system produced by the algorithm at run-time. It can be
seen from the produced architectures that the algorithm
has boosted the performance by up to 34% with 10
applications (figure 4b). Therefore, due to reconfigurability of the structural design of the DIME-II
system, the heuristic algorithm can be implemented
and improve the performance of the system, and then
overcome the limitation of the original structure of
DIME-II system.

FRAMEWORK RE-CONFIGURABILITY
Khalil M. et al (Khalil and Peytchev 2005) has
introduced a round-trip time-based algorithm that
scales up the performance of the system by adjusting to
the demands of the applications and the current state of
the network. This algorithm aims at optimizing the
performance of DSM systems by reconfiguring the
system connectivity (i.e. the communication paths
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Figure 4: Different Structures of DIME-II Produced by the Heuristic
Algorithm (10 applications)
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by a pool of companies is a C++ class library
that allows simulation of systems compounded
of modules modelled on varying abstraction levels. It backs the top-down design methodology so
that each module can be iteratively redesigned.
Unfortunately, SystemC models can only be analysed by trace and log ﬁles. Visualisations of simulated modules and their interaction is not provided but they can be of course introduced utilising any library for graphical output. A ﬁxed
graphical user interface (GUI) would help to beneﬁt even more of SystemC simulation models.
Especially in the areas of presentation, demonstration, and education, visual support would be
helpful.

SystemC, GUI, Simulation Controller

ABSTRACT
Nowadays, hardware development bases on highlevel methods with appropriate tool support.
SystemC, a C++ class library, provides a highlevel interface to model and simulate hardware
designs on diﬀerent levels. Unfortunately, there
is no graphical interface included for demonstration, debugging, or educational purposes. gSysC
presented here forms a GUI to SystemC. It allows
the programmer to watch the interaction of the
simulated design parts and provides more runtime control features such as single-step simulation or breakpoints.

1

In the following, similar systems are introduced. Their strengths and weaknesses are
shortly discussed and, in contrast to them, the
beneﬁt of gSysC is explained. Moreover, the main
details are shown presenting ﬁrst the concept,
further on, its implementation and way of application and a case study utilising a simple model
of a CPU with cache connected to a RAM module
via a bus.

INTRODUCTION

Simulation is a state-of-the-art process to test,
verify, and proﬁle newly designed hardware models. Generally, it provides exhaustive views and
in-depth analysis of crucial, unapproachable system parts. Nowadays, an increasing number of
hardware design tools using hardware description
languages are available. But there is a demand
for higher-level methods of modelling and simulating, especially for hybrid hardware/software
systems. SystemC [SystemC 2002] brought out

Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

2

RELATED WORK

Currently, there are both commercial and noncommercial approaches to a GUI for SystemC. Commercial approaches generally integrate SystemC into their hardware design environments. It is used for fast functional analy-
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sis and veriﬁcation. For example, Prosilog Magillem [Prosilog 2005] allows the user to automatically generate SystemC as well as Verilog and
VDHL code for the graphical hardware design.
Moreover, simulators such as the Incisive Uniﬁed Simulator of Cadence support SystemC as
well. They are able to simulate mixed-language
designs so that test benches can be easily deﬁned
using SystemC. But the simulation engine is a
proprietary one.
A GUI based on the open SystemC library is described in [Charest et al. 2001,
Reid et al. 2001b]. It is a self-made, Qt-based
front end. Qt is a platform independent GUI
library for C++ [Trolltech 2002]. The focus is
laid on the graphical run-time observation of
signals. The interconnection of GUI and SystemC is implemented by adapting the SystemC
library so that the GUI is notiﬁed of signal-value
alterations by the simulation engine. The GUI
provides a simulation controller for conﬁguration, initialisation, and run-time control. In
contrast to this system, the GUI presented
in [Große et al. 2003] shows the full system
architecture using the interactive visualisation
tool SpiceVisionTM . All information on system
model and run-time signal values is extracted by
a modiﬁcation of the SystemC library.

Figure 1: Programmer’s View of SystemC and
gSysC.

option of removing the visualisation. Additionally, because of the high portability of SystemC,
the GUI should be supported by most platforms
supporting SystemC.
Figure 1 shows the interfaces between user,
SystemC model, SystemC simulation kernel represented by white boxes and the gSysC extensions
in grey boxes. The user interface of SystemC is
limited to reading a conﬁguration at the simulation start and writing textual information or
signal traces to the console or hard disk. The
user cannot interact with the running simulation.
The SystemC design is the software model of the
simulated hardware and SystemC represents the
simulation kernel and library. gSysC based on the
graphic library provides besides graphical presentations of the design run-time access to the
simulation. It introduces a simulation controller
shown in ﬁgure 2 that provides single-step simulation, simulation of a certain number of clock
cycles, or conditional break points, e. g. the simulation halts at a certain signal value. For an automatic and continuous simulation the time delay
of each cycle can be determined. Further on, the
GUI shows the simulated models with its modules and allows the user to browse the diﬀerent
levels and properties of modules and signals.

So, both visualisation systems have a ﬁrm
bond to the SystemC library because of the necessary modiﬁcations. Since 1999, several updates
and revisions of SystemC were released so that
both GUIs require high eﬀort to keep them up to
date.

3

CONCEPT OF gSysC

In contrast to these tightly-coupled approaches,
gSysC provides a loosely-coupled GUI for SystemC. It is based on Qt as well and can be fully
removed by a compiler ﬂag without changing the
code.
The main goals of gSysC are to be independent
of diﬀerent releases, the programmer’s permission, and control of what parts are shown, and an

The GUI is attached to the simulation program by preprocessor macros. They register
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Figure 3: Architecture of the Interface Between
gSysC and SystemC.

4

IMPLEMENTATION
AND APPLICATION

The implementation of gSysC has to perform
a balancing act between SystemC, Qt and its
goals previously deﬁned. The avoidance of additional programmer’s code for visualisation leads
to a hierachical structure for the interface between SystemC and gSysC. Nevertheless, applying gSysC to SystemC models requires some addtitional code lines.

Figure 2: Simulation Controller.

4.1
each module and signal ports as well as their relation to others. Especially for demonstration
purposes, the programmer can focus on important parts and leave out less important ones.
The macros include code to indicate any value
changes to the GUI kernel. The intervals of indication can be conﬁgured as a number of clock
cycles. The SystemC-equivalent port classes in
the lower layer are derived from them and apply the SystemC classes. gSysC takes control of
the simulation system by overloading SystemC’s
control functions such as sc start(). A base set
of library methods can be used to show certain
details within a simulation run, e.g. ﬁll level of
buﬀers. Due to the variety of simulation opportunities the programmer can enlarge this set by
own application-speciﬁc extensions.

Interface Between gSysC and
SystemC

The interface architecture is shown in ﬁgure 3
including all classes and their relations. It is divided into two layers. In the lower layer, which is
next to SystemC, port and signal classes of SystemC are derived in order to receive new values
written on them. In the upper layer there are
port and signal equivalents of gSysC for processing purposes in gSysC. In addition to the values,
the gSysC classes provide information and functions for visualisation. The included functions
perform port and signal highlighting, emphasize
the position and the connected neighbour modules, and open property information windows.
The lower layer contains all classes derived from
SystemC. These wrapper classes are necessary to
achieve a data-type independent implementation
and to get the opportunity to easily use sets and
lists, even with ports and signals of diﬀerent data
types. Access to the SystemC layer is only performed by the derived gSysC classes so that all

In case of an almost bug-free SystemC simulation model, gSysC can be removed at compile
time by setting a deﬁne ﬂag. Then, an unmodiﬁed SystemC simulation is created. This is suitable for long-term runs in particular.
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(a) Top Level of the Cache Model.

(b) Cache-Connect.

Figure 4: SystemC Model Visualisation of gSysC.
• REG PORT(port,module,signal)
activates the visualisation of the used
ports in the SystemC design.
The
port of module is connected to the
signal. More distinguished macros such
as
REG IN PORT(port,module,signal),
REG OUT PORT(port,module,signal), and
REG INOUT PORT(port,module,signal)
including the direction of the ports are
available as well.

value changes can be tracked.

4.2

Registration

Hardware modules may have a huge number of
interfaces for control and data exchange purposes. So, there are a couple of reasons to leave
out some ports and signals respectively in the
visualisation. Fewer observed objects ease the
overview of the demonstrated design, allow easier
debugging by concentrating on the chosen view,
and speed up the simulation. All tracked parts
of the design must be registered for the visualisation. So, the registration can become a clumsy
procedure, especially for large designs. The programmer has to add a code line per module or
port that activates gSysC features for this object
and integrates it into the hierarchical structure
of the design. The provided macros reduce the
eﬀort to a minimum:

• RENAME SIGNAL(object, name)
and
RENAME PORT(object, name) allow the
programmer to give signals and ports
self-documenting names.
Assuming that all modules, ports, and signals are
supposed to be visualised, the registration process could be performed in a preprocessing step.
But, at the moment, there has not yet been provided any support tool.

• REG MODULE(module,name,parent) registers the module on the subsequent level of
parent. Root-level modules are indicated
by the NULL pointer. The name is used in
the visualisation.

5

CASE STUDY

The hardware design of this SystemC model consists of a CPU directly connected to a memory
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cache and bus modules. The cache sends to and
receives data from the RAM module using a simple bus. Figure 4(a) shows all modules of the top
level model. Here, one can see how the modules
with ports and interconnections are displayed.
The place and route strategy is simpliﬁed using clustered signals with central crossing points.
During the simulation used signals, ports, and
modules may be highlighted. Figure 4(b) discloses the module ’Cache-Connect’ of ﬁgure 4(a).
It is made of two linked modules unseen on the
top level view and has a number of in and out
ports shown on the left side. If the view of a
module is opened its interior behaviour is highlighted as well during the simulation.

Figure 5: Table of Signals for Value Tracking.

REG_IN_PORT(&c->cpu_clk,c,&cpu_clk);
REG_IN_PORT(&c->bus_clk,c,&bus_clk_sig);

The simpliﬁed program code of the SystemC
model presented here shows the important parts
of applying gSysC:

bus_master_or mor("master_or");
REG_MODULE(&mor, "Bus-Master-OR", NULL);
...

#include "gsysc.h"
#include ...

return 0;
}

int sc_main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
sc_clock cpu_clk("CPU-Clock");

First, clock and signals for module interconnection are declared. Then, the modules are deﬁned and their ports are connected to the signals.
Last, the module and its ports are registered.
Here, cache connect is built of a controller and
memory so that these modules are registered for
a subsequent level. These three steps are done
for all modules. After the declaration, connection, and registering phases, the usual SystemC
code which is not shown here is required.

// signal declarations
sc_signal<sc_bv<32> > addr_sig;
sc_signal<bool> we_sig;
...
cache_connect* c;
...
REG_MODULE(c, "Cache-Connect", NULL);
REG_MODULE(c->ctrl,"CController",c);
REG_MODULE(c->memory,"CMemory",c);

One can keep an eye on port and signal values
utilizing their property windows or watching the
full port/signal list. A snapshot of this list is
shown in ﬁgure 5.

sc_signal<bool> bus_clk_sig;

In combination with the existing opportunities such as VCD trace ﬁles and text messages,
SystemC becomes with gSysC a more powerful
tool for debugging and functional veriﬁcation.
Nevertheless, the costs of gSysC are partially
high. The simulation run-time can be slowed
down about 50 per cent depending on used options. Because of the opportunity to remove
gSysC from the SystemC-model code, long-term
simulations without GUI are performed without

bus_bus b("bus");
b.m_dt(or_mb_dt);
b.clk(bus_clk_sig);
REG_MODULE(&b, "Bus", NULL);
REG_INOUT_PORT(&b.m_dt,&b,&or_mb_dt);
...
c->cpu_clk(cpu_clk);
c->bus_clk(bus_clk_sig);
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Graphical User Interface for SystemC.
Proceedings of the 10th International
HDL Conference, 224-231, Santa Clara,
CA, USA.

any performance loss.

6

CONCLUSION

[SystemC 2002] Open
SystemC
Initiative
(OSCI): SystemC Version 2.0.1 User’s
Guide. Technical Report, 2002.

gSysC is a GUI extension for SystemC based
on Qt, a platform independent GUI library for
C++. The shown extension does not alter the
SystemC library including the simulation kernel.
The features for graphical representation are introduced by macros and redeﬁned functions overloading but calling the ones provided by SystemC. As expected, the performance decreases by
about 50 per cent in several cases. The library is
open source and can be found at the web pages
of the Institute of Computer Engineering, University of Lübeck (www.iti.uni-luebeck.de).

[Trolltech 2002] Trolltech AS. Qt 3.1. Whitepaper, 2002.
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METHODS TO LEAD THE USER TO SIGNIFICANT PROCESSES
IN A 3D MATERIAL FLOW SIMULATION

Wilhelm Dangelmaier
Bengt Mueck
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Kiran R Mahajan
Christoph Laroque
Heinz Nixdorf Institute, University of Paderborn
Fürstenallee 11
33102 Paderborn, Germany
{ whd, mueck, mafi, kiran, laro }@hni.uni-paderborn.de

OBJECTIVES

SIGNIFICANT PROCESSES

Simulation of material flow process and the visualization are quite common tools to improve the planning of
new plants or the reworking of existing processes. 3Dvisualisations of such simulation runs are more and more
common. This allows a faster understanding and better
communication of the processes. However, up to now
this analysis process is carried out unguided. A user
does not now where he has to look in a virtual environment. For this, we developed a set of helping tools to
support the user during the analyzing process (like not
synchronized cycle times). We are detecting processes
that are going wrong and being good candidates for
taking more attention of the user. After this detection,
we try to show the user these candidates and give him
the option to get guidance to the processes with automatically generated additional elements in the 3D environment.

If a material flow process is sketched and modeled, a
simulation run can be used to find out processes, which
are not quite well balanced. E.g., a machine runs empty
of incoming parts, a machine breaks down or a stock is
much too big. Like this, several other rules for “not well
balanced behavior” can be defined. If something like
this happens, it could have a huge influence on the simulation run and especially on the key production figures
like parts in process or throughput time. If a change of a
process leads to a fast changing production figure, we
call the process significant. So our significance is based
on a dynamic process. In addition, the level of significance can change during the simulation run.
If the user wants to improve these production figures,
the significant processes are the processes he should
take care of. In our approach, we detect these processes
automatically and help the user to solve potential problems.

STATE OF THE ART
Today many material flow simulation tools offer integrated 3D-modules (Klingstam and Gullander 1999 or
Mueck and Dittmann 2003). Examples are simulation
tools such as QUEST by Deneb, Taylor ED by Enterprise Dynamics (Nordgren 2001), eM-plant by Technomatix or Automod with integrated virtual environments.
The user can build a model, see, and analyze it in a 3D
environment. However, an active support for the user
does not take place. If the viewer moves in the relevant
system, he cannot experience critical processes that take
place in his back. They are not visible for him. User
guidance to significant points is unknown. The locating
of critical objects is thus left to the experience of the
viewer or based on random.
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Each significant process belongs to a machine, a stock
or any other static part of the simulation model. If we
talk in this paper about a significant machine, we also
include all the other cases.
VISUALISATION OF SIGNIFICANT OBJECTS
Significant processes have a high influence on the key
production figures. Therefore, they are important for the
user to watch. However, typically the user is not standing direct in front of these processes. The chances are
not too bad that some other machines are hiding the
significant process. In this case, the user has at least to
be notified, where significant processes occur. It would
be better, if he can see them directly.
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Columns on Top of Significant Processes

Arrows Pointing to Nearby Significant Processes

Typically, the user is walking through his production
hall. Moreover, he cannot see very far. Machines surround him. Nevertheless, he can look over the machines.
In this approach, the machines belonging to significant
processes are getting columns on top. Theses columns
are high enough that the user can see them from every
point of the scene. Because all columns have the same
wide, the user can easily see which are close to him.
Additional captions on the columns can show the name
of the significant machine.

Columns on the top of significant objects works well for
far away objects. If the user is nearby the object, columns on the top are too high above the objects. The user
cannot identify the significant object, because the column of the nearby significant object is difficult to distinguish from the columns of far away significant objects. Therefore, we use another means to point to
nearby significant objects. We highlight significant objects in the scene by red arrows that are placed at the top
of a significant object (see Figure 2 for an example),
similar to the arrows suggested by Darken and Peterson
(Darken and Peterson 2002)). Thus, the user can easily
get a visual overview which of the machines is significant. The visual detection of significant machines works
faster than a text message.

Semitransparent Visualization
If the user is close to a significant process but an object
hides the process, parts of the object will be visualized
semitransparent in this approach. Therefore, the user can
see the significant process through a hole in the object
(c.p. Figure 1). If the user is moving, the hole is following (in the object) him.

arrow pointing to
the significant object

significant box

not significant
machines hiding
the box

significant conveyor belt

Figure 2: The conveyor belt is significant. The red
arrow points to the significant object.

user position
top view

GUIDANCE OF USER TO SIGNIFICANT POINTS

from the users point of view

In traditional 3D simulation environments, the user is
walking through his process. The way he is walking is in
best case based on experience and some expectations.
However, in many cases his way is also influence by
luck. This is not structured and efficient. In our approach, the user should be guided to the significant
processes. For these we developed two visualization
techniques (Guidance by Lines and guidance with
signs). For a better overlook, orientation, and to avoid a
disorientation of the user, we implemented a minimap
that shows a top view of the scene.

semitransparent
machine

visible box

Figure 1: Machine is hiding the box. Parts of the
machine will be visualized semitransparent.

Guidance by Lines

For significant processes that are close to the user this is
working fine. However, if there are too many objects
between them, semi transparency does not work, because several semitransparent objects are leading to a
non-transparency. With a complete transparency, the
user cannot see the machine direct in front of him. The
visualization cannot separate where the user is looking
at. Therefore, it must be possible to see everything.

In this approach the way between the significant processes and the user are shown with lines on the ground. If
the user wants to go to significant process, he only has
to follow these lines. Figure 3 shows an example for
this. It also shows what is happening if two or more
processes are significant. In this figure, the different
ways are carrying captions, which contain the name of
the process. This is difficult to realize for the user. In
further steps, we will work with different colored lines.
Each color represents one process and the lines will be
shown side by side.
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significant process 1

Overall View to Orientate the User

significant process 2

A typical problem of 3D environments is the orientation
in the virtual world. Especially in environments of material flow processes, e.g., in a large factory hall, the area
is large, and during the planning process, often changes
so the user can loose his way and orientation. To prevent
disorientation, the user must concentrate on finding the
right way to the wanted destination. However, the purpose of the 3D visualization is to observe and analyze
processes and not to waste time with finding and exploring a way through the scene. Therefore, the system must
make the orientation as easily as possible.

lines guiding the user

Our system supports an easy orientation by the implementation of a minimap that shows an overlook of the
scene. The upper image of Figure 5 shows the 3D scene
and the lower image shows the corresponding minimap.
The overlook of the minimap consists of a twodimensional floor plan of the scene, e.g., the factory
floor. Additionally, we draw the skeletal silhouettes of
all static objects such as machines and conveyor belts,
and of all moving objects such as forklifts and users.
The users are rendered as thumbnails in the minimap.

user

Figure 3: Lines on the ground are visualizing the
shortest path to the significant processes
Guidance with Signs

one machine cell

In the first approach, the user has to look on the floor.
This is not where he is typically looking. He also only
needs information about the way on junctions. Therefore, we developed 3D signs that guide the user to the
significant processes. On each junction, these signs or
arrows are showing the shortest way to the most significant points to the user (cp. Figure 4). Like traffic signs,
they can show more information than the direction and
the name of the process. Therefore, it is possible to provide the user with additional information (e.g. the distance or the level of significance).

two drills

conveyor belts

user

four machine cells
four drills
user
conveyor belts

Figure 4: Arrows showing the user the way to a significant process

Figure 5: A user navigates through a 3D scene of a
manufacturing facility seeing only one machine cell
and two drills. A minimap show the skeleton of four
machine cells and four drills.

Both approaches (guidance by lines and guidance by
signs) are implemented in our software. However, the
effects for the user are not yet fully analyzed. Especially
the speed measurements for the orientation of the user
have to be made in the close future.

In the example rendering of Figure 5, the user sees one
machine cell and two drills. On the minimap, he sees his
neighborhood including all occluded objects. Therefore,
he sees four machine cells and four drills. Thus, a user
can easily find a way to neighbored machines that are
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occluded by large machines or other objects. Without a
minimap, the user would waste his time by searching a
way as in a labyrinth. Our minimap supports in an easy
manner:
•
•
•
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and Tamura 1999). Mixed reality refers to the
combination of computer graphics and real-world
objects. This encompasses both augmented reality and
augmented virtuality that places computer graphic
objects into the real world placing real-world objects
into virtual environments.
A wide range of mixed reality applications have been
proposed, ranging from industrial to medical and
entertainment applications. This framework is primarily
concerned with one particular type of application that is
known as monitor-based (non-immersive) or “windowon-the-world” (WOW) (Milgram and Kishino 1994)
augmented reality. In this paradigm the data is passed
from the video camera to the computer, modified and
displayed in the monitor in real-time.

KEYWORDS
Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality, Simulation
Modeling, Discrete Event System Specification.
ABSTRACT
A mixed reality (MR) represents an environment
composed both by real and virtual objects. MR
applications are more and more used in different
scientific and practical areas, for instance, in medicine,
architecture, entertainment, manufacturing, etc. This
paper describes development of mixed reality
framework for visualization and execution of discrete
event simulation models based on the Discrete Event
System Specification (DEVS) formalism. The mixed
reality framework provides a 3D augmented/virtual
environment representing and executing simulation
models that encapsulate the static and dynamic behavior
of the simulated system. Basing on the DEVS
formalism, there is also presented a new methodological
concept, called Visual-DEVS (VDEVS).

DEVS Formalism
Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism
(Zeigler 2003) is a general formalism for modeling
discrete event system. A basic DEVS model has such a
structure:

AM

INTRODUCTION
Where

Simulation is an important tool in the analysis and
design of complex systems. Various types of simulation
techniques and tools have been developed, in order to
deal with complex systems. In order to help better to
understand the behavior of complex systems,
visualization tools have a crucial role that facilitates
problem solving and decision-making. Combining real
and virtual visualization objects in a mixed reality (MR)
environment allows model users better to interact with
the objects in the simulation environment. Today there
exist several works, dealing with support of virtual,
augmented and mixed reality for simulation and
modeling (Fischer et al. 2003; Rehn et al. 2004).
Formalism, called Discrete Event Specification (DEVS)
(Zeigler 2003) is gaining popularity in recent years,
enabling to construct discrete-event hierarchical
modular simulation models. In this work there is
introduced a visual extension for DEVS that enables 2D
and 3D mixed reality simulation visualization. 3D
mixed reality simulation visualization framework is
developed basing on the presented VDEVS formalism.

X is the set of input values,
S is a set of states,
Y is the set of output values,
G int : S o S is the internal

transition

function,

G ext : Q u X o S

is the external transition

function, where

Q

^ s, e

`

s  S , 0 d e d ta ( s )

is

the

total state set,
e is the time elapsed since last transaction,
O : S o Y is the output function,

ta : S o R0, f is the time advance function.
The interpretation of these elements is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Mixed Reality
The concept Mixed Reality is based on the classification
presented by (Milgram and Kishino 1994) and (Ohta
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X , S , Y , G int , G ext , O , ta
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G is the geometry data,

X

V
S ' G ext s, e , x

OS

In order to model the continuous change required by
animation purposes, the sequential state set S is
decomposed into the discrete state and continuous state
(Figure 2).
1

Figure 1: Elements of DEVS Structure (Zeigler 2003)

2

3

f : Q o S cont

In order to enable linking the DEVS formalism and
visualization concepts into unified visual simulation
framework, a Visual-DEVS (VDEVS) methodology is
proposed. VDEVS extends the DEVS formalism
supporting 2D/3D visualization of simulation models. A
VDEVS model can be described as:

S

S

,S

Pº
ª R
«0 0 0 1 »
¬
¼

are

OBJ
MD3

10

Time

t2

t3

t4

The proposed framework implements the VDEVS
formalism and consists of several components
supporting simulation design, execution and control, as
well as 2D/3D visualization and mixed reality
interaction capabilities. The architecture of the given
system is made by four base components – modeling
module, visualization module, DEVS simulation
module and mixed reality module. In Figure 3 is

geometric

the

local

Model User

3D Interface

MR Interface

Visualization Module

Mixed Reality
Module
Interactive Simulation

DEVS Simulation Module

Logical Model

Real Scene

Import
Scene File

Model File

Trace File

Export

Export

Proof
Animation

VRML
X3D

11

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Post-Runtime
Animation

Physical Model

9

Figure 2: Continuous State and Discrete Event
Simulation

Model Developer

Modeling Module

8

Time

coordinates,
R is the local orientation (3x3 matrix),
P is the local position (3x1 vector),

2D Interface

7

Discrete Event Simulation

visualization set,

T

6

S disc

is the sequential state set,

S disc is the discrete state set,
S cont T , G, V
is
the

5

Continuous State Simulation

t1
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Figure 3: Architecture of Mixed Reality DEVS-based Simulation Environment
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illustrated the architectural structure of the proposed
MR simulation environment.

of simulation and visualization into a unified visual
simulation process. Still the functions of simulation
modeling and animation are separated, therefore the
simulation model can be activated independently from
other system modules, but at the same time during its
operating it can use visualization model, in order to
provide interactive runtime animation. For execution of
simulation animation there is necessary a
synchronization between simulation model and
visualization module. This task is directed and
controlled by the given simulation system,
implementing VDEVS formalism.
Model file is used as a source of input-information that
contains the data about logical activities of simulation
model. The results of simulation modeling execution
can be saved in Trace file that allows post-runtime
activating of animation without need to activate
simulation process.

Modeling Module
The modeling module is provided for building of
simulation models in virtual 3D modeling environment,
including static and dynamic images, as well as 3D
geometric objects. Simulation models are based on the
physical and logical description of the simulated system.
The physical model defines the layout and geometry of
virtual scene as well as the visual attributes of virtual
objects. It is possible to make the physical model with
the tools that are built in the virtual modeling
environment or to import from external 3D modeling
and CAD software, using widely used 3D file formats,
such as MD3, OBJ. The created physical model is saved
in scene file or exported, for example, in X3D or VRLM
formats for use in other 3D software tools.
The logical model contains all the necessary
information about the dynamical behavior of the
simulated system. For visual process-oriented as well as
DEVS based simulation modeling purposes there are
suitable 2D/3D simplified hierarchical activity cycle
diagrams (SH-ACDS) (Odhabi et al. 1998; Lektauers
2003). To each functional simulation object corresponds
a determined 3D graphical object. With the help of 3D
computer graphics it is possible to improve the
symbolism and esthetical aspects of the model. By
graphical linking of the chosen model objects, there is
created an simulation model diagram (Figure 4) that
defines the model element couplings and execution
logic. Every model element has certain subordinated
metadata that contains run time parameters for the given
element, for example, processing duration, generation
frequency etc.

Visualization Engine
Visualization module is used for generating of 3D
objects in mixed reality environment (for example,
assembly parts, vehicles, user interface elements),
executing all the necessary tasks of computer graphics
rendering and animation. Visualization model is used in
all simulation modeling phases, beginning with building
of simulation model, ending with representing and
analysis of modeling results. One of this model’s tasks
is to provide realistic synthetic object illustration, so
that this object can be better virtually integrated in the
flow of real video frames.
Rendering of real objects in a virtual environment
allows getting more united and more realistic view at
simulated system activities. Visualization model
includes scene graph structure concept that is well
known in computer graphics. Scene graph G (V , E )
is oriented graph that contains a set of graphics nodes
u  V and links e u , v  E . Scene graph contains
information about the parameters and properties of
graphical objects – geometry, spatial position and
orientation in 3D environment, colors and texture
parameters.
For the visualization system there are established high
graphical rendering performance requirements because
practical 3D graphic scenes contain objects with big
amount of polygons that makes the rendering process
more difficult. In order to provide acceptable speed of
graphic depiction, there can be used level-of-detail
(LOD) criteria, allowing reducing the total amount of
polygons.
Visual modeling deals with static and dynamic objects
(Chawla and Banerjee 2001). Static objects remain in
immutable state during all the modeling phases, but
dynamic objects can change their spatial or visual state
during user interaction and animation execution. These
dynamic objects can move and rotate or they can
contain movable elements.

Figure 4: An Example of 3D SH-ACDS Simulation
Model Diagram
DEVS Simulation Module
DEVS simulation module is the main component of
discrete event modeling system that manages the
execution time processing of simulation model and the
generation and acquisition of simulation results. This
simulation module implements the above described
VDEVS formalism and allows to combine the processes
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Figure 5: Image Acquisition and Processing using Mixed Reality Module
without a necessity for special input devices.

Mixed Reality Module
The main task of the mixed reality module is to provide
the independence of visualization module from different
possible real world data acquisition modes. The first
working phase of MR module is to obtain the real world
images, using the computer-attached video camera
(Figure 5). The obtained frames are sent to visualization
module where they are depicted in the background of
virtual environment. The mixed reality interface module
creates a list of detected objects that contains the
identifiers as well as data of the spatial position and
orientation of the given objects. This set of detected
objects is used in visualization module, in order to make
depiction of virtual 3D objects. Basing on the detected
object identifier there is depicted a correspondent 3D
object, using according transformation matrix. So that
visual objects are depicted in accordance with markers,
then, by manipulating with marked physical objects, the
user can simultaneously manipulate with virtual objects

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The mixed reality simulation program prototype
SharpSim is developed in the C#/.NET 2.0
programming environment, including the following
packages:
SharpDEVS,
Sharp3D,
SharpODE,
ShARpToolkit (Figure 6). Although there exist many
software libraries for visualization and VR/AR purposes
(VRJuggler, OpenSceneGraph etc.), C#/.NET software
system was chosen for development of such software
prototype in order to check the possibilities of this
progressive software development environment. In the
future there is a plan to port this software to the open
source C# programming environment Mono, allowing
to work in Linux operating system environment.
Creation of the 3D computer graphics objects is
achieved with the Sharp3D package, which is built atop
the industry standard OpenGL graphics library. Video

DEVS Simulation Engine

SharpDEVS

Visualization Engine
SharpODE

Reality Interface
Sharp3D

ShARpToolkit

ODE

DirectInput

DirectShow

OpenGL
DirectX
Windows Operating System

Figure 6: Architecture of SharpSim Simulation Environment
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Figure 7: Generalized SharpSim Class Structure Diagram
data processing of captured frames is based on
Microsoft DirectX 9.0 framework by using DirectShow
capabilities. DirectInput system is used to react on the
changes in the input of the mouse and the keyboard. In
Figure 7 there is shown the general structure of
SharpSim classes.
The given software prototype uses augmented reality
library ARToolkit (Billinghurst et al. 2001) as a tool for
real world object detection, using fiducial markers that
are placed near the detectable objects. The data from
video camera is passed to the computer, modified and
displayed in the monitor in real-time by visual
combining of captured video frames and 3D graphical
objects. The obtained information about the detected
objects and their position in 3D space is then used by
scene graph module Sharp3D. ShARrpToolkit package
serves as ARToolkit interface for Sharp3D visualization
module that by using of C#/.NET resources allows
implementing of ARToolkit functions and related data
exchange. In ShARrpToolkit module there is provided
also video frame obtaining in real-time from the
connected video camera, using Microsoft DirectShow
technology. The obtained video frames are sent to
ARToolkit library for marker detection and to Sharp3D,
where by combining with virtual objects they are
depicted as mixed reality scenes.
An open source Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) is used
for simulating of physical object dynamics. SharpODE
module serves as integration layer between ODE and
Sharp3D by wrapping in C# methods the ODE function
calls.

warehouse storage room allow mixing the given real
images with virtual graphical objects.
In the Figure 8 an example model of warehouse storage
system is shown. It contains source, queue, sink and two
activity elements. The source element Source1
generates flow of incoming goods. Received goods are
processed by queue, resource and operator elements.

Figure 8: Simulation Model Diagram of Warehouse
Storage System
In Figure 9 is shown a captured image of warehouse
storage room containing two fiducial markers.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
For testing and verifying purposes of the proposed
framework there is chosen a practical warehouse storage
system, where the acquired video frames are used as
background for simulation of warehouse working
processes. But the fiducial markers that are placed in the

Figure 9: Captured Video Image of Warehouse Storage
Room containing Fiducial Markers
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In Figure 10 is illustrated a combined image, where
virtual 3D objects are merged in to the real video
captured image.
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Figure 10: Mixed Reality Scene of Warehouse Storage
Room
In Figure 11 is shown another image of the mixed
reality scene representing working operations in
warehouse storage room.
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Figure 11: Example of the Combined Image with
Virtual 3D Objects
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Mixed reality is a popular topic for researchers, a lot of
applications and hardware for Mixed Reality can be
found. But there are not much studies of AR/MR
usefulness in simulation modeling. This article offers a
framework for developing of DEVS-based discrete
event simulation models in virtual 3D environment
allowing the user to use a mixed reality interface to
build complex simulation models.
The log-term vision of this work is to develop a fullscale mixed reality simulation environment for discrete
event simulation of logistics systems. Potential benefits
of achieving this vision would include understanding
and applying the relationship between simulation
effectiveness, visualization quality and user interaction.
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functionality based on the spiral architecture. SA-based
data structures are available as are functions for
operations such as image translation and rotation. A
graphical user interface is also provided as a
visualisation tool to demonstrate the functionality
provided.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of the theory behind spiral
architecture image processing. Section 3 describes the
library part of saLib while Section 4 covers the
visualisation tool. Section 5 concludes the paper.

KEYWORDS
Spiral architecture, hexagonal pixel, image processing
toolbox, Matlab.
ABSTRACT
The spiral architecture (SA) represents an alternative
model of image representation which uses hexagonal
rather than square picture elements. This data structure
is not only closely related to biological vision systems
but also offers many advantages compared to the
normal rectangular representation.
This paper presents saLib, a toolbox and visualisation
tool for image processing purposes on the spiral
architecture under Matlab. saLib provides basic
functionality such as storing, translating and rotating
hexagon-based images, as well as methods to display
them. Additionally, a visualisation tool is provided
which can be used for the convenient operation on
images or single addresses and the presentation of the
results. saLib is available to fellow researchers for
download.

2. THEORY OF SPIRAL ARCHITECTURE
Sheridan (1996) introduced the spiral architecture (SA)
as a concept for machine vision on a hexagonal lattice
which not only provides a model closer to biological
vision systems but also has other advantages over the
conventional square pixel-based image representation.
The basic picture element in SA has the form of a
hexagon. It follows then that each element has six
direct neighbouring cells (one on each side) and that
these are exactly the same distance away (in contrast to
the 8-neighbourhood of a square pixel). While the
basic concept of hexagonal pixels was not new,
Sheridan's work introduced a special addressing
algorithm which identifies each hexagon of the
structure with a unique one-dimensional address in
base 7. The addressing algorithm, along with special
addition and multiplication algorithms, provides the
spiral architecture with the algebraic feature of a
Euclidean ring. Several other algorithms based on this
new data structure have been introduced since.

1. INTRODUCTION
The common representation structure for digital images
is that of a rectangular grid of square-shaped picture
elements. While this has advantages it also has certain
drawbacks such as that every pixel has to be identified
by its row and column (i.e. two) co-ordinates or that
pixels adjacent to one central pixel have different
distances to the centre of the central pixel (the diagonal
elements are further away than the horizontal or
vertical adjacent pixels). To find a better representation,
the idea of a hexagonal lattice has been introduced
(Sheridan, 1996). In this model the basic picture
element has the form of a hexagon. Adjacent hexagons
all have the same distance from each other.
Furthermore a special addressing algorithm, the socalled spiral architecture (SA), addresses every
hexagon with only one co-ordinate and allows the use
of a special algebra. This algebra can be used to
operate on the address values independent from the
actual co-ordinates of their position.
Based on this new data structure several other
applications have been developed, providing basic
tools for image processing like translation or rotation
of image content or the transformation of the
rectangular representation to the spiral architecture.
In this paper we present saLib, a Matlab toolbox which
provides access to various image processing
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

2.1. Spiral Counting
The addresses in SA are in base 7 and arranged in a
spiralling way (see Figure 1 for the first 49 elements on
the SA). Spiral counting (Sheridan, 1996) can be used
to walk along the addresses in spiral architecture
consecutively. The algorithm starts at the hexagon with
address 0 and goes from this address to the address 1,
called the ‘key’ as it defines the rest of the algorithm.
Addresses 2 to 6 are arranged in 60° steps clockwise in
the same distance as address 1 around the starting
address. The next address, 10, is then found by going
from 6 to 1 and twice the distance further in the same
direction. Addresses 20 to 60 are again arranged in 60°
steps clockwise around address 0 with the same
distance as 10. At each of these addresses, addresses 11
to 16, 21 to 26 etc are arranged in the same distances
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of x. Again the two values can be decomposed to their
digits, but in this case every digit of the first value is
spiral multiplied with every digit of the second value.
The spiral multiplication uses again a special
multiplication table for each pair of digits (Sheridan,
Hintz and Alexander, 2000). Decimal powers are
multiplied in normal fashion. Afterwards the results for
each digit of the first address are spiral added.
A special modulus function is also defined to reduce
the result of spiral multiplication. If the address is not a
multiple of 10 then the normal modulus is used. In case
the first address is a multiple of 10 the result after
spiral multiplication p is reduced by [(p+ (p/modulus))
mod modulus].
Modulus spiral multiplication can also be applied to the
whole spiral structure and leads for a multiplication of
address 1 to 6 to a rotation of the image by a multiple
of 60°. For other addresses the modulus spiral
multiplication produces several rotated copies of the
original image or a new distribution of the old
hexagons throughout the structure.

and directions as 1 to 6 around 0. Address 100 can be
found in the same way as 10, this time using addresses
60 and 10 instead of 6 and 1, etc.
It was shown (Sheridan, 1996) that spiral counting can
be generalised by either a variable starting address or a
variable key. These two cases define spiral addition
and spiral multiplication respectively.
2.2 Spiral Addition
Spiral addition (Sheridan and Hintz, 1999) of two
spiral addresses x and y is equivalent to spiral counting
in the key of 1 starting at address x for y addresses.
Sheridan also suggested a ‘carry rule’ instead of spiral
counting, which allows algebraic operations on the
addresses independent from their co-ordinate
representation (and is also computational more
efficient). For the addition, the two addresses are
decomposed to their digits and each pair of digits is
added separately, using a special table for spiral
addition (Sheridan, Hintz and Alexander, 2000). For
results with a 2-digit length the carry rule spiral adds
the higher decimal power to the next higher decimal
power of one of the values.
A special form of spiral addition is the modulus of it,
which uses the normal modulus function with a
decimal power as modulus.
The use of modulus spiral addition on the whole spiral
architecture results in a translation operation which
shifts the contents of the image. Hexagons that would
be shifted out of the normal range are wrapped around
the whole spiral structure.

2.4. Virtual Spiral Architecture
(Wu, He and Hintz, 2004) introduced an algorithm to
translate the rectangular to the hexagonal image
structure allowing conventional images to be converted
to SA images. The two structures are overlaid and the
pixel values of each hexagonal pixel evaluated by
interpolating between the pixel values of the
underlying square cells. The interpolation is performed
by splitting the original pixels into several smaller
elements with the same intensity. The values and the
number of the underlying points determine the value of
each hexagon.
2.5. Log Space Based Transformations
Certain special addresses in the spiral architecture can
be used to describe every other address (Sheridan,
Hintz and Alexander, 2000). This can be accomplished
by repeatedly applying modulus spiral multiplication
and modulus spiral addition respectively with the same
address. This repeated application cycles through the
structure. The number of repeated operations to reach
an address depends on the size of the structure and is
used as a new address to describe the spiral address.
This new address space was termed ‘log space’.
Repeated modulus spiral addition starts at address 0 and
cycles through the whole structure whereas repeated
modulus spiral multiplication only cycles through the
addresses that are not a multiple of 10. Therefore the
addresses that are multiples of 10 have to be split into
their order of magnitude and the multiple of it. Not
every address can be used to build these log spaces for
every size of the structure however certain addresses
such as address 1 for spiral addition and address 62 for
spiral multiplication can be found. Application of log
space transformations results in a vast gain of
improvement in terms of computational complexity.
Using log space operations such as image rotation can

Figures 1: The first 49 elements on the Spiral
Architecture
2.3 Spiral Multiplication
Spiral multiplication (Sheridan and Hintz, 1999) uses a
variable key for spiral counting with the constant
starting address 0. Spiral multiplication of x and y is
equivalent to spiral counting of y addresses in the key
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Matlab. A full list of all functions provided and all data
structures of saLib is provided in Tables 1 to 3.
The algorithms that are included in the toolbox can be
divided into two groups: those that operate on spiral
addresses and those that are applied to the whole spiral
structure.
The remainder of this section explains the functionality
of the library part of saLib while Section 4 describes
the visualisation tool coming with saLib. saLib is
available to fellow researchers for download from
http://vision.doc.ntu.ac.uk/.

be performed in a fraction of the time required by
conventional methods.
2.6. Rotation Without Scaling
Spiral multiplication on the whole image structure has
the restriction that only the spiral multiplication with
addresses 1 to 6 results in a rotation (by a multiple of
60°) without a scaling effect on the image. Wu, He and
Hintz (2002) developed a special method which allows
a rotation by any address or angle without scaling. For
this purpose, the rotation angle is split into its multiple
of 60° and the remainder. The multiple of 60° is used
for spiral multiplication. The rotation by the fraction is
then reached by rotating the centre of each hexagon of
the whole structure by this angle around address 0.
After this rotation each centre of a hexagon gets a new
point and for each of these points the closest hexagon
has to be found. This so called ‘pull back’ can map
several points to one address whereas other hexagons
do not get assigned. Applying this operation to the
output image results in the hexagon of the input image.

3.1 Displaying the Spiral Architecture
The sa_imview() function is used to display an image
on the spiral architecture in order to be able to visualise
the outcome of image processing operations on spiral
images. Image can be either greyscale or full (RGB)
colour images and all image data types provided in
Matlab are supported. An example of an image
displayed using sa_imview() is shown in Figure 2.

3. saLib LIBRARY
This paper presents saLib, a Matlab toolbox and
visualisation tool for image processing on the spiral
architecture. Matlab (Mathworks, 2005) is a matrixbased mathematical programming language and widely
used in fields such as engineering and the computer
sciences including image processing and machine
vision. saLib is intended as a toolbox to be used for
image processing and machine vision research based
on SA as well as a tool to visualise certain SA
operations that can be used for educational purposes.
Table 1: Pre-defined data structures in saLib
Data structure
sa_ADDTABLE
sa_MULTTABLE
sa_HEXADDR

sa_LOGADD

sa_LOGMULT

sa_OCTAVEPOLS

Figure 2: Display of an Image on Spiral Architecture

Description
Matrix used for spiral
addition .
Matrix used for spiral
multiplication.
Position of the hexagons (e.g.
for the display with
sa_imview()).
Matrices used for log space
transformation to shift an
image.
Matrices used for spiral
multiplying an image by log
space transformation.
Contains polar co-ordinates of
the first hexagon of each
octave.

3.2. Converting between Rectangular and Spiral
Images
Since at the moment there is little hardware support for
imaging based on hexagonal pixels and as virtually all
images in existence are based on the rectangular
square-pixel stucture functionality for converting
rectangular images to spiral equivalents and back is
needed. In saLib the sa_rect2spiral() and
sa_spiral2rect() functions provide this functionality of
converting from a rectangular image to its spiral
counterpart and backwards respectively. For converting
square-pixel based images to hexagon-based ones the
virtual spiral architecture method described in Section
2.4 is used, i.e. the rectangular and the spiral structure
are overlaid with each other, square pixels further
divided and then averaged to provide the hexagonal
pixel values. In order to obtain an appropriate size of
the resulting hexagonal image the size parameter n of
the SA is chosen so that the original rectangular images
fits into its 7n hexagonal counterpart. Those hexagons
outside the area of the rectangular image are filled with
black.

saLib includes the functionality of all the operations
covered in Section 2 as well as special algorithms
developed for the understanding of the spiral
architecture and the presentation of the images under
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For further details on these functions the reader is
referred to Table 2.

The inverse operation sa_spiral2rect() uses the same
method to evaluate the pixel values of the resulting
rectangular image. Minimum and maximum coordinates on the spiral architecture are used to
determine the number of rows and columns for the
rectangular image. Pixels outside the hexagonal
structure are set to white.
Figures 3 shows a sample image (Figure 3a) that is
being transformed to a hexagonal representation
(Figure 3b) and then back to a rectangular one (Figure
3c).

Table 2: Address-based functions in saLib
Function

Description

sa_spiralcount()

spiral counting
Performs spiral counting for a
given number of addresses
starting at a given starting
address and returns the resulting
address.
get pixel values
Returns the values of a set of
given addresses.
neighbourhood addresses
Returns addresses of six
surrounding hexagons for a
given address.
neighbourhood values
Returns pixel values of six
surrounding hexagons for a
given address.
spiral addition
Performs spiral addition (see
Section 2.2) of two given
addresses using
sa_ADDTABLE and returns the
result.
spiral multiplication
Performs spiral multiplication
(see Section 2.3) of two given
addresses using
sa_MULTTABLE and returns
the result.
modulus spiral addition
Performs modulus spiral
addition (see Section 2.2) of two
given addresses and returns the
result.
modulus spiral multiplication
Performs modulus spiral
multiplication (see Section 2.3)
of two given addresses and
returns the result.
Cartesian co-ordinates from
spiral address
Converts a given spiral address
to Cartesian co-ordinates.
spiral address from Cartesian
co-ordinates
Converts a given set of
Cartesian co-ordinates to their
corresponding spiral address. 1,
2 or 3 addresses are returned,
depending on whether the given
point is within a hexagon, on the
edge, or in the cusp.

sa_getval()

sa_nhood()
Figure 3a: Original rectangular image
sa_nhoodval()

sa_add()

Figure 3b: Image from 3a represented in spiral
architecture

sa_multiply()

sa_modadd()

sa_modmultiply()

Figure 3c: Image from 3b transferred back to
rectangular image
3.3. Operations on Spiral Addresses
Some of the functions in saLib operate directly on
spiral addresses and it is these functions that the
methods that operate on whole images rely on.
sa_spiralcount() implements spiral counting as
discussed in Section 2.1. sa_getval(), sa_nhood() and
sa_nhoodval() can be used to return pixel values of
certain addresses and their neighbouring hexagons.
sa_add() and sa_multiply() provide methods for spiral
addition and multiplication whereas sa_modadd() and
sa_modmultiply() encapsulate modulus addition and
multiplication. Finally, the functions sa_hex2cart() and
sa_cart2hex() allow conversion between spiral
addresses and Cartesian co-ordinates.

sa_hex2cart()

sa_cart2hex()
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3.4. Operations on Spiral Images

sa_imlogmultiply()

Based on the functions discussed above several
operations can be performed on complete spiral images.
sa_imadd() performs spiral addition on a spiral image
which results in a shifting of the image contents.
sa_immultiply() allows spiral multiplication on an
image thus resulting in a rotation and scaling of the
original image. Image rotation without simultaneous
scaling can be achieved using the sa_walkjump() and
sa_walking() functions. Functionality for log space
operations as discussed in Section 2.5 is also provided;
images can be translated and rotated/scaled using the
sa_imlogadd() and sa_imlogmultiply() functions.
More detailed information on all the functions
operating on spiral images is given in Table 3.

sa_walkjump()

sa_walking()

Table 3 Image-based functions in saLib
sa_rect2spiral()

sa_spiral2rect()

sa_iminfo()

sa_imview()

sa_imadd()

sa_immultiply()

sa_spiral2alog()

sa_spiral2mlog()

sa_imlogadd()

rectangular image to spiral
architecture
Converts a rectangular image to
its representation in spiral
architecture using the virtual SA
algorithm (see Section 2.4).
spiral architecture to
rectangular image
Converts an image on spiral
architecture to its rectangular
representation.
show image info
Returns class, size, and range of
a given spiral image.
show spiral image
Displays a given spiral image
on screen.
spiral addition on image
Performs spiral addition on
whole spiral image resulting in
a translation of the image
content (see Section 2.2).
spiral multiplication on image
Performs spiral multiplication
on whole spiral image resulting
in a rotation and scaling of the
image content (see Section 2.3).
log space for spiral addition
Converts the spiral architecture
to log space for spiral addition
(see Section 2.5).
log space for spiral
multiplication
Converts the spiral architecture
to log space for spiral
multiplication (see Section 2.5).
spiral addition on image using
log space
Performs spiral addition on a
whole spiral image using a log
space from sa_spiral2alog().
Works faster than sa_imadd().

spiral multiplication on image
using log space
Performs spiral multiplication
on a whole spiral image using a
log space obtained from
sa_spiral2mlog(). Works faster
than sa_immultiply().
rotation of spiral image
without scaling
Allows rotation of a spiral
image without scaling
according to Section 2.6.
rotation of spiral image
without scaling
Performs rotation of a spiral
image without scaling. Works
similar to sa_walkjump() but
does not produce gaps in the
resulting output image.

4. saLib VISUALISATION TOOL
The toolbox also provides a graphical user interface
which allows the user to visualise the results of the
functions provided by the library. A screen shot of the
visualisation tool is given in Figure 4. The tool is
divided into two sections. The top section offers
operations that are applied on a complete spiral image
whereas the bottom section provides operations on
addresses and co-ordinates of their centre.

Figure 4: saLib visualisation tool
As indicated, the bottom part of the visualisation tool
provides an interface for the functions discussed in
Section 3.3. Users have the possibility to enter spiral
addresses or co-ordinates and perform the following
operations:
• Evaluation of Cartesian and polar co-ordinates for a
given address.
• Definition of the nearest hexagon or hexagons for
Cartesian co-ordinates.
• Spiral addition of two spiral addresses.
• Spiral multiplication of two spiral addresses.
• Modulus spiral addition of two addresses.
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• Modulus spiral multiplication of two addresses.
• Conversion of base 7 to base 10 values and vice
versa.
All spiral addresses and modulus can be entered either
as base 7 or base 10 values. Results are given in
numerical form and displayed. This part of the user
interface is indented as an education tool for
understanding the basic operations on the spiral
architecture.
The top part of the tool allows the visualisation of the
effect of spiral operations (discussed in Section 3.4) on
whole images.
Operations that can be executed are:
• Shifting of an image by spiral addition (with or
without log space transformation).
• Rotation and scaling of an image through spiral
multiplication.
• Rotation without scaling of an image, either by a
spiral address or by a specific angle, using the
sa_walkjump() and sa_walking() functions.
Images of a sample session of the saLib visualisation
tool are given in Figures 5a to 5c. Figure 5a shows the
result of spiral additon on the Duck image shown in
Figure 4. Figure 5b displays the outcome of spiral
multiplication of the image resulting in a rotation and
simultaneaous scaling of the image. It can be
oberserved that 7 downscaled and rotated instances of
the original image are generated. Finally, Figure 5c
gives an example of rotation without scaling.

application. saLib is available to fellow researchers
from http://vision.doc.ntu.ac.uk/.

Figure 5b: Duck image spiral multiplied by address 105

Figure 5c: Duck image rotated (without scaling) by 35°
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Figure 5a: Duck image after spiral addition of address
104

5. CONCLUSIONS
The spiral architecture offers geometrical as well as
algebraic features which makes it a powerful new
model for representing and processing images. We
have introduced saLib, a Matlab toolbox for image
processing on the spiral architecture. saLib offers a
library of functions for converting and displaying spiral
images as well as performing common operations such
as translation and rotation of the image content. In
addition, saLib provides a graphical tool which allows
the visualisation of the functionality provided and
which can hence be also employed as an educational
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the production of moulded plastic products which
employ a Fourier descriptor and differential gradient
operator to classify imperfections as being either shape
or surface anomalies is described by (Petkovic et al.
2002). Despite the advantages of speed, consistency
and accuracy of an automated system over manual
inspection, often the objective of these approaches is to
ensure electrical connectivity, check form and classify
quality using an inspection technique that consists of a
rigidly defined set of steps.

KEYWORDS
Defect detection, blackboard system, parallel image
processing, image registration.
ABSTRACT
The framework of an automated vision system for the
monitoring of quality control is presented. Inspection
which is capable of detecting various forms of defects
is achieved by combining distributed artificial
intelligence and image processing. The blackboard
architecture DARBS (Nolle and Wong 2001) manages
the processing of image data via an area of shared
memory where the current understanding of the
problem evolves. Registration into a common coordinate system and segmentation of reference and
sensed images is performed by intelligent agents which
communicate with each other by means of the
blackboard. Pixel-level fusion is performed on
registered images in order to exploit complementary
and redundant data, allowing identification of
suspected defects. The difficulties of landmark
extraction common to feature-based registration
techniques have been replaced by an intensity-based
algorithm. Addition or removal of specialised agents is
simplified by the blackboard’s modular nature.
1.

The framework presented in this paper will monitor the
quality of a sample and be capable of providing
information for the removal of a defective product
further along a production line. The blackboard
architecture supports multiple agents each of which
performs an independent task. By exploiting the
opportunistic nature of the blackboard architecture the
framework is freed from a predefined processing path
and allows for the possibility of integrating different
inspection techniques.
2.

DARBS is a distributed blackboard system based on a
client/server model. The server functions as the
blackboard and client modules as knowledge sources
(KSs). During execution the blackboard is used to host
evolution of a solution to a problem. A KS in contrast
is a structure in which rules and algorithms can be
embodied. Reading from and writing to the blackboard
is implemented as standard KS functionality. When
updates to the solution of a problem are made, a
broadcasting of messages is used to inform all relevant
KSs. A KS’s behaviour guides it on a course of action
in response to broadcasted messages.

INTRODUCTION

In manufacturing industries there is an increasing need
for automated detection and characterisation of defects.
The motivating factors for the adoption of an
automated inspection approach include the reduction of
expensive labour costs, reproducibility, and the
matching of high-speed inspection with high-speed
production. Identification of functional and cosmetic
defects in finished products has been achieved using a
number of techniques, a general overview of automated
visual inspection is provided by (Newman and Jain
1995). The processing techniques described can be
grouped into referential comparison (Lee 1978), nonreferential modelling (Wen and Tao 1999) and hybrid
inspection (Bayro-Corrochano 1993).
A variety of approaches in the printed-circuit-board
(PCB) production environment are described by
(Moganti et al. 1996). One such technique (Gokturk et
al. 1999) uses the differentiating characteristics of a
design, stored as a library, to compare and detect
defects in a captured image. The detection of defects in
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THE BLACKBOARD ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: Blackboard components
Figure 1 shows that the initial implementation of the
framework presented in this paper consists of a
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Distributor KS, several Agent KSs and an Accumulator
KS. The Distributor KS splits an image into segments
before placing these on the blackboard. The Agent KSs
takes image segments from the blackboard, registers
them and processes them according to their
implemented behaviour. A resulting output image is
constructed from processed image segments by the
Accumulator KS.

3.

KS IMPLEMENTATION

By changing the structure of a KS’s rules and through
provision of additional functionality, the behaviour of a
KS can be altered. The ITK toolkit (NLM 2004) was
used to provide an Agent KS with registration and
segmentation functionality through the embedding in
rule files of shared library algorithms. Three simple
image processing modules which interface ITK with
the framework have been created; they encapsulate
registration, segmentation and fusion functionality.

As the current state of a problem is stored on the
blackboard, partitioning is used to balance
communication and processing workloads. The
partitioning of data aids the design of the framework
by introducing structure to the blackboard. Due to the
exhaustive search required, a drop in performance can
be expected with a single partition implementation.
Similar inefficiently can be expected when a KS
requests information through management and
processing of excess partitions. To combat these
problems, the chosen partition implementation allows
interaction between KSs in a logical and efficient
manner.

A multi-resolution registration algorithm which is
capable of aligning images produced by a range of
modalities forms the basis of the registration module.
The algorithm can be tailored to a specific problem
with dynamically selectable transform, interpolation,
metric and optimiser components. Global and
automatic thresholding functionality to separate an
object from its background is provided through the
segmentation module. Morphological operators for
noise removal are also part of the segmentation
module.

Figure 2: Blackboard partitions
The fusion module performs an exclusive-or operation
of image data. This XOR operation is used by Agent
KSs to identify immediate differences between images
and hence potential defects.

Figure 2 shows that the blackboard is divided into the
following partitions:
• A Distributor control partition controls
division of an image into segments.
• The Agent control partition is used to manage
processing of image segments.
• Reconstruction of the resulting image is
accomplished within an Accumulator control
partition.
• Variables used by all KSs are maintained by a
System parameters partition.
• Fixed, moving and processed partitions hold
image segments of their respective types.

3.1 The Distributor KS
Several tasks are performed by the Distributor KS. The
first task involves the initialisation of data in the
System parameters partition. The data includes the size
of borders between adjacent segments and the number
of segments an image is to be divided into. Registration
parameters of transform, interpolation, metric and
optimiser are also stored in the System parameters
partition.

Segment data is transmitted to and from the blackboard
by the KSs. Transmission data is formatted into several
parts. The first component corresponds to an image
identification number, the next two values represent the
image size. A minus symbol marks the end of attributes
and the start of pixel data.

The second task involves selection of reference (fixed)
and sensed (moving) images. In order to make sure all
segments will be of the same size, both fixed and
moving images are resized. If required, pixels from the
bottom and right hand sides of an image are removed.
Resizing of the images simplifies the production of a
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•

resulting image. Both images are then divided into
segments by the Distributor KS and sent to their
respective partitions on the blackboard. Before
transmission of data, an identification number is
assigned to each segment.

•

Fixed and moving segments together with
registration parameters fetched from the
blackboard are passed to the registration
module.
The process repeats itself until no segments
are left for processing.

The registration parameters consist of transform,
interpolation, metric and optimiser types. Both
translation only and affine transform types are
available to perform a spatial mapping between points
in the fixed and moving segments. In order to evaluate
pixel values at non-grid positions bi-linear and nearest
neighbour interpolation algorithms have been
implemented. Either normalised cross correlation or
mutual information metrics can be used to measure the
match between segments after they have been
transformed. A gradient decent optimiser is used to
iteratively search for the transform which best satisfies
the chosen metric. According to modality,
segmentation and fusion occurs once a segment has
been registered.

Figure 3: Distributor KS
Figure 3 shows the dividing of an image by the
Distributor KS. Since the number of image segments is
variable a balanced communication workload can be
maintained. An increase in computational overhead
however will occur when a large number of segments
are allocated. Similarly, the objective of parallel
processing will be defeated when the number of
segments is small. Figure 3 also shows that only edges
which face neighbouring segments have a border. The
border is designed to remove non-pixel values which
enter at the edges of a segment due to translation
during registration. The border also removes the
inconsistencies caused by convolution algorithms
which require each pixel’s neighbourhood.

Figure 4: Agent KS
Figure 4 shows the registration of fixed and moving
segments by an Agent KS. Once registered a segment
is sent to the Processed partition on the blackboard.
Processing segments in a first-come first-serve fashion
allows a fixed number of Agent KSs to process a fixed
number of segments. Alternatively a variable number
of image segments can be processed by a variable
number of Agent KSs. This flexibility of processing
means when an error is encountered a graceful
degradation of the framework can occur. Importantly,
memory usage of the blackboard is kept to a minimum
by removing segments once they have been retrieved
from the blackboard.

3.2 The Agent KS
Once initialised an Agent KS enters a loop. A trigger
mechanism ensures that all active Agent KSs
commence processing at approximately the same time.
Triggered Agent KSs then process segments in the
following way:
• The current image segment waiting to be
processed identification variable (CWP) is
retrieved from the blackboard.
• Fixed
and
moving
segments
with
identification numbers matching CWP are
retrieved from the blackboard.
• CWP variable is incremented and returned to
the blackboard.

3.3 The Accumulator KS
The Accumulator KS is the simplest of all framework
components. Once initialised the Accumulator KS
stores in the Accumulator control partition a segments
gathered variable (SG). The Accumulator KS then
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enters a loop and process segments in the following
way:
• Segments with identification numbers
corresponding to SG are fetched from the
blackboard.
• SG is incremented each time a segment is
successfully retrieved.
• Retrieved segments are added to a list which
is locally maintained by the Accumulator KS.
• The process repeats itself until all segments
have been processed.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Image subtraction behaviour was added to the Agent
KSs using the image processing modules in order to
evaluate the initial detection performance of the
framework and registration precision. PCB images of
approximately 1000x500 pixels were chosen as test
samples. The fixed image represents a sample with an
acceptable and verified quality of manufacture. In
contrast, the moving image is a sample containing a
variety of defects. These include a spur and an open
circuit both of which can be caused by dirt on a blank
board or by air bubbles from electrolysis. Once
selected, both images were divided by the Distributor
KS into 4 segments and a 10-pixel wide border was
assigned.

The total number of segments and border size variables
are retrieved from the blackboard, as soon as all
segments have been gathered. Each segment is then
taken from the locally maintained list. Its borders are
removed and the segment is inserted into the resulting
image. Finally, the constructed resulting output image
is automatically displayed by means of an image
viewer.

4.1 Registration
Spatial alignment into a common co-ordinate system of
both fixed and moving segments was performed before
the referential comparison could be made. The
following components were chosen to perform
registration:
• Affine transformation which allows for
translation, rotation, and scaling of segments.
• Linear interpolation in order to allow pixel
intensities to vary continuously between grid
positions.
• Cross correlation metric in order to perform a
pixel-wise association between the two
segments.
• A regular step gradient descent optimiser
because of its compatibility with the other
components.
4.2 Segmentation
Once registered, threshold levels were automatically
determined for fixed and registered segments. In order
to segment the conductor from the insulation material,
both segments were globally thresholded.
Reg

Fixed

Figure 5: Accumulator KS

A

Figure 5 shows how the Accumulator KS assembles a
resulting image by removing segments from the
Processed partition. The resulting image contains
regions of localised rather than global registration. This
is because the registration algorithm applies a
transformation to each segment. A confidence level
based on the magnitude of difference present in a
segment can therefore be assigned. To maintain
consistency the locally maintained segment list is
cleared of all data whenever the Accumulator KS is
started and after construction of a resulting image.
Again, graceful degradation of the framework in the
event of an error is possible by gathering segments in
this way.

C

B

Figure 6: Thresholded segments
Figure 6 shows how both spur (A) and open circuit (B)
defects have been segmented and are clearly visible in
the registered segment. Additionally, translation and
rotation caused by the registration process have
introduced non-pixel locations which are visible at the
bottom and left-hand sides (C) of the segment. All
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extraneous pixels at the segment’s borders are removed
by the Accumulator KS.

smaller defects will be achieved
experimentation with greater resolutions.

4.3 Fusion
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Figure 7: Difference and opened segments
Figure 7 shows that these phantoms appear along the
contours of the conductive material (A,B). As the
segments are of a relatively high resolution, phantoms
which appear are generally smaller in size than
potential defects. In order to achieve better
segmentation, morphological opening was applied to
the difference segment. Expansion and contraction of
the segment caused by the opening operator resulted in
the removal of all phantoms. To conserve small
defects, the morphological structuring element
consisted of a single pixel. The opening operator can
be used to eliminate both large and small phantoms
through changes in size and shape of the structuring
element.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The initial implementation of an automated visual
inspection framework has been described. As the
choice of resolution determines the smallest size of
detectable defect, high resolutions have been used to
prevent loss of detail during the processing of a
difference image. The difference image is produced by
subtracting fixed and moving images after registration
into a common co-ordinate system. Preliminary testing
of the intensity based registration algorithm showed
that to obtain reasonable processing speeds, images
needed to be small or down sampled in size. Large
high resolution images were found to take more than a
minute to register. In contrast, smaller images required
only a few seconds. To address the problems of
resolution and speed the blackboard architecture
provides a distributed approach. The blackboard allows
for an image to be divided into a number of smaller
segments which are distributed between multiple
agents. Segments are processed concurrently so that
high sensitivity and increased speeds can be
maintained. It is intended that accurate detection of
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consists of a number of fuzzy if-then rules that linguistically
provide the decision making on the trading action (i.e., buy
the futures index or sell) for different conditions. The
evaluation (i.e., successful trade or not) of the trade action
is performed after the new spot price and the new futures
price are obtained. According to the evaluation, the agent
adjusts the weights of fuzzy if-then rules in the adaptive
fuzzy rule-based system. That is, we increase the weights of
fuzzy if-then rules if the agent's decision making in the
previous time step is successful. On the other hand, the
weights of fuzzy if-then rules are decreased if the decision
making is not successful. Since the weight update can be
performed on-line, it is expected that the performance of the
autonomous agent is gradually improved during the course
of the trade. Thus the resultant fuzzy rule-based system
after the enough number of trade can be viewed as a
knowledge base for the virtual futures trade.

KEYWORDS
Fuzzy rule, black-box analysis, futures trading
ABSTRACT
In this paper, we visualize the behavior of a futures trading
agent by using fuzzy if-then rules. The main aim of this
paper is to graphically interpret how trading agents make
decisions such as to buy or to sell a futures stock. Fuzzy ifthen rules are used for this aim because their antecedent part
specifies the features of time series. The procedure for
visualizing the behavior of trading agent is first to train a
trading agent that consists of a set of fuzzy if-then rules.
Bycarefully examining, we select a small number of
prominent fuzzy if-then rules that most represent the
behavior of trading agents. Finally those selected fuzzy ifthen rules are represented in a graphically understandable
manner.

In this paper, we try to linguistically interpret the behavior
of the autonomous agent by examining the weights of fuzzy
if-then rules in the adaptive fuzzy rule-based system. We
select a small number of fuzzy if-then rules that have a
contrast between the weights associated with Buy the
futures index and Sell. After the selected fuzzy if-then rules
are graphically transformed into the trading knowledge base,
the trading knowledge base is shown to a human trader who
participates in the virtual futures trade. The human being
can consult the trading knowledge throughout the futures
trade. Statistical evidence shows that the trading knowledge
base extracted from the adaptive fuzzy rule-based system
improves the performance of human traders.

INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy rule-based systems have been successfully applied to
various problems such as control problems (Sugeno 1985,
Lee 1990). The advantage of the fuzzy rule-based systems
is its interpretability. Since fuzzy if-then rules in a fuzzy
rule-based system are written using linguistic values, human
users can linguistically understand the meaning of fuzzy ifthen rules. The validity of fuzzy if-then rules can be
measured using two well-known criteria in the field of data
mining: confidence and support (Agrawal et al. 1996,
Agrawal and Srikant 1994). The fuzzy version of these
measures are also introduced in (Hong et al. 2001, Ishibuchi
et al. 2001).

A VIRTUAL FUTURES MARKET U-MART
Recently, virtual economic markets have attracted a great
deal of attention for analyzing economic systems and
developing autonomous agents. From the view point of the
economics, the advantages of the virtual economic markets
are as follows. First, one can analyze patterns of humans'
trading behavior with respect to the trading action.
Secondly, one can examine how to avoid the speculative
action such as violent fluctuations of stocks. On the other
hand, from the engineering point of view, we can examine
the actual effectiveness of the use of learning methods,
evolutionary methods, and multi-agent techniques in
economic systems. The U-MART (Unreal Market as
Artificial Research Test-bed) project is one of such virtual
markets where multiple players including human beings can
simultaneously trade in a futures stock index (Fig. 1).

Although there are numerous researches on extracting
patterns or rules from a large data base, the number of
researches on how such extracted rules are effective for
practical use in a particular domain is not large. The
purpose of this paper is to examine the effectiveness of the
extracted rules for supporting decision making of human
users.
In this paper, we consider a virtual futures market as a
problem domain. The virtual market allows a number of
autonomous agents to take part in the futures market.
Human beings are also allowed to trade in the futures stock
index in the virtual market. Autonomous agents and human
beings are required to determine whether they buy the
futures stock index or sell, the limit price, and the quantity
of the futures trade.

In the U-MART, a machine (i.e., an autonomous agent) or a
human being is called a U-MART client and is given
market information such as time series data of spot prices
and futures prices. Clients also have its own current
information such as its position (i.e., a balancing amount of

We have developed an autonomous agent that trades in
futures stock index in a virtual market (Nakashima et al.
2002). An adaptive fuzzy rule-based system was used in the
autonomous agent. The adaptive fuzzy rule-based system
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U-MART Server

External information
( S, F )

Trade order
( BS, P, Q)

U-MART Client
Internal information
( Pos, Cash, t )

Fig. 1 Snapshot of U-Mart
the futures index trade), remaining cash, and time to the
final settlement. Based on the above information, each
client has to make a decision on whether it buys or sells the
futures index, the limit price of the futures trading, and the
quantity of the futures trade. Thus, a client in U-MART can
be viewed as an input-output system A as follows:
A(S, F, Pos, Cash, t )

( BS , P, Q ) ,

Fig. 2 The general view of the trade in U-MART
step by the high-and-low relation between the spot prices
and the futures prices (i.e., U-MART prices). The following
subsections describe the adaptive fuzzy rule-based system
used for the autonomous agent in detail.

(1)

Problem Formulation and Fuzzy If-Then Rules

where S and F is the time series of the spot prices and the
futures prices (called the U-MART prices), respectively,
Pos is the position of a client, Cash is the remaining cash, t
is the remaining time to the final settlement, BS represents
the client's trading decision on the futures stock index, P is
the limit price, and Q is the quantity of the trade. Each UMART client interacts with the U-MART server for trading
in a futures stock index through the TCP/IP protocol.
Among the input variables to the U-MART client, the two
time series S and F are externally provided by the U-MART
server and the other input variables are internally held by
the U-MART client. In Fig. 2, we show a general view of
the trade between a U-MART client and the U-MART
server.

In this subsection, we explain the fuzzy rule-based system
that was applied to the learning U-MART client in
(Nakashima et al. 2002). In the futures market, time series
data of both the spot and the futures prices are available to
the adaptive fuzzy rule-based system. Let us assume that
$n$ pieces of information are used by the agent for
determining whether to buy or sell the futures stock index.
In this case, the problem of the futures market for our
futures trade agent can be viewed as a two class pattern
classification problem with $n$-dimensional inputs. A
fuzzy rule-based system is applied to this n-dimensional
two-class pattern classification problem. The adaptive fuzzy
rule-based system in the learning U-MART client consists
of fuzzy if-then rules of the following type:

The U-MART server determines the futures index price by
a method called Itayose. In Itayose, the U-MART server
first collects an order from each U-MART client such as
buy or sell of the futures index, the limit price, and the
quantity of the trade. Then it compares the buy orders with
the sell orders. The futures price is determined at the point
where the price and quantity of buy orders are matched by
those of sell orders.

R j : If x1 is A j1 and  and xn is A jn
then Buy with b j and Sell with s j , j 1,  , N ,

(2)

where R j is a label of j-th fuzzy if-then rule,
x ( x1 ,  , xn ) is an input vector to the fuzzy rule-based
system, A j1 ,  , A jn are antecedent fuzzy sets, and b j
and s j are real values of the fuzzy if-then rule R j
corresponding to buying and selling the futures stock index,
respectively.

The goal of the U-MART clients is to maximize the profit
caused by the difference between the selling futures prices
and the buying futures prices.

In the implementation of the learning U-MART client in
this paper, we use the difference between the spot price at
the current time step and those at the three different time
steps as three input values x1 , x2 , x3 to the fuzzy rule-based
system (Fig. 3). That is, the learning client determines
whether it buys or sells the futures stock index from an
input vector x ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) . Thus, in this paper we deal
with the decision making problem as an three-dimensional
two-class pattern classification problem. The fuzzy if-then
rules can be written as follows:

ADAPTIVE FUZZY RULE-BASED SYSTEM
We have already developed a learning U-MART client for
the virtual futures market (Nakashima et al. 2002). In
(Nakashima et al. 2002), the U-MART client maintains an
adaptive fuzzy rule-based system that determines whether
the client should buy or sell a futures stock index. The
weights of fuzzy if-then rules correspond to the support for
buying or selling the futures stock index. During the course
of the futures trades, weights of fuzzy if-then rules are
updated on-line according to the evaluation of the trade at
the previous time step. The trade is evaluated at each time

R j : If x1 is A j1 and x2 is A j 2 and x3 is A j 3

then Buy with b j and Sell with s j , j 1,  , N ,
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(3)

Price

x2 , and x3 , QBuy and QSell are calculated using fuzzy
inference as follows:

st - 2

Spot price: S

N

x2

st - 3
x3

¦ P j ( x)  b j

st

QBuy

x1

st - 4

QSell

j 1

where x ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) is an input vector to the fuzzy rulebased system, P j () is the compatibility of the input vector
x with the fuzzy if-then rule R j . The compatibility P j () of
the input vector x with the fuzzy if-then rule R j is
calculated by the following product operator:

(4)
(5)
(6)

st  st 1 ,
st  st  2 ,
st  st  3 .

j 1
N

¦ P j ( x)

In Fig. 3, S ( s1 ,  , st ) is the time series of spot prices
from the begining of the trade (i.e., s1 ) until time step t (i.e.,
st ) where sk is a spot price at time step k. We use the
following three pieces of information as input variables for
the fuzzy rule-based system:

P j ( x)
(9)

P j1 ( x1 )  P j 2 ( x2 )  P j 3 ( x3 ) ,

where P ji () is the membership function of an antecedent
fuzzy set A ji in the j-th fuzzy if-then rule R j (see Fig. 4).

From the above explanation, we can see that the fuzzy rulebased system performs a mapping from a three dimensional
state vector x ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) to a single binary value
corresponding to either Buy or Sell.

After calculating QBuy and QSell , the agent makes a
decision on whether the agent buys or sells the futures index
based on the following decision rule:

Fuzzy Inference and Decision Making

[Decision Rule]

Let us consider that at a particular time we have already
calculated three input variables x1 , x2 , and x3 for the
fuzzy rule-based system. In this subsection, we show how
an agent makes a decision on whether it buys or sells the
futures stock index. Assume that there are N fuzzy if-then
rules in the fuzzy rule-based system. In this paper, we
divide each axis of input variables into three fuzzy sets as in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, N, Z, and P represent linguistic terms
negative, zero, and positive, respectively. Since there are
three input variables in our fuzzy rule-based system and
three fuzzy sets for each input variable, the total number N
of fuzzy if-then rules involved in the fuzzy rule-based
system is N 33 27 .

If QBuy ! QSell , the agent buys the futures index,
Else if QBuy  QSell , the agent sells the futures index,
Otherwise, the agent's trade is the same as the decision at
the previous time step.
Note that the autonomous agent does not make a decision
for the first three time steps since there are not enough
information to calculate an input vector for the first three
time steps. That is, the agent only collects the information
for the decision making for the first three time steps.

Note that each fuzzy if-then rule has two weight values
associated with buying and selling the futures index,
respectively. After the calculation of three input values x1 ,

In this paper, we assume that the agent tries to optimize the
decision making only on whether the agent buys or sells the
futures index under various conditions of the time series
data of spot prices. Thus fuzzy if-then rules in the adaptive
fuzzy rule-based system have only two weights
corresponding to Buy and Sell. There are, however, two
more things to be determined in order to trade the futures
index. One is the limit price and the other is the quantity of
the trade.

Membership
1.0

0.0

(8)

¦ P j ( x)  s j

Fig. 3 Input variables in our fuzzy rule-based system

Z

,

N

Current time step t

N

(7)

j 1

Time

x1
x2
x3

,

¦ P j ( x)

st - 1

st - 5

j 1
N

P

The other two pieces of information such as the limit price
and the quantity of the trade order are determined as follows.
First, the limit price P in (1) is determined as follows:

-25
0
25
Spot price (t) - Spot price (t - k)

P

Fig. 4 Membership functions
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 sm  5, if decision is Buy ,
®
otherwise.
¯sm  5,

(10)

That is, the limit price is deterministically decided based on
the spot price at the current time step. On the other hand,
the quantity Q of the trade in (1) is specified as Q 200 .
That is, we don't adaptively determine the quantity of the
trade according to any information but fixed to a
prespecified value.
On-Line Learning of Fuzzy If-Then Rules

b new
j

old
° b old
j  D  (1  b j )  P j ( x), if successful,
(11)
® old
old
otherwise,
°̄b j  D  b j  P j (x),

s new
j

old
° s old
j  D  (1  s j )  P j (x), if successful,
(12)
® old
old
otherwise,
°̄s j  D  s j  P j (x),

where D is a positive learning rate and b j and s j are
weight values of the j-th fuzzy if-then rule R j that are
associated with buying and selling the futures stock index,
respectively. Note that only the weights corresponding to
the selected action are updated by the above equations. We
do not update the weights corresponding to the action that is
not selected. For example, when we select to Buy the
futures stock index, the weights b j , j 1, 2,  , N , are
updated and we do not modify the weight s j that are
associated with the action Sell.

In this subsection, we show how weights of fuzzy if-then
rules in our fuzzy rule-based system are adjusted so that the
agent can maximize the profit through the trading.
Let us assume that the agent has already made a decision on
whether the agent buys or sells the futures index. At the
next time step, the agent is given another information on the
time series data of spot prices (i.e., sm 1 ) and the futures
prices (i.e., f m 1 ). We evaluate the agent's trade decision
(Buy or Sell) according to the high-and-low relation
between sm 1 and f m 1 as follows:
[Evaluation Criterion]

To summarize, the procedure of our learning client for the
futures trade is described as follows:

If QBuy  QSell and sm 1 ! f m 1 , then the decision is

[Procedure of on-line learning for futures trading]

evaluated as successful,

Step 1: Initialization. Set initial weights of the fuzzy ifthen rules to either some prespecified values or
random values.

Else If QBuy  QSell and sm 1  f m 1 , then the decision is
evaluated as successful,

Step 2: Decision making. Using the time series of spot
prices, calculate the value corresponding to Buy or
Sell as in (7) and (8). Make a decision of Buy or
Sell according to the decision rule described in the
previous subsection. The limit price and the
quantity of the trade are also determined.

Otherwise the decision is evaluated as unsuccessful.
That is, we evaluate the decision making based on the
absolute price difference between the spot price and the
futures price at the following time step. If the agent's
decision is Buy, the evaluation for the decision is successful
only if the spot price is higher than the futures price. On the
other hand, if Sell is chosen, the evaluation for the decision
is successful only if the spot price is lower than the futures
prices. This criterion is derived from the observation that
the spot price and the futures price must be coincide at the
final settlement (see Fig. 5). This evaluation is used for
updating the weights of fuzzy if-then rules.

Spot price
Price

Step 3: Evaluation. Given the futures price and the spot
price at the following time step, evaluate the
decision making of Buy or Sell as successful or not
according to the evaluation criterion described in
this subsection.
Step 4: Weight update. Update the weights of fuzzy if-then
rules involved in the fuzzy rule-based system. Note
that only those weights corresponding to the
decision making (i.e., Buy or Sell) at the current
time step are updated.

Futures price

These above steps are iterated until the contract month (i.e.,
the final settlement) is reached in the futures trading.

Price

VISUALIZATION
t

Settlement

t

Settlement

Procedure of Knowledge Extraction

Fig. 5 Final settlement.

The learning U-MART client in the last section can be used
as a knowledge acquisition tool since the adaptive fuzzy
rule-based system in the U-MART client can be seen as a
knowledge base for the virtual futures trade. In this section,
we examine such possibility through laboratory experiments.
The knowledge extraction procedure consists of two phases:
tuning of fuzzy if-then rules in the adaptive fuzzy rulebased system and selecting a small number of fuzzy if-then
rules with a large contrast between consequent weights. In
the following subsections, each phase of the knowledge
extraction is explained.

The main idea of the weight update is that the weights of
the fuzzy if-then rules that contribute to the successful
decision making are increased while we decrease the
weights of those fuzzy if-then rules that are responsible for
unsuccessful decision making. Thus the update rule of the
weights is described as follows:
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(e) correspond to the selected rules No. 1-5 in Table 1,
respectively. The visualization is done such that the
antecedent linguistic values (N, Z, and P) are interpreted as
the relative position between the present spot price st and
the previous spot prices st  3 , st  2 , and st 1 , and the
recommended action is determined according to the extreme
value of the consequent value (0 or 1) for each selected
fuzzy if-then rule (Note that the value 0 means that the
corresponding action is not recommended and it is
recommended when the value is 1).

Tuning and Interpreting the Fuzzy Rule-Based System
First, the learning U-MART client with the adaptive fuzzy
rule-based system is iteratively applied to the virtual futures
market. Since the learning client needs a number of
iterations for learning the weights of fuzzy if-then rules, we
repeated the virtual futures trade several times. After the
futures trade, it is expected that those fuzzy if-then rules
that are related to the critical input states have a contrast
between weights for Buy and Sell. For example, the weight
of Buy is larger than Sell for a fuzzy if-then rule if the UMART client has made a number of successful decision
making of Buy in a situation compatible to the antecedent
part of the fuzzy if-then rule. Such a fuzzy if-then rule is
likely to suggest Buy in the corresponding situation.
Another example is that if the U-MART client has made a
number of unsuccessful decision making in a situation
compatible to the antecedent part of a fuzzy if-then rule, the
weight corresponding to the decision making becomes
smaller than the weight corresponding to the other decision
making. In this case, the suggestion by such a fuzzy if-then
rules is not to perform the trade action (either Buy or Sell)
with the smaller weight.

In our experiments, six human users separately participated
in the virtual futures trade twice. One experiment is done
with the presentation of the selected fuzzy if-then rules, and
the other without the presentation of the selected fuzzy ifthen rules. We performed this experiment for six different
human users. For three human users, the first experiment
was done with the presentation of the selected fuzzy if-then
rules and the second experiment without the presentation.
On the other hand, the experiments for the other three
human users were done with the selected fuzzy if-then rules
presented in the first experiment and without the
presentation in the second experiment. This is because we
need to minimize the effect of the ordering condition in the
experiments That is, the bias of presenting the selected
fuzzy if-then rules in the first experiment for the first three
human users is offset by the bias of presenting them in the
second experiment for the other three.

Selecting a Small Number of Fuzzy If-Then Rules
We examined the weights of each fuzzy if-then rule to
select a small number of fuzzy if-then rules with a strong
contrast between weights for Buy and Sell. From the total
number of 27 ( 33 ) fuzzy if-then rules, we manually
selected five such fuzzy if-then rules. Table 1 shows the
selected fuzzy if-then rules with a strong contrast in the
weights.

We show the experimental results in Table 2. Table 2 shows
the remaining assets after the final settlement.

Table 1 Selected Fuzzy If-Then Rules
No

x3

x2

x1

q j1

q j2

1

N

N

N

0.598

0.086

2

N

Z

P

0.778

0.318

3

N

P

N

0.546

4

P

Z

Z

5

P

P

P

Table 2 Experimental results
Human ID

Without guide

With guide

A

258,687,000

1,449,355,000

0.870

B

878,280,000

2,093,095,000

0.573

0.800

C

961,393,000

2,335,901,000

0.924

0.141

D

*

1,675,616,000

E

926,983,000

1,220,221,000

F
740,654,000
508,363,000
* shows the human user went bankruptcy.

Note that these fuzzy if-then rules were selected manually
and subjectively according to the difference in the weights
of fuzzy if-then rules. Although it is possible to
systematically select a small number of fuzzy if-then rules
using some statistical technique, it is beyond our scope of
this paper. It will be investigated in our future research.

From Table 2, we can see that almost all the human users
could performed better with the presentation of the selected
fuzzy if-then rules than without them. Thus we can expect
that our learning client could become a human decision
support tool. In order to confirm this observation
statistically, we perform the Wilcoxon's rank-sum test. The
Wilcoxon's rank-sum test is a nonparametric test that is a
sample t-test based solely on the order in which the
observations from the two samples fall. In the Wilcoxon's
test, we order the results of human users in the descending

Experiments with Human Users
In this subsection, we show the experimental results where
human users are provided with a small number of the
selected fuzzy if-then rules when they participate in the
virtual futures trade. In order to make the selected fuzzy ifthen rule more understandable, we visualized the selected
fuzzy if-then rules as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, graphs (a)-
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Not Sell

Difference

Buy

Difference

-25

-25

Price (t )

Price (t )
+25

+25
t- 3

t

t- 2 t- 1

Time

t- 3

(a) N, N, N
Difference

t

t- 2 t- 1

Time

(b) N, Z, P

Sell

Sell

Difference

-25

-25

Price (t )

Price (t )

+25

+25
t- 3

t- 2 t- 1

t

Time
t- 3

(c) N, P, N

t- 2 t- 1

t

Time

(d) P, Z, Z
Buy

Difference
-25
Price (t )
+25

t

t- 3

t- 2 t- 1

(e)

P, P, P

Time

Fig. 6 Visualization of the selected fuzzy if-then rules
order of the final remaining assets in Table 2. The order is
used as a rank for each human user. The sum of the rank is
used as the statistic for one-sided test. In the test that
compares the null hypothesis (there is no difference
between the result with and without the presentation of the
selected rules) against the alternative hypothesis (there is
difference), the null hypothesis is rejected with a 0.05 level.
Thus, we can statistically say that the human users can
perform better with the help of the selected fuzzy if-then
rules.

assets by using the extracted knowledge for the futures
trade.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented how an autonomous agent in a
virtual futures market is graphically analyzed. The
autonomous trading agent has a learning mechanism during
the course of the trade. A set of fuzzy if-then rules were
used whose antecedent part represents the ups-and-downs
of time series data. The consequent part of fuzzy if-then
rules is the trading decision of the agent, i.e., Buy or Sell.
First we applied a learning method to a virtual futures
market in order to obtain the possible futures trading
knowledge. Then we manually selected a small number of
fuzzy if-then rules with a strong contrast in weights for
decision making options. The selected fuzzy if-then rules
were presented to human users after we visualized those
fuzzy if-then rules in order for human users to easily
understand them. Experimental results showed that there
was a positive effect of presenting the selected fuzzy if-then
rules. That is, human users could achieve better remaining
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placed in front of the energy-dispersive detector
window to decrease the detector solid angle and to
localize the fluorescence generation zone from where
the signal is collected. The registered signal is a
function of the detector focal spot position. In the
second case there is no space localization. The
experimental set-up repeats the X-ray computer
tomography parallel scheme but the fluorescence is
registered in addition to the absorption signal. The
registered signal is now a function of the X-ray
microbeam position and the rotation angle (Simionovici
et al. 1999). To compare the advantages and limitations
of apparatus tomography and computer tomography we
have analysed the image visualization process. The data
manipulation procedures and the signal collection time
(radiation dose) are evaluated for both cases.

KEYWORDS
Confocal apparatus and computer tomography in
medicine, image visualization, dose deposition.
ABSTRACT
In this paper we compare confocal apparatus
tomography and computer tomography for medical use.
Two aspects are illustrated: the process of image
visualization and the dose deposition. The latter aspect
is a damage factor of the object under investigation; it is
why the data collection time is evaluated. Two principal
tomography schemes are described and the expressions
connecting the collected signal value with the object's
internal structure are given. Based on the expression,
the process of image visualization is described and the
dose deposition is calculated for both cases. The object's
classification is introduced to choose the optimal
experimental scheme for the object under study.

CONFOCAL APPARATUS TOMOGRAPHY
WITH X-RAY MICROBEAM
The scheme for confocal apparatus X-ray fluorescence
tomography is presented in Fig.1. An X-ray microfocus
beam (Snigireva et al. 2003) illuminates a small volume
of the sample. That part of the sample generates
fluorescence which is collected by an energy-dispersive
detector through the confocal collimator (Fig. 2) placed
in front of the detector. The collimator (Fig.2)
manufactured by Microelectronics Technology (Zaitsev
et al. 2004) features a microfocus spot size. The
intersection of the microbeam and the collimator focus
localizes a zone from where the fluorescence is
collected. The sample mounted on the sample-stage is
translated in X-Y-Z directions with an applicable offset.
Lateral resolution of the technique is determinated by
the scanning step, the X-ray beam size and the
collimator focal spot size, appropriately. Usually the
scanning step is equal to the collimator focus size and a

INTRODUCTION
The use of X-ray microdiagnostic systems in biology
and medicine has grown, covering such areas of
investigations as the tomography of small animals
(Asadchikov et al. 2004), the tomography of labeled
cells (Schneider et al. 2001), the three-dimensional
evaluation of biocompatible materials (Muller et al.
2001), the microtomography for the analysis of
osteointegration around implants (Bernhardt et al. 2004)
etc.
Fluorescence
microtomography
combines
fluorescence analysis with X-ray tomographic
techniques and enables multielemental observation
(Golosio et al. 2003).
The terms "apparatus" and "computer" describe two
modes of the fluorescence collection during the
experiment. In the first case a parallel (Takeda et al.
1995) or a confocal (Zaitsev et al. 2002) collimator is
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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pixel has the same size (Fig.1). Below we consider
pixels rather than voxels to simplify the considerations.
For each "focal pixel" (ifo pixel on Fig.1) a fluorescence
spectrum is registered. Each spectrum is mathematically
processed to obtain a discrete set of values.
The spectrum is mathematically processed to obtain a
discrete set of values, and the value given to this pixel is
the number of one of the fluorescence lines. Let us say
that M elements (M fluorescence lines) are measured
and N2-1 sample translations are made during an
experiment. The image size is N by N pixels.
Each image corresponds to one element. But the image

) iifo

§ K 1
·
exp¨¨  ¦ P >ifo  K  k @' ¸¸
© k 0
¹

(2)

2D

ifo
pixel
Fig.2. SEM image
(overview and part)
of the confocal
collimator made in
Si. The diameter of
the pinhole is 2
microns, the number
of pinhols is 200, the
length of the pinhole
is 1 mm, the focal
distance is 5 mm.

Object

L
Focused
X-ray

K
Fluor.

M

i
C ifo
Pi .
¦
i 1

Here P[ifo]

) iifo describes the X-ray

attenution of the X-ray by the sample along the X-ray's
path (Fig.1). To calculate it for all pixels to the left of
ifo pixel, the element concentrations should be known.
This shows that the scanning procedure should be
started
from
the
left.
§ L 1 i
·
ij
Fifo
Q ifo  lN  int 'ltgD j : ' ¸¸ (3)
³ d: exp¨¨©  ¦
l 1
¹
:

Collimator
Detector

>

Fig.1. Scheme of the confocal
apparatus X-ray Fluorescence
Tomography.

@

pin

Here j is the collimator pinhole number (Fig.2),

Q i >ifo@

M

¦C

i
ifo

Q ij is the linear attenuation coefficient of

j 1

the ith fluorescence line by the sample, : pin is the solid

is not the distribution of the element until an additional
process including an attenuation correction has been
done. To describe the correction needed to visualize the
real image of the ith element distribution,
the
i
mathematical
model of the signal S ifo
should be

angle

Dj

D 

the

collimator

pinhole

(Fig.2),

2D
j  1 is the axis of the jth
N pin  1

pinhole position. Fifoij describes the attenuation of the ith

written
i
S ifo

of

J

i
I o C ifo
P i 'K i ) iifo ¦ Fifoij

fluorescence line by the sample on the route to the
detector (Fig.1). To calculate the corresponding values
it is necessary to know the elements concentrations of
the pixels laying on the fluorescence way. In Fig.1 it is
seen that that the scanning procedure should be
organized from bottom to top. The numbering of the
pixels in Fig.1 corresponds to the scanning procedure.
The first pixel is the bottom left pixel and the last pixel
is the top right pixel.

(1)

j 1

i
Here I 0 is the flux of the X-ray beam, C ifo
is the ith

element concentration, P i is the linear attenuation
coefficient of the X-ray by ith element, ' is the linear
size of the pixel, K i is the fluorescence yeald of ith
element line, J is the number of collimator pinholes.
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Now it is possible to write the algorithm for the image
visualization by confocal apparatus tomography Fig.1.
To start with it is necessary to organize the links to the
tables containing the required linear attenution
coefficients of the M elements for the X-ray and all
fluorescence lines; then to start the tour over the pixels
according to the scanning scheme; for each pixel
measured spectrum to descritize to the vector with M
components; to calculate ) iifo and Fifoij for all collimator
i
and to move to the next pixel.
pinholes; to calculate C ifo

The procedure of the image visualization can be
performed in-situ (pixel by pixel). It is very important
because the data collection time (dose deposition) can
be varied from pixel to pixel to achieve the required
density resolution.

Fig.4. Simulation results. Signals collected with the
different tomography set-ups. a) Signal from Det. 3
(Fig.3); b) Signal from Det.2 (Fig.3); c) Sum of
Signals a,b,d; d) Signal from Det.1. (Fig.3); e) Signal
collected on Fig.1; f) Set of Projections (Fig.5).

CONFOCAL APPARATUS TOMOGRAPHY
WITHOUT X-RAY MICROBEAM
Despite very promising prospects, to organize the
intersection of the X-ray microbeam and the collimator
microfocus is a very difficult task. The first experiment
without X-ray microbeam was carried out on February
2005 at the ESRF (Zaitsev et al. 2005). The scheme of
the data collection is presented in Fig.3.

experiment. The registered signal is the convolution of
the Al image, which we are interested in visualizing,
with the apparatus function. After the implementation of
the deconvolution procedure it will be possible to see
the result of the Al strip vizualization. This result cannot
give quantitive information about the sample (if
attenuation is not negligible) but the boundaries of the
object will be found. And again the data collection time
from pixel to pixel is controlled and can be varied.

Det. 2
Det. 1

Fluor.

Det. 3
Fluor.

COMPUTER X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
TOMOGRAPHY

Fluor.

The last scheme is the computer tomography scheme.
The sample is mounted on the sample stage which is
moved in X-Z derections and is rotated with some angle
step over 3600. For X-ray fluorescence tomography it is
important to have the total angle because the attenuation
effects for the characteristic lines are different for and
rotation angles if the sample is not homogeneous and
has no central symmetry. The detector collects all
quanta generated on the route of the X-ray beam
grabing by the detector's solid angle. The registered
signal now is a function of the X-ray microbeam
position and the rotation angle (Fig.4f). The Y-direction
on the image is the rotation angle axis and X-direction
is the microbeam position axis). For the image
visualization it is necessary to move from the signal
space to the image space. Write the mathematical model
of the signal formation
S i U , M : det I 0 P iK i ³ C i l ) l F i l dl 
 

Object
X-ray

Focal
point

Fig.3. Scheme of the confocal
apparatus Tomography without
microbeam
Simulation results are presented in Fig.4. Parameters
for the simulation: the sample is 5 microns' thickness Al
strip in PMMA, X-ray beam energy is 10 keV, no
backscattering effects are taking into account. The
scanning procedure is the same as the procedure
described above (Fig.1). The apparatus function of three
collimators system is not so simple as in the prevous
case, however, we can calculate it before the

L1

L1 is the direction of the X-ray microbeam (contratry to
the y c -axis direction (Fig.5)) and : det is the detector’s
solid angle.
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and can analyse the conditions when one or the other
technique will be preferable.
OPTIMAL CONDITIONS FOR SCHEME
CHOICE
Let us consider three models of the sample description.
The first model is built on the hypothesis that ' o 1 .
There is a very small variation between concentrations
from pixel to pixel. Then
N2
|1
min
N
 ' N 2  N min

DOSE DEPOSITION
Let us try to answer the question – how many incident
photons TI 0 (here T is the data collection time) are

>

needed to resolve a fractional element concentration
fluctuation ' x, y, elem Cmin x, y .

@

and now we rewrite Expression (7)
comp
: pin J
Ttotal
|
app
: det
Ttotal

Cmax x, y

To answer this question let us introduce the other value

I
. Here I is the number of quanta collected by
I

(8)

Let us make an estimation of this ratio based on Fig.1.
The solid angle of a detector placed at 5 cm distance

the detector (from one pixel in the apparatus case and
for one microbeam position in computer one). For
computer tomography if N translations and N rotation
are done during experimen, then the total time for the
computed tomography is equal

1
1
N2
G : det C min

with

>

Let us suppose N translation steps and N rotations are
done during the experiment. Then N2 spectra are
collected and each spectrum is transformed to the Mcomponent vector. The modified algebraic technique
(Chukalina et al. 2002) is used to visualize M images.
The integral equation (4) is presented by the nonlinear
algebraic system which is solved by Kaczmarz method.

2

pixels

Now we can compare the two tomography experiments
(computed and apparatus) from the data collection time
point of view:
comp
: pin J
Ttotal
N2
(7)
app
min
2
min
: det
N ' N N
Ttotal

Fig.5. Scheme of the Computer Tomography. The
microbeam position is described by U . M is the
rotation angle.

)

of

tomography can be calculated by
app
Ttotal
T min N min  T max N 2  N min

G

from a sample is : det

2
rdet
R2

0.01 . The surface of

the detector window is 25 mm2. The diameter of the
collimator channel is about 2 Pm. Solid angle of the

(5)

channel is

:col

2
S rchannel

R2

5 u 10 11 Compact

packing of the channels by microelectronics techniques
(Zaitsev et al. 2004) on a 25 mm2 square chip allows the

Now ) includes all attenuation terms. The situation is
not the same for apparatus tomography, where it is
possible to control the number of quanta coming from
each pixel. The data collection time can be varied in
agreement with the concentration fluctuations. Then for
the pixels with the C min concentration value the data
collection time is equal to:

placing of 108 channels. We have

comp
Ttotal
| 0, 5 which
app
Ttota
l

means that the time needed to make the apparatus
tomography experiment is twice as much as the
computed tomography time.

1
G : pin J C min
)

1

)

N 2  N min and the total time for the apparatus

X-ray

T min

1

Let us introduce the value N
which is the number of
pixels with the C min concentration value. Then the

x

U

comput
Ttotal

G

2

min

Fluor.

G

1

)

T max

1

2

The second model describes the situation when '

and for the pixels with the C max concentration value it

1
.
2

Then we rewrite Expression (7) in agreement with the
model

is equal to:
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N min

N2
 ' N 2  N min

>
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2N 2
N 2  N min

and consider two extreme cases

N min o 0 and

N min o N 2 . The expression (8) is rewritten as
comp
1 Ttotal
 apparat  1 and the times for both cases start to
2 Ttotal
be commensurable.
The last model is based on the condition ' o 0 . Then
expression (7) is modified to
N2
N2
|
N min  ' N 2  N min
N min

>

@

and the comparison of the data collection times is
described by:
comp
: pin J N 2
Ttotal
.
|
app
: det N min
Ttotal
This result shows that if ' o 0 (a sample has regions
with very low concentration rations of an element) then
apparatus tomography has big advantages versus the
computed one.
CONCLUSION
In this paper confocal apparatus tomography and
computer tomography are compared from an image
visualization point of view. The image vizualization
procedure is faster and simpler for the apparatus case,
however, an additional parameter (dose deposition)
should be taken into account if the tomography is used
in medicine. It was shown that the data collection time
(or dose deposition) depends on the sample type. As a
conclusion, it should be mentioned that the sequential
application of both techniques can give additional
advantages. The computed tomography implemented
with a 'big' scanning step size and a 'big' rotation angle
value gives a preliminary picture about the sample
volume and then using apparatus tomography it is
possible to investigate the chosen small volumes with a
good lateral resolution and good sensitivity. Confocal
apparatus tomography has the extra advantage of being
able to perform "partial volume tomography" that is
analyzing a small volume inside a bigger one, by partial
scanning.
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colour discrimination capabilities of the system. For this
purpose, various models are introduced for
approximating the spectral characteristics of the whole
vision process, from the emission properties of the
illumination sources to the photosensitivities of the
colour channels of the system. Such restrictions and
approximations turn the CC problem into a solvable
one, making it possible to build a mathematical model
of the CC (Nikolayev 1985).
The CC problem allows various definitions that differ in
the level of the requirements set for the final result. If it
is possible to assign an etalon vector stimulus (e. g., 3stimulus from “white” illumination) to each uniformly
coloured object contained in the scene and if this
stimulus is invariant to the illumination and observation
conditions, then the problem of the constant estimation
of the object coloration can be considered solved for
this particular type of a sensor. As an etalon stimulus, it
is convenient to use the stimulus that would be
produced by the object observed in a hypothetic
situation when it is illuminated by a diffuse equalenergy source of a given brightness. In such a
definition, it is possible to describe the CC mechanism
as a “correction of illumination chromaticity”
(Helmholtz 1910). Such a solution of the CC problem
does not allow one to predict what vector stimulus will
be obtained at the output of a different sensor observing
the same object. In this sense, the above problem
definition can be called “weak”. In the framework of
this definition, the constant estimation of the source
chromaticity is reduced to finding the locus of the
vector stimuli obtained when directly observing diffuse
sources of the same chromaticity and an arbitrary
brightness. As for the problem of the constant
estimation of the brightness of the scene illumination
sources, it is in principle insoluble if there is no
information on the scene geometry (on the arrangement
of its objects and their shapes).
The estimates obtained in the framework of the “weak”
CC definition are described by the magnitudes of the
vectors of sensor response to incident radiation, that is,
they are the projections of some spectral stimuli onto
the colour space (CSp) of the particular sensor. To
obtain constant estimates of the object coloration and
the illumination chromaticity, which are also invariant
to the choice of a sensor, it is necessary to retrieve a
spectral stimulus from its CSp projection (from the

KEYWORDS
Colour constancy, spectral models, Gaussian spectral
model.
ABSTRACT
The present work considers the features and advantages
of a Gaussian model of spectral functions
approximation for solving the colour constancy
problem. The peculiarities and advantages of the
Gaussian model, as compared with traditional linear
approximation models, are examined. The possibility of
stable numerical estimation of the reflectance features
of object surfaces on the basis of the spectral stimulus
captured by a camera at different conditions of scene
illumination is demonstrated. The efficiency of colour
constancy algorithms that use the Gaussian model is
estimated.
INTRODUCTION
In machine vision, it is often required not only to
compute the object segmentation map of an image
(Nikolaev and Nikolayev 2004), but also to estimate the
coloration of object surfaces. Such a problem arises, for
example, when processing videos or indexing image
databases in the case when a target object should be
successively detected, regardless of the illumination and
observation conditions, which aren’t known a priori.
The ability of the vision system of the man and animals
to estimate the reflective properties of surfaces in the
case when the illumination chromaticity changes
(Helmholtz 1910; Nyuberg et al. 1971a), that is, the
phenomenon of colour constancy (CC), has been
discussed quite explicitly. CC algorithms suitable for
machine vision systems are known too (Forsyth, 1990;
Finlayson et al., 2001; Finlayson and Schaefer, 2001;
Barnard et al., 2002). But as a rule they don’t involve
the spectral models of scenes and so they aren’t suitable
for processing of the images captured by some different
sensors.
The elaboration of a solution method for such CC tasks
requires introducing some a priori restrictions on the
optical properties of the medium in which the sensor
system operates. Due to considerable irreversible
information loss during the transformation of a radiation
signal into a sensor system response, it is necessary to
match the language of spectral descriptions with the
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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vector of response to it). Obviously, this problem is, in
general, insoluble and becomes soluble only when a
unique response corresponds to each of the possible
etalon spectral stimuli. The restriction on the whole
variety of colorations and illuminations to a set of the
spectra meeting the above condition is usually
performed by introducing a spectral model with a
limited number of parameters. We will refer to the
retrieval (in the framework of the spectral model
accepted) of the spectral composition of illumination
and the reflection spectra of objects as a “strong”
definition of the CC problem.
Most researchers dealing with the CC problem use socalled linear spectral models (LSM). In a LSM, the
space of spectral functions is confined to a 3D linear
subspace of the function space. Interesting particular
cases of LSM are models in which the bases are stepwise functions (so-called “banded spectral model”
(Stiles and Wyszecki 1962; Land and McCann, 1971;
Nyuberg et al. 1971b)) or the functions of spectral
sensitivity of the sensor (Lee et al. 1995). However, all
these models have the same drawback: they cannot
adequately describe stimuli of a high saturation. This
fact is quite obvious if taking into account that
spectrally separated stimuli are linearly independent.
One of few nonlinear spectral models suggested so far
is a Geusebroek model (Geusebroek et al. 2001), in
which the spectral functions are approximated with
second-order polynomials, and the functions of spectral
sensitivity of the sensor are considered decomposable

on some basis. As it will be demonstrated below, such
decomposition is quite far from the ideal, both for
human receptors and for an RGB-camera.
These drawbacks are no longer valid for the Gaussian
spectral model (GSM) we suggested earlier (Nikolaev
1985). In this model, the spectral stimuli, the reflective
properties of scene surfaces, and the sensor sensitivity
functions are approximated with a 3-parameter set of
various Gaussians. Let us consider some features of the
GSM, trying to demonstrate its advantages.
SENSOR MODELING IN LSM AND GSM
The Geusebroek model is accurate only for those
sensors whose sensitivity spectra are decomposable on a
basis that consist of a Gaussian function and its first and
second derivatives. Figure 1 shows the results of
approximating the sensitivity spectra of the human eye
(a, c, e (Dartnall et al. 1983, Table 2)) and an RGB
camera (b, d, f – a FillFactory camera with an infrared
filter, O 0 | 630nm ). The solid marks correspond to the
real experimental data, while the curves correspond to
best data fit. Figures 1a,b show the best fit between the
Geusebroek model and the real data for the human eye
and the RGB camera (the root-mean-square errors are
s a 0.05 and s b 0.01 , respectively). As it can be
seen from the plots, such an approximation cannot be
considered good.

Figure 1: Results of Fitting the Sensitivity Spectra of the Human Eye and an RGB Camera
For the GSM, it is known (Nikolayev 1985) that the
model is accurate for a sensor whose each sensitivity
spectrum has a Gaussian profile. Unfortunately, for real
sensors, such an approximation is even less adequate
than the Geusebroek one (Figures 1c,d, the root-meanand
s c 0.09
s d 0.01 ,
square errors are

respectively). However this result can be considerably
improved if taking into account that the response
vectors of sensors with linearly dependent sensitivities
are also linearly dependent. For example, if the
sensitivity spectra of the sensor have the following
form:
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3

F 1i O

¦l

ij

 G O, h j , s j , 1 d i d 3 ,

sensitivity spectra are equal ( s1 s 2 s 3 ) (Nikolayev
1985). Let us show how a Gaussian stimulus F O can
be retrieved from the responses to it, produced by an
arbitrary GSM sensor.
In the general case of a sensor with sensitivities
F i O G O , hi , s i , it is not difficult to find the H
and L components if the stimulus saturation, S, is
already found:
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,
and
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ei exp  S  s j  H  h j
S  s j  S S  s j . The

(1)

j 1

2

where G O , h, s exp  s  O  h , then there exists a
linear transform of vectors from the CSp of this sensor
to the Csp of a sensor with the sensitivity
F 2i O G O , hi , s i , for which the GSM is adequate.
Figures 1e,f show the best fit between the extended
GSM (EGSM) and the real curves for the human eye
and the RGB camera (the root-mean-square errors are
s e 0.02 and s f 0.005 , respectively). As it can be
seen from the plots, among all the models considered,
the EGSM describes both sensor types most adequately.
For the Lee model, evidently, the approximation error
for the sensor sensitivity spectra is definitely zero.
To obtain the parameters of the sensor model for the
EGSM, we used a shooting method that includes a few
stages, in order to decrease the probability of finding a
local optimum instead of the global one. At the first
stage, shooting was performed for the function F 11 O
and the parameters l11 , s1 , h1 . At the second stage – for
F 11 O , F 12 O and l11 , l12 , l 21 , l 22 , s1 , h1 , s 2 , h2 , using the
results of the first stage as the initial estimate. At the
third stage, shooting concerns all 15 parameters (9
weight coefficients l ij and 3 pairs of parameters h j and

equation for finding S is, in general, transcendental,
has a complex structure, and, to all appearance, has no
analytical solution. Nevertheless, one can solve this
equation numerically, using, for example, a shooting
method. In this case, it is reasonable to take as the initial
approximation of S the solution obtained for the equal
dispersions of the sensitivity spectra:

s j , which define the three sensitivity functions in the

3

1
S

1
 .
(5)
a3
a1 s 2
h1  h2  ln  h2  h3  ln
a2
a2
Each iteration of the shooting procedure implies
calculating the parameters ^H , L` form the current
value of S , using Eq.(4), and subsequently finding the
response vector for the Gaussian stimulus with the
parameters ^L , S , H ` . Shooting is performed with
respect to the parameter S , the goal being to minimize
the discrepancy between the computed and the actual
response.

form (1)), starting from the values obtained at the
second stage.
RETRIEVAL OF A SPECTRAL STIMULUS
FROM RESPONSES IN LSM AND GSM
After the spectral model is settled, it becomes possible
to link the CSp of the sensor to the spectral stimuli
function space and to solve the CC problem in the
«strong» definition if it is already solved in the «weak»
one. Thus, as applied to an LSM, the following
expression can be obtained for the vector of the sensor
response to a spectral stimulus:
f &
f &
&
& &
&
a ³ F O  F O  dO ³ F O  D  b O dO BD , (2)
0
0
&
where F O is the spectral stimulus, F O is the
&
spectral sensitivity vector of the sensor, b O is the
vector of basis functions of the model, and B is the
matrix of responses to the basis functions:
Bij

³

f

0

hi  h i 1 mod 3  hi  h i 1 mod 3
¦
i 1

ESTIMATION OF CC EFFICIENCY FOR LSM
AND (E)GSM
Let us build an algorithm for numerically solving the
CC problem for an LSM and (E)GSM under equal
conditions (identical sets of coloured samples to test,
the same set of illumination sources, and a single RGB
camera) and compare the solution accuracies. Assume
that the scene illumination conditions allow us to use
the simplest mechanism of the color constancy –
«illumination correction by a white sample» (Land
1977).
Thus, in each experiment (observation of the n -th
sample illuminated with the k -th source) the algorithm
receives
two
input
vector
stimuli:
f &
&
a n ,k ³ F O  ) n O  S k O  dO
and

F i O  b j O  dO . It is evident that in an LSM a

spectral stimulus is retrievable for any sensor with
B z 0 and can be expressed as follows:
&
&
F O b O  B 1 a .
(3)
For a trichromatic sensor that satisfies the GSM, we
earlier described an analytic procedure of calculating
the
parameters
of
the
spectral
stimulus
F O L  G O , H , S from the corresponding response
&
vector a , provided that the dispersions of the sensor

0
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&
a 0, k

³

f

0

To estimate the efficiency of a spectral model, let us
calculate
a
«virtual
vector
stimulus»,
f &
~&
~
f n , k ³ F O  ) n , k O  dO , for the same n -th sample

F& O  S k O  dO (from a white sample). The

goal of the algorithm is to estimate ) n O , that is, to
solve the CC problem in its «strong» definition. This
task can be solved in two steps:
1) Using the methods described in the previous section,
retrieve the spectral stimuli Fn , k O ) n O  S k O and
&
F0, k O S k O from the response vectors a n, k .

0

being illuminated with an etalon equal-energy source
and
compare
it
with
the
true
stimulus
&
f &
f n , k ³ F O  ) n , k O  dO .
0

To compare LSM and EGSM, we chose among the
LSM family the model suggested by Lee (Lee et al.
1995) and banded spectral model. As already mentioned
above, Lee model uses the vector of spectral sensitivity
&
of the sensor, F O , as the linear basis. The two models
were compared along the following scheme: for a set of
N samples and a selected sensor, we calculated the
~
estimates ) n, k O and fixed on the chromaticity space

2) Estimate the reflectance curve of the n -th sample as
the ratio of the stimuli found at the first step:
~
~
~
) n,k O Fn,k O F0,k O .
This is, in fact, the solution of the CC problem.

of the sensor the Euclidean distance, rn, k , between the
&
projections of the estimation vector f n, k and the
&
«etalon» f n . As a measure of the efficiency of each
model for the given illumination conditions, we use the
root-mean-square (over all N samples) deviation, rk ,
of the actual estimate from the «absolutely» constant
one. 170 reflectance functions of «natural colorants»
and 4 emission spectra of «natural non-Planck sources»
tabbed with a step of 4nm in the range from 375nm to
750nm were taken from the database of the
Computational Vision Lab of S. Fraser University,
Canada (http://www.cs.sfu.ca/~colour). To better
compare our results with results of other groups
worldwide, we added to this set 11 Planck sources with
colour temperatures ranging from 20000K to 300000K.

Figure 3: Positions of Stimuli on the Chromaticity Plane
Figure 2 shows normalized emission curves for 4 nonPlanck sources (ɚ) and 11 Planck sources (b); and 6
reflectance curves for the most saturated samples (c)
(from those 170), which were used in the experiment
with CC models. Figure 3 displays the positions of the
vector stimuli from 15 sources and 170 samples on the
chromaticity plane of the sensor (the latter were
calculated for the case of an equal-energy illumination
source).

Figure 2: Emission and Reflectance Curves Used in the
Experiment
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Figure 4 maps onto the sensor chromaticity plane the
composite diagrams for the LSM (left column – Lee
model, right column – banded model) and EGSM
(central column) under ideal Planck (bottom row) and
«natural» (top row) illumination. The hollow circles in
the central parts of the diagrams correspond to shifts of
the constant estimates of sample chromaticities with
respect to the «ideal CC» positions, while the solid dots
correspond to shifts of the initial aconstant values.
The more compact the hollow circle cluster is relative to
the solid dot cluster, the better the CC algorithm
operates. The overall statistics of this experiment is the
following. Under «natural» illumination (K=4), the
efficiency is q =7.9 for the EGSM, while it is q =3.6
for the Lee LSM and q=6.2 for banded LSM. Planck
illumination (K=11) increases q to 8.0 for the EGSM,
while keeping it at 3.6 for the Lee LSM and increasing
q to 7.0 for banded LSM.
The efficiency q was calculated by averaging (over the
K sources) the ratio rk r0, k , where r0, k is the root-

aconstant (i.e., input) stimulus, and rk is the same
deviation for the constant estimate of each sample in the
CC model chosen. Thus, over the set of 170 types of
functions ) n O and for two sets of illumination
sources, the q-criterion judges the EGSM to be more
advantageous in the sense of the accuracy of estimating
these functions.
Furthermore, the experiment allowed us to qualitatively
conclude that the EGSM estimate accuracy increases
with the proximity of ) n O to a symmetric singleextremum function within the sensor sensitivity range.
In conclusion, we would like to note that the triad of
parameters, h, s, and L, of the Gaussian curve, which
fits in the GSM all the spectral curves of the vision
process, substantially correlates with the three
components of the colour perception of a trichromate:
hue, saturation, and brightness (or lightness, which is
exactly the same), respectively.

mean-square deviation from the «ideal» estimate for the

Figure 4: Colour Constancy Efficiency of EGSM and LSM
functions of spectral sensitivity of the sensor as a basis.
In the following we plan to proceed the comparison of
the performance capabilities of our spectral model for
CC with other existing linear and non-linear spectral
models.

CONCLUSION
The present work suggests to use a Gaussian model of
spectral functions approximation for solving the CC
problem. This model demonstrates good performance in
numeric modelling with the extensive set of natural
pigments illuminated both ideal Planck and real light
sources. Comparative analysis indicates that a Gaussian
model is potentially more effective at estimating the
chromaticity of the scene illuminant and the scene
objects than the linear spectral models while using the
same CC algorithm. This was demonstrated for the
“banded spectral model” (that underlies scale-by-max
Retinex algorithm) and Lee’s linear model that uses
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business by decreasing service times and thus surely
increasing throughput and customer satisfaction.
Several analytical obstacles and complexities en route to
this goal included highly variable customer arrival rates,
highly variable service times (attributable both to
different menus of services requested and to different
vehicles requiring different service times even for the
same service), and staff scheduling constraints imposed
by different skill mixes and levels among the employee
service technicians.
As an example of the
interrelationships among these considerations, the
different skill levels among the technicians were a
heavy additional contributor to the high variability in
service times.

Discrete-event process simulation, service industry,
personnel staffing, Arena®
ABSTRACT
Discrete-event process simulation has long ago
expanded from its initial bailiwick of manufacturing and
production usage to benefit businesses across a broad
spectrum of service industries such as travel, lodging,
restaurants, and health care. The study presented here
arose in the context of a senior-level university
simulation class as a semester project. In this study,
simulation was applied to the day-to-day operations of a
drive-in facility to service customers’ privately owned
motor vehicles. As a result of the simulation study,
managers of the business, supported by industrial
engineers, became both more aware of improvement
opportunities and better able to assess their comparative
potential impacts on the profitability of the business.

In this paper, we first present an overview of
operations at the service center. Next, we describe
collection of the data, and the construction, verification,
and validation of the simulation model. We then
provide a summary of the conclusions our client and we
collaboratively reached.

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

The client of this simulation study was the
management of a vehicle drive-in service center; these
managers sought to improve the quality of service,
hence the competitiveness, and hence the profitability,
of their business. Simulation, with which they were
initially unfamiliar, has long been entrenched in the
manufacturing industry (Miller and Pegden 2000), and
has now moved decisively into the field of productivity
improvement in the service industries (Herbst,
Junginger, and Kühn 1997). Examples of the wideranging uses of simulation within the service sectors
include an examination of the information technology
support function of a multinational construction firm
(Hlupic and Bosilj-Vuksic 2004), improvement of
emergency response to floods (Wattanapanich and
Tandayya 2004), improvement of urban bus operations
(Osmólski, Osmólski, and Kaczalski 2003), and
improving the operations of a drive-through credit union
(Williams and Zottolo 2001). In this study, the business
owner and his two managers identified their primary
concern that of achieving a proper and effective staffing
configuration, thereby increasing the profitability of the

The locus of this simulation study was a drive-in
vehicle service center of the type very common in the
United States.
These centers, a well-known and
plausible pathway to entrepreneurship for aspiring
businesspersons, sometimes via franchise (Horowitz
and Shilling 1989) are certainly fraught with significant
challenges, such as vulnerability to thuggish crime
(Meyer 2005), employee selection, training, and
retention problems, and chronic necessity for “handson” management. A layout of the center appears in
Figure 1 near the end of this paper. The owner of a
vehicle drives into the center from a main trunk road,
selects a queue leading to one of the three service bays
(bay one, closest to the road, is the default), and waits in
that queue (due to constraints of vehicle size relative to
maneuvering space, jockeying is well-nigh impossible)
until that bay is open. However, balking is occasionally
observed, typically when all queue lengths exceed seven
vehicles, inasmu ch as it is both unsafe and technically
illegal to wait in queue while the vehicle is still
physically on the busy trunk road. Then, guided by a
technician, the customer carefully advances into the bay
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longest service time is complete. During the project
team’s entire data collection (observational data were
collected during periods of several peak hours on
several different Mondays, Fridays, and Saturdays), no
instances of equipment failure or serious service error
were observed. Therefore, neither downtimes nor
“same customer immediately returns angry, seeking
correction” were included in the model. However, the
client was apprised of this omission relative to potential
extensions of the model to further uses and/or similar
business establishments, in keeping with an important
principle of successful simulation projects: Ensure the
client understands and agrees to the scope and
limitations of the model (Sadowski and Grabau 2004).
More obviously and routinely, data collection
included gathering data on arrival times, service times,
and the frequency with which each of the three primary
services (oil, transmission, or coolant) was requested.
Since each of these three services could be requested
independent of the other two, there were eight (23 )
possible service “menus.” Since these data could be
collected unobtrusively and checked against the client’s
recollection and various logbooks, the Hawthorne effect
(Dilworth 2000) did not arise despite the fact that all
services are inherently “manual.”

(the vehicle’s wheels must straddle the “pit” wherein
some technicians work, not fall in!) and remains in the
vehicle while the vehicle receives routine maintenance
services such as a change of engine oil, flush of
transmission fluid, and/or flush of coolant fluid. Insofar
as possible, these services are performed at least
approximately concurrently. The customer then pays
for the service(s), again typically without leaving the
vehicle, and drives off the premises and returns to the
trunk road. Of necessity, inbound and outbound traffic
is rigorously separated by rigid enforcement of
unidirectional (“One Way”) signs and directives.
Additional services, although available upon request,
constitute less than 1% of the center’s total business.
About 85% of the business volume is compressed into
three high-volume days per calendar week (Mondays,
Fridays, and Saturdays); therefore, efficient peak
business staffing and employee utilization received high
attention during the study. All services are performed
as soon as a technician able to perform them is
available. The mechanical training the technicians
receive is primarily “on the job” or “hands-on;”
therefore, the skill level of each technician is
approximately proportional to their seniority at this
and/or similar service centers. At present, there is
neither certification nor formal training required to
perform these services.

MODEL BUILDING,
VALIDATION

DATA COLLECTION

VERIFICATION,

AND

In keeping with the university course syllabus within
which this project was undertaken, the Arena®
simulation software tool (Bapat and Sturrock 2003) was
used throughout. Arena® provided many standard
features and conveniences for this model-building
effort, including Create, Process, and Dispose modules,
the ability to construct a Schedule specifying the
changes in arrival rates as an empirical function of time
of workday, and the ability to relegate details of the
individual processes (transmission flush, oil change, and
coolant flush) to Submodels. The use of Submodels, in
keeping with traditional and thoroughly vetted concepts
of “structured program design,” (Hoffer, George, and
Valacich 2002) eased the subsequent tasks of
verification, validation, and high-level, non-technical
explanation of the model to the client, and may
confidently be expected to ease subsequent modification
and expansion of the model. A screen shot of one
submodel is shown in Figure 2 at the end of the paper.
More specific to this real-world process, the possibility
of multiple services being performed approximately
concurrently was handled by conceptually cloning the
customer’s vehicle in a Separate module.
A
downstream Batch module later allowed the vehicle to
proceed to payment and exit when all service(s)
requested by the customer were complete. The ability
of the Arena® Batch module to batch the clones by the
unique entity attribute assigned to them just upstream
from the Separate module corrected the initial error that
vehicle #1’s oil change, for example, and vehicle #2’s
coolant flush were incorrectly batched into an exiting

In view of the client’s stated objective of improving
the business’s staffing configuration, data collection
began with a careful overview of current operational
practices before undertaking collection of numeric data.
The observed, and quite informal, work assignments
were: managers gather information from the customers
on arrival and receive payment from them on exit,
whereas technicians, both low- and high-skilled, check
and replenish fluids (oil, transmission, and coolant) or
drain old oil. The technicians’ duties are conspicuously
divided into “topside” (work at ground level, such as
checking fluid levels) and “pit” (draining old oil);
predictably, any technician much prefers “topside” duty
to “pit” duty. As a typical workplace privilege, the
high-seniority employees gravitate to the “topside”
work; since, as stated above, skill level is strongly
correlated with seniority, management had drifted,
largely unawares, into a situation in which the “topside”
tasks were performed by the more experienced, skilled
technicians. Rather than have explicitly scheduled meal
and break times, both managers and technicians take
brief breaks as lulls in customer arrivals permit;
therefore, no such breaks were included in the model.
Times for various services are related to the size of the
customer’s vehicle; therefore, when a customer requests
more than one service, there exists positive correlation
between pairs of service times. Even though services
can often be performed at least partly concurrently when
a customer requires multiple services, a vehicle of
course cannot leave its service bay until the last or
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performance metrics that management is considering it
anew, even at the cost of restriping the lot, and
emplacing signage and plastic cones.
Qualitative
insights spawned by the project included the realization
that customers’ waiting time (during this time, in the
manager’s words, “most people read, talk on their cell
phones, or just stare into space”) could become an
opportunity for gentle marketing (e.g., providing leaflets
describing services the customer had not already
requested). The first author, in particular, was reminded
of how hotels have “improved” elevator service by
placing mirrors in the halls near the elevators, thereby
allowing customers to preen themselves. More recently,
McDonald’s Corporation has similarly systematically
added value to customers’ times in queue by displaying
menu choices and touting new promotions (Schlosser
2002).

vehicle (Kelton, Sadowski, and Sturrock 2004).
Arena® also provided features easing the task of
constructing the model so that no customers could enter
after closing time, yet all customers already in the
system could continue until their requested services and
“cashing out” were complete.
The base model, representing current conditions and
operating procedures, was then verified and validated.
Verification and validation techniques used included
structured walkthroughs, sending only one entity with
specified attributes through the model on a step-by-step
observational basis, historical data validation,
directional tests (e.g., if input rate is increased, queue
lengths should either remain the same or increase), and,
last, a Turing test in collaboration with the client
(Sargent 2004). After correction of errors, the input and
performance metrics of this initial model matched
system observations to within 4%.
A second model, representing proposed changes of
staffing and labor pooling, was then constructed,
verified, and validated. In contrast to the initial model,
whose construction required several weeks, the second
model was constructed in less than a week, since the
initial model served as a firm foundation. To construct
this model, the additional Arena® feature of Resource
Sets was used. When using this feature, the modeler
first defines Resources (as had already been done in the
base model), then defines a Resource Set comprising
Resources in descending order of desirability of use,
and then assigns the Resource Set to completion of a
task. In this way, use of the model experimented with
possibilities of using less skilled employees during less
busy times (allowing them to be trained and coached in
unhurried, non-stressful situations), using more skilled
employees during less busy times (allowing managers
time to attend to administrative functions such as
preparing tax returns or quarterly reports), or allowing a
trainee to complete a task but immediately having a
technician experienced in the same task check the
quality of the work.
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disasters.
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The target in this study is more practical and
humanistic – using both - the technological/the
mathematical
booms,
to
try
to
represent
mathematically (which means rather objective) the
general human population social behavior in risky
situations – e.g. natural hazardous events, terrorist
attacks, industrial accidents, etc., which can affect
relatively bigger groups of the society (Kovachev et al.
1997).

ABSTRACT
Nonlinear functions are proposed as descriptive
expressions of the social behavior of the affected
groups of people in case of the extreme critical
situations (generated by natural hazards, industrial
accidents or terrorist attacks). Five functions are
identified up to now, called respectively: ”solidarity”,
“panic”, “rumors”, “media” and “enthusiasm”. The
systematic table is created reflected the average time
duration, sensitivity of the respected function, its
interruption/non interruption behavior and the
possibilities of the respective process management.
This is a new approach to present the social behavior of
the affected groups of people during the extreme events
using deterministic functions. The nonlinearity of the
functions is clearly expressed. The possibility to use
these functions in the risk analysis and the risk
management practice of the extreme situations is a
strong tool for the investigation of the possible
influence of the people’s behavior. The increased
security and safety policy of the EU coincides with the
targets of this research. The only graphic expressions
of the functions are presented. The main difficulties
obtained are the data collection and verification. The
analysis performed shows that frequently the
combinations of functions can appear making the
decision-making and management processes rather
complicated and difficult.

COMMON CONSIDERATIONS
If such approach is effective – large possibilities appear
using the recent technology and communications for
the effective risk management of the crisis events like:
human behavior in case of emergency situations in
different cases (for example - teracts, industrial
accidents, natural catastrophes, etc.). It is known that to
find out and to apply (only on the intuitive basis and
some personal field observations) the deterministic
approach to the social behavior in the risky situation is
a really hard task (ISDR 2002). It is important to
mention that to collect real relevant data in such
situations is really a very difficult, hard, frequently
impossible task.
This is due to several reasons (objective and
subjective):
- Relatively short time of the influence of the
hazardous event and/or the threaten agent (if
such exists and could be possibly
triggered).(Kovachev et al.1997).
- More important safe-life actions then the data
collection. (It is really impossible to “put” in
such
situations
data
collectors
or
interviewers). So, main sources for the
relevant information are the investigator’s
location at the spot of the event and its
impressions, occasional photos, pictures,
movies, shots, etc. at the moment of the event.
- In the everyday practice the post-event
analysis is targeted to discover the generator
of the event, and the consequences (mainly
the economic part), but almost never to follow
the social momentum behavior of the people
involved in the hazardous event.

INTRODUCTION
The development of a strict mathematical approach for
the description of the social elements like social
behavior and social movements started not very long
time ago. Now this is a modern approach used for
many social applications, even for the analysis of
emotions (Swarts 2004). This approach is much more
coherent with the modeling and the different trend
analysis. To describe the personal/group behavior
and/or to predict the big social groups behavior in case
of extreme events is a difficult task (Blaikie et al.
1994). Many mathematical expressions have been built
up frequently on different non-linear basis like the
theory of chaos, turbulence, attractors, etc. Almost all
approaches have been generated using as samples
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On the basis of the general considerations, personal
or shared experience of the “field” observations, data
appearance in different sources, lessons learnt
publications (NEDIES Reports 2001-2004), etc., to try
to define reasonable mathematical functions (sometime
even descriptive) of the social behavior of the groups
of people involved in such emergency situations is the
main task of this research. There are not so many
options concerning the group behavior in the risky
situations (Sundnes and Birnbaum 2003) – there were
identified up to now – several – solidarity and
enthusiasm, panic and rumors, mass-media behavior.
Probably some others exist, but they could be deal with
in the future.

Decreasing phase is longer for each following event.
Interruption of the function is possible. If the next
event is closer in time domain and the effect of the
previous event is still lasting, cumulative effect could
be observed (case ei on the graphic). Going very fast
up to the initial phase, slowing down calmly. The trend
analysis shows (dashed line), that trend has a slow
increment to a certain moment and then going down
with time development, but plateaus also could be
observed.

All of the described functions have a common
property – clearly expressed nonlinear behavior. This is
due to the very complex and complicated factors acting
during the emergency situation.
The main reasons considered, are the instability and
sensitivity of the group behavior in the extreme
situations – very small changes in the input situation
could generate big amplitudes of the output function
behavior.

Figure 1: The “Panic” Function

METHODOLOGY

The solidarity function:

Methodology is based on several assumptions and
simple principles:
- Graphical expression of the functions based on
the different case studies and general lessons
learned.
- Time duration estimations of the functions
behavior based on the physical measurements and
considerations related to the emergency situations
generated by the natural or man-made hazards.
- Estimations of the possibility for the situation
management.
- The functions are considered valid only for the
groups of people located in the epicenter of risky
event (i.e. direct players).
- It is considered that different people react in
different way in any risky situation.

Usually long lasted intensity function (days – weeks).
This is a probabilistic function (Figure 2), very
sensitive to new threats, and very irregular, depending
on the new threats – events (ei), after initial event e0.
The events ei could be of different character – natural
or man-made. Function increases very fast after the
first event and have relative smooth plateaus. Any new
threat leads to very fast decreasing (the “safe-life”
syndrome), even interruption. The recovery time is also
fast. The trend analysis shows slow decrease in time
due to people accommodation to the threat, but this is
not significant decrease.

GRAFIC PRESENTATION AND DESCRIPTIONS
OF THE FUNCTIONS
All derived functions and their presentations are
represented as follows:
The panic function:
This is a time-intensity function (Figure 1), impulsive,
relatively short in time (seconds to minutes), generated
always in population (group) society, when a serious
threat appears. The initial event (e0) usually generates
relatively slower increase of the intensity
comparatively the next (e1, e2, etc.). Each new event
triggered more intensive and faster increasing of the
function. Short time plateaus could be observed.

Figure 2: The “Solidarity” Function.
The media function:
This is a cumulative probabilistic function, which
describes media reflectance to the risky events and
their consequences (by publications and other different
forms and reactions – interviews, direct emissions,
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investigated. Generation of the “secondary” rumors,
which consist some information of initial rumor,
frequently have more “details” and sometimes deviate
so much from initial “information” that’s impossible to
recognize if it is the “new” or modified rumor. That’s
why it is very difficult to calculate the original number
of the rumors.

public and/or expert opinions, public presentations,
etc.). The function (Figure 3) is a long lasted function
(weeks-months).
Several similar, but always
increasing functions, could be different for different
mass-media – Radio (mainly news emissions – fastest
and shortest resonance, sometimes (rear) short
analytical notes) (curve No1); TV (also the shortest
resonance, a little bit longer time coverage) (curve No
2); newspapers (longer stage) with some technological
delay (with morning and evening editions) –
sometimes analytical articles appear in longer time
domain (curve No 3) – but sometimes could be more
intensive); Internet – longest stage of reflectance –
(curve No 4) with more analysis and opinions, but less
primary information. All functions of mass-media
behavior is going earlier or later to “saturation”
(dashed line). The trend analysis shows faster
increasing during initial phase and then slower
decreasing. Interim events can trigger “bursts” of
increasing number of publications, or fluctuations of
the function. These functions usually have “maximum
maximorum”, and significant fluctuations mainly in the
decreasing part. This is one of few cases, when
functions are relatively easily “measurable”. The
representative data extract could be possible mainly in
country (countries), where the hazardous event has
occurred and has significant consequences.

Figure 4: The “Rumors” Function
The “enthusiasm” function:
This is a relatively simple time-intensity function – Ie
(Figure 5). Appears in relatively “better” social
conditions, then other functions, because this is more
or less a “post event” function. The “enthusiasm” itself
appears usually amongst not affected by the hazard
event groups of people or in some groups of people
affected by the event (most frequently – not strongly),
but in both cases among people willing to help the
strongly affected groups of people. The function is
usually long lasted (months even years) with sharper
phase of increase, plateau and slow decrease in time.
This function is practically not sensitive to the
following events, but some fluctuations could be
observed. Gives the possibilities for some quantitative
measurements (for example by funds or different aids
collection).

Figure 3: The “Mass-media” Function
The “rumors” function:
This is an intensity function, reflecting the generation
and spreading of the rumors, which always appear in
the society affected by the risk event (Figure 4).
Usually this function started with some delay relatively
to the initial event. Function is relatively long lasted –
weeks to months (even years). The trend (dashed line)
is faster increase at the beginning and slower decrease
during the latest phase. Intermediate events can trigger
the “bursts” of rumors, to create plateaus or local
maximums (event ei on the Figure 4). If no more events
occurred function is going down slowly always. The
function usually has the maximum maximorum.
Collection of data is possible for this function
sometimes. Number of different rumors could be
collected, but they are not always reliable due to the
collection difficulties and very fast deviations in
content of the rumors. The problem of rumors
spreading is very complicated and difficult to be

Figure 5: The “Enthusiasm” Function
All functions usually started immediately after the
first event (e0), only the rumors and the “enthusiasm”
functions could be shifted to the later time.
All described above functions have some common
properties:
- Strong nonlinearity – this means that (as it can be
seen on the figures) exponential and/or
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learnt analysis; sometimes the coincidence of the
action of several functions could be expected. This is
the most difficult situation for the risk management.
- The bursts of cases are considered, which means,
that each case could be described by a separate
function

logarithmic) behavior of the functions are the
most frequent cases;
- Strongly event dependence – this means that each
next hazardous event more or less affected the
group’s behavior. This is the normal
psychological reaction;
- Strongly affected group’s dependence – this
means that the “soil is fertilized” by the initial
event. This fact contains also the normal
psychological reactions;
The time durations are different, which is
supported by many field observations and lessons

ANALYSIS
For the analysis following table (Table 1) has been
created, summarizing the main properties of the
functions. The most important of them are:

Table 1. Main properties of the suggested non-linear functions (in average).
Functions/
Properties

Time duration
(minutes)

Sensitivity of
the function

Interruptive

Manageable

“Panic” Function

seconds-minutes
(10-1-10)

high

yes

yes

“Solidarity” Function

days-weeks
(103-104)

high

yes

yes

“Media” Function

weeks-months
(5.104-105)

low

no

not easy

“Rumors” Function

weeks-months
(5.104 -105)

middle

no

not easy

“Enthusiasm” Function

months-years
(5.104-5.105)

very low

no

yes

“Interruptive” – means has (or not) points (phases) of
interruption.
“Manageable” – means the possibility of management
influence.
The “time duration” as average value is given in
minutes.
The analysis shows that some difficulties could be
expected in several directions. The main one is the data
collection. In such situations to put the interviewers or
data collectors using questionnaires, interviews, etc. is
practically impossible. That’s why the comparative
analysis between the theory verification and the
practical realization is a significant difficulty. Always in
such cases of the hazards influence the more important
activities then the data collection exist (to safe the
people lives, to protect the affected population, to
perform rescue operations, etc.) Afterwards the
influence of the event and the people’s behavior is
forgiven and to reconstruct the people group’s behavior
is very difficult. That’s why the verification of the
approach is really difficult. Another difficulty could
appear in case of the multiple risk situations. Most of
the factors are acting simultaneously and the exact
estimation of the intensity of the functions or their
probabilistic behavior is difficult, even sometimes
impossible.

-

The time duration – it is important to know the
average time of the validity of the functions, as
they are time dependant. This is an important
property for the practical reasons. If in some
hypothetical emergency situation there is a mixture
of several (or all) functions, the time effectiveness
is of a crucial importance for the management
practice.
- The sensitivity – means that the function is
strongly sensitive to the next dangerous events. An
important property from theoretical and practical
point of view.
- Interruptive (or non interruptive) – an important
element. Any kind of functional analysis could be
implemented during the “existence” phase of the
function. This is an important property for the
mathematical modeling, because any reliable
solution could be obtained for the phase of
existence of the respective function.
- Manageability - a very important property from
practical point of view. It gives the level of the
possibility to influence the function, using different
measures.
The “sensitivity of the function” means sensitivity to
the next following dangerous events with different (but
significant) magnitudes.
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GENERAL RISK MANAGEMANT MEASURES
USING THE FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
It is very difficult to take real measures for management
of the people’s social behavior in case of the emergency
situations, because of the lack of real data. For our
approach we use the analogy with the army and/or
police groups for emergency actions, because these
teams are frequently acting in similar environment:
- “Panic” function. The practice shows (according to
the army, police, emergency teams trainings) that
good training decrease the value of this function.
- The “Solidarity” (and the values of the respective
function). It could be increased among the trained
team, due to exercises in the real environment of
similar (as in case of the disaster) conditions.
- The “Rumors” function is not easy to be managed.
The commander’s responsibility and the “strong
hand” of the commander could decrease (but not to
stop fully) the values of this function. That’s why
in the affected regions the organization based on
highest single personal power and responsibility is
of significant importance. All case studies show
that if a good organization is created, the number
of rumors decreases. One way to influence this
function is also to provide widely the relevant and
reliable information without delay.
- The “Media” function is hardly difficult to be
managed. It is a very difficult task to manage the
media response. Media always likes sensations and
frequently do not reflect and interpret the available
information in the proper way, creating sometimes
panic, rumors or other people reflections, which do
not help the proper management.
- The “Enthusiasm” function is the most promising
function from the point of view of risk
management practice. This is due to the positive
circumstances existing in similar environment –
people who like to support the affected people,
cultural
heritage,
different
structure
reconstructions, etc. The response could be
managed in long or short time intervals by good
motivated and organized persons.
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CONCLUSIONS
Several nonlinear functions are presented. They are used
as formal mathematical descriptive elements about the
group’s people behavior affected by the emergencies of
different origin. Their graphical expressions are
suggested together with the analysis of the different
expected cases. The functions are suggested on the base
of field experience, lessons learnt, case studies and
general considerations. The systematic table of main
properties of these functions is created helping the
analysis and the practical performance. Some general
management measures are proposed, which could be
useful in everyday management practice or in case of
the mathematical modeling of such situations generated
by natural hazards, terrorist actions of industrial
accidents.
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concept and a prototype system supporting the composition process are described.
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SYSTEM DYNAMICS
System Dynamics is an approach that focuses on the
analysis of the behavior of complex technical and socioeconomic systems. By using simulation models it aims
at explaining the system structure that causes the
observed behavior. Therefore, the system is decomposed into appropriate elements whereby the causal
relationships between the identified elements are
revealed.

ABSTRACT
An approach using component technology for the
development of System Dynamics models is introduced.
At first a brief introduction of System Dynamics and its
modeling elements is given. The representation of
System Dynamics models in Vensim, an interactive
software environment for the handling of such models,
is described. On this basis the paper provides a concept
for component development and model composition.
The concept is basic and independent from any problem
or domain specific context. An example depicts the
appliance of the concept to a given problem domain
explaining the usage of domain specific model design
patterns and components. Finally a prototype system to
support component-based modeling is described.

Modeling Elements
System Dynamics uses mathematical models based on
differential equations. Modeling elements are variables
and relationships between variables. Relationships are
represented by differential equations. Fig. 1 shows the
notation that is usually used to visualize the model.

PROBLEM
The use of component-based approaches lead to vast
improvements in almost every engineering discipline.
The list of success stories ranges from classical Industrial production to software development and service
manufacturing. The advantages of component technology are well-known. Examples are increased reusability,
reduction of complexity, encapsulation of expert knowledge, accelerated production, and the establishment of
quality standards.
This paper introduces a concept for the componentbased development of System Dynamics models and
outlines the potential, that the adoption of component
technology can bring to the field of System Dynamics
modeling. So far, only few work has been done in this
area (Eberlein 1996; Myrtveit 2000; Tignor 2001).
Therefore, concepts for modeling components and software environments that support the component-based
model composition are rare.
The paper starts with a brief introduction of System
Dynamics in general in order to sketch the requirements
for the conceptualization of a component-based modeling approach. As the software environment Vensim is
used for implementation, its specific representation of
System Dynamics is outlined. After that the modeling

Figure 1: System Dynamics modeling elements
An arrow represents the relationship (causal link)
between two variables. The dependent variable is placed
at the head of the arrow. Thus, the direction of the
relationship is defined. In figure 1 variable Y is
influenced by variable X. The formal expression is Y =
f(X). Link polarities can be assigned to causal relationships. If dY / dX > 0 applies, the link polarity is
positive, marked by a plus symbol at the head of the
arrow. If the link expresses the relationship dY / dX < 0,
a minus symbol is used (Sterman 2000).
A variable that accumulates the influences it receives
over time is referred to as a stock (see figure 2). A stock
gives systems inertia and provides them with memory.
The change of state that affects a stock at any point in
time is described as a flow. The amount flowing in or
out of a stock is controled by a valve. Clouds are used to
indicate that the source or the drain of such a flow is
outside the model boundaries.
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Figure 2: Stock and flow
The mathematical representation is:
t

³ Stock(t) = Stock (t0) + ³[Inflow(s) – Outflow(s)]ds
t0

The value of a stock is computed through integration of
the differences between inflow and outflow at any point
in time s between a starting point t0 and the actual point
in time t under consideration of the initial state of the
stock at t0 (Sterman 2000).
By combining these modeling elements the structure
of the system to be analyzed is given. Feedback loops
are in the core of the model development. Causal loops
are the most important elements to define the behavior
of the system. Decisions, intended to govern the
system’s behavior, are always part of a causal loop with
that system (see figure 3).

Figure 4: Simplified System Dynamics model capturing
the workforce of a consultancy
The model captures the workforce of a consulting
company and consists of three stocks, each representing
a job level within the organization. The number of staff
at each job level at any point in time t is computed
through integration of the differences between inflow
and outflow during the period t - t0. Quit rates reduce
both, the number of staff at the regarded job level as
well as the total number of staff. Promotion rates in contrast shift staff from the preliminary to the next job
level. Solely the recruitment of new consultants increases the overall number of staff and thereby offers the
possibility to compensate fluctuation. The maximum
promotion and quit rates depend on the value of the
stock they are related to. Recruitment rate, promotion
rate as well as part of the quit rate are subject to management policies that define the target values for these
rates. In figure 4 variables that represent such policies
are marked by a circle. The values of these variables are
either subject to user parameterization or have to be
determined through additional models that implement
the guiding rules for these policies.
Opening the model in the text editor reveals the
structure of the underlying differential equations. Figure
5 shows the model variables, equations, and simulation
control parameters in the .mdl-file-format.

Figure 3: Decision as a feedback process
A decision is made by applying a set of decision rules to
the system. Input is information about the state of the
system. The decision changes that state of the system.
Therefore a decision is part of a causal loop comprising
the decision, the initiated change in state and the state of
the system. Through simulation it is possible to analyze
the behavior of the model over time and thereby
approve the appropriateness of the applied decision rule
(policy).

Consultants= INTEG (Recruitment Rate Consultants-Promotion Rate Consultants
- Quit Rate Consultants, 16) ~ ~ |

Model Representation in Vensim

Seniors= INTEG (Promotion Rate Consultants-Promotion Rate Seniors
- Quit Rate Seniors, 8) ~ ~ |

Vensim is an interactive software environment for
the development, simulation, and exploration of System
Dynamics models (Ventana 2003). In Vensim models
are created either by a text editor or by a sketch editor.
The text editor is a general-purpose ASCII-editor that
allows the specification of the model’s underlying
variables and equations. The sketch editor on the other
hand provides a graphical user interface to the modeling
elements. No matter in which way a model is created,
Vensim always stores the model data in a single file.
Two basic file formats are available. The format .vmf
stores model data as binary code while in .mdl-files the
model data is stored as plain text (Ventana 2003).
Figure 4 shows the structure of a simple System
Dynamics model created with the sketch editor.

Partner= INTEG (Promotion Rate Seniors-Quit Rate Partner, 2) ~ ~ |
Promotion Rate Consultants= Promotion Policy Consultants ~ ~ |
Promotion Rate Seniors= Promotion Policy Seniors ~ ~ |
Quit Rate Consultants= Consultants*0.1 + Layoff Policy Consultants ~ ~ |
Quit Rate Seniors= Seniors*0.1 + Layoff Policy Seniors ~ ~ |
Quit Rate Partner= Partner*0.01 + Layoff Policy Partner ~ ~ |

Model Variables
and Equations

Recruitment Rate Consultants= Recruitment Policy Consultants ~ ~ |
Promotion Policy Consultants = A FUNCTION OF ( ) ~ ~ |
Promotion Policy Seniors = A FUNCTION OF ( ) ~ ~ |
Layoff Policy Consultants = A FUNCTION OF ( ) ~ ~ |
Layoff Policy Seniors = A FUNCTION OF ( ) ~ ~ |
Layoff Policy Partner = A FUNCTION OF ( ) ~ ~ |
Recruitment Policy Consultants = A FUNCTION OF ( ) ~ ~ |
*************************************
.Control
*************************************~ Simulation Control Parameters |
FINAL TIME = 10 ~ Year ~ The final time for the simulation. |
INITIAL TIME = 0 ~ Year ~ The initial time for the simulation. |
SAVEPER = TIME STEP ~ Year [0,?] ~ The frequency with which

Simulation
Control
Parameters

output is stored.|

...

TIME STEP = 1 ~ Year [0,?] ~ The time step for the simulation.|

Figure 5: Model variables, equations and simulation
control parameters
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Each variable is defined by an equation that determines
its value. Further it is possible to specify a dimension
for the variable and to place some comments. The format has the following structure:

windows. Thus, exploration and handling of large
models is facilitated. The line beginning with a “$” sets
the default font and colors of the view. The remaining
lines define the objects appearing on the sketch. Each
line defines one object following a special format. E. g.,
the first number sets the object type, the second number
is the ID of the object. Objects that represent a variable
contain the variable name, whereas an object that
represents an arrow contains the ids of the two variables
linked together (Ventana 2003a).

<equation> ~ <dimension> ~ <comment> |
The character “~” separates the elements of the
definition, while the character “|” terminates the
definition as a whole (Ventana 2003a). E. g., the first
line of text shown in figure 5 defines an equation to
determine the value of the variable “Consultants”. The
number of consultants is computed as an integral of the
difference between the recruitment rate and the sum of
promotion and quit rates at each given point in time. It
is defined that the initial value of “Consultants” is 16.
The variable has no unit specification and no comments
are given. Processing the text line by line is at first
straight forward. Several variables are defined that
determine the structure of the model. The definitions of
variables representing management policies stand out.
The right hand sides of these equations all contain the
string “A FUNCTION OF ( )”. This string, a keyword
of the Vensim Modeling Language, indicates that no
equation is defined for the given variable (Ventana
2003a, p. 68). Thus the model of figure 5 is incomplete
and therefore not ready for simulation. On the other
hand this keyword provides an important starting point
for the development of model components.
The definition of the model’s variables and equations
is followed by a section that specifies the simulation
control parameters “INITIAL TIME”, “FINAL TIME”,
“SAVEPER” and “TIMESTEP”.
The last section of the .mdl-file-format contains socalled sketch information, that is the information needed
to compute the graphical representation of the model’s
structure. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of the sketch
information needed to represent the exemplary model.

MODEL COMPONENTS
A model component is a piece of model that can be
used as a building block. Fully-fledged models are
developed by linking several model components together. The concept of a model component corresponds in
some way to the concept of a class known from object
engineering. Thus, a model component is an artifact that
encapsulates a well-defined structure. As it uses
specified interfaces to interact with other model
components, polymorphism is achieved, allowing the
substitution of single components. Thereby a component-based model can easily be adjusted to solve a new
or modified problem.
Model Component Specification
The model component specification is independent
from any problem or domain specific context and
defines the general structure that has to be followed by
every domain specific model component. Figure 7
depicts the definition of a model component using the
notation of an UML class diagram.

1

...

1

\\\---/// Sketch information - do not modify anything except names
V300 Do not put anything below this section - it will be ignored
*View 1
$192-192-192,0,Times New Roman|12||0-0-0|0-0-0|0-0-255|-1--1--1|-1--1--1|96,96,100
10,1,Consultants,302,230,40,20,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,2,Seniors,492,229,40,20,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,3,Partner,683,230,40,20,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,4,6,2,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(428,229)|
1,5,6,1,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(367,229)|
11,6,268,399,229,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,7,Promotion Rate Consultants,399,256,50,19,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,8,10,3,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(616,229)|
1,9,10,2,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(554,229)|
11,10,332,583,229,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,11,Promotion Rate Seniors,583,256,50,19,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
12,12,48,166,228,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0

«type»
Model Component
-Private Variables[*]
-Socket Variables[*]
-Plug Variables[*]
-Equations[1..*]
-Equation Stubs[*]
-SketchData[1..*]

«Schnittstelle»
<<interface>>
Plug
+get_variables(out Plug Variables[1..*])
«Schnittstelle»
<<interface>>
Socket
+get_variables(out Socket Variables[1..*])
+set_value(in Plug Variables[1..*])

*
*

Figure 7: Model component specification
A model component is a piece of model, therefore it
contains several model variables, equations and the
corresponding sketch data. By aggregation it is possible
to built model component hierarchies. The interaction
between components is handled by the definition of
interfaces ensuring the substitutability of single components. As shown in figure 7 a model component defines
two interfaces, a plug interface and a socket interface.
At least one of these interfaces has to be implemented,
otherwise no interaction is possible.
The plug interface comprises a set of model variables
called plug variables. Plug variables are used to connect
to the socket variables of another component’s socket
interface. In contrast to plug variables, whose values are
defined through a corresponding equation within the
model component, socket variables have only so-called
equation stubs, marked by the keyword “A FUNCTION

...

Figure 6: Sketch data
The beginning of the sketch information is always
marked by the string “\\\---///” followed by a comment.
The second line starts with a version code that indicates
the format of the sketch information and is also
followed by a comment. The third line names the view
of the sketch and is preceded by the char “*”. By the
definition of multiple views it is possible to spread the
graphical representation of the model over several
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deleted to simplify variable names within the composite
model.
A similar technique is used to allow multiple
instantiation of a component. As variable names have to
be unique, it is not possible to use the same variable
name in two instances. To solve this problem, the string
“#VAR#” is used as keyword in every model variable’s
name. During component instantiation this keyword is
replaced by the ID of the created entity. E. g. the
variable “Recruitment Rate Consultants #VAR#” of a
given component becomes “Recruitment Rate
Consultants 1” for the first instance and “Recruitment
Rate Consultants 2” for the second instance. Thereby it
is ensured that every variable’s name remains unique.

OF ( )”. During assembly the equation stub of the socket
variable is replaced by the equation of the corresponding plug variable. User-defined keywords are used to
determine whether a model variable is a socket or a plug
variable. E. g., for socket variables the string “$SO$”
might be defined, while for plug variables the string
“$PL$” might be suitable. To determine which plug
variable implements a given socket variable, the names
of corresponding plug and socket variables have to be
identical, except their keyword. E. g., a plug variable
intended to implement a socket variable named
“Recruitment Policy Consultants $SO$” must be labeled
“Recruitment Policy Consultants $PL$”. Figure 8 illustrates the assembly process.

Derivation of Domain-specific Components and
Model Design Patterns

Component B

Component A

...

...

Recruitment Rate Consultants= “Recruitment Policy Consultants $SO$“ ~ ~ |

average capacity per consultant = 200 ~ hours/month ~ |

“Recruitment Policy Consultants $SO$“ = A FUNCTION OF ( ) ~ ~ |

“Recruitment Policy Consultants $PL$“ = capacity demand / average
capacity per consultant ~ ~ |

...

...

Based on the model component specification,
domain-specific components are derived. System
Dynamics models are usually built to analyze a welldefined problem or phenomenon and provide insight
into the inherent structure of the system under
investigation. Within each problem domain certain
domain-specific concepts exist and domain-specific
components are used to capture this knowledge. Further
domain-specific model design patterns can be created
through the definition of explicit relationships between
components. Thereby it is possible to predefine the
structure of the prospective composite model, thus
additionally guiding and facilitating the model building
process. Figure 9 gives an example of a domain-specific
design pattern that depicts the structure of a model
capturing the collaborative relationships between
consultancies.

...
average capacity per consultant = 200 ~ hours/month ~ |

Composite
Model

Recruitment Rate Consultants= “Recruitment Policy Consultants“ ~ ~ |
“Recruitment Policy Consultants “ = capacity demand / average
capacity per consultant ~ ~ |

...

Figure 8: Model composition
Model component A contains the socket variable
“Recruitment Policy Consultants $SO$”. This socket
variable is used to determine the value of the variable
“Recruitment Rate Consultants”. As the socket variable
only possesses an equation stub, no value can be
computed. Component B defines the corresponding plug
variable “Recruitment Policy Consultants $PL$” and
provides an equation to determine the variable’s value.
Once both components are assembled, the equation stub
of the socket variable is replaced by the equation of the
plug variable and the keywords “$SO$” and “$PL$” are

«type»
Model Component
-Private Variables[*]
-Socket Variables[*]
-Plug Variables[*]
-Equations[1..*]
-Equation Stubs[*]
-SketchData[1..*]

1
1
-_1

*
-_1

Consultancy

1

«Schnittstelle»
<<interface>>
Socket
+get_variables(out Socket Variables[1..*])
+set_value(in Plug Variables[1..*])

*

Collaborative Relationship

has

-Policies[1..*]
-Resources[1..*] 2

«Schnittstelle»
<<interface>>
Plug
+get_variables(out Plug Variables[1..*])

*

2
-Policies[0..*]
-Resources[0..*]

1

1

1

1..*

1..*
1..*

*
Policy

<<interface>>
«Schnittstelle»
Policy Plug
+get_variables(out Control Vars[*], out Implementation Vars[1..*])

-Private Variables[*]
-Control Vars[*]
-Action Vars[*]
-Usage Vars[1..*]
-Implementation Vars[1..*]
-Equations[1..*]
-Equation Stubs[1..*]
-Sketch_Data[1..*]

<<interface>>
«Schnittstelle»
Policy Socket
+set_value(in Action Vars[1..*], in Values[1..*])
+set_value_action_vars(in Implementation Vars[1..*])
+set_value_usage_vars(in Control Vars[1..*])

Resource

2..*
manages
1..*

1..*
11

-Private Variables[*]
-Control Vars[1..*]
-Action Vars[1..*]
-Usage Vars[*]
-Equations[1..*]
-Equation Stubs[1..*]
-SketchData[1..*]

1
coordinates

*

interacts

1*

<<interface>>
«Schnittstelle»
Resource Plug
+get_variables(out Control Vars[1..*])
«Schnittstelle»
<<interface>>
Resource Socket
+get_variables(out Action Variables[1..*], out Usage Variables[*])
+set_value_action_vars(in Implementation Vars[1..*])
+set_value_usage_vars(in Control Vars[1..*])

Figure 9: Domain-specific model design pattern including derived components
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to facilitate the composition process and on the other
hand helps to administrate the used model components,
design patterns, and composed simulation models. The
tool has been implemented using the Microsoft .NET
Framework and the Dynamic Link Library of Vensim.

The design pattern defines two levels of abstraction and
four types of components. On the first level the
components
“Consultancy”
and
“Collaborative
Relationship” are defined. Both are aggregations of the
components “Policy” and “Resource” on level two. As
they merely act as containers, they don’t need to specify
separate interfaces, but draw on the interfaces
implemented by the components they include. Nevertheless the design pattern defines a relationship between
both components, which specifies that two instances of
“Consultancy” are needed for a collaborative relationship to exist. Further it is defined that a consultancy at
least consists of one policy component and one resource
component, while a collaborative relationship aggregates at least two policy components (one of each
consultancy involved).
As figure 9 depicts, the components “Policy” and
“Resource” implement the model component
specification. Besides the necessary plug and socket
interfaces they define several new variable types
derived from the abstract model component. The
declaration of new variable types is done through the
specification of corresponding keywords. E. g. the
component “Resource” contains private, control, action,
and usage variables. Control variables (keyword
“$CV$”) are used as plugs and determine which
information of the model piece can be used by the
sockets of other components. Action variables (keyword
“$AV$”) and usage variables (keyword “$UV$”) in turn
are socket variables which provide only equation stubs
and thereby indicate where the building block depends
on input from other model components. The methods of
the resource socket interface specify that the value of
action variables is set by implementation variables
(keyword “$IV$”) while the value of usage variables
refers to control variables. The mapping of variable
types allows the specification of relationships between
components. Thus the relationship “interacts” between
resources is implemented by pairs of control and usage
variables. The relationship “manages” between a
resource and a policy comprises two aspects. First the
policy has to define usage variables as part of its socket
interface in order to access the resource’s control
variables. Second it has to define one or more
implementation variables which can be used as a plug to
implement the resource’s action variables.
As a policy component may also define control and
action variables itself, it is possible to assign the
government of the policy to another, superior policy
component. Thereby hierarchies of policies coordinating
each other can be created (“coordinates” relationship
between policies).

Architecture
Figure 10 shows the architecture of the prototype.
Model Composer GUI

Model
Parser

Model
Model
Components Design
Pattern
(.mdl)
(.xml)

Composition
Engine

Model Structure
(.xml) +
Composite Model
(.mdl)

Vensim

Composite
Model
(.mdl)

Figure 10: Architecture of the model composer
The application basically consists of three separate
modules that are accessible through a common graphical user interface. The model parser is used to analyze
the structure of a model component and to create a
processable internal representation of it. As a model
design pattern specifies the types of valid components
and their relationships, it is necessary to load a design
pattern into the parser first. After that the .mdl-files of
model components are opened and the content is parsed
according to the assigned design pattern. The parser
uses the specified keywords to access the variable
definitions of the pattern and thereby determines the
types of the loaded components.
The composition engine implements the routines
necessary to automate the assembly of the chosen
components. To produce a composite model, the
composition engine takes the internal component representations, combines them according to the relationships
defined within the design pattern and creates a new
.mdl-file for the composite model. Further a .xml-file is
created to store the relevant composition information
(e. g. the types of components and the number of
instantiations). Thereby it is ensured that composite
models can be decomposed at any time for further
modifications.
In order to facilitate the creation and inspection of
model components as well as the exploration and
simulation of composed models, Vensim is integrated
into the model composer. Thereby frequent manual
switch-overs between both applications can be avoided
and the usability of the system is enhanced.

MODEL COMPOSER
While Vensim provides an environment for the
development of model components as well as for the
simulation and exploration of the composed simulation
models, it does not support the process of model
composition itself. Therefore a tool has been developed,
that on the one hand provides a graphical user interface
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of the socket interfaces of any child instances, is
indicated by the type of border line surrounding the
instance on the composition panel. A dotted border
signals that no variable of the instance’s socket interface
or of the socket interfaces of any children is implemented. This is the case when a new component is placed
onto the panel, that has no links to already existing
instances. A dashed border indicates that some of the
socket variables are implemented through corresponding plugs, while a solid border states that the socket
interface is fully implemented. If all instances show a
solid border, the composition process is finished and the
composite model is ready for simulation.
According to the applied model design pattern, the
instances shown in figure 12 are all defined as
containers. Thus they don’t define their own interfaces
but aggregate the interfaces of the components they
include. This means the detected links have their root at
a lower level of aggregation. The dashed border of
instance “C1” indicates that the container includes at
least one component whose socket interface is not fully
implemented. By selecting the menu item “Inspect”
from the context menu of any instantiated component it
is possible to explore its content. Figure 13 shows the
content of the instance “C1”.

Composition Process
Figure 11 shows the graphical user interface of the
prototypical model composer.
Component
Category
Model: No Model

Consultancies
Relationships

Component
Repository

Consultancy
Type A

Consultancy
Type B

Joint Project
Work

Knowledge
Sharing

Model
Composition
Panel

Socket Interface Status

Composition
Information

Figure 11: Graphical user interface of the model
composer
Available Components are categorized according to
their component type. As the exemplary model design
pattern shown in figure 9 defines four types of components, the model composer provides four corresponding
component categories. Within each category several
components exist, that jointly make up the available
component repository.
To compose a new model the user simply drags a
component from a chosen category and drops it onto the
model composition panel. The drag-and-drop-mechanism automatically activates the composition engine,
which creates a new instance of the component (replacement of the keyword #VAR#). The composition engine
scans the interfaces of all instantiated components on
the panel and if a matching pair of socket and plug
variables is detected, the involved components are
linked together. Figure 12 gives an example of a model
being in the composition process.

Model Structure: C1

Customer
Base

Policy
C1-C2

Staff

Knowledge

Policy
C1-C3
Socket Interface Status
Financials

Model Structure: TestModel
Consultancies

Consultancy
Type A

C1

Figure 13: Content of instance “C1”

Knowledge Sharing
C1 – C3

As defined in the model design pattern, components of
the type “Consultancy” are aggregations of policies and
resources. Therefore “C1” includes several instances of
these two categories. As figure 13 shows, these
instances are interrelated. E. g., the instance “Staff”, a
component of the type “Resource”, is linked to the
instances “Promotion”, “Recruitment” and “Compensation”, which are identified as “Policies” managing this
resource. Apparently these three policies fully implement the socket interface of “Staff” (indicated by the
solid border of the instance). In contrast to “Staff”, none
of the instances on the panel implements the socket
variables of “Customer Base” (dotted border). Further
the socket variables of the resources “Knowledge” and
“Financials” are only partly implemented (dashed
border).

C3
Consultancy
Type B

Socket Interface Status

Joint Project Work
C1 – C2

C2

Figure 12: Construction of composite models
The model composition panel comprises two instances
of the component “Consultancy Type A”, one instance
of “Consultancy Type B” and two instances of
relationships. The lines between the instances indicate
the links detected by the composition engine. Further
the implementation status of each component’s socket
interface or, in case of containers, the aggregated status
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interfaces are fully implemented and the model is ready
for simulation.

The instances “Policy C1-C2” and “Policy C1-C3”
establish the links between “C1” and “Joint Project
Work C1-C2”, respectively “Knowledge Sharing C1C3”, which are both instances of the component
category “Relationships” and therefore map the
component type “Collaborative Relationship”. The
applied model design pattern defines this component
type as an aggregation of at least two policies, one of
each consultancy involved (see section 3.2). This
implies that “Policy C1-C2” and “Policy C1-C3” are
simultaneously part of two aggregations, “Consultancy”
and “Collaborative Relationship”. Nevertheless the
inspection of “C1” only reveals the links to components
that are embraced by “C1”. To inspect the links of
“Policy C1-C2” and “Policy C1-C3” relating to
components embraced by “Joint Project Work C1-C2”
respectively “Knowledge Sharing C1-C3”, it is
necessary to explore the structure of these aggregations.
Although the type of border line of an instance
indicates the status of it’s socket interface and the lines
between instances depict their interrelations, it is useful
to provide more detailed information about the
implementation and usage of the interface variables
involved. Selecting “Inspect” from the context menu of
a component that is not a container displays its interface
variables categorized by type. Further the relationships
of these variables to corresponding plug, respectively
socket variables of other components are shown. Figure
14 gives an example.

Action Vars

Control Vars

Model Structure: TestModel
Consultancies

Consultancy
Type A

C1

Knowledge Sharing
C1 – C3

C3
Consultancy
Type B

Socket Interface Status

Joint Project Work
C1 – C2

C2

Figure 15: Composed model
Selecting “View Model Structure” from the menu item
“Model” calls the Vensim environment to inspect the
structure of the composed system dynamics model. The
ability of Vensim to handle multiple views within a
model is used to keep the graphical representations of
the component instances separated. The usage of
multiple views reduces complexity and facilitates model
navigation. Figure 16 shows the component instance
“Joint Project Work C1 - C2” in Vensim.

Usage Vars

Control Vars

View
Selection

Figure 14: Interface inspection of instance “Staff”

Figure 16: View of “Joint Project Work C1 - C2”

The figure shows the inspection of the instance “Staff”.
According to the specification of the component type
“Resource”, the interface variables are defined as
“Action Vars”, “Control Vars” and “Usage Vars”.
Selecting the tab “Control Vars” returns a list of all
model variables marked as “Control Vars”. Further the
column “Usage” shows, which instances define socket
variables that use a certain control variable as plug.
E. g., the variable “Maturing Consultants #1” is used by
the instance “Promotion”, whereas the variable
“Consultants #1” is used by “Knowledge” and
“Compensation”.
Figure 15 shows the composed model. The solid
borders of the component instances indicates that all

Simulation and analysis of the composed System
Dynamics model are done in Vensim. Vensim provides
a comprehensive set of tools to analyze the model
structure as well as the simulation output. Parameterization allows the setup of different scenarios.
Traditionally scenario development is restricted to the
structure of the underlying model. The proposed component-based modeling approach facilitates model
modification and thereby enhances scenario building to
include alternative structures. This aspect is especially
important in problem domains that deal with structural
changes, such as collaboration management and
business networking.
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CONCLUSIONS
A component-based modeling approach to the
development of System Dynamics models basically has
two major advantages. The first advantage is obvious.
The reuse of existing model components facilitates the
model building process. As modeling effort is reduced,
the building process is accelerated. Further more, the
quality of developed models can be enhanced. The
expertise of subject matter experts is encapsulated in
design patterns and model building blocks that can be
easily composed to solve problems within a certain
domain. The second advantage is that the componentbased modeling approach can be used to improve the
structural flexibility of System Dynamics models as
such. The multiple instantiation of a component allows
the handling of redundant structures, thus paving the
way for the distinction and explicit modeling of
individual elements, a privilege predominantly unknown
to the System Dynamics approach.
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government is to radically change the ways and
mechanisms of operating administration and, as a result,
also basic principles, on which these mechanisms have
been developing in the last decades or even centuries.
Therefore, the business renovation (BR) or business
process renovation methods should be used in the
framework of e-services introduction. BR integrates
radical strategic method of Business Process
Reengineering (BPR) and more progressive methods of
Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) with adequate
Information Technology (IT) and e-business
infrastructure strategies. Process renovation is a reengineering strategy that critically examines current
business policies, practices and procedures, rethinks
them through and then redesigns the mission-critical
products, processes, and services (Prasad 1999). Beside
business processes reengineering business renovation
also includes changes in human resources, culture,
technology and organizational structure.
BPR as a segment of BR is a fundamental redesign of a
companies business processes and organisational
structures in order to achive dramatic improvements in
its critical success factors – quality, productivity,
customer satisfaction and time to market etc. (Tapscott
and Caston 1993). Because of its great intervention in
the organization, BPR demands full co-operation of
management team and workers. BPR is based on critical
evaluation of existing processes in the organization
(AS-IS business models), from which alternative (TOBE business models) are made. Unerstanding of the
existing processes is the key to successful modeling of
renovated processes.
After the processes are optimized and renovated, the
suggestions for their informatization need to be
prepared. Informatization presents general and holistic
implementation process and use of informatization
technology which can be compared by analogy to
industrialization process of industrial society. One of the
main purpose of informatization is economic
competitivnes achivement or automatisation and
optimization of their business processes.
In the article is presented business renovation process at
the Ministry of education, science and sport. In Section
2 the e-government strategy in Slovenia is explained,
which is recently actual topic in Slovenian political
place. Then, in the Section 3, the theoretical startingpoint of business renovation is described and it includes
section about Business Process Reengineering and
Informatization. Section 4 is the main part of the paper

KEYWORDS
E-government, business renovation, business process
simulation.
ABSTRACT
E-government, as a segment of e-economy, has attained
much interest in order to improve communications and
level of services between governments and citizens. It is
clear that successful e-government implementation
requires not only introduction of modern information
technology, but also business renovation, business
process reengineering and e-business strategy. The main
goal of the paper is to present the characteristics of
business renovation efforts and readiness for egovernment in Slovenia. The case of business
renovation project in one of the Slovene Ministries,
where the process modelling, analysis and simulation
were extensively used is shown. The simulation
modelling proved useful since it shows the process as a
whole, drawbacks of the existing process, bottlenecks in
the process execution, provides critical insight into
process execution etc. The results of the business
renovation show in reduced execution times,
organizational changes, simplified business processes
which represent a good foundation for informatization
as a next step towards e-government.
INTRODUCTION
E-government is the execution by electronic means of
interactive,
inter-organizational
processes
and
represents a shift in business doctrine that is changing
traditional organizational models, business processes,
relationships and operational models that have been
dominant in the public sector in the past decades. The
new doctrine of e-government requires organizations to
integrate and synchronize the strategic vision and
tactical delivery of services to its clients with the
information technology and service infrastructure
needed to meet that vision and process execution. In the
next few years, successful countries will restructure
their public sector, process and technology
infrastructure for successful e-government execution.
Past experience in introducing e-government in the most
developed countries (Singapore, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand…) in this field has shown us that the root
of the problems, which have to be solved in introducing
e-services, has moved from the technological into the
organizational and process domain. The essence of eProceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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judicial). It has to do with deep structural changes in the
operation of administration, which will be successfully
and quickly implemented only with a total and wellconsidered approach, as used in the modernization and
reformation of administration up to the present. BR
projects should be focused on all related key business
elements: business processes, people and finally the
technology. E-government is not only enabling the
redesign of internal organizational processes, but is
extended into inter-organizational processes.
Within the framework of development of a new
“organizational paradigm”, which will be based on the
operation of e-government, all State Bodies and other
institutions from the public sector will have to analyze
in detail all (action and other) administrative procedures
and processes and renovate them in accordance with
defined starting points and principles of development of
e-government, and the possibilities that information
technology can offer as soon as possible (Government
Centre for Informatics 2002).

and includes practical example of business renovation
project at the Ministry of education, science and sport. It
describes the main phases of the project and the key
processes, which were identifyed. Then the modeling,
business renovation and guideliness for informatization
are discussed of the process Promotion of the employees
in education to a higher professional title are presented.
THE E-GOVERNMENT STRATEGY IN
SLOVENIA
By adopting the “Strategy of E-commerce in Public
Administration for the Period 2001-2004, SEP-2004”
(Government Centre for Informatics, 2001), in February
2001, the Government of Slovenia has defined the
primary strategic orientations for the next essential
phase of informatization of public administration, which
is the development of e-government. As a result,
Slovenia is following a number of most developed
European countries, which are approaching the
accelerated development of e-government in a similar
way.
Although Slovenia has started a new developmental
cycle of technological modernization of administration
and has launched a number of new projects, the
conclusion was that development is not progressing as
planned and expected. This is not only a problem in
Slovenia, but based on analyses carried out in EU, also a
problem in mostly all other countries. Due to the lack of
experience in most cases, plans and deadlines for
introducing e-government were in all places too
optimistic. After a year or two, it can be seen that in
most countries it was relatively easy to achieve the first
(information) stage, which refers to the introduction of
information services, as this step does not require
specific changes in internal operations of administration
and in business processes and procedures (Government
Centre for Informatics 2001). Much more complex is
the introduction of more demanding, so-called
transaction services, which enable all phases of a
selected administrative procedure or process to be
executed electronically. As a rule, this requires a
complete renovation of administrative operations,
internal business processes and procedures, the
integration of registers and public databases, the
alteration and completion of material legislation and the
development of new organizational regulations,
classifications, and standards. At this point, the
development of e-government in most developed
countries has come to a standstill, which is evident from
viewing web portals of these countries where it can be
found very little transaction services. The same has also
occurred in Slovenian public administration.
Problems, which need to be solved as soon as possible,
are, in a minor sense, of technological nature
(Government Centre for Informatics 2001). They
predominantly extend to the internal renovation of
administration operations, its reorganization, greater
process orientation and close coordination and
cooperation among various departments, and even
branches of power (executive, legislative, and also

BUSINESS RENOVATION
Reengineering a company means tossing aside all
sistems and starting over. It involves going back to the
beginning and inventing a better way of doing work
(Hammer and Champy 1993). Towards Leavitt's
diamant (Burke and Peppard 1995) BR includes
changes in technology, human resources, structure,
culture and processes.

Figure 1: Amended version of Leavitt's 'diamond'
In the paper the orientation is on optimization of
business processes and their informatization.
Business Process Reengineering
BPR is an organizational method demanding radical
redesign of business processes in order to achieve better
efficiency, quality and more competitive production
(Hammer and Champy 1993). It is also a method of
improving the operation and therefore the outputs of
organization (Kettinger and Grover 1995). It means
analyzing and altering the business processes of the
organization as a whole. BPR was first introduced in a
research program at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) in the early nineties. BPR was the
buzzword of the mid-1990s, and although there were
plenty of successes, there were many more failures
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radical move and consideration about business doctrine.
From organization a new doctrine of e-business
demands accommodation and sinhronization of its
strategic vision and its practical execution with
opportunities of contemporary information technology
(Groznik and Kovaþiþ 2002).

(Hammer and Champy 1993). To many, BPR remains a
dirty word, bringing back memories of head count
reductions, budget cuts, facility closures, expensive
consulting engagements and endless reorganizations
that destroyed morale and confused employees, partners
and customers. By the time it was recognized that
successful BPR required careful change management,
the damage was done. The BPR craze encouraged
organizations to focus on internal process and internal
(mostly transactional) ERP applications. Today, the ebusiness craze has reinvigorated interest in process, this
time on a grander scale that spans organizations. The
difficulties of formulating and adopting new process, a
lack of cooperation between vendors, and the sheer
difficulty of interorganizational coordination will likely
lead to yet another era: the era of e-business.
Many leading organizations have conducted BPR in
order to improve productivity and gain competitive
advantage. A study by Dhaliwal (1999) showed that
about 50% of firms surveyed in Singapore (in some
cases comparable to Slovenia) were engaged in BPR
projects, with 37% of the firms indicated their intention
to take up BPR projects in next few years. However,
regardless of the number of companies involved in reengineering, the rate of failure in re-engineering projects
is over 50% (Hammer and Champy 1993). Some of the
frequently mentioned problems related to BPR include
the inability to accurately predict the outcome of a
radical change, difficulty in capturing existing processes
in a structured way, shortage of creativity in process
redesign, the level of costs incurred by implementing
the new process, or inability to recognize the dynamic
nature of the processes.

BUSINESS RENOVATION PROJECT AT THE
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND
SPORT
The Business renovation project at the Ministry of
Education, Science and Sport (Ministry) started due to
internal and external factors. Internal factors that caused
business renovation were the integration of two
ministries, Ministry of Education and Sport and
Ministry of Science and Technology into the Ministry of
Education, Science and Sport, versified business
processes that were not well defined and duplication of
activities. Externally, the project has been stimulated by
the Slovenian government that started the antibureaucratic program on the governmental level. The
goal of the program is, according to Action Plan Egovernment Up to 2004 (Government Centre for
Informatics 2001), to remove inefficiencies in business
processes, to change organizational structure and to
introduce suitable information technology that will
support renewed business processes.
The Business renovation project project has three main
phases:
¾identification of key business processes and their
modelling;
¾analysis of key business processes on the basis of
their models;
¾modelling renewed processes and proposing
organizational changes.
The project started with formation of project group
consisted by members from the Ministry and
consultants from Business Informatics Institute (BII),
Faculty of Economics, Ljubljana. Then a workshop for
Ministry project group was prepared in which they were
acquainted with project goals and the methodology.
After the workshop, five key business process groups
were identified by discussion and brainstorming:
¾strategic planning;
¾working program preparation;
¾laws and provisions preparation;
¾financial processes;
¾administrative processes.
The processes were modelled by interviewing people
from the Ministry who perform the activities. This
phase of the project was very difficult and lasted for
almost six months and models had to be changed
several times. Then, the members of Business
informatics institute made analysis of key business
processes on the basis of their models. The results of the
analisys were the starting-point to renovated business
processes, which were made in two months.
Since the scope of the project is too big for the
presentation in the paper, only a fragment, subprocess
Promotion of the employees in education to a higher

Informatization
The goal of information engineering is to describe an
already-conceptualized process in informational (or,
more accurately, data-oriented) terms so that a system
can be rapidly and riguosly constructed to support the
new process design (Davenport 1993).
Information technology refers to the technological side
of an information system. It includes the hardware
databases, softweare network and other devices. It can
be viewed as as subsystem of an information system
(Turban et al. 2002).
Informatization and information technology are
powerful tools for enabling and implementing process
innovation. Although it is teoretically possible to bring
abaut widespread process innovation without the use of
IT, we know of no such examples (Davenport 1993).
Davenport (1993), in arguing for radical change rather
than incremental change of business renovation,
suggests that this is the only means of obtaining the
order-of magnitude improvements necessary in today's
global marketplace. He is also saying that information
technology is both an enabler and an implementer of
process change.
The term of electronic business (e-business) presents
from the business renovation view for organization new
challange, full of radical changes. E-business presents
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transfers of documentation, waiting for the completion
of the application etc.).
However, the quantitative results of the simulation
experiment as presented in the simulation report,
regardless of how precise and detailed the simulation
may be, are only one aspect of the business process
analysis. Business process maps themselves can
frequently show many problems that have not
previously been observed. In the modelling phase,
several problems were observed. Beside the problems
with data collection presented in the previous section
there are also some difficulties related to the tool as not
all the situations from the real world can be directly
modeled. Some examples are (Tarumi et al. 2000):
¾Process flow can be interrupted by other
predominant processes.
¾Multiple processes compete for a common resource.
¾Many other kinds of exceptions can occur, such as
the absence of personnel.
¾Human behavior cannot be predicted (e.g. some
persons start tasks as late as possible to meet the
deadline).
Due to stated problems, the results obtained when using
simulation modeling of business processes should be
used cautiously, as the figures cannot be considered
exact values. As such, its primary use is in analysis and
in understanding the process itself, in observing the
problems in process operation (e.g. bottlenecks), in
evaluating and comparing alternative scenarios, in
supporting decisions on process informatization,
renovation, and in the introduction of organizational
changes, etc. According to (Bellinger 2002) modeling
and simulation is a discipline used to promote a deeper
and more complete understanding of how things work;
it does not provide answers.

professional title of Administrative processes at General
Affairs and Human Resource Service, will be shown in
the next section.
Modeling and analysing the existing processes
The Administrative processes group includes some of
the most frequently executed processes and are
therefore very interesting for a detailed examination and
analysis in the BPR and informatization project as
significant improvements in efficiency can be expected.
This group consists of more than 30 processes, however
some of them are of the same type, but for different
areas (e.g. elementary schools, high schools,
universities) and therefore their substantial activities are
executed in different departments.
In the first phase of the analysis some processes with the
highest application frequency were examined in more
details. One of them is "Promotion of the employees in
education to a higher professional title" (Figure 2)
which has about 2500 applications per year. The rate of
complete application is 60%, after the completion of
incomplete application this rate is 80%. The owner of
this process is the General Affairs and Human Resource
Service (GAHRS), where the application is
professionally executed by four officers. The
applications are always accepted only in dispatch centre.
The application state is recorded four times, always
twice: manually and using a computer program. The
Minister signs the decision statement.
The simulation of the process that was carried out
showed that the mean execution time for one application
is 49 days. The effective work time is less than one day.
The rest of the time is the delay in the process (signing,
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Figure 2: Promotion of the employees in education to a higher professional title
¾information level of the customers should be
improved,
¾the applications tracking should be organized more
efficient,
¾the officers in GAHRS need to be discharged of
administrative work,
¾improvement of the applications recording.
During the analysis a high rate of incomplete
applications was detected. The reason for that were
mostly uninformed customers which did not know what
should the application contain. The answer to that
problem is in initiation of the Acceptance office, where
custumers could get all the information, needed to
correctly fulfil the application (Figure 3 - Application
preparation advising). The main tasks of the Acceptance
office are formal completeness checking, giving
informations about specific Administrative process and
advising.
In the case of incomplete application the Officer from
GHARS sends a request to complete the application.
That would not be always necessary if they had an
official database where they could find the missing
information. That kind of database would increase
customer satisfaction and decrease the execution times.
In cases where sending request to complete application
is necessary the Officer should use the fastest way. For
that reason renovated process includes proposal of
electronic mail and electronic signature.

Business Process Renovation and Informatization
To uniform the administrative processes current similar
processes had to be grouped:
¾statusses of associations, private workers,
proffessional workers, proffessional and top
sportsmen, organisations, Interscription in evident of
sports objects, Fulfilment conditions for financing
private kindergartens,
¾agreement to the act of establishment of organization
from the area of upbringing and education, science,
sport,
¾nostrification of the certificates acquired abroad,
¾doing technical exams of proffesional workers,
which are working on the area of upbringing and
education in sport,
¾second stage processes.
For each group, TO-BE models have been modelled. As
the number of the processes is extensive, the focus will
be on Promotion of the employees to a higher
professional title (Figure 3).
The main goals of the renovation of the process
Promotion of the employees to a higher professional
title were:
¾the procentage rate of the incomplete applications
should be reduced,
¾the execution time of the process should be
decreased,
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information solutions on the process Promotion of the
employees to a higher professional title are:
¾the accompaniments of the procedure which works
as a Workflow management System and enables
uniform launching of activity and process execution,
¾Document Management System which allows
scanning of documents and electronic approach to
archives and is connected to Workflow
Mamagement System,
¾uniformed management of evidents,
¾delivering applications through internet which must
use digital confirmation and electronic signatures.

The simulation results of the existing process showed
that a lot of time is used for signing prepared decision
statement in Ministers` Office. To decrease the
execution times of the process and to discharge
Minister, the activity signing decision statement should
be executed by the Head of the General Affairs and
Human Resource Service (GAHRS).
Business renovation is successful only in connection
with informatization of business processes. The
information support needs to be uniformed and
connected for entire Ministry. The most important
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Figure 3: Renovated process Promotion of the employees in education to a higher professional title
GAHRS and the decision statements are signed by state
undersecretary.
The main result of the renovation is seen in simulation
of the renovated process were the average execution
time is 22 days shorter.

RESULTS
TO-BE model of the process Promotion of the
employees in education to a higher professional title
includes changes based on the main goals of the
renovation.
The first difference is seen in implementation of the
new activity Application preparation advising. On the
base of appreciation 80% of all incoming applications
go through this activity and this is why there are only
10% of incomplete applications instead of previous
40%.
Activity Searching in official database is also new in the
process. Its existence affects on the number of demands
about missing data, which becomes with renovation
reduced. In renovated process, there are three ways of
notifying customers about incomplete application.
Officers can notify customers by phone, by mail and email. According to implementation of informatization in
the renovated process, notifying by e-mail must be used
as often as possible and only exceptional cases are
executed by the two other ways.
In the AS-IS model the decision statements are signed
in Ministers' office which increases time of process
execution. With renovation this activity is placed in

CONCLUSION
In the paper are presented the main characteristics of
business renovation efforts in the Ministry of education,
science and sport. The results of the business renovation
show in uniformed and simplified process, reduced
execution times, organizational changes. The project
Business renovation plan of the Ministry of education,
science and sport is succesfuly concluded, but it is only
a part of whole business renovation project. The
Business informatics institute has in this stage made
suggestions of new business processes, their
informatization and prepared the suggestions for
organizational changes. In the next phase, the Ministry
of education, science and sport has to implement
suggestions in praxis which will, according to
experiences, take a great deal of work, time and funds to
do it.
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projects as a member of Business Informatics Institute
project team since 2002.
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that result in a reduction of the total time to assemble
the ship. Shorter lead times mean cheaper ships and the
possibility of competing in the international markets.

ABSTRACT

THE SYSTEM

An application of simulation in the ship building
industry is presented. The model is part of the decision
support system designed and built to help the
programmers develop both weekly and long term
assembly plans. The DSS is a mixture of spreadsheets
and a simulation model where the worksheets act as the
interface between the factory database and the model.
A simulation optimization methodology that includes
expert input to provide a robust initial solution is also
incorporated into the system. The paper presents as
well how the different knowledge groups (simulation
specialists, production planners, in-house system
developers, plant and factory managers) interact in the
development and the maintenance of the application.

Let us start with a brief description of the operations
performed in a specific production line to obtain the
two parts in which a given unit or block is divided. The
unit is called “sandwich” since it has a double layer of
panels with support bones in between. The bottom
layer (see Figure 1) is a series of panels welded
together in which the bones are inserted and
assembled. The top layer has nothing attached but is a
similar welding combination of individual panels. It
should be noted at this point that the final assembly of
the ship is performed outside the specific plant of the
factory being studied in this analysis.

INTRODUCTION
The competition in the ship building industry is
furious, and the structure of the industry in Spain is old
both in terms of technology, information management,
and personnel.
Therefore, there is a need to update the systems to the
new information era. Acquisition of new robots to
increase throughput, development of new software to
speed the decision making processes, training of
personnel to improve the production process... They
are all directions of improvement that are necessary to
compete and that converge in the representation of
knowledge in models to facilitate the decision making
processes of the company.

Figure 1. Bottom Part of Block
The plant has a long linear layout in which panels are
first prepared before starting the assembly processes,
which are divided into two groups (see Figure 2).

In particular, there is the need in this Spanish factory to
incorporate into a decision making tool the knowledge
of the production planners to reduce the necessary time
to develop the weekly production plans. Moreover, the
introduction of new equipment has made the
management believe that it was the proper time to
incorporate the new plant layout into a simulation
model along side the electronic knowledge obtained
from the planners. The outcome has been a decision
support system (DSS) that proposes production plans
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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be performed by each group and all the possible
interactions (see Figure 3).
PREPARATION
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Figure 2. Changes in Layout
Figure 3. Implementation of the DSS

In the preparation phase, there is a huge transload that
helps move the panels through different cutting and
shaving operations, which are performed in the floor
over rails. The operations might be manual or
automatic, with two points of entry for raw materials.
The panels are welded together to the right dimensions
and then stored in an intermediate buffer. The
exception is that the top layers of the sandwich are at
this point removed from the line and stored until the
bottom layer is assembled.

The production planners had to perform two
complementary tasks. In order for the simulation
specialists to create a simulation model, they had to put
into words all of the knowledge they had not only in
terms of the description of the necessary small tasks to
assemble the product, but also in terms of the algorithm
they use to develop the weekly plan. As it turned out,
this last step was critical as it had more assembly
restrictions than previously foreseen. Also, as final
users of the software application, they had to define the
charts and output lists they will be using in the line:
Gantt charts, requirements of raw materials…

In the assembly phase, with four lines, the first part of
the line, up until a big welding robot (part A), is used
to assemble the bottom layer of the sandwich, inserting
the bones (another entry point). Then, in the second
part of the line (part B), is where minor welding is
manually performed along with the necessary quality
assurance checks.

In terms of the software development, two different
groups performed the work. On one side, the factory
systems development group was given the task to
generate in simple files all the necessary information to
manage the line: process times, the production orders,
the shifts… They had to combine the information
coming from engineering with the one coming from
labor unions, and also with the one coming directly
from the line. They also had to create the output reports
needed by the final users, taking as a primary input the
information and the reports that come from the
execution of the simulation model.

In Figure 2, two different layouts are presented. The
first layout includes the old layout whereas the second
layout corresponds to the actual distribution. The
change is due to the acquisition of a new robot that
improves the throughput of the preparation line. Then,
to improve the total number of sandwiches assembled,
and having enough space and money, it has been
possible to duplicate the second part of the process.

So, on the other side of the files line, the simulation
specialists had to develop the model so it correctly
represented the system. Also, the model had to take the
necessary values from the files produced by the system
developers to generate a set of files with all the
necessary output values to produce the plans.

THE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
Due to these layout changes, it was the proper time to
come up with a robust tool that helped the weekly
planning of the line. The managers then launched the
project of developing a simulation-based decision
support system for the assembly line of sandwiches as
a trial version for developing one for the whole factory.

Management, besides overlooking the whole process,
also had to set the objectives of the production plan,
which are not just the ones of the plant in hand but of
the whole ship building factory. The main criterion is
obviously the lead time or time to assemble all the
orders, but there are some competing criteria like
assembling the top part of a sandwich immediately

The implementation of the DSS involved the combined
work of four main groups: management, production
planners, simulation specialists and system developers.
The first and important step was to define the tasks to
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after assembling the bottom part or balancing the two
assembly lines. Plant managers had also the important
task of maintaining the DSS.

THE APPLICATION
The decision support system has been developed using
the ODBC possibilities between the MSExcel
spreadsheet and WITNESS simulation software.

The interaction was in this case between management
and the simulation specialists in that the simulation
model should present an optimization shell to look for
a satisficing solution. Several production plans are to
be automatically proposed by the shell and run by the
simulation model in order to evaluate the criteria for
each plan, compare the plans and select the most
appropriate one.

Three files are needed to run the application:
x
x
x

Since any discrete optimization procedure is
combinatorial in nature, not all the possible plans
might be simulated. Only a small subset is to be run, so
it is important that one satisficing plan is included. In
that sense, it is well known that the optimization
algorithms heavily depend on the selection of the initial
trial of the search (Shelokar et al. 2004).

The spreadsheet that includes all the input and
output files
The simulation model
The ASCII file that contains information
about shifts

The execution starts in MSExcel when the appropriate
button is clicked. The spreadsheet calls the simulation
model which, when appropriate within the run, reads
the values from the MSExcel spreadsheet called
“WITNESS input” and from the shifts file. The search
for the satisficing plan then starts. At the end of the
run, the simulator writes the output values into the
spreadsheet, which regains the control of the DSS (see
Figure 4).

The production planners had at this point something to
say as experts. By providing insights about the
restrictions on the sequence of orders or the way they
are producing the plan, an initial feasible solution is
generated, which means that not only a good starting
point is known to start the search, but also that at least
a feasible solution is going to come out of the
optimization routine.

EXCEL SPREADSHEETS

SIMULATION MODEL

•Run execution

•Start

•Shift

•Read

•Workload
•Machine Turnover Ratio
•Machine Execution Times

Then, a sound optimization routine might be developed
by the simulation specialists, coupling the experts
knowledge with management requirements, as well as
some production control theory that might come from
any of the groups involved.

•Criteria Definition
•WITNESS Input

•Read

•Machine Utilization

•Run/Optimize

•Gantt Chart

•Write

•Bill of Materials

It is therefore important that the simulation specialists
also have a good engineering knowledge to not only
program the simulation models but also help in the
development of the optimization shell. In this particular
case, an according to management’s main objective of
minimizing lead time without incurring in delays, the
shell tests plans in which a combination of production
variables like slack, tardiness and criticality (Bedworth
1987) is included in the search algorithm to run in the
available search time, only a subset of feasible,
satisficing plans.

•Operation Times

Figure 4. Execution of the DSS
What follows is a more detailed description of each of
the parts of the DSS.
Input Files and Worksheets
The MSExcel spreadsheet contains different
worksheets that are required by the simulator at run
time. These worksheets might be manually or
automatically updated by engineering or by the
production management itself.

So, as it turned out, and it is clearly shown in the
interactions diagram (Figure 2), in order to bring all the
skills and expertise of each of the groups and develop a
sound and robust application, what is crucial is the
detailed definition of the common files, which are just
Microsoft Excel and plain text files. The factory
developers stand on one side of the line, the simulation
specialists in the other, and the managers and the
planners indicating what should be included in the DSS
to manage the factory.

The Execution Screen
The user interface is just a very simple screen (Figure
5) in which the user (the production planner) fills in the
necessary information and clicks on a button to execute
the planner based on the simulation model.
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factory management manually includes them. Some of
them are not constant but depend on the characteristics
of each unit, so they are not readily calculated but are
referred to the Machines Turnover Ratio spreadsheet.
WITNESS input
The simulation specialists developed an additional
spreadsheet to reduce the amount of data interchanged
with the simulator. The data from the Workload,
Execution Times and Machine Turnover Ratio
spreadsheets is combined into a single spreadsheet that
contains only one line per production order with all its
necessary attributes.
This worksheet is not made available to the user
because it does not include input values but only
formulas that are necessary to prepare the information
for the simulator.

Figure 5. Front End
The information relates to the date in which the
program is being executed and the length of the
planning period, that could be set for a number of
weeks or for the total number of orders to finish the
whole ship.

Criteria specification
The management of the factory specified the following
important criteria:
x

It also includes a set of tactical variables that might be
changed if the layout or the staff changes. The length
of the lines might be modified as well as the number of
its processing stations. The number of operators at each
group of stations might also be altered.

x

x

Shift
It includes information about the time in which the
operators are available. The information is filled
automatically from an in-house application developed
by the software developers of the company.

Total Assembly Time: the difference between
the end of the last unit and the start of the
first one should be minimized.
Buffer Blockage: the percentage of time that
the buffer is blocked should be minimized so
the preparation line is not blocked.
Assembly Line Occupation: the percentage of
the time that the assembly stations are
occupied is to be maximized.

Besides these three main criteria, another two were
included as restrictions. The proposed start and finish
times of any unit should not provided a large difference
with the predetermined times provided by the factory
management, since a large deviation could negatively
influence in the rest of the plants of the factory.

Workload
This spreadsheet contains the information about both
the orders that are pending and those that are already in
progress at the beginning of the simulated period. For
each one, there is a description of its physical
characteristics, like dimensions and weight. The data is
also automatically updated by the information system
of the company through yet another in-house
developed application.

Simulation Model
Built in WITNESS, it has been developed not with the
idea of a user-friendly model, but as a mathematical
model that needs to be optimized. That is, the model
was developed to read data from MSExcel files, to
automatically change the input parameters and to
output the results corresponding to the selected plan
back into the spreadsheets. It is then just a black box
that can be thought of as a combination of a calculator
and an experimenter.

Machines Turnover Ratio
For each of the stations, this spreadsheet contains a
table of velocities that depends on the number of
operators that are working on a given unit and the
characteristics of the unit. The tables are manually
updated since they are constant over time. In case a
change must be made the factory management should
do it.

However, it must be mentioned that the verification
process has been very thorough. Even hand simulations
for 30 units were used to trust the results of the blackbox model.

Machine Execution Times
Each of the operations performed at one particular
machine have been subdivided into several tasks. This
spreadsheet contains the setup and execution times for
each task. The values are not likely to change so the
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Machine Utilization
For each of the stations, its utilization rate is broken
into the time that it has been working, the idle time, the
time it has been blocked because the next station is full
and the waiting time for labor to appear to perform the
necessary operation.

The Optimization Routine
The simulation model includes a search procedure of
the appropriate production plan, that is, one that
satisfies the given criteria.
There
are
several
Simulation
Optimization
Methodologies (SOMs) that have been applied to the
development of production plans. Among the reported
combinations, genetic algorithms seems to be one good
possibility (for example, Iyer and Saxena 2004, Yu and
Liang 2001)

It is worth mentioning at this point that two are the key
statistics included in this worksheet. The first one is the
blockage time for the buffer or the station, which is the
link between the preparation line and the two assembly
lines. The buffer acts as a distributor of workload
between each of the assembly lines. This block time
has been included as one of the main criteria of the
study, trying to be minimized.

However, since the area of simulation optimization is
too complex to develop universal search
methodologies, a different search procedure has to be
applied to any new situation. As it has already been
mentioned, by including expert knowledge and
production characteristics and restrictions, the search
area is different for any given situation, calling for a
particularized search procedure, especially in terms of
the objective function (Hilgers and Boersma 2001).

In fact, the management main policy is that all the
stations are occupied. It is more important that the
plant looks fully loaded with sandwiches even if many
of the stations are blocked. The second key number in
the table is therefore the idle time of each station.
A good production plan is perceived then if the idle
time of the stations is low and so is the blockage rate of
the distribution buffer.

Therefore, to develop the search procedure, an
important amount of the time was devoted to talk with
the production planners to understand their doing so it
could be correctly represented in the SOM. The two
main thrusts at this point were to develop good initial
solutions and to provide “psychological validity”
(Wager and Nichols 2003). In fact, after this step, in
many situations, the first plan already fulfilled the
requirements. The need is just for minor adjustments of
the initial plan.

Gantt Chart
One of the spreadsheet is devoted to a Gantt chart that
includes the unit number that should be in each station
for the whole simulated period, usually a week, in
intervals of one hour. This is the main control tool that
the production controllers will use in a daily basis once
the plan is finally decided.

At the same time, by using production control theory,
several concepts are included in the search algorithm.
The more important idea is that of slackness, or
difference between the available time until the due date
and the total production time. Those units with small
slack should be scheduled reasonably soon so the due
date is met.

Bill of materials
Another key worksheet is the one that shows the
materials required at each of the entry points of the
system. It is used both by the production controllers
and by the other plants in the factory that supply parts
to this individual plant.
The worksheet shows four lists: the first for the first
station, one more for the start of Preparation B and two
more for each of the assembly lines entry points.

The total production time is also a key factor. If a unit
with a large production time is scheduled first, the
more blockages will be produced, but the higher the
line occupation and the smaller the total assembly time.

Operation Times
For verification purposes, a table that shows the start
and finish time of each sandwich at each station is
created. The difference between the start at one station
and the end at the previous one is then calculated to be
the blockage time, which will help detect important
assignable causes of blockage.

The combination then of the plant production planners
knowledge with the simulation specialists input in
terms of simulation and production control theory
provides a search algorithm that tests a satisficing
initial solution and then modifies it in an additional
small set of tries.

It also shows the start and finish of the whole unit so it
can be compared with the planning times, which are
provided by the production department of the whole
factory.

Output Files and Worksheets
They are just raw data tables with a consensus format
for the in-house software developers to produce the
daily output.
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CONCLUSION
An application of simulation in the ship building
industry is presented. Moreover, a decision support
system based on a simulation model has been
developed to come up with both weekly and long-term
assembly plans. The DSS has been implemented at one
of the assembly plants of a huge ship building factory
that will keep on developing decision support systems
for the rest of the plants.
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A simulation optimization methodology has been
incorporated at the same time into the DSS. Searching
for a satisficing solution has been achieved by first
including the knowledge of the weekly programmers
and the engineers into the development of a good
initial solution, which is improved using sound
production control theoretical techniques.
The applications software is then for planners to use,
but it has been the result of a combined effort of
management and developers, which have conveniently
defined a set of files to interchange information, in
order to represent the expert knowledge in a simulation
–based DSS.
In that sense, it is worth mentioning as the final
conclusion that maybe more simulation studies could
be performed if the experimentation and execution of
the models was done from spreadsheets rather than
from the model itself. Companies and users of the
model many times fear that the simulation software is
too complex to use so that they prefer to interact with it
from a more standard tool like the MSExcel
spreadsheet.
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ZRUGV ZH DOZD\V FRPH DFURVV WKH &76 VWUXFWXUH
.(<:25'6
G\QDPLFVLQSUDFWLFH8QGHUWKHVHFRQGLWLRQVWRLQFUHDVH
2SHUDWLRQVDQGSURGXFWLRQPDQDJHPHQWVFKHGXOLQJ
VWDELOL]H  &76 SRWHQWLDOLWLHV DQG FDSDFLW\ IRU ZRUN D
RSHUDWLRQVUHVHDUFKRSWLPL]DWLRQVWRFKDVWLFPRGHOV
VWUXFWXUHFRQWUROLVWREHSHUIRUPHG5HFRQILJXUDWLRQLV

D ZLGHO\ XVHG YDULDQW RI WKH &76 VWUXFWXUH FRQWURO
$%675$&7
5HFRQILJXUDWLRQ LV D SURFHVV RI WKH &76 VWUXFWXUH
$ FRQFHSW RI DQ DFWLYH PRELOH REMHFW DV D W\SLFDO
DOWHUDWLRQZLWKDYLHZWRLQFUHDVHWRNHHSRUWRUHVWRUH
HOHPHQW RI FRPSOH[ WHFKQLFDO V\VWHPV &76  ZLWK
WKH OHYHO RI &76 RSHUDELOLW\ RU ZLWK D YLHZ WR
G\QDPLFVWUXFWXUHVLVLQWURGXFHG7KHSURFHVVHVRI&76
FRPSHQVDWHWKHORVVRI&76HIILFLHQF\DVDUHVXOWRIWKH
VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVFRQWURODUHGHVFULEHGYLDDV\VWHPRI
GHJUDGDWLRQ RI LWV IXQFWLRQV $FNRII  $WKDXV DQG
DQDO\WLFDODQGVLPXODWLRQPRGHOV*HQHUDOSULQFLSOHVRI
)DOE  1DSROLWDQR DQG 6ZDLP D 1DSROLWDQR
MRLQW XVH RI WKHVH PRGHOV ZLWKLQ D VLPXODWLRQ V\VWHP
DQG6ZDLPE6RNRORYDQG<XVXSRY 
ZHUH ZRUNHG RXW 7KH SUREOHPV RI SDUDPHWULF DQG
7KH SUHVHQWHG FRQVLGHUDWLRQV OHG XV IURP D QDUURZ
VWUXFWXUDO DGDSWDWLRQ RI WKH PRGHOV DUH GLVFXVVHG
WUDGLWLRQDO LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI &76 UHFRQILJXUDWLRQ WR D
7KHRUHWLFDO UHVXOWV ZHUH LPSOHPHQWHG LQ SURJUDP
ZLGHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQZLWKLQDQHZDSSOLHGWKHRU\RI&76
SURWRW\SHV RI FRPSXWHUDLGHG VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV
VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVFRQWURO'HYHORSLQJRIWKLVWKHRU\LV
FRQWURO
RQHWKHPDLQDLPVRIRXULQYHVWLJDWLRQV





,1752'8&7,21

$3352$&+

7KH PDLQ VXEMHFW RI RXU LQYHVWLJDWLRQ LV FRPSOH[
V\VWHPV 7KDW LV WKH V\VWHPV WKDW VKRXOG EH VWXGLHG
WKURXJK SRO\W\SLF PRGHOV DQG FRPELQHG PHWKRGV ,Q
VRPH LQVWDQFHV LQYHVWLJDWLRQV RI FRPSOH[ V\VWHPV
UHTXLUH PXOWLSOH PHWKRGRORJLFDO DSSURDFKHV PDQ\
WKHRULHV DQG GLVFLSOLQHV DQG FDUU\LQJ RXW
LQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\ UHVHDUFKHV 'LIIHUHQW DVSHFWV RI
FRPSOH[LW\ FDQ EH FRQVLGHUHG WR GLVWLQJXLVK EHWZHHQ D
FRPSOH[ V\VWHP DQG D VLPSOH RQH IRU H[DPSOH
VWUXFWXUH FRPSOH[LW\ RSHUDWLRQDO FRPSOH[LW\
FRPSOH[LW\ RI EHKDYLRU FKRLFH FRPSOH[LW\ RI
GHYHORSPHQW .OLU 
&ODVVLF H[DPSOHV RI FRPSOH[ V\VWHPV DUH FRQWURO
V\VWHPV IRU YDULRXV FODVVHV RI PRYLQJ REMHFWV VXFK DV
VXUIDFH DQG DLU WUDQVSRUW VKLSV VSDFH DQG ODXQFK
YHKLFOHV HWF JHRJUDSKLFDOO\ GLVWULEXWHG KHWHURJHQHRXV
QHWZRUNV IOH[LEOH FRPSXWHUL]HG PDQXIDFWXULQJ
$UNKLSRY HW DO  6RNRORY DQG <XVXSRY 
6RNRORY 
2QH RI WKH PDLQ IHDWXUHV RI PRGHUQFRPSOH[WHFKQLFDO
V\VWHPV &76  LV WKH FKDQJHDELOLW\ RI WKHLU SDUDPHWHUV
DQG VWUXFWXUHV DV FDXVHG E\ REMHFWLYH DQG VXEMHFWLYH
UHDVRQVDWGLIIHUHQWVWDJHVRIWKH&76OLIHF\FOH,QRWKHU
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$V DSSOLHG WR &76 ZH GLVWLQJXLVK WKH IROORZLQJ PDLQ
W\SHVRIVWUXFWXUHVWKHVWUXFWXUHRI&76JRDOVIXQFWLRQV
DQG WDVNV WKH RUJDQL]DWLRQDO VWUXFWXUH WKH WHFKQLFDO
VWUXFWXUH WKH WRSRORJLFDO VWUXFWXUH WKH VWUXFWXUH RI
VSHFLDOVRIWZDUHDQGPDWKHPDWLFDOWRROVWKHWHFKQRORJ\
VWUXFWXUH WKH VWUXFWXUH RI &76 FRQWURO WHFKQRORJ\ 
6WUXFWXUH G\QDPLFV FRQWURO SURYLGHV WUDQVLWLRQ RI &76
IURP WKH FXUUHQW PDFURVWDWH WR D JLYHQ RQH )LJXUH 
LOOXVWUDWHV SRVVLEOH YDULDQWV RI VWUXFWXUH G\QDPLFV LQ D
FRPSOH[ WHFKQLFDO V\VWHP 7KH SUREOHP RI &76
VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV FRQWURO FRQVLVWV RI WKH IROORZLQJ
JURXSVRIWDVNVWKHWDVNVRIVWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVDQDO\VLV
RI &76 WKH WDVNV RI HYDOXDWLRQ REVHUYDWLRQ  RI
VWUXFWXUDO VWDWHV DQG &76 VWUXFWXUDO G\QDPLFV WKH
SUREOHPV RI RSWLPDO SURJUDP V\QWKHVLV IRU VWUXFWXUH
G\QDPLFVFRQWUROLQGLIIHUHQWVLWXDWLRQV)URPRXUSRLQW
RI YLHZ WKH WKHRU\ RI VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV FRQWURO ZLOO
EH LQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\ DQG ZLOO DFFXPXODWH WKH UHVXOWV RI
FODVVLFDO FRQWURO WKHRU\ RSHUDWLRQV UHVHDUFK DUWLILFLDO
LQWHOOLJHQFH V\VWHPV WKHRU\ DQG V\VWHPV DQDO\VLV 7KH
WZR ODVW VFLHQWLILF EUDQFKHV ZLOO SURYLGH D VWUXFWXUHG
GHILQLWLRQ RI WKH VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV FRQWURO SUREOHP
LQVWHDGRIDZHDNO\VWUXFWXUHGGHILQLWLRQ
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)LJXUH3RVVLEOHYDULDQWVRIVWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVLQFRPSOH[WHFKQLFDOV\VWHPV


7RGD\ GLIIHUHQW PHWKRGV DQG PRGHOV DUH XVHG IRU
VROYLQJ WKH SUREOHPV RI &76 VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV
FRQWURO 7KH NQRZQ DSSURDFKHV WR WKHVH SUREOHPV DUH
EDVHG RQ WKH 3(57 GHVFULSWLRQ RI VFKHGXOLQJ DQG
FRQWUROSUREOHPVDQGWUDGLWLRQDOG\QDPLFLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
7KH UHDOL]DWLRQ RI WKHVH G\QDPLF DSSURDFKHV SURGXFHV
DOJRULWKPLF DQG FRPSXWDWLRQDO GLIILFXOWLHV FDXVHG E\
KLJK GLPHQVLRQDOLW\ QRQOLQHDULW\ QRQVWDWLRQDU\ DQG
XQFHUWDLQW\ RI WKH PRGHOV .OLU  $WKDXV DQG )DOE
6LOLDN 
:H SURSRVHG WR PRGLI\ G\QDPLF LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI
RSHUDWLRQV FRQWURO SURFHVVHV 7KH PDLQ LGHD RI PRGHO
VLPSOLILFDWLRQ LV WR LPSOHPHQW QRQOLQHDU WHFKQRORJLFDO
FRQVWUDLQWV LQ VHWV RI DOORZDEOH FRQWURO LQSXWV UDWKHU
WKDQ LQ WKH ULJKW SDUWV RI GLIIHUHQWLDO HTXDWLRQV ,Q WKLV
FDVH /DJUDQJH FRHIILFLHQWV NHHSLQJ WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ
DERXW WHFKQLFDO DQG WHFKQRORJLFDO FRQVWUDLQWV DUH
GHILQHGYLDWKHORFDOVHFWLRQVPHWKRG)XUWKHUPRUHZH
SURSRVHG WR XVH LQWHUYDO FRQVWUDLQWV LQVWHDG RI UHOD\
RQHV 1HYHUWKHOHVV WKH FRQWURO LQSXWV WDNH RQ %RROHDQ
YDOXHV DV D UHVXOW RI WKH OLQHDULW\ RI GLIIHUHQWLDO
HTXDWLRQV DQG FRQYH[LW\ RI WKH VHW RI DOWHUQDWLYHV
6RNRORY   7KH SURSRVHG VXEVWLWXWLRQ OHWV XVH
IXQGDPHQWDO VFLHQWLILF UHVXOWV RI WKH PRGHUQ FRQWURO
WKHRU\ LQ YDULRXV &76 FRQWURO SUREOHPV LQFOXGLQJ
VFKHGXOLQJWKHRU\SUREOHPV 

$V SURYLGHG E\ WKH FRQFHSW RI &76 PXOWLSOHPRGHO
GHVFULSWLRQ WKH SURSRVHG JHQHUDO PRGHO LQFOXGHV
SDUWLFXODU G\QDPLF PRGHOV G\QDPLF PRGHO RI &76
PRWLRQFRQWUROG\QDPLFPRGHORI&76FKDQQHOFRQWURO
G\QDPLF PRGHO RI &76 RSHUDWLRQV FRQWURO G\QDPLF
PRGHO RI &76 IORZV FRQWURO G\QDPLF PRGHO RI &76
UHVRXUFH FRQWURO G\QDPLF PRGHO RI &76 RSHUDWLRQ
SDUDPHWHUV FRQWURO G\QDPLF PRGHO RI &76 VWUXFWXUH
G\QDPLFV FRQWURO G\QDPLF PRGHO RI &76 DX[LOLDU\
RSHUDWLRQFRQWURO
3URFHGXUHV RI VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV SUREOHP VROYLQJ
GHSHQG RQ WKH YDULDQWV RI WUDQVLWLRQ DQG RXWSXW
IXQFWLRQV
RSHUDWRUV  LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ 9DULRXV
DSSURDFKHV PHWKRGV DOJRULWKPV DQG SURFHGXUHV RI
FRRUGLQDWHGFKRLFHWKURXJKFRPSOH[HVRIKHWHURJHQHRXV
PRGHOVDUHGHYHORSHGE\QRZ
&76 VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLF FRQWURO SUREOHP KDV VRPH
VSHFLILF IHDWXUHV LQ FRPSDULVRQ ZLWK FODVVLF RSWLPDO
FRQWUROSUREOHPV $FNRII$WKDXVDQG)DOE
2NKWLOHY6LOLDN 7KHILUVWIHDWXUHLVWKDWWKH
ULJKW SDUWV RI WKH GLIIHUHQWLDO HTXDWLRQV XQGHUJR
GLVFRQWLQXLW\ DW WKH EHJLQQLQJ RI LQWHUDFWLRQ ]RQHV
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LQWHUYDOV  7KH FRQVLGHUHG SUREOHPV
FDQ EH UHJDUGHG DV FRQWURO SUREOHPV ZLWK LQWHUPHGLDWH
FRQGLWLRQV 7KH VHFRQG IHDWXUH LV WKH PXOWLFULWHULD
QDWXUH RI WKH SUREOHPV 7KH WKLUG IHDWXUH LV FRQFHUQHG
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ZLWK WKH LQIOXHQFH RI XQFHUWDLQW\ IDFWRUV 7KH IRXUWK
IHDWXUH LV WKH IRUP RI WLPHVSDWLDO WHFKQLFDO DQG
WHFKQRORJLFDO QRQOLQHDU FRQGLWLRQV WKDW DUH PDLQO\
FRQVLGHUHG LQ FRQWURO FRQVWUDLQWV DQG ERXQGDU\
FRQGLWLRQV 2Q WKH ZKROH WKH FRQVWUXFWHG PRGHO LV D
QRQOLQHDUQRQVWDWLRQDU\ILQLWHGLPHQVLRQDOGLIIHUHQWLDO
V\VWHP ZLWK D UHFRQILJXUDEOH VWUXFWXUH 'LIIHUHQW
YDULDQWV RI PRGHO DJJUHJDWLRQ ZHUH SURSRVHG 7KHVH
YDULDQWVSURGXFHDWDVNRIPRGHOTXDOLW\VHOHFWLRQWKDWLV
WKH WDVN RI PRGHO FRPSOH[LW\ UHGXFWLRQ 'HFLVLRQ
PDNHUV FDQ VHOHFW DQ DSSURSULDWH OHYHO RI PRGHO
WKRURXJKQHVV LQ WKH LQWHUDFWLYH PRGH 7KH OHYHO RI
WKRURXJKQHVV GHSHQGV RQ WKH LQSXW GDWD H[WHUQDO
FRQGLWLRQVDQGUHTXLUHGOHYHORIVROXWLRQYDOLGLW\
7KHSURSRVHGLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRI&76VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV
FRQWURO SURFHVVHV SURYLGHV DGYDQWDJHV RI PRGHUQ
RSWLPDOFRQWUROWKHRU\IRU&76DQDO\VLVDQGV\QWKHVLV

5(68/76

WKHJHQHUDOL]HGV\VWHPDQDO\VLVDQGWKHPRGHUQRSWLPDO
FRQWURO WKHRU\ IRU &76 ZLWK UHFRQILJXUDEOH VWUXFWXUHV
7KH PHWKRGRORJLHV ILQG WKHLU FRQFUHWH UHIOHFWLRQ LQ WKH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJ SULQFLSOHV 7KH PDLQ SULQFLSOHV DUH WKH
SULQFLSOH RI JRDO SURJUDPPHG FRQWURO WKH SULQFLSOH RI
H[WHUQDOFRPSOHPHQWWKHSULQFLSOHRIQHFHVVDU\YDULHW\
WKH SULQFLSOHV RI PXOWLSOHPRGHO DQG PXOWLFULWHULD
DSSURDFKHV WKH SULQFLSOH RI QHZ SUREOHPV 7KH
G\QDPLF LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV FRQWURO
SURFHVVHV OHWV DSSO\ WKH UHVXOWV SUHYLRXVO\ UHFHLYHG LQ
WKHWKHRU\RIG\QDPLFV\VWHPVVWDELOLW\DQGVHQVLWLYLW\
IRU&76DQDO\VLVSUREOHPV
7KH PXOWLSOHPRGHO GHVFULSWLRQ RI &76 VWUXFWXUH
G\QDPLFV FRQWURO SURFHVVHV LV WKH EDVH RI
FRPSUHKHQVLYH VLPXODWLRQ WHFKQRORJLHV DQG RI
VLPXODWLRQ V\VWHPV :H DVVXPH WKH VLPXODWLRQ V\VWHP
6,6  WR EH D VSHFLDOO\ RUJDQL]HG FRPSOH[ 7KLV
FRPSOH[FRQVLVWVRIWKHIROORZLQJHOHPHQWVVLPXODWLRQ
PRGHOV WKHKLHUDUFK\RIPRGHOV DQDO\WLFDOPRGHOV WKH
KLHUDUFK\ RI PRGHOV  IRU D VLPSOLILHG DJJUHJDWHG 
GHVFULSWLRQ RI REMHFWV EHLQJ VWXGLHG LQIRUPDWLRQDO
VXEV\VWHP WKDW LV D V\VWHP RI GDWD EDVHV NQRZOHGJH
EDVHV  DQG FRQWURODQGFRRUGLQDWLRQ V\VWHP IRU
LQWHUUHODWLRQ DQG MRLQW XVH RI SUHYLRXV HOHPHQWV DQG
LQWHUDFWLRQZLWKWKHXVHU
7KHFRPSRQHQWVRIWKHVLPXODWLRQV\VWHPZHUHWKHPDLQ
SDUWV RI WKH GHYHORSHG SURJUDP SURWRW\SHV GXULQJ RXU
LQYHVWLJDWLRQ 7KH SURFHVVHV RI $02 VWUXFWXUH
G\QDPLFV FRQWURO DUH KLHUDUFKLFDO PXOWLVWDJH DQG
PXOWLWDVN RQHV 7KH VWUXFWXUH RI VLPXODWLRQ V\VWHP
FRQIRUPV WKH IHDWXUHV RI FRQWURO SURFHVVHV 7KHUH DUH
WKUHHJURXSVRIPRGHOVLQ6,6PRGHOVRI$02&6DQG
26 IXQFWLRQLQJ WKH VW VXEV\VWHP RI 6,6  PRGHOV RI
HYDOXDWLRQ REVHUYDWLRQ DQGDQDO\VLVRIVWUXFWXUDOVWDWHV
DQG$02&6VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV WKHQGVXEV\VWHPRI
6,6 DQGGHFLVLRQPDNLQJPRGHOVIRUFRQWUROSURFHVVHV
LQ$02&6 WKHUGVXEV\VWHPRI6,6 
7KHVLPXODWLRQV\VWHPDOVRLQFOXGHVV\VWHPRIFRQWURO
FRRUGLQDWLRQDQGLQWHUSUHWDWLRQFRQWDLQLQJXVHULQWHUIDFH
DQGJHQHUDOFRQWUROVXEV\VWHPORFDOV\VWHPVRIFRQWURO
DQG FRRUGLQDWLRQ VXEV\VWHP RI GDWD SURFHVVLQJ
DQDO\VLV DQG LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ IRU SODQQLQJ FRQWURO DQG
PRGHOLQJ VXEV\VWHP RI PRGHOLQJ VFHQDULRV
IRUPDOL]DWLRQ VXEV\VWHP RI VRIWZDUH SDUDPHWULF DQG
VWUXFWXUDO DGDSWDWLRQ VXEV\VWHP RI UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV
SURGXFLQJIRUGHFLVLRQPDNLQJDQGPRGHOLQJ
7KH GDWDZDUH LQFOXGHV GDWDEDVHV IRU $02 VWDWHV IRU
$02&6VWDWHVDQGJHQHUDOVLWXDWLRQIRU62VWDWHVDQG
GDWD EDVHV IRU DQDO\WLFDO DQG VLPXODWLRQ PRGHOV RI
GHFLVLRQPDNLQJDQG$02&6IXQFWLRQLQJ
([LVWHQFH RI YDULRXV DOWHUQDWLYH GHVFULSWLRQV IRU &76
HOHPHQWV DQG FRQWURO VXEV\VWHPV JLYHV DQ RSSRUWXQLW\
RI DGDSWLYH PRGHOV VHOHFWLRQ V\QWKHVLV  IRU SURJUDP
FRQWUROXQGHUFKDQJLQJHQYLURQPHQW
7KHUHIRUHZHFRQVLGHUHGWZRJHQHUDODFWXDOSUREOHPVRI
WKH &76 VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV LQYHVWLJDWLRQ QDPHO\ WKH
SUREOHPRIVHOHFWLRQRIRSWLPDO&76VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV
FRQWURO SURJUDPV DW GLIIHUHQW VWDWHV RI WKH HQYLURQPHQW
DQGWKHSUREOHPRISDUDPHWULFDQGVWUXFWXUDODGDSWDWLRQ

7KH SUHOLPLQDU\ LQYHVWLJDWLRQV FRQILUP WKDW WKH PRVW
FRQYHQLHQWFRQFHSWIRUWKHIRUPDOL]DWLRQRI&76FRQWURO
SURFHVVHV LV WKH FRQFHSW RI DQ DFWLYH PRELOH REMHFW
$02  ,Q JHQHUDO FDVH LW LV DQ DUWLILFLDO REMHFW D
FRPSOH[ RI GHYLFHV  PRYLQJ LQ VSDFH DQG LQWHUDFWLQJ
E\ PHDQV RI LQIRUPDWLRQ HQHUJ\ RU PDWHULDO IORZV 
ZLWK RWKHU $02 FRQWURO V\VWHP $02 &6  DQG
REMHFWVLQ VHUYLFH 26  7KH $02 FRQVLVWV RI IRXU
VXEV\VWHPV UHODWLQJ WR IRXU SURFHVVHV IXQFWLRQLQJ
IRUPV  PRYLQJ LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK 26 DQG RWKHU $02
IXQFWLRQLQJ RI WKH PDLQ JRDORULHQWHG  DQG DX[LOLDU\
IDFLOLWLHVDQGUHVRXUFHVFRQVXPSWLRQ UHSOHQLVKPHQW 
7KH IRXUIXQFWLRQVRI$02DUHTXLWHGLIIHUHQWWKRXJK
WKH MRLQW H[HFXWLRQ RI WKHVH IXQFWLRQV WKH LQWHUDFWLRQ
EHLQJ WKH PDLQ RQH SURYLGH IRU $02 QHZ
FKDUDFWHULVWLFV 7KXV LW EHFRPHV D VSHFLILF REMHFW RI
LQYHVWLJDWLRQ DQG $02 FRQWURO SUREOHPV DUH VWULFWO\
GLIIHUHQW WKDQ FODVVLFDO SUREOHPV RI PHFKDQLFDOPRWLRQ
FRQWURO ,Q JHQHUDO $02 IXQFWLRQLQJ LQFOXGHV
LQIRUPDWLRQDOPDWHULDODQGHQHUJ\LQWHUDFWLRQZLWK26
ZLWKRWKHU$02DQGZLWKWKHHQYLURQPHQW$ORQJZLWK
WKH LQWHUDFWLRQ WKH IDFLOLWLHV IXQFWLRQLQJ UHVRXUFH
FRQVXPSWLRQ UHSOHQLVKPHQW  DQG $02 PRWLRQ DUH WR
EHFRQVLGHUHGYLDIXQFWLRQLQJPRGHOV 6RNRORY 
7KHQRWLRQ³$FWLYH0RELOH2EMHFW´JHQHUDOL]HVIHDWXUHV
RI PRELOH HOHPHQWV GHDOLQJ ZLWK GLIIHUHQW &76 W\SHV
'HSHQGLQJRQWKHW\SHRI&76WKHDFWLYHPRELOHREMHFWV
FDQPRYHDQGLQWHUDFWLQVSDFHLQDLURQWKHJURXQGLQ
ZDWHURURQZDWHUVXUIDFH$FWLYH0RELOH2EMHFWFDQEH
DOVRUHJDUGHGDVPXOWLDJHQWV\VWHP
7KH PDLQ FODVVHV RI &76 VWUXFWXUH G\QDPLFV SUREOHPV
LQFOXGH $02 VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV DQDO\VLV SUREOHPV
$02VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVGLDJQRVLVREVHUYDWLRQPXOWL
OD\HU FRQWURO SUREOHPV SUREOHPV RI $02 JHQHUDOL]HG
VWUXFWXUDOVWDWHVV\QWKHVLVDQGWKHSUREOHPVRISURJUDPV
FRQVWUXFWLRQIRUDWUDQVLWLRQIURPDJLYHQ&76VWUXFWXUDO
VWDWH WR DQ DOORZDEOH RSWLPDO  VWUXFWXUDO VWDWH
0HWKRGRORJLFDODQGPHWKRGLFDOEDVLFVIRUWKHWKHRU\RI
VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV
FRQWURO
ZHUH
GHYHORSHG
0HWKRGRORJLFDO EDVLFV LQFOXGH WKH PHWKRGRORJLHV RI
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RIPRGHOVGHVFULELQJ&76VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVFRQWURO
7KH IRUPDO VWDWHPHQW DQG GHFRPSRVLWLRQ RI VWUXFWXUDO
DQG SDUDPHWULF DGDSWDWLRQ WDVNV ZHUH ZRUNHG RXW IRU
PRGHOVRI&76VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVFRQWURO 6'& +HUH
WKH DGDSWLYH FRQWURO VKRXOG LQFOXGHWKHIROORZLQJPDLQ
SKDVHV SDUDPHWULF DQG VWUXFWXUDO DGDSWDWLRQ RI
VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV FRQWURO 6'&  PRGHOV DQG
DOJRULWKPV WR SUHYLRXV DQG FXUUHQW VWDWHV RI REMHFWVLQ
VHUYLFHRIFRQWUROVXEV\VWHPVDQGRIWKHHQYLURQPHQW
FRPSUHKHQVLYH VFKHGXOLQJ RI &76 RSHUDWLRQ
FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI 6'& SURJUDPV  VLPXODWLRQ RI &76
RSHUDWLRQ DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH VFKHGXOHV IRU GLIIHUHQW
YDULDQWV RI FRQWURO GHFLVLRQV LQ UHDO VLWXDWLRQV DQG
VWUXFWXUDO DQG SDUDPHWULF DGDSWDWLRQ RI WKH VFKHGXOH
FRQWURO LQSXWV PRGHOV DOJRULWKPV DQG 6'& SURJUDPV
WRSRVVLEOH SUHGLFWHGYLDVLPXODWLRQ VWDWHVRI62&6
DQGRIWKHHQYLURQPHQW
7RLPSOHPHQWWKHSURSRVHGFRQFHSWRIDGDSWLYHFRQWURO
OHWXVFRQVLGHUWZRJURXSVRISDUDPHWHUVIRU&766'&
PRGHOV DQG DOJRULWKPV SDUDPHWHUV WKDW FDQ EH
HYDOXDWHGRQWKHEDVLVRIUHDOGDWDDYDLODEOHLQ&76DQG
SDUDPHWHUVWKDWFDQEHHYDOXDWHGYLDVLPXODWLRQPRGHOV
IRUGLIIHUHQWVFHQDULRVRIIXWXUHHYHQWV
7KH DGDSWDWLRQ SURFHGXUHV FDQ EH RUJDQL]HG LQ WZR
EORFNV PRGHOV  QDPHO\ 6,6 H[WHUQDO DGDSWHU DQG 6,6
LQWHUQDODGDSWHU
$V UHJDUGV WKH &76 6'& PRGHOV FRQVWUXFWHG
SUHYLRXVO\WKHIROORZLQJSDUDPHWHUVEHORQJWRWKHILUVW
JURXS DQG FDQ EH HYDOXDWHG WKURXJK WKH H[WHUQDO
DGDSWHU WKH YDOXHV RI HQG FRQGLWLRQV RI WKH 6'&
PRGHOV WHFKQLFDO DQG WHFKQRORJLFDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI
&76 HOHPHQWV DQG VXEV\VWHPV >IRU H[DPSOH FRPSXWHU
VSHHG DPRXQW RI UDQGRPDFFHVV PHPRU\ PD[LPDO
PLQLPDO  LQWHQVLW\ RI UHVRXUFH FRQVXPSWLRQ
UHJHQHUDWLRQ FDUU\LQJFDSDFLW\RIGDWDOLQNFKDQQHOV@
DQG SUREDELOLVWLF FKDUDFWHULVWLFV DQG YDOXHV RI UHDO DQG
REVHUYHGUDQGRPSURFHVVHV
7KH VHFRQG JURXS RI SDUDPHWHUV EHLQJ HYDOXDWHG
WKURXJK WKH LQWHUQDO DGDSWHU LQFOXGHV VXFK
FKDUDFWHULVWLFV DV UHGXQGDQF\ UDWH IRU UHVHUYLQJ RI
GLIIHUHQWW\SH IXQFWLRQDOWLPHKDUGZDUHVRIWZDUHDQG
LQIRUPDWLRQDO UHVHUYLQJ  SULRULW\ RI &76 6'& TXDOLW\
PHDVXUHV DQG SDUDPHWHUV GHILQLQJ WKH YDULDQWV RI
FRPSHQVDWLRQIRUWUDMHFWRU\GHYLDWLRQV YLRODWLRQVRIWKH
VFKHGXOH LQWKHVLPXODWLRQPRGHOV
:KHQ WKH SDUDPHWULF DGDSWDWLRQ RI 6&6 GRHV QRW
SURYLGH VLPXODWLRQ DGHTXDF\ WKHQ WKH VWUXFWXUDO
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQVFDQEHQHHGHG7ZRPDLQDSSURDFKHVWR
VWUXFWXUDOPRGHODGDSWDWLRQDUHXVXDOO\GLVWLQJXLVKHG
7KHILUVWDSSURDFKOLHVLQWKHVHOHFWLRQRIDPRGHOIURP
DJLYHQVHW7KHPRGHOPXVWEHWKHPRVWDGHTXDWHWR62
DQG &6 7KH VHFRQG DSSURDFK VWDQGV IRU &76 6'&
PRGHO FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI HOHPHQWDU\ PRGHOV PRGXOHV  LQ
FRPSOLDQFHZLWKJLYHQUHTXLUHPHQWV
7KHVHFRQGDSSURDFKSURYLGHVPRUHIOH[LEOHDGMXVWPHQW
RI 62 DQG &6 IRU SDUWLFXODU IXQFWLRQLQJ FRQGLWLRQV
+RZHYHU WKH ILUVW RQH LV IDVWHU DQG FDQ EH HIIHFWLYH LI
WKHDSSOLFDWLRQNQRZOHGJHEDVHLVVXIILFLHQWO\ODUJH
%RWK DSSURDFKHV QHHG DFWLYH SDUWLFLSDWLRQ RI V\VWHP

DQDO\VWVDQGGHFLVLRQPDNHUVZKRLQWHUDFWZLWK6,6DQG
FRQVLGHU KDUGIRUPDOL]LQJ IDFWRUV DQG GHSHQGHQFHV
ZLWKLQ WKH JHQHUDO SURFHGXUH RI &76 6'& SURJUDP
VHOHFWLRQ
7KHVWUXFWXUDODGDSWDWLRQRI6&6WDNHVDFHUWDLQSHULRG
RI WLPH ZKHQ WKH IROORZLQJ PDLQ DFWLYLWLHV VKRXOG EH
GRQHVHOHFWLRQRUFRQVWUXFWLRQ V\QWKHVLV RI&766'&
PRGHOV PHHWLQJ JLYHQ UHTXLUHPHQWV VHOHFWLRQ RU
FRQVWUXFWLRQ V\QWKHVLV  RI &76 6'& DOJRULWKPV IRU
JLYHQFRQGLWLRQVDQGJLYHQFRQWUROSUREOHPVV\QWKHVLV
RI VRIWZDUH DQG GDWDZDUH IRU JLYHQ FRQWURO SUREOHPV
DQG DGMXVWPHQW RI 6&6 SDUDPHWHUV IRU FXUUHQW DQG
SUHGLFWHG VWDWHV RI 62 DQG &6 SDUDPHWULF DGDSWDWLRQ 
6RPHWLPHVLWLVXVHIXOWRDGMXVWPRGHOVDQGDOJRULWKPV
WKDWDUHQRWFXUUHQWO\XVHGLQ&76FRQWUROSURFHVVHVLW
ZLOO SURYLGH IDVW XWLOL]DWLRQ RI DGGLWLRQDO PRGHOV ZKHQ
WKH\ DUH QHHGHG 7KH FRQVLGHUHG DGDSWDWLRQ VKRXOG EH
EDVHGRQWKHUHVXOWVRI&766'&VLPXODWLRQ
'XULQJRXULQYHVWLJDWLRQVWKHPDLQSKDVHVDQGVWHSVRID
SURJUDPFRQVWUXFWLRQ SURFHGXUH IRU RSWLPDO VWUXFWXUH
G\QDPLFVFRQWUROLQ&76ZHUHZRUNHGRXW
$W WKH ILUVW SKDVH JHQHUDWLRQ RI DOORZDEOH PXOWL
VWUXFWXUDO PDFURVWDWHV LV EHLQJ SHUIRUPHG ,Q RWKHU
ZRUGV D VWUXFWXUHIXQFWLRQDO V\QWKHVLV RI D QHZ &76
SDWWHUQVKRXOGEHIXOILOOHGLQDFFRUGDQFHZLWKDQDFWXDO
RU IRUHFDVWHG VLWXDWLRQ +HUH WKH ILUVWSKDVH SUREOHPV
FRPHWR&76VWUXFWXUHIXQFWLRQDOV\QWKHVLV
7KH JHQHUDO DOJRULWKP RI WKH &76 VWUXFWXUHIXQFWLRQDO
V\QWKHVLVLQFOXGHVWKHIROORZLQJPDLQVWHSV
6WHS  *DWKHULQJ DQDO\VLV DQG LQWHUUHODWLRQ RI LQSXW
GDWD IRU WKH V\QWKHVLV RI &76 PXOWLVWUXFWXUDO PDFUR
VWDWHV &RQVWUXFWLRQ RU FRUUHFWLRQ RI WKH DSSURSULDWH
PRGHOV
6WHS3ODQQLQJRIDVROYLQJSURFHVVIRUWKHSUREOHPRI
WKH&76PDFURVWDWHVV\QWKHVLV(VWLPDWLRQRIWLPHDQG
RWKHUUHVRXUFHVQHHGHGIRUWKHSUREOHP
6WHS  &RQVWUXFWLRQ DQG DSSUR[LPDWLRQ RI DQ
DWWDLQDELOLW\ VHW IRU G\QDPLF V\VWHP 7KLV VHW FRQWDLQV
LQGLUHFWGHVFULSWLRQRIGLIIHUHQWYDULDQWVRI&76SDWWHUQ
YDULDQWVRI&76PXOWLVWUXFWXUDOPDFURVWDWHV 
6WHS  2UWKRJRQDO SURMHFWLRQ RI D VHW GHILQLQJ PDFUR
VWDWHUHTXLUHPHQWVWRWKHDWWDLQDELOLW\VHW
6WHS  ,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI RXWSXW UHVXOWV DQG WKHLU
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQWRDFRQYHQLHQWIRUPIRUIXWXUHXVH IRU
H[DPSOHWKHRXWSXWGDWDFDQEHXVHGIRUFRQVWUXFWLRQRI
DGDSWLYHSODQVRI&76GHYHORSPHQW 
$W WKH VHFRQG SKDVH D VLQJOH PXOWLVWUXFWXUDO PDFUR
VWDWHLVEHLQJVHOHFWHGDQGDGDSWLYHSODQV SURJUDPV RI
&76 WUDQVLWLRQ WR WKH VHOHFWHG PDFURVWDWH DUH
FRQVWUXFWHG 7KHVH SODQV VKRXOG VSHFLI\ WUDQVLWLRQ
SURJUDPVDVZHOODVSURJUDPVRIVWDEOH&76RSHUDWLRQ
LQ LQWHUPHGLDWH PXOWLVWUXFWXUDO PDFURVWDWHV 7KH
VHFRQG SKDVH RI SURJUDP FRQVWUXFWLRQ LV DLPHG DW D
VROXWLRQ RI PXOWLOHYHO PXOWLVWDJH RSWLPL]DWLRQ
SUREOHPV
7KH JHQHUDO DOJRULWKP RI SUREOHP VROYLQJ VKRXOG
LQFOXGHWKHIROORZLQJVWHSV
6WHS  ,QSXW GDWD IRU WKH SUREOHP DUH EHLQJ SUHSDUHG
DQGDQDO\]HGLQDQLQWHUDFWLYHPRGH'XULQJWKLVVWHSD
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VWUXFWXUDO DQG SDUDPHWULF DGDSWDWLRQ RI PRGHOV
DOJRULWKPV DQG VSHFLDO VRIWZDUH WRROV RI VLPXODWLRQ
V\VWHP LV EHLQJ IXOILOOHG WR WKH SDVW DQG WR WKH FXUUHQW
VWDWHV RI WKH HQYLURQPHQW RI REMHFWLQVHUYLFH RI
FRQWURO VXEV\VWHPV HPERGLHG LQ H[LVWLQJ DQG
GHYHORSLQJ &76 )RU PLVVHG GDWD VLPXODWLRQ
H[SHULPHQWV ZLWK 6,6 PRGHOV RU H[SHUW LQTXHVW FDQ EH
XVHG
6WHS  3ODQQLQJ RI FRPSUHKHQVLYH PRGHOLQJ RI
DGDSWLYH &76 FRQWURO DQG GHYHORSPHQW IRU WKH FXUUHQW
DQG IRUHFDVWHG VLWXDWLRQ SODQQLQJ RI VLPXODWLRQ
H[SHULPHQWV LQ 6,6 VHOHFWLRQ RI PRGHOV VHOHFWLRQ RI
PRGHO VWUXFWXUH GHWHUPLQDWLRQ RI PHWKRGV DQG
DOJRULWKPV IRU SDUWLFXODU PRGHOLQJ SUREOHPV VHOHFWLRQ
RI PRGHOV DQG PRGHO VWUXFWXUH IRU WKHVH SUREOHPV
HVWLPDWLRQRIQHFHVVDU\WLPH
6WHS  *HQHUDWLQJ YLD FRPSUHKHQVLYH PRGHOLQJ RI
IHDVLEOH YDULDQWV RI &76 IXQFWLRQLQJ LQ LQLWLDO
LQWHUPHGLDWHDQGUHTXLUHGPXOWLVWUXFWXUDOPDFURVWDWHV
LQWURGXFLQJ RI WKH UHVXOWV WR D GHFLVLRQPDNHU
SUHOLPLQDU\ LQWHUDFWLYH VWUXFWXUHIXQFWLRQDO DQDO\VLV RI
PRGHOLQJ UHVXOWV SURGXFLQJ RI HTXLYDOHQW FODVVHV RI
&76PXOWLVWUXFWXUDOPDFURVWDWHV
6WHS$XWRPDWLFSXWWLQJLQWRRSHUDWLRQRIGDWDRI&76
IXQFWLRQLQJYDULDQWVDQDO\VLVRIFRQVWUDLQWVFRUUHFWQHVV
ILQDO VHOHFWLRQ RI DJJUHJDWLRQ OHYHO IRU &76 6'&
PRGHOVDQGIRUFRPSXWDWLRQH[SHULPHQWVDLPHGDW&76
6'&SURJUDPFRQVWUXFWLRQ
6WHS  6HDUFK IRU RSWLPDO &76 6'& SURJUDPV IRU
WUDQVLWLRQIURPDJLYHQPXOWLVWUXFWXUDOPDFURVWDWHWRD
V\QWKHVL]HG RQH DQG IRU VWDEOH &76 RSHUDWLRQ LQ
LQWHUPHGLDWHPXOWLVWUXFWXUDOPDFURVWDWHV
6WHS  6LPXODWLRQ RI SURJUDP H[HFXWLRQ XQGHU
SHUWXUEDWLRQ LPSDFWV IRU GLIIHUHQW YDULDQWV RI
FRPSHQVDWLRQ FRQWURO LQSXWV UHFHLYHG YLD PHWKRGV DQG
DOJRULWKPVRIWKHUHDOWLPHFRQWURO
6WHS6WUXFWXUDODQGSDUDPHWULFDGDSWDWLRQRIWKHSODQ
DQG 6,6 VRIWZDUH WR SRVVLEOH IRUHFDVWHG WKURXJK
VLPXODWLRQ PRGHOV  VWDWHV RI 62 &6 DQG RI WKH
HQYLURQPHQW
+HUH&76VWUXFWXUDOUHGXQGDQF\VKRXOGEHSURYLGHGIRU
FRPSHQVDWLRQ RI H[WUD SHUWXUEDWLRQ LPSDFWV $IWHU
UHLWHUDWLYH FRPSXWDWLRQ H[SHULPHQWV WKH VWDELOLW\ RI
FRQVWUXFWHG&766'&SODQLVEHLQJHVWLPDWHG
6WHS,QWURGXFLQJRIFRPSUHKHQVLYHDGDSWLYHSODQQLQJ
UHVXOWV WR D GHFLVLRQPDNHU LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ DQG
FRUUHFWLRQRIWKHVHUHVXOWV
2QH RI WKH PDLQ RSSRUWXQLWLHV RI WKH SURSRVHG PHWKRG
RI &76 6'& SURJUDP FRQVWUXFWLRQ LV WKDW EHVLGHV WKH
YHFWRURISURJUDPFRQWUROZHUHFHLYHDSUHIHUDEOHPXOWL
VWUXFWXUDO PDFURVWDWH RI &76 DW ILQDO WLPH 7KLV LV WKH
VWDWH RI &76 UHOLDEOH RSHUDWLRQ LQ WKH FXUUHQW
IRUHFDVWHG VLWXDWLRQ
7KH FRPELQHG PHWKRGV DQG DOJRULWKPV RI RSWLPDO
SURJUDP FRQVWUXFWLRQ IRU VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV FRQWURO LQ
FHQWUDOL]HGDQGQRQFHQWUDOL]HGPRGHVRI&76RSHUDWLRQ
ZHUHGHYHORSHGWRR
7KH PDLQ FRPELQHG PHWKRG ZDV EDVHG RQ MRLQW XVH RI
WKH VXFFHVVLYH DSSUR[LPDWLRQV PHWKRG DQG WKH ³EUDQFK

DQG ERXQGV´ PHWKRG $ WKHRUHP FKDUDFWHUL]LQJ
SURSHUWLHVRIWKHUHOD[HGSUREOHPRI&766'&RSWLPDO
SURJUDP FRQVWUXFWLRQ ZDV SURYHG IRU D WKHRUHWLFDO
DSSURYDORIWKHSURSRVHGPHWKRG
&ODVVLILFDWLRQ DQG DQDO\VLV RI SHUWXUEDWLRQ IDFWRUV
KDYLQJ DQ LQIOXHQFH XSRQ RSHUDWLRQ RI D FRPSOH[
WHFKQLFDO V\VWHP ZHUH SHUIRUPHG 9DULDQWV RI
SHUWXUEDWLRQIDFWRUV GHVFULSWLRQV ZHUH FRQVLGHUHG IRU
&76 6'& PRGHOV ,Q RXU RSLQLRQ D FRPSUHKHQVLYH
VLPXODWLRQ RI XQFHUWDLQW\ IDFWRUV ZLWK DOO DGHTXDWH
PRGHOVDQGIRUPVRIGHVFULSWLRQVKRXOGEHXVHGGXULQJ
LQYHVWLJDWLRQ RI &76 6'& 0RUHRYHU WKH DELOLWLHV RI
&76 PDQDJHPHQW VKRXOG EH HVWLPDWHG ERWK LQ QRUPDO
PRGH RI RSHUDWLRQ DQG LQ HPHUJHQF\ VLWXDWLRQV ,W LV
LPSRUWDQW WR HVWLPDWH GHVWUXFWLRQ ³DELOLWLHV´ RI
SHUWXUEDWLRQ LPSDFWV ,Q WKLV FDVH WKH LQYHVWLJDWLRQ RI
&76IXQFWLRQLQJVKRXOGLQFOXGHWKHIROORZLQJSKDVHV
− 'HWHUPLQLQJRIVFHQDULRVIRU&76HQYLURQPHQW
SDUWLFXODUO\GHWHUPLQLQJRIH[WUHPHO\VLWXDWLRQVDQG
LPSDFWVWKDWFDQKDYHFDWDVWURSKLFUHVXOWV
− $QDO\VLVRI&76RSHUDWLRQLQDQRUPDOPRGHZLWK
WKHKHOSRIDSULRULSUREDELOLW\LQIRUPDWLRQ LIDQ\ 
VLPXODWLRQDQGSURFHVVLQJRIH[SHUWLQIRUPDWLRQ
WKURXJKWKHWKHRU\RIVXEMHFWLYHSUREDELOLWLHVDQGWKHRU\
RIIX]]\VHWV
− 5HSHWLWLRQRIWKHSUHYLRXVLWHPIRUWKHPDLQ
H[WUHPHO\VLWXDWLRQVDQGHVWLPDWLRQRIJXDUDQWHHG
UHVXOWVRI&76RSHUDWLRQLQWKHVHVLWXDWLRQV
− &RPSXWLQJRIJHQHUDO LQWHJUDO HIILFLHQF\PHDVXUHV
RI&76VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVFRQWURO
$OJRULWKPV RI SDUDPHWULF DQG VWUXFWXUDO DGDSWDWLRQ IRU
&766'&PRGHOVZHUHSURSRVHG7KHDOJRULWKPVZHUH
EDVHG RQ WKH PHWKRGV RI IX]]\ FOXVWHUL]DWLRQ RQ WKH
PHWKRGVRIKLHUDUFK\DQDO\VLVDQGRQWKHPHWKRGVRID
MRLQWXVHRIDQDO\WLFDODQGVLPXODWLRQPRGHOV
7KH 6'& DSSOLFDWLRQ VRIWZDUH IRU VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFV
FRQWUROLQFRPSOH[WHFKQLFDOV\VWHPVZDVGHYHORSHG,W
LQFOXGHG HOHPHQWV IRU WKH DERYHPHQWLRQHG VW
VXEV\VWHP RI 6,6 ([WHUQDO VLPXODWLRQ VRIWZDUH ZDV
LQHYLWDEOH DW WKH FXUUHQW VWDJH RI RXU LQYHVWLJDWLRQV
6SHFLILFLW\RI$02&6FDQEHHIILFLHQWO\GHVFULEHGYLD
WKH WHUPV RI WKH TXHXLQJ WKHRU\ 7KXV WKH XVH RI WKH
*HQHUDO 3XUSRVH 6LPXODWLRQ 6\VWHP *366 ZRUOG E\
0LQXWHPDQ 6RIWZDUH  ZDV UDWKHU UHDVRQDEOH DV LW
LQFOXGHV DOO QHFHVVDU\ HOHPHQWV IRU VXFK GHVFULSWLRQ
7KHHPEHGGHGSURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHXQGHUVLPXODWLRQ
3/86  SURYLGHG D PRUH IOH[LEOH DGMXVWPHQW RI
VLPXODWLRQ PRGHOV WR WKH LQSXW GDWD +RZHYHU WKH
SURFHVVHVRI$02RSHUDWLRQDQGFRQWUROGLIIHUIURPWKH
W\SLFDO VHUYLFLQJ SURFHVVHV WKDW DUH XVXDOO\ VLPXODWHG
YLD *366 7KH PDLQ GLVWLQFWLRQ LV WKDW WKH FRQWURO
RSHUDWLRQV DUH H[HFXWHG DFFRUGLQJ WR SUHYLRXVO\
REWDLQHG SODQV 6'& SURJUDPV  7KXV WKH SURFHVV RI
SODQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQXQGHUWKHSUHVHQFHRISHUWXUEDWLRQ
LPSDFWVVKRXOGEHVLPXODWHG
&KDUDFWHULVWLFV RI $02 FRQWURO SURFHVVHV ZHUH
DUUDQJHG LQ D VHTXHQFH RI PDWULFHV FRQWDLQLQJ WKH
LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH FRQWURO VXEV\VWHPV WKH
LQWHUDFWLRQ ]RQHV LQWHUYDOV RI FRPPXQLFDWLRQ ZLWK
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WKH WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ (QWHUSULVH
,QIRUPDWLRQ6\VWHPV,&(,6 3RUWR3RUWXJDO 9RO

6RNRORY %9 <XVXSRY 50  ³&RPSOH[ 6LPXODWLRQRI
$XWRPDWHG &RQWURO 6\VWHP RI 1DYLJDWLRQ 6SDFHFUDIW
2SHUDWLRQ´ -RXUQDO RI $XWRPDWLRQ DQG ,QIRUPDWLRQ
6FLHQFHV1R 2FW ±
6RNRORY %9  ³2SWLPDO 6WUXFWXUH 5HFRQILJXUDWLRQ LQ D
&RPSOH[7HFKQLFDO 6\VWHPV &76  SULQFLSOHV PRGHOV
PHWKRGV DQG DOJRULWKPV IRU WKH &76 VWUXFWXUH G\QDPLFV
FRQWURO´ ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH  9, ,67& 6FLHQWLILF
$GYLVRU\ &RPPLWWHH 6HPLQDU ³6FLHQFH DQG &RPSXWLQJ´
0RVFRZ5XVVLD 9RO±
6RNRORY %9 <XVXSRY 50³&RQFHSWXDO)RXQGDWLRQV
RI 4XDOLW\ (VWLPDWLRQ DQG $QDO\VLV IRU 0RGHOV DQG
0XOWLSOH0RGHO 6\VWHPV´ -RXUQDO RI &RPSXWHU DQG
6\VWHP 6FLHQFHV ,QWHUQDWLRQDO 1R  DFFHSWHG IRU
SXEOLFDWLRQLQ86$ 


$02 DQGWKHFRQWURORSHUDWLRQV6\VWHPVRIVHUYLFLQJ
IDFLOLWLHV ZHUH DXWRPDWLFDOO\ EXLOW YLD WKH 3/86
ODQJXDJHDFFRUGLQJWRWKHFRQWHQWVRIWKHPDWULFHV
7KH XVH RI WKH *366 PRGHOV KHOSHG WR HYDOXDWH
UHOLDELOLW\RIWKH6'&SURJUDPV

&21&/86,216
0HWKRGRORJLFDO DQG PHWKRGLFDO EDVLFV RI WKH WKHRU\ RI
&76VWUXFWXUHG\QDPLFVFRQWURODUHGHYHORSHGE\QRZ
7KLV WKHRU\ FDQ EH ZLGHO\ XVHG LQ SUDFWLFH ,W KDV
LQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\ EDVLV SURYLGHG E\ FODVVLF FRQWURO
WKHRU\ RSHUDWLRQV UHVHDUFK DUWLILFLDO LQWHOOLJHQFH
V\VWHPV WKHRU\ DQG V\VWHPV DQDO\VLV 7KH G\QDPLF
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI &76 UHFRQILJXUDWLRQ SURFHVV SURYLGHV
VWULFW PDWKHPDWLFDO EDVH IRU FRPSOH[ WHFKQLFDO
RUJDQL]DWLRQDO SUREOHPV RI KLJK LPSRUWDQFH WKDW ZHUH
QHYHU IRUPDOL]HG EHIRUH DQG KDYH KLJK SUDFWLFDO
LPSRUWDQFH
7KHSURSRVHGDSSURDFKWRWKHSUREOHPRI&76VWUXFWXUH
UHFRQILJXUDWLRQ FRQWURO LQ WKH WHUPV RI JHQHUDO FRQWH[W
RI &76 VWUXFWXUDO G\QDPLFV FRQWURO HQDEOHV WKH
IROORZLQJ FRPPRQ JRDOV RI &76 IXQFWLRQLQJ WR EH
GLUHFWO\ OLQNHG ZLWK WKRVH LPSOHPHQWHG UHDOL]HG  LQ
&76 FRQWURO SURFHVV D UHDVRQDEOH GHFLVLRQ DQG
VHOHFWLRQ FKRLFH RIDGHTXDWHFRQVHTXHQFHRISUREOHPV
VROYHG DQG  RSHUDWLRQV IXOILOOHG UHODWHG WR VWUXFWXUDO
G\QDPLFV  WR EH PDGH DQG D FRPSURPLVH GLVWULEXWLRQ
WUDGHRII  RI D UHVWULFWHG  UHVRXUFHV DSSURSULDWHG IRU D
VWUXFWXUDOG\QDPLFVFRQWUROWREHIRXQGYROXQWDU\
7KLV ZRUN ZDV VXSSRUWHG E\ (XURSHDQ 2IILFH RI
$HURVSDFH 5HVHDUFK DQG 'HYHORSPHQW 3URMHFW 
S  5XVVLDQ )RXQGDWLRQ IRU %DVLF 5HVHDUFK JUDQW
   ,QVWLWXWH IRU 6\VWHP
$QDO\VLV5$6 3URMHFW 

5()(5(1&(6

$87+25%,2*5$3+,(6
%25,6 9 62.2/29 ZDV ERUQ LQ /HQLQJUDG QRZ
6DLQW3HWHUVEXUJ 5XVVLDLQ+HREWDLQHGKLVPDLQ
GHJUHHV LQ 0R]KDLVN\ 6SDFH (QJLQHHULQJ $FDGHP\
/HQLQJUDG 06 LQ $XWRPDWLRQ &RQWURO 6\VWHPV RI
6SDFH 9HKLFOHV LQ  &DQGLGDWH RI 7HFKQLFDO
6FLHQFHV VXEMHFW WKH DUHD RI SODQQLQJ DXWRPDWLRQ DQG
GHFLVLRQPDNLQJLQ'RFWRURI7HFKQLFDO6FLHQFHV
VXEMHFW WKH DUHD RI PLOLWDU\ F\EHUQHWLFV PDWKHPDWLFDO
PRGHOLQJDQGPHWKRGVLQPLOLWDU\UHVHDUFK3URIHVVLRQDO
,QWHUHVWV %DVLF DQG DSSOLHG UHVHDUFK LQ PDWKHPDWLFDO
PRGHOLQJ DQG PDWKHPDWLFDO PHWKRGV LQ VFLHQWLILF
UHVHDUFK RSWLPDO FRQWURO WKHRU\ PDWKHPDWLFDO PRGHOV
DQG PHWKRGV RI VXSSRUW DQG GHFLVLRQ PDNLQJ LQ
FRPSOH[ RUJDQL]DWLRQWHFKQLFDO V\VWHPV XQGHU
XQFHUWDLQWLHV DQG PXOWL FULWHULD $W SUHVHQW KH LV D
OHDGLQJ UHVHDUFKHU RI 6W3HWHUVEXUJ ,QVWLWXWH IRU
,QIRUPDWLFV DQG $XWRPDWLRQ +LV HPDLO DGGUHVV LV
VRNRO#LLDVVSEVXDQGKLV:HESDJHFDQEHIRXQG
DWKWWSZZZVSLLUDVJURPUX
'0,75<19(5=,/,1ZDVERUQLQ/HQLQJUDG QRZ
6DLQW3HWHUVEXUJ  5XVVLD LQ  +H JUDGXDWHG IURP
0DWKHPDWLFDOIDFXOW\RI/HQLQJUDG6WDWHV8QLYHUVLW\LQ
+HREWDLQHGWKHGHJUHHRI&DQGLGDWHRI7HFKQLFDO
6FLHQFHV LQ 0R]KDLVN\ 6SDFH (QJLQHHULQJ $FDGHP\
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conventional concrete panels 220 kg/m2). This allows
the manufacture of large panels (7x3m) of any 3D
geometry, see Figure 1, with the dual advantage of easy
transportation and easy assembly on site.

KEYWORDS
Model simulation, Discrete Event Systems, Process
Optimisation, Decision Support.
ABSTRACT
This article presents the modeling and simulation study
to optimize the manufacturing process of prefabricated
G.R.C. (Glass Reinforced Cement) panels for building
facades. The process optimisation has changed the tasks
organisation, and a proposal to automate the works with
more value added has been made to increase panels
productivity and quality.
The main characteristic of this products is the flexibility
to obtain panels with complex three-dimensional forms.
The “DRACE System of GRC Prefabricated Panels for
Building Facades” published in (DRACE 2001) has a
detailed explanation of characteristics, specifications
and manufacturing operations of GRC panels.

Figure 1: Panels of GRC with Different Shapes
The Spanish construction company DRACE has been
using manually manufactured GRC panels mainly as
facade units, see an example in Figure 2, for a long
time. The excellent finishing quality of the external
parts of GRC panels enables to apply them in a great
variety of circumstances. Therefore a project to develop
an automated manufacturing factory of prefabricated
GRC panels is been launched by DRACE with the
financial support of the Spanish Ministry of Industry.

INTRODUCTION
Construction industry automation is still well bellow the
levels of other industries, although an increasing effort
has been made in recent years. Applying automation in
this important sector is difficult because of the nonrepetitive processes and the low level of standardisation.
Construction activities can be divided into two main
groups: off-site and on-site. On site processes are more
relevant and form what is considered typical
construction work, i.e. building, civil works, etc. Offsite construction processes are more suitable to be
automated, since the work takes place in a structured
environment and process variables are under control.
A common off-site process is the manufacturing of
prefabricated panels which are later assembled on-site.
In recent years one important material used in this kind
of industry is the GRC. Thanks to its flexibility, this
technology has become very popular. GRC material is
prepared mixing cement with small cut glass fiber
strips, achieving enough flex-traction strength while
maintaining light weight (60 kg/m2 in comparison with
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

Figure 2: Aspect of Typical GRC Facade
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This article presents the use of modelling and simulation
(O`kane et al 2000), to find the best process lay-out, see
(Potluri and Atkinson 2003) for automation and
optimisation of GRC facade panels manufacturing tasks.

THE AUDIT OF THE ACTUAL PROCESS
The Actual Process
The complete process of GRC facade panels
manufacturing is divided in three steps: panel geometry
design, off-site manufacturing and on-site assembly.

OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the analysis is to develop a
flexible manufacturing system that will be monitored
with a simulation model that helps decision making both
in the short term and in the long run, (Benjamin et al.
1999).

The panels design is obtained from building facades
division, as shown in Figure 4. The facade partition
must follows several rules: constructive restrictions,
aesthetic criteria, transport and assembly capabilities,
etc. see (Pastor et al. 2001). The panel design is used to
construct a wood model of panel. This model is used to
make one or several moulds of the panel in the same
GRC material. The number of panel moulds is a
decisive factor to define manufacturing planing and
panels delivery to on-site assembly in building facade.
However, usually only one mould is made because his
cost is very high.

In particular, the main thrusts are:
• Improving panel quality.
• Reducing materials consumption.
• Increasing productivity.
Those ideas might be achieved by:
• Reducing manual labour: due to the high
repercussion on the final costs.
• Improving the manufacturing process: tasks
reorganisation and elimination, automation….
THE PRODUCTS
Panels differ according to the type and number of layers
to be sprayed. The first layer, which forms the external
surface of the resulting panel, is common to all of them.
It consist of mortar without fibre up to a total thickness
of 2 mm. Depending on the remaining layers, there are
five distinct types of panels showed in Figure 3.
• Plain shell: two more layers of mortar and fiber up to
a total thickness of 10 mm.
• Shell with ribs: same as plain shell but with stiffening
ribs.
• Stud frame: same as plain shell but with a steel frame
structure.
• Shell with insulation: same as plain shell but with
insulation sheets.
• Sandwich: same as plain shell with insulation with and
additional GRC top layer.

Figure 4. Facade Division in Panels.
To sum up, the manufacturing process is composed of
the next tasks, see detailed information in (Peñin et al.
1998):
a) Mould cleaning and preparing for spraying
b) Successive sprayings and compactions of GRC
layers depending on the type of panel.
c) Auxiliary elements positioning
d) Panel hardening during ten hours
e) Panel extraction and gathering with cranes
The process is made by hand, as shown in Figure 5,
where we can see manual spraying and compacting.

Figure 5. Manual spraying and compacting operations

Figure 3: Types of GRC Panels
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The last step is the panel transport by lorry, and panel
assembly on facade building. The panel is usually
welded or screwed down to the building structure.

to robot spraying. The dimensions of the panel to be
manufactured in the automated system are 7 m. long x
3,5 m. wide, total surface of 24,5 m2.

The Process Audit

The statistic study collects information of nine buildings
with around 5.000 panels and a total surface of 48.000
m2. The manufacturing percentages of different kind of
panels grouped in Shells and Sandwich are: 35% of
Shells and 65% of Sandwich.

The first step of the study has been an audit, (Law
2000). The actual process is manual and must be
understood before the automation study.
The production process is not linear but a one-station
process. At each of the nine stations, the operations
might be divided into, preparing operations, GRC
spraying, layers compacting and finishing operations,
see Figure 6.

Spraying
+
Compact. 1

Spraying
+
Compact. 2

Spraying
+
Compact. 3

Spraying
+
Compact. 4

Spraying
+
Compact. 5

Spraying
+
Compact. 6

Spraying
+
Compact. 7

Spraying
+
Compact. 8

Spraying
+
Compact. 9

Due to the initial ignorance on how to optimize the new
layout, a simulation model was developed in order to
model the initial ideas and test new ones. The
simulation tool used to make the model is the last
version of SIMFACTORY of Caci company, see
program interface in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Current One-Station Process
To complete the audit, historical values are obtained to
quantify the percentage per type of product and per size
of the panel, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8: SIMFACTORY Interface
For that reason, a parameterized model was built in
which the following variables could be modified:
h
Number of spraying stations
h
Number of compacting stations
h
Number of compacting teams of operators
h
Number of operators per compacting team
h
Conveyor system and its control
h
Feeding system
h
Percentage of inefficiencies
h
Assigning operators to zones or tasks
h
Sequencing of panels

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

16,0

14,7

13,3

12,0

10,7

9,3

8,0

6,7

5,3

4,0

2,7

1,3

Units
Surface

0,0

Accumulated percentage

PANELS DISTRIBUTION

The main decision variables were determined to be:
h
Throughput in an 8 hour shift per product
h
Operators utilization
h
Robot utilization

Panel Surface (m2)

Figure 7: Statistic of Panels Surface Distribution
The first conclusion is that the manufacturing
philosophy had to be changed from the fixed stations
and the movement of operations between stations to an
automated line in which a robot performs the spraying
operations and the panels move between manual
compacting stations with a set of conveyors. The main
side effect is the specialisation of operators as well as
the possibility of increasing the size of the panels thanks

In order to do a more realistic and reliable simulation,
processes times has been obtained directly from one of
DRACE factories in Torrejón de Ardoz near Madrid.
The times of preparation operations before spraying and
compacting are:
- Cleaning and oiling: 1,7 min/m2
- Mould preparing: 3,2 min/m2
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The operation times after spraying and compacting are:
- Demoulding: 1,3 min/m2.
- Panel extraction: 1,2 min/m2.
- Panel gathering: 1,9 min/m2.

restriction. As it turned out, the biggest restrictions were in
terms of money and the control of the transportation
systems, which requires a complicated software to
develop and run.

In short, the robot spraying times and compacting times
are summarised in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
Panel are classified in three groups depending of his
surface: Small (1-8 m2), Medium (8-12 m2) and Large
(12-24 m2). The units of robot spraying times are min/
m2, and the units of compacting times are min/(team·m2)
with three operator per team.

The first considerations help reduce model variables. The
number of spraying stations will be one, mainly due to
robotized spraying cell costs. The reasonable number of
compacting stations according to the tables of process
times will be between two and four and the number of
teams will be no more than one per table, i.e. between two
and four. The number of operators per team will be
between two, the minimum to do the compacting task, and
four, the maximum to work in a table.

Table 1. Robot Spraying Times
Phase
1
2
1
2
3
4

Panel
Type
Shell
Shell
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich

Small
Panel
1,48
1,04
0,92
1,20
1,28
1,12

Medium
Panel
2,96
2,08
1,84
2,40
2,56
2,24

The simulation models are developed from several
proposed lay-outs. The lay-outs represent an organisation
of the work stations and transportation system. The
iterative lay-outs evolution is based on the successive
simulation results. The first lay-out was proposed by
DRACE company, Figure 9, with one spraying station and
three compaction stations.

Large
Panel
4,44
3,12
2,76
3,60
3,84
3,36

Robot spraying times are obtained from manual
spraying taken into account that the velocity and flow
can be greater than those in manual spraying. The
supposition is that the robot velocity and flow are
double that the ones in manual operation.

Compacting
Station 1

Preparing
Operation s

Buffer

Compacting
Station 2

Spraying
Robot

Table 2. Compacting Times
Phase
1
2
1
2
3
4

Panel
Type
Shell
Shell
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich

Small
Panel
3,52
4,10
3,52
2,48
2,48
4,10

Medium
Panel
7,04
8,25
7,04
4,96
4,96
8,25

Large
Panel
10,56
12,43
10,56
7,44
7,44
12,43

Compacting
Station 3

Figure 9: Lay-Out 1
The first simulation results, see Table 3, and the usual
work organisation show that the best number of
operators per compaction team is three. This is mainly
due to the distribution of the different compaction
subtasks.

The maximum throughput taking into account only the
robot spraying capacity with 25% of inefficiencies is
around 380 m2/shift, with the same distribution of kinds
and panel surfaces obtained from statistical studies.

Tabla 3. Simulation Results for Lay-out 1
THE SIMULATION STUDY
Lay- Nº teams out Nº Oper
1
2-2
1
3-2
1
4-2
1
2-3
1
3-3
1
4-3
1
2-4
1
3-4
1
4-4

With the frameset correctly in place (input and output
variables and the simulation model), it was the time to
experiment with the model. The improvement routine in
this case was based on an intelligent trial and error
procedure in which all the people involved had something
to say after each individual model was set, run and
analyzed. It was an iterative process of learning and
adding the acquired knowledge to the system.
What was crucial was that management, operators,
automation specialists and software developers worked
together in the definition of the input values and the
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m2/
8H
185
211
229
268
288
315
316
320
337

m2/
8h Oper.
46,2
35,1
28,6
44,7
32,0
26,5
39,5
26,7
21,1

Robot
%
35
39
42
51
55
60
60
61
63

Team
%
85
67
48
82
61
45
73
51
36

The second proposed lay-out, Figure 10, adds one
compaction station and the movement of the robot
between two positions of panel moulds in spraying station,
one awaiting while spraying in the other one.

Compacting
Station 1

Preparing
Operations

Table 4. Simulations Results for Proposed Lay-outs
Layout
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

Compacting
Station 3

Compacting
Station 4

Spraying
Robot

Compacting
Station 2

The simulations results obtained to compare with the
proposed lay-out are shown in Table 4.

Buffer

Buffer

Figure 10: Lay-Out 2
The third proposed lay-out, Figure 11, follows the same
philosophy, with slightly different station distribution
and transportation system.

Compacting
Station 1

Preparing
Operation s

Spraying
Robot

Spraying
Robot

Team
%
82
61
45
90
81
62
89
80
61
92
81
62

Table 4 shows too that the use of four teams has a pour
efficiency with small throughput increment. The best
option is manufacturing usually with two compacting
teams and with three teams in peak productions.

Compacting
Station 2

The last proposed lay-out, Figure 13, try to join the
advantages of the lay-out 1, simplicity and lower cost,
and the lay-out 2, good results with high efficiency.

Compacting
Station 4

Compacting
Station 1

Figure 11: Lay-Out 3
The fourth lay-out, Figure 12, changes the transport
organisation. It is a circulating system to do the successive
GRC layers in each complete turn. The robot is now in a
fixed position.

Preparing
Operations

Buffer

Compacting
Station 2

Spraying
Robot

Compacting
Station 3

Compacting
Station 1

Robot
%
51
55
60
59
75
87
58
73
86
60
77
88

These results show that the first proposed lay-out can be
discarded because of his low throughput compared to the
other ones. The results of lay-outs 3 and 4 are good, but
similar to lay-out 2, which is a less expensive system.

Buffer

Compacting
Station 3

Nº teams M2/
m2/
- Nº Oper. 8H 8h Oper.
2-3
268
44,7
3-3
288
32,0
4-3
315
26,5
2-3
296
49,3
3-3
380
42,2
4-3
438
36,5
2-3
292
48,7
3-3
371
41,2
4-3
429
35,7
2-3
302
50,3
3-3
386
42,9
4-3
440
36,7

Compacting
Station 4

Compacting
Station 2

Figure 13: Lay-Out 5 Proposed after Simulation Study
Preparing
Operations

Buffer

Spraying
Robot

Compacting
Station 3

The simulation results, collected in Table 5, permit the
comparison of the lay-out 2 with the last proposed lay-out.
Lay-out 5 has slightly lower results than lay-out 2,
however its lower cost and simplicity justify the election
of this final proposal.

Compacting
Station 4

Other simulation models were developed with the same
lay-out to analyse other characteristics. One type of

Figure 12: Lay-Out 4
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modelling assigns each panel and two work stations to a
compaction team. These restrictions bear a small
reduction of efficiency, however they suppose a better
work organisation to assign responsibilities to teams.
Table 5. Simulation Results
Lay- Nº teams M2/
m2/
Nº
Oper.
out
8H 8h Oper.
2
2 de 3
268
44,7
2
3 de 3
288
32,0
4
2 de 3
255
42,5
4
3 de 3
271
30,0

Robot
%
51
55
50
53

Team
%
82
61
80
59

Other family of models analyses the influence of panel
sequencing with several criteria: random, by panel type,
by panel surface. The best results were obtained
sequencing panel by type, from more simple to more
complex. Each type must be sequenced by surface, from
lower surface to higher surface.
CONCLUSION
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It gives a robust design both under normal operation and
under the presence of inefficiencies. Even losses of 25%
only result in a 5-8% decrease in throughput with an 80%
utilisation of the robot. The theoretical increase of
throughput over the manual manufacturing process is of
15%, which is enough for management to proceed with
the installation.
It is very important that the sequence of panels is planned
by type and surface to optimise the system production. It
is advisable to assign to each compaction team two work
stations for arriving panels.
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After year and a half of operation with the robot, it was
time to assess if the results of the simulation model were
correct. The utilization of the operators shows an
increase of 10%, that, with the 80% utilization of the
robot results in a total increase of a 12%. The difference
was assigned to some of the new handling operations
that take more than initially foreseen.
However the amortization of the robot was well on its
way. So well, that the simulation project for the
automation of the compacting operations is already
under way.
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restricted conditions. However, file sharing is not always
available for security purposes. Under these
circumstances,
in
addition
to
conventional
network-based
communication
function
with
audio/video communication, we are developing
VOD-based simulation function, in which we can timely
review simulation results during our discussion.
This paper first addresses the issue of traffic jam
around ETC toll plaza, a solution to which is the goal of
our research. Then the paper presents the overview of
our approach using simulation-based model. Describing
the basic module of our collaboration system which is
called CELAVIS, the paper shows the overall systems
using video-on-demand simulation, and discusses the
feasibility of our approach.

KEYWORDS
collaborative communication, traffic simulation, traffic
analysis and ETC system
ABSTRACT
The authors have been working on a simulation-based
solution for traffic issues around ETC toll plaza of
expressways in Japan. Timely and detailed discussions
are required to propose a better solution. However, it is
not always possible to hold timely meetings because of
time/distance reasons for participating members. This
research proposes an approach of collaborative
communication based on IP video conference system
with video streaming function, which is designed to
support remote audio/video communication along with
simulation-based video streaming which can be shared
among participating members. This paper describes the
simulation model for traffic analysis around ETC toll
plaza, shows the basic mechanism of IP video
conference with video streaming function, and discusses
the validity of our approach using some experimental
results.

SIMULATION MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OVER
TRAFFIC JAMS AT ETC TOLL PLAZA

Model of toll plaza
The model in this study covers traffic jam vehicles
ranging from the starting point of traffic jams, all the
way to toll plaza which is the bottle-neck of the traffic,
and exit of the toll plaza. This section describes the
definition of simulation model to represent the traffic
jam, and some of the critical parameters used in the
model. Analyzing the process of traffic based on the
process oriented approach, basic 6 processes starting
from the vehicle generation to toll gate exit are defined
as follows.

INTRODUCTION

The authors have been studying ETC toll plaza issue
from various respects using simulation-based traffic
model approach, some of which have been reported so
far. To study the issue of traffic jams and to find
solutions, participating members of the project needs to
get together and have discussions in a timely manner.
However, the members may be physically distributed
and it may not be always easy to get together in one
place in a timely manner. So basically what we use in
this project is a network-based collaboration approach
using IP-based video conference system.
IP-based communication tool, such as video/voice
conference systems, is becoming popular these days.
These systems can be used quite effectively in our
projects. However, it is not always easy to share the
most updated information, or to interactively update the
information during meetings over the network. File
sharing over the network could work quite effectively in

(1) Generation of vehicle entities: Vehicle entities are
generated at the starting point in the simulation either as
ETC or non-ETC vehicles, of which attributes such as
passenger vehicle or large commercial vehicles are
assigned here to be used in the simulation process.
(2) Lane selection: One of the lanes is selected from
several candidate lanes. Selection ratio is assigned to
each vehicle based on predefined probabilities, vehicle
types, traffic condition, etc.
(3) Vehicle travel time: The travel time for each
vehicle is calculated according to the travel distance
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Vs㧦ave. speed during deceleration [m/sec]

from the starting point to the end of traffic jams, which
is up to the traffic condition.
(4) Selection of toll gates: Availability of gates to each
vehicle is first made clear. For example, ETC-only gate
is only available to ETC vehicles, which means
non-ETC vehicle cannot take ETC-only gate. Then, one
of the gates will be selected.

While all of the parameters with one exception of
traffic jam length are determined in Scheme 2, the
remaining parameter of traffic jam length is determined
by the calculation of travel time in simulation. When a
vehicle reaches to the end of traffic jams, the expected
travel time to the toll gate is calculated.

(5) Toll payment: Any vehicles arriving at the booth
occupy the gate, which means other vehicles need to
wait in a queue. Job queue is used to represent the line
of vehicles.

Service time
Service time at toll booth is determined for
ETC/non-ETC vehicles respectively. The time is either
set to a fixed value or derived from distribution curve.

(6) Gate exit: After toll payment, vehicles are
regarded to leave instantly without any traffic jams
because the model covers until the gate exit.

Simulation results
As for simulation environment to implement the
model presented in the sections 2.1 and 2.2, this study
adopts process simulation software called Arena 6.0 by
Rockwell Software Co. Verification of simulation model
was carried out based on some real traffic jams data, and
significant results were obtained.

Input parameters for the model
Generation of vehicle entities
Interval of generation for vehicle entities is
determined based on the assumption of the number of
arriving vehicles per unit time, which is arbitrarily
assigned beforehand.
T
N

ti

Table 1: Gates conditions of simulation
Case
The gate type to be used
General gate*3
Case-1
ETC gate*1
General gate*3
Case-2
Combined use gate*1

(1)

ti㧦interval of vehicle entity generation [sec]
T㧦arbitrary time [sec]
N㧦estimated number of arriving vehicles

Queue

Figure 1: Example of ETC tollgate model

Vehicles travel from the initial point to toll gate under
the restriction of traffics. The travel time for this
movement is defined as Scheme 2.

L s  Lt
Vc

@  Ls
Vs

ET C vehicle mixing rate : 10%
Average total time [sec]

>L 

General
General
General
ETC

500 [m]

Vehicle travel time

Td

4 Gates

2 Lanes

Interval time
The interval time is determined based on exponential
distribution curve to randomly generate initial vehicles
at the starting point. Each vehicle type is assigned based
on some initial parameters, or stochastically assigned.

(2)

Case-1
General

300

Case-1
ET C

200

Case-2
General

100

Case-2
ET C

0

Td㧦travel time using travel distance [sec]
L 㧦distance from starting point to toll gate [m]
Ls㧦distance from traffic-end to toll gate [m]
Lt㧦traffic jam length [m]
Vc㧦ave. travel speed [m/sec]
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Figure 2: Comparison of average total time
for the number of vehicles
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other specific requirements are needed. This section
covers the overview of CELAVIS.
One of the advantages of CELAVIS architecture is
that custom-made configuration or modification can be
applied to the system based on the need of users. For our
research purposes, commercial system is not a good
choice for this reason. As for some implemented features
of CELAVIS, user/client authentication, bidirectional
distribution of video images, two-way audio
conversation, text chat, etc.
User/client authentication makes it possible to keep
CELAVIS secure and available only to our research
community. Accessible client machines are controlled by
CELAVIS server to make it secure as well. Two-way
audio and/or video function provides basic
communication tool but it also enables conference
communication for multiple sites.
Users can enjoy the service either by locally installed
software or by web access. Figure 4-a shows the client
program access, whereas Figure 4-b shows the web
browser access. In either access, CELAVIS users can
communicate using on-demand video streaming function
as well as audio/video functions using typical
Laptop/PC.

Average total time [sec]

The number of vehicles : 1000
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Case-1
General
Case-1
ETC
Case-2
General
Case-2
ETC
10

15
20
25
30
35
ETC vehicle mixing rate [%]

Figure 3: Comparison of average total time
for ETC vehicle mixing rate
This paper shows some comparative results using
several conditions based on a simple simulation model
as show in Figure 1. Service time [sec] of ETC/non-ETC
vehicles at the gate is determined by a triangular
distribution of (14,16,18) and (3,4,5), respectively, for 1
hour simulation each.
Figure 2 shows the change curve of average travel
time according to the increase of traffic volume. It
shows that the travel time of Case-1 using ETC-only
gate by far exceeds that of Case-1 which adopts a
combination gate to comply with the traffic condition.
What does this means is that introduction of ETC gate
indirectly decreases the availability for non-ETC
vehicles, resulting the traffic jams which affect even
ETC vehicles.
Figure 3 shows the affect of ETC penetration ratio to
traffic jams. If the penetration ratio reaches to 35%,
travel time of Case-1 with combination gate would
become shorter than that of Case-2, which indicates that
35% is a target ratio to enjoy the benefit of ETC system.
This result can give a good reference in designing toll
plaza.

CELAVIS.exe
RTMP

FCS

(PC, camera and mic.)

Client

Server
(a) Using CELAVIS.exe

Web Browser
(PC, camera and mic.)

HTTP

CELAVIS.html
WebServer

RTMP

Client



FCS

Server
(b) Using Web Browser

IP-BASED VIDEO CONFERENCE SYSTEM (CELAVIS)

IP-based video conference system called CELAVIS
(Collaborative
Engineering
LAboratory
VIdeo
conference System) plays a central role in the
communication system presented in this paper.
CELAVIS is a custom-made IP-based video
communication system which has been developed in CE
lab (Collaborative Engineering Laboratory) at the
University of Tokushima. Using CELAVIS server based
on Flash Communication Server MX (FCS) of
Macromedia Co., custom-made client software which
we have developed enables audio/video communication
based on RTMP (Real Time Messaging Protocol)
protocol developed by Macromedia. Client PC requires
Flash Player (Plug-in) to use CELAVIS system but no

Figure 4: Client connection methods
Figure 5 shows an example for the former access.
Upon authentication, the client machine loads
audio/video data from microphone and CCD camera,
and perform an internal process to communicate with
the CELAVIS server. Active user information is
managed by the server, and displayed to the user
interface. Selecting an active user from the list,
communication line will be established. For audio/video
conference, each user makes connection to the
corresponding users, which will establish conference
connection for multi-users.
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Login Tool and Users List

Figure 6 shows an overview of how to set up the
video streaming function in this study. Video streaming
data has been prerecorded from simulation processes
and converted to FLV format so that it could be
uploaded to FCS server. CELAVIS user launches client
software or activates it from web site to play the
streaming video. Function of player software includes
basic functions, including monitor window, video
selection, play/rewind/forward/stop buttons, etc.

Text Chat Window

Video Window

Local View Window

Pull Down Menu

Remote View Window

Figure 5: User interface of CELAVIS
Login tool and user list shown on the upper-left of
Figure 5 show an active user list. Local and remote view
windows, and text chat windows are show as well.
SIMULATION WITH VIDEO STREAMING

For technical video meeting, sharing of on-demand
simulation results as well as audio/video communication
can play a critical role, which is the basic idea of this
research. On-demand video streaming function was
implemented using FCS server. Currently, streaming
function is implemented as a separate function to
CELAVIS. However, integration to CELAVIS can be
available. This section covers how the video streaming
function has been implemented.

Simulation

Open the Player

Create FLV files

Connect to FCS

FLV Upload

Control Button

Figure 7: User interface of video streaming tool
When the player is launched, RTMP connection to FSC
server is automatically established. During video
conference, participants can share simulation results in
the form of video streaming on-demand basis, selecting
one of the videos using pull-down menu.
Figure 7 shows an example of user interface of video
streaming tool which will be integrated into CELAVIS.
Video window in Figure 7 shows simulation result based
on traffic jams occurred around toll plaza with ETC gate.
The system allows users to manipulate basic operations
to review the video streaming during video conference.
Parameter change in simulation requires rerunning of
simulation, which means that interactive parameter
change is not allowed here. However, preparation of
simulation results beforehand based on several
parameters makes it possible to review the results during
the video conference.
As for the resolution of video streaming, low
resolutions, or 72-144dpi video images were used in this
study. This resolution is quite low, however, sharing of
video image information did work quite well for video
conference to discuss traffic issues, which is not image
quality-oriented. If the topic of discussion were more
image quality-oriented, for example, image processing,
color reproduction, image quality, much higher
resolution may be required.

Select a Video
Push the Play Button

FCS
Server Side

Streaming

Receive a Video
Client Side

Figure 6: Workflow of server side and client side for
video streaming
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ABSTRACT
For simulation output the estimation of several quantiles
usually provides a deeper insight than mean value analysis. So far, quantile estimation has usually been applied
to show the long run behaviour of a system. In this paper
we describe a method to depict several quantiles over simulation time to show the transient behaviour. This method
is based on independent replications and its capability is
demonstrated by examples with different kinds of transient
behaviour.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of steady-state simulation is to study the
long-run behavior of a system. Using estimators for
mean value analysis, the results of the simulation can
answer questions about the average system state like: How
many customers are there on average in the queue? On
the other hand, quantiles are known to be more robust
against outliers than mean values. Quantile estimation
can also answer questions like: What is the probability
of more than k customers in the queue? Questions of
this kind are often of more interest to the decision-maker.
The complexity of quantile estimation is higher than the
complexity of mean value estimation, but the estimation
of quantiles can give a deeper insight into the system of
interest. This is true, especially when several quantiles
are estimated. A set of several quantiles can be used
to estimate the steady-state distribution function. The
estimation of the steady-state distribution is the ultimate
goal in steady-state simulation. For details on quantile
estimation see e.g.
[Heidelberger and Lewis, 1984],
[Jain and Chlamtac, 1985],
[Raatikainen, 1987]
and
[Chen and Kelton, 1999].
An extension of the estimation of several quantiles is to
estimate these quantiles over model time. This provides a
deep insight into the transient behaviour of the system of
interest. In steady-state simulation this is useful to verify if
a steady-state phase exists, i.e. that the probability distribution function of the analyzed performance measure converges to a steady-state distribution function. Furthermore
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it can be verified, e.g, whether the transient behaviour is
monotone or if there are some unexpected issues which demand further investigation. However, the truncation point
for the estimation of steady-state performance measures
should not be determined by a visual inspection of these
quantiles over time (compare [Bause and Eickhoff, 2003]).
In applications finite-horizon simulation is frequently
used to examine a given situation with a certain initial state. In contrast to steady-state simulation the
transient behavior of the system is the central point of
analysis, even though, the usual approach is to estimate only mean values. Again, the estimation of several quantiles over time provides a deeper insight and
extends the results of commonly used approaches. For
a comparison of finite-horizon simulation and steadystate simulation see e.g. [Law and Kelton, 2000] and
[Alexopoulos and Kim, 2002].
The main problem in quantile estimation for steady-state
performance measures is that the output data X1 , X2 , . . .
of a single simulation run is typically not stationary and
is autocorrelated (see e.g. [Lee et al., 1999]). Therefore, the amount of required output data can be immense,
which causes a problem when storing and sorting the output data. Using p independent replications of the simulation is a well known approach to obtain independent sequences of output data. If these replications are synchronized (see [Bause and Eickhoff, 2002]) an independent and
identically distributed (iid) random sample {xj,i }pj=1 of p
observations of Xi is available at each observation index i.
This property helps to overcome the main problem of quantile estimation in a single simulation run and enables the use
of traditional quantile estimators for iid random samples.
Let Fi (x) = Pr{Xi ≤ x} denote the cumulative probability distribution function of Xi . The q-quantile at observation index i is defined by the equation q = Fi (xq ) and,
therefore,
xq = inf{x : Fi (x) ≥ q} = Fi−1 (q)
is the location of the q-quantile in the case of a continuous distribution Fi (x). Let {yj,i }pj=1 be the order statistic
of {xj,i }pj=1 . A valid estimator for the location of the qquantile at observation index i is given by
x̂q = ypq,i
The half width of a confidence interval of x̂q can be described in two ways:
x̂q ∈ xq ± q
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and

x̂q ∈ xq±q

q describes an interval in the range of the measure and
q describes an interval in the range of the probability (see
[Chen and Kelton, 1999]). Note, the interval q ± q should
not exceed the bounds 0 and 1. In nonparametric statistics
q can be calculated from
Pr{yl,i ≤ xq < yu,i } =
=

1 − αl,u
(1)

p j
q (1 − q)p−j
j

u−1

j=l

by decreasing l and increasing u until the chosen confidence level (1 − α) ≤ (1 − αl,u ) is reached (see
[Conover, 1999] and [Heidelberger and Lewis, 1984]). In
[Chen and Kelton, 1999] is shown that q can be chosen
from the inequality
p≥

2
z1−α/2
q(1 − q)

2q

Therefore, we perform two binary searches in the directions
above and below 0.5. The binary search in the direction below 0.5 stops if a quantile is found with a upper bound u
being equal to l. Analogously, the binary search in the upper direction stops if a quantile is found with a lower bound
l equal to u. The result of these binary searches are the
next displayed quantiles. The binary searches are repeated,
until it is not possible to find another quantile with a confidence interval in the unprocessed area between the last l
and 1 (resp. u and p). This calculation can be performed
before the simulation experiment starts and, therefore, the
run time of this method does not really matter. For convenience a linear search, leading to a worse run time, could be
performed instead of the binary search.
Equ. (1)
p = 100
q (l;u)

(2)

where z1−α/2 is the 1 − α/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution. Both, Equation (1) and Inequality (2) do
not depend on the output data itself. Therefore, both formulas can be used to estimate the half width before the simulation experiment starts. However, both formulas mainly
depend on the number of replications p, because the confidence level 1−α can be considered as a constant parameter.
Therefore, p is the most important parameter in the methods
described in subsequent sections.
To show the transient behavior of the system of interest
a plot of several quantiles over time is needed. The quantiles should be chosen with non overlapping confidence intervals. Therefore, a method is needed which determines
adequate quantiles based on parameter p, because the half
width of the confidence interval of x̂q depends on the number of replications p. In the following section two alternative methods are proposed and discussed. The better
method is used to examine examples with a variety of different transient behaviors. In the last section some conclusions are given.

.08 ( 3;13)

.19 (13;26)

.34 (26;42)

.5 (42;59)

.67 (59;75)

.81 (75;88)

.93 (88;97)

p = 1000
q (l;u)
.010 ( 5; 16)
.024 ( 16; 32)
.042 ( 32; 53)
.066 ( 53; 79)
.094 ( 79;110)
.127 (110;145)
.164 (145;184)
.205 (184;226)
.250 (227;273)
.297 (273;321)
.346 (321;371)
.396 (371;422)
.448 (422;474)
.5 (474;527)
.553 (527;579)
.604 (579;630)
.655 (630;680)
.704 (680;728)
.751 (729;774)
.795 (774;817)
.836 (817;856)
.873 (856;891)
.906 (891;922)
.935 (922;948)
.958 (948;969)
.977 (969;985)
.990 (985;996)

Inequ. (2)
p = 100
q (q ± q )

.09 (.04;.13)

.20 (.13;.26)

.34 (.26;.42)

.5 (.42;.58)

.66 (.58;.74)

.80 (.74;.87)

.91 (.87;.96)

SELECTION OF QUANTILES
As already pointed out, the calculation of the confidence
interval based on Equation (1) and Inequality (2) does not
depend on the output data itself, but on the number of replications p, the confidence level 1 − α and q itself. Because
the confidence level can be considered as a given parameter
the main question is: How to choose several q-quantiles as
a function of p? The basic idea of the algorithms described
in this section is to choose the 0.5-quantile as the starting
point and to choose all other quantiles in a way that their
confidence intervals do not overlap. A larger number of
replications involves smaller confidence intervals and this
enables the selection of more quantiles with non overlapping confidence intervals.
Our first method is based on Equation (1). In the beginning the first quantile 0.5 is given and its confidence interval
is calculated by extending l and u until the wanted confidence level 1 − α is reached. l and u describe the indexes
in {yj,i }pj=1 of the bounding values of the confidence interval. The selection of the next two quantiles which have a
non overlapping and non disjoint confidence interval is not
straight forward, because Equation (1) has no closed form.

p = 1000
q (q ± q )
.003 ( 0;.006)
.012 (.006;.018)
.026 (.018;.034)
.045 (.034;.056)
.069 (.056;.082)
.098 (.082;.113)
.131 (.113;.148)
.167 (.148;.187)
.208 (.187;.230)
.252 (.230;.274)
.298 (.274;.322)
.346 (.322;.371)
.397 (.371;.422)
.448 (.422;.474)
.5 (.474;.526)
.552 (.526;.578)
.603 (.578;.629)
.653 (.629;.678)
.702 (.678;.726)
.748 (.726;.771)
.792 (.771;.813)
.833 (.813;.852)
.869 (.852;.887)
.902 (.887;.918)
.931 (.918;.944)
.955 (.944;.966)
.974 (.966;.982)
.988 (.982;.994)
.997 (.994; 1)

Table 1: This table shows the selected quantiles with their
confidence intervals chosen by the method based on Equation (1) and by the method based on Inequality (2) with
1 − α = 0.9 and p = 100 resp. p = 1000.
The first two columns of Table 1 show the rounded result
of this method for p = 100 and p = 1000 independent
replications with a confidence level of 1 − α = 0.9. The
method selects 7 quantiles for p = 100 and 27 quantiles
for p = 1000. The values in brackets show the l and the u
index of the quantile as defined in Equation (1).
The second investigated method is based on Inequality
(2). Again, the starting point is the 0.5-quantile and the
method searches for more quantiles in the directions below
and above 0.5. In this case a binary search is not needed,
because the next quantile can be calculated directly with the
help of Inequality (2) and the following condition:
qk − qk = qk+1 + qk+1

(3)

This condition is valid for the direction below 0.5, a condition for the direction above 0.5 can be formulated analogously. qk is given and qk can be calculated by Inequality
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(a) 50 replications

(b) 100 replications

(c) 500 replications

(d) 1000 replications

Figure 1: Several quantiles over time: ARMA process.
(2). Therefore, the substitution ak = qk − qk is calculable
right away. Equation (3) can be transformed to:

qk+1 (1 − qk+1 )
ak = qk+1 + z1−α/2
p
Eliminating the square root leads to

calculation by Equation (4)
 in the second method. Furthermore, the calculation of pj in Equation (1) involves the
handling of very small and very big values. This might
lead to problems in computer calculations and rounding errors. Therefore, we recommend the second of the described
methods. All depictions in subsequent sections use quantiles selected by the second method.

2
0 = qk+1
b + qk+1 ck + dk

with b =

1
2
z1−α/2

+ p1 , ck = − z22ak −
1−α/2

1
p

and dk =

Finally, qk+1 can be calculated by

−ck − c2k − 4bdk
.
qk+1 =
2b

a2k
.
2
z1−α/2

(4)

Equation (4) is valid for quantiles below 0.5. An equation
for quantiles above 0.5 can be derived analogously. The
search should be continued until the bounds of the interval
[0, 1] are exceeded.
The rounded results of the second method are shown in
the last two columns of Table 1. For p = 100 the second
method selects 7 quantiles and for p = 1000 this method
selects 29 quantiles. The values in brackets show the confidence interval of the belonging quantile in the range of the
probability.
The results of the first and the second method are comparably accurate. However, the binary search of the first
method seems to be circumstantial compared to the direct

EXAMPLES
In the previous section we described how to select several quantiles. In this section we use these selected quantiles to depict stochastic processes with well known statistic properties. This is useful to validate the results as in
[Bause and Eickhoff, 2003]. The implementation of the
stochastic processes is based on the random number generator described in [L’Ecuyer et al., 2002]. Because this
generator allows the choice of many substreams, it is suitable for many independent replications. As already mentioned in the introduction, the independent replications of
the stochastic processes are used to collect a set of independent data for each Xi with 1 ≤ i ≤ ∞. To realize these
stochastic processes the random numbers are transformed
as follows.
ARMA Process: The behaviour of the first stochastic
process is comparable with the behaviour of a storage in an
inventory system. It is an ARMA(5, 5) process which is
360

(a) 50 replications

(b) 100 replications

(c) 500 replications

(d) 1000 replications

Figure 2: Several quantiles over time: periodic process.
defined by
Xi = 1 + i +

5

1
(Xi−k + i−k ), k ≥ 0
2k

k=1

with the starting condition X−5 = X−4 = X−3 = X−2 =
X−1 = 100. {i }∞
i=1 is an independent Gaussian white
noise process ([Hamilton, 1994]). We selected four sets of
quantiles for p = {50, 100, 500, 1000} independent replications. The results are shown in Figure 1.
Periodic Process: The second observed process has a
periodic behaviour and is defined by
Xi = a · sin(ωi) + i
The cycle length of the sine oscillation is given by T = 2π
ω
with the amplitude a. And again {i }∞
i=1 is an independent
Gaussian white noise process. This process is depicted in
Figure 2 for p = {50, 100, 500, 1000} independent replications.
Exponential Process: The behaviour of the third
stochastic process is comparable with the behaviour of a
buffer in a queueing system. It is defined by
Xi = i · b(1 − e(i

ln(0.05)
)
l

).

The process {i }∞
i=1 is similar to the independent Gaussian white noise process, but its distribution is exponential
(see [Law and Kelton, 2000]) with β = 1. The parameter

b stretches the distribution. The part in brackets of the formula causes that the process is slowly converging towards
its marginal distribution. This is depicted in Figure 3 for
p = {50, 100, 500, 1000}.
Of course, a smaller value of p leads to a smaller set of
selected quantiles. Additionally, the quantiles of the smaller
set seem to fluctuate more. Further more, the quantiles of
areas with lower probability fluctuate more than the ones of
high probability. In Figure 1 and Figure 2 this can be observed when comparing the bounds 0 and 1 with the center
(around 0.5) of the distribution. Because the distribution in
Figure 3 is not symmetrical, the quantiles at bound 1 fluctuate more than the ones at bound 0.
These examples show, that this approach of depicting
quantiles is suitable for both symmetrical and asymmetrical distributions, as well as converging and non converging
processes. However, we recommend to use at least 50 independent replications. This makes sure that the selected set
of quantiles includes at least 5 different quantiles.
Random Walk: The last examined process behaves like
a random walk between 0 and 100. The random walks are
not stopped at this thresholds, but all values higher (resp.
lower) than these bounds are reduced to these values (compare [Bause and Beilner, 1999]). The peculiarity of this
process is the constant value of the mean (e.g. the 0.5quantile), whereas all other quantiles are not constant and
tend to the thresholds 0 and 100 (see Figure 4(a) and 4(b)).
Therefore, the cumulative distribution function is in the be361

(a) 50 replications

(b) 100 replications

(c) 500 replications

(d) 1000 replications

Figure 3: Several quantiles over time: exponential process.
ginning very steep around the 0.5-quantile (Figure 4(c)),
but after a long simulation time it is very flat (Figure 4(d)).
Analysis of only mean values would show a constant behaviour, even though this example is transient and the cumulative distribution is slowly converging to its marginal
distribution.

CONCLUSIONS
We described two methods of selecting quantiles. Both
methods delivered similar results. However, for further investigation we decided to use the method based on Inequality (2) because its complexity is lower.
This approach to depict several quantiles over time appears suitable for a variety of different transient behaviours.
We recommend to use at least 50 independent replications
to make sure, that the selected set of quantiles is reasonably
large. In finite-horizon simulation the replications do not
need to be processed in parallel. Therefore, a large number
of replications, e.g. p = 1000, is feasible.
Our last investigated example shows, that the analysis of
several quantiles provides a deeper insight into the analyzed
process than mean value analysis. Drawing conclusions entirely based on mean value analysis is not recommendable
for complex models.
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to the conducting of simulation projects. This obstacle
has two dimensions: economical (time, costs); and
psychological (a long wait for results, which may not
live up to expectation).
Experienced simulation analysts use models built
during one project for working on another. In a survey,
conducted by Robertson and Perere during the Winter
Simulation Conference in 1999, it was found that 27%
of respondents reuse previously built models for a
different purpose, while 42% keep the model updated.
The poll also revealed that:
- 60% of respondents manually input the data to the
model,
- some companies rely 100% on the manual
method, whereas others rely 100% on a link to an
external system (Robertson and Perere 2001).
The research of Robertson and Perere, observations of
realities in which production companies are operating,
and demands from industry, as well as the academic
environment, indicates the need for an automatic data
collection method for simulation models and such
automatic data collection could substantially contribute
to an increase in the use of simulation in production
management. The basic electronically stored data
sources which can be used for building production
process simulation models are PPC systems (or
production planning and control modules of integrated
systems).
The awareness of the importance of the integration of
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems with
external applications is increasing among producers
and efforts are being made to find solutions.
For data which is necessary for the modelling of the
production process and which can be exported from a
PPC system, the technological process and the current
or planned machine capacity must first be dealt with.
The automatic exchange, vis-à-vis the integration of
simulators with information systems for production
management, is a difficult problem which requires a
detailed analysis of the data structures, an investigation
of the technical alternatives for their exchange and a
one by one programming of an interface for each
different variation.
This paper presents a methodology for the analysis of
data accessible in the information systems of an
enterprise and required for the purposes of building a
production simulation model. Conclusions from an
analysis of a vehicle manufacturer using the presented
methodology are also described.

KEYWORDS
production simulation, PPC system, data collection
ABSTRACT
Despite the usefulness of computer simulation
in manufacturing, its prevalence in the area
of production preparation and management is still
limited. The main reason for this situation is the
difficulty with automatic data collection. In the paper
the proposal of methodology for the analysis of data
accessible in the information systems of an enterprise
and required for the purposes of simulation model
building is presented. Conclusions from an analysis of
a vehicle manufacturer using the presented
methodology are also described. For simulation of the
production process, the usefulness of data which can
be obtained from digital sources seems to be much
greater if the information systems for production
resource planning are, at least, MRP II class systems.
The function of the methodology was successful in the
case discussed, but a more detailed practical
verification based on a more intricate analysis is
required. Results of the study confirm the necessity for
commercial enterprises, as well as academic
institutions, to be involved in the search for solutions in
the area of automatic data collection for simulation
purposes.
INTRODUCTION
In many commercial and academic enterprises
computer simulation is now one of the fundamental
research or training tools. However, in some areas,
such as manufacturing, computer simulation is not yet
particularly prevalent, although it is becoming more
and more widely used. In the area of manufacturing,
computer simulation is mostly applied by designers,
constructors and technologists, while its potential is
much less frequently used to optimize the processes
of production preparation and management.
Such a situation is exacerbated by the lack of suitably
educated and experienced analysts, as well as the fact
that the tools for the simulation of the production
processes are separate applications which are not
embedded in the systems of production planning and
control (PPC). The process of manual data collection,
and the input of the data into the database of the
simulation tool, in order to build a model, is very
laborious and time-consuming. It is the basic obstacle
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(Gramacki and Darulewski 2001) is stored. This tool is
useful for the storing, in a structured form, of the
results of the detailed analysis of the data which is
accessible in the information systems of an enterprise
and which is necessary to build a simulation model.
Information relating to the necessary modifications and
additions to the data can also be stored in such a
database.
Each of the described analytical steps increases the
accuracy of the knowledge of an analyst or project
team relating to such issues as the required data and to
what extent this data can be automatically collected.
The analytical algorithm is explained in more detail in
figure no. 1 (next page).
The end result of the method is a database containing
metadata, which supplies us with information on what
data can be collected automatically and what data must
be entered manually into the model. The database also
contains information on the procedures which must be
executed in order to convert or complete data, or to
remove redundant data.

METHODOLOGY FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF DATA REQUIRED FOR PURPOSES
OF SIMULATION
As mentioned, a step by step process of data collection
during the building of a simulation model is very
laborious and time-consuming and therefore a decision
in an enterprise to look for a digital data source is
economically justified. The work invested in the
identification of such data sources and an assessment
of their adequacy, in the majority of cases, pays off and
seldom leads to the conclusion that manual data
collection is necessary because of an absence of
suitable digital data sources. However, even where
such a search is not successful, to judge the time spent
on the identification and analysis of potential digital
data sources as lost time is, at the least, debatable. An
analytically proven absence of digital data sources for
simulation purposes can be judged as essential
knowledge for model building.
An algorithm of an analysis of potential data sources
for the simulation of production processes will be
presented below. It can be applied in simulation
projects relating to the design of production systems as
well as in projects relating to the management of
production systems on the operational level.

DATA ANALYSIS FOR SIMULATION PURPOSE
– CASE STUDY
Data Analysis
The methodology as presented above, excluding the
setting-up of a metadata database, was applied to a
vehicle manufacturer for the analysis of data accessible
in the production management information systems.

Assumptions
The model builder and/or project team will have
performed the following activities before they start the
analysis of digital data sources:
a) they will have established the assumptions relating
to model building (simulation aim, limits of
modelling system, level of details in the model),
b) they will have specified what data is required to
build the model,
c) they will have identified the key data sources
(e.g. paper documents, knowledge of employees,
observations of real system’s behaviour, digital
sources).

In this enterprise, because of the uniqueness of the
production process, the manufacturing process is not
automated and technological operations are conducted
manually. This is a classic example of unit production
to customer order. The end product is one of the
possible variants of an earlier defined vehicle model,
which fulfils customer requirements for construction
and technology. The complexity of the production
process, and subsequently the complexity of the
production management, means that the enterprise is
seeking new tools for production planning and its
optimization, and intensive work is being carried out to
apply discrete event simulation. At the moment, the
company uses some systems of production planning
and control which can form the potential data source
for the building of the simulation model. As the result
of the first analytical step at the process level two
information systems emerged for further analysis.

After the assumptions for the simulation project have
been established, the analysis of the potential data
sources can begin. The first step will be an analysis of
whether the information systems supporting the
production management mirror the processes involved
in simulation research, and, if so, to what extent. This
will be followed by an investigation of the nature of the
data stored and processed by the analyzed systems and
responsible for describing selected processes or
sub-processes. If we are dealing with the application of
simulation in the area of System Management it is also
necessary to investigate the frequency of data
modification in comparison to the level of details in the
simulation model. The next step is a detailed analysis
of the identified data, which will include structure,
type, optionality, completeness and redundancy. For
each step the results obtained form the input data for
the following step. Finally, an auxiliary database can
be created where metadata i.e. data about data
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Identify processes supported by information systems,
determine common areas across identified processes and
determine processes to be modelled for simulation research

START

STOP

NO

Was a common area
across processes
or sub-processes identified?

YES
Analyse database of identified information systems
and identify data describing common processes

STOP

NO

Does analyzed data cover
fully or partly the simulation
model data requirements?

YES
Will simulation application
be within the area of System
Management ?

NO

YES
Determine the frequency of data modification in analyzed
systems and compare with assumptions
on the level of details in simulation model

STOP

NO

Does modification
frequency correspond
to the assumptions?

YES
Carry out the detailed data analysis
(structures, types, size of field, optionality).
Input the analysis results into metadata database

STOP

NO

Is automatic data
collection possible for the
simulation model?

YES
Establish the procedures for gahtered data conversion and
supplementation. Identify data needed for building of simulation
model which is not present and subsequent anticipated sources for
this data. Input the results into the metadata database.

Figures 1: The Algorithm of Analysis of PPC Systems Data for Simulation Purposes
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STOP

are treated as the basic unit of production planning, and
the production process is modelled as the sequence of
these operations (the entity Technological Operation as
shown in figure 2). Conversely, the logic of the data in
system no. II primarily takes into consideration the
construction of the vehicle, and the production process
is modelled by means of the view of the end product
amalgamation of the objects which represent
construction components such as the engine, the
driveshaft, or the air-conditioning ( the entity Sales
Group as shown in figure 3).
Time, which is the key parameter in the modelling of
the production process, is an attribute of the
Technological Operation entity in the first system,
whilst, in the second system, time is an attribute of the
Sales Group. The linking of the time parameter to the
Sales Group was based on intuition and estimation,
whereas the linking of the time parameter to the
Technological Operation was the result of executed
mensuration. The data relating to time and resident in
system no. II is unhelpful to the modelling of the
production process because the image of the final end
product amalgamation of the construction objects does
not correspond to the reality of the production process
in which components of one Sales Group are
assembled into the vehicle in assembly process stages
which are not always sequential.
Data which is stored and processed by the first system
describes many of the production process parameters
which are essential from the simulation’s point of view.
However, they are not complete and need to be
converted and completed.

System no. I is on the Ms Access® database based tool,
which is used for the archiving of vehicles’ production
plans as well as for the generation of new plans on the
basis of historical data. The system is used for
operations which include estimating the time for the
production process based on the times of the singular
technological operations needed to perform the
planning of manufacturing resources which are
involved during the production process. System no. II
is the company dedicated, multiaccessible software for
production planning and control which works in the
client-server architecture via the Internet. The system is
used for the management of manufacturing plans, the
estimation of production costs and the planning of
material requirements. The system database contains
detailed data on customer orders and production plans
including times for the release of production orders.
The data analysis for the two systems was worked out
by utilising the re-engineering concept. The results of
the data organisation analysis were documented with
entity-relationship diagrams, which usually document
the first step of the database design process, the
analysis of the so called “miniworld” (figures 2 and 3).

Simulations as Verification of Data Collected
from Digital Sources
On the basis of data identified in the database of
system no. I, the simple models of the production
sub-processes were built and used to verify the data.
The behaviour of the model was compared with the
observation of the real system.
The constructed models mirrored the painting
processes (Skrzypczak 2004) and the finishing process
(Wesoáowski 2004) in the vehicle factory. Because of
the highly diverse forms of organization in both cases,
different modelling and simulation tools were used. In
the case of the paint shop where there were not a large
number of variants in the production process, and
where the random factor had a small influence, the
simulation model was built using a spreadsheet. In the
area of finishing, where there was a high level of
dynamism and a large number of possible process
variations, as well as the large influence of disruptions
from the earlier stages of the manufacturing process,
and a large random factor, in order to model the
production system behaviour, the discrete event
simulator Arena® was applied.
The diagrams below illustrate example models for data
verification (figures 4 and 5).

Figure 2: Entity-relationship Diagram
from the Ist System

Figure 3: Entity-relationship Diagram
from the IInd System
The rough data analysis of both systems revealed that
the production process is perceived from a different
point of view by each of the two systems. The logic of
the data in system no. I reveals features of the process
approach. Production data is interpreted by the system
through the prism of technological operations, which
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Because of the uniqueness and complexity of the
production process in the company concerned, as well
as the large frequency of change in the input
parameters for simulation, the enterprise has made the
decision to produce a dedicated simulator using a high
level programming language. The data analysis carried
out contributed to this decision and delivered the
relevant information on the range of data existing in
digital form for simulation purposes, as well as its
degree of usefulness.
SUMMARY
The presented methodology for the analysis of the data
which exists in the database of PPC systems, and
which is required for the purposes of simulation, is a
proposal only. However, in the case discussed, the
function of the methodology was successful.
But saying this, a more detailed practical verification
based on a more intricate analysis, is required.
The authors of the paper must draw attention to the
necessity for commercial enterprises, as well as
academic institutions, to be involved in the search for
solutions in the area of automatic data collection for
simulation purposes. A mutual cooperation in this area
between PPC (MRP II/ERP) systems, simulation
software vendors and universities could offer many
rewards.

Figure 4: Model of Painting Process
for some Types of Vehicle
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Figure 5: Model of the Finishing Sub-process
in the Vehicle Factory
The results obtained reflect the conclusions drawn on
the basis of real system observation, which confirms
the adequacy and correctness of the data used for
simulation.
In the case as discussed, the data analysis resulted in
the conclusion that only a fraction of the data, after
conversion and supplement, can be used to build a
simulation model. In the opinion of the authors, the
reason for this is the fact that the PPC systems as used
by the vehicle company do not meet the MRP II
standard. Although generally accepted standards for
data structures do not exist for MRP II/ERP systems
(Robertson and Perera 2001), the algorithms of
material requirements and manufacturing resource
planning require certain data to be present in the
database, data that was absent in this case. It can be
concluded that the usefulness of data analysis which
can be obtained from digital sources, and which can be
used for the simulation of the production process,
seems to be much greater if the information systems for
production resource planning are, at the least, MRP II
class systems.
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equipment purchases even more difficult without the
proper tools.

KEYWORDS
3D manufacturing simulation, cost effective, component
models

Imagine being able to visualize your equipment
operation on a notebook computer and being able to
snap a line together and adjust parameters that configure
the equipments physical size and behavior. Then, by
pressing a button, see the effect of your changes and
cearly demonstrate to others the results by simply emailing them the layouts. This capability can be
realized by using the right 3D simulation tools.

ABSTRACT
If a picture says 1000 words, then a 3D simulation
represents the equivalent of a novel. Correctly built 3D
simulation models can accurately depict the appearance
and functionality of manufacturing equipment. This
includes the equipment motion, parts moving through
the production line, timing studies, and material routing.
In combination individual machinery models when
connected together can look, behave, and function like
the actual factory, giving you the capabilities to view a
complete line from different angles, while it is running.
This provides a much greater level of understanding
than a static CAD model or a fixed view video. It
enables you to actually see how a line is going to
function before it has been installed .

A SALES TOOL
Using simulation as a sales tool is nothing new. A few
forward thinking companies embraced the promise 3D
simulation offered as a sales tool in the early 90’s. 3D
simulation enabled these companies to demonstrate to
the customer their current facility, how it could be
improved with the next round of equipment purchase
and, most importantly, the lasting vision of what their
manufacturing facility could be capable of in the future.
This enabled the equipment manufacturer to gain much
more than a sale. They obtained a commitment to
future expansion, which resulted in a steady flow of
equipment sales.
Although there were a few success stories, these early
adopters faced many challenges with 3D simulation
including:
x High initial purchase costs
x Learning curves that can easily extend over 2
years for new operators
x Dependency on high priced consultants
x High level of complexity
x Difficulties in distributing the 3D simulation to
a wide audience; this forced the use of static
images or video as the main mechanism to
share a simulation.

Figures 1: Automotive Production Line Simulation
Selling capitol equipment is tough even in the best of
times. Communicating concepts and illustrating ROI
has been a challenge for any sales team whose product
is too large to fit in a brief case. With manufacturing
equipment, the challenge is intensified by recent trends
toward flexible manufacturing, increasing levels of
complexity, and the continuous quest for improved
efficiencies. This makes the challenge of justifying new
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Due to these challenges, the use of 3D simulation as a
sales tool was usually limited to companies selling very
expensive equipment with the high margins necessary
to fund the work required to develop, deploy, and
maintain 3D simulation models of the company’s
equipment.
Recent advances in simulation technologies have
drastically reduced, and in many cases, eliminated the
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challenges faced by the early adopters. Thus, allowing
3D simulation to be deployed on a much larger scale by
equipment manufactures. These advancements include:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

The most recent advancements include the combination
of physics based simulation and discrete event
technology within the same product. This provides the
ideal platform for the sales proposal market, since many
of the key decision-makers in large-scale factory
installations are non-technical in nature. These products
provides a conduit for effective communication
including:

Applying component modelling techniques to
simulation models so that a plug-and-play
works for connecting equipment together and
drastically simplifies the task of line layouts.
Encapsulating the complexity within a
component to facilitate re-use and streamline
maintainability.
Simulation products that are layered for
different user levels throughout the
organization. The most basic of which can be
easily used by anyone with basic computer
skills.
The reduction in purchase price of the
products.
Advancements in computer and software
performance enabling interactive performance
on laptop PC’s.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Communicating new ideas and concepts to a
customer thereby obtaining commitment earlier
Describing the competitive advantages of your
equipment
Justifying value
Understanding what is being purchased and
why

The use of 3D simulation does not stop once the order is
received. It provides benefits that extend from the
supplier, to the line integrator, and to the end user. By
leveraging the model throughout the business process, a
large cost savings can be realized, much more than if
just the engineering department use simulation to
complete layout and process design analysis.

The origins of factory simulation began in the 70’s,
with the products that were mainly statistical in nature.
These products took numbers from timing studies, as
input and output reports, enabling the industrial
engineer to run experiments in order to determine which
methods could improve the manufacturing process.
Very quickly, these products evolved to include 2D
charts and graphs. This technology was called “discrete
event simulation” because of the way that
manufacturing processes were approximated into single
time taking events. This approximation made it
possible for entire factories to be simulated on
computers that were very slow by today’s standards.

COMPLETE PRODUCTION LIFECYCLE
SUPPORT
3D manufacturing simulation can support the complete
production lifecycle from the early product designs to
the re-configuration of production. 3D simulation can
be used in all these steps as a communication tool to
convey the idea of how a production works and how it
performs to avoid costly mistakes as early as possible.
Easier communication speeds up the decision making
process creating better results faster.

The 80’s brought a new generation of simulation which
is sometimes referred to as “physics based” to
distinguish it from discrete event. These products were
initially targeted at the Robotics market. They offered
the ability to accurately simulate the motion of robots,
check for collisions, and simulate the effects of inertia
based on payload. The key advancement of these
products is that they were completely 3D based. There
were a number of success stories using these products
for sales presentations and proposals due to the realistic
nature of the 3D display.

In the early product development phase 3D simulation
can be integrated into the design process in order to see
the working product with performance data. This easier
virtual prototyping supports the testing of a greater
range of alternatives instead of settling into the first
found solution found.
The simulation data created in the engineering
processes can be reused in the sales and marketing
phase when a customer is introduced to the new
production capabilities with the modular reconfigurable
simulation models. This is the place where new
component-based simulation really shows its
advantages. Earlier it has been impossible to re-use the
engineering data for other purposes, but now production
lines and systems can be configured to meet customer
requirements in front of the customer showing realistic
simulated processes with animated 3D graphics. The
same models can be used to create high quality
animations and pictures for all marketing and sales
needs. Using visual simulation with performance data
will give both the customer and the seller a clear
understanding of what the customer will receive.

Advancements of the 90’s included a trend to provide
3D graphics capabilities in discrete event simulation
products. Unfortunately, the simulation engine used by
these products did not contain the accurate motion that
was common in the physics based robotic simulation
counterparts. While this technology proved effective in
identifying bottlenecks and optimizing throughput, it
did little to give the customer a clear picture of what
they were purchasing and why.
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manage and it is more future-proof. All this is available
as long as the component interface remains same.
The component approach encapsulates machine or cell
complexity into a modular simulation component,
which interacts with other simulation components
through an interface. In the component based approach
interfaces have been abstracted to contain not only
communication but also the material flow and
connectivity.

Figures 2: Reconfigurable Simulation Sales Model
Once a production system goes into the implementation
phase, previously created simulation models can be
used for verifying the line control logic to speed up the
ramp up phase. This creates other possibilities to use the
same simulation model for training purposes before the
actual system is up and running. All this is achieved by
using the simulation model as a virtual test bench that is
connected to real control systems via a COM interface.

Interface
Configuration Rules
Communication
Signal Mapping
Process Status

During production, the simulation model can be used
for every day planning to validate and optimize
production orders in advance. The simulation model
may also serve as a 3D interface to the real system for
monitoring and remote diagnostic purposes.

Behavior
Kinematics
Signal Maps
Limits
Virtual Controller

At the end of the production lifecycle, the simulation
model can be reconfigured to meet the new production
requirements.

Geometry
Parameter based
Materials
Native CAD Loaders:

SAY GOOD-BYE TO EXPENSIVE, ONE-OFF
SIMULATIONS
One-off simulation models built from scratch by a
dedicated simulation engineer are expensive and used
mostly for engineering purposes. The new component
based simulation model approach re-uses simulation
components allowing non-engineers to build simulation
models quickly to meet many other needs within an
organsiation.

Figures 4: Component Based Simulation
Adding paramterics to a simulation component also
enhances the reusability and mantainability of the
simulation models. Equipment manufacturers can
represent a product family with one component module,
and this is ideal for modular based production
equipment. Sales engineers can change a few module
parameters that automatically adjust the physical
appearance and performance of an equipment model
and demonstrate the effect to the customer interactively.

Figures 3: Easy Model Building with Plug&Play
Component based simulation is a similar phase shift, as
movement to component-based software has been in the
software industry. The same benefits which were
discovered in the software industry can now be applied
to simulation: components can be developed by a 3rd
party, component complexity is encapsulated within the
component, components can be added, deleted and
exchanged easily, the component lifetime is easier to
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with external systems. Using an Open Process Control
(OPC) connection, the control engineers can continue to
use their familiar code development environment for
their robot controller or PLC while testing the results on
a “virtual factory” test bed.

ROBOTICS AND MATERIAL HANDLING ON
THE ONE PLATFORM
The new behavior based component modeling approach
now makes it possible to use the same simulation
platform for robotics and material handling.

AUTOMATING THE PRE-STUDY NOT JUST
PRODUCTION

By combining different behaviours a component
authoer can create a simulation module that has robotic
mechanisms for assembly and material handling process
for transferring parts to new processes. In the
electronics PC board assembly lines most machines are
a combination of conveyors and robot gantry heads,
even a manual workstation is a combination of a
complex assembly operator and conveyor belt. With
behavior modeling it is easy to build such a component
by adding required behaviors and connecting them
together. As a basic requirement the simulation platform
needs to provide built-in behaviors to author primitive
type components such as robots, conveyors, and
grippers etc.

Speeding up the pre-study phase for production with
intelligent component based simulation tools allows
engineers to keep up with the demands of reducing
product cycles and increasing model variants running
on the same lines.
As production lines become more automated and
‘digital’ in nature the opportunities now exist to ‘plug
and play’ production line components such as
conveyors, robots, tooling, and model variants together
to evaluate a host of production alternatives very
quickly. Using component based simulation makes it
possible to check the layout, components, and their
interoperability in one environment. Checking out the
impact of a configuration or process change allows
production management to quickly and directly trial and
communicate ‘what-if’ scenarios/layouts without the
need to translate the concept via a CAD operator or
simulation expert. Earlier it could have taken days or
weeks for a dedicated and experienced simulation
engineer to create a simulation model for evaluation
purposes. Now any engineer with a little training can
generate the same models in hours.
ABOUT VISUAL COMPONENTS
Visual Components is a world leading 3D robotics and
manufacturing simulation software provider offering
machine builders, system integrators and companies
using complex turnkey manufacturing solutions a
simple, quick and highly cost effective way to build and
simulate their total process solutions. Finnish based
Visual Components has global OEM partners and an
extensive reseller network. For more information please
refer to www.visualcomponents.com

Figures 5: Robotic and Material Handling Simulation
PLC VALIDATION FOR FASTER PRODUCTION
RAMP UP
Once simulation layouts are available they should
support connection to the real operator interface or
control system to validate the control logic. When a
simulation model is connected to an industrial
production controller most of the operator training and
program debugging can be completed before the system
is operational. This significantly reduces production
ramp-up-time by removing most of the several
weeklong debug periods traditionally required after the
I/O field check. Real-time connectivity requires virtual
time meanagement to synchronize the communication
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The other side of the coin is that the procedure of
modeling introduces a bias that it is difficult to detect.
How reliable is a model? How to proceed in the model
proposal? These are difficult questions to answer when
there are no strong and formal fundamentals in model
proposal.
Statistical techniques usually try to overcome such bias
using distribution hypothesis and strong mathematical
foundations for the procedures used during data
analysis.
In the present paper the authors try to propose a cross
fertilizations between Agent Based Simulation and
Statistical Learning techniques (or more specifically
Data Mining techniques) in order to handle and possibly
overcome the limitations of both.

KEYWORDS
Data Mining, Agent Based Simulation, validation,
emergence, artificial intelligence
ABSTRACT
Agent Based Modeling is the most interesting and
advanced approach for simulating a complex system: in
a social context, the single parts and the whole are often
very hard to describe in detail. Besides, there are agent
based formalisms which allow to study the emergency
of social behavior with the creation and study of
models, known as artificial societies. Thanks to the ever
increasing computational power, it's been possible to
use such models to create software, based on intelligent
agents, which aggregate behavior is complex and
difficult to predict, and can be used in open and
distributed systems.
Data mining is born in the last decades in order to help
users in finding useful knowledge from the otherwise
overwhelming amount of data available nowadays from
the web and the data collected every day by companies.
Data Mining techniques can therefore be the keystone
to reveal non-trivial knowledge expressed by the initial
assumption used to build the micro-level of the model
and the structure of the society of agents that emerged
from the simulation.

AN INTRODUCTION TO DATA MINING
Data Mining is the key element of the Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD) task. KDD is defined as
“the process of identifying valid, novel, potentially
useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data”.
We could finally add that such task involves usually
great amount of data, usually stored in analysis oriented
data stores called Data Marts.
Data Mining is not a field in itself; it is more a
collection of methods of data analysis coming from
different fields of computer science, artificial
intelligence and statistics. Just statistics supplies
mathematical concreteness to many of the date mining
methods.
Data mining was born in the latest decades in order to
help users in finding useful knowledge from the
otherwise overwhelming amount of data available
nowadays, both coming from the web and the data
collected every day by companies.
The kind of knowledge the users can extract from the
raw data is heterogeneous and most depends on the
nature of the data available. In fact the nature of the
data and the kind of task guide the process of data
analysis itself, that is more the production of an
artigianal process guided by the experiences rather than
the result of an automatic process.
The types of tasks Data Mining could accomplish can
be roughly divided in two categories: predictive tasks
and descriptive tasks. The first type of tasks try to
discover a model that drives the behavior of some
variables in a system in order to be able to predict such
values in zones not covered by the examples. The

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the simulation is one of the best paradigms
for modeling the behavior of complex systems even
thought it has some leaks. Above all, the simulation
model is only a rough approximation of the real system
to study; each approximation produced will not cover
the whole set of details we can actually study looking at
the real system. The gap between model and reality is
well known in fields like Computer Science and
Mathematics but the situation is far from being
desperate. The gap can be intentional since the realm of
interest can be a small piece of the whole sensible
world. Moreover the ability to create artificial worlds
whose relations and states can be arbitrarily changed
allows us to explore the full possibility of the real
system. The fact to simulate a system under unnatural
conditions can help us to study scenarios of
unimaginable flexibility.
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small number of examples are available, techniques of
Machine Learning, coming from AI and inductive logic
fields, are suggested. Such techniques find their
fundaments in symbolic reasoning and non-classical
logics and do not require statistical tools for soundness
checking.

second type of task tries to find some categorizations of
the data producing a shrinked descriptor for wider
segments of data.
Predictive Data Mining
One of the predictive tasks of Data Mining is the task of
finding some form of classifications of the items
contained in the data mart from a set of raw data. When
there is a finite set of classes that describe the domain of
the data, the classification can be carried on by some ifthen rules that help users to classify a new item in one
of such predefined classes. Such classification process
is based on the values of some characteristics of the
item itself and can be deterministic (e.g. there is no
doubt about the belonging of the item to the given class)
or heuristic (e.g. the association of the item to one or
more classes is given with a degree of certainty).
The association model so far extracted can have the
form of a decision tree, instead of a set of if-then rules,
but the purposes of the model retrieved remains the
same. When the classification domain is not finite (e.g.
when the variable interested by the prediction process is
a real number) the operation is called regression. The
regression task helps the user to model an analytic
function that describes the set of data submitted to the
task and that can predict new, not submitted, values.

AGENTS FOR SOCIAL SIMULATION
The concept of software agent originates in the early
fifties with J. McCarthy, while the term has been coined
by O.G. Selfridge some years later, when both of them
were working at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Their original project was to build a
system which, given a goal, could be able to accomplish
it, looking for human help in case of lack of necessary
information. In practice, an agent was considered a
software robot that lives and acts in a virtual world. In
(Wooldridge and Jennings 1995): "... a hardware or
(more usually) software-based computer system that
enjoys the following properties:
x
autonomy: agents operate without the direct
intervention of humans or others, and have some kind
of control over their actions and internal state;
x
social ability: agents interact with other agents
(and possibly humans) via some kind of agentcommunication language;
x
reactivity: agents perceive their environment,
(which may be the physical world, a user via a graphical
user interface, a collection of other agents, the internet,
or perhaps all of these combined), and respond in a
timely fashion to changes that occur in it;
x
pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in
response to their environment, they are able to exhibit
goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative." The
Wooldridge and Jennings definition, in addition to
spelling out autonomy, sensing and acting, allows for a
broad, but finite, range of environments. They further
add a communications requirement.

Descriptive Data Mining
In descriptive Data Mining the task is to discover
interesting regularities in the data, to uncover patterns
and find interesting subgroups in the bulk of data.
Such kind of Data Mining produce a categorization of
the initial amount of data uncovering patterns that were
not evident before the execution of the task. Expert of
the domain must then interpret the patterns so far
uncovered in order to explain them.
A typical product of this kind of task is the discovery of
association rules that find untilled relationships between
features’ values looking at the examples proposed as
training.
Such association rules can be used as classifiers to find
some subgroups dividing the population in relevant
clusters. The division in clusters reflects some important
division present in the data that could be crucial in order
to reason using a small number of stereotypes instead of
a huge number of single items.
Another important task associated to Data Mining is the
use of advanced techniques of visualization. In fact,
since data analysts and domain specialists do most of
the work of discovery, it is very important to find good
visual metaphors to give users right intuitions to guide
the analysis.
Naturally such metaphors are only useful to guide the
intuition, in order to provide mathematical soundness
the Data Mining is supported by statistical methods
such as probabilities laws for the items values’
prediction, Bayesian theorems for defining some sort of
causality and so on. The techniques of Data Mining,
having their foundations in statistic, require a large
number of items to build satisfying results. When only a

Franklin and Graesser (1997) also try to find the typical
features of agency, deriving them from the word itself:
an “agent” is 1) one who acts, or who can act, and 2)
one who acts in place of another with his permission.
Since "one who acts in place of " acts, the second usage
requires the first. Humans act, as do most other animals.
Also, some autonomous mobile robots act, for example
Brooks' Herbert (Brooks 1990; Franklin 1995). All of
these are real world agents. Software agents "live" in
computer operating systems, databases, networks,
MUDs, etc.
Finally, artificial life agents "live" in artificial
environments on a computer screen or in its memory
(Langton 1989, Franklin 1995).
Each is situated in, and is a part on some environment.
Each senses its environment and act autonomously upon
it. No other entity is required to feed it input, or to
interpret and use its output. Each acts in pursuit of it's
own agenda, whether satisfying evolved drives as in
humans and animals, or pursuing goals designed in by
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Different from reactive agents are the deliberative ones.
The key component of a deliberative agent is a central
reasoning system (Ginsberg, 1989) that constitutes the
intelligence of the agent. Deliberative agents generate
plans to accomplish their goals. A world model may be
used in a deliberative agent, increasing the agent's
ability to generate a plan that is successful in achieving
its goals even in unforeseen situations. This ability to
adapt is desirable in a dynamic environment.
The main problem with a purely deliberative agent
when dealing with real-time systems is reaction time.
For simple, well known situations, reasoning may not
be required at all. In some real-time domains, such as
robotic soccer, minimizing the latency between changes
in world state and reactions is important.
Hybrid agents, when designed correctly, use both
approaches to get the best properties of each (Bensaid
and Mathieu, 1997). Specifically, hybrid agents aim to
have the quick response time of reactive agents for well
known situations, yet also have the ability to generate
new plans for unforeseen situations.

some other agent, as in software agents. (Artificial life
agents may be of either variety.) Each acts so that its
current actions may effect its later sensing, that is its
actions effect its environment. Finally, each acts
continually over some period of time. A software agent,
once invoked, typically runs until it decides not to. An
artificial life agent often runs until it's eaten or
otherwise dies. Of course, some human can pull the
plug, but not always. Mobile agents on the Internet may
be beyond calling back by the user.
These requirements constitute for sure the essence of
being an agent, hence the definition by Franklin and
Graesser (1997):
An autonomous agent is a system situated within and a
part of an environment that senses that environment
and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda
and so as to effect what it senses in the future.
And the very general, yet comprehensive one by
Jennings (1996):
…the term is usually applied to describe self-contained
programs which can control their own actions based on
their perceptions of their operating environment.

Multi Agent Systems (MAS)
A multi agent system can be thought of as a group of
interacting agents working together to achieve a set of
goals. To maximize the efficiency of the system, each
agent must be able to reason about other agents' actions
in addition to its own. A dynamic and unpredictable
environment creates a need for an agent to employ
flexible strategies. The more flexible the strategies
however, the more difficult it becomes to predict what
the other agents are going to do. For this reason,
coordination mechanisms have been developed to help
the agents interact when performing complex actions
requiring teamwork. These mechanisms must ensure
that the plans of individual agents do not conflict, while
guiding the agents in pursuit of the goals of the system.

Agents themselves have traditionally been categorized
into one of the following types (Woolridge and
Jennings, 1995):
x
x
x

Reactive
Collaborative/Deliberative
Hybrid

When designing any agent-based system, it is important
to determine how sophisticated the agents' reasoning
will be. Reactive agents simply retrieve pre-set
behaviors similar to reflexes without maintaining any
internal state. On the other hand, deliberative agents
behave more like they are thinking, by searching
through a space of behaviors, maintaining internal state,
and predicting the effects of actions. Although the line
between reactive and deliberative agents can be
somewhat blurry, an agent with no internal state is
certainly reactive, and one that bases its actions on the
predicted actions of other agents is deliberative.
In Mataric (1995) we read that reactive agents maintain
no internal model of how to predict future states of the
world. They choose actions by using the current world
state as an index into a table of actions, where the
indexing function's purpose is to map known situations
to appropriate actions. These types of agents are
sufficient for limited environments where every
possible situation can be mapped to an action or set of
actions.
The purely reactive agent's major drawback is its lack of
adaptability. This type of agent cannot generate an
appropriate plan if the current world state was not
considered a priori. In domains that cannot be
completely mapped, using reactive agents can be too
restrictive.

AGENT BASED SIMULATION
The most diffused simulation paradigms are: Discrete
Event (DE) Simulation, System Dynamics (SD) and
Agent Based (AB) Simulation.
The term DE simulation applies to the modeling
approach based on the concepts of entities, resources
and block charts describing entity flow and resource
sharing. DE simulation is usually applied to process
modeling, hence the definition of “process simulation”,
which is a sub-set of the DE one.
According to Jay W. Forrester in the 1950s, SD is “the
study of information-feedback characteristics of
industrial activity to show how organizational structure,
amplification (in policies), and time delays (in decisions
and actions) interact to influence the success of the
enterprise”. SD heavily relies upon systems of
differential equations, which best represents the
feedback loops typical of this approach.
In (Ostrom 1988), agent based simulation is described
as a third way to represent social models, being a
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following its own behavior rules, living together in
some environment and communicating with each other
and with the environment. That is why AB modeling is
also called bottom-up modeling.
The agent-based view takes a different approach to
modeling. Instead of creating a simple mathematical
model, the underlying model is based on a system
comprised of various interacting agents. Therefore, its
structure and behavior have potential to resemble the
actual economic theory and reality better than simple
mathematical models. Especially, when the underlying
real relationships are complex.

powerful alternative to other two symbol systems: the
verbal argumentation and the mathematical one. The
former, which uses natural language, is a non
computable way of modelling though a highly
descriptive one; in the latter, while everything can be
done with equations, the complexity of differential
systems rises exponentially as the complexity of
behaviour grows, so that describing complex individual
behaviour with equations often becomes an intractable
task. Simulation has some advantages over the other
two: it can easily be run on a computer, through a
program or a particular tool; besides it has a highly
descriptive power, since it is usually built using a high
level computer language, and, with few efforts, can
even represent non-linear relationships, which are tough
problems for the mathematical approach. According to
(Gilbert, Terna 2000):

In (Bonabeau, 2002), we read that AB paradigm can be
used successfully to model different situations, like
flows, markets, organizations, social diffusion of
phenomena.

“The logic of developing models using computer
simulation is not very different from the logic used for
the more familiar statistical models. In either case,
there is some phenomenon that the researchers want to
understand better, that is the target, and so a model is
built, through a theoretically motivated process of
abstraction. The model can be a set of mathematical
equations, a statistical equation, such as a regression
equation, or a computer program. The behaviour of the
model is then observed, and compared with
observations of the real world; this is used as evidence
in favour of the validity of the model or its rejection”

DATA MINING IN AGENT BASED SIMULATION
TASKS
While in the process simulation the focus is on the
function description of the single parts that are modeled
in detail, in agent based simulation the most important
facet is the interaction among entities. In fact it is such
interaction that produce a variety of behavior that was
not explicitly described in the model of the single parts.
In agent based simulation there are therefore two main
levels that use distinct languages with distinct purposes.
A micro-level used to describe a simple local behavior
and a macro-level whose effects derive in part from the
micro-level and in part from the interaction of more
elements. Such emergent behaviors could be revealed
by non-explicit patterns in the simulation data and a
following phase to the simulation can be needed in
order to reveal the model that subtend the data
production. Data Mining techniques can therefore be
the keystone to reveal non-trivial knowledge expressed
by the initial assumption used to build the micro-level
of the model and the structure of the society of agents
that emerged from the simulation.
Data Mining, and Machine Learning in general can be
used in a number of ways in agent-based simulation, we
can classify these contributions in two main tasks:

In Remondino (2003) we read that computer programs
can be used to model either quantitative theories or
qualitative ones; simulation has been successfully
applied to many fields, and in particular to social
sciences, where it allows to verify theories and create
virtual societies. In order to simulate the described
problem, multi-agent technique is used. Agent Based
Modelling is the most interesting and advanced
approach for simulating a complex system: in a social
context, the single parts and the whole are often very
hard to describe in detail. Besides, there are agent based
formalisms which allow to study the emergency of
social behaviour with the creation and study of models,
known as artificial societies. Thanks to the ever
increasing computational power, it's been possible to
use such models to create software, based on intelligent
agents, which aggregate behaviour is complex and
difficult to predict, and can be used in open and
distributed systems. The concept of Multi Agent System
for social simulations is thus introduced: the single
agents have a very simple structure. Only few details
and actions are described for the entities: the behaviour
of the whole system is a consequence of those of the
single agents, but it's not necessarily the sum of them.
This can bring to unpredictable results, when the
simulated system is studied.
In an AB model, there is not a place where the global
system behavior (dynamics) would be defined. Instead,
the modeler defines behavior at individual level, and the
global behavior emerges as a result of many (tens,
hundreds, thousands, millions) individuals, each

x
Endogenous modeling. Where Machine Learning
and Data Mining techniques can be used to provide the
single agent a sort of intelligent behavior that analyze
the data of past executions of the simulation learning
from experience and tuning some initial parameters of
the simulation in order to reach some local maximum
(Remondino, 2003).
x
Exogenous modeling. Where the final results of a
simulation are analyzed using Data Mining techniques
in order to reveal interesting patterns in data that could
help to better model the behavior of the overall systems.
Note that the system’s behavior is usually more that the
sum of the parts and it is not described in the first phase
of the simulation task. Data Mining could be used to
build a model supported by statistical evidence that
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crossover rate and mutation probability, in order to
achieve and keep track of optimal results and, at the
same time, explore a wide range of possible solutions.
Classifier Systems derive directly from Genetic
Algorithms, in the sense that they use strings of
characters to encode rules for conditions and
consequent actions to be performed. The system has a
collection of agents, called classifiers, that through
training evolve to work together and solve difficult,
open-ended problems. They were introduced in
(Holland 1976) and successfully applied, with some
variations from the initial specifics, to many different
situations. The goal is to map if-then rules to binary
strings, and then use techniques derived from the
studies about Genetic Algorithms to evolve them.
Depending on the results obtained by performing the
action corresponding to a given rule, this receives a
reward that can increase its fitness. In this way, the rules
which are not applicable to the context or not useful
(i.e. produce bad results) tend to loose fitness and are
eventually discarded, while the good ones live and
merge, producing new sets of rules. In (Kim, 1993) we
find the concept of Organizational-learning oriented
Classifier
System,
extended
to
multi-agent
environments with introducing the concepts of
organizational learning. According to (Takadama 1999),
in such environments agents should cooperatively learn
each other and solve a given problem. The system
solves a given problem with multi-agents’
organizational learning, where the problem cannot be
solved simply by the sum of individual learning of each
agent.

could validate or refuse some initial hypothesis on the
system.

Endogenous Modeling
A lot of models used in agent-based simulation tries to
capture the emergent unpredictable behavior of rational
agents when they interact with a population of peers.
The machine learning algorithms allows an agent to
learn from its past history in a human similar way, that
is to say, by induction. we can choose to create agents
with the ability to compute rules and strategies, and
evolve according to the environment in which they act;
in order to model them, we can use some methods
derived from the studies on artificial intelligence, such
as artificial neural networks and evolutionary
algorithms. While the former is a collection of
mathematical functions, trying to emulate nervous
systems in the human brain in order to create learning
through experience, the latter derives from observations
of biological evolution. Genetic Algorithms derive
directly from Darwin's theory of evolution, often
explained as "survival of the fittest": individuals are
modelled as strings of binary digits and are the encode
for the solution to some problem. The first generation of
individuals is often created randomly, and then some
fitness rules are given (i.e. better solutions for a
particular problem), in order to select the fittest entities.
The selected ones will survive, while the others will be
killed; during the next step, a crossover between some
of the fittest entities occurs, thus creating new
individuals, directly derived from the best ones of the
previous generation. Again, the fitness check is
operated, thus selecting the ones that give better
solutions to the given problem, and so on. In order to
insert a random variable in the genetic paradigm, that’s
something crucial in the real world, a probability of
mutation is given; this means that from one generation
to the next one, one or more bits of some strings can
change randomly. This creates totally new individuals,
thus not leaving us only with the direct derivatives of
the very first generation. Genetic Algorithms have
proven to be effective problem solvers, especially for
multi-parameter function optimization, when a near
optimum result is enough and the real optimum is not
needed. This suggests that this kind of methodology is
particularly suitable for problems which are too
complex, dynamic or noisy to be treated with the
analytical approach; on the contrary, it’s not advisable
to use Genetic Algorithms when the result to be found
is the exact optimum of a function. The risk would be a
convergence to some results due to the similarity of
most the individuals, that would produce new ones that
are identical to the older ones; this can be avoided with
a proper mutation, that introduces in the entities
something new, not directly derived from the crossover
and fitness process. In this way, the convergence should
mean that in the part of the solution space we are
exploring there are no better strategies than the found
one. It’s crucial to choose the basic parameters, such as

Exogenous Modeling
In particular, the exogenous modeling can be an
important task in agent-based simulation since it
provides safe techniques to analyze the results of this
kinds of simulation paradigm. In fact, one of the most
debated issues in agent based simulation community is
the absence of a safe technique for validate the results
of the simulations. This kind of statistical analysis of the
results of the simulation could provide a real added
value to this kind of representation of social models. In
fact, in modeling social systems, the first step is to
create a metaphor of the real system. Such models of the
reality suffer, as we said in the introduction, of some
initial hypothesis that must test when the first results
came up. The usual validation is based upon the
matching of the simulation values; if the model predicts,
to some extent, the values observed in reality then this
is taken as a proof of validity of the model itself
(Gilbert, Terna 1999). The goodness criterions follow
usually statistical theories and make reference to the
knowledge of hypothesis testing, where a distribution of
values is compared to a reference distribution in order
to come up with a fitness number.
Using Data Mining we can use statistical foundations in
order to deduce from the values of the simulation a
model that well describe such values. Such models
provided by statistical analysis are relative to the whole
system; they try to describe, with simple and
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This is useful in order to decrease the number of
element to describe within the system. In fact, instead of
focusing over the single agent behaviour in an objectoriented way, the user could look at the system as a set
of clusters whose elements are in some way equivalent.
Recognizing the fact that the description of single
elements can be summarized by the description of few
clusters can help to decrease the heterogeneity of the
system.

deterministic models, how the single entities cooperate
in order to produce the observed behavior.
There are many Data Mining tools that can be used in
order to help the analysts to extract valuable knowledge
about the reality whose drives the modeling phase or
about the model itself. In the following we will provide
a short overview of those whose are more interesting in
our point of view, but the discussion is far from being
closed. This is just a hint in order to stimulate the
discussion.

Association rules
Analysis of variance
In this method the aim is to find regular patterns that
describe categorical data and express such patterns
using “if then” rules that recall a causal semantics. The
rationale used to extract these rules is quite simple, the
hard part is to apply it to huge amount of data. The
method records the frequencies of certain patterns
within a load of observations. For example, if every
time the variable “a” has value “1” then the variable “b”
has the value “0” we can deduce that the rule “a=1 o
b=0” holds. We are not able to say why it is like that,
but the available observations give us a certain degree
of certainty.
The causal semantics associated to the results and its
algorithmic nature provide us with a natural instrument
to explore the hidden model followed by the system

The analysis of variance is one method used in
statistical analysis to discover unsaid relationships
between variables of a system. In few words, variables
are related if the distribution of their values
systematically corresponds. For example, in a
population, the height is related to weight because
typically tall individuals are heavier than short ones.
Analysis of variance can be a good starting point in
model proposal. In fact, looking at the system to be
modelled, the user can be prompted to recognize some
relationships existents between internal variables trying
to model such relationships accordingly.
Multiple regression
In multiple regression, as well as in the analysis of
variance, the goal is to find relationships between
variables of a system. The difference in multiple
regression, and in regression in general, is that such
method tries to estimate such relationship rebuilding an
equation that describe the behaviour of one or more
dependant variables in function of one or more
independent variables. There is more than one method
in order to operate such regression whose main
distinction can be seen from linear methods (where the
equation obtained is linear in the input parameters) and
non-linear methods (where the equation can be a
polynomial or other functions).
Pushing further the concept of preliminary analysis of
the system to simulate, we can use multiple regression
in order to:
x
guiding the modeling phase proposing some
algorithm that code the so far discovered behaviour
x
make the tuning of some initial parameters of the
simulation before the simulation starts
x
use the multiple regression above the real system
and the modelled one in order to provide a degree of
adherence of the model to the real world

Iterative process in modeling phase
By using the above described methods, and many others
not mentioned here, we can define a modeling and
model revision process. Such process starts from the
first task of model building (Model Building task in
Figure 1) where a first proposal of model is done and
will be tested after various runs. As we introduced in
the first part of the paper, such task suffers from a set of
initial hypothesis and it produces a first proposal of
model used in the simulations. In this very first phase
Data Mining (DM Analysis in Figure 1) can be used in
order to make safe hypothesis over the real behavior of
the system (or at least for that portion of the behavior
that is observable, simulation is a good way to discover
new scenarios that are not observed before).
When the simulation has produced a good amount of
observations to work with (Simulation task in Figure 1)
a new phase of Data Mining analysis can be used to
make hypothesis above the model produced (DM
Analysis task in Figure 1). Such results could validate
or refuse the initial hypothesis about the real world and
could guide a revision process in order to refine our
knowledge about the overall system (Model Revision
task in Figure 1).

Cluster analysis
In cluster analysis the goal is to retrieve some
collections of individuals whose description (or
behaviour) is alike. In clustering analysis, the users can
define a distance measure based on the properties of
single agents. Moreover he can recognizes if, within the
system, are present well-defined set of individuals that
are similar, based of the given distance measure.

Real world

Model
Building

DM Analysis
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Figure 1: DM revision process applied to AB Simulation

Such iterative process could produce finer and finer
model hypothesis until a desired convergence is found.
Moreover, during the revision process the user could
have a sound statistical theory as a guidance that
provides him/her with a measure of the fitness of the
model.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In our work we explored the ways in which Data
Mining techniques could be successfully applied to
Agent Based Modeling and Simulation, in order to
exploit hidden relations and emergent behavior. We
found that Data Mining, and Machine Learning in
general can be used in a number of ways in agent-based
simulation, we can classify these contributions in two
main tasks: Endogenous modeling, where Machine
Learning can be used to provide the single agent a sort
of intelligent behavior and Exogenous modeling, Where
the final results of a simulation are analyzed using Data
Mining techniques in order to reveal interesting patterns
in data that could help to better model the behavior of
the overall systems. We provide an overview of the
tools that we think could be useful to accomplish this
task: Analysis of variance, Multiple regression, Cluster
analysis, Association rules. By using the above
described methods, and many others not described here,
we can define a modeling and model revision process.
In future works we plan to apply the techniques
described here to simple agent based models and
demonstrate they can be useful for model validation and
hidden patterns analysis.
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The complexity of the problem is high due to many
alternatives that have to be considered. The number of
possible solutions is considerably high. Fortunately,
many algorithms have been developed and discussed in
order to find a shorter path to the optimized solution
(Tarasewich and McMullen , 2002).

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithm, Quality of
Service, Solid Waste, Cost Optimization, Simulation.
ABSTRACT
In the present paper the Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) Algorithm is introduced for best routing
identification applied in urban solid waste collection.

The most popular algorithms used today in similar
cases include the Genetic Algorithm, the Simulated
Annealing, the Tabu Search, the Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO and others. In the present work,
some of these algorithms have been tested and discussed
to a certain depth.

The proposed solid waste management system is based
on a geo-referenced Spatial Database supported by a
Geographic Information System (GIS). The GIS takes
account of all the required parameters for solid waste
collection.

Genetic algorithms (Pham and Karaboka, 2000; Chen
and Smith, 1996; Glover et al. 1992) use biological
methods such as reproduction, crossover, and mutation
to quickly search for solutions to complex problems.
Genetic algorithm begins with a random set of possible
solutions. In each step, a fixed number of the better
current solutions are saved and they are used to the next
step to generate new solutions using genetic operators.
Crossover and mutation are the most important genetic
operations are used. In the crossover function parts of
two random solutions are chosen and they are
exchanged between two solutions. As a result two new
child solutions are generated. The mutation function
alters parts of a current solution generating a new one.
The mutation function is included to keep from
becoming trapped at a local optimum. These procedures
are repeated for a predefined number of iteration until
an acceptable solution is generated.

These parameters involve static and dynamic data,
such as positions of trash-cans, road network, related
traffic and population density, In addition,
time
schedule of trash-collection workers and track capacities
and technical characteristics are considered.
ACO spatio-temporal statistical analysis model is used
to estimate interrelations between dynamic factors, like
network traffic changes in residential and commercial
areas in a 24 hour schedule, and to produce optimized
solutions.
The user, in the proposed system, is able to define or
modify all required dynamic factors for the creation of
an initial scenario. By modifying these particular
parameters, alternative scenarios can be generated
leading to the several solutions.
The Optimal solution is identified by a cost function
that takes into account various parameters, for instance
labor and equipment costs as well as social implications.

The Simulated Annealing was inspired from the
behavior of solids in temperature (Pham and Karaboka,
2000); a solid is heated to a high temperature and then
slowly cooled, until the desired properties of the solid
are obtained. When the Simulated Annealing begins, an
initial solution is generated as the first solution. Then the
“temperature” is symmetrically reduced and neighboring
solutions are generated. If one of the neighboring
solutions is better than the current solution, then it
becomes the current one. If not, these solutions remain
as candidate solutions and one of them can become the
final one, if it satisfies some predefined criteria. The
acceptance of inferior solutions allows the search, of
many different locations, so the probability of falling in

INTRODUCTION
The last years, much effort has been made in Urban
Solid Waste Collection and Transport Management. The
problem can be classified as either a Traveling Salesman
or a Vehicle Routing Problem. For this particular
problem, several solutions and models have been
proposed.(Pham and Karaboka, 2000; Ducatelle and
Levine, 2001; Bianchi et al. 2002; Chen and Smith, 1996;
Glover and Laguna, 1992).
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ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

a local optimal solution decreases dramatically. This
procedure is repeated, until some stopping criteria are
met.

Real Ants
The basic idea of ACO algorithms was inspired
through the observation of swarm colonies and
specifically ants (Beckers et al, 1989). Insects like ants
are social. That means that ants live in colonies and their
behaviour is directed more to the survival of the colony
as a whole, rather than to that of a single individual.
Most species of ants are blind. However, while each ant
is walking, it deposits on the ground a chemical
substance called pheromone (Dorigo & Caro, 1999). Ants
can smell pheromone and when choosing their way, they
tend to choose, in probability, paths with high
pheromone density. The ants using the pheromone trail
have the ability to find their way back to the food
source. The pheromone evaporates over time. It has
been shown experimentally (Dorigo & Maniezzo, 1996)
that the pheromone trail following behaviour can affect
the detection of shortest paths. For example, a set of ants
built a path to some food. An obstacle with two ends
was then placed in their way, such that one end of the
obstacle was more distant than the other. In the
beginning, equal numbers of ants spread around the two
ends of the obstacle. Since all ants have almost the same
speed, the ants which choose the path of the nearer end
of the obstacle return before the ants that chose the path
of the farther end (differential path effect). The amount
of pheromone deposits by the ants on the shortest path
increases more rapidly than the farther one and so, more
ants prefer the shortest path. Finally, with time the
pheromone of the longest path evaporates and the path
disappears. This cooperative work of the colony
determines the insects’ intelligent behaviour and has
captured the attention of many scientists and the branch
of artificial intelligence called swarm intelligence [1, 4].

Tabu (or taboo) search as described by (Glover, 1986)
is a meta-heuristic. The basic gist of tabu search is to
iteratively try to find solutions to the problem, but to
keep a short list of previously found solutions and to
avoid 're-finding' those solutions in subsequent iterations
(Battini and Tecchiolli, 1994). Basically, if you try a
solution, it becomes tabu in future tries.
The Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (Dorigo &
Maniezzo, 1996), was inspired through the observation of
swarm colonies and specifically ants. Ants are social
insects and their behaviour is focused to the colony
survival rather the survival at the individual. Specially,
the way ants find their food is noteworthy. Although
ants are almost blind, they build chemical trails, using a
chemical substance called pheromone. The trails are
used by ants to find the way to the food or back to their
colony. The ACO simulates this specific ants’
characteristic, to find optimum solutions in
computational problems, such as the Traveling Salesman
Problem. As this context is mainly focused on the ACO
algorithm and its testing to the solid waste collection
problem, the ACO is analytically described in the next
section.
As it was mentioned above, the ACO algorithm is
tested to the problem of collection and transport of solid
waste from any loading spot in an area under study to
the transshipment or the disposal sites. Of course, our
research only covers how the algorithm applies to the
routes included in the examined area.
Therefore, in this context, a framework (schema) for
the design and implementation of a solution for solid
waste collection and transport is proposed. According to
this schema, the ACO algorithm, an innovative
algorithm in the specific research area, is introduced and
implemented, for monitoring, simulation, testing, and
cost optimization of alternative scenarios of a solid
waste management system.

Artificial Ants (ACO)
Now in artificial life, the Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) uses artificial ants, called agents, to find good
solutions to difficult combinatorial optimization
problems (Bonabeau, Press). The behavior of artificial
ants is based on the traits of real ants, plus additional
capabilities that make them more effective, such as a
memory of past actions. Each ant of the “colony” builds
a solution to the problem under consideration, and uses
information collected on the problem characteristics and
its own performance to change how other ants see the
problem.

This schema is described in the sections that follow.
More specifically, section 2 introduces and describes the
ACO algorithm. In Section 3, the waste management
problem in the selected case study area is introduced.
Section 4 describes the methodology and the proposed
system and how it is applied in the current situation
using the ACO algorithm and at the same time outlining
some of the proposed variants. Finally, Section 5,
illustrates the simulation results achieved comparing
them to present solutions and other algorithms.
Conclusions and future developments are also discussed
in this section.

Compendiously, ACO algorithms are based on the
following ideas:
• Each path followed by an ant is associated with a
candidate solution for a given problem.
• When an ant follows a path, the amount of
pheromone deposited on that path is proportional to
the quality of the corresponding candidate solution
for the target problem.
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• When an ant has to choose between two or more
paths, the path(s) with a larger amount of pheromone
have a greater probability of being chosen by the ant.
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that could be useful to future considerations during the
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Figure 1: The ACO algorithm process
Let see an example of artificial ants’ movement. We
suppose that at time t=0, a number of ants are moving
from point A (colony) to D (food) as it depicted in
Figure 1. When ants arrive to point B they have to
choose between BEC and BFC route. Initially the
pheromone trail is the same for two alternative routes, so
half of them will choose the first route and rest of them
the second one.
Figure 2: The suburb of Athens used in our
experiments

The ants which chose the BEC will return in shorter
time than the rest of them. That means, that the
pheromone trail was deposited on BEC route evaporates
less than BFC route. At time t=1, ants start again their
route to the food. When they arrive in point B, the
pheromone trail in BEC will be stronger than in BFC
route, so more ants will choose the first route. After
several cycles the pheromone trail in BFC, completely
evaporates and all ants choose the BEF trail which is the
shortest path.

According to the above, the urban solid waste
collection and transport is a complex problem with
many limitations. Minimization of cost means
minimization of collection time and not necessarily
choosing the minimal route. There is a crucial set of
factors, such as the route traffic, the width of the roads
that a specific route contains, the number of turns, the
parked cars that in many cases block the smooth traffic
flow, etc.

CASE STUDY

On the other hand, each garbage truck is able to collect
a specific quantity of solid waste due to its limited waste
capacity. So, the collected area, considering all
parameters for that part of the problem, should be
fragmented to sub programs which produced quantity of
solid waste, equal to or less than the capacity of each
truck (max_quantity). All these parameters are included
in the transportation cost calculation model. Historical
data provide us with the ability to extract the 24th hour
distribution of each factor.

In this context, a suburb of Athens was chosen as the
case study area. The municipality of Athens has
empirically divided its area in about 145 solid waste
collecting programs. Figure 2 illustrates one of these
collecting programs.
This area of Athens comprises a region of about 0,5
km2, with a population of more than 8500 citizens and a
production of about 3800 tones of solid urban waste per
year, according to the latest statistics taken by the
municipality of Athens.

Therefore, the problem in our case, as it mentioned
above, it can be classified as a Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP): “ Given a set of n loading spots and the
transport cost between any loading spots, the TSP can
be stated as the problem of finding a minimal cost
closed tour that visits each loading spot once”.

Figure 2 also illustrates the approximately 100 loading
spots. Any garbage truck that is responsible for the
collection of the solid waste in that given area must visit
all in order to complete its collection program.
The definition of these loading spots is beyond the
scope of the present paper, but their placement is
empirically able to cover the needs of the citizens.
Additionally, any difficulties that the truck might face
while following a given route or any other information

PROPOSED SOLUTION
In the proposed solution the ACO algorithm is tested
in the solid waste collection and transport problem. Any
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garbage truck must travel among a set of loading spots,
passing from each bin only once. A colony of artificial
ants is created and at first it randomly travels complete
circuits that contain every loading spot of the given set.
During the first step, local travel to the closer loading
spots is favored. After a complete circuit is determined,
“pheromone” is deposited on each of link. The amount
of pheromone is inversely proportional to the length of
the circuit; shorter distances receive more pheromone.
The colony is then released to travel circuits again, but
this time ants favor links with higher concentrations of
pheromone in addition to the links that are shorter. The
pheromone evaporates at a constant rate, and links that
are not part of efficient overall circuits eventually fall
out of favor. The ant approach to this problem also
provides the advantage of backup routes. Since the ants
are continuously exploring different paths, alternative
routes already exist if the link between two loading spots
becomes unusable (for example, if weather conditions or
road construction constitute impossible the movement
between two loading spots).

¦ 'W
k =1

k
ij

(3)

Where 'W ij k is the quantity per unit of length of trail
substance (pheromone in real ants) laid on edge (i,j) by
the k-th ant between time t and t+n; it is given by:

Q
°
'W ijk = ® Lk
°¯ 0

if k ant uses edge (i, j) in its tour
(4)
Otherwise

where Q is a constant and Lk is the tour length of the
k-th ant.
The coefficient ȡ must be set to a value <1 to avoid
unlimited accumulation of trail (see note1). In our
experiments, we set the intensity of trail at time 0, tij(0),
to a small positive constant c.
In order to satisfy the constraint that an ant visits all
the n different loading spots, we associate with each ant
a data structure called the hlist, that saves loading spots
already visited up to time t and forbids the ant to visit
them again before n iterations (a tour) have been
completed. When a tour is completed, the hlist is used to
compute the ant’s current solution (i.e., the movement
cost of the path followed by the ant). The hlist is then
emptied and the ant is free to choose again.

Methodology
The schema, which was chosen for the solution of our
problem, is the Ant cycle algorithm from (Dorigo, &
Maniezzo, 1996; Dorigo and Caro 1999), where each ant is
a simple agent with the following characteristics:

K ij = 1 d
ij

• Initially an ant is placed in every loading spot. The
number of ants is equal to the number of loading
spots.
• Every ant chooses the bin to go to with a probability
that is a function of the movement cost between two
loading spots and of the amount of trail pheromone.
• Movements to already visited loading spots are
disallowed until a tour is completed.
• When a tour is completed, ants update pheromone on
each edge (i, j) they visited.

(5)

We call visibility hij the quantity 1/dij. This quantity is
not modified during the run of the AS, as opposed to the
trail which instead changes according to the previous
formula (5). We define the transition probability from
loading spot i to loading spot j for the k-th ant as

[W

p ijk =

ij

(t )

¦ [W

k  allowed

As mentioned above, the optimization quantity is the
collecting time and not necessarily the distance of the
route. Thus, the truck movement cost between loading
spot i and j, is a function of all separate costs for each
factor which affects the track route:

d ij = D  da ij + E  db ij + J  dc ij + .....

m

' W ij =

]  [K ]
D

E

ij

( t ) ]  [K ik ]
D

ik

E

(6)

k

where allowedk = {N - hlist} and where a and b are
parameters that control the relative importance of trail
versus visibility. Therefore the transition probability is a
trade-off between visibility (which states that close
loading spots should be chosen with high probability,
thus implementing a greedy constructive heuristic) and
trail intensity at time t (which states that if there is a lot
of traffic on edge (i,j) then this edge is highly desirable,
thus implementing the autocatalytic process).

(1)

Let tij(t) be the intensity of trail on edge (i,j) at time t.
Each ant at time t chooses the next loading spot, where it
will be at time t+1. Therefore, if we call an iteration of
the ACO algorithm the n moves carried out by the n ants
in the interval (t, t+1), then for every n iterations of the
algorithm (which we call a cycle) each ant has
completed a tour. At this point the trail intensity is
updated according to the following formula:

CONCLUSIONS

(2)

In this paper, a new solution for the collection and a
transport of the Solid Waste has been introduced. There
is no simple solution to this kind of problems due to
interactions between conflicting requirements.

Where ȡ is a coefficient such that (1 - ȡ) represents the
evaporation of trail between time t and t+n,

Therefore, an innovative approach for Solid Waste
Management, based on the ACO algorithm, has been

W ij (t + n ) = U  W ij (t ) + ' W ij
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applied. This algorithm has been implemented in the
C++ programming language environment.
The system was simulated and tested for different
periods during the day, as the involved parameters are
drastically changed.
Further on, the area under consideration had to be
divided in a segments adequate for the execution of the
ACO algorithm. In each segment, all possible collection
routes are considered and the optimal one is identified.
Then, the results of the ACO algorithm were compared
with the corresponding ones of those produced by the
Genetic, Simulated Annealing, and Tabu Search
algorithms. On the other hand, the standards of an
existing empirical model used by the municipality of
Athens, were used as a benchmark for the algorithmic
methods.
In conclusion, a clear improvement in time and cost
for waste collection and transport has been observed in
the case of the ACO based algorithmic implementation.
Comparing this method with Genetic Algorithms and
Tabu Search, the ACO algorithm seems to function
slightly better. On the other hand, Simulated Annealing
showed the worst results, but still better than those
produced by the empirical model.
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.(<:25.'6
6XSSO\ &KDLQ 0DQDJHPHQW '66 SURGXFWLRQ SODQQLQJ
RXWVRXUFLQJ
VWUDWHJLHV
SURGXFWLRQ
QHWZRUN
PDQDJHPHQW

HW DO   ZKLFK QHHG WR EH V\VWHPDWLFDOO\ DVVHVVHG
DQG FRPSDUHG $ VLPXODWLRQ PRGHO FDSDEOH RI
VXSSRUWLQJ WKLV W\SH RI DQDO\VLV VKRXOG LQFRUSRUDWH
FRPSOH[ PDWKHPDWLFDO PRGHOV UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH GHWDLOV
RI WKH VXSSOLHUV EHKDYLRXU DQG WKH LQWHUDFWLRQV DPRQJ
WKHGLIIHUHQWVXSSO\FKDLQVWDNHKROGHUV

6LPXODWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV DUH ZHOOHVWDEOLVKHG PHDQV WR
DVVHVV DQG YDOLGDWH VFKHGXOLQJ SROLFLHV DQG WKHLU
SHUIRUPDQFH LQ WKH PDQXIDFWXULQJ FRQWH[W 6DUJHQW HW
$O   &KDQJ HW $O   +RZHYHU QRZDGD\V
VLPXODWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV DUH KDUGO\ HYHU XVHG LQ WKH
LQGXVWU\ WR HYDOXDWH RU LPSURYH VFKHGXOLQJ
SHUIRUPDQFH,QWKHDXWKRUV¶RSLQLRQWKLVLVGXHPDQO\
WR WZR UHDVRQV )LUVW VWDQG DORQH VLPXODWLRQ LV QRW
FDSDEOH RI UHSUHVHQWLQJ ODUJHVFDOH PDQXIDFWXULQJ
HQWHUSULVHVDQGWKHLUGLVWULEXWHGRSHUDWLRQHQYLURQPHQW
6HFRQGWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIVFKHGXOLQJVRIWZDUHLVRIWHQ
FRPPLVVLRQHG WR VPDOO VRIWZDUH KRXVHV ZLWK OLPLWHG
FDSDELOLW\ WR UREXVWO\ WHVW DQG YDOLGDWH ODUJH VFDOH
VRIWZDUHVROXWLRQV

2QO\ WKH LQWHJUDWLRQ RI VLPXODWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV DQG
VFKHGXOLQJ VRIWZDUH EDVHG RQ DGYDQFHG WHFKQLTXHV
VXFK DV DUWLILFLDO QHXUDO QHWZRUNV RU RWKHU DUWLILFLDO
LQWHOOLJHQFH WHFKQLTXHV  LQWR VLPXODWLRQ PRGHOV FDQ
SURSHUO\ GHVFULEH WKH GLVWULEXWHG HQYLURQPHQWV W\SLFDO
RI WKH (XURSHDQ SURGXFWLRQ V\VWHPV DQG WR DGHTXDWHO\
VXSSRUW PRGHOOLQJ IRU WKH HYDOXDWLRQ RI RXWVRXUFLQJ
VWUDWHJLHV

7KH GHYHORSPHQW RI D IXOO VLPXODWLRQ PRGHO FDSDEOH
RIGHVFULELQJWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIWKHUHODWLRQVKLSVDPRQJ
WKHPDLQILUPDQGWKHGLIIHUHQWVXSSOLHUVRIUHSURGXFLQJ
WKH VXSSOLHUV EHKDYLRXU DQG RI DQDO\]LQJ WKHLU
SHUIRUPDQFH LQ WHUPV RI WKH FKRLFH RI RXWVRXUFLQJ
VWUDWHJLHVLVQRWDVLPSOHWDVN7KHNH\VWHSVUHTXLUHGWR
DFKLHYHWKLVJRDODUHLOOXVWUDWHGLQWKHSDSHU


$%675$&7


7KHSDSHULOOXVWUDWHVWKHGHVLJQDQGXVHRIDGLVWULEXWHG
VLPXODWLRQ V\VWHP IRU WKH DVVHVVPHQW RI FRPSHWLQJ
RXWVRXUFLQJ VWUDWHJLHV LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI ODUJH VFDOH
PDQXIDFWXULQJ 7KH ZRUN FRQVLVWV LQ WKH HYDOXDWLRQ RI
PRGHOOLQJ DSSURDFKHV IRU WKH V\VWHPDWLF DVVHVVPHQW RI
WKH FDQGLGDWH VROXWLRQV LQ WHUPV RI WKHLU GLUHFW
SURGXFWLRQ FRVWV DQG HVWLPDWHG SURGXFWLRQ ORVVHV 7KH
SDSHU PDLQO\ IRFXVHV RQ WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI D
VLPXODWLRQ IUDPHZRUN WR GHVFULEH D W\SLFDO SURGXFWLRQ
V\VWHP LQFOXGLQJ D PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG VHYHUDO
VXSSOLHUVZKHUHMREVDUHH[FKDQJHGRQDGDLO\ EDVLV$
VLPSOH DSSOLFDWLRQ FRQFHUQLQJ D VLQJOH FRQWUDFWRU DQG
IRXUVXSSOLHUVZDVEXLOWIRUWHVWLQJSXUSRVHVWKHGHWDLOV
RIWKLVLPSOHPHQWDWLRQDUHSUHVHQWHGLQWKHSDSHU
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3URGXFWLRQ SODQQLQJ DQG FRQWURO KDYH EHFRPH
LQFUHDVLQJO\ FULWLFDO DFWLYLWLHV DV FRPSHWLWLRQ LQ WKH
PDUNHWVLVOHYHUDJLQJRQDQLQFUHDVLQJO\ODUJHPXOWLWXGH
RI IDFWRUV UDQJLQJ IURP SURGXFW TXDOLW\ WR GHOLYHU\
WLPHV SUHVDOHV DQG DIWHUVDOHV VHUYLFHV $PRQJ DOO RI
WKH SURGXFWLRQ DQG SODQQLQJ DFWLYLWLHV VFKHGXOLQJ
GHFLVLRQVUHSUHVHQWWKHILQDOGHFLVLRQPDNLQJSKDVHDQG
W\SLFDOO\ UHTXLUH WKH SODQW DQG VXSSO\ FKDLQ PDQDJHUV¶
LQWHUYHQWLRQWRDFFRPRGDWHDQ\VKRUWQRWLFHGFKDQJHVWR
PDLQWDLQ VDWLVIDFWRU\ OHYHOV RI SHUIRUPDQFH DFURVV WKH
HQWLUHSURGXFWLRQV\VWHP

,Q WKH FRQWH[W RI GLVWULEXWHG SURGXFWLRQ SODQQLQJDQG
VFKHGXOLQJ WKH IRUPXODWLRQ RI VXLWDEOH RXWVRXUFLQJ
VWUDWHJLHV LQYROYHV GLIILFXOW WUDGHRIIV EHWZHHQ WKH FRVW
RI RXWVRXUFLQJ DQG WKH UHOLDELOLW\ RI WKH H[WHUQDO
SURGXFWLRQUHVRXUFHV7KHGHFLVLRQSDUDPHWHUVW\SLFDOO\
LQFOXGHWKHQXPEHURIH[WHUQDOSURGXFWLRQUHVRXUFHVWKH
VL]HV RI WKHLU RSHUDWLRQV DQG WKH YDULDELOLW\ RI WKHLU
FRPPLWWHG SURGXFWLRQ FDSDFLWLHV 7KH VSHFLILFDWLRQ RI
WKHVH GHFLVLRQ SDUDPHWHUV IUHTXHQWO\ OHDGV WR WKH
LGHQWLILFDWLRQRIPXOWLSOHFRPSHWLQJVROXWLRQV 'H7RQL

Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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7KLV UHVHDUFK GHILQHV PRGHOOLQJ DSSURDFKHV IRU WKH
V\VWHPDWLF DVVHVVPHQW RI WKH FDQGLGDWH RXWVRXUFLQJ
VROXWLRQV LQ WHUPV RI WKHLU GLUHFW SURGXFWLRQ FRVWV DQG
HVWLPDWHG SURGXFWLRQ ORVVHV 7KH SDSHU SURSRVHV D
VLPXODWLRQIUDPHZRUNIRUWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIDW\SLFDO
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HQYLURQPHQWFRQVLVWLQJRIDPDLQFRQWUDFWRUDQGVHYHUDO
VXSSOLHUVZLWKMREVEHLQJH[FKDQJHGRQDGDLO\EDVLV

3UHOLPLQDU\UHVHDUFKZRUNKDVSURYLGHGWKHVWDWLVWLFDO
EDVLVIRUHVWLPDWLQJWKHSURGXFWLRQORVVHVFDXVHGE\WKH
ODWH FRPSOHWLRQ RI WKH RXWVRXUFHG ZRUN 6SHFLILFDOO\ D
VWDWLVWLFDO PRGHO KDV EHHQ GHYLVHG IRU D VXESUREOHP
SHUWDLQLQJ WR WKH RXWVRXUFLQJ RI D VLQJOH EDWFK RI
LQWHUPHGLDWH SURGXFWV RI D VDPH W\SH WR D FKRLFH RI Q
GLIIHUHQW VXEFRQWUDFWRUV %DQGLQHOOL DQG 2UVRQL  
7KH SDSHU LOOXVWUDWHV KRZ WKLV VWDWLVWLFDO PRGHO FDQ EH
LQWHJUDWHG ZLWK D VWRFKDVWLF GLVFUHWH HYHQW VLPXODWLRQ
PRGHO RI WKH PDLQ SURGXFWLRQ SURFHVVHV WR KDQGOH WKH
V\VWHPDWLF WHVWLQJ RI PRUH FRPSOH[ VLWXDWLRQV
6SHFLILFDOO\ WKH UHVHDUFK DGGUHVVHV SURGXFWLRQ QHWZRUN
SHUIRUPDQFH LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI PXOWLSURGXFW DQGPXOWL
VLWH PDQXIDFWXULQJ 7KH IRFXV LV RQ WKH DVVHVVPHQW RI
GLIIHUHQW RXWVRXUFLQJ VWUDWHJLHV LQ WHUPV RI WKHLU GLUHFW
SURGXFWLRQFRVWVDQGRIWKHH[SHFWHGSURGXFWLRQORVVHV
IRUDODUJHVFDOHPDQXIDFWXUHURXWVRXUFLQJLQWHUPHGLDWH
RSHUDWLRQV WR PXOWLSOH QHLJKERXULQJVDWHOOLWH VXE
FRQWUDFWRUV

,QRUGHUWRHYDOXDWHWKHSHUIRUPDQFHLPSDFWRIVHYHUDO
GLIIHUHQW VWUDWHJLHV D GLVWULEXWHG VLPXODWLRQ
HQYLURQPHQWLVSURSRVHGZKLFKFRQVLVWVRIRQHRUPRUH
VLPXODWLRQ PRGHOV UHSUHVHQWLQJ ERWK WKH PDLQ ILUP¶V
DQG WKH VXSSOLHUV¶ EHKDYLRXU WR VXSSRUW RYHUDOO FRVW
HVWLPDWLQJ,QSDUWLFXODUWKHVWRFKDVWLFEHKDYLRXURIWKH
VXSSOLHUV FDQ EH PRGHOOHG HLWKHU WKURXJK WKH SXQFWXDO
YDOXHV SURGXFHG E\ DQ H[WHUQDO H[WUDFWRU RSHUDWLQJ RQ
WKH UHOHYDQW SUREDELOLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQV RU WKURXJK D
VLPXODWLRQ PRGHO (LWKHU ZD\ WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ UHTXLUHG
RI WKH VXSSOLHUV¶ PRGHOV LQFOXGHV WKHLU DYDLODEOH
SURGXFWLRQ FDSDFLW\ UHODWLYH WR WKH FRPPLWWHG
SURGXFWLRQ FDSDFLW\ DV QHJRWLDWHG ZLWK WKH PDLQ
FRQWUDFWRUDQGWKHLUHVWLPDWHGSURGXFWLRQUDWHV

%\ LVRODWLQJ WKH GLIIHUHQW FRPSRQHQWV LW LV SRVVLEOH WR
EXLOG D PRGHOOLQJ LQIUDVWUXFWXUH ZKLFK HYHQ WKRXJK
LQLWLDOO\ GHYHORSHG DV D VLQJOH PRGHO FDQ HDVLO\ EH
H[SRUWHG LQWR D GLVWULEXWHG HQYLURQPHQW E\ PHDQV RI
+/$ RU RWKHU ,QWHU 3URFHVV &RPPXQLFDWLRQV ,3& 
VWDQGDUG

%XLOGLQJ IURP SUHYLRXV UHVHDUFK ZKHUH WKH
HIIHFWLYHQHVV RI MRE DOORFDWLRQ ZDV HYDOXDWHG EDVHG RQ
WKHGLUHFWFRVWVRIRXWVRXUFLQJDQGRQWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJ
SURGXFWLRQ ORVVHV %DQGLQHOOL DQG 2UVRQL   WKH
SURSRVHGIUDPHZRUNUHTXLUHVWKHIROORZLQJH[FKDQJHRI
LQIRUPDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG WKH
GHVLJQDWHGVXSSOLHUV









GLUHFWSURGXFWLRQFRVW
DJUHHGGHOLYHU\WLPH
H[LVWLQJ VWRFN RI ILQLVKHG SURGXFW WR
FRPSHQVDWHIRUODWHGHOLYHU\
FXUUHQW FDSDFLW\ XWLOL]DWLRQ IRU WKH
VXEFRQWUDFWRU
IRUHFDVWRI IXWXUHPDLQFRQWUDFWRUVQHHGVIRUD
SURGXFWRIWKHVDPHW\SH
D VXSSOLHUVSHFLILF IDFWRU EDVHG RQ KLVWRULFDO
UHFRUGVLQGLFDWLQJLWVUHOLDELOLW\RQWKHGHOLYHU\
WLPHV


3DUW RI WKLV LQIRUPDWLRQ ZKHQ DYDLODEOH UHSUHVHQWV D
PDMRU DGYDQWDJH IRU WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU ZKLOH RWKHU
SDUWVPD\EHDQDGYDQWDJHIRUWKHVXSSOLHUV,QIRUPDWLRQ
VKDULQJZLOORFFXUWRDFHUWDLQGHJUHHZKLFKLVOLQNHGWR
WKH OHYHO RI DIILOLDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH VXSSOLHUV DQG WKH
PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU ,Q DQ\ FDVH WKH PRGHO ZLOO KDYH WR
VXSSRUW WKH H[FKDQJH RI WKH HQWLUH VHW RI LQIRUPDWLRQ
OLVWHGDERYHXVLQJWKH;0/IRUPDWZKHUHE\DVWDQGDUG
YDOXH ZLOO EH DVVLJQHG WR DOO WKH YDULDEOHV WKDW WKH
GLIIHUHQWVWDNHKROGHUVPD\QRWZLVKWRVKDUH

,Q WKH H[DPSOH DSSOLFDWLRQ GHVFULEHG ODWHU LQ WKH
SDSHU WKH VHW RI LQIRUPDWLRQ IHHGV LQWR D FRVW IXQFWLRQ
ZKLFK LV EULHIO\ FKDUDFWHUL]HG LQ WKH IROORZLQJ VHFWLRQ
0RUH LQIRUPDWLRQ FDQ EH REWDLQHG LQ %DQGLQHOOL HWDO
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6WDUWLQJIURPDVLQJOHVLPXODWLRQPRGHOZKHUHERWKWKH
PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG WKH VXSSOLHUV DUH PRGHOOHG WKH
DXWKRUVSURSRVHDGLVWULEXWHGIUDPHZRUNZKHUHGLIIHUHQW
VLPXODWLRQSDFNDJHVFDQEHXVHGWRPRGHOWKHGLIIHUHQW
VWDNHKROGHUV RI WKH FKDLQ 7KHVH LQFOXGH WKH RSWLRQ RI
H[WHUQDOO\ UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH VXSSOLHUV WKURXJK DQ
H[WUDFWRURSHUDWLQJRQWKHLUVWDWLVWLFDOGLVWULEXWLRQV

7KHLGHDEHKLQGWKHPRGHOOLQJIUDPHZRUNLVWKDWRQFH
WKHLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWQHHGVWREHH[FKDQJHGEHWZHHQWKH
PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG WKH VXEFRQWUDFWRUV KDV EHHQ
GHILQHGWKHVHFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGDVVHSDUDWHVKHOOVDQG
PRGHOOHG LQGHSHQGHQWO\ 7KH GHILQLWLRQ RI WKH
LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDW QHHGV WR EH H[FKDQJHG VKRXOG LQFOXGH
DOOWKHIDFWRUVWKDWWKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRUQHHGVWRDFFRXQW
IRU ZKHQ GHFLGLQJ ZKHUH WR DOORFDWH RU FRPPLVVLRQ D
SDUWLFXODUMRE,WVKRXOGDOVRLQFOXGHDOOWKHIDFWRUVWKDW
WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU UHTXLUHV LQ RUGHU WR XSGDWH WKH
VFKHGXOLQJ RI WKH PDLQ SURGXFWLRQ SURFHVV RQFH WKH
VXSSOLHUKDVFRPSOHWHGWKHRXWVRXUFHGMRE


(67,0$7,1* &2676 $1' 5,6.6 &267
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5HIHUULQJ WR D SURGXFWLRQ XQLW FRQVLVWLQJ RI D VSHFLILHG
EDWFK RI SURGXFWLRQ ZLWK D VSHFLILHG VHW RI RSHUDWLRQV
WKDW DUH LQWHQGHG IRU RXWVRXUFLQJ WKH WRWDO FRVW RI
RXWVRXUFLQJFDQEHVSOLWLQWRDGLUHFWFRVWFRQVLVWLQJRI
WKHDFWXDOFRVWRIH[WHUQDOSURFHVVLQJDQGDQHVWLPDWHG
SURGXFWLRQORVVDVVRFLDWHGWRWKHFXPXODWLYHSUREDELOLW\
RIVWRFNRXWHYHQWVGXHWRODWHMREFRPSOHWLRQWLPHV

([WHUQDO3URFHVVLQJ&RVWV

)RUHDVHRIFDOFXODWLRQWKHGLUHFWFRVWRISURGXFWLRQIRU
WKH RXWVRXUFHG MREV FDQ EH EURNHQ GRZQ LQ WHUPV RI
SURGXFWLRQFDSDFLW\DQGWLPHUHTXLUHPHQWVDVLQGLFDWHG
LQHTXDWLRQ
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PDLQ SURGXFWLRQ SURFHVV  WKDW GHWHUPLQHV ZKHWKHU D
VWRFNRXW HYHQW PD\ RFFXU DQGKRZ ORQJ LW LV OLNHO\ WR
ODVW %XLOGLQJ IURP WKH SUREDELOLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQV
DVVRFLDWHG WR WKH SURFHVVLQJ WLPHV RI WKH GLIIHUHQW
FRQWUDFWRUVLQFOXGLQJWKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRULWLVSRVVLEOH
WRGHWHUPLQHZKLFKFRPELQDWLRQVRISDUDPHWHUVOHDGWR
VWRFNRXW HYHQWV DQG HVWLPDWH WKHLU SUREDELOLW\ RI
RFFXUUHQFH,QSDUWLFXODUIRUHDFKOHYHORIFRQVXPSWLRQ
UDWH &[ LW LV SRVVLEOH WR LGHQWLI\ WKH HDUOLHVW GHOLYHU\
WLPHWKDWZLOOFDXVHDVWRFNRXWHYHQWDQGWKDWLVJLYHQ
E\HTXDWLRQ

/ − / PLQ

  
W [ =

&[

ZKHUH

  

LM


ZKHUH


8FLLVWKHFRVWRIWKHMRESHUXQLWFDSDFLW\DQGSHUXQLW
WLPHIRUWKHLWKVXEFRQWUDFWRU


&LLVWKHFDSDFLW\FRPPLWWHGE\WKHLWKVXEFRQWUDFWRU


7FLM LV WKH WLPH UHTXLUHG IRU WKH LWK VXEFRQWUDFWRU WR
FRPSOHWH WKH MWK RSHUDWLRQ LW LV D VWRFKDVWLF
YDULDEOH 

7KH XQLW FRVW 8FL QHHGV WR EH HVWLPDWHG IRU HDFK FDVH
EDVHGRQWKHW\SHRIRSHUDWLRQVUHTXLUHGRQWKHQXPEHU
RI VXEFRQWUDFWRUV LQYROYHG DQG RQWKH FDSDFLW\ RI WKH
VXEFRQWUDFWRU $ FRUUHODWLRQ DPRQJ WKHVH YDULDEOHV LV
FXUUHQWO\EHLQJHVWDEOLVKHGDVSDUWRISDUDOOHOUHVHDUFK
XVLQJ $UWLILFLDO ,QWHOOLJHQFH $,  WHFKQLTXHV EDVHG RQ
1HXUDO1HWZRUNV $11V 

3URGXFWLRQ/RVVHV



/  LV WKH VWRFN OHYHO DW PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU¶V DW WKH
EHJLQQLQJRIWKHWLPHSHULRG


/PLQLVWKHPLQLPXPVWRFNOHYHODWWKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRU¶V


&[LVWKHFRQVXPSWLRQUDWHFRQVLGHUHG

%\ GLVFUHWL]LQJ WKH SUREDELOLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQV DVVRFLDWHG
WRWKHFRQVXPSWLRQUDWHDQGWRWKHGHOLYHU\WLPHIRUWKH
RXWVRXUFHG SURGXFWLRQ LW LV SRVVLEOH WR HVWLPDWH WKH
SURGXFWLRQ ORVVHV DVVRFLDWHG WR &[ IRU HDFK LQWHUYDO RI
GHOLYHU\ WLPHV WKDW PD\ FDXVH D VWRFNRXW HYHQW JLYHQ
WKH XQLW ORVV IRU PLVVHG SURGXFWLRQ WLPH 3/8  7KH
HVWLPDWHGWRWDOORVV 3/727 FDQEHH[SUHVVHGDFFRUGLQJ
WRHTXDWLRQ



7KH HVWLPDWLRQ RI WKH SURGXFWLRQ ORVVHV FDXVHG E\ WKH
ODWH FRPSOHWLRQ RI WKH RXWVRXUFHG ZRUN DQG SRVVLEOH
VWRFNRXW HYHQWV FDQ EH DGGUHVVHG EXLOGLQJ IURP WKH
SUREDELOLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQV DVVRFLDWHG WR WKH SURGXFWLRQ
DQGFRQVXPSWLRQUDWHVRIHDFKVXEFRQWUDFWRUDQGRIWKH
PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KHVH FDQ W\SLFDOO\ EH
EXLOWIURPKLVWRULFDOGDWDIRUHDFKSODQW

$ EULHI GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH HTXDWLRQV UHTXLUHG WR
HVWLPDWH WKH H[SHFWHG SURGXFWLRQ ORVVHV IRU WKH JHQHUDO
FDVH RIDPDLQFRQWUDFWRUDOORFDWLQJDEDWFKRIDVLQJOH
SURGXFW W\SH WR Q VXEFRQWUDFWRUV LV SURYLGHG LQ WKH
UHPDLQGHU RI WKLV VHFWLRQ )XUWKHU GHWDLOV RQ WKH
VWDWLVWLFDO PRGHO PD\ EH IRXQG LQ VRPH RI WKH
UHIHUHQFHGZRUN %DQGLQHOOLDQG2UVRQL 

7KHWRWDOQXPEHURIXQLWVWREHH[WHUQDOO\SURFHVVHGLV
2WRW RI ZKLFK WKH LWK VXEFRQWUDFWRU LV DOORFDWHG D
VSHFLILHG TXDQWLW\ 2L  7KH GHOLYHU\ WLPH DVVRFLDWHG WR
HDFK VXEFRQWUDFWRU LV D FXPXODWLYH IXQFWLRQ RI WKH
SURGXFWLRQ UDWH DQG DYDLODEOH SURGXFWLRQ FDSDFLW\ RYHU
WKH UHTXLUHG SURFHVVLQJ WLPH 7KHVH YDOXHV PD\ EH
DYHUDJHG LI WKH SURFHVVLQJ WLPH LV VXIILFLHQWO\ VKRUW
FRPSDUHG WR WKH WLPHVFDOH RI WKH RWKHU VLPXODWHG
SURFHVVHV

7KH H[SHFWHG WLPH RI GHOLYHU\ IRU WKH HQWLUH
RXWVRXUFHG TXDQWLW\ IURP WKH SHUVSHFWLYH RI WKH PDLQ
FRQWUDFWRUFDQEHHVWLPDWHGDVDZHLJKHGDYHUDJHRIWKH
GHOLYHU\ WLPHV FDOFXODWHG IRU WKH GLIIHUHQW
VXEFRQWUDFWRUV ZKHUH WKH ZHLJKWV DUH WKH VL]HV RI WKH
MREV DOORFDWHG WR WKH GLIIHUHQW VXEFRQWUDFWRUV LH WKH
GLIIHUHQW 2LV  ,W LV WKH SDUWLFXODU FRPELQDWLRQ RI
GHOLYHU\ WLPH DQG FRQVXPSWLRQ UDWH DW WKH PDLQ
FRQWUDFWRU¶V LH WKH UDWH DW ZKLFK WKH LQWHUPHGLDWH
SURGXFWVDUHXVHGDQGWKHUHIRUHQHHGWR EH IHGLQWRWKH
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ZKHUHS\DQGS[DUHWKHSUREDELOLWLHVDVVRFLDWHGWRWKH\
WKDUULYDOWLPHLQWHUYDO LQWKHYLFLQLW\RIW\ DQGWRWKH[
WK FRQVXPSWLRQ UDWH LQWHUYDO LQ WKH YLFLQLW\ RI & [ 
UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH VL]HV RI VXFK LQWHUYDOV GHSHQG RQ WKH
FULWHULDXVHG IRU WKH GLVFUHWL]DWLRQ RI WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ
SUREDELOLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQV ZKLFK W\SLFDOO\ DUH FDVH
VSHFLILF

,WVKRXOGEHREVHUYHGWKDWWKHVXPPDWLRQ HTXDWLRQ 
VKRXOG RQO\ EH H[WHQGHG WR WKH GHOLYHU\ WLPHV W\ 
H[FHHGLQJ W [  DV WKRVH DUH WKH RQHV WKDW GHWHUPLQH D
VWRFNRXWHYHQW7KHGLIIHUHQFH>W\±W [ @UHSUHVHQWVWKH
GXUDWLRQRIWKHVWRFNRXWHYHQW

*LYHQWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIWKHFDOFXODWLRQVLQYROYHGLQWKH
HVWLPDWLRQ RI WKH SURGXFWLRQ ORVVHV HYHQ IRU YHU\
VLPSOH DSSOLFDWLRQ FDVHV LW LV LPSRUWDQW WR DXWRPDWH
WKHLUFRPSXWDWLRQSURFHGXUHIRULWVXVHLQWKHV\VWHPDWLF
DVVHVVPHQW RI DOWHUQDWLYH RXWVRXUFLQJ VWUDWHJLHV 7KH
PRGHOOLQJ IUDPHZRUN SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH QH[W VHFWLRQV RI
WKHSDSHULQFRUSRUDWHVWKHFRVWIXQFWLRQVZLWKLQWKHFRUH
RI WKH VLPXODWLRQ PRGHO ZKHUH WKH\ FDQ EH
V\VWHPDWLFDOO\ HYDOXDWHG DW HDFK VFKHGXOHG SDUDPHWHU
XSGDWH
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HQYLURQPHQW6SHFLILFDOO\HDFKVKHOOZKHWKHULQWHQGHG
WR PRGHO WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU¶V RU RQH RI WKH
VXEFRQWUDFWRU¶V EHKDYLRXU LQFOXGHV D ³EXIIHU´ IRU
LQWHUPHGLDWH SURGXFWV :KLOH VXFK D ]RQH SK\VLFDOO\
UHSUHVHQWVD VWRUDJH IDFLOLW\ IRU LQFRPLQJ RU RXWJRLQJ
MREV ZDLWLQJ WR EH WUDQVIHUUHG LW LV DOVR XVHG WR
UHWDLQVWRUH WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ SHUWDLQLQJ WR WKH GLIIHUHQW
VWDNHKROGHUV LW LV EDVHG RQ VXFK LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDW MRE
DOORFDWLRQV GHFLVLRQV DUH PDGH 6SHFLILFDOO\ D QXPEHU
RI YDULDEOHV KDYH EHHQ GHILQHG LQ $UHQD IRU HDFK RI
WKH VWDNHKROGHUV WKHVH DUH WKH YDULDEOH WKDW VKRXOG EH
UHHYDOXDWHG DQG XSGDWHG ZKHQHYHU D MRE QHHGV WR EH
DOORFDWHGIRURXWVRXUFLQJ

%HFDXVH WKH WUDQVIHU RI LQWHUPHGLDWH SURGXFWV RFFXUV
LQDGLVFUHWHIDVKLRQDQGLVSHUIRUPHGRQDGDLO\ EDVLV
VXEMHFW WR PHHWLQJ D PLQLPXP EDWFK VL]H WKH UHOHYDQW
LQIRUPDWLRQ LV DYHUDJHG ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH QXPEHU RI
MREVRIDVDPHW\SHWREHH[WHUQDOO\SURFHVVHG2QFHWKH
PLQLPXP EDWFK VL]H UHTXLUHG IRU RXWVRXUFLQJ KDV EXLOW
XS LQ WKH EXIIHU WKH FXUUHQW YDOXHV RI WKH UHOHYDQW
YDULDEOHVDUHWUDQVIHUUHGWRWKHFRUHRIWKHPRGHOZKHUH
WKH VWDWLVWLFDO FRVW IXQFWLRQ LVLPSOHPHQWHGDQGXVHG WR
HYDOXDWHWKHPRVWHIIHFWLYHRXWVRXUFLQJVWUDWHJ\

7KH FRUH RI WKH PRGHO LV DOVR UHVSRQVLEOH IRU
UHWULHYLQJ WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP WKH VXSSOLHUV¶ VLGH
ZKLFK LV QHFHVVDU\ WR PDNH DFWXDO MRE DOORFDWLRQ
GHFLVLRQV LH FXUUHQW VWRFN OHYHO SURGXFWLRQ FRVWV
HWF 2QFHWKHLQIRUPDWLRQKDVEHHQUHWULHYHGWKHFRUH
RI WKH PRGHO XVHV LW WR HYDOXDWH WKH FRVW IXQFWLRQ DQG
DOORFDWHVWKHMREWRRQHRIWKHVXSSOLHUV7KHGHFLVLRQLV
WKHQ FRPPXQLFDWHG ERWK WR WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG WR
WKHVXSSOLHU

7KHWUDQVIHURILQIRUPDWLRQLVFXUUHQWO\KDQGOHGZLWKLQ
WKH VLPXODWLRQ PRGHO LWVHOI KRZHYHU WKH PRGHO FDQ EH
JHQHUDOL]HG IRU XVH LQ D GLVWULEXWHG DUFKLWHFWXUH ZKHUH
DQ LQWHUDFWLRQ V\VWHP LV DSSOLFDEOH $Q H[DPSOH RI LW
IRULQVWDQFHLV+/$7KHLQIRUPDWLRQGLVFSDWFKHGWRWKH
WZR DFWRUV LQYROYHG LH WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG WKH
VXEFRQWUDFWRU  WULJJHUV D VWDWXV XSGDWH IRU DOO RWKHU
DFWRUVDVZHOODVWKHDOORFDWLRQRIWKHMREIRUGHOLYHU\WR
WKHGHVLJQDWHGVXSSOLHU

7KH RWKHU LQIRUPDWLRQ WUDQVIHUV SHUWDLQLQJ WR WKH
FRPSOHWLRQRIWKHRXWVRXUFHGMREVDUHKDQGOHGH[DFWO\LQ
WKH VDPH ZD\ 7KHVH HYHQWV FDXVH WKH GHOLYHU\ RI WKH
SURFHVVHG EDWFKHV IURP WKH VXSSOLHU WR WKH PDLQ
FRQWUDFWRU DQG WKH XSGDWH RI WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ VWRFN
OHYHOV

7KHFXUUHQWYHUVLRQRIWKHPRGHOKDQGOHVWKHGHOLYHU\
RI H[WHUQDOO\ SURFHVVHG MREV IURP WKH VXSSOLHU WR WKH
PDLQFRQWUDFWRULQVWDQWDQHRXVO\UHJDUGOHVVRIWKHDFWXDO
EDWFK VL]H :KLOH WKLV ZD\ RI KDQGOLQJ WKH UHWXUQ RI
SURFHVVHG MREV WR WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU PD\ QRW EH
JHQHUDOO\ DSSOLFDEOH WR GLIIHUHQW LQGXVWULDO FDVHV DQG
FRQWH[WV LW LV QRW EHOLHYHG WR FRQVWLWXWH D OLPLWLQJ

02'(/'(6&5,37,21

,Q RUGHU WR WHVW WKH PRGHOOLQJ IUDPHZRUN D VLPSOH
PRGHO ZDV GHYHORSHG LQ WKH $UHQD SDFNDJH
GLVWULEXWHG E\ 5RFNZHOO 7KLV PRGHO UHSUHVHQWV WKH
EHKDYLRXU RI D PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU ZLWK WKUHH GLIIHUHQW
VXSSOLHUV

7KH SURGXFWLRQ SURFHVV RI D VLQJOH SURGXFW W\SH LV
FRQVLGHUHGZKLFKFRQVLVWVRIILYHSKDVHV7KHILUVWDQG
WKH ODVW SKDVH DUH FRPSOHWHG GLUHFWO\ DW WKH PDLQ
FRQWUDFWRU¶V ZKLOH WKH RWKHU SKDVHV DUH RXWVRXUFHG WR
ORFDO VXEFRQWUDFWRUV$IORZGLDJUDPRIWKHSURGXFWLRQ
SURFHVVHVLVUHSUHVHQWHGLQILJXUH$GDLO\H[FKDQJHRI
LQWHUPHGLDWHSDUWVRFFXUVDWIL[HGWLPHVGXULQJWKHGD\
DVORQJDVDWKUHVKROGEDWFKVL]HUHTXLUHPHQWLVPHW,I
WKHGDLO\QXPEHURISDUWVWREHSURFHVVHGLVOHVVWKDQWKH
UHTXLUHG PLQLPXP WKH LQWHUPHGLDWH SDUWV DUH KHOG LQ
VWRFNXQWLOWKHQH[WGD\

,Q RUGHU WR FKRRVH WKH PRVW HIIHFWLYH FRPELQDWLRQ RI
VFKHGXOLQJ SROLFLHV DQG RXWVRXUFLQJ VWUDWHJLHV D FRVW
IXQFWLRQ ZDV LQWURGXFHG DV GLVFXVVHG LQ WKH SUHYLRXV
VHFWLRQ 7KH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI VXFK D IXQFWLRQ DOORZV WR
VLPXOWDQHRXVO\DVVHVVERWKWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVV RIWKHFRVW
IXQFWLRQLWVHOIDQGWKHSHUIRUPDQFHRIWKHPRGHO

0$,1
&2175$&725
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7KHLQIRUPDWLRQH[FKDQJHEHWZHHQWKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRU
DQG WKH VXSSOLHUV ZDV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ PHDQV RI DQ
$UHQDEXLOWLQ9%$EORFN%\WKHVHPHDQVWKHORJLFV
IRU WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG IRU WKH GLIIHUHQW VXSSOLHU
PRGHOV FDQ EH VHSDUDWHG HYHQ WKRXJK WKH\ DOO UXQ
ZLWKLQ WKH VDPH VRIWZDUH DSSOLFDWLRQ ,Q SDUWLFXODU WKH
9%$ DOORZHG WR UHSURGXFH WKH FRVW IXQFWLRQ DV
GHVFULEHG LQ HDUOLHU VHFWLRQV ZLWKRXW FKDUDFWHUL]LQJ WKH
PRGHOVVSHFLILFDOO\IRUWKDWIXQFWLRQ

,QIRUPDWLRQ0DQDJHPHQW


7KH PRGHO DV LW VWDQGV LV ORFDOO\ UXQ KRZHYHU WKH
LQIUDVWUXFWXUHIRUWKHH[FKDQJHRILQIRUPDWLRQKDVEHHQ
GHVLJQHG WR EH SRUWDEOH IRU GLUHFW XVH LQ D GLVWULEXWHG
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DVVXPSWLRQIRUWKHSXUSRVHVRIWHVWLQJWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVV
RIWKHSURSRVHGPRGHO

7LPHPDQDJHPHQW

7KH GHILQLWLRQ RI WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ WR EH H[FKDQJHG
DPRQJWKHGLIIHUHQWDFWRUVDWHDFKVWRSRIWKHVLPXODWLRQ
FORFN GHSHQGV RQ WKH GHVLJQDWHG ,3& VWDQGDUG :KHQ
+/$ LV XVHG IRU LQVWDQFH WKH UHFLSURFDO XVH RI WKH
LQIRUPDWLRQ H[FKDQJHG DW D SDUWLFXODU SRLQW LQ WLPH LV
QRW SRVVLEOH WKHUHIRUH D WLPHVWHSSHG DSSURDFK LV
DGRSWHG ZKHUHE\ MREV DUH DOORFDWHG IRU RXWVRXUFLQJ WR
WKH GLIIHUHQW VXEFRQWUDFWRUV EDVHG RQ WKHLU DYDLODELOLW\
HYDOXDWHGDWWKHSUHYLRXVWLPHVWHS$QRWKHURSWLRQLVWR
WDLORU WKH SURFHVV RI HYHQW JHQHUDWLRQ WR HQDEOH D WZR
ZD\ LQIRUPDWLRQ H[FKDQJH SULRU WR WKH DOORFDWLRQ RI D
MREIRURXWVRXUFLQJ0RUHGHWDLOVRQWKHXVHRIWKH1H[W
(YHQWDSSURDFKIRUWKHJHQHUDWLRQRIGXPP\HYHQWVFDQ
EH IRXQG LQ WKH UHIHUHQFHG OLWHUDWXUH %DQGLQHOOL HW DO
 

:KHQ XVLQJ RWKHU ,3& LQIUDVWUXFWXUHV VXFK DV WKH
50,RUWKH&25%$VWDQGDUGLWLVQHFHVVDU\WRHVWDEOLVK
WLPHDGYDQFHPHQW ORJLFV ZKLFK DUH VWDQGDUGVSHFLILF
7KHH[FKDQJHRILQIRUPDWLRQDPRQJWKHGLIIHUHQWDFWRUV
LQWKHSURSRVHGIUDPHZRUNZLOOEHWKHREMHFWRIIXUWKHU
UHVHDUFKE\WKHDXWKRUV



7LPHPDQDJHPHQWDQGHYHQWV\QFKURQL]DWLRQDPRQJWKH
GLIIHUHQWDFWRUV MXVWDV WKHPDQDJHPHQW RI LQIRUPDWLRQ
WUDQVIHUV KDYH EHHQ GHVLJQHG IRU RSHUDELOLW\ LQ D
GLVWULEXWHGHQYLURQPHQW

7KHH[FKDQJHRIEDWFKHVRILQWHUPHGLDWHSURGXFWVKDV
EHHQ GHYLVHG WR RFFXU RQ D GDLO\ EDVLV DQG WKLV LV MXVW
RQH RI WKH SRVVLEOH DVVXPSWLRQV ZKLFK GRHV QRW OLPLW
WKHPRGHOIXQFWLRQDOLW\LQDQ\ZD\

$FFRUGLQJ WR WKH IUDPHZRUN GHVLJQ WKH IORZ RI MREV
ZLWKLQ HDFK VKHOO LV LQGHSHQGHQW RI H[WHUQDO HYHQWV LW
GRHV QRW GHSHQG RQ H[WHUQDO HYHQWV DQG GRHV QRW
FRQVWUDLQWKHLURFFXUUHQFHLQDQ\ZD\

:KHQHYHU WKH SURGXFWLRQ F\FOH IRU D SDUWLFXODU MRE
UHTXLUHVH[WHUQDOSURFHVVLQJWKHMRELVSXWRQKROGXQWLO
LWKDVEHHQDOORFDWHGWRDSDUWLFXODUVXSSOLHUDQGPRUH
JHQHUDOO\XQWLOLWLVUHDG\IRUWKHQH[WSURFHVVLQJSKDVH

&RQVLGHULQJ D PRGHO FRQVLVWLQJ RI Q LQGHSHQGHQW
VLPXODWRUV WLPH DGYDQFHPHQW FDQ EH EDVHG RQ D WLPH
VWHSSHG ORJLF EHFDXVH WKH H[FKDQJH RI LQIRUPDWLRQ
EHWZHHQ WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG WKH VXEFRQWUDFWRUV
RFFXUV RQD GDLO\ EDVLV DQG DW IL[HG WLPHV IRU LQVWDQFH
HYHU\PRUQLQJDQGHYHU\DIWHUQRRQ


W
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$ PRGHOOLQJ IUDPHZRUN LQWHJUDWLQJ D PRGHO EDVHG RQ
WKHSURFHVVVWDWLVWLFVRIWKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRU¶VDQGRIWKH
VXEFRQWUDFWRUV¶ EHKDYLRXU KDV EHHQ GHYHORSHG WR
VXSSRUWWKHHIIHFWLYHFKRLFHRIRXWVRXUFLQJVWUDWHJLHVLQ
ODUJHVFDOH PDQXIDFWXULQJ $ SURWRW\SH PRGHO
UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH VXSSOLHUV¶ EHKDYLRXU DQG DYDLODELOLW\
WRJHWKHU ZLWK WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU¶V PRGHO KDV EHHQ
EXLOW DQG WHVWHG IRU SHUIRUPDQFH RQ D VLQJOH SURFHVVRU
7KLVZD\WKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRUFDQVLPXODWHWKHSURFHVV
RI SURGXFWLRQ VFKHGXOLQJ DQG DQDO\]H WKH HIIHFWV RI
FRPSHWLQJRXWVRXUFLQJVWUDWHJLHVEDVHGRQWKHLURYHUDOO
FRVWV7KHVHFRVWVDFFRXQWIRUSURFHVVLQHIILFLHQFLHVGXH
WRVWRFNRXWHYHQWVDQGODWHGHOLYHULHV

7KHPRGHOZDVGHYHORSHGLQ$UHQDPDLQWDLQLQJWKH
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH GLIIHUHQW VXSSO\ FKDLQ DFWRUV
LQGHSHQGHQW RI RQHDQRWKHU )RU WKLV SXUSRVH D 9%$
EORFNKDVEHHQGHYLVHGWRVHSDUDWHWKHLQIRUPDWLRQWREH
H[FKDQJHG EHWZHHQ WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG WKH
GLIIHUHQW VXSSOLHUV 7KH DUFKLWHFWXUH WR VXSSRUW WKH
H[FKDQJHRIVXFKLQIRUPDWLRQDQGWKHLUV\QFKURQL]DWLRQ
KDV DOVR EHHQ SUHVHQWHG 7KH PRGHO KDV EHHQ ORFDOO\
WHVWHG ZLWK WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI VLPSOH GLVSDWFKLQJ
DQG DOORFDWLRQ UXOHV IRU MRE RXWVRXUFLQJ SXUSRVHV
)LQDOO\ WKH FRVW IXQFWLRQ EDVHG RQ DFWXDO SURFHVV
VWDWLVWLFV UHOHYDQW WR WKH GLIIHUHQW VXSSO\ FKDLQ
VWDNHKROGHUV KDV EHHQ LPSOHPHQWHG LQ WKH PRGHO WR
VXSSRUW V\VWHPDWLF FRVW HVWLPDWLQJ IRU GLIIHUHQW
RXWVRXUFLQJVWUDWHJLHV

7KLV ZRUN UHSUHVHQW D IXUWKHU VWHS WRZDUGV WKH
GHYHORSPHQW RI D PXOWLOHYHO VKHOO FDSDEOH RI
UHSUHVHQWLQJ GLIIHUHQW OHYHOV RI DIILOLDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH
VXEFRQWUDFWRUV DQG WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU ZKLOH NHHSLQJ
WKH VDPH LQIRUPDWLRQ H[FKDQJH IRUPDW DQG
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH  &RQFXUUHQW UHVHDUFK E\ WKH DXWKRUV LV

W∆W
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)LJXUH  ([DPSOH ,QIRUPDWLRQ )ORZ ZLWK 7LPH
6WHSSHG$SSURDFK

)LJXUH  VKRZV D SRVVLEOH SDWWHUQ RI LQIRUPDWLRQ IORZ
EHWZHHQWKHVXSSOLHUVDQGWKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRU$WWLPHW
LHLQWKHPRUQLQJRIDJLYHQGD\ WKHVXSSOLHUXSGDWHV
WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU ZLWK LWV DYDLODEOH SURGXFWLRQ
FDSDFLW\DQGVWRFNOHYHO7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQLVUHFHLYHGE\
WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DQG XVHG WR IRUPXODWH WKH
RXWVRXUFLQJ VWUDWHJ\ IRU WKH QH[W WLPH VWHS LH WKH
HYHQLQJRIWKHVDPHGD\ $WWLPHW∆WWKHLQIRUPDWLRQ
IORZLVUHYHUVHGDQGWKHPDLQFRQWUDFWRUFRPPXQLFDWHV
WKH QHZ MRE DOORFDWLRQV WR WKH VXSSOLHUV +RZHYHU DW
WLPH W∆W D VWDWXV XSGDWH ZLOO VWLOO EH VHQW IURP WKH
VXEFRQWUDFWRU WR WKH PDLQ FRQWUDFWRU DV GHVFULEHG
DERYHIRUWKHDOORFDWLRQRIWKHQH[WMREV
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ORRNLQJ DW $UWLILFLDO ,QWHOOLJHQFH $,  WHFKQLTXHV EDVHG
RQ 1HXUDO 1HWZRUNV $11V  IRU HVWLPDWLQJ WKH GLUHFW
FRVWV RI WKH RXWVRXUFHG MREV ,Q SDUWLFXODU FRUUHODWLRQV
DUHVRXJKWEHWZHHQWKHXQLWFRVWRIWKHRXWVRXUFHGZRUN
WKH QXPEHU RI VXEFRQWUDFWRUV SRWHQWLDOO\ DYDLODEOH IRU
WKHMREDQGWKHVL]HVRIWKHLUSURGXFWLRQFDSDFLWLHV7KLV
ZLOOSURYLGHDFRPSOHWH'66DLPHGDWFXWWLQJWKHFRVWV
DVVRFLDWHG WR ODWH GHOLYHULHV DQG VWRFNRXW HYHQWV DQG
ZLOO HIIHFWLYHO\ VXSSRUW VWUDWHJLF GHFLVLRQ PDNLQJ IRU
RXWVRXUFLQJ

'(%,76

$UHQDLVDVRIWZDUHRI5RFNZHOO$XWRPDWLRQ
,QF KWWSZZZDUHQDVLPXODWLRQFRP 
&25%$  LV D UHJLVWHUHG WUDGHPDUN DQG WKH &25%$
/RJRLVDWUDGHPDUNRIWKH2EMHFW0DQDJHPHQW
*URXS,QF7UDGHPDUN,QIRUPDWLRQ
-DYD DQG DOO -DYDEDVHG WUDGHPDUNV DQG ORJRV DUH
WUDGHPDUNV RU UHJLVWHUHG WUDGHPDUNV RI 6XQ
0LFURV\VWHPV ,QF LQ WKH 8QLWHG 6WDWHV DQG RWKHU
FRXQWULHV

6LPXODWLRQ 6\VWHPV 6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\   

.HPSI.58]VR\6PLWK6DQG*DU\.(YDOXDWLRQ
DQG FRPSDULVRQ RI SURGXFWLRQ VFKHGXOHV ,Q
&RPSXWHUVLQ,QGXVWU\9RO  SS
2UVRQL $ %UX]]RQH $  5HYHWULD 5 )UDPHZRUN
GHYHORSPHQW IRU ZHEEDVHG VLPXODWLRQ DSSOLHG WR
VXSSO\ FKDLQ PDQDJHPHQW ,QWHUQDWLRQDO -RXUQDO RI
6LPXODWLRQ 6\VWHPV 6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\   

3URXG )- 0DVWHU VFKHGXOLQJ $ SUDFWLFDO JXLGH WR
FRPSHWLWLYH PDQXIDFWXULQJ 6HFRQG HGLWLRQ 1HZ
<RUN1<-:LOH\ 6RQV 
6DUJHQW 5- 9DOLGDWLRQ DQG YHULILFDWLRQ RI VLPXODWLRQ
PRGHOV 3URF :LQWHU 6LPXODWLRQ &RQI ,(((
3LVFDWDZD\1-
:LOOLDPV (-  1DUD\DQQDVZDP\ 5 $SSOLFDWLRQ RI
VLPXODWLRQ WR VFKHGXOLQJ VHTXHQFLQI DQG PDWHULDO
KDQGOLQJ 3URF :LQWHU 6LPXODWLRQ &RQI ,(((
3LVFDWDZD\1-






$87+25%,2*5$3+,(6
520(2%$1',1(//,UHFHLYHGKLVODXUHDGHJUHHLQ
0HFKDQLFDO (QJLQHHULQJ IURP WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI
)ORUHQFHLQGLVFXVVLQJWKHWKHVLV³5HPRWH)DFWRU\
&RQWUROZLWK'LVWULEXWHG6LPXODWLRQ´+HLVFXUUHQWO\D
3K' FDQGLGDWH LQ WKH 'HSDUWPHQW RI (QHUJHWLF 3ODQWV
DQG ,QGXVWULDO 7HFKQRORJLHV DW WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI
)ORUHQFH +LV UHVHDUFK LQWHUHVWV LQFOXGH SDUDOOHO DQG
GLVWULEXWHG VLPXODWLRQ IRU LQGXVWULDO DQG VXSSO\ FKDLQ
DSSOLFDWLRQV,&7DQGEXVLQHVVSURFHVVUHHQJLQHHULQJ

$/(66$1'5$25621,LVFXUUHQWO\DVHQLRUOHFWXUHU
LQ WKH 6FKRRO RI %XVLQHVV ,QIRUPDWLRQ 0DQDJHPHQW DW
.LQJVWRQ8QLYHUVLW\ .LQJVWRQ8. 6KHUHFHLYHGERWK
KHU 06 LQ 0HFKDQLFDO (QJLQHHULQJ DQG KHU 6F' LQ
(QJLQHHULQJ 6\VWHPV 'HVLJQ DQG ,QQRYDWLRQ IURP WKH
0DVVDFKXVHWWV ,QVWLWXWH RI 7HFKQRORJ\ &DPEULGJH
0$  3ULRU WR MRLQLQJ .LQJVWRQ 8QLYHUVLW\ VKH ZDV D
UHVHDUFK DVVRFLDWH LQ WKH 'HSDUWPHQW RI 0DWHULDOV
6FLHQFHDQG0HWDOOXUJ\DWWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI&DPEULGJH
&DPEULGJH 8.  DQG ZRUNHG DV DQ DVVLVWDQW SURIHVVRU
DW LQ WKH 'HSDUWPHQW RI 3URGXFWLRQ (QJLQHHULQJ DW WKH
8QLYHUVLW\ RI *HQRYD *HQRYD ,WDO\  +HU UHVHDUFK
LQWHUHVWV LQFOXGH PRGHOOLQJ VLPXODWLRQ DQG $,
WHFKQLTXHV DSSOLHG WR WKH GHVLJQ DQG PDQDJHPHQW RI
FRPSOH[LQGXVWULDOV\VWHPV


5()(5(1&(6


%DQGLQHOOL 5 2UVRQL $   7RZDUGV D '66 IRU
2XWVRXUFLQJ
6WUDWHJLHV
LQ
/DUJH6FDOH
0DQXIDFWXULQJ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH WK
,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ &RPSXWHU 0RGHOOLQJ
DQG6LPXODWLRQ ,&&06 SS
%DQGLQHOOL 5 5DSDFFLQL 0 7HU]L 6 0DFFKL 0
3URSRVDO IRU D IUDPHZRUN IRU SURGXFWLRQ SODQWV
UHPRWH FRQWURO D SUHOLPLQDU\ WHVW FDVH 3URF WK
(66&RQI'HOIW1/
&KDQJ <  0DVNDWVRULV + 6XSSO\ FKDLQ PRGHOLQJ
XVLQJ VLPXODWLRQ ,QWHUQDWLRQDO -RXUQDO RI
6LPXODWLRQ 6\VWHPV 6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\   

'H 7RQL $ 0HQHJKHWWL $ 7KH SURGXFWLRQ SODQQLQJ
SURFHVV IRUDQHWZRUNRIILUPVLQWKHWH[WLOHDSSDUHO
LQGXVWU\,QW-3URGXFWLRQ(FRQRPLFV  

'062 ³+LJK /HYHO $UFKLWHFWXUH )HGHUDWLRQ
'HYHORSPHQW DQG ([HFXWLRQ 3URFHVV )('(3 
0RGHO´ YHUVLRQ  -XQH  
KWWSZZZGPVRPLO
*XQDVHNDUDQ $&3DWHO (7LUWLURJOX3HUIRUPDQFH
PHDVXUHVDQGPHWULFVLQDVXSSO\FKDLQHQYLURQPHQW
,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI2SHUDWLRQVDQGSURGXFWLRQ
0DQDJHPHQW  
+ZDQJ . $GYDQFHG FRPSXWHU DUFKLWHFWXUH ±
SDUDOOHOLVP VFDODELOLW\ SURJUDPPDELOLW\ 1HZ
<RUN1<0F*UDZ+LOO 
-DLQ 5 7KH DUW RI FRPSXWHU V\VWHPV SHUIRUPDQFH
DQDO\VLV 1HZ<RUN1<-:LOH\ 6RQV 
-DYD 50, KWWSMDYDVXQFRPSURGXFWVMGNUPL ODVW
DFFHVV$SULO
-XKDV] = 7XUQHU 6 .XQWQHU .  *H]VRQ 0  $
SHUIRUPDQFHDQDO\]HUDQGSUHGLFWLRQWRROIRUSDUDOOHO
GLVFUHWH HYHQW VLPXODWLRQ ,QWHUQDWLRQDO -RXUQDO RI
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three-echelon networks are prevalent in their sample
followed by two-echelon systems. Four-echelon
networks occur in practice as well. There is a trend
however to reduce the number of echelons and the
number of locations per echelon in order to reduce fixed
warehousing costs and service parts obsolescence costs.
All these characteristics cause that service parts
management is an increasingly important, yet complex
task. A key challenge is to attain high availability of the
installed base at low service costs. These service costs
include costs for stock holding, warehousing,
transportation, service engineers, repair shops and
overhead.

KEYWORDS
Inventory, Simulation, Spare parts, Multi Echelon.
ABSTRACT
The research in this paper is motivated by a real life
spare parts networks for complex technical systems in
oil refining sector.
At the customers the availability of the installed
technical systems often is essential for the primary
process. Hence, they require a high availability. For
improve the management of the spare parts inventory
the main company (the customer) has developed a new
strategies for pushing down to the supply echelon some
inventory so as to increase availability of finished parts
or components while the properties is still kept by the
supplier until its usage, so as sharing in such a way the
inventory costs.
In this paper after reviewing the literature on spare parts
management the industrial case is discussed and based
on it a model with closed queuing network approach
will be shown. Due to its analytically difficultness the
optimality of the parameters will be addressed via
simulative way.

Literature review
In the literature, various ways to deal with finite
capacity in service part networks have been discussed.
One of these methods is to model the network as a
closed queuing network (Jackson network, cf. Gross et
al., 1978, 1983). This method provides very good
estimations of the steady state probabilities in a closed
network with fixed parameters, but the numerical
algorithms involved make it difficult to find optimal
stock levels for each location and each part type.
Another approach is based on Markov processes; see
Albright and Soni (1988), Gupta and Albright (1992)
and Albright and Gupta (1993). A drawback of this
approach is the fact that the number of states may
become very large and that existing methods to reduce
the model size to acceptable dimensions are rather
rough.
A
similar
approach
is
developed
by
Avsar and Zijm (2000). They construct an excellent
approximation for a two-echelon inventory model,
where repair shops can be modelled as open Jackson
queuing networks. However, their model considers only
item-dedicated repair shops and is difficult to extend to
multi-echelon model or model with different types of
repair shops, as we consider.
Another possibility is to extend the VARI-METRIC
method to deal with finite capacity by replacing the
M/G/  queuing model for the repair shop by some
finite capacity system, cf. Aboud (1996), Diaz and Fu
(1997), Kim et al. (2000) and Perlman et al. (2001).
They use their method to analyse the impact of finite
capacity. Diaz and Fu (1997) show that finite capacity
has a serious impact on system performance for a single

INTRODUCTION
The importance of service parts management has
increased in the past decades. One reason is the fact that
system availability and high quality after sales service
have become important criteria when selecting suppliers
of technically advanced systems. A second reason is the
increasing value of service part inventory investment. A
survey by Cohen et al. (1997) reports that service parts
inventories equal 8.75% of the value of product sales in
their sample, being over $23 mln. inventory investment
on average.
The spare parts are needed to maintain an installed base
of technical systems. Examples are aircrafts,
locomotives, frigates and computer systems.
Service parts are often supplied via a multi-echelon
distribution network, i.e. a hierarchical network of
stocking locations through which service parts are
supplied to the installed base at customer’s sites. A
reason to have a multi-echelon structure is the need for
both local stocks close to the customer’s sites in order to
achieve fast supply and the need for stock centralisation
to reduce holding costs. Cohen et al. (1997) report that
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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indenture, two-echelon system with only one central
repair shop. They model the repair shop as a GI/G/k
multi-class queuing system, where the part flow of one
item type is modelled as one class in the queuing
system. Although they discuss formulas for multi-server
queues, their numerical results refer to single server
queues only. In addition, they discuss an alternative
method to plug in throughput times as observed in
practice in the M/G/  model, so that waiting times are
included. This approach is also used in the case study
for the Caracas Metro subway system that Diaz and Fu
(1997) present. Then the impact of finite capacity is
less, but still significant, and as we mentioned already
this procedure is not suitable for what-if analyses.
From the literature review it is quite clear how the more
convenient way to model such spare parts inventory
situation , considering also finite capacity repair shops,
is the queuing network approach. There is an extensive
literature on queuing analysis, see e.g. Kleinrock (1975)
and Gross and Harris (1998). Applications are
particularly in computer and telecommunication system
analysis and the analysis of manufacturing systems, cf.
Hall (1991), Papadopolous (1993) and Buzacott and
Shanthikumar (1993).

MANUFACTURER

SUPPLIER

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION
The context from which we have taken inspiration for
the development of the present research is real practice
observed in Italy. In brief the situation concerns the
field of the oil refining, and involve three different
companies:
- Co1: industry of oil refining and distribution,
situated in the gulf of Cagliari (Sardegna, Italy);
- Co2: supplier of special power plant
installations;
- Co3: manufacturer of mechanical components,
i.e. as particular pump equipment.
Recently the company Co1 promote some challenging
objective, that in some cases involves also its suppliers.
One of this programme is cantered on inventory
management optimisation. The company Co1 started to
study the possibility of establish a new warehouse for
stocking the spare parts that need with certain regularity
or with short lead time: the warehouse could be
conveniently located in the company Co2, so as it could
optimize its production/assembly process located. In the
same way company Co2 tried to react with company
Co3, establishing there its components warehouse.
This is the problem that we will face in the following
part of the paper.

CUSTOMER
Figures 1: Scheme of the case study
We have reduced the system to three actors: customer
(Co1), supplier (Co2) and producer (Co3). The
productive structure of the customer is subject to
breakdowns that happen at a given failure rate. Such
breakdowns are repaired with spare parts supplied from
a warehouse managed through a particular agreement
with the supplier. The latter guarantees to the customer
a given service level. The management of the inventory
is entrusted to the supplier who controls the levels of
supply and avoids the overcoming of specific limits
(defined with contract). The components remains of
property of the supplier until when it is used, and paid
subsequently. Therefore the cost of maintenance to
supply is subdivided in the following way:
- the financial cost is paid by the supplier;
- the physical storage cost is paid by the customer.
Such a situation may be also interpreted as a variant of
the Consignment Stock inventory management practice.
It is obvious that this practice may facilitate remarkably
the customer, pull down the inventories with less costs.
However it is not difficult to understand that this type of
agreement assure in such a way the supplier that benefit
of an exclusive contract supply. Moreover also the
supplier has the component inventory whose level is
guaranteed by a similar relationship to that customersupplier with the manufacturer.

Problem Formulation
A rough representation of the problem described is
following reported:
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Consigment Stock

MODEL DESCRITPION

The CS (Consignment Stock) policy is an industrial
approach to stock management in the Supply Chain,
firstly observed in the automotive field. Its principles
and modelling are discussed in Abdel-Malek et al.
(2002), Valentini and Zavanella (2003) and Braglia and
Zavanella (2003), with reference to deterministic
demand and to its extension to a stochastic
environment. Let’s see more in detail the cost structure
under the consignment stock policy. The inventory cost
per unit h is driven by two main components: a financial
one (hfin) and storage one (hstock). Under a typical supply
agreement, these costs are borne as indicated in Table 1.

In this section we introduce our model. Firstly, we
present the assumptions and notations used in the
model. Secondly, we describe the model for the
evaluation of a stocking policy and lastly, we formulate
the optimization problem.
Assumptions and notations
We model the situation of the three independent
companies. In particular we take into account the
situation in which both the supplier and the customer
keep spare parts on stock for the customer technical
systems. We will consider a single type of spare parts
type. These systems installed in the customer facility in
number N are subject to failures. Failures occur
according to Poisson processes with constant rates Ȝf.
Each time that a failure occur to one of the systems the
customer maintenance staff is devoted to completely
replace the system with a new one: if the system is
available in the customer MRO inventory it could be
replaced with a small lead time (Ȝm) otherwise it should
be ordered to the supplier and it additionally requires a
certain transportation lead times (Ȝt1). Moreover if the
system is not available at the supplier finished product
inventory an additionally assembly lead time is needed
(Ȝp). It has to be noticed that with a stochastic
probability the system may be repaired, but this
operation it has been performed only by the supplier.
So as some percentage of the fault system are sent back
to the supplier for its supplier (after that they have
been replaced with new one) with a certain lead time
(Ȝt2). Repair operation are always cheaper than new
system assembly, so when it is possible all the
repairable system are repaired.
Parameters name used in the model, as well theirs
symbol, are reported in the following table:

Table 1: Inventory costs in traditional agreements

Relevant
costs

Supplier
Company

Position of Raw Material
Supplier
Company
hs,fin + hs,stock
0
0
hc,fin + hc,stock

It should be noted that hc,fin + hc,stock is generally greater
than hs,fin + hs,stock, mainly because of the financial
component, which increases as it goes down the supply
chain. The different situation brought about by CS is
outlined in table 2.
Table 2: Inventory costs under CS policy

Relevant
costs

Supplier
Company

Position of Raw Material
Supplier
Company
hs,fin + hs,stock
hs,fin
0
hc,stock

As can clearly be seen, the main difference is found in
the case where the material has already been delivered
to the company. In fact, the company incurs the storage
cost, given that the material is located in its warehouse,
but it does not yet sustain the financial cost. In fact,
given that a good is formally purchased only after its
consumption, the supplier is still bearing the financial
opportunity cost. Thus, while calculating the total cost
for the system, we may reasonably assume that the
storage component hstock of the total inventory cost may
be considered as more or less identical for the supplier
and the company, i.e. hc,stock = hs,stock. As a consequence,
referring to the same average stock level, the total
storage cost of the system is lower in the CS case (as we
assume hc,fin > hs,fin), even if a part of the cost is
“shifted” onto the supplier. However, the supplier
perceives some advantages as counterpart: the average
quantity of the material stored in his own inventories
decreases and, consequently, space is available to
allocate other items; finally, the supplier may manage
his production plan more flexibly, as it is not
constrained by closed-orders. On the other hand, the
company “sees” a lower inventory cost per unit, that is,
only hc,stock instead of the entire (hc,fin + hc,stock).

Table 3: Relevant parameters of the model
Parameter
Failure rate [day]
Average repair time [day]
Average shipment lead time (supplier-customer) [day]
Average supplier assembly time [day/system]
Average shipment lead time (manufacturer-supplier)
[day]
Average remanufacturing time [day/system]
Holding cost for systems at the customer stocking point
(physical component) [€/system·day]
Holding cost for systems at the customer stocking point
(financial component) [€/system·day]
Holding cost for systems at the supplier stocking point
(financial and physical component) [€/system·day]
Holding cost for components at the supplier stocking
point (financial and physical components) [€/system·day]
Fixed cost for the maintenance operation [€/repair]
Set-up cost incurred by the supplier [€/Set-up]
Cost for plant unavailability [€/hour of downtime]
Transport cost from customer to supplier and from
supplier to manufacturer [€/system]
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Symbol
Ȝf
Ȝm
Ȝt1
Ȝp
Ȝt2
Ȝr
hpc
hfc
hs1
hs2
cfm
scs
cvm
ct

In particular in this study, we use Arena to build our
simulation model. The embedded OptQuest is applied to
search the optimal decision variables. OptQuest
includes sampling techniques and advanced error
control to find better answers faster, and incorporates
algorithms based on Tabu search, scatter search, integer
programming, and neural networks (Kelton et al, 2002).
Preliminary experiments have been conducted to
validate our simulation model as well as to evaluate the
solution quality of OptQuest. It shows that the results
between analytical and the simulation models are
comparable. However, the disadvantage of using
OptQuest is that it still takes long time to find the (near)
optimal solutions.
To create uncertainty we use a fixed seed stream in
Arena. Each source of uncertainty in this model has its
own seed for generating random numbers.
More precisely, in our simulation experiments, we
model as stochastic processes the failure process, the
production/assembly process and lead times and
In this way the different models are comparable with
each other and possible differences due to the use of
different random seeds can be excluded.

Objective function
With all the above defined assumptions and notations,
we can now formulate our optimization problem as
follows:
Minimize (TC)
With:
TC

¦

7
i 1

Ci

Where:
C1 = average opportunity loss for the downtime of the
system (evaluated on the hypothesis that the part of
the plant served by the system fell down couldn’t work
and the customer face the contribution margin of the
production lost)
C2 = average costs of maintenance operations (payed
by the customer)
C3 = average holding costs for the systems stocked in
the customer warehouse (in the standard case fully paid
by the customer and in the CS case the financial
component paid by the supplier and physical one by the
customer)
C4= average holding costs for the systems stocked in
the supplier finished products warehouse (paid by the
supplier)
C5 = average holding costs for the components
stocked in the supplier raw material warehouse (paid
by the supplier)
C6 = average transportation costs of the systems from
the supplier to the customer (paid by the supplier)
C7 = average set-up costs for the systems assembly in
the supplier facility (paid by the supplier)

Simulation results
With the real data provided by the company (here
reported slightly changed due to the confidentiality
required) it has been possible to perform a complete
simulative optimisation for all the parameters and for
each of that perform a sensitive analysis. In particular
we have taken into account the failure rate (Ȝf) as the
main parameters for investigate the response of the
system.
We will consider the plant of the company consisting of
50 equal pumping groups variously located in the
refinery plant. Detailed data for each parameter is
reported in Table 4.

The objective is to find a stocking policy under which
the average total cost (for the whole supply chain
system) is minimized. In such a way two different
approach may be pursued:
- traditional supply agreement
- CS supply agreement
Moreover we will take into account the whole supply
chain as well as its different components that pertain to
the different actors (i.e. supplier and customer).
We will consider for the three different stocking point
the same control policy, i.e an (s,S) one (for additional
detail Silver et al., 1998). Therefore we optimize 6
parameters:
- (s1, S1) for the customer;
- (s2, S2) for the supplier;
- (s3, S3) for the manufacturer.

Table 4: Parameters value used for the case study
Symbol
Ȝf
Ȝm
Ȝt1
Ȝp
Ȝt2
Ȝr
hpc
hfc
hs1
hs2
cfm
scs
cvm
ct

SIMULATION STUDY
As discussed in previous paragraph the inventory
management of multi-echelon inventory items structures
has been studied largely. However, some restrictions
still exist on its applications to real case problems. To
surpass some of these limitations a simulation model is
developed in this work.

Traditional
POIS(15÷120)
UNIF(2;4)
NORM(4,3)
NORM(2,1)
NORM(5,4)
UNIF(10;5)
9
6
4
2
200
45
3

CS
POIS(15÷120)
UNIF(2;4)
NORM(4,3)
NORM(2,1)
NORM(5,4)
UNIF(10;5)
5
2
6
4
2
200
45
3

In the following figures it is possible to compare results
of the optimised configuration for the two cases under
analysis, while varying the failure rate. The simulation
length as been set to 3650 period, i.e. considering a
planning period of 10 years.
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Traditional agreement

C1
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Ȝf

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

Ȝf
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30

60
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Average cost
improvement

-9.5%

-4.4%

-8.4%

-15.4%

-7.2%

0
97.5%

98.0%

99.5%

100.0%

CS

Also in this case the CS policy agreement perform
better than the traditional one.
CONCLUSIONS
Various process and manufacturing plants using
complex machines often require large quantities of
spare parts to guarantee high system availability which
in turn results in excessive holding cost.
On the one hand, companies can find themselves
carrying an excessive number of spare parts. On the
other hand, if they were not available when needed,
companies will face severe downtime consequences. As
many parts are very expensive, critically important and
their failure rates are so low that they are difficult to
forecast, spare parts inventory management within these
industries is one of the hardest problems to deal with.
In this paper we have presented a simulative approach
for planning the spare parts inventory in a refinery
plant, where a large amount of components have a
failure rate that significantly affect the availability of
the system. Moreover we have also shown how under a
particular supply agreement, named Consignment
Stock, the whole system perform better, both in terms of
total costs and service level with a given failure rate.
The same approach and methodology may be applied
to other supply-chain cases, thus offering the proper
information to undertake the best course of action in
the multi echelon spare parts inventory management.

99.5%
99.0%
98.5%
98.0%
97.5%
97.0%
96.5%
90

99.0%

Figure 4: Trade-off curve between average total costs
and service level

100.0%

60

98.5%

traditional

It is also interesting to investigate how the system
responds in terms of service level, measured as the
effective available time of the plant on the requested
time of its availability, while varying the failure rate
with the two different policy.

Service level

400

C7

Table 5: Average cost improvement associated with the
CS policy adoption

120

Failure rate (O f )
traditional

800

S ervice Level

With the CS agreement the average total cost is always
lower than in the traditional agreement case. In the
following table it is reported the percentage
improvement in the objective function.

30

1200

Consignment Stock

Figure 2: Average costs distribution while varying the
failure rate within the two agreement option

15

1600
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WIND SPEED MODELLING AND SHORT-TERM PREDICTION
USING WAVELETS
Piers R.J. Campbell and Ken Adamson
Faculty of Engineering
University of Ulster
Shore Road, Belfast
Northern Ireland
Email: pr.campbell@ulster.ac.uk

The wavelet approach does not require the
significant computing power of the NWP
technique but does require some historical data
from the target location and also a more
substantial quantity of historical data from a
near by location. This is normally achieved as
follows; a small amount of wind speed data is
collected at a site (this is normal procedure
when assessing a locations suitability as a wind
park installation) and that a nearby reference
location, for example, a meteorological station,
provides long term data. The Wavelet
approach then models the data at the target
site, known as the UHVSRQVHWLPHVHULHV (yt), in
terms of the data at the reference location,
known as the H[SODQDWRU\WLPHVVHULHV (xt).

KEYWORDS
Wavelets, Wind Energy, Prediction
ABSTRACT
The mathematical method of wavelets is
explained and used to forecast wind conditions
using short-term data collected at a site and
referred to long term data from meteorological
stations. We model the response time-series in
terms of a multi-scale wavelet decomposition
of the explanatory time-series. Preliminary
results of this method, using hourly 10 minute
averaged data from six locations in the British
Isles, allow comparison with a linear
regression method in terms of prediction errors
over 21days.

The forecasting or predicting of future wind
speeds at a target site using data from a
reference location is generally known in the
wind energy industry as “measure-correlatepredict”, MCP.

INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the applicability of the
mathematical method wavelets to the
forecasting of wind speed for wind parks in the
UK and Ireland. Wind energy is the fasting
growing alternative fuel in the world today.
Coupled with solar, hydro and biomass fuel the
UK government hopes that 15% of the UK’s
energy will be generated by renewable energy
by 2015.

Linear regression is a popular industry method
for constructing the statistical model which
will predict future values of a response timeseries, (Derrick 1992). Other approaches such
as Artificial Neural Networks also rely on
historical data in order to produce forecasts.
As an alternative, we propose a wavelet
method which takes a multi-resolution
approach. We model the response time-series
in terms of a multi-scale wavelet
decomposition of the explanatory time-series.
We provide some preliminary results of this
method using hourly, 10-minute averaged data
from six locations in the British Isles and show
how our model compares with a linear
regression method in terms of prediction errors
over 21 days. Typically the industry will
require accurate predictions across a range of
time horizons; short term (between 2 and 48
hours) for energy trading (due for
implementation during 2005) and for longer
term forecasts (2 to 10 days) for maintenance
scheduling. For a more detailed discussion of
the wavelet methodology refer to (Nason HWDO
2001).

A number of technologies have been applied to
the forecasting or prediction of wind regime;
these have included statistical approaches,
Artificial Intelligence approaches and parallel
computing. Of these a hybrid approach has to
date produced the most satisfactory results, at
least in terms of international application.
Implementations of this technology such as
WaSP have performed well when producing
forecasts for specific geographical areas but
have underachieved when applied to the UK
and Irish markets. The reasons for the poor
performance of these technologies may have to
do with the different ornographic conditions in
the UK/RoI region. In addition the systems
implemented have been designed specifically
for the weather patterns of the Scandinavian
countries and may require redevelopment to
achieve satisfactory results in the UK.

Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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wavelet packet provides valuable information
about which components in the explanatory
time series drive the response time series, i.e.
which types of oscillatory behaviour in [W
influence \W

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO
WAVELETS
The following section is intended to give only
a brief introduction the concept of wavelets,
for a more detailed description we would
suggest Burrus, Gopinath and Guo (Burrus HW
DO 1998). Multi-resolution analysis provides
the framework for examining functions at
different scales. In a multi-resolution analysis a
father wavelet, ĭ(x), is a function constructed
to approximate general functions to a certain
scale by using shifted copies of itself. The
mother wavelets, ν ( [) derived from the father
wavelets, represent the difference between
father wavelet approximations at two different
scales. A mother wavelet is a localised
oscillating function from which a family of
wavelets, ν M ,N ( [) , can be constructed by

Figure 1: A Haar Wavelet Packet

dilation and translation, i.e.

ν M ,N ( [ ) = 2 M / 2ν (2 M [ − N )

(1)

A WAVELET MCP MODEL

for integers MN.

To represent the explanatory time-series in
terms of wavelet packets we compute a time
ordered non-decimated wavelet packet
transform. This calculates wavelet packet
coefficients for the M scales and N locations in
the analysis. These coefficients are stacked
together to form a multivariate time-series
matrix. Each variable in the multivariate timeseries matrix corresponds to a particular
wavelet packet and quantifies how similar the
time-series is to the wavelet packet at each
time point.

The dilation parameter M controls the scale (or
size) of the wavelet and the translation
parameter N controls the location of the
wavelet. For suitable mother wavelets, ν ( [) ,

{

} M,N provides a basis that can be

the set ν M ,N ( [)

used to approximate functions, i.e.
I ( [) =

¦ ¦G
M

M , Nν M , N ( [ )

(2)

N

where G M ,N are the wavelet coefficients.
Wavelets have enjoyed particular success in
representing complex various types of complex
signals and as a result have been implemented
in domains such as image compression.
Wavelets are particularly useful for
representing signals with discontinuities due to
their excellent localisation ability.

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is
performed on the multivariate time-series
matrix because of some high correlations
between the wavelet packets. The 3 resulting
linear combinations of wavelet packets, the
principal components (pc), are uncorrelated
and are such that a few usually will explain
most of the variation in the explanatory timeseries.

For some time-series wavelet packets may be
of more use as they provide a wider choice of
decompositions of the frequency domain. A
wavelet packet is a particular linear
combination of wavelets that retains many of
the orthogonality, smoothness and localisation
properties of wavelets (Wickerhauser, 1994).

We model the response time-series in terms of
the principal components (pc). We assume that
the residuals of the fitted model follow the
normal distribution and this is reasonable in
each example we have seen. We use the
routines available in S-Plus for fitting a
standard multivariate linear regression.

Using wavelets (or wavelet packets) in our
model allows us to attach a physical
interpretation to the model. For example, a
wavelet packet is given in Figure 1 which
could be used to represent daily variation in
wind speeds over the past 2.75 days. The

TEST LOCATIONS

In order to prove the validity of this approach
three test sites have been selected on which to
test the model. Each of the sites is an existing
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wind park installation which will record the
data required for result validation. The test
data (response time-series) is a subset of the
historical data recorded for that site and the
reference data (explanatory time-series) is
recorded by a meteorological mast or station at
a variety of locations throughout the United
Kingdom.

The factor itself simply records the direction
“bin” (the process of binning is the division of
360o into 12 distinct divisions of wind
direction). To help us choose which
components to include in the model we used a
stepwise analysis to determine which
components are most useful for the prediction
of wind speeds at the target site. We adjust the
estimate of the wind speed at the target site by
a given direction factor. This is simply a
constant that is determined by the direction of
the wind at the reference location.

Site A; Met Mast 1

For our first example we use data from a wind
park installation in northwestern England as
the response time series and a meteorological
mast in northern Wales as the explanatory
time-series. The locations are approximately
85 miles (136 km) apart and the correlation
between the time-series was 0.702. A graphical
representation of the time-series data is given
in Figure 2.

The first principal component is a mixture of
father wavelets and wavelet packets. Father
wavelets average wind speeds over a given
time determined by the dilation level and
translation index of the father wavelet.
Wavelet packets capture a wide variety of high
and low frequency oscillations in the data, the
exact frequency determined by the dilation and

Figure 3: Principal Components from Site
A Mast 1 model

Figure 2: Time Series Plot of Site A

We perform the modelling procedure described
in Section 3 to fit the model;
Site A ~ pc 1 + pc 5 + direction factor

translation index of the packet. The second
principal component is made up of mother
wavelets. Mother wavelets capture up to one
oscillation over a given time determined by the
dilation and translation index of the mother
wavelet. The direction factor can have
significant consequences in terms of swirl and
wake effects for installations.

(3)

The 1st and 5th principle components (PC1 and
PC5) were chosen for inclusion in the model.
We have chosen to include the first principal
component (pc1) and the fifth principal
component (pc5) in the model. The principal
components represent linear combinations of
non-decimated wavelet packet coefficients – so
(3) expresses a statistical relationship between
the response time series to the coefficients
through the principal components. The
direction factor is added to permit the
statistical model to take account of the
variability in wind direction.

In Figure 3 we have plotted a graphical
representation of the principal components. As
an example, we suggest an approximate
physical interpretation for principal component
5. In the first two hours there is a negative
relationship between the two sites. As the sites
are 136 km apart, unless the winds were
extremely strong, we would not initially expect
to see the same behaviour at the two sites.
After two hours there is a gradual build up of
the positive relationship between the two sites
as wind speeds from the reference location
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reach the target site. This continues up until 16
hours, by which time the weather system from
Valley will have passed over St Bees Head.

meteorological stations are approximately 45
miles (64 km) apart. The correlation between
the two time-series is 0:697 and a time-series
plot is shown in Figure 5. For this data we fit
the model;

Site B; Met Mast 2

Site C ~ pc 1 + pc 4 + direction factor
For our second example we use data from a
Wind Park in southern Wales as the response
time-series and data from meteorological
station (Met Mast 2) as the explanatory timeseries. Met Mast 2 is approximately 87 miles
(136 Kms) to the North of Site B and the
correlation between the time-series is 0.762. A
time-series plot is given in Figure 4. We
explored various model relationships and the
following model was found to fit well;
Site B ~ pc 10 + pc 41 + direction factor

(5)

The principal components are similar to those
illustrated in the first example. They pick out
similar wavelets and wavelet packets that
represent the major characteristics of the wind
speed data but with some variation that may be
specific to local conditions. The direction
factor is significant for winds from a Southern
to a Northwest direction encompassing both
prevailing wind and site alignment direction.

(4)

The forty-first component is similar to the first
component picked out in the Site A example
which represents a mixture of father wavelets
and wavelet packets. The tenth principal
component is a mixture of wavelet packets.
These components are picking up more high
frequency characteristics in the data than the
components in the previous model.

Figure 5: Time Series Plot of Site C

PREDICTING FUTURE WIND SPEEDS

We measure the accuracy of our method by
looking at the mean residual sum of squares
(MRSS) error of the predictions generated by
our model. The models were fitted using a
training dataset of 512 observations and a
consecutive data run on 512 observations was
used for the prediction. To evaluate our model
we compare our predictions with those
generated by the simple linear regression
model.

Figure 4: Time Series Plot of Site B

The direction factor is significant when the
wind direction is from the Northwest, which
we can again relate to site alignment, or from
the Southwest, the direction of prevailing
winds.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the wavelets
perform significantly better over the early
prediction period. The results are closer for the
longer prediction period as only a small
quantity of data is used to formulate the
models. We believe these preliminary results
suggest our wavelet method is worth
investigating as an alternative method for the
short-term prediction of wind speeds.

Site C & Met Mast 3

For the third test example we take Wind Park
C on the Northwest coast of England as the
response time-series and Met Mast 3 on the
Southwest coast of the Isle of Man as the
explanatory
time-series.
The
two
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Table 1: Mean Residual Sum of Squares
(MRSS) of the Predictions
Location

Site A &
Mast 1

Site B &
Mast 2

Site C &
Mast 3

Forecast
Horizon
5 days

Wavelets

LR

6.20

8.08

10 days
21 days

5.40
5.46

6.89
6.48

5 days

4.80

16.69

10 days
21 days

4.36
6.95

12.74
9.09

5 days

3.29

7.00

10 days
21 days

3.59
4.39

6.57
5.51

Campbell PRJ, Adamson K2004“A
Comparison of Forecasting Methodologies for
Wind Speed Time Series” ,Q3URF. )RXUWK
,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ0RGHOOLQJ
6LPXODWLRQDQG2SWLPL]DWLRQ Kauai, USA,
211-218.

Wavelets show that they offer a significant
improvement over linear regression and similar
statistical approaches to wind spectra
forecasting. It is intended to conduct further
tests to assess their performance when
compared to other leading techniques such as
ARIMA, Moving Averages and Neural
Networks, which have produced impressive
results in recent studies (Campbell and
Adamson 2004).
The authors would like to thank B9 Energy
Ltd, Northern Ireland for their support of this
project.
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MODELLING FORCES ACTING ON THE PLOUGH BODY
Adolfs Rucins, Arvids Vilde
Latvia University of Agriculture, Research Institute of Agricultural Machinery
1 Instituta Street, Ulbroka, LV-2130, Latvia
e-mail: arucins@delfi.lv
2003a) for the simulation of the forces exerted by soil
upon the operating (lifting and supporting) surfaces of
the plough body, and the draft resistance caused by
these forces (Fig. 1).

KEY WORDS
Modelling forces acting on the plough body, draft
resistance, analytic correlations, optimisation of
parameters.
ABSTRACT
By using analytical correlations derived as a result of
theoretical research, a computer algorithm has been
worked out for simulating the functions of the plough
body and the forces exerted by soil upon the operating
parts, as well as its draft resistance. These correlations
allow to determinate the forces acting on the plough
body and its draft resistance depending on the body
parameters, as well as to evaluate the impact of the
physical and mechanical properties of soil upon it. They
considerably influence the draft resistance of the body
and, respectively, the energy capacity of ploughing and
fuel consumption. The greatest influence upon the draft
resistance is exerted by soil hardness, density and slip
resistance along the surfaces of the operating parts. The
speed increasing, the optimum inclination value of the
horizontal generatrix for the minimum draft resistance
decreases. In loamy soils, when the operating speed is
1…3 m s-1, its optimum value is correspondingly
50…250.
The draft resistance of the supporting surfaces can reach
25…30% of total plough body draft resistance or
42…54% of its share-mouldboard drafts resistance. The
friction resistance constitutes 50 – 60 % of the total
resistance including the resistance of the supporting
surfaces (25...30%).

Fig.1. Scheme of the plough body, its parameters
and acting forces.
According to our previous investigations (Vilde 1999),
the draft resistance Rx of the plough body is determined
by the share cutting resistance RPx, the resistance caused
by weight RGx of the strip lifted, by the inertia forces
RJx,, by soil adhesion RAx and by weight RQx of the
plough body itself (including a part of the weight of the
plough). However, the latter is not dependent on the
plough parameters.
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The vertical reaction Rz and the lateral reaction Ry of the
operating part are defined by corresponding partial
reactions:
Rz = Ȉ Riz ;

INTRODUCTION

Ry = Ȉ Riy

(2; 3)

The total draft resistance Rx of the operating part is
/
composed of the resistance of the working surface R x
and the resistance of the supporting (lower and lateral)
//
surfaces R x :

It is known from our previous investigation (Vilde
1999, 2001) that the draft resistance of ploughs depends
on such soil properties as its hardness, density, friction
and adhesion. However, there were no analytical
correlations that would enable to determine the draft
resistance of the share-mouldboard surface and the
plough body, as a whole, depending on their properties.
The purpose of the investigation is to estimate the forces
acting upon the surfaces of the plough body and the
impact of the physical and mechanical properties of soil
on its draft resistance.

Rx

Rxc  Rxcc

¦ Rixc  f 0 ( ¦ Riz

 ¦ Riy  p Axy S xy  p Axz S xz )

(4)

where: f0 is the coefficient of soil friction along the
working and supporting surfaces of the operating part;
pAxy and pAxz - specific adhesion force,
respectively, to the lower and the lateral supporting
surfaces of the operating part;
Sxy and Sxz - the surface area, respectively, of the
lower and the lateral supporting surfaces of the
operating part.
The friction resistance Fx is a constituent part of these
reactions and their components (Rucins and Vilde
2003b), and by analogy we can write that

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The objects of the research are the forces acting on the
plough body and its draft resistance depending on the
body design parameters, as well as the physical and
mechanical properties of soil. On the basis of the
previous investigations (Vilde 1999) a computer
algorithm has been worked out (Rucins and Vilde
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RPx = kp ȡ0 ib [1+ f0 ctg (Ȗ + ĳ0)] .

(5)

R cx  R cxo

Fxcc
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Fx

Fxc  Fxcc .

R xcc ,

The lateral cutting resistance of the knife is determined
by formulae, similar to those for the cutting resistance
from below. Consequently, similar to the above
formulae will also be the formulae defining the impact
of friction on the total resistance of the knife.

(6)
(7)

The friction resistance of the share-mouldboard surface
is defined as the difference between the total resistance
(general value of the partial resistance) and the
resistance Rxo in operation without friction (f0 = 0).

Rix  Rixo ; Fx

Fix

R x  R xo ,

Forces caused by the weight of the lifting soil strip:
'
| q G gk y r sin  1 J *
R Gx

* ^ [( sin J cos H 1  cos 2 J sin -1 J ) e f 0 sin J ( H 1  H 2 ) -

(8; 9)

- ( sin J cos H 2  cos 2 J sin -1 J )] cos H 1 

The ratio ȜF of the friction resistance in the partial and
total resistance (reaction) is determined from their
correlations:

ȜFix =

Fix Rix-1 ,

ȜFx=FxRx-1 .

 ( cos H 1 e f 0 sin J ( H 2  H 1 )  cos H 2 )( cos H 1 
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Forces caused by soil adhesion:
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where: q - the cross section area of the strip to be lifted;
į - the density of soil;
kɭ - the soil compaction coefficient in front of
the operating part;
ƒ0 - the soil friction coefficient against the
surface of the operating element;

Friction of soil along the ploughshare edge reduces the
lateral pressure of the ploughshare (the pressure of the
plough body against the wall of the furrow).
The resistance of the supporting surface
= kp ȡ0 ib f0 ctg (Ȗ + ĳ0 ) = F

(22)

* e f0 sin J (H1 H 2 )  (sin J cosH 2  cos2 J sin 1 J ) 

RPy = kp ȡ0 ib ctg (Ȗ + ĳ0 ) ,
(15)
where: Ȗ is the inclination angle of the edge towards
the direction of movement (the wall of the
furrow);
ĳ0 - the angle of friction.
When friction is absent, f0 = 0, ĳ0 = 0 and

//
Px

(21)

RJx'

At a blunt (threadbare) ploughshare having rear bevel
the vertical reaction RPz on the hard soils can reach
summary value of vertical reactions, this summary value
arising from other forces acting on share-mouldboard
surface (soil gravity and inertia) and weight of the body
Q.
At an inclined ploughshare a lateral reaction RPy arises,
its value being affected by the friction reaction.

R

| q G g r sin  1 J ( H 2  H 1 ) ;

z

Forces caused by the soil inertia:

where: kp is the coefficient involving the impact of the
shape of the frontal surface of the ploughshare edge;
i and b - the thickness and width of the edge.
It is evident from formula (13) that the friction of soil
along the edge does not influence the cutting resistance
of the edge.
At a sharp ploughshare (the rear bevel is absent)

RPyo = kp ȡ0 ib ctg Ȗ .

(20)

c f0 ( RGz  RGy) FGx
cc .
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(13)

RPz = 0.

@ `;

R Gy | qG g r sin1 J (H 2  H1 ) (H1  0.52) ctg J ;

RG

Cutting resistance R /Px is proportional to soil hardness
ȡ0 and the share edge surface area Ȧ:
/
Px

(19)

1

The ratio ȜR of the supporting reactions in the partial and
total draft resistance is determined from correlation:
ȜRi = Ri Rix-1.
(12)

R

(18)

(17)

The total cutting resistance
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The mode and status of work:
The ploughing depth
The cross section area of the lifted
soil strip
The soil compaction coefficient in front
of the operating part
The working speed

v - the speed of the movement of the plough
body;
pȺ - the specific force of soil adhesion to the
operating surface;
b - the surface width of the soil strip;
İ1 and İ2 are correspondingly the initial and the
final angles of the lifting (sharemouldboard) surface;
g - acceleration caused by gravity (g = 9.81).

a=0.20 m
q=0.07 m2
ky=1.1
Ȟ=1…5m s-1.

The inclination angle Ȗ of the horizontal generatrix of
the real share-mouldboard surfaces of plough bodies lies
between 260…500. Steeper surfaces (Ȗ > 500) refer to the
slanting blades of bulldozers.
The calculation results of the draft resistance of the
lifting surface and its components are presented in Fig.
2 – 5, the reacting forces on the supporting surfaces – in
Fig. 6 – 8, the draft resistances of the share-mouldboard
and supporting surfaces - in Fig. 9 – 10 and the total
draft resistance of the plough body – in Fig. 11.

The soil friction coefficient and the specific force of soil
adhesion are not constant values. Their values decrease
with the increase in speed (Vilde 2003b). This is
considered in calculations.
The resistance of the supporting surfaces of the plough
body depends on the values of the reacting forces. Yet
their value is dependent, in many respects, on the
manner of unification and perfection of the
hydraulically mounted implements of the tractor. The
vertical reaction of the plough with modern tractors
having power regulation is transferred to the body of the
tractor, and it affects the plough resistance to a
considerably lesser degree. There are also solutions for
the reduction of the lateral reaction. In such a way, the
dominating component of the draft resistance of the
plough body is the resistance of its share-mouldboard
surface, to the research of which the present work is
mainly devoted.

Fig. 2. Draft resistance of the lifting surface caused by
the gravity of the soil slice depending on speed v and
the inclination angle Ȗ of the horizontal generatrix.

RESULTS

The presented work discusses, as an example, the
research results of the forces acting on the plough body
and the draft resistance caused by the share-mouldboard
surface of the plough body at various angles Ȗ of the
horizontal generatrices depending on the speed of
operation when ploughing loamy soils that predominate
in Latvia.
The calculations were carried out with the computer
according to the foregoing formulae.
The following values of the basic factors were taken
into consideration, which affect the resistance of the
share-mouldboard surface and the plough body.

Fig. 3. Draft resistance of the lifting surface caused by
the soil inertia forces of the soil slice depending on
speed v and the inclination angle Ȗ of the horizontal
generatrix.

Parameters of the plough body:
Thickness of the share blade and knife
i = 0.004 m
The initial angle of the lifting strip of soil İ1 = 300
The final angle of the lifting strip of soil İ2 = 1000
The angle between the horizontal
generatrix of the operating surface
and the vertical longitudinal plane
Ȗ=150…900
The radius of the curvature
of the lifting surface
r = 0.5 m
The area of the lower supporting surface Sxy=0.0157m2
The area of the lateral supporting surface Sxz=0.068 m2
The weight of the plough body
Q = 200 kg
Physical and mechanical properties of soil:
The hardness of soil
ȡ=4.1 ȂPa
The density of soil
į=1600 kg m-3
The coefficient of soil friction against
the surface of the operating element
f0 = 0.4
The adhesion force
pA0=2.5 kPa

Fig. 4. Draft resistance of the lifting surface caused by
soil adhesion depending on speed v and the inclination
angle Ȗ of the horizontal generatrix.
Fig. 5. Total draft resistance of the lifting surface caused

by soil gravity, inertia forces and adhesion depending
on speed v and the inclination angle Ȗ of the horizontal
generatrix.
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Fig. 6. Reactions of the lower and lateral supporting
surfaces caused by gravity of the soil slice and share
cutting resistance depending on the inclination angle Ȗ
of the horizontal generatrix.

Fig. 11. Total draft resistance of the plough body
depending on speed v and the inclination angle Ȗ of the
horizontal generatrix.
The material of the calculations presents the values and
correlations of the changes in the forces acting on the
share-mouldboard and the supporting surfaces, the draft
resistance of the share-mouldboard, and the supporting
surfaces, as well as the total resistance of the plough
body and its components under working conditions
depending on the working speed v and the inclination
angle Ȗ of the horizontal generatrix.
It follows from the figures that the values of resistances
caused by the weight and soil adhesion decrease with
the increase in the operation speed (Fig. 2 and 4). This
can be explained by the reduction of the friction
coefficient and the specific adhesion force of soil while
the speed of its slipping along the share-mouldboard
surface increases. The resistance caused by the soil
inertia forces increases when speed increases (Fig. 3),
and at speeds over 3…4 m s-1 these inertia forces start
dominating over all the other components. When speed
increases (up to the speed of 2…2.5 m s-1), the summary
draft resistance of the share-mouldboard surface
increases insignificantly, then grows faster (Fig. 5 and
9). At a steeper share-mouldboard surface (at great
values of angle Ȗ) this growth is more remarkable and
intense.
In wet loamy soils there may be cases (at quite a flat
share-mouldboard surface) when the draft resistance
does not increase but even decreases whereas speed
increases (within the range of 1…2 m s-1). Such a
phenomenon may occur when the decrease in resistance
due to the lower friction coefficient and specific soil
adhesion proceeds more intensely than the growth in the
resistance caused by the soil inertia forces within the
given range of speeds.
When the inclination of the generatrix is increased
(angle Ȗ), resistances because of the soil weight and
adhesion fall but the resistance due to the inertia forces
increases, particularly in operation at higher speeds. The
decrease of the first ones can be explained by the fact
that at a steeper share-mouldboard surface its length
decreases and because of this there is a decrease in the
mass of soil slipping along it. Decreasing the area of its
surface leads to a lower resistance due to soil adhesion.
As a result, the total draft resistance of the sharemouldboard surface shows a marked minimum, which
at a greater operating speed moves towards lower
inclination values of the horizontal generatrix. Thus,
increasing the speed from 1 to 3 m s-1, the optimum

Fig. 7. Reaction of the lower supporting surface caused
by soil inertia forces depending on speed v and the
inclination angle Ȗ of the horizontal generatrix.

Fig. 8. Reaction of the lateral supporting surfaces
caused bys soil inertia forces depending on speed v and
the inclination angle Ȗ of the horizontal generatrix.

Fig. 9. Total draft resistance of the share-mouldboard
surface caused by soil gravity, inertia forces, adhesion
and share cutting resistance depending on speed v and
the inclination angle Ȗ of the horizontal generatrix.
Fig. 10. Total draft resistance of the supporting surfaces

depending on speed v and the inclination angle Ȗ of the
horizontal generatrix.
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value of angle Ȗ of the share-mouldboard surface
decreases from 500 to 250 (Fig. 9).
From the presented example it is evident (Fig. 10 and
11) that the draft resistance of the supporting surfaces is
considerable. It can reach 25…30% of the total plough
body draft resistance, or 42…54% of its sharemouldboard draft resistance (Fig. 10 and 9).
The impact of the soil-metal friction upon the plough
body draft resistance is significant too. It may reach
50…60% of the total draft resistance including the
resistance of the supporting surfaces (25…30%).
In such way, the deduced analytical correlations and the
developed computer algorithm allow simulation of soil
coercion upon the share-mouldboard surface of the
plough body, taking into consideration its draft
resistance in determining the optimum parameters (the
inclination of the horizontal generatrix) at minimum
resistance.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The deduced analytical correlations and the
developed computer algorithm allow simulation of the
soil coercion forces upon the operating surfaces of the
plough body, determination of the draft resistance and
the optimal values of parameters.
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2. Presentation of the plough body draft resistance as the
sum of components – the cutting resistance of the strip,
the resistance caused by its weight, the soil inertia
forces and adhesion - allows analysing the forces acting
upon the share-mouldboard surface, finding out the
character of their changes depending on speed and the
parameters of the surface, and assessment of their ratio
in the total resistance.
3. Increase in the inclination of the horizontal generatrix
leads to a decrease in the draft resistance caused by the
weight and adhesion of soil but it increases the
resistance caused by inertia forces, particularly, when
the speed increases. The inclination of the generatrix
(the edge of the share) does not affect the cutting
resistance of the strip.
4. In loamy soils, when the speed grows from 1 to 3
m s-1, the optimum value of the inclination angle
between the horizontal generatrix of the sharemouldboard surface and the wall of the furrow
decreases from 500 to 250.
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great sowing ratio (more than 20 seeds per metre of the
row) the plant spacing in the row approaches the
binomial distribution, but at thin sowing of the seeds at
certain intervals it forms a series of normal spacing with
a decreasing mode frequency. A similar picture is
observed in the later investigations too (Vilde and
Cesnieks 1999).

KEYWORDS
Modelling plant spacing,
mathematical coherences.

plant

density,

yields,

ABSTRACT
A study of probable plant spacing in field crop and
vegetable plantations and their corresponding yields by
sowing seeds at exact intervals and growing without
thinning have been carried out. By modelling
relationships of the plant distribution, spacing density
and yields mathematical coherences are obtained. It is
stated that the plant spacing density is a function of the
seed germinating power in the field. The lower is the
germinating power, the higher is the irregularity of the
seedlings, i.e. the number of the longer spacing
increases. The obtained coherences allow to
prognosticate the irregularity of the seedlings depending
on the expected seed germinating power and to specify
the standard quantity of seeds per hectare. A formula is
obtained for the estimation of field crop and vegetable
yields depending on plant density.

To reach the desired plants distribution density Nopt, the
number of the seeds Ns to be sown per unit of the area
(ha) is determined when plant distribution density is
divided by the germinating power q of the seeds:
Ns = Nopt q-1

(1)

The number of the seeds ns to be sown out per metre of
the row at the distance b between the rows:
ns = 10-4Nsb

(2)

and the distance ls between the seeds sown:
ls = ns-1

(3)

The plant spacing uniformity in the plantations can be
characterised by the frequency of intervals (distances)
between the plants.

INTRODUCTION

If each seed has sprouted, the distance between the
plants corresponds to the distance between the seeds
sown ls. But there is a probability that one, two, three,
etc. seeds that follow each other have not sprouted. In
this case the intervals between the plants will increase
correspondingly two, three etc. times (see Fig.1).

To obtain high and qualitative yields in growing field
crops and vegetables, it is of great importance to
achieve the required density and their uniform spacing.
This problem has become particularly urgent due to the
transition from growing crops (sugar and fodder beet)
and vegetables (cucumbers, red beet) with their thinning
to growing them without thinning, by sowing the seeds
at extreme intervals.
The purpose of this study is to clarify mathematical
coherences between the plant spacing density, their
distribution and the yields to be reached.
APPROACH

Fig.1. Spacing of seeds and seedlings in the row.
ls - the interval between the seeds

Theoretical and experimental research has been carried
out to obtain the relationships of plant density, their
spacing and yields of crops obtained. Theories of
probability and mathematical statistics are used in the
investigations. The results of theoretical research
carried out to clear up the relationships of plant density
and their spacing has been affirmed with experiment
data.

By applying: the probability theory and the methods of
mathematical statistics a mathematical coherence is
obtained to be used to determine the distribution of
intervals between the plants and their spacing. It is
found that the intervals between the seedlings and their
frequency are dependent on the distance between the
seeds sown at the interval ls and their germinating power
in the field. With the decrease of the germinating power
the irregularity of the sprout spacing increases, that is,
the number of the greater intervals increases.

RESULTS
Plant spacing relationships
It is found out in the previous investigations that at a
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The expected spacing frequency p(ls) between the
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seedlings corresponding to the distance between the
seeds ls is equal to the germinating power of the seeds
in the field q. For double distance 2 ls the distribution of
the corresponding intervals p(2 ls) will correspond to
(1-q)q, and so on.
As a result, a series of formulae is obtained for the
calculation of the interval frequency between the crop
seedlings depending on their germinating power q in the
field:

The interval
General
case
ls
2 ls
3 ls
4 ls
5 ls
6 ls
7 ls
8 ls
9 ls
10 ls
11 ls
12 ls
13 ls
14 ls
15 ls
16 ls
17 ls
18 ls
19 ls
20 ls

p ( ls ) = q
p ( 2 ls ) = q ( 1 - q )
p ( 3 ls ) = q (1 – q )2

(4)

…………………………
p ( n ls ) = q ( 1 - q ) n-1
In the set of formulae (4) the given coherence is in force
if the seeds are sown out one by one, the deviation of
the seeds and the sprouts from the pre-set sowing
interval will not exceed its half and in the given part of
the field the germinating power of the seeds is
approximately the same.

The germinating power in the
field, %

Particular
case, cm
16.7
33.4
50.1
66.8
83.5
100.2
116.9
133.6
150.3
167
183.7
200.4
217.1
233.8
250.5
267.2
283.9
300.6
317.3
334

100

80

60

40

20

10

100
0

80
16
3.6
0.2

60
24
14
3.8
1.5
0.6
0.2
0.1

40
24
14
8.6
5.2
3.1
1.9
1.1
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.1

20
16
13
10
8.2
6.6
5.2
4.2
3.4
2.7
2.1
1.7
1.4
1.1
0.1

10
9.0
8.1
7.3
6.6
5.9
5.3
4.8
4.3
3.9
3.5
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.3
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.4

p (%)

The interval frequency between the seedlings at various
germinating power is presented in the Table 1 and the diagram
(Fig.ure 2).
It is obvious from Table 1 and Figure 2 that the decrease
in the germinating power of the seeds is followed by
increased irregularity of spacings between the seedlings.
Therefore, in order to obtain uniform plant distribution,
not only exact spacing of the seeds is important but also
their high germinating power in the field, which can be
achieved by using high-quality seeds and ensuring
optimum conditions for their germination (qualitative
soil preparation, sowing at optimum depth with shares
of a correct shape, ɪrotɟction against diseases and pests
etc.).
Correlations of plant
homogeneous fields.

distribution

on

non-

Experience shows that the large fields formed as a result
of joining smaller fields together often have nonuniform physical and mechanical soil composition,
which considerably affects the germinating power of the
seeds on the field and the density of sprouts. This
circumstance should be taken into particular
consideration when the plants are grown without
thinning by sowing them out in rows at extreme
intervals. At such a technology, areas (spots) often
appear on the fields with insufficient plant density,
which has an adverse effect on the yield obtained. In
this connection theoretical studies have been carried out
and mathematical coherences are derived on the plant
distribution on such non-homogeneous fields.

1

2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9 10 ls

Fig. 2. Frequency p (in %) of intervals between the
seedlings for different germinating power q of
the seeds in the field.
ls - the interval between the sowed seeds.
The expected interval frequency between the plants p(ls)
corresponding to the interval between the seeds ls is
dependent on the interval frequency on these areas:
p (ls ) = (c1 q1 + c2 q2 + … + cm qm ),

On non-homogeneous fields the medium interval
frequency between the plants is determined on areas
with different germinating power of the seeds on the
field.

(5)

where q1, q2…qm - the germinating power of seeds on
the corresponding area of the field;
c1, c2 …cm - the ratio of the area (spot) in the total
area of the field.

Table 1. The interval frequency between the seedlings, %
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The frequency corresponding to a double distance 2 ls:
p(2ls)=[c1 q1(1-q1)+c2 q2 (1- q2)+…+cmqm(1-qm)]

Data of experimental studies.

(6)

As an example, the germinating power of sugar beet,
their spacing, beet and sugar yields of more than 20
various sorts were studied for nine years. The results
show that, when the seeds are sown at extreme distances
(16-20cm) to avoid plant thinning, the field germination
by years, as well as of separate sorts or seed batches
vary within a very wide range. The average field
germination is 40-70% but under bad conditions it fell
to 20%, while under favourable conditions it reached
85% and, in individual cases, even 95%.

A series of formulae is obtained in a similar way for
the calculation of frequencies for the intervals that
are three, four and more times larger.
Yields.
The plant distribution density and its non-uniformity
affect the expected yield of the crops (beets) (Figure 3).

At the corresponding germinating power the plant
interval distribution is, on the average, adequate to that
calculated according to formulas (4). The lower is the
seed germinating power, the less uniform is the plant
spacing (the frequency of the longer intervals is
greater). For instance, when the field germination is
20%, some plant intervals may surpass 2 metres.
Fig.3. Variations in the crop productivity Q depending
on plants distribution density N.

Increasing the sowing rates does not improve the
uniformity of plant spacing. It only decreases the
frequency of the long intervals with a simultaneous
increase in the frequency of the short intervals.

- desired density
- acceptable density

The fall in the sugar beet yield at low seed germination
in the field is caused not only by a decreased plant
distribution density but also by their lesser uniformity
and weeds on the area not covered by the plants.

- insufficient density
A formula is obtained for the estimation of yields Q that
are dependent on the plant distribution density N :
2
- c ( N0 - N )
Q = Q0 e
(7)

CONCLUSIONS
1. By modelling of seed germination process
mathematical coherences are obtained for the
determination of plant spacing density, their distribution
as well as yields. They enable to prognosticate plant
spacing irregularity in the rows depending on the
expected seed germinating power and to specify their
sowing ratios.

and the fall in the yield Qr is determined by the
deviation from the optimum density N0 and the
corresponding yield Q0:
2
- c ( N0 - N )
Qr = Q0 [ 1 - e
] , (8)
where c – a coefficient that characterises the rate of the
yield decrease due the deviation of the plant distribution
density from their optimum. The value of coefficient c
depends mainly on soil fertility.
For sugar beet:
N0=80 000 …90 000 plants at the harvesting time;
c=2.10-10…3.10-10 at the density of 40…80 thousand
plants per hectare;
c=1.1 10-10…1.4.10-10 at the density of 80…120
thousand

2. Plant spacing frequency is a function of the seed
germinating power in the field. The lower is the
germinating power of seeds, the lower is the regularity
of sprouts, i.e., the number of the longer intervals
increases.
3. The desired plant distribution density and yield is
ensured by quality soil tillage, precise sowing and
embedding of high-quality seeds, good plant protection
from pests and diseases.

In determining the productivity of plants when their
density varies from one area of the field to another, one
cannot be guided by the average density indices. Their
productivity should be evaluated for each area of the
field having a particular plant distribution density and
the calculated average crop productivity Qav :
Qav =  ci Qi ,

REFERENCES
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(9)

where: Qi - the yield of crops on an area of the field;
ci - the ratio of the area (spot) in the total area of
the field.
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team - number of developers and testers, their skills,
development place and tools and so on. This set of
factors stipulates for the “genetic” feature of program,
which characterizes initial quality of the system. Then it
makes sense to make the assumption, that more trained
and more equipped fathers using the best development
tools develop more qualitative product, i.e. product with
the minimum NOD.
The aim of the exploration work is to predict and
evaluate software quality using a term of “genetic”
feature of the software. We present Software Genetic
evaluation model, based upon Best Linear Prediction
(BLP) method. This method was proposed by
Henderson and was used in biology, i.e. biometrics,
originally and then in many other fields.
The target of this exploration work is try to predict and
estimate the software “genetic” feature, making the
analysis of a potential way to get better software
reliability and quality.

quality. “Genetic” feature.

ABSTRACT
The author of this paper believe, that software system
by itself is a complex object, which could be described
via the Linear Mixed Model ANOVA. It includes
different parameters, which could have fixed (nonrandom) or stochastic nature. There is produced an idea
about software quality prediction by defect number
using “genetic” feature of the software (Kokina 2003).
It is believed that the term of “genetic” feature is an
initial software feature of the software affecting the
software from the moment it was initially developed.
There are presented a mathematical model for “genetic”
quality of software evaluation by Best Linear Prediction
(BLP) method and some results of the experiment using
simulation of this mathematical model in MATLAB
here (Kokina and Petersons 2004).
Finally it is presented an idea of real complex software
system simulation and a reference to the produced
mathematical model for evaluation of the real software
“genetic” feature in this paper. Currently the author is
working at this idea and software model simulation.
This paper is a report of the current stage of the
exploration work in the field of the software quality
evaluation using the term of the “genetic” feature and
simulation of produced model and the real application
system. The previous report was presented in (Kokina
2004).

THE PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The software system under testing itself is a complex
object, which may be described by a set of different
parameters, which may have a fixed (non-random) or
stochastic nature.
Suppose the software under testing at the time moment t
is characterized by the NOD y(t): the less is the NOD,
the higher SQ is (Kokina 2003). Further testing allows
to reveal program errors, which number become less
and less during the testing process
The number of fixed and random factors affects number
of defects raised during testing. The number of fixed
and random factors affects NOD raised during testing.
The fixed factors for instance are financial resources for
development, programming language specificity of the
development sphere, development deadlines and other.
The random factors are software quality and the noise,
representing the not considered factors
The stochastic SQ is like the „genetic” feature, affecting
the software from the moment it was initially
developed. We can see, that it is very difficult to
generally determine, what the „genetic software quality“
is, but we strongly believe, that this parameter must be
taken into account in the planning and design of the
software.

INTRODUCTION
The narrowest sense of software product quality is
commonly recognized as lack of “bugs” in the product.
Software reliability and quality fundamentals were
discussed in one on the previous publications (Kokina
2003). The software quality (SQ) could be determined
as defect rate or number of defects (NOD) per unit of
source code, for example, per million lines or per
function point, or other units. Despite developers’
attempts at checking every detail, errors are made
during development and very often cause end-release
software failures. Some errors could be found in the
software even after very long and good testing.
The author of this paper supposed that software
„quality”, measured in NOD, is in high dependence of
software birth conditions: main system requirements
and system complexity, human factor of development
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL

RESULTS OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
SIMULATION

The distribution of time relation is indirect to SQ. We
suppose the tie between the controlled and measurable
parameter y(t), the NOD found during the testing
process in time moment t, and uncontrolled random
parameter s, which defines the “genetic” feature of the
software in our case.
This relation may be expressed via the linear mixed
ANOVA model (Henderson 1984 ):
y=Xh+Zs+e

It was decided to approve stated above theoretical theses
as applied to the problem of program «genetic»
parameters definition (Kokina and Petersons 2004). We
put some experiments with known beforehand results,
which should give a model. Besides of that it was
revealed the rate of the algorithm convergence to the
known results.
During the experiment we assume, that the y array
consists of random values with normal distribution,
which determines NOD in every of ti error revisions.
The mean value of y(ti) decreasing with exponential
distribution, as in the most of software reliability
models:

(1)

where:
y - the array of controlled parameters (NOD) with the
dimension n x 1;
h - the array of fixed parameters with the dimension q x
1;
X – incidence matrix, consisting from 1 and 0,
dimension n x q; specifies which components of h is
taken into account;
s - the array of uncontrolled random parameters with the
dimension r x 1, having ms expectation for BLP case
and zero expectation for BLUP and the variance G x

V

y(ti) = e-ti + a,

where a determines some “genetic” error level, i.e.
NOD, which are appearing in program in birth stage and
not found during the testing process, but could appear in
production after short or long time.
We believe also the matrix X with dimension n = 20 and
q = 3 as a constant, the matrix Z with dimension n = 20
and r = 4 as a variable value. The evaluation of s with
dimension 4 x 1 were made for following cases of Z
matrix: 1) one parameter of Z array is taken into
account, i.e. one component of matrix Z has value 1, but
others components of matrix are 0, 2) more, than one
parameters of Z array are taken into account, i.e. more,
than one component of matrix Z have value equal to 1,
but not all, others components of matrix Z are 0, 3) all
parameters Z array are taken into account, i.e. all
components of matrix Z have value equal to 1. We
assume various values for J also: 1) V 2e = V 2s ; 2)
V 2e < V 2s ;3) V 2e > V 2s.
During the experiment of the mathematical model
simulation the only one «genetic» parameter was
evaluated, witch is NOD in the software concerned with
its «genetic» feature. We assume, that the array of the s
parameter also consists of random values with normal
distribution and known expectation mean value m(s)=a,
we get some estimation results, shown on Figure 1 and
Figure 2. For model simulation the tool Matlab 5.0 was
used.

s.

Z – incidence matrix, consisting from 1 and 0,
dimension n x r; specifies which components of s is
taken into account;
e – the noise, having zero expectation and the variance
R x V e.
Our task is to predict the numerical values of s,
knowing the values of y. This is the reverse task to the
classical regression problem.
It is known from the literature (Henderson
1984), that the Mixed Model Equations (MME), based
on BLP and BLUP techniques should be used to
calculate the values of s. If we assume, that there is no
correlation between s and e, than MME will look as
follows:

ªX T X
« T
¬ Z1 X

X T Z1

ºª h º
»
T
Z1 Z1  IJ ¼ «¬ s »¼

ª X T yº
« T »
¬Z y¼

(2)

where J = V 2e / V 2s
SQ values s for BLP technique could be derived from
the equation below:
s = m(s) + (ZTZ + I x

J

)-1 ZT (y – X h)

(3)

for BLUP technique
s = (ZTZ + I x

J

)-1 ZT (y – X h)

(4)

where
h = (XTX)-1 XTy

(6)

(5)
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Number of def ects (SQ), s

beforehand result. The more is J = V 2e / V 2s relation
of noise to the uncontrolled random parameters, the
more is the rate of the algorithm convergence (Figure
1.). The less is the number of the s components, which
has influence to SQ, i.e. “genetic” parameter, the
smaller rate of NOD distribution is (Figure 2.).
In the real life software development process we do not
know the expectation m(s) of uncontrolled random (SQ)
beforehand, that is why is could be used the other
approach for “genetic” software feature’s evaluation
using BLUP method, which assumes zero expectation
for s value. Then the analysis of s distribution for BLUP
could be such: s parameter is negative for almost all
time of testing, which means bad SQ, meanwhile
positive values of s define good SQ, and the value, for
which s is streaming in time by exponent could be
accepted as “genetic” software feature.

Estimation time, t
J  

J  

J  

s =a

Figure 1. Uncontrolled random parameters (SQ)
distribution as function of time by BLP method. One
parameter of Z array is taken into account.

REAL SYSTEM SIMULATION

Number of difects (SQ), s

Two previous paragraphs discussed the mathematical
model of software system for initial quality of software
evaluation using system parameters in the output of the
software system. This part of the paper produces a
model description for real application system simulation
by traditional way, i.e. using input parameters:
1. Suppose we have three urns, which simulate
three real application systems under test.
2. Let’s put a random number of red balls N,
which means the number of program code lines
with errors, into each urn with the known
expectation and the known variance.
3. Let’s put the known number of white balls M
to the every urn. The white ball means the line
of application code without errors. The real
number of program code lines could be taken
from the real software systems.
4. When red and white balls (wrong and right
code lines) are distributed among the urns
(software) let’s take out balls from each urn.
This step corresponds to the software testing
and error prevention process: if a chosen ball is
white, it should be returned back into the urn,
where it was initially placed; if the chosen ball
is red, it should be taken out from the urn and
replaced by a white ball – wrong code line is
repaired to a right one. Here we believe, that:
a) color of the ball is defined correctly; b) there
is an error in color of ball definition:
probability P1 – color of the ball is defined
rightly, P2 - not rightly.
5. Make a prediction of number of red balls in
each urn according to the BLUP method (see
previous paragraphs).
6. Do the next selection (testing iteration) of balls
from urns: repeat steps 4 and 5 i times.
7. Compare results of BLUP method evaluation
(from 5th step) with number of red balls after i
iteration.

Estimation time, t
more, than one parameters of Z array are taken into account
one parameters of Z array are taken into account
all components Z array are taken into account
s=a

Figure 2. Uncontrolled random parameters (SQ)
distribution as function of time by BLP method. g = 1. Z
matrix has different values for array parameters
Figure 1 and Figure 2 demonstrate evaluation results of
simulation model, which we get using BLP method and
the formula (3). The Figure 1 is s(t) - uncontrolled
random parameters (SQ) distribution for case, when Z is
constant, but parameter J is a variable value. The
Figure 2 is s(t) SQ distribution for case, when J is
constant, but Z a variable value. We can see that both
curves in the beginning of the testing process have more
defects (NOD), than in the end of testing. The NOD as
parameter of SQ is decreasing as an exponent and
strives to a constant value s = a, meanwhile the actual
quality of software is increasing. So we reveal, that
value s = a actually is the “genetic” software feature in
our experiments.
The given graphical results represent the rate of the of
the NOD algorithm convergence to the known
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We suppose, that after realization of this scenario
number of defects in the software is very small and it
corresponds to results received by BLUP before and
called by software “genetic” feature.
There are many examples of software reliability
research works, which show the similar NOD
distributions in real life system development and testing
(Wood 2003).
The described scenario realization for software system
simulation is developed in C++. It shows that our
supposition was right, but the task of theoretical results
comparison with simulated system is not finished yet.
This is the reason, why these results are not published
here.
CONCLUSIONS
This exploration work shows that software quality could
be predicted and evaluated using a term of “genetic”
feature of the software and stated above theoretical
theses. Currently the author is working in research of
the theoretical approach application to the real software
system using the simulation model described overhead.
We believe that our SQ estimation approach of software
“genetic” feature is a potential way in research of good
reliability and quality for application system.
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)URP  DQG  LWLVSRVVLEOHWRFDOFXODWHYROWDJHV
Y/Y5 DQGY& 7KHQLWLVSRVVLEOHWRGHWHUPLQH]HURDQG
H[WUHPHYDOXHVDVZHOODV SRZHUVDQGHQHUJLHV

*UDSKV LQ ILJXUH  DUH SHUIRUPHG E\ 0DW/DE  )URP
)LJ  LW LV HYLGHQW WKDW WKH FKDUJH T W  JDLQV PD[LPXP
YDOXHDWWKHPRPHQWZKHQWKHFXUUHQWLV]HUR7KHVDPH
FRQFOXVLRQ FRPHV IURP WKH HQHUJ\ FRQVHUYDWLRQ
SULQFLSOH WKH FLUFXLW HQHUJ\ LV RVFLOODWLQJ EHWZHHQ WKH
RQO\WZRHQHUJ\FRQVHUYDWLYHHOHPHQWV/DQG&

,Q VFLHQFH LW LV FXVWRPDU\ WKDW VWDUWLQJ IURP JHQHUDO
FDVH RQHJHW FHUWDLQVSHFLDO FDVHV (TXDWLRQV   DQG
 DUHJHQHUDWRUVRIQH[WH[DPSOHV
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%XW LW LV GRXEWIXO IRU WKH NQRZOHGJH OHYHO LI OHFWXUHU¶V
WKHRUHWLFDO H[SODQDWLRQ LV LOOXVWUDWHG DQG VXSSRUWHG E\
VLPXODWLRQSURJUDPVRUYLUWXDOODERUDWRULHVRQO\:KDWLV
VWXGHQW¶VNQRZOHGJHEHQHILWLIKHRUVKHKDVWRW\SHGDWD
LQ PDUNHG ILHOGV SUHVV ³(17(5´ DQG ORRN WR RU SULQW
GDWDWDEOHRUJUDSK"$QGGRLW WHQWVRUKXQGUHGVRIWLPH
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,Q WKH SUHYLRXV FKDSWHU VXFK DQ DSSURDFK LV GHVFULEHG
2XWFRPHV RI QXPHULFDO DQG DQDO\WLFDO PRGHOVDUH TXLWH
VDWLVIDFWRU\ DQG FORVH WR HDFK RWKHU 0DWKHPDWLFV XVHG
LQQXPHULFDOPRGHOOLQJYV DQDO\WLFDOLVTXLWHVLPSOHDQG
06 ([FHO SURJUDPPLQJ LV D EDVLF RI WK FHQWXU\
OLWHUDF\

)LJXUH'DPSHG2VFLOODWLRQV.  N 
&21&/86,21
,OOXVWUDWHG E\ D ZHOO NQRZQ VLPSOH H[DPSOH IURP
HOHFWULFDOQHWZRUNVWKHLQWHQWLRQRIWKLVSDSHULVWRPDUN
PDWKHPDWLFDO NQRZOHGJH DQG VNLOO QHHGHG  IRU WHDFKLQJ
DQGOHDUQLQJRI HOHFWULFDOFLUFXLWVDQDO\VLV7RJHWKHUZLWK
IXQGDPHQWDO ODZVRI SK\VLFV DQGHOHFWULFLW\ WKH VWXGHQW
KDV WR LPSOHPHQW WULJRQRPHWULF DQG K\SHUEROLF
IXQFWLRQV DOJHEUDLF HTXDWLRQV VROYLQJ DQG WKHLU URRWV
GLVFXVVLRQ OLQHDU GLIIHUHQWLDO HTXDWLRQV VROYLQJ DQG
OLPLWV GHULYDWHV DQG LQWHJUDOV FDOFXODWLQJ +LJKHU
VHPHVWHU VWXGHQWV VKRXOG EH DEOH WR VROYH WKRVH
SUREOHPVE\/DSODFH WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ WRR

&RQVHTXHQWO\ WHDFKLQJ VXEMHFWV OLNH (OHFWULFDO
(QJLQHHULQJ )XQGDPHQWDOV GRHV QRW KDYH WR ZDLW IRU
0DWKHPDWLFVWREHFRPSOHWHG,WLVHYHQPRUHLPSRUWDQW
QRZ ZKHQ DOO (XURSHDQ FRXQWULHV DUH IDFHG ZLWK
HGXFDWLRQ V\VWHP FULVLV DQG %RORJQD LQLWLDWLYH DV
SRVVLEOH VROXWLRQ 6KRUWHQHG ILUVW VWXG\ OHYHO WKUHH
\HDUV  JLYHVQRWLPHIRU DWUDGLWLRQDOVHTXHQFH 0DWK,
0DWK ,, 3K\VLFV  (DFK UHDVRQDEOH ZD\ WR VWDUW ZLWK
FRUHWHDFKLQJVXEMHFWVZLWKRXWDQ\LQWURGXFWLRQLVWREH
FRQVLGHUHG

([SHFWHG SUHYLRXV NQRZOHGJH LV EROGHG LQ WKH SDSHU
DERYH
S :DYHIRUPDVVXPSWLRQHTXDWLRQ  
S :HOONQRZQGLIIHUHQWLDOHTXDWLRQV  WR  VROYLQJ
SURFHGXUH
S 5RXWLQHSURFHGXUHIURP  JLYHV$DQG%

7KHH[DPSOHSUHVHQWHG LVZHOONQRZQMXVWIRUWKHUHDVRQ
WR EH ZLGHO\ UHFRJQL]HG 5/& FLUFXLW DQG LWV
PDWKHPDWLFDO PRGHOOLQJ FRPSDULVRQ RI WKH DQDO\WLFDO
DQG QXPHULFDO RQH ,W LV VKRZQ WKDW WKH VWDUWLQJ SRLQW
SK\VLFDOODZVRIDVHULDO5/&HOHFWULFDOFLUFXLWDQGILQDO
UHVXOW WR EH GLVFXVVHG FXUUHQW YROWDJH DQG FKDUJH
GLDJUDPV DUH WKH VDPH %XW LQ WKH FDVH RI QXPHULFDO
DSSURDFK WKH ³SDWK´ LV PXFK VKRUWHU MXVW IHZ
HTXDWLRQV  DQG VLPSOHU PXOWLSOLFDWLRQ DQG DGGLWLRQ
LQVWHDG RI GLIIHUHQWLDO HTXDWLRQV VROYLQJ  ,QVWHDG RI
GHWDLOHG PDWKHPDWLFDO DQDO\VLV QXPHULFDO PDWKHPDWLFV
LV WR EH SUHIHUUHG ,I QHHGHG GHHSHU DQDO\VLV EDVHG RQ
KLJKHU PDWKHPDWLFV PD\ EH SRVWSRQHG IRU WKH VHFRQG
JUDGXDWHGVWXG\OHYHO

2QO\DIHZVWXGHQWVFDQXQGHUVWDQGSURFHVVHVG\QDPLFV
GLUHFWO\IURP HTXDWLRQV  RU  HYHQLQWKHFDVHRI
VLPSOHFLUFXLW VXFK DVVHULHV 5/&7KHVD\LQJ ³3LFWXUHLV
WKRXVDQG ZRUGV ZRUWK´ LV FRQILUPHG KHUH LH LW LV
REYLRXV ZK\ YLVXDOL]DWLRQ DQG JUDSKV DUH VR IUHTXHQWO\
XVHG 6R LI JUDSKV DUH D VXLWDEOH ZD\ WR SUHVHQW
HOHFWULFDO FLUFXLWV SURFHVVHV LW LV UHDVRQDEOH WR SRVH D
TXHVWLRQ
,V LWSRVVLEOHWRPDNHD E\SDVVDQGJHQHUDWHJUDSKVE\
VLPSOHU EHWWHU RU PRUH DFFHVVLEOH PDWKHPDWLFDO
SURFHGXUH")URPWKHSRLQWRIDVWXGHQWRIFRXUVH

5()(5(1&(6
&DUWHU*:DQG$5LFKDUGVRQ³7HFKQLTXHVRI
&LUFXLW$QDO\VLV´ 8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV&DPEULGJH
'HVRHU&$DQG(6.XK³%DVLF&LUFXLW7KHRU\´
0F*UDZ+LOO.RJD.XVKD7RN\R
1LOVVRQ-:DQG6$5LHGHO³(OHFWULF&LUFXLWV´
$GGLVRQ± :HVOH\3XEO&RPS5HDGLQJ0DVVDFKXVHWWV
9DOR]LF3³6RPH([SHULHQFHRQ/HDUQLQJYLDD
&RPSXWHU´LQ3URFHHGLQJVRIWKH(XURFRQ7KH
,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ&RPSXWHUDVD7RRO
6HSWHPEHU/MXEOMDQD6ORYHQLD
9DOR]LF3 ³6LJQDO3URFHVVLQJDWDQ(OHFWURQLF
:RUNSODFH´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJVRIWKH,$67(',QWHUQDWLRQDO
&RQIHUHQFH$SSOLHG6LPXODWLRQDQG0RGHOOLQJ-XQH
&UHWH*UHHFH

2U
&RXOG LW EH WKDW FRPSXWHU EDVHG DSSURDFK ZLOO UHGXFH
DQGVLPSOLI\PDWKHPDWLFDOEDFNJURXQG WKH VWXGHQWQHHGV
WRXQGHUVWDQGSURFHVVHVWREHOHDUQHG"
7RGD\ WKHUH LV EURDG VSHFWUXP RI VRIWZDUH WRROV IRU
FLUFXLWV DQDO\VLV HYHQ ZLWKRXW DQ\ KLJKHU PDWKHPDWLFV
NQRZOHGJH$OORQHQHHGVLVWRXQGHUVWDQG WKH SUREOHP
NQRZ KRZ WR LQVHUW GDWD DQG KRZ WR LQWHUSUHW UHVXOWV
REWDLQHG
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below are directed to increase stability of the IS, to
improve data exchange between users and to motivate
creative work with a computer. The principles emerged
from practical experience working with computers and
by summing up methods of building software from
different sources. The most of the principles are not very
original by themselves, but they have not been integrated
in one common system.
These principles of AAA are practically applied and
tried in building IS in areas of simulation and education.
The examples are simulation system SITA and
geographical game EARTH

KEYWORDS
Algorithm, autonomy, architecture,
system, education, program, model,
geography, game, center.

information
simulation,

ABSTRACT
The principles of building information systems are
considered which has emerged from practical experience
developing applications for simulation and education.
The principles are directed to increase the to increase
stability of the IS, to improve data exchange between
users and to rise creativity. The short report is presented
on already completed systems based on these principles –
simulation system SITA and geographical game EARTH.
The brief description is given of the theory called
centristics which originated from game EARTH and
deals with centers of geographical areas.

PROPOSALS
The structure of blocks. An IS consists of relatively
independent parts called blocks. Blocks can be combined
in different ways making optimal IS for the particular
situation. Every block belongs to one of two categories –
the programs or P-blocks and the data or D-blocks. The
P-blocks contains programs and their descriptions, the Dblocks – the data sets for specific needs created and
processed by core programs. The stability of the IS is
heavily based on interaction of two categories – a solid
core produces a vast number of D-blocks, which in turn
makes it necessary to improve the P-blocks regularly.
The link between programs and textual
information. The textual material of an IS can belong to
either P-blocks (the user guides for programs) or the Dblocks (the information about specific application).
Programs and texts can be separated or subject to one

INTRODUCTION
The main use of a computer is working with or
building an information system (IS) consisting of
programs, data and documents. Thus, to solve a problem
using simulation one takes a simulation program, builds
some models, gets results (data) from them and includes
these in the text of a document, for example, a report or a
scientific paper. The entirety of all this can be called
information system involved in the particular work.
The principles of building IS called Algorithmic
Autonomy Architecture (AAA) which will be discussed
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from different locations in different modes. Start also
registers blocks which is necessary when the block is
added or relocated to ensure the interaction between
blocks.
The two variations of the Prologue window for
respective spheres SITA and EARTH are shown in
Figure1. On the left side of the window you can see lists
where you can choose the language, the D-block you
want to work with called group and subordinate D-block
called field. In our case group SITA2000 contains only
one field with the same name, on the other hand group
”EARTH, World-Europe” has two fields WORLD and
EUROPE. Every group with all its fields belongs to one
of spheres.
On the right side of the Prologue window there are
pushbuttons for executing programs and reading
documents. The former are located on the right side
within the frame with the current field name in the title.
The left sides of pushbuttons for document reading make
a vertical line almost in the middle of the window. A
button with title ”What is…” gives an abstract of the
given sphere, Help gives information about the usage of
Prologue, buttons with character “i” next to the program
icons – about the usage of respective programs. The
button at the bottom on the frame gives information
about the chosen field. In the case of SITA it opens the
book where the teaching aid and scientific research
concerning this system are assembled. The solitary
button ”Go” on the left side of the window is a
convenient shortcut for the top program button which is
most commonly used. There is also checkbox ”AAA
info” in the Prologue windows. It switches the program
to the state where the information is available about the
AAA itself and the spheres in it.

another both ways – you can invoke texts from a program
(help) or contribute texts with an option to run the
programs mentioned within (executable hyperlinks).
AAA provides both opportunities. Programs can access
help, D-blocks can contain texts with executable
hyperlinks, but the program Prologue described next
gives opportunity to run programs or to read texts.
Besides AAA has its own text formatting which makes
them easy to use everywhere as well as publish in the
Internet.
Manager program Prologue. The manager
program Prologue makes IS very easy to use. It shows
the structure if the IS and provides access to all its
components. In Prologue you can run programs, open
documents for reading and choose the necessary blocks
from lists. The Prologue contains language options
mentioned below. The Prologue is common for all types
of IS that belong to AAA.
The language options. AAA makes localization of
existing IS for use in different languages rather simple.
You have to translate documents and program text
resources which are extracted in separate files. If IS has
more than one language, you can choose a working
language from list in Prologue.
Raising creativity. The principles of AAA
encourage the user not only to use the IS but also to
participate in development. The simplest way of doing
this would be building an IS from readymade blocks. The
next step is making new D-blocks or expanding existing
ones. Rather simple is changing documents in P-blocks,
which can be improved and enhanced as well as
translated to different language. Qualified users can also
make new P-block for existing or new work areas.
IMPLEMENTATIONS

SIMULATION SYSTEM SITA

Currently there are two classes or spheres of IS
based on principles of AAA – simulation system SITA
and geographical game EARTH. The third sphere is
AAA itself which encapsulate other spheres. Further wee
will briefly discuss each sphere separately.

Statistical and analytical simulation system SITA
(Janis Sedols and Madars Rikards, 2003) is intended for
making and using graphic models a.k.a. charts. The
example of a chart – model of the telecommunication
system with repeated calls caused by the busy subscribers
(Gerards Jonins and Janis Sedols, 2001) – is shown in
Figure2. The full information of the model is displayed
including short textual description. Using chart you can
do statistical and analytical simulation and obtain the
results from given data.

SPHERE AAA
AAA includes programs for common usage –
aforementioned program Prolog, launching program Start
and installer program which sets up AAA from a CD to
user’s PC. Program Start is necessary to launch Prolog
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Figure 1. Prologue

Figure 2. Example of model in system SITA
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territories (Sweden and some of regions of Latvia) with
small amount of information.
You can obtain and verify your knowledge in
Latvian geography an history using game LATVIA. The
vast collection of photos (currently 2000) with short
descriptions is added to he game. It contains information
about most of the castles, manors, monuments, churches,
rivers and lakes of Latvia.
Game EARTH includes satellite programs Albums
and Maps and another game Puzzle.
Program Albums is used to browse and create
collections of photos viewable on computer screen. Its
purpose is to order photos by some criteria, to add
illustrative texts (names and descriptions) and provide
means to view them on the screen. It is necessary aid to
game EARTH. It also can be used separately – to view
photos included in the game and to make independent
photo collections.
There is additional feature in program Albums – the
tool which draws peculiar ornaments – the ANV figures
invented by its author and creates gratings which can be
used as decorative framing for the pictures shown by the
program.
Program Maps is a modification of the program
Albums for work with geographical maps. This program
lets you work with pictures of maps in a similar way as
the program Albums with photos. Game EARTH needs
this program to prepare maps used in the game, to get
coordinates for places and to create and modify twodimensional objects (rivers, lakes, borders). The program
can be used separately from game EARTH. You can use
it to determine coordinates and distances when planning
a touring route as well as to calculate area and
mathematical centers for geographical territories.

To make the example more comprehensible let us
inspect it more closely. The model of communication
system with finite number of subscribers and repeated
calls is an example of scientific research using SITA. The
model is named after one of its authors Gerards Jonins
(1938 – 2001). The model is interesting because the
overload phenomena can be observed – when increasing
intensity of incoming flow of calls the useful or serviced
load at first increases but then starts to decrease. The
cause of overload is useless load which originates from
pre-service needed to identify the subscriber to call.
When the load is great almost all the subscribers are
engaged in this phase and cannot reach the
communication phase. The result of the research is
effective and rather simple method to avoid overload,
which briefly is this – the optimum load is calculated and
it is not allowed to overreach it by denying new calls at
the moments of overload.
SITA is very suitable for educational purposes due to
simplicity and demonstrability. It can be used not only
for modeling programs but also to make flowcharts of
numerical algorithms. The both kinds of charts can be
executed in trace mode which shows step by step the
work of the model or running the algorithm. SITA
contains the program for drawing diagrams which
presents the results of modeling or calculation in the
form of a graph.
GEOGRAPHICAL GAME EARTH
The game EARTH is the second example of
educational IS. It contains instruments to build and use a
game field for any geographical territory.
A game about a geographical territory includes a set
of information regarding it which can be used to learn
and to check your knowledge in entertaining way as well
as a reference material. The game has different modes –
you can find a place in the map given its name or picture
or some symbol (armorial bearings for example), you can
guess the distance between two places, guess the year of
historical event. The place can be a point (town or
community) or a two-dimensional object – river, lake or
administrative unit.
Geographical game has two main sections – Games,
where you can choose one of 6 game modes and Guide
which contains information necessary for games and
reference material on communities, tourist objects, sights
and historical events. You can consider the Guide as
encyclopedia, where the data about geographical object
can be found easily and quickly.
The games LATVIA and RIGA included as fields in
game EARTH have high degree of detailing. The games
WORLD and EUROPE also contain plenty of
information about countries of the world but they have
few pictures. There are a few drafts of games about other

CENTRISTICS
The game EARTH comprises original theory called
centristics about the centers of geometrical figures and
geographical areas.
It is often heard about attempts to find and mark
centers of geographical territories, but usually the precise
definition of the center is not given. In planar geometry
the only known definition for the center of the figure that
is not central-symmetrical is center of gravity. For nonplanar figures the center of gravity is outside the figure
and the question about the center is left without a clear
answer.
In the process of making the game EARTH the
centristics is created – the theory that defines and lets you
compute geometrical centers for planar and spherical
figures. There is no limit to such centers because the
power of center p can be any floating-point number, for
example, p=2 gives you center of gravity. Center with
p=1 is interesting where distances to all points of
territory are minimized. This is the point where one
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should gather all the hay from the territory to minimize
transportation costs. Despite the simple definition the
haystack center is hard to calculate even for a nonregular triangle.
The interpretation of haystack is valid for other
centers too if the costs of transporting the hay are
considered proportional to the distance in power p. All
the centers form a continuous line – centroid with ends

in the centers of inscribed and circumscribed circles (the
centers with p= -f and p=f).
The game EARTH includes a tool for calculating
centers of geographical territories. The centroid of Latvia
is obtained using this tool and is shown in Figure 3 with
the haystack center expressly marked.

Figure 3. Centroid of Latvia
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simulation,

effectiveness of simulation depends upon the
developer’s efficiency. Curriculum simulation studies
can be carried out by using spreadsheets. Such a
possibility is due to the development of electronic
spreadsheets in recent years. Spreadsheets can also
facilitate on-hand simulations. This paper describes the
usage of spreadsheets at various stages of simulation
studies such as input data analysis, random variate
generation, and simulation model creation. Microsoft
Excel is used throughout the paper, although most
functions and models can be transformed into other
spreadsheet formats.

System

ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on a spreadsheet-based approach to
teaching simulation. The objective is to introduce
spreadsheets as a powerful simulation tool for
educational purposes. The spreadsheet simulation
facilitates the familiarisation with basic simulation
concepts apart from simulation software. The paper
deals with basic types of simulation models suitable for
spreadsheets. The static stochastic or Monte Carlo
simulation models are introduced through a sample
model for lead-time demand distribution evaluation.
The two main types of dynamic simulation spreadsheets
models are overviewed as well. The discrete-event
system simulation basic concepts are introduced by
simulating a two-server system with a single queue. A
population dynamics simulation model presents the
System Dynamics concepts. The basic simulation model
types that are available on spreadsheets make it possible
to study simulation concepts, methodology, and
techniques as well as to use spreadsheets for on-hand
simulation in business games, case studies, engineering,
etc. The overviewed experiences in using spreadsheets
for teaching simulation result in indication of
spreadsheets as an alternative simulation software.

TYPES OF SIMULATION MODELS ON
SPREADSHEETS
After formulating a simulation task, an appropriate
logical model should be developed. The choice of
simulation model type can be prescribed by
characteristics of the system and an objective of the
study. One can create either a static or dynamic
simulation model. The created model can be
deterministic or stochastic as well as discrete or
continuous. This paper is related to some types of
simulation models such as Monte Carlo, discrete-event
simulation, and System Dynamics models.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION ON
SPREADSHEETS
Monte Carlo methods generally are stochastic ones.
Simulation models that contain uncertainties and are
static are called Monte Carlo simulations (Banks et al.
1996). Monte Carlo simulation is based on the use of
random numbers and probability statistics to investigate
a variety of problems. Monte Carlo simulations are
often used in such areas as economics, logistics,
management, etc. Sometimes Monte Carlo simulation is
defined as a sampling experiment (Evans and Olson,
1998). Actually, to call something a "Monte Carlo"
experiment or simulation, all you need to do is to use
random numbers to examine a problem.
Spreadsheets provide a variety of built-in statistical
functions. For example, in Excel such functions as
BETADIST, CHIDIST, EXPONDIST and other popular
distribution functions are available. Built-in functions
facilitate Monte Carlo simulation on spreadsheets, but
an experienced user is not restricted by built-in
distributions.
As an example of Monte Carlo simulation on
spreadsheets let’s consider solving of the lead-time

INTRODUCTION
Simulation studies as well as simulation techniques
studies can be complicated by unreasonable usage of
professional simulation software. This statement is
especially valid for overview or introductory courses.
Simulation tools vary from universal programming
languages to special simulation software. Model
creation using simulation software requires experiences
and/or training as well as a good knowledge of
simulation theory. However, there is an alternative
approach to learn the basic simulation concepts and
methodology. Spreadsheets provide almost complete set
of tools for simulation. Students’ prior experience using
spreadsheets is both advantage and disadvantage. The
advantage of using a familiar tool is obvious. The
disadvantage is due to the use of spreadsheets mostly as
an illustrative and calculating tool. Most users are not
acquainted with spreadsheets as rather powerful
software. Of course, the use of spreadsheets as a
simulation tool requires specific skills and the
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demand evaluation (Banks et al. 1996). In this case bulk
rolls of newsprint are the inventory items. The daily
demand for rolls and the lead-time are described by the
probability distributions. Both distributions are used for
definition of uncertain inputs of the model. In this
simple example a Monte Carlo simulation represents
100 random trials. In each trial one value of a random
number is used for lead-time value generation. The
obtained lead-time value is used for demand during
lead-time generation using different random numbers.
Performing a predefined number of trials gives a
possibility to summarize results and assess lead time
demand. The problem is solved as the lead-time demand
distribution is determined. The histogram of lead-time
demand after 100 trials is shown in Figure 1.

Spreadsheet Discrete-Event Simulation Models
In discrete-event systems the state variables change only
at discrete time moments. An occurrence that changes
the system state is an event. Thus, discrete-event
dynamic simulation models, independently of the means
of realization, always use some kind of time advance
algorithm. The simulation clock value recalculation in
spreadsheet models is performed using one of two basic
approaches: time advance using fixed increment or time
advance using event scheduling. Time advance using
fixed increment in discrete-event simulation differs
from genuine event scheduling. However, the event
planning within both approaches is rather close. The
discrete event system simulation with time advance
using fixed increment is not considered separately in
this paper.
Traditionally, simulation basics of discrete-event
systems are introduced via a single-server queuing
system. A single server queuing system model on a
spreadsheet gives a possibility to introduce almost all
basic discrete-event simulation concepts. The sample
model under consideration is rather close to the basic
one.
The simulated system consists of an independent entity
source, a common FIFO queue, and two service devices.
The source and devices use random variables during the
simulation process. At simulation time t=0 the system is
“empty”. Random variates for arrival times and cycle
times are generated using individual probability mass
functions. Entities interarrival time distribution is shown
in Table 1.

Figure 1: Histogram of Lead-Time Demand for Monte
Carlo Simulation.

Table 1: Interarrival Time Distribution of Entities
Monte Carlo simulation allows building in the
uncertainty (present in most real-life problems) into
spreadsheet models. This example is developed using
only standard Excel statistical, lookup, and reference
functions. A spreadsheet model contains cells which
have random values generated from the given
probability distributions. Every time the spreadsheet is
recalculated, these random values change. After
recalculation the different set of simulation results is
drawn. Replications using the same parameters help to
figure out the most likely behaviour of the unknown
random lead-time demand. The use of Monte Carlo
method for teaching simulation results in better
understanding of the probabilistic nature of real-life
occurrences as well as better insight into different
problem solving with uncertainties.

Time between Arrivals
(Minutes)
1
2
3
4

Probability
0.25
0.40
0.20
0.15

The distributions of service times for both service
devices are given in the same way. Sample data is used
for interarrival time and service time generation as it is
described in Random Variate Generation section.
Arrival times and service times are unique for each
replication. Data tables are located on the separate
model sheet and can be easily changed without affecting
the model logic.
The considered system spreadsheet model is worked out
using the event-scheduling approach. The model
algorithm concentrates on events and their effect on
system state. Any time moments between events are
ignored. Each model spreadsheet row keeps a record
necessary to advance simulation time and activate future
events in time order. Records are put into spreadsheet
cells and contain formulas and conditions for future
changes. The current system state provides the
possibility to produce the next system snapshot after

SYSTEMS SIMULATION ON SPREADSHEETS
Unlike Monte Carlo simulation, systems simulation
models sequences of events over time. This section
introduces a common approach to dynamic systems
simulation on spreadsheets. Actually, the range of
systems under consideration is restricted to discreteevent systems and continuous systems.
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advancing simulation time up to the moment of the
simulation End event.
During simulation the appearance of the model
spreadsheet changes automatically. Further we will
concentrate on a single replication.
The results of a single replication are available via the
Excel spreadsheet. By adding some extra calculations
we can obtain necessary statistics. During each
simulation trial the system state is updated and
statistical performance measures are recalculated
according to scheduled events’ times. In this case the
system status variables are recalculated at discrete time
moments ti+1=ti+dt (dt = random time interval between
scheduled events). A fragment of the spreadsheet
simulation screen is shown in Figure 2. The system
simulation model consists of system snapshot series at
discrete points of time. A given snapshot includes
system state at time ti, entity attributes, future event list
and necessary cumulative statistics and counters. The
future event list contains event notices that have been
scheduled to occur at future time. The system snapshot
at time 0 is additionally defined by initial conditions as
well as by the generation of exogenous events. For this
study the initial state is an “empty” queue, free service
devices. The exogenous event is the first entity arrival
and is scheduled at time 0. Service completion events
for both servers are generated and scheduled in the
future event list when the entity arrives or upon the
system state.

System Dynamics Spreadsheet Models
System dynamics (SD) is another approach to systems
analysis using simulation. In system dynamics various
complex systems (e.g. population, ecological, and
economic, etc.) are simulated. Actually, these
simulations mean substitution of a continuous system
with a discrete simulation model.
The basic model structure in system dynamics includes
a number of elements such as levels and flows, decision
functions and information links. Elements of the SD
model have specific features and form a complete set of
equations for simulation. The simulation trial can be
interpreted as a sequence of solutions of these equations
calculated with a fixed time interval. Each solution is
unambiguously defined by the previous solution and the
length of fixed time interval. Actually, the model logical
base can be formulated by means of spreadsheets very
effectively and briefly. Two main components
completely describe the SD spreadsheet model. They
are the initial state variable values and the set of
equations.
As a sample SD spreadsheet model the simplified fish
population system is considered (that corresponds to the
well-known Fish Banks resource management game).
The system structure is shown in Figure 3.
Regeneration

Catch
Population

Ships
Effectiveness
Density
Area

Figure 3: The Structure of Simulated Dynamic System
The structure in Figure 3 is drawn using the symbols
that are evident to anyone familiar with system
dynamics approach. The rectangles represent levels; the
double arrows represent flows; the circles – decision
functions; the thin arrows – information links. Model
creation assumes fixed initial values for all levels,
equations defined for all flows, links and decisions.
Some specific information is needed, such as functions
defining the relationships between fish density, and both
ship effectiveness and fish regeneration. The functions
are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Simulation results of 3 trials are shown in Figure 6. The
dynamic simulation results provide information about
population dynamics and support decision making in
management of renewable resources.

Figure 2: A Fragment of the Single Queue System
Model
A stopping event, here called End, defines the length of
a simulation run. This event is scheduled at time 0 for a
specified future time.
This example introduces discrete-event concepts using
Excel lookup and reference functions. Such concepts as
entity, entity attributes, system state, event, event notice
and event list, simulation clock are dealt with while
creating a spreadsheet simulation model. In
contradistinction to simulation software application,
model building on spreadsheets is practically impossible
without clear and deep perception of basic modelling
concepts.

STEPS OF SIMULATION STUDY USING
SPREADSHEETS
Simulation studies independently of means of
realization (by hand, using simulation software, etc.)
include a typical set of steps. In this section only some
of those steps are considered, such as input data
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possibilities. The standard spreadsheet functions assume
reasonable input data processing.
Data processing includes identifying the distribution,
distribution parameter estimation, and goodness-of-fit
testing as the main stages. All these activities and
calculations can be effectively performed on
spreadsheets. It should be mentioned that in all cases the
data is discrete.
As an example, an empirical distribution function for
customer demand is obtained. The data about demand
for mineral water from a small shop was collected. Data
collection period was four months. Measurement units
are bottles per day. Excel standard functions MIN,
MAX, AVERAGE, STDEV and FREQUENCY were
used. The resulting histogram is shown in Figure 7,
sample parameter estimations are shown in Table 2.

analysis, random variate generation and output data
analysis. The steps are selected because they require
special techniques in order to be realised on
spreadsheets.
600
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Figure 4: Fish Regeneration Function
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Figure 7: Histogram of the Daily Demand for Mineral
Water
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Table 2: Parameter Estimation for the Daily Demand for
Mineral Water
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Figure 5: Ship Effectiveness Function
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The chi-square test for distribution fitting for Weibull
distribution was performed and the hypothesis about the
random variable Weibull distribution was rejected. The
Excel functions WEIBULL and CHINV were used for
testing. The selection of distribution type based on the
shape of the histogram was unsuccessful. Therefore, an
empirical distribution was used for simulation.

1 Ship
2 Ships
3 Ships
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20
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80

0.00
7324.00
907.23
1477.58

100

Random Variate Generation

Time

A variety of probability distributions is available to
generate random data for simulation. Three basic
generation approaches in spreadsheets are applied. One
can generate random variates using a number of
standard distribution functions. The generated values
are sampled from continuous or discrete distributions.
The second approach is generating random variates
from empirical distributions. Using only Excel built-ins
gives us a possibility to get a new sample for each
replication.
The third approach assumes the usage of Data Analysis
Toolpack. Each reference to this tool will provide a
sample. For spreadsheet simulation purposes this
approach does not suit dynamic simulations.
The most specific for simulation purposes is random
variate generation from continuous distributions. In this

Figure 6: Simulated Population Dynamics
Input Data Analysis
Input data for simulation models can be obtained from
different sources. Measurements, observations and
historical data that provide quantitative information for
simulation should be “processed” before becoming a
driving force of a simulation model. The tabular nature
of empirical data nicely fits spreadsheets. There are
alternative approaches to data processing. Standard
spreadsheet functions, toolpacks, external data
processing (e.g. with the help of Arena Input Analyzer
or with special software), add-ins such as Crystal Ball or
@Risk, and manual data processing provide different
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The inverse transformation method applied to generate
random variates from discrete probability distributions
provides usage of empirical distributions for simulation
purposes in spreadsheets, as well as gives an insight of
using any distribution in simulation.

case the distribution function should be presented in a
tabulated form. In Excel we use the VLOOKUP
function to generate random variates from empirical
distributions. Using this function we can generate
discrete outcomes defined by almost any probability
mass function (using inverse transformation method).
An example of this method application for generating
and analysing data using a discrete triangular
distribution function is considered. Figure 8 shows the
Excel spreadsheet snapshot with distribution parameters
and generation results, while in Figure 9 both
appropriate cumulative distribution function and
probability mass function are shown.

Output Data Analysis
The simulation models that use random input data
produce random results. Each simulation experiment or
trial gives a unique set of random variables. To interpret
results correctly the simulation experiments should be
replicated, results should be accumulated and after
performing a number of replications the statistical
performance measures should be calculated. To obtain a
necessary set of results the simulation model should be
supplemented with an appropriate section. The
realization and the appearance of such a section may
vary. In Excel it is possible to perform replications not
only using macros or add-ins. The choice of
Tools\Options\Calculations\Manual
option
allows
calculations using cross-references. Such calculation
mode is useful for accumulating simulation results.
Actually, the data analysis actions in spreadsheets are
almost manual if not using additional tools. The
estimation of the basic measures of performance
supposes the application of standard functions and
goodness-of-fit tests. These calculations are already
overviewed in the above sections. The features of
simulation model define the performance measure
types. For example, the simulation results for simulation
model from section Spreadsheet discrete-event
simulation models shown in Table 3 are obtained after
100 replications.

Figure 8: Discrete Distribution Parameters and
Generated Outcomes

Table 3: The 55-minute Simulation Results for Queuing
System Model
Performance Measure
Total production
Average delay in queue
Server1 Utilization
Server2 Utilization
Maximum number of entities in
queue
Maximum delay in queue
Maximum service time

Resulting value
21
0.5
0.8545
0.6364
1
2.0
6.0

Using add-ins for replication of simulation runs can
sufficiently facilitate not only experimentation with the
model. Add-ins provide convenient input and output
data analysis as well as simplify random number
generation for different purposes. The only
disadvantage for teaching purposes is their “hidden”
algorithms for performing replications and performance
measure calculations.

Figure 9: Cumulative Distribution Function F(x) and
Probability Mass Function f(x)
The fitting Chi-square test for the obtained thousand
points gives a result of F2=0.673744, while the critical
value for this sample is Fcrit(0.05,26)=38.88513, where
probability of rejecting a valid distribution is 0.05 and
degrees of freedom correspond to the number of
histogram cells. As F2 is less than a critical value, we
fail to reject the hypothesis that the data originates from
the hypothesized distribution.
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Model construction using spreadsheets substantially
differs from the same process using simulation software.
Actually, it looks more like a kind of programming. The
flexibility and complexity of spreadsheet simulation
models depends on author’s skills. Some stages are
typical for spreadsheet calculations:
- assignment of spreadsheet areas for data and
parameters;
- programming of cell formulas;
- copying cell formulas to provide a number of trials
or a necessary simulation length;
- visualisation by using charts.
The model implementation requires data accumulation
for calculations of statistical performance measures.
This goal is specific to spreadsheet simulation model
construction. Using manual calculations as well as
cross-references, it is possible to accumulate the results
for further calculations. Advanced spreadsheet users can
implement more complicated techniques by creating
macros, using Add-ins e.g. Analysis ToolPack, Crystal
Ball, etc. Crystal Ball Add-in can be used as an engine
of dynamic simulation providing a necessary number of
simulation experiments both for static and dynamic
models.
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CONCLUSIONS
Spreadsheets provide broad possibilities of creating
simulation models for educational purposes. They are
useful for on-hand simulations in business games, case
studies, engineering, etc. Spreadsheet models are
suitable for logistics, business management, operations
research and other studies as well as for implementing
at small and medium-size enterprises. The basic
spreadsheet features facilitate static simulations, and
dynamic simulations can be rather effective and helpful
in different areas of application. The spreadsheet
simulation models can be used as a platform for
understanding the mechanisms behind the discreteevent, as well as System Dynamics approaches.
Simulation models developed on spreadsheets are not
very flexible. But, from a teaching point of view, they
have advantages of getting software skills in a short
period of time, broad availability, ease of use, ease of
validation, and low price (Robinson 2003). It is possible
to implement both static and dynamic simulation using
spreadsheet standard functions only. Macros and addins as simulation engines give an additional support to
model construction and replication of simulation
experiments. Understanding of simulation concepts by
using spreadsheet simulation moulds a basis for
application of simulation for different studies, for
practical investigations, and for further shifting to
special simulation software.
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tutor, while the student model is used for simulation of
students actions (Greer and McCalla 1994). Second,
there are attempts to simulate policies of education
process (Sklar et al 2004).
To make experiments with real systems, it is necessary
to develop a simulator of the system. So, our final goal
is the implementation of a simulation system that will
enable tutors to pose “what if” questions about the
effects of their decisions. Experiments are needed to test
different teaching methods, techniques and pedagogical
approaches, different course material representation
techniques and different sequences of course contents.
Multi-agent architecture allows to emulate a human
tutor and a student group, i.e., the interaction between
agents in the hierarchically organized community,
where each agent can only take a role of a tutor or a role
of a student, i.e. the roles are mutually exclusive. It is
the case when simulation of interactions should be used
to evaluate the efficiency of delivering course materials
and different ways of their visualisation. Our search for
information sources on the usage of ontologies in
intelligent tutoring systems shows that their role is
underestimated. There are only few papers focused on
the usage of ontologies in this field, and mainly they are
about management of course materials and learning
objects (Brace and Nejdl 2004; Baumann et al. 2002;
Tane et al. 2003; Garro and Palopoli 2002).
Ontologies play major role in agent interaction by
providing shared representation of the domain and the
concepts that agents need to use (Sycara and Paolucci
2004; Esteva et al. 2002). The approach discussed in
this paper is based on the assumption that in result of
interactions during teaching and learning process agents
should reach a common shared ontology. This is not the
case at the starting point of tutoring when each student
has his/her own domain ontology, which may pretty
much differ from the tutor’s ontology.
Usually ontologies are used to describe some teaching
components of intelligent tutoring systems, like learning
objects of the course (Capuano et al. 2002; Garro and
Palopoli 2002), theories about learning (Meisel et al.
2003), management of personalized information
(Weissenberg et al. 2004; Garro and Palopoli 2002).
The paper is an attempt to highlight the role of
ontologies in the intelligent tutoring systems. We
propose architecture of the system where course content

KEYWORDS
Ontologies, Agent-Based Simulation,
Tutoring Systems, Multi-Agent Systems.

Intelligent

ABSTRACT
The paper presents a novel architecture of agent-based
simulation of teaching and learning process. We
propose a conceptual architecture of such system. There
are presented several aspects, how the usage of
ontologies for the control of students progress can
improve the efficiency of intelligent tutoring systems.
Main attention is paid to the usage of ontologies for
agent communication and formal description of learning
content and process.
INTRODUCTION
The paper presents ongoing research on the role of
ontologies in the development of the intelligent tutoring
systems. The intelligent tutoring system should be
considered as a testbed for agent-based teaching and
learning process simulation. Technology based learning
stands for all forms of computer supported learning,
including distance, on-line, virtual learning, E-learning,
etc., (Anohina 2003). A lot of work has been done to
improve tutoring process based on E-learning systems
(Paulsen 2003; Race 1994), Web-based learning
environments (Groeneboer and Stockley 1997), and
WebCT (available at http://www.webct.com/), etc.
Among wide varieties of applications of technology
based learning, one of the most interesting and
promising is the development of intelligent tutoring
systems. Usually the research of these systems is
focused on the development of such modules as Expert
Model, Student Model, Course Management System,
(Capuano et al. 2002) that are, as a rule, implemented in
an intelligent tutoring system’s architecture by using
multi-agent based architecture (Capuano et al. 2000;
Sklar et al. 2004; Dorca et al. 2003; Garro and Palopoli
2002).
Our search for the literature in the field reveals that the
main activities in simulation of the teaching and
learning process are done mainly in two directions.
First, simulation of tutor and student activities is
considered. So called pedagogical agents (see, for
example, Johnson 2003; Dorca et al. 2003) simulate
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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constitute the system (see Figure 1), while ontologies of
different types support interactions between agents.

as well as interactions between agents are described by
ontologies.
It is needed to point out that at the present phase of the
research we take a rather simple approach where
student’s progress is related only with step by step
construction of his/her ontology. The ontology
represents the student’s knowledge base, which includes
the particular knowledge domain being learned. At the
same time we agree with other researchers that
cognitive (internal) factors such as motivation, emotion,
and, ability to learn as well as external factors (such as
tutor’s personality, relationships with class mates,
training appliances, environment, etc.) jointly affect
teaching and learning process (Sklar et al. 2004). We
suppose to include more factors in the simulation
system in future.

Agents
Different types of agents are used in the proposed MAS.
First, Student agents, second, tutoring support agents
(Search agent, Content Manager and Test agent), and
third, the Tutor agent (see Figure 1).
Figure 2 shows all information and data flows between
agents, which could be considered and called as agent
perceptions. All flows between students’ community
and other agents are also possible for each student agent
individually not only for the whole community.
Tutor
agent
Test results

ARCHITECTURE

Search
parameters

Agents play a dual role in simulation of teaching and
learning process: on the one hand, they are goal-directed
autonomous problem solvers; on the other hand, they
have a social dimension because they interoperate as a
part of a multi-agent system (MAS) (Weiss 1999;
Wooldridge 2002). Ontologies describe the type of
entities that agents encounter, their properties, and the
relations between them. Agents in a MAS necessarily
interact with other agents. Ontologies provide the basic
representation to the agents that allows them to reason
about interactions needed for the solution of the
problem. Moreover, ontologies provide agents with
shared knowledge that they can use to communicate and
work together (Sycara and Paolucci 2004). This paper
focuses on the modelling of ontologies that help agents
in their interaction in the intelligent tutoring systems.

Course
content
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Information
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content
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Test agent
Answers
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search
parameters

Course
material
Quiz
Student
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Student
agent
Student
agent

Student
agent
Information exchange
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Figure 2: Perceptions of Agents
Public
Ontology

Student agents and the Tutor agent simulate the
corresponding human beings that are considered to be
knowledge workers, whose activities are supported by
different agents surrounding them (Grundspenkis 2003).
These agents usually are filtering agents, search agents,
recommender agents and other personal agents. In our
case we consider the Tutor agent and Student agents as
knowledge workers, but tutoring support agents as
personal agents. All agents have their own ontologies
and can use shared ones. Student agents constitute a
student community. During communication process
Student agents change and update each other’s Domain
ontologies. Student agents can send some search
parameters to Search agent, if they need some additional
information about delivered course material.
The Tutor agent is used to simulate the tutor’s work.
This agent supports a tutoring process in proposed
system. The Tutor agent coordinates interactions
between other tutoring support agents to reach the
tutoring goals by providing information about course
contents, pedagogical approaches, etc.
The Search agent is needed to support Student agents
with appropriate course material. According to given
search parameters of Tutor agent and Student agents,

Private ontologies
Tutor
agent

Search agent

Content
Manager

Test agent

Private ontologies

Private ontologies

Private ontologies

Student
agent

Student
agent

Student
agent

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed system
The proposed model is a MAS, where agents interact to
achieve the goal – perform students tutoring (Student
agents’ Domain ontology starts to align to one that is
intended by Tutor agent). Agents of different types
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the Search agent derives necessary information to
Student agents. In principle, to provide better search
results the Search agent could interact with other search
agents (like, Web crawlers - also known as Web spiders,
robots, or wanderers (Chau and Chen 2003)) or database
agents, but it needs more research on it.
The Content Manager supports representation of
information found by the Search agent in the form,
which is understandable and easy to use. The
deliverable course material depends on course contents,
tutor’s teaching style and student’s learning style. Only
after a course material has been corrected, it is delivered
to the Student agent.
The Test agent compares Student agent’s Domain
ontology with Tutor agent’s Domain ontology, and
returns results of comparison to the Tutor agent. Student
agents receive a course material from the Content
Manager, tests and quizzes from the Test agent, and
give test answers to the Test agent.

A Public ontology is necessary to support social
interactions between agents in the MAS. It supports
communication and information exchange. It also
provides description of the infrastructure of the whole
MAS and involved agents. Involved agents are
described in terms of their capabilities, interaction
protocol, etc. Public ontology is shared between agents
in the MAS. A Top-level ontology describes general
terms used overall the problem domain, such as time,
space, etc. It is possible to use some already created toplevel ontologies, like WordNet (Miller 1995), Cyc
(Lenat 1995), etc. Top-level ontology as a pubic
ontology is also shared between all agents of the system.
Private ontologies are created for each agent
individually, depending on the type of an agent, its
purpose, goals, acting domain, actions etc. Domain
ontologies and Task ontologies describe vocabulary
that is connected with agents’ domain (like, education,
pedagogical approaches) or task, or actions (like,
searching, planning or learning). These ontologies
specify concepts from the Top-level ontology. Some
agents in our proposal are domain independent, so they
need only Task ontologies. For example, for a Content
Manager we specify only a Task ontology, because this
agent is domain independent and there are no needs to
create a special Domain ontology. Application
ontologies describe concepts depending on both a
particular domain and a task (like, order of delivering
course material or information about which lessons
should be learned before particular one). The
Application ontology also defines commands, parameter
names and interpretation of them needed to control the
system from outside. The Application ontology provides
possibility to human intervention in agents’ behaviour
to make experiments. In some cases it isn’t needed to
use Application ontologies, it is enough with Domain
and Task ontologies, like in case with a Test agent. This
agent has only a Task ontology, because it provides
concepts about different kinds of quizzes as well as
concepts about process of testing.
A Student agent’s Domain ontology describes the
current state of Student agent’s knowledge about the
domain.
This
ontology
is
updated
during
communication between Student agents or after they
have learned a course material provided by the Content
Manager. For the Tutor agent’s Domain ontology it is
possible to use some already created ontologies (ACM
Computer Classification System available on
http://www.acm.org/class/1998 can be used for courses
in Computer Science or bodies of knowledge, for
example, the Software engineering body of knowledge
available on http://www.swebok.org).
Initially Student agents’ Domain ontologies have some
concepts associated with the course, but at the
beginning of learning they may be different for each
Student agent. An initial Student agent’s Domain
ontology could be empty or may present an initial
ontology that is obtained by experience or intuitionally.
An empty initial ontology simulates those students who
have no prerequisite knowledge about particular lecture

Ontologies
It is worth to underline that there are inherent
difficulties encountered in implementing coordinated
behaviour in any MAS communication, interaction,
coherence and coordination (Capuano et al. 2000).
These difficulties may be overcome using ontologies.
Ontologies describe communication protocols, provide
ways how agents can interact with each other and help
agents to find solutions and to achieve their goals.
According to dual agents’ behaviour (Sycara and
Paolucci 2004) ontologies of two types are needed.
Private ontologies support the individual problem
solving purposes of agents while Public ontologies
support social interactions of agents.
Following (Guarino 1998), there are other subtypes of
ontologies. Domain ontologies, Task ontologies and
Application ontologies are Private ontologies, but Toplevel ontologies are Public ontologies. Figure 3 shows
the hierarchy of proposed ontologies. A Task ontology
and a Domain ontology specify concepts from the Toplevel ontology, and an Application ontology specifies
the Domain ontology and the Task ontology.
Public ontology
Top-level ontology

Ontologies

Private ontologies

Domain ontologies

Task ontologies

Application
ontologies

Figure 3: Hierarchy of Ontologies
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about the order of course material delivering, teaching
goals, teaching techniques, methods and styles.
A Tutor agent’s Application ontology similarly as a
Student agent’s Application ontology is used to provide
capability of making experiments with different
pedagogical approaches. A Tutor agent’s Task ontology
together with a Tutor agent’s Domain ontology
constitutes complete Tutor model. Therefore, we don’t
need a specific Tutor agent’s Application ontology, as it
is in case of a Student’s agent.
A Search agent’s Domain ontology describes the
concepts about possible area where an agent can search
additional course materials. This ontology contains
concepts, like Internet, intranet, available databases, etc.
A Search agent’s Task ontology describes process and
methods of searching for additional course materials.
A Search agent’s Application ontology describes the
interpretation of the received search parameters from
Student agents and a Tutor agent. The Application
ontology also specifies concepts introduced in the
Search agent’s Domain ontology and the Search agent’s
Task ontology.
A Content Manager’s Task ontology describes
concepts about process and techniques (text, slides,
diagrams, pictures, etc.) of information visualisation.
Forms of visualisation are defined by methodological
considerations depending on specific goals and
requirements of each course. It is also desirable that at
least part of the course material is available in several
forms of visualisation because students have different
priorities of using them due to their different
background knowledge and abilities to perceive
materials (somebody prefers full text, somebody prefers
“condensed” text presented in slides, while others prefer
more diagrams, picture, etc.). Students’ preferences are
collected during students’ actions and they are stored in
the Student agents’ Application ontologies.
A Content Manager’s Application ontology describes
the interpretation of a Student agent’s Application
ontology and a Tutor agent’s Application ontology.
These ontologies have concepts about student’s learning
style and preferences, tutor’s teaching style, and
visualisation concepts from the Contents Manager’s
Task ontology.
A Test agent’s Task ontology has concepts about
different kinds of quizzes (Race 1994), which can be
used to test whether a student has learned the delivered
course material. It also describes process of making
different kinds of quizzes to provide testing of candidate
concepts.

course. An empty ontology, as a rule, is for beginners’
level courses, as we suppose that students don’t have a
prior knowledge.
An initial Domain ontology that includes only some
concepts simulates students who have already some
knowledge about the course, for example, if the offered
course is “Advanced Artificial Intelligence”, it is more
possible that Student agents’ Domain ontologies already
have concepts from “Fundamentals of Artificial
Intelligence” ontology. An initial ontology with some
concepts is obtained from real experiments (tests) with
real students.
Student agent’s Domain ontology is updated after
delivering of each portion of course material. The Test
agent compares Student agents’ Domain ontologies with
Domain ontology provided by the Tutor agent.
Depending on results of testing the next portion of the
course material is delivered.
Candidate concepts are dealt out from the delivered
course material by using ontology learning methods and
approaches (Maedche and Staab 2004). Candidate
concepts are concepts, which could be included in the
Student agent’s Domain ontology in case of successful
learning of delivered material. A Test agent is used to
find candidate concepts. By using quizzes it is tested has
student learned candidate concepts or not. If he/she has,
then candidate concepts are included in the Student
agent’s Domain ontology in accordance with following
rule: Ontology old  Learned_conceptsoOntology new.
The question is still open how to simulate the outcome
of student communication that may result in learning
new concepts. If it is the case, we somehow need to
update the Student agents’ Domain ontologies. At the
moment it is unclear what kind of agents and methods
can be used.
A Student agent’s Task ontology is used to describe
concepts corresponding to a learning process as well as
generic concepts about learning styles. A Student
agent’s Task ontology is a basis for further simulation
of students learning styles and preferences.
A Student agent’s Application ontology can be
considered as a complete Student model, because it
contains student knowledge level as well as preferred
learning style. It is used for the same purpose as a
student model in the intelligent tutoring systems
(Capuano et al. 2000). A Student agent’s Application
ontology stores and describes characteristics,
preferences, learning style and problem-solving
behaviour of the particular student. Concepts of the
Student agent’s Application ontology are updated after
Student agent’s action. The Student agent’s Application
ontology influences the Content Manager agent with
concepts about particular student’s preferences and
learning style.
A Tutor agent’s Domain ontology contains ontology
of the offered course, i.e. it can be considered as the
ontology of the course. The aim of whole teaching
process is to update Student agents’ Domain ontologies
until they match the Tutor agent’s Domain ontology.
A Tutor agent’s Task ontology contains concepts

RELATED WORK
Our search for related works confirms that the proposed
architecture represents a novel approach because we
have not find exactly similar approaches. The previous
works can be divided in some groups, which only to the
certain extent can be considered to be similar with our
conception (some parts of them are similar with our
approach). These similar works can be divided into
three groups: works related to ontologies, works related
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to usage of agent technologies, and works related to
simulation in education.
 Related works on ontologies can be divided as
follows:
x e-Learning, where ontologies are used to
support management and retrieval of the course
materials (Brace and Nejdl 2004; Baumann et al.
2002; Tane et al. 2003), as well as visualisation
of delivered course material (Abecker and van
Elst 2004));
x Agent technologies, where ontologies are
used to support communication, coordination,
interactions and information exchange between
agents in MAS (Sycara and Paolucci 2004).
 Related works in the field of agents:
x Agents in education (information search,
retrieval and representation, and different
pedagogical agents for tutoring different learning
courses (Zhong et al. 2003, Capuano et al. 2000;
Dorca et al. 2003; Garro and Palopoli 2002);
x Agent-based simulation for different
purposes (for example, modelling of different
decision making (Sklar et al. 2004) or industrial
processes).
 Related works in the field of simulation in education:
x Agent-based simulation in education (we
have found only SimEd for simulation and
modelling of search for the optimal educational
policy (Sklar et al. 2004);
x Simulators, which are used for training
some specific skills (like, simulators in aviation
for pilots trainings or manufacture workers (Ho
and Vance 1995)).

system. The long-term goal of this research is to
simulate on the individual bases the interactions that
take place between the tutor and the group of students.
We hope that this approach will allow tutors to
experiment with their decisions and their impact on the
teaching and learning process considering teaching
methods, sequence of topics, course material
representation techniques, assessment methods of
student progress, etc.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper a novel approach of multi-agent systems
architecture based on ontologies is introduced. The
proposed system should be considered as a testbed for
agent-based simulation of teaching and learning
process. The role of ontologies is described and ways
how ontologies may be used in intelligent tutoring
systems are discussed. This is only a initial phase of the
development of the agent-based simulation of intelligent
tutoring system in which different ontologies are used.
This paper presents a conceptual level of the proposed
approach.
Future work is connected with the development of a
prototype of the intelligent tutoring system based on the
proposed approach. After that the experimental
campaign is planned. Further studies will concern the
architecture and models of the proposed system. They
will be defined in details after the end of the
experimentation and analysis of results obtained. We are
also planning to make experiments how to obtain
students’ initial ontologies more effectively and to work
on how to prepare tests for establishing concepts and
relations between concepts for students’ initial
ontology.

Figure 4 shows overlapping of four fields (agents,
simulation, education and ontologies) to illustrate
connections between them. It shows related works and
position of our proposal in these areas.

Simulation

Agentbased
simulation
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Modern simulation languages introduced new powerful
graphical interfaces, but these interfaces are clearly programmer oriented, raising the difficulty in communicating with the client and still requiring enormous simulation expertise to use them (Dias and Rodrigues 2002b)
(Harrell et al. 2003) (Kelton et al. 2004).

ABSTRACT
The traditional approach for discrete event simulation
modelling includes visual support diagrams for modeller-client communication purposes (model interpretation
and validation) and also to act as the basis for simulation language program construction.

In this paper, we still suggest the use of a (simple)
graphical support as a representation of what the client
formally needs, but these diagrams will also act as the
source to the automatic generation of simulation programs.

Although modern simulation packages use powerful
graphical interfaces for programming and animation
purposes, these packages still require enormous simulation expertise to construct a simulation program. This
work suggests the use of the Activity Cycle DiagramsACD (activity based philosophy) concepts for modellerclient communication, but also to act as an automatic
generator of simulation programs under different paradigms - event scheduling (Basic Simulation Facility –
Simulation Library) and Process Flow (ARENA –
Simulation Environment) philosophies, thus eliminating
any programming effort and expertise.

The visual language chosen is the Activities Cycle Diagrams (ACD), for its simplicity and efficiency in representing real operating systems. (Dias and Rodrigues
2002b) (Pidd 1990).
This mechanism also implied the construction of translation grammars. These grammars were written according to a modular specification of visual languages,
based on attribute grammars (Henriques 1992) in
MASOViLa (Modular Attribute-based Specification Of
Visual Languages) (Rocha 1995) (Dias 1997) (Varanda
et al. 1997). Our translation engine uses a pattern
matching rewriting mechanism.

1 INTRODUCTION
Using Activity philosophy for modelling, then generating simulation programs based on event philosophy and
in process philosophy, three major simulation approaches (Bennett 1995) (Sargent 2004) (Overstreet
2004) were explored and linked.

The use of visual support diagrams to help the programming step of a simulation project is very common.
Even when generic programming languages were replaced by specific purpose simulation languages the use
of paper diagrams remained as a previous step to programming (Tocher 1963) (Pidd 1984). These diagrams
were conveniently abstracted serving as support to the
communication between the simulation client and the
modeller (simulation expert), but also helping the construction of the corresponding computational programs
(Clementson 1982) (Rodrigues 1987).
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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2 LAYOUT AND ANIMATION ORIENTED
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS

3.1 Programming Tools
The main programming language used was Java (Martins 1998) (Campione et al. 1999). Several sets of
classes were implemented (corresponding to about nine
thousand lines of code). Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA) was also used, both in ARENA and in Microsoft
VISIO. A template was built in ARENA (Professional
Edition) (Kelton et al. 2004) with activities and queues
to implement an activity-based executive on a processoriented environment.

As already referred, appropriate diagrams were in use
for many years to support the communication among
people interested in a particular simulation. The simulation expert would then translate these models into a
simulation language or even a general purpose programming language. As far as graphical support became
available, an enormous variety of simulation environments emerged (Swain 1991-2003). Graphical facilities were then used to essentially represent a system
layout for animation purposes.
Animation is recognized as an important aspect of simulation. However when the modelling process is focused
on animation, several disadvantages may arise:

3.2 About the use of Graphics in Visual Modelling
and Programming

1. The model may be overwhelmed by many modules
and accessory configurations.

The idea behind this work is to enhance the utilization
of graphical facilities in modelling, making it a great
contribution to automatic generation of simulation
programs, keeping it simple and portable.

2. Such a model, with increased complexity, will be
difficult for the client to understand.

Graphical facilities are more helpful when they support
model semantic than when it is based on system layout
and animation.

3. The analysis of a static model (in the first stages)
based on the layout will not add much over its photograph or scheme. Thus the semantic validation will be
left for the animation phase.

Furthermore the utilization of a simple axiomatic set
may be accessible to more potential users and clients.
The use of an activity-based philosophy seems to be
semantically richer and more simulation oriented than
process flow or event scheduling (Pidd 2004).

3 PROJECT MAIN STEPS

The strategy was to create a completely open system,
since the graphical editor creates a text file in XML
(eXtended Markup Language). This is compatible with
any graphical editor using the established syntax. The
compiler uses that XML file and a grammar to build a
program in an object simulation language.

The main steps of this research work are summarized
below:
1. The choice of an easy to use and widely spread visual
language : Activity Cycle Diagrams (ACD).

3.3 Translation

2. Formalization of ACDs (keeping it simple), allocating to each graphical object the information required by
the model.

Our first ACDs compiler generates a Java program according to the event scheduling philosophy. Although
this is computationally highly efficient it is harder to
program. In other words we could say that it is more
computer friendly than programmer friendly. The complex compiler developed allows an easier translation by
the computer.

3. Specification of a file format to represent the referred
graphical objects (XML).
4. Implementation of a graphical editor to draw the
models.

By developing a template with new blocks for Arena
(process oriented), we were able to simulate ACDs
using Arena objects built according to an activity based
philosophy.

5. Implementation of a compiler’s compiler for visual/graphical 2D languages.
6. Specification of a grammar for the ACD language.

Using these two compilers/translators, we explored
deeply on three major modelling philosophies (Rodrigues 1987) (Pidd 1990) (Overstreet 2004), making automatic translation mechanisms between them.

7. Implementation of two compilers - the first compiler
generates the simulation program code in JavaBSF, and
the other one generates the Arena program (using both
Arena modules and new developed modules in VBA
code).
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Ô SMAIS-GAP using the ACD Grammar (to Arena)
«lower right section» refers to the translation to Arena
input file. ARENA-CREATOR, using that input file,
builds a model with blocks from ARENA-ACD template (see also Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20 and
Figure 21).

4 PROJECT MAIN TASKS

EDITOR

EDITOR

MS VISIO

MS VISIO

VISIO-ACD
[VISIO-VBA]
ACDs 'Stencil' + VISIOVBA application to import
& export ACD's

ANIM VISIO
[VISIO-VBA]
Implementing one
Activity based
executive, to simulate
ACDs (with animation).

GRAPHEDITOR
[Java]

ANIM Java
[Java]

Generic Attribute based
Graphical Editor, with a
template to edit ACDs

Animation of ACDs
inside the
GRAPHEDITOR.

Anim
ation

Statistical
Report

5 ACTIVITY CYCLE DIAGRAMS (ACD)

Anim
ation

ACDs were widely used mainly with older languages
(e.g. HOCUS, ECSL (Clementson 1982)) to schematically specify the system’s behaviour, through each assumed entity cycle diagram. These entity cycles explicitly refer the active states into activities and passive
states into queues. This graphical language just requires
the use of three types of graphical objects: Rectangles
(activities), Circles (queues) and Arrows (links).

ACD.xml
Activity Based Model
(Text file representing
a ACD in XML format)

ACD
Grammar
(to BSF)

SMAIS-GAP
[Java]
(Automatic Simulation
Programs Generator)

BSF
(java
simulation
library)

Statistical
Report

Generated java
program

Compilation
[javac]
with Java compiler

ACD
Grammar
(to Arena)

SMAIS-GAP
[Java]
Translator to ARENA

Arena input
file

ARENA-ACD
[ARENA
Professional]

For an activity to start, it is necessary that entities exist in the preceding queues in the required number and
with the adequate attributes. When these conditions
hold, it is possible to start the activity. When the activity
ends, the entities involved are moved to consequent
queues.

Template with
ACD blocks,

ARENA-CREATOR
[Arena-VBA]
Model builder

Executable
simulation program.
Event Based
Executive

Model/Program
ready to run in
ARENA (Process
Based Executive)

Run
[java]

ARENA

Anima
tion

The complete model consists of the Activity Cycle Diagrams of all the classes of entities, together. Interactions
between entities take place at activities. Figure 2 represents the basic activity concept, with one activity in the
middle that starts when each precedent queue has one
required entity. When the activity ends, the entities are
moved to the consequent queues.

Statistical
Report

Figure 1: Project Map Diagram
The above diagram illustrates the interdependencies
between the main tools and contributions of our project:

X1

 ACD.xml «in the centre of diagram» represents the
chosen format to physically support the models: a text
file in XML. (See also Figure 13 and Figure 14)

Y1

X2

Ñ GRAPHEDITOR «upper left zone of the diagram»
is the graphical editor that was specifically built for this
purpose (see also Figure 9). Microsoft Visio was also
customised to deal with ACD XML files – VISIOACD.

Y2
ACTIVITY

Ò ANIM VISIO - «upper right zone» simulates and
animates ACDs inside MS VISIO. The ANIM-Java
tool will animate ACDs in the GRAPHEDITOR (is not
yet completed, as signalled in the diagram by white
background).

Xn

Yn

Precedent
Queues

Consequent
Queues

Figure 2: Activity concept
The simplicity inherent to the activity concept and to the
ACD facilitates its easy understanding for validation
and teaching purposes. It has been advocated that the
ACD is useful for research discrete event simulation
studies.

Ó SMAIS-GAP is the major tool of this project «lower
left section» allowing the translation of an ACD (activity-based) into a program (event-based) (see also Figure
15, Figure 16 and Figure 17). It uses the
ACD Grammar (to BSF) (see also Figure 10, Figure
11 and Figure 12).
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This problem instance parameters are:
Activities duration:
- ARRIVE: Poisson distribution, average=20.
- POUR: Poisson, average=6 [ poisn(6) ].
- WASH: Fixed = 5.
- DRINK: 5 + Uniform distribution between 0 and 6
[5+randnum(0,6)].
Entities initial allocation:
- CUSTOMER: 20 in queue OUTSIDE.
- BARMAN:
1 in queue IDLE.
- GLASS:
12 in queue DIRTY.
Entities class setup:

5.1 ACD Example: the Bartender Problem
In this illustrative example we have a barman that
serves customers in a bartender (Clementson 1982)
(Rodrigues 1987).
Entities of class CUSTOMER, are initially OUTSIDE.
They ARRIVE and then WAIT for activity POUR.
When served they are READY to DRINK. After that, if
they NEED to drink more they go to queue WAIT, otherwise they leave to OUTSIDE.
The ACD of
CUSTOMER is described below (Figure 3).

Figure 6: ENTITIES setup
- CUSTOMER: have one attribute: NEED.
Attributes:
- ARRIVE: Customer attribute NEED is initialized with : (int)randnum(0,3) + 1 Æ {1,2,3,4}
- DRINK:
Customer attribute NEED is decremented. After this activity, customer attribute
NEED is evaluated to decide customers destination.

Figure 3: CUSTOMER ACD
Entities of class BARMAN, are waiting in the queue
IDLE and they can either participate in the activity
POUR or WASH:

Simulation setup:
- DURATION: 1000 time units.
- WARM_UP: 120 time units.
- SEED:
123543.
Figure 7: Simulation setup
The following ACD (Figure 8) includes all system:

Figure 4: BARMAN ACD
Entities of class GLASS are initially in the queue
DIRTY. After being WASHed (in batches of size 3),
they wait in the queue CLEAN. When there are 1 customer waiting, 1 barman idle and 1 glass clean, then
POUR activity begins. Once FULL, the glass goes to
activity DRINK. The ACD of GLASS is in Figure 5.

Figure 5: GLASS ACD
Figure 8: Global ACD
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4) Arrows
- Arrow ending on activities:
‘label’ have the number of need entities (entering
throw this arrow in the activity) to start the activity (this
implements batches). Default value is 1 (if omitted).
(EX: three is the number of ‘glasses’ to start ‘WASH’).
- Arrow leaving from activities:
‘label’ have conditions to decide which destination queue will be chosen (usually based on attributes
values). (EX: ‘need’ attribute is used to decide if the
‘customer’ go OUTSIDE or WAITING after drinking).

DOOR is an auxiliary entity used to control the Customer’s
arrives (one at a time). Described in (Rodrigues 1987).
The following image (Figure 9) shows a screenshot of
the GRAPHEDITOR, editing the bartender problem.

6 THE GRAMMAR AND TRANSLATION
To create the AIMS compiler, we wrote a set of
rules in Visual MASOViLa notation (Dias 1997). Each
rule synthesizes one new symbol. We developed rules
for queue (3), for activity (9), for entity (3), for input_link (1), for output_link (1), for simulation (5), and
also for syntactical and semantic error detection (10) –
see graph in Figure 12.
We include bellow one expression example, with
textual explanation, visual representation and the generated Java code (portion of the compiler code).
The next graph (Figure 10) is the rule that transforms an
arrow in an output_link, when it is connected from an
activity to a queue. The new output_link symbol, receives all attributes from arrow symbol (*). Furthermore
it synthesizes the output_link’s attribute origin from the
activity’s attribute name, the attribute destination from
the queue’s attribute name and also the condition attribute from arrow’s label.

Figure 9 GRAPHEDITOR Screenshot
5.2 ACD Language Formalization
Some authors suggest modifications in ACD language,
e.g. (Filho and Hirata 2004), but in our opinion that compromises the ACD simplicity.
A significant contribution of our work consisted on the development of the ACD language formalization embedding in the
diagrams all the information required for the simulation.
1) We added attributes to the visual objects:
- ‘duration’ and [‘priority’] in activities. (‘priority’ is a value setting the activity priority over other activities. Higher value means higher priority).
- Entities attributes changing in activities. (EX: In
the DRINK activity of the example model, the customer
‘need’ attribute is decremented by one. (activity attribute ‘entity_customer’ = “need=need-1”)).
- [‘initial_entities’] in queues.

origin
condition

a

Output_link

a

a

name

origin

activity

2) In order to include global information on the simulation a rectangle alone (called simulation setup) is used
with the following attributes :
- ‘model_name’ – Model_Name_String
- ‘duration’ - Simulation time
- ‘warm-up’ - initialization time.

destination

b.leavesFrom(a)

*

entity_name

arrow

name

queue

a.arrivesTo(b)

Figure 10: Output_link rule written in Visual MASOViLa

3) For global attributes and features of each entity, one
ellipse alone is created with:
-‘entity_name’ – name of the entity
-‘total_entities’ – number of total entities of this
kind that will exist in the simulation.
- [‘attribute’]* - used zero or more times to declare
entity attributes. (EX: customers have one attribute:
‘need’).
- [‘sort’] –expression establishing the queue sorting
rule. Value is defaulted to 1. If defined, the queue will
not be FIFO, this attribute must have an expression,
elements are sorted in ascending order based on the
evaluated expression over each arriving entity. May be
used to create virtually, multi-queues.

public static Symbol output_link(Vector args){
Symbol activity = (Symbol) args.get(0);
Symbol arrow = (Symbol) args.get(1);
Symbol queue = (Symbol) args.get(2);
if(((Arrow)(arrow.get("container")))
.leavesFrom((Container)
(activity.get("container")) ) &&
((Arow)(arrow.get("container")))
.arrivesTo((Container)
(queue.get("container")))
)
{Symbol res = new Symbol(arrow);
res.put("origin",activity.get("name"));
res.put("destination",queue.get("name"));
res.put("condition",queue.get("label"));
res.put("entity_name",queue.get("entity_name"));
return res;
}else return null;
}//& output_link

Figure 11: Java code for Output_link rule.
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Activity1
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Activity2
Error4
Activity

Activity3

Text

Input_link

Activity0
Error2

Output_link

Arrow

Error5

Activity4

Error6

Activity5

Queue
Ellipse

Queue0

Activity7

entity0
Error1

Activity6

Error7
Error11

Queue1

Error250
entity1

Error8

Simulation1
entity2
Simulation2
Simulation3
Simulation4
Simulation5

In Figure 13 we can find the DTD corresponding to the
defined XML format. In Figure 14 we can see a portion
of one XML file corresponding to the barman problem.
Each file is a book: a collection of sheets. Each sheet
contains one ACD diagram. (Books can have one or
more sheets).

Figure 12: Graph with the grammar rules interfaces, and
interdependencies
The Output_link rule is just one example that can be
found in the central region of Figure 12:
The translation is archived by an engine (the SMAISGAP) that successively searches patterns in the Diagram
under analysis to try to apply each grammar rule (in a
specific order). Applying a rule, means rewriting or creating one symbol in the Diagram (some rules may also
remove symbols from the diagram).

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’?>
<!-<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE Book SYSTEM "ACD.dtd">
<Book>
...
</Book>
-->
<!ELEMENT Visible (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Value (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Property (Visible|Type|Value)*>
<!ATTLISTProperty
Name CDATA IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT Foreground (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Background (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Type (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Y (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT X (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Shape
(Property|Foreground|Background|Type|Height|W
idth|Y|X)*>
<!ATTLIST Shape
Type CDATA IMPLIED
Uid CDATA IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT Height (PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Width (PCDATA)>

To the Output_link rule, the engine must know that this
rule needs: one activity, one arrow and one queue. The
engine then picks all combinations of symbols from the
diagram under analysis, submitting different sequences
with (activity, arrow, queue), to the rule. The rule will
then return null if the symbols are inappropriate, or return a new symbol to the diagram. Attributes of each
new symbol are “richer” than previous (collecting
pieces of code). For this grammar, after several rule
modifications, the generated program is represented
within an attribute of a synthesized symbol (simulation).
7

XML FILE INTERCHANGE FORMAT

The objective was to give birth to a proven visual language (an example of a complete program written in
this language can be found in Figure 8). This program is
not dependent on the translator/compiler used. We defined an XML format (eXtended Markup Language)
making possible to store it with all the attributes and to
transfer it to any application in a text file (since to keep
it in bitmap format (as a photo) would not obviously be
appropriated).

<!ELEMENT WorkSheet(Shape|Height|Width)*>
<!ATTLIST WorkSheet
Order CDATA IMPLIED
Name CDATA IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT Book (WorkSheet)*>
<!ATTLIST Book
Name CDATA IMPLIED >

Figure 13: DTD file (XML specification)
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
- <!-Last Saved on Sat Jan 08 22:28:37 BST 2005
-->
- <Book Name="Bartender">
- <WorkSheet Name="Global ACD" Order="0">
<Width>860</Width>
<Height>580</Height>
- <Shape Uid="001" Type="Rectangle2D">
<X>9280.0</X>
<Y>9900.0</Y>
<Width>140.0</Width>
<Height>80.0</Height>
<Type>Rectangle2D</Type>
<Background>#C0C0C0</Background>
<Foreground>#000000</Foreground>
- <Property Name="name">
<Value>POUR</Value>
<Type>String</Type>
<Visible>true</Visible>
</Property>
- <Property Name="priority">
<Value>1</Value>
<Type>String</Type>
<Visible>true</Visible>
</Property>
- <Property Name="duration">
<Value>poisn(6)</Value>
<Type>String</Type>
<Visible>true</Visible>
</Property>
</Shape>

In this Example, SMAIS-GAP read the 36 graphical
objects from the file ‘ACD.xml’ and generated a fully
commented program with 335 lines in about 10 seconds.
An extract of the automatically generated program from
the Bartender ACD, including all comments, can be
found below in Figure 16.
//|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
//||PROGRAM AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED BY AIMS(JavaBSF ver. 1.9)
//||
Authors: lsd & agr @dps.uminho.pt
//||
URL: www.dps.uminho.pt/oio/simulation
//|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

#
#
#####
#
#

// Program 'BARMAN Problem' Generated by S+ : Universidade do Minho,
//Queues Declaration and constants definition:
static int FEvent = 1; //File to hold futur events
static int CLEAN = 2; //queue to entity:GLASS
static int FULL = 3; //queue to entity:GLASS
static int DIRTY = 4; //queue to entity:GLASS
static int DOOR_FREE = 5; //queue to entity:DOOR
static int READY = 6; //queue to entity:customer
static int WAIT = 7; //queue to entity:customer
static int OUTSIDE = 8; //queue to entity:customer
static int IDLE = 9; //queue to entity:BARMAN
static int ARRIVE_DOOR = 10; //entity: DOOR in activity: ARRIVE
static int ARRIVE_customer = 11; //entity: customer in activity: ARRIVE
static int POUR_customer = 12; //entity: customer in activity: POUR
static int DRINK_customer = 13; //entity: customer in activity: DRINK
static int POUR_GLASS = 14; //entity: GLASS in activity: POUR
static int POUR_BARMAN = 15; //entity: BARMAN in activity: POUR
static int DRINK_GLASS = 16; //entity: GLASS in activity: DRINK
static int WASH_BARMAN = 17; //entity: BARMAN in activity: WASH
static int WASH_GLASS = 18; //entity: GLASS in activity: WASH
//Events List Declaration and constants definition
static int Code_End_simulation = 1; //Code to the last event: "end of
simulation"
static int Code_End_ARRIVE = 2; //Code to the event: "end of ARRIVE"
static int Code_End_WASH = 3; //Code to the event: "end of WASH"
static int Code_End_DRINK = 4; //Code to the event: "end of DRINK"
static int Code_End_POUR = 5; //Code to the event: "end of POUR"

…
</WorkSheet>
</Book>

static int total_number_of_events=5;

Figure 14: Part of a DCA in XML (with one object).

static int code_warm_up=0;
static int code_report=99;
o o o
//============= Program Main Loop =============

8 JAVA-BSF – AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
GENERATION

while (event_code != Code_End_simulation){
r=Bsf.remove(FEvent,Clock);
event_code=r.at2;
Clock=r.time;
if (event_code==Code_End_ARRIVE) end_of_ARRIVE();
if (event_code==Code_End_WASH) end_of_WASH();
if (event_code==Code_End_DRINK) end_of_DRINK();
if (event_code==Code_End_POUR) end_of_POUR();
if (event_code==code_warm_up) Bsf.reset_statistic(Clock);
} //& MainLoop
System.out.println(Bsf.report(Clock));
} //& main

Running SMAIS-GAP, using the “ACD GRAMMAR
(to BSF)” and giving the XML file as input program, we
get the generated “bsfProgram.java”, see Figure 15.
------------------- ( 1 - Generation ) ---------------------------Starting S+ (ACD->BSF generation):
C:\Documents
and
Settings\LSD\SMAIS_ROOT\ACD.xml
C:\Documents and Settings\LSD\SMAIS_ROOT\bsfPack\bsfProgram.java

#####
#
#####
#
#####

->

C:\Documents and Settings\LSD\SMAIS_ROOT\ACD.xml -> Read 36
Graphical Symbols. In [341ms]
.................................................................................................................................
.....................................
C:\Documents and Settings\LSD\SMAIS_ROOT\bsfPack\bsfProgram.java <Generated Program with 335 lines. [9654ms]

//@@@@@@@@@@ Activities BEGIN @@@@@@@@@@@
public void begin_of_WASH(){
while(true){
if( Bsf.number_in_queue(IDLE)<1) return; //BARMAN available?
if( Bsf.number_in_queue(DIRTY)<3) return; //GLASS available?
Bsf.set_distribution(WASH);
int duration= (int)5;
//Schedulle end of WASH activity:
Bsf.insert(FEvent, Clock, Clock+duration, Code_End_WASH);
r=Bsf.remove(IDLE,Clock); //remove one BARMAN from queue IDLE
(returns r.time,r.at1,r.at2)
Bsf.insert(WASH_BARMAN,Clock,Clock+duration,r.at2);
//puts one
BARMAN in the activity WASH
for(int i=3;i>0;i--){ // 3 GLASS(s) necessary for this activity:WASH
r=Bsf.remove(DIRTY,Clock); //remove one GLASS from queue DIRTY
(returns r.time,r.at1,r.at2)
Bsf.insert(WASH_GLASS,Clock,Clock+duration,r.at2); //puts one GLASS in
the activity WASH
}
}
} //& begin_of_WASH

------------------------ ( 2 - Compilation ) ----------------------C:\jdk1.5.0\bin\javac "bsfPack\BsfProgram.java"

Figure 15: Screenshot of Script running, calling SMAISGAP
(Generation) and compiling it

The generated program is a low-level simulation program written in a general purpose programming language including an event-driven executive that uses a
java simulation library – BSF (Basic Simulation Facility) (Rodrigues 1987).
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o o o
//@@@@@@@@@@ Activities END @@@@@@@@@@@@
public void end_of_WASH(){
r=Bsf.remove(WASH_BARMAN,Clock); //(returns r.time,r.at1,r.at2)
Bsf.insert(IDLE,Clock,Clock,r.at2);
for ( int i=3; i>0; i--){
r=Bsf.remove(WASH_GLASS,Clock); //(returns r.time,r.at1,r.at2)
Bsf.insert(CLEAN,Clock,Clock,r.at2);
}
//Attempts to start subsequent activities that may be viabilized
begin_of_POUR(); //priority=1
begin_of_WASH();
} //& end_of_WASH
o o o
//End of Program 'BARMAN Problem'

Figure 16: Extract of Java generated simulation program
The Figure 17, below, contains a screenshot of the bartender program execution, with configurable initial entities allocation, progressive running bar and final report.

Figure 18: Screenshot of one automatically builded
model in Arena (Bartender)

----------------------------- ( 3 - Execution ) -----------------INIT: 12GLASS>DIRTY 1DOOR>DOOR_FREE 10customer>OUTSIDE
1BARMAN>IDLE
...10%...20%...30%...40%...50%...60%...70%...80%...90%..100% [in 40ms]
Relatorio em t = 1000 (Warm-up period 0-120)
Fila
In
Out
Now
Av-stay
1 FEvent
267
264
3
9.189
2 CLEAN
101
94
7
75.511
3 FULL
94
94
0
0.000
4 DIRTY
96
93
3
22.129
5 DOOR_FREE
45
45
0
0.000
6 READY
94
94
0
0.000
7 WAIT
94
94
0
2.138
8 OUTSIDE
52
45
7
147.667
9 IDLE
125
125
0
1.328
10 ARRIVE_DOOR
46
45
1
19.844
11 ARRIVE_customer
46
45
1
19.844
12 POUR_customer
95
94
1
5.947
13 DRINK_customer
94
93
1
7.516
14 POUR_GLASS
95
94
1
5.947
15 POUR_BARMAN
95
94
1
5.947
16 DRINK_GLASS
94
93
1
7.516
17 WASH_BARMAN
31
31
0
5.000
18 WASH_GLASS
93
93
0
5.000

Av-len
2.614
7.669
0.000
2.365
0.000
0.000
0.228
7.334
0.189
1.000
1.000
0.635
0.802
0.635
0.635
0.802
0.176
0.528

Figure 17: Screenshot of program execution and final
statistical report

Figure 19: Screenshot of animations in Arena (Bartender)

This task (automatic translation) is quite complex since
it implies different abstraction levels, from an high level
(activity world view) to a much lower level (event
world view) using a generic programming language.
9 ARENA MODEL CREATOR
The hard part of this task was to create an activity-based
executive over a process-oriented environment. The
executive developed shows to be more efficient than a
three-phase approach since we used a message passing
mechanism that only tries to start an activity when entities have arrived to one of its predecessor queues.
Given that we generate a model into a high-level simulation environment it becomes possible to overcome
limitations of the activity-based approach since the
model may be completed in ARENA.

Figure 20: Screenshot of Arena animation details, with
statistics (Bartender)

Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate the model as automatically created in Arena for the Bartender Problem
and a Screenshot of animation phase. Figure 20 have
details of two activities with predefined statistics. Figure
21 have a screenshot with part of the logic template
(code) of the activity block.
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10 CONCLUSION
The work presented in this paper could constitute a major step towards the generalisation of the use of simulation. In fact, we suggest the use of a simple interface
(Activities Cycle Diagrams) to model a real situation.
Then we present a tool capable of generating a simulation program. Based on event scheduling simulation
modelling philosophy, our tool automatically generates
a program to use Basic Simulation Facility routines.
Based on process flow simulation modelling philosophy, our tool automatically generates an ARENA program. Furthermore the mentioned automatic generation
of simulation programs does not require expertise in
simulation.
Figure 21: Activity definition - Part of Arena Logic
Template.
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network. Accordingly, several topics were accosted,
certain were focused on the co-operation between firms,
noting that more recently, the agreements cooperation
inter companies appeared as major form of valorization,
competence, innovation capacity and reputation
(Despontin et al 2002)(Telle 2003). Owing to the
integration of the company into the network which
generated the complexity of the Customer/Supplier
Relationships (CSR), other studies were interested in the
influence of these relations on costs inter organizational
management (Brun and Staudacher 2000)(Harri 2002),
durability of these relations (Alccouffe and Corrégé
2004), dynamics of these relations (Lauras 2004). At
last, other studies were interested on modeling of
corporate network and on setting up of methodologies
allowing modeling of this type of network (Bisigniano
and Palermo 2003)(Bruzzone 2002)(Burlat 2004) (Chen
and al 2001) (Dong and Nagurney 2002)(Villa 1998)

KEYWORDS:
Self evaluation, customers-suppliers relationship, DEVS
formalism.
ABSTRACT
The appearance of complex products on the market
involved a change and an increase of complexity at the
Customer/Supplier Relationship (CSR) level. Indeed,
the company had recourse to outsourcing in order to
ensure their survivals. Accordingly we present a new
approach of the CSR, where the whole of the entities
(customer/suppliers) are self organized in order to better
answer to a given call for proposal launched by the
customer, and in order to exploit the capacities of a
supplier with better way. First, we describe the
operation of the proposed approach. Then, we detail the
DEVS modelling of self organized customers /
suppliers.

From these researches, we can conclude that the CSR
control1 is based on co-operation of various entities in
order to achieve a common goal (Alvarez and Diaz
2004). This co-operation imposes integration of
negotiation and communication means between
companies. In other words, the development of the
durable Customer/Supplier Relationships (CSR)
depends on existing degree of confidence. Suggested
solution in order to avoid any imbalance at the network
is the implementation of the winning - winning
principle. We attend these last years, to the appearance
of industrial partnership relation. On this basis, we
propose a new approach of CSR control by considering
that the whole of the entities (customers/suppliers)
partners communicating on the same medium of
communication, negotiate to answer with the better way
to the customers needs. In other words, to respond to
Calls For Proposal (CFP) launched on the network by
the customers, and to exploit suppliers’ capacities with
the better way. We propose thus to provide each
supplier with a decision-making centre: Autonomous
Control Entity (ACE), which allows him to self evaluate
his performance in order to be able to take part to
negotiation within a self organized network. This centre
allows a supplier to become an intelligent production
unit able to operate in self organization with other
companies with an aim of seeking the best response to a

INTRODUCTION
The efforts carried out in order to improve the
production management were concentrated on the
improvement of internal management within each
company with an aim of better answering the customer
needs. Indeed, the studies were multiplied in order to
install tools allowing companies to achieve their goals
in term of performance improvement and profiles
maximization. Researches were focused on the times
and cost reduction and the increase in the products
diversity like their quality. Industries globalization,
customer requirements evolution and appearance of
complex products, allow companies to realize that the
internal improvement is important but not sufficient.
This deduction pushed researchers to go so further to
prove that the integration of company into a network is
essential (Brito and Roseira 2003)(Castelain et al
2003)(Cousins and Spekman 2003)(Faems and Van
2003)(Silvadasan et al 2001). Thus, the companies had
recourse to outsourcing and externalization (Ounnar and
Pujo 2001) in order to realize the complex products.
Through the externalization phenomenon, companies
tend to gather for the realization of a joint project.
Indeed, company fits in a customers/suppliers network,
forming thus a supply chain network in order to
optimize it by satisfying the customer. With the
appearance of this new form of organization, the
research widened, the targeted objectives does not relate
to only one company but must meet the whole corporate

1

Actions developed together in order to achieve
common goals and react at a good moment to any
dysfunction.
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CFP launched on the network (Ounnar et al 2004). This
entity is made up of four modules: Communication
module, Interaction module, Optimization module and
Planning module

one supplier and to achieve a loads smoothing between
the various suppliers with a further objective to propose
an equitable system between network suppliers. For
that, and in order to test the validity of the suggested
approach through the test of the number of CFPs
treated, negotiated, refused, at the level of each entity,
we modeled the ACE by using DEVS formalism
(Discrete EVent systems Specification) developed for
modeling and simulation of discrete events dynamic
systems. (Zeigler 1984). This validation allows the
evaluation of the CFPs distribution on the partnership
network.

In this paper, we will particularly presented
Optimisation module. For that, we will present a formal
description of this module and we will detail the
calculation methods used for the self evaluation of an
ACE with respect to a given CFP.
GENERAL OPERATION OF THE ACE
The suggested approach allows the increase of the
autonomy of the network entities. For that, the entities
must have the capacity to negotiate and communicate
among them in order to achieve their common goal
which is to ensure collectively the distribution of the
orders coming from the various customers with
respecting the interests of each one. A partner can be
customer, supplier or both. One of the customers
launched a CFP on the network. This latter will be
provided with a certain number of information such as:
name of the transmitting entity (customer), description
of the requested product, the quantity expected by the
customer, lead time of end of negotiation, delivery lead
time, etc …All the ACEs which are connected to the
network will received this CFP. Once the CFP received
by a given ACE, via its communication module, the
latter transmits the received information to the
interaction module. The interaction module will check
the feasibility of the CFP in technical term and then
transmit the CFP to the optimization module. The
optimization module starts the application of the
selected multicriteria method (Ounnar 1999): Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) in order to obtain a
classification of all the CFPs received, according to the
entity capacity to treat them. The application of this
method requires a set of qualitative or quantitative
criteria (Ounnar and Pujo 2005). Among the
quantitative criteria, appears operating time of the CFP.
This data depends on the planning state and on the
availability of equipments. We propose to obtain this
data by the execution of an analytic method at the level
of the planning module. This latter calculates the
operating time of the CFP by studying the various
possible states of insertion of this one in the entity
planning. This result will thus be transmitted to the
optimization module in order to finish the application of
the multicriteria method. The interaction module
compares then this performance with regard to the best
actual performance and then sends it on the network if it
is the best one. The various messages circulating on the
network can be summarised as follow: CFP, RCFP,
LCFP (Local Call for Proposal which is diffused by the
entity), RLCFP (Response to Local Call for Proposal,
response proposed by a given network partner), ERCFP
(Entity Response to a Call for Proposal which is a
proposed response to a CFP launched by a given
partner). The objective of the suggested approach is to
obtain a balance between charge/capacity at the level of

As it was mentioned above, this paper is focused on the
study of Optimization Module of an ACE. First, we
describe the general operation of this module. Thus we
explain how it allows the ACE to self evaluate its
performance with respect to the received CFP, in order
to estimate its own capacity to respond to this one.
Then, we present DEVS models corresponding to this
module and how they allow to validate the suggested
approach. These models will be used as formal
specifications in the system realization.
Operation of Optimization Module
The performance evaluation is based on a multicriteria
method. The selected method corresponds to the
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method (Ounnar
1999). AHP is a powerful and flexible tool of decisionmaking for complex problems involving multiple
qualitative and quantitative criteria. The method helps
decision-makers to structure the significant components
of a problem in a hierarchical tree-like structure. The
results are then synthesized by reducing complex
decisions into a series of simple comparisons and
arrangements. AHP is thus a decision-making process
that directly interprets the data by forming judgments
through a scale of measurement inside a hierarchical
structure. AHP involves four distinct steps.
1

Step 1 (setup): Decision-making criteria are
generated. Hierarchical relationships are established
among the criteria and are then represented in the
form of a matrix.

2

Step 2 (weighing): The matrices are filled with
criteria comparisons. The comparisons allow the
calculation of the criteria-weighing vector.

3

Step 3 (ranking): The various solutions are ranked
according to their ability to satisfy the various
criteria.

4

Step 4 (evaluation): The final solution ratings are
then calculated using the rankings determined in
Step 3 and the weighing vector calculated in Step 2.

This process organizes a hierarchical decision-making
problem in a mathematically rigorous manner to ensure
proper results. It separates the decision-making process
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into stages to enable the team working on the problem
to focus successively on each step needed to make a
decision. On the basis of qualitative or quantitative
criteria, AHP method ensures to classify CFPs,
according to the capacity of the entity to treat them.
Among the quantitative criteria, appears operating time
of the CFP. This data is obtained by the planning
module. For that, the knowledge of the states of CFPs is
necessary. The different CFPs received by the entity are
placed in the planning module. A CFP can be in one of
the following states:
1

Negotiated CFP: characterizing the fact that we
have no information about its assignment.

2

Engageable CFP: characterizing the fact that an
entity is the most successful on an order (the offer
is better than the best of the received offers).

3

Pre-engaged CFP: a CFP is pre-engaged if it is
“engageable” and it is selected as being one of the
most priority of the CFP list. The entity
appropriates temporarily this CFP. This CFP will be
the following one that will take the state “Engaged”
if there is no overbid.

4

Engaged CFP: the entity appropriates definitively
the “pre-engaged” CFP on its planning at its
engaged date.

5

Refused CFP: specify the fact that no proposition
was made for this call for proposal.

YM: The set of output ports through which external
events are sent.
S: The set of the sequential states.
δext: the external transition function which specifies how
the system changes state when an input (x) is received
during the time “e” where e ta, then , the system
passes from the current “ s” state to a new one “s’” by
applying the function . ext (s, e, x).
int: The internal transition function which specifies to
which next state the system will transit after the time
given by the time advance function has elapsed. The
latter can generate an external output just before it takes
place.
λ: The output function, the latter generates an output
event.
Ta(s): For a given state, s, ta (s) represents the time
interval during which the model will remain in the state
“s” if no external event occurs.
Formal description of the “CFP/OS management”
submodule
This module receives CFP as well as the orders of
suppression of CFPis coming from the interaction
module. The CFP/OS management submodule sends the
CFP to the planning module which tests the possibility
of insertion of this CFP and returns the CFP provided
with its operating time (result of insertion). In addition,
the Application_AHP submodule informs the CFP/OS
management submodule of its availability to receive
CFP by sending to it the result of AHP in the form of a
classified CFPs list. Then the CFP/OS management
submodule sends to the Application_AHP submodule
the new list of CFPs to be classified.

Formal Description of Optimization Model
Input ports: XCFPOS = {CFP2, CFPdate, OS, rest,
reinit}, where:
1 CFP2 = {CFPi}: indicates the arrival of a CFPi
from the interaction module. The latter is
represented by:

In this section we present the DEVS model
corresponding to the optimization module described
above. This model is a coupled DEVS model composed
of four atomic DEVS models (see figure.1).
Optimization

Numi N: number of the CFPi.
Entityi: name of the entity defined on the set of string.

CFPrevalued
LCFP

remain
CFPdate
OS

CFP3
CFP/OSmangement

CFP2

CFP.Typei
{feasible, unfeasible}: it describes the
feasibility of CFPi in technical term.

OC
LCFP1

LCFP/OC
management

CFPs
OS1

LCFP1

reinit

OC1

CFP.statei
{negotiated, engageable, pre-engaged,
engaged}: it describes the state of the CFPi.

CFP3

CFPdate
OS

OS1

CFP2
reinit

CFP.condi {OK, not OK} : describes the availability
of the execution conditions.

CFPrevalued
Application_AHP

LCFP
OC

CFPs

remain

bestCFP

Calcul_performance

bestCFP
reinit

ERCFP
OC1

Qi

ERCFP

R: CFP quantity expected by the customer.

drecepti R : reception date of CFPi .
OTi: operating time of CFPi defined on the set of reals.

Figure 1. DEVS Model of Optimization Module

DEi R: date of beginning of the execution of the CFPi .
Di: execution span defined on the set of reals.
DLi: delivery lead time defined on the set of reals.

Atomic DEVS model specification is structured as
follow:
DEVS = (XM,YM, S,δext, δint, δcon,λ, ta) ; Where:
XM: The set of input ports through which external events
are received.

TENi R: lead time of end of negotiation.
CRi: conformity rates defined by the customer who
launches a CFPi. It is defined on the set of reals.
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Formal description of the “LCFP/OC management”
submodule
This module ensures the management of CFPs coming
from the planning module. It has to transmit them to the
interaction module.
This submodule also ensures the management of Order
of Change (OC) of a given CFPi state. Indeed, with the
reception of an OC the submodule transmits it to the
planning module.

RRi: return rates, it is defined by the customer who
launches the CFPi. It takes its values on the set of reals.
2 CFPdate= {CFPi}: It indicates the arrival of a CFPi
coming from the planning module on which a
calculation of OT was carried out.
3 OS= {CFPi}: it indicates the arrival of a
suppression order coming from the interaction
module concerning a given CFPi. It is represented
by: {numi, entityi, CFP.typei, CFP.statei, CFP.condi,
Qi, drecepti, OTi, DEi, Di, DLi,TENi, CRi, RRi}.
4 rest = {listeCFPs}: allows the reception of the
result of AHP method applied at the
Application_AHP submodule. This result is
represented by a list comprising all the CFPis
received classified according to the capacity of the
entity to treat them except the CFP classified first.
5 reinit= {on}: allows the reinitialization of all the
system.
State variables: S= {phase, , T busy, LT, L5} where:
1 Phase = {wait, wait_calcul, CFP_reçept,
fusion_L5_LT, insertion, launch_AHP, date_recept,
suppresion, CFP_recept}.

Input ports: XLCFPOC = {LCFP, OC}, where:
1 LCFP = {CFPi}: it indicates the arrival of a Local
CFP coming from the planning module. This LCFP
is composed of {numi, entityi, CFP.typei,
CFP.statei, CFP.condi, Qi, drecepti, OTi, DEi, Di,
DLi,TENi, CRi, RRi}.
2 OC= {CFPi}: It represents an order of change of a
given CFPi state. This order is launched by the
interaction module. This event is represented by:
{numi, entityi, CFP.typei, CFP.statei, CFP.condi, Qi,
drecepti, OTi, DEi, Di, DLi,TENi, CRi, RRi}.
State variables: S= {phase, , T} where:
1 Phase = {wait, LCFP_recept, OC_recept}.

R+ : defined the life time of the current state.
T: defined the instance of the class object of CFP
frame.
4 busy: Boolean variable indicating if AHP method is
carried out at the Application_AHP submodule. It is
initialized with false.
5 LT: List where are stocked the classified CFPis by
the Application_AHP submodule.
6 L5: list where are stocked CFPis launched by the
network partners intended to be classified by AHP
method.
Output ports: YCFPOS= {CFP3, CFPs, OS1}, where:
1 CFP3= {CFPi}: send the CFPi to the planning
module with an aim of calculating its operating
time.
2 CFPs= {listeCFPs}: Send the list of the CFPis to
the Application_AHP submodule, in order to
classify them.
3 OS1= {CFPi}: send the OS to the planning module.
The corresponding DEVS model is defined in Figure 2:

2
3



R+ : it is the life time of the current state.
T: defined the instance of the class object of CFP
frame.
Output ports: YLCFPOC= {LCFP1, OC1}, where:
1 LCFP1 = {CFPi}: send the LCFP to the interaction
module.
2 OC1= {CFPi}: send the OC on the state of a given
CFPi to the planning module.
The corresponding DEVS model is defined in Figure 3:
2
3

LCFP/OC management

wait_calcul
s =infini
T=null

?LCFP

LCFP1!T

LCFP_recept
s=1
T=LCFP

LCFP
LCFP1
OC

?OC

OC1!T
OC1

CFP/OS management

CFP2

CFPdate

Fusion_L5_LT
s =1
busy=false
LT=remain
L5=fusion(LT,L5)

wait
s=infini
T=null
busy=false
L5=LT=null
result=null

If (L5.size =2)
CFPs!L5

If (L5.size <2)
OS

?CFP2

?reinit

?remain

If i( L5.size=2 &&
busy=false)
CFPs!L5

Launch_AHP
s=1
busy=true
L5=null

insertion
s =1
result=seek(L5,T.num)
rep(L5, result.pos,T)

OC_recept
s =1
T=OC

If T.dr!=infini

reinit

reamin

CFP_recept
s=1
T=CFP2
Ins(L5,T)

?CFP2
CFP3!T

wait_calcul
s =infini
T=null
result=null

OS1!T

?CFPdate

Date_recept
s=1
T=CFPdate

If T.dr=infini

Figure 3 DEVS model of “LCFP/OC management”
submodule

CFP3

Formal description of the “Application_AHP”
submodule
This module allows the application of the AHP on
receiving CFPs list coming from the CFP/OS
management submodule, with an aim of obtaining a
classification of these CFPs.
Input ports: XAp.AHP = {CFPs}, where:

CFPs

?OS

CFP_sup
s=1
T=OS

suppression
s =1
sup(L5, T)

OS1

Figure 2 DEVS Model of CFP/OS management
submodule
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1

CFPs = {listeCFPs}: allows the reception of a
CFPs list coming from the management CFP/OS
submodule, intended to be classified.
State variables: S= {phase, , T, L9} where:
1 Phase = {wait, App_AHP, suppression}.

1

R+ : defined the life time of the current state.
T: defined the instance of the class object of CFP
frame.
4 TR: defined the instance of the class object of
RCFP frame.
5 L7: list where the responses for a different CFPis
proposed by the entity (ERCFPi) are stocked.
6 L7: list where the revaluate CFPis are stocked.
For these variables are applied following functions:
1 seek (L,T.num): seek the element T in the list L
This function returns a pointer which points on the
element T, if the element exists, or on the null
value.
2 ins (L,last, T): inserts the element T at the last of
the list L.
3 remp (L,pos,TR): replaces the element being in the
position "pos" in the list L by element TR.
4 calcul_perf (T): function allowing the calculation of
the performance of a given CFP stocked in T by the
application of a formula based on a set of
indicators. This function returns a vector mad up of
the following fields: {numi, entityi, pi, drecepti,
TENi}.
Output ports: YCP= {ERCFP}, where:
1 ERCFP= {ERCFPi}: allows the sending of the
entity response concerning CFPi on which it is
better. This answer will be provided with the
following information : {numi, entityi, Pi, drecepti,
TENi}.with:
Pi: performance of the entity with respect to this call for
proposal. It takes its values on the set of reals.
drecepti: date at which the response has been transmitted
by the entity.
TENi: lead time of end of negotiation defined on the set
of reals.
The corresponding DEVS model is defined in Figure.5:
2
3

R+ : defined the life time of the current state
T: defined the instance of the class object of CFP
frame.
4 L8: list where the CFPs which are classified by
AHP method are stocked.
Output ports: YAp.AHP= {bestCFP, rest}, where:
1 bestCFP = {CFPi}: send the CFP classified first to
the calcul_performance submodule.
2 res t= {listeCFPs}: send the list of the CFPs
classified except the CFP classified first to the
CFP/OS management submodule.
The corresponding DEVS model is defined in Figure 4:
2
3



Application_AHP

wait
s =infini
L9=null
T=null

?CFPs

App_AHP
s=m
L9=CFPs
T=AHP(L9)

CFPs

bestCFP

rest!L9

bestCFP!T

Phase
=
{wait,
seek_RCFP,
seek_CFP,
Insertion_end, Insertion_end1, Insertion_end2,
cruch}.

remain

suppression
s =1
Sup(L9,T)

Figure 4 DEVS model of “Application_AHP”
submodule
Formal description of the “calcul_performance”
submodule
This module allows the calculation of the entity
performance with respect to the CFPi classified first by
AHP method. In the calculation of this performance it
calls upon a mathematical formula based on a set of
indicators applied by calcul_perf function.
Input ports: XCP = {CFPrevalued, bestCFP}, where:
1 CFPrevalued = {CFPi}: it indicates the arrival of
revalued CFPi coming from the planning module.
This last is represented by: {numi, entityi,
CFP.typei, CFP.statei, CFP.condi, Qi, drecepti, OTi,
DEi, Di, DLi,TENi, CRi, RRi}.
2 bestCFP= {CFPi}: allows the reception of the CFPi
on which the entity is better. This CFP is sent by
the Application_AHP submodule. It is represented
by: {numi, entityi, CFP.typei, CFP.statei, CFP.condi,
Qi, drecepti, OTi, DEi, Di, DLi,TENi, CRi, RRi}.
3 reinit: {on}: allows the reinitialization of all the
system.
State variables: S= {phase, , T, TR, L6, L7, result},
where:

Calcul_performance

wait
s =infini
T=null
TR=null
L7=L8=null
Result=null

bestCFP
CFPrevalued
?CFPrevalued

ERCFP

?bestCFP

reinit

seek_CFP
s=1
T=bestCFP
result=seek(L8,T.num)

seek_RCFP
s =1
T=CFPrevalued
result=seek(L7,T.num)
?reinit
if result.trouve=false
if result.trouve=true

Insertion_end2
s =1
Ins(L8, last, T)

If result.trouve=false

cruch
s =1
TR=calcul_perf(T)
remp(L7,
result.pos,TR)

?bestCFP

Insertion_end
s=1
TR=calcul_perf(T)
Ins(L7,last,TR)

if result.trouve=true

Insertion_end1
s =1
TR=calcul_perf(resu
lt.T)
Ins(L7, last, TR)

?CFPrevalued
ERCFP!TR

ERCFP!TR

ERCFP!TR

wait
s =infini
T=null
TR=null
Result=null

Figure 5 DEVS model of “calcul_performance”
submodule
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CONCLUSION
The goal of our study is to improve the decision making
structures at the CSR level. After a presentation of the
literature review on the work carried out on the
improvement of the CSR, we have proposed a new
approach of CSR control by considering that the whole
of the entities (customers/suppliers) partners,
communicating on the same medium of communication,
negotiate to answer with the better way to the customers
needs. We have thus provided each supplier with a
decision-making centre: Autonomous Control Entity
(ACE), which allows him to self evaluate his
performance in order to be able to take part to
negotiation. The objective of the suggested approach is
to obtain a balance between charge/capacity at the level
of each supplier and to achieve a loads smoothing
between the various suppliers with a further objective to
propose an equitable system between network suppliers.
For that, and in order to test the validity of the suggested
approach we have modeled the optimization model.
Indeed, we have presented DEVS models corresponding
to this module. These models will be used as formal
specifications in the system realization. Further research
will focused on the simulation of these models in order
to validate the proposed approach.
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identifying criticalities, bottlenecks and economic
analysis, especially in terms of costs or revenues, but
almost all these parameters are only qualitative, and so
it is very difficult for the researcher to have a strong
detailed feedback on the proposed solution; for these
reasons the authors have proposed the introduction of
computer models devoted to provide measurable
output: so it is possible to evaluate realin -time the
impacts of the solutions proposed by the candidate in
term of overall performances.
Quantitative computer models are the new frontier on
the recruitment process: it is possible to introduce new
possibilities like the use of the web technologies
devoted to spread the selection base to a large
community all around the world and to provide the
candidates a self-evaluating procedure, but not only:
using the computer it is possible, during the final
selection stage, to evaluate also the interaction without
obscuration of the originality of the single solutions. In
the following some applications of this methodology
will be presented as well as the results reached with
this experimental campaign.

ABSTRACT
Nowadays there are several techniques and systems
that allows rational evaluation of candidates’ skills and
make simpler the researchers’ work; so in this paper
the main goal is to present an innovative way of
evaluation of engineering performances and
capabilities for candidates with background in
industrial modelling and simulation.

INTRODUCTION
It is interesting to underline the potential of the use of
quantitative computer models and simulators in order
to guarantee a significant support for the evaluation
and recruitment of well-prepared young resources in
engineering field.
Nowadays
the
standard
human
resource
evaluation/recruitment procedures are based on
analysing and solving little case studies, working alone
or in team, evaluating carefully the skills of the
candidates while solving problems and their team
working capabilities; however with the new approach
proposed by the authors based on the use of simulation
models it is possible also to evaluate interactions,
results, problem solving and reasoning, even if a
problem on evaluating different solutions in term of
effectiveness may occur.
In effect one o the main current problems for young
post-graduated resources is that their capabilities in
problem solving are strongly reduced by the qualitative
approach applied in the recruitment policies. Computer
may be used as a useful tool in order to simplify
complex calculating operations and to face with the
different scenarios that may occur.
During the recruitment process the candidates usally
analyse the test case and provide a reasonable solution,

THREADS RELATED TO USE OF SIMULATION
IN EDUCATION
The first field analyzed in this paper are the evaluation
procedures in the education and training sector: these
two areas are strictly linked and for a long time these
sectors have benefited of the use of new techniques; for
this reason it is interesting to evaluate the impact of the
use of simulators and computer models, because it is
very interesting to evaluate the solutions provided by
students in the simulator, guaranteeing the possibility
for the students to interact each other and to face with a
“Virtual World”.
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Figure 1: Example of Validation Report requested to Candidates based on DOE on a Simulator Scenario
With these tools it is possible to use models devoted to
support real learning processes based on “Direct
Experience”, but the changing is not pretty simple: the
candidates have some preliminary requirements to
satisfy, like good fundamentals (i.e.statistics), deep
knowledge on DOE (Design Of Experiments) and
similar methodologies, the awareness of the model
constraints and limits, and so on.
The main concern about using this method could be
related to the fact that the students, interacting directly
with the models, could waste their time not discovering
anything useful or losing their selves in a
misunderstanding of goals due to the complexity of the
systems.
In effect all the models proposed have inside
approximations and this represents a further potential
error source because operating in improper conditions
the approximations could lead students to induct wrong
relations from the simulation; therefore usually it is
very difficult to discover those potential errors and to
correct them, even because complex logical operations
inside simulators are covered with very good looking
and attractive animation or graphic that makes them
look very realistic.
Even considering these aspects and risks the author
experience shows that the main limit for using those

techniques in education is the lack of tool availability
in this specific field; so there is a large potential for
development of tools in this area.

SCIENTIFIC SKILL EVALUATION BY USING
M&S
Simulation applied in the field of scientific capability
evaluation and research selection is to be considered a
logic step due to sector evolution: very often in effect
selection procedures are nowadays based on the results
of the approach of candidates to simulated scenarios. In
this case the term “simulated” is not linked to computer
simulation, but in a certain sense it is more
understandable how computer M&S techniques could
very usefully help to define those scenarios, in a
realistic and challenging way not possible with other
approaches.
Based on these possibilities it is possible to see a
parallel with the evolution of the simulation for
training especially in the military field, where the first
steps were made in the middle of XX century, evolving
to distributed operations in the 90s and continuously
developing in present times towards automatic
evaluation systems.
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Figure 2: Evaluation Criteria applied to the reports provided by different candidates
But any case it is an innovative approach to define new
models for operating in the personnel selection, such
as:
• Fast screening for evaluating large numbers of
candidates that operate on small but challenging
system interconnected through the web interacting
with simulation systems and communicating the
results
• Complex problem remote analysis that can be
submitted to the remote instructor by a group of
trainees that can operate in a longer timeframe
remotely connected.
Quick screening can enlarge the number of candidates
allowing to concentrate the traditional screening, more
time consuming and expensive, on a smaller and preselected number of candidates, allowing also to
redesign the final selection procedure putting focus on
additional issues. The second type of selection could be
instead applied to quantitative comparison of experts
with an effort limited for what concerns internal
resources and procedure times. Using these approaches
and other new ones in the process of researchers
selection can lead to an improvement of evaluation
approach leading to comparative and quantitative
performance analysis.

In this paper it is proposed a set of preliminary
applications in which to apply those concepts with the
experiments made and their successful result.

CASE STUDIES AND APPLICATIVE
EXAMPLES
The first example of use of computer simulation for
researchers screening, presented in this paper, has been
carried out in the academic personnel evaluation, it is
very difficult indeed to bound research in a simulation
model, but there are some specific situations in which
research need a very deep integration with these
particular expertise. The application was made in the
engineering field, especially in the industrial
engineering sector, that requires the capability of
testing in a scientific way problems affected by
variables to be measured, data to be analyzed and
compared, conceptual liaisons to be estimated. In this
case the capacity of the candidate to analyze and
evaluate realistic problems using computer instruments
in order to solve them can be identified using
simulations models; in particular even if this is a very
limited application of these concepts, it is important to
underline how quantitative results based on computer
simulation are useful to measure such skills.
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Figure 3: Setting up a Challenge in Data provided in a Scenario for a Researcher Selection
Obviously these results needs to be integrated with
other evaluation procedures in order to support
effectively the overall selection process.
Let the authors introduce a set of computer simulation
package devoted to be applied in the sector of
evaluating post-graduates for positions in academic
environments; among the others some of the packages
developed for industrial engineering candidates was
related to different kind of simulators:
environmental management, mechanical department,
manufacturing facility, engineering tenders, etc.
In particular focusing on the case For instance in the
case manufacturing, it was request to estimated and
identify the real system warm up period and the time
baseline in order to obtain results to compared with real
system data.
In addition on this example, the authors were
developed other three different simulators tools to be
applied in this sector to evaluate candidate focusing on
more technical release in experimental techniques such
as that related to complex systems: missile launching
procedure, micro particle interactions, weather impact
on flooding phenomena over a geographic region.
For instance In that example, in order to select different
technical/scientific thematic areas the candidate has to
identify some correlations, in particular comparing the
results obtained by using simulation with the real data.

In this case, devoted to selection on different
technical/scientific thematic area, the candidates was
requested to identify, by using the simulator, some
correlation also comparing the results with real data.
One important part usually is to request candidates to
determine correlations among different factors and/or
the goal is to identify the wrong data using the
validated model.

Figure 4: Example of a Simple VB Simulator devoted
to Candidate Evaluation
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•

The tools was extensively used in researcher evaluation
processes involving industrial engineering personnel,
allowing to obtain a motivated quantitative selection
quickly over a set of 45 candidates; the candidates able
to pass the computer simulation was subjected to
interview for final evaluation.

•

•

CONCLUSIONS
This proposed approach is indeed innovative and
useful, providing very significant support in the
selection of research technicians. On the basis of the
results coming from these preliminary experiences it is
possible to say that these techniques could provide
solid and reliable performance measurement baselines
and to focus on some aspects, allowing to focus on
some others thanks to traditional techniques.
The extension of candidates’ number applying
distributed procedures for screening can add more
opportunities for evaluation of researchers and also to
improve their preparation. Meanwhile this approach
allows a quantitative evaluation that could also be used
by the candidates as feedback to improve their skills
identifying precisely their errors.

•

•

•
•
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However the ant colony routing algorithm (AntnetRSV) stated in this paper shall interact with an IRP
(Internal Routing Protocol) setup, to build on its path
base. The IRP deployed at Layer-3 provides for all the
basic network information requirements of the AntnetRSV layer, which the former will provide to the latter,
using its custom flooding algorithms, link-setup and
connectivity testing mechanisms. Please note that the
Antnet-RSV layer requires a base-IRP layer to establish
a where’s who know-how for the given subnet under
consideration.

ABSTRACT
Contemporary routing protocols are found to be less
resilient to pathological conditions involving load
variations and changes in local link metrics. [2] As an
example, the Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
presents poor convergence rates. At the same time for
the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), which was
designed to provide connectivity among network nodes
and to reroute traffic in case of sporadic node or link
failures, frequent link metric changes can lead to wildly
oscillating routing tables. Such facts thus, necessitate an
approach to routing, which shall overcome the
shortcomings of the routing algorithms currently in use.
The paper discusses meta-heuristics based on the
behavior of real ants in real time ant colonies, for
routing to address these issues.
1.

It can be recommended to rely upon a distance-vector
algorithm, for the same, which will also minimize the
routing node’s “neighbor-base” building time. More,
the fact that this will keep the node’s form of
information more local than global, may just add on as a
plus, during the path-exploration phase of the ant, as we
shall see in later sections. This can be considered
metaphorical with the ant knowing about the
whereabouts of the food source, though finding the
shorter route to the same is a different issue altogether,
which shall be considered hereby. In the last section, I
conclude by giving an algorithm based on Darwin’s
Theory of Natural selection, applied to, finding a
routing solution from the given solution-space.

INTRODUCTION

Behavioral
[3,4]
characteristics
of
social
animals like ants, swarms etc. have long served
as meta-heuristics for solutions to stochastic
combinatorial optimization problems. This is because
such approaches deal with problems like premature
convergence, population explosion in the solution
space, etc better than conventional distributed-GA
approaches. This is because Swarms and Ant-Colonies
function as a decentralized and autonomous multi-agent
system, which consists of myriad simple and
cooperative individuals. As individuals, swarm agents
(or ant colony members) behave with simple rules and
based on locally perceivable information. As a
collection, they run in a common environment and
collaborate to achieve remarkable global goals. Their
intelligence lies in the interactions among individuals
and between the individuals and the environment.
Ubiquitous computing as this might seem, routing in
large-scale computer networks thus becomes a proposed
domain for application of swarm and ant-colony
heuristics.

2.

THE ANTNET-CL ALGORITHM

The algorithm reported here, based in a
connectionless framework, follows the work of Di-Caro
and Dorigo (Di-Caro, Dorigo-1998) and is informally
summarized as follows-:
Each node of the network retains a record of packet
destinations as seen on data packets passing through
that node. This is used to launch periodically, however
asynchronously, launch “forward” ants with
destinations stochastically sampled from the collected
set of destinations.
Once launched the forward ant uses the routing table
information to make probabilistic decisions regarding
the next hop to take at each node. While moving
forward, on every node the ant takes a timestamp and
the node-identifier information. The same is later used
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to update the routing tables along the path followed. If
a forward ant is found to be traveling in a loop, that is it
re-visits a given node, it is killed. On reaching the
destination node, the total trip time is estimated, and a
backward ant is created. The backward ant returns using
the same path as followed by the forward ant, though
using a priority queue, and not the queue of the datapackets. At each node on its path, the backward ant
makes updates to the node’s routing table to reflect the
relative performance of the path. When the backward
ant reaches the source, it “dies”, and this can be
implemented as some variant of IP’s TTL.
2.1.

send an allocator agent. The decision is made based
upon m previous allocator agents’ paths. If p% (where p
is the pheromone intensity on the selected path) of the
agents follow the same path, the path is said to have
emerged and an allocator agent is created and enters the
network in order to allocate bandwidth. Allocator
agents traverse the path indicated by the highest
concentrations of the pheromones dropped by their
associated explorer agents.
1) Create an explorer at a frequency ‘f’,
with the destination selected, as a
function of probability p, where

Analysis

P =
However the above-stated schema experiences some
shortcomings. The above scheme first of all assumes
that the routing tables maintained at the nodes are
accurate, which in reality is never the case. If a node
instantaneously goes down, or in the face of some
sporadic link failure, the time taken for the network to
converge might induce substantial overhead. Moreover,
for a large network, with many routing nodes, the ants
going out on links might need to maintain information
quite global in nature (viz. the number of nodes in the
network). The amount of information carried by one
particular ant agent in the network would be huge for a
large network. Both of these fundamentally violate the
base on which the routing metaphor with behavior of
social insects, stands. (Sec-Introduction). This
necessitates use of an IRP employing a DV algorithm
(distance vector algorithm), which then emphasizes on
the performance expectations of the ant!. As it would be
surely uneconomical to use this algorithm, which might
then do nothing except eat up a considerable slice of the
node’s processing time.
3.

Traffic i->k
6 s ->d Traffic

2) Initialize stack S for ant agent ‘A’
S [top] Æ 0;
Top[node_identifier]=current_node
Top [time_stamp]
= 0;

3) Choose next-hop on the basis of
routing table entry in the currently visited node
with a probability Q.
Q=

P I->k + < [LN ]
1 + < | Neighbors C – 1 |

4) Create backward ant B, such that the values
of stack S are now popped, and the ant on its
way back using high-priority queues updates
its pheromone tables.
While (S [Top] <> 0)
Top--;
Update (P_table (m, n));

THE ANTNET-RSV ALGORITHM

The work described in this section derives its
inspiration from [Gross et al 1992, Beckers et al 1989],
though the fundamental approach used is discussed in
[White 96]. The algorithm works in the framework of
resource-reservation and hence the ‘RSV’. This
approach uses three types of ant agents, namely
“explorers”, “allocators”, “deallocators”. Explorer
agents exhibit the foraging behavior of ants and
preferentially follow trails of pheromones laid down by
previous explorers. Allocator agents traverse the path
determined by explorer agents and allocate the
bandwidth on the links used in the path. Similarly, when
the path is no longer required deallocator agents
traverse the path and deallocate the bandwidth used on
the links. When explorer agents reach their destination
they backtrack along the route chosen and drop
pheromone in order to mark the path. Upon arrival back
at the source node a decision is made whether or not to

5) Create allocator ant at a time interval equal
to some integral multiple of total time spent on
exploration and scan the pheromone table.
“Sniff” for highest pheromone value, initialize
stack for allocator and put it on the link.

[Fig1- Modified AntNET-RSV]
It is possible that network bandwidth has already been
allocated by the time the allocator agent is sent and in
this case the allocator agent backtracks to the source
node rolling back resource allocation and decreases
pheromone levels such that a later. A decision to resend an allocator agent is made at a later time after a
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back-off period has been observed. During the back-off
period explorer ants continue to search for routes. Fig-1
provides the trace for the same.

agent’s choice of path for resource allocation might
wildly oscillate between two given choices, having the
same pheromone intensity.
One solution to this
problem can be stated as assigning an ‘age’ parameter
to every route added in the phermone table. However
for large networks with thousands of exploring agents
returning to the same node at a given instant, this
solution may not be quite convergent.
To combat such superfluous routing situations, an
algorithm is stated in the next section, which draws its
inspiration from the Theory of Natural Selection, and
belongs to the Cellular Genetic Framework.

In Step-3 of the above algorithm, the expression for
‘Q’ is explained hereby.
The Ant-Colony system is a society of cooperating
individuals, where agents form their perceptions by
making current observations at the same time,
backtracking for previous perceptions formed, when a
predecessor agent was faced with the same choice. This
is effectively implemented with the help of this
expression.
P I->k : When an explorer reaches a given node, the
probability with which it selects its next hop is given by
this variable. Its value is given by:

4.

ALGORITHM- SURVIVAL_OF_ THE
FITTEST

Genetic algorithms are efficient algorithms for
searching complex fitness landscapes inspired by
biological evolution. GA-s has been successfully
applied to various complex optimization problems.
However while using GA-s a problem presents itself,
which is premature convergence, which is as a result of
rapid loss of population diversity in the GA search
space. And it’s because of this that the search oscillates
between sub-optimal solutions[Li, X. and Sutherland].
However CGA’s are said to be effectively preserving
population diversity. In a cellular GA, individuals are
mapped onto a 2-dimensional lattice, each cell
corresponding to each individual. The operators of
selection and crossover are restricted within the local
neighborhood of each individual. The “isolation-bydistance” method in a way allows a slow diffusion of
good genes across the lattice, thereby producing
individuals capable of adaptation to the then problem
environment. The model I thus present is based on a
selection method inspired by predator-prey interaction
dynamics. Such dynamics contributes to maintain
selection pressure and therefore population diversity. In
this model, the prey, which represent, potential
solutions, are free to move around a 2-dimensional
lattice and breed with other prey. The selection pressure
is maintained by predators, which roam around the
lattice and consume the weakest prey in their vicinity.
This kind of selection procedure efficiently maintains
healthier prey, richer on the fitness factor over
successive generations. The experimental results of this
procedure have yielded more productivity than the
conventional GA. The robustness of this mechanism
lies in the fact that it relies on a dynamic spatial
structure. This is quite in contrast to the conventional
GA-static spatial structure, which one may observe.
Furthermore this strategy maintains selection pressure
by killing off prey rather than the direct replacement
theory of replacing the least fit individual with the fitter
one. This in a way helps implement an essential degree
of population diversity along with check on a possible
population explosion.

Pheromone (source [I]Ædestination [k])
6 Pheromone (sourceÆdestination)
The pheromone values are nothing but the route
preference values set by the backward ants, which had
traversed the same route before the current explorer. As
there can be many routes to the same destination, the
above expression is evaluated.
<: This is the heuristic correction factor, and it has
been experimentally determined as that for the value of
< ranging between 0.2 and 0.5, the algorithm converges
optimally.
LN = 1 – Queue ( source[I] ->destination[k])
6 (n=1 to Neighbor{current} QueueN)
As described above, the algorithm needs to maintain a
perfect blend between the currently perceived values
and those learnt from backtracking. The above value
provides for the same. It’s a measure of the queuelength on each outgoing interface of the given node, at
the given instant.
Neighbors CIt gives the number of neighbors of the current node,
which the explorer is visiting at the given instant.
The given algorithm provides for filling the loopholes
of the previous approach as discussed in 1.2.
Furthermore, such an approach can be used for varied
types of Internet applications seeking higher reliability
of communications. However, there is one more issue to
which the algorithm’s resilience is not as it should be.
After the exploration phase is completed, and when its
time to send out the allocators, it’s a possibility that the
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Step: 4 Go back to Step-1 and re-enter the reproduction
phase if sufficient number of evaluations is not reached,
else continue. The importance of this step lies in the fact
that we may need to balance between the predator and
prey populations. For this we adopt the following
formula where extent is the number of moves a predator
can make before the prey. Thus one can envision the
algorithm as an iterative switch between the prey and
predators in locomotion.
[Fig-2 2-dimensional lattice for the Prey-predator
interaction]

Extent = (Actual_no_of_prey -Preferred_no_of_prey) /Number_of_predators

This model consists of a 2-dimensional lattice where
the prey and predator population resides. Both can
occupy one cell at a time. Initially a large number of
prey are distributed across the lattice. Then the model
follows the following steps:

A predator can kill one prey per unit increment until
the value of extent is reached. For example there are
450 prey, and the preferred number is 120 and the
number of predators is 80 then the extent to which
predators can stay in the hunt phase is ‘4’. However
after the hunt phase, the algorithm again slips into the
prey reproduction phase. A potent benefit of using the
above equation is, that the algorithm always has a check
on the total population size, as well as, even if the
Actual_no_of_prey value reaches an eventual
minimum, the child prey generation is always being
injected into the fitness landscape, producing better off
springs.

Step: 1 Each prey is given the chance to move into one
of the neighboring cells (where each cell has a
probability of occupation set to 1/8 for a typical Moore
Neighborhood)
Bu
we
define
a
variable
RandomMoveProbability = 0.5, for each prey
individual to move, so that half of them would move
one step on the lattice and the other half would stay
where they were. This value is given to stop the
scenario from slipping into a “population explosion”
mode, where every prey breeds, as its got the chance to
move. If the cell, a prey is trying to occupy is already
occupied, the attempt is aborted, and the latter tries
again, and the process may continue until a random
upper bound (in our case 10) is reached. One might
node, that varying the value of the upper bound, one
might achieve a visible trade off between size and
quality of population under consideration.

Implementation:
The first question one might ask for the above stated
procedure is what is prey and predator in the court of
routing optimization.
Let
Wmax = maximum weight associated with a link
Wflow = weight associated with a given flow.
Pheromonepath = Pheromone value in the routing table
for the path under consideration.
U max = maximum link utilization
P Rerouted = no. Of rerouted flows associated with the
given change made in routing pattern

Step: 2 Each one selects from its neighbors the fittest
one and breeds with the same of course excluding its
own-self. If the prey has no neighbors, its not allowed
to breed, otherwise the prey breeds, using the traditional
operators of mutation and crossover [as shall be
discussed in the next section]. The offspring generated
is placed on a randomly selected unoccupied cell, and
the placement policy implicitly suggests that the
offspring can face a radically different breeding
environment as compared to its parents. This fulfills the
objective of maintaining diversity among the existing
population.

Thus, consider the following objective function:M = (Wmax * U max

+ Wflow * P Rerouted)

/ Pheromonepath

A deficiency of OSPF based traffic-engineering lies in
the transient behavior while changing routing pattern
from one metric to another. After metric modifications
are detected, ISPF routers may plausibly distribute the
new link state information after having performed
recomputation through the shortest path algorithm.
During this transition phase inconsistencies might arise,
affecting active connections, which need to be rerouted
which in turn maybe through increased packet loss or

Step: 3 We now enter the hunt. The predator kills its
weakest neighbor prey. If a predator has no prey, it
moves exactly the same way as the prey. However the
predator can move more than once prey time step.
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packet reordering. Therefore its advisable to consider
the amount of rerouted traffic or the number of affected
flows, while considering the problem of making routing
algorithms adapt and converge. Thus the same is
considered in the expression of M.

point is between X1 and X I +1, then one child
corresponds to C1 = (x1, x2..y I + 1…yn) and C2=
(y1,y2…x I+1…xn). We apply this operator to 50% of
the prey population. The second operator is called as
blend operator (BLX-D) first introduced by Eshelman
and Schaffer. BLX-D generates a child c1= (C1,
C2…CN), such that Ci is a randomly chosen floating
point number from the interval

Prey:
The objective function M can be vectorized to represent
a prey individual like:
(Wmax , U max , Wflow , P Rerouted, Pheromonepath)
Such prey values can be distributed across the 2
dimensional lattices as a random function like:

[Min I - ' * D, Max I +'* D]. Its been their
observation that highly optimal convergence rates are
achievable for D =0.5.
5.

Distribution (I, J) = Random (I*j) [Prey (I, J)]

CONCLUSION

The predator should logically consist of two modules.
Finding its weakest prey, and second to kill it. This can
be implemented as a set of 2 functions as below:

The algorithm discussed in this paper can be
effectively used to resolve the situation encountered by
Antnet-RSV, when the pheromone values, found by the
allocator agents for the same destination, are same, for
two distinct paths.

Hunt (I, J) = (1 / U rerouted) p

6.

As one may possibly want to minimize the maximum
number of flows rerouted we choose the inverse of this
parameter as our fitness function. This way routing
solutions with smaller maximum link utilizations
receive higher fitness values, and thus have a higher
chance to be reproduced when a new generation is
being set up.

Implementing an implied metaphor of the ant-routing
mechanism would be, implementing the evaporation of
pheromone trails on the links, in order to minimize the
P rerouted value. This is because, in the real ant colony
system, pheromone trails being liquid in nature,
evaporate after a given time interval, thus forcing the
ants to make the same routing decisions again.

In order to influence the reproduction phase we apply
power scaling to the above function. With p < 1, we can
achieve that fitness values of bad solutions are
increased relatively to the best ones, thus avoiding that
they die out too fast and that the optimization procedure
converges too early. For p > 1, the gap between good
and bad solutions is increased, forcing the process to
converge optimally.

7.

Predator:

4.1.

FURTHER ENHANCEMENTS
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(Gass 1983; Sterman 1984; Oliva 2003; Scholl 2001).
From policy research perspective, modeling resolutions
to important issues including global warming,
population dynamics, energy systems, and urban
planning simply defy a face validity test. Instead, for
policy models, the key issue in validation is deciding (i)
if the model is acceptable for its intended use, i.e., does
the model mimic the real world well enough for its
stated purpose (Forrester 1971; Goodall 1972; Forrester
and Senge 1980) and (ii) how much confidence to place
in model-based inferences about the real system (Barlas
1989, 1994; Curry et al. 1989). In order to assess the
theoretical content of a policy model, it is imperative to
look at the modeling process itself. Therefore, before
we could attempt to illustrate the validation for SD
models, it is crucial to examine SD modeling process
first.

KEYWORDS
Simulation; System Dynamics; Structural Validity
ABSTRACT
Simulation models are becoming increasingly popular
in the analysis of important policy issues including
global warming, population dynamics, energy systems,
and urban planning. The usefulness of these models is
predicated on their ability to link observable patterns of
behavior of a system to micro-level structures. This
paper argues that structural validity of a simulation
model -right behavior for the right reasons- is a
stringent measure to build confidence in a simulation
model regardless of how well the model passes behavior
validity tests. That leads to an outline of formal
structural validity procedures available but less explored
in system dynamics modeling ‘repertoire’. An
illustration of a set of six tests for structural validity of
both system dynamics and agent-based simulation
models follows. Finally, some conclusions on the
increased appeal for simulation models for policy
analysis and design are presented.

The appeal of SD models in the analysis of policy and
managerial issues is due to their ability to link
observable patterns of behavior of a system to microlevel structure and decision making processes. In order
words, SD models are causal models (Barlas 1989).
The crux of SD modeling process is to identify how
structure and decision policies help generate the
observable patterns of behavior of a system and then
identified structures and decision policies be
implemented. Therefore, the identification of the
appropriate structure is the first step in establishing
validity of a SD model. Once the structural validity of a
SD model is sufficiently established, behavior validity how well the model-generated behavior mimics the
observed behavior of the real system - is assessed to
achieve the overall validity of the model or to build
confidence in the model (Gass 1983; Sterman 1984). In
fact the validation process becomes iterative: structural
validity-behavior validity-structural validity.

1. INTRODUCTION
For the remaining pages follow the general guidelines
below: Models have been developed and applied to both
operational problems as well as policy issues. However,
the need of and the evaluation criteria of model
validation differs for each case. For instance, in the case
of operational problems, the results of a model can be
accepted or rejected by exposing the results to a face
validity test (Hermann 1967; Emshoff and Sission
1970). In a face validity test, experts assess how the
model and its results are close to the real system. Model
solutions can be tested in real world environments: e.g.,
another service window can be opened in the bank;
efficiency of the oil refinery can be enhanced under the
recommended actions; or inventory control system can
be used improve customer satisfaction (Gass 1983).

Since structural validity involves stakeholders of the
model: modelers, clients, and policy researchers, I argue
that structural validity is a stringent measure to build
confidence in a SD model regardless of how well the
model passes behavior validity tests. The second
objective of this paper is to illustrate by the way of
examples how some of the tests that already exist in the
SD validation “repertoire” can help increase confidence
in policy models. It is hoped that policy modelers, as a
result of our illustrations, will appreciate the usefulness

In contrast, the majority of policy models such as
system dynamics (SD) type model and agent-based
models are built for the analysis of policy, exploration
of possible future scenarios, and management purposes
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appropriate representation of the problem, and (ii)
identifying the causal relationships between the
elements of the conceptual model. If problem is either
misrepresented or the causal relationships in the model
are faulty, model generated data or model’s
recommendations would simply be misleading. Or in
Balras’s words, you will get “right behavior for the
wrong reasons” Therefore, structural validity: “right
behavior for the right reasons” becomes the core of the
SD modeling validation process (Barlas 1989).

of already existing but leas explored tests in validation
of policy models.
For the discussion of this paper, model refers to a SD
type simulation model. However, there exist strong
similarities between SD and agent-based modeling
approaches: (i) both are unique in modeling nonlinear,
complex systems such as urban planning systems, (ii)
both assume that micro-structures of a system are
responsible for its behavior, and (iii) both aim at
discovering leverage points in complex systems,
modelers of agent-based models seek them in rules and
agents, while SD modelers do so in the feedback
structure of a system (Scholl 2001). Therefore,
arguments made and the validity procedures illustrated
in this article should equally benefit agent-based
modeling community. This paper is organized as
follows: In § 2, an argument that structural validity is a
stringent measure to build confidence in SD type
models is established. Structural validity procedures are
described in § 3. § 4 provide an illustration of structural
validity tests. Conclusions are presented in § 5.

Moreover, model validation depends on the cultural
context and background of the model builders and
model users. It depends on whether one is an “observer”
(e.g., an academic researcher) or an “operator” (e.g., a
decision maker who must act without waiting for data
of further analysis (Greenberger et al. 1976).
Nevertheless, involvement of stakeholders in the
modeling process results in the increased credibility of
the model (Kleindorfer at al. 1998). Again it is the
conceptual model building stage of SD modeling
process where the involvement of stakeholders is
prominent: e.g., model assumptions and model
boundary: what to model and what not to model is
decided based on clients’ needs and model builders’
approach to modeling. Thus, the conceptual modeling
stage allows realize the expertise of the relevant
stakeholders and hence increase the likelihood of the
acceptance of the model-based recommendations (Coyle
and Exelby 2000). Consequently, structural validity that
assesses the validity of the conceptual model becomes a
stringent measure to build confidence in a SD model. It
must be emphasized here that in no way I am
discounting the usefulness of behavioral validity of a
SD model. Instead, I want to highlight the significance
of structural validity, often less explored in SD model
validation endeavors.

2. STUCTURAL VALIDITY AS A STRINGENT
MEASURE FOR A MODEL VALIDATION
In general, validation of SD models draws on two
fundamental assumption of SD modeling process: (1)
SD models are built to fulfill a purpose, and (2)
structure of the model drives its behavior (Forrester
1961). SD modeling process begins with
‘conceptualization’ of the policy issue and produces a
‘quantitative computer simulation model’ for policy
assessment and design. The purpose of the model
informs the construction of both qualitative and
quantitative model.
Since its inception, SD has linked the validation of a
model with its “purpose”. As Forrester emphatically
sates that the validity of model should be judged by its
suitability for a particular purpose and validity, as an
abstract concept divorced from purpose, has no useful
use (Forrester 1961). This view of model validation is
widely shared by other modelers and policy scientists
(Barlas and Carpenter 1990; Holling 1978; Overton
1977). Forrester and Senge (1980) stress that a model is
built for a purpose and its validity is determined by the
extent to which it satisfies that purpose.

3. STRUCTURAL VALIDITY PROCEDURES
Identification of the appropriate structure, responsible
for the ‘right’ behavior, is a multidimensional process:
problem representation, logical structures, and
mathematical and causal relationships. Forrester and
Senge (1980) discussed some of the tests used for
structural validation of a SD model:
Boundary adequacy: Whether the important concepts
and structures for
addressing the policy issue
are endogenous to the
model?
Structure verification: Whether the model structure is
consistent with relevant
descriptive knowledge of
the system being modeled?
Parameter verification: Whether the parameters in the
model are consistent with
relevant descriptive and

Although SD modeling process is iterative in nature,
essence of a SD type model lies in how well the
problem has been conceptualized and causal
relationships are identified or the qualitative model is
constructed. It is the qualitative modeling stage that
takes the temporal precedence over the quantitative
modeling stage of any SD modeling endeavor: you have
to have a conceptual model ready before any effort to
realize a computer simulation model could ensue. At the
qualitative modeling stage, focus is on (i) having
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verification of MDESRAP, a two-pronged approach
was applied. First, during the construction of the model,
we utilized (i) the specific case-Pakistan’s data (or
available knowledge about the real system), and (ii) the
sub-models/ structures of the existing models of the
domain, as given in Table 1. The causal relationships
developed in the model, which were based on the
available knowledge about the real system, provided a
sort of ‘empirical’ structural validation. The adopted
sub-models of the existing models of the domain served
as a ‘theoretical’ structural validation (Forrester and
Senge, 1980).

numerical knowledge of
the system?
Dimensional consistency: Whether each equation in the
model dimensionally
corresponds to the real
system?
Extreme conditions: Whether the model exhibits a
logical behavior when
selected parameters are
assigned extreme values?
Barlas (1989) has demonstrated that behavior sensitivity
test, originally suggested by Forrester and Senge (1980)
as a behavior validity test, can detect major structural
flaws of the model despite the fact that model can
generate highly accurate behavior patterns. He termed it
as a structurally-oriented behavior test: Whether the
real system would exhibit a similar high sensitivity to
those parameters to which model behavior displays high
sensitivity.

Table 1: Adopted Structures in MDESRAP
Structures/ Concepts
Investment incentive
dynamics (Dyner and
Bun, 1997)
Substitution mechanism
between electricity and oil
(Davidsen, 1989)
Production capital
structure (Moxnes, 1990)
Gross margin (Sterman,
1980)

4. AN ILLUSTRATION OF STRUCTURAL
VALIDITY TESTS
All the tests listed in §3 have been applied to evaluate
the structural validity of a system dynamics model
MDESRAP: a model for understanding the dynamics of
electricity supply, resources and pollution (QudratUllah and Davidsen 2001). These tests by no means are
exhaustive but constitute the core of battery of tests for
the structural validity of SD type simulation models.
The purpose of the model is to assess the impact of
investment incentives on electricity-generating
technology mix and emissions level, over the long term
(the simulations runs from 1980 to 2030). MDESRAP is
a dynamic general disequilibrium representation of
Pakistan’s electricity supply sector, excluding nuclear
generation. An illustration of the applicability of
structural validity tests to MDESRAP, one-by-one,
follows. Although MDESRAP is not an urban planning
model per se, structural validity tests being
demonstrated here are applicable to any simulation
model build to support policy decision making in
complex dynamic systems with uncertain data including
urban planning systems.

Remarks
Causal structure was
adopted
Structural formulation
was adopted
Structural formulation
was adopted
Structural formulation
was adopted

Parameter Verification
The values assigned to the parameters of MDESRAP
are sourced from the existing knowledge and numerical
data form case-Pakistan’s data. For illustration purpose,
Table 2 lists some of the parameters, their values and
the source.
Table 2: Some Parameters of MDESRAP and Their
Assigned Values
Parameters in the
Model
Time to Adjust
Investments
Average Physical Life
of Capital (oil)
Average Physical Life
of Capital (hydro)
Target Limit for CO2
Emission
Construction Delay for
Power Plant (oil)
Construction Delay for
Power Plant (hydro)
Fuel Efficiency
Safety Margin for
Resource Inventory
Operating Cost (oil)

Boundary Adequacy
Consistent with the purpose of MDESRAP, all the
major aggregates: electricity demand, investment,
capital, resource, production, environment, and costs
and pricing are generated endogenously. Only one
variable, GDP is exogenous variable. The historical
GDP of Pakistan is represented annually from 1980 to
2000 and linear extrapolation is used for the remaining
years.

Operating Cost (hydro)

Structure Verification
The structural verification is of fundamental importance
in the overall validation process. For the structural
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Assigned
Values
2 (years)
30 (years)
40 (years)
20.20 M
tons
4 (years)
6 (years)
0.4 (%)
0.5 (year)
0.57
($/MWh)
0.22
($/MWh)

Source
(PEY,
1990; PEY,
1991; PEY,
1997)

approaches aim at discovering leverage points in
complex aggregate systems, modelers of agent-based
models seek them in rules and agents, while SD
modelers do so in the feedback structure of a system
(Scholl 2001). In Scholl’s words, “At the very least, it
will be insightful to compare the aggregate behavior and
emergent influence on the environment of agent-based
models with the predictions of aggregate-level feedback
models regarding the same subject area”. Therefore, it is
prudent to apply structural validation tests illustrated in
the previous section on agent-based models. In fact,
only after successful structural validation of models,
any meaningful comparison could ensue.

Dimensional Consistency
Dimensional consistency test requires that each
mathematical equation in the model be tested if the
measurement units of all the variables and constants
involved are dimensionally consistent: in (apples) = out
(apples). For instance, the following equation represents
one of the equations of MDESRAP. This equation
describes that share of each competing electricity
generating technologies (EnergyTechShare) in the new
capital investments being made is dependent on two
factors: (i) the coefficient for the distribution of Į and
(ii) the cost of electricity generating technology
(CostOfElectTech).
EnergyTechShare = EXP (-Į) * CostOfElecTech

5. CONCLUSION
Is this equation dimensionally consistent? To answer,
we need to know (i) Is the value of Į based on the real
system? and (ii) What is the dimension of the dimension
of Į?

Although structural validity tests constitute but one of
two general types of tests required to build confidence
in a SD type simulation model, these tests nevertheless
are the core of SD modeling validation process and
have temporal precedence over the other type of tests:
behavior validity tests. Illustrations provided through
the applications of six tests in this paper can help the
modelers (and users) in policy domain including urban
planning to lend an effective and tangible support to the
process of building confidence in a simulation model.

The value of Į is estimated based on the variation in the
fuel costs of electricity generation technology, in
Pakistan. We considered all 17 locations of thermal
power plants, where the fuel is consumed to generate
the electricity. The fuel costs at each of these sites were
obtained to estimate the value of Į = 0.249 (MWh/$).
No if we do the dimensional analysis of the equation
above, we can have:

Informed by the ‘purpose’ and structurally tested
simulation models, be it SD type or agent-based type,
should result in the increased appeal for simulation
models for policy analysis and design. The policy issues
exist. The simulation models are being built. Validation
need and challenges are being met. Policy analysis
simulation modeling community owes no apology to
those who would only believe in face validity testing
alone.

[dimensionless]=[(MWh/$)*($/MWh)]=
[dimensionless]
Thus, not only the value of Į is based on the existing
knowledge of the real system but also the equation is
dimensionally consistent.
Both the extreme conditions test and the structurallyoriented behavior test are explaned in detail in QudratUllah (2004).
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widened. One of the challenging tasks that is always
hard to accomplish is simulation of intelligent entities
such as animals, controlling units or even humans. The
task is even more challenging if the simulated
environment is complex and has some stochastic
features or entities with stochastic behavior. Another
important direction related with the application of AI
technologies is the simulation of a complex
environment in order to collect all the necessary
information about it and use the information to adjust
some system for operation in a real environment. For
instance, the simulation of a mars surface before
launching the mars exploration robots to the red planet
helps collecting important information in order to
adjust the robotic system.
In both examples – simulation robot or intelligent
entity should be able to learn and to adapt in order to
deal with incompleteness of the available information
and stochastic features of the environment.
Before trying to build a structure of an autonomous
intelligent system, it is necessary to define the
environment in which the system will operate. The
basis of such a definition can be found in the
assumption that every object can be described as a
system [Ref. 1] Obviously, a complex environment can
be described as a complex system. There are several
basic features that define a complex system [Ref. 2,
Ref. 3]:
 uniqueness – usually complex systems are
unique or a number of similar systems is
unweighted.
 hardly predictable – complex systems are very
hard to predict. It means that it is hard to
calculate the next state of a complex system if
the previous states are known. The hard
predictability may be related to the mentioned
stochastic elements or features of the
environment.
 an ability to maintain some progress resisting
against some outer influence (including the
influence of the intelligent system).
Of course, any complex system has a general feature of
a system such as a set of elements, a set of relations or
links [Ref. 3] that may alternate during the simulation
process.
Obviously, if the modeled system operates
autonomously in a complex environment, it has to form
some model of the environment. It is not always
possible to build a complete model of the environment
for different reasons. That may be caused by a huge
space of possible states of the environment (or even
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the problem of intelligent
system’s design for complex environments. A
possibility to integrate several technologies into one
basic structure that could form a kernel of an intelligent
system or intelligent agent has been discussed. An
alternative structure is proposed in order to form the
basis of an intelligent system that would be able to
operate in complex environments.
The proposed structure is very flexible because of
features that allow adaptation via learning and
adjustment of the used knowledge. Therefore, the
proposed structure may be used in environments with
stochastic features such as hardly predictable events or
elements (intelligent entities). This paper discusses a
possibility to use the proposed structure in order to
model intelligent entities or entire intelligent systems
for hardly predictable environments or environments
with stochastic features in agent based modeling
domains [Ref. 18,19]. The basic elements of the
proposed structure have found their implementation in
a software system and an experimental robotic system.
The software system as well as the robotic system have
been used for experimentation in order to validate the
proposed structure - its functionality, flexibility and
reliability. Both of them are shortly presented in the
paper. The basic features of each system are presented
as well. The most important results of experiments are
outlined and discussed at the end of the paper. Some
possible directions of further research are also sketched
at the end of the paper.
INTRODUCTION
The Artificial intelligence is one of the youngest
branches of modern science.
During a short period of time (lasting only several
decades) there have been developed a lot of different
technologies and approaches to solve various types of
problems existing in the field of artificial intelligence.
The complexity of those tasks that can be performed by
intelligent systems is growing from year to year.
Therefore, the range of application of artificial
intelligence (AI) technologies has been significantly
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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of facts through sensing the environment that
forms an input for learning.
 An ability to reason associatively. This feature
is necessary due to a huge set of possible
different situations that the intelligent system
may face with. For example, there may be two
different situations that can be described by n
parameters (n is a big enough number) where
only k parameters are different (k is a small
enough number). Obviously, these situations
may be assumed as similar. Therefore, an
associative reasoning is used – to reason about
objects or situations that are observed for the
first time by the intelligent system similarly to
reasoning about the known situations and
using knowledge about the known situations
and object. The associative reasoning is
realized through using associative links
among similar objects and situations. Each
object or situation may be accessed or
identified by a set of features, thus this
mechanism operates similar to the associative
memory [Ref. 5, Ref. 8]. An issue about
which objects and situations should be linked
is conditioned by a particular task or goal of
the system’s designer.
 An ability to sense an environment. This
feature is essential for any intelligent system
that is built to be more or less autonomous.
The feature also includes an ability to
recognize objects / situations that the system
has faced with as well as an ability to obtain
data about new objects. All sensed data are
structured in frames (see below). During the
frame formation process the sensed
environment’s state is combined with
system’s inner state, thereby allowing the
system to reason about the system itself as
well as the relation between system’s inner
state and sensed environment’s state. Also the
sensed system’s and environment’s states are
used to realize the feedback in order to adjust
system’s knowledge. Thus, the system’s
flexibility is increased.
 An ability to act. This feature is essential for
any intelligent system that is designed to do
something. If the autonomous system is
unable to act, it will not be able to achieve its
goals. Obviously, the system has to act in
order to achieve its goals as well as to obtain
the feedback information for readjusting its
knowledge or to learn new knowledge. The
way of acting and the purpose of acting vary
depending on the goals of the system’s
designer or user.

infinite), expanses or other reasons. It means that an
intelligent system will use only an incomplete model of
the environment during its existence.
The structure presented in the paper exploits an
adaptation and an uncertain reasoning technique as
general methods to deal with the incompleteness of the
system’s model of its environment. The proposed
structure is built to address issues related with agent
based modeling by offering a way to build intelligent
and more or less autonomous software or hardware
agents.
BASIC

FEATURES

OF

AN

INTELLIGENT

SYSTEM
In this section the basic features of the proposed
structure are outlined and explained according to the
previous research activities.
Summarizing, the basic features of the proposed
structure are as following [Ref. 4]:
 An ability to generate a new knowledge from
the already existing in the system’s knowledge
base. This ability can be achieved by means of
deductive reasoning. In order to increase the
efficiency a case based reasoning may be
combined with deductive reasoning [Ref. 6].
This feature, obviously, includes also an
ability to reason logically. The proposed
structure does not state the kind of deductive
reasoning that should be used. The only rule is
that the selected deductive reasoning method
has to address demands of a particular task.
As it is described above, complex
environments may be very dynamic and even
with stochastic features. Therefore, some
uncertain reasoning techniques may be the
most suitable for complex environments. The
experimental systems described below also
have
uncertain
reasoning
techniques
implemented as a deductive reasoning
module.
 An ability to learn. As it is assumed above, in
complex environments the intelligent system
eventually will not have a complete model of
the environment. Therefore, the environment
will be hardly predictable. Also complex
environments are dynamic – in other words
the system will face with new situations very
often. Obviously, some mechanisms of
adaptation should be utilized. From the point
of view of intelligence an adaptation includes
the following main capabilities: capability of
acquiring new knowledge and adjustment of
the existing knowledge. In other words, the
inductive reasoning module refers to
capability of acquiring new knowledge or
learning. This feature may be implemented by
means of inductive reasoning. During an
operation the intelligent system collects a set

The listed above features form the basis for an
intelligent system that operates in a sophisticated
environment. According to the features of complex
systems that are listed above, any of them may be
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combination with input data obtained from
system’s sensors. The proposed structure itself
does not state what kind of deductive
reasoning method should be used. It depends
on particular goals of the system’s designer. In
both practical implementations a forward
chaining certainty factor based reasoning had
been used [Ref. 17]. If a task requires fuzzy
reasoning or any other reasoning technique
may be used as well.
 Inductive reasoning module
This module performs an inductive reasoning
or in other words – inductive learning. It
learns new rules and adds them to the rule
base. Also the incoming data from system’s
sensors are used.
Again the proposed structure does not state
what kind of inductive learning technique is
used. The only limitation is the requirement to
produce rules that could be used by the
deductive reasoning module. For example, if
the fuzzy reasoning is used, then the result has
to include fuzzy rules.
 Case based reasoning module
Case based reasoning operates with “best
practice” information that helps to reduce
planning time as well as provides this
information for modeller in explicit manner.
As said above in complex environments there
may be a lot of unique situations. To extract
(or to learn) any rule an intelligent system
needs at lest two equal (or similar – the most
part of feature (attributes) are equal)
situations. It means that in complex
environments a lot of situations experienced
by the intelligent system may remain unused.
Obviously, these unique situations (or cases)
may be extremely valuable not only for the
intelligent system but also for the modeller
who uses the system. The case based
reasoning module is involved to process and
use these unique situations..
 Associative reasoning module
This module links objects according to
similarities among object features as well as
situations,
thus
allowing
to
reason
associatively. This module allows to reason
about new situations or new objects using
knowledge about similar objects or situations.
It is an essential ability in complex and
dynamic environments in order to increase a
flexibility of the intelligent system.
Of course, the intelligent system needs additional
modules that would supply it with the necessary
information about the environment and mechanisms to
perform some actions. Therefore the basic structure
shown in figure 1 is complemented with additional
modules. The enhanced structure is depicted in the
following figure 2:

implemented, as it is needed for a particular task. In
other words, the implementation methods and
approaches are dependant on the purposes of the
system itself.
Nevertheless, the main question is how to bind all of
the features in one whole – one intelligent system.
Obviously, there is a necessity for some kind of
integration. There are many good examples of different
kinds of integration. For example, so called soft
computing which combines fuzzy logic with artificial
neuron nets [Ref. 6] or case based reasoning combined
with deductive reasoning [Ref. 7].
In order to adjust an intelligent system for some
particular tasks different structures may be used [Ref.
14]. This paper presents one of the alternative
structures that may be used in order to form a kernel of
an autonomous intelligent system.
The proposed structure is based on intercommunicating
architecture. In other words, the integrated modules are
independent, self-contained, intelligent processing
modules that exchange information and perform
separate functions to generate solutions [Ref. 14].
STRUCTURE OF THE INTELLIGENT SYSTEM
According to the list of very basic features there can be
outlined the basic modules that correspond to the
related reasoning techniques:
DEDUCTIVE
reasoning
module

INDUCTIVE
reasoning
module

INTERFACE

ASSOCIATIVE
reasoning
module

CASE BASED
reasoning
module

Figure 1. Basic modules
As it is outlined in the figure 1, there are four basic
modules that form system’s kernel. Each of the
modules has the following basic functions:
 Deductive reasoning module
This module performs deductive reasoning
using if..then style rules. In order to
implement adaptation functionality, this
module may exploit some of uncertain
reasoning techniques. In the proposed
structure the main purpose of this module is to
predict future states of the environment as
well as the inner state of the system. During
the reasoning process if..then rules are used in
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DEDUCTIVE
reasoning module

CALCULATOR

INTERFACE

PLANNER

ASSOCIATIVE
reasoning module

SENSOR

necessities of the particular tasks or goals of
the system’s designer.
As it is depicted in figures 1 and 2, all of the modules
need some interface to communicate with each other.
Therefore all of the modules use a central element –
Interface in order to communicate to each other. They
are not communicating to each other directly thereby a
number of communication links is reduced as well as
all of information circulating in the system is available
for any module, if there is such a necessity.
A simplified structure of the interface is depicted in the
following figure 3:

INDUCTIVE
reasoning module

PERFORMER

CASE BASED
reasoning module

Figure 2. Enhanced structure

OBJECT 1

RULE 1
RULE 1

ACTION 1

OBJECT 2

RULE 2
RULE 2

ACTION 2

OBJECT N

RULE M
RULE M

Associative links

The additional modules are drawn in grey. Each of the
additional modules has the following basic functions:
 Planner module. This module is one of the
central elements of the system. Its main
function is to plan future actions that lead to
the achievement of goals of the system. In
author’s opinion an ability to predict future
events or situation in the most obvious manner
demonstrates the intelligence of the system.
During the planning process three of the basic
reasoning techniques are involved –
deductive, case based and associative
reasoning. The result of the planner is the
sequence of actions that are expected to be
accomplished by the system, thereby
achieving its goals.
 Sensor module. The module’s purpose is to
collect information from system’s sensors
about the environment and the system’s inner
state. The sensed information is portioned in
separate frames (see below) and forwarded to
the interface (discussed later). Once the
information is forwarded, it is available for
other modules and may be used for
readjustment of knowledge, for learning new
knowledge or other purposes.
 Performer module. This module performs a
sequence of actions that are listed in the plan.
Also this module uses information about the
current state of the system and environment in
order to determine whether the instant actions
can be accomplished. If not appropriate,
feedback information is sent to the sensor
module.
 Calculator module. This module collects and
produces any quantitative data needed for
reasoning.
For
example,
in
both
implementations (see below) this module is
used to calculate certainties of rules including
rules newly generated by the inductive
reasoning module. Thus, this module is
directly involved in the knowledge
readjustment process. The functionality of the
module may be enhanced according to the

Associative links

ACTION K
May consist of

Is generated using

Consists of

May contain

quantitative data
GOAL

PLAN

Data is extracted from

FRAME 1

FRAME 2

FRAME N

Consists of Consists of

SUBFRAME

SUBFRAME

Figure 3. Structure of the interface.
The structure consists of several basic elements. The
fundamental element of the whole structure is an
object. Object. Objects are key elements in the
interface structure. They correspond to some kind of
entities in the environment (or the intelligent system).
Every object is described with a set of features
(attributes). Each feature has some value. As it is
depicted the Figure 3 objects are linked to each other
by associative links. These links form the basis for
associative reasoning. When the intelligent system runs
into a new situation some subset of objects is activated.
These objects map out those entities that the intelligent
system currently senses. If there is no rule that can be
activated, then the intelligent system may try to
activate the associated objects. Thus, the system can try
to reason about the objects by using the associated
rules. The result may be less feasible, but using
association among objects the system can run out of the
dead end situations. A mechanism of associative
memory is very useful when the system works with
noisy data. This mechanism allows to correct faults of
the sensing mechanism [Ref. 8]. For example, if the
input vector of the sense which corresponds to some
entity has some uncertain or incorrect elements
(attributes of object) then the system would not be able
to activate any of the objects. In this case associative
memory mechanism will activate the closest object
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calculator module and is used during the reasoning
process. For example, it may contain certainties about
facts or rules, possibilities, etc. Quantitative data are
collected during the reasoning process as well as
during the analysis of the input data – feedback data.
All of those components together form an interface for
the basic modules: Inductive, Deductive, Case based
and Associative reasoning. Fundamental elements of
the structure are implemented in the experimental
software and robotic systems that are shortly described
below.

[Ref. 8] thus, the sensing error will be less significant
for the reasoning process.
Rules. Rules are any kind of notation that represent
causalities. In the practical experimentations a well
known if..then notation was used As it is depicted in
the Figure 3 rules are linked to objects and actions.
When the system activates objects by using associative
links the linked rules also are activated, thus the system
can scan a set of “associated” rules as well. This
ability improves system’s ability to adapt. As it is
depicted in Figure 3 rules are linked to actions. Rules
(for example, those of type if..then) may include
references not only to facts but also to actions.
Thereby, rules through deductive reasoning are used in
the planning process.
Actions. Actions are some kind of symbolic
representation that can be translated by the intelligent
system and cause the system to do something. For
example “turn to the right” causes the system to turn to
the right by 900. Each action consists of three parts:
precondition, body and postcondition. Precondition is
every factor that should be true before the action is
executed. For example, before opening the door it has
to be unlocked. Body is a sequence of basic (or lower
level) actions that are executed directly – for example,
a binary code that forwarded to the motor controller
causes the motors to turn (in the case of a robotic
system). Post conditions are factors that will be true
after the execution of action. For example, after
opening the door, the door will be opened. It is
important to stress that both implementations of the
structure do not have any postcondition information at
the beginning. All of the postconditions are learned
during the system’s runtime.
Frames. Frames are some kind of data structures that
contain the sense array from the environment and from
the system. It means that frames contain snapshots of
the environment’s and the system’s states.
As it is depicted in Figure 3 frames are chained one
after another, thus forming a historical sequence of the
environment’s and the system’s states. Frames can be
structured in hierarchies. Hierarchies help to see values
of features that cannot be seen in a single snapshot. For
example, motion trajectories of some object, etc.
Frames form an input data for learning (induction
module) algorithms as well.
Goal. A goal is some kind of task that has to be
accomplished by the system. It can be defined in three
ways: as a sequence of actions that should be done, as
some particular state that should be achieved or as a
combination of actions and states. The third option is
implemented in robotic systems described below.
Plan. A plan is a sequence of actions that is currently
executed by the system (performer module). It may be
formed using both basic and complex actions. After the
plan is accomplished, it is evaluated depending on
whether the goal is achieved or not thereby forming
feedback information for the calculator module.
Quantitative data. This element is used to maintain
any kind of quantitative data that is produced by the

EXPERIMENTAL SOFTWARE SYSTEM
As it is mentioned above, fundamental elements of the
proposed structure have found their implementation in
experimental software systems. The implemented
elements are: Case based reasoning, Inductive
reasoning and Deductive reasoning. Deductive
reasoning is implemented as a statement logic module
based on the rules designed in if…then manner. The
induction module is implemented using a very well
known algorithm ID3 [Ref. 9]. It has its more effective
successor C4.5 [Ref. 10]. The case based reasoning
module is implemented using pairs {situation, action}.
Each of pair has its value that determines how effective
it is in a particular case. During the planning this value
determines which actions are selected if more than one
action may be selected. The maximum length of the
plan is limited in order to avoid infinite planning due to
lack of the necessary knowledge for successive
planning. The environment is implemented as world of
rabbits and wolf (domain of pray and hunter). There
are also defined additional objects – “obstacles”. The
number of rabbits and obstacles is not specified, thus
allowing the definition of very complex configurations
of the environment. The intelligent system is
implemented as wolf. Rabbits may be moving or
standing at one place. The wolf can catch rabbits. The
wolf is moving according to its plan. The researcher
(modeller) can freely change the number and place of
obstacles and rabbits during the system’s runtime, thus
acting as a stochastic element in the system’s
environment. The goal also may be defined and
changed at any time by the researcher (modeller). The
intelligent system demonstrates the flexibility of the
proposed structure. The results of experiments and
experience accumulated during the implementation
shows that new types of objects can be introduced
without changing the proposed structure. It means that
even being incomplete this structure demonstrates good
ability to adapt and to operate.
EXPERIMENTAL ROBOTIC SYSTEM
The implemented robotic system is the next step of
validation of the proposed structure.
The robotic system is a semi autonomous intelligent
system that encapsulates all of the mentioned above
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experiments may be split into two major groups –
experiments with goals that require matching of one
action to one goal and goals that require more than one
action in order to achieve the goal. Till now only the
first group of experiments has been accomplished.

elements of the proposed structure and the interface
among basic modules described above.
The system’s input consists of the following sensors:
 Eight IR (infrared) range measuring sensors;
 Electronic compass;
 Four bump sensors (two front and two rear
micro switches);
 Four driving wheel movement measuring
resistors (two for each driving wheel in order
to achieve reliable enough measurements).
Two Basix-X [Ref. 15] microprocessors are used in
order to communicate with PC and perform input data
preprocessing and formatting. Prepared and formatted
data as frames (see above) are sent to PC via RS-232
connection. All other modules of the intelligent system
are implemented as a PC-based software that has userfriendly interface allowing simple following the
system’s operation, collection of research sensitive
data, changing system’s goals, etc….
The PC-based software system implements and
demonstrates all of the structure’s elements mentioned
above. The system is built for research purposes only,
in other words, it is built for experiments in order to
examine and validate the proposed structure.
Therefore, the system’s user interface is built to be as
flexible as possible allowing its user to manipulate with
the robot’s state, goals and results at runtime.
The most important features of the system are:
 Ability to work with multiple goals with
mixed structure that may include – actions,
states or both;
 Ability to adapt via using inductive learning
algorithm C 4.5[Ref. 10];
 Case-Based reasoning is used to store
information about best-practice cases and to
use this information during the planning
process;
 Ability to reason via using Certainty theory
ideas, thus allowing addition of new rules that
may be conflicting with existing rules in the
rule base;
 Ability to reason using associative links
among objects (situations);
 The system’s knowledge and system’s state
relevant data are stored and processed in an
explicit and easy way to follow manner, thus
demonstrating advantages of the used
knowledge based techniques.
It is important to stress that at the very beginning of the
system’s operation it has no information about the
consequences of each action – it needs to learn them.
But if it is necessary the system’s rule base may be
filled with rules, cases and other research relevant
information, thus allowing to model some particular
state of the system.
All of the necessary experiments are not finished yet the system is under research process, but even the first
experiments demonstrate a very good ability of
adaptation and learning new sequences of actions in
order to achieve goals. All of the conceived

POSSIBLE

ADVANCES

AND

FUTURE

RESEARCH
In order to queue actions one after another, thereby
building a sequence of actions that lead to achievement
of the goal a planning module is used. The planning
module is built as a classic single goal planner. If there
is more than one goal, the planner builds plans one by
one for each goal. Usually for autonomous systems
there is a necessity to work with more than one goal at
the same time, for instance, to follow the charge of
batteries and to avoid obstacles. If the system is a team
member, the team’s goals should be taken into account
as well. In a common situation the avoidance of
obstacles may have a higher priority than following the
charge of batteries. If the battery charge is low the
global priorities may change. In other words the system
should be able to handle so-called global dynamics
[Ref. 16] of the plans and their priorities. The
mentioned ability is essential in such domains as robot
soccer game or other similar very dynamic and
complex environments. The proposed structure cannot
handle globally dynamic planning yet. This is one of
the directions for future research activities.
Obviously there may be tasks that cannot be
accomplished using a single intelligent system. For
example, simulation of some complex environments
such as battlefields, transport systems etc. Therefore,
more than one system should be used, thus forming a
multiagent environment. There are different ways to
design a multiagent system [Ref. 11, Ref. 12]. In
different domains different solutions may be applied.
Referring to the said above, another direction of farther
research and experiments may be outlined –
adjustments of the proposed structure in order to allow
the intelligent system operate in a multiagent
environment. One of the most sophisticated problems
in such a multiagent environment is communication
because every communication parameter may be
variable. It is easy to imagine that two intelligent
systems may try to communicate using different
knowledge
representation
schemas,
different
knowledge, different communication protocols,
different type of
“conversation” (for example:
questioning, answering, argumentation, etc.) or even
different physical communication channels (radio
frequency, verbal communication, etc.) [Ref. 13].
CONCLUSIONS
Practical experiments show that the proposed structure
may be very flexible even in very changing
environments with variable goals. In both cases an
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adaptation and ability to learn is essential and both of
them are persistent in using the proposed structure. In
agent based modeling the central element, obviously, in
an agent and its behavior [Ref. 18, 9]. The proposed
structure demonstrates capability to operate
autonomously that makes it useful for agent based
simulation in order to model intelligent entities or
intelligent systems. Therefore it is reasonable to carry
out further research and experiments in order to
advance this structure. In spite of the first results that
are quite promising there are still some open questions
that should be answered in the further research
activities. The most important questions are: how to
enhance the system in order to control it using multiple
goals or multiple (competitive) plans, what are the
necessary improvements for effective operation in
intercommunicating multiagent environments.
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The use of ecological modelling is a widespread practice in the management of coastal ecosystems. In particular, for coastal lagoons, located between land and
open sea, where aquaculture plays an important role in
local economy, the estimation of ecosystem carrying
capacity can supply important indicators for ecosystem
sustainability and returnable profit (Duarte et al. 2003).

ABSTRACT
This document introduces ECOLANG, a communication language used for simulations of complex ecological systems. The language was developed with the main
purpose of interchanging information between a simulation application of aquatic ecosystems (EcoDynamo)
and several external agents. These agents have some
goals about the simulation results or the simulated system. Examples of the former may be a calibration agent,
with the goal of optimising the fit between observed and
simulated results, whereas an example of the latter may
be an aquaculture/farming agent, looking for production
optimisation. This document focus on messages exchanged between EcoDynamo and the two mentioned
agents providing examples of the communication protocol. This work is part of a larger project, where
ECOLANG will be used as a tool for “goal-oriented
intelligent simulations”, towards sustainable management of coastal ecosystems.

Ecological models are simplified views of nature used
to solve scientific or management problems. They include physical, chemical and biological processes to
describe the main features of the ecosystem under
analysis. One of the most important compromises is to
find the optimal time and spaces scales for the model
(Jørgensen and Bendoricchio 2001).
The simplest geometric representation is the zerodimensional (0D) model, which simulates the system as
a point and all changes are only time dependent. Onedimensional (1D) representation models assume that the
system is characterized by a prevailing one-directional
flow (horizontal or vertical) and the properties of the
system vary along that direction and time. When the
system is large enough to present sensible variation of
the properties, vertical and horizontal division is required and two or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) representations are more common. Models of large lakes,
coastal lagoons or river estuaries are examples of these
representations.

INTRODUCTION
Coastal ecosystems are but a small part of the area covered by the seas. However, their importance is very
large, considering that over 60% of the world population lives within 60 km from the sea. These ecosystems
are used for multiple purposes such as fishing, tourism,
aquaculture, harbour activities and as the final destination of many pollutants. This diversity of uses implies
complex and, in most cases, conflicting management
decisions. The huge number of possible combinations
generated by the different management decisions and
options, the opposite interests of stakeholders and some
institutional authorities and the slowness of the decision
process make it very difficult to implement efficient
automatic management policies.

The construction of mathematical models to make predictions about the evolution of an ecosystem, generally
does not take into account the influence of the management decisions taken by the authorities. One possible
way of doing that is to allow hypothetical authorities’
decisions interacting with model simulation experiments.
This paper introduces ECOLANG, a communication
language used to allow the interaction between ecological simulation experiments and several agents, representing either users of the system under simulation or
applications designed to perform specific modelling
tasks. The system conceptualisation, including a case
study and the system architecture for the first application of ECOLANG is described in the next section.

In this context, the use of intelligent agents (Weiss
1999; Wooldridge 2002) seems to be very promising.
Each institutional authority and stakeholder may be
modelled as an agent, interact with simulation tools able to predict the outcome of different decisions - get
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Section 3 describes ECOLANG requirements, its messages format and types, and presents some examples.
Finally, some conclusions are synthesised and
directions of future research presented in the Conclusions section.

simulation processes of aquatic ecosystems. It's an object oriented program application, built in C++ language, with a shell that manages simulation experiments
runs, the graphical user interface, the communications
between classes and the output devices where the simulation results are saved.

SYSTEM CONCEPTUALISATION

Different classes simulate different variables and processes, with proper parameter and process equations.
Classes can be selected or deselected from shell dialogs
determining its inclusion or exclusion in each simulation run of the model.

Case Study
The case study chosen for this work is Ria Formosa
(south of Portugal); see Figure 1. This is a lagunary
system with an area of c.a. 100 km2, mostly included in
a Natural Park. It is used for tourism, fishing, and aquaculture and as an harbour. Local population fluctuates
dramatically between winter and summer due to tourism. Therefore, it is an example of an ecosystem with a
lot of conflicting uses.
Ria Formosa is being modelled as a 2D vertically integrated, coupled hydrodynamic-biogeochemical model,
based on a finite difference bathymetric staggered grid
(Vreugdenhill 1989) with 282 lines by 470 columns
(132540 grid cells) and a spatial resolution of 100m
(Figure 1).
The model is forced by tidal height at the sea boundary,
light intensity, air temperature, wind speed, cloud cover
and boundary conditions for some of the state variables.
The time step used is 3 seconds and the variables simulated are: water temperature, current speed and direction, dissolved substances, suspended matter and phytoplankton concentrations and bivalve species biomass.

Figure 2 – Agent-based Simulation System Architecture
The simulated processes include:
x hydrodynamics of aquatic systems: current speeds
and directions;
x thermodynamics: energy balances between water
and atmosphere and water temperature;
x biogeochemical: nutrient and biological species
dynamics;
x anthropogenic pressures, such as biomass harvesting.
The ecosystem characteristic properties are described in
a model database: morphology (geometric representation of the model), dimensions (number of grid cells),
classes, variables, parameter initial values and ranges.

Figure 1 - Ria Formosa (South of Portugal). Part of
the model grid is shown at the upper left corner
(resolution of 100m)

In EcoDynamo there are different options available for
the output of results – file output in text or hierarchical
data format (*.hdf) – and graphical outputs. Both *.hdf
and graphics output use MatLab£ subroutines.

System Architecture
The architecture proposed in this work will be exemplified using two agents - a Calibration agent and a Shellfish Farmer agent (Figure 2). These two agents are the
first developed entities interacting with the simulation
application EcoDynamo (Pereira & Duarte in prep).

This application has an interface module (implementing
the EcoDynamo Protocol based in ECOLANG) that
enables communications with other programs for external control. For example, the simulation runs can be
controlled
by
commands
like
start/stop/pause/restart/step simulation.

EcoDynamo Application
EcoDynamo (Ecological Dynamics Model) is an application built to enable physical and biogeochemical
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Simulation activity can be spied with the help of log
files, activated previously before the simulation run.

ecosystem using very simple rules. Its general objective
is to maximise bivalve production without exceeding
ecosystem carrying capacity (Duarte et al. 2003). The
agent seed actions (introducing shellfish juveniles in the
coastal region) will be restricted by environment rules
that allow seeding in some areas but not in others.

Calibration Agent
The Calibration Agent (CA) is an Intelligent Agent
(Wooldridge 2002) that communicates through a LAN
with the simulation application with full control over
the simulation (classes, time, parameters, etc.).

Ecological Modelling Language
ECOLANG is a high-level language capable of describing ecological systems in terms of regional characteristics, living agent’s perceptions and actions. This language, along with a specific communication protocol,
will enable the agents in the multi-agent system to understand each other in the ecological domain. It enables
communications at different levels:

Details concerning the calibration procedure followed
by the CA are described in (Pereira et al. 2004). Its
main algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.

x Configuration – intended to select classes and
change variables or parameter initial values to run
the model.
x Execution – commands over the simulation execution (run, stop, pause,…).
x Statistics – intended to collect results from simulation experiments, either online or offline operation, compare results with previous simulation experiments or observed data and advise the
configuration module the expected actions to take.
x Definitions – used to define regions of the model
domain by names and aggregate several cells (or
boxes) or regions into one region, according to
common properties.
x Events – spontaneous messages that agents generate to inform some important events or results.
ECOLANG MESSAGES
Figure 3 - Calibration Agent procedure diagram (from
Pereira et al. 2004)

Requirements
The format of the ECOLANG messages enables easy
readability, simplicity and expandability. It also reflects
the independence from any computational platform used
for simulation. The main requirements for the message
format are:

Its purpose is to tune model equation parameters in
order to fit the model to observed data, towards model
calibration and validation. The CA acquires knowledge
about the behaviour of the system processes in three
phases (Pereira et al. 2004):

x Easy to extend to new concepts and definitions;

x Building matrices that synthesize the interclass and
inter-variable relationships;

x Easily readable by the agents but also by humans;
x Robust enough to enable simple syntax validation;

x Analysing the intra and interclass steady-state sensitivity of different variables to different parameters and among variables;

x Easy to implement unambiguous error messages.
Message definitions used by ECOLANG follow the
BNF formalism. Backus-Naur Form (BNF) is the bestknown meta-language (a language used for describing
languages) in the field of computer science. It was invented by John Backus and Peter Naur (Naur 1960) to
describe the syntax of Algol 60 in an unambiguous
manner.

x Iterative model execution, measuring model lack
of fit, adequacy ad reliability (Sholten and Van der
Tol 1998; Scholten et al. 1998) until a convergence criteria is attained.
Shellfish Farmer Agent
The Shellfish Farmer Agent works in a later phase,
when the model is calibrated and validated. This agent
simulates human reasoning and interaction with the

ECOLANG notation is an extension to the original BNF
formalism adding the following meta-symbols:
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x { } used for repetitive items (one or more times);

<WATER_REGION> ::= <WATER_CARACT>
<SEDIMENT_CARACT>
<WATER_CARACT> ::= <SUB_INTERTIDAL>
<WATER_QUALITY>
<SUB_INTERTIDAL> ::= subtidal | intertidal
<WATER_QUALITY> ::= <QUAL_SCALE>
<QUAL_SCALE> ::= excellent | good | poor
<SEDIMENT_CARACT> ::= (<SEDIMENT_TYPE>
<SEDIMENT_QUALITY>)
<SEDIMENT_TYPE> ::= sandy | sand_muddy | muddy
<SEDIMENT_QUALITY> ::= <QUAL_SCALE>

x [ ] encloses types of values;
x Terminal symbols use bold face letters.
The basic message structure is:
<MESSAGE> ::= message (<ID> <SENDER> <RECEIVER>
<MSG_CONTENT>)
<ID> ::= [integer]
<SENDER> ::= [string]
<RECEIVER> ::= [string]
<MSG_CONTENT>::= <DEFINITION_MSG> |
<ACTION_MSG> | <PERCEPTION_MSG>

The region area is the union of one or more simple
regions, each one of these defined by a point or a basic
polygon (rectangle, square, circle or arc):

<ID> - The identifier of the message sent by sender each sender manages its own numbering system for the
messages.

<REGION_AREA> ::= {<SIMPLE_REGION>}
<SIMPLE_REGION> ::= <POINT> | (rect <POINT>
<POINT>) | (square <POINT> <POINT> <POINT>
<POINT>) | (circle <POINT> [real]) | (arc
<POINT> [real] [real] [real] [real])
<POINT> ::= (point [real] [real])

- The name of the agent or application that
sends the message. It must not have spaces.

<SENDER>

- The name of the agent or application
target of the message. It must not have spaces.

<RECEIVER>

<MSG_CONTENT>

- The message body properly.

Messages can be from three basic types: definitions,
actions and perceptions. While definitions are generic
messages (used by anyone of the communication partners), actions and perceptions are specific to each kind
of involved agent.
ECOLANG syntax with some examples is demonstrated
in the next paragraphs. The examples are for a Calibration Agent and a Shellfish Farmer Agent. The former
includes Action and Perception messages that allow
controlling model runs, to initialise model parameters
and evaluate model results, respectively. The general
approach is to compare these results with real data and
change model parameters iteratively, until some convergence criteria are attained (Pereira et al. 2004). The
latter example includes Action, Perception and Definition messages, to control model runs, analyse model
results and define cultivation strategies, iteratively.

Figure 4 – Definition message
Shellfish Farmer Agent
Actions
The shellfish farmer agent cultivates bivalves and its
actions are seed, inspect and harvest bivalves:
<ACTION_MSG> ::= <SEED_ACTION> |
<INSPECT_ACTION> | <HARVEST_ACTION>

When the shellfish farmer agent wants to seed bivalves,
it indicates the characteristics of the bivalves and where
they will be seeded. To inspect, it indicates the region(s). To harvest, it indicates the region(s), the characteristic of the bivalves to harvest and when harvest
should occur:

Definitions
Messages used for definitions are limited, for the time
being, to define regions. Each region will be referenced
by a name, a specific type and a specific area. It can be
defined, also, as a union of other regions:

The type of region defines land or water and, in this
case, it will be characterized by its quality and the type
and quality of its sediments:

<SEED_ACTION> ::= seed (<REG_NAME> <TIME>
<BIVALVE> <WEIGHT>)
<INSPECT_ACTION> ::= inspect (<REG_NAME>
<TIME>)
<HARVEST_ACTION> ::= harvest (<REG_NAME> <TIME>
<BIVALVE>)
<BIVALVE> ::= <BTYPE> <BCARACT>
<BTYPE> ::= mussel | oyster
<BCARACT> ::= <SHELL_LENGTH> | <DENSITY>
<SHELL_LENGTH> ::= (length [real])
<DENSITY> ::= (density [real])

<REGION_TYPE> ::= <LAND_REGION> |
<WATER_REGION>
<LAND_REGION> ::= land

The reference time can be immediately (now) or a value
that is the number of seconds from January 1, 1970
00:00:

<DEFINITION_MSG> ::= define (<REG_NAME>
<REGION>)
<REG_NAME> ::= [string]
<REGION> ::= <REGION_TYPE> <REGION_AREA> |
{<REG_NAME>}
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x Actions to select the simulation model: open or
close model, ask the model in simulation:

<TIME> ::= now | [integer]

<MODEL_ACTION> ::= <OPEN_MODEL> | <CLOSE_MODEL>
| <GET_MODEL>
<OPEN_MODEL> ::= open_model <MODEL_NAME>
<MODEL_NAME> ::= [string]
<CLOSE_MODEL> ::= close_model
<GET_MODEL> ::= model_name

Perceptions
The perceptions of this agent are the answers to the
actions that, previously, it has done:
<PERCEPTION_MSG> ::= <SEED_RESULT> |
<INSPECT_RESULT> | <HARVEST_RESULT>

x Actions over the simulation execution: initialise,
run, pause, step, stop:

The answer to the seed action can be positive or negative. The answer to the inspect action will be a message
with bivalve characteristics. The answer to the harvest
action can be negative or positive and, in this case, the
kind and amount of bivalves harvested:

<EXEC_ACTION> ::= initialise | run | stop |
step | pause

x Actions over the simulation model: select/enquiry
classes, initial values for variables and parameters,
time step and time interval and simulation subdomain (part of the model grid):

<SEED_RESULT> ::= seed_result (<ACTION_ID>
<ACTION_RESULT>)
<INSPECT_RESULT> ::= inspect_result
(<ACTION_ID> {<BIVALVE>})
<HARVEST_RESULT> ::= harvest_result
(<ACTION_ID> <ACTION_RESULT> <WEIGHT>)
<ACTION_RESULT> ::= ok | failed
<ACTION_ID> ::= <ID>
<WEIGHT> ::= [real]

The <ACTION_ID> field identifies the
message.

<ID>

<SPECS_ACTION> ::= <SP_CLASSES> | <SP_VARS> |
<SP_PARMS> | <SP_TIME> | <SUB_DOMAIN>
<SP_CLASSES> ::= <GET_CLASSES> |
<SELECT_CLASSES>
<GET_CLASSES> ::= get_available_classes |
get_selected_classes
<SELECT_CLASSES> ::= select_classes
{<CLASS_NAME>}
<CLASS_NAME> ::= ([string])
<SP_VARS> ::= <GET_CLASS_VARS> |
<GET_VAR_VALUE> | <SET_VAR_VALUE>
<GET_CLASS_VARS> ::= get_variables <CLASS_NAME>
<GET_VAR_VALUES> ::= get_variable_value
<CLASS_NAME> <VAR_NAME> <CELL>
<VAR_NAME> ::= ([string])
<CELL> ::= [integer]
<SET_VAR_VALUE> ::= set_variable_value
<CLASS_NAME> {(<VAR_NAME> <BOXES> [real])}
<BOXES> ::= (<SUB_DOMAIN>) | ({<CELL>})
<SP_PARMS> ::= <GET_PARMS> | <SET_PARMS>
<GET_PARMS> ::= get_parameters <CLASS_NAME>
<SET_PARMS> ::= set_parameters <CLASS_NAME>
{(<PARM_NAME> [real])}
<PARM_NAME> ::= ([string])
<SP_TIME> ::= <GET_TIME> | <SET_TIME>
<GET_TIME> ::= get_time_spec
<SET_TIME> ::= set_time_spec <STEP>
<START_TIME> <FINISH_TIME>
<STEP> ::= [integer]
<START_TIME> ::= [integer]
<FINISH_TIME> ::= [integer]
<SUB_DOMAIN> ::= subdomain <DOMAIN>
<DOMAIN> ::= all | ({<REG_NAME>})

of the action

x Actions over the output results: select registry
variables, type, frequency, time interval and subdomain of register and activate survey mode:

Figure 5 – Farmer Agent seeding and inspecting regions
Calibration Agent
Actions

<REG_ACTION> ::= <REG_FILE> | <REG_VARS> |
<REG_LOG> | <REG_TIME> | <REG_TRACE>
<REG_FILE> ::= output_file <FILE_NAME>
<FILE_NAME> ::= ([string])
<REG_VARS> ::= <GET_VARS> | <SELECT_VARS>
<GET_VARS> ::= get_available_variables
<SELECT_VARS> ::= select_variables
<OUTPUT_TYPE> ({<VAR_NAME>})
(<SUB_DOMAIN>)
<OUTPUT_TYPE> ::= file | graph | table
<REG_LOG> ::= log <LOG_TYPE> ({<LOG_STEP>})
<LOG_TYPE> ::= xml | xls | txt
<LOG_STEP> ::= [integer]

The calibration agent is designed for model calibration,
in order to approximate simulation results to observed
data. The actions allowed to this agent are divided in
four different types:
<ACTION_MSG> ::= <MODEL_ACTION> | <EXEC_ACTION>
| <SPECS_ACTION> | <REG_ACTION>
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<REG_TIME> ::= <GET_REG_TIME> | <SET_REG_TIME>
<GET_REG_TIME> ::= get_output_time
<SET_REG_TIME> ::= set_output_time <STEP>
<START_TIME> <FINISH_TIME>
<REG_TRACE> ::= trace

<VAR_VALUE> ::= variable_value (<ACTION_ID>
<VAR_NAME> <CELL> [real])
<VARS_SET> ::= variable_set_result (<ACTION_ID>
<ACTION_RESULT>)
<PARMS_RESULT> ::= <CLASS_PARMS> | <PARMS_SET>
<CLASS_PARMS> ::= parameters_value (<ACTION_ID>
{(<PARM_NAME> [real])})
<PARMS_SET> ::= parameters_set_result
(<ACTION_ID> <ACTION_RESULT>)
<TIME_RESULT> ::= time_spec (<ACTION_ID> <STEP>
<START_TIME> <FINISH_TIME>)
<SUB_DOMAIN_RESULT> ::= subdomain_result
(<ACTION_ID> <ACTION_RESULT>)

Perceptions
The perceptions of the calibration agent could be answers to previous actions initiated by the agent itself or
spontaneous messages sent by the simulation application when significant events occur. There are five types
of perceptions:
<PERCEPTION_MSG> ::= <MODEL_RESULT> |
<EXEC_RESULT> | <SPECS_RESULT> |
<REG_RESULT> | <EVENT_MSG>

x Answers to actions over the model:
<MODEL_RESULT> ::= <OPEN_RESULT> |
<CLOSE_RESULT> | <GET_RESULT>
<OPEN_RESULT> ::= open_result (<ACTION_ID>
<ACTION_RESULT>)
<CLOSE_RESULT> ::= close_result (<ACTION_ID>
<ACTION_RESULT>)
<GET_RESULT> ::= model (<ACTION_ID>
<MODEL_NAME>)

Figure 7 – Calibration Agent configuring simulation
x Answers to actions over the simulation execution:
<EXEC_RESULT> ::= exec_result (<ACTION_ID>
<ACTION_RESULT>)

Figure 6 – Calibration Agent opens model
“RiaF2D100m”
x Answers to actions over the simulation model:
<SPECS_RESULT> ::= <CLASSES_RESULT> |
<VARS_RESULT> | <PARMS_RESULT> |
<TIME_RESULT> | <SUB_DOMAIN_RESULT>
<CLASSES_RESULT> ::= <CLASSES_AVAILABLE> |
<CLASSES_SELECTED>
<CLASSES_AVAILABLE> ::= classes_available
(<ACTION_ID> {<CLASS_NAME>})
<CLASSES_SELECTED> ::= classes_selected
(<ACTION_ID> {<CLASS_NAME>})
<VARS_RESULT> ::= <CLASS_VARS> | <VAR_VALUE> |
<VAR_SET>
<CLASS_VARS> ::= variables (<ACTION_ID>
{<VAR_NAME>})

Figure 8 – Calibration Agent runs model
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it is possible to build intelligent agents that can intermediate the simulation experiments and the users.

x Answers to actions over the output register:
<REG_RESULT> ::= <FILE_RESULT> |
<REG_VARS_RESULT> | <LOG_RESULT> |
<REG_TIME_RESULT> | <TRACE_RESULT>
<FILE_RESULT> ::= output_file_result
(<ACTION_ID> <ACTION_RESULT>)
<REG_VARS_RESULT> ::= <GET_VARS_RESULT> |
<SELECT_VARS_RESULT>
<GET_VARS_RESULT> ::= variables_available
(<ACTION_ID> {<VAR_NAME>})
<SELECT_VARS_RESULT> ::= select_variables_result (<ACTION_ID>
<ACTION_RESULT>)
<LOG_RESULT> ::= log_result (<ACTION_ID>
<ACTION_RESULT>)
<REG_TIME_RESULT> ::= output_time(<ACTION_ID>
<STEP> <START_TIME> <FINISH_TIME>)
<TRACE_RESULT> ::= trace_result <TRACE_STATUS>
<TRACE_STATUS> ::= on | off

With this language, it is possible to change some model
characteristics and system configuration during simulation experiments. It may be very useful for the calibration of large and complex models – a generally hard and
tedious process – if one may define an agent, capable of
simulating the trial and error learning process that any
modeller has to go through, when calibrating a model.
Generally, the management of coastal ecosystems may
be done in many different ways and there is hardly one
optimal solution, but most likely a “family” of “good”
management options. Giving the large complexity of
these systems and the numerous synergies between
environmental conditions and management options,
finding “good” choices cannot be reduced to simple
optimisation algorithms, assuming linear or some defined form of non-linear relationship between a set of
parameters, variables and goal seeking functions.
Mathematical models may be very useful in finding
“good” management solutions. However, finding these
may require many trial and error simulation experiments
and this is why using agents that may look automatically for the mentioned solutions may be advantageous.
This will require the a priori definition of “good” solutions and constraints. For example, one may wish to
increase aquaculture production but keeping water quality within certain limits for other uses. In any case, a
high level language as ECOLANG is necessary to link
simulation software with specialized agents.

x Spontaneous messages from simulation application:
<EVENT_MSG> ::= <REG_MSG> | <LOG_MSG>
<REG_MSG> ::= register (<REG_INDEX> <REG_TIME>
<CELL> <VAR_NAME> [real])
<REG_INDEX> ::= [integer]
<GET_TIME> ::= [integer]
<LOG_MSG> ::= logger (<STEP_NR> <CLASS_NAME>
<FUNC_TYPE> <DATA_CLASS> <VAR_NAME> <CELL>
[real])
<STEP_NR> ::= [integer]
<FUNC_TYPE> ::= Inquiry | Update
<DATA_CLASS> ::= <CLASS_NAME>
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market share, maintenance of the planned volume of
the profit, suppression of activity of competitors, etc.
depending on character of demand, manufacturing
costs and sale of goods, real value of the goods,
strategy of competitors, etc.

KEYWORDS
Simulation, Intelligent agent, multi-agent system,
agent-basic technology, marketing, price strategy.
ABSTRACT

The initial price is established, proceeding from
product cost and the planned profit, solvency of the
buyer and the price developed in the market; the price
of indifference at which for the consumer its all the
same, the goods of what firm to get. The current and
final prices differ from initial depending on price
strategy of firm-oligopolist and can be reduced in
process of development and market saturation on a
background of a competition or to raise at determined
favorable situations.

This article examines multi-agent simulation model of
interaction and choice of optimum pricing strategy of
firms - oligopolists during competitive struggle for
profit and market share. Methods, algorithms and
program realization in universal simulation system
Simplex3 (Schmidt 1996, 2001) agent-based
simulation of interaction of competing elements in
disputed marketing situations are described. The
feature of agent-oriented models is that they describe
individual characteristics of all participants of the
market (Gorni 1996, Weppner 1998) and their criterion
functions on each step of interaction, instead of the
average or generalized parameters of a condition.

The aim of multi-agent modeling is studying the
influence of various types of price strategy on oligopol
market per market share, profit and a sales volume
depending on an established commodity price, market
average price and qualities of the goods, strategy of
competitors, heterogeneities of the market, not price
factors and other marketing characteristics. For this
purpose models and algorithms of agent-based
simulation of interaction of competing elements - the
intellectual agents (IA) varying the properties and
behaviour depending on a condition status of other
elements and the marketing environment are offered.
Models of IA, describing individual characteristics of
a condition status and behaviour of each participant of
the market conflict on each step of interaction are
consolidated in multi-agent simulation model of the
marketing situation reproducing dynamic interaction of
intellectual agents - contestant firms with an
opportunity of identification of a condition status and
forecasting of optimum price strategy.

The considered simulation model of the market with
suppliers and buyers of production opens the events
mechanism of the conflict and dynamics of interaction
of competing elements - intellectual agents during his
sanction and stabilization of a condition status of the
marketing environment.
INTRODUCTION
Marketing is dynamically developing industrialorganizational system functioning in conditions of
information uncertainty, determined first of all, by rigid
competition between firms-manufacturers and firmsresellers. However dynamics of the real market is in
most cases unpredictable and its final condition status
cannot be predicted analytically or by the logic analysis
from an initial condition status as it grows out from
multistage interaction of many active elements of the
market environment and outage factors. A
characteristic example is the disputed market situation
with contestant firms - the manufacturers of the goods,
struggling for maximum profit and a market share. In
this case simulation of behaviour of each active
element in conditions of counteraction is concerned
with a choice of strategy of pricing with allowance for
condition statuses and strategies of others oligopolists competitors, their weak and strengths, the information
on a financial position and features of marketing and
productive activity.

Strategies of the resolution of conflict in all cases are
reduced to two consecutive phases: individual struggle
with counteractive party and in case of exhaustion of
its opportunities - to search of the cooperative joint
solutions conducting to compromise achievement of an
overall aim. Thus the strategy realization in current
environment may be achieved by a logic sequence of
operations that are depends on individual agent
parameters changing and estimation.
SIMULATION MODELING OF OLIGOPOL
DISPUTE
The block diagram of agent-oriented imitating model
of oligopol market is submitted on fig. 1 and includes
functional blocks of the firms-sellers struggling for

Price strategy is determined by the purposes of the
company - mastering and deductions of a determined
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maximum profit and a market share, block Market and
collective block N of buyers of Buyer production.
Marketing process of stabilization of the market for
two oligopolists with the subsequent ocurrence of the
third is considered. For each buyer his requirements to
a product and firm are generated. For this purpose in
basis component Buyer elements of a bidimentional
array which rows correspond to criteria, and columns to serial numbers of buyers are played. For every
oligopolist in a random way, parameters of an offered
product and accompanying services are played as well.
Each firm is described in a separate basis component,
accordingly Firm1, Firm2, Firm3 with parameters of a
condition status (the price, volume of tenders,
discounts, advertising, quality, commodity range, the
credit of trust, remoteness, delivery) in arrays
par [1..9] and in mobile component Query.

of each firm and chooses as much as possible
corresponding to his requirements. Thus calculation of
buyers and quantities of the purchased goods for each
of firms is conducted. In the end of the transactive
period totals are summed up, and the information on
quantity of buyers and on remnants of the goods on
warehouses is sent to each firm. Proceeding from this
and taking into account the last experience (the sales
volume and demand for the last periods), oligopolist
chooses one of possible strategies for the following
period of time with a variation of the price, tenders and
not price factors. Variables of a condition status of
basis components of structure of imitating model are
(fig. 1):
Cust F1-Cust F3 - number of clients, accordingly
firms 1-3;
QueryStock1-QueryStock3, FirmStock - stores of
tenders on each firm and as a whole;
balances [1..3] - array of remnants of the goods;

In the transactive period the buyer, coming on the
market (basis component Market), considers the tender
Firm 1, par [1..9]

QueryStock1:query.QB [1..9]

Market

balances [1]
Cust F1

Criterion [1..9][1..20]

LOST_Cl [1]

FirmStock
demand [1]

QueryStock 1
Buyers
CrIterien
[1..9] [1..100]

Query Stock 2
QueryStock 3

Firm 2, par [1..9]

QueryStock2:query.QB [1..9]

balances [1..3]
Cust F1
Cust F2

balances [2]
Cust F2
LOST_Cl [2]

Cust F3

FirmStock

LOST_Clients [1..3]

demand [2]

FirmStock
demand [1..3]

Firm 3, par [1..9]

QueryStock3:query.QB [1..9]

EQUIPOISE

balances [3]

Cust F3

LOST_Cl [3]

FirmStock
demand [3]

Figure 1: Structure of model

EQUIPOISE

COMMON ALGORITHM
STRATEGY

LOST_Clients [1..3] - array, which elements shows
whether there are at the competitor not catered clients;
EQUIPOISE - the logic variable equal TRUE at an
establishment in the market of balance of the prices;
Criterien [1..9] [1..100] - array of criteria of buyers;
demand [1..3] - array, maintaining volume of missed
sales on each firm.

OF

MODELING

The algorithm of a choice of strategy is realized in
language Simplex-MDL in universal system of
imitating modeling Simplex3 (Schmidt, 1996, 2001),
developed in Passau university (Germany) and is
reduced to reproduction of the following events
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(Fig. 2).
Event 1. Each seller traces behaviour of competitors,
determining for itself an average price of the goods
average_price in a preceding period. Depending on,
whether there will be a current price par [1] more or

less than average, its reduction or increase at 1 %
follows.
In event 2 each firm at presence of not catered clients
increases the scope of supply par [2] by the missing
size dem [i].

Begin
Calculation of
an average
price
average price

Event 1

yes

no

Current price par[1] >
> average_price

Reduction of the price by 1%
par[1]= par[1] – par[1] *0 .01

Increase of the price by 1%
par[2 =par[1]+ par[1]*0 .01

Event 2

no

There are lost clients
LOST_clients = TRUE

yes

Increase of volume at
needed amount
par[2] = par[2] + dem[i]

The volume does
not change
par [2]

Event 3

yes

The rest > 1/3 of all
volumes
balances[i] > par[2] /3

Increase (to enter)
the discount
par[3] =par[3] + 1

The reduction of volume
by 2 %
par[2]= par[2]– par[2] *0 .02

1

Figure 2: Algorithm of a choice of strategy in dependence
on current prices of competitors and own demand (the beginning)
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no

1
Event 4
Quantity of buyers for the
current period Cust F1 >
Quantity of buyers for the
resent period past_buy2

yes

Increase of volume for 10
units

yes

par [2] = par [2] + 10

no

High level amount of
available financial
resources

cash = 1
Increase of commodity
assortment par[6] =par[6] + 1
no

yes

Improvement of
quality of the available
goods
par[5] = par[5] + 1

Standard amount of
available financial
resources

cash = 2
no

yes
Quality is higher
than border of
trust
Increase of trust on 1
par[7] + 1 < 6

no

yes

Low amount of
available financial
resources

cash = 3
Improvement of advertising on
5 points par[4] = par[4] + 5

yes

no

Low amount, bad
service

cash = 4
improve a level of delivery
on 1 par[9] + 1 < 3

no

End
Figure 2: Algorithm of a choice of strategy in dependence
on current prices of competitors and own demand (the end)
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Event 3. If the stock balance of firm balances [i] is
more than 1/3 of all let out volumes par [2], oligololist
enters discounts for sale and reduces the let out volume
by determined percent (for example, on 2 %).

Market. balances [3] --> Firm3. balances[3];
………………..
Market. EQUIPOISE --> Firm3. EQUIPOISE;
END OF Market_HIGH

Further, proceeding from fluctuations of demand,
oligopolist varies not price factors (event 4). If in the
current period the quantity of buyers Cust F increases
in comparison with the last period past_buy2 the firm
increases volume of tenders by 10 units. If demand is
reduced, the firm undertakes actions according to
quantity of available free money resources (variable
cash). In the accepted strategy at the sufficient sum of
receipts, cash = 1, oligopolist expands the commodity
range, putting into circulation the new goods. The
further fluctuations of a variable cash, correspond to
reducing of money resources and amplification of
influence of not price factors. So at cash = 2
oligopolist aspires to raise quality of the available
goods, improving thus its image and increasing trust of
clients. At cash=3 advertising improves, and at cash =
4 - conditions of delivery, etc

Two self-contained components are consolidatd via
communication line on which the behaviour of a
variable from one component is taken into account in
the other. Thus in section COMPONENT
CONNECTIONS the name of a component and his
imported sensor variable directed on a sensor input of
other component is underlined.
.
The behaviour of the agent-buyer is described
by basis component Buyer which should choose the
seller and establish a volume of orders by criteria of
seller's option and a product. The actions of agentssellers described in basis components Firm1, Firm2,
Firm3, are connected to a choice of price and not price
strategy of each firm - oligopolist with allowance for
strategy and variables of a condition status of other
oligopolists-competitors transmitted on sensor
communications.

MULTI-AGENT SIMULATION MODEL OF
MARKETING SYSTEM

Work of model during the set interval of time TNext
consists of lines of consecutive conditional events (fig.
2). Transition from one event to another is managed
with special signals-indicators. After the end of
simulation, it is signaled for making up of the summary
information on past transactive to the period then the
new reference point of time Tnext for new transactive
the period is established.

Multi-agent simulation model is made of the basis
MDL-components describing a condition status and
dynamics of behaviour of elements of system, the
organizational components specifying structure of
interrelations between basis components, and mobile
components - for the description of the reports placed
in accumulative arrays and forming turns on servicing.
The MDL-description of structure of model
organizational
component
HIGH
LEVEL
COMPONENT
according to the scheme of
connections of basis components (fig. 1) has the
following appearance:

SIMULATION RESULTS
Results of simulation of price strategy of two
oligopolists - competitors with the subsequent
ocurrence of the third in universal simulation system
Simplex3 are submitted on fig. 3 - 7. The chart on fig. 3
shows process of elastic pricing at the big distinction of
the initial prices and stabilization of the market at
ocurrence in him the new competitor with the price
strategy. On fig. 4 the competition is shown in
fluctuation by a market share (number of buyers) of
each firm and possible allocating of shares after
ocurrence in the market new oligopolist is shown. The
Fig. 5 - 7 show dynamics of a level of demand on
production of each firm as chart of fluctuation of
volumes of tenders, sales and remnants for the sale,
developing in modeled processes of competition and
dynamic interaction of intellectual agents

HIGH LEVEL COMPONENT Market_HIGH
SUBCOPONENTS
Firm1, Firm2, Firm3, buyer, Market
COMPONENT CONNECTIONS
Firm 1.QueryStock1--> Market.Qstock 1;
Firm 2.QueryStock2--> Market.Qstock 2;
Firm 3.QueryStock3--> Market.Qstock 3;
Buyer. criterion {i OF 1..9} {j OF 1..100} -->
Market. Criterion [i][j] ;
Firm1.parameters1{i OF1..9}-->Firm3.parameters1 [i]
Firm2.parameters2{i OF1..9}-->Firm3.parameters2 [i]
Market. g --> Firm1.g , Firm2.g , Firm3. g

CONCLUSIONS
Multi-agent simulation of marketing system opens and
explains the mechanism of strategy of pricing of the
competing parties in disputed situations of
counteraction of active elements in the marketing
environment. Decision-making is directed on studying
and forecasting of processes of stabilization of the
market at various economic and social indignations, to
a choice of optimum marketing strategies, balancing of
supplies and demands in the current conditions.
Therefore development of multi-agent simulation

# Quantity of buyers
Market. Cust F1 --> Firm1.Cust F1;
Market. Cust F2 --> Firm2. Cust F2;
Market. Cust F3 --> Firm3. Cust F3;
# Non-realized remnants
Market. balances[1] --> Firm1.balances[1];
Market. balances [2] --> Firm2. balances[2];
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models reflecting variety of behaviour and interaction
of self-contained links of marketing system is socially
significant and actual for an estimation of complex

situations and computer support of accepting of critical
decisions.

Figure. 3: Process of stabilization of the market at strategy of elastic pricing

Figure. 4: Fluctuation of a market share of each firm

Figure 4: Quantity of buyers of each firm
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Offered volume
Remains

Figure 5: An offered volume and the remains of the goods of first firm

Offered volume
Remains

Figure 6: An offered volume and the remains of the goods of second firm
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Figure 7: An offered volume and the remains of the goods of third firm
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To study electronic markets behaviour and evolution,
we developed ISEM (Viamonte et al., 2004) (Viamonte
et al., 2003), a multi-agent market simulator, designed
for analysing agent market strategies. This simulator has
been selected to be in-cluded in a book about the
application of agents in electronic commerce in Europe
(Viamonte and Ramos, 2001) and was recently selected
as a worldwide case study in simulation of negotiation
agents (Viamonte et al., 2006). ISEM ideas are also
currently being applied under the scope of the project
Agent&Markets (POSI/EIA/56260/2004) supported by
the Portuguese Agency for Scientific Research (FCT).
The main objectives of ISEM are: first, the ISEM
system addresses the complexity of on-line buyer’s
behaviour by providing a rich set of behaviour
parameters; second, the ISEM system provides available
market information allowing sellers to make
assumptions about buyer’s behaviour and preference
models; third, the different agents customise their
behaviour adaptively, by learning user’s preference
models and business strategies. The agent learning
ability is achieved through data mining techniques
applied on-line during the market sessions of ISEM
simulator.

KEYWORDS
Agent-based simulation, Electronic markets, Dynamic
agent strategic behaviour, Data mining.
ABSTRACT
We envision a future in which the global economy and
the Internet will host a large number of interacting
software agents. Most of them will be economically
motivated, and will negotiate a variety of goods and
services. It is therefore important to consider the
economic incentives and behaviours of economic
software agents, and to use all available means to
anticipate their collective interactions. This paper
addresses this concern by presenting a multi-agent
market simulator designed for analysing market
strategies based on a complete understanding of buyer
and seller behaviours, preference models and pricing
algorithms. The results of the negotiations between
agents will be analysed by Data mining tools in order to
extract rules that will give the agents feedback to
improve their strategies.
INTRODUCTION
As the result of technological developments electronic
commerce is emerging as the new way of doing business. We believe that, over the course of the next decade, the global economy and the Internet will merge
into a global market with a large amount of autonomous
software agents that exchange goods and services with
humans and other agents. Agents will represent or
support consumers, producers, and intermediaries.
When interactions among agents become sufficiently
rich, a crucial qualitative change will occur. New
classes of agents will be designed specially to serve the
needs of the other agents. The agents we are envisaging
will not be just assistants to the business process. They
will add value to their activities by, synthesising,
filtering, translating, and mining. However, it would be
dangerous to assume that theories and intuitions based
on centuries of human experience in business processes
will be directly applicable to understand, anticipate, and
control the behaviour of markets in which software
agents participate.

ISEM CONCEPT
The underlying structure of ISEM is that a simulationbased approach can model more diverse and complex
scenarios, rather than the general case. By using a
simulator prior to conducting marketing experiments,
suppliers and consumers can develop an intuitive
understanding of the theoretical findings and use this
knowledge to develop a more sophisticated strategy
implementation. Our investigation of agent-mediated
electronic commerce focuses specially on agent market
strategies for an extremely common type of market: a
market with finite time horizon, seller inventory, and
buyer population, such as airline tickets, hotel rooms
and seasonal retail. Also inherent to the finite nature of
these markets is an increased importance of fluctuations
in consumer demand. In order to take advantage of
these demand changes we are interested in investigate
dynamic agent market strategies. Our strategy
algorithms make assumptions about the behaviour of
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the buyers or the type of buyers, based on available
market information that is obtained with data mining
tools. Our approach opens some interesting research
directions to study user modelling with knowledge
discovery tools.

them. In order to be competitive in today’s economic
markets, buyer and seller agents need not only to be
efficient in their business field, but also to be able to
quickly react and adapt to new environments as well as
to interact with other available entities. The control
architecture adopted for the design of those agents
should meet these requirements, having a similar structure but with a kind of symmetrical behaviour (due to
their antagonistic business objectives). The structure
comprises four functional modules: communication;
individual knowledge; decision making & coordination;
and execution.

As decision support tool, we developed a market
simulator that creates real-life bargain situations and is
based on the model proposed by Fatima et al. (Fatima et
al., 2004). Seller and buyer agents negotiate over the
price of a good or service in order to established
bilateral contracts and in addition to attempting to
obtain the best price, agents need to ensure that
negotiations ends before a certain deadline; moreover,
agents make assumptions about buyers behaviour and
preference models based on available market
information. The simulator probes the conditions and
the effects of market rules, by simulating the
participant’s strategic behaviour; moreover, agents can
adapt their strategies as the simulation proceeds on the
basis of previous efforts successes or failures. ISEM is
flexible since the user completely defines the model he
or she wants to simulate, including the number of
agents, each agent’s type and strategies.

The user completely defines the number of seller and
buyer agents in each scenario and must specify their
intrinsic and strategic characteristics. “Intrinsic
characteristics” refer to the agents’ individual
knowledge related to product list, limit prices, preferred
prices, profile and available capacity or consumption
needs. “Strategic characteristics” refer to the strategies
the agent will use to reach the objective of selling the
available inventory at the best price (seller) or buying
the needed items with less costs (buyer). Sellers will
compete with each other because they are all interested
in selling their inventory at the highest possible values.
On the other hand, sellers will cooperate with buyers to
establish an agreement that is profitable for both. This is
a rich domain for which it is possible to develop and
test several decision algorithms and strategies for
cooperation and competition.

ISEM MARKETPLACE MODEL
ISEM works like an open market where buyer and seller
agents meet in the marketplace. It includes these types
of agents: a market facilitator, sellers, buyers and
market knowledge, figure 1.

The market knowledge agent is a special agent included
in the ISEM system, which plays the role of “power”
agent. This agent has access to market knowledge,
which contains information about the organisational and
operational rules of the market, as well as information
about all different running agents, their capabilities and
historical information. The market previsions and agent
behaviour models are obtained through data mining
algorithms, using data resulting from agent negotiations
that support agents’ market strategies. In practice,
usually, after a confidential negotiation period, the
market facilitator agent discloses information about past
transactions and agents’ characteristics (if possible); all
agent interactions are logged at a transaction level of
detail, which provide a rich source of business insight
that can help to customise the business offerings to the
needs of the individual buyers. With this functionality it
is possible to discover sub-groups that behave
independently and associations between products. For
that, ISEM uses clustering, classification and
association operations.

Market Facilitator

Bilateral
contracts

Buyers

Market Knowledge

Sellers

Figures 1: Multiple Agents in ISEM
The market facilitator agent coordinates the simulated
market and ensures that it functions correctly. It knows
the identities of all the agents in the market, regulates
negotiation, and assures that the market operates
according to established rules. Before entering the
market, agents must first register with the market
facilitator, specifying their role and services.

To carry out the clustering operation a Two-Step
clustering algorithm (Zhang et al., 1996) is used to
target buyers with similar characteristics in the same
agent group. Then, to obtain more relevant information
that describes the consumption patterns of each cluster
population, a rule-based modelling technique, using

Seller and buyer agents are the two key players in the
market, so we devote special attention to them, particularly to their business objectives and strategies to reach
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let >Pimin , Pimax @ denote the range of values for price
that are acceptable for agents. A seller agent has the
range >Psi min , Psi max @ , which denotes the scale of
values that are comprises by the minimum value that the
seller is disposed to sell to the optimal value. A buyer
agent has the range >Pbimin , Pbimax @ , which denotes the
scale of values that are comprises by the optimal value
to buy to the maximum value.

C5.0 classification algorithm, an evolution of C4.5
algorithm (Quinlan, 1993), is used to analyse those
clusters and to obtain descriptions based on a set of
attributes, collected in the individual agents’ knowledge
module. These models are transferred to the market
knowledge agent and offer a set of market information,
such as: preferred sellers; preferred marks; favourite
products and reference prices, which support the
process of agents’ strategy implementation. To discover
associations between buyer details and purchases, data
from multiple agent negotiations are manipulated to
create “basket” records showing product purchases.
This permits the observation of the behaviour of each
buyer agent. This data is combined and manipulated by
the “Apriori algorithm” (Agrawal et al., 1996), to
discover associations between buyer details and
purchases. The best association rules, those with a
strong support and confidence, are extracted and
transferred to the market knowledge agent. With this
kind of knowledge it is possible to provide insight into
the sellers’ agents about the profiles of buyer agents
with certain purchase pro-pensities, showing
associations between products, prices, style, etc.

Negotiation starts when a buyer agent sends a request
for proposal (RFP), figure 2. In response, a seller agent
analyses its own capabilities, current availability, and
past experiences and formulates a proposal (PP). Sellers
can formulate two kinds of proposals: a proposal for the
product requested or a proposal for a related product,
according to the buyer preference model (see section
Seller Behaviour for details).

Market Facilitator Agent
Analyse RFPs and send to available
Seller Agents

After these operations, to get confident data, agents can
request the services provided by the market knowledge
agent, in order to support their strategic behaviour. Only
players with more sophisticated behaviour will take
advantage of this new knowledge; since the user can
determine which seller agents have access to this
facility. The user can also determine if the agents’
information will be private or public; public information
is available to market analysis with the data mining
functionality. However the market can get knowledge
about an agents’ behaviour even if they are set as a
private information agent. This situation occurs, by the
simple fact of being on the market.

Next Round

Buyer Agent
Formulate Request for Proposal (RFP)
RFP { {AgtId, RFPId, Good, Attr, Val}

Seller Agents
Evaluate RFPs and Formulate Proposals
PP { {AgtId, PPId, RFPId, Good, Attr, Val}

Buyer Agents
Evaluate and Accept/Counter-Proposal
CP { {AgtId, CPId, PPId,Good, Attr, Val}

Buyer Agents and Seller Agents
Revise Strategies based on
previous results

Figures 2: Sequence of Bilateral Contracts
The ISEM facilitates agent meeting and matching,
besides supporting the negotiation model. In order to
have results and feedback to improve the negotiation
models and consequently the behaviour of user agents,
ISEM simulates a series of negotiation periods,
D ^1,2,..., n` where each negotiation period is
composed by a fixed interval of time T ^0,1,..., m` .

represents the proposal offered by the
PPg i DT
Agts o Agtb
seller agent Agts to the buyer agent Agtb at time7, at
the negotiation period D for the goodi. The buyer agent
evaluates the proposals received with an algorithm that
Agtb
(see section
calculates de utility for each one, U PPgi

Agt
Moreover, each agent has a deadline Dmax
 D to
achieve its business objectives. At a particular
negotiation period, each agent has an objective that
specifies its intention to buy or sell a particular good or
service and on what conditions.

Agtb
Buyer Behaviour for details); if the value of U PPgi
for

at time 7 is greater than the value of the
PPg i DT
Agts o Agtb
counter-proposal (CP) that buyer agent will formulate
for the next time 7, in the same negotiation period D,
then the buyer agent accepts the offer and negotiation
ends successfully in an agreement; otherwise a counterproposal CPg i DT
Agtbo Agts is made by the buyer agent to

Negotiation Model
The negotiation model used in ISEM is bilateral
contracting where buyer agents are looking for sellers
that can provide them the desired products at the best
price. We adopt what is basically an alternating protocol
(Fatima et al., 2004) (Gallego and Ryzin, 1994). Let
Agtb denote the buyer agent, Agts the seller agent and

the next time 7 . The seller agent will accept a buyer
Agts
counter-proposal if the value of U CPgi is greater than

the value of the counter-proposal (CP) that seller agent
will formulate for the next time7; otherwise seller agent
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rejects. On the basis of the bilateral agreements made
among market players and lessons learned from
previous bid rounds, both agents revise their strategies
for the next negotiation rounds and update their
individual knowledge module.

algorithm, first sorts the proposals for the requested
product by price and selects the best one, which will be
compared to its own values. If it finds a seller proposal
satisfactory then the buyer will contact directly the
seller in question; otherwise if the buyer has a preferred
“seller” then it can increases the reserve price (e.g. plus
10%); finally it will analyse the proposals for related
products, if it finds proposals for alternative products
accordingly to the user preference model, then it will
start a similar analysis. Buyer agents can choose from
four different time-dependent tactics: Determined,
Anxious, Moderate and Gluttonous (Viamonte et al.,
2003): these strategies depending on both the point in
time when the agent starts to modify the price and the
amount it changes; and can use two complementary
behaviour-dependent tactics: the Modified Goal
Directed for Buyers (MGDB) and the Fragmented
Demand (FD). The MGDB strategy (Viamonte et al.,
2003) is based on two consecutive objectives; the first
one is buying the consumption needs and then reducing
payoff. Following this strategy, buyers will offer a
higher price if they didn’t meet their consumption needs
in the previous period and offer less if they succeeded
in meeting their needs. The FD strategy (Viamonte et
al., 2003), adjusts the demand per day by attempting to
reach the goal of buying its entire needs by the last day
of the market, and not before, this strategy paces its
purchases over the market, with the goal of buying all
the units needed but with less costs. This strategy allow
buyers to save money, however, some times buyers are
not capable of buying all the needed units, because
while waiting to buy till the last day of market they lose
the chance of buying.

AGENTS STRATEGIC BAHAVIOUR MODEL
Agents use time-dependent strategies to change their
price during a negotiation period: offers and counteroffers are generated by lineal combinations of simple
functions, for simple criteria, the time; at this work, we
have also used the time-dependent strategies to model
different attitudes towards time, during a negotiation
period; an agent that gains utility, with the time, and has
the incentive to reach a late agreement (within the
remaining time until the end of a negotiation period) is
considered a strong or patient player; an agent that loses
utility with time and that tries to reach an early
agreement is considered a weak or impatient player.
Agents use behaviour-dependent strategies to adjust
parameters (price, demand) for the next negotiation
period according to the results obtained in the previous
ones.
Buyers and seller agents develop their behaviour and
strategies based on a combination of public information, available through requesting for market
knowledge agent services; and private information,
available only to the specific agent at their individual
knowledge module. It is expected that each agent
develops the individual knowledge module with
historical information, since they have different
behaviours and consequently different results. On the
basis of results from ISEM simulations, the agents can
build a profile of the other agents with expected
proposed prices, limit prices, needs and capabilities. On
the other hand, requests for market knowledge agent
services also provide a great support for agents that
have more sophisticate behaviour.

Seller Behaviour
The user defines the behaviour of the sellers in the
market, both in terms of their behaviour over time
(business objectives and agent risk characterisation),
and their behaviour on a per day basis (negotiation
strategies). Every day each seller has a set of products
that it wants to sell. The seller will analyse the request
for proposals received and formulates a proposal with
an advanced algorithm. Two kinds of proposals are
possible: a proposal for the requested product, if the
seller has the requested product or a proposal for a
related product. It is expected that seller agents be proactive, by asking for the services provided by the
market knowledge agent to suggest a feasible
alternative product. A seller formulates an alternative
proposal supported by an overall utility function, which
reflect the business objectives of the user that it
represents and agent risk characterization (Viamonte et
al., 2003), which will determine how the sellers will
behave. To define the next period parameters according
to the results obtained in the previous ones sellers
choose between two different behaviour-dependent
strategies: the Modified Goal Directed for Sellers
(MGDS) (Viamonte et al., 2003), that adjusts its price
by attempting to reach the goal of selling the entire

Buyer Behaviour
Over the course of the market, the collective behaviour
of buyer agents is defined by three variables: the
lifetime, the maximum price, and its strategy; the lifetime parameter indicates how many days they are
disposed to wait in the market, continuously looking for
the best deal. Indirectly, the lifetime of buyers
determines the number of buyers in the market each
day. Pre-existing buyers return if they were unable to
purchase in the previous days and their specified
lifetime has not expired. Each buyer has a set of
products that it wants to buy, and for each one it has
information about attributes and products alternatives, if
any. Buyers will analyse the seller’s proposals with an
advanced algorithm which analyses the different
proposals, evaluates the expected returns and then apply
a decision method (decision buyer algorithm) to decide
when accept a bilateral contract. The advanced
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inventory by the last day of the market, by lowering
prices when sales in the previous day are low and
raising prices when the sales are high; and the
Derivative Following (DF) strategy (Viamonte et al.,
2003) that can be weighted by Seller Satisfaction
(DFWS) or by the Previewed Demand for a specific
product (DFWPD), this strategy adjusts its price by
looking to the amount of revenue earned on the
previous day as a result of the previous day price
change. If in the previous day, the price change
produced more revenue, then the strategy makes a
similar change in price, otherwise the strategy makes an
opposite price change. This strategy calculation is an
adjustment of the Derivative Following strategy
analysed in (Greenwald et al., 1999). We modified the
DF strategy for a finite market by attempting to reach
the goal of selling its entire inventory by the last day of
the market, instead of adjusting the price each day, the
change is scaled by a ratio based on the progress
through the market and can be based on the percentage
of Buyers that we expect to satisfy (% Satisf) or based
in the value for Previewed Demand. Seller agents can
obtain these values through requesting for market
knowledge agent support; and permits to do changes
that will be done accordingly to buyer loyalty and to
demand expected for a given product.

it usually produces more revenue than MGDS, since
this one makes a dramatic price change; this occurs
because the MGDS strategy spreads out its sales,
including selling on the last days when prices approach
the minimum. Another important issue is that MGDS
does not take into account the percentage of buyers that
are satisfied when making price changes. Furthermore,
we can conclude that when the demand is less than the
most competitive sellers’ available capacity, the seller
will lose money when using the MGDS; the seller will
decrease the price and try to sell more, which may not
be possible because of insufficient demand. However,
MGDS strategy can be valuable, particularly to increase
market share when two or more sellers are competing
directly because of similar proposed prices. Buyers
using the FD strategy frequently buy the requested
units, with fewer costs. Although these strategies are
computationally straightforward, they are surprisingly
robust under extremely different market conditions.
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Negotiation Period

We use the above referred strategies, which are already
implemented, to present the following example, which
illustrates some differences in how behaviourdependent strategies performed. Consider a simple
scenario with few sellers and few buyers using timedependent and behaviour-dependent strategies. In every
trial we present, the market has 10 days, each seller has
200 units and each buyer wants 150 units of the same
good (ex: mobile phone). We test these strategies under
a comparison-shopping and with preferences for certain
sellers over others. All sellers start with the same price
and each buyer are able to pay different prices.
Moreover, all of the agents have the last day of
functioning of market as deadline to do their
transactions. We pretend to analyse which behaviourdependent strategy is appropriate under these specific
conditions. In a competitive market, the adaptive
pricing strategies react to the others strategies in the
market in addition to the buyers demand.
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As we can see, figure 3, all the sellers achieve their
goal, to sell almost everything. After carefully analysing
the results, we can observe that the DFWS strategy
produces a high amount of revenue and often sells more
units than the other seller agents using the MGDS. The
success of a DFWS depends on the starting price it
chooses, and the percentage of buyers satisfied. When
DFWS sells approximately the same amount of
inventory as MGDS, it usually produces more revenue
than the MGDS strategy, and frequently occurs that,
even when DFWS sells a smaller amount of inventory,
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Figures 3: The Modified Goal Directed for Sellers and
Derivative Following Weighted by Satisfaction
Strategies
CONCLUSIONS
ISEM seems to be a valuable framework for studying
market evolution. The multi-agent technology allied to
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an objected-oriented implementation enables easy future
improvements and model enlargement. Market
participant’s strategic behaviour is very significant in
the context of competition. In addition, the availability
of new market knowledge obtained with data mining
algorithms is vital for supporting marketing and sales.
ISEM works as a platform for evaluation, enriched with
the ability to segment the buyer population into
different sub-groups that behave independently.
Another important particularity of ISEM simulator is
the inclu-sion of a buyer behaviour-dependent strategy,
able to adapt based on observed market changes.
Although we implemented some valuable and
promising strategies, we must increase and improve the
portfolio of agents’ strategies and behaviours.
Directions of our future work include evaluating
additional dynamic market strategies; based on different
value-added services, for sellers and more sophisticate
behaviour-dependent strategies for buyers.
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roles, functionalities and the interactions between them,
for details please consult (Praça et. al 2003). Figure 1
illustrates MASCEM Multi-Agent model.
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ABSTRACT

Market Facilitator
Buyers

The main goal of MASCEM – Multi-Agent Simulator
of Competitive Electricity Markets, is to give electricity
market entities a tool to support their decisions and to
obtain knowledge about market behaviour and
evolution. Intelligent agents with strategic behaviour
represent entities from electricity markets. In this paper
we propose some illustrative scenarios to explain and
take some conclusions about MASCEM agent’s
Scenario Analysis Algorithm behaviour.

System Operator
Trader

Market Op
Pool

Bilateral
Contracts

Sellers

~
~
~

~

INTRODUCTION
The electricity industry is becoming competitive; a
market environment is replacing the traditional
centralized-operation approach. New entities have
emerged and the role of existing ones has changed.
There are different market rules, based on different
negotiation mechanisms. In this context, new modelling
approaches that simulate how electric power markets
might evolve over time and how market participants
might react to the changing environment are welcome.
Electricity market entities are heterogeneous and
autonomous, have their own objectives and follow their
business strategies in order to reach them; they interact
among them in a dynamically changing environment.
All these characteristics led us to develop MASCEM –
Multi-Agent Simulator of Competitive Electricity
Markets, and give electricity market entities a tool to
support their decisions and to obtain knowledge about
market behaviour and evolution. With MASCEM
several experiences have already been made, leading us
to achieve some conclusions and define future
developments.

Figures 1: Multi-Agent Model
The Market Facilitator plays the role of market
coordinator of the Electricity Market. It knows the
identities of all the agents present in the market,
regulates the negotiation process and assures the market
is functioning according to the established rules. Agents
before entering the market must first carry out the
registration with the Market Facilitator, specifying their
market role and services.
Seller and Buyer agents are the two key players in the
market, so a special attention is devoted to them, and
particularly to their objectives and strategies they can
use to reach them. Seller agents represent entities able
to sell electricity in the market, e.g. generating
companies holding electricity production units. Buyer
agents represent electricity consumers and electricity
distribution companies. The number of Seller and Buyer
Agents in each scenario is completely defined by the
user, who must also specify their intrinsic and strategic
characteristics. By intrinsic characteristics we mean the
individual knowledge related to reservation and
preferred prices, and also to the available capacity (or
consumption needs if it is a Buyer agent). By strategic
characteristics we mean the type of strategies the agent
will employ to reach the objective of selling the

MASCEM: MULTI-AGENT MODEL
There are different types of agents in our model: Market
Facilitator Agent, Seller Agents, Buyer Agents, Trader
Agents, Market Operator Agent and System Operator
Agent. In this section we will briefly describe their
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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available capacity at the best price, if the agent is a
Seller, or to buy the needed power if the agent is a
Buyer. Seller Agents will compete with each other,
since they are all interested in selling all their available
capacity and in obtaining the highest possible market
quote. On the other hand Seller Agents will cooperate
with Buyer Agents while trying to establish some
agreement that is profitable for both. This is a rich
domain where it is possible to develop and test several
algorithms and negotiation mechanisms for both
cooperation and competition.

The structure of these types of agents comprises three
functional modules: Events Handler, Negotiation
Management and Strategic Decision Making, plus one
knowledge-based module: the Market & Individual
Knowledge module. Figure 2 illustrates this structure.

Market & Individual
Knowledge
Strategic Decision Making

The increase in competitiveness creates opportunities
for many new players or agents to enter the market; one
of these players is the Trader. The introduction of this
new entity, with well-defined responsibilities, allows
liberalization and competition in the electricity industry
to be developed and simplifies the way the whole
process works with producers and consumers on the
market and the relationship with the Market Operator.
This entity participates in the market on behalf of
consumers. It is an intermediary between them, who
delegate on the Trader the purchasing of their needs,
and the suppliers. One important feature of our
simulator is the inclusion of this type of agent, usually
not considered in related works.

Negotiation Management
Events Handler

Communications Platform

Figures 2: Seller and Buyer Agents Structure
The Events Handler Module is responsible for all
processes related with messages handling. Incoming
messages are ordered by degree of importance and time
of arrival. Out coming messages are sent only to those
agents that are known to be possibly interested in that
particular piece of information. Agents use ICL –
Interagent Communication Language – to exchange
messages between themselves.

The System Operator Agent is specific to the
application
domain,
i.e.
Electricity
Markets,
representing the responsible for the transmission grid
and all the involved technical constraints. Every
contract established, either through Bilateral Contracts
or through the Pool, must be communicated to it, which
analyses its technical viability from the Power System
point of view (e.g. feasibility of Power Flow to attend
all needs).

During a negotiation period agents analyse and
formulate several proposals. The Negotiation
Management module contains all the processes related
to this subject. The proposals received are analysed
taking into account issues such as the price, quantity of
energy and viability of the transaction (based on the
technical analyses made by the System Operator). The
process of formulating proposals results from the
interaction of this module with the Strategic Decision
Making module.

The Market Operator is responsible for the Pool. A Pool
is based on an auction mechanism. Market price is
established taking into account the auction mechanism,
the previewed demand and the submitted bids. This
agent is only present in simulations of Pool or Hybrid
markets. It will receive the bids of Sellers and Buyers
(according to the type of Pool – Symmetric or
Asymmetric), analyse them and establish the marginal
price and accepted bids. The process of determining the
accepted bids is done according to the technical
validation made by the System Operator. After, the
Market Operator communicates to Sellers and Buyers
the acceptance, or not, of their bids and, optionally, the
market price.

The Strategic Decision Making module is the most
complex one. This is a module that analysis previous
results and determines how to quote bids and which
strategy to use. This module contains several dynamic
strategies.
The market simulator is organised in several negotiation
periods and Seller, Buyer and Trader Agents have
strategic behaviour to define their desired price. These
agents have time-dependent strategies, to change the
price according to the remaining time until the end of
the negotiation period; and behaviour-dependent
strategies, to define the next period price according to
the results obtained in the previous ones.

Seller and Buyer Agents Structure
Seller and Buyer agents are the two key players in the
market. These agents have similar structure and a kind
of symmetrical (due to their antagonistic objectives)
behaviour, for this reason they are both treated in this
section, however, whenever necessary the differences
between them will be pointed.

MASCEM implements four types of strategies to
change the price during a negotiation period:
Determined, Anxious, Moderate and Gluttonous. The
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difference between these strategies is the time instant at
which the agent starts to modify the price and the
amount it changes. Determined agents maintain their
prices constant during the negotiation period. Anxious
agents start modifying the prices early in the negotiation
period but by small amounts. Moderate agents will start
changing the prices in the middle of the period by a
small amount, and Gluttonous agents will only start
changing the prices at the end of the negotiation period
but by major amounts.

different negotiation mechanisms (Praça et al. 2005).
Figure 3 shows the interface screen to settle simulation
parameters.

Although time-dependent strategies are simple to
understand and implement, they are very important
since they allow the simulation of important issues such
as: emotional aspects and different risk behaviours. For
example: an agent using a Determined Strategy is a risk
indifferent one; while Gluttonous agents exhibit the
behaviour more risk disposable, since they maintain the
same price until very close to the end of the negotiation
period, taking the risk of not selling.

Figures 3: Scenario Definition
The user may also define Seller, Buyer and Trader
Agents intrinsic and strategic characteristics. Figure 4
illustrates the parameters that characterize a Buyer
Agent.

To adjust price between negotiation periods, also
referred as behaviour-dependent strategies, two
different strategies were implemented: one called
Composed Goal Directed and another called Adapted
Derivative Following, see details in (Praça et al. 2004).
These are important strategies that use the knowledge
obtained with past experiences to define bid prices for
the next periods.
To obtain an efficient decision support, Seller and
Buyer agents also have the capability of using an
algorithm, the Scenario Analysis Algorithm, described
later.
The Market & Individual Knowledge module contains
information about the organisational and operational
rules of the market, as well as other agent commitments
and capabilities, and about the agent itself: agent own
capabilities, current availability, past experiences and
strategies. Through the analysis of historical market
results, this module constructs the profile of each agent
in the market, particularly in what concerns their
capabilities, reservation prices and expected prices.

Figures 4: MASCEM screen for Buyer Agent input data
One important issue is the fact that Buyers consumption
diagram is based on peak, empty and full consumption
periods, and even within these periods, demand needs is
allowed to fluctuate, while being represented by a
probability distribution function.

MASCEM: INTERFACE
MASCEM aim is to study the electricity spot market,
where negotiation is divided into several negotiation
periods, usually 24 or 48 periods, meaning next day’s
24 hours or 48 mean-hours.

SCENARIO ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
This algorithm is based on the analysis of several bids
under different scenarios. The aim of this algorithm is to
help agents organize and extract knowledge from the
information they gathered.

In spot markets the process of negotiation can be of
many different forms. So, our simulator includes the
possibility of negotiating through bilateral contracts,
through a Pool, with either a single or a double uniform
auction, and through a mixed market, where the agent
must decide whether to negotiate in the auction and/or
establish a bilateral agreement.

Agents use the information contained on their
Individual and Market Knowledge Module to build the
most probable scenarios for the next negotiation
periods, and analyse them in order to take the most
suitable behaviour to overcome their competitors, while
assuring their needs will also be fulfilled. Figure 5
illustrates the algorithm steps.

This is an important characteristic giving to the
simulator a high degree of flexibility and usefulness,
since the same scenario can be analysed through
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User

Scenario Definition

compare them to the benefits expected in a Pool, and
make counterproposals.

Market
Knowledge

Scenario Analysis

Scenarios

The analysis of each period’s results will update the
agent’s market knowledge and the scenarios to study.
After each negotiation period, instead of considering
how they might increase, decrease, or maintain their
bid, agents use knowledge rules that restrict
modifications on the basis of other agents’ expected
behaviour.

Bids Definition
Next
period

Plays Analysis
Decision Method
Bid to propose periodi

The knowledge rules update agents’ bids in each
scenario, but the number of scenarios remains the same.
If at the end of a negotiation period the agent concludes
— by analysing market results — that it incorrectly
evaluated other agents’ behaviour, it will fix other
agents’ profiles on the basis of the calculated deviation
from real results.

Pool

Figures 5: Scenario Analysis Algorithm
Scenario and Bid Definition
Each agent has historical information about market
behaviour and about other agents’ characteristics and
behaviour. To get warrantable data, each agent uses
techniques based on statistical analysis and knowledge
discovery tools, which analyse the historical data.

EXPERIMENTS
Several experiences were made to evaluate the benefits
of the Scenario Analysis Algorithm (SAA). In this
section we describe a small and simple scenario to
illustrate them. The scenario used is very simple to let
the reader better understand it. Table 1 presents Seller
agent intrinsic characteristics and Table 2 those for
Buyer Agents.

With the information gathered agents can build a profile
of other agents based on their expected proposed prices,
limit prices, and capacities. With these profiles, and
based on the agent own objectives, several scenarios,
and the possible advantageous bids for each one, are
defined. The agent should analyse the incomes that
result from bidding its limit, desired prices, and
competitive prices—those that are just slightly lower (or
higher, in the Buyer’s case) than its competitors’ prices.

Table 1: Seller Agents
Limit
Price
Cent/kWh

Pretended
Price
Cent/kWh

Energy
kWh

We call a play to a pair bid-scenario. After defining all
the scenarios and bids, market simulation is applied to
build a matrix with the expected results for each play.

S1

1.56

1.95

13

S2

2.86

3.57

12

Decision Method

S3

3.15

3.93

14

The matrix analysis with the simulated plays’ results is
inspired by the game theory concepts for a pure-strategy
two-player game, assuming each player seeks to
minimize the maximum possible loss or maximize the
minimum possible gain (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991).

Table 2: Buyer Agents

A Seller—like an offensive player—will try to
maximize the minimum possible gain by using the
MaxiMin decision method. A Buyer—like a defensive
player—will select the strategy with the smallest
maximum payoff by using the MiniMax decision
method. In Buyers’ matrix analyses, they select only
situations in which they can fulfil all their consumption
needs. They avoid situations in which agents will accept
reduced payoff but can’t satisfy their consumption
needs completely.

Limit
Price

Pretended
Price

Empty
kWh

Full
kWh

Peak
kWh

B1

3.67

2.82

5

6

10

B2

3.30

2.54

6

6

10

Seller S1 is the most competitive one, having prices
smaller than the other agents. This agent may increase
its profits by raising its pretended price, without being
overcome by competitors. The agent can use the SAA to
take this conclusion. Let’s see what happens in the
Asymmetric Pool and in the Symmetric Pool.
Asymmetric Market

This analysis not only provides the agent with decision
support about the bid to propose in a Pool but also helps
improve the negotiation mechanism for establishing
bilateral contracts. With this information, the agent can
evaluate a bilateral contract’s potential benefits;

In this type of market only Sellers are able to compete
by presenting bids to the Pool. The Pool mechanism is
usually the First Price Sealed Bid Auction. According to
this mechanism, market price will be established based
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only on Seller bids and previewed demand. So, agents
will consider only profiles of other Seller agents.

Table 4 shows S1 profit fluctuation when compared to
the same scenario simulated without the use of SAA.

Agent S1 may use SAA to build a profile of other
agents and test bids that approach their expected bids
but are sufficiently smaller to overcome them. Table 3
shows S1 profit fluctuation when compared to the same
scenario simulated without the use of SAA.

Table 4: Seller S1 Profits in Symmetric Market
S1 Profit Fluctuation

Table 3: Seller S1 Profits in Asymmetric Market

Only S1 uses SAA

12 %

All Sellers use SAA

-5 %

All Sellers except S1 use SAA

- 13 %

S1 Profit Fluctuation
Only S1 uses SAA

25 %

All Sellers use SAA

3%

All Sellers except S1 use SAA

-6%

As expected S1 profits are smaller than the obtained in
the Asymmetric Market. On one hand, according to the
Pool mechanism, Buyer Agents are able to submit bids,
so they are also able to influence market price. On the
other hand, since Buyers pretended prices are smaller
than Sellers prices, S1 concludes, trough the SAA, that
he can not raise its price, as much as in the Asymmetric
Market, since in that market only Seller profiles are
considered.

As we can see the major profit increase happens when
S1 is the only agent using SAA. That makes sense since
the other agents, which are less competitive, are not
using SAA to conclude it and so they will keep trying to
obtain their desired prices instead of making smaller
bids, like those based on their limit prices. When the
other Sellers also use SAA they conclude they cannot
overcome S1, but they may compete with each other
and so they reduce their pretended prices. In periods
where S1 is not able to satisfy all consumption needs,
such as in peak periods, the market price will be
established by S2 or S3. Since they decrease their bids,
market price will also be decreased, and so S1 profits
will, indirectly, be reduced.

MASCEM RELATED WORK
MASCEM ideas seem very promising and innovative,
when compared to other approaches to study Electricity
Markets, such as: as PowerWeb (PowerWeb-URL),
where demand is always fixed and just single uniform
auctions are studied; the Auction Agents for the Electric
Power Industry, which only implements a Dutch
Auction (EPRI-URL); the SEPIA-Simulator for Electric
Power Industry Agents (Harp et al. 2000), which only
implements a bilateral contracts market. Very relevant is
the work of John Bower (Bower and Bunn 2001),
Monclar e Quatrain (Monclar and Quatrian 2001), and
Nicolaisen (Nicolaisen et al. 2001), however they are
interested in studying only a particular market, the
England and Wales market. However, our work is
intended as a Decision Support Tool for the analysis
and comparison of the negotiation mechanisms most
used in Competitive Electricity Markets.

Symmetric Market
In Symmetric Markets, the Pool functions according to
a Double Uniform Auction, so both Sellers and Buyers
are able to compete by presenting bids to the Pool.
When using SAA agents will also analyse bids that
approach Buyers proposals that means that when
studying Symmetric Markets the number of plays to
analysed is higher.

On the other hand, MASCEM has been selected, to
illustrate agent technology application to electricity
markets, as one of the six worldwide reference systems
illustrating the use of agent based simulation in different
types of markets (Praça et al. 2003).

As we can see in Figure 6, since Buyer Agents
pretended prices are smaller than those presented by
Sellers, the S1 Agent will conclude he is not able to
increase bids as much as in the Asymmetric Market.
MW

MASCEM ideas are currently being applied to other
types of markets, in the perspective of Electronic
Commerce applications, under the scope of the project
Agents&Markets (POSI/EIA/56260/2004) supported by
the Portuguese Agency for Scientific Research (FCT).

Sellers
Bids

Market
Price

CONCLUSIONS

Demand

S1

B2 B1

S2

S3

This work describes the use of Multi-Agent Simulation
to study and understand the restructuring process of the
electric power industry. In this context of recent and
strong transformations, decision support tools are very
welcome.

$/MW

Figures 6: Symmetric Market Mechanism
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MASCEM is an agent-based simulator to study
electricity spot markets. MASCEM agents include a
Scenario Analysis Algorithm, that analyses market
information and help agents define their bids and
preview market results. Some experiences are reported
suggesting the importance of this scenario analysis.
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Despite of the quality of developed GDSS, they present
some limitations like, for instance, the modelling of the
group decision making problem through a Multi-Agent
System.

KEYWORDS
Group Decision Making; Agent Based Simulation

The use of Multi-Agent Systems seems very suitable to
simulate the behaviour of groups of people working
together and, in particular, to group decision making
modelling, because it allows:

ABSTRACT
Group decision making plays an important role in
today’s organisations. The impact of decision making is
so high and complex, that rarely the decision making
process is made just by one individual. The simulation
of group decision making through a Multi-Agent
System is a very interesting research topic. The purpose
of this paper it to specify the actors involved in the
simulation of a group decision, to present a model to the
process of group formation and to describe the approach
made to implement that model. In the group formation
model it is considered the existence of incomplete and
negative information, which was identified as crucial to
make the simulation closer to the reality.

x

Individual modelling – each participant of the
group decision making can be represented by an
agent that will interact with other agents. Agents
can be modelled with social and emotional
characteristics in order to become more realistic.

x

Flexibility – with this approach it is easy to
incorporate or remove entities. It is also possible to
change the characteristics of the individuals, for
instance, in order to analyze its impact in the group
behaviour.

x

Data distribution – frequently, in group decision
making, participants are geographically distributed.
Agents that represent participants, with this
approach, may be running in different machines.

INTRODUCTION
The problem of group decision-making has gained great
relevance in the scope of Decision Support Systems,
which were initially designed as individual tools.
Quickly those tools have demonstrated to be limited, in
the sense that in today’s organizations several persons,
entities or agents are involved in most of the decision
processes. In that way, the decision problems are
considered from different points of view, with different
opinions about the importance of the decision criteria
(for example, in the purchase of a car we will be able to
consider criteria like price, technical characteristics,
design or manufacture). Groups of individuals have
access to more information and more resources
(Nunamaker et al., 1991), and that will (probably) allow
reaching “better” and quicker decisions.

If the group decision making problem is to be resolved
by a group of intelligent agents then it is, first of all,
necessary to constitute the group.
In Multi-Agent literature the references to tasks related
to team formation are in the area of cooperative problem
solving. Wooldridge and Jennings identified four stages
in the resolution of the cooperative problem solving
process (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1999):

In the last years Group Decision Support Systems
(GDSS) research focused in asynchronous (differenttime) and ubiquitous (different-place) tools, and several
web-based GDSS have been developed (Marreiros et al,
2004a; Karacapilidis and Papadias, 2001; Marreiros et
al, 2005).
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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x

Recognition of the problem - an agent identifies the
potential for cooperation.

x

Team formation - the agent solicits assistance for
the identified problem.

x

Plan formation - the newly formed collective
attempts to construct an agreed joint plan.

x

Execution - members of the collective play out the
negotiated roles.

Several authors consider that the focus of team
formation is the agent’s mental state and its motivation
to form teams and collaborate (Cohen et al, 1997;
Wooldridge and Jennings, 1999). Dignum and his
colleagues present a theory for agent team formation
that is based on structured dialogues, with an emphasis
on persuasion (Dignum, 2000).
This paper aims to specify the different tasks involved
in the formation of a group of agents that will be the
main actors in the simulation of a group decision
making meeting. This work is included in
ArgEmotionAgents project (POSI / EIA / 56259 / 2004 Argumentative Agents with Emotional Behaviour
Modelling for Participants’ Support in Group DecisionMaking Meetings), which is a project supported by FCT
(Science & Technology Foundation – Portugal)
envisaging the use of Multi-Agent Systems approach for
simulating Group Decision-Making processes, where
Argumentation and Emotion components are specially
important.

x

Voting Agent (AgV) – experience tells that almost
all the group decision making meetings have one or
more voting phases. This agent will be responsible
for the tasks related with the voting simulation
process.

x

Information Agent (AgI) – the agent that detains
information about the different proposals
(alternatives) that will be evaluated by the group of
agents during the group decision making
simulation.

MODEL FOR GROUP FORMATION
After the identification of the main actors in the
simulation of a group decision making process and the
characterization of its role, it is necessary to establish
the steps for the creation of a community of participant
agents. The importance of maintaining a community of
agents during several simulations is directly related to
the need of obtaining information about the credibility,
the reputation of the agents, as well as past behaviours,
promises that have been made, etc. This information
will be very useful when agents are participating in the
simulation of the group decision meeting.

INTERVINING AGENTS IN SIMULATION
OF GROUP DECISION MAKING AND
THEIR ROLE

Inclusion in the Community of Participant
Agents

In our opinion, the simulation of group decision making
through a multi-agent system implies the need for
different kind of agents (Marreiros et al, 2004b):

x

Register Agent (AgR) – for an agent to became part
of the community of participant agents (AgP), it
should first make a registry, making available some
public information about its profile.

This paper focus in the first three kinds of agents
(AgP’s, AgF and AgR), because these agents will be
directly involved in the group formation process. In the
following section we will present a model to support the
tasks associated with the group formation process.

The paper is organised as follows. The following
section presents the main participants in the process of a
group decision making simulation. After that, it is
presented a model for multi-agent group formation,
where it is considered the incomplete information
handling and the existence of explicit negation.
Implementation details are discussed before the final
section that presents some conclusions about the
proposed model and point out some directions for future
work.

x

x

The selection of agents to participate in the simulation
of a group decision making is made from a community
of participant agents (AgP). First of all; the agent must
be registered to be selected. Some information about
potential participant should be available in order to
allow the acceptance of this participant agent by the
Register Agent (AgR):

Participant Agents (AgP) – these agents will
simulate the role of persons in the group decision
making process. The agents are dotted of social and
emotional characteristics that will personalize its
behaviour. Each agent will have a model of himself
and a model of the others, that will be refined with
the information received during simulations.

Agent (Id):: area_of_expertise,
interest_topics,
availability.

Facilitator Agent (AgF) – this agent will help the
responsible for the simulation in its organization.
According to coordinator instructions, will require
the formation of a group of agents with skills to
understand and resolve a specific problem. This
agent will also interview during the simulation,
sending for instance stimulus messages to the less
participative agents, and will summarize the results
of the simulation.

Where Id, area_of_expertise, interest_topics and
availability represent respectively the identification of
the agent, the set of areas where the agent is expert, the
interest topics for the agent and its availability at that
moment.
The community of participant’s agents is a set of N
agents, AgP1, AgP2, …, AgPN, denoted by AgP. The
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availability of each agent, in the community, can be
classified according three states: uncommitted,
committed, or in action. An uncommitted agent is
available to participate in a simulation of a group
decision making. An agent in action is already involved
in a simulation that is running. At last, a committed
agent has agreed to be part of a group, but the
simulation has not yet started.

The other type of Null value represents information of
an enumerated set. Following the previous example
suppose that an agent does not give information related
to his availability, then in this case there are three
exceptions allowed: uncommitted, committed or in
action. This could be represented as in program 3:
¬availability(A,B):not availability(A,B),
not exceptionavailability(A,B).
exceptionavailability(A,B):availability(A, availability).
exceptionavailability (‘John’,committed).
exceptionavailability (‘John’,uncommitted).
exceptionavailability (‘John’,in_action).

Incomplete Information
The Knowledge Base (KB) of the Register Agent was
defined in the previous section. But agents do not have a
way to represent explicit negative information in the
KB, as for instance, topics that do not have any interest
to the agent. In other words, instead of being based on
the Closed-World Assumption (which tell us that any
missing information in the KB is false), the knowledge
that something is false must be explicitly represented in
the KB. In this sense, the KB has two different types of
knowledge: the positive knowledge (what is known to
be true), and the negative knowledge (what is known to
be false). All the rest is unknown. Suppose that in the
KB of the AgR the information related to the areas of
expertise of the AgPi identified as Michel is represented
in program 1:

Program 3 : representation of information related to the agent
availability

Multi-Agent Model for Group Formation
The simulations of group decision making processes
will be coordinated by the decision maker agent. This
agent will be responsible by the phase identified as
problem recognition (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1999).
The coordinator of the simulation has to identify the
quantity of participants that will be needed to form the
group and the lifetime of the simulation.
After identifying the above referred aspects, the
coordinator, asks the Facilitator Agent (AgF) to form a
team. The Facilitator Agent will send a request to the
Register Agent (AgR) to contact potential interested
agents:

area_of_expertise (‘Michel’, tourism).
¬area_of_expertise(‘Michel’,cousine).
Program 1- representation of the information related to the
expertise areas of a specific agent

If the KB is questioned about if the area of expertise of
Michel is Pharmacy the answer should be unknown,
because there is no information related to that.

Request_form_group (AgF, AgR, K, Si, expertise_areas,
lifetime)

In the previous message K is the necessary quantity of
agents, Si is the identification of the future simulation,
expertise_areas are the areas of expertise that agents must
have and lifetime is the number of periods of the
simulation. After receiving this request, the Register
Agent will send a request to the community of
participant agents with the information of the required
expertise and the lifetime of the simulation.

Following the approach described in Analide and Neves
(2002) situations of incomplete information may
involve two kinds of nulls. The Extended Logic
Programming (ELP) will be the approach followed for
the knowledge representation.
The first type of Null value is an undetermined
unknown value, which means that, there is a missing
value but the possible instantiations for that value are
completely unknown. Suppose that one of the agents
belong to the community AgP, and in the moment of
register he does not specify his interest topics, just
inform that he has interest topics. This means that the
interest topics of this agent are unknown. Program 2
represents the use of this kind of Null.

Request_form_group (AgR, AgP, Si, expertise_areas, lifetime)

The agents of the community may answer to the
facilitator with three possible types of answers:
interest_in_participate, not_interested or they could
simply ignore the request.
interest_in_participate(AgPj, AgF, Si)
not_interested(AgPj, AgF, Si)

¬topic_of_interest (A,B):not topic_of_interest(A,B),
not exceptiontopic_interest(A,B).
exceptiontopic_interest(A,B):topic_interest(A, something).
topic_of_interest(‘Jonh’, something).

To realize the selection of the interested agents, the AgR
will analyse the received answers and verify if they are
in accordance with his KB. If the AgR identified agents
that did not answer or say that are not interested and, as
being an agent with special interest to the group, he
could establish a direct contact.

Program 2 : representation of information related to the agent
interest topics

Request_form_group (AgR, AgPj, Si, expertise_areas, lifetime)
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The formation of the final group is based in the received
answers and in the inference process realized through
the KB of the register agent, with the objective of
maximizing the knowledge of the group.

necessarily made through the facilitator, after what they
can communicate directly if necessary. The other type
of agent is the client agent that, when invoked, creates a
connection with a facilitator and informs him of what
services he provides.

The AgR will send a message to the AgF with a
possible group, which should be approved by the
simulation coordinator.

OAA has an Inter-agent Communication Language
(ICL) that is shared by all agents independently of the
language in which they are programmed or the
operating system of the machine where the agents
reside. The ICL language is close to KQML (Mayfield
et al., 1996).

Proposed_group(AgR, AgF, {AgPx,…,AgPy })

If the simulation coordinator approves the group, the
AgF will inform the agents and the simulation start.
Otherwise, the facilitator will request other potential
group to the AgR.

OAA is widely accepted. There are more than 30
applications developed based on this platform (Cheyer
and Martin, 2001).

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
A prototype of the multi-agent model for group
formation is being developed in order to validate the
model and also to generate simulation results that can be
analyzed. In this section we review the multi-agent
platform that is being used to implement the proposed
model, and present some details of our implementation.

Prototype
At this moment the various agents are created in java as
a java thread, but we are considering the
implementation of the AgR in PROLOG because, as
being responsible for the selection of the group
elements, this agent has to reason based in incomplete
information.

Multi-Agent platform

In figure 1 it is possible to see the public profile of one
of the agents that belong to the community of
participant agents (AgP).

The prototype is being developed in Open Agent
Architecture (OAA) and Java. OAA (Cohn at al., 1994;
Martin et al, 1999) developed at the Artificial
Intelligence Center of Stanford Research Institute, is a
framework for integrating a community of
heterogeneous software agents in a distributed
environment. The main features of OAA platform are:
x

Openness – agents may be written in various
languages (Prolog, Java, ANSI C/C++, LISP) and
operating systems. The language and operating
systems barrier are in this way minimized.

x

Distributive – agents may be distributed by multiple
networked machines. This is a very important
advantage to increase simulation runs, specially in
scenarios where are involved a great number of
agents.

x

Extensible – it is possible to add or remove agents
at run-time, allowing the creation of flexible and
robust scenarios.

x

Mobile – simple OAA based user interfaces can run
on personal digital assistants (PDA).

Figure 1: Creation of participant agents (Profile definition)

In this case the agent is expert in informatics,
particularly in topics related to software, multi-agent
systems and emotional agents, and he has no knowledge
in topics related to data mining and hardware (negative
information). The agent has no knowledge also in
economic area.

The OAA framework is composed by two distinct types
of agents: the OAA facilitator agent and client agents.
Usually there is only one facilitator by application, but it
is also possible to have multiple facilitators. The OAA
facilitator agent is responsible for tasks related to
coordination and communication. The OAA Facilitator
has, in somehow, behaviour similar to a router in the
sense that it is responsible for distributing data and
messages among its set of client agents. The first
communication between two clients agents is

In figure 2 it is possible to see all the community of
participant agents. The agent created above belongs to
this community.
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Figure 2: AgP Community

The AgR works closely to the OAA facilitator agent.
The OAA facilitator is responsible for all the
communication and coordination tasks, and the AgR is
responsible for the participants profile maintenance and
for the group formation process.

CONCLUSION
The simulation of group decision making through a
multi-agent system allows, in particular, studying the
behaviour of agents along the time. The process of
group formation could be done by the person
responsible for the simulation, or through automatic
selection of the group members, where the agents
manifest interest or not in the participation in a specific
group decision simulation.
This paper proposes a multi-agent model to support the
process of group formation, where it is considered the
existence of incomplete and negative information about
the skills of the potential group members. For the
selection of the effective group it is considered, the total
knowledge of the group, besides the abilities of each
one of the elements.
Future work will include the continuation of the
implementation of this model as a first step to the
simulation of a multi-agent group decision making. It is
also our propose to incorporate some of the group
decision simulation results in the selection phase of a
future simulation. An example could be for instance the
group willingness characteristic. As result of several
simulations it could be estimated the willingness of a
specific agent to group work. The agent reputation is
another characteristic that will be considered in the
group formation process.
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THE ABAsim ARCHITECTURE
Architecture ABAsim was developed mainly for
simulations of large service systems. The simulation
models of simple real systems could be composed of
only one agent; however the simulations of complex
service systems are obviously connected with multiagent approach using the agents within some
organizational structures. Let us remark that the
philosophy of ABAsim architecture was also partly
inspired by the paradigm of reactive agents, which is
based on the society of rather reactive than proactive
agents (Nwana, H. 1996). The intelligence of that society
emerges when observing the whole community and not
the separate (relatively little intelligent) members.

ABSTRACT
In the process of designing new service systems and
studying operation of existing systems computer
simulation becomes very useful for its flexibility and
similarity of modeled systems with the real world. This
paper gives a brief overview of agent oriented
architecture ABAsim, which provides its users with
high quality founding base for modeling large-scale
service systems. ABAsim architecture is based on
hierarchically organized rather reactive than proactive
agents. This architecture was applied to model the
operation of various types of service systems. These
models have been designed according to the general
model of a service system described in this article.
Specialized CASE tool for design and creation of
simulation models developed under the architecture is
also discussed.

Multi-agent hierarchical system can be demonstrated on
the example shown on Figure 1. On the top of the
hierarchy is agent A-0 (agent of simulation, also called
boss). This agent utilizes the set of subordinated
specialized agents in order to fulfill defined tasks
connected with surroundings (agent A-1) or with service
system itself (agent A-2). Agent A-1 is responsible for
the management of whole surroundings of the system
(arrival of customers from surroundings, departure of
customers from the system, etc.). The agent divides the
management to three partial managements of different
transportation modes (road, railway and water). We say
that agent A-1 delimits the surroundings management to
three peer agents A-3, A-4 and A-5, which inform their
superior agent about the important facts connected with
their mode of transportation. Agent A-1 can also send
important multi-modal information to its subordinates.
It is expected that all three mentioned modal agents
carry out the same kinds of management operations.

INTRODUCTION
Computer simulation is an experimental method which
is often used to study the behavior of various kinds of
service systems. The process of modeling such systems
is rather complicated task with high potential for errors,
especially when the modeling is carried out by scientists
holding their expertise in other fields than computer
science. To reflect real system behavior in the modeled
system requires experience even beyond the field of
computer science. Defining the complex methodology
for service systems simulation and modeling and
creating a CASE tool supporting model design and
maintenance based on the methodology is the effort to
make this process easier. This paper briefly describes
the ABAsim architecture of simulation models. This
architecture provides flexible base for creation of
simulation models of large service systems. The
methodology of modeling such systems is the main
focus of this article. It also gives an overview of the

The agent responsible for the service system itself is
delegating some portion of its competences to
hierarchically lower ranked colleagues. It is obvious
from the mentioned figure that agent A-2 utilizes its
subordinate agents A-6 to A-9 to manage all required
tasks.
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Figure 1: Agent Hierarchy in a Simulation Model of a Service System
a)

Another point of view is that agent A-0 is a
representative (boss) of the whole model M-0
(simulation model of service system). That fact is
denoted as: A-i = boss(M-i) and M-i = model(A-i). The
models M-1 and M-2 represent sub-models of model
M-0. The models on the lowest hierarchical level (the
leaves) are always realized as one-agent models. Let us
finally denote the structure (down to the third level) of
model M-0 in the form of algebraic expression:
(M-1[M-3,M-4,M-5], M-2(M-6,M-7,M-8,M-9)), where
the pairs of brackets encapsulate the models, which
were created as an act of delimitation and the pairs of
parentheses encapsulate the models with delegated
competences.

The first control and decision making component,
called manager, is responsible for making decisions
and inter-agent communication. In addition, the
manager represents the central agent component
because it initiates the work of other internal
components and also can communicate with all of
them.

b) The group of sensors is specialized to information
mining from the state space. That group is
composed of two kinds of components - the query
delivers the required kinds of information instantly
and the monitor makes scanning of state space
during some time interval and continuously brings
important pieces of information to the manager.

Agent decomposition

c)

Each of agents can be decomposed to four following
groups of internal components:

The next group of solvers provides problem
solutions for the manager, which can accept them
or asked for alternative ones. The advisor is passive
component that is able by return to react only to the
manager’s request for delivery of problem solution
proposal. The typical forms of an advisor can be
represented e.g. by optimization algorithms, neural
networks or human operator. On the other hand the
scheduler (focused on the restricted scope of
problems) works for manager continuously on the
base of either a priori created rosters/schedules (e.g.
connected with allocations of resources) or making
its own dynamic forecast for defined time interval.

d) The last component group includes effectors
(actuators), which make changes of system status
after getting corresponding instructions from the
manager. The other kinds of agent components are
not allowed to make the mentioned changes. The
action-component makes instant state changes (e.g.

Figure 2: Agent Decomposition
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execution of services related to them. The mentioned
services can further initiate another set of orders. The
service systems include a wide class of various systems
e.g. factories, any transportation and logistic
nodes/junctions, repair shops etc. The natural and
technical systems do not belong to that domain.

switch a traffic light over, close the train doors),
while the process (e.g. the crane movement) makes
them continuously till its tasks are finished.
The effectors, sensors and solvers are briefly called
manager’s assistants and can be further distinguished
as:

The service system structure can be considered (from
the viewpoint of order elaboration) as strictly
hierarchical. The order (the customer) entering the
system (e.g. produce a car) calls recursive sequence of
suborders according to the rules of competence
redistribution. All system elements (subsystems) work
synergically, unlike the majority of natural systems,
with the common goal to elaborate the order. Thus, the
architecture is not determined to work with the
processes of the following kinds: evolution, competition
and parasitism. The entities of a service system
(orders/customers and resources) can be divided into
specialized classes with the same behavioral rules for
included entities. It means that the responsibility for the
behavior of entities is taken by their superior subjects
(agents) and hence there is no reason to consider entities
as agents.

 Continual assistants, activities of which take some
interval of simulation time (processes, monitors and
schedulers).
 Instant assistants (actions, queries and advisors),
which are active only within one instant of
simulation time.
Inter-agent communication
Let us present basic principles of solving the abovementioned problem within ABAsim architecture
profiting by hierarchical organization of sub-models.
The model M = {M-0,M-1,M-2, ..., M-s} represents a
set of sub-models reflecting a set of agents A ={A-0,
A-1,A-2, ... , A-s}. For all I = 1...S we denote:
 IAg(A-i) – a set of messages directly addressed to an
agent A-i, which is able to respond to them (a set
of direct-messages of an agent A-i),

The service systems represent usually large-scaled
systems. It is mostly necessary to transfer service
resources to the customer (or vice versa), in order to
realize the service activity. Hence, there are typical
frequent complex transposition processes within those
systems.

 ISub(A-i) – a set of direct messages of all agents,
which are subordinated to A-i (a set of mediatedmessages by an agent A-i),

System Entities

 IMod(A-i) = IAg(A-i)  ISub(A-i) – a set of messages,
which can be elaborated by a model(A-i) regardless
of its structure (a set of model-messages in respect
of model(A-i)).

The main function of a service system is to serve
customers which enter and leave the system. To fulfill
this task, resources of various kinds are necessary. The
customers and all the resources are represented by
system entities, which are controlled by system agents.
Each entity is controlled by one agent at a time. Agents
can relegate the control over specific entity to another
agent. Entities are not capable of managing their own
acts. There are several dimensions to classify system
entities:

Each message kind can be utilized in three following
variants:
 Message of kind mess(A-i, A-j, agent) is sent by an
agent A-i to an agent A-j, which accepts it only if
mess  IAg(A-j) – it is a standard addressed
message.

Firstly entities may be classified by their mobility, i.e.
by their ability to be moved around some network by
their controlling agent:

 Another message type mess(A-i, A-j, model) is
dispatched by a sender in case it is not known a
concrete target addressee/agent (or due to flexibility
it is not desired to be determined). However, it is
evident that model(A-j) is qualified for its
elaboration. That message is treatable if mess 
IMod(A-j) and is called partially addressed message.

 Static entities – the change in their position in space
and time is not possible (e.g. building, gate, parts of
the infrastructure, etc.)
 Dynamic entities – the position change can be
achieved by their controlling agent. They are
further subdivided into:

 Finally a message kind mess(A-i,*,*) represents a
non-addressed message, which is elaborated in case
that mess  IMod(A-0).

-

MODELING SERVICE SYSTEMS
A service system is understood as a system focused on
elaboration of orders (attendance of customers) and
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Mobile entities – an agent controls their
movement without support of another entity (e.g.
car, plane, vessel, etc.)

-

Agent Service System A-2 represents the submodel M-2
which is the model of the service system itself. It’s
delegating its competences to hierarchically lower
ranked colleagues: Machinery A-6, Servicing A-7,
Storage A-8 and Traffic Control A-9. Both endogenous
and exogenous entities are being managed by M-2. The
main features of agents in M-2 are specified in the
following section.

Stationary entities – their movement has to be
supported by another entity (e.g. container,
chassis, etc.)

Second classification is according to their appearance in
the system:
 Endogenous entities – they originate inside the
system (e.g. train sets, etc.)

Machinery A-6 is the head of the subsystem M-6 and it
utilizes all of the agents managing the operation of
endogenous entities (e.g. cranes, reach stackers, straddle
hoists, etc.) Each M-6 member controls entities of the
same category and it’s capable of making decisions
about the usage of each entity it manages. Decision
making of these agents is supported by their advisors,
which are commonly implemented as some kind of
optimization algorithm. The way the logic is
implemented influences the function of all controlled
entities.

 Exogenous entities – they enter and leave the
system, originate outside of the system (e.g. car,
plane, etc.)
Entities in the system are stored in so called the entity
layer which is part of the ABAsim architecture. Each
entity has access rights defined, so that only authorized
agents are allowed to change their status. This approach
concentrates all of the system entities at a single
location and makes them easily accessible to all of the
system agents.

Agent Servicing A-7 is responsible for submodel M-7
which has been divided according to the different
services. Each service type has assigned one agent
which is responsible to fulfill desired tasks. Agents in
this group are responsible for serving “customers” at all
checkpoints in the system.

The Model Design
To design the system architecture, the system has to be
divided according to its main tasks. Therefore, a
different kind of agent for each one of the main tasks to
be done has been modeled. Unlike in (Rebollo et al.
2000) where each system entity is controlled by a
separate agent, in our system each agent controls all the
entities belonging to the same category. For example in
a system with multiple cranes, such as gantry cranes, the
operation of these cranes would be controlled by one
agent called Agent GantryCranes.

M-8 is a subsystem with its leading agent Storage A-8.
This part of the model is responsible for managing
system storage resources. Agent A-8 has a function of
the director of all the storage areas in the system.
Subordinated agents provide rules for storing entities in
different storage sections of the system.

The ABAsim architecture, which is designed for
modeling large service systems, allows us to divide the
problem into subproblems. Each subproblem can be
solved by a specific agent, which uses its subordinate
agents to accomplish desired tasks. This approach
enhances flexibility of the whole system.

Finally the traffic control subsystem M-9 is controlling
all the traffic in the entire system. The process of
transportation of an entity from starting point to its
destination point is guided by corresponding agent. For
example, when truck is moving from the entrance gate
to the control bridge, this process is controlled by the
Road Traffic A-13 agent. This agent is responsible for
safe journey, avoiding all possible collisions with other
entities and positioning in the queue of waiting vehicles.

According to our understanding of service system, we
propose the hierarchical architecture of agents in a
simulation model of a service system shown on Figure
1. The whole model M-0 is represented by its boss agent
Simulation BOSS A-0. This agent has two subordinated
agents: Surroundings A-1 and Service System A-2.

Modularity and Model Re-Use
Structure of a simulation model as well as of individual
agents represents such features, which highly support a
flexibility of simulation model within ABAsim
architecture. In spite of that fact the message-oriented
communication mechanism does not enable such level
of flexibility, which would allow changing a sub-model
structure without a need of additional changes within
other model parts.

Submodel M-1 represented by agent A-1 is used to
model the behavior of the surroundings related to the
modeled service system. Agent A-1 can have various
number of underling agents. The number of these agents
depends on the service system characteristics. For
example, when modeling a container terminal, agents
Water and Road will be used to supply “customers” for
the service system. Agent Railway would be
alternatively used in case railway directly interacts with
the system. Agents in the M-1 submodel are responsible
for management of exogenous entities before entering
and after leaving the system.

THE ABAbuilder TOOL
Using traditional methods of model design introduces
high risk of making errors; therefore the ABAbuilder
tool which was created upon the existing architecture
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brings a great improvement in this process. ABAbuilder
is a CASE tool based on the ABAsim architecture and it
supports several aspects of model development
including system analysis, design of communication,
and use of methodologies, prototyping, model
maintenance and re-engineering (Figure 3).

agents to the hierarchy, edit their internal components
and define the message flow inside the model. Visual
Petri nets editor is used to define the reaction of agent’s
manger to received messages. Users are allowed to look
at all aspects of the hierarchy at once, or they can apply
various sets of filters.

One of the greatest contributions of the architecture is
the flexibility of model configuration. ABAbuilder is
capable of creating large palette of alternative internal
components, which can be used to construct the
simulation scenario. The experimenter is allowed to
change executive characteristics of each of the system
agents by using different components with preprogrammed behavior and decision making algorithms.
Even less experienced programmers can design their
own experiments. This is due to similarity of modeled
system with the real world.

The error localization module works continuously and
it checks the model each time a change has been
applied. It provides user with two kinds of messages:
error messages and warnings. Errors messages appear
when user tries to do something which is not allowed by
the methodology of creating models based on the
ABAsim architecture. Warnings inform users of
possible unwanted problem solutions.
When the decision is made by the user that the model is
ready for deployment the source code generation
module comes into use. This module is capable of
creating the framework of the simulation model. It
generates source files in chosen destination language
(only Object Pascal is currently supported). These files
contain all agent classes, their internal components,
communication and the hierarchy. User then finalizes
the simulation model in external development
environment (e.g. Borland Delphi). Libraries containing
the simulation kernel, which allow compiling a
standalone application, are provided.
To be able to reconstruct the model from source files to
its graphical representation a source code parser
module is necessary. This module analyzes given files,
which where previously generated and it provides data
for the visual environment.

Figure 3: Screen Capture of the ABAbuilder Tool

ABAbuilder tool enables to construct new models and
modify existing ones with the help of prefabricated
model parts, which are selected from bases of agent
components (assistants, managers), agents, sub-models
and their various configurations. It makes the whole
process of modeling much easier to accomplish and
more understandable for more as well as less
experienced user.

A simulation model can be described by the hierarchy
of system agents. From the ABAbuilder point of view,
not only agents, but also their internal components are
considered as model building base. There are several
phases each model has to undergo, before experiments
can be carried out:

CONCLUSIONS

1. design of the hierarchy and communication of
system agents

In this paper the agent-oriented architecture ABAsim
was presented and its openness for creating flexible
models of large-scale service systems. The general
model of a service system presented in this paper is
being customized to build more models of real world
systems. Once these models are configured they are
being verified and validated and experiments are being
carried out. ABAbuilder tool makes process of model
customization much easier for developers. One of the
goals to achieve in the future is to try to make modeled
systems cooperate by the methods of distributed
simulation which are also supported by this architecture.

2. implementation of the simulation model
3. verification of the model
4. parameters setup
5. source code generation
To be able to accomplish these particular phases the
CASE tool had to be divided into four interacting
modules: The visual environment displays the
simulation model from different perspectives. Its main
purpose is to display the agent hierarchy and internal
components of each agent. It allows users add new
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time) stealthy probes, separate coordinated operations
(attacks) from several sources formed complex
multiphase attack, etc.);
(4) Getting access to resources, escalating privilege, and
implementation of thread intended (violation of
confidentiality, integrity, availability, etc.) using the
vulnerabilities detected;
(5) Covering tracks of malefactors’ presence and
creating back doors in order to use them later.
Protection mechanisms should support real-time
fulfillment of the following operations:
(1) Implementing
the
protection
mechanisms
appropriated to the security policy (including proactive
intrusion
prevention
and
attack
blocking,
misinformation, concealment, camouflage, etc.);
(2) Vulnerability assessment, gathering data and
analysis of the current status of the computer system
defended;
(3) Intrusion detection and prediction of the
malefactors’ intentions and actions;
(4) Direct incident response, including deception of the
malefactors, their decoy with the purpose of disclosure
and more precise determining the malefactors’
purposes, and reinforcement of critical protection
mechanisms;
(5) Elimination of intrusion consequences and detected
vulnerabilities, adaptation of the information assurance
system to the next intrusions.
Unfortunately, the existing theoretical base for
information assurance in large-scale systems does not
correspond to the indicated tendencies.
We think that the majority of problems in information
assurance is caused by immaturity of logical
foundations for construction of integrated adaptive
security systems operating in adversarial environments
(Ellison et al. 1997; Linger et al. 2001).
To our opinion, it is stipulated mainly by insufficient
attention to fundamental works, which, on the one hand,
consider information assurance as a complex task of
organizational and technical cyber warfare between
security systems and malefactors’ attacking systems
(Bell and Santos 2002; Carmel and Markovitch 1996;
Garstka 2000; Geib and Goldman 2001; Goldman 2002;
Modeling and Simulation Activities 1997), and, on the
other hand, are based on exploratory modeling and
simulation of indicated processes (Klein 2002; Stytz
and Banks 2001; Yuill at al. 2000).

KEYWORDS
Agent-based Modeling and Simulation, Computer
network attacks, Information Assurance.
ABSTRACT
The paper considers an approach to modeling and
simulation of cyber-wars in Internet between the teams
of software agents. Each team is a community of agents
cloned on various network hosts. The approach is
considered by an example of modeling and simulation
of “Distributed Denial of Service” (DDoS) attacks and
protection against them. Agents of different teams
compete to reach antagonistic intentions. Agents of the
same team cooperate to realize joint intentions. The
ontologies of DDoS-attacks and mechanisms of
protection against them are described. The variants of
agents’ team structures, the mechanisms of their
interaction and coordination, the specifications of
hierarchy of action plans as well as the developed
software prototypes are determined.
1. INTRODUCTION
The modern society greatly depends on various
distributed computer systems, which have different
possibilities and are characterized by high complexity.
Vulnerabilities of these systems, permanently magnified
quantity, variety and complexity of cyber-attacks and
gravity of their consequences highlight urgent necessity
for information assurance and survivability of computer
systems. Especially it is fair in connection with
integration of computer systems on the basis of open
networks (such as the Internet), permanently modified
and magnified, not having state boundaries, centralized
control and uniform security policy. Hackers
characterize the current state of counteraction of
malefactors’ systems to security systems as “a game of
network cats and mice” (Nomad 2002).
Experienced malefactors realize sophisticated strategies
of cyber-attacks. These strategies can include:
(1) Information gathering about the computer system
under attack, detecting its vulnerabilities and defense
mechanisms;
(2) Determining the ways of overcoming defense
mechanisms (for example, by simulating these
mechanisms);
(3) Suppression, detour or deceit of protection
components (for example, by using slow (“stretched” in
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The issues of modeling and simulation of information
assurance are actively researched during more than
thirty years. The various formal and informal models of
particular protection mechanisms are developed, but
practically there are not enough works formalizing
complex antagonistic character of information
assurance.
This state of research is explained by complexity of
information security problems (Evans et al. 2001; Faatz
2000; Waag et al. 2000).
Understanding of an information assurance as uniform
holistic system is extremely hampered. It depends on
great many interactions between different cyber warfare
processes and is determined by dynamic character of
these processes and different components of computer
systems (Bell and Santos 2002).
Especially it is fair in conditions of the Internet
evolution to a free decentralized distributed
environment in which a huge number of cooperating
and antagonistic software components (agents)
interchange among themselves and with people by large
information contents and services (Information
Dynamics and Emergent Behavior 2001; Kephart at al.
1998). Modeling and simulation of these aspects of
information assurance is supposed to put as a basis of
our research. This will allow developing an integrated
approach to construction of network security systems
operating in aggressive antagonistic environment.
Information assurance modeling and simulation is
considered in the paper as modeling and simulation of
processes realized, at least, by two opposing sides,
namely, malefactors’ attacking and security systems
trying to bypass, deceive and suppress each other. Such
modeling and simulation can allow developing main
principles of construction of intrusion-aware distributed
network security systems, which operate by prediction
of intentions and actions of malefactors.
One of the most harmful classes of attacks aiming at
destruction of network resources availability is “Denial
of Service” (DoS). The purpose of DoS is isolation of a
victim host, i.e. creation of a situation in which a remote
host cannot communicate with an external world. The
basic feature of “Distributed Denial of Service” (DDoS)
attacks is coordinated use of enormous remote hosts“zombies” for generation of ill-intentioned traffic
(Mirkovic et al 2002; Noureldien 2002; Jeon 2001).
DDoS attacks are preceded by breakings of tens (and
sometimes hundreds, and even thousand) computers in
which the special DDoS-software is established thus
allowing to carry out coordinated DoS attacks against
victim hosts.
The goal of our research is development of
mathematical basis for adaptive co-evolving agentbased adversarial modeling and simulation for cyber
warfare. This paper considers an approach to agentbased modeling and simulation of cyber warfare by an
example of modeling and simulation of DDoS attacks
(Gorodetsky at al. 2003) and protection against them.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
outlines suggested common approach for modeling and
simulation of cyber warfare by imitating counteraction
of malefactors and defense agents’ teams. Section 3
describes the ontology of DDoS attacks and defense
mechanisms. Section 4 presents specifications of
structure and scheme of operation of DDoS agents’
team. Section 5 outlines structure and functioning of
defense agents’ team. Section 6 depicts mechanisms for
action coordination, monitoring and restoration of agent
functionality, and maintenance of communication
selectivity. Section 7 describes the suggested formal
model of computer network. Section 8 determines
architecture and main user interfaces for software
prototypes developed. Conclusion outlines the results of
the paper.
2. TEAMWORK-BASED APPROACH FOR
MODELING AND SIMULATION
Agent-based modeling and simulation of information
assurance assumes that cyber warfare is represented as a
large collection of semi-autonomous interacting agents.
The aggregate system behavior emerges from evolving
local interactions of agents in a dynamically changing
environment specified by computer network model.
We assume to select two agents’ subsystems (teams)
effecting on computer network as interconnected set of
objects (resources):
(1) Adversary attacking system - a team of malefactor's
agents (for automatic generation of distributed
coordinated attacks);
(2) Security (defense) system - a team of security agents
(for intrusion protection, data sensing and information
fusion, intrusion detection, adversary intentions and
actions prediction, and incident response).
So the task of agent-based modeling and simulation for
information assurance is represented as modeling and
simulation of the malefactor and security agents-teams’
interaction including the security (defense) team
response on adversary activity.
Thus, adversary and defense systems are represented as
antagonistic teams of agents. The purpose of adversary
team consists in defining vulnerabilities of computer
network and defense system and implementation of
security threats (confidentiality, integrity, availability,
etc.) by executing distributed coordinated attacks. The
purpose of defense team is protection of computer
network and own components from attacks.
Agents of different teams compete to reach opposite
intentions. Agents of the same team cooperate to
achieve common intention (to fulfill attack on computer
network or to defense the computer network).
Competing agents must deal with probabilistic
knowledge, risk management, deception, and opponent
modeling.
The security agents protect the defended network from
attacks, observe adversary's actions, fulfill information
fusion, try to deceive adversary team, estimate enemy
actions, status of the network and components of the
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security system, predict malefactors’ intentions and
actions, react to enemy actions, restore resources of the
network (Gorodetski et al. 2004).
It is said that the agents’ team realizes teamwork, if the
team members (agents) fulfill joint operations for
reaching the common long-time goal in a dynamic
external environment at presence of noise and
counteraction of opponents. Now the research on
teamwork is an area of steadfast attention in multi-agent
systems. A set of approaches to formalization and
simulation of the agents’ teamwork is known (Cohen
and Levesque 1991; Grosz and Kraus 1996; Jennings
1995; Tambe 1997; Tambe and Pynadath 2001; etc).
For implementing teamwork, we use the main ideas
stated in works on the joint intention theory (Cohen and
Levesque 1991), the shared plans theory (Grosz and
Kraus 1996) and the combined theories of agents’
teamwork (Jennings 1995; Tambe 1997; Tambe and
Pynadath 2001; etc).
In our approach it is offered that the agents’ teamwork
is organized by the group (team) plan of the agents’
actions. In result, a team has a mechanism of decisionmaking about who will execute particular operations.
As in the joint intention theory, the basic elements,
allowing the agents’ team to fulfill a common task, are
common (group) intentions, but its structuring is carried
out in the same way as the plans are structured in the
shared plans theory (Kotenko 2003). The common
(group, individual) intention and commitment are
associated with each node of a general hierarchical plan.
These intention and commitment manage execution of a
general plan, providing necessary flexibility. During
functioning each agent should possess the group beliefs
concerning other team-mates. For achievement of the
common beliefs at formation and disbandment of the
common intentions the agents should communicate. All
agents’ communications are managed by means of
common commitments built in the common intentions.
For this purpose it is supposed to use the special
mechanism for reasoning of agents on communications.
Besides it is supposed, that agents communicate only
when there can be an inconsistency of their actions
(Tambe 1997). It is important for reaction to unexpected
changes of network environment, redistributing roles of
the agents which failed or unable to execute the general
plan, and also at occurrence of not planned actions. The
mechanisms of the agents’ interaction and coordination
can be based on three groups of procedures (Tambe and
Pynadath 2001):
(1) Coordination of the agents’ actions (for
implementation of the coordinated initialization and
termination of the common scenario actions);
(2) Monitoring and restoring the agents’ functionality;
(3) Communication selectivity support (for choice of
the most “useful” communication acts).
The specification of the plan hierarchy is carried out for
each role. The following elements of the plan should be
described: initial conditions, when the plan is offered
for fulfillment; conditions for finishing the plan

execution (these conditions can be as follows: plan is
fulfilled, plan is impracticable or plan is irrelevant);
actions fulfilled at the team level as a part of the
common plan. For the group plans it is necessary to
express joint activity.
Assignment of roles and allocation of plans between the
agents is fulfilled in two stages: at first the plan is
arranged in terms of roles, and then the roles are put in
correspondence to the agents. Agents’ functionalities
are generated automatically according to the roles
specified.
The adversary (malefactors’) team co-evolves by
generation of new attack patterns to overcome defenses.
On the other hand, defense team co-evolves by
generating new protective actions against attacks,
suppression of malefactors’ team and recovery of
destructed and compromised components of the
computer network.
Interaction among agents can be represented as a twoplayer game (“game of network cats and mice”), where
the agents' objective is to look for a strategy that
maximizes their expected sum of rewards in the game.
We assume that agents' strategies can be modeled by
means of the family of stochastic attribute formal
grammars (and their interpretation by state machines)
and hidden markov models.
To cope with the information heterogeneity and
distribution of intrusion sources and agents used we
apply ontology-based approach and special protocols
for specification of shared consistent terminology.
The suggested technology for creation of the
malefactors-agents’ team (that is fair for other subject
domains) consists in realization of the following chain
of stages (Gorodetsky, at al. 2003; Kotenko 2003):
(1) Formation of the subject domain ontology;
(2) Determination of the agents’ team structure;
(3) Determination
of
agents’
interaction-andcoordination mechanisms (including roles and scenarios
for roles exchanges);
(4) Specification of agents’ plans as a hierarchy of
stochastic formal grammars;
(5) Assignment of roles and allocation of plans between
agents;
(6) State-machine based implementation of teamwork.
Modeling in any subject domain assumes development
of its conceptual model, i.e. a set of basic concepts of
the subject domain, relations between the concepts, and
also data and algorithms interpreting these concepts and
relations. So formation of the subject domain ontology
is an initial stage of the agents’ team creation.
The agents’ team structure is described in terms of a
hierarchy of group and individual roles. Leaves of the
hierarchy correspond to the roles of individual agents,
but intermediate nodes - to group roles. One agent can
execute a set of roles. Agents can exchange roles in
progress of plan execution.
For agents’ team operation in real-time a hierarchy of
state machines is used. These state machines are built as
a result of interpretation of a hierarchy of attribute
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stochastic formal grammars which set the plan hierarchy
specification. The state machines implement a choice of
the plan which will be executed and a fulfillment of the
established sub-plans in a cycle “agents’ actions environment responses”.
Agents’ coordination is carried out by message
exchange. As the agents’ teams operate in antagonistic
environment agents can fail. The lost functionalities are
restored by redistributing the roles of failed agents
between other agents and (or) cloning new agents.

detail. In this ontology, the hierarchy of nodes
representing notions splits into two subsets according to
the macro- and micro-layers of the domain
specifications. All nodes of the ontology on the macroand micro-levels of specification are divided into the
intermediate (detailable) and terminal (non-detailable)
(Gorodetski and Kotenko 2002).
The ontology notions of an upper layer can be
interconnected with the corresponding notions of the
lower layer through one of three kinds of relationships:
(1) “Part of” that is
decomposition relationship
DDoS
(“Whole”–”Part”); (2) “Kind
of” that is specialization
Trinity V3
MSTREAM
SHAFT
TFN2K
TFN
Stacheldraht
Trin00
relationship
(“Notion”–
”Particular kind of notion”);
Tagra3 (Bonk, jolt,
UDP flood
ICMP flood
UDP flood
and (3) “Seq of“ that is
Stream
nestea, newtear,
relationship
specifying
syndrop, teardrop,
SYN flood
SMURF
sequence
of
operation
land, winnuke)
(“Whole operation” – ”Suboperation”).
- “ Part of “
Random flag flood
ACK flood
High-layer
notions
- “ Kind of “
(corresponding
to
the
- “ Seq of “
Fragment flood
RST flood
intentions) form the upper
- “ Example of “
layers of the ontology. They
Establish flood
NULL flood
are interconnected by the
“Part of” relationship. Attack
Figure 1: Fragment of DDoS Attacks Ontology on Macro-level
and defense actions realizing
agent's
intentions
(they
presented at lower layers as
DDoS Defense Mechanisms
compared with the intentions)
are interconnected with the
Global
System level
Network level
intentions by “Kind of” or
mechanisms
mechanisms
mechanisms
“Seq of” relationship.
The “terminal” notions of the
Improving
Scanning
macro-level
are
further
hosts security
Boarder Routers
tools
elaborated on the micro-level,
and on this level they belong
Ingress
Using globally
Client bottlenecks
to the set of top-level notions
Firewalls
Filtering
coordinated filters
detailed through the use of
Moving target defense
the
three
relationships
Active
Egress
MULTOPS
Tracing the IP address
introduced
above.
Monitoring
Filtering
of sources of DDoS attacks
In micro specifications of the
Load Balancing
ontology,
besides
three
…
relations described (“Part of”,
“Kind of”, “Seq of”), the
Controlled
ICMP
Tunneling - IP Overlay
Pushback
Probabilistic IP
flooding
relationship “Example of” is
Traceback
Traceback (Marking)
Honeypots
also used. It serves to
IP Traceback using an
Ingress Filtering & Egress
algebraic approach
Filtering
establish the “type of object–
specific sample of object”
Figure 2: Fragment of DDoS Defense Ontology on Macro-level
relationship.
The developed ontology
includes the detailed description of the domain of DDoS
3. ONTOLOGY OF ATTACKS AND DEFENSE
attacks and defense mechanisms in which the notions of
MECHANISMS
the bottom layer (“terminals”) can be specified in terms
of network packets, OS calls, audit data, etc.
The developed ontology comprises a hierarchy of
The fragment of the DDoS-attacks sub-ontology is
notions specifying activities of team of malefactors and
depicted in Figure 1. The nodes specifying a set of
defense agents directed to implementation of DDoS
software exploits for generation of DDoS attacks
attacks and protection from them in different layers of

…

…

…
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(Trinity
V3,
MSTREAM,
SHAFT,
TFN2K,
Stacheldraht, Trin00) make up a top level of the
ontology fragment (Figure 1). At lower levels of the
fragment different classes of DoS-attacks are detailed.
For example, "Smurf" attacks consist in sending
broadcasting ICMP ECHO inquiries on behalf of a
victim host, therefore hosts accepted such broadcasting
packages answer to the victim host, that results in
essential capacity reduction of a communication
channel and, in some cases, in full isolation of an
attacked network. Other example is "Land" attack. It is
sending an IP-packet with equal fields of port and
address of the sender and the receiver, i.e. Source
Address (SA) = Destination Address (DA), Source Port
Number (SPN) = Destination Port Number (DPN).
The nodes determining the high levels of defense
mechanisms (system, network, global) make up the top
level of DDoS defense mechanisms ontology (Figure 2).
At the bottom levels of the ontology these nodes are
described by particular defense mechanisms (Mirkovic
at al. 2002; Noureldien 2002).
Different types of nodes corresponding to system level
defense mechanisms can be used. For example,
scanning tools check presence of DDoS-agents in the
host file system, and also scan the ports frequently used
by attackers. Mechanisms of client bottlenecks are
directed on creating bottleneck processes on the zombie
hosts used for DDoS-attacks to limit their attacking
ability. Mechanisms of moving target defense consist in
changing IP address to avoid being attacked.
Mechanisms of a network level can be represented by
the following nodes: (1) mechanisms for defeating
DDoS attacks at boarder routers (Ingress Filtering,
Egress Filtering, MULTOPS bandwidth attack
detection, etc.); (2) firewalls (intended for eliminating
the packets implementing DoS-attacks); (3) active
monitoring (for continuous supervision on network
state, checking TCP/IP traffic and reaction to critical
situations); (4) load balancing (on the basis of
configurable input and output queues on hosts).
Global mechanisms implement coordinated defense
tools on different hosts in the Internet. For example, the
goal of tracing the source IP address is to observe the
intruders’ path back to the zombie computers or the
original attacker.

DDoS attack
Preliminary
stage
Definition
of necessary
agents

Investigation

Installation
of agents

Capturing hosts for
installation of agents

Basic stage

Final stage

Realization
of attack

Covering
tracks

Definition of
attack goal
Monitoring of a victim host
state

Figure 3: Upper level of DDoS Agents’ Plans Hierarchy
N – an identifier of the agent; K – knowledge; B –
beliefs; De – desires; I – intentions; P – a set of
parameters determining a mode of agent’s operation, for
example, minimal reaction time (RT), etc.; G={LR, fR} –
a set of agent’s goals and actions, LR – hierarchy of
possible goals and actions of the agent (reactions to
influences), fR – anytime-function for selecting a current
goal or action from LR according to K, B, De, I, P and C
for time not exceeding RT; C – commitments of the
agent concerning other agents.
Common formal plan of attacks implemented by team
of DDoS agents has three-level structure: (1) Upper
level is a level of intention-based scenarios of
malefactors’ team specified in terms of sequences of
intentions and negotiation acts; (2) Middle level is a
level of intention-based scenarios of each malefactor
specified in terms of ordered sequences of sub-goals;
(3) Lower level is a level of malefactor’s intention
realization specified in terms of sequences of low-level
actions (commands).
The upper level of hierarchy of DDoS agent plans is
depicted in Figure 3. DDoS-attack includes three stages:
preliminary, basic and final. Main operations of the
preliminary stage are investigation (reconnaissance) and
installation of agents. The content of the basic stage is
realization of DDoS attack by joint actions of agents.
Having received as a result of a chain of messages a
“victim” address, agents-attackers begin to defeat a
chosen host. At this time agents-scouts monitor a victim
state. At detection of success of attack agents-scouts
inform other agents about this fact. In case of
prevarication of a host (for example the host been
switched off from a network) or impossibility of
defeating it, the operation is terminated or a new victim
for DDoS attack is chosen.
The fragment including the upper and middle levels of
hierarchy of agent plans for preliminary and basic
stages is depicted in Figure 4. As an example, only two
types of DDoS-attacks are represented – SMURF and
Land attacks.
Mathematical model of attacks is specified in terms of a
set of formal grammars interconnected through
“substitution” operations (Kotenko and Man’kov 2003):

4. ATTACK AGENTS’ TEAM
We limit the team of DDoS agents by three-level
structure. The team consists of the “client” supervising
a subteam of “masters”. Each master, in turn, manages a
group of “demons”. “Demons” execute immediate
attack actions against victim hosts. “Demons” include
two subsets – scouts DR and attackers DA.
So a set of agents can be described as a pair A = {M,
D}, where M={m1, m2,…, mr} – set of “masters”;
D={DR, DA}={d1, d2,… , dn} – set of “demons”
(“scouts” and “attackers”). Each agent can be
represented as follows (Georgeff and Rao 1995; Rao
and Georgeff 1998): aN = <K, B, De, I, P, G, C>, where
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MA=<{Gi}, {Su}>, where {Gi} – the formal grammars,
{Su} – the “substitution” operations. The sequences of
symbols (“strings”, “words” – in formal grammar
terminology) generated by each of such grammars
correspond to the sequences of time ordered
malefactor's intentions and/or actions. It is assumed that
every sequence of a malefactor's actions viewed as a
“word” in a formal language is specified through a
family of enclosed context-free grammars recognizable
by a corresponding family of state machines. At the
scenario specification layer (it was earlier called macrolayer) such sequences correspond to the specification of
scenarios in terms of the malefactor's intentions and
actions.
The formal model of attack scenarios in terms of formal

the steps of an attack scenario), VT is the set of its
terminal symbols (that designate the steps of a lowerlevel attack scenario), S VN is the grammar axiom (an
initial symbol of an attack scenario), P is the set of
productions (production rules) that specify the
refinement operations for the attack scenario through
the substitution of the symbols of an upper-level node
by the symbols of the lower-level nodes, and A is the set
of attributes and algorithms of their computation.
Attribute component of each grammar serves for several
purposes. The first of them is to specify randomized
choice of a production at the current inference step if
several productions have the equal left part nonterminals coinciding with the active non-terminal in the
current sequence under inference.

DDoS attack
Preliminary stage

Investigatio

Identification
of functioning hosts

Basic stage

Capturing hosts for
installation of
t

Realization of
attack

Goal is
inaccessible

Getting Access to
Resources
SMURF

Escalating Privileges
Identification of
OS of a host
Identification of
services of a host

Monitoring
state of victim host

Covering tracks
Creating back doors

Gathering of additional
information

Applications and
Banners Enumeration

Identification of shared
resources

Users and Groups
Enumeration

ICMP ECHO REQUEST
ICMP ECHO REQUEST

Land
attack
IP a package:
SA = DA,
SPN = DPN

Goal is irrelevant
Goal is achieved
yes
Is it necessary
to continue attack?
no
Go to
final stage

Figure 4: Fragment of Upper and Middle Levels of Hierarchy of DDoS Agents’ Plans
Also the attribute component is used to check
conditions determining the admissibility of using a
production at the current step of inference. These
conditions depend on (1) task specification (general
attack goal), (2) configuration of the attacked computer
network (host) and its resources and (3) results of the
malefactor’s previous actions.
Assignment of roles and distribution of plans between
agents are carried out as follows: roles of the agents
necessary for the given goal are selected, the chosen
roles are appointed to agents, agents of corresponding
types are installed (cloned, employed).

grammars are based on the attacks ontology described
above. It is noteworthy to notice that each node of the
ontology that is not “terminal” one is mapped to
particular grammar, which is capable to generate only
admissible sequences realizing this intention in terms of
symbols, corresponding to the ontology nodes of the
immediately lower layer. Depending on the required
level of detail, these nodes may be represented by the
terminal nodes of the macro or micro-level. In the
former case, the grammar may be used to visualize the
malefactor's actions, and in the latter case – for attack
simulation in the lowest layer terms (if the “terminal”
nodes of the micro-level are represented by network
packets, or messages of the tcpdump program, OS
commands and/or calling applications with specified
parameters).
Every formal grammar is specified by quintuple
(Kotenko and Man’kov 2003): G=<VN,VT,S,P,A>,
where G is the grammar identifier (name), VN is the set
of non-terminal symbols (that are associated with the
upper and the intermediate levels of representation of

5. DEFENSE AGENTS’ TEAM
Defense agents are installed on hosts placed in critical
points of a network. The team of defense agents on a
host can consist of one or several agents of various
classes (Figure 5).
Sensor agent (SA) carries out preliminary processing of
network traffic fixing events which are significant for
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defense. Identification and authentication agent (IAA) is
responsible for determining sources of messages and
acknowledgement of their authenticity. Access control
agent (ACA) regulates access of users to network
resources according to their privileges. Agents IAA and
ACA detect non-authorized actions on access to
information resources of a host and interrupt
connections attributed to number non-authorized.
Intrusion detection agents (IDA) are responsible for
detection of particular "suspicious" events or obvious
attacks and decision-making concerning reaction to
these events. Intelligent intrusion detection agents
(IIDA) realize higher level of processing and
generalization of facts discovered. They makes decision
on the basis of messages about detected suspicious
behavior and obvious attacks from different agents.
Reaction agents (RA) are responsible for suppressing

Input traffic

and role, and also reception of confirmations on their
readiness to play the defined role in the scenario.
The coordinated termination of a common action
(refusal of the common intention) demands also mutual
informing of team-mates about the action at presence of
corresponding conditions. Such conditions can be
determined by achieving the common goal, finding-out
of unattainability of the goal or its prevarication by even
one member of the team.
For example, the attack goal “increase of authority up to
a level of superuser” is achieved, if a malefactor
managed to penetrate into a target host and to increase
his authority up to a level of superuser. Also the
purpose is unattainable, if one of obligatory actions on
penetration into a target host is not executed. And the
purpose is irrelevant, if the target host is switched off
from the network.
Mechanisms of monitoring and restoration
From other
of agent functionality should provide
host agents
supervision of some agents over others that
it was possible to establish loss of capacity
IIDA
IAA
for work by the agent or a group of agents.
Information
It is directed on fast restoration of
ACA
SA
repository
RA
functionality of the team at the expense of
IDA
reassignment of the "lost" roles to those
Interaction with
team-mates
which
can
perform
other agents
MA
corresponding job.
For example, if one of the malefactorsFigure 5: Structure of Defense Agents’ Team
agents who are carrying out intention
“Identification of operating system of a
attacks. Meta-agent (ɆȺ) controls agents’ behavior and
host“ is blocked by firewall of a target network or other
detects complex distributed attacks which particular
obstacle for realization of this intention takes place, this
actions directed on different hosts.
agent (or other malefactor-agent who found out state of
The hierarchy of action plans of defense agents consists
nonoperability
of “colleague”) should send this
of three basic levels of processing:
information
to
a
“leader”
of the scenario. If there will be
(1) Agents SA fulfill primary processing of input traffic;
other
agent,
capable
to
solve
the task this role should be
(2) Agents IAA, ACA and IDA carry out in real time the
assigned
to
it.
Checking
of
rules and realization of
preliminary analysis of the received data detecting
reasoning
should
entail
corresponding
communications
obvious attacks and reacting on them;
of
agents
by
means
of
some
communication
protocol.
(3) Agents IIDA and ɆȺ detect and react to the
Mechanisms
of
maintaining
communication
selectivity
multiphase distributed attacks. These agents also
order
the
communication
act
when
the
probability
and
implement forecasting the subsequent actions of users,
cost
of
agents’
coordination
loss
is
great
enough.
They
using known scripts of attacks.
are based on calculating importance of the message in
view of the “costs” and benefits of this message. It is
6. INTERACTION AND COORDINATION
necessary to guarantee that the benefit of the message
MECHANISMS
exchange for maintenance of agents’ coordination
surpasses a “cost” of the communication act (for
As it was described in section 2, it is offered to use
example, a network security system, having intercepted
three groups of mechanisms (procedures): maintenance
agents’ messages, can detect and “suppress” an attack).
of action coordination, monitoring and restoration of
Therefore it is very important to choose those
agent functionality, and supporting communication
communication acts which will bring the greatest
selectivity (Tambe 1997).
benefit to the team.
The mechanisms of first class are intended for
realization of coordinated initialization and termination
of actions of some general plan. Coordinated
7. MODEL OF COMPUTER NETWORK
initialization means that all team-mates begin execution
The attack development depends on the malefactor's
of the same plan at defined time. It assumes an
“skill”, information regarding network characteristics,
appointment of specific agents for fixed roles in specific
which he/she possesses, some other malefactor's
scenario, their notification about the appointed scenario
attributes (Gorodetski and Kotenko 2002), security
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policy of the attacked network, a power of the defense
agents’ team, etc.
An attack is being developed as interactive process, in
which the attacked network and security agents are
reacting on the malefactor's action. Computer network
plays the role of the environment for attacker and
security agents, and therefore its model must be a part
of the attack simulation tool.
Model of the attacked computer network is represented
as quadruple MA = <MCN, {MHi}, MP, MHR>, where
MCN is the model of the computer network structure;
{MHi} are the models of the host resources; MP is the
model of computation of the attack success
probabilities; MHR is the model of the host reaction in
response of attack. Let us determine the model MCN of a
computer network structure CN as follows: MCN = < A,
P, N, C >, where A is the network address; P is a family
of protocols used (e.g., TCP/IP, FDDI, ATM, IPX,
etc.); N is a set {CNi} of sub-networks and/or a set {Hi}
of hosts of the network CN; C is a set of connections
between the sub-networks (hosts) established as a
mapping matrix. If N establishes a set of sub-networks
{CNi}, then each sub-network CNi can in turn be
specified by the model MCNi (if its structure needs to be
developed in detail and if information is available about
this structure). Each host Hi is determined as a pair
MHi= <A, T>, where A is the host address, T is a host
type (e.g., firewall, host, etc.).
Models {MHi} of the network host resources serve for
representing the host parameters that are important for
attack simulation.
Success or failure of any attack action (corresponding to
terminal level of the attack ontology) is determined by
means of the model MP of computation of the attack
success probabilities. This model is specified as
follows: MP = {RSPrj}, where RSPrj is a special rule that
determines the action success probability depending on
the basic parameters of the host (attack target). The rule
RSPrj includes IF and THEN parts. The IF part contains
action name and precondition (values of attributes
constraining the attack applicability). The THEN part
contains value of success probability (SPr).
The result of each attack action is determined according
to the model MHR of the host reaction. This model is
determined as a set of rules of the host reaction: MHR =
{RHRj }, RHRj: Input o Output [& Post-Condition];
where Input – the malefactor’s activity, Output – the
host reaction, Post-Condition – a change of the host
state, & – logical operation “AND”, [] – optional part of
the rule. The Input format: <Attack name>: <Input
message> : <Attack objects> [; <Objects involved in
the attack>. The Output format: {<Attack success
parameter S> [: <Output message>]; {<Attack success
parameter F> [: <Output message>]}. The Attack
Success Parameter is determined by the success
probability of the attack that is associated with the host
(attack target) depending on the implemented attack
type. The values of attack success parameter are
Success (S), and Failure (F). The part of output message

shown in the < > is taken from the corresponding field
of the host (target) parameters. The part of output
message shown in quotation marks “” is displayed as a
constant line. The Post-Condition format: {p1=P1,
p2=P2, …, pn=Pn}, where pi – ith parameter of the host
(for instance, SP, SR, TH, etc.) which value has
changed, Pi – the value of ith parameter.
8. PROTOTYPES AND THEIR EVALUATION
Using Java, Visual C ++ and MASDK (Gorodetski et al.
2002) several prototypes of particular components of
multi-agent system intended for simulation cyber-war of
agents’ teams in computer networks were developed.
We have implemented three software components: a
component for simulation of DDoS-agents’ operation, a
component of simulation of DoS-attacks and a
component of intrusion detection and reaction to DDoSattacks. Now these components are used for validation
of the accepted basic ideas and formal framework.
These components allow to show all stages of DDoSattacks in the evident form, and also to simulate
different situations depending on security parameters of
attacked networks. The model of agents’ team has
three-level structure consisting of "client" managing
"masters" which supervise "demons" (Figure 6).
"Demons" are subdivided into two roles - scouts and
attackers. Figure 7 illustrates capturing hosts and
installing DDoS agents.
The visualization of particular DoS attacks is shown in
Figure 8. The information presented in the figure is
divided in four groups: (1) the attack task specification
placed in the left top-most part of the screenshot; (2) the
attack generation tree visualized in the right hand part
of it; (3) the strings of the malefactor’s actions placed in
the left hand part of the screenshot and below the attack
task specification; (4) a tag of success (failure) as green
(black) quadrate and data obtained from an attacked
host (a host response) depicted on the right hand part of
each information warrior’s action.
The main objective of the experiments with the
prototypes is to evaluate the tool’s efficiency for
simulation of different DDoS attacks and attacked
network configurations. These experiments were carried
out for various parameters of the attack task
specification and an attacked computer network
configuration.
The influence of the following input parameters on
attacks efficacy was explored: a malefactor’s intention,
a degree of protection afforded by the network and
personal firewall, a degree of security of attacked host,
and the degree of malefactor’s knowledge about a
network.
The following parameters of attack realization outcome
have been selected: NS (Number of attack Steps) –
number of terminal level attack actions; PIR
(Percentage of Intention Realization) – percentage of
the hacker’s intentions realized successfully (for
“Reconnaissance” it is a percentage of objects about
which the information has been received; for
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“Implantation
and
threat
realization” it is a percentage of
successful realizations of the
common attack goal on all runs);
PAR (Percentage of Attack
Realization) – percentage of
“positive” messages (responses)
of the Network Agent on attack
actions (the “positive” messages
are
designated
in
attack
visualization window by green
lines); PFB (Percentage of
Firewall Blocking) – percentage
of attack actions blockage by
firewall (red lines in attack
visualization window); PRA
Figure 6: Diagram of DDoS Attacks Simulation
(Percentage of Reply Absence) –
percentage
of
“negative”
messages (responses) of the
Network Agent on attack actions
(1) Agent Client
(gray lines in attack visualization
compromises
two hosts and
window).
installs on them
Let consider two generated
agents-masters
dependences of parameters PIR,
(Master1 and
PAR, PFB, PRA from different
Master2).
(2) Agents input parameters values under
masters
intention GAR (“Gaining Access
compromise
to Resources”) realization. This
three hosts and
intention is implemented on the
install on them
agents - demons
stage “Capturing hosts for
(Scout1-1,
installation of agents”. For
Attacker1-1,
construction
of
these
Attacker1-2 and
List of
dependences the following values
Scout2-1,
agents
Attacker2-1,
of
the
attacked
network
created
Attacker2-2
configuration were used as xaccordingly)
coordinate parameters: 1 – both
network and personal firewalls
are active; 2 – only network
firewall is active; 3 – only
Figure 7: Capturing Hosts and Installing DDoS Agents
personal firewall is active; 4 –
none of firewalls is active.
developed the approach to be used for conducting
The main parameters changes under maximal protection
experiments to both evaluate computer network security
of attacked host (“Strong”) and maximal hacker’s
and analyze the efficiency and effectiveness of security
knowledge about a network (“Good”) are depicted in
policy against different DDoS attacks.
Figure 9.
We presented the structure of a team of agents,
The main parameters changes under minimal protection
specifications of hierarchies of agent plans, agent
of attacked host (“None”) and maximal hacker’s
interaction-and-coordination mechanisms, and agent
knowledge about a network (“Good”) are depicted in
role-assignment mechanisms.
Figure 10.
Software prototypes were developed. They allow
The simulation-based exploration has demonstrated its
imitating a wide spectrum of real life DDoS attacks and
efficacy for accomplishing various attack scenarios
defense mechanisms. Software code is written in terms
against networks with different structures and security
of Visual C++ 6.0 and Java 2 languages. Experiments
policies implemented.
with the prototypes have been conducted, including the
investigation of attack scenarios against networks with
different structures and security policies.
The further development of our modeling and
simulation framework and software tools will consist of
joining different software components implemented,
improving capabilities of the attack and defense agents

9. CONCLUSION
In the paper we developed basic ideas of the modeling
and simulation of cyber warfare by teamwork approach
and formal grammars. The technology for creation of
the agents’ team was suggested and described. We
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Figure 8: Visualization of DoS Attack Generation
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to characterize and analyse farming systems identified
as major centres of decision in agriculture. Cormas
(developed by CIRAD) enables representation of
complex situations taking into account interactions
between various stakeholders.
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The objective of the study was to couple accurate
economic information from the farming system
modelling tool Olympe with a MAS to obtain a better
definition of the ‘farmer’ agent as well as to profit from
a potential data base created under Olympe which
includes information on various types of farming
systems. However the two software systems are written
in different languages using different formats. A link
was created for educational purposes to show the
advantages of coupling the two tools, i.e. to better
explain complex systems and the impact of technical
changes in situations where the farmer is one of the
major stakeholders and whose needs consequently have
to be analysed from an economic perspective. MSA
allows analysis of interactions and this is not possible
with Olympe. The aims of the two software systems
may be different, but in fact they are complementary.

Abstract
This paper describes how the farming system
modelling software ‘Olympe’ (developed in
collaboration by INRA/CIRAD/IAMM) can be coupled
with the agent-based simulation platform ‘Cormas’ to
better characterize and analyse farming systems
identified as major centres of decision in agriculture.
Cormas (developed by CIRAD) enables representation
of complex situations and takes into account
interactions between different stakeholders. First we
describe the two models and the potential benefits of
combining the tools, then we describe how we
developed a new platform based on the two software
systems, and finally we illustrate how the new platform
can be used with a simple example developed for
educational purposes. The advantages and limits of
this type of approach are discussed along with possible
further developments.

This initial study paves the way for further work in
coupling both tools at the different levels of complexity
required for the analysis of different agrarian
situations.
We first describe the two models and highlight the
benefits of combining the tools. We then describe how
we developed the new joint platform, which we present
using a simple educational example. Finally, we
discuss the advantages and limits of such an approach
and identify possible future developments.

INTRODUCTION
Models can never be completely objective since
different models can be used to describe the same
phenomena from a different point of view. However it
is sometimes useful to combine different types of
models representing different stakeholders or different
scales to better understand a phenomenon as a whole.
To this end, we evaluated the advantages of combining
two kinds of representation of the exploitation of
agricultural resources: a « systemic representation of
farming systems » and a « multi-agent model of
resource management ».

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
Farming Systems Modelling
The model, its origin and its working principle
This model is frequently used by agro-economists and
is based on the systemic representation of farming
systems. It represents farming activities as a set of
specific and clearly characterized systems (figure 1).
For each techno-economic scale, a different system is
defined in which sub-systems evolve. The model

The goal of this paper is to propose coupling the
farming system modelling system ‘Olympe’ and the
agent-based simulation platform ‘Cormas’. Olympe
(developed in collaboration by INRA/CIRAD/IAMM)
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
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defines a certain number of notions which are used to
study farming systems from a technical and economic
point of view.

Olympe’s basic
UML diagram

Agrarian system

Holding system

Figure 2: simplified diagram of Olympe
The different types of systems illustrated above were
selected as being significant in the farm’s present
situation. This allows the study of characteristic values
which, in the context of farming management, are
relevant at different scales. The farmer is considered to
be the main decision-making agent. Technical
innovation consists in modifying cropping practices
(with associated costs and benefits) or replacing one
cropping/livestock system by another. Thus, we need to
understand the strategies the farmer uses to link
determining economic factors (investments, cash flow,
funding capacity etc.) with the optimal combination of
cropping/livestock systems, taking into account other
sources of income such as hunting, fishing, handicrafts
and non-agricultural activities; a diversity which
characterizes many farmers. The interplay between the
elements that make up a given farming system is called
a pathway.

Cropping system

Figure 1: systemic representation of farming systems
This model is used as a tool to support decision making
processes and communication and provides an
economic synopsis of the complexity of farming
systems. Each kind of system is defined on the basis of
the ‘general system’ proposed by J.L. Le Moigne (Le
Moigne 1990), by its function, its context, the
transformations it generates and its finality. P. Jouve
(1992), following R. Badouin (1985), provided a
general framework for the diagnosis and analysis of
farming systems. Indeed, each kind of system plays a
specific role in production, conservation or in other
activities which have to be integrated in the
organization of the whole farm.

Multi-agent modelling of resources management: a
simple way to deal with complex systems.

The ‘Olympe’ software system and its uses
Olympe software focuses on one particular
stakeholder: the farmer and on his holding system
which manages production factors (land, labour and
capital as well as information) through activities
grouped in cropping and livestock systems (figure 2). It
can be used as a decision support tool by a range of
different stakeholders: by farmers to manage their
holding, by developers to understand the impact of
agricultural policies, and by researchers to understand
farmers’ strategies and pathways. Olympe can also be
used by groups of farmers for regional analysis to
measure flows (of inputs/outputs as well as capital and
externalities). Primary data are obtained through
classical surveys of farming systems. Each ‘entity’ is
pre-defined in the software and the user needs only
change parameters and enter data to build his own
model. There are no internal regulations or particular
rules generated by the software with conditionality.

Framework, origin and working principle of the model
Multi-agent modelling means complex systems can be
represented as a set of individual agents which interact
in a particular environment and this representation
results in the emergence of the picture of the whole
system (Ferber 1995). Each ‘agent’ takes his own
decisions based on his own goals and his own
representation of the environment (figure 3). This kind
of modelling can be adapted to represent social
organisation and that is why it is currently being used
by the Cirad to tackle problems inherent in resources
management in a participative modelling approach.

Figure 3: multi-agent system (Ferber 1999)
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suitable basis for the definition of individual strategies
(figure 5).

This type of representation enables us to study the
consequences a given change will have for the system
as a whole, whether the change concerns the rules of
cooperation, the perception an agent has of his
environment, or a different quantity of resources.

Multi agent system using the systemic
representation of farming concern

Holding system

The ‘Cormas’ model and its use
Cormas is an agent-based simulation platform which
was created to be used in a companion-modelling
approach. Cormas is a computer tool which uses object
programming to define each entity of the model as
belonging to a ‘class’ which is defined by the modeller.
In fact, certain basic classes (an ‘agent’, the active
entity, ‘a spatial entity’, the elementary part of the
topological back-up, and ‘a passive entity’) are predefined with basic characteristics and functions, and
the user can create his own classes from these predefined entities to build his own model. He can for
example define a ‘farmer’ as a ‘located agent’ whom
he will link with an object ‘farm’ which he will already
have defined (figure 4). It is then possible to study the
influence specific definitions (definitions of
interactions between agents for example) have on
future developments.

Multi-agent system

Environnement

Ressources

Town as agent
Farm as Agent

Figure 5: Coupling the models Farm as Agent should
be Farm as agent
One of the main benefits in this work is to bring
together people with different vocations to work on the
creation of the same model. Agent-based models are
often used to represent and analyse social problems at
the regional scale, for example the impact pollution
management or forest depletion will have on a limited
resource, such as water or land. Those who create and
use these models are often specialists in the problem
concerned. In agriculture for example, using a systemic
representation with a reasonably well defined unit
enables an economic assessment that is relatively easy
to process thereby enabling agro-economists to study
the decision-making process in detail. Prospective
analysis using Olympe provides scenarios that enable
exploration of potentialities in partnership with farmers
or with any other stakeholders involved in agriculture.
Thus, knowledge accumulated over several years
enables validation of hypotheses without losing touch
with reality.
As Olympe is mono-agent with no interactions between
agents, analysis of interactions, particularly with other
agents, is consequently impossible. Linking Olympe
with a MAS platform thus has two objectives: to obtain
a better definition of the ‘farmer ’entity in the MAS
(obtaining the economic information on farmers’
behaviours from the Olympe data base) while MAS
allows analysis of interactions firstly between farmers
and secondly between farmers and other agents
(Government, traders, policy makers, developers,
project managers, etc.). In other words, Olympe feeds
the SMA with information about one particular but
crucial, agent: the farmer.

Figure 4: Diagram of a basic Cormas model
Complementarities of the two approaches
The advantage of combining the two approaches is the
ability to represent, simulate and understand the roles
of the different stakeholders and their strategies and,
reciprocally, to see what influence the farmers’
strategies have on the system as a function of the
original situation and of the definitions of the rest of
the system.

METHODOLOGY USED TO COUPLE THE
TWO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
Objectives and technical choices

To this end, we used a multi-agent modelling approach
(Cormas) to represent interactions, and a systemic
representation of the holding (Olympe) to have a

After having defined the entities involved (i.e. the level
of analysis, local/farming systems and regional/MAS)
and the philosophy behind the approach and use of the
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- The structure of the cropping and livestock systems
with 4 different formats for crops: annual crops, multiannual crop (from 1 to 5 years), perennial crops (more
than 5 years) and ‘animals’ (this is a potentially very
complex livestock management tool to characterise all
types of livestock systems). A cropping system is
defined by the economic component of the ‘technical
pathway’ (which is not technically very detailed)
including lifespan, costs/benefits and labour
requirements.

two software systems, we define the main functions we
would like to integrate to ensure an effective and useful
link. The objective is to assure the correct transfer of
data (and the relevant data) from Olympe to Cormas to
calibrate farms and activities related to agriculture with
either primary data collected in original surveys, or
‘typical values’ that are representative of ‘standard’
farming systems. Olympe is a very efficient tool to
characterize from an economic viewpoint a range of
different farms from smallholdings to large estates with
varying degrees of precision depending on the primary
objective of the user. The number of Olympe users is
currently expanding and thus providing feedback from
a very interesting and pragmatic ‘network of users’
who share their data sets and experience. This should
result in an impressive data base of farming systems all
over the world. The main advantage is that
comparisons are possible because users can share the
same tools, the same simple but efficient economic
indicators and consequently the same language and set
of definitions. Such data can be used to calibrate a
multi-agent model. Finally, it would be useful to create
a link to feed data back to Olympe after it has been
used in Cormas; this would give Olympe users the
opportunity to react. Although a dynamic link of this
type would be very useful it requires compatibility
between the two software systems (written in different
languages) and may thus be difficult to implement.

- Characteristics of the global farming system
(structural costs, financial costs and other sorts of
benefits and expenses).
This type of conceptual organisation is illustrated in the
diagram of Olympe UML classes (figure 6).

So far our objective has been to create a modelling
framework with data from Olympe feeding the ‘farmer’
agent in Cormas, which allows users to transfer all
management indicators of farming systems under
Olympe to a multi-agent model through the definition
of a proper Olympe data import protocol in the multiagent model.

Figure 6: diagram of Olympe classes
It is important to mention that in such a framework,
Olympe will only provide the economic results and the
technical functioning of each sub-system at the farm
level.

We chose to use the Cormas platform for our
simulations. Specific classes were defined to respect
Olympe’s representation of farming systems and to
accept data originally formatted in Olympe. An XML
file with the required structure is generated by Olympe
as an output and loaded by Cormas at the beginning of
the simulation. In other words, the Olympe conceptual
model is introduced into Cormas’ world.

As the centre of decision-making in the systemic
representation is defined at farm level, we chose to
identify the ‘farmer’ agent and his family (livelihood)
with the Farming system which would be a sub-class of
‘Located agent’ in MSA. The farmer owns some land
which is cropped according to a ‘Kind of activities’
class. ‘Land’ is a sub-class of spatial entity and ‘Kind
of activities’ a sub-class of passive entity (see figure 7).
This ‘kind of activity’ will have all the characteristics
of a cropping or livestock system defined using
Olympe. Costs (Charges and Products) and kinds of
production (kinds of activities) are defined using
Olympe before beginning the simulation under Cormas
and are not modified after transfer to Cormas; in other
words, up to now, this is a one-way process. Agents
(stakeholders) can only choose to farm their land by
choosing the kind of activity they prefer from the list of
available activities (‘kind of activities’) as a function of
whatever available parameter the user wants.

Olympe’s conceptual model in Cormas’ world
A more detailed technical description of the link is
needed here in order to understand the issues involved
and consequently the limits of this work. Olympe will
be used here only to model and not to simulate. Data
are only generated by Olympe concerning the ‘farmer’
agent while Cormas generates the other agents in its
own format. The simulation is implemented under
Cormas. The data obtained and transferred with
Olympe are the following:
- Quantity of
costs/benefits

products

(inputs/outputs)

and
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Different situations are simulated. Based on his own
financial situation, which is well defined under
Olympe, each farmer can choose his level of
investment in a new cropping system. Multi-agent
modelling allows representation of the transfer of
knowledge, its evolution, and the geographical aspect
of the problem (diffusion) in the form of a simulated
map.

EXAMPLE OF A SIMULATION CARRIED OUT
WITH OUR PLATFORM
Description of the example
This example was developed for educational purposes
to show the potential advantages of such a combination
and as a method to implement it rather than to build a
real case-study. MAS is used to represent interactions
between farmers with behaviours defined according to
the Olympe economic situation. The advantage lies in
the definition of possible interactions and the impact of
the results of the simulation on individual strategies.

Depending on the initial situation, the rules that govern
interactions and consequently farmers’ strategies can
influence the simulation and its results. The purpose of
this example is only to illustrate that the two different
representations of the farmer as an agent in Olympe
and in a MAS can be combined and are useful to study
farmers’ behaviour from different viewpoints, as well
as to show how simulations leading to scenarios can be
built. This example is not intended to be representative
since neither the data nor the rules have been calibrated
or tested with respect to the sensitivity of the initial
parameters.

The example is based on a real situation observed in
the province of West Kalimantan (Borneo) in
Indonesia, where rubber farmers have diversified with
oil palm and other activities and also integrated new
cropping methods and improved agroforestry practices
(Leconte 2000). The situation described is typical of
post-pioneer areas where diversification is used as a
strategy to limit potential risks following a period of
monoculture introduced during the first phase in
pioneer zones when farmers relied on only one crop
(in our case the jungle rubber system, an extensive
agroforestry rubber based system), (Penot 2001). The
same type of example could be developed for other
typical pioneer areas (Amazon, Cambodia, West
Africa, etc.). The characterisation of farming systems,
and monitoring between 1997 and 2002 was carried out
with emphasis on identifying farmers’ strategies.

Description of a simulation example
We simulated a situation in which we combined
“observation as a learning process” and “Careful
strategy”. In this simulation there only are 3 different
cropping systems:
i) ‘Upland rice’, which is not very profitable but
ensures food security;
ii) “Jungle Rubber” (a classical extensive rubber
agroforestry system) which is more profitable but only
15 years after it was planted (long immature period);
and

In our example, interactions correspond to knowledge
transfer, and individual strategies are limited to the
choice of which crops to rotate. (Table 1)
Table 1: interactions and strategies

iii) RAS (improved Rubber Agroforestry Systems,
developed by the SRAP project in partnership with
farmers through on-farm experimentation) which are
highly profitable with upland rice intercropping during
the first years but require capital for implementation.

Different sorts of “knowledge transfer”: two types
of transfer were selected for this example:
- “Theoretical learning”: farmers know how to
implement technological recommendations or
adopted recommendations two years after having
been introduced to the new system by relatives.
Once a farmer has acquired the know-how, he
begins to teach it to his relatives.

Initialisation of the simulation
20 farming systems were generated and placed on the
topological support. Of these 20 farms, 4 were chosen
as having the know-how to set up the new rubber
cropping system (RAS). Others can only grow the
classical upland rice crop and Jungle Rubber. Each
farm received initial funds and a random set of the two
cropping systems on 9 plots. In this example, jungle
rubber crops were considered to be mature at the
beginning of the simulation. Each farm is linked to two
others (the nearest smallholding not too far away on the
map) who are considered as “relatives”.

- “Observation as learning process”: a farmer
acquires the know-how because one of his relatives
has already implemented the new cropping system
on his own farm.
Different individual strategies:
- The “careful strategy”: a farmer implements a new
cropping system only if he can afford to pay for the
plantation and to cover the costs of establishment.
- The “innovative strategy”: a farmer systemically
implements a new cropping system as soon as he
thinks that it would be more profitable than other
crops, particularly annual crops, even if he will
need credit. In other words, he takes at least some
financial risks.

Description of each step of the simulation
Each farmer undertakes the following activities:
- Crop his plots according to the chosen cropping
systems
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- Chooses the best cropping system he can afford based
on his financial assets and the productivity of the
system

The map in figure 8 shows the situation at the 27th step of
the simulation. After about 30 years of simulation, it will be
noted that the farmers who developed RAS are all located in
the southern part of the map, due to the fact that the 4
smallholdings which had the knowledge at the beginning of
the simulation were all located in that area and that the
transfer of knowledge is linked to geographical proximity.

- Learns how to set up the new cropping system if one
of his relatives has already set it up.
Observations
Figure 8 is a simulated map of the situation at a key
point in the simulation. Details of this particular
simulation are presented in table 2.

At the very beginning of the simulation, almost every
farmer in the south had already implemented the new
cropping system. However, the farmer in circle n° 1 on the
map had only upland rice crops at the time of initialisation.
At the beginning of the simulation, he began to plant
“Jungle rubber” but he soon lacked funds to invest in other
cropping systems. So by the time he had learned how to
implement RAS, he could not afford to and now has to wait
for his ‘Jungle rubber’ to be productive.
Due to their geographical location, all the farmers in the
north except farmer n° 2 are all linked as relatives. Farmer
n°2 must wait for farmer n° 1 to establish his first RAS to
learn how to set it up himself. He has to wait 30 years in this
simulation. Only then will northern farmers be able to
access the information they need.
If we had chosen the “innovative strategy”, farmer n° 1
would have planted RAS as soon as he had learned how to
proceed and the whole northern area would had have access
to information much earlier. Similarly, “theoretical
learning” would have allowed the northern area to establish
RAS before farmer n° 1.
Figure 9 shows the situation after 56 years.
Of course this example is very simple but nevertheless
shows how Olympe data can be used to feed the “farmer”
agent in a MAS.

Figure 8: situation after 27 years of simulation

Table 2: details of the simulation
LIMITS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
Sensitivity studies
An important point concerning simulations done with
this new platform (Cormas & Olympe) is that there are
a lot of parameters due to the precision of the
information concerning the cropping systems generated
by Olympe. It is consequently necessary to check the
stability of the model and the validity of the values
obtained by the MAS.

Figure 9: Situation after 56 years

Multidisciplinary studies
Based on the structure of the data used by this type of
platform, transfer of data between Cormas and Olympe
(feedback) is possible but has not yet been
implemented due to lack of time. Such a link would
enable us to look at any farming systems at any time
during the simulation and to check if the choices made
by agents are rational. Rules governing farmers’
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decisions can be defined very precisely since the
economic information provided by Olympe can be very
precise. But validation should be carefully
implemented as the degree of complexity increases
with an increase in the number of links to other agents.
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commercial operation several auditing tests must be
conducted on both CEMS and PEMS to be certified.
Recently several states in the USA have accepted the
PEMS as a primary or alternative monitoring system. In
the near future the same kind of regulations should be
adopted in EC (Gimonez et al.). The main problem for
PEMS is to build adequate model in order to pass the
accuracy (RATA) test.
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ABSTRACT
A multi agent based prediction monitoring system has
been developed. The proposed multi agent system
combines two types of autonomous agents – primitive
and intelligent agents. Multi modeling techniques to
predict the immeasurable gas components and following
aggregation, simulation and successive optimization are
used. The presented approach is a combination of
Predictive Emission Monitoring System (PEMS) and
Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) in
order to improve the reliability of the developed
monitoring system by generating replacement data in a
case of sensor failure.

The goal of this study is to set up a PEMS in a coal –
fired steam boiler by using Multi Agent System (MAS)
approach (Wooldridge 2004). Our MAS realization
combines two types of autonomous agents – (i)
primitive agents, which can only communicate each
other and perform direct algorithmic calculations or
routine data performance and (ii) intelligent agents,
which in addition are able to learn, to make decision, to
be adaptive, to do simulation and optimization. The next
peculiarity of our approach is that in contrast to the
established unimodel realizations (Ghien et al. 2003;
Gimonez et al.) we use multi model predicting of
immeasurable gas components and following
aggregation, simulation and successive optimization.
The third feature is the combination of PEMS and
CEMS in order to improve the reliability of the
monitoring system by generating replacement data in a
case of sensor failure.

INTRODUCTION
The problem of clean air and waste gas emissions are
now an object of governmental regulation in most of the
countries. Ecological monitoring became a wide market
and field of extensive R&D. The investment load is
particularly heavy for the East European countries,
where the scale of environmental protection until a
relatively short time ago was out of the national
proprieties. Thus the strategy of emission monitoring
still represents an actual challenge for investment and
research (Gimonez et al.; Hadjiski and Boshnakov 2004).

The selected platform for multi agent architecture
realization is JADE (www.jadeworld.com). The agent’s
software is written in Java. This ensures accordance
with all FIPA specifications (www.fipa.org).

The Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems (CEMS)
is well known conventional design (Eberhard 1995). It
can monitor flue gas emissions continuously on the base
of direct measurements. However it has the
disadvantages of the high installation and maintenance
cost. There is a strategic need to develop alternative
systems with an acceptable and competitive cost
(Eberhard 1995; Ghien et al. 2003; Gimonez et al.; Hadjiski
and Boshnakov 2004). The concept of a Predictive
Emission Monitoring System (PEMS) (Eberhard 1995;
Gimonez et al.) is to use the operating parameters of the
stationary emission source in order to predict emissions
through mathematical model. The main difference
between CEMS and PEMS is that the PEMS does not
need actual pollutant monitoring analyzers. Before
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COST ORIENTED DESIGN
MONITORING SYSTEM

OF

EMISSION

According to the recent world experience (Ghien et al.
2003) installation and maintenance cost of PEMS are at
least two times less than the corresponding expense for
CEMS. In the case under consideration in this paper
multiple sources must be covered by integrated
monitoring system. Following the best practices in the
USA and Europe it is preferable to use PEMS not only
for emission monitoring but in the future reengendering as a base for a tool to optimize combustion
process (Gimonez et al.; Hadjiski and Boshnakov 2004).
Thus the adopted configuration consists of minimal
number of gas analyzers with multiplexing of
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compulsory measurement points. As a result in
admissible in conformity with regulations a sample time
problem appears. Mathematical models must generate
the insufficient report data. In this approach a small part
of the data is received from direct measurements by
CEMS, and the rest – thought PEMS. The cost analysis
shows a big advantage of the proposed combined
system mainly due to the reduction of analyzers and
operational savings.

The architecture of the Multi-Agent System (MAS)
(Figure 1) is structured in four layers: data processing,
model-based time series generation, aggregation and
data reconciliation, standard processing and reporting.
Each layer consists of several autonomous agents.
These layers are functional, not hierarchical ones. Two
types of agent are accepted:

SIMULATION BASED DATA RECONCILATION

-

-

The inference in PEMS based on the secondary
measurements is specific in any particular realization. In
our case the preliminary investigations show strong
variability depending on: the type of approximation
model, the set of input variables for each model, the
aggregation approach and parameterization. In the
present paper this mixed combinatorial problem has
been solved on the base of successful simulation
following the next scheme for each inferred gas
component:

All autonomous agents correspond to the FIPA
specifications (www.fipa.org). The multi agent
architecture allows a distributed intelligent system to be
realized independently of the space properties of the
Thermal Power Plants (TPP).
AGENT FUNCTIONS
MAS consists of thirteen autonomous agent altogether.
The agents can communicate bilaterally.

a)

Deriving a cluster of realizations for a given
model from the data, varying input sets of
secondary measurements.
b) Deriving a set of clusters for three types of
data driven models: interpolation-based,
regression-based and neural networks-based.
c) Simulation of the gas concentration behavior in
30 minutes intervals based on each already
derived model in a form of discrete time series.
d) Aggregation of different models.
e) Selection of the best combination of weighted
individual models by optimization.
f) If it’s necessary adaptation of the selected
hybrid model.

The agents of the data processing layer (A11 - Raw data
collection agent; A12 – Raw data preprocessing agent;
A13 – Agent for preliminary data base) receive,
synchronize, and arrange data from the sensors, make
intelligent filtration and verification of the data, analyze
the status signals from the preliminary data base.
Agent A12 analyses the condition of the whole
measurement system – measurement equipment,
analyzing equipment, emission source, if the waste
treatment station works or not. It forms a message for
reliability of the data according to the requirements of
the regulations. This agent compares the data of the
technological parameters and the status signals and it
communicates to agent A13 to transfer the processed
data.

After the computer simulation the adopted multi –
model based PEMS must pass the Relative Accuracy
Test Audit (RATA) in order to be certified by the
authority.

Agent A13 communicates to agents A12, A41, A42 for data
receiving/sending. It evaluates the completeness of the
data, which are necessary for agents A21, A22, and A23
performance. Agent A13 communicates to agents A24
and A31 to limit the alternative aggregations in the cases
when some of agents A21, A22, or A23 cannot generate
data because of leak of measured information.

MULTI AGENT ARCHITECTURE
The main reasons to accept multi-agent architecture
could be summarized in the following way:
-

Primitive Agents (PA), which accomplish
algorithmic calculation and data base formation.
Intelligent Agents (IA), which undertake
intelligent functions like learning, adaptation,
decision making.

Variety of sources of information: Decentralized
Control Systems (DCS), SCADA, CEMS.
Different type of information – technological
data, status signals.
Asynchronous data flow.
Multi-model approach for data reconciliation.
Computer simulation as a permanent procedure.
Necessity of intelligent operations – learning,
adaptation, reconfiguration.
Irregular internal data exchange.

The agents from the data generation layer (A21, A22, A23,
A24) realize three different type of models –
interpolation (A21), statistical (A22) and neural network
(A23) for each predicted gas component – NOx, SO2,
CO, O2. Through simulation each model originates a
cluster of time series by varying the sets of input
variables and model structures.
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These agents are intelligent ones – they could learn
from current data, adapt/change model structure and
parameters, make some decisions.

The generated data for each 30 min test intervals are
collected into an intermediate database, which is
accomplished by primitive agent A24.

Figure 1: Structure of the multi agent based Predictive Emission Monitoring System
Agent A21 receives data from agent A13. The
mathematical model uses data from DSC and CEMS.
This agent reconstructs the values of the analyzed gas
emission parameters during sampling time 2 minutes on

the base of interpolation model using the analyses data
from CEMS, performed during bigger sampling time.
The reconstruction of the missed values of the gas
emissions is carried out using combined approach,
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Agent A23 realizing neural network model uses data
from the unit DCS. The developed neural network
models predict the concentrations of O 2 , NO x and
SO2 in each of the gas outlet ducts Ⱥ and ȼ.

including interpolation and mathematical model
prediction. The implemented approach possesses ability
to evaluate the necessary values of the state parameters
and the emissions of the combustion process. During
the interpolation function y = f(x) (equation 1) is
defined. The interpolation is accomplished using
Lagrange polynomial.
y

L 0 ( x) y 0  L1 (x ) y1  ...  L n (x ) y n ,

(1)

where ( x 0 , y 0 ) , (x1 , y1 ) … ( x n , y n ) are the coordinates of

points A i - the direct measurements from CEMS.
The data reconstruction of the concentrations is
performed as follows:
C i (t j )

C int
i ( t j )  'C( t j )

(2)

where
C i ( t j ) is the concentration of the i-component

for the desired time t j ;

C int
i (t j )

Figure 2: Experimental and calculated values of the
NO x concentrations

is the evaluated value of the

concentration;
'C i (t j ) is the correction value calculated by

The highest prediction accuracy is achieved by using
two layers neural networks of Cascade-Forward
Backdrop type with sigmoid transfer function in the
hidden layer and with linear one in the output layer. The
input variables X 1 , X 2 ,..., X N are anlogous to these

the mathematical model using indirect sources of
information.
The general mathematical model is defined as
'C i ( t j )

f ( B( t j ), V ( t j ), O 2 ( t j ),... )

ones, used by the statistical model (agent A 22 ). One of
the developed neural networks, namely for prediction of
the emissions of nitrogen oxides NOx in gas outlet duct

(3)

where the more important sources of indirect information
are: B( t j ) - the fuel flow rate; V ( t j ) - the air flow rate;

A

Ⱥ ( NO x ) is given at Figure 3.

O 2 ( t j ) - the oxygen content in the combustion gases.

A comparison of the experimental values of the nitrogen
oxides NO x concentrations (*) and the corresponding
calculated values NO x obtained from the agent is
presented at Figure 2. The relative mean square error is
3.8 %.
Agent A21 tunes the mathematical model during
decreasing of the prediction accuracy. As well as it sends
the calculated parameters values to agent A24, realizing
the intermediate data base.
Figure 3: Neural network in Agent A23 for each
prediction of NOx

Agent A22 realizes statistical model and receives data
from agent A13. The model uses data from the DCS to
evaluate the gas emissions. Under decreasing the
prediction accuracy agent A22 tunes the regressive
mathematical model. Agent A22 sends the calculated
parameter values to the agent A24, realizing the
intermediate data base.

The received simulation results are summarized in
Table 1. The mean square errors of the predicted values
of the gas concentrations given by agent A23 compared
to the real experimantal data are presented.
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Table 1: Results from agent A23 performance
Gas

O A2 O B2

Mean
Square
Error,
%

2.71

2.94

B
NO Ax NOx

6.22

6.99

Agent

A 32

is

carrying

out

the

aggregation

optimization. It calculates the difference between the

SO A2 SO B2

predicted values by the autonomous agents A 21 ,
2.77

3.07

A 22 and A 23 and the current aggregated predictive
model Ɇ(ɤ). Agent A 32 defines the mean square errors

The prediction ablility of agent A23 is illustrated at
Figure 4.

of the prediction and the parameter varying in the
aggregation procedure in the next step (ɤ+1). It stores

When the prediction accuracy decreases agent A23 tunes
the neaural network model. Agent A23 sends the
calculated parameters value to agent A24, realizing the
intermediate data base.

the necessary data for evaluation of the permanent
parameters, which do not vary at each step. Agent A 32
stops the optimization process and forms the optimal
prediction set, which contains primary data for the
given 30 minutes interval. This agent communicates to
agents A 31 and A 33 .
The best resulting time series are collected as
reconciliated data in the agent for primary database A33.
The agents from fourth layer make standard processing
on primary data (A41) according to the regulations; form
the complete report database (A42) and provide all the
requested reports (A43). All of them are primitive
agents.

Figure 4: Results from Agent A23 performance
MULTI
AGENT
PLATFORM

Agent A24, realizing the intermediate data base
communicates to agents A 21 , A 22 and A 23 to

SOFTWARE

After comparative analysis of variety of MAS platforms
like JADE, ZEUS, Grasshopper etc., Jade (Java Agent
DEvelopment framework) was accepted for first
realization of MAS based environmental monitoring
system. JADE is open source software to develop agentbased application in compliance with the FIPA
(Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents)
specifications that provide the normative framework
within developed agents can exist, operate and
communicate. In JADE agents are implemented as one
thread per agent. JADE is based on the Java language
and supports scheduling of cooperative behaviors and
structuring complex tasks as aggregation of simpler
ones. JADE allows remote management, monitoring
and controlling the status of agents.

receive data and to agent A 31 to send the required
data. It forms rules for possible aggregation in agent
A 31 .
The aggregation layer consists of three agents: two
intelligent (A31, A32) and one primitive (A33). The agent
A31 aggregates different time series by weighted
blending with weights, given from the optimizing agent
A32.
Agent A 31

SYSTEM

defines the aggregation method and the

initial settings of the aggregation procedure. It
communitates to agents A24 and A32. Agent A 31 forms
time series at given optimization stage.
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APPLICATION
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waste flue gases from coal-fired steam boilers in
Thermal Power Plants. A cost oriented system was
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Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) and Predictive
Emission Monitoring System (PEMS). The carried out
simulation tests with NOx and SO2 concentration have
shown high accuracy of the Predictive Emission
Monitoring System (PEMS), with a standard deviation
according a special direct measurements lying in the
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CONCLUSIONS

The computer simulation is suitable approach for
building a Predictive Emission Monitoring Systems
(PEMS) for coal-fired steam boiler. The combination of
direct and secondary measurements provides acceptable
initial and maintenance costs. The multi agent part of
the project is now in development phase based on Jade
concept, mentioned above and it will be incorporated in
the existing DCS before the end of the year.
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engineering, our physical agents will have to take
collective decision and to exchange information.
Through this study, we expected to evaluate the
capacities of MAS
- to propose a local representation of the part to
design,
- to use interaction / negotiation to simulate a design
phase and thus to propose a global configuration of the
part.

formation,

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates an approach based on a Multi
Agents System (MAS) for aircraft structure design such
as fuselage frame part. More precisely, we propose a
simulation of an engineering process through the design
of a local and distributed decision model. To design the
system, first we use the MESSAGE (Caire et al. 2001)
methodology to formalize the problem through a
description of the role organisation. Then we describe
the identified agent and the chosen resolution strategy.
An application using fuzzy logic and the Multi-Agent
framework (JADE) was successfully developed. We are
now considering the possibility to extend the results to
other structural parts of the aircraft and also to
investigate other areas, where the key issue is to
define/simulate appropriate technical or human
organisations.

MAS AND ENGINEERING
A number of MAS applications that provide assistance
to engineers are already proposed with various types of
architectures (Shen et al. 2001). These architectures
mainly differ by the level of autonomy given to the
agents. In particular, differences rest on agents
capabilities to communicate straightforwardly with each
other (with/without mediator), on their autonomy to take
decisions… (Choi et al. 2003)
For example, the DIDE system (Shen and Barthès,
1996) showed that architectures privileging the
autonomy of the agents provide dynamic and flexible
systems. However, this study also showed the limits of
this type of architecture when agents are too
heterogeneous and numerous. In that case, it becomes
necessary to structure the system through hierarchical
organisations as in the Metamorph system (Shen et al.
2001). Later works such as MetaMorph II showed the
advantages of combining the two approaches of
autonomous agents and hierarchical organisation of
agents.
We consider that the results sensitivity to the chosen
agent organisation is a very interesting property of the
agent technology. This property enables to simulate
different organisations and to conclude about their
relative efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
The design process of aeronautical structures implies
that a consensus between various actors and disciplinary
(design, manufacturing, costing, stress analysis…) is
reached. To help the conception, the concurrent
engineering proposes to achieve a maximum of tasks in
parallel, and to discuss the opinions and the
expectations between actors as soon as possible
(Bernard and Taillandler 1998). This discussion allows
to anticipate the problems and to earlier investigate
some alternative solutions. On the whole we can say
that it favours the collective decision-takings. However,
in order to reach these requirements, it is necessary to
provide solution for facilitating information sharing and
coordination/cooperation between actors. Today, it
seems that Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) offer new
simulation and management capabilities to address these
issues. In this context, we studied how to use physical
agents to simulate the design of an aircraft structure
such as a fuselage frame part. As in concurrent

USE CASE DESCRIPTION
The frame function is to stiffen the aircraft fuselage.
The main objective of the frame design process is to
minimise its mass while supporting the applied stresses.
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Nodes

Subframe

Frame

Figure 1: Frame description
Analyse

A frame is not a single manufactured part, it is
composed of several sub components that we will call
sub-frame. The current process for designing subframes is to determine the frame section characteristics
(shape and dimensions), at given points, (nodes) where
the stress values are computed using finite element
analysis methods. Although the process implies to
design locally the sub-frame (section by section), the
designers should also take into account global
constraints. For example, he/she has to choose
compatible shapes and dimensions all along the subframe. To resume, the challenge for designing a subframe is to find an effective configuration for all the
sub-frame sections.
For the purpose of our study we start off with some
simplified hypothesis. First, we consider only one
representative dimension for the section – the height and only four different shapes (E,C,I,J). Then, we
formulated a simplified relation for each shape giving
the height that supports a given stress. We call these 4
laws “height-stress laws” (figure 2).
Finally, in order to reflect the global constraints, we
define a rule of shape compatibility and a rule of margin
size:
• The shape compatibility rule specifies that a frame
part can contain a mix of either E and C shapes or I
and J shapes.
• The margin size rule defines an acceptable
difference of 30 mm between two consecutives
section heights.

During this phase, we identified a lot of potential roles
to play in the system and several possible organizations.
For each role, we associated objectives (constraints to
be satisfied), advantages to play it, and responsibilities
like in (Ferber et al. 2003). Each agent can play one or
several roles, which defines its individual capabilities.
The MESSAGE methodology enticed us to use different
points of view resulting in different diagrams (roles,
organisation, workflow, collaboration…). By this way,
we obtained a good global view of the study case, and
identified several feasible organisations.
For our implementation, we choose to adopt a hybrid
architecture, where the autonomy of the agents is
partially controlled by a hierarchical manager, and to
limit the implementation to the configuration of one
sub-frame. However as we will see chapter 6, we
foresee testing the other identified organisations.
The next paragraph explains the implemented strategy.
It consists in creating coalitions between sections/nodes,
which have similar configurations (shape, size). During
this process, we make the agents negotiate and degrade
their local optimal configurations to merge in the
direction of a more global configuration acceptable for
several other agents. The final objective is to find a
single compatible configuration for the sub-frame.

In this article we propose to use a MAS to define an
effective configuration of the sub-frame. The idea is to
give some autonomy to the nodes in order to enable
them to determine locally their best section
characteristics. Then they use their coordination
/negotiation capabilities to iteratively form coalitions
(groups of nodes with common interest) until an
effective configuration for the entire sub-frame is found.
SYSTEM DESIGN
To design the system, we used the GAIA (Wooldridge
et al. 2000) and MESSAGE (Caire et al. 2001)
methodologies to formalize the problem and to define
an adapted resolution strategy.

Figure 2: Height-stress laws
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Agent description

essential that the communication activities are
coordinated to ensure the coherence and convergence of
the system. Several solutions exist and must be
generally used in parallel. According to (Mathieu and
Wedge 1999), negotiations are performed at two levels:
a macroscopic level (the society of agents) and a
microscopic level (the resolution of conflicts). With
respect to these principles, the negotiation strategy is
organised as described in the figure 3.
The macroscopic level allows organizing the negotiation
process by defining rules and exchange protocols, which
define the social model and structure the dialogues. This
level corresponds to the step 2 of the figure 3, when the
“sub-frame agent” allocates the roles.
The microscopic level deals with the conflict situations
and allows taking local decisions. In our model, it
corresponds to the step 3. When an agent is confronted
to a conflict, it uses his local decision model to find a
solution.

Three different types of agents are implemented to solve
the problem: “the configurationService agent”, “the subframe agent’ and “the node agent”.
The “configurationService agent” is a service agent that
answers the demands of the “node agents”. Taking the
applied stresses into account, the configurationService
agent uses the height-stress laws to compute the
minimal required height for each section shape. This
capability is implemented through a service agent in
order to enable the future use of external software and to
manage the complexity by reusing simulation models,
as in a Web-based modelling (Reed et al. 2000).
The ”sub-frame agent” plays the role of a team
manager for the “node agents”. Its objective is to find a
set of compatible shapes for the entire sub-frame that it
represents. To achieve this objective, it actually plays
several roles: it attributes roles to the “node agents”; it
analyses their returns of experience; it informs the user
of the configuration evolution of the sub-frame… But
most important, it leads and organises the negotiation
between the “node agents” in order to proceed with the
chosen resolution strategy, which will be described later
in this article.

The coalition formation
As previously described, the system negotiates and
converges by forming coalition of “node agents”. As
represented in figure 3, the negotiation is an iterative
process, because coalitions are formed progressively at
the initiative of the “sub-frame agent” (step 1) until a
single coalition is found. During the negotiation
process, each “node agent” plays its attributed role (step
2). Thus when an agent has to form a coalition (former
role), it proposes to the others adopting its shape.
Consequently when an agent has to join (joiner role), it
chooses the coalition that offers the most interesting
proposition (step 3). To compare the propositions, the
“node agents” use a set of fuzzy spaces (figure 4) to
calculate an adequacy for each proposed configuration.
(This process will be detailed bellow, see ”the
negotiation spaces”).
When a joiner agent finally joins a coalition, it starts
playing the new role of coalition member. When a
former agent obtains member(s), it plays both roles of
coalition member and coalition manager, which consists
in managing the coalition for the future negotiation. For

The ”node agents” are the core agents of the system.
Each of them has personal objectives (section shape,
sizes),
local
knowledge
(applied
stresses…)
communication capacities and decision capacities, based
on a fuzzy logic model. Thanks to these capacities node
agents are able to negotiate one with another, to
evaluate the different configurations, to compare their
shapes and to take decision in order to form coalitions.
The negotiation strategy
The agents solve the problem by interacting and
negotiating. Consequently, a lack of coordination may
entail endless and voluminous processes, and it is
Step 1 : Research of the
optimal configurations

Step 2 : The Sub-frame Agent
distributes the roles

Step 4 : The Section Agents
inform the Sub-frame Agent

Step 3 : The Section Agents dialogue and
negotiate to create new coalitions

Sizing Action

Figure 3: Negotiation Strategy
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Figure 4: Fuzzy sets of a « node agent »

Figure 5: Adequacy determination
of
the
triangle)
and
to
the
absolute
maximum/minimum height for each section (bases
of the triangle) (figure4)

example, while two coalitions negotiate, the coalition
manager receives/sends the propositions and takes the
best decisions for all its members. Particularly, it can
demand the members to compute their adequacy, to
change shape for joining a coalition, to change size with
respect to the margins…
In this way, the “sub-frame agent” controls a part of the
strategy; attributing the roles (former, joiner) and
enabling the system to converge (macroscopic level).
But another part of the strategy (microscopic level) is
achieved through the negotiation and the decision of the
“node agent” as in the sizing action (figure 3 step 3)

Finally, the fuzzy sets are constructed with respect to
the global objective of weight minimisation (a penalty
function is applied to heavier sections), and are used to
estimate the adequacy with a proposition of a neighbour
node. For example, if an agent receives a proposition in
a C shape with a dimension of 150 mm (figure 5), it
determines that it can take a height between 120 and
180 mm (if the margin size between neighbours is
30mm). With an intersection between its fuzzy set (C
shape) and a second fuzzy set that represents the
compatible sizes with the proposition, it can determine
the best configuration to take and calculate its adequacy
(figure 5).
To sum up, the fuzzy sets enable:
- To determine the satisfaction of the agents, by
calculating the adequacy of a configuration
- To have a simple and local decision process and to
compare the propositions.
- To have a simple model that can be easily
customised in order to better fit with the reality

Sizing action
As described, when a new coalition is created, a
compatible shape is chosen by the set of agents. When
the margin size between two consecutive sections is not
respected a sizing phase is required. This phase allows
each agent to choose a size, which respects the margin.
The sizing step is an emergent process, because each
“node agent” is going to adjust its dimensions with its
neighbours without any central process or control. If its
size is too small, the agent increases it and informs
again its neighbours, who verify their compatibility with
their new environment. So, the modifications are made
locally and propagated across the sub-frame part only if
necessary.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
An application was developed according to the
previously described concepts. This application uses the
Multi-Agent framework (JADE) and the fuzzy logic
(FuzzyJ) to define the negotiation spaces.
During the simulation, the 18 agents find an acceptable
configuration after 5 processes of negotiation. Every
line of the figure 6 corresponds to a negotiation cycle.
The histograms in the left part give the configurations
chosen by the agents (height, shape, adequacy). The
right part of the figure represents the formed coalitions.
For each coalition, we also give the chosen shape and
the coalition adequacy, which is computed as the
average of the coalition member adequacies. With these

The negotiation spaces and adequacy computation
To proceed with the negotiation between agents we
measure a node local adequacy, which is computed
using fuzzy logic models. This adequacy is equal to 1
when the node characteristics are locally optimal. Then
for a given shape, the adequacy decreases linearly
according to the height. Each “node agent” builds its 4
fuzzy logic models (I, J, C and E) as follow:
1. The “configurationService agent” provides the best
heights for each shape.
2. Each node agent constructs triangular spaces
according to the configurationService heights (tops
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evaluate the influence of the organisation on the
final results;
• A first experimentation will consist in
increasing the competences of the “sub-frame
agent”. Having a more complex strategy of role
distribution, could influence the final results,
and explore a more delimited solution space.
The construction of this strategy could be
automatic and based on the experience of the
“sub-frame agent”.
• A second experimentation will consist in
reviewing the negotiation process and giving
more local degree of freedom to the “node
agents”. In such a case, the “sub-frame agent”
would just choose the initiator of the
negotiation, but wouldn’t define directly the
agent roles.
• A last alternative will be to use a completely
local logic. In that case, we get closer with a
purely emergent solution. This approach is also
interesting and allows to investigate the
Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems
(DisCSP) (Modi et al. 2003; Mesh and Lesser
2004). However this type of approach was
presented for simple problems and it is not sure
that it is well adapted to the configuration of an
entire frame, which remains the final goal of
our study.
2. Extend the use case and take into account more
complex hypothesis.
• First of all, it is necessary to get closer to the
reality. For example, we would like to take into
account several constraint situations (take off,
landing…) and several sizing dimensions for the

two representations, we can observe the evolution of
each “node agent” during the negotiations (shape,
height, adequacy), as well as the formation of coalitions.
To summarize:
- At first according to the constraints, the agents
choose the local optimal configuration (shape and
height). This configuration corresponds to the local
optimal solution.
- After a first negotiation cycle, the agents are
gathered
together
around
very
similar
configurations (local configurations are a little
degraded).
- But during the following negotiations, the agents
make more important concessions and finally find
a global and acceptable configuration for the entire
sub-frame.
- In our example, the agents that made the most of
concessions are situated at the extremities of the
sub-frame.
- Within each formed coalition, sections sizes are
adapted in order to respect the margin.
Consequently, the histograms progressively adopt
a smoothed evolution.
FUTURE WORK
The results obtained are interesting, because they show
that the MAS enable to find a solution to the problem
with a local and distributed decision process.
Nevertheless, several improvements are to be brought
that can be ordered according to three directions:
1. Improve the Multi-Agent System and test further
organisations of agents, because we would like to

Figure 6: Results of a simulation
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node (height, width, length).
• To complete the use case, we would have first
to consider the sizing of the entire frame. Then
in a second step, it could be very interesting to
consider the sizing issues of several frames.
3. Introduce the possibility of human interactions
with the system. This last point is very
important to investigate, because a real system
must be understandable and verifiable by the
user.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we presented a MAS for the simulation of
an aircraft structure design process. The design of the
system showed that methods such as MESSAGE (Cairo
et al. 2001) enable the efficient identification of the
roles and agents. The implementation phase achieved
with the framework (JADE), allowed us to validate the
design choices and demonstrated that MAS are well
adapted to the simulation of complex systems. This
study participated in the evaluation of MAS for EADS,
and allowed investigating agents negotiation processes
using local knowledge and distributed decisions.
To conclude, in our view the simulation with MAS
offers very good perspectives, and first results
encourage us to consider the possibility to simulate/aid
the design of other technical parts of the aircraft. More
generally, we think the agent-based simulations could
be applied for EADS in many other areas, especially,
when it is justified, in simulating/testing organisation
(technical/human).
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microarchitecture model for the embedded con-troller
design in responsive systems.
The demands for the simulation method change from
separated hardware, operating system and application
software simulation to integrated system co-simulation
methods due to the mutual dependance of all system
parts.
Using system modelling languages like VHDL for
the block oriented FPLD architecture it could be shown
that some of the simulation results are obtainable by
abstraction but some not. Field Programmable Logic
De-vices (FPLDs) like Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs) have emerged as an ultimate solution
to the time-to-market and risk problems in embedded
controller design because they provide instant
manufacturing and low-cost prototyping e.g. of
embedded processor kernels, using simulation as a
powerful design tool. An FPLD is a device in which
the final logic structure can be directly configurated by
the end user, without the use of an inte-grated circuit
fabrication facility, because the user only needs some
simple electrical equipment for programming purposes.
First type of programmable logic device introduced
into the market was the Programmable Read Only
Memory (PROM), a one-time programmable device
that consists of an array of read-only cells. Later these
cells were as-sembled in EPROM or EEPROM
technology enabling the re-programmability. A specific
logic circuit can be imple-mented by using the
PROM’s address lines as the circuit’s inputs, and the
circuit’s outputs are then defined by the stored binary
information. Based on this strategy, any binary
function

INTRODUCTION
Many computer applications required as solution
provider inside larger, in general, complex systems.
Hence these computer systems are embedded within
the real complex systems, which themselves may
consist of mechanical, electrical and/or electronical
components etc. This led to the well-known terms of
embedded systems, and often emdedded processors or
embedded control. Embedded systems, as well as
embedded control, with high reliability and hard
realtime constraints, are the top end of embedded
systems design, called embedded responsive systems.
With the growing demands in this field, solutions
are requested integrating operating systems, realtime
capabilities as well as fault tolerance within a overall
system approach. Due to those facts the term
responisble system was introduced for such type of
complex and configurable architectures. The most
important features of responsive systems deal with
reliability and realtime capability.
Reliability as well as hard realtime capability
demand both for intelligent scheduling algorithms.
Scheduling means, that even in the sequentialized
world of the processor concurrent requests may be
served. Normally this is performed by static or
dynamic scheduling algorithms with well-known
advantages and disadvantages and checked by
simulation methods.
But intelligent scheduling is nothing else as
scheduling per se because looking for the best priority
schedule of the tasks in progress. Hence the hardcore
boundary for responsive systems cannot be solved by
the scheduling schemes known up to now. The other
aspect is that the embedded controller as well as the
embedded processor architecture inside shows no
difference at all in compa-rison to ‘normal’
architectures.
This paper introduces a block oriented structure for
em-bedded controller as well as embedded processors
in the area of responsive systems. This architecture will
include computing capabilities for high performance
tasks as well as hardware support for scheduling, and
this yields to the need of simulation for system design
and evaluation. Even fault tolerance – partial as well as
global – is possible done based on simulation within
the embedded controller architecture. This support
should be introduced as hard-ware/software
partitioning based on an extended block-oriented
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

F:= Bn o Bk
can be realized
RESPONSIVENESS OF EMBEDDED
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
In embedded information systems it is important to
perform with the correctness of computations in a
timely manner, meaning responsiveness of the
embedded computing system, that requires correctness
of the computation stringent timing constraints due to
x Reliability
x Predictability
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detect and to resolve data, control and resource
dependencies during code generation. Moreover, the
compiler also performs parallel code optimization. The
static specification of schedules is typically in use for
periodic tasks, the opposite is true for use in a-periodic
tasks. Let an embedded system being static. The
characteristics of the controlled system, are assumed to
be known a priori, and, hence, the activities and the
sequences in which theses activities take place can be
determined off-line, means before the system is
running. Embedded information systems of such type
are quite inflexible even though they may incur lower
run-time overheads. Whereas a large proportion of
currently implemented traditional real-time systems are
static, by necessity, responsive embedded computing
systems has to adopt solutions that are more dynamic
and flexible. Hence, responsiveness in embedded
systems requires for system characteristics, such as:
x Fast
x Predictive
x Reliable
x Adaptive
Therefore, a responsive embedded information
system has to be fast and predictable. Predictability
means that a task that is activated should be possible to
determine its completion time with certainty. This can
be done taking into account the state of the system and
the task resource needs.
Reliability is another prerequisite on a responsive
embedded information system, meaning that real-time
constraints cannot be achieved if embedded
information system components are not reliable. The
degree of reliability has to be specifiable and
predictability, and will involve determining system
performance under different levels of reliability.
Adaptability is of particularly importance for a
responsive embedded information system, because if a
task deadline can be met only under a restricted system
state or configuration, reliability and performance may
be compromised.
There are three popular strategies on static
scheduling:
x Register distribution, that is mainly used to
avoid structural hazards
x Loop reorganization, that prevents both
structural and data hazards
x Code promotion, that is used to compensate
for losses caused by data hazards
Often code is written such that its behavior is clear
to other programmers. Since code is optimized for the
programmer its typically not optimized for the architecture. Programmers will often dedicate generalpurpose registers to the same task throughout their
code. This will make code easier to understand but it
can place unnecessary over use some registers and
under use others. This creates competition for the use
of the over used registers and this causes structural
hazards. This is unfortunate since there are usually
other registers in the architecture that could be used to
avoid the structural hazard. Register redistribution
techniques can be applied to a code after the software

Adaptability
Timely
Criticalness

Responsiveness can be achieved with real-time
embedded information systems. Real-time embedded
information systems are fundamentally composed of
two or more concurrent processes that execute with
stringent timing requirements and cooperate with each
other in order to accomplish a common goal. Typically,
a real-time embedded information systems have
timeliness requirements, typically in the form of
deadlines that can´t be missed. They consists of a
control system and a controlled system. For example,
in an automated production line, the controlled system
is the production floor with its robots, assembling
stations, and the assembled parts, while the control
system is the real-time embedded information systems
and the human computer interface that manage and
coordinate the activities on the factory floor.
Henceforth, the controlled system can be viewed as the
environment with that the embedded information
systems interacts, based on the information available,
that requires periodic monitoring of the environment as
well as timely processing of the sensed information.
Responsive or real-time embedded information
systems differ from conventional information systems
while having deadlines or explicit timing constraints,
that are attached to tasks, to that the responsive or realtime embedded information systems has to react ontime, otherwise timing faults may cause catastrophic
consequences. In addition to timing constraints, a task
may also posses the following types of constraints and
requirements:
x Resource constraints, means that a task may
require access to certain resources other than
the CPU such as I/O devices, data structures,
files, etc.
x Precedence relationship, means that a complex
task may require access to many resources,
that can be sufficiently handled break it into
several subtasks related by precedence
constraints and each requiring a subset of that
resources
x Concurrent constraints, means that tasks
should be allowed concurrent access to
resources providing the consistency of the
resources is not violated
x Communication or networking requirements,
that are mostly timing requirements
x Placement constraints, means that instances of
a task are executed – for fault-tolerant reasons
– on different processors
x Criticalness, means that meeting the deadline
of one task may be considered more critical
than another.
The characteristics of the various application
specific tasks are usually known a priori and can be
scheduled statically or dynamically. In static
scheduling, boosted by parallel code optimization, the
compiler of the embedded information system has to
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integer used as the pixel index is the loop index. In
Example 2 the total number of computations is 0
Multiplies and 307200 adds. Example 2 has less than
one third the number of adds and expert two and has no
multiplies. The relative cost reduction of Example 2 is
clear from these figures. The importance of loop
reorganization is shown by the fact that Example 2 is
easier to understand from a programming perspective.
Its very structure suggests that it is traversing through
the rows and columns of an image and coping the data
across. For this reason the example given above will be
written more commonly by software designers. A loop
reorganization
strategy
would
identify
the
dependencies in Example 1 and factor out the
redundant actions. After this process Example 2, which
was clear to the programmer would be synthesized as
Example 1.
Avoiding data hazards is often achieved by simply
stalling the issue of instructions that may be affected by
a data hazard. When this is done the entire processing
stream is held up. A technique for avoiding this stall is
to look further back in the processing stream for
independent instructions. If instructions that may be
executed out of order without creating additional
hazards can be found then their execution may be
promoted to fill the stalled execution cycles. In this
way the data hazard causing instructions are delayed
until the hazard is cleared but the progress of the
execution stream is not stalled.
Dynamic scheduling involves the addition of
specialized hardware to an embedded processor that
detects and mitigates hazards. A dynamic scheduler can
mitigate hazards using the same techniques applied to
static scheduling. These techniques include code
promotion, loop reorganization, and resource
redistribution. Dynamic scheduling requires a
hardware-based system to detect active functional units
and data. This management unit then only issues
instructions that do not depend on any active data or
functional units, and is often called a dispatch unit.
Additionally a functional unit must be included which
tracks when instructions finish and relinquish
resources. This unit is often called a retirement unit.
All of the specialized hardware involved in dynamic
scheduling takes up precious silicon resources that
could be applied to further parallelism. Additionally it
requires that the complex techniques involved in safely
rescheduling instruction flow must be implemented in
hardware and cannot be updated in the field. Since the
technical challenges of dynamic scheduling are great it
became common practice to boost the performance of
dynamic scheduling by using static parallel code
optimization, that is performed either by a separate
post-pass code optimization that follows a traditional
compiler, or by enhancing the traditional compiler with
parallel code optimization.
Traditional compilers speed up sequential execution
and reduce the required memory space mainly by
eliminating redundant operations. In case that the code
scheduler usually follows the traditional sequential
optimizer in the back-end-part before register
allocation and subsequent code generation this type of

designer has written it to evenly distribute the register
usage. In this way the software designer can create the
code from the designers perspective and the static
scheduler can optimize it for the architecture.
Just as the programmer specifies register utilization
for readability loops are written to be readable. For this
reason the loop index calculations are often calculated
at inefficient times. A good example is a loop written
to traverse the pixels in an image. The following
program code excerpts are written in C and
demonstrate loop index inefficiency.
Example 1:
char* pImage1;
char* pImage2;
int nRows = 480;
int nCols = 640;
int row,col;
for( row = 0; row < nRows; ++row )
{
for( col = 0; col < nCols; ++col
)
{
pImage1[(row*nCols) + col] =
pImage2[(row*nCols) + col];
}
}
Example 2:
char* pImage1;
char* pImage2;
int nTotalPixels = 640 * 480;
int pixelIndex;
for( pixelIndex = 0; pixelIndex <
nTotalPixels; ++pixelIndex )
{
pImage1[ pixelIndex ] =
pImage2[ pixelIndex ];
}
In both examples the data in Image1 is copied to
Image2. The difference is the logical technique used
for traversing the images and the system for computing
the image indexes. In Example 1, two separate loop
indices are used, requiring two registers. In Example 2,
only a single index is used. Not only are more registers
used for the same task but also they both must be
compared to detect loop completion. In Example 1 the
index of an individual pixel is computed using an
integer multiply and an integer add. Additionally this
computation is executed twice even though the two
computations will have the same result. The total
number of computations executed in Example 1is
614400 multiplies and 922080 adds. In Example 2 the
pixel index for both images is the same integer and its
computed using a single integer add. Additionally the
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code scheduling is called pre-pass-scheduling. The
other approach is to use a traditional optimizing
compiler and carry out code afterwards, that is called
post-pass scheduling.
Code scheduling can be performed on three different
levels:
x Basic block scheduling
x Loop scheduling
x Global scheduling
where basic block scheduling is the simplest but least
effective code scheduling technique. Here, only
instructions within a basic block are eligible for
recording. As a consequence, the achievable speed-up
is limited by both data and control dependencies.
The next level of code scheduling is loop-level
scheduling, where instructions belonging to
consecutive iterations of a loop can usually be
overlapped, resulting in considerable speed-up.
However, recurrences may impede speed-up.
The most effective way to schedule is at the highest
possible level, called global code scheduling, where
parallelism is sought and extracted beyond basic blocks
and simple loops, in constructs called compound
program, involving loops as well as conditional control
constructs. In case of a chunk of code larger than a
basic block, there are many possibilities for code
scheduling.
In general, responsiveness of embedded computing
systems can be introduced as some kind of process
scheduling, that is based on three basic concepts:
x Process states
x State transition diagram
x Scheduling policy
As far as process states are concerned, there are
three basic states connected with scheduling:
x Ready-to-run state, meaning processes are
able to run when a processor is allocated for
them
x Running state, meaning execution on the
allocated processor
x Wait or blocked state, meaning processes are
suspended or blocked waiting for the
occurrence of some event before getting ready
to run again
Possible state transitions and their conditions are
stated in the state transition diagram, shown in Fig.
5.19. When the scheduler selects a process for
execution, its state changed from ready-to-run to
running. The process remains in this state until one of
the following three events occur:
x Depending on the scheduling policy the
scheduler decides to cease execution of the
process and puts it into the ready-to-run queue
again, changing its state accordingly
x The process in execution may issue an
instruction that causes this process to wait
until an event takes place, meaning the
process state is changed to the wait state
x If the process reaches the end of execution, it
terminates

Finally, the scheduling policy component specifies
rules for managing multiple competing processes in
that way selecting the next thread to run, based on
scheduling algorithms, such as run-to-completion,
shortest-job-first, earliest-deadline-first, etc. The term
thread is another name for a task. This term is more
common in operating systems that support processes,
while a task is simply a thread in a single-process
system.
RECONFIGURABLE EMBEDDED COMPUTING
SYSTEMS PLATFORMS
Dynamically reprogrammable field programmable gate
arrays or other techniques to implement hardware that
varies in form and function over time representing the
platform on which reconfigurable embedded
computing systems can be build up. In a sense, FPGAs
can be thought of as a hardware computing system on
which one set of computing primitives might execute
for a while, then another set, etc. Henceforth, an array
of programmable logic devices, such as FPGAs, can be
used as an execution platform for one or more
hardware objects, e.g. a reconfigurable processing unit.
The novelty component of the FPGA is its large
internal configuration memory, and the two possible
modes of operation, the download mode and the configuration mode.
For the implementation of reconfigurable embedded
computing systems, based on FPGAs, one simply
connects together in a regular mesh, n u m identical
programmable logic blocks, that are cell based devices
with many simple logic elements, as fundamental basis
for the user dependent configuration, to build up
complex logic functionality based on the concept of
modularity. The interconnections possible with a
FPGA are huge but the realized circuits speed depends
on the used place and route algorithms. Therefore, the
time dependent behavior is not predictable. A FPGA is
a device with which the final logical structure can
directly be configurated by the user, without the use of
an integrated circuit fabrication facility, because the
user only needs some simple electrical equipment. The
fast innovation cycles in the development of FPGAs
has gained opportunities which are not possible with
other technologies. Because the programming of the
FPGA can be changed very fast, without rewiring or
refabrication, its only reconfiguration.
The conceptual structure of a typical FPGA
consists of a two-dimensional array of configurable
logic blocks (CLB) that can be connected by general
interconnection resources. The intercom-necttion
comprises segments of wire, where the segments may
be of various lengths. At present interconnections are
programmable switches that serve to connect the
CLB´s to the wire segments, or one wire segment to
another. Logic circuits are implemented in the FPGA
by partitioning the logic into individual logic blocks
and then interconnecting the blocks as required via the
switches.
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The structure and the content of a logic block
represents the logic block architecture. Logic block
architecture can be designed in several ways like static
RAM cells (SRAM), anti-fuse technology, EPROM
and EEPROM technology. Some FPGA logic blocks
are as simple as NAND Gates, other blocks have a
more complex structure, such as multiplexers or lookup
tables (LUT). Consider the basic elements of the CLB
are small SRAM cells (LUT) that can be used
implementing any logical function, one can distinguish
between three different configuration types:
x

The goal of this part is to present a method for
implementing a processor kernel on an FPGA. We
restrict ourselves on the design of the ALU as one
kernel part of the CPU to show how well-known or
specialized operations may be performed on an FPG.
The description of a processor kernel circuit can be
entered using a schematic capture program with a
simulation tool box like OrCAD, View-Logic, Synario
etc. This involves using a graphical interface to
interconnect circuit blocks. The available building
blocks are taken from a component library.
An alternative way specifying an embedded
processor kernel circuits is to use Boolean expression
or State Ma-chine language. With this methods, no
graphical interface is needed. After the processor
kernel circuit has been fully designed and merged into
a circuit, it is translated into a special format that is
understood by the used CAD tool, e.g. as netlist format.
The partitioner partitions the circuit into logic cells of
the selected FPGA which means a technology mapping
which converts the processor kernel circuit, which is a
netlist of basic logic gates, into a netlist of specific
FPGA logic cells.

Configuration type 1, that consists of an array
of discrete LUTs, each of which depending on
a set of input variables x

f
x

EMBEDDED PROCESSOR KERNEL DESIGN
FLOW

f i ( xi ); where 1  i  k

Configuration type 2, that can be introduced
being a two level LUT structure. The first
level is identical to the configuration type 1,
but, the outputs of the first level are combined
with the second level. The second level logic
can be arbitrary or restricted to some specific
Boolean functions. Assuming the first level
outputs as gi = gi(xi), the second level output
can
be
defined
as
follows:

f ( xi , x2 ,..., xk )

Start

g1 ( x1 ) $ g 2 ( x2 )$,...,$ g 3 ( x3 );

where $  ^', ,, {,...`
x

where x

> f a ( x1

Translator

Translator

Circuit Description
Partitioning
Circuit of Logic Cells
Place and Route

x2 ); fb ( x2 x3 )@ ;

Performance Calculation and
Design Verification

x1  x2  x3 and x2  x3

Configure FPGA

Over the last few years, a number of different types
of FPGAs have been launched into the market, each of
which has unique features, that can be classified into
the following four categories:
x
x
x
x

Boolean Expressions or
State Machines

Merge Design

Configuration type 3, that can be introduced
as a structure with two LUT´s sharing input
variables. Additionally to an arbitrary number
of common variables x2 each LUT might
depend on a set of further disjunctive inputs x1
and x3. Therefore, the output can be written as
follows:

f pair ( x)

Schematic Capture

Figure 1: Design Flow for FPGAs

Placement means, each logic cell generated during
the partitioning step is assigned to a specific location
inside the IC, This is automatically done by CAD tools,
or manually by the user in order to optimize the fitting.
location in the FPGA. Automated placement is done
using simulated annealing algorithms. After placement,
the required interconnections among the logic cells
must be realized by selecting wire segments and
routing switches within the FPGAs interconnection
resources.

Symmetrical array FPGA
Row based FPGA
Hierarchical FPGA
Sea-of-gates FPGA
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Once the circuit is routed, the physical paths of all
signals within the FPGA are known. Hence it is
possible checking the performance of the
implementation, which can be done either by
downloading the configuration bits into the FPGA and
checking the part within its circuit board, which will be
a non effective method when designing complex
kernels, or, which is the better way, by using a
simulation tool box with timing analysis. If the
performance or functionality of the circuit is not
acceptable, shown by simulation, it will be necessary to
modify the design at some point in the design flow in
order to optimize timing and functionality by
simulation runs with changed parameter sets.
All the descriptions above show how to implement a
well-defined processor into any kind of FPL, but using
FPLs it would be possible to change the processor
kernel itself for obtaining best performance using this
system design. This leads to Application-Specific
Processor Design (ASP), and it should be clearly
understood that inside this reported area of Hardware/
Software Co-Design there will be always several level
of simulation with mutual dependance. Fig. 2 outlines
this situation.
Level 1 describes the simulation on the circuit level
using a field-programmable device. This simulation
may be performed before or after routing phase and
will be responsible for correct functionality during real
runtime. Level 1 may be omitted when using CPLDs
with guaranteed timing behaviour through the whole
device and will then be substituted by using computed
running times and clock rates.

Therefore the system designer has to describe the
system knowing many details of level 1.
Situation is getting very complex when level 2 is no
longer empty. This level integrates runtime
reconfigurability and has to take in account that
reconfiguration will cost time. It will be very difficult
to obtain any analytical cost function which will
compute the complete system runtime including
hardware runtime, reconfiguration times (for several
possibilities) and number of instructions needed to
solve a given problem – and this under all runtime
conditions. System simulation with levels 2 and 3 and
at least knowledge of the behaviour in level 1 will be
the only possible way of obtaining quantitative results
for the system behaviour.
The design of a reconfigurable FPGA based CPU
kernel as part of an embedded computing system
design is assumed being based on the following
assumptions.
x CPU kernel, as shown in Fig. 3
x Logical Operations such as
x AND ACC, D
x
XOR ACC, D
x NOT ACC
x NAND ACC, D
x INC ACC
x OR
x DEC ACC
x NOR ACC, D
x Aruthmetical Operations
x VHDL description, as shown in Figure 4.

Simulation Level 3:
System-related, combining Hard- and
Software

Simulation Level 2:
Reconfiguration-related,
several configurations

Simulation Level 1:
Hardware-related, Pre- and Post-Layout

Figure 3: Block diagram of the processor kernel

Figure 2: Levels of Simulation for a Mixed
Processor/Software Design

The implementation of the FPGA based processor
kernel may be restricted due to pin limitations by the
IOB count or by complexity due to the CLB count of
the FPGA chosen. In these cases another FPGA series
should be chosen or the respective module has to be
partitioned into smaller parts, each of them fitting the
given constraints. Partitioning optimize the logical
structure of the CLA. It could be seen that the number
of internal signals between the different levels is twice
the number of outputs. Hence, horizontal cut lines are
not suitable for partitioning since in most cases pin
limitation is more restrictive than complexity.

On the other side level 3 is a system simulation
level. The device, e.g. the processor kernel, will be
modelled on a behavioural level for several reasons:
x Simulation on behavioural level saves (simulation)
runtime
x Modelling on behavioural level offers a first welldefined device definition and will be often the first
existing description.
As a result the runtime behaviour of the whole
system will be simulated (and defined) inside this level.
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Figure 6: Microprocessor timing diagram
The embedded computing system architecture
mapped into the FPGA needs not only be described
based on standard hardware equations but can even be
operated from general computational algorithms. While
these FPGA based customized computing machines
may not challenge the performance of embedded
computing systems for all application areas, for
computations of the right form, FPGA based embedded
computing systems can offer extremely high
performance, surpassing any other programmable
solution. Although a customized hardware approach
beats the power of any other generic programmable
system, and thus there must always be a faster solution.
An FPGA based embedded computing system, that
can be reprogrammed like a standard PC, offers the
highest realizable performance for many different
applications. In a sense, it is a hardware
supercomputer, surpassing traditional machine
architectures for certain applications. Because of their
reprogrammability and cellular arrangement, FPGA´s
can process large data streams fast and simultaneous,
providing a huge amount of parallel computing
capability, a need if not a must in real time embedded
computing systems applications.
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density storage is the use of magnetic random access
memory (MRAM) cells. Storage of information in
MRAM cells has several key advantages:
- It is non-volatile, because its information is stored by
magnetic rather than electric states so that the
information remains even when a device is switched
off.
- It consumes less power than DRAMs or SRAMs,
because it doesn’t need bit refreshment.
- It is potentially faster (d’Aquino et al. 2004; Ounadjela 2004) than DRAM or SRAM.

KEYWORDS
Simulation of phenomena in solid state physics,
Nanomagnetism, Micromagnetic Model, MRAM
ABSTRACT
In recent years, micromagnetic simulation has evolved
into a vital tool for understanding and optimizing the
electronic and dynamic properties of magnetic
structures on the nanometer scale. The main focus of
current research has moved from establishment of
correct models and simulation tools to understanding
the results furnished by such tools, with the exception of
two major fields that are currently given much attention.
The first is the study of the interaction between the
magnetization or spin of a ferromagnetic material with
electric currents, and secondly the study of the dynamic
properties in such nanomagnets when switching
between different magnetization states, e.g., spin wave
modes, damping, etc. We have adapted an existing
simulation code by optimizing its performance for
dynamic simulations, integrated a feature that computes
one type of current-spin interaction, and computed the
Fourier transformation into frequency space thus
revealing the spin wave modes of typical nanomagnetic
structures. In this paper, we present the fundamental
equations and methods implemented in the simulation
of current-spin interactions and in the calculation of spin
wave modes, as well as results from these simulations
and computations.

Figure 1 illustrates how an MRAM cells works in
general:

Figure 1: How an MRAM cell works: The cell is made up out
of several layers, a soft magnetic layer (green) that can alter its
magnetization direction in the presence of external magnetic
fields, and hard magnetic layers for reference. A current
running perpendicularly through the layers (via the purple read
line) detects the resistance due to the relative alignments of the
spins in the different layers; a current through a write line
(yellow) creates an external field strong enough to flip the
magnetization in the soft magnetic layer.

INTRODUCTION
With the current progress in processing power and
storage density, several challenges arise from
fundamental physical limitations. Fundamentally new
storage devices will be needed when the current
semiconductor technology will have become exhausted.
One of the most promising advances for fast, highProceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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good start to numerical integration, especially when
details of the problems, like their smoothness or stiffness, are unknown. They call it “their workhorse”, and
present a rather competitive implementation of it.
Their version, found by Cash and Karp, a fourth order
Runge-Kutta integration with a fifth order error estimate
and adaptive time steps is given in (Press et al. 2002),
but the algorithm had to be applied to the specific
problem domain and fitted into the object oriented
micromagnetic framework. With OOMMF’s (Donahue
and Porter 1999) flexible module structure the former
Euler-integrator could then easily be substituted for a
Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta evolver. Extensive tests and
performance evaluations confirmed the correctness of
the implementation.

Due to these and other features, i.e., the easy inclusion
into existing CMOS fabrication processes (Ounadjela
2004), MRAMs can revolutionize the way computers
architectures are designed. With MRAMs, one can
easily include larger inexpensive permanent data storage
elements very close to the processing units, thus eliminating the need for complicated multi-level CPU-architectures. Ultra-fast and large memory units onchip with
CMOS-processing units would also allow for innovative
multiprocessor architectures, which would more adequately meet current computing power demands.
To understand and produce reliable non-volatile
memory cells, the several requirements must be guaranteed. The information that is stored in these cells must
be stable for several years, and the writing to and
reading from the cells has to be reliable for every one
out of several hundred thousand memory cells in a
device in order to make the technology feasible for mass
production.
Among the questions to be answered are:
- The minimal distance between neighboring MRAM
cells, i.e., the distance in which nearest-neighborinterference from stray-field interaction between the
cells becomes minimal;
- Understanding and control of the switching behavior
in minimal time (Savtchenko et al. 2003);
- An investigation of new methods to accelerate the
switching processes, for example, by heating the
storage cells with an electric current (heat assisted
magnetic switching – HAMS) or by using the
interaction of conduction electrons and the electrons
within the ferromagnet responsible for the magnetic
moments (Current-induced switching – CIS) (Weller
2004).

Numerical Stability
The error estimation for the Runge-Kutta
implementation follows the algorithm of Cash-Karp as
given by
6
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where y is the function values of two approximations at
time step n+1, c the weights of derivatives k, '0 the
allowed and '1 the actual step errors, and h0 and h1 the
next and current step size, respectively. If the allowed
error per time interval is chosen too large, then the time
step can be so wide, that the integration „jumps“ beyond
the optimal path in the energy terrain. Also the
numerical error can increase continually so that the
boundary condition GG0 can be violated. If on the
other hand, the allowed error is chosen too small, then
the step size will automatically decrease according to
formula (2) until a stable average time step is reached.
A smaller time step directly corresponds to longer computing time, so that an optimal value between the two
extremes needs to be found. Figure 2 plots the results of
an evaluation of several test runs with different error
boundaries. The problem solved for this test run was a
small 100x100x10 nm³ permalloy square with medium
damping (D 0.1) relaxing from a uniform magnetization
in x-direction with an external magnetic field of 14 mT
that is aligned diagonally in positive x-y-direction
switched on at time t=0. This field was applied to ensure
that there would be one path into equilibrium, unlike the
other cases where several energetic minima exist.
The graphs reveal that all the allowed errors between
0.1 and 0.0001 degrees per nanosecond lead to stable
solutions, but that for very small error bounds the time
step needs longer to converge to its optimal value of
around 6.5 10-12 s. For values higher than one the
system becomes instable. The least iterations were
needed for an error boundary of 0.01 degrees per nanosecond. An alteration of the damping factor D revealed
that the border of stability is shifted towards smaller
values for the allowed error, because dynamic problems

In this paper, we present recent results of our
simulations that have helped to receive answers to the
questions mentioned above. We first outline the
underlying model, discuss some advancements on our
simulation program that have helped to speed up the
computation by two orders of magnitude, and show
some results, especially to answer the question
concerning the interaction of neighboring nanometersized multilayer ferromagnets. We also show some
simulation results of current-spin interaction via the
anisotropic magnetoresistance effect.
THE MODEL
The micromagnetic model is described in great details
in standard works (Aharoni 1996; Brown 1963, Hubert
and Schäfer 1998) and has been laid out at a previous
conference (Bolte et al. 2004).
Acceleration of the simulation
The Runge-Kutta integration scheme is chosen as a first
step toward greater computing speed because it is well
established and very robust and reliable. The authors of
“Numerical Recipes” (Press et al. 2002) suggest it as a
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rithm. In all cases, Runge-Kutta yielded very similar
results to those already given as solutions on the website
of µMAG and similar to results by the Euler method.
For example, there is basically perfect agreement in the
values of the key variables (see Figure 3).

naturally require a smaller time step to adequately
represent the precession of the magnetization. For very
small damping factors, errors beyond one degree per
nanosecond led to unstable systems. The size of the
problem didn’t seem to have much of an influence on
the numerical stability. In all following simulations, the
allowed error value was set to a default of 0.01 degrees
per nanosecond to achieve maximum speedup.

Figure 2: Stepsize of a Runge-Kutta-solver for different error
boundaries.

Correctness
One way to test complex numerical calculations for
their correctness is to establish solutions through
different algorithms for certain simple or standardized
problems, ideally those, for which an analytical solution
is known. Such standard problems have been designed
by µMAG (Micromagnetic Modeling Activity Group) for
micromagnetic simulation, located at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
The Runge-Kutta implementation was tested with
hundreds of trial runs, comparing not only the final
magnetization configuration, but also the energy path
the individual algorithms took towards equilibrium. For
example, a systematic scan through the problem space
was performed to derive a phase diagram to compare
the performance of Euler versus Runge-Kutta as
functions of the damping coefficient D and the problem
size N (see Figure 4). It was also tested on three of the
four µMAG standard problems, namely problems #1,
#2, and #4. Problems #1 and #2 deals with the correct
computation of an energetic ground state by solving the
basic micromagnetic equations (Bolte et al. 2004), while
problem #4 is requiring all the simulation variables to
agree with prescribed values for every simulation step, a
much stricter demand than simply agreeing in the final
result. As will be explained in detail later, the RungeKutta implementation didn’t perform well for problems
with large damping parameter, and so for the static
standard problems #1 and #2, the Runge-Kutta was
outperformed by the Euler method. But for standard
problem #4, where an external magnetic field causes a
switching in a sample’s magnetization, Runge-Kutta
was 9.1 times faster than the conventional Euler algo-

Figure 3: Second part of the µMAG standard problem #4:
Component of the spatially averaged magnetization of the
sample as a function of time. Top: My-components as derived
by Runge-Kutta for a cell size of 1 nm. Bottom reference
values from (Buda et al. 2001) for two cell sizes.

However, slightly different results between the two
methods are to be expected since they don’t have the
same time steps and therefore calculate different derivatives dm/dt at each step, leading to different paths.
Generally, the deviations in the final results are minimal. Results from the second approach will be
compared to experimental techniques in the following
section, including magnetic-force microscopy (MFM)
(Barthelmess et al. 2004, Bolte et al. 2005), magnetic
transmission x-ray microscopy (MTXM) (Fischer 2002,
Bolte et al. 2005) and measuring the anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) (Steiner et al. 2004, Steiner
et al. 2005) effect.
Performance
The implementation of the Runge-Kutta-evolver was
examined upon its computational performance by
solving problems with various damping coefficients and
number of simulation cells. It was initially expected that
a Runge-Kutta integration with adaptive step size would
be one to two orders of magnitude faster than the “slow”
Euler method (Press et al. 2002). What was found was a
performance gain that strongly depends on (a) the size
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where either the damping is less than 0.2 or the size of
the problem is very small. For the remainder of the
problems Euler was actually faster than the RungeKutta implementation.
Because this size and damping dependent behavior is
not intuitive, two questions can be asked:
- Why does the Runge-Kutta implementation scale
with the size of the problem?
- Why does it scale with damping D?

of the problem and (b) the damping coefficient, and that
for strong damping and large problems the Euler would
actually outperform the Runge-Kutta implementation.
The speedup factor found by simulating the micromagnetic problems at sample points in the problem space is
shown in Figure 4. The problems investigated were
square permalloy blocks with homogeneous magnetization along one of the long axis as starting configuration.
Five different sizes were used for these blocks: 100,
200, 400, and twice 1000 nm in xy-direction having 10,
20, 40, 10, and 100 nm thickness, respectively. The cell
size was taken 10 nm throughout the whole set of
problems. The damping factor was altered for each of
these sizes between 0.01 and 0.7 with a total of six
different values. Each problem was run for both
integration methods, most of them several times for
statistical purposes.

The answer to the first question stated above is simply
this: Due to the higher time complexity of the
demagnetization routine, O(N logN) instead of O(N) as
the other terms, the algorithm needs more and more
time for increasingly large problems sizes N to compute
the solution as compared to the Euler method, because
the logarithm grows faster than any constant value. An
increasing percentage p of the total computing time will
be spent in the O(NlogN)-routine as opposed to the percentage of time q spent in the recurring O(N)-routines
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until nearly all of it is spent in calculating the stray-field
energy, converging into the constant speedup
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Here, W are the simulation time steps per iteration for the
Runge-Kutta (RK) and the Euler (Eu) algorithm, and t
the computing time needed to further the simulation by
one step by the corresponding algorithm.
To answer the second question, one needs to look at the
ratio of the simulation time steps W, the other part of the
speedup in (4), a clear picture appears. The ratio of time
steps decreases by one-and-a-half orders of magnitude
between low and high damping values. A closer look
reveals that the time step for the Runge-Kutta does not
change as significantly as does the step size for the
Euler method. The Euler algorithm is able to take more
advantage of the accelerated simulation for higher
damping than the Runge-Kutta. For very high damping,
the Euler steps are almost as large as the Runge-Kutta
steps, which makes it clear that in no way can the
Runge-Kutta outperform the Euler method for static
problems.

Figure 4: Phase diagram of the performance of the RungeKutta implementation in relation to the Euler method as a
function of damping factor D and the problem size N.

The speedup was deduced as the quotient of the total
computational times needed to relax a micromagnetic
problem into equilibrium with the Runge-Kutta versus
the Euler method (for small problems) or by computing
a problem for a given simulated time and then
comparing the computing time (for larger problems). It
was ensured that other boundary conditions of the
simulation, such as the number of outputs and input
parameters were equal, because these factors influence
the computation time. From the data retrieved, the
average step size, average computing time per time step
and the total computing time for each sample point were
calculated. The phase diagram for the speedup factor as
a function of damping coefficient and size of the
problem (Figure 4, note the logarithmic scale for the
speedup factor) shows that the performance of the
Runge-Kutta in relation to Euler decreases with
increasing size and damping; the damping has a greater
effect on the performance than the size of the problem.
There is a small area where the benefit of the RungeKutta algorithm is one to two orders of magnitude faster
than Euler; this is for small damping (0.01 to 0.1). The
Runge-Kutta does better than the Euler in a large region

EXTENSIONS TO THE STANDARD PACKAGE
The speedup achieved by the Runge-Kutta implementation greatly facilitates the use of micromagnetic
simulation in the study of magnetic switching processes.
Runge-Kutta is only the first of many possible
numerical integration schemes (Fidler and Schrefl
2000). Several extensions to the OOMMF package were
developed in order to mimic magnetoresistance
measurement and to allow spectral analysis of dynamic
switching effects, and to implement currentmagnetization interaction currently not included in the
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The difference in energy between two observed
magnetic configurations was determined to be about 12
percent of the total energy. By reformulating the
integrals of the stray-field energy calculation, the strayfield interaction of two neighboring magnetic
microelements and even the local distribution of the
stray-field can be determined. The results of this
computation is shown in Figure 5.

standard micromagnetic model. With these extensions,
the study of dynamic processes in magnetic micro- and
nanostructures is greatly facilitated.

4x2 µm² 70 nm
Initial S-state

(a

(b

(c

(d

4x2 µm² 40 nm
Initial S-state

4x2 µm² 20 nm
Initial C-state, top contact

4x2 µm² 20 nm
Initial S-state

(e

Figure 5: Measurement and simulation of the anisotropic
magnetoresistance of a 4x2 µm² permalloy rectangular
ferromagnet with varying thicknesses. The graphs depict the
absolute values of the potential difference between two gold
contacts situated on top of the magnets. Note the good
quantitative agreement between the simulation and the
measurements. With the exception of the yellow curve, the
bottom curve is from the measurement, and the top curve from
simulation. See (Steiner et al. 2005) for details. Taken from
(Steiner et al. 2005).

Figure 5: (a) MTXM measurement of Fe/Ni double layered
microelements at +8 mT. (b) Simulated magnetization with a
black rectangle indicating the pinned region, (c) simulated
stray field of magnetization shown in (b), colors represent
field strength along the long axis (from red to blue). (d)
alternative simulated magnetization when no pinning is
assumed. (e) Enlargement of the stray-field distribution within
the gap showing interaction between the domains. The arrows
represent the averaged strength and direction of magnetization
or stray-field of a cluster of simulation cells.

It provides evidence for the existence of pinned
magnetization, i.e., impurities in the material that cause
the magnetization to resist changes in an external
magnetic field, in the investigated microelements. The
stray-field energy outside of the elements amounts to
32% of the total stray-field energy of the double contact
or roughly 11% of its total magnetic energy. Figure 5(c)
shows the local stray-field strengths in direction of the
long axis, with black representing 50 mT or higher. It
reaffirms that most of the stray field is stored inside the
domain walls. Figure (e) shows the distribution of stray
fields inside the small gap between the elements, having
local densities up to 50 mT, and average values across
the gap of 0.6 mT (center) to 10 mT (left edge). Taken
from (Bolte et al. 2005).

SIMULATION OF THE STRAY-FIELD
INTERACTION OF MRAM CELLS
For an introduction to the physics of magnetic-force
microscopy, magnetic transmission X-ray microscopy,
and magnetoresistance measurements, we refer the
reader to (Hubert and Schäfer 1998; Fischer 2002;
McGuire and Potter 1975). A brief outline to the results
furnished by the combined use of micromagnetic
simulation , MTXM and MFM is given in the following
paragraphs, for more detail refer to (Meier et al. 2004;
Bolte et al. 2005). Meier et al. in their publication show
that the magnetic configurations of Fe/Ni-double
layered microstructures as seen by MFM and MTXM
can be compared by using micromagnetic simulation as
a bridge between the measuring techniques. The
simulation also allows a more detailed interpretation of
experimental data, as shown in (Bolte et al. 2005). Here,
the simulation yields information about the internal
magnetic configuration and energy distribution which
information is not accessible by experimental methods.

CONCLUSION
Through implementation of a more efficient numerical
integration algorithm, a micromagnetic simulation tool
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experiences a speedup of one to two orders of
magnetitude for dynamic (lowly damped) problems.
Further extensions enable the simulation of the
anisotropic magnetoresistance, current-magnetization
interaction and spectral analysis. Those extensions are
important to gaining a deeper understanding of fast and
current-driven switching processes that are necessary to
the development of fast, non-volatile magnetic random
access memory devices.
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The aim of the present work is to reduce the
communication errors by adding redundancy in
connectivity for the channel. Bluetooth clones allow
two links between Master (+ Master-Clone) and Slave.

KEYWORDS
Bluetooth, Personal Area Networks, communication
reliability, redundant links, sensors.

Computer modelling has been used to confirm the
observed performance of a single Bluetooth radio link
(Pollard and Kontakos 2001). This work is extended to
examine the cloned communication system and to
determine its improvement in terms of Bit Error Rate.

ABSTRACT
Bluetooth-enabled sensors may be used for monitoring
personal health but there is considerable interference in
the received signal due to multi-path reflections. It is
important that communication reliability should be
improved
in
safety-critical
data-acquisition
applications.

CLONE TOPOLOGY
The topology of a cloned Bluetooth system is
presented in Figure 1. Master1 and Master2 (Master +
Clone) are synchronized by a common clock and
communicate with a Slave. Phase shifters are used in
order to set different delays of the transmitted signals
at the Master end (Brabant 2003).

A new topology of the Bluetooth radio system is
presented using cloned transmitting devices to enhance
signals in particular directions.
The multi-path
interference at the receiver was reduced and this
enabled improved signal quality (lower Bit Error
Rates) to be achieved. Computer modelling was
conducted to evaluate the magnitude of improvement
by using Space/Time/Frequency redundancy in indoor
wireless communications.
INTRODUCTION
Communication reliability is very important for sets of
wireless-enabled sensors that monitor the health of
people in their home. Personal safety may be at stake.
A suitable technology is a Bluetooth Personal Area
Network (PAN). This is a set of low power,
inexpensive, short-range (10-100m) radio transceivers
that operate at 2.45 GHz (Bluetooth SIG 2003). A single
Master controls no more than seven Slaves in a Piconet
and a PAN comprises several communicating Piconets.

Figure 1: Schematic of Cloned Bluetooth System
The idea of this design is to reduce the effect of
reflection in fading channel. In this topology, the
original signal is transmitted by two identical Masters
and reaches the Slave with varied phase shift as the
frequency hops. As the two frequency-hopping signals
meet with different reflections while passing through
the indoor channels, they do not suffer constant
destructive interference. After being received and
added at the Slave, the quality of the time-averaged
received signal improves.

Packets of information are transmitted over radio
channels that suffer co-channel interference. This is
due to multiple paths between source and sink because
of the many irregular scatterers (walls or furniture) in
an indoor environment. Time-dependent errors appear
at the receiver because the communicating devices hop
from frequency to frequency with time. Frequency
transitions are chosen to change multi-path interference
in a non-coherent manner.
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The two signals s1(t) and s2(t) transmitted from two
Masters that are subject to different phase delay can be
expressed
as
Re[ǅ(t)exp(j2ʌfct+ĳ1)]
and
Re[ǅ(t)exp(j2ʌfct+ĳ2)], respectively.

MODELLING PROCESS
Overview
For verifying above proposal, the characteristics of
baseband signal throughout the entire transmission
process are examined by using computer modelling. A
general model is illustrated in Figure 2.

Continuous-Phase Frequency-Shift Keying (CPFSK) is
used as the modulation scheme. The pass-band
CPFSK signal, Sp(t) of a constant envelope modulated
signal of carrier frequency, fc (2.45 GHz) is:
Sp(t) = Re[Sb(t)exp(j2ʌfct)]

(1)

Re[] is the real part of the complex number, and
Sb(t) is the baseband modulated signal:
Sb(t) = cos[ș(t)] + jsin[ș(t)]

(2)

Here, ș(t) is the phase of the signal:
ș(t) = m(t)dt

(3)

where m(t) is the Gaussian-shaped sampled binary data
signal to be transmitted over the channel (Haykin 2000).

Figure 2: General Communication Model
Maximal length shift-register binary data are upconverted by a Gaussian Minimum-Shift-Key (GMSK)
modulator at a prescribed carrier frequency. The passband signal then passes through the multi-path indoor
channel with Added White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
At the receiver end, a quadrature demodulator is
adopted to recover the original baseband signal.

Indoor Channel
Figure 4 shows a statistical model for indoor multipath propagation (Saleh and Valenzuela 1987). There are
three clusters of waves which follow different
reflection paths (multi-path) illustrated in this figure.
These clusters are delayed with respect to the Line-ofSight (LOS) wave by several nanoseconds.

Modulation
Figure 3 shows a simulation model of GMSK
modulator. A Gaussian filter shapes sampled binary
data. Samples are fed to Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO) where they are integrated and up converted to
high frequency band.

Figure 4: Double-Poisson Arrival Channel Model
The simulation is of the propagation of two signals
Sp1(t) and Sp2(t) through two different indoor channels
which are based on the model shown in Figure 4.
Additionally, AWGN samples are generated using the
Box-Muller method (Press et al. 1988).
Figure 3: GMSK Modulator
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recovering the Gaussian-shaped sampled binary signal,
m(t) (see Equation 3).

Figures 5 and 6 are the impulse responses of the two
example indoor channels by using an ideal input pulse
with unit amplitude. The figures show that the clusters
of reflected waves in channel 1 are delayed by a
different amount from those of channel 2. This
indicates that a large interference does not occur at the
same time in the two channels. The channels are decorrelated.

MODELLING RESULTS
Figure 8 is input phase data filtered by Gaussian filter:

Figure 8: Original Data after Gaussian Filter
After the above simulation procedure, the integrated
phase output was obtained that had a similar shape to
the input. This is shown in Figures 9 and 10:

Figure 5: Channel 1 Impulse Response

Figure 6: Channel 2 Impulse Response
Demodulation

Figure 9: Phase vs. Time for Master Only Data

Figure 7 is a demodulator that consists of an adder, a
quadrature demodulator and a differentiator. The
recovered baseband signal m(t) can be used to examine
the transmission characteristics.

Figure 10: Phase vs. Time for Master+Clone Data
The mean (broken-line) phase signal increases with
time as shown and represents the integrated phase
signal expected with no effects of the channel. The
continuous line is the integrated phase signal after
being passed through the indoor channel in each case.
Distortion can be seen. This is due to the multi-path
reflected waves and causes errors in received data.

Figure 7: Demodulator Model
Quadrature demodulation is employed to down-convert
the pass-band signal to baseband. The baseband signal
may be recovered by multiplying the carrier signal and
removing the high frequency component.
A
differentiation with respect to time is then required for
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strong function of frequency. Between 2.413 and
2.417 GHz (a frequency change of 4 MHz), the BER
decreased by nearly an order of magnitude. The
reliability of communication had BER > 10-2 for the
whole frequency-hopping spectrum for this physical
channel. This is satisfactory for speech but barely
satisfactory for data transfer for wireless health
monitoring.

The wave form of the single Master signal in Figure 9
has severe distortion points at time t1 and t2. In
comparison, the (Master + Clone) signal in Figure 10 is
more smooth and more nearly approximates the
expected phase signal except for time t3.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the recovered Gaussian
filtered sampled signal after differentiating the
waveforms shown above.

It can be seen that at carrier frequencies near 2.417
GHz and 2.439 GHz, BERs are as high as 10-1. This
means that these frequencies are not available for
use in reliable communication systems and an
Adaptive Frequency Hop table would be parameterised
to preclude them.

Figure 11: Recovered Signal for Master Only Data

Figure 13: BER vs. Frequency for Single Master
The measured Received Signal Strength Intensity
(RSSI) vs. frequency is shown for a single Master
topology in Figure 14. There is an inverse relation
between RSSI and BER and the measured results bear
out the sensitivity of BER simulated results vs.
frequency.
Figure 12: Recovered Signal for Master+Clone Data
The broken line indicates the times (t1, t2, t3) where an
error in the output was observed in comparison to the
original input data.
The time frame for simulation of the results allowed a
very limited snapshot of the phase vs. time.
Nevertheless, it can be seen in Figure 12 that only one
error is produced in detection at time t3 within the same
measurement period as in Figure 11. It can be inferred
that lower Bit Error Rate, BER can be achieved under
the (Master + Clone) topology.

Figure 14: Received Signal Strength vs. Frequency
[CSR]

The results below further demonstrate the above
statement. Figure 13 shows the simulated Bit Error
Rate (BER) performance of the single Master topology
as the carrier frequency was changed for a constant
channel model. It can be seen that the multi-path
interference that caused errors was critical in the
determination of channel reliability and this was a

The results from the Bit Error Rate simulation of
Single and (Master + Clone) topology are tabulated in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Comparison of BER Performance in Single and Master + Clone Topology

It can be seen that the BER at frequency 2.400 GHz
has been improved from 4.3x10-2 for a Single Master
topology to 1.4x10-2 for a phase difference of 90o
between Master and Clone. In addition, the error rates
at frequencies: 2.418 GHz and 2.439 GHz are
significantly improved for all phase differences and
these two frequencies become usable for speech
communication.
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the fluctuating groundwater table. The assessment of
these parameters is expensive and prone to errors, the
uncertainty of the values is very high.
Therefore we need to know, which parameters are really
important to the result and need to be assessed most accurately and which parameters do not have such an influence on the calculated concentration in the leachate.
In a first step, we took a real case for our scenario/sensitivity analysises of boundary conditions and parameters. At the chosen site a chromium plating factory
was established. The factory started at the end of the sixties and worked until the beginning of the nineties. A
massive groundwater contamination with chromium and
chromate was detected during the investigations in the
nineties. The arising questions were
1. what will be the highest chromate concentration in
the leachate
2. how long does it take until the max. concentration
reaches the groundwater table
3. which chromium mass will enter the groundwater per
year

KEYWORDS
Model, leachate concentration, unsaturated zone.
ABSTRACT
Leachate forecasts are claimed to evaluate the hazard to
the groundwater caused by contaminations in the subsurface. It is advisable to employ a numerical model to
simulate the complex nature of hydraulics and solute
transport in the unsaturated zone. However many parameters are needed to formulate an appropriate simulation model. To minimize the efforts and the costs of exploration, knowledge of the main processes is necessary.
Scenario and sensitivity analyses were done to evaluate
the influence of each parameter on the results. The
analyses showed, that there is no need for transient
simulation if the solute is not degradable. On the contrary, if there are organic compounds, the solute concentration is very high subjected to time and also to degradation.
INTRODUCTION

river

Leachate forecasts are claimed to evaluate the hazard to
the groundwater caused by contaminations in the subsurface. The source is described by a concentration either
in the leachate or in the soil vs. time. The hazardous material is subjected to retardation and in some cases also
to degradation or decay during its transport as solute
through the unsaturated zone to the saturated or groundwater zone.
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Figure 2: Soil and Concentration Profile at Location B2

rainfall

MODELS
The scenario and sensitivity analysis were done using
the computer program SiWaPro DSS. The name is the
german synonym for Sickerwasserprognose (leachate
forecast) Decision Support System. The program is
based on the commonly used simulation code
SWMS_2D (Šimunek et al. 1994).

groundwater

Figure 1: Illustration Figure
Because of the complex nature of soils and their transport properties it is recommended to use computer models for the leachate forecast. But quite a lot of parameters are needed to describe the properties of the source,
of the transport through a heterogeneous unsaturated
zone and also of the climatical boundary conditions and
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Flow Model
The flow model describing unsaturated one dimensional
vertical water flow in the unsaturated zone is given by
RICHARD’s-equation (1)
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where the independent variables are time t and spatial
coordinate z. The dependent variables of equation (1)
are the water pressure head hp=pw/ρw⋅g (hc= -hp) and
the water content θ. w0 is the sink/source term. The capillary capacity function C(hc) is the first derivative of the
hysteretic soil water retention curve drawn in Figure 3.
The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity k(θ) depends on
the water content in the soil.
The hysteretic parametric model of soil water retention
curve is given after van Genuchten (1980) and Luckner
et al. (1989) by:
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Figure 3: Hysteretic Soil Water Retention Curve
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The parameters of equation (2) are the porosity φ, the residual water content θW,r, the residual air content θA,r,
the scaling factor α and the slope parameter n. Figure 3
shows a typical curve set for this hysteretic function,
where
c
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Figure 4: Relative Hydraulic Conductivity Function

The function of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity was
modeled by Mualem (1976) and Luckner et al. (1989)
with
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Transport model
The well known convection-dispersion-equation (4) is
used to describe the transport processes in the unsaturated zone.

2

∂  ∂sfl, m  ∂ (u ⋅ sfl, m )
D⋅
−
=
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∂r  142
∂r 43
144244
3

(3)

dispersion

∂s m
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{

The parameters of equation (3) are the hydraulic conductivity k0(θ0) at a known degree of water mobility
S 0 =(θ0-θW,r)/(φ-θW,r), the parameter λ and the transformation parameter m. The function of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is shown in Figure 4.
The parameters φ, k0 and θ0 must be estimated in advance using lab and/or field tests. The parameter λ in
our model may range between 0<λ<1, but it is kept
fixed at λ=0,5.

mass storage changes
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figure 7: influence of retardation/sorption on an impulse
on top of a column

The convection term describes the solute transport with
the water flux in the unsaturated zone. The dispersion
term in equation (4) is the sum of the molecular diffusion and the hydrodynamic dispersion. Both processes
are caused by concentrations gradient. The hydrodynamical dispersion is always bound to convection, but
molecular diffusion is independent from it and may appear without any convection.
The dispersivity is an empirical parameter, it is a measure of heterogeneity of the soil and therefore depends on
the scale. The reasons for dispersion are
a) different velocities in the pore channels
b) different pore sizes and therefore different velocities
c) different flow times because of different flow paths
d) transversal spreading of particles

Internal reactions (decay and/or degradation) may be described as zero or first order process as shown in figure
8.
first order

mass

mass

zero order

time

ds m
= −γ m
dt
s m = s m ,0 − γ m ⋅ t

time

ds m
= −µ m ⋅ s m
dt
s m = s m , 0 ⋅ e −µ m ⋅ t

figure 8: order and description of degradation processes
Figure 5: reasons for dispersivity in pore scale (figure
taken from Luckner & Shestakov 1991)
Figure 6 shows an example for the results of dispersion
in a column experiment. A short input (DIRAC impluse)
was adapted on the upper boundary condition.

Figure 9: influence of degradation on breakthrough
curves
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND PARAMETERS
Flow Model
Figure 6: influence of dispersivity on breakthrough
curves

The column has a height of 3.80 m, which corresponds
to the groundwater table taken from Figure 2. The
groundwater is the lower boundary condition, it is a first
kind boundary condition of eq. (1). The flux difference
between precipitation and evapotranspiration is applied
as second type boundary condition at the top of the column. This is actually a transient boundary condition as
shown in Figure 10.
Using transient flow conditions results in a very large
the computig time. Therefore it is a common simplification to assume steady-state flow conditions with a mean
recharge rate. But a proof is needed, if there are no differences in the results.
The space discetization of the column was held constant
with dz=0.01 m. Each of the soil layers needs to be de-

The reason for retardation is sorption. The parameter
describing the linear distribution function between the
solute in the liquid and at the solid phase is the distribution or HENRY-coefficient KD. The distribution and the
retardation coefficient R are related to each other
through equation (5). figure 7 shows the influence of retardation of the breakthrough curve at the bottom of a
column experiment.

K d = (R − 1) ⋅

θ
ρb

(5)
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scribed in its hydraulics with 5 parameters. Their values
were taken from the field soil description and available
soil data bases, like UNSODA (Schaap et al. 1999). The
choosen parameter values are listed in Table 1.

SCENARIOS
The defined cases distingiush between simplification of
basic equations and parameter models and sensitivity
calculations for parameter values.
Case 1 is the basic case. It is defined as a transient simulation of water flow and solute transport in the unsaturated zone for our contaminated site.
Commonly used simplifications of equation (1) are
case 2:
the neglection of storage terms, which results
in steady-state conditions with a mean
groundwater recharge rate as given flux instead of a transient flux
case 3:
gravity driven flow processes, this case ist actually not physically based and will not be regarded any further
A further commonly used simplification of the model of
the subsurface is
case 4:
a homogeneous unsaturated zone
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Figure 10: Precipitation and Potential Evaporation vs.
Time

The cases for sensitivity analysis are defined as
case 5:
variation of the leachate rate (=groundwater
recharge rate) in the range vN=178 mm/a ±
20%
case 6:
variation of the saturated hydraulic conductivity in the range 5·10-4 ≤ 1·10-3 ≤ 5·10-3 m/s
case 7:
variation of the scale factor α from eq. (2) in
the range 0.5 ≤ 1.0 ≤ 2.0 1/m
case 8:
variation of the slope factor n from eq. (2) in
the range 1.5 ≤ 2.0 ≤ 3.0
case 9:
variation of the residual water content θr from
eq. (2) and (3) in the range 0 ≤ 0.07 ≤ 0.1
case 10: variation of the porosity φ from eq. (2), (3)
and (5) in the range 0.35 ± 0.05
case 11: variation of the sorption coefficient KD from
eq. (4) and (5) in the range 5·10-4 ≤ 1·10-3 ≤
5·10-3 m³/kg
case 12: variation of the source concentration c0 in the
range 25 ≤ 30 ≤ 50 mg/l
case 13: variation of the dispersivity δ from eq. (4) in
the range 0.5 ≤ 1.0 ≤ 2.0 m
The case 14 “variation of degradation rate µfl from eq.
(4)” could not be analyzed, because chromium/chromate
is not degradable.
Please note there are no cases defined to investigate
simplifications of the convection-dispersion-equation
(2). There must not be any simplification, because all of
incorporated processes must be taken into account to get
an appropriate concentration forecast.
Case 2 is the most commonly used simplification for
leachate forecasts. The results of all other cases will be
compared with the results of case 2.
The flow problem is solved if the recharge rate at the top
of column is given (=case 2). Therefore one may not expect, that the results of cases 6-10 will differ significantly to the result of case 2. The mean recharge rate is
given with 0.178 m/a = 5.6·10-9 m/s. This value is as the
functions in Figure 11 show much more smaller than the

Table 1: Soil Hydraulic Parameters
parameter

symbol dimen- infilling coarse silty
sion
middle middle
sand
sand
porosity
0.36
0.35
0.38
φ
residual wa- θw,r
0.09
0.07
0.1
ter conetent
scale factor α
1/m
0.8
1.0
1.0
slope factor n
2.0
2.0
2.0
hydraulic
kf
m/s
1·10-4 1·10-3 5·10-4
conductivity
bulk density ρ
kg/m³
1.700 1.700 1.700
dispersivity δ
m
0.5·GWFA
legend: GWFA – groundwater level below surface
Transport Model

The source chromate concentration at the top if column
was chosen to 30 mg/l, starting from t=0 to t=20 a. The
remaining parameter is the distribution coefficient to describe the sorption and retardation of chromate in the
unsaturated zone. More than 42 drillings were done at
the site. From these 42 drillling more than 100 samples
were taken and analyzed for their chromium and chromate content in the soil and in the leachate. So it should
not be a problem to establish a relation between the
chromate content in the soil and in the liquid. But there
is still a lack of methods and understanding. Right now
it is known, that the measured chromate content in the
liquid is not to compare with an actual leachate concenctration in the field scale. So we had to do, what we always do in such cases, we searched in the literature for
similar cases and found some hints for chromate retardation coefficients. From there we calculated the distribution coeffcients using eq. (5) to KD=1,3·10-3 m³/kg, R≈6.
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4.
5.

the time of its occurence and
the total chromate mass within 100a, reaching
the groundwater per m².
The comparisin of results from case 1 to case 2, shows
that there is no need for transient flow conditions, the
calculated concentration, yield, mass and times of occurebnces are always close together or identical.

saturated and also the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
of used materials. The water content of these materials is
always greater than the residual water content, therefore
the given recharge rate can be flow through the unsaturated zone without any resistance. Please note, that we
have much more higher recharge rates under transient
conditions. They may be greater than the saturated hydraulic conductivity. In this cases runoff occurs at the
surface, the soil is saturated and not able to receive more
water. The storage capacity (represented with the parameters φ, θw,r, α und n, cases 7 - 10), is neglected
anyway. But there might be a small influence of the parameters α und n because of the incorporation of the water content in eq. (4). This may influence the migration
velocity too. This statement also meets the parameters φ,
θw,r, which have an influence to eq. (2) via the calculation of the water content from eq. (1b).
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Figure 12: calculated chromate concentration and sum
of chromate mass vs. at the bottom of the column
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7a
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Figure 11: hydraulic conductivity function of used materials

RESULTS
The computational results of the basic case 1 are shown
in Figure 12. The highest chromate concentration in the
solute will be about 25 mg/l at t=24 a. This results meets
the observations, which were done in the 90-ies. The
concentration descends after the peak went through, because the source was removed in the beginning of the
90-ies. Within the regarded 100 years about 110 g/m²
chromate will reach the groundwater.
The highest yield occurs after 22 years with 105 g/a.
This amount is caused by a high but shortterm flux rate.
The results for all other cases are listed in Table 2. The
columns contain
1. the highest chromate-concentration cmax,
2. the time of its occurence,
3. the amount of highest yield Ymax,

cmax
mg/l
24.9
24.5
1.5
24.5
24.6
24.5
26.4
22.1
24.7
24.7
25.0
24.4
24.9
24.5
24.6
24.8
24.5
24.8
17.0
28.8
32.9
16.4
26.5
24.7

year
a
24
24
100
24
24
24
23
25
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
30
21
24
24
22
27

yield
Ymax
mg/a
105000
4242
269
4238
4263
4235
5481
3053
4263
4263
4302
4225
4291
4238
4253
4288
4235
4291
2935
4982
5684
2842
4581
4262

year
a
22
24
100
24
24
24
23
25
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
30
21
24
24
22
27

sum of
mass
m
g
110
105
7
105
105
105
125
85
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
> 105
105
140
70
105
105

The case 3 is as mentioned above an exception. It is not
accepatable to reduced the flow condtions to a gravity
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chromate concecntration in mg/l

driven flow by a given first flux boundary condition at
the bottom.
The cases 4a, b and c are definded by a homogeneous
soil column. The results show, that there is also no significant difference to the results of case 2. The soil hydraulic parameters kf (case 6), the van-GenuchtenParameters α, n (case 7, 8), the porosity φ and residual
water contant θw,r (case 9, 10) also do not have too much
influence on the results. Significant differences are calculated with slight changes in the mean groundwater recharge rate and all transport parameters.
35
30

case 4 case 5
vN

cases 6-10:
soil hydraulic parameters

25

case
11

Flow of Immiscible Fluids in the Subsurface”, Water Resour. Res. 25, 2187-2193.
Mualem, Y (1976). “A New Model for Predicting the Hydraulic Conductivity of Unsaturated Porous Media”. Water Resour. Res. 12, 513-522.
Schaap, M. G., F. J. Leij and M. Th. Van Genuchten. (1999)
„Bootstrap and Neuronal Network Model“, In: M. Th.
Van Genuchten, F. J. Leij and L. Wu (eds.): Proceedings
of the International Workshop on Characterization and
Measurement of the Hydraulic Properties of Unsaturated
Porous Media, Part 2, University of California, Riverside,
1999 p. 1237–1250.
Šimunek J., T. Vogel and M. Th. van Genuchten. (1994). “The
SWMS_2D code for simulating water flow and solute
transport in two-dimensional variably saturated media”,
Version 1.1. , Research Report No.132, U. S. Sa1inity
Laboratory, USDA, ARS, Riverside, CA.
van Genuchten, M.Th. (1980). „A Closed-form Equation for
Predicting the Hydraulic Conductivity of Unsaturated
Soils”, Soil Sci. Soc. Am. J. 44. 892-898.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of the scenario and sensitivity analysss
showed the thesis, that
9 it is acceptable to assume steady state flux conditions over a long term period instead of using a
transient precipitation boundary condition
9 the soil hydraulic parameters do not influence the
calculated concentration at the bottom of a column,
if their order of magnitude was quite real estimated
During parameter identification the
9 groundwater recharge rate
9 source concentration and
9 distribution coefficient
must be determined as accurately as possible.
But these statements are only valid, if the hazard is not
degradable. Further investigations will be done on organic contaminations like a fuel depot. First calculations
have shown, that the calculated concentration is highly
related to the given transient flux conditions due to the
degradation. A systematization scheme must be developed.
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find an appropriate control method. The polynomial
approach (Kucera 1993) has satisfied control
requirements and moreover, it could be used for
systems with negative properties such as non-minimum
phase behaviour and processes with time delays. This
method connected with pole-placement fulfills stability,
asymptotic tracking of the reference signal and
compensation of disturbances.
Two control system configurations (Grimble 1994) wre
used – the first with one degree-of-freedom (1DOF)
which has regulator only in feedback part and the secont
with two degrees-of-freedom (2DOF) with feedback
and feedforward parts. Adaptivity was ensured by
estimating model parameters with recursive leastsquares method with directional forgetting (Kulhavy
and Karny 1984). Since the model is nonlinear, an
external linear continuous-time model (Wahlberg 1990)
was used as an input-output description of the
controlled system.
The goal of this work is to describe the progress from
simulation of the behaviour to control of a nonlinear
process represented by the CSTR reactor taken from
(Chen at al. 1995).

KEYWORDS
Steady-state analysis, dynamic analysis, CSTR,
adaptive control, polynomial synthesis, pole-placement
method
ABSTRACT
Simulation is the technical discipline which shows the
behavior and reactions of any system on its model. Most
processes in nature have nonlinear properties and
simulation is one way to examine behaviour of these
systems. The behaviour is then obtained by steady-state
and dynamic analysis of the model which is usually
represented by a set of differential equations. The next
step after dynamic analysis is choosing a suitable
control strategy and finally designing a controller. The
paper presents the progress from modeling and
simulation of a nonlinear process represented by a
continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) to adaptive
control of the system based on polynomial synthesis
with pole-placement method.
INTRODUCTION
Computer simulation is very often used at present as it
has advantages over an experiment on a real system,
which is sometimes not feasible and can be dangerous,
or time and money demanding. A large amount of
processes in chemical industry is nonlinear and
computer simulation can help us to give us an insight
into the system behaviour. The first step is usually
introduction of a mathematical model (Ingham et al.
2000, Luyben 1989). Mathematical model can be
described by a set of linear, nonlinear or differential
equations.
A Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) is widely
used for control because input flow of the reactant or
cooling liquid can be easily controlled. From the system
engineering point of view, CSTR belongs to the class of
nonlinear
systems
with
lumped
parameters.
Mathematical models of these reactors are described by
a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations
(ODEs). In this paper the simple differential method
(Luyben 1989) and the standard Runge-Kutta’s method
are used to solve the set of ODEs.
Simulation results are then used for control, in our case
adaptive control (Åström 1989). The first step here is to
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
As it is written above, the goal of this paper is to
describe the process from modeling and simulation to
control of a dynamic process. This can be expressed for
example as in Figure 1. There are four main steps
connected mutually together.
1. Define goals
It is necessary to define goals of simulation study
including collection of all the available knowledge and
practical experience with the investigated type of the
plant. Unfortunately, a major group of systems in nature
are nonlinear or number of variables is very high. This
complexity leads to introduction of some
simplifications.
2. Modeling
Modeling is mostly the hardest step. A process is
described by its characteristic variables (temperature,
concentration, flow rate, pressure etc.) usually called
state variables and mathematical relations between
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these quantities then form a mathematical model. The
mathematical model comes from balances inside the
plant and could be expressed by a set of linear or
nonlinear equations, ordinary or partial differential
equations etc.

mentioned above. As it was shown (Dostal et al. 2002),
these methods can by applied on systems with negative
control properties, such as instability, nonminimum
phase or on systems with transport delays.
Obtained regulators are then subject to simulation
experiments and if results are acceptable, they can be
used to control dynamic problem.

3. Simulation and validity of the model
Simulation experiment results are good ways how to
test suitability of the obtained mathematical model.
They usually consist of two parts – static and dynamic
analysis. The static analysis results in appropriate
working point. On the other hand, the dynamic analysis
provides step, frequency responses etc. which display
dynamic behaviour of the system and they are a base for
choosing an external linear model. Comparison between
outputs from real system and simulated outputs
demonstrate validity of mathematical model. If the
difference between the real system and the model is
unacceptable, it is necessary to jump back to modeling
and cancel some simplifications. The goal is to find the
simplest model with satisfactory description of the real
process.

APPLICATION ON REAL SYSTEM
The procedure which is described in previous chapter
was applied on real nonlinear process represented by a
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR).
1. Define goals
The first goal of the simulation study is to find the best
working-point for control study, where the production is
best balanced – i.e. obtain the biggest production with
the smallest energy usage. An External Linear Model
(ELM) is the second goal and we obtain it from
dynamic study. We presume that both reactant and
cooling liquid are perfectly mixed and volumes,
densities, heat capacities of reactant and cooling liquid
are supposed to be constant.

DYNAMIC
PROBLEM

2. Modeling
The examined reactor has real background and
graphical diagram of the CSTR reactor is shown in
Figure 2.

Define goals

Modeling

Simulation,
Verification

Control Strategy
Controller Design

CONTROL

Figure 1: Steps from simulation to control of a dynamic
system

Figure 2: Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR)

4. Control strategy and controller design

The reaction inside the reactor is called van der Vusse
reaction. This reaction can be described by the
following scheme:

The next step after simulation is to look on the problem
from the control point of view. That means to find a
regulator controling our dynamic process in a defined
way. The obtained regulator must e.g. fulfill
requirements of stability, properness, asymptotic
tracking of the reference or disturbance attenuation.
There are lot of ways for designing such a controller.
Configurations with one degree-of-freedom (1DOF) and
two degrees-of-freedom (2DOF) and their combinations
with polynomial methods satisfy control conditions

k1
k2
A 
o B 
oC
k3
oD
2 A 

The mathematical model of this reactor comes from
balances inside the reactor. The first two equations
come from material balances of compounds A and B:
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dc A
dt

qr
c A0  c A  k1cA  k3 c A 2
Vr

dcB
dt



qr
cB  k1cA  k2 cB
Vr

3. Simulation and validity of the model

(1)

Two simulation studies were performed – steady-state
analysis and dynamic analysis.

(2)

Steady-state analysis
Steady-state analysis for stable systems involves
computing values of state variables in time t Æ , when
changes of these variables are equal to zero. That
means, that the set of ODEs (1) – (4) is solved with the
condition w(·)/wt = 0. A simple iteration method was
used to solve this problem. Steady values of quantities
were examined for various rates of the volumetric flow
of the reactant, qr, and heat removal of the cooling
liquid, Qc. The first study for volumetric flow rate of the
reactant qr [m3.min-1] = <5·10-4; 3·10-2> and heat
removal Qc = -18.56 kJ.min-1 displayed in Figure 3
shows strong nonlinear course of steady-state values of
both concentrations cA and cB. Maximal concentration
of the product, cB = 1.09 kmol.m-3, was obtained for
flow rate qr = 2.365·10-3 m3.min-1. Curves of steadystate temperatures Tr and Tc are displayed in Figure 4.

Where cA  0, cB  0. The next balances represent heat
balances of the reactive compound and cooling liquid
dTr
dt

qr
h
AU
Tr 0  Tr  r  r
T T
Vr
U r c pr Vr U r c pr c r

(3)

dTc
dt

(4)

1
Qc  ArU Tr  Tc
mc c pc

In equations (1) – (4) t is the time, c are concentrations,
T represents temperatures, cp is used for specific heat
capacities, q represents volumetric flow rate, Qc is heat
removal, V are volumes, U represents densities, Ar is the
heat exchange surface and U is the heat transfer
coefficient. Indexes (·)A and (·)B belong to compounds A
and B, (·)r denotes the reactant mixture, (·)c cooling
liquid and (·)0 are feed (inlet) values.
Table 1: Parameters of the reactor
k01 = 2.145·1010 min-1
k03 = 1.5072·108 min-1mol-1
E2/R = 9758.3 K
h1 =-4200 kJ.kmol-1
h3 = 41850 kJ.kmol-1
Vr = 0.01 m3
cpr = 3.01 kJ.kg-1.K-1
U = 67.2 kJ.min-1m-2K-1
cA0 = 5.1 kmol.m-3
Tr0 = 387.05 K

k02 = 2.145·1010 min-1
E1/R = 9758.3 K
E3/R = 8560 K
h2 = 11000 kJ.kmol-1

Ur = 934.2 kg.m-3

cpc = 2.0 kJ.kg-1.K-1
Ar = 0.215 m2
cB0 = 0 kmol.m-3
mc = 5 kg

Figure 3: Steady-state values of concentrations cA and
cB for various flow rate qr

The set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) then
together with simplifications described in the previous
part then mathematically represents examined CSTR
reactor. The model of the reactor belongs to the class of
lumped-parameter nonlinear systems. Nonlinearity can
be found in reaction rates (kj) which are described via
Arrhenius law:
k j Tr

§ E j ·
k0 j  exp ¨
¸ , for j 1, 2,3
© RTr ¹

Figure 4: Steady-state values of temperatures Tr and Tc
for various flow rate qr

where k0 represent pre-exponential factors and E are
activation energies.
The reaction heat (hr) in equation (3) is expressed as:
hr

Simulation for different heat removal of cooling liquid
Qc [kJ.min-1] = <-500; 500> and flow rate
qr
= 2.365·10-3 m3.min-1 has similar nonlinear behaviour as
in the previous study – see Figure 5. This course has
again a maximal value of product’s concentration, cB, in
this case, the maximal concentration is achieved
approximately for heat removal Qc = -18.56 kJ.min-1.
Figure 6 shows steady values of temperatures Tr and Tc.

h1  k1  cA  h2  k2  cB  h3  k3  c A2

where hi means reaction enthalpies.
Parameters of the reactor are given in Table 1 (Chen at
al. 1995).
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changing sign of gain. Step responses of these output
variables are displayed in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 5: Steady-state values of concentrations cA and
cB for various heat removal Qc

Figure 7: Course of output concentration cB (y1) for
various step changes of flow rate ǻqr

Figure 6: Steady-state values of temperatures Tr and Tc
for various heat removal Qc

Figure 8: Course of output temperature Tr (y2) for
various step changes of flow rate ǻqr

The goal of the steady-state study is to find an optimal
working point, where the product’s concentration is
maximal and this point was found for volumetric flow
rate qrs = 2.365·10-3 m3.min-1 and heat removal
Qcs = -18.56 kJ.min-1. Steady values of the quantities are
following

Figure 9 shows step responses for different step changes
of cooling heat removal ǻQc [kJ.min-1] = 9.28 (-50% of
its steady value Qcs), 4.64 (-25%), -4.64 (25%) and 9.28 (50%).

c As

2.1403 kmol.m 3

cBs

1.0903 kmol.m 3

Trs

387.3397 K

Tcs

386.0551 K

(5)

Dynamic analysis
The next step after steady-state study is dynamic study.
For this nonlinear lumped-parameter system dynamic
analysis involves solving the set of nonlinear ODE.
Computed steady-state values of (5) are used as an input
for the dynamic study and Runge-Kutta’s standard
method with a fixed step was used for solving equations
(1) to (4). The behaviour of the system was obtained
after a step change of the input quantities ǻqr and ǻQc.
Simulation took 30 minutes and the integration step was
set to 0.1 min. Output step responses of the values y1
and y2 in next figures illustrate the difference of
variables cB and Tr from their steady state values cBs and
Trs, i.e.

y1

cB  cBs ;

y2

Figure 9: Course of output concentration cB (y1) for
various step changes of heat removal ǻQc

Tr  Trs

Figure 10: Course of output temperature Tr (y1) for
various step changes of heat removal ǻQc

The first study for four values of step changes of
volumetric flow rate ǻqr [m3.min-1] = -1.18·10-3(-50%
of its steady-state value qrs), -0.59·10-3(-25%),
0.59·10-3(25%), 1.18·10-3(50%) shows that both outputs
y1 and y2 has negative properties from the control point
of view – non-minimum phase behaviour and the

Again, the output product concentration cB (output y1)
has non-minimum phase behaviour and changes the
sign of gain.
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where c(ı) is a stable polynomial which satisfies
condition deg c d deg a .
The L-transform of (10) to complex domain yields

On the other hand, the output reactive temperature Tr
(output y2) in Figure 10 could be expressed with a
second-order linear model. This output was used as the
controlled variable in the control section and a change
of the heat removal was considered as a manipulated
variable.
We did not have a real model of this plant at our
disposal, there was no chance to check the validity of
the model and we supposed that the model is
satisfactory.

c( s ) U f ( s ) U ( s )  o2 ( s )
c( s ) Y f ( s ) Y ( s )  o3 ( s )

where o1, o2 are polynomials which take into account
initial conditions of filtered variables. If we substitute
the equation (11) into the equation (7), the result is

The adaptive control with usage of polynomial
synthesis and pole-placement method was used for
control of this reactor. This method could be used for
systems with negative control properties such as nonminimum phase behaviour or transport delay.

Where Ȍ(s) is a rational function in s which takes into
account initial conditions of filtered and non-filtered
variables.
Dynamics of filters (10) must be faster then dynamics of
the controlled process. The selection of filter parameters
is problematic and it is closely connected with the
knowledge about the system behaviour. If we do not
have any knowledge about the system it is good to set
these parameters a priory small.
Values of filtered variables were acquired in discrete
time moments tk = k·Tv for k = 0,1,2 …, where Tv
denotes a sampling period and the regression vector for
n = deg a and m = deg b has the following form

External continuous-time linear model
We used a continuous-time (CT) external linear model
(ELM) as a description or the relation between the
output and the input signals. The CT model is in time
domain generally described by a differential equation
(6)

b(V ) u (t )

where ı = d/dt is the differentiation operator and if
initial conditions are equal to zero it si possible to
transform equation (6) to the complex domain using the
Laplace transform (L-transform):
a( s) Y ( s)

M T tk

(7)

b( s ) U ( s )  o1 ( s )

a( s)

deg b

i

¦ a s , b( s ) ¦ b s
i

T T tk

j

y fn tk

j 0

If the initial values are equal to zero, we can introduce a
transfer function
G s

Y s

b s

U s

a s

T T t k  M tk  < tk

Adaptivity of the process is fulfilled by recursive
parameter estimation during the control. Recursive
Least Squares (RLS) method with direct forgetting
(Kulhavy and Karny 1984) was used for this parameter
estimation. The discrete version of the algorithm could
be described by following equations:

(8)

This transfer function must be proper, i.e.
deg b d deg a

> a0 , a1 ,! , an 1 , b0 , b1 ,! , bm @

Then, parameters of polynomials a and b can be
estimated in discrete time intervals from

j

i 0

ª  y f tk ,  y f1 tk ,! ,  y fn 1 tk ,
¬
u f tk , u f1 tk ,! , u fm tk ,1º¼

The vector of parameters is

with s as a complex variable and o1(s) denoting initial
conditions.
Polynomials a(s) and b(s) have the following form
deg a

b( s )
U f (s)  < (s)
a( s)

Y f (s)

4. Control strategy and controller design

a(V ) y (t )

y k  M T k T k  1

H k

(9)

r k 1

Parameter estimation
It is clear that the equation (6) could not be used
directly for parameter estimation because of derivatives
of the input and output variables. It is necessary to
introduce filtered variables uf and yf which are
computed from differential equations
c (V ) u f (t )

u (t )

c (V ) y f (t )

y (t )

(11)

L k

J k

E k 1

(10)
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M T k  P k  1 M k
P k  1 M k

1  r k 1

1
O1 k  1 / O2  M k  P k  1  M k
T


1  O1 k  1
°O1 k  1 
r k 1
®
°1
¯

for r k  1 ! 0
for r k  1

0

P k

P k 1 

where t(s) is an additive stable polynomial with
arbitrary coefficients, because these coefficients are not
used for computation of the coefficients of the
polynomial r(s). In both equations, d(s) on the right side
is a stable polynomial. The feedback regulator R(s)
ensures stability, load disturbance attenuation for both
configurations and asymptotic tracking for 1DOF
configuration. On the other hand, feedforward part Q(s)
ensures asymptotic tracking in 2DOF configuration.
A demand for a stable controller is fulfilled if the
polynomial p(s) in the denominators of (12) is stable.
Inner properness holds if all transfer functions are
proper. Transfer functions of the feedforward and
feedback parts (12) are proper if

P k 1 M k M T k  P k  1

E k 1

1

 r k 1

where Ȝ1 is the forgetting factor computed e.g. via
1 K J k H 2 k

O1 k

for a small value of the constant K.
Control system configuration
Two control system configurations were adopted. The
first 1DOF (one degree-of-freedom) configuration
displayed in Figure 11 has a regulator only in the
feedback part. On the other hand, configuration with
two degrees-of-freedom (2DOF) has both feedback and
feedforward parts – see Figure 12.

v
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Degrees of the polynomials p, q and r are computed
with respect to conditions (9), (15) and solubility of
diophantic equations (13) and (14) as follows

y

deg q

deg a, deg p t deg a  1, deg r

In both schemes G is an approximate transfer function
from (8), Q is feedback and R feedforward part of the
controller. The signal w is the reference signal, u is a
control variable, e is an error, y represents an output
variable and v is disturbance in the input to the system.
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Dynamic analysis of the output temperature shows that
ELM could be expressed by a second order system with
the relative order one described in the continuous-time
form by the differential equation

(12)

y 2 (t )  a1 y 1 (t )  a0 y (t )

b1 u 1 (t )  b0 u (t )

And in the complex s-plane as the transfer function

(13)

is used for computation of coefficients of the
polynomials p(s) and q(s) and coefficients of the
polynomial r(s) in the feedforward part are obtained
from the second diophantic equation
t s s b s r s

deg d  deg n

Simulation experiment
Changes of the heat removal were used as manipulated
variable and the controlled output was the temperature
of the reactant:

where q, p and r are polynomials in s. Algebraic
methods were used for computation of coefficients of
the polynomials in (12). The first diophantic equation
a s s p s b s q s

n s  s D

n* s  n s

Both, control variable u and disturbance v are
considered from the ring of step functions because of
simplicity. For step chanted the transfer functions of the
feedback and feedforward parts include integration
component 1/s:
q(s)
, R(s)
s  p( s)

(16)

for Į > 0 be an optional coefficient reflecting closedloop poles and stable polynomial n(s) is obtained from
the spectral factorization of the polynomial a(s)

Figure 12: 2DOF control scheme

Q( s)

0

Roots of the polynomial d(s) on the right side of
equations (13) and (14) are poles of the closed-loop and
the control quality is determined by the placement of
these poles. A method, where poles were connected to
parameters of the controlled system was used to set
poles of the characteristic polynomial. Then, the
polynomial d(s) could be rewritten for aperiodical
processes to the form

Figure 11: 1DOF control scheme

w

(15)

deg q d deg p  1, deg r d deg p  1

G( s)

b1 s  b0
s  a1 s  a0
2

(17)

Filtered variables uf and yf were computed from
differential equations similar as in (10)

(14)
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y f2 (t )  c1 y f1 (t )  c0 y f (t )

y (t )

u f2 (t )  c1u f1 (t )  c0 u f (t )

u (t )

The sampling period for the identification and the
control action value was Tv = 0.5 min. The manipulated
variable was limited to the interval -75%  u(t)  75%.

where parameters c1 and c0 were chosen equal to c1 =
1.4 and c0 = 0.49. The recursive least squares method
with directional forgetting was used for parameter
estimation. The regression vector and vector of
parameters for ELM (17) have the form

M T tk
T T tk

ª  y f tk ,  y f1 tk , u f tk , u f1 tk º
¬
¼
> a0 , a1 , b0 , b1 @

Starting values for the RLS method with direct
forgetting were following: the vector of parameters
șT (k) = [0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1]; the covariance matrix P(0)
with the dimension 4 x 4 has 10-6 on the diagonal; a
starting value of the forgetting factor was Ȝ1(0) = 0.95
and further, İ(0) = 0, Ȗ(0) = 0. Degrees of polynomials
of the feedforward R(s) and feedback Q(s) parts of the
controller were computed from the transfer function
(17) via (16): deg q = 2, deg p = 1, deg r = 0 and then,
transfer functions were
Q s

q2 s 2  q1 s  q0 
,R s
s  p1 s  p0

Figure 14: Course of output y(t) for 2DOF set-up and
different values of the parameter Į = 0.2; 0.3 and 0.4

r0
s  p1 s  p0

Coefficients of polynomials p, q and r were computed
from diophantic equations (13) and (14) where
polynomial d(s) was of the fourth degree
d s

n s  s D

2

With parameter Į > 0. Coefficients of the polynomial
n(s) are computed via
n0

a02 , n1

a12  2 n0  2 a0

The simulation took 300 min and three changes of the
reference value were made during this time. The
reference value was w(t) = 2 K in the time domain
0<t<100 min, w(t) = -1 K on the interval 100<t<200
min and w(t) = 1 K in the last interval 200<t<300 min.
A proportional regulator, with gain kp = -1, was used for
first 15 steps because of identification, which does not
work well with oscillating values in the beginning.

Figure 15: Comparison of outputs y(t) and action values
u(t) for 1DOF and 2DOF set-ups with root Į = 0.4
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show results for 1DOF and
2DOF configuration and different parameters Į. As it
can be seen in both figures, this parameter affects
mainly the overshoot and speed of the control. With
increasing value of parameter Į the output response is
quicker and the overshoot smaller in this case.
Figure 15 compares results for 1DOF and 2DOF
configuration for the same placement of the parameter Į
= 0.4. The main advantages of 2DOF configuration are
lower overshoots and smoother changes of action value.
Parameter estimation during the simulation for 1DOF
configuration displayed in Figure 16 shows that the
chosen RLS method with direct forgetting has a
problem only in the beginning of the simulation because
of small amount of information.

Figure 13: Course of output y(t) for 1DOF set-up and
different values of the parameter Į = 0.2; 0.3 and 0.4
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Figure 16: Course of estimated parameters a0, a1, b0 and
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CONCLUSION
The paper shows methodology from simulation of a
nonlinear process represented by the CSTR reactor to
adaptive control of this system. Simulation of the
steady-state reveals the ideal working point and
dynamic analysis shows step responses for more input
values. Proposed adaptive control based on polynomial
synthesis and the pole-placement method provides good
control results although the system has negative control
properties such as non-minimum phase behaviour and
changes the sign of gain. The control process has
quicker slope and overshoots lower with increasing
value of the parameter Į, but increasing cannot be
infinite because of limitation of the action variable. The
main advantage of the 2DOF control configuration is
represented by smaller overshoots and smoother
changes of the action variables which is important from
the practical point of view, where action value could be
e.g. valve twist. Shock changes of the twist could
destroy or damage the valve. The results demonstrate
the usability of this control method, which is
represented by a good quality and stability of the output
response.
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model is explained in detail. Furthermore different
simulation experiments applying the different collision
models are presented.

ABSTRACT
Mills in general are used for grinding processes. This
field of mechanical process engineering is dominated by
empirical equations, caused by the difficulty of measuring the motion of the grinding media. In this paper, a
high energy ball mill is presented as the subject of event
driven simulation algorithms. The main steps of the
algorithm are described. In detail, the collision response
model of the ball’s collision is derived and the differences with respect to classical approaches are explained.
In order to make the simulation as realistic as possible,
the simulation uses experimental values, measured with
real material pairings. High speed videos of a transparent grinding chamber have been analyzed and compared
to the simulation’s visualisation in order to figure out
the relevant parameters of the collision response model,
which are essential. Simulation results and potential
pitfalls of these kinds of simulations are discussed. It
can be shown that the assumption that rotation of the
balls and tangential forces are absent is an oversimplification.

Figure 1: Operational mill; experimental transparent
grinding chamber.
DISCRETE EVENTS

INTRODUCTION

In this work, the high energy ball mill is described by an
event driven particle simulation using collisions as basic
events. The balls behave like dilute granular systems,
where the mean free path of inelastically colliding particles is much larger than the average particle size. Furthermore, it is assumed that the balls do not build clusters of balls, in other words, that there are no multiple
contact points, but rather only binary collisions (Brilliantov and Pöschel 2004). Pairwise collisions have
been observed at typical rotor velocities for the grinding
process. Of course, at low rotor speeds, the assumption
of pairwise collisions becomes false, but the start phase
of the milling process is very short in comparison to the
total milling time. During the flight, it is assumed the
there is no energy dissipation due to air resistance. In
fact the milling chamber is evacuated.

In materials engineering, high energy ball mills are used
to develop new powder materials. The grinding medium, about 4000 steel balls in a lab scale mill, is accelerated by rotor blades in a horizontal drum (Fig. 1). Up
to the present, only the overall energy balance has been
measured experimentally (Zoz and Reichardt 1999).
More substantial information such as, for example, the
impact velocity distribution, still cannot be measured.
Moreover, to understand the whole process, for example
for the scale up from lab scale to industrial scale, it
would be important to achieve a good understanding of
the dynamics of the mill. As a matter of fact, up to now,
the configuration of the process parameters has been
carried out empirically.
From a simulatienst’s viewpoint, ball mills are, mechanically, many body systems that are usually simulated by time continuous algorithms such as the discrete
element approach.
Event driven algorithms - even though they are known
to be far more efficient - have not become as popular.
Event driven molecular dynamics simulations have been
successfully applied to typical physical topics such as
granular gases (Gavrilova et al. 2002, Reichardt and
Wiechert 2003).
The basic concept of a discrete event simulation is presented in the following section. After this, the collision
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

Event List
Event driven molecular dynamics processes in general
are modelled as a series of discrete instantaneous collisions. These events are stored in an event list ordered by
time. Event lists are first mentioned in the late fifties of
the last century (Alder and Winwright, 1959) and are
still topics of research activities (Dahl et al. 2001, Miller
and Luding 2004)
Generally, the event processing is an iteration over the
steps 1-4 below:
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1. The simulation clock jumps from one collision event
to the next. The simulation time is updated by handling the next event of the event list, e.g. a ball to ball
collision

ond for 5000 balls, in other words; the calculation time
is about 6 to 7 minutes for 1 second of real time.

2. The algorithm searches for the next possible collision
time for each of the two balls involved. This is computed analytically. In a system of hard spheres, events
refer to collisions, involving:

The collision response model is fundamental to the
accurate representation of a hard sphere simulation.
Because the collisions are modelled to be instantaneous,
the change in the flight direction and the energy dissipation during the collision are modelled to have zero duration. Mathematical equations which describe the collision response are the topic of recent theoretical investigations (Brilliantov and Pöschel 2004), but, to date,
most of the equations implemented are oversimplified,
as shown later.

COLLISION RESPONSE

exactly two balls
one ball and the cylindrical walls of the drum
one ball and the flat side walls of the drum
one ball and one of the rotor blades
The collision time is the flight time from the actual
event to the new event.
3. The locations of the two new collisions are calculated
using the flight time just computed to the collision
point. The calculation of the collision response leads
to the new flight direction at this point caused by the
collision event.
4. These new events are inserted into the event list.
Hereby, already predicted collisions may become invalid as a result of another ball crossing its flight
path. In this case, the event list handling routine must
ensure consistence by deleting the invalid event, and
all events following.

Figure 2: Velocity components of a ball before the collision (left) and after the collision (right).
The velocity of a ball is given by the velocity vector, v,
which can be divided into its component in the normal
direction, vn, and in the tangential direction, vt. Furthermore, the ball’s initial rotation is given by the rotational
vector, Z. The direction of Z can be understood as the
rotational axis of the ball; the magnitude of Z is the
rotational speed. The desired values are the velocity
vector, v’, and the rotational vector, Z’, just after the
collision. Figure 2 illustrates the situation described.

The interested reader is referred to a previous publication with a more detailed description of this procedure
(Reichardt and Wiechert 2003).
Collision Detection
In time continuous simulations, collisions are detected
by object penetration checks after each time step. Contrary to this, in discrete event simulations, the collision
detection (collision time) is computed analytically. The
collision time is found when the distance function of
two objects is zero for the first time. Mathematically
speaking, the value sought is the minimum positive root
of the distance over time. Taking into account the
knowledge of physically impossible situations, the collision time of two balls can be calculated directly without
case differentiation (Reichardt and Wiechert 2003).
With regard to the ball to rotor collision, finding the
first positive real root is more difficult (caused by the
transcendental equation for the distance function).
Because the algorithm will observe only pairs of objects, ignoring the presence of the others, several collision times can be found. The minimum of these collision times is the only valid collision time, because this
collision will occur first.
The efficient handling of the event list is a substantial
task for discrete event simulation. New approaches for
data structures and improvements of the algorithm have
been presented in earlier publications (Marin et al. 1993,
Reichardt and Wiechert 2003). The current implementation is able to calculate about 17000 collisions per sec-

Normal Coefficient of Restitution
Energy will be dissipated during collision, which results
in a lower kinetic energy after the collision. The ratio of
the (relative) velocity in the normal direction before and
after the collision is the normal restitution coefficient,
Hn. A fully elastic collision, without any energy dissipation, is represented by Hn = 1, whereas a fully plastic
collision is represented by Hn = 0. Physically, the loss of
kinetic energy in the normal direction will cause the ball
to bounce back at a lower angle.
&
vnc

&
H n vn

(0 d H n d 1)

(1)

Even if, in equation (1), Hn appears to be a constant, in
reality it is velocity dependent. By dimensional analysis
it was first proven that a constant coefficient of restitution is not consistent with physical reality (Tanaka et al.
1991). Later, this fact was proven analytically (Brilliantov et al. 1996). Unfortunately, the theoretical equations
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&
Note that g n is simply the relative velocity in the normal
&
direction, whereas gt is the relative velocity in the tangential direction and, additionally, the velocity of the
surfaces caused by the rotation of the balls.
To describe the change of the tangential component of
the (relative) velocity, the coefficient of tangential restitution has to be introduced. Rotation of the balls contributes to the tangential component of their relative
motion at contact. Hence, the balls’ collision response is
completely described by two coefficients of restitution:

require additional experimental investigations to assign
values to the material dependent parameters.
Usually, energy dissipation caused by collisions is modelled to be velocity independent, whereas in reality it
increases at higher velocities. In order to make the simulation as realistic as possible, an experimental setup has
been designed and constructed to measure the velocity
dependent energy dissipation during the collision of
objects. The collision zone has been observed by a high
speed video camera. The resulting sensor data were
analyzed by image processing, which recognizes the
balls within each frame of the movie. Using these coordinates, the velocity just before and just after the collision can be calculated – their quotient is the desired
value (restitution coefficient). In a prior project, an
experimental setup has been designed to measure the
restitution coefficient in the normal direction of ball
bearing spheres and a stainless steel plane. The material
pairings are exactly those of the real mill. The velocity
dependent restitution coefficient shown in Figure 3 has
been measured.

&
&
g nc H n g n
&
&
g tc H t g t

n

Restitution Coefficient

0.8

n

=

A

(vn + B )

C

& & 1
&
&
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H n  1 g n  1  H t gt
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Figure 3: The velocity dependent restitution coefficient
in the normal direction.
The simulation results presented in this paper are calculated using both constant and velocity dependent restitution coefficients.
The collision response of two balls with the same mass
&
can be calculated using equation (2). Here, e is the unit
vector through the balls’ centres during the collision.

& & 1
& & &
vc v r H n  1 (vrel e ) e
2

(5)

For the frictionless case, Ht = 1, equation (5) is reduced
to equation (2). In reality, during a collision, the normal
force is not a constant. It increases from zero at the
beginning of the collision to the moment of maximum
compression, and decreases during the rest of the collision. Therefore, the tangential type of contact, sliding
and rolling, may change during the impact. The complicated dynamics of such collisions is known (Stronge
1990).
Simplified, the collision time is assumed to be zero, and,
therefore, the tangential restitution coefficient accounts
for the energy dissipation of the collision. Note that, due
to the discrete event approach, collision durations are
not permitted. Further, it is assumed that the loss of
kinetic energy in the tangential direction is equal to the
increase of rotation per ball:
& &
&
& 1  H t e u gt
Zc Z 
(6)
2R

0.7

0.3

(4)

(1 d H t d 1)

This yields two velocities after the collision:

1
0.9

(0 d H n d 1)

Hence, energy is dissipated in the normal direction only,
not in the tangential direction.
It should be noted that the tangential velocity component is reduced by the tangential restitution coefficient.
Therefore, the ball is pushed away from a wall because
the response angle is increased at the moment of
bounce.

(2)

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

Tangential Coefficient of Restitution

Distributed simulations have been performed using 256
processor computer clusters. Without applying the discrete event algorithm, these experiments could not been
concluded within a reasonable time. We have conducted
variation studies of velocity dependent and velocity
independent restitution coefficients. Furthermore, we
have carried out parametric studies to show the influence of the tangential restitution coefficient, and thus
the influence of the balls’ rotation.
Initially, the balls are equally distributed in space and
the directions of the velocity vectors are also equally

By introducing rotation, it is not the velocity components of the centres of mass that are important, but
rather the velocity of the surfaces of the balls at the
point of contact in the normal and in the tangential direction. This is, for identical balls with the same mass
and the radius R,:
&
& & &
g n (vrel e ) e
(3)
& &
&
& & &
gt vrel  g n  R e u Z1  Z2
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distributed. The magnitude of the velocity vector – the
absolute velocity – has been set to one meter per second
for all balls. When setting up the initial conditions, the
algorithm will guarantee that there are no object penetrations. Of course, this setup is not realistic. Therefore,
the simulation has to run until the initial setup no longer
influences the simulation results. This is measured by
observing the histogram of the absolute velocities of the
balls, which are represented by their median.
These histograms are generated every 0.03 seconds of
simulated time, which has been shown to be a reasonable time interval. As well as the histogram of the absolute values, several other histograms are generated during simulation time, e.g. the histogram of the impact
velocities in the normal direction, which are important
for the understanding of the milling efficiency. In this
paper, the focus is set on the median of the absolute
velocity as a representative value.

RESULTS
Constant Restitution Coefficient
As assumed in most simulations of this type, the rotational influence is ignored and the normal restitution has
been assumed to be constant, even though this has already been explained previously to be false. Various
simulations with this approach have been performed for
a range of Hn = 0.75…0.95, which is a popular range in
the literature for arbitrary kinds of material pairings.

Steady State of the Simulation
The steady state of the simulation is reached when the
simulation has “forgotten” its initial setup. From this
point on, the median of the absolute velocity has
reached an asymptotic value, which will not change
significantly with increasing simulation time. The median values are smoothed by a median filter over the
past three measurement points.

Figure 5: Simulation with constant restitution coefficient. The saw tooth curve is not realistic.
Surprisingly, a synchronising effect was observed. Just
after the start of the simulation, the balls are pushed by
the rotor blades towards the inner surface of the grinding chamber and then “roll”- this is not really possible
in discrete event simulations – along the surface, where
their velocity is decreasing to a certain threshold (Zoz et
al. 2002). This critical velocity is reached when the
gradient of the parabolic flight path is lower then the
gradient of the cylindrical grinding chamber. After this,
they fall in a parabolic flight path into the grinding
chamber.

Figure 4: Representative progression of a median over
simulation time.
The asymptotic behaviour of the median of a typical
simulation is shown in Figure (4). Although shown
indirectly by the y-axis scale, the range is between 1.0 –
the initial setup of the simulation – and above 1.35,
which is caused by the initial impulse of the rotor
blades. A stationary behaviour is observed beyond 0.5
seconds of simulation time. Nevertheless, every simulation has been calculated for 30 seconds, even if this is
not shown in every figure.
The simulations have been visualised and animated
using the ray tracer software program POWRAY 3.6
(Fig. 6). The scripts for these animations are generated
by the simulation software.

Figure 6: Balls rolling along the grinding chamber.
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At every collision with the wall, the ball’s trajectory
moves closer to the wall, as explained earlier. Hence, all
balls move along the inner surface of the grinding
chamber. In the outer regions of the grinding chamber,
the balls are no longer within the reach of the rotor
blades, as there is a distance of three ball diameters
between the rotor tips and the inner surface.
Due to their tangential trajectories, only ball to ball
collisions reduce their speed. As a consequence of the
high ball density in the outer regions, the balls synchronise their speed – see Figure 6. This behaviour can be
observed at all relevant rotational speeds.
Summarizing, it can be said that, as well the high ball
density at the outer regions of the grinding chamber, the
periodic accelerations are not realistic. Hence, the collision response model used in these simulations is oversimplified.

The collision response model of the simulation has been
expanded to take into account the dynamic normal restitution coefficient and a constant tangential restitution
coefficient.
The analysis of the median values – see Figure 4 – has
shown an asymptotic behavior, as in the real mill. Observations of the simulation visualizations have confirmed this realistic ball motion, because the balls’ trajectories are very similar to those observed by the high
speed video camera – see Figure 1. Consequently, the
simulation using both restitution coefficients is able to
reproduce the grinding media’s motion.
In addition to the higher degree of realistic representation of these simulations, the CPU time has been reduced. This is caused by the more infrequent, but more
realistic, collisions. The “rolling” effect of the prior set
of simulation described in the previous section implies
collisions with a very short distance, and, therefore, is
time consuming.
In the current configuration, the simulation calculates
approximately 6 minutes for 1 second of simulated time,
including the generation of the various histograms

Velocity dependent Restitution
The first improvement to the classical damping model is
the implementation of the velocity dependent restitution
coefficient based on the measured values of Figure 3.
This leads to high energy loss at high relative velocities,
e.g. at the rotor collisions, and to low energy loss at low
relative velocities in the normal direction, e.g. the
bouncing of a ball along the inner surface of the grinding chamber. Varying the rotor speed results in a narrower spectrum of velocity distributions. Even if the
motion is more realistic, the balls are still located at the
outer regions of the grinding chamber, which is not
realistic.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new application for discrete
event simulation, namely, a high energy ball mill. A
brief description of the algorithm using collision events
as discretization markers, and the explanation of the
analytical collision detection algorithm has been given.
In detail, the collision response model has been explained. It has been shown that the energy lost during a
collision can be described by two parameters, the tangential and normal restitution coefficients.
In two simulation experiments, the influence of the
collision response model on the validity of the simulation has been shown. The classical simplified approach
to calculate the collision response using solely a constant restitution coefficient in the normal direction has
been shown to be an oversimplification. In a second
experiment, we have implemented a velocity dependent
restitution coefficient in the normal direction, and a
constant restitution coefficient in the tangential direction. This approach leads to realistic ball motion inside
the mill. The advantage of this simulation technique,
namely the high efficiency, has been demonstrated.

Including tangential Restitution
As demonstrated by the previous experiments, the classical collision response model must be changed to
achieve more realistic results. This is achieved by considering the rotation of the balls and the tangential restitution coefficient.

OUTLOOK
In future work, the collision response model has to be
expanded by implementing a velocity dependent tangential restitution coefficient. Unfortunately, significant
experimental efforts have to be expended to measure
these values. Nevertheless, this simulation is able to
reproduce the balls’ motion. Hence, it can be used to
assist design engineers to optimize rotor blades or the
shape of the grinding chamber. Furthermore, it can be
used to calculate the motor’s energy consumption based
on the milling chamber’s geometry.

Figure 7: Realistic ball motion
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language and in NUT. The latter contain more
knowledge than ordinary classes, and can be directly
used as specifications for problem solving. The
description of NUT classes may contain specifications of their components, methods, initial values
and other properties. Due to an equation solver built
into the language processor, the system is able to
interpret arithmetic equations as multi-way procedures for computing the unknown components of the
equation. Each class can have a visual representation
as well, so that much computing can be described
visually.

KEYWORDS
Hydraulic load-sensing system, multi-pole model,
visual programming, automatic program synthesis.
INTRODUCTION
Modelling and simulation of hydraulic systems has
been investigated in Tallinn University of Technology for several decades. General principles of the
research have been published in (Grossschmidt
1997; Grossschmidt et al. 2003).
In this paper we consider a way of modelling and
simulation of hydraulic load-sensing systems that
enables to optimise such systems.

Automatic synthesis of programs is a technique for
the automatic construction of programs from the
knowledge available in specifications of classes.
Having a specification of a class, we are, in general,
interested in solving the following problem: find an
algorithm for computing the values of components
y1, ..., yn from the values of components x1, ..., xm.
The automatic synthesis of programs, as practised in
NUT, is based on proof search in intuitionistic
propositional logic.

Hydraulic systems, in which working pressure
(pressure in pump output) is kept proportional to
load, are called hydraulic load-sensing systems.
Such systems are mainly used in mechanisms containing numerous drives to run with purpose to save
energy. These are quite complicated automatically
regulating systems and until now optimal solutions
for static, steady-state motion and dynamics for such
systems have not been found. In this paper we
consider a simulation system that enables to describe
and search hydraulic load sensing systems and find
better solutions to those problems. A high-level
programming environment NUT (developed in the
Institute of Cybernetics, Tallinn) is used as a tool for
building up and managing the simulation system.

The NUT graphics facilities include Graphics
Editor, a set of graphics functions in the language,
and the Scheme Editor. The Scheme Editor is a tool
for visual programming that allows the user to
define and use classes by means of graphical
schemes. In order to draw schemes of problem
specifications, we must have, for each class, an icon
in the palette and an image, which will represent an
object in a scheme. So there must be an icon and an
image for every class. This can be done immediately
after specifying a class. After specifying all the
classes together with their icons and images one can
specify and use for computations a number of
different schemes using defined classes. There are
numerous built-in features of the scheme editor,
which support visual programming:

NUT PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
The NUT system is a programming tool, which
supports declarative programming in a high-level
language, automatic program synthesis and visual
programming.
The NUT programming language rests on two
paradigms: procedural object-oriented programming
and the automatic synthesis of programs from
declarative specifications. The NUT language is
object-oriented. Concepts in it are specified as
classes, and then used either in computations or for
specifying new concepts. There is one big difference
between the classes in ordinary object-oriented
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-

connection lines between ports which represent
equalities binding the ports;

-

an interactive zoom-in window can be opened
for showing or editing of any object of a scheme
(this window is formatted automatically on the
basis of the class specification);

-

requests for computing elements of a schema
can be given from menus.

used. When starting the process, approximate values
of such critical parameters have been given as
initials. At each step of the simulation process we try
to refine these initial approximate parameters using
a special iteration procedure. We use the NUT
system to synthesize a program for recomputing
some parameters and try to recompute them
iteratively until precise values of the parameters
have been attained.

MODELLING OF HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
A number of packages for hydraulic systems
simulation have been implemented in the NUT
system. Multi-pole models of hydraulic elements
have been described as NUT classes together with
their icons and images. Besides multi-pole model
classes, several supporting classes as "clock" for the
time, "source" for the disturbance, "process" for
organizing the whole computing process, have been
specified. Using visual specifications of described
multi-pole models one can graphically compose
models of various hydraulic systems.

A special element “disp” can be used in the scheme
for graphical displaying of dependencies we are
interested in.
The simulation is organized as computing of static,
steady-state motion and dynamics of the hydraulic
device. In general, model for static and steady-state
motion differs from the model for dynamic responses. Nevertheless fragments for static calculations can expand the model for dynamic responses.

When solving specific simulation problem, model
has to be adjusted by evaluating different parameters
of the elements and adding sources to elements of
the model that describe disturbances of the
necessary shape and values.

MODELLING
A
SENSING SYSTEM

During the simulation, several elements of the model
need parameters, which values cannot be computed
at the moment they are required. For computing
values of such parameters a special method has been

HYDRAULIC

LOAD-

The scheme of a hydraulic load-sensing device of
Bosch GmbH we investigate is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1.
developed: hydraulic-mechanical controller components, variable displacement axial piston pump,
electric motor, pressure compensator, measuring
valve, meter-in throttle edge, hydraulic motor,
meter-out throttle edge, tubes, multiple tube
connection elements, etc. All the components of the
hydraulic load-sensing system have been described
as NUT classes.

The variable displacement axial piston pump is
driven by an electric motor M. Hydraulicmechanical control of the pump volumetric flow is
performed by regulating valves and hydraulic
cylinder. The feeding chain of the hydraulic motor
Rverbr contains tube Rl-zu, pressure compensator
Ridw, measuring valve Rwv, check valve, meter-in
throttle edge Rsk-zu. The output chain of the
hydraulic motor contains a meter-out throttle edge
Rsk-r, and tube Rl-ab. The device contains loadsensing pressure feedback with resistance Rls.

First, all the models of components had to be
composed and tested separately. For this purpose,
for each component a computing model was
composed, input signals were chosen and finally,

Mathematical models of the following components
of a hydraulic load-sensing system have been
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manner required by other components of the whole
system. A great number of different problems with
different parameter values have to be solved to test
the pump.

action of the component was simulated to make sure
everything is correct.
Second, the separately tested components were
connected into more complicated computing models
and tested in behaviour. At this and following
stages, problems of growing difficulty rise. Typical
is the appearance of feedback chains, which make
dependencies between parameters essentially complicated and more difficult to observe.

EXAMPLE OF A SUBSYSTEM

Finally, model of the whole load-sensing system was
composed
EXAMPLE OF A COMPONENT
Simulation problem description for testing variable
displacement axial piston pump PV is shown in
Fig.2. The input values of pump pressure (4) and
angle velocity of the electric motor (5) are given as
constants and a range of values for position angle of
the pump swash plate is given as static (1).

The scheme of a hydraulic-mechanical controller
(Fig. 4.) contains spool valve Av with two slots,
constant resistor Qdr, positioning cylinder Az, and
swash plate with spring.
Figure 4.
Simulation problem description for testing hydraulic-mechanical controller together with pump and
electric motor is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 2.
The volumetric flow in dependence of the position
angle of the pump swash plate is calculated, and
then visualized by disp (2). The result is shown in
Fig. 3.

The scheme contains variable displacement axial
piston pump PV, electric motor ME and pump
controlling device which consists of pump control
spool valve VP, inflow spool valve slot RVP,
outflow spool valve slot RVT, interface element
IEH, constant resistor REL and positioning cylinder
ZV.
Input values load-sensing pressure (3) and controller
output pressure (10) are given as constants and a
range of values for pump pressure is given as statics
(1).
In Fig. 6 the graph of pump volumetric flow
depending on pump pressure is shown. The
volumetric flow value is maximal if the difference of
pump pressure and load-sensing pressure is less than
approximately 15 bars. The volumetric flow value is
minimal if the difference of pump pressure and loadsensing pressure is more than approximately 18 bars.
In interval 15 to 18 bars the dependence is linear.

Figure 3.
We need to choose input parameters and parameters
of the pump itself to make pump operate in the
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Figure 5.
tubes (12, 13, 25), interface elements (10, 16),
efficiency coefficients calculator (18), constant
inputs (9, 15, 24), range input for displacement of
the direction valve (19) and range input for
hydraulic motor load moment (24).
In Fig. 8 the dependency graph of the efficiency
coefficient of the whole system on the displacement
of the direction valve in the case of constant value of
hydraulic motor load moment is shown.

Figure 6.
All the subsystems must be simulated and tested
separately. At this stage number of different
schemes and problems grows considerably.
MODEL OF THE WHOLE LOAD-SENSING
SYSTEM
The simulation problem description of the whole
load-sensing hydraulic system steady-state calculations is shown in Fig. 7.
The model contains 19 component models and
several constants and static parameter components.

Figure 8.

Elements 1-6,8,9,11 are the components of the subsystem, described above. Besides them the scheme
contains relief valve (7), pressure compensator with
measuring valve (14), meter-in throttle edge (21),
hydraulic motor (22), meter-out throttle edge (23),

All the simulations were performed on the
SunUltra10 workstation in the UNIX environment.
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Figure 7.
of hydraulic valve spools. Proposed in the paper
simulation system enables quite fast and not
expensive way to get optimal solutions to these
problems.
In the future problems of modelling dynamics of
such systems will be considered.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The approach used for simulation of hydraulic
devices described above has the following main
features:
- mathematical models of the functional elements
are as multi-pole models, having various
causality and take into account the signal
propagation in both direction;
- mathematical model of the whole system carries
the full information about connections of
input/output variables, which express the
considered mathematical causalities and
guarantees
the
completeness
of
the
mathematical model;
- modelling and simulation is built up in objectoriented way using the NUT programming
environment, which enables to visualize and
automate the simulation process;
- simulation is performed step by step, starting
from simulation of components and moving to
more complicated subsystems;
- iteration methods have been used in cases of
loop dependencies which may appear if models
are connected together into more complicated
ones.
The hydraulic load-sensing systems require very
precise parameter setting, especially for resistances
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HTC can be regarded as an interaction of two elementary processes, inwards oriented diffusion of dissociated
gas atoms on the one hand and the chemical reaction
between these gas atoms and the alloy components on
the other hand. The reaction products are oxides and
nitrides that remain at the location inside the material
where they precipitate. Figure 1 shows a cross-section
of a specimen which evinces internal precipitations.
These oxides and nitrides cause changes of the microstructure and this in turn can lead to failure of the attacked structure element.

ABSTRACT
Components of gas turbines are exposed to different
damaging factors during their lifetime. Besides the mechanical stress caused by the high centrifugal force another important attack is initiated by the surrounding
gas atmosphere. At high temperatures gas molecules
dissociate and the atoms diffuse inwards the metallic
components and react with the solved alloy constituents.
The reaction products precipitate inside the component
and pose an obstacle for the succeeding gas atoms. In
order to analyse this effect this process has been projected onto a cellular automaton. For that purpose an
existing diffusion model has been selected and an extension to handle obstacles has been developed. This
extension has been inspected thoroughly and its sensitivities regarding its parameters have been explored.

The kinetics of this corrosion process is mainly determined by the gas diffusion towards the reaction zone.
Since the high temperatures provide lots of thermal energy the chemical reaction accelerates and so the reaction takes place almost instantaneously. Thus the
amount of available gas atoms is the primal factor that
limitates the process. When the formation of internal
precipitation has consumed all existing alloy ingredients
until they are locally exhausted, the precipitation front
moves on inwards. As a consequence the gas atoms
have to diffuse a larger distance from the surface to
reach the reaction zone and their courses are more and
more bulked by precipitations.

INTRODUCTION
High temperature corrosion (HTC) is a damage process
which occurs where metallic materials get into contact
with gas atmospheres at high temperatures, e.g. gas turbines in power plants (Krupp 1999). This process can
be divided into external and internal corrosion where
the internal process is the critical one, since it can only
be observed with difficulties.

From the macroscopic point of view this effect leads to
a change of the diffusion velocity (Schnaas 1978). The
aim of this work is to examine the diffusion in the region of the precipitations and to give an evidence for
the influence of the oxides and nitrides on the gas diffusion. It is intended to express this influence as an effective diffusion coefficient inside the precipitation zone.
The heterogonous occurrence of oxides and nitrides will
be represented by a homogenized coefficient. By using
this coefficient in a homogenized domain the influence
of the microscopic obstacles could be regarded in a
macroscopic way. With that it is possible to transfer
various geometries, locations and orientations of the
precipitations into one system depended quantity.

DIFFUSION MODEL
Diffusion is a kinetic process which reduces the concentration gradient of chemical components inside a phase.

Figure 1: Cross-section of a nickel-base alloy with
nitride precipitations
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Contrary to the diffusion in liquid media, where the
diffusion is not restricted, the diffusion in solids, particularly with regard to metals, is adapted to the atomistic structure. Regarding the diffusion microscopically
there are some elementary mechanisms that govern the
transport in atomistic scale. The most important mechanisms are interstitial, ring and vacancy-assisted diffusion. From the macroscopic point of view the mass flux
can be expressed as a vector field j as noted in Equation
(1). Its magnitude is proportional to that mass quantum
which flows during a unit time through a unit area. The
constant coefficient D describes the extent of the flux
caused by the concentration gradient:
j D c

ficient has to be developed. It has to represent the diffusion conditions inside the region of obstacles. The diffusion across this range will be modelled by means of
cellular automata. Performing simulations with this
method will result in concentration profiles across the
precipitation zone as well as the undisturbed area behind it. By fitting the parameter D of the analytical solution in Equation (4) with the concentration profile in
region of obstacles an effective diffusion coefficient Deff
can be determined. Relating this coefficient to the coefficient D of the undisturbed region leads to the labyrintic factor ī as introduced in Equation (5).
*

(1)

Regarding the mass conservation in a finite volume element and assuming that in the domain there is neither a
mass sink nor a source, the divergence of the mass flux
is the only term which changes the concentration inside
the volume, as expressed in Equation (2):
wc
wt

 j

wt

D'c

(2)

§ x ·
¸
© 2 Dt ¹

c*  erfc ¨

(5)

CELLULAR AUTOMATA

Cellular automata are mathematical models which describe the dynamics of spatially distributed systems with
simple rules on given domains (Gaylord 1996). Hence,
they can be alternatively applied in those disciplines
where up to now only partial differential equations have
been used in combination with FEM. However the cellular automata are more advantageous concerning to
complex geometrical structures and the possibility of
handling obstacles and several phases only by changing
the policies.

(3)

Since Fick´s 2nd law is a partial differential equation
with only a few analytical solutions available for special
cases, numerical methods have to be used to apply it to
technical problems. Nevertheless one significant analytical solution needs to be presented here (Glicksman
2000). Regarded is a 1-dimensional half space. At the
left boundary the constant concentration is cī and the
initial concentration on the domain is assumed to be
zero. For these conditions an analytical solution of
Fick´s 2nd law is given by Equation (4):

c(t, x)

D

This quantity expresses the extent of obstruction caused
by the precipitations. Since it is impossible to get universal results for all possible geometries of obstacles
with this method the simulations will be performed with
selected test configurations. However, these results can
be interpreted as indicators concerning the diffusion
behaviour in technically relevant systems.

Combining the mass conservation and the mass flux
leads to Fick´s 2nd law (3), relating the temporal variance of the concentration to the second spatial derivation of the concentration profile. In cases of isotropic
diffusion the factor D can be reduced to a scalar coefficient, otherwise it becomes a diffusion tensor.
wc

D eff

A sophisticated approach to simulate diffusion process
with means of cellular automata was introduced in
(Chopard and Droz 1998). In this model the cells can be
occupied by a maximum of 4 particles provided that the
regarded domain is 2-dimensional. In a 3-dimensional
domain this number increases to 6 corresponding to the
number of closest neighbour-cells. The discrete values
specify the number of particles inside a cell. A fundamental problem of this approach is to guarantee that the
number of particles inside a cell is not more than the
admitted one. To elude these difficulties the iterating
evaluation is divided into the two phases mixing and
moving.

(4)

This time- and position-dependent solution will be used
to validate the implementation of the cellular automaton
and to evaluate the results of the simulations.

In the first phase the incoming particle vectors are
processed. From this starting configuration the sequence
of outwards oriented particle vectors can determined for
each cell as permutations of those which came in. In 2
spatial dimensions (2·2)! = 24 permutations are possible
in principle. However this approach is restricted to 4
configurations as shown in Figure 2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEEDING

To describe the diffusion in the range of the precipitations in a macroscopic way an effective diffusion coef-
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pose a 2-dimensional cellular automaton has been implemented in MATLAB. With this the configurations as
discussed for the analytical solution (4) have been imitated and simulations have been performed with 100
repetitions. To make a comparison between the 2dimensional results with the 1-dimensional analytical
solution possible, the average concentrations depending
to the distance from surface have been evaluated. In
Figure 3 the different states of the cellular automaton
and the according analytical solutions are shown.
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Figure 3: Comparison between the analytical solution
and the output of the cellular automaton
To analyse the results statistically the concentration
profile of the last time step is regarded again. In addition to this the 98% confidence interval has been exemplary computed and plotted in Figure 4 for this simulation series. It shows the narrow confidence range that
widens a bit far from surface. This can be led back to
the numerical inaccuracy.

(6)

With these parameters it is possible to influence the
behaviour of the cellular automaton considerably. Increasing p0 and consequently decreasing p and p1 leads
to a high velocity of the diffusing particles. Chopard
succeeded to show that the cellular automaton indeed
converges to a Fick diffusion process when both the
spatial increment ǻx and the time step ǻt tend to zero.
Moreover he derived a functional correlation between
the set of probabilities and the diffusion coefficient as
shown in Equation (7):
D
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The probability of these potential permutations can be
weighted separately. It is postulated that the probability
of a 90° deviation is independent of the rolling direction
and so the two parameters for both possibilities can be
combined together to only one called p. In addition the
probability of a ballistic trajectory is denoted as p0 and
for reflection with p2. Summing up all probabilities
must result in 1. Another constraint is that none of the
probabilities is allowed to be zero.
1,
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Figure 2: Possibilities of particle movement in
the model of Chopard and Droz
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Figure 4: CA- results with its 98% confidence range

With validity of Equation (6) in mind, the probabilities
p, p0 and p1 can be varied. By this means the diffusion
coefficient of the particles can be adjusted without
changing the grid and time step.

EXTENSION TO DOMAINS WITH OBSTACLES

Since the basic model of Chopard and Droz does not
consider the treatment of obstacles, new rules to handle
those disturbances of diffusion were added. It is important that the rules of the cellular automata were only
supplemented with this new aspect, but not changed. So
the proven physical correctness in the free volume is
maintained. In the presence of one adjacent obstacle
four cases have to be discerned as shown in Figure 5.

VERIFICATION OF THE IMPLEMENTED
CELLULAR AUTOMATA

For this approach the comparison between the cellular
automaton results and the analytical solution (4) of the
diffusion equations has been carried out. For this pur-
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PARAMETER VARIATIONS
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The aim of the following investigations is to ascertain
the influence of the numerical and physical parameters
on the simulated diffusing behaviour. For this purpose a
special 2-dimensional test arrangement has been designed. At the initial state only blocks of obstacles are
arranged in the examined domain. They are assumed to
be immobile. The boundary conditions for the bottom
and the top are supposed to be cyclic. The right boundary is determined to be isolated and at the left hand side
a constant density of particles is defined. This can be
effected by deleting the actual content of the cells in the
first column and assigning them by a random generator
adjusted with the required probability at the beginning
of each iteration. Figure 7 shows the final state of the
cellular automaton.

Figure 5: CA policy concerning one adjoining obstacle
To follow the exclusion principle only three particles
are admissible in the regarded cell. Analogous to the
basic model the output directions are determined by the
permutations of the particle vectors in conformity with
their probabilities. If two obstacles are adjoining to a
cell the only two different possible configurations are
illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 7: Diffusion CA with obstacles
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In the range of the obstacles the diffusion is hampered.
To quantify this effect an effective diffusion coefficient
for this range has to be determined as explained below.
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Figure 6: CA policies concerning two adjoining obstacles
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In the first scene constituted as type A two obstacles are
close to each other. Even though a straight-line course
is impossible in this case, the only potential permutation
is still called ballistic trajectory. The other arrangement
of two obstacles is an opposition denoted as type B.
Here it is clear, that no deviation can take place. As a
consequence the probabilities for the admitted particle
vectors have to be recalculated as realized in Equation
(8):
p0
p2
p 0
, p 2
(8)
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Figure 8: Evaluation of raw CA results. 8a (left): Without correction. 8b (right): Corrected for reduced volume
due to obstacles
Firstly the raw concentration profiles as shown in Figure 8a have to be corrected. In the first evaluation step
the obvious defect caused by reduced volume due to the
obstacles has to be corrected. This can be adjusted by
relating the average concentrations to the actual area the
particles have at their disposal for diffusion. With these
corrected values the parameter Deff can be calculated
with means of the least square method in the range of
obstacles as shown in Figure 8b.With this quantity a

The last two remaining configurations are quite straightforward. If three obstacles are neighbouring a cell, the
only possible particle vector will be inverted. And finally in the case of four obstacles no particle can get
into the cell.
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labyrinth factor ī can be calculated as shown in Equation (5). It relates the measured effective diffusion coefficient with the adjusted one.

This test indicates a strong influence of the probabilities. Even though the diffusion coefficient as computed
by Equation (7) is identical in all cases the resulting
labyrintic factors ī differ. Apparently a decreasing
probability p causes an increasing hindrance of diffusion. To illustrate the consequences of this fact another
test has been executed. For that the diffusion coefficient
has been fixed constant again and the probabilities of a
ballistic trajectory p0 and of reflection p1 have been assumed to be equal. Now the parameter p has been systematically varied in a range from 10-4 to 10-2 and the
other parameters have been adapted. For this test another configuration has been used. All boundaries have
been assumed to be isolated and at the initial state a
square of particles has been centred on the domain. In
this test are no obstacles present. Figure 9 shows the
computed results at different times.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

Regarding Equation (7) again it is apparent, that there
are in principle two different ways to determine the diffusion coefficient D. At first the ratio of the time step
width ǻt and the spatial increment ǻx can be varied.
Increasing ǻx leads to an increasing diffusion coefficient and analogue decreasing ǻt Since the implemented
cellular automaton consists of a fixed grid the variation
of this quotient will be performed by changing the time
step size. The second way to adjust the diffusion coefficient is to change the relation between the probabilities
p, p0 and p2 when the range of settings is restricted by
Equation (6).
In order to analyse the consequences of adjusting in
both ways several simulations have been carried out. In
a first test series the diffusion coefficient has been determined with three different time step sizes. To get
comparable results the number of time steps nt for a
given simulation duration have to be adapted. In the
second test series the same diffusion coefficients as
above have been adjusted by means of varying the set
of probabilities. In Table 1 the results of the performed
simulations are shown.
Table 1: Varying diffusion coefficients with the time
step size and set of probabilities
D
ī
ī

200
nt = 800
0.81
p0 = 0.1
0.96

400
nt = 1600
0.79
p0 = 0.4
0.83

Figure 9: CA behaviour depending on probability set

600
nt = 2400
0.77
p0 = 0.6
0.70

While the probability p = 10-2 leads to an isotropic diffusion in the other cases a preferred diffusing direction
is identifiable. This effect becomes clear by considering
the free path length of a particle. The parameter p determines the probability of a 90° deviation. In principle
increasing p leads to a decreasing free path length. Figure 10 shows the comparison of two particles with different values of p.

Comparing the results a tendency is obvious in both
tests. An increasing diffusion coefficient effects a decreasing ī. Considering the ratio in Equation (5) this
means, that the extent of obstruction increases with a
increasing velocity of the diffusing particles. When this
effect can be observed rather slightly by varying the
time step size it is enormous in the case of changing the
set of probabilities. To investigate this sensitivity a next
test series has been performed. Now the diffusion coefficient has been hold constant but the relations between
the probabilities have been modulated as presented in
Table 2.
Table 2: Constant diffusion coefficients with several
sets of probabilities
D
p0
p
ī

400
0.10
0.40
0.94

400
0.25
0.25
0.88

Figure 10: Particles passing obstacles
While the particle on the left with the higher value of p
often changes its direction and so easily passes the obstacle, the one on the right side bounces several times
against the obstacle until it finally turns and passes it

400
0.40
0.10
0.79
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also. Since the assumption that ǻx has to tend to zero in
Equation (7) is not complied in this case, it has to be
interpreted from a different point of view. To compare
the diffusion behaviour of particles with different sets
of parameters the regarded domain has to be resolved
with a sufficiently fine grained net. Refining the grid
leads in this case to a convergency of the results. In
other words, the simulation is too far away from the
critical limit in Equation (7).

simulation experiments have been performed to investigate the sensitivity of the cellular automaton concerning
the numerical parameters. It has been observed that a
sufficient resolution has to be the basis for the simulations even though the experimental results seem to be
plausible. The performed investigations have shown
that the developed extension of the diffusing model is
considered suitable to be applied.

To underline this, a further test has been carried out. For
this the geometry of the obstacles has been changed,
they became larger. In order to get comparable results
their number has been decreased and so density of obstacles regarding the whole domain has not changed. In
Table 3 the outcome of this test is presented.
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Table 3: Refinement of the CA
D
p0
p
ī

400
0.10
0.40
0.83

400
0.25
0.25
0.80

400
0.40
0.10
0.77

This series confirms the thesis that the resolution of the
grid has to be sufficient fine in relation to the obstacles.
Applying larger obstacles in a constant grid corresponds
to a reduction of the regarded area resp. increasing the
spatial increment ǻx. The tendency conforms to the
results presented in Table 2 but the extent has significantly decreased. Finally, a series has been performed to
figure out the influence of the boundary concentration
cī. Several simulations have been executed with different diffusion coefficients adjusted by the time step size
and various boundary concentrations. Table 4 shows the
outcome of these tests.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper an extension of a cellular automaton that
treats diffusion processes has been developed. A short
overview of the existing model has been given. After
that the development of the policy extension was discussed in detail. We have exposed the influence of all
concerning parameters and their technical meaning. In
order to quantify the effect of obstacles the labyrinthic
factor ī has been introduced. With that special adjusted
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which is a task, done by computing machines, has been
directly introduced as a suitable tool of the scientific
approach. But using non-precise information, which is
called soft information, e.g. the blood pressure is lower
than normal, represented by linguistic terms such as
low, high, small, medium, large, big and so on, needs a
specific form of computation, which is called soft computing. Soft computing, deals with fuzzy sets, neuronal
nets, genetic algorithms, evolution strategy, probabilistic methods etc. Usually, these approaches in
uncertainty, combining soft information with conventional scientific methods in a so called ad hoc manner,
can be investigated using computation to show the validity of the approaches in relation to the specific case
study. Therefore, during the past years, processing of
uncertainty or soft information processing had been
applied by different disciplines for a large variety in
formal representations in the several scientific application domains. Applying soft computing techniques for
those formalizations, one can impart an understanding
that the formalization itself can not provide. Because
soft computing is a collection of methods which can be
expressed in terms of algorithms, belonging to the
respective disciplines, that has been proved to be of
vital importance to progress in all fields of endeavor.
In general, the common problems arising from formalization in science, and especially the possibility of
applying in a wide range of scientific research the same
methods while solving problems, has improved the cooperation between different disciplines and removed
the rigid barriers of the past between them. However,
although it seems that engineers and scientists, like
physicians, will have the same goals in studying their
systems. But there is still an essential difference between them, formalizing a real world research problem.
For instance, the engineer is interested in system formalization reflecting normal operating conditions. His
aim is to use the model in case of normal operating
conditions, e.g. for optimized system control, or at least
to keep it in a relative close vicinity of safe operating
conditions and avoid the danger resulting from the
formalized system running out of control. Anyhow
there is no outstanding interest for engineers formalizing plants behavior outside its allowable operating
conditions range.
In contrast, the scientist, like the physician, is not
solely interested in formalization a real world problem

ABSTRACT
The paper presents the application of Computational
Modeling and Simulation in the Science and Engineering (CMSSE) domain of gene expression. Applied to
micro array data analysis one may introduce soft computing algorithm for CMSSE as part of sensitization or
preprocessing. While sensitization enable the conditioning of case study specific classifiers, scientists are
able using specific linguistic IF-THEN rules to create
appropriate fuzzy sets, that can be helpful for use in
micro array data analysis. Henceforth, scientists will be
empowered handling this classifiers in situ, phased to
their measuring equipment and/or case study specific
parameters, under case investigation.
INTRODUCTION
We live in a world of an imposing complexity and
variety, a world where events more or less never repeat
exactly. Human-world interaction based on a scientific
approach seems to have a normalization in models, an
abstract representation, as a powerful tool to understand real world phenomena. Therefore a big part of
scientific work consists in formalization, which yields
models of real world systems studied. This task clearly
is scientifically oriented, in the sense to gain sufficient
understanding of real world phenomena, generating
respective representations, based on experiments and
observations. Because the scientist attempts to create
representations and laws that formalize verified hypothesis concerning real world phenomena.
The formalizations are only useful if they succeed
in seizing the essential features of the real world. They
permit extrapolation, that allows to generalize, often
correctly, from past experience to future events from
which we can learn how the real world system can be
manipulated for own purposes, which is a kind of uncertainty. In our world which is more or less precise
understandable or predictable, we are more conscious
of uncertainty, that appears in form of imprecision,
vagueness and ill defined, ill separable, and doubtful
data. For this kind of uncertainty, or better soft information, we have to learn to understand the intrinsic
systems dynamic.
Keeping formalizations running or doing extrapolation, deals with effectively information processing,
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under normal conditions. He would prefer that the
formal description adequately describes the systems
un-nominal behavior, i.e. the systems behavior outside
of normal limitations, like pathological states in case of
hypertension versus normotension, or gene expression
analysis in relation to the type or growth of a tumor,
and there are serious limitations. But engineering techniques dealing with uncertainty are sometimes as much
statements comparable to cognitive and linguistic sciences as they are about engineering, and hence they are
comparable to science, like medicine.
In practice, the formalization of models itself is an
iterative process, consisting of measurements at the
real world system –if possible–, and computing strategies by changing the structure of the formal description
in an effort to closely match the complex dynamic
systems behavior. The computing strategy may be
based on the category in the nearest neighbor sense, if
the adapted representation is close enough to the previous one. In fact the formalization has served its purpose when an optimal match is obtained between computed results and data obtained from the real world
system under test.
Soft information processing generate the basic insight that categories are not absolutely clear cut, they
belong to lesser or greater degree to that category.
Hence soft computing systems break with the tradition,
that real world phenomena can be precisely and unambiguously characterized, which means divided into
categories, and then manipulated according to precise
and formal rules. From the mathematical point of view
soft computing means multi-valuednes or multivalence. Logical paradoxes and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle led to the development of multivalence, and in the 1930s quantum theorists allowed
for indeterminacy by including a third truth value in
the bivalent logical framework. Systems scientist
Zadeh in 1965 introduced the term fuzzy into the technical literature, and inaugurated a second wave of
interest in multivalued structures –from systems to
topologies– extending a bivalent indicator function iA
of non-fuzzy subset A of X to a multi-valued indicator
or membership function mA: Xo[0,1]. This allows to
combine multi-valued or fuzzy sets with point-wise
operators of indicator functions for the large variety of
fuzzy systems.

The basic configuration of a pure fuzzy systems is
based on a fuzzy rule base that consists of a collection
of fuzzy IF-THEN rules, and the fuzzy inference engine that uses these fuzzy IF-THEN rules in order to
determine a mapping output universe of discourse U 
Rn to fuzzy sets in the output universe of discourse V 
R based on fuzzy principles. Fuzzy IF-THEN rules are
of
the
following
form:

R( k ) : IF x1 is F1( k ) AND ...

(1)

AND x n is Fnk THEN y is G k
where Fi(k) and G(k) are the respective fuzzy sets, x =
(x1,...,xn)T U and y  V are input and output linguistic variables, respectively, and k = 1,2,...,m.
Each fuzzy IF-THEN rule defines fuzzy set F1(k)
x...x Fn(k) o G(k) in the product space U x V. Let A be
an arbitrary fuzzy set in U, then the output determined
by each fuzzy IF-THEN rule of equation (1) is a fuzzy
set A o R(k) in V whose membership function is
P

A(k) o R(k) (P) =
sup x PU [PA(x) * PF1(k) x...x Fn(k) --> G(k) (x,y)]
(2)

with * as operator such as MIN, MAX, PRODUCT, or
others. PA is used to represent the membership function of a fuzzy set A.
The final output of a pure fuzzy system is a fuzzy
set A o (R(1),...,R(l)(k)) in V, a combination of the
respective fuzzy set. Hence a pure fuzzy system constitutes the essential part of fuzzy systems as a general
framework in which linguistic information is quantified and fuzzy principles are used to realize systematic
use of linguistic information.
Takagi and Sugeno Fuzzy System
Instead considering fuzzy IF-THEN rules in form of
equation (1), Takagi and Sugeno in 1985 proposed
using fuzzy IF-THEN rules in the form:

L( k ) : IF x1 is F1( k ) AND ...

SOFT COMPUTING SYSTEMS APPLIED FOR
PREPROCESSING

AND x n is Fnk THEN y k

(3)

c0k  c1k x1  ...  cnk xn

Soft computing systems is a name for systems with
directly relationship to soft computing concepts like
fuzzy sets, neuronal nets, genetic algorithms etc. The
soft computing concepts based on fuzzy sets can be
classified into pure fuzzy systems, Takagi and Sugeno
fuzzy systems and fuzzy systems with fuzzification and
defuzzification.

where Fi(k)are fuzzy sets, ci are real-valued parameters,
y(k) is the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system output due the
rule L(k), and k=1,2,...m. That is, they considered rules
whose IF part is fuzzy but whose THEN part is crisp.
For a real-valued input vector x=(x1,..., xn)T, the output
y(x) of Takagi and Sugeno fuzzy systems is a weighted
average of y(k):

Pure Fuzzy Systems
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Neuronal Nets
k

¦w

( k) ( k)

y

" 1
y(x) =
k

A neural net consists of input variables and weighting
factors, activation layers and output variables. The
physiological pendant of the inputs are the dendrites as
part of the anterior motoneurons extend for one-half to
one millimeter in all directions from the neuronal
soma. Therefore, these dendrites can receive signals
from a fairly spatial area around the motoneuron. This
provides vast opportunity for summation of signals
from many separate presynaptic neurons. The weighting functions physiological pendant are the synapses.
The synapse could be interpreted as the juncture between one neuron and the next, based on three major
parts, the soma, which is the main body of the neuron;
a single axon, which extends from the soma into the
peripheral nerve; and the dendrites, which are thin
projections of the soma that extend up to one millimeter, into the surrounding areas of the cord. The output
has its physiological pendant in the axon, which is the
central core of a nerve fiber. The biological neuron and
the artificial neuron are shown in Figure 2.
From Figure 2.b one can assume that the synapses
of an artificial neuron receive an activation xi with a
specific strength wi from another artificial neuron,
which will be part of the summing process of the output, the axon. The basic concept results in an input
vector x = (x1,...,xn)T, a weighting vector w =
(w1,..,wn)T and the resulting activity as sum of the
weighted input, which could be assigned as activity
function z:
z (w ,x ) = ¦ w jx j = wTx
j
Often there exists a threshold, which has to be passed, to activate the output. Modeling the threshold
results in the relation

(4)

¦w

(k)

where weight w(k) implies the overall truth value of the
premise of rule L(k) for the input and is calculated as
w(k) =

n

(k)

 PFi

i 1

(xi )

(5)

which is shown in the following representation.
1

1

L(1) : IF X1 IS F1 AND...AND Xn IS Fn
1

1

1

THEN y1 = c0 + c1 x1 +..... c1 x n
wikyk
X  U; y(x)V
w(k)

k

k

L(k) : IF X1 IS F1 AND...AND Xn IS Fn
k

k

k

THEN y1 = c 0 + c1 x1 +..... c1 x n
Fuzzy Systems with Fuzzification and Defuzzification
Compared with the pure fuzzy system we may add a
fuzzifier to the input and a defuzzifier to the output of
the pure fuzzy system. The fuzzifier maps crisp points
in U to fuzzy sets in U, and the defuzzifier maps fuzzy
sets in V to crisp points in V. The fuzzy rule base as
well as the fuzzy inference engine are the same as
those in pure fuzzy logic systems, as shown in Figure
1.

z (w ,x ) = wT x - T
where T indicates the threshold. Assuming
x ---> x = (x1,...,xn,1)T
and

Fuzzy Rule Base

x in U

Fuzzifier

Fuzzy sets in U

w --> w (w1,...,wn,-T)T

Defuzzifier

we receive the scalar product

y in V

z (w ,x ) = ¦ w jx j -T =
j
(w1,...,wn,-T) (x1,...,xn,1)T= wTx

Fuzzy sets in V

which can be rearranged as follows

Fuzzy Inference Engine

z

Figure 1: Fuzzy system with fuzzifier and defuzzifier

(1)
w ( 0)  ¦ w i x i
i

whereby the notation(k) indicates the correlation’s of
the x components
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a)

pathological situation is present minus the present
actual data.
By presenting the weaker states after the basic concept is settled it can be ensured that the net will be
forced to change its classification structure slightly out
of it's former structure, without destroying the older
structure. This means that the net will be sensitized.
Especially when a back propagation network is used
the learning rules force the net to sensitize its structure
in such a way that only the case study specific state
representing structure is modified, as the classification
results have to be the same over the whole sensitization
period. If weaker and weaker states will be presented
successively the classification structure will change
accordingly, until the similarity of the different evolutionary state representations will be so little, that the
net can not be forced to change it's structure anymore.
Figures 3.a and 3.b show the sensitized net working structure. Since the classification potential is
changed locally, the net changes its classification behavior not in general by learning the evolutionary data
sets, but shows the according adaptive behavior. This
local change surely can lead to the unification of so far
divided concepts, a fact which will open the door to a
wide range of so far unknown or unnoticed intrinsic
relations of the micro array data sets, representing the
case study states.
Henceforth, sensitization in case of micro array
data analysis can be introduced as intelligent preprocessing for clustering analysis that means normalization and filtering, that is necessary due to
Henceforth, sensitization in case of micro array
data analysis can be introduced as intelligent preprocessing for clustering analysis that means normalization and filtering, that is necessary due to
x Systematic experimental errors,
x Uneven hybridization gel,
x Background variations,
x Wavelength dependency,
x Intensity dependency.
x Image processing algorithm-dependency
x Etc.

b)

Dendrites

Axon

Figure 2: Biological neuron (a) and artificial neuron
(b); for more details see text
Modeling high-order synapses then can be directly
derived from the above equations as follows:
z

2 )x x 
( 3)
w( 0)  ¦ w(i 1) xi  ¦ w(ijk
j k ¦ wijklx jx k xl  ...
i
ijk
ijkl

This type of artificial neurons are the so called
sigma-pi-units.
The output of an artificial neuron can be described
by the function S(.) depending on the internal activity
z,
y = S(z)
The complete output of an artificial neuron hence
can be stated as transfer function of type y
y = f (x,w,z,S).
THEORY OF SENSITIZATION AS PART OF
PRE-PROCESSING
The idea of Sensitization can be found in cognitive
psychology in the context of chunking. Chunking is
more or less the adaptation of a new fact or a so far
unknown situation with the help of knowledge facts or
models. Only out of old facts or acting strategies one
can develop new strategies for understanding of so far
unknown. Transforming this idea to the handling with
neural nets means, that first a net has to learn a basic
concept. To prevent that the net used includes typical
output ranges in its classification behavior due to the
measured data for analysis, and therefore looks for
measures with a high output, it is necessary to normalize the input data set by using an appropriateprocessing method. To handle changes in the global
state of the case study it is favorable to use a preprocessing step that results in a gradient vector that is
calculated by the difference between the data when no

Hence, the importance of using intelligent pre-processing algorithms is really based on the hypothesis
underlying micro array analysis that the measured
intensities for each arrayed gene represent its relative
expression level. However, before the levels can be
appropriately compared, one generally performs a
number of transformations on the data to eliminate
questionable or low quality data, to adjust measured
intensities to facilitate comparisons, and to select those
genes that are significantly differentially expressed,
which explains the need for a pre-processing methodology beyond.
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In case of micro array data analysis sensitized nets
can be developed for usage in
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Total Intensity normalization,
Iterative linear regression normalization,
Standard deviation regularization,
Cross Slide Replicates T-test,
Signal/Noise checking,
Slice analysis,
Etc.

As an measure example one can assume that two
factors contributed to the gene X, the biological factors
one is interested in, and experimental factors, one is
not interested in. This requests for a possibility to extract the experimental factors which can be done initializing the pre-processing task of the statistical analysis. The statistical analysis behind can be
x Pre-processed local linear regression model,
x Pre-processed least squares,
x Etc.
To handle changes in the global state of cases it is
favorable to use a pre-processing step that results in a
gradient vector that is calculated by the difference
between the data of a case study as requested when no
pathological situation is present minus the present
actual data.
Procedure of sensitized gene analysis in micro arrays
x Define a gene array window
x Sensitize window along log(IntensityProduct) axis
x Calculate logRatioMean and logRatioSD of gene
data of the pre-processed samples
x Calculate Z-scores of each gene data point
x Z-score = (logRatio-logRatioMean)/ logRatioSD
x Trim data with Z-scores beyond interested range

Figure 3: Classification-potential a) E before sensitization and b) E' after sensitization
The sensitized neuronal nets classifier in general is
able to separate all trained states representing a powerful concept of weaker evolutionary states of different
case study situations, to be trained
Figure 4 shows the time differences between an
early warning of a common neural classifier and a sensitized neural network. Both nets have had the same
warning criteria, setting an alarm when the probability
for an pathological state is higher then 85%. It can be
seen that a sensitized neural classifier is able to decrease the alarm time by a factor 5, as the net classifies
the evolutionary state of the begin of an auricular fibrillation rather early.
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Figure 5 Sensitized Gene Expression Analysis
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Workflow management systems provide the foundation
for defining and executing business processes. A combined workflow process is embedded to overcome the

Figure 4: Difference between early warning of a
sensitized and a normal neural net
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individual influences on data. At present there are no
standardised methods available that can be used as a
workflow-based quality assurance system.
x
x
x
x

x
x

data generation,
data handling,
data processing,
data interpretation, manually as well as automated.

x
x

in order to coordinate the information, based on a
process control view, that includes the integration of
data, documents, interpretation, execution of work and
computer assisted work such as statistics. This can be
achieved by developing a methodological concept for
data management and data analysis, which has to be
workflow based, embedded in business objects. While
using the method of business objects, as shown for
example in Fig. 6., the multiple steps of expression
analysis or CGH will be adapted and standardised. A
business object is defined as a representation of a thing
active in the business domain, including at least its
business name and definition, attributes, behavior,
relationships, rules, policies and constraints.

methods e.g. for the high-level
analysis
(comparison analysis)

CONCLUSIONS
The potential of soft computing workflow analysis as
well as business objects for micro array data analysis is
huge. We only scratched the surface of the complex
due to a brief view insight possible medical application
domains. The potentially of soft computing and preprocessing contains an incredible number of solutions
to the several problem depending domains.
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Figure 6: Business Object Concept for Gene Expression Analysis
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The fundamental benefits inherent to workflowbased applications are
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Flexibility in changing the model of the underlying
business object
Integration capabilities for even disparate applications
Reusability of activity implementations and business objects
Scalability of application development and execution due do the object oriented programming paradigm of business objects
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Flexibility in changing the model of the underlying
business process
Integration capabilities for even disparate applications
Reusability of activity implementations and process models
Scalability of application development and execution

Henceforth the workflow forms the dataflow of the
business objects which represent the name, definition,
attributes, behavior, relationships, rules, policies and
constraints of the gene expression algorithms. The
fundamental benefits inherent to business objects in
sensitized genes expression analysis are
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and for transferring obtained results to these points,
respectively.

ABSTRACT

INTERPOLATION FOR PRODUCTION WELLS

Locations of production and monitoring wells do not
coincide with nodes of hydrogeological model (HM)
and these locations may be considered as non –
regular points that should be attached to HM by
interpolation. The paper is devoted to this type of
interpolation that improves accuracy of HM. New
results are reported that are especially important for
regional HM where approximation grids are coarse.

Forth interpolation for production wells is considered
by using the scheme of Figure 1 for an elementary h×h
block of a uniform grid. Within the block, a single flow
source 0 is sited. Its flow E0 should be interpolated
among nodes n = 5,6,7,8, as follows:

INTRODUCTION

where the position of the source within the block
depends on the local coordinates h0i, i = 1,2,3,4
(i - projections of 0 on edges), c0n – the interpolation
coefficients transferring E0 to the nodes n = 5, 6, 7, 8.

E0

The vector M of the piezometric head is the numerical
solution of a boundary field problem which is
approximated in nodes of a HM grid of by the formula:

8

AM

b, A

Axy  Az  G , b

E\  G\

n 5

8

c0 n  E 0 , ¦ c0 n

1

(2)

n 5

5

1

(1)

nodes n=5, 6, 7, 8

h01
4

where the matrices Axy, Az, G represent,
correspondingly, current transmittivity axy of aquifers
(these links are arranged in xy-planes), the vertical ties
az originated by aquitards (if the semi-3D scheme is
used) , the elements gxy , gz connecting nodes of the grid
with the boundary conditions \; the vector E accounts
for boundary flows. They also include the vector Ew of
groundwater discharge/recharge from wells.
The M and \-distribution of (1) must reproduce values
of the head measured at monitoring wells. As a rule,
locations of production and monitoring wells do not
coincide with nodes of the HM grid. These wells should
be attached to the grid by interpolation. The roughest
interpolation method moves them to the one nearest
node. This method not only worsens the accuracy of M
(due to shifting positions of production wells), but also
deteriorates the role of monitored head values as
calibration targets. These effects may be considerable
for regional HM where the plane approximation step h
is large (500 m – 4000 m).
This paper is devoted to interpolation for wells of the
HM grid. The reported results represent development of
methods described in (Lace et al., 1995). Interpolations
for non – regular points are conditionally named as the
forth and back ones if they are used for forming HM
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Figure 1: An elementary h×h block with a flow source
or a monitoring point
The following structure of c0n results from two
interpolation stages (0 ĺ i; i ĺ n):
c05

c01  c15  c02  c25 ,

c06

c02  c26  c03  c36

c07

c03  c37  c04  c47 ,

c08

c04  c48  c01  c18 . (3)

The coefficients c0i and cin represent the stages 0 ĺ i,
iĺ n, respectively; c0i are obtained, by applying the
inverse distance method (IDM):
4
Vi
a0i
, a00 ¦ a0i , a0i
. (4)
c0i
a00
i 1
h0i h  H Q
For the original version of (4), v=1.0 was used. Due to
reasons explained later, v=1.4 provides better results. In
(4), the constant H ~ 10-5 averts the division by zero if
h0i = 0. Similar measures are needed for all interpolation
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edges.
However, the contours of Figure 2 are not circular with
respect to the node n = 7, at its vicinity This drawback
can be corrected if v = 1.4 is used for c0i of (4). The
improved contours are shown in Figure 3:
- their shape is still close to rectangular
hyperbolas if k07 < 0.35;
- interpolation is linear on edges of the
elementary block.

formulas to be considered further. To simplify their
description, the necessary H-protection is not displayed.
The current transmittivity Vi at the point i depends both
on its position on the edge and on the transmittivities Vn
at nodes ending the edge:
1

V1

§ h02
h04 ·
¸
¨
¨ hV  hV ¸ , V 2
5 ¹
© 8

V3

§ h04
h02
¨
¨ hV  hV
7
© 6

1

§ h03
h01 ·
¸
¨
¨ hV  hV ¸ ,
6 ¹
© 5

1

·
¸ , V4
¸
¹

1

§ h01
h03 ·
¸
¨
¨ hV  hV ¸ .
8 ¹
© 7

1.0

(5)

8

5

/KRAJUMS.45/id_hiper.srf

0.8

If h0i ĺ 0.5 h, Vi ĺ axy of Axy. The first version of (4)
applied Vi = axy (Lace et al., 1995).
The coefficient cin depends only on the position of the
point i on the edge:
c15

c36

c25

c48

h04
,
h
h03
,
h

c18

c37

c26

c47

h02
,
h
h01
.
h

0.6

K
0.4

0.2

(6)

7
0.0
0.0

1.0

h04
h
h03
h

K

U 04 , 1  [

U 03 , 1  K

h02
h
h01
h

c01  [  c02  K , c07

c06

c03  [  c02  1  K , c08

c07

0.6

0.8

1.0

8

5

0.8

U 01

(7)
0.6

K
0.4

c03  1  [  c04  1  K ,

0.2

c01  1  [  c04  K . (8)
7
0.0
0.0

If in (4) v=1.0 and ı = const, the system (8) becomes
much simpler:
c05

[

U 02 ,

and accountimg for (6), the expression (3) takes the
form:
c05

0.4

Figure 2. Contours of c07 as rectangular hyperbolas
obtained by (9), ı = const

By introducing normalized distances U0i=h0i/h and the
local normalized coordinates [ and K , with the node
n=7 as the origin:

[

6
0.2

[ K , c06 [  1  K ,
1  [  1  K , c08 1  [  K

6
0.2

0.4

[

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 3. Improved contours of c07 obtained by (8) if
Ȟ=1.4, ı = const
Not any forth interpolation method possesses useful
features of (8). For example, the classic IDM gives:

(9)

The system of (9) represents the set of rectangular
hyperbolas projected on the normalized block 1u1. As
an example, contours of c07 = const of (9) are shown in
Figure 2. These contours have the following features:
- forth interpolation of E0 is linear on any line
parallel to the edges of the block;
- c07 = 0 if [ = K = 1 (edges 8 - 5 and 5 - 6);
therefore, the influence region for the node
n = 7 represents the 2 u 2 area containing four
elementary blocks surrounding the node;
- if [ or K = 0 (edges 6-7 and 7-8) then E0 gets
distributed between two nodes ending the

c07

8
§
1 ·
¨ U07  ¦
¸
¨
¸
U
5
n
0n ¹
©

1

(10)

where ȡ0n = r0n / h . In Figure 4, the contours c07 of (10)
are shown. Their drawbacks are obvious:
- interpolation is nonlinear in any direction;
- no borderline c07 = 0 exists; c07 = 0 only at
nodes n = 5,6,8; it is not possible to set justly
the area of influence of the node n = 7;
- if the source E0 is located on an edge of the
elementary block then not only the endpoints
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of the edge, but at least four neighboring nodes
should be accounted for.
1.0

8

= c08 = 0.25. The other characteristic locus is the middle
of an edge where E0 is distributed in equal parts
between the two nodes ending the edge. These two
special values of Ĳ0 were obtained experimentally, as
described below.
The elementary block was conditionally placed at the
central part of a homogenous grid (ı = 1.0) containing
100 u 100 nodes; on the borderline of the grid, the
condition ȥ = 0 was specified. A single movable unity
source of E0 = 1.0 was applied as the flow condition to
be positioned and interpolated within the elementary
block. Then the grid solution of (1) can be interpreted as
the resistances Ĳint at nodes with respect to the nullified
borderline. The maximal possible value Ĳm = 0.8874 was
obtained when the source was located exactly at the
node. This value was practically constant for all nodes
of the grid, but the ones located nearby the borderline.
If the source was sited at the centre of the elementary
block then the minimal value Ĳint = 0.6842 appeared at
four nodes where the interpolated partial flows E0n =
0.25 were applied. The value Ĳint = 0.7634 was obtained
for two nodes if the source was in the middle of an
edge. The local resistance Ĳ0 to be found is Ĳ0 = Ĳm - Ĳint.
Results of the experiment are summarized in Table 1.

5

0.8

0.6

K
0.4

0.2

7
0.0
0.0

6
0.2

0.4

[

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 4. Contours of c07 obtained by the inverse
distance method (10), ı = const
For a node n, the summary flow En resulting from
interpolation of irregular Ej, which are located within
the 2h u 2h area of influence, is given by the formula:

En

J

¦ E nj ,

Table 1. Computed resistances for various positions of
the unity source

(11)

Nr

j 1

where Ejn are the partial flows Ej of (2); J is the number
of sources accounted for.
Forth interpolation of Ew improves accuracy of HM.
Unfortunately, this advantage can be exploited only
then if back interpolation is available for irregularly
located production and monitoring wells.

1
2
3

In comparison with forth interpolation of Ew, back
interpolation for non-regular points is more complex.
The value of ĳ0 for the source of E0 interpolated into the
neighboring nodes must be restored. The following
assumption is used:
8

¦ M n  c0 n  W 0  E 0

n 5

M0n  s0

Resistance
at node Ĳint
0.8874
0.7634
0.6842

Local
resistance
Ĳ0
0
0.1240
0.2032

Equivalent
radius rs
of source
0.1972 h
0.4299 h
0.7071 h

The following analytic formula for the resistance Ĳ
between two coaxial cylinders (R and r are,
correspondingly, radii of the outer and inner cylinders)

RESORATION OF HEADS FOR PRODUCTION
WELLS

M0

Position
of
source
node
edge
centre

W

1
2SV

ln

R
r

(13)

is applied to find the equivalent radius rs of the
interpolated source. If Ĳ=Ĳint, ı = 1 then rs=R/exp(2ʌĲint)
where R = 52.059 h approximated the borderline of the
grid area containing 100 u 100 nodes.
The values of Ĳ0 from Table 1 are exactly repeated by
(13) if R = rs, r = 0.1972 h. There the ratio R/r does not
include h. Therefore, Ĳ0 depends only on the position of
the source within the block h u h.
It follows from Table 1 that any source located exactly
in a node has the equivalent radius rs = 0.1972 h. It may
be assumed that a non – regularily located source also
has rs = 0.1972 h. As a rule, rs > rw where rw is the real
radius of the well. Due to this reason, the summary
resistance Ĳ0w of the source is, as follows:

(12)

where ĳn are the computed heads at four nodes of
Figure 1; c0n are the improved coefficients of (8); Ĳ0 is
the local hydraulic resistance for the source; ĳ0n , s0 are
the head and local depression, caused by the grid
solution and the source, respectively. The value of Ĳ0
should be predicted for any location of E0 within the
elementary block. To simplify this task, it is assumed
that Vn = 1, temporarily.
For any node of the grid, Ĳ0 =0 . The maximum of Ĳ0 is
expected at the centre of the block where c05 = c06 = c07
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Uw
V0

§ 0.1972 ·
¸,
ln¨¨
2SV 0 © U w ¸¹

0.4

rw
, U w d 0.1972 ,
h
4 1
4 V
¦ i ¦

i 1 U 0i

0.5

1

W 0w W 0  W w , W w

(14)

i 1 U 0i

0.3

K

where Ĳw is obtained by (13) if R = 0.1972; r = ȡw; the
current ı0 is IDM interpolation on ıi of (5).
The surface Ĳ0 is the main element enabling to restore
heads at production wells by using (12). The initial
version of the empiric formula for computing of Ĳ0,
within the normalized block, was as follows:

W0

0.3444  0.4960a0i ai1

4

i 1

0.1

0.0
0.0

Vi
U 0i

¦ a0i , a0i

0.2

a3

V1

V2

, a2

[ 1[
V3
, a4
[ 1 [

0.2

[

0.3

0.4

0.5

Figure 5. Contours of Ĳ0 if (15) is used, V=1.0

where ai were given by the expressions:
a1

0.1

(15)

0.5

,

K 1 K
V4
.
K 1 K

0.4

(16)
0.3

The formula (15) confirms the experimental values from
Table 1. In Figure 5, the contours Ĳ0 of (15) are shown
on the quarter of the normalized elementary grid block
if ı =1. Contours of (15) have two disadvantages:
- in the vicinity of nodes, the contours are not
circular towards the nodes as their origins;
- on edges, as borders between neighboring blocks,
the values of Ĳ0 may not coincide when ın  const.
These drawbacks are eliminated in the following
improved formula:

W0
c0i

0.3444  0.5697a0i c0i ai1.1
4

V i  U 0i1.05 ¦ V i  U 0i1.05 .

K
0.2

0.1

0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

[

0.3

0.4

0.5

Figure 6. Improved contours of Ĳ0 if (17) is used, V=1.0

4

¦ a0i c0i ,

COMPUTING OF HEADS FOR MONITORING
WELLS

i 1

(17)

The task of computing ĳ0 for a monitoring well of
Figure 1 is more universal than the one devoted to
restoring of the local maximum s0 at the production
well. It is assumed that the expression should be used:

i 1

Due to introduction of c0i , values of Ĳ0 for neighboring
blocks coincide on edges bordering them. The elements
a0i , ai are common for (15) and (17). In Figure 6, the
contours Ĳ0 of (17) are shown.
However, the formula (12) cannot give full value of s0 if
other nearby located flow sources are present. To
account for this situation, the surface s0j of the local
depression cone caused by E0 is necessary. This task is
solved in the next section devoted to computing heads
at monitoring wells.

M0

8

¦ M n  c0 n  s0 j , s0 j

n 5

W0 j  E j ,

(18)

where Ĳ0j is the transfer resistance of the source Ej
towards the monitoring point 0. If the distance ȡ0j ĺ 0
then Ĳ0j ĺ Ĳ0 and (18) ĺ (12).
The value of Ĳ0j must be zero at any node. The surface
of Ĳ0j must be flat on the level Ĳj (given by (17)) within a
circle with the centre Ej and the radius ȡ = 0.1972. Such
a surface may be approximated by the modified IDM, as
follows:
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W j U03j

W0 j

P

U03j  ¦ U01p.5

, U 0 j d 2.0

(19)

W0 j

§ 0.1972 ·
¸
ln¨
2SV j ¨© U 0 j ¸¹
1

0.2 h

(21)

p 1

' oj

where ȡ0j and ȡ0p are the normalized distances between
the monitoring point 0 and the source Ej and the nearby
nodes p = 1, 2,…,.P, correspondingly; these distances
should not exceed 2.0. The expression (19) is empiric. It
was calibrated for the elementary block by accounting
for the two characteristic source positions when ın =1.0
: 1) the center; 2) the middle of an edge. The results for
the centre are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In Figure
7, the contours of Ĳ0j are exposed. The top ȡ0j  0.1972
of the surface Ĳ0j is not ideally flat on Ĳ0j = 0.2032 and
this fact causes errors. In (19), the powers -3.0 and -1.5
are chosen to minimize the error ǻ0j , along the diagonal
of the normalized block 1 × 1 (Figure 8):
'0 j

1
1
1
ln
 W 0 j , if
t U 0 j t 0.1972 ,
2S
2 U0 j
2

'0 j

0.2032  W 0 j , if 0.1972 ! U 0 j ! 0 .

0.015
0.010
0.005

U

0.000
0
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0.1
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0.2
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0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

-0.005
-0.010
-0.015

Figure 8. Source at the center of the block 1 × 1. The
graph '0j along the diagonal if 1/2t ȡ t 0, V=1.0

(20)

where the analytic standard of (20) is represented by
(13) if 1/2t ȡ0j t 0.1972, R = 1/2.

Figure 9. The source at the center of the normalized
block. Contours of W0j+(W0j)0.2h on the quarter of the
region 3u3, V=1.0; the isoline step is 0.01
There (Ĳ0j)0.2h represents the analytic complement
provided by (13) if R = 0.1972h . In Figure 9, contours
of (Ĳ0j)0.2h are shown if the minimal ȡ0j = 0.25 u 0.1972.
Due to the error ǻ0j caused by the slantwise top of Ĳ0j ,
the junction of the surfaces Ĳ0j and (Ĳ0j)0.2h is not smooth.
In Figure 10, Figure 11 the results are presented when
Ej is at the middle of the edge. Contours of Ĳ0j are shown
in Figure 10. For the source Ej , Ĳ0j = Ĳj = 0.124. The
error ǻ0j of Ĳ0j is evaluated on the edge where Ej is
positioned:

Figure 7. The source at the center of the normalized
block. Contours of W0j on the quarter of the region 3u3,
V= 1.0; the isoline step is 0.01
It follows from Figure 8 that the graph of ǻ0j has two
maximal values 0.014 and - 0.012 when ȡ0j = 0.2 and
0.35, respectively. Therefore, the relative error
100 ǻ0j /0.2032 given by (20) does not exceed 7%.
If ȡ0j < 0.1972, the following analytic correction is
necessary:

W0 j

w

W0 j  W0 j

0.2 h

'0 j

0.837
1
 ln
 W 0 j , if 0.5 t U 0 j t 0.1972 ,
2S
2 U0 j

'0 j

0.124  W 0 j , if 0.1972 ! U 0 j ! 0 .

(22)

It follows from the graph of ǻ0j provided by (22) that its
maximum ǻ0j = 0.0145 when ȡ0j ~ 0.2 (Figure 11). It is
caused by the slantwise top of the surface Ĳ0j if ȡ0j < 0.2.
This maximum is practically the same as for the graph

,
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of Figure 8.
2.
3.

developed for non-regularly located production and
monitoring wells.
The methods improve accuracy of hydrological
models, especially, if grid plane steps are large.
The improved interpolation methods have been
implemented in software developed by the
Environment Modelling centre of the Riga
Technical University.
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Figure 10. The source at the middle of the edge of the
block 1 u 1. Contours of Ĳ0j on the quarter of the region
3 u 3, V= 1.0; the isoline step is 0.01
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Figure 11. The source at the middle of the edge of the
block 1 u 1. The graph of '0j along the edge
if 0.5 t U t 0, V=1.0
If the surface Ĳ0j of (19) is used as a tool for computing
of s0j at the monitoring well 0 then it is possible to
account for the influence of various sources Ej, j = 1, 2,
…, J. They are located within a circle of the radius ȡ0max
= 2.0 with the centre 0 where superposition of s0j is
applied. The final formula is generalization of (18):

M0

8

J

n 5

j 1

¦ M n  c0 n  ¦ s0 j , s0 j

W0 j  E j .
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(23)

It is supposed that the nearest source is E1, j = 1,
ȡ01 = min. If ȡ01 < 0.1972 then the complement of (21)
should be used for obtaining of s01 = (Ĳ01)w E1 . When
ȡ01 ĺ ȡw1 then s01 ĺ s1 = Ĳ1w E1 of (14), as the
maximum of the local depression caused by E1.
If compared with the original version of back
interpolation, the expression (23) is more universal.
Formulation of its main components Ĳj and Ĳ0j have been
improved considerably.
CONCLUSIONS
1.

Methods for forth and back interpolation have been
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PORTFOLIO MODELLING USING THE THEORY OF COPULA IN
LATVIAN AND AMERICAN EQUITY MARKET
Vladimirs Jansons
Konstantins Kozlovskis
Natalja Lace
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Kalku iela 1, Riga, LV1658, Latvia

analyze the financial markets from another point of
view. Now there are a lot of scientific papers which are
the evident of new features of the financial markets.
They show that the usage of normal distribution
function in data analysis is not correct because the
kurtosis and skewness of data distribution is too far
from normal. Also the assets can have non-linear
dependences between each other or their investment
characteristics.

KEYWORDS
Theory of copula, Markowitz’s approach, portfolio
modelling.
ABSTRACT
Portfolio building is the most important process in
investment management. In the world there are many
methods which can help both to estimate the investment
characteristics of a financial instrument and to build a
portfolio. The overwhelming majority of them are based
on the assumption that analyzed data are normally
distributed. The theory of copula allows to study nonlinear dependences between selected assets and to build
unified distribution function based on the distribution
functions of each asset. In the theory of copula the set of
financial instruments can be considered as one asset.
The authors of this paper analyzed the effectiveness of
copula implementation in the financial markets
represented by the American market and the Latvian
equity market. The authors compared the cumulative
returns of two portfolios formed by traditional
Markowitz’s approach and simulating copula. Different
data time formats were used in this research.

The theory of copula is one of the interesting methods
which can facilitate to solve a part of the problems
mentioned above. This theory allows us to analyze nonlinear dependences between assets and to merge
different distribution functions in one unified.
MARKOWITZ’S APPROACH
In 1952 year Harry Markowitz published his famous
work named “Portfolio Selection”. Markowitz’s paper is
the first mathematical formalization of the idea of
diversification of investments: the financial version of
“the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”. Through
diversification, risk can be reduced (but not generally
eliminated) without changing expected portfolio return.
Markowitz postulates that an investor should maximize
expected portfolio return ( P p ) while minimizing

INTRODUCTION
The problem of portfolio building is divided into two
sub-problems:

portfolio variance of return ( V 2p ). Later it became a part

1) the estimation of the investment characteristics of an
asset;

of modern portfolio theory.

2) forming of portfolio.

According to traditional approach worked out by
Markowitz portfolio return can be calculated as

Many specialists work out and offer their own methods
like digital portfolio theory which consider the asset
movements as an electric signal. Other methods are the
modifications of traditional Markowitz approach or
Value-at-Risk
methodology.
Anyway,
the
overwhelming majority of these methods are based on
the assumption that analyzed data are normally
distributed. In fact, this assumption significantly
simplifies calculations and gives accepTable results. In
addition, traditional Markowitz’s approach takes into
account the correlation and linear dependence between
the assets.

¦w P

Pp

j

(1)

j

j

where the P j is expected security’s return.

The variance of portfolio return can be calculated as
V 2p

2
j

2
j

¦ w V  ¦¦ w w U
j

j

k

jk V j V k

(2)

j kz j

where the w j are the portfolio proportions and U jk is
the pairwise correlation of the returns of securities j

Modern data analysis techniques and the latest
achievements of information technologies allow us to
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
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í1

THEORY OF COPULA

C(u1, u2)= M [ M (u1)+ M (u2)]

An n-dimensional copula is basically a multivariate
cumulative distribution function with uniform
distributed margins in [0, 1].

is an Archimedean copula and M
“generator” of the copula.

Sklar’s Theorem

Table 1: Used bivariate copulas and generators

(3)
46

If all the margins are continuous, then the copula is
unique. A copula is thus a function that, when applied to
univariate marginals, results in a proper multivariate
probability distribution function: since this probability
distribution function embodies all the information about
the random vector, it contains all the information about
the dependence structure of its components. Using
copulas in this way splits the distribution of a random
vector into individual components (marginals) with a
dependence structure (the copula) among them without
losing any information. It is important to highlight that
this theorem does not require F1 and Fn to be identical or
even to belong to the same distribution family.

Clayton copula

0.06
0.04

0

M (t )

0.02

t

T

47

0.1

0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.04
0.02

1

>

T

exp® ( ln u1 )T  ( ln u 2 )
¯

C (u1 , u 2 )

0
0.02

M (t )

0.04

0.1

0.05

0

0.05

0.1

 ln t

15
10

5

In this paper the authors utilized the Archimedean
copulas. The Archimedean copulas provide analytical
tractability and a large spectrum of different
dependence measure. These copulas can be used in a
wide range of applications for the following reasons:
The many parametric
belonging to this class.

families

2.

The great
structures.

different

3.

The ease with which they can be constructed, and
the nice properties possessed by the members of
this class.

variety

of

of

10
 5.397

5

0

5

10

15

r1i

MT (t )

20

copulas

°M (t )
M >1@ (t ) ®
°̄

0

0 d t d M (0) ½°
¾
M (0) d t d f °¿

½
¾
¿

g (u )  g (v )
)
g (1)

g (t )
g (1)

Kendall’s Rank Correlation
The pairwise correlation coefficient takes into account
the linear dependence between the assets and also it is
limited by some specific restrictions. In the theory of
copula there is another correlation coefficient called
Kendall’s Tau. Kendall’s rank correlation for the sample
can be calculated by
§n·

1

Wˆ ¨¨ ¸¸
2

An Archimedean copula can be defined as follows:
let us consider a function M :[0; 1]ĺ[0;1] which is
continuous,
strictly
decreasing
M ’(u)<0,
convex M ”(u)>0, and for which M (0) =  and M (1)=0.

1

 ln

15.869

© ¹

We then define the pseudo inverse of M
[0;1] such that:

T

As mentioned above the traditional portfolio theory
based on multivariate normal distribution assumes that
investors can benefit from diversification by investing in
assets with lower correlations.

dependence

[í1]

1

T

T 1 ln(1 

C (u , v)

5

10

@

with T 1
Frank copula

0.15

20

Archimedean Copulas

T

with T  (0, )
Gumbel copula

0.15

0.06

47 0.06
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is called the

In this paper the authors used three Archimedean
copulas (see Table 1).

Let H denote a n-dimensional distribution function
with margins F1, ..., Fn . Then there exists a n-copula C
such that for all real (x1, …, xn)
H(x1, ..., xn)=C(F(x1), ..., F(xn))

(5)

¦ sign> X

i

 X j Yi  Y j

(6)

@

i j

Ĳ(X,Y ) can be considered as measure of the degree of
monotonic dependence between X and Y.
Table 2: Kendall’s Tau for Some Copulas

: [0; ] ĺ

Kendall’s Tau
Clayton copula
Gumbel copula

(4)

Frank copula

2

As M is convex, the function C: [0; 1] ĺ [0;1] defined
as
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simple average on x simulations based on the
corresponding copula and covariance matrix is
calculated as average covariance based on x simulations
of non-linear dependences between two assets.

Optimal Copula
The main problem is how to choose the best copula
from the set of estimated ones. The authors used the
following method. Two density distributions are built:
theoretical and empirical. If maximal distance between
two densities is minimal for different copulas then this
copula is the best one.

EMPERICAL RESULTS
The authors analyzed three stocks traded in the
American stock market (COKE – Coca-Cola Bottling
Co Consolidated, F – Ford Motor Co, Microsoft CP)
and three more active stocks traded in the Latvian
equity market (GZE1R – Latvian Gas, VNF1R –
Ventspils Oil, GRD1R - Grindex). D1, W1 and M1 data
represent the average daily, weekly and monthly prices,
respectively over the corresponding time period. The
general information about analyzed periods and test
periods is shown in the Table 3.

Figures 1: Two Distribution Densities: Theoretical (left)
and Empirical (right)

Table 3: Periods for Data Analyzing

THE PROCESS OF PORTFOLIO BUILDING
BACED ON COPULA SIMULATING

Data
D1
W1
M1

Copula implementation in portfolio building is shown
in the Figures 2.
Generation of two independent uniform
[0;1] variables s and q

January 3, 2004 –
December 31, 2004
January 3, 2003 –
December 31, 2004

Table 4: Behaviour of Two Portfolios (White –
Modelled Portfolio, Black – Markowitz’s Portfolio)

Copula building

Expected
portfolio return

January 3, 2000 December 31, 2003
January 3, 1990 December 31

Using the formulas (1) and (2) it is very simple to
calculate portfolio risk and return against its structure
and then to build a portfolio set. In the same way
another portfolio set, based on modelling, is built. In the
Table 4 we can see the portfolio sets sorted by data time
formats and financial markets.

Set u and v using
generators

Expected
average
asset Y
return

Test period

Thus, the data of analyzed period are used for
portfolio building. Then the cumulative returns of two
portfolios are compared within the test period.

Set variablie t by the
quasi-inverse
distribution function

Expected
average
asset X
return

Analyzed period

American market

Covariance matrix
between the assets
X and Y

Latvian market

D1

Expected
portfolio risk

W1

Figures 2: Theory of Copula in Portfolio Building
According to this modelling process the assets returns
and covariance matrix are calculated separately. In the
case of traditional Markowitz’s approach the asset
return is calculated as simple average (see formula 1)
and covariance matrix as product of correlation and
standard deviations (see formula 2). In the case of
modeled portfolio the asset return is calculated as

M1

In the Table 6 we can see that modelled portfolio
offers
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To determine the significance of this difference it is
necessary to compare the cumulative returns of two
portfolios on test period. The results are shown in the
Table 6.

1) less return and risk on D1 data, more risk on W1 data
and more return and less risk on M1 data in the
American market;
2) more return and risk on D1 data, practically identical
return and risk on W1 and M1 data in the Latvian equity
market.

Table 6: Cumulative Portfolio Returns

To compare the effectiveness of two portfolio
management it is necessary to choose an optimal
portfolio from the optimal portfolio set. The authors
used the tangent to the optimal portfolio set going from
the point with zero risk and return. The structures of
optimal portfolios are shown in the Table 5.

Markowitz’s
Modelled
portfolio
portfolio
Portfolio of 3 American stocks
106.13%
106.82%
91.31%
92.88%
86.21%
92.30%
Portfolio of 3 Latvian stocks
144.73%
145.97%
157.64%
155.77%
167.22%
167.22&

D1
W1
M1
D1
W1
M1

Table 5: The Structures of Two Portfolios

Traditional
portfolio
Modelled
portfolio

COKE
D1

F

MSFT

46%

28%

26%

54%

36%

10%

44%

28%

28%

52%

24%

24%

Taking into account the given results the authors have
came to the conclusions:

8%

1.

In most cases traditional Markowitz’s portfolio is
more optimistic than a portfolio formed with copula
theory in the mature markets but practically does
not differ in the emerging markets like the Latvian
one.

2.

The implementation of copula theory allows an
investor to estimate portfolio risk more precisely in
comparison with traditional Markowitz’s approach
in the mature markets. However, portfolio building
based on copula theory is not rational in the
emerging markets represented by the Latvian equity
market because of complexity of computing and
minimal deviation in the results (see the Table 5).

3.

The difference between the cumulative returns in
the portfolios formed utilizing copula theory and
traditional Markowitz’s approach is increasing
function of time format in case of the mature
markets and decreasing function in case of the
emerging markets. It means that the difference is
more evident in monthly data, less evident in
weekly data and almost similar in daily data in the
mature markets but vice versa in the Latvian equity
market.

4.

The features of non-linear dependences between
Latvian stocks require to use more specific copulas
for quality increasing of the corresponding portfolio

The Table 6 shows some interesting effects, i.e.
1) the quality of the modelled portfolio increases as
used data time format increases in the American market;
2) the quality of the modelled portfolio decreases as
used data time format increases in the Latvian market.

W1
Traditional
portfolio
Modelled
portfolio

CONCLUSIONS

M1
Traditional
portfolio
Modelled
portfolio

22%
sell
18%
sell
GRD1R

VNF1R

48%

26%

26%

54%

28%

18%

32%

38%

30%

32%

36%

32%

70%
74%
GZE1R
D1

Traditional
portfolio
Modelled
portfolio

8%

W1
Traditional
portfolio
Modelled
portfolio

M1
Traditional
portfolio
Modelled
portfolio

30%

48%

22%

30%

48%

22%

As we can see the structures of optimal portfolios
against their types differ in the American market but in
the Latvian equity market the difference between the
structures is significantly decreased on W1 and M1
data. In M1 data the expected return of one stock (F) is
negative. It means that this asset must be sold, i.e. an
investor should open the short position.
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(see Figures 3). It means that it is necessary to find
such copulas which could describe these unusual
non-linear dependences.
0.2

0.1

0.1

0.05

0

0.05
0

0

0.1
0.2

0.2

0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.05

0.05

0

0.05 0.1

0.05

0.05

0

0.05

Figures 3: Examples of Non-linear Dependences
Between Two Latvian stocks (Daily, Weekly and
Monthly)
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are possible used for the analysis of ecological
situation or necessary conclusions. One of the
explanations is that not all parameters of hydrological
regime have been observed. Therefore, mathematical
model as one of more accepted tools in hydrology
could be use (Bergström 1991; Bergström 1992;
Brandt and Arheimer 1998; Podstchine et al. 1999;
Ziverts and Jauja 1999).
In this paper the analysis of mathematic modelling
results for the rivers’ daily runoff in the Lake
Burtnieks watershed and water level of the lake are
presented. Also, first time for the Lake Burtnieks is
demonstrated possibility to utilise regular observations
of meteorological elements and to use mathematical
model, which is adapted to natural conditions. As a
catchment example of the relationship between the
conceptual model and the hydraulic reservoir routing
model is presented as well. The simulated hydrological
data are with a high statistical significance and have
been applied in the project Water Protection Project of
the Lake Burtnieks for the further calculations of
nutrient loading and the different scenarios of climate
changes (Bilaletdin et al. 2004).

KEY WORDS
Hydrological models, mathematical modelling of
hydrological processes, climate changes, reservoir
routing, the Lake Burtnieks.
ABSTRACT
The Lake Burtnieks with around lying areas is one of
the unique objects of the nature in Latvia. In this paper
the analysis of mathematic modelling results for the
rivers’ runoff in the Lake Burtnieks watershed and
water level of the lake are presented. First time for the
Lake Burtnieks is demonstrated possibility to utilise
regular observations of meteorological elements and to
use mathematical model, which is adapted to natural
conditions for the simulation of daily runoff and water
level with a high statistical significance. The efficiency
criterion R2 differs from 0.57 to 0.80 but the correlation
coefficient r is from 0.8 to 0.9. Changing
meteorological data according to the given scenario of
climate changes we can obtain different parameters of
the predictable hydrological regime in the future.
Results of the study are widely applicable including the
calculation of nutrient loading from the catchment area
as well.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The watershed model of the Lake Burtnieks has
developed for the simulation of daily runoff and water
level. This model is based on the specific hydraulic
routing model of the Lake Burtnieks and the
conceptual models METUL and METQ98 (Krams and
Ziverts 1993; Ziverts and Jauja 1999) which are
successfully applied to a relatively large river basin in
Latvia as the River Daugava.
In present study the Lake Burtnieks watershed (part of
the Salaca River basin) is divided in 7 sub-basins and
one additional sub-basin between an outlet of the Lake
Burtnieks and a gauging station Mazsalaca at the River
Salaca (Fig. 1). To consider the runoff heterogeneity in
runoff processes the catchment and its river basins and
sub-basins are divided in hydrological response units
(HRU) characterised by a relative homogeneity with
respect to the most important parameters, which
include slope, vegetation and soil characteristics. As in
the model METQ98 each sub-basin is divided in 5
HRUs: agricultural lowlands, hilly agricultural lands,

INTRODUCTION
The Lake Burtnieks is the fourth largest lake in Latvia
and locates in North-Easter part of Latvia. The lake is
the source of the River Salaca, in which valley one of
the largest complex of nature reserves in Latvia is
located. The surface area of lake is 40.06 km2, and total
drainage area - 2215 km2 (which occupies 62% of the
River Salaca basin). The Lake Burtnieks is shallow
with average depth - 2.2 m. The climate is temperate,
cool and humid. The average temperature of a year
ranges from +5.0 to +5.5 oC. The mean temperature is 6.5 oC in January and +17 oC in July. The average
amount of precipitation ranges from 650 to 760 mm
per year.
During last centuries different management actions
have been carried out in the Lake Burtnieks watershed.
However, not always all information about lakes and
hydrological regime of lakes’ hydrological networks
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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forests, swamps and lakes. The total number of HRUs

for the investigated drainage basin is 40.

Figure 1: The Sub-basins, the Gaging and Meteorological Stations in the Watershed of the Lake Burtnieks
The model METQ98 applied is a mathematical model
for the simulation of the daily runoff and evaporation
for the rivers with different catchment areas. Input data
for the model are daily mean values of air temperature,
precipitation and vapour pressure deficit. The model
can be classified as conceptual model and has 22
parameters. However, most of the parameters are
physically based and the rest of parameters could be
estimated by the calibration. The analysis of the model
parameters is based on observed hydrological and
meteorological data of the Vienziemite Brook Basin
(Ziverts and Jauja 1999).
The water balance and runoff of each HRU has been
simulated in three storages: snow (water content in
snow cover), soil moisture (water in the root zone) and
groundwater.
The total runoff from each of HRU consists of three
runoff components: Q1 - surface runoff, Q2 subsurface runoff (runoff from the groundwater upper
zone) and Q3 - base flow (runoff from the groundwater
lower zone). The snow accumulation and melting
routine in the model is similar to the one used in the
HBV model (Bergström 1992). The main difference
between the METQ and HBV models is that the
degree-day ration in METQ does not have a constant
value, but it has a temporal difference depending on
the daily potential insolation of each particular day.

In the watershed model of the Lake Burnieks the
runoff routing of river channel has been simulated by
modified method of the unit hydrograph (a sum of the
runoff components Q=Q1+Q2+Q3 has been calculated
for one day intervals in the each gaging station and
then transformed to the downstream at mouth of each
sub-basin).
A principally different approach for the hydraulic
routing of the Lake Burtnieks was used. The approach
is based on common hydraulic methods of open
channels. There was a lacking of channel
measurements to obtain discharge rating curve Q=f(H)
at the outlet of the Lake Burtnieks. However, Q=f(H)
on the bases of the typical parameters of Latvian river
channels (Golubovskis 1993) has been calculated.
More about used parameters, structure and calibration
of the watershed model of the Lake Burnieks you could
find out in the project report (Bilaletdin et al. 2004).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The observed meteorological data at station Rujiena
and the precipitation measurements at stations
Burtnieki, Mazsalaca, Oleri and Valmiera for the
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simulation of the daily runoff in the mathematical
modelling of Lake Burtnieks watershed have been
used. The time series at least 5-year period of four river
discharge (River Briede-Dravnieki, the River RujaVilnisi, the River Salaca-Mazsalaca, the River SedaOleri) and one water level of the lake (Burtnieki)
stations have sufficiently good data for a successful
calibration of the distributed rainfall-runoff model for
the watershed of the Lake Burtnieks. Also the used
rainfall-runoff model METQ98 simulates total runoff
using two approaches: (1) separately for the HRU:
hilly agricultural land, agricultural lowlands, forests
and swamps, and (2) separately for surface runoff and
subsurface runoff in each HRU. However, in this
study for the water quality model, the first approach
was used (Bilaletdin et al. 2004).
The Figure 2 shows good coincidence between the
measured and simulated daily discharges. To analyses
the results a statistical criterion R2 (Nash and Sutcliffe
1970) and a correlation coefficient r are used. The
efficiency criterion R2 varies from 0.57 to 0.80 but the
correlation coefficient r is from 0.80 to 0.90 for the
tributaries of rivers in the Lake Burtnieks watershed.
Also water level calibration of the Lake Burtnieks
shows good results: the statistical criterion R2 is 0.58
and the correlation coefficient r – 0.83 (Fig.3).
The main source of difference between the simulated
and observed runoff values is the quality of

precipitation input data, as well as the location of the
available meteorological stations to characterise the
spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation in the
drainage basin of Lake Burtnieks. The lowest statistical
criterion R2 0.57 was found for the River Seda. It could
be explain by a flat and broad flood plain and a high
percentage of the wetlands in the river drainage basin.
Thesis reasons determine a specific hydrological
regime of the River Seda which differs from others.
As a result of modelling of the investigated drainage
area discharge at 8 points for the 10-year period (from
1990 to 1999) were simulated. The results of the model
calibration show that the developed mathematical
model for the Lake Burtnieks watershed is widely
applicable including the calculation of nutrient loading
from the catchment areas as well (Bilaletdin et al.
2004).
Also in this watershed modelling the scenario of
climate changes for the next 10-, 30- and 60-years
were used. Possible hydrological regimes of the Lake
Burtnieks and it’s basin in the future have been
obtained. The results are obvious presented in Figure 4.
Having analysed the scenario of climate changes, we
could conclude that main tendency in runoff changes
are following: decreased in spring flood peaks and as
opposite - increased in winter thaw-period.
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Figure 2: Observed and Simulated Hydrographs at River Salaca – Mazsalaca (R2=0.8 and r=0.9)
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Figure 3: Water Level Calibration of the Lake Burtnieks (R2=0.58 and r=0.83)
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Figure 4: Simulated Hydrographs under the Scenario of Climate Changes at Present and After 30 Years
at the River Ruja – Vilnisi
watershed - daily runoff and lake water level
fluctuations to the given scenario of climate changes.
Also calculation of nutrient loading from the catchment
area and to create preconditions for successful
forecasting of hydrological and hydrochemical regime
in the basin are possible.

CONCLUSIONS
The obtained results of modelling have revealed that
the developed mathematical watershed model of the
Lake Burtnieks are widely applicable including the
simulation of different hydrological processes in
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W= x/c and making the spatial dependency x implicit we
have

>S t  W

M t, W

ABSTRACT
In this article we review the fundamental issues
involving the simulation of the radio channel and
discuss some of the more challenging simulation topics
that are pertinent to the radio channel.

e  jZ cW º e jZ c t
»¼

(3)

In a multipath environment, r(t), the complex low-pass
representation of the received signal is the contribution of
many rays:
rt

Radio and propagation channels

¦ Dn t S t W n t

e  jZcW n t

(4)

n

The propagation channel, together with the transmit and
receive antennas, constitute the radio channel. Figure 1
depicts the propagation and radio channel's place in a
radio communication system.

where Dn(t) denotes the time varying complex
amplitude of the nth ray. Note that in addition to the
time varying amplitudes Dn(t), the delay of each path is
also a function of time. Equivalently, the RF equivalent
counterparts of r(t) and s(t) denoted by S(t) and R(t)
are
St
Rt

Figures 1: Various channels in a communications
system.
The net effect of reflection, diffraction and scattering on
the transmitted signal is attenuation, delay and phase
change. Formally, this can be seen by starting from
examination of the familiar wave equation
w 2I w 2I w 2I
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Signal impairments
Communication quality between a base station and
mobile or portable transceiver depends, among other
factors, on the type and degree of impairments the
signal undergoes in the radio channel. These
impairments are now reasonably well understood and
hence need to be included as essential parts of a realistic
radio channel model. Some of the more important
impairments are:

(1)

which describes the propagation of waves. The wave
equation has the well-known plane-wave solution which
in one dimension (corresponding to horizontal
propagation of vertically polarized field) is given by:

1. Pathloss
The transmitted signal suffers a loss proportional to l/Rn
where R is the distance between transmit and receive
antennas and n is a positive number typically between 2
and 6. For free space transmission, n = 2 and the free
space pathloss is given (in dB) by

M x, t S x, t e jZ c t  x / c
(2)
where s(x,t) is the information bearing (or complex
envelope) of the wave propagating in the x direction and
Zc the carrier frequency in radian/sec. Letting the delay
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(6)

frequency as parameters. Figure 4 shows the
comparison of Hata's pathloss models for different
environments as a function of distance (or time).

where R is distance between transmit and receive
antennas (in km) and fc is the carrier frequency in MHz.
Although free-space assumption is quite optimistic, it
provides a useful figure of reference for pathloss.
There are a number of more useful pathloss models for
the propagation channel that are based on either theory,
extensive measurements, or both. One such model is the
analytical "flat earth" two-ray model that assumes a
direct and a reflected ray coming from the ground as
illustrated in Figure 2. This model takes into account the
antenna heights, polarization of waves and the complex
reflection coefficient of the earth surface.

Figures 4: Comparison of Hata’s pathloss models for
different environments.
Simulation of radio channel
Today, simulation is increasingly replacing extensive and
costly field measurements. The use of productivity tools,
such as OmniSys, has merits over hardware channel
simulators particularly during the design stages because
it allows the user to study the radio channel interaction
with RF/IF front end and modems without need for a
costly and difficult hardware interface.
There are numerous models of propagation medium
based on analytical and empirical studies. In general,
these models can be classified as deterministic and
statistical. Deterministic models are useful for
predicting the signal strength at different locations and
in presence of obstacles. These techniques have also the
added advantage of being able to incorporate the effect
of antenna radiation patterns as well as polarization of
the fields. Deterministic approaches like Geometric
Theory of Diffraction (GTD) , Uniform Theory of
Diffraction (UTD) or Ray Tracing, are computationally
intensive and require physical environment data. In
spite of promising results, particularly for indoor
environments, none of the deterministic modeling
approaches have gained the flexibility or computational
speed to be incorporated into an overall simulation of
the digital channel. In addition, both GTD and UTD
have serious limitations for predicting signal level in
outdoor macrocell environments.
Statistical models treat the physical attributes of the
medium as processes with certain distributions generally
derived from measurements, deduction or both.
Consequently, statistical models do not provide the user
with accurate quantitative measure of the signal. Rather,
they provide qualitative description of signals such as
fluctuations, fade margins and the rate and duration of
signal impairments. These models are ideal when a
system perspective is sought. Common examples would
be the performance evaluation of a given equalizer
under frequency selective fading conditions or that of
an AGC or power control loop as the signal degrades
due to a flat fade or interference.

Figures 2: The two ray, flat earth model.
In this model, there are two regions with different
slopes separated by a breakpoint, beyond which the
pathloss follows a 1/R4 law or 6 dB per octave. In the
first region, however, the received signal oscillates due
to destructive and constructive addition of the two rays.
This phenomena can be described by the Fresnel zone
clearance, where the breakpoint can be viewed as the
distance for which the ground just begins to obstruct the
first Fresnel zone. Figure 3 depicts the pathloss based
on the flat-earth model as the mobile drives away from
the base station with a constant velocity. The x-axis can
be viewed as distance between MS and BTS.

Figures 3: Losses of capacity of a signal in a point of
reception P (d) (dBm) as function from distance d (m).
A measurement-based model for pathloss in the mobile
environment has been developed by Hata [1]. This
model was developed from extensive data gathered by
Okumura [2]. Hata's model predicts pathloss in urban,
suburban and rural areas and have antenna heights and
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delay line filter model for simulation is represented in
Figure 5. To generate a Rayleigh fading profile for each
path, independent added white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
sources, in cascade with a filter representing the effects
of Doppler spread can be used.

Propagation models
The (low-pass) impulse response of the propagation
channel h(W,t), characterized by several discrete paths,
each having a specific delay and attenuation, can be
deduced from equation (4) as

¦ D n t e jT n t G W  W n t

h W,t

Cellular layout
Cellular layout typically involves the frequency reuse
factor which is inversely proportional to K (number of
cells per cluster). Figure 6a depicts the cellular layout
with K=7 for a TDMA system. The shaded cells use the
same frequency plan. The co-channel interference (CCI)
is the most serious problem in this scheme while
adjacent-channel interference is usually not a problem. D
and R decide the interference levels where R is the
radius of a cell and D the distance from center of a cell to
its adjacent cell with the same frequency plan, as shown
in the figure. D and R and number of cells in a cluster
are related by D/R=C3K.

(6)

n

If h(W,t) is modeled as a zero mean Gaussian process,
the envelope |h(W,t)| at any time is Rayleigh-distributed.
The transform of h(W,t) with respect to time, gives the
spectrum of time variation S(W, v), generally referred to
as delay-Doppler-spread function [1].
It has been shown [5] that for the case of two vertically
polarized transmit and receive antennas and horizontal
propagation of plane waves, S(W, v) for a fixed delay
(Doppler spectrum) is given by
1
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V
f c is the maximum Doppler shift due to
c
vehicle speed V. When a direct path exists such that the
total multipath contribution is equal to that of the direct
path the spectrum is Rician and is given by
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Figures 6a: Cellular layout for frequency reuse.

(8)

In spread spectrum systems (such as IS-95 CDMA)
there is no frequency reuse and all cells use the same
frequency band. This is possible because of the processing
gain (21 dB) obtained by the use of quasi-orthogonal
codes. In CDMA, mobiles are power controlled to equal
power at cell site.

with k1, k2, k3 constants related to proportion of direct
and scattered signal and the direct wave angle of arrival.

Figures 6b: Co-channel interference setup with
equivalent schematic in OmniSys software.
In TDMA cellular applications, the designer should also
make sure that the power level at the cell boundaries is
weak enough not to spill over into the adjacent cells. By
placing a home base station at the center and the
interfering stations on the perimeter of a circle of radius
D, one can simulate the received signal plus co-channel

Figures 5: Tapped delay line channel model with
frequency selective and flat fading.
A multipath fading model can therefore be constructed
using a tapped-delay line filter. The typical tapped-
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interference at the mobile antenna coming from its own
and interfering base stations or what is known as
forward CCI. Figure 6b depicts this cell arrangements
and its schematic representation. Forward CCI becomes
significant when the path between the mobile and its
own base is obstructed such that the desired signal is
very weak. This scenario occurs particularly around the
boundaries of cells. Figure 6c shows the received signal
power for three different values of R as the mobile
moves from the left edge of the cell with a velocity of
100 km/hr towards the right. These simulation results
show that the interference level grows near the cell
edges and beyond the cell boundaries. The simulation
also shows that the interference level changes with the
cell radius.

Figures 7b: C/I ratio as a function of time or distance.
Diversity and Combining
Antenna diversity is one of the methods for mitigating the
fading signals. Space diversity relies on the fact that
spatial fades occur about half a wavelength apart.
Diversity reception relies on receiving a signal by
combining two or more signals having very little
correlation. The antennas are placed far enough such that
the fade experienced by one antenna is not experienced
by the other. Equivalently, since the rate, location and
depth of fades is a function of carrier frequency, the
transmission of two or more frequencies spaced far
enough apart so that they are resolvable beyond duration
of a fade constitutes frequency diversity.
There are basically two types of diversity reception,
namely pre-detection and post-detection combining. Predetection combining is done via co-phasing of the
randomly faded received signals or by picking the
strongest signal among branches. Figure 8a depicts a
reverse link design for reducing the fade margin by
using a switched combining scheme. The mobile
transmitter consists of a data source, GMSK modulator
and the mobile antenna transmitting into the GSM
propagation channel. The base station antenna system
includes three omnidirectional antennas with a threebranch selection-combining scheme that includes two
switches. The switch design is not described here,
however it suffices to say that its function is to pick the
signal with the stronger signal.

Figures 6c: Received signal power for three different
values of D.
The change in signal to interference ratio (C/I) as a
function of time as a mobile travels is a parameter of
interest. Figure 7a depicts the setup, where a mobile is
traveling from a home cell towards a co-channel cell in
an urban environment. The C/I ratio is shown in Figure
7b as a function of time for various values of R. As
shown, the C/I ratio is about 50 dB near the home base
station and drops drastically as mobile moves toward
the interfering base station.

Figures 7a: A mobile traveling from a home cell
towards a co-channel cell in an urban environment.
Figures 8a: Switched combining scheme for reducing the
fade margin.
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The upper trace in Figure 8b depicts the output of two
antennas as well as the switch output. The lower trace
shows the switching action for selecting either antenna.
The output of the switch follows the stronger signal and
hence avoids the deep fades of a single antenna. Figure
8c compares the cumulative probability density function
(CDF) of one, two and three branch combining schemes,
and Figure 8d depicts the average power from the two
and three branch combiners, which shows a gain of up to
three dB.

Figures 8d: Average power.
BER Simulations
BER simulation for AWGN channels are well studied
and documented while less effort has been spent on the
study of BER for fading channels. Such simulations
enable the wireless designer to test the performance of
various modulation schemes under harsh fading
conditions. In the following examples we use a number
of BER simulation focusing on P i/4 DQPSK and
GMSK modulation schemes used in IS-54 and GSM
systems for various fading conditions.
Figure 9a depicts the design setup for simulating an
interference-limited channel with Pi/4 DQPSK modem.
The interference limited assumption allows us to ignore
AWGN and thereby concentrate on modeling the
multipath fading in the presence of CCI. The simulation
blocks include two identical but uncorrelated paths: one
for the signal and the other for the interference. The
signal and interference paths include a binary pseudorandom source, a Pi/4 DQPSK modulator, a mobile
antenna moving with a fixed velocity as a parameter, an
IS-54 (TDMA) propagation channel model with flat and
two-ray frequency-selective options, base station
antenna, and a coherent Pi/4 DQPSK demodulator
including a carrier recovery. Note that two receive
antennas are used for simulation to gauge the signal and
interference separately, while in reality one antenna is
used.

Figures 8b: Envelope of the switch input and output
signals.

Figures 8c: Cumulative probability density function.

Figures 9a: An OmniSys simulation of an IS-54 system
including fading radio channel with CCI.
The inputs to the modulator are the I and Q data streams
in nonreturn to zero (NRZ) format. The NRZ data
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symbols are differentially encoded for the Pi/4 DQPSK
format, filtered with raised cosine filters, and then
modulated to the carrier frequency with a QAM
modulator.
The IS-54-based two-ray propagation channel impulse
response is a special case of equation (7) described by
h t ,W

D1 t e jT1 G W W 1 D 2 t e jT 2 G W W 2

(9)

Note that this model in general can be a flat fade (D2
=0) or frequency selective depending on the way
amplitudes and delays are specified. We use this model
to simulate the BER for both flat and frequency
selective fading conditions. The coherent Pi/4 DQPSK
demodulator uses a carrier recovery scheme to recover a
reference carrier signal. The modulated signal and the
reference carrier are fed into a QPSK demodulation
scheme that recovers I and Q components of the signal,
pass it through a square root raised cosine filter and
finally a differential decoder to produce the binary data
signals.
A BER measurement compares the transmitted bit
stream with the received signal after it is demodulated.
First simulation uses a data stream (48.6 Kbits/s) over a
flat fading channel. The output of this channel is added
to that of the interfering signal, which is a different
pseudo-random stream modulated and transmitted over
a statistically independent channel. The same data rate
is used for the interfering signal but the interference
power is changed, resulting in different values of C/I.
Figure 9b depicts the BER performance at four different
mobile velocities (5, 30, 70 and 100 km/hr)
corresponding to Doppler frequencies of 4.58, 27.52,
64.21, and 91.73 Hz at 990 MHz. The BER simulation
was performed with a time step of a tenth of a bit or
roughly 2 microseconds and a total of 20,000 bits were
processed in the simulation.

Figures 9c: OmniSys simulation of BER vs. C/I for
different ratios of 1st over 2nd ray
powers.
By fixing the mobile speed to 30 km/hr and using tworay frequency-selective fading, the effect of power level
in the second path can be simulated. The delay of the
second path is set to a tenth of bit time. Figure 9c shows
the BER simulation for various power levels of the
second path with respect to the first. Figure 9d depicts
BER as a function of C/I for various values of second
path delay. Here, the power level on the second path is
kept at 9 dB below the first, while the mobile travels at
a very low speed (1 km/hr). Note that % delay refers to
delay values as a bit-time percentile.

Figures 9d: BER vs. C/I for different 2nd ray delay
values.
The second BER example simulates a GSM system
including the OMSK modulator and a coherent GMSK
demodulator. The GMSK modulator consists of a
Gaussian filter, and an FM modulator with a sensitivity
of 1/(4STIME) Hz/volt where STIME is the input data
bit time. The input bits are first hard limited into an
NRZ format. The 3-dB bandwidth of the Gaussian filter
is set to 0.3/STIME (0.3 GMSK). The demodulator is a
suboptimal coherent GMSK with built in carrier and
clock recovery scheme. The propagation channel is one
of the GSM options (rural area) with six taps and a
delay profile with a maximum delay of 0.6
microseconds. This corresponds to about 16% of the

Figures 9b: OmniSys simulation of BER vs. C/I in
NADC (IS-54) flat fading channel for
different mobile speeds.
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Figures 10c: BER in different environments.

symbol duration (3.7 microseconds). Longer delay
profiles (like hilly terrain in GSM) would require
equalization. The propagation channel includes both flat
and frequency-selective fadings.
Figure 10a shows the schematic representation of the
design including fading radio channel with CCI channel
as well as the desired signal. Figure 10b depicts the
BER vs. C/I for three different mobile velocities (10, 25
and 50 km/hr) corresponding to Doppler frequencies
8.3, 20.8 and 41.7 Hz at 900 MHz. Finally, Figure 10c
shows the BER results for different propagation
environments as specified in GSM standards. This result
shows that in the absence of equalization, poor BER
results are obtained for urban and hilly terrain (where
delays are much longer than bit duration).

Conclusion
System simulation is a powerful tool for the analysis
and design of communication systems. The simulation
of the radio channel is particularly worthwhile due to
the otherwise extremely laborious and costly
measurements. A simulation environment where the
radio channel blocks are integrated with circuit,
behavioral, and DSP models, allows the designer to
study the interaction of radio, modulation, and digital
channels simultaneously. Simulation of realistic
mobile/portable scenarios where propagation takes
place in uncoordinated, overlapping networks of
interfering transmitters is clearly a desirable feature.
Antenna and propagation modeling should be
compatible with such realistic scenarios when due
consideration is given to effects such as mobile travel
and distance-dependent pathloss. Compatibility with
industry standard such as GSM, allowance for fading,
time and frequency spread and various faded signal
distributions are also advantageous.
In this article, radio channel models consistent with
above requirements were used, and a number of
applications, including the impact of changing C/I on
signal quality and the degradation of BER due to
interference proximity were simulated. Also, using
these radio channel models, a diversity combining
scheme was shown to improve fading margins.

Figures 10a: GSM system including a fading radio
channel with CCI.
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On December 22nd 2000 the General European
Guidelines for Water was enforced. This guideline
forms the basement for an inter-European cooperation
for water protection, water management and catastrophe
prevention and ensures a controlled management of
surface and ground water. The General Guideline for
Water requests harmonization of actions for water
protection and contributes to the further decrease of
water pollution. But much needs to be done to fulfill
this goal. The General European Guidelines can be used
not only inside the European Union, but also she is valid
worldwide.

ABSTRACT
The simulation of processes in the soil and groundwater
zone is one of the prerequisites for controlling and
monitoring of such applications like pumping wells in
water works or drainage systems in mines and building
pits as well as the remediation of contaminated sites and
land fills. The storms, extreme heavy rain falls and
floods of the last time require water management more
than ever for extreme conditions and long-term climatic
changes. Hence new strategies are needed to secure
requirements of society and environment. On an
international
level
comparable
results
and
intergovernmental water management is required which
means to learn from each other experience. To ensure
sustainable water management strategies a holistic
approach is emphasized. The bases of a modern water
management system are computer based Decision
Support Systems (DSS) including computer simulation
tools with active graphical user interface. By using of
modern mathematical solutions (e.g. Fuzzy-systems,
GIS, Neuronal Networks) the prognosis of water level
and flood prevention and control is possible. A DSS
requires a coupled analysis of all kinds of data to
describe the long-term scenario of global and local
changes. To get measurable results benchmarks are
defined to evaluate performance of the developed
simulation tool. Water management needs will be set
into a socio-economic context.

Consequent installation of a circumspect classification
of watercourses especially under hydrological,
economical and ecological aspects is an excellent
chance to improve water management in Europe. This
does not neglect the unique aspects of single river or
lake system. Both must be enabled through:
x a consequent, aerial and river-specific approach
x a specific approaches for every water course
x the monitoring of sufficient data and its compilation
in data bases,
x a combined consideration of pollutants (emission
and imission) and
x a single pollutant or complex pollutant cocktail
specific approach.
Paragraph 3 of the guidelines is a central theme of the
guideline and every national water management
authority will have to cope with its demands. Until now
the water management is under supervision of national
or even local authorities with no interaction to each
other. Water management was enabled within political
or geographical borders. But 50% of the residential
areas are situated aside international water course
systems and all of the water authorities responsible for
the supply of water and waste water management have
one common interest: to nationalize the advantages of
water and to internationalize the disadvantages of water.

INTRODUCTION
A deficit of water resources, unfavorable distributions
of water in time and space, increasing water use,
polluted water resources, variability and instability of
climate and change of socio-economic activities demand
rational ways of water management.

Due to the introduction of the New guideline water
authorities will have to co-ordinate their actions on a
broader and international scale. Along international
river courses international river water management and
construction plans must be introduced. International

The goal of the DSS OSMOW computer program
system is to develop a methodology for effective
operational water management under normal and
extreme conditions of the water cycle.
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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research proposed deals with the classification of water
courses using a circumspect approach, deals with
compilation and evaluation of ecological aspects and in
the end prepares a tools for fast and efficient water
management for both flood prevention, dry-out
prevention and pollutant impact under economical,
ecological and sustainable aspects.

river catchment areas must be handled adequately. In
order to establish such water management and
construction plans a huge amount of data for the
evaluation, determination of management goals as well
as action plans must be compiled. The interaction of
climatic, social, agricultural, industrial, environmental
and economical aspects have to be considered and
controlled. An interactive decision for an action must be
taken according to all that information. Water pollution
and the measures for water protection will have to be
revised continually. The management plan therefore
must be revised every 6 years (prescribed by paragraph
4 of the guideline) and effects caused by previous
actions, improvements and damages have to be
evaluated. The status of the necessity of exceptional
regulations has to be evaluated every time and, if the
status has expired, the regulation must be withdrawn.
All information must be stored and forms input data for
an interactive decision support system for European
water management.

The main problems to be interpreted in the proposal are
delineated in connection with: Water Resources, Water
Users and Operational Water Management. The
scientific/ technological objectives and the solution of
these problems are outlined in general objectives and
measurable targets are described in the specific
problems, respectively.
The current research proposal deals with the adaptation
of models and the development of management
scenarios for catastrophe protection.
The addressed general objectives of the to developed
project include:
1. evaluate the danger of catastrophes,
2. evaluate the vulnerability for disasters of an area,
3. manage the catastrophe prevention and catastrophe
protection,
4. improve the model output of interpolation and
prognosis for managing tasks for water management based on circumspect data and its handling in
an interactive data base.
5. consider hydrological, meteorological, biological,
biochemical and ecological influences for decisionmaking.
6. Furthermore the need for water supply and protection against dry seasons must be handled. Water
resources therefore must be qualified regarding
quantity and quality of the water reservoir. Decision support systems will be needed and therefore
the development deals with:
a. coupled analysis of water supply safety and the
safety of food supply. This involves the use of
information and an integrated analysis method
of water availability, water usage, food
demand, and economical aspects for
agriculture, and
b. improvement of respective development for
decision support for the management of
catchment areas with help of input data
describing the long-term scenario of global
climatic changes.
c. The decision support system must supply tools
to help to improve the co-operation and
communication of involved parties.
7. The decision support system also must help the
governments and the private industries to decide
and take action.
8. The decision support systems developed within the
presented approach will help by the economical
controlling and steering of water supply systems,
waste water treatment plants and help to evaluate
the environmental impact of actions taken.

The co-ordination of information exchange and decision
consulting is in the first place a management task, which
challenges experts and is the only way to ensure stable
supply of water and to protect the environment. The
living standard, agricultural production and modern
industry depend on a stable supply of water and
wastewater treatment.
Catastrophes caused due to absence or strong presence
of water occurs with the highest probabilities. Natural
catastrophes due to flooding or catastrophes caused by
water such as slope sliding, dam failure or even the
failure of concrete reservoir constructions due to flood
impact as well as hygienic impacts, which come in the
course of such events, are strongly burned into our
mind. But also sneaking quiet catastrophes have a
terrible and ugly face such as dry seasons. The more
extreme a catastrophic event becomes the less probable
becomes its occurrence. But this actually forms the
danger of natural disasters. The danger that comes along
with these events is difficult to predict and measures
against such events are difficult to master. Prediction of
such events, measures against floods and the planning
of residential areas and industrial areas away from areas
prone to floods is one effective measure. The construction of reservoirs for both flood protection and dryout prevention becomes an international and intercultural task especially on river courses, which are
situated in several countries. Water management for
prevention of natural catastrophes must deal with
x the protection against catastrophes of high
probability, but under economically considerations
and with a calculable remaining risk,
x the remaining risk must be at a scale that the
national economy is able to carry the damage and is
not turned into long-term disaster.
Concerning the General European Guideline for Water
much research demand exists for a variety of topics. The
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as buffer system for the mitigation of extreme conditions.
Water resources management methods are a
technological progress for the population living and
working in the corresponding territory. In this way
significant social effects are achieved.

STATE OF ART
The motivation to submit the program system OSMOW
is the necessity to develop tools - methods, programs,
techniques, etc. - which will enable a decision support
system for water management in Europe as requested by
previously published guidelines. Present practices of
many European countries may need considerable
alterations. Water economy systems ensuring in general
needs of different water users, are methodically and
technically unfit in particular cases and cannot be
operated in synchrony with user requirements, for
example - during unexpected droughts and floods. The
operation of systems managing groundwater flow for
instance is in particular exposed to retardation. The
response to user needs in large open channel systems
and an inter-European approach is retarded as well.
The aim of the to developed OSMOW is to develop a
methodology, contributing Decision Support System for
the sustainable water resources management. The
methodology for water management under normal and
extreme conditions of water cycle builds up on
management of water resources for normal cases.
The approach to the solution of considered management
problems combines the best available scientific
knowledge and methodologies. On basis of existing and
own-developed numerical and balance models of
surface and ground water flows and other dynamic
processes, a new simulation and controlling system on a
regional scale is constructed. The controlling system is
based on a hierarchical online closed-loop concept with
two simulation levels. Water needs of different water
users are reflected in the management methodology,
thus achieving an integrated water management. Under
a user-friendly interface a decision support system is
formed that allows to control and predict possible
actions for water management regarding environmental,
agricultural, hydrological and socio-economic aspects.
The management process is realized by an integrated information system, performing cyclic processing and
analysis of the information and transferring the
commands for the next time step.
The selection of several water systems/subsystems is
envisaged to be the starting point and the criterion for
the development of different problems included in the
DSS - OSMOW. These territories (catchments) will be
equipped with information devices and monitoring will
be organized for the detailed observation of water flow
processes, as well as for other processes in the course of
experiments with the developed methods.
The introduction of strategic methods for sustainable
water resources management in the practice of
European countries will be in direct connection with the
recently adopted European Water Framework Directive.
The introduction of management methods leads to a
decrease of water losses, thus affecting favorably
economic efficiency. The regulation of the water/air
regime in the unsaturated soil zone influences
environmental conditions. Vadose zone is functioning

NEW ASPECTS OF WATER MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
Traditionally water resources management till now has
been practically performed for surface water flows. It
has been realized mainly by reservoir operation for both
ordinary water use and flood prevention. The
management task is expressed in an optimized
hierarchical distribution of water volumes between
different water users for an annual or seasonal time
interval. The operative management of an open channel
system is connected with substantial problems
concerning the water distribution in single nodes of the
system. The solution of these problems leads to accurate
supply of water volumes to end points of the system.
During the last two decades the problem of integrated
water management has reached a certain level of
development. Groundwater management for instance is
very important because of observed trends of water
supply deficiencies and of possibilities to use water for
irrigation purposes more economically. Regulating
groundwater table contributes to the solution of diverse
ecological problems. The general concept of
groundwater management is based on controlled
drainage according to available water resources in the
region. The classical drainage facilities are ditches, open
channels, drainage pipes, mole drainage and vertical
drainage wells, providing mainly subsurface drainage.
Water management systems are set up in various
configurations. The drainage facilities should be
operated alternately for the management purposes.
Investigations on water management systems useable
for subsurface irrigation have been carried out in
different countries: Slovakia, Russia, the Netherlands,
Poland, Bulgaria, Germany, the USA, the Ukraine and
elsewhere. In most cases the attention has been focused
on drainage equipment operation and on possibilities of
maintaining a certain groundwater level, or on
determining the drainage water amount under constant
operation conditions. The results of investigations and
practical applications clearly confirm the possibility of
regulating the groundwater level by means of drainage
equipment. These results are only the basis for new
research work on a complex of problems depending on
requirements for control systems operating under
dynamically changing conditions and still meeting the
needs of water users.
The computer program system OSMOW comprises new
investigations in following research topics:
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with the investigations in item 3. This system will be
based on a hierarchical online closed-loop controlling
system with two simulation levels, a detailed complex
simulation tool and reduced block-models. The
interaction between different processes in soil and
groundwater zone is described by coupling different
models to one detailed complex simulation package.
Non-steady-state simulations can be performed.
Substantial error reduction is achieved by introducing
fine-mesh discretisation models. Detailed simulation
requires the use of high-performance Computation
(HPC) technique and parallel computers. The to
developed project OSMOW emphasizes on the
application of recently developed HPC tools in parallel
codes for groundwater flow simulation to the Danube
lowland and other groundwater dominated areas. Online closed-loop control tools must be created for
practical field application. These reduced models, the
so-called block-models, are calibrated by the complex
model. New methods will be used for calibration and
sensitive analyses. In this way a hierarchical controlling
system will be created. Elements of knowledge based
system and mathematical methods for computation with
inaccurate measurement values will be also incorporated
in the block-models.
Research on groundwater pollution is included in the
sphere of the regional management problems considered
in this project OSMOW. In particular, the "pure zones"
in the region will be defined by solving the so-called
"inverse problems", as well as places for discharge and
disposal of polluted water will be determined.
Investigations in test fields related to item 4 would
contribute to the proof or adaptation of theoretical
concepts. Data for all observed water, soil and plant
parameters with respect to the regulated groundwater
regime will be analyzed.
There are no data available for holistic investigations related to item 5 on technical-economic and social
problems of water systems with controlled operation.
Such an analysis will be performed on basis of
quantitative characteristics both existing and new
planned water systems.
OSMOW will advance the present situation by a holistic
methodology for water resource planning under
dynamic changing conditions.
Results of investigations envisaged in the DSS OSMOW would represent a sound basis for further
development and practical application of methods for
water-resources management.
As a final conclusion the performance of these
investigations will represent a stage in the
acknowledgement of the general trend for rational use
of water resources.
The OSMOW includes the development of a new
method of modeling the diffuse pollution. The basis of
the new method is the solution of "inverse problems". In
this way the possibility is created to determine (manage)
the flow path of disposed pollutant without aggravation
of water quality in the rest part of the catchment.

1.
2.

harmonized modeling for strategic planning
hydraulic processes connected with the structures
for regulation of surface and groundwater flows
under changing conditions,
3. regional and inter-regional performance of management systems under the effect of natural conditions
and the needs of different competitive water users,
4. influence of groundwater table management on
mitigation of extreme environmental conditions
(floods and droughts) by water retention or water
release in the aquifer and in the vadose zone as well
5. technical-economic,
social,
hydrological,
meteorological, biological, chemical and other
problems related to development and operation of
systems for water regime management.
6. evaluate the vulnerability of an area regarding
disasters.
7. prevent or if it fails manage a catastrophic event
8. coupled analysis of water supply, safety, food
supply and environmental impact
9. possible pollutant impact is involved for decision
making
The strategy under consideration (item 1) is set into a
holistic approach, including definition of tasks and
needs (visions, guidelines), water controlling
(transformation of strategy into practice), use of selected
or developed tools (workmanship) and interpretation of
results. The loop is completed through the feedback of
results with respect to the defined tasks (Fig. 1).

strategic
loop

transformation

results

visions
guidlines

workmanship
Figure 1: Strategic water resources planning approach
Investigations of item 2 are designated to formulate
direct relationships between two types of parameters,
describing the processes: “controlling” and “controlled”
ones. These relationships are necessary for the
quantitative process modeling for both surface and
groundwater flows. The experience of the partners of
the project consortium shows that it is possible to obtain
these relationships by means of numerical modeling.
A new simulation and controlling system to achieve the
transformation of strategies for the regional waterresources management will be developed in connection
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Block models for simplification of the detailed
models
Models for water-economy balance in a
catchment
The pool is not defined to be final during this phase; it
may be extended with other models whenever needed.

THE CONCEPT OF OSMOW

-

The work planned is following the red line conception
phase o implementation o application.
The conception phase comprises the harmonization of
the modeling concepts within the consortium to achieve
comparable results and data process identification for
extreme conditions. All partners need to be actively
involved in this part, because it is essential for the
success of the proposal to establish a common starting
point and a mutual understanding of problems each
partner contributes to the research investigations. The
consortium is formed by partners comprising knowledge
in water resources management, groundwater flow
simulations, drainage and irrigation, unsaturated flow,
data base establishment as well as socio-economic and
environmental issues. In this way most synergy effects
of the different expertises may be gained for the project.
The research work will be performed with a strong link
to endusers. Members of the consortium include
research institutes and water management institutions.
The implementation is a key action of the project.
Hence first the selection, adaptation and when needed
the development of new mathematical/numerical
concepts will be performed. The participating partners
have experiences with all kind of models related to all
parts of the hydrological cycle. With these models a
pool of mathematical concepts is formed and cross
models are established. The pool of models includes in
particular:
Regional models for description of surface water
flow:
HBV and HBV-light (rainfall-runoff model), NLC,
NONLIN, MODI (river water quantity and quality)
Models for water balance in cross-sections of a
main river
Regional models for description of groundwater
flows:
MODFLOW, MOC, THEIS
Local models for description of drainage system
operation:
DRAINMOD (simulation of shallow groundwater
table), SEEP-CANAL (operation of an open
drainage channel), SEEP-DRAIN (operation of pipe
drainage), SEEP-WELL (drainage wells)
Solute transport models:
MODFLOW-MT3D, SWMS-3D, RPMOD (3Dmodel for reverse filtration problems), HYDRUS,
COMBESICK, GLOBAL (1D-, 2D- and 3Dmodels for unsaturated flow in rigid soils),
MACRO (2D- water and solute transport in macro
porous soils), FLOCR (water flow in shrinking and
swelling soils)
Models for determining the relationships between
“controlling” and “controlled” parameters
Algorithms for inverse problems:
MINPACK
(LEVENBERG-MARQUARDTCode), NL2SOL (Secant method for nonlinear least
squares)

The mathematical/numerical concepts are made useable
by developing simulation models. The simulation tools
are structured in two levels. Out of a detailed complex
simulation model so-called block models are generated
(Fig. 2). These models are related to a given task.
Level 2

Level 1

Block-model
lowland

Module
Hydrology

Module
surface
water

Block-model
wetland

Module
supply
channel

Block-model
flood

Module Module
drainage groundsystem water

Block-model
n. n.

Module
unsaturated zone

Module
n. n.

Detailed complex simulation model
for soil water in the vadose zone and groundwater

Figure 2: Hierarchical controlling system
Block models are:
x simplifications of a detailed model. There are
different methods to achieve simplifications, e.g.
condition viewer or transfer functions
x designed for special regions and users
x designed for different hydrological conditions, that
means for a region more than one block model is
required, e.g. for spring or summer conditions,
flood or low discharge
x calibrated by the complex model
x integrating a part of knowledge based rules. In this
case a lot of expert experience exists
The block-model level is a simplification, but enables
the user to overcome the disadvantage that not all
influences of the groundwater level can be described by
mathematical equations. Block-models run not only on
mainframes, but also on control computers, e.g. on a
PC. Another aspect is inaccurate measurement values.
In the state of art simulation tools take for granted
accurate values, which are not available for practical
working conditions. The innovative idea is the
combination of mathematics of inaccurate values (e.g.
Fuzzy set manipulation) with the block-models to
achieve knowledge based Fuzzy controlled system.
The following figure shows the online closed-loop
control system for a part of the regional water balance:
surface water – vadose zone - groundwater.
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Detailed complex
model

Goals

Blockmodels

and their both spatial and temporal
interaction.
x Estimation of the components of water balance in
the system of atmosphere –plant canopy – unsaturated zone of soil - groundwater
x Comparison of the characteristics monitored in the
test region with the results from the harmonised
model
test field in Poland
x the catchment of the Gasawka river with drainagesubirrigation systems as main users of water, with
other users as fish ponds, sugar plants, small towns
and villages, environment (biological flows),
wetlands, recreation and tourism
x the polder area in the north Poland with flood risk
and mainly agriculture activity
test field in Bulgaria
x With subirrigation as characteristic component of
water balance
x description of Iskar river basin up to Novi Iskar
town, detail description of water resources system
structure
x methodology for short-term operation of water resources system
Upper Tisza Region, Hungary
x Especially with respect to social, economic and
environmental effects of integrated water resource
management
Marchfeld region in Lower Austria
x This region is supplied with water from Danube for
irrigation purposes. The main channel serves also
as recipient for some small wastewater treatment
plants.
should be representative for Europe.
After the establishment of the harmonized modeling
concepts the following workpackages are embedded
into a socio-economic context. Environmental issues,
when not already included in water related topics, are
attributed accordingly.

Disturbance

Facilities

Watersystem regime
in lowlands and wetlands

Figure 3: Loop for controlling components of water
balance:
surface water, vadose zone and
groundwater
The block model is online coupled with the control-loop
comparing results with actual values. The goal function
will be created in the computer or put in by the operator.
Actual measurement values are made available online or
with datalogger systems. The block-model calculates
the input of regulation units. The transmission from the
computer to regulation units is online. In this way a
feedback between actual values and the regulation unit
will be guaranteed. For the improvement of controlling
effects multi-stage control loops will be used (Fig. 4).
Such control loops take into consideration e.g.
disturbance values (disturbance feed forward) and early
warning condition values (controller feedback).
Detailed complex
model

Goals

Block
models

Disturbance

Facilities:
Supply canals
Drainage Systems

Regime of water in vadose
zone and groundwater
in lowlands and wetlands

Control unit

Figure 4: Multi-stage control system
The best mathematical concepts will not be used if they
are not set into a user-friendly simulation environment.
Therefore it is intended to embed the simulation tools
into a graphical user-interface.
The application phase starts with the establishment of
benchmarks. Test regions are selected to cover most
foreseen extreme conditions in Europe. Simulations in
test regions serve to proof the applicability of the
proposed simulation tool and to perform a feasibility
study with the established benchmarks.
A diversity of European test sites, covering the extreme
conditions as previously described before, including
the East Slovakia Lowland
x Estimation of the characteristics of:
- Water-level regime in a river network and channels,
- Water-level regime of groundwater,
- Water-content regime of the unsaturated zone of
soil

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS
The European dimension of dynamic changes of the
water cycle is reflected in the European Water
Framework Directive. Global change effects are
investigated in various research programs. The changing
of climate is not only a European problem, but also
more a worldwide challenge. OSMOW will take
advantage of these results and is aimed to develop
strategies to react to extreme conditions, like floods and
water shortages. Water as a transboundary resource
needs common attention of neighboring countries or of
those who share river catchments. A harmonized modeling concept for strategic water resource planning will
contribute
to
improvements
of
guidelines,
standardization and regulations. It also ensures that the
guidelines are applied accordingly.
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Declining availability of water is a profound problem,
which is not only a result of reduced water supply, but
also exaggerated by the continuing increase of water use
for agriculture, industry, municipal demand, nature
conservation, etc. These problems become evermore
significant in many regions of Europe and worldwide,
especially in CEE countries (Central and Eastern
Europe).

SOCIAL ASPECTS
The natural, economic and social conditions of most
countries in Europe and worldwide confront the society
with the challenge to solve the problem of sustainable
water resources management under dynamic changing
conditions. These changing conditions may be a result
of global change effects or due to human impacts.
Strategic water resource planning utilized by operational
methods contributes to mitigate negative effects of
droughts (water deficiencies) or an excess of water
(floods) in other periods of the year. In general,
according to quantity and quality, water is considered to
be a deficient natural product.

On the other side of the spectrum extreme conditions related to an excess of water due to an increase of annual
return periods are observed in the western part of
Europe. Most practices are related to surface water. An
important aspect of the proposed research project is to
investigate the controlling possibilities of groundwater
and the storage capacities of the unsaturated zone.

Water resources management in modern practice
represents already an instrument for solving water
economic and ecological problems in a rational way.
Management tasks are related to surface and
groundwater. Emphasize has to be paid between both
resources in a catchment. An important role plays the
movement of water in the unsaturated zone. The
resource water is under continuous pressure of pollutants, due to various points and diffuses sources.

Due to human activities water quality (pollution)
became a key topic for water provision and
environmental conservation.
The problems stated above (floods - draughts pollution) occur in different regions and under different
hydrological and environmental conditions, but to cope
with the effects for all an efficient management strategy
is needed. Hence exchange of information and expertise
between the regions in Europe has to be enforced. In
particular this will emphasize the role of integrated
water measurements and efficient water use strategies.
x

By developing a harmonized modeling tool
results are comparable and synergy effects are
easily passed on.

x

The establishment of benchmarks should
contribute to unbiased analyses of the
performance of the proposed strategies.

x

The proposed strategies are set into operation
by simulation for test regions, which are
representative for Europe.

Sufficient amount of water of good quality is essential
for the quality of life and health.
This will only be achieved if the resource water is
treated as an European concern.
In a broader sense “operational management” includes
all activities leading to a sustainable water regime. More
specific, operational water management has to deal with
predictions of water resources use in a catchment,
monitoring and data processing, analyses of water
resources changes and identification of response
actions.
This has to be seen in a socio/economic context and
interactions with water policy statements are foreseen.

The project will utilize existing experience whenever
available and will establish a knowledge resource that
will be continuing beneficial after the present research
program is completed. For the dissemination of results
CD-ROM and other electronic means are utilized. The
information collected in the created knowledge base
will be accessible through Internet.

The results of OSMOW will directly effect European
and worldwide international social objectives by:

The scale of the project impact is potentially very large.
Regional development in water scarce areas is highly
dependent on available water resources. The efficient
allocation of water is important as it maximizes the
potential returns on water use economically and
environmentally.
The research partners also see particular promise for the
commercial exploitation of European expertise around
the World. Solving the problems of rational water use in
Europe will enable European organizations to utilize or
adapt the techniques for other parts of the world –
particularly developing countries where water-shortage
is steadily increasing and represents a profound threat to
the stability of the local environment and society.
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x

maintaining rural livelihoods. By providing
mentoring advice to water and agricultural
organizations, the project output will help to
improve
food
and
water
availability;
preserve/enhance the environment and to provide
employment. Improvement of Quality of Life and
Health and Safety can be expected. It has been recognized in the Fifth Environmental Action Program
that the abandonment of farmlands can have
negative effects on the environment.

x

expansion of EU by promoting and developing
links between leading organizations in the existing
EU that are interested in efficient water resource
management (especially in regions with water
shortage) and similar organizations in Central and
Eastern Europe. The network will encourage better
intra-European co-operation. This will ensure that
relevant results and experiences within the

restrictions. The result is a DSS as required by the new
General European Guidelines regarding the controlling
and steering of the water cycle to provide help to
evaluate possible impact of actions.

community can be utilized - hopefully to the
advantage of the pre-accession states.
x

x

improvements directly developed in the CEE,
which will be utilizable in many regions of the EU.
This is a step towards equality of information
access and opportunity in all countries of EU. The
compilation of all the information from the various
sub-topic networks into one integrated system will
provide specialized knowledge to be readily
accessible by professional colleagues in partner
countries, thereby adding to the EC’s net overall
knowledge.
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Improving agricultural production and maintaining
the agricultural nature of regions in Europe. Better
availability of technical information across the
range of irrigation and drainage topics will help
participants to better contribute to European efforts
to improve yields and to limit effect of external
impositions of drought and associated difficulties.

The project results will enable researchers and
practitioners across Europe to share experience and
skills, and then apply/adapt the benefits to their own
respective countries or regions.
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CONCLUSION
A deficit of water resources, unfavorable distributions
of water in time and space, increasing water use,
polluted water resources, variability and instability of
climate and change of socio-economic activities demand
rational ways of water management. The main objective
is a methodology for effective operational water
management under normal and extreme conditions of
the water cycle. The research supplies solutions and
tools to: evaluate the danger and vulnerability of an
area; prevent damage; handle water supply and ensure
quantity and quality of water resources; consider
hydrological, meteorological, biological, biochemical
and ecological influences; generate sufficient data;
handle an interactive data base for interpretation and
prognosis. A DSS requires a coupled analysis of all
kinds of data to describe the long-term scenario of
global and local changes. DSS improves co-operation
and communication of involved parties in order to take
action for controlling and steering.
Main milestones and expected results are: harmonized
modeling concepts and data base for simulation of
extreme conditions, simulation models including a
graphical user interface, benchmarks to ensure
comparable results and to provide a check of simulation
performance, socio-economic and environmental
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photographs. The synoptic overview provided by the
images can help to stratify the forest and allows to optimize the terrestrial work. In fact, remote sensing is used
for nearly 100 years (Hildebrandt 1996) in the forestry
domain resulting in a widely used set of tools for analogue image analysis in forest inventory.
Despite all efforts towards optimized forest inventory
concepts measurements in forests remain costly. Expensive equipment required for image interpretation and time consuming manual Photogrammetry have not met
the high expectations.

KEYWORDS
multi-channel Image Analysis, Digital Signal
Processing, Texture Classification, Object Extraction,
Clustering
ABSTRACT
Feature extraction from aerial images is an important
research topic with a wide area of applications, like
traffic or agriculture monitoring, natural disaster early
warning system, etc. Because, to deal successfully with,
information gained by remote sensing is by several factors much more cost effective compared to manually
accomplished measurements. Certain Information is actually only available by remote sensing since, as the
area under investigation is as huge, that any other means
would be infeasible. The extraction of certain objects
from aerial images has proven to be a very difficult problem especially if the investigated objects do not have
sharply bounded lines. This is common the regular case
when dense forests are concerned during image analysis. Here, trees usually occlude each other and are hard
to differentiate from epiginous vegetation, that make
geometrical approaches of object identification, as well
as direct representations, hard to apply. On the other
hand, counting’s performed in the frequency domain
offer the advantage of transformation invariance and
suffer lesser from diffuse object boundaries. The determination of a clear signature is difficult, if the objects in
question are quite similar, though. Hence the paper suggests an approach derived from texture classification
that achieves better results in the forestry.

Figure 1. Aerial1 photograph showing an uneven-aged
mixed forest stand formed by Norwegian Spruce, White
Oak and European Beech. Spruces with low intensity
are marked by circles, the square corresponds to Fig. 3.

INTRODUCTION
Monitoring of forests for several purposes has proven
itself as being a demanding and costly task. Gathering
data on this diverse natural resource providing information for sustainable forest management means identifying single trees as well as their most important properties like species, age, health-status, height, crown and
trunk diameter. In a normal forest inventory covering
8000 ha to 10.000 ha the number of trees to be measured easily exceeds 10.000 or even 12.000. To minimize
costs, current forest inventory systems are generally based on ground measurements taken on sample plots distributed regularly over the whole forest. In addition, terrestrial measurements are supported by using aerial
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

Growing and improved availability of digital images
may change this situation dramatically. While digital
images are easy to handle and allow sophisticated image
processing, reliable methods capable of addressing a

1

IRC chromatic aerial image courtesy of Institut für
Forsteinrichtung und Ertragskunde, University of
Göttingen. Scale approximately 1:6000, scanned with a
photogrammetric scanner, resolution 12 Pm, GSD
approximately 8 cm.
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broader range of stock enumeration issues may pave
the road towards automatic forest inventory systems.
Since the early 1990’s several efforts to extract data on
trees and forest stands from digital images in a widely
automated manner have been published (a.o. Pinz,
1988, 1992; POLLOCK, 1994, 1996, STRAUB & HEIPKE
2001, KÄTSCH 2002). Despite very promising results
presented from different authors none of the methods
proposed so far can be seen as an universal tool ready to
meet all challenges related to different stand structures,
tree species or age-classes found in forests around the
globe.
This paper presents first results of study carried out in
uneven aged Central European forest stands using multi-channel texture classification, which in combination
with existing methods may lead to more general approaches of automated stock taking in forestry.
Fig. 1 shows a cutout of a grayscale version of a chromatic aerial image, displaying the Hills area in south
western Lower Saxony, Germany. The (1) mixed forest
shown is characterized by a tree population of (2) very
varying age (40 to 120 years), consisting mainly of
oaks, beeches and spruces. The (3) differing height
structure of the trees leading to shadowing effects is
clearly visible. All three mentioned factors result in an
increased complexity regarding automated image analysis. In this paper we restrict ourselves to issues (1) and
(2), which are, among others, characterized by the difference between high intensity broad-leaved trees and low
intensity conifers, the latter marked by a circle in Fig. 1,
a characteristic which classical image processing algorithms tend to miss, as exemplified in Fig. 2, showing
the results of an edge detection filter using a Sobel kernel as in (Paulus and Hornegger 2003).

Figure 2. Edge detection applied to Fig. 1 after low pass
filtering. The conifers, marked by circles in Fig. 1, tend
to vanish
The first pass consists of five steps:
1.

Window extraction
A square window of size N x N is extracted for each
pixel of the image, centred at the pixel, where w is
an odd number, see Fig. 3 (left). Windows not fitting completely into the image are disregarded so
that, if the image has M x M pixel, only the inner
(M-N+1) x (M-N+1) pixel can be considered. Typical window sizes which had been proven to be the
most effective are rather smaller than those reported by (Zell 1996) and range from 7 to 25 pixel.
The example shown in Fig. 3 has a size of 64 x 64
pixel only for demonstration purposes.

2.

Window smoothing
The extracted sub image becomes smoothed to zero
at the edges during the next step in order to avoid
undesired edge effects. Smoothing is performed by
multiplying the extraction window pixel wise with
a filter that shows good stop-band attenuation if
transformed to frequency space, as shown in Fig.3
(middle and right).

THE MULTI-CHANEL APPROACH
This paper suggests an approach, based on the two pass
filter algorithm, introduced by (Zell 1994), which itself
was derived from (Hatzigeorgiou 1993). The first pass
compromises a windowed multi-band signature analysis, the second pass consists of an artificial neural network classifier. Our contribution introduces a multi-resolution2 representation of the first pass and replaces
the neural network classifier by k-means clustering, supersede the automatic algorithm by a semi-automatically one, i.e. one, that needs currently at least some manual interaction, and in such manner gaining increased accuracy for an extremely narrow feature set.

2

(Zell 1994) refers to the multi-band approach as multiresolution which is appropriate in the sense that lower
frequencies contribute more to the signal than higher
frequencies and that thus a low pass filtered image has a
different resolution than a high pass filtered one. We
refer to the term multi-resolution in the sense of
different window sizes.

Figure 3. Extraction window corresponding to the
square region of Fig. 1, multiplication filter, resulting extraction window (respective extracted subimage, from left to right)
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3.

2D-FFT
Window smoothing is followed by calculating the
magnitude of the two-dimensional discrete Fourier
transform3,
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whose locality in pixel space obviously depends on
the size of the extraction window. Too large windows result in failing to detect texture boundaries,
while smaller windows cannot detect larger patterns. Therefore the window size depends on the
type of application and on the scale of the aerial
photographs or satellite images. Images, window
sizes between 7 and 25 rendered, show the best results. The extracted sub-image had to be zero-padded to achieve at least a magnitude spectrum of 128
x 128 pixel in order to avoid numerical complications in subsequent steps of the algorithm.
4.

Figure 4. Merging the signatures into k cluster
obtained from a 16-digit signature
vectors becomes minimized (with k < m). Applying
this kind of clustering results in good outcomes.
Fig. 4. gives an indication though it refers already
to the improved version of the algorithm, described
in the next section. It has to be noticed that the
clustering was not able to distinct noise from low
intensity conifers remarkably better than other methods. It has also been observed that increasing the
number of clusters didn’t increase the quality if the
distinction, an indication that the band which
separates the spectrum of the conifers from noise,
must be vary narrow. An improved version of
clustering, which lead to significantly better results,
is described in the following section.

Multi-band pass filtering
Step 4 consists of 8 successive band pass filters
completely partitioning the spectrum. The radius of
the succeeding filter is 2 times the radius of its
predecessor, which is the reason for the greater size
of the spectrum than the original image’s size.
Hence the first filter, the low pass, must thus be
relatively small, and would be smaller than a single
pixel if the extracted image wouldn’t be zero
padded. The adopted filter was a perfect band pass,
obtained by setting all values of the spectrum to
zero, which don’t fall into the circlet of the
respective band. Since no inverse transform is
intended no disadvantages are expected from
avoiding a more sophisticated filter as e.g. the
gradients of a Gauss function.

5.

2.

Merging clusters to classes
Once the clusters are obtained, they need to be merged down to a more concise number of 3 or 4 clusters which are referred to as classes, see Fig. 5.
This step currently requires manual user
interaction and this is the sense where some kind of
“intelligence” needs to be applied. Since this is
limited to merging about 32 color regions to larger
ones, we expect this to be achievable in about 5 to
10 minutes, based on our observations on manually
merging clusters within an imaging application and
assuming an appropriate user interface is provided,
which we consider tolerable. In the conclusion a
thorough discussion of this subject will be given.

3.

Morphological operations
Morphological operations are not necessarily an
integral part of the algorithm but are required by
the application in order to utilize the gained information. These operations include dilation and erosion in order to get a better object separation without
losing too much object area, binarization,

Signature generation
Finally, the signature of the pixel which lies at the
centre of the extraction window, is generated by
computing the arithmetic mean value per band pass.
This results in eight scalar values, as eight band
passes are used, representing an eight-dimensional
vector, that is referred to as signature of the pixel.

The second pass completely deviates from (Zell 1996)
and consists of three steps:
1.

k-means clustering
k-means clustering is a statistical method of vector
quantization where a “codebook” K of k vectors is
build up by the algorithm with the objective to heuristically determine its k vectors so, that the average
minimum Euclidean distance for the m vectors of a
set M (here the signatures) to one of the k codebook

3

Following the notation for the complex DFT of (Smith
1999) and using the FFT for the implementation
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one containing the conifers and the one containing the
noise.
One obvious solution was to use information gathered
by varying image sizes, especially the tendency of low
intensity objects to vanish with increasing window size,
because noise remains noise. We applied two different
algorithms, both utilized a 7 pixel wide and a 25 pixel
wide extraction window. The first algorithm combined
two clustered images by generating k1 * k2 (basically
by appending k2 to k1) new clusters from the k1 respective k2 clusters, computed by the method suggested
above. This not only generates numerous meaningless
clusters respective needlessly separated well bounded
clusters and thus hampered the successive classification
step, it also introduced unwanted artefacts, though it indeed result in a better object distinction. Much better
results are gained by appending one signature to the
other, thus gaining a 16-digit4 instead of a 8-digit signature vector. and performing the k-means clustering in a
16-dimensional instead of a 8-dimensional vector space,
see Figs. 4 to 6.

Figure 5. Merging clusters (as in Fig. 6) into
classes, red regions refer to regions identified as
conifers
required for object identification and ellipse
embedding (unaccounted by us yet), used for
further formalization and subsequent automated
processing. Fig. 6 shows the identified objects after
dilation, erosion, binari zation and contouring
overlayed on the original image.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
o

Our work so far emphasized the detection of low
intensity objects (conifers) which obviously had the
greatest prospect of success for our application.
More work is required with respect to object separation, see Fig. 6. We expect to gain better results
in this area either with improved morphological
operations (i.e. testing with successive erosion operations whether objects are separable) or with geometrical operations (ellipse embedding.

o

We anticipate further improvements through utilizing other spectra, especially the infrared channel.
Hyper-spectral Images which had been introduced
to remote sensing in the context of forestry may
give this approach a hole new direction as the up to
220 channels could be utilized for direct clustering.

o

The elimination of the semiautomatic classification
step could probably be reached by e.g. artificial
neural networks (perceptron, similar to character
recognition) But since the requirements for manual
interaction are already condensed to a very small
effort, which can easily be further streamlined by
providing a simple interface, we would rather improve object separation which will improve the
overall usefulness of the algorithm to a much
higher degree.

o

Some investigations may be appropriate whether at
least partial results of this algorithm could be
ported to operations in the spatial domain. The
solution to work with different window sizes for
the 2D-FFT corresponds to working with different

Figure 6. Identified objects after dilation, erosion,
binarization and contouring
IMPROVEMENTS
The originally obtained results showed similar disadvantages as filter-based algorithms. The algorithm had
difficulties to distinguish low-intensity conifers from
noisy, non vegetable parts of the signal as it can be seen
in the lower left corner of the investigation area in Fig.
1, that represents a forest track. This could not be remedied by increasing the number of clusters, which had
only led to the same finer subdivision in both areas, the

4
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with each digit being a floating point number

kernel sizes for convolution (low pass filtering,
edge detection).
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Costs should include items for modelling, development
of simulation including verification and validation of
the models and simulation, modelling and simulation
tools, computers and software, and suitably qualified
staff, all associated with time estimates for each task.
These and the benefits must be achievable and clear to
the management. The benefits should include the
verification and validation of product or service design
decisions at all stages. Where persons are included in
the loop, appropriate human factors must be
considered. Where there is hardware-in-the-loop to be
considered and/or humans, the real-time and interface
aspects must be included in the evaluation. For the
situation where there are both person(s) and hardwarein-the-loop all of these factors must be considered.

ABSTRACT
Undertaking a simulation study, except when trivial, is
always a complex process. It is viewed in very
different ways by the various parties involved. This
paper looks at the processes, stages and sequences
from several different perspectives, in order to expose
the philosophy and arguments involved in the decision
making leading to the successful and profitable use of
simulation or to its rejection.
INTRODUCTION

The principles of concurrent engineering should be
used in the product design and manufacturing
processes, and also used for parallel modelling and
simulation developments, see figure 1 (Habibi and
Zobel 1996).

Simulation can be a very powerful tool for system
design support and validation, for providing
performance data, for investigating operational regions
beyond the anticipated safety limits, and provide a
valuable aid for training. Although many complex
systems may be amenable to analytical techniques,
simulation is required to ascertain characteristics and
performance for systems represented by many
equations, which are also non-linear and time-varying.

The level of modelling employed overall and for each
of the sub models should reflect the aims and
objectives of the study in relation to the requirements
for sufficient accuracy, resolution and validity. Higher
levels cost money and time and should be seriously
questioned by the management. Of course, re-use of
existing models is highly desirable, even if they are
more complex then required for the new study.
However, this must be subject to adequate
documentation including a complete specification,
interface definitions, evidence of verification and
validation, and a complete list and specification of
modelling assumptions and limitations (Gass 1978,
Han 2000). A simulation model library is desirable, but
this must be used with care (Lee and Zobel 1997).

In the following discussion the author uses his own
experience and knowledge of simulation gained over
the past 45 years in industry and academia to expose
some of the problems, dilemmas, views and solutions
for a variety of different simulated systems.
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF A SIMULATION
STUDY
Simulations and simulation studies should be
developed in a similar way to a piece of software or a
product, that is, through a sequence of cycles of
requirements, specification and outline design, until the
aims and objectives are reasonably clear. At this stage
it is essential to involve the management team, project
engineers and others, in order to provide a properly
argued case for the need of such a simulation study on
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

After sufficient iterations, the final aims and objectives
must be completely specified, documented and agreed
by all interested parties. These should include the
customer, whether internal or external to the
organisation proposing the simulation study.
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need for the real-time solution to a partial differential
equation, for which the available hardware does not
have the performance. Alternative methods may have
to be sought. It may be necessary to look at the
assumptions, justification, and limitations of proposed
methods and the acceptability of alternatives.
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Some systems are purely discrete event and others are
continuous systems. In this day and age, many systems
are mixed continuous and discrete event. This aspect
will have a strong influence on the simulation package
choice.
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STRUCTURE OF A SIMULATION STUDY
There are many aspects, facets and views of a
simulation study which must be considered,
implemented and documented, before such a study can
be justified and carried out.

Wheel

System Block Diagram
The first requirement is a for a top level system block
diagram, with details of each block (figure 2). Lower
level block diagrams are also needed, subject to the
need for restricting the level of detail to those required
by the aims and objectives of the study, and other
technical details (figure 3). The latter may involve the

Figure 3: Lower Level Suspension Sub-System
Block Diagram
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introduce the concept of “this can not happen”, so do
not test for this. Many system failures can be attributed
to making this erroneous assumption.

Mathematical Modelling
Second, the mathematical modelling is required (Korn
and Korn 2000), if not already completely or partly
already available from previous studies, or is partly
available through adaptation of earlier models.
However, all of this may be suspect, due to incomplete
model specification or lack of detail, especially of
assumptions and limitations associated with the model
to be re-used. On completion, the mathematical models
must be verified to determine if they are complete and
correct, otherwise there is no point in proceeding to
build a simulation from the models (Balci and Saadi
2002, Balci 2003).

Certification
Certification of the validity of a simulation or simulator
is required for systems which can be categorised as
safety critical. This particularly applies to training
simulators for civil and military aircraft, ships, land
vehicles, weapons systems, air traffic control, nuclear
power plant, etc. The certification authority in each
area requires mandatory compliance and certification
before use.

Simulation Construction

SIMULATION STUDIES

The simulation is then constructed, preferably by using
a standard simulation package. This is often one that
the organisation already has, but may not be the most
suitable or appropriate. However, the simulationist may
well already be familiar with the package, thus
speeding up development of the simulation. A better or
more suitable package may well require much learning
before it can be used efficiently, properly or even
reliably, and its cost and delivery time may be
prohibitive, even if the package is desirable. It is
important, if not essential, that the simulation package
has a good graphical user interface and has, or is linked
to, an animation package for visualisation of the
simulation results. Such results may be in tabular,
graphical or full 3D animation as in DIS/HLA
simulations [Tandayya and Zobel 1998)].

The specification, design and execution of a simulation
study is a complex matter. In the discussion below,
many of the issues and topics are discussed. The list is
not guaranteed to be exhaustive.
Parameters
Parameters, or “constants”, of a system need to be
specified before any study may be carried out.
Although defaults can be useful, one incorrect default
can make the result of an entire study useless (if
discovered!).
Initial values
A system has to start somewhere, often at time zero.
However, all dynamic systems require initial values for
all the system variables and for all of their derivatives,
except the highest, which are algebraically determined
from the relevant differential equation(s).

Simulation Testing and Verification
After a simulation is built, it must be tested and its
operation verified. The process is, of course, complex.
It is similar to the testing of any complex piece of
software (and hardware). This is best carried out by
testing modules and then the interaction between
modules, until the entire system has been tested. The
process is the verification that the simulation operates
as its designer intended. This does not mean that it is
correct.

For example:
If

ad2x/dt2 + bdx/dt + cx = f(t) ……….....(1)

For equation 1, at t = 0, it is necessary to specify
dx/dt(0), x(0) and f(0).
Then d2x/dt2(0) is automatically specified by the
equation after the values of the parameters a, b and c
have been set.

Validation
For reasonably correct operation, the simulation must
then be validated against the real world, or as near as
possible to the real world as is available or feasible. It
is important to remember that for new products or
systems, there will be no real system to validate
against. In this case the operation and performance of
similar, perhaps earlier products or versions, together
with the experience of engineers and simulationists has
to suffice. The concept of reasonableness can be useful
here. A degree of fuzziness is also required here. Only
experience can be used to judge whether resulting
simulation is sufficiently validated. It is useful to

Inputs
Inputs to a simulation are driving functions, forcing
functions, outside influences, etc. For example, the
vehicle block diagram illustrated in figure 2 shows a
wheel with an external connection to a road. The
deviation of the level of the road surface from a
reference value is an input to the tyre on the wheel. The
relative speed of the vehicle to the road determines the
required rate of generation of the road surface function.
This function may also contain a roughness noise
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determining which of these are important is not an easy
task. However, using statistical variation of parameters
based on random selection can be quite useful.

element. Other inputs may be weather, including
effects of wind, rain, fog, and snow on the road and
vehicle, other vehicles, road signals. In general terms,
inputs are any external events and/or forces or
conditions that, in some way, affect the simulation.

A more directed approach is to start with a study of
parameter sensitivity. This concerns the observation of
the performance in terms of variation of each
parameter to determine its sensitivity to variation.

Noise components
Many real systems include noise arising from a variety
of sources. Examples are noise in a vehicle from wind
arising from the motion of the vehicle and also
meteorological wind. There is also tyre noise arising
from the granularity of the road surface. There are
many other naturally occurring sources of noise which
affect the operation of systems designed by humans.
Some of these may significantly affect system
performance under certain conditions and thus noise
signals may need to be included in a simulation.

An example of this might be a system in which there
are two cascaded time constants (equation 2). One is
large and the other is small. The system response time
is normally dominated by the larger time constant,
which implies that the smaller one is not particularly
sensitive to variation in terms of the overall response
time of the system, but may affect closed loop stability.
Vo/Vi(s) = K/(1 + sT1)(1 + sT2); T1 << T2 ……… (2)

Noise is generally considered to random with a
distribution such Gaussian, Poisson or binomial. Noise
occurring in real systems may have different
distribution due to additions of specific components
such power supply hum, sideband interference, or to
modification due to filtering effects, resulting in what
is loosely described as pink noise.

The result of this may be, that in a parameter
optimisation study, it is safe to disregard T1 as being
not relevant for the study. This reduces the size and
complexity of the parameter optimisation study.
Tolerance Studies
Another type of parameter study which is commonly
used is that concerning tolerances in order to determine
the probability that a product will operate correctly
with a given set of parameter tolerances. A typical
example of this occurs in electronic circuits or in
mechanical systems, where components are often used,
having a tolerance of ±n%, where n should be as large
as possible to minimize cost, but without
compromising performance.

Noise frequency components may also vary with
system parameters and current variable values.
Variations may occur in both amplitude and frequency.
Noise sources include analogue generators of various
types. However, digitally generated sources, using a
variety of random number generation techniques have
the advantage of repeatability, useful for replays and
for studies with parameter variation requiring identical
noise for each parameter setting.

Systems with Several Modes of Operation

Mathematicians are deeply suspicious about the use of
digitally generated noise and other “random” number
generators and their statistical relevance.

A further complexity arises where a system has more
than one mode of operation. A car, train or plane may
have more than one state. For example, a car may be
cruising on the autobahn, driven in town, stuck in a
jam, stopped at traffic lights, parked or garaged. An
aeroplane has other modes, such a taxi, take-off, climb,
cruise, change course, descend, land, taxi, engines off
with local services, parked, etc.

Parameter Studies, Statistics and Sensitivity
Parameter studies are commonly carried out using
system simulation to gather more information about a
system. One of the most useful types of parameter
study is optimization. This concerns finding the
operational area, in relation to the major system
parameters, in which the system operates in the most
optimal way. Optimum here can mean many things, but
usually it is related to the major performance criteria,
such as speed, cost, availability, time, and customer
expectations. Adjustment of key parameters can make
an important difference to the performance of a system.

Such systems require a more complex simulation with
manual or automatic sequence of mode changes. A
study of the transients associated with mode change
can be important.
Model Limitations
Models are rarely fully general purpose. They are
usually restricted to specific regions of parameter
space, and are further often simplified or linearised to
save on memory and/or processor time.

Usually and optimisation is carried out using a specific
strategy such as hill climbing or steepest descent
methods for a specific set of parameters. Of course,
complex systems have many parameters, and
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To achieve this, it is necessary to specify the limits of
operation and use of such a model. It is essential to
document, not only the limits, but also the reasons and
assumptions which form the basis for the model
simplification and the limits to its use. It is essential
that when the limits are exceeded, even by a small
amount, the validity of the simulation results must be
questioned.

Understanding the Model Behaviour
Many modern systems are complex or very complex. It
is essential for all of those concerned with the
engineering of such systems to be able to understand
the function and operation of the overall system, its
subsystems and the communications between the
subsystems and the external world. Whilst the
mathematical model is important, it is not always easy
for those who have not been involved in the design to
fully understand the significance of the details of the
mathematical model.

Exceptional Conditions
Some years ago an aeroplane was flying at a height of
10km and at a speed of around 850km/h, i.e. normal
cruising conditions. Suddenly, one of the two engines
went into reverse thrust, a condition which should not
happen. Although there are interlocks to prevent this
from happening, it did happen. Pilot instructions offer
little if anything to give a procedure to overcome this
problem. The result was a tragedy.

Experience shows that simulationists can gain a lot a of
practical feel of the operation of a complex system
during a simulation study. This is particularly true of
simulationists, such as the author, who have much
experience of a variety of different systems and how
they operate. It is generally called having a feel for the
system. It helps to identify faults or faulty operation
when the system behaves in an unusual way. It also
leads to a better understanding of the system. Of
course, some new system advances do lead to
unfamiliar behaviour. This is particularly true of digital
filters, for example, which can do things that analogue
filters cannot do.

Simulation was used to establish if this was a condition
that could be recovered from. It is unlikely that the
simulation model was valid for this exceptional
condition.
Any simulation that is operated outside the anticipated
parameter envelope should be re-validated as a
minimum requirement.

Distributed Simulations
Over the last 10 years or so, the linking of simulations
and/or simulators together over the network has lead to
a whole new set of applications and problems. Not the
least of these is the requirement for real-time operation
with limited bandwidth and good virtual reality,
especially for training simulators. This has resulted in
the development of prediction techniques and
minimisation or elimination of the effects of the actions
of distant objects.

Research
Research continues into computer simulation as a
useful, and in many cases essential tool for
understanding and evaluating the complex systems that
we design, build and use every day.
However, it is vital that we continue to live in the real
world and not in a virtual world. We should remember
that computers and simulators are tools. Producing a
working simulation is not the object of the exercise. It
is the verification, validation and intelligent use of the
simulation which is its most important aspect.

Further, for non-military applications, the requirement
for security on the internet has lead to the development
and use of more secure systems for authentication and
encryption (Roberts and Zobel 2004 ).

There is a well known cynical expression “lies, damn
lies and statistics”. On might insert “simulation” and/or
“virtual reality” into the list. We commonly rely on
simulation to add to our knowledge about a system, or
to interpolate where we can only afford a few live
system tests. A well know UK politician as heard to
remark recently about the performance of a certain
military system, but then added that this was only a
simulation. He was clearly unaware that most complex
military systems rely heavily on simulation throughout
their design, manufacture, testing and use. The latter
item is concerned with training simulators, which are
now heavily employed to save, time, money, wear, and
environmental damage. This now also applies to many
non-military systems as is obvious from even a casual
study of the proceedings of simulation conferences.

RESULTS
Simulations can produce copious quantities of data in
the form of results and the reasons for and conditions
under which they have been obtained. It is important to
have proper management of this in a usable form.
Recording of Simulation Results
All sets of data from simulation runs and full details of
the scenarios in which they were obtained must be
recorded in a standard machine readable form. Casual
recording of results really is a waste of time and can
even be dangerous. Of course it is acceptable to play
with a simulation to get a feel for a system, the concept
of reasonableness comes into play here. Subsequent
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simulation studies must be dealt with in a more formal
manner if a truly professional approach is used, an
essential for all serious simulationists.
Analysis and Report Writing
With large quantities of data available some systematic
method must be applied to reduce the important results
to graphical and/or tabular form. There are, of course,
tools available specifically for this purpose.
Consequent upon this, reports need to be written for
project meetings, records, management, etc, each in an
appropriate style.
CONCLUSIONS
It is clear from the above discussion, that simulation is
a serious and complex activity. As with all such
activities, experience is highly desirable. However, few
people have a career in simulation. Many are involved
in simulation only when their current project requires
it, and then they move on. Consequently, the
simulation community world wide is relatively small.
For this reason it is desirable to have regular simulation
conferences. This leads one to make contact with
others who are working on similar activities in totally
different topics or even areas. This in turn results in
simulationists acquiring a very wide knowledge base.
Long may it last.
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computer

to simulate the flow around wing profiles via the
observation of easier case which are phenomena
around circles. This reduction bases on the function,
which is called after his name a Zhukovski map. It is
defined by the formula

algebra,

ABSTRACT
Zhukovski (noted also as Joukovsky) transformation is
a conformal mapping and generates families of
ortogonal lines. It is famous for its application in
aerodynamics where it reduces the flow around a wing
profile to the flow around a circle. The paper gives
a systematic presentation of Zhukovski map and transformations associated to it, with an emphasis on their
visualisation and the use in the simulation. Taking into
account that all mathematical manipulations and graphs
are made within DERIVE 5.05 from Texas Instruments, the paper shows the potential use of this
computer algebra system in lecturing, modelling and
simulating plane flows.

f(z) := (z + a/z)/2,
where a is a positive number (and, usually, a = 1).
Zhukovski transformation f is a conformal mapping,
i.e. it map from the plane (which can be regarded as R2
or C) to itself which preserves angles. That is, the
angle between any two curves is the same as the angle
between their images.
2. Using the Gauss representation z = x + yi, where
both x and y are real and i := –1, we have
f(x + yi) = u + vi,
where u := x(s + 1)/(2s), v := y(s – 1)/(2s)

1. The Russian physicist Nikolai Zhukovski (18471921) worked on fluid mechanics in both theoretical
and experimantal aspects, see e.g. Betyaev 2003,
(Lazarev 1999). In particular, he showed that the
investigation of the flow around an airfold (the
tranversal section an aircraft wing or propeller) can be
reduced to the flow around a circle. In particular, it lets

and

s := x2 + y2.

Both the real part u and the imaginary part v of f satisfy
Laplace equation of variables x and y (and, by the
theory of analitic functions, it has to be), both they
define lines in the real plane R2. These lines form

Figure 1: Lines governed by equations
u = U with U = 0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.2 and v = V
with V = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.Moreover, there
is drawn the unit circle x2 + y2 = 1.
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Figure 2: Lines in the polar coordinate system OsM governed by
equations s = (r + a/r)/2cos(T), M = (r – a/r)/2sin(T),
for a = 1, r = 2, 5, 2S, and T running from 0 to 2S
orthogonal families, see also (Puel 1999). Some
lines governed by equations u = U and v = V are
shown in Fig.1. In fluid mechanics these lines are
called that of equivelocity lines and streamlines,
respectively. The last ones are also shown in
Fig.10.

Figure 3: In the polar coordinate system
OsM: the line governed by the parametric
representation s = 13/2cos(T),
M = 12/2sin(T), where T runs from –S/2 to
S/2, and the arc of Grandi rose
s = 13/5cos(M/2) traced when M runs from
0 to S

Fixing the parameter T, in the rectangular coordinate system Ouv we get the infinite curves which
describe the stream lines of the fluid passing along
the vertical axis Ov and hampered by an infinitesimaly thin segment laying on the horizontal axis
from the point (a, 0) to the right. For a = 1 and
some values of T see these lines in Fig.4. They
include T = 0q and T = 90q, and then we have the
obstacle and the vertical axis, respectively.
The parameter T fixed in the polar coordinate
system OsM, we get rather complicated curves.
An arc of one of them is traced in Fig.5.

3. Obviously, the trigonometric representation
z = rexp(iT), where both r, T are real (and
interpretated as the distance to the origin O and the
angle, respectively), gives the same lines, in the
polar coordinate system OrT they are governed by
the equations u = U and v = V, where u and v are
real and imaginary parts of f(rexp(iT)), i.e.

5. Let’s take the quotient of quantities forming the
parametric representation g(r,T). Denoting it by q
we have q = (r2 + a)/(r2 – a)cot(T). With T fixed it
defines the function of r. A graph of this function in
the polar coordinate system Oqr (so here r is must
be treated as the angle, not as the radius) for T = 30q
is shown at Fig.6. One can compare it to the graph
plotted in Fig.7 besides, in J.Wassenaar’s “Mathematical curves” (http://www.2dcurves.com) the
graphs similar to that last are called atom spirals
(first produced by Annie van Maldeghem in 2002).
Both relations, q = (r2 + a)/(r2 – a)cot(T)
and q = (r + a)/(r – a)cot(T),
in the rectangular coordinate system Orq (so r
marks the hoizontal axis, and q is measured along
the vertical axis) describe well-known hiperbola
and an other simple curve, see Fig.8.

u = (r + a/r)/2cos(T),
v = (r – a/r)/2sin(T).
4. Let’s use above relations to define the function
g(r,T) := [(r + a/r)/2cos(T), (r – a/r)/2sin(T)]
depending on two real parameters r and T.
For any fixed r = R in the rectangular coordinate
system Ouv these equations determine ellipses.
Shapes traced in the polar coordinate system OsM
are also finite and closed graphs, see Fig.2.
For example, for a = 1 and R = 5 we have
s = 13/5cos(T), M =12/5sin(T), see Fig.3, and its
shape is close a petal of Grandi rose (see Xah Lee,
“A Visual Dictionary of Famous Plane Curves”,
www.xahlee.org/SpecialPlaneCurves_dir/Rose_dir/
rose.html) covered by the equation s = 13/5cos(M).
Setting r = a = 1 we get the interval <–1, 1> on the
real axis.

6. A flow around a circular cylinder is a fundamental fluid dynamics problem of practical
importance. In general case there isn’t known its
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Figure 4: Lines in the rectangular coordinate system
Ouv governed by equations u = (r + a/r)/2cos(T),
v = (r – a/r)/2sin(T), for a = 1, T = 0q, 10q, 20q, …,
80q, 90q, and r running the interval (–f, +f)

Figure 6: q = 3(r+1)/(r–1)
in the polar coordinates (q,r)

Figure 5: The graph in the polar coordinate system OsM
governed by the parametric respresentation
s = (r + a/r)/2cos(T), M = (r – a/r)/2sin(T),
for a = 1, T = 30q, and r running the interval (0.05, 25)

Figure 7: q = 3(r2+1)/(r2–1)
in the polar coordinates (q,r)

analytical solution, the experiments reveal its
character essentially depends on the Reynolds
number: at its low values, below circa 80, the flow
filed is symmetric, and the flow begins to separate
(and the unsteady phenomenon, the vortex
shedding, takes place) as the Reynolds number

Figure 8: Hiperbola q = 3(r+1)/(r–1)
and the line q = 3(r2+1)/(r2–1)
in the rectangular coordinates (r,q)

increases. In case of an uniform flow given simply
as the map z o Qz, where Q stands for the velocity
of the flow of the fluid, by the circle theorem (a.k.a.
Milne-Thompson Theorem) we obtain that the
complex potential of the flow past a disk of radius
a is f(z), and its real and imaginary parts are called
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Figure 9: The streamlines of the uniform flow passing along the horizontal axis, from right to left, around a circle
with zero circulation and with non-zero (two first captures)and around the airfoil (the right capture), where
the attack angle is taken into account by the positioning of the airfoil (M. Colombini, “Moti irrotazionali piani di
fluidi ideali”, http://www.diam.unige.it/~irro/ lecture _e.html).

Figure 10: Zhukovski airfoil determined by the point
P = (0.1, 0.3) and its central line which is Zhukovski
profile determined by (0, 0.3)

Figure 11: Zhukovski airfoil copied from Fig.10 and
Zhukovski profile determined by Q = (1.2, 0.3)
point (–a, 0). Then its Zhukovski profile reduces to
the interval <–a, a> if c0 = (0, 0), and to a symmetric arc if c0 = (0, y0) z (0, 0).

velocity and stream function, respectively. To take
into account the attack angle D and the circulation
parameter J we modify the Zhukovski function to
have the map

8. A really wide applications of Zhukovski function
f is in aerodynamics, where it transforms a circle
into the curve called Zhukovski profile. If a = 1,
this circle contains the point (–1 ,0) of the Cartesian
plane. Thus in the complex plane Oz it has the
equation
z = s0 + r0exp(iT),
where s0 = x0 + y0I,

z o f(zexp(Di)) +Jln(zexp(Di))/(2S).
Analogical situation occurs in the aerodynamics,
and it is even more difficult because there have tobe
considered the shapes which are more complex than
a cyclinder (see Fig.9). A typical shape is the airfoil
(such as in Fig.10). The Zhukovsky function
transform a circle (which, obviously, is a trace of
a cylinder on a plane) into an airfoil, and its inverse,
w o –w r (w2 – a), realises the back mapping.

r0 = {(x0 + 1)2 + y02}.
Now the formulas x = Re(f(s0 + r0exp(iT)),

7. The image of a circle under the Zhukovski function is called (its) Zhukovsky profile. Let a circle
be centered at the point c0 and passes through the

y = Im(f(s0 + r0exp(iT))
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Fig.12. Lines governed by equations
u = U (U = 0.01, 0.5, 1, 3)
and v = V (V = 0.01, 1, 3),
where u and v are real and imaginary parts
of the expression f2(x+yi).
Identically as in Fig.1, it is also drawn the
unit circle x2 + y2 = 1.
10. In this paper all figures except Fig.9 are plotted
by DERIVE 5.04, a computer algebra system from
Texas Instrumants, Inc.; for more information see
producer’s webpage as well as numerous papers,
a.o. (Jankowski and Marlewski 2005), where there
are widely discussed advances of the use of
symbolic algebra in sciences and education. All
mathematical transformations were also did within
this system. This paper is completed with an
Appendix, a collection of definitions to handle the
subject in DERIVE. If this system is in use, in
lessons in complex variable functions and fluid
mechanics the functions listed in Appendix can
help teachers and students to handle classical
Zhukovski mapping as well as similar
transformations, as Karman-Trefftz maps discussed
in (Iollo and Zannetti 2000) and (Simakov et al.
2000).

cover the Zhukovski profile with respect to the
point s0. For example for s0 = (1+3i)/10 they are
x = (130cos(T)+1)(m+1/20)
y = (–130sin(T)+3)(m+3/20)
where m:=10/{4·(13cos(T)+3·13sin(T)+710)},
see Fig.10.
9. It’s clear, the Zhukovski transformation may be
involved in other operations. An example is given
in (Nersessian and Ter-Antoyan 1997) where
Zhukovski function is used to parametrize the
oscillator trajectories. It leads to the square of
Zhukovski function, i.e. the z complex plane is
mapped by the function
f2 : z o (z + 1/z)2 = z2 + 2 + z–2.
Some of curves determined by this transformation
are reproduced in Fig.12, and it is worth to compare
them to that in Fig.1.
Another example dealing with Zhukovski and
Karman-Trefftz mappings is (CzeĞnik and Prosnak
2002).
A wide spectrum of web-pages with Zhukovski
airfoils is offered by J.H.Matthews in “Joukovski
transformation and airfoils” (http://math.fullerton.
edu /mathews/c2003/Joukowski Trans Bib.html). In
R.Ferréol’s “Coubre de Joukovski, profile d’aile
d’avion” (http://www.mathcurve.com/courbes2d/
joukowski/joukowski.shtml) there is presented the
animation showing that the Zhukovski airfold is the
locus of middle points of appropriate segments
having ends on two circles.

11. COCLUSIONS Maple from Waterloo Maple
Inc., Mathematica from Wolfram Research Inc.,
MatLab from MathWorks Inc. and other computer
algebra systems offer additional packages or files to
handle Zhukovski transformation. Till now in this
family of computer programs for symbolic manipulations there is absent the system DERIVE, where
a good quality and high achieve-ments meet
moderate price and user-friendly control, so it
conquers still more and more students all over the
world, and its educational are well stated, see e.g.
(Koepf 2000). Its research utility is also well
acclaimed, see e.g. (Marlewski and Koáodziej
1997). Surely, DERIVE may be applied to
investigate Zhukovski transformation, too. This
paper proposes the way at which it can be done and,
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at the same time, wants to show potential areas to
be covered by this approach.
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APPENDIX
A collection of expression to handle Zhukovski map and its associates in DERIVE 5.04
ZhukovskiFunction(a,z):=(z+a/z)/2
ZhukovskiFunction(a,x+y·î) simplifies to a·x/(2·(x2+y2))+x/2+î·(y/2–a·y/(2·(x2+y2))).
u:=RE(ZhukovskiFunction(a,x+y·î)) and v:=IM(ZhukovskiFunction(a,x+y·î))
returns the real and imaginary parts of the above expression, respectively.
u=U and v=V plot graphs as that shown in Fig.1, if earlier it is set a:=1.
flowAroundCylinder(D,J,z):=(z·EXP(D·î) + 1/z·EXP(-D·î))/2 + J/(2·S)·LN(z·EXP(D·î))
where D and J stand for the attack angle and the circulation parameter, respectively.
flowAroundCylinder(D,J,x+y·î) simplifies to Gauss form of the above complex expression.
velAC(D,J,x,y):=RE(flowAroundCylinder(D,J,x+y·î)) returns the velocity.
strAC(D,J,x,y):=IM(flowAroundCylinder(D,J,x+y·î)) returns the stream.
The simplification of velAC(D,J,x,y)=c is plotted as the line of the velocity equal to a constant c.
The simplification of strAC(D,J,x,y)=c is plotted as the streamline corresponding to a constant c.
complexCircle(c,T):=c1+ î·c2+((c1+1)2+c22)·(COS(T)+î·SIN(T))
defines a circle centered at a point c=(c1,c2) and passing through the point (–1,0).
Given c and a=1, the simplification p:=ZhukovskiFunction(complexCircle(c,T))
returns the complex expression, its real and imaginary parts compose the vector
airfoil(c,T):=[RE(p),IM(p)]
which parametrically describes a Zhukovski profile. For appropriate point c (c has to be a point within the
unit circle, but not on the vertical axis) it returns the Zhukovski airfold. For example, airfold([0.3,0.1],T)
simplifies to [10·(130·COS(T)+1)/(4·(13·COS(T)+3·13·SIN(T)+7·10))+130·COS(T)/20+1/20,
-10·(130·SIN(T)+3)/(4·(13·COS(T)+3·13·SIN(T)+7·10))+130·SIN(T)/20+3/20],
and its graph, traced for T running the interval <0,2S>, is shown in Fig.10.
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the cutting process, so force and torque signals are
extremely useful in monitoring and control systems.
Despite the enormous progress made in HSM, it is
unclear what usefulness the mathematical basis already
developed for conventional machining may have for
modeling and characterizing high-speed machining. In
addition, more light needs to be thrown upon the role
that variables such as cutting force play in HSM, where
they may furnish relevant information on cutting-tool
condition, vibration and surface finish.

KEYWORDS
Forces, high-speed machining, modeling, simulation.
ABSTRACT
This paper reports some results in modeling and
simulation of the high-speed cutting process based on
cutting force signal. The mathematical model has two
fundamental, co-dependent parts. The first is a multipleinput system that defines the model’s kinematics, where
constants and variables describe the tool geometry, the
material type and the cutting parameters. The second
addresses the dynamics, represented by integraldifferential equations. The results of the simulation for
cylindrical mills show the suitability of forces signal in
describing the high-speed machining processes.
.

The main goal of this paper is to derive a mathematical
model from the characterization of the physical
processes taking place during high-speed machining
and to perform simulations. Modeling shall be done
following classic patterns used in conventional
machining, looking upon cutting force as the output
variable.
At the present time, modeling high-speed machining
processes, especially high-speed milling, is a very active
area of investigation that is peppering the scientific
community with challenges. High-speed machining has
now been adopted and put into regular use at many
companies, and yet certain points of how to monitor
cutting-tool condition have been worked out only
partially as yet, largely for lack of a mathematical model
of the process that can feasibly be used in real-time
applications. Even so, HSM today is a cutting
technology whose solid bases open the doors to the
possibility of machining materials of a hardness of over
50 HRc and narrow walls just 0.2 mm thick.

INTRODUCTION
One of the basic tasks manufacturing systems have to
perform today is machining, especially high-speed
machining (HSM) (Haber et al. 2004a). High-speed
machining may be defined according to the available
literature as the process of machining at the highest
possible cutting speeds allowed by existing restrictions
set by the workpiece and the material to be machined,
the machine tools to be used and the control and
operating devices available (e.g., CAD/CAM systems,
numerical controls). In this paper, we focus on highspeed milling machines where the workpiece remains
fixed and the tool is clamped to a rotating head. Using
this high-performance rotating head and working with
each of its axes, cutting speeds can be reached that are
much higher than those found in conventional
machining, leading to what is known nowadays as highperformance machining (HPM).

If we confine ourselves to HSM, and more particularly
the modeling of HSM, and we analyze the literature
available to us, we can see that there are few papers
dealing with the relationship of cutting force as an
output variable with the constants and input variables
that define mill or cutting-tool geometry, the type of
material to be machined and the cutting parameters
themselves.

The conventional machining process may be regarded
as a complex electromechanical process in which force
and torque signals are representative of the physical
processes taking place during cutting (Haber et al.
2004b). Precise knowledge of the dynamic behavior of
such signals can be interpreted to evaluate the status of
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As mentioned above, this paper looks at cylindrical
mills. Analyzing the geometry, for a cylindrical mill, the
following conditions are defined for finding the general
solution:
D
(5)
r ( z)
2
(6)
N 90º
\ kT z
(7)
kT (2 tan T ) / D
(8)

GEOMETRIC MODEL OF THE TOOL
Geometrical modeling of the helical cutting edge
includes the kinematic and dynamic analysis of the
cutting process. Predicting cutting forces requires a
system of coordinates, the helix angle and the angular
distance of a point along the cutting edge (Yucesan and
Altintas 1996). The mathematical expressions that
define this geometry in a global coordinate system are
presented below in the geometric model, using classic
vector notation.
&
Vector r (z ) drawn from point O to a point P in
cylindrical coordinates is expressed mathematically in
equation 1.
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
r j x j i  y j j  z j k r (I j )(sin I j i  cos I j j )  z I j k
(1)
where I j is the radial rake angle of a point P at tooth j.
Point P lies at an axial depth of cut ap in the direction of
axis Z, at a radial distance r (z ) on the XY plane, with an
axial rake angle N (z ) and a radial lag angle of \ (z ) .

Figure 1: Tool geometry
The geometry of the tool is represented mathematically,
considering that the helical cutting edge wraps
parametrically around a cylinder. The mathematical
model dictated for the cutting edge considers that the
edge is divided into small increments, where the cutting
coefficients can vary for each location. The initial point
of reference to the cutting edge of the tool ( j = 1) is
considered to be the angle of rotation when z 0 is
I . The radial rake angle for the cutting edge j in a
certain axial position z is expressed as:

MODEL OF CUTTING FORCE
In order to find the cutting forces in high-speed
machining, cutting is considered to occur in opposition.
The force differentials (dFt ) , (dFr ) , ( dFa ) act on an
infinitesimal element of the cutting edge of the tool
(Altintas and Lee 1998):
dFt K te dS  K tc h j (I , N )db

j

Ij z

I

¦I

p

 \ ( z)

(2)

dFr

K re dS  K rc h j (I , N )db

dFa

K ae dS  K ac h j (I , N )db

(9)

It is also considered that:

n 1

dz
(10)
sin N
In order to facilitate finding the mathematical relations
inherent in this set-up, very small time increments are
used. The positions of the points along the cutting edge
are evaluated with the geometrical model presented
herein above.
db

The lag angle \ (z ) appears due to the helix angle T .
This angle is constant in the case of a cylindrical mill,
and it varies for a ball-end mill. In the generalized
model for the geometry of a mill with helical teeth, the
tool diameter may differ along the length of the tool,
depending on the shape of the tool (cylindrical, ballend, spherical, angular, etc.). An infinitesimal length of
this cutting edge may be expressed as
dS

dr

Furthermore, the characteristics of a point on the cutting
surface are identified using the properties of kinematic
rigidity and the displacements between the tool and the
workpiece. The constants or cutting coefficients (Ktc,,
Krc,, Kac, Kte,, Kre,, Kae) can be found experimentally
using cutting forces per tooth averaged for a specific
type of tool and material (Fu et al. 1984, Budak et al.
1996). We might point out that these coefficients are
highly dependent on the location (axial depth) of the
cutting edge. How these coefficients are found shall not
be addressed in this paper.
Cutting forces can be evaluated employing a system of
Cartesian coordinates:

r 2 (I )  ( r c(I )) 2  ( z c(I )) 2 dI

dr (I )
(3)
dI
dz (I )
zc
dI
Chip thickness changes as a function of the radial rake
(I ) and axial rake (N ) :
r c(I )

h j (I j )

s tj sin I j  sin N

(4)
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ªdFx º
»
«
«dF y »
«dF »
¬ z¼

 sin I cos N º ªdFr º
«
»
sin N
 cos I cos N »»  «dFt »
0
 sin N »¼ «¬dFa »¼
(11)
The total cutting forces as a function of I are found by
integrating equation (11) along the axial depth of cut for
all the lips of the mill that are in contact with the
workpiece:
ª  sin I sin N
« cos I sin N
«
«¬  cos N

Nf

Fx (I )

¦ ³ > dF
j 1
Nf

Fy (I )

z1

rj sin I j sin N j

z2

¦ ³ > dF
j 1

Nf

Fz (I )

z2

 cos I

z1

rj

z2

¦ ³ > dF
j 1

z1

rj

cosI j sin N j
cos N j

K tc

@

 dFtj cosI j

 dFaj sin I j cosN j dz

@

dFtj sin I j

 dFaj cosI j cos N j dz

@

0  dFaj sin N j dz

(12)
where z1 and z2 are the integration limits of the contact
zone at each moment of cutting and can be calculated
from the geometrical model described herein above. For
the numerical calculation, the axial depth of cut is
divided into disks having an infinitesimal height dz. The
differentials of the cutting forces are calculated along
the length of the cutting edge in contact, and they are
summed to find the resulting forces for each axis
Fx (I ) , F y (I ) , Fz (I ) in an angle of rotation defined
:  dt

cos( E n  D n )  tan i tan K sin E n
cos 2 (I n  E n  D n )  tan 2 K sin 2 E n

K ac

sin( E n  D n )
Ws
sin I n cos i cos 2 (I  E  D )  tan 2 K sin 2 E
n
n
n
n

K rc

Ws
sin I n

(13)

The left end of the tool is the initial point of reference
for the radial rake angle (I), designated by the distance
ae as the entry point and as as the exit point (figure 2).
The points lying between ae and as remain at the angles
designated by: I j (0) I  jI p ; j 1,2  ( Nf ) , where

(16)
where W s is the cutting or shearing force defined as the
quotient between the shearing force and the flat cutting
area, i , D n are the oblique angle and the normal rake
angle, respectively, I n is the normal shear or cutting
angle,
K
is
the
chip-flow
angle
and
E n arctan(tan E A cosK ) where E A is the friction
angle.

dFx, j (I j ( z ))

dFt , j cos I j ( z )  dFr , j sin I j ( z )

dF y , j (I j ( z ))

 dFt , j sin I j ( z )  dFr , j cos I j ( z ) (17)

dFz , j (I j ( z ))

 dFa , j

Furthermore, the exact solution for cylindrical mill can
be found. By substituting (14) and (15) into (12) and
making N 90 $ , we obtain:

j indicates the lip of the tool.
The rake angle for lip j of the mill, due to the depth of
cut, is defined along the Z axis by:
(14)
I j ( z ) I  j I p  kT z

Fx, j (I j ( z ))

F y , j (I j ( z ))

  s tj
½ j,2 j
K tc (2I j ( z )  sin 2I j ( z )  K rc cos 2I j ( z ) °
°
° 4k E
°
®
¾
1
°
°
K te cos I j ( z )  K re sin I j ( z )
° kE
°
¯
¿ z j ,1 (I j ( z ))

Fz , j (I j ( z ))

1
K ac stj cos I j ( z )  K aeI j ( z )
kE

>

>

>

@

>

(15)

The cutting constants can be calculated using equation
(19) and the transformation of the orthogonal cut into an
oblique cut, regarding the helix angle as an oblique
cutting angle (i.e., i T ) (Engin and Altintas 2001).

z j , 2 (I j ( z ))

 s tj
 K tc cos 2I j ( z )  K rc 2I j ( z )  sin 2I j ( z )
°
° 4k E
®
° 1 K sin I ( z )  K cos I ( z )
j
re
j
° k E te
¯

in which chip thickness:
s tj sin I j ( z )  sin N ( z )

cos 2 (I n  E n  D n )  tan 2 K sin 2 E n

The primary forces are calculated in the direction of
feed X, normal direction Y and axial direction Z, which
are derived from the transformation indicated in
equation (17) for the particular case of a cylindrical
mill.

where : is the speed of the head in ( rad / s ) and dt
is the time differential in the interval for the integration.

h j (I , z )

cos( E n  D n ) tan i  tan K sin E n

Of course, the cutting coefficients described in (16) are
considered constant for the tool/material as a block, and
these values can be adjusted either empirically in
milling operations or by using the oblique-cut
transformation.

by
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°
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(I ( z ))

@

@zz

j , 2 (I j ( z ))
j ,1 (I j ( z ))

(18)
where z j ,1 (I j ( z )) and z j , 2 (I j ( z )) are the lower and
upper limits, respectively, that establish the axial depth
of cut at lip j of the mill.
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along each axis, a natural frequency of >4 kHz, a fullscale linearity of d2% and a sensitivity of -7.5 pC/N.
Three 5011 load amplifiers were used as well, one each
to measure the cutting forces Fx, Fy and Fz.
Measurement was done by means of a DAQBOARD2005 data-acquisition card at a sampling frequency of
50 kHz.

SIMULATION AND MODEL VALIDATION
The algorithms were implemented in MATLAB,
drawing upon the mathematical models. MATLAB is
the abbreviated name for “MATrix LABoratory.”
MATLAB is a software tool for doing numerical
computations with matrices and vectors (Matlab 2003).
It can also display information graphically and includes
many toolboxes for several research and applications
areas.

A Karnasch 30.6472 cylindrical mill 12 mm in diameter
was selected to be used in validating the model
developed under the procedure described herein. The
tool was 12% cobalt micrograin with a 1-3-micra
coating of TiAlN-Al, microhardness 3300 (HV 0.05),
withstanding a maximum temperature of 800ºC. The
chosen test piece, measuring 200x185x50 mm, was
made of GGG-70 iron and was machined in a spiral
pattern. The real cutting conditions chosen were the
same as considered above for the simulation. A view of
the tool used in the tests (a), the test piece and the
configuration of the cut (b) and the laboratory (c) may
be seen in figure 2.

MATLAB was chosen for its simplicity of
programming, the possibility it affords of running
simulations and applications in real time and the
portability of the programs that are developed with its
use (i.e., it is possible to generate C/C++ programs from
MATLAB files).
Through the simulation based on these models, studies
may be conducted to gain an understanding of the
influence the variables and parameters have. The main
difficulties are choosing the cutting coefficients and the
properties of the materials, which were taken from
earlier work on the subject (Altintas 2000). As
mentioned above, this paper is not an attempt to develop
a methodology for finding such coefficients, but an
attempt to use the information already available in the
literature.
The tool type considered (cylindrical mill) is one of the
tools most frequently used in machining molds and
equipment in the construction of parts for the aerospace
and automobile industry.
The workpiece-material properties that were used for
the simulation in the MATLAB environment are the
properties of GGG-70 cast iron with nodular graphite.In
this study, in the simulation and in the real tests, the
cutting condition for high-speed milling operations
were regarded: Vc=640 m/min, sp=17500 rpm, f=2700
mm/min, ap = 0.5 mm, ae = 0, as = 12 mm, T=30o, H =
25.0 mm, D = 12.0 mm.

Figure 2: Cutting tool for experiments, b) experimental
workpiece, c) partial view of the Laboratory for
machine tool research
The objectives focused not only on validating the
theoretical model for the cylindrical mill, but also on
ascertaining the importance of cutting forces in HSM
and their ability to provide relevant information on the
condition of the cutting tool during high-speed cutting
processes. Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the real behavior
of cutting forces Fx, Fy and Fz and the resulting force
FqT for each of the four cases analyzed. The model’s
response is shown as a solid line.

The constants used in the simulation and in the
experimental validation were Ktc = 2172 N/mm2, Krc =
850 N/mm2, Kte=17.3 N/mm, Kre = 7.8 N/mm, Kac = 726
N/mm2, Kae = 6.7 N/mm. These constants or cutting
coefficients referring to the material and the tool were
drawn from the available literature, due to their
similarity to the characteristics of the tool/material setup used in the study in question.
Experimental validation
The validation tests were conducted at a KONDIA
HS1000 high-speed machining center equipped with a
Siemens 840D open CNC. Cutting force was measured
using a Kistler 9257 dynamometric platform installed
on the testbed. The main technical specifications of the
Kistler platform are: a [-5, 5] kN measurement range
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The average resulting cutting force Fe estimated by the
model is 70.6N and the average resulting cutting force
FqT measured in a real high-speed cutting operation is
71.7N. The error criterion E

FqT  Fe 100
FqT

, is

7.9%.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper reports some initial results in modeling the
high-speed cutting process and the validation of the
model in question. The mathematical model has two
fundamental, co-dependent parts. The first is a multipleinput system that defines the model’s kinematics, where
constants and variables describe the tool geometry, the
material type and the cutting parameters. The second
addresses the dynamics, represented by integraldifferential equations. The exact analytical solution is
found, inasmuch as the limits of integration and the
boundary conditions along the tool geometry can be
pre-established.

Figure 3: Measured (straight line) and predicted (dashed
line) cutting force Fx

The flexibility of the model developed in this paper
makes simulation studies valid for both conventional
and high-speed machining, maintaining a consistent
relationship among cutting parameters such as feed,
spindle speed and cutting speed.

Figure 4: Measured (straight line) and predicted (dashed
line) cutting force Fy

Furthermore, the importance of cutting force as a
representative variable of high-speed machining
processes has been proved. Thus, what cutting
conditions will maximize the chip-removal rate or
useful lifetime of a specific tool can be evaluated by
comparing average cutting-force values. In this way,
improvements in machining time, useful tool lifetime
and waste-product reduction can be achieved. It is also
possible to obtain information necessary for estimating
tool wear. Whether cutting-force figures provide
enough information about the condition of the cutting
tool is a matter that should be analyzed in the future.

Figure 5: Measured (straight line) and predicted (dashed
line) cutting force F z

With this paper and the implementation conducted
using MATLAB, the doors are thrown open onto the
use of a model for predicting surface finish and stability
lobes in high-speed machining processes.
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gold cannot be plated directly on copper but an electroless nickel layer is required to work as an oxidation
barrier between the copper and gold layers (Rohan et al.
2002).

KEYWORDS
Electroless, model, nickel, plating, control.
ABSTRACT
In this paper the main points of electroless nickel immersion gold (ENIG) surface finish are discussed. To
increase the final quality of the surface, a mathematical
model for electroless nickel plating process – a part of
ENIG-surface finish – is proposed. Based on the model
an online monitoring and a new control strategy are
proposed. The methods are evaluated by simulations
and it is shown that the most important deposition parameters can be controlled and the effect of the process
perturbation can be eliminated with the proposed methods. Finally the benefit of the proposed methods is discussed.

The ENIG-process has a very critical effect on PTH
final characteristics. Especially, the Ni-layer and its
phosphorous content are very crucial (Mallory 1990,
Kwok et al. 2004). However, these characteristics cannot be measured during plating and afterwards quality
inspections are needed. Unfortunately at that time the
possible errors cannot be corrected. Thus it is crucial to
control the electroless plating reaction during the process.
This paper introduces a sophisticated process control
method for automatic control of electroless nickel plating process. The key point is a mathematical process
model which estimates the critical unobservable process
parameters - such as deposition rate, deposition thickness and the phosphorous content - online based on the
measurable process. The aim of the control is to keep
Ni-P alloy thickness and phosphorous content stable
despite perturbations like changes in bath loading or
effect of bath aging and prevent bath contamination.

INTRODUCTION
Electroless nickel plating is a widely used process in
many microelectronic applications including plated
through hole boards (PTH) manufacturing (Mallory
1990, Rohan et al. 2002). The manufacturing process of
PTH is a complex operation of different chemical and
mechanical processes (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) 1995). High production volumes, tighter
tolerances and the demand for better quality have forced
producers to enhance and automate their production.
Because of the complex processes and lack of research
the automation level is still low and the main control is
manual (Nuzzi 1983, Chen et al. 2002).

MODEL
The process model was proposed and calibrated on a
large sample of experimental data gathered from an
industrial process in (Tenno et al. 2005a). The model
was former validated using independent data in (Kantola et al. 2005) where it was shown that the model is
capable to estimate the unobservable processes accurately from the online measurable processes.

The base of the PCB is a glass fibre reinforced epoxy
laminate, which is laminated on both sides with a thin
copper layer. The laminated copper layer works as the
circuit conductor and the circuit layout is transferred to
the layer by using the print-and-etch –process. (Coombs
2001)

Despite the intensive studies the reaction mechanism
of the studied process is not known (Djokic 2002). This
describes the complexity of the reaction. The developed
model is based on the following electrochemical reaction mechanism proposed in (Riedel 1991, Mallory
1990, Kim and Sohn 1996).

The final step in the manufacturing process is to protect the copper circuit from oxidation by electroless
nickel immersion gold finish (ENIG) (Coombs 2001).
During the process the copper circuitry is plated with a
3-6 µm thick nickel-phosphor (Ni-P) layer followed
with a thin (0,05-0,15 µm) gold (Au) layer. Gold is used
because it doesn’t oxidise but dissolves into the solder,
which makes it an excellent surface finish. However,
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)

Anodic reaction - hypophosphite oxidation
H2PO2- + H2O T H2PO3- + 2H+ + 2e-.
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(1)

Cathodic reactions - phosphorous deposition, hydrogen
evolution, nickel deposition
+

-

-

H2PO2 + 2H + e S P + 2H2O,
+

-

2+

-

2H + 2e S H2,
Ni + 2e S Ni.

(2)
(3)

v2 = U2 + 0.2N(log c1 - 2pH),

(9)

v3 = U3 - 2NpH,

(10)

v4 = U4 + Nlog c4,

(11)

where N = 2k log e,
ci - ion concentration of species (c1 - hypophosphite, c2
- orthophosphite or c4 - nickel), mol/dm3.

(4)

Alloy Deposition

(5)

The deposition rate of nickel and phosphorous are
calculated according to current densities of respective
reactions while the Ni-P-alloy film is composed by superposition of these xa = xNi + xP.

Electro-Chemical Cell Model
The model is formulated as a two-directional electrode model for reactions (1)-(4). The current densities
of the reactions are calculated from the Buttler-Volmer
equation and concentration controlled through empirical
formulas which accelerate or limit reaction rates according to reactant concentration.

dx Ni
M Ni
= -i4
,
dt
2FU Ni

dx P
M
= -i2 P ,
dt
FUP

(12)

where
t - immersion time, sec,
xNi - partial thickness of nickel, cm; physically, this is a
ratio between volume of nickel and plate area,
xP - partial thickness of phosphorous, cm,
xa - thickness of the Ni-P-alloy film, cm,
i4 - current density of nickel deposition reaction, A/cm2,
i2 - current density of phosphorous deposition reaction,
A/cm2,
MNi - molecular weight of nickel, 58.7 g/mol,
MP - molecular weight of phosphorous, 31 g/mol,
UNi - nickel density, 8.9 g/cm3.
UP - phosphorous density, 1.82 g/cm3.

in = i0nPn{exp(QDanpnkKn) - exp(-QDcnpnkKn)}, (6)
where
n - reaction number: 1 - oxidation, 2 - P deposition, 3 hydrogen evolution, 4 - Ni deposition,
in - current density, A/cm2,
i0n - exchange current density, A/cm2,
i01 = 18, i02 = 0.5, i03 = 2.5, i04 = 1.6 mA/cm2,
Kn - overpotential, Kn = I- vn,
I - mixed potential, V,
vn - thermodynamic equilibrium potential, V,
Pn - dimensionless concentration of species,
Q - robustness coefficient, 0.1,
k - temperature voltage, k = F/RT, 1/V,
T - temperature, K,
R - universal gas constant, 8.3145 J/mol-K,
F - Faraday’s constant, 96487 C/mol,
pn - number of exchanged electrons, pn = 2, p2 = 1,
Dan - anodic apparent transfer coefficients, Dan+ Dcn= 1,
Dcn - cathodic apparent transfer coefficients,

The phosphorous content in the Ni-P-alloy film can be
expressed as a volumetric ratio between the overall and
partial thickness Pvol = (xP /xa) 100 % or as a weight
ratio Pwt between the overall and partial weights.
Concentration Dynamics
The concentration dynamics of species (nickel, hydrogen, hypo- and orthophosphite, etc.) can be calculated from the model according to mass balance as follows.

Da1= 0.53, Dc2 = 0.62, Dc3 = 0.59, Dc4 = 0.47.

Hypophosphite feeding and consumption

Because of the current conservation the anodic current
density is equal to the sum of cathodic current densities
i1 + i2 + i3 + i4 = 0.

(8)

-1

In the reaction the hydrogen ion formation exceeds consumption and ammonia is used for pH-index balancing
NH3 + H2O R NH4+ + OH-.

v1 = U1 + N(log c2 - log c1 - 2pH),

dc1 = [A(2i2 - i1)/2F + Q1fc1f]dt + V1dW, c1(t0) = c1ref,

(7)

where
c1 - hypophosphite concentration, mol H2PO2-/dm3,
c1f - feeding solution concentration, mol H2PO2-/dm3,
Q1f - hypophosphite dilution rate, 1/s,
t0 - makeup moment for a newly made bath, sec,
t - elapsed time, sec,
V1 - model inaccuracy,
W - model-prediction error: Wiener process.

The mixed potential is a measured parameter in
(Tenno et al. 2005a); as it should be when estimating
the model parameters. In online use the mixed potential
can be adjusted to satisfy (7) as is the case in this paper.
The equilibrium potentials of the reactions are calculated from Nernst equation using unit activity for solid
material (deposed nickel and phosphorous) and water,
and unit partial pressure (1 atm) of hydrogen as follows

Nickel feeding and consumption
dc4 = [Ai4/2F + Q4f c4f]dt + V4dW, c4(t0) = c4ref, (13)
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where
c4 - nickel concentration, mol Ni2+/dm3,
c4f - feeding concentration, mol Ni2+/dm3,
Q4f - nickel dilution rate, 1/s.

The state loading is a finite-state Markov process defined by the down loading rate up and up loading rate; it
is a completely observable process in this paper.
From these measurements the critical alloy thickness
and phosphorous content are calculated along with reagent- and by-product concentration later exploited in
the monitoring and control applications.

Hydrogen formation and removal with ammonia
dc3 = [A(i1 + 2i2 + i3)/F]dt - dx + V3dW, c3(t0) = c3ref,
(14)
where
c3 - hydrogen concentration, mol H+/dm3,
dx - dissociation-consumed hydrogen, mol H+/dm3.

The accuracy of the proposed model was validated using independent data gathered from industrial production line by comparing model estimated values to measured ones. The valuated accuracies for alloy thickness
and phosphorous content are shown in Table 1.

The following approximation is used for control. It is
valid for a steady-state process of ammonia feeding and
consumption.

Table 1: Accuracies for the proposed Model

dx = Q3fc3fdt,
where
c3f - feeding concentration, mol NH3/dm3,
Q3f - ammonia dilution rate, 1/s.

Parameter
Film thickness
Phosphorus

Orthophosphite accumulation

Admissible
range
2.5 - 5 Pm
7 - 10 %

Accuracy %
9-17
10-18

dc2 = Ai1dt/2F + V2dW, c2(t0) = 0,
Nickel
concentration

c2 - orthophosphate concentration, mol H2PO3-/dm3.
Ortophosphite accumulation can be used to derive the
bath age, meaning the accumulation of by product. The
bath age can be presented as metal-turn-over (MTO)
meaning how many time the bath has consumed its initial nickel.

Alloy
thickness

Plating time
Plating
temperature

The Wiener processes are introduced to show the
model inaccuracy that should be accounted for in development of the estimation and control strategy insensitive to uncertainty.

Process model

pH

Phosphorous
content
Concentration
dynamics

Loading

Refresment flows

Unobservable
processes

Measurements
The needed online measurements and the model provided estimates are shown in Figure 1. All measurements (nickel ion concentration, pH, plating time, bath
temperature, loading and refreshment flows) are part of
the normal process control system of the plating line.

Figure 1: The Needed online Measurements of the
model and produced Online Estimates
ONLINE MONITORING

The bath loading is defined as a total metal area of
plates immersed in the solution per bath volume and the
state of bath loading is equal to the number of baskets
immersed.

The developed model can be exploited in several
ways in process control. Simplest is an online monitoring system where it provides critical information about
the unobservable process online to operator as illustrated in Figure 2.

(15)
A = APz,
where
A - bath loading, cm2/dm3
z - loading level, z = Z/N,
Z - state of loading,
N - maximum number of baskets (rack for plates) in
use, N = 3,
AP - maximum loading for all baskets immersed (a
product constant), cm2/dm3.

In the online monitoring concept the developed process model is used to estimate the needed process parameters (alloy thickness, phosphorous content) according to online measurable parameters (pH, nickel ion
concentration, temperature, loading and plating time).
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The monitoring system only supports the operator’s
actions taking no part to the control actions.

The proposed control concept is roughly depicted in
Figure 3. The desirable values for the alloy thickness
and phosphorous content are given to the process model
along with available online measurements. According to
this the model calculates trajectories for the bath’s pH
and nickel ion concentration and a controller adjust refreshment pumping so that bath parameters achieve the
calculated trajectories.

pH

Loading

Optimal Trajectory
The desired thickness of Ni-P-alloy film is a xa = 4 Pm
and phosphorous content Pwt = 8.5 %. The partial thicknesses of the nickel and phosphorous can be calculated
as target values for control from these desired values

Online estimated
alloy's phosphorous
content

Plating time

xNi* = xa - xP*,

AUTOMATIC BATH CONTROL
A more sophisticated application is an automatic control algorithm. It has been shown in (Tenno et al.
2005b) that the alloy thickness and phosphorous content
can be controlled by controlling the pH and nickel ion
concentration of the bath.

*

-

Pl atin g tim e

i2 x P
=
,
W
CP

*

*

f = (i1 + i2 + i3 + i4)2 + (i2 - CP

x
xP 2
) + (i4 - CNi Ni )2 (17)
W
W

is the simplest method to calculate the balanced processes for the hydrogen and nickel concentration and for

Controller

Q (N H 3)

[N i+ ] targ e t

Q (N iS O 4)

pH

M ixe d p o te n tial

[Ni+]

Set values

Process model

Process
measurements

L o ad i ng

-

Numerical minimisation of the function f = f{i(c3,c4,I)}

p H t ar g et
T e m p er atu r e

*

x
i4
= Ni ,
W
C Ni

where
xNi* - target thickness of nickel, cm,
xP* - target thickness of phosphorous, cm,
W - plating time (22 min), s,
C - charge density of Ni- and P-ions, C/cm.

The main perturbations for the process are the bath
loading (15), hydrogen formation and bath aging. These
have great effects on process dynamic. To keep the
process stable the loading should be kept as constant as
possible, excess hydrogen should be neutralised and
bath aging compensated by increasing pH-index. Unfortunately changes in loading cannot be avoided in industrial PTH production and control has to be used to
eliminate this perturbation. The control algorithm has to
calculate the appropriate pH-index according to bath
age or MTO. To prevent contamination, the process has
to be constantly balanced as discussed in following.

P w % r ef
= 8 .5 w %

(16)

These target values can be achieved and the contamination is avoided if the reaction is continuously balanced.
This means that the pH-index, nickel percentage and
mixed potential should satisfy the charge conservation
requirement (7) involving the electrode reactions (6)
and the thermodynamic equilibrium potentials (8)-(12).
It also includes the deposition rate (12) and target (16)
requirements, coupled in the relationship

Figure 2: Schematics of the online Monitoring Concept

T hi ck ne ss re f
= 4. 5 u m

xP* = xaPvol/100.

Figure 3: Schematics of the Proposed Control Algorithm
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Process

Temperature

Online estimated
alloy thickness

Process m odel

Process

[Ni+]

the mixed potential. The target values are coupled processes (meaning implicit use of the mixed potential);
they depend on the hypo- and orthophosphate concentrations
I = I(c1,c2).

0.8

(18)

Loading, dm2/dm 3

]3 = c3(c1,c2), ]4 = c4(c1,c2),

1

The plating process is well controllable as long as the
balance between the target values holds.

0.6

0.4

Tracking Control
0.2

The tracking control problem can be approximately
solved as a minimum variance problem. The model
(13), (14) is linear in state and control variables for
fixed current densities and nonlinear for free current
densities; however it is weakly depended on the state
variables through the almost invariant current densities.
In this situation, the following feed-forward PI-control
is justified and is a logical successor to the existing control in PTH board processes.

0

0

1

2

3
4
Immersion time, h

5

6

7

Figure 4: Simulated Bath Loading
4.1

4

t

Thickness, um

ut = APztQ - Kp[[t- ]t + Ti-1 ³ ([s- ]s)ds],
0

where
[ - measured hydrogen and nickel concentrations, [=
[[3, [4]T,
] - target calculated from minimization of the criterion
(17) as parameters ]= []3, ]4]T dependent (18) on the
hypo- and orthophosphite concentrations,
u - controls: ammonia and nickel (hypophosphite) feeding rates, u = [Q3f, Q4f]T,
AP - maximum loading,
zt - bath loading level (observable process),
Q - control setpoint for average bath loading,
Kp - control gain: diagonal matrix of weights,
Ti - integration time.

3.9

3.8
Target
Film
3.7

0

1
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3
4
Immersion time, h

5

6

7

Figure 5: Reference and Simulated alloy Thicknesses
As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5 the alloy thickness and phosphorous content follows the given reference values accurately without any effect of loading
perturbations. In Figures 7 and 8 it can be seen that the
control is able to keep the control parameters close to
the optimal trajectories which verifies the control capability to avoid contamination affected by vigorous parameter changes.

This control depends on the model through the target.
As a feed-forward control, it compensates the bath loading changes.
Although the operator does not need to take a part in
control and the possibility of human error is avoided the
reliability of the method can be guaranteed by random
laboratory analysis.

8.7
8.6
8.5
Phosphorous, wt %

SIMULATIONS
The proposed control algorithm was tested by simulation shown in Figures 4-8. During the simulation the
reference values for alloy thickness and phosphorous
content were changed according to sequence shown in
Figures 5 and 6. The bath loading process was simulated as Markov pure jump process shown in Figure 4.
Every process was also exposed to Wiener process with
5% noise-to-signal ratio.

8.4
8.3
8.2
8.1
8
7.9
7.8

Target
Alloy
0

1

2

3
4
Immersion time, h

5

6

7

Figure 6: Reference and Simulated Phosphorous Content
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chemical process model. It helps an operator to estimate
online the development of the critical alloy parameters.

4.84
4.83

The proposed control algorithm uses the developed
process model to calculate optimal nickel ion concentration and pH trajectories according to the given reference
values. The accuracy of the algorithm was evaluated by
simulations and shown to be functional.
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The concrete benefits of the methods are increased
quality and reduced costs of laboratory analysis and
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response to variations in feedstock and product prices
and utility costs.

ABSTRACT

In scope of all that is said above, process industry in
general is playing by the ear, when it comes to the
critical area of forecasting and maintaining production
from a field. In many cases the plant is considered as a
'black box' with heuristic rules of thumb. Production
data is rarely compared with expectations from
simulations done in the early stages of field
development, and problem areas are often treated on an
ad hoc, individual basis without considering the
influence of the other areas. The consequences of
individual actions of operators are seldom linked to
surprising and unwanted side-effects – especially if the
distance of side-effects from operating point is far in
time and space.

This paper will consider the role of simulation in
process industry and major obstacles to adopting new
technologies. The benefits of process simulators are
illustrated with five practical applications. These
applications were realised with APROS simulator, the
structure of which is explained very briefly.
SIMULATION IN PROCESS INDUSTRY
The recent advances in the computer technology have
made it possible to perform complex calculations
efficiently and even faster than real time. Complicated
dynamic equations can be simulated and the results used
in model predictive control systems, on-line process
optimization, fault diagnosis and production planning.

The main reason for flying blind by not using advanced
e.g. modeling and simulation techniques is the “if it’s
not broken – don’t fix it” syndrome. Adopting new
technologies requires work and other resources, which
has to be justified. The plant and its processes have
been running for a long time and as long as the plant is
running there is no need to fix it. The question whether
the plant is running optimally and how significant
improvements in quality, operation and profit could be
made by new technologies is seldom raised.

A good process simulator makes dynamic simulation a
powerful tool throughout the complete life cycle of a
plant: from pre-engineering and commissioning
planning to operator training and troubleshooting.
These different areas are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Another major factor contributing to the reluctance to
adopt simulation aided technologies is the established
view that modelling and simulation is something extra
that is nice to know but not necessarily needed. In
planning, design and improvement projects modelling
and simulation is not included in the project plan and
consequently does not have any budget.
Even people who are familiar with simulation and use it
to their benefit often consider simulation to be best
suited for small subsystems, e.g., one chemical rector
but not applicable in large scale systems, i.e. the entire
plant. With this view any optimisation routine only
finds local optima and it has been shown in many cases
that even though every individual component is locally
optimal the entire plant can be operating badly and very
far from global optimum.

Figure 1: Role of a simulator in process industry
In a typical chemical plant, for example, the behaviour
of individual reactors, distillation columns, and pumps
can be monitored continuously, and process parameters
changed automatically in real time to maintain desired
setpoints. The behaviour of the entire plant is also
monitored and setpoints can be altered in order to
maximize profit on a daily or even hourly basis in
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Many consider the lack of tools and services to be a
significant hindrance to new technologies, but in most
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cases they have not been looking very hard. There are
armies of simulation experts, service providers and
simulation tool vendors just waiting to help plants in
need – for a monetary compensation, of course. There
is no such thing as a free dinner. If they are looking for
a free tool just designed for their particular needs, they
are correct; there is a lack of such tools.

The calculation is based on physical principles and
empirical correlations. The network oriented solvers of
APROS are table-driven, and accordingly, no
programming, compilation or linking is needed during
model development and simulation runs.
Apros can be furnished with generic model libraries for
several types of processes such as:
x Combustion power plants – Apros Combustion
x Nuclear Power plants – Apros Nuclear
x Pulp and paper mills – Apros Paper

The nature of some of the processes is less deterministic
than others and in many cases there are simply no
measurements on the required entities. The overall
mass and energy balances can be determined but the
same can not be said about the concentrations of
individual reaction components. For instance, if the
composition of raw materials changes considerably and
there are no measurements, there is no chance of
accurately predicting the behavior of the entire system.
In these cases simulation is seldom used, which is a
shame because in chaotic unknown systems little
knowledge (in the form of simple models) can gain the
most benefits.

Apros supports the use of dynamic simulation in all
different phases during the life span of a process plant,
avoiding unnecessary data transfer and reconfiguration
of the simulation model. Apros enables the use of an
engineering simulator application as a basis for a
training simulator. Once the process simulation model
has been completed in the design phase it can be re-used
with DCS (Distributed Control System) as a checkout
and operator training tool in a cost-effective way.

APROS

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

There are many different simulator tools for various
simulation problems. In fact, any algorithm capable of
integrating differential equations numerically can be
used as a simulator for dynamic systems. For large
scale systems in the process industry it is not usually
worthwhile to start from the scratch – in these problems
a modular simulator consisting of smaller pre-modelled
process/equipment components is the right way to go.

There are five different industrial applications presented
in this paper. Two applications describe training
simulators for Mälar Energi ab in Sweden and
Suomenoja power plant in Finland. One application
describes a case in which the simulator was used for
automation testing and control design in Narva power
plant, one presented application shows a grade change
optimisation in a Stora Enso paper board mill and
another application a safety analysis in Loviisa Nuclear
power plant – both in Finland.

APROS (Advanced PROcess Simulator) was developed
by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) and
Imatran Voima Co (IVO). Originally the simulation
environment was built for the needs of the nuclear and
conventional power industries. It can be used for
training, research, automation design and process
design purposes. It provides solution algorithms and
model libraries for the simulation of different flow and
heat transfer processes. The simulation system can be
defined by using the APROS command interpreter or
the graphical interface Grades. A view to Grades is
presented in Fig. 2.

Narva Power Plant
The Estonian power plant at Narva is an oil shale
combusting power plant that consists of 8 units each
with two boilers and one steam turbine. Each unit has
an electric output of 200 MW. The plant is of Soviet
make dating to the 1970's.
In 1999 - 2000 Fortum Engineering carried out a
modernisation project of one unit, in parallel to which a
full-scale dynamic simulation model on the unit was
built. The process was modelled using APROS, and the
automation was implemented in the virtual metsoDNA
environment, all running in Windows NT environment
on standard PCs. The systems were connected through
their OPC interfaces. At the highest there were about
2000 signals conveyed simultaneously through this link.
The simulation model was used for testing the
automation, mainly concentrating on the control loops.
The testing procedure was rather similar to the control
loop commissioning procedure at site. The loops tested
included steam temperature, steam pressure, drum level,
flue gas oxygen, electric power, feedwater tank pressure

Figure 2: Grades graphical interface for APROS
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older once-through boiler to the sliding pressure turbine
generator. Also the preliminary controller tuning and
adjusting of various set point curves and other
parameters were accomplished with the simulator.

and mill temperature control loops. The testing
uncovered a number of flaws in the control application,
which resulted in a shorter commissioning time.

The system gave a unique opportunity to train the
operators well before the commissioning period of the
new boiler. It was possible to use a complete copy of
the DCS system in the operator training with the look
and feel of the plant, although the actual DCS system
was not available.
From the end-user's perspective a significant benefit
from simulation was in this case that despite the unique
process concept the operators were able to confidently
take over the plant at commissioning.
Figure 3: Narva Power Plant simulator

Suomenoja Power Plant

Additionally, different variations of the master control
were tested by simulation and compared. The master
control of the power plant includes the control of the
electric power, turbine initial pressure and pressure in
the two boilers. After the operation in steady state and
in load changes was checked, it was verified that the
control loops worked properly in certain disturbance
situations, including a forced draught fan trip, a fuel
mill trip and quick bypass of the preheaters.

The Suomenoja power plant, owned by Espoon Sähkö
Inc., generates electricity and district heat for the
municipalities of Espoo, Kirkkonummi and Kauniainen
in Southern Finland. The Suomenoja plant is powered
mainly by coal (60%) and natural gas (40%), and it has
a high production effeciency due to the combined
production of heat (350 MW) and electricity (120 MW).
In addition to several automation deliveries to
Suomenoja power plant since the year 1986, Metso
Automation supplied an advanced training simulator for
a pulverized coal-fired power plant unit So1 in
December 2000.

Mälar Energi Ab
Process Vision Ltd supplied a training simulator to
Mälar Energi Ab, Västerås, Sweden for the new CFB
boiler by Foster Wheeler Energia Oy. In addition to
operator training, the simulation system was used by
Foster Wheeler Energy for control system application
planning before implementing the actual DCS system.
The process concept was unique, and simulation gave
the project parties confidence in the process design.

The supplied simulator system consists of the virtual
metsoDNA environment and the Apros dynamical
process simulation software, both of which have OPC
data access interfaces, and OPC-based communication
software. The system runs on two standard PC's, and it
is operated through real operator stations.

The simulation system consists of Trainer Grades DCS
emulator and Control Grades simulation interface by
Process Vision, CFB model by Foster Wheeler R&D
centre and Apros simulation engine.

In the virtual metsoDNA environment, the process
control applications are executed exactly as in the real
system on the plant, using the original application
configuration without modifications. The virtual
metsoDNA has simulator features, e.g. saving and
loading the state, and freezing and resuming execution.

In control application planning, Control Grades toolkit
was used for building a simulation model of both the
control system and the process in the simulation engine
and for testing the control application plan using the
models. The toolkit features page templates for
documentation, an easy-to-use signal cross-reference
mechanism with automatic reference texts and versatile
project management tools.

The scope of the simulation model was specified
together with the customer. There are about 1300
simulated I/O connections and the simulated process
areas include:
x feed water and steam
x air and flue gas
x coal pulverizers and coal feeding
x oil feeding and burners
x steam turbine and district heat

The operator displays for the simulator were built up
with the Trainer Grades DCS emulator package
utilizing information entered in the previous phase.
After that, the dynamic behaviour of the boiler was
studied, e.g. the challenging combination of the parallel
steam lines of the new natural circulation boiler and the

In addition to operator training, the simulation system
was later used for planning of operator actions.
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Stora Enso
One of the leading paper and board producer Stora Enso
Oyj wanted to shorten grade change times to improve
productivity. An automatic grade change program was
tuned using dynamic board machine simulation model.
The board machine in question produces 3-ply
packaging and graphical boards having basis weight
area of 170-350 g/m2. Typically there is at least one GC
per day on the machine. The changes can be big, for
example basis weight changes normally 20 g/m2 or
more.
Figure 4: Grade Change scenarios
It is very challenging to try to figure out the right
actions needed to improve GC performance using just a
mind model. In a multiply machine like this the number
of tuning parameters of the AGC is as remarkable as 84
and describes the complexity of the tuning. Different
ideas compete and conflict. The simulator was seen as a
possibility to test new ideas before anything is done on
the machine.

After extensive testing with the simulator, the best set of
tuning parameters were taken into production use on the
real machine. The machine's GC performance was
monitored before and after the changes and positive
development was observed.
For a multi-ply process, it is a demanding task to figure
out how the automatic grade change program (AGC)
parameters should be changed to speed up grade
changes and simultaneously maintain high paper
quality. The simulator helped to cut the problem into
pieces, and offered a way to visualize the problem and
compare the solution candidates. The parameter
changes have been carried out to the real AGC. As a
result the grade change time has been shortened
considerably. Because of that the pay-back time of the
simulation and optimisation project was 8 to 12 months.

A decision was made to use simulator to get better
undestanding of the factors affecting on the grade
change (GC) time, and to optimise the tuning of the
automatic grade change program (AGC).
The accomplished process model covers the board
making process from pulp chests to the end of the base
board drying. The control system model includes 74
control loops. The model was built using the APROS
Paper platform.

Modeling and validation phase helped process
engineers to understand the interactions during grade
changes. Additionally, they were able to spot and
remove some weaknesses in operatiors' practices
concerning the use of the AGC program.

The focus was on optimising AGC parameters that
define the mutual coordination and rates of the ramps of
the controlled variables. To be able to do that, the
simulator must confidently predict the effects of the
simultaneous changes in operating variables.

Besides the grade change development, also new
applications for the model have been found. The model
has already been used in studies concerning drying
capacity increase and controllability with a new type of
dryer.

Simulator was validated against measurement data from
real GCs on the machine. Number of reference GCs was
over 50. During the validation work, undesirable
operator actions in using the AGC, were noticed. After
these faults were identified, the operators were advised
to the optimal and consistent use of the AGC.

The developed model offers a platform for
troubleshooting, related to GCs or other issues on the
simulator's scope. Conserning the development of GCs,
with the existing simulation model it can be quickly
checked if a new idea is worth of further studies.
Additionally, the model offers an excellent basis for
development of training or operator support simulator.

After confidence was gained that the simulator can
consistently repeat the GCs that have been made in the
real machine, the what-if experiments were started. Fig.
4 shows some results of such what-if experiments. In
the simulation runs different AGC parameters were
experimented with.

Loviisa

Simulations concentrated on speeding up the GC's
simply by increasing the ramping rates of those
variables, which most often limited the total ramping
time. One by one higher rates were tried out and the
effects on the performance analyzed.

The safety analyses were needed to prove that the
uprated 1500 MWth power level of Loviisa Nuclear
Power Plant does not cause any safety problems. The
safety analysis included dynamic simulation studies of a
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series of accident scenarios. Main tool in the analysis
work was APROS Simulation Software.

x

A feasibility study for modernizing the two 465 MWe
VVER units of Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant was
carried out starting in spring 1994. During the study no
technical, safety or licensing issues were identified
which would have prevented raising the reactor thermal
output up to 1500 MWth from the level of 1375 MWth.
Thus the modernization project including a 9.1 %
reactor power uprating was launched in summer 1995.

Several different pump trips, line breaks,
blackouts and valve malfunctions etc.

Based on the analysis results 1500 MWth is a safe
power level to operate Loviisa reactors from the safety
analyses point of view. This result was also expected
because earlier licensing analyses, concerning 1375
MWth nominal power level, had shown that the margins
to the acceptance criteria were in most cases substantial.
The large break loss of coolant accident (LBLOCA) is
generally regarded as one of the critical accident
scenarios. That is because virtually the whole reactor
core will be dry shortly after the break. The results
showed that even in this case the hot rod cladding
temperature can be maintained in safe region and the
whole core is rewetted in five minutes after the break.

It was obvious from the very beginning that reactor
power uprating would bring about a need for extensive
revision of the Loviisa Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) including the safety analyses. It was also clear
that tasks related to the safety assessment by appropriate
computer codes and models would be on the critical
path on the project schedule. That is why this work was
started at the same time as the project organization was
put together and the master plan prepared. The
intention was to increase in the plant capacity, by about
50 MWe per unit. This was planned to be achieved by a
combination of reactor thermal power uprating and by
improving turbine efficiency.

APROS proved to be an excellent tool on safety
analysis field and Fortum Nuclear Services is currently
doing practically all the safety analyses using it. The
earlier major tool RELAP5 code has a role in assessing
the APROS analysis results.
The power uprating was successfully concluded in
1999. Presently Loviisa NPP is operating at the uprated
power level meaning on average 50 MWe higher
electrical power per unit. Depending on the price of
electricity this translates into additional revenue of 1015 M€/year and unit.

The uprated reactor power was expected to raise the
temperature difference over the reactor by three degrees
and the temperature of the sea water trough condenser
by one degree.
The analyses were needed to update the Loviisa FSAR
to correspond to the uprated 1500 MWth power level
and thus to prove that power uprating does not cause
any safety issue.

CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the example cases presented, it is easy to
see that simulation brings about great benefits
throughout the life span of a process plant.

In 1995 Fortum Oy (former Imatran Voima Oy) decided
to implement Loviisa modernization and power uprating
project major. The major part of the revised Loviisa
FSAR thermal hydraulic analyses were calculated using
the APROS simulation software.

1.

A completely new simulation model of Loviisa NPP
was build for the project. This was to ensure that all the
input data was correct and the sources properly
documented. The model included whole primary circuit
including safety systems, steam generators, steam lines
and safety critical automations systems. The model was
extensively validated against measurement data from
the plant commissioning tests etc.

2.

3.

Around 30 different initiating events and scenarios were
calculated and their sensitivity to various parameters
investigated. Simulations were done using the uprated
power level:
x Large break and small break loss of coolant
accidents
x Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS)
x Primary to secondary leakages

4.
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The process and automation concepts can be
studied and validated in the planning phase, before
selecting the suppliers (case Västerås). This reduces
risks in the commissioning projects and improves
the mutual understanding of project deliverables
within the consortium.
The automation application can be verified before
the commissioning by using virtual automation
(case Narva). This shortens the commissioning time
as there are fewer flaws in the system and the
personnel has done the site acceptance test
operations on the simulation system before coming
to the site.
The benefits of training simulators (cases Västerås,
Narva, Suomenoja) are widely acknowledged. A
simulation environment is an invaluable tool in
transferring knowledge from the commissioning
staff to the operators in the end-user organisation
and from experienced operators to novices.
The control system and operative procedures can be
further
developed
and
optimised
after
commissioning (case Stora-Enso). The simulation

5.

Hänninen, M.; K. Juslin and K. Porkholm (1987) A flexible
simulation system for the design and analysis of nuclear
processes. American Nuclear Society Winter Meet. 1987.
Los Angeles, 15 - 19 Nov. 1987. American Nuclear
Society. Los Angeles, 528 – 530

system can also be used by the end user for the
planning of renewals.
In safety-critical industries, simulation is practically
taken required for various kinds of analyses (case
Loviisa). It can be estimated that in time
requirements like these will spread to other
industries.

Lappalainen, J., T. Myller, O. Vehviläinen, S. Tuuri and
K. Juslin (2001). Enhancing grade changes with
dynamic simulation. Proceeding of Tappi
Engineering Conference 2001, San Antonio, 11 p.

As a rule, when planning the use of simulation to
support a commissioning project, one should try to find
more than one use for simulation in and after the
project.
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MODEL STRUCTURE AND MATHEMATICS

ABSTRACT

The spacecraft simulation model is organized like any
actual control loops (See Figures 1.). The interfaces of
the components are defined and modeled in such a way
that the simulation model would be as modular as
possible. Modifications to the simulation model are easy
to do and one part of the model can be easily replaced
with another.

Model Structure

In this paper, the simulation model of satellite attitude
and orbit dynamics is discussed. The satellite attitude
model has been represented in term of a quaternion and
a ordinary differential equation is used to describe the
satellite orbital motion. The different actuators and
sensors have been modeled with suitable faults and
failures. The simulation model enables us to consider
the satellite motion under different environmental
perturbations (for example aerodynamic drag, external
celestial body etc.) and failure in actuators and sensors.
The simulation model is utilized in the development of
attitude and orbit control algorithms or fault detection,
isolation and recovery (FDIR) technologies. Simulation
results are also given.

The model is initialized and controlled from the
coordination level. This means that the model
parameters and possible faults and failures in the FDIR
simulation case are defined.

INTRODUCTION
During the last decades modeling, simulation, and wider
computational science and engineering have become
more and more important tools in the research and
development projects. The design phase has to be
reduced in time and cost when the use of new ideas and
tools becomes possible. This is also the trend in space
application in which the real tests are not possible or at
least they are expensive. New demands on the aerospace
and control engineering have become up and they have
to be able to answer to requirements.

Figures 1. Spacecraft simulation model structure.
Coordinate Systems

Spacecraft simulators or simulators in general, are
software tools that can be used by researchers,
engineers, students or everybody to analyze and assess
system operations, behaviors, and to answer to the
questions regarding phenomenon or product. The
simulations are essential tools in the mission and
spacecraft control design. For example, the scientific
missions are unique and the instrumentation of a
spacecraft is designed only for this specific mission.
There are not any ready-to-use platforms that can be
used. Hence, it is not possible to verify the operation of
control algorithms and strategies in real process but the
simulation environments can be used.

Three different coordinate systems are defined in the
simulator:
1. Inertial Coordinate System (ICS),
2. Orbit Coordinate System (OCS), and
3. Body Coordinate System (BCS).
The inertial coordinate system is usually defined such
that the center of mass of the Earth (cm) acts as origin
and the direction of the axes are fixed to the solar
system. This kind of coordinate system is not exactly
inertial but it is enough for all engineering purposes
(Sidi 1997). The Z-axis of the ICS is the rotation axis of
the Earth in a positive direction and the X-Y plane is the
equatorial plane of the Earth, which is perpendicular to
the Earth’s rotation axis. The vernal equinox vector ϒ is
selected to be the X-axis of the ICS. Finally, the Y-axis

There are plenty of companies that offer their simulation
services to the research institutes and space companies.
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has been chosen in such a way that the ICS is righthanded orthogonal coordinate system.

ª q4'
« '
−q
q '' = qq ' = « ' 3
« q2
« '
¬« −q1

Orbit coordinate system is also a right-handed
orthogonal coordinate system with origin in the center
of the satellite mass. The Z-axis is pointing towards the
center of the Earth; X-axis to the direction of satellite
perpendicular to the Z-axis, and Y-axis completes the
coordinate system such that it is right-handed and
orthogonal. The third coordinate system, which has
been fixed to the moving and rotating spacecraft,
defines satellite orientation.

(3)

Orbit Model

The motion of a celestial body is based on the quite
elementary principles of celestial mechanics. In the 17th
century, J. Kepler provided three basic empirical laws
that describe the motion of planet in unperturbed
planetary orbit. The orbital dynamics of a satellite is
extensively explained in many books, for example (Sidi
1997) and (Wertz 1978).
If we consider a system of two particles P1 and P2 of
masses m1 and m2 and apply Newton’s second law and
the law of gravity to the two-body system, we can get
the fundamental equation (4) of the motion of the twobody system where the symbol µ = G(m1+m2) and G is
the universal constant of gravitation. This equation
describes the motion of the particle P1 relative to the
second mass P2.

The basic definition of the quaternion is a consequence
of the property of the direction cosine matrix A that it
has at least one eigenvalue of unity. This means that
there is an eigenvector e (Euler axis) that is unchanged
in every rotation. The quaternion is defined as a vector
(1) where qi∈R, i, j and k satisfy the Hamilton’s rule
(2) and where the length of the quaternion is unity. (Sidi
1997)


r+

(1)

i 2 = j2 = k 2 = ijk = −1

µ
r3

r=0

(4)

In general, if a particle P moves in a force field F, the
momentum of the force F about origin O is

(2)

M=r×F

ki = −ik = j

where r is the position vector of the particle P. The
angular momentum about origin is

When the Euler axis e of the rotation is known the
connection between quaternion and the rotation Euler
axis is

 q1
°
° q2
®
° q3
°q
¯ 4

q1'
q4'
− q3'

q1' º ª q1 º
» « »
q2' » « q2 »
⋅
q3' » « q3 »
» « »
q4' ¼» ¬« q4 ¼»

The simulation model is realized in the MATLAB/
SIMULINK-environment.

The attitude transformation in space can be executed by
using various different aspects. In the simulation model,
the quaternion technique is used. The main feature of
quaternions is that they provide a convenient product
rule for successive rotations and they have simple form
of kinematics (Wertz 1978, Wis´niewski 1996).

ij = − ji = k
jk = −kj = i

−q2'

SIMULATION MODEL

Rotation

q = q4 + q1i + q2 j + q3k

q3'
q4'
− q1'
− q2'

h=m(r×v)= r×p

= e1 sin (α 2 )

where p is the linear momentum of the particle. Thus,
the time rate of the angular momentum h is equal to the
moment of the force F.

= e2 sin (α 2 )
= e3 sin (α 2 )
= cos (α 2 )

dh d
= ( r × mv ) = 0 + r × F = M
dt dt

where ei is a component of Euler axis and α is the
magnitude of the rotation.

(5)

The equation (5) states the fundamental fact that the
momentum acting on a particle is equal to the time rate
of the change of its angular momentum.

The final combined rotation of two successive rotations
can be performed as a matrix-vector multiplication (3)
where q and q´ are the individual rotations.

In space science it is common to describe the satellite
orbit by five numbers, known as orbital elements or
classical orbital elements (COE). A sixth element is
added to determine the location of the satellite in its
orbit (Wertz 1978 and Sidi 1997). The classical orbital
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elements have been described in the Table 1. Because
these elements are poorly defined if e and/or i is equal
to zero, so-called equinoctial orbital elements (EOE)
have been defined in terms of the classical orbital
elements. The equinoctial orbital elements have been
defined in Table 2.

the derivative of classical orbital elements when the
perturbing force is conservative or non-conservative.
Knowing the initial condition of COE the Gauss
equations can be integrated to calculate the evolution of
the elements. Gauss equation is represented in equation
(7), where θ is the angle between satellite location
vector and the vector pointing towards perigee (See
Figures 3.), p = a(1-e2), n = sqrt(µ/a3), r = p/(1+e
cos(θ)), and fr, fθ and fz are the components of the
perturbing force along the radius vector direction r, the
transverse orbit direction and the direction of the normal
to the orbit plane, respectively.

Table 1. The classical orbital elements. (Sidi 1997)
Symbol
a
the semi major axis
e
the eccentricity
i
the inclination
the right ascension of the ascending node
Ω
the argument of perigee
ω
the mean anomaly
M

To avoid the singularity due to the poorly defined
parameters, the Gauss equations can be rewritten in the
terms of the equinoctial elements as in (8), where
b=a⋅sqrt(1-P12-P12), h=nab, p/r=1+ P1sin(L)+P2cos(L),
L=ω+Ω+θ, and K=ω+Ω+E. (We and Roithmayr, C.M.
2001)

Figures 2. The definitions of the elements.
Table 2. The definitions of the equinoctial orbital
elements (EOE). (We and Roithmayr, C.M. 2001)
EOE
a
P1
P2
Q1
Q2
l

Figures 3. The spacecraft orbit and auxiliary circle.

a
e sin ( Ω + ω )
e cos ( Ω + ω )

Attitude Model
Dynamics
From equation (5) we get that the torque acting on the
satellite body is equal to the derivative of the angular
momentum of the spacecraft in the inertial coordinate
system. Hence, in the rotating body coordinate system

§i·
tan ¨ ¸ sin ( Ω )
©2¹
§i·
tan ¨ ¸ cos ( Ω )
©2¹
Ω+ω + M

¦ T = h

In Keplerian orbit the derivative of the first five orbital
elements are equal to zero. If the satellite orbital
elements are known the satellite location r and the
velocity vector v can be calculated, and vise versa.
Algorithms to do this can be found in any textbook
concerning orbital dynamics, for example (Sidi 1997),
(Wertz 1978).

µ
r3

= h + Ȧ × h .

If momentum exchange devices are used in the control,
the angular momentum vector h = hB+hw where hB is the
angular momentum of satellite rigid body and hw is the
angular momentum of the momentum exchange
devices. Hence, the time rate of angular velocity of the
satellite body is like in equation (6).

In the general case, in which any kind of perturbing
force can exist, the equation of orbital motion is


r+

I

º
−1 ª
 = ( I s ) ⋅ « −I s Ȧ + ¦ Ti − h w − Ȧ × ( I s Ȧ ) − Ȧ × h w » (6)
Ȧ
i
¬
¼

r = fp

Kinematics
The spacecraft attitude has been modeled as a
quaternion representation q=(q1, q2, q3, q4). Hence, the
equation (9), where ωi is the satellite angular velocity
about satellite body axis i, gives the derivative of
quaternion vector.

with initial condition and where fp is the perturbing
force per unit mass. Due to the perturbing acceleration
the orbital elements are not constants. Hence, so-called
Gauss form of Lagrange’s planetary equations describes
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a =
e =
i =
 =
Ω

2a 2
ª f r e sin (θ ) + fθ (1 + e cos (θ ) ) º¼
µp ¬

Tt = rt × Ft

§
e + cos (θ ) · º
pª
« f r sin (θ ) + fθ ¨¨ cos (θ ) +
¸»
1 + e cos (θ ) ¸¹ »¼
µ «¬
©
rf z cos (ω + θ )

The idea of reaction wheels (or momentum exchange
devices) is to transfer the angular momentum of the
whole system between different parts of the spacecraft
without changing its overall internal angular
momentum. The achieved torque level is of the order of
0.05 – 2 Nm. (Sidi 1997)

µp
rf z sin (ω + θ )

(7)

µ p sin ( i )

ω = −

f z r sin (ω + θ ) cos ( i )

The reaction-wheel is modeled as equation (11).

µ p sin ( i )

 w = f ( Tdem ) − f µ
°Ȧ
®
°̄ h w = I w Ȧ w

º
§
1 pª
r·
« f r cos (θ ) − fθ ¨1 + ¸ sin (θ ) »
e µ¬
p¹
©
¼
2
º
§
2rf 1 − e ª
r·
M = n − 2r +
« f r cos (θ ) − fθ ¨1 + ¸ sin (θ ) »
na
nae ¬
p
©
¹
¼
−

a =

2a 2 ª
p º
P2 sin ( L ) − P1 cos ( L ) ) f r + fθ »
(
«
h ¬
r ¼

− P2 ( Q1 cos ( L ) − Q2 sin ( L ) ) f z º¼
ª
º
rªp
p·
§
P2 = « sin ( L ) f r + « P2 + ¨1 + ¸ cos ( L ) » fθ
h¬r
r¹
©
¬
¼
+ P1 ( Q1 cos ( L ) − Q2 sin ( L ) ) f z º¼
r
Q1 =
(1 + Q12 + Q22 ) sin ( L ) f z
2h
r
Q1 =
(1 + Q12 + Q22 ) cos ( L ) f z
2h
2b ·
r ª a p§
l = n − «
¨ P1 sin ( L ) + P2 cos ( L ) + ¸ f r
h ¬a + b r ©
a ¹

−ω2

0
−ω1
−ω2

ω1
0
−ω3

ω1 º ª q1 º
ω2 »» «« q2 »»
ω3 » « q3 »

(12)

m(t ) = ncoil icoil (t ) Acoil ⋅ nˆ

(13)

In the simulation model the modeled sensors are:
• coarse Earth and Sun Sensor (CESS),
• star tracker,
• magnetometer,
• gyro, and
• GPS.

(8)

The CESS is modeled as a component that gives the
direction of Sun and Earth in the body coordinate
system.

+ ( Q1 cos ( L ) − Q2 sin ( L ) ) f z º¼

ω3

Tmag ( t ) = m(t ) × B(t )

Sensors

a §
p·
¨1 + ¸ ( P1 cos ( L ) − P2 sin ( L ) ) fθ
a+b©
r¹

ª 0
ª q1 º
«
«q »
d « 2 » 1 « −ω3
=
dt « q3 » 2 « ω2
«
« »
«¬ q4 »¼
«¬ −ω1

(11)

In magnetotorquer, the control torque Tmag is generated
by an interaction of the Earth’s geomagnetic field B(t)
with the magnetic dipole momentum m(t) (See
equations (12) and (13)) where ncoil is the number of
coil, icoil(t) is the magnetotorquer current, Acoil loop area,
and n̂ is the unit normal vector to the plane of the loop.

ª
º
rªp
p·
§
P1 = « cos ( L ) f r + « P1 + ¨1 + ¸ sin ( L ) » fθ
h¬r
r¹
©
¬
¼

+

(10)

The star tracker is modeled as a component that gives
the satellite attitude contaminated with an uncertainty
that depends on the satellite angular speed.
Magnetometer is modeled as a component that gives the
magnitude and direction of the Earth’s magnetic field.
WMM magnetic model is used in the simulator.

(9)

»« »
0 »¼ «¬ q4 »¼

Actuators

A gyroscope is modeled as an instrument that measures
the angular speed of the spacecraft. The actual angular
speed is contaminated with relatively small Gaussian
random uncertainty. A GPS is modeled as an instrument
that gives the satellite location in the inertial Earth
centered coordinate system.

The actuators are used to produce the control torques
and forces for the satellite attitude control. The modeled
actuators are:
• thruster,
• reaction-wheels, and
• magnetotorquer.

Faults

The thruster has been modeled as a thrust force vector
Ft affecting the satellite in position rt. Hence, the torque
about the center of the mass of the spacecraft is the
cross product between the position and the force vectors
(Equation (10)).

One of the main aims of the spacecraft simulation
model is that it can be used in the FDIR-simulation.
Hence, the faults and failures have to be taken into
account already in the design and modeling phase. The
faults can occur in any part of the model and any kind of
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For spherical Earth, the gravitational force dfi acting on
a s/c mass element dmi located at a position Ri is

faults are possible. Usually, the faults are either additive
or parametric but also a total blackout of a component is
possible.

Hence, the torque about the satellite geometric center
due to a force dfi, at position ri, is

Environmental Torques

dTi = ri × dfi = ( ȡ + r 'i ) × dfi

The main sources of the environmental torques are
represented in the Table 3.

where ρ is the vector from the geometric center to the
cm and ri’ from cm to the mass element dmi. Assuming
that the cm and the geometric center of the s/c lie in the
same point the gravity-gradient is

Table 3. The main environmental torques (Wertz 1978).
Source
Dependence
Dominant
Aerodynamic
Magnetic
Gravity Gradient
Solar Radiation

e-αr
1/r3
1/r3
Independent

Micrometeorites

independent

below ~ 500 km
~ 500 - 35 000 km
~ 500 - 35 000 km
Interplanetary space
above synchronous
altitude
Normally negligible

Tgg =

A SIMULATION CASE
In this section, some simulation results obtained by the
above-described simulation model are presented. The
simulation case is simple and fancied.

The force dfa on the surface elements dA is given by
equation (14) where N̂ is a outward normal of the
surface element dA, V̂ a unit vector of the translational
velocity, ρ is the air density and CD is the drag
coefficient of the surface. In real terms, the drag
coefficient CD is a function of the surface structure and
the local angle of attachment and its value is usually
between 1 and 2. For all practical applications, the value
CD=2 can be used. (Wertz 1978)

(

)

The orbit of the simulation case is circular with an
altitude of 450 km and inclination 87°. The moments of
inertia of the satellite are Ixx=36, Iyy=17, Izz=26, and Ixy=
Ixy= Ixz = Iyz =0 kgm2. The aim is that the attitude control
system shall ensure a three-axis stabilization of the
satellite. The satellite attitude is measured by GPS
sensor and only three reaction wheels are used in the
control. The reaction wheels are mounted orthogonally
such that the rotation axes are along X, Y and Z-axis of
the satellite body. Three PID-controllers are used to
calculate the control torques. The simulation results
have been represented in Figures 4-8.

(14)

Yaw angle, [deg]

Roll angle, [deg]

In the simulation model, the satellite structure has been
approximated by a collection of simple geometrical
figures. Hence, the total aerodynamic torque is the sum
over the torques acting on individual parts of the
spacecraft.

Taero = ¦ ri × fi
i

(

)

1
ˆ ⋅V
ˆ V
ˆ ×r
CD ρV0 2 ¦ Ai N
i
i
2
i

Pitch angle, [deg]

=

3µ ˆ
ˆ º
ªR s × I s R
s¼
Rs3 ¬

where Rˆ s is a unit vector along R s and Is is the
spacecraft inertial matrix. (Wertz 1978)

The aerodynamic drag is one of the main environmental
torques for the spacecraft in low orbit. The aerodynamic
drag model has been explained extensively, for
example, in the book (Wertz 1978).

1
ˆ ⋅V
ˆ V
ˆ dA
df aero = − CD ρV0 2 N
2

− µ R i dmi
.
Ri3

df i =

Perhaps, the most prevalent fault is ice building on the
surface of any optical instrument increasing the
inaccuracy of this element.

Any nonsymmetrical body in orbit is subject to a
gravitational torque because of the variation in the
Earth’s gravitational force over the object. Usually in
the literature, the gravity-gradient is only derived for the
unrealistic spherical Earth model. Due to the nonsphericity and the non-homogenous mass distribution
of the Earth the real gravitational field is granular.
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Figures 6. The classical orbital elements in simulation.

CONCLUSION
The satellite attitude and orbit simulation model with
the most common actuators and sensors have been
introduced in this paper. The simulation model can be
utilized both in the control algorithm designs and in the
development of FDIR methods.
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normative documents (Eberhard 1995; Ekhus and Black;
Topical Report ʋ17 2001; Ghien et al. 2003). PEMS
have been introduced in power stations in USA and
Europe with total capacity of 10000 MW. The emission
monitoring on the base of indirect measurements is
considered as an alternative of the traditional approach
(CEMS). Besides the carrying out of the basic functions,
the predictive monitoring systems enable realization of
optimal control of the combustion processes under the
ecological restrictions, realization of some diagnostic
functions as well as usage for generation of
recommendations for operational and control activities,
which will improve the total effectiveness of the
equipment works on lower investment expenses.

KEYWORDS
Hybrid
modeling,
inferential
measurement,
mathematical model, predictive emission monitoring
system, thermal power station
ABSTRACT
A development and investigation of mathematical
models for Predictive Emission Monitoring Systems
(PEMS) in order to reconstruct the missing data on the
base of low frequent direct measurements are discussed.
A comparative analysis is provided among variety of
individual and hybrid models using real experimental
data. Practical recommendations are derived for design
of PEMS oriented to thermal power plants.

The main goals of the current study are construction and
investigation of mathematical models for PEMS applied
to thermal power plant and development of procedures
for missing data reconstruction on the base of low
frequent direct measurements when CEMS and PEMS
work together.

INTRODUCTION
The main functions of the emission monitoring systems
in thermal power stations are the measurements and the
registration of the harmful emissions and the
preparation of the reports for the inspections for
environmental protection.

The criteria for discrimination of the particular solutions
are: accuracy, validity for all the technological regimes,
operational reliability and maintenance expenses.

The Regulating agencies in USA and in the countries of
the EC have regulated two ways of reporting data
(readings) formation in the emission monitoring
systems (Eberhard 1995; Joseph and Macak 1996;
Ekhus and Black; Gimonez et al.; EPA Handbook 1997;
US Environmental Protection Agency 2000):
- By using direct measurements in the
Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems
(CEMS), which is the traditional approach;
- By using mathematical models based on the
indirect measurements for realization of the
ecological goals, known as Predictive
Emission Monitoring Systems (PEMS).

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE MISSING DATA IN
THE EMISSION MONITORING SYSTEMS
The aim of this study is development of Predictive
Emission Monitoring Systems (PEMS) in thermal power
station on the base of expert knowledge and by using
simulation approach. The system for ecological
monitoring of the considered project is realized as
multiplex system for consecutive analysis of the
pollutants for each gas outlet. The used scheme allows
multifunctional carrying out of the Continuous Emission
Monitoring Systems (CEMS) for realization of optimal
control of the combustion processes except for
performance of its main purpose. The time period of
multiplexing of each gas outlet is To = 150 s (2.5 min).
In this way the analysis data of oxygen ( O 2 ), nitrogen
oxides ( NO x ) and sulphur dioxide ( SO 2 ) for each gas
outlet enter every 5 min, 10 min, or 15 min depending on
the number of the working steam generators
(respectively 1, 2 or 3).

In both of the reporting data sources the requirements of
the national legislations (Bulgarian Ministry of
Environmental Protection) and the statutory procedures
and the standards in USA and EC should be satisfied
(EPA Handbook 1997; Alberta Environmental Protection
1998; US Environmental Protection Agency 2000; Code
of Federal Regulations, Part 60; Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 75).
The Predictive Emission Monitoring has strengthened its
position in USA and it’s provided for with the respective
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The determination of the substituted values of gas
emissions of O 2 , NO x and SO 2 for each gas outlet
(every 2.5 min) is accomplished according to the
principals of the predictive emission monitoring. The
high accuracy of the predictive emission monitoring
makes it equivalent and in some cases better than the
continuous emission monitoring or sometimes it’s the
only possible method.

mC

,

i 1

Table 1: Investigated mathematical models
ʋ

1
2

3

4
5

6

MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR PEMS
Detailed analysis of the predictive abilities of eight types
of mathematical models is provided. They describe the
relationships between the O 2 , NO x and SO 2
concentration in one side flue gases duct as a function of
the direct measurements in the same duct (but with a
bigger sample time), the direct measurements of gases
concentration in the neighbor duct and all available
additional measurements received from SCADA or DCS.

7

8

The investigated mathematical models are given in Table
1.

Description of the used
sources of information and
the type of mathematical
relationships
Equal concentrations in the
output ducts A and B
Definition of the
concentration using direct
measurements and
interpolation
Correction using the ratio
between “wet” oxygen
concentrations in the output
ducts A and B
Mathematical models derived
on the base of direct
measurements
Hybrid mathematical models
(direct measurements)
Model based on the ratio
“front”/”back” oxygen
concentration
Mathematical models on the
base of control actions and
states
- Regressive models
- Neural Network models
Combined mathematical
model

Notation

MA1
MA2

MA3

MA4
MA2+MA3
MA2+MA4
MA2+MA3+MA4
MB1
MB2
MB21
MB22
MA2+MB2

The most appropriate mathematical models for
development of predictive monitoring systems are
presented and discussed in the following sections.

The evaluation of the investigated mathematical models
accuracy is accomplished by calculation the relative
mean square error (MSE) ( G ) between predicted and
directly measured values for the same discrete time. The
following formulas are used:

where V C

e
i

^

The using of simple interpolation methods is feasible
only under certain regimes. In other cases the obtained
substituted data contains considerable errors. That
imposed development of methods for reconstruction of
the missing data, which are valid in all the technological
conditions. These methods could be classified as follows:
- without using of indirect sources of information
– interpolation and/or filtration;
- by using indirect sources of information –
regression relations and/or neural networks;
- combined approach – with interpolation and by
using of indirect sources of information.

G

N

¦C

where N is the size of the test data set; C i are the
predicted values of the gas concentrations obtained from
the mathematical models and C ie are the corresponding
measured values.

The necessary information for reconstruction of the
missing data of the components of the flue gases is
delivered from two sources:
- From the continuous emission monitoring
system, which analyses the concentrations of O 2 , NO x
and SO 2 of the waste flue gases in each gas outlet at the
above mentioned time intervals.
- The basic technological variables enter from
the decentralized control system of the unit.

VC
100, % ,
mC

1
N

MATHEMATICAL MODELS USING DIRECT
MEASUREMENTS
Concentration determination by interpolation of
direct measurements (Model MA2)

(1)

Direct measurements only from CEMS during the
corresponding sample time are used depending on the
load of the power station. When one, two or three units
work simultaneously direct measurements in each one
of the gas outlets “left” (A) and “right” (B) are carried

2

1 N § ^
¦ ¨ C i  C ie ·¸¹ ,
N 1 i 1 ©
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out respectively every 5 min, 10 min or 15 min. The
opportunity to reconstruct the missing measurements in
order to provide a set with 2.5 min sample interval by
interpolation is investigated.

Emission Monitoring Systems (CEMS), are using linear
relation. For example the missing concentration of NO Bx
in the outlet duct B is estimated using the following
expression:

The reconstruction of the missing data for the gas
concentrations is accomplished using Lagrange
interpolation polynomial. The interpolation approach
defines a function f(x), which pass through given
number of experimental measurements Ⱥ i (Fig. 1).
Using this function the missing values B1, B2, B3, B4
and B5 of the relevant component y( x i ) are calculated.

NÔ Bx

O 2WAe
NO Ae
x
O 2WBe

(2)

In Table 3 the average values of the relative mean square
error G for the predicted estimations of NO x and SO 2
obtained from the multitude simulations are presented.
Table 3: Average values of G
Gas
G,%

This mathematical model is created on the base of the
data from the Decentralized Control System (DCS) and
the Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems (CEMS).

The interpolation could be realized in the following way:
- depending on the number of the points used for
interpolation (2, 3, 4,...);
- with averaging or not the interpolated values,
using or not moving horizon of interpolation.

The corresponding concentrations of the gas components
Ae
Ae
in the ducts A and B O Ae
2 , NO 2 and SO 2 respectively
Be
Be
O Be
are measured in accordance with
2 , NO 2 and SO 2
the the set sequence for analysis. For calculation of the
ˆ (k ) , when only the
gas emission vector in the duct B C

During the reconstruction of the missing values of NO x
the relative mean square error ( G ) increases linearly
depending on the sampling time. The results for G are
presented in Table 2.

B

emissions in the duct A are measured, the next relation is
used:

Table 2: Summarized interpolation results

ˆ (k )
C
B

Number of One unit
Two units
Three units
the working T0 5 min T0 10 min T0 15 min
units
3.48

5.45

SO 2
1.68

Mathematical models using the direct measurements
in the gas outlet ducts A and B (Model MA4)

Figure 1: Interpolation procedure

G,%

NO x
5.77

Ae
WBɟ
Aɟ
f (V L , V R , Ɉ fɟ2 , O bɟ
, NO Aɟ
2 , Ɍ, O 2 , O 2
x , SɈ 2 )

(3)

The dependence for the emissions in the duct A is
determined in analogous way.

6.79

The relative errors for prediction of the gas emissions
from the mathematical models are given in Table 4.

Using of «wet» oxygen (Model MA3)

Table 4: Relative errors of the gas emissions prediction

The information sources are:
- specially installed sensors on the base of
zirconium oxide ( ZrO 2 ) in each of the gas outlet ducts A
and B, measuring continuously the concentrations of the
“wet” oxygen O 2WAe and O 2WBe ;
- the Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems
(CEMS).

G,%

Exit flue A

O2
3.46

NO x
3.22

SO 2
3.74

G
3.47

Exit flue B

3.36

3.29

3.59

3.41

The experimental values (*) and the predictive values of
the concentrations of NO x in the duct B, where
į=3.29%, are illustrated at Figure 2.

The missing concentrations of the gas components O 2 ,
NO x and SO 2 in the gas outlet duct, where there is no
current measurement when in the other gas outlet duct of
the same unit there is measurement by the Continuous
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Regressive models (Model MB21)

900

In Table 5 the relative mean square errors ( G ) of the
predicted values of the gas concentrations, given from
the regressive model (Model MB21) in comperison to the
real experimental data are shown.

800

700

600

Table 5: Results from the regressive model

500

Gas
400

G,%

O2
3.22

NO x
6.91

SO 2
4.07
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Neural network models (Model MB22)

200

According to the dependence (4) mathematical models
based on neural networks (Model MB22) for prediction
of the concentrations of O 2 , NO x and SO 2 in each of
the gas outlet ducts A and B are developed. The highest
prediction accuracy is achieved by using two layers
neural networks of Cascade-Forward Backdrop type with
sigmoid transfer function in the hidden layer and with
linear one in the output layer.

Figure 2: Experimental and predicted values of the NO x
concentrations
MATHEMATICAL MODELS BASED ON THE
UNIT STATE AND CONTOL DATA (MODEL
MB2)
The development of these mathematical models is based
on the data from the unit Decentralized Control System.
It’s not necessary ecological monitoring system to be
available. The physical insightconsiderations and the
preliminary investigations of the models have shown
their sensibility to the total air flow rate V and to the fuel
flow rate B. The mathematical models are individually
derived for prediction of the gas concentrations in each
one of the exit ducts A and B. For example the created
model for exit duct A has the following form:
ˆ (k ) f (B L , B R , V L , V R , Ɉ fɟ , O bɟ , Ɍ )
C
Ⱥ
2
2

The relative mean square error ( G ), comparing the
predicted values of the gas concentrations towards the
real experimental data, are given in Table 6.
Table 6: Results from the neural models
Gas
G,%

(4)

O2
2.83

NO x
6.60

SO 2
2.92

HYBRID MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Combining different types of modeling techniques the
total estimation accuracy could be improved with 1015% (Hadjiski 1999). Extensive simulation studies on
the possibilities of combining the considered
mathematical models and other created mathematical
models in hybrid ones are carried out. The aggregation is
performed by weighted summation of the models
outputs. Under aggregation of two mathematical models
the predicted concentration of the analyzed gas

where Ĉ A is a vector of the predicted concentrations of
A
A
gas components Ô A
2 , NÔ x and SÔ 2 .

All the variables in the right part of the equation (4) are
measured continuously and are defined as follows:
B L and B R are the fuel flow rate correspondingly in the
left and in the right combustion chamber;
V L and V R are respectively the flow rate of the total air
in left and right air duct;
Ɉ fm
and O bm
are the measured concentrations in the
2
2
front and the back part of the corresponding combustion
chamber;
T is the temperature before the secondary steam
superheater.

component Ĉ i obtained from the hybrid model is
calculated as follows:
Ĉ i

D i Ĉ1i  (1  D i )Ĉ 2i

(5)

By analogy at aggregation of three mathematical models
the expression for Ĉ i is:

Relation approximations by regressive models (Model
MB21) and neural network models (Model MB22) are
studied. The average values of the unit emissions of both
flue gas ducts are accepted as representative value.

Ĉ i
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D i Ĉ1i  E i Ĉ 2i  (1  D i  E i )Ĉ 3i

(6)

The index i in the expressions (5) and (6) is addressed to
one of the gases O 2 , NO x or SO 2 . The predicted
concentrations of the considered gas on the individual

A variety of combinations of models MA2, MA3 and
MA4 with the models MB1 and MB2 are possible. The
carried out analysis has shown that the hybrid models of
type MA2+MB2 are more perspective for the purposes
of the ecological monitoring.

mathematical models are denoted by Ĉ1i , Ĉ 2i and Ĉ 3i .
D i and E i represent weight coefficients, varying in the
interval [0,1].

The results of the accuracy evaluation of the individual
models and of the hybrid models are summarized in
Table 7. The investigated models are ranged according to
their accuracy.

The selection of the combination of the individual
mathematical models, which are investigated to be
aggregated, is accomplished taking into account such
criteria as accuracy, reliability of the measurement and
the costs minimization for sensors and analyzers of the
gas components.

Table 7: Ranging of the models on their accuracy
Notation

A procedure for aggregation of the mathematical models,
based on the methods of the nonlinear programming is
proposed. In this procedure the independent variables are
D i and E i . The objective function is equation (1) of the

MA1
MA2
MA3
MA4
MA2+MA3
MA2+MA4
MA2+MA3+MA4
MB1
MB21
MB22
MA2+MB21
MA2+MB22

relative mean square error G i for the concentration Ĉ i ,
estimated by using expressions (5) or (6). The suggested
procedure is developed on the base of parallel simulation
computations of the individual models for test data sets
completed with experimental data of the gas
concentrations and subsequent aggregation of the
models. On Figure 3 a graphic illustration of created
hybrid mathematical model, applying the proposed
aggregation procedure is presented.

Mean square
error G , %
10.7
6.79
3.72
3.44
6.43
6.33
5.4
9.7
4.73
4.12
5.91
5.14

Range
position
12
10
2
1
9
8
6
11
4
3
7
5

CONCLUSIONS
Model

The simulation results using developed algorithms for
reconstruction of the missing data of the flue gases
concentration could be summarized as follows:

A2
Model
DATA

A3

^
C
Aggregation

1.

The methods using direct
guarantee higher accuracy.

2.

The ranging of the methods on the average
relative mean quadratic error, presented in Table
7, shows distinguish priority of the methods
based on models using direct measurements
(MA4) and on measuring the “wet” oxygen
(MA3).

3.

The results obtained from the model based on
measuring of “wet” oxygen (MA3) depend only
on the direct measurement data and they are not
influenced by the operational conditions. That
permits these algorithms to be used in the whole
range of technological regimes, namely static,
quasi-static and dynamic, without applying of
any adaptive procedures.

4.

If during the exploatation of the “wet” oxygen
sensor some difficulties of fouling and similar
ones appear, which decrease the measuring
precision, the interpolation model (MA2) will

Model
A4

Figure 3: Hybrid mathematical model
Numerous statistical analyses have shown the dominant
efficiency of the next three combinations of models used
direct measurements:
1.

Interpolation model (MA2) and model based on
the ratio of the oxygen content in flue gas ducts
A and B (MA3)

2.

Interpolation model (MA2) and model based on
the direct measurements (MA4)

3.

Interpolation model (MA2), model using “wet”
oxygen (MA3) and model based on the direct
measurements (MA4).
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measurements

remain to be efficient with the previous
accuracy.
5.

6.

Eberhard, W.H. 1995. “Design of an Alternative
Emissions Monitoring System for Clean Air Act
Compliance”. Power-Gen’95, Anaheim, CF.

The
hybrid
mathematical
model
(MA2+MA3+MA4) (Figure 3) guarantee high
accuracy. The eventual automatic elimination
consequently of the models MA3 and MA4 will
maintain the efficiency of the emission
monitoring system. Thus the hybrid model
(MA2+MA3+MA4) possesses robust properties
with respect to the measuring conditions.

Ekhus, L. and L.Black. “NOx Predictive Emissions
Monitoring
Systems
at
a
TMP
Mill”.
http://epa.gov.ttn/emc/cem/pems.pdf.
EPA Handbook. 1997.Continuous Emission Monitoring
Systems for Non-criteria Pollutants. EPA/625/R97/001/.
Ghien, T. W.; H. Chu; W. C. Hsu; T. K. Tseng; C. H.
Hsu; and K. Y. Chen. 2003. “A Feasibility Study on
the Predictive Emission Monitoring System, Applied
to the Asinta Power plant of Taiwan Power
Company”. Journal of the Air&Waste Management
Association, Vol. 53.

The models using data from the Decentralized
Control System are more important in solving
the task of optimization of the combustion
process in the steam generators under the
ecological restrictions for the gas emissions and
when Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems
(CEMS) is not available.

Gimonez, A.; M. Estela; B. Benoit; F. Peledan; T.
Abbas; and J. L. P. Nieto. “Advance Predictive Tool
to Optimize Combustion and Emission Performance”.
Cordis, RTD-Projects, http://dbs.cordis.lu.
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Now this is not still true. New research fields need a
human-like level AI, not in order to solve complex problems, but rather to develop harmonious interactions with
human partners: for instance, social robotics (Brooks and
al. 1999), the use of virtual reality in teaching or training, or the large domain of video games (Nareyek 2004,
Magerko, Laird, Assanie, Kerfoot, and Stokes 2004) are
illustrative examples.
According to J. Laird, the latter constitutes a “Killer
Application” for human-level AI (Laird and van Lent
2000). The characters involved in video games have indeed to be perceived as autonomous entities with increasing realistic behaviours. They have to be convincing,
thus their behaviour must comply with the rational expectations of their partner or opponent human players.
They also need to adapt to new situations, acquire additional abilities throughout the game, etc. In addition, team
strategies are also often useful. In order to develop such
kind of interactions, the agents have to make the human
observer thinks that, in order to achieve their goals, they
behave in an “intelligent”, “rational” way, ie. like the human would have behaved. Our research aims at this goal :
modelling believable characters for simulations in general
and games in particular. Let us precise at this point that
we do not consider here the problem of the simulation
of “emotions” (Allbeck and Badler 2003), but consider
“simulation” in the sense of “simulation of sequence of
actions”.
In the case of video games, theses “cognitive” constraints meet additional “economical” ones: the time
needed for developing the game. This depends to a large
extent on the reusability of previous works. In the case
of character’s AI, it is often difficult to reuse from one
game to another or even, inside a game, from one character to another. This is mainly due to the almost systematic
use of scripts whose drawbacks have been many times underlined (Tozour 2002), and that are only partially solved
with dynamic scripting (Spronck, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper,
and Postma 2004).
More generally, this domain of modelling believable
characters combines difficulties that can be encountered
in classical AI (knowledge representation), in distributed AI (coordination of agents having most of the time
different individual goals), and in Software Engineering

ABSTRACT
Most often, agents in simulations are based on reactive
models. Such systems do not plan actions for the agents
and are too limited to express complex realistic behaviour. We propose here an agent model for spatially situated simulations, like computer games are. The involved
agents are cognitive (or deliberative) ones: they are able to
build plans and to adapt them according to the dynamics
of the simulation. Our main goal is to obtain believable
behaviours for the agents in simulations.
Thus we propose a generic model for cognitive situated
agent in simulations of which video games are a typical
example. The proposed ideas promote re-usability from
one simulations to another and then favour good software
design.
The two main problems can easily (and without surprise) be identified: how to represent knowledge ? and
how to build plan using this knowledge. To solve the first
we propose to describe the laws that manage the simulated world in term of interactions that can be performed
by some agents and suffered by others. Concerning the
second problem, we propose a planning algorithm that is
based on the interactions and take into account the facts
that agents are situated and that plans must be executed
in a situated environment that is in permanent evolution.
Thus the plans are actually incrementally built through
partial replanning.
INTRODUCTION
The simulation of rational or believable behaviour is,
quite from the beginning of Computer Science, one of the
major objectives of this field, especially in the purpose
of Artificial Intelligence, ie. to reproduce the intellectual
abilities of the human being. This issue has been initially
addressed from a logical and linguistic viewpoint, which
raises huge difficulties. In addition, it appeared rapidly
that a large number of AI applications did not require a
human-like intelligence level.
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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(reusability of conceptual and software tools).
Some propositions have been done concerning agents
and games (Nareyek 2000), and most of them concern reactive agents (Niederberger and Gross 2003). But reactive agents, while effective in several cases, offer limited
behaviours. Indeed their behaviours are “short term directed” and not “goal oriented”. Their ability to perform
some tasks depends on the immediate surroundings and
does not result of wilful acts. Our proposition aims at offering cognitive (or deliberative), driven by goals, proactive agents. Let us precise that we do not consider the
interesting problem of behaviour’s learning (Ponsen and
Spronck 2004).
We promote a generic approach that assumes that a single formalism can be used to design realistic (ie. believable) behaviours in an artificial world in general and in
games in particular. Thus from one simulation to another
the cognitive behavioural engine stays the same even if
the context changes and the behavioural components can
be (partially) reused. The main principle is to base the dynamics of the simulations (and the knowledge representation too) on interactions between agents: some agents
can perform interactions and other agents can suffer them.
Our main goal is then to provide a uniform and generic
frame for simulations. Our target is multi-agent spatially
situated simulations like most of computer games are.
More precisely role-playing games are a privileged target for our work. Agents are situated in an environment
provided by an euclidean space. This space has a “geography” (a “map”) and notions like “position”, “neighbourhood”, “move”, “distance”,... have a meaning. The agents
have, at each moment, a partial perception of their environment. This environment is dynamic and concurrent,
and thus non monotonic (insofar once an agent knows
some data, this knowledge can become wrong - or irrelevant - after some times). The agent’s knowledge about
the environment is incomplete and can be wrong. The
abilities of the agents can differ. Agents may have cognitive abilities. Some of them have objectives (or goals)
that direct their actions in the environment. To achieve its
goals each cognitive agent has a behavioural engine. This
engine chooses at every moment an action to do. This action must allow the agent to fulfil its goals “at best” and
rationally. The “rational” notion of a behaviour is rather
subjective and is actually evaluated by a jury that is external to the simulation. Thus, we will consider as rational a
behaviour if the decision to perform an action could have
reasonably been taken by a human which would have had
the same information than the agent.
First section concerns knowledge representation. We
first present the environment that models the geography
of the simulated world, second the agent model is described. These two points are not sufficient, we must precise how these agents can have an influence on the environment, that is, what the laws that rule the world are.
This knowledge representation is crucial since it is used
by the agent’s behavioural engine in order to act in the
environment. We use what we call interactions to achieve

this. The following section is dedicated to the agent’s
behavioural cognitive engine. We present the structure
of this engine and more precisely the planning and replanning algorithm.
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Simulations consist in agents that evolve in an environment and interact with the environment and other agents,
according to the laws that rule the environment. Therefore, it is essential to describe these different core notions.
We will first present the environment that is the basis of
the situated side of the simulations. Second, we define
the agents involved in our simulations, they are divided in
passive (closer to “things”) and active agents that are responsible of the dynamics of the simulation. These agents
can suffer or perform interactions that are described in the
third part. They represent the atomic knowledge beans
used by the deliberative agent to act.
Environment
The environment describes the geography of the simulation. It provides the support to situate the agents and then
to control the possibility of the realisation of some of their
actions, when the notion of neighbourhood has an importance for example. The environment gives a meaning to
the notion of move for an agent, although it is simple, this
notion is full of importance since it impacts a lot on the
dynamics, at least the visible one, of the simulation and
it makes our concerns different from the pure planning
problems. It is the environment too, that is in charge to determine which information can be perceived by an agent.
We represent the environment by a graph where vertices are places and edges denote path from one place to
another.
environment
path

:=
:=

condition

:=

{place *,path*}
(placeorigin ,
placedestination ,
condition)
boolean expression

A place is a geographical elementary area. The granularity of a place depends on the simulation, the only constraint is that inside a place there is no restriction neither
for moves, nor for perception (restrictions due to the other
agents, like collision problems, excepted). A place can
represent a room, a town or any other part of the environment, and inside a place the position of an agent can be
managed discretely or continuously depending on needs.
A path denotes an oriented transition between two
places. It is defined by the places that it links, and a condition that must be satisfied if an agent wants to use this
path. The edge is oriented and the condition to go from
some place a to a place b is not necessarily the same than
the one to go from b to a.
This formalism allows to describe, for example, that a
door between two rooms must be opened if we want to
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go from one room to the other, or that an agent must be
able to swim to cross a river between two fields. In this
last case, our approach allows, depending on needs, to
choose to model or not the river with a place. It depends
on whether the crossing of the river has a meaning in the
simulation (see figures 1 and 2).

area a

river r

which he can be a target). The interactions are presented
in the next section.
We must now study the particular case of the active
agent. It is easy to guess that these agents have the possibility to interact with their environment, that is with the
other agents (seen through their “passive” facet). These
abilities are expressed by a collection of interactions they
can perform, and defined in a property; we name canperform this property.
However, this property remains a declaration of abilities. In order for an active agent to have an impact over
the simulation, he must be provided with a behaviour engine that takes at every moment the decision of the action
undertaken by the agent, and then of the used interaction.
This decision depends on the context. This engine is influenced/directed by the existence of goals for the agent.
The section is dedicated to the presentation of this engine.
Confusion must not be made between “active” or “animate” agent and the modelling of “living” entity. Thus,
if in a simulation there is a machine which produces regularly some objects o, this must be modelled by an active
agent whose goal would be the production of agents corresponding to o and whose behaviour would be the satisfaction of this goal.
We can point out another particular property: the memory of the active agent. It represents the knowledge base
for all the information gathered by the agent concerning
the environment: the topology of the environment, the
other agents (their position and state), etc. This memory is a degraded environment insofar as it corresponds
to the data the agent knows about the environment. This
knowledge can be incomplete, for instance the agent does
not know that others exist. It can even be wrong, for instance because the agent is not necessarily aware when
other agents act and modify the state of some entities.
To come back on what we said at the beginning of this
paragraph, an element must be considered as being represented by an agent in a simulation (ie. has an influence
over the simulation), if and only if either it is active and
the list of the interactions it can perform is not empty, and
there exists at least one possible target for one of these interactions, or it is passive and the list of the interactions it
can suffer from is not empty, and at least one active agent
can perform one of these interactions.

area b

Figure 1: River is modelled. The paths are: (a,r,“agent
can swim”), (r,a,true), (b,r,“agent can swim”), (r,b,true)
area a area b
Figure 2: River is not modelled. The paths are:(a,b,“agent
can swim”),(b,a,“agent can swim”).

The environment is the place where the agents are situated. It plays the role of a reference for the agents (then
in this context the environment can not itself be an agent).
Each agent is located in a place and can not be in a path.
If the path must be put into concrete form, this must be
done using a place, like we have seen it with the river example. Then a place is mainly characterised by the set of
the agents that belongs to it.
The relative position of the agents inside a place (when
this has a meaning) will be managed by the place itself,
and is a parameter of the simulation.
Agents
The agents involved in the simulations we are interested
in, are situated in a place of the environment. It is the
environment that is in charge of the creation or removal
of an agent in the simulation, even if the decision of these
creations or removals is the result of the behaviours of the
present agents.
We call agent, every entity that has some relevance in a
simulation, that is, that can have an influence over the simulation. Among these agents, we distinguish two special
classes: the passive agents and the (pro-)active agents.
We use the terms of inanimate and animate agents too. It
is for the latter that the notion of behaviour as a meaning.
In a rather natural and classical approach, agents are defined by a set of properties, a property being a pair (name,
value). However, we will refine this definition (see Figure 3) and precise some particular properties imposed to
our agents. We spend no time on the name property which
allows to have a symbolic reference of the agent, but we
rather insist on what characterize the agents: their abilities
expressed by interactions.
Our agents (passive or active) are, at first, characterised
by the actions (in the following we rather use the term “interaction” which denotes the way an action is coded) they
can suffer. A tree agent could be cut, a door agent could
be opened or painted, a sheep agent could be sheared, etc.
We name can-suffer this property, the associated value is
the list of interactions that the agent can suffer (that is for

It results from this definition that the interactions play
an essential role in our simulations. Agents are different because they perform or suffer different interactions.
Moreover the interactions define the “laws” of the simulated environment, and then play a central role in knowledge representation. We now define this notion.
Interactions
Interactions are the backbone of our simulation model,
we could even speak of interaction oriented simulations.
These interactions are the basis of the knowledge representation in the simulations. They define the laws of the
modelled world, that is the actions that can be performed
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agent
passive-agent

:=
:=

active-agent

:=

passive-agent | active-agent
{ ( "name", Symbol),
("can-suffer", {interaction * }),
property*}
passive-agent ∪
{ ("can-perform", {interaction *}),
("goals", goal*),
("memory", (degraded) environment),
("engine", engine)}

Figure 3: Definition of an agent
in the simulations. They are central since the agent’s engine uses them to build the agent’s behaviour.
These interactions are the units of knowledge that describe the laws of the simulated world. They represent
a declarative knowledge. A consequence is that an interaction must not, very special case excepted, be attached to one simulation but must represent a rather universal knowledge. This constitutes a difficulty in regards
with the representation of these interactions, but allows to
reuse them from one simulation to another one.
We characterize an interaction by an actor and a target.
The actor is instantiated by an active agent who can perform this interaction and the target is any agent who can
suffer from this interaction.
An interaction is defined in a rather classical way as
presented in figure 4. The name is a unique identifier.
The other three parts are:

in this case it suffices to consider that the actor and the
target are the same agent: the actor decides to make the
target (himself) sleep, and thus he changes the state of the
target. Such action can then be represented with the same
interaction model.

• the condition, it tests the current context of execution of the interaction and consists mainly of tests on
values of target or actor properties.

Such an action can be used by an engine to generate
a plan such that: “to push a button in the next room I
must open this obstacle” (or more precisely the knowledge would be the obstacle must be opened, and when
this is not satisfied the given plan is produced). Whether
this obstacle is a door or a window or anything else that is
openable, the plan remains valid.

More generally the consequence of an action is a
change in the state of the target or actor. Thus to open
an object (door, chest, window, etc.) makes it changing
from opened state to closed one. The precise essence of
the target is of no importance here, this knowledge must
then be represented in a “universal” way by the interaction:





• the guard, it checks general conditions for the interaction applicability, typically it defines that to be
fired an interaction requires that the distance between the target and the actor must be less than some
given value.
The guard is separated from the condition since it
corresponds to the knowledge due to the geographically situated feature of the simulations. In a non
situated context, one would have only the condition
and action parts. The guards are at the origin of the
moves in the plan, and this is these moves that are indeed specific to situated problems. Thus, we do not
express explicitly in an interaction that the agent has
a move to do in order to fire it, we want the agent to
plan it when required by a guard.

condition
guard
action

=
=
=

open:
“target.opened = false”
“distance(actor, target) < 1”
“target.opened = true”

A problem arises when considering more “specific”
agents. For instance, let us consider the case where the
obstacle is a lockable door. To push the button, the above
plan is still valid with respect to the knowledge that must
be used and then with respect to the behaviour engine.
The difference exists only in the condition for the execution of the action. This lockable door requires that, in
its particular context, something like target.lock = false
must be satisfy too. Then, from an abstract point of view
the plan is still valid, but the open interaction must be understood as “make the door change from closed to opened
state when it is unlocked”. The problem is then how the
same abstract plan (ie. “open the door to push the button”) can receive different solutions (just “open” or “unlock and then open”) depending on the target (whether
it is lockable or not). To have two different interactions,
one named open-when-lockable (or anything else) and the
other named open is not relevant. As a first consequence
this leads to a multiplication of interactions and implies
that the active agents must be finely tuned. Moreover, the
agent engine must take into account the different possible

• the action, it describes the consequence of the interaction, it can be a change in the state of the actor and/or of the target (ie. a change of the value of
a property), and/or the activation of an environment
action (like the creation of an agent).
Some interactions does not naturally obey to this
schema of interaction between a target and an actor. This
is the case, for example, for the “sleep” action. However,
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actor
target

:=
:=

the agent who performs the interaction
the agent who suffers the interaction

interaction
name
guard
d
op
condition
test property
predicate primitive
action
affect property
primitive
primitive name
property name

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

name, condition, guard, action)
Symbol
d op Integer
distance between actor and target
= | > | < | ≤ | ≥
test property | predicate primitive(args)
{ actor | target }.property name op Value
primitive
affect property | primitive
{ actor | target }.property name = Value
{ actor | target }.primitive name(args)
Symbol
Symbol

Figure 4: Definition of an interaction
cases, although they conceptually represent the same action (open here). Thus it is more than probable that we
would fall again into one of the major pitfall of the script
approach for designing agent’s behaviour.

The Agent Structure
The decision cycle applied by the agent is presented in
the figure 5. Continuously the agent perceives its environment. The acquired information are forwarded to an
update module that can influence the memory and the currently established plan. An action is then chosen and the
agent tries to execute it in the environment, and so on. To
apply this cycle the agent is provided with a “mind”.

Therefore, our proposition consists in the possibility
to specify at the target level (ie. the agents having the
considered interaction as a “can-suffer” one), the specific
process. One can notice that only the nature of the target requires a change in the manipulation, not in the plan.
During an interaction between such a target and an actor,
the target “tells” to the actor the particular knowledge to
be used while interacting with this target. For the actor
(active agent), there is still only one generic interaction.
Thus, the can-suffer property of a lockable-door agent
contains the open interaction, with a specialization of the
condition like: target.locked = true. Thus, when an actor tries to interact, using open, with this door, he gets the
full condition “target.opened = false and target.locked =
false”. This leads the actor to (try to) unlock the door
before it can open it. This can be seen as a kind of inheritance for interaction. It offers to the game designer
the possibility to add new targets that specifies an existing
one in order to take into account some particularity of the
simulated world (for instance a lockable door that specifies a door). And this specification does not require the
possible actors to be modified, at least their engine must
not be changed. This flexibility eases the design of simulations and the ability to reuse interactions and agents
from one simulation to another.

Figure 5: Agent decision cycle.

The “mind” of our active agents is made of several
modules: a knowledge or beliefs base, a new information
management module, a planning engine, an action selection module and an execution module. The articulation
between these parts is illustrated in Figure 6.
The Knowledge Base.
The knowledge of the agent can be divided in two. On one
side, the knowledge about the actions the agent can do and
on the other side the knowledge about the environment he
belongs to.
The first is defined by the set of all the interactions that
the agent can perform. These interactions represent the
absolute knowledge of the agent about an environment independently of any given particular context. They are the

THE AGENT ENGINE
This section details the engine of the active agents. We
first present the structure of the “mind” of the agent and
the dependences between the different elements and second the planning and behaviour engine.
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The update module.
As we previously say, the new information management
module is in charge of the new perceived information. It
is a kind of short term memory. It operates on two levels:
first the memory in order to update the beliefs, and second the planning engine in order to adapt, if needed, the
current computed plan through a partial re-planning. This
is detailed in the following.
Planning, selection, execution.
These points will be more detailed in the next section.
The engine is in charge of the resolution of the objectives
of the agent. It uses the can-perform interactions of the
knowledge base to build a plan of actions according to the
memory. The built plan is valid according to the memory
but can be wrong in the environment, this is checked at
the execution step. This plan determines at every moment
which actions the agent can undertake, an action selection
strategy is then applied to choose the next effectively fired
action. This strategy can be changed from one agent to the
other to obtain different behaviours and then different individuality, even if the planning engine is the same. Once
the action is chosen, the agent tries to execute it. Either
the beliefs of the agent were right and the action is effectively performed in the environment, or they were wrong
and the action can not be done and the agent must update
its knowledge.

Figure 6: Different elements of agent mind.

basis of the behaviour engine to build plans.
The second corresponds to a base of beliefs and is
called the memory of the agent. It is a contextual knowledge. It evolves according to the information perceived by
the agent. It consists in the knowledge concerning the geography of the environment and in the information about
the other agents. The memory is like a degraded environment and corresponds to the perception that the agent has
of the environment. In the memory, some of the information can be marked unknown. Every known information
is timestamped, this helps to estimate a confidence in the
data: the older an information concerning the position of
a mobile agent is, the less confident it is. The information
in the memory are used by the behaviour engine to determine the one among the can-perform interactions that
must be applied in order to achieve goals. These information are beliefs and not absolute knowledge, consequently
when the agent tries to perform an action for which it believes all the conditions are satisfied, it is necessary to
check if it is indeed the case in the environment.

The Planning
The planning algorithm we use is a kind of backward
chaining. To fulfil its goal, among all the interactions that
it can perform, the (active) agent searches those that can
help to achieve it, and then selects one. If the conditions
of this action are satisfied (according to the agent memory), the (inter)action can be fired and the plan is done.
Otherwise, the non satisfied conditions become new goals
that need to be planned.
The goals.
There exist two kinds of goals. First the interaction-goals,
they correspond to an (inter)action that the agent wants to
execute. The target of this interaction can be less or more
precisely given: from a named agent to any agent that can
suffer the interaction, as shown in the next table:

Perception.
An innate and absolute knowledge of the environment in
which the agent evolves will not produce realistic behaviour. Then it is necessary to provide the agent with a
way to perceive new information while he is acting. Actually we content on a simple “visual” perception. The
agent perceives the information of the environment that
are inside its field of view (whose shape and radius can
be changed at will). The perceived information are forwarded to the new information management module that
is in charge to manage their influence. Since the perception module is only in charge of the perception and not of
the treatment of the new information, it is easy to extend
it to new kind of perceptions such as sound.

goal
eat(apple 12)
eat(an apple)
eat(*)

type of target
a given precise apple
any apple
any eatable (ie. “who can-suffer
from eat”) agent

Second, the condition-goals, they correspond to a condition that the agent wants to bring to true. For instance:
actor.energy > 100
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“having actor energy to
be greater than 100”

Planning tree.
In a rather classical way, the plan produced by the backward chaining can be viewed as a tree. The nodes are
made of the different goals and subgoals encountered during the resolution. Some are interaction-goals, others
are condition-goals. Thus this tree is an AND-OR tree.
A ND-nodes correspond to condition-nodes (for conditiongoals) and OR-goals to interaction-nodes (for interactiongoals).

For the exploration-nodes, the principle is roughly the
same once the exploration strategy has provided a place
to reach.
Every details are of course not presented in this algorithm. In particular if the same (sub)goal occurs more
than one time during the planning, the corresponding
node is not expanded twice, it is shared by its fathers. The
tree is then an oriented graph.
But, actually, our algorithm builds the plan in an incremental way as we will see in section on replanning.
Indeed, according to perceived information, the plan is
adapted: the plan’s tree is locally modified and not fully
rebuilt.

Condition-nodes and interaction-nodes: A conditionnode has sons only if its condition is not satisfied. These
sons are interaction-nodes built from the interactions
whose action part offers a way to satisfy the condition
(or to approach this satisfaction, for example by increasing the energy for the above given condition-goal example). The tree leaves are the satisfied condition-nodes (ie.
whose conditions are satisfied).
The interaction-node’s sons are built from the conditions that can be found in the condition and guard parts
of the interaction: from these, condition-nodes are built.
These sons are always built. An interaction-goal is said to
be satisfied when all its sons are satisfied, the associated
interaction is then declared runnable.
These correspond to the general cases, however since
the simulations take place in situated environment, moves
must be taken into account. They must receive particular considerations as discussed in (Devigne, Mathieu, and
Routier 2004), this leads to introduce move-nodes

A small example To illustrate the different points described in the previous paragraph we will consider a very
small and simple example (for instance, we do not consider the open interaction). We consider a world with
two places/rooms separated by a door d (see figure 8 ),
the path between these two rooms has the condition
“d.locked=false”. Four interactions define the laws: unlock, take, move, push (see Table 1). In the world are an
active agent a that can perform these 4 interactions, and
three passive agents, the door d that can suffer open, a key
k that can suffer from take (and can be used to unlock d)
and a button b that can suffer from push. The goal of the
agent is to push on b. The figure 8 presents the planning
in two different situations.

Move-nodes and exploration-nodes: To move or to
explore the environment correspond for the agent to execution of interactions. The associated nodes must then
be present in the planning tree as particular cases of
interaction-nodes.
The exploration case can be reduced to the move case.
To explore the agent must indeed make move towards a
chosen location. The existence of the exploration-nodes
are justified by the need to choose the targeted position
before making the move. The agent must then apply its
own exploration strategy to make its choice. Thus in the
following we will only concentrate on the move case.
One problem is: what are the condition-nodes sons of
a move-node? This problem amounts to ask what are the
conditions that must be satisfied to make a move possible.
To a move corresponds a computed path that is a sequence
of elementary paths presented in the “Environment” section. With these elementary paths come conditions. A
move is possible if these conditions are satisfied. With
these conditions we create condition-nodes that become
the sons of the considered move-node.

unlock:

take:

push:

move:











condition

=

guard
action

=
=

“target.locked = true”
“actor.own(target.key)”
“distance(actor, target) < 1”
“target.locked = false”

condition
guard
action

=
=
=

true
“distance(actor, target) < 1”
“actor.own(target) = true”

condition
guard
action

=
=
=

true
“distance(actor, target) < 1”
“target.pushed = true”

condition
guard
action

=
=
=

conditionsfoundinpath
“distance(actor, target) < 1”

Table 1: Definitions of the interactions (adapted - but
without distortion - to shorten the example)
As one can see, different plans are obtained depending
on the context. Moreover in this case, this is because the
agents are situated in the environment that two different
plans exist. Indeed, it is because the actor must move near
the button in order to push it that the state of the door is of
importance. It results that the notions of neighbourhood
and distance have a direct influence on the produced plan.

A classical backward chaining.
The planning tree is built according to the algorithm presented (in broad lines) in Figure 7. Every calculus are
based on the memory (ie. beliefs base) of the agent. It is
in particular the case when the agents checks a condition
or computes a path for a move. Therefore, the computed
plan is valid according to the agent memory, but can be
wrong once it faces up to the reality of the environment.

A partial replanning.
Active agents evolve in a dynamic environment. They establish a plan according to their knowledge, that can prove
to be incorrect and then they can then be brought to adapt
the computed plan according to new perceived information. These information can be of several types:
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actor = the agent that builds the plan
this = interaction-node
expand()
for each condition c in this.condition and this.guard
newNode = createConditionNode(c)
this.sons.add(newNode)
newNode.expand()
this = condition-node
expand()
If this.condition.isSatisfied()
then finished
else
// gets the action that allows to solve condition
BA = this.condition.getBackwardAction()
// the list of can-perform candidates for BA
LI = actor.getCanPerform(BA)
for each I in LI
if I is "moveTo"
then this.sons.add(createMoveNode())
else
// list of known agents that can suffer I
lAgents = actor.getKnownAgents(I)
for each a in lAgents
if actor.execute(I,a) satisfied this.condition
newNode = createInteractionNode(I,a)
this.sons.add(newNode)
newNode.expand()
end if
end if
if this.sons.isEmpty()
then this.sons.add(create-exploration-node)
this = move-node
expand()
path = actor.computePath()
If path = null
// no path found
then this.sons.add(createConditionNode("false")
else
// list of conditions="true" on paths
conditionsList = path.getPathsConditions()
If conditionsList.isEmpty()
then this.sons.add(createConditionNode("true")
else for each condition c in conditionsList
newNode = createConditionNode(c)
this.sons.add(newNode)
newNode.expand()

Figure 7: Node’s expansion algorithm.
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new information

push(b)
k

b

true

d

d(a,b)<1

a

modification

move(b)

NewGoal, NewPlace, NewPathCondition, NewAgent, NewInteraction
AgentModified, AgentMovedKK,
AgentMovedKU, AgentMovedUK

d.locked = false

Table 2: List of events for new information
unlock(d)

push(b)

true

own(k)

d(a,d)<1

d(a,b)<1

take(k)

move(d)

move(b)

d(a,k)<1

charge of forwarding these information to the planning
engine.
However, a new information concerns only a portion
(even none) of the planning tree. Therefore, it is neither reasonable, nor efficient, to rebuild a new plan for
every new information. Indeed, even if it is established
that, in theory, no efficiency gain can be guaranteed while
using plan reuse rather than new plan generation (Nebel
and Koehler 1993), in practice improvements can be expected. Indeed, our context of dynamic simulations corresponds to the case where the agent perceives very frequently slight changes of its knowledge base.
In particular, this is due to the fact that the agent engine
uses uncertain information: the planning is based on the
information that are in the memory. But, since simulations occur in open dynamic environments, then the built
plans are correct with respect to the memory of the agent,
but can be wrong once confronted with the real environment, at the execution step. Therefore only partial and
local adaptations can be expected in most of cases. Our
experiments confirm that.
Our approach is then to top-down propagate events
from root to leaves in the planning tree. Each node checks
if it is concerned by each event, first because it is the
good type and second because additional conditions are
satisfied. Checking these conditions is very fast, therefore
propagation costs not too much time and in particular less
than a replanning when events have no impact. Thus, only
the appropriate nodes are updated (collapsed, re-unfolded,
adding or removal of subnodes, etc.).
It would probably be a bit tedious to enumerate all the
cases and conditions for which a node is affected by an
event. Thus we give only two examples. For instance, a
new information that affects the graph topology or agent
positions can (but not systematically) have an impact on
move-nodes. Indeed a new path can “appear” or at the
opposite a computed path can become blocked, in these
cases, the move-node should be re-expanded. In a similar way, a new met agent can affect a condition-nodes.
For instance this can be the case if this agent can be the
target of an interaction that helps to solve the condition
(that is one of the interactions stored in the LI list seen in
the algorithm presented in Figure 7). In this case a new
interaction-subnode must be added and unfolded. Other
cases are similar.
Using this principle, there is no need to recompute the
plan at each step. It is indeed probable that only few new
information occur each step, and this is not necessarily
of importance for the agent. But this principle helps the
agent to remains reactive too and to adapts as soon as it

move(k)

Figure 8: An active agent a is situated in an environment
where are also 3 passive agents: a door d, a button b and
a key k. The goal of a is to push on b. a must build a plan
to achieve it. A plan can be drawn as a tree, nodes due
interaction-goals are drawn with dashed lines and nodes
due to condition-goals with solid lines. Depending on the
execution context, different plans can be obtained. Left is
the tree obtained when d is not locked and right is the case
where d is locked. a must adapt its plan to the context.

• a new information: the agent learns that a so far unknown information exists. It is the case when the
agent sees a new place, meets another agent for the
first time, gets a new goal, discovers a condition on
a path of the graph, etc.
• a modification of an existing information: it concerns mainly modifications about the state of known
agents, a property value change or a position change.
The position change information covers three situations:
known→known:

we thought agent at a position
and we see it at another
known→unknown: we thought agent at a viewed
position and it is not there
unknown→known: we did not know where the
agent were and we now see it
To each of these situations is associated an event that
describes what must be modified (changed or added) in
the agent memory. The table 2 lists these events, one can
easily guess what they are according to the previous paragraphs.
These events are transmitted to the update module who
is in charge to take them into account and to consider their
impact. First, the memory of the agent must be modified:
either a new knowledge is added, or an existing data must
be corrected. Second, because of the changes, it is possible that the currently established plan must be adapted.
It is the new information management module that is in
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is necessary and relevant. Moreover this partial and local
tree modification leads the plan to be incrementally built,
change after change.
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CONCLUSION
The design of simulations of behaviours that will be perceived and evaluated as believable by a human external observer is not an easy problem. The solutions proposed by the reactive systems are not generic and reusable
enough.
We endeavour to propose a general model for the simulation of behaviours. The dynamics of this model relies
on the description of interactions that can be performed
or suffered by some agents that are situated in a dynamic
environment. An individual generic behavioural engine
uses these interactions to propose a plan of actions to the
deliberative agents.
A natural application of this work are computer games.
Targeted games could be action and role-playing games,
where one needs complex believable non-player characters to increase the quality of the simulated world and the
interactions of the player with it.
Our current work concerns the application of this
model to team of agents (Devigne, Mathieu, and Routier
2005). It is clear that it is a challenge for simulations, and
games in particular, to be able to design groups of characters that act together to fulfil common objectives.
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and purchasing, locations and inventories - that is,
about logistics and what it means for the company’s
success. So, it is especially suited to help participants
appreciate the general management of a complete
company, its main functions and how they interact. The
scenario, the objectives of a game are set by game
management. Thus, a game can be constructed to focus
on functions or aspects of special interest to individual
management courses.

KEYWORDS
Business simulation game, simulation scenarios,
learning arrangements.
ABSTRACT
The modern logistics simulation game ILMG
(International Logistics Management Game) developed
by Robert W . Grubbström (Grubbström, Bikovska,
2004) is a business simulation game that simulates a
number of companies competing with different
products in different markets. The paper presents
advanced ILMG features related to development of the
game simulation scenarios and learning arrangements.
Some advantages and shortcomings as well as the most
preferable application areas and circumstances under
which game could be used are analysed as well. The
game allows participants to become managers of the
virtual company and to try out the consequences of
various logistics decisions and to explore their links to
other core (marketing, financial, etc.) decisions. Game
manager or/and an educational course leader needs to
create a simulation scenario and provide correspondent
learning arrangement according to the course goals and
its participants’ academic background.

In general a business simulation game is a contrived
situation which imbeds players in a simulated business
environment, where they must make management-type
decisions from time to time, and their choices at one
time generally affect the environmental conditions
under which the subsequent decisions must be made.
Further, the interactions between decisions and
environment are determined by a refereeing process
that is not open to argument from the players.
The ILMG simulates a number of companies or
"corporations" competing with different products in
different markets. These companies establish corporate
units (which may have different functions) in one or
more regions. Some units may be production plants,
others may be units specialised in selling products
(distribution center). Products may be transported
between the regions in different transport modes either
regular or express. Each corporation is represented by a
team of players having access to the Game via an
Internet terminal (Grubbström and Bikovska, 2004).
The number of companies participating in the game is
arbitrary and companies compete in different regions
of the world. The game has a strong focus on logistics,
but it is not only logistics; it is the meaning of logistics
in the context of successful business.

INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNATIONAL
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT GAME
Nowadays simulation games are successfully used in
education and professional training. Due to such
characteristics as an interactivity, dynamic nature, and
accessibility, they are more attractive for players and
also more effective in many cases than other training
approaches. Nevertheless, the success of each
individual training process very much depends on how
that simulation game is developed and used in training.

In general computer simulations provide the following
advantages that could be successfully used in the
learning process (Fripp, 1993):
x Help understanding of complex problems;
x Increase learning motivation;

The above-mentioned ILMG is a computer simulation
and network business game covering different business
areas such as marketing and distribution, production
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x
x
x
x
x

Support team building;
Provide a risk free environment for experiential
learning;
Provide a variety of situations;
Partly close the gap to reality;
Facilitate active learning.

x

x

Extensive use of simulation games has advantages
when course objectives include (Mitchell):
x

x
x
x

Allowing participants to experience more
realistically the roles and responsibilities of a top
decision-makers who are trying to position an
organization in a tough, competitive environment;
Allowing participants to experience the
uncertainties and surprises by the unpredictable
actions of competitors;
Facilitating effective aspects learning;
Promoting participants’ emotional arousal and
involvement.

Educational comments can be made by
Management of the game or course leader to
provide participants with helpful information and
Web links concerning decision-making in various
spheres of activity of the company.
Distribution decision authorities between game
participants within one team when participants
play different roles such as a senior manager in the
top of hierarchy, middle managers and operational
managers who monitor the day-to-day activities of
the corporation.

Game Management runs the game on remote server
(see, Figure 1). Corporations represented by a group of
participants are joining the game session from
individual terminals via Internet. Each corporation
installs and runs a program called ILMG, which
communicates in a variety of ways with the Game
Management program called as Game Control Centre.
Corporations can use so called Satellites that allow
distribute authorities.

The following aspects have to be taken into account
while implementing those games in practice:
x
x
x
x

Figure 1: Structure of the game

Learners background has to be taken into account;
Complexity has to be adjusted to learning
environment;
Game should be “suitable” for the particular
learning problems and goals defined;
Terminology has to be close to one used by
learners.

Corporation 3

Corporation 1
Terminal

Satellite 1 Satellite 2
(optional) (optional)

Besides above mentioned the ILMG has the following
advanced features that make it unique among many
others business simulation games:
x

x

x

x

x

Game Management

Communication
mean - Internet

Remote access to
simulation server
(optional)

Terminal

Simulation Server

Terminal

Corporation 2

Internet-based that provides possibility of distance
learning. Internet is a communication channel
between educator and student. Game is accessible
anywhere, whether participants are located next
door or on the other side of the globe. Number of
participants is arbitrary.
Simulation scenario generation provides flexible
game environment. It is possible easily make
different games scenarios very simple or complex.
Continuous time in the game is like in real life.
Many kinds of reports and overviews such as
balance sheets, profit and loss accounts, sales
report, are provided to help participants to evaluate
performance of their corporations.
All data can be easily imported to Excel
spreadsheets where different kind of calculations
can be made in order to gain information to
support decision-making.
Different means of communication between game
Management
and
corporations,
between
corporations like Chat, Memos are provided that is
useful when the game is used in distance learning
courses.

The Game Control Centre is the game management
system and, unless this program is running, the rest of
the game will not function. Using the Game Control
Centre, it is possible to change the parameters of the
game from the default values, either at the start or
during it.
The ILMG program runs by the corporations taking
part in the game. Typically, about 3-5 people are
needed per team to play the game so that decisions
have to be taken independently rather than through a
consensus compromise based on participants own goals
and interests. Corporations compete each with other in
different regions of the world with specific
characteristics. Each person can have a satellite screen
and makes certain decisions, or each company can be
based at a terminal. At the commencement, all
corporations begin with the same opening position (all
recourses are the same for all companies). The main
role of the companies is to take decisions, regarding:
the structure of the company (where to produce goods),
markets and prices, production levels, transportation
requirements to service markets, investment in
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Table 1: Corporation decisions
Purchasing

Production

Marketing

Distribution

Finance

Market entry
Product
development
Product
improvement

Allocation
market ->
factory
Investment into
warehouses

Loan
Liquidation of
assets

Purchasing
orders

Location choice
Investment into
production
capacity
Process
improvement
Production batch
release

Price
Advertising

Shipping orders

Repayment of
loan
Stock exchange
transactions

Strategic

Operational

Usually scenario describes behaviour of the system,
process of parameters changing and conditions of
system functioning (Figure 2). It depicts how the
system components interact with each other. The
synthesized scenario allows reflecting adequately the
process of behaviour of the system, to develop strategy
of the organization and realization of measures of
fluctuation of a situation, to generate strategic plans of
action, to lead the qualitative analysis of consequences
of actions, and also to predict prospective loss, possible
damage and undertaken risk (Ʉɨnonov, et. 1999).

machinery and warehousing, the buying and selling of
securities, liquidity actions (e.g. selling assets and
issuing new stock), the ordering of market surveys, the
distribution of decision authority around the satellites.
Different kinds of reports are generated during the
game and corporations can valuate their performance.
Companies take action to enter sales market – this has
a cost and time lag attached to it. Plants are located in
regions and, to sell in a market, you must have a plant
in the region.
Plants may not be factories or
warehouses, and could represent a sales department.
Data can be downloaded into Excel spreadsheets. This
data should show demand amplification, and provide
some idea of the financial implications of the
phenomenon. It may also give an insight into the
dynamic behaviour within a supply chain network. It is
recommended that the program to be run at least for
twelve quarters that corresponds to 3 years of a real
life.

Initial conditions

Trajectories
Predefined time development
of 3 regional indicators + prime rate

Initial
parameter set
Initial
company state

The Game Management sets an environment for the
Game by deciding on a number of basic issues such as
the number of regions available and their names and
several other characteristics concerning available
products, etc. It also decides on the initial
characteristics of an individual corporation joining the
Game. The corporations take decisions of different
kinds
concerning
production,
marketing,
transportation, and several other issues.

General parameters (framework)
maximum number of regions, products, companies, ..

Figure 2. Scenarios in ILMG
Game Management has different means to create
scenarios and control the game (Table 3).
First, there is a set of parameters that has to be set up.
The parameters determine several basic properties of
the Game and of its different functions such as
different rates, costs and coefficients like marketrelated parameters (price effect parameters, advertising
parameters etc.), financial parameters (prime rate, tax
rate etc.) and many others.

LEARNING ARRANGEMENTS AND
SIMULATION SCENARIOS
The ILMG can be considered as virtual environment
that is controlled by Game Management in a multitude
of ways. One of the main tasks of the Game
Management or course leader is to create a simulation
scenario and learning arrangement according to
particular course needs and participants’ background
knowledge. It means, decision environment and reports
could be made as complex as in real life. The principle
of scenarios application is shown in Figure 2.

Second, the initial scenario has to be decided. It covers
the following properties of the game: number of
available regions, products, securities, account types,
initial corporation structure. Note, in the beginning of
the game all corporations have the same initial
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conditions (the same amount of cash on their accounts,
the same operational corporate units and etc.).

3 game sessions for 4 hours each (in total 12 hours)
were planed for every group.

Table 3: Scenario based simulation in ILMG

Game handouts (see, Appendix) were issued to
participants the day before the first session in order to
review the initial conditions of the game. Those
handouts contained description of the initial state of the
corporation presented by its balance sheet and other
useful information necessary to start decision-making.

Tasks for a game manager
Before the seminar

During the seminar

Learning
arrangement

Plan and design
seminar

Simulation
scenario

Design scenario:
select general
framework, initial
conditions, preset
values, edit
parameters

Facilitate learning:
announcements,
educational comments,
etc.
Apply scenario

Simulation
model

In introduction to ILMG the main aspects of the game
were considered, i.e. decisions that participants could
make, reports and overviews provided, the game
timing and schedule. Overview of the ILMG software
was given as well as basic principles of taking
decisions were given.

Control simulation:
control timing, edit
variables in case of
erroneous decisions

The following sessions were proposed in the schedule:
x 1st session with 4 periods (30 min each with break
between the second and the third period);
x 2nd session with 8 periods (20 min each with some
breaks in between);
x 3rd session with 4 periods (15 min each).

Third, preset parameters have to be set up. There are
time development of prime rate, regional productivity
levels, regional wage levels, and business cycle
indices.

Let’s note that in the beginning of the game run periods
are longer to give participants sufficient time to get
familiar with the game software and to make strategic
decisions which normally take more time then
operational level decisions.

And at last, has to decide about the timing of quarters.
Game Manger can decide how long one quarter of the
game will last and how many of them have to be run in
the particular teaching course. If it’s necessary Game
Manager can define breaks between periods of the
game.

During the game manager follows to all participants
activities online as well as compare performance of all
companies and in case of necessity to give guidelines
how problems can be solved. For instance, on the
computer screen the current Profit & Loss Account for
all companies could be analysed. Since corporations
main task (like in real life) is to make profit, game
manager can easily assess which company is the most
successful in this particular moment.

Complexity of a modelled business environment
basically depends on the actions described above. All
parameters can be changed before the start of the game
and during the game session as well. After scenario is
decided learning arrangements should be prepared.
Before the seminar Game Manager has to plan and
design it. During the seminar in order to facilitate
learning he should issue different announcements and
educational comments. Educational comments can be
placed to the game for educational purpose and
participants can easily access them. Comments usually
contain some useful information for participants
regarding different theoretical aspects or some Web
link to this information.

It could be the situation when all corporations except
one are profitable and this one has tremendous loss due
to very high unit production cost. In this case the game
manager can take a further look to another report or
overview what is available in the game, for instance, to
Key Indicators including Liquidity Ratio, Gearing,
Return on Total Capital, Return on Equity, Inventory
Turnover Rate, Capacity Utilisation, etc. For example,
the Capacity Utilisation is about 10% and corporation
produces enough items to satisfy a demand. In this case
an existing capacity of corporate units should be
checked. It could be found that corporation has very
high production overheads and they have to sell their
production equipment (to make decision Sell Assets) or
abolish the unit (this is strategic decision)

GAME RUNNING EXPERIENCES
Below some educational experiences are presented. In
November-December 2004 the ILMG game has been
running during three weeks at the Linköping
University, Campus Norköping (Sweden) within the
Industrial Management course for MSc-students in
Electrical Engineering, and Transportation and
Communication Engineering. Students were divided in
3 separate groups with six corporations in each group.
In total about 70 students participated in the game.

After the last period (that corresponds to 8 years of
the real life) students are given time to prepare a short
presentation about corporate performance. At the end
of the game debriefing session is given where students
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are involved to the discussion of the following
questions:

and the analysis of dynamics of behaviour of
social and economic system. Preprint, Moscow,
1999. In Russian.

How do you feel after the game is over? How did
you like it?
What happened with you corporation during the
game?
What did you learn?
What next? How would you play the game
differently using what you just learned?

Mitchell, Rex C. The Complementary Benefits of Cases and
Simulations,
www.exchangesjournal.org/print/print_1103.html

x
x
x
x
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Game participants took part in this discussion by
answering the questions and presenting the results of
their corporation operations to others.
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes modern Internet-based simulation
game that uses scenario-based approach. In particular,
the following strong advantages or strength of the
ILMG game were defined: the game requires a multidisciplinary approach, requires members of the
corporation to work as a team, it takes a total enterprise
perspective rather than focusing on a particular
function, the game provides users friendly interface
and etc. The following opportunities were found: the
functionality of the game is learnt quickly, the game
enables efficient teaching of virtual rooms and quick
feedback to enable students to understand cause and
effect relationships and etc. Advantages of simulation
games and the ILMG unique features are given in the
paper. Game management and learning scenarios
generation problems are discussed in the paper.
Example of learning scenario is proposed as well.
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Simulation, Riga Technical University. E-mail:
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APPENDIX
Initial Conditions of the Game
You are the managers of the corporation and you have
to decide what to produce and where to sell produced
products. You are also responsible for the financial
department of your corporation.

Though the ILMG is fully operational and interest for
it increasing there is still a lot of work to do. The most
important items are: scenario developing, storing and
distributing; designing educational comments and to
relate ILMG to theoretical studies in forecasting,
inventory control, transport planning, investment
analysis, accounting, etc. Judging by the commentary
and positive ideas that are coming from the ILMG
users the game developers considering the possibility
to continue it development and add new features.

There are two types of products
production: Standard Bike and Sports
decide to produce and sell bikes in
regions: Scandinavia, Baltic States
Europe.

available for
Bike. You can
three different
and Western

The initial state for each company is the following:
Company has initial cash amounting to €40,000,000
and Securities Type 1 amounting to €1,000,000 as its
initial assets. It has one operational plant in
Scandinavia valued at €5,000,000. The Corporation has
an initial bank loan amounting to €10,000,000. The
Corporation's Ordinary Share Capital is €41,000,000.
Market in Scandinavia is established and two products
are adopted.

REFERENCES
Berglund, Jan E., Grubbström, Robert W., Företagsspel - lek
och verklighet (Management Games – Fiction and
Reality), Stockholm: Bonniers/Aldus 1968.
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Market investigation shows a price between 1000 and
4000 is realistic. The volume is depending on
industries price level, marketing effort, product
development and Business Cycle index in the different
markets.

Kononov D.A., Kulba V.V., Kovalevsky S.S.,
Kosjachenko S.A. Development of scenario spaces
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Market Introduction
Time (Days)

Market Introduction
Fee (€1000)

Scandinavia

15

200

Baltic States

10

150

Western Europe

15

200

Region

Table 5 – Material Move Tariff
Scandinavia

From

4

400

5

6

600

5

Baltic States 4
Western
6
Europe

400

5

2

500

5

4

400

5

600

5

6

500

5

4

500

5

Table 6 – Regular Transport Tariff (Express
Transport Tariff)

1
300
5
2
Scandinavia (1) (600) (15) (1)
2
500
5
1
Baltic States (1) (600) (15) (1)
Western
2
500
5
2
Europe
(1) (600) (15) (1)

2.5

30

Scandinavia
Western
Europe

Baltic States

Scandinavia

Variable Cost (%)

Fixed Cost (€)

Time (Days)

Variable Cost (%)

Fixed Cost (€)

Table 7 – Technical Coefficients of Products

Table 3 – Regional parameters (Examples)

Item

2500 1800 2000

Baltic
States

Western
Europe
Sports Bike

0

Tax Rate (%)

500
5
(600) (15)
500
5
(600) (15)
230
5
(600) (15)

Standard Bike

St Loan Repaym Freq (Quart=0, Ann=1, Month=2)

Sports Bike

5

Standard Bike

2

Standard Loan Period (Years)

Western Europe

500
5
2
(600) (15) (1)
300
5
2
(600) (15) (1)
500
5
1
(600) (15) (1)

Sports Bike

Bank Loan Rate Factor

Standard Bike

Prime Rate (%)

Baltic States

Time (Days)

From

Scandinavia
Variable Cost (%)

To

Table 2 – Financial Parameters

Unit Projecting Cost (€1000)

Time (Days)
Fixed Cost
(€)
Variable Cost
(%)

W
300
330
250

BCI =Business Cycle Indices
BCI-f =Business Cycle Indices-forecast
P =Regional Productivity Indices
W =Wage Levels

Item

5

Fixed Cost (€)

P
100
100
90

500

Scandinavia

Time (Days)

BCI
97
100
100

2

To

Table 1 - Initial Conditions period 1
Region
Scandinavia
Baltic states
Western Europe

Time (Days)
Fixed Cost
(€)
Variable Cost
(%)

You have available several data related to Financial
Parameters, Regional Parameters, Products Technical
Parameters, and Transport Parameters as showed in the
Tables below.

Western Europe

Time (Days)
Fixed Cost
(€)
Variable Cost
(%)

Figure 1: Balance Sheet of January 1st, 2001

Baltic States

Construction Time (Days)

40

50

45

Unit Abolishment Cost (€1000)

300

200

300

Material per Unit
(Tons/Unit)

Abolishment Time (Days)
Nom Capac Expansion per Inv (Monthly Mach
Hrs/€1000000)

30

30

30

Machine Hours per Unit

5

10

5

10

5

10

3000 3200 2800

Work Hours per Unit

10

20

10

20

10

20

Setup Cost (€)

50

50

50

50

50

50

Capacity Expansion Fixed Cost (€1000)

100

100

100

Capacity Expansion Lead Time (Days)
Warehouse Capac Expansion per Investm
(Units/€1000000)

20

30

25

1000

800

1000

0.01

0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02

Planned Seminars: 1st- Introduction and Strategic
Decisions, 2nd - Tactical and Operational Decision, 3rd
- Operational Decisions and Debriefing Session.

Table 4 - Market-Related Parameters
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Creating and Visualising an Intelligent NPC using Game
Engines and AI Tools
N.P. Davies, Q.H. Mehdi and N. Gough
Research Institute for Advanced Technologies
School of Computing and Information Technology
University of Wolverhampton
Wolverhampton, UK
E-mail: N.P.Davies2@wlv.ac.uk
Desire, Intention (BDI) as postulated by Bratman (1987).
The architecture is capable of modelling expert human
behaviour, and has been used in applications such as Air
Traffic Control (Rao & Geofgeff,. 1995), and Military
Simulations (Wallis et al. 2002), where agents are endowed
with military tactics and used as opponents in air combat
training. More recently, the architecture is gaining interest
from the computer game industry with some success
(Norling. 2004). By adopting a goal-based approach to
reasoning based on human-like decision-making processes,
agents will assess and react to high-level goals in a natural
way. This will introduce variability to agents’ behaviours,
as they will be able to react to an environmental change in
many different ways, which do not have to be explicitly
specified by designers. There are still many unexplored
research areas, including the role of memory and emotion
on decision-making processes, the effect of physical
conditions of an agent e.g. fatigue, and the aspect of team
coordination with social hierarchies where tasks need to be
distributed.

ABSTRACT
Our research is focussed on the creation of human-like
Artificial Intelligence (AI) based on the Belief Desire
Intention (BDI) paradigm that employs rational decision
making processes to achieve behaviour in computer game
characters that will appear more realistic than current
reactive techniques. To test the agent behaviour we need to
develop an architecture that incorporates various systems
such as an advanced graphics engine, AI environments,
and GameBots.
This paper presents a framework that would help solving
problems such as predictable and repetitive behaviour. The
architecture and usefulness of this system will also be
detailed here.
INTRODUCTION
Computer games developers have traditionally devoted the
majority of time and processing power to high performance
graphics, as this is the most appealing feature to a potential
game player (Namee. 2004). However, this development
strategy is producing diminishing returns as modern
computer games are now capable of near photo-realistic
graphics (Valve Software. 2004). In comparison, AI has
been neglected as a development priority, and has evolved
to work within the confines of limited processor allocation.
This has resulted in AI based on efficient reactive
techniques rather than complex reasoning systems. Agents
do not ‘think’ (reason) about actions, but rather perform a
set response to a set event. In some cases this has resulted
in poor AI, where characters can either appear to be
‘stupid’ by not being able to react to unpredicted human
interaction, or ‘cheat’ when the developer supplies extra
information and abilities to the agents unavailable to
human players. Some techniques have been developed that
can successfully approximate human-like intelligence very
efficiently and effectively (Woodcock 2000), but even
these techniques can produce repetitive behaviour as agents
do not have the ability to adapt. With graphics now
maturing, developers are starting to release more
processing power for the inclusion of sophisticated AI that
will overcome some of these problems.
The architecture we intend to implement will based on a
simplified view of human cognition known as Belief,

GAME ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
The integration of high performance graphics and human
like AI for computer games and simulation would be very
useful for visualising agent behaviour. A system for the
creation and rendering of virtual scenes and graphical
environments was developed by Davies et al (2004). The
initial system was used for the creation of quasi-accurate
3D scenes that incorporated animated characters. The
implementation used a custom graphics engine developed
in DirectX, graphics developed in 3D Studio Max, and a
tool for building maps via a 2D plan in C#. It was possible
to create some impressive results in a relatively short space
of time and investment. Our implementation loads and
orientates 3D models and renders them to screen.
Animated characters are also incorporated running precreated animation sequences. Users navigate around the
scene using mouse and keyboard input to view the action
from difference locations and angles. However, it becomes
increasingly difficult to make significant progress when
requirements become more sophisticated, and our graphics
engine started to exhibit limitations quite rapidly. The
refresh rates for visualisations start to fall below 30fps
when more than three characters are present resulting in
jerky animations. The engine does not support dynamic
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We intend to use the game engine Unreal Tournament
(Epic Games), which provides a high performance real
time 3D graphics platform. The game is extendable via a
suit of tools provided by the developer, including a C like
language Unreal Script which can be used to customise
physics and behaviours, and a graphical map builder that is
used design game levels. The game consists of ‘maps’
which are created by level designers and specify the
location of graphics, objects, and a network of nodes or
waypoints. The internal game characters play as team
mates or opponents to human players and are known as
‘robots’, which are abbreviated to ‘bots’. The bots use the
map waypoints embedded in the game maps to navigate
around the game. The original game contains multiple
game types including team based and individual scenarios,
and allows human-human, agent-agent, and human-agent
teams as shown in Figure 1. The main team based game is
called ‘Capture the Flag’, where teams on two competing
sides work together to capture the oppositions flag and
return it to their base whilst also protecting their own flag.
Other game types include DeathMatch, where the goal is to
kill as many opponents as possible.

animation or many other important features. It is possible
to incorporate these features, however, significant
allocations of time and resources would be required. Even
the basic engine we developed is still quite complex.
According to Lewis and Jacobson (2002), the development
of highly accurate graphics and virtual reality systems is
now mainly the domain of generously funded research
establishments and military instillations with six figure
budgets. Therefore, we have investigated alternatives to
building our own custom graphics engine.
With the development of modern computer game engine
technology in the commercial sector, it is now possible to
create impressive results without having to expend
resources developing custom graphics engines. Game
companies with decades of development experience, and
access to some of the most innovative developers and
substantial investments in time and money are creating
some of the most sophisticated simulation environments
available. Prior to game engines, content and code were
integrated into a single system. To modify a game, changes
had to be made directly to the source code and the game
recompiled, which made it virtually impossible for anyone
but the game developers to use the game technology for
anything other than its original purpose. The original
DOOM™ (ID Software) game broke this mould and
created the first modular game engine. This technique
splits the technical aspects of the graphics rendering
pipeline, which is the domain of a small group of specialist
developers, from the game specific aspects which can be
left to teams of content writers and game developers. This
results in the ‘game’ being considered the graphic models,
animation sets, sound, AI and Physics, and enables
specialists to concentrate on their particular area of
expertise. To allow this process, developers invest heavily
in the creation of tools and scripting languages that content
developers use to create the game. A recent trend is for
developers to release their development tools to the gaming
community, allowing the game to be modified after it has
been released. This can extend the shelf life of games, with
a huge amount of new content being provided on a regular
basis by external sources. These modifications range from
the creation of new graphics to complete games types
(LudoCraft, 2005). It is possible for these tools to be used
by the research community which allows access to
sophisticated game engine features inexpensively. The use
of game engines is not a complete solution to our
problems, but it is adequate for the research we are
undertaking. While extremely sophisticated, game engines
are not real world simulators. We have to work within the
limits imposed by the game engine developers. For
example, if we wanted a feature such as Kinematics
animation that the engine does not provide it would be
difficult, but not impossible, for us to incorporate it.
However, even though there are limitations, the benefits
and functionality far out way negatives.

The game is fundamentally violent in nature, however, it is
possible to customise the game in such a way to minimise
the violent aspects via the scripting language replacement
graphics. There has been substantial interest in the
academic community in the use of Unreal Tournament in
research including Sioutis et al (2003) which has arisen
partly because of the extension GameBots/JavaBots
(Marshall et al., 2004) technology shown in Figure 1,
which is an extension to the Unreal Engine written in
Unreal Script that sits between the game engine and an
external client that receives and distributes messages via a
TCP/IP link. This has the benefit that AI can be written in
any language or development environment that allows a
network connection.
Using this information sent out by the game, we need to
implement a suitable AI system. It is relatively
straightforward to implement algorithms such as the pathplanning algorithm A* in the game using waypoint
positions within the game map, and to script more complex
behaviours in set pieces. The current game AI is quite
standard, for example, in Death Match games, bots work
on a finite state machine reasoning with states such as
roam, flee, and engage enemy. Different skill levels are
achieved by increasing the bots speed, accuracy and field
of view. The AI is developed in this way for a number of
reasons. Games are processor intensive. Clock cycles are at
a premium when other factors such as physics and graphics
are also competing for processor time. As far as the game
developer is concerned, as long as the behaviour appears
variable and reasoned, it is irrelevant how it is achieved.
Performance and optimisation are the dominant factor.
Another issue is the fact that for many computer games
human level sophistication is simply not required. The
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the GameBots / JavaBots system is that it allows for an
extendable gaming environment.

game domains are relatively discreet requiring only a
limited array of behaviours. We intend to create more
sophisticated behaviour in more complex game types, and
to produce a more robust cognitive architecture. This will
require us to model human like behaviour by capturing
expert knowledge for a particular game type, and convert
this information into a knowledge base that an AI agent
can utilise. However, the information received will
determine the AI that can be produced. Similar work was
carried out by Norling (2002) using the Quake engine. A
number of limitations were reported by them where certain
behaviours cannot be modelled due to the deficiencies in
information sent from the game server. Specifically this
related to the behaviour of throwing a grenade at an
archway so it would bounce off and hit a chasing bot. As
the game engine did not send information identifying when
an agent was under an archway, this could not be
modelled. With the use of Unreal, which is more
customisable, we may be able to address these deficiencies.
In effect we have an environment that is partially
observable where the agent cannot see everything that is
happening everywhere in the environment, and dynamic,
the environment is constantly changing. There are many
factors happening simultaneously, which cannot be
anticipated. Actions are non-deterministic, and it may be
that a goal will not be achieved even though an agent is
committed to achieving it. For example, an agent may
decide to increase its health by searching for a health pack.
It cannot guarantee that this action will be successful, and
other events may occur that intervene. On route to
collecting the health pack, the agent may sustain further
damage and die. The AI engine needs to account for this
using information sent from the game server, and adapt its
behaviour accordingly. The agent will have to build an
internal representation of the environment, plan a course of
actions which will be limited to available commands,
execute the plan, and observe the results. This scenario is
getting close to a real-life open system used in robotics and
its associated technologies, and would support research
into many areas including reactive systems, deliberative
systems, cognition, memory and learning, planning etc.

Figure 1: GameBot system
BDI AI ARCHITECTURE
To develop an AI agent that will have the ability to
recognise situations, formulate plans based on the current
situation, and execute those plans, while executing plans,
the agent should be able to monitor the environment in
order to ensure the plan is still relevant. The agent has to
be embodied with the ability to adapt and change plans in
order to add variability to behaviour, which will make the
agent appear less predictable. In addition to plan
modelling, a model for temporal characteristics that
influence the decision-making process such as emotional,
social and physical characteristics will be created. This
includes elements of team working, where agents will
collaborate with each other by allocating tasks. Finally, the
application needs to execute plans in a timely manner on a
resource bound machine.
The AI architecture identified as suitable candidate that
exhibits some of these features is the Belief-DesireIntention architecture (BDI) as originally postulated by
Bratman (1987), shown in Figure 2. In this architecture, an
agent is characterised by its beliefs about the state of its
environment, goals (desires) that it wishes to achieve in
this environment, and a set of plans and partial plans it can
use in order to satisfy its desires. As the model for the AI
agent needs to be executed on a machine with limited
resources, the concept of intention is introduced which
limits the deliberation an agent is required to perform.
This information will be limited to information regarding
tasks the agent has committed itself to achieving. An
intention is formed when the agent commits to a particular
goal, and retrieves a plan from the plan library that

The Unreal Tournament and GameBot system specifies
messages into two types; server messages and client
messages. Messages from the server provide sensory
information detailing what a bot can ‘see’ in the game, as
well as information about the bots physical status e.g.
health, armour etc. Other information is also sent, such as
if the agent has taken damage, and the direction a shot
came from. Messages from the client take the form of
commands that instruct the agent to perform tasks such as
rotate, walk, and shoot. The GameBots system allows the
client to have access to the internal native AI system, and
allows instructions such as GETPATH which returns a list
of waypoints between two locations, and RUNTO that will
direct the bot to a specified waypoint. Another benefit of
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either impractical or unrealistic. In the some systems the
default behaviour is simply to select the first applicable
plan, regardless of expected utility. In real-world
situations, while either of these strategies may be used on
occasion, it is argued that neither is commonly used,
particularly when the person is operating within their area
of expertise (Norling 2003). The DBI paradigm does not
incorporate all the required features we are intending to
incorporate into our AI, such as physical attributes
including emotional states, memory, and learning.
However, there is much research ongoing into
incorporating these aspects.

contains a particular sequence of steps to perform in order
to achieve a goal. The steps themselves may be atomic
actions, or they may be sub goals, which can be satisfied
by other plans. The beliefs, goals and intentions of an agent
are maintained by the BDI reasoning engine. This engine
will help to drive the agent, update beliefs, monitor and
update goals, form intentions, and select plans to achieve
goals.

BDI TOOLS
The development of a BDI architecture is not a trivial task,
and much as the development of commercial game engines
can be used by researchers, there are many mature systems
based on BDI available ranging from open source to
commercial applications. Examples of open source projects
are the Java Agent Development Environment (JADE)
(TiLab 2005) with the BDI extension JADEX (Braubach &
Pokahr. 2005). JADE is a mature platform that is FIPA
(Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) compliant.
FIPA are an organisation that is producing standards for
software agent development. The JADE environment is
based on the Java environment, and allows the creation of
agents via a GUI interface. JADEX is a BDI add-on to
JADE that is currently in development. The use of JADEX
may be a viable option to base our AI on in the future,
however, as development is currently at a BETA stage it
was considered JADEX is still not mature enough to
consider. Another example of an open source BDI project
is Jason, which is an interpreter for the agent oriented BDI
programming language AgentSpeak. The environment is
also constructed over in the Java environment, and allows
the development of agents which can be distributed over a
network connection. An alternative to pure BDI
environments is the cognitive AI architecture SOAR
(University of Michigan) which is a mature environment
that has been in development for over 20 years. It attempts
to provide a general cognitive architecture for developing
agents that can exhibit human-like intelligence. It
addresses factors such as knowledge complexity and
rational decisions making within these complex domains.
An advantage in using this technology is that it has started
to address factors such as memory, learning and emotion.
The platform has been used in a diverse set of academic
applications including training simulations and robotic
control. The environment is not platform independent like
the Java solutions, however, there are environment
available to the major operating systems. However, the
platform we have chosen to implement our AI on is the
leading edge commercial BDI development environment
JACK (Agent Oriented Software). This system provides a
comprehensive toolkit, and extensive documentation. Like
other system outlined above it is designed as an extension

Figure 2: BDI Architecture (Bratman 1987)
The plan library is an important feature of this architecture
that specifies how goals can be achieved. Although the
plans are fixed sequence of actions, they do not have to be
fully specified. For any particular goal, there may be
multiple plans to achieve that goal, and while any plan may
be fully specified as a sequence of actions, a plan may
instead consist of a sequence of sub goals or a combination
of actions and sub goals. All plans will eventually
decompose into a sequence of atomic events, which will
take the form of GameBot messages. If a plan contains sub
goals, reasoning to decompose the plan into atomic events
can be delayed until the behaviour is required. For
example, in the Unreal Game, a plan may be to kill
opponent agents. This can be broken into sub-goals of
‘locate weapon’, ‘locate enemy’ and finally ‘kill enemy’.
With this high level plan in place, the agent narrow
deliberate to achieve the first stage of the plan, which may
involve a path planning or roaming behaviour. Once this
part of the plan is completed, the next stage will become
relevant, and deliberation commenced upon that stage.
While this does not achieve the full range of adaptability
that humans display when reasoning about their goals, it
does allow considerable flexibility in the agent’s planning,
and its resulting behaviours, and also allows a balance
between reactive and deliberative planning.
In theory, the BDI agents will use a utility-based decision
making strategy, where decisions are made to maximize
the expected utility of the selected course of action.
However, in practice on resource bound machines this is
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to the Java language, which makes it platform independent.
Agents can be developed via a GUI application, or by the
use of keyword extensions to Java. Another aspect that
makes JACK favourable is the maturity of the system for
use in computer games. Work has already been completed
by (Norling) into integrating JACK and Quake, and more
recently, (Soitis) have developed an interface between
JACK and GameBots, which may be released as open
source in the future. There is also interest in developing an
extension to JACK called Co-Jack, which is attempting to
incorporate moderating factors such as emotion and
physical conditions such as fatigue, and has been initiated
by the Ministry of Defence (Lucas. 2003.)
Figure 3 : Unreal Tournament / GameBots / JACK
architecture

THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
Figure 3 shows the proposed architecture which is based
on the work carried out by Sioutis et al. 2003. The
architecture uses the JACK BDI programming language
and links to the Unreal Tournament game engine via the
use of GameBots/JavaBot technology. This allows a
structured environment in which to investigate the
development of human like artificial intelligence. The
architecture is divided into two main sections, with a third
section linking the two together. The section to the left of
the dotted line represents the commercial game engine,
Unreal Tournament, where a custom game can be defined
via databases containing custom graphics, and a second
database containing game modifications and rules written
in Unreal Script. To the right of the dotted line is the BDI
reasoning system JACK which receives messages from the
game server and uses it to update a Belief data set,
describing the current world state. Based on the beliefs, a
set of goals and plans will be formulated from a plan
library which at the lowest level will take the form of
GameBots commands such as Rotate and Walk. The
middle linking section contains the GameBots technology
that distributes messages and receives commands over a
TCP/IP network connection. The architecture is not limited
to the use of Unreal Tournament. If an alternative game
were used, only the middle link layer would need to be rewritten to account for an alternative set of messages. The
GameBot/UT link will then be developed and incorporated.
This part of this system has been developed by Sioutis et al
(2003), which we may adopt in the future.

type of behaviour would include, but not limited to, tactical
combat games such as hostage situations or squad based
combat missions. Unreal Tournament lends itself to this
type of game, and a modification would be feasible to
produce. Once the game has been specified, a knowledge
base will be developed outlining the tactics that can be
employed by the agent. This task will account for a
significant amount of development time.

Figure 4: PacMan style game with integrated BDI
controlled NPCs
As an initial proof of concept we have developed a simple
PacMan game shown in Figure 4, which is linked to JACK
through the glue language TCL. PacMan was chosen as it
shares many of the features that are common in FPS games
such as Unreal Tournament. Agents are required to
navigate around an environment based on waypoint nodes,
and are blocked for navigating certain paths due to
obstructions such as walls. Agents can also pick up key
objects such as pills which can change other agents’ states.
Agents can incorporate team tactics to capture an enemy,
and an agent can evade capture from the teams of agents.
The game is open and dynamic, and much of the
knowledge base will be applicable to further developments
using a more sophisticated games engine.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
To begin the development of our artificial intelligence we
first need to specify and design a game type where human
like reasoning would be of benefit. It has been
demonstrated that games such as a FPS Death Match can
be developed with simple rules and function satisfactorily.
Games that would benefit from human like AI will be of a
slower pace, and give the game player time to perceive and
interact with the intelligence. Games that will exhibit this
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper, the benefits and limitations of developing
human like artificial intelligence and high performance
graphics engines have been outlined. The benefit of using
commercial game engines including Unreal Tournament
and its associated tools is to allow the designer to
concentrate on AI modelling and simulation rather than
devoting time for developing a custom graphics engine that
may not be as sophisticated as a commercial engine. The
limitations of using commercial game engines have also
been identified; however, these limitations have not had a
significant effect on the development and implementation
of the system. The BDI architecture as proves to be a
suitable system paradigm for the requirements of our AI
system.
In conclusion a system that includes the use of JACK,
GameBot/JavaBot and Unreal Tournament offers a good
development platform for testing AI agents in virtual
worlds.
Further work will include the development of GameBot /
JACK interface that will allow sophisticated techniques
such as emotion and physical limitations to be incorporated
into the system.
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experience difficult (Singhal and Zyda 1999; McCoy et
al. 2003). One such problem is latency, which is the
time it takes for information to propagate across the
network to all participants. Another closely related issue
is the problem of network bandwidth. Within a DIA we
refer to these problems as the information updating
issue. Several methods have been devised to reduce the
quantity of data that needs to be transmitted between
participants. The standard for Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS) defines one such method known as
dead reckoning (IEEE 1995), a form of client predictive
contract mechanism.

KEYWORDS
Distributed Interactive Applications, Hybrid Strategy
Model, Networked Multiplayer Computer Games, Dead
Reckoning, Packet-Reduction, User-Modelling.
ABSTRACT
Two of the primary factors in the development of
networked multiplayer computer games are network
latency and network bandwidth. Reducing the effects of
network latency helps maintain game-state fidelity,
while reducing network bandwidth usage increases the
scalability of the game to support more players. The
current technique to address these issues is to have each
player locally simulate remote objects (e.g. other
players). This is known as dead reckoning. Provided the
local simulations are accurate to within a given
tolerance, dead reckoning reduces the amount of
information required to be transmitted between players.
This paper presents an extension to the recently
proposed Hybrid Strategy Model (HSM) technique,
known as the Dynamic Hybrid Strategy Model
(DHSM). By dynamically switching between models of
user behaviour, the DHSM attempts to improve the
prediction capability of the local simulations, allowing
them to stay within a given tolerance for a longer
amount of time. This can lead to further reductions in
the amount of information required to be transmitted.
Presented results for the case of a simple first-person
shooter (FPS) game demonstrate the validity of the
DHSM approach over dead reckoning, leading to a
reduction in the number of state update packets sent and
indicating significant potential for network traffic
reduction in various multiplayer games/simulations.

Recently, an alternative technique known as the Hybrid
Strategy Model (HSM) has been introduced, which
offers an improvement over the performance of dead
reckoning (Delaney et al. 2003; Delaney 2004). It is a
hybrid predictive contract technique, which dynamically
switches between a short-term dead reckoning model
and a longer-term user behavioural model, allowing
quasi-deterministic modelling of an entity’s dynamics.
This can reduce the number of communicated update
packets required for remote modelling of entities when
compared to the use of a pure dead reckoning model
alone.
This paper demonstrates how to apply the HSM
technique when behavioural models must be
recalculated during run-time as users pursue a dynamic
goal. The original exposition of the HSM method was
only ever demonstrated with fixed navigational goals. In
section two of this paper we describe predictive contract
mechanisms as used for information updating in DIAs.
Existing solutions to this issue, including dead
reckoning, are outlined. In particular the HSM
technique is summarized. Section three describes our
extension of this proposed hybrid switching technique,
referred to as a Dynamic Hybrid Strategy Model
(DHSM), and its implementation is discussed in section
four. Several test environments were developed to
compare this new technique with existing dead
reckoning techniques. These environments are described
in section five. Example simulation results are presented
in section six for both the DHSM and dead reckoning
techniques. Finally, the paper ends with the conclusions
and suggestions for future research.

INTRODUCTION
Networked multiplayer computer games are one of the
most important areas of an already burgeoning
computer games industry. In a formal domain such
applications belong to a class more commonly known as
Distributed Interactive Applications (DIAs). These
systems typically involve many users simultaneously
interacting in a simulated virtual environment. Game
designers are constantly seeking to scale such
applications to more and more simultaneous users
whilst still maintaining a high quality of interactivity
and responsiveness. However, a number of technical
problems combine to make delivery of such an
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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It has been shown that this approach leads to a reduction
in the number of packets that need to be transmitted in a
DIA for a given consistency. However up to now this
approach has only ever been applied to DIAs where the
long-term models are fixed navigational behaviours in
which an entity is traversing an environment. To apply
the HSM when a user’s behaviour is reacting to a
changing goal (originally defined as a dynamic goal in
Delaney’s original paper) is non-trivial. In such cases,
suitable models of user behaviour are required which
are clearly complex functions of, among other things,
the environment, user experience and intention, and user
ability. Nonetheless, for a restricted application such as
an FPS many of these dependencies can be modelled
adequately for HSM purposes in certain situations. In
the following two sections, our approach to applying the
HSM technique to dynamic goals in a realistic FPS is
demonstrated.

PREDICTIVE CONTRACT MECHANISMS
The most common solution to the information updating
issue within DIAs involves a client-side predictive
contract mechanism called dead reckoning (IEEE 1995).
All participating clients agree to maintain the same loworder local models of the dynamics of all other
participating entities. This is the contract. Each
participant also maintains a model of its own entity
dynamics, which it continuously compares to its actual
dynamics. When these differ by a pre-defined errorthreshold amount, update information is broadcast to all
other participants, who then proceed to update their
models for that entity based on this newly received state
information. Convergence algorithms are typically
incorporated to allow a natural transition to occur
between the modelled and actual motion when update
data arrives.
Alternative methods have also been explored, and these
include relevance/area-of-interest filtering and multicast
groups (Rak and van Hook 1996), packet bundling
(Liang et al. 1999), data compression (Van Hook et al.
1994), time management, priority scheduling and
visibility culling (Faisstnauer et al. 2000). A
comprehensive overview of such consistency
maintenance measures can be found in (Delaney 2004).
In addition, various enhancements have also been
proposed for use with the standard dead reckoning
algorithm, including adaptive error-thresholds (Lee et
al. 1999; Shim and Kim 2001), multi-step dynamic
curve fitting (Singhal and Cheriton 1994) and predetermination of likely error-threshold deviations
(Zhang et al. 2004).

THE DYNAMIC HYBRID STRATEGY MODEL
A Dynamic Hybrid Strategy Model (DHSM) consists of
a set of i candidate prediction models given by:

M candidate

In addition, a default model is chosen to provide initial
prediction for the DHSM (typically a short-term dead
reckoning model would be chosen as default, though
this is not a necessity):

minitial

mdefault ,

^m

default

 M candidate

`

During each simulation step, the DHSM has a currently
selected active model (beginning with the initial model)
that is used to perform actual prediction and entity-stateupdate (ESU) packet generation for a user. However,
the DHSM also runs prediction for each candidate
model in parallel with the active model and records each
associated prediction error for every simulation step:

The Hybrid Strategy Model
The Hybrid Strategy Model (HSM) as proposed in
(Delaney et al. 2003) is a predictive model of the
following form:

M

^m1 ,, mi `

For mcurrent  M candidate

px  1  p *

where x is any conventional dead reckoning model,
* is a long-term model of entity behaviour and p is a
binary weighting factor governed by:

-

Predict P mcurrent

-

Compute Error E mcurrent

Endfor

p 1, for E  * t T

When the current prediction error for the active model
exceeds the allowable error-threshold, an ESU packet is
required to be generated and transmitted. At this point,
the average prediction error (APE) since the last
transmitted ESU packet is computed for each candidate
prediction model. This assigns a score to each model
based on overall performance between consecutive ESU
packet transmissions. The model that exhibits the best
score (i.e. lowest APE) is then chosen to be the current
best model.

0, otherwise
where T represents a distance measure threshold
between the actual behaviour E and the long-term
model.
The model given by M is used by participating clients
in a DIA. The parameters and initial entity state used by
the model are updated every time the state deviates from
the true state by a predefined threshold amount Tm .

If E mactive t ErrorThreshold
For mcurrent  M candidate
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Compute avg. error APE

-

The design of this shortest-path model was driven by
previous work that we have done in analysing the
behaviour of users within various DIAs (and in
particular networked multiplayer computer games)
(McCoy et al. 2004a; McCoy et al. 2004b). It is
grounded in the notion that within these networked
games, users often exhibit tendencies to move directly
closer to their target of interest when attempting to
engage, thereby maximising their probability of
disabling an opponent. During these time periods,
correlation can often be observed between both sets of
data, indicating a tight coupling of behaviour for both
players. It is this coupling of data that we are exploiting
with the shortest-path model in order to define a user’s
behaviour in terms of their dynamic goal. This allows us
to reduce the transmission of state data required to
accurately predict the user using a remote model.

mcurrent

Endfor
mbest = Argmin APE mcurrent ,  mcurrent
If m active z mbest

mactive

-

mbest

Endif
Endif
The currently selected active model is switched over to
the determined best model if necessary (i.e. if we are not
already using the best model), and an ESU packet is
generated and transmitted. Appended onto the end of
the packet is an identifier number indicating which
candidate model is now in use. When remote clients
receive this ESU packet, they can use this ID to switch
their own local models of prediction in accordance with
the new active model. This process is repeated every
time the allowable error-threshold is exceeded, resulting
in dynamic switching between prediction models based
on their current performance in relation to one another.

For the implementation of the DHSM, we have also
included an ancillary line-of-sight score function used to
weight the selection of the shortest-path model over the
dead reckoning model. It states that unless there is a
direct line-of-sight between a user and their dynamic
goal, the DHSM will not switch from using the DR
model to the SP model, even if the SP model would
have provided a better average prediction error since the
last received ESU packet. The motivation behind this is
the assumption that if a user cannot see the dynamic
goal, the probability of rapidly changing behaviour
occurring is far greater, thus decreasing the chance that
the SP model will provide any benefit for short-term
prediction over that provided by the standard DR model.

DHSM IMPLEMENTATION
The DHSM implementation presented in this paper
utilizes a candidate set of just two prediction models:
dead reckoning and shortest-path.
Dead-Reckoning (DR)
This is the standard first-order, one-step short-term
dead-reckoning prediction algorithm as originally
detailed in the Standard for Distributed Interactive
Simulations (DIS) (IEEE 1995). It is given by the
following equation of motion:

P

DATA COLLECTION
We utilize the Torque Game Engine for performing
experiments and data collection (Marshall et al. 2004).
During a user’s interaction within a test environment,
data is sampled at a rate of 20Hz and consists of
position, velocity, and forward facing direction vectors
for each player (human or AI controlled). Discrete
events are recorded for the cases of a player being
disabled, firing their weapon or (in the case of a human
user) interacting directly with the control device (i.e.
mouse and/or keyboard). For each game tick, a trace can
be performed to determine if there is an unobstructed
line-of-sight (LOS) between any two players. This trace
information is combined with the forward facing
direction vectors in a post-processing step to determine
onscreen LOS status for each sampling time.

P0  V0 ' t

where P0 and V0 refer to initial position and velocity
respectively and ' t is the time increment for the
current prediction step.
Shortest-Path (SP)
This is a simple dynamic first-order, one-step
behavioural model that assumes a user will move along
the shortest-path from the current position to the target
position (i.e. their dynamic goal) with constant speed. It
is given by the following equation of motion:

Figure 1 shows plan (top-down) views of the three
environments used for the experiments. In each case, a
single test subject was asked to play against a single
non-reactive computer-controlled opponent (BOT). The
goal here was to disable the BOT a desired number of
times as fast as possible. Each environment consisted of
a unique path network that was used by the BOT for
constant circumnavigation. The motivation behind this
particular set of test scenarios was to ensure that the
user’s dynamic goal (in this case the BOT) was known

§ V0 ' t ·
¸
P0  T  P0 ¨¨
¸

T
P
0 ¹
©
where P0 and V0 refer to initial position and velocity
respectively, ' t is the time increment for the current
prediction step and T refers to the current target
P

(dynamic goal) position.
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Table 1: Packet number results for several datasets

in advance, thus negating any possible requirement for
performing some kind of target identification procedure
(as would be the case if there were multiple independent
dynamic goals for a user to choose from).

Figure 1: Test environment plan views showing path
networks
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Table 2: Average prediction error results for several
datasets

Presented below in Tables 1-3 are simulation results for
packet number, average prediction error and standard
deviation error respectively for a collection of three
datasets using a variety of increasing error-thresholds
(to put the error-thresholds into perspective, the height
of a player within our test environments is
approximately 2.3 units). Each dataset was recorded
using a different test subject and test environment (the
particular environment is noted directly above the
results in the tables). The term ‘DR’ refers to the
standard first-order, one-step dead reckoning prediction
model and is used as the base comparison with which to
compare results. The term ‘DHSM’ refers to the
Dynamic Hybrid Strategy Model using both the
standard first-order, one-step dead reckoning prediction
model and the first-order, one-step shortest-path
prediction model (as outlined previously). The term ‘%
Red’ refers to the percentage reduction (or increase) in
the associated variable (number of packets sent, average
prediction error or standard deviation error). A negative
value indicates better performance with respect to the
Dynamic Hybrid Strategy Model in direct comparison
with the standard dead reckoning model. A heartbeat
timeout of 5 seconds was set for both the DR and
DHSM models (meaning if the error-threshold has not
been exceeded for 5 seconds or more, an ESU packet is
automatically generated). This reflects a typical timeout
value that might be used within a DIA system (Singhal
et al. 1999). Finally, ideal network conditions were
assumed (i.e. no network latency or packet loss).

Table 3: Standard deviation error results for several
datasets

From inspection of the results, it is noted that in almost
every case, the DHSM offers a reduction in the number
of packets sent that ranges from small bandwidth
savings (in the region of 1% or lower packet reduction)
to very large bandwidth savings (in the region of 20%
and sometimes higher packet reduction). It is important
to note here that a quantitative comparison of interdataset results is not productive, as each test conducted
is independent of any other. Despite this fact however,
comparatively speaking it would appear that the
percentage savings are partly dependent on the
particular test subject and test environment, and

definitely dependent in this case on the particular
dynamic prediction model being used (i.e. shortestpath). A more advanced and accurate prediction model
would almost certainly yield even better results,
particularly if it were tailored for a specific user’s
behavioural traits and habits. It is also worth noting that
the reduction in number of packets sent does not appear
to be linearly dependent on the error-threshold (i.e.
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increasing the error-threshold does not guarantee a
higher reduction in number of packets sent over the
corresponding standard dead reckoning prediction
model).

counterpart in practically every case, implying a slightly
more stable predictive capability. This is further
evidenced in Figures 2-4 that present the rate of change
of generated packets as a function of the increasing
error-threshold for each dataset. Inspection of these
plots reveals no erroneous packet generation behaviour
for the DHSM when compared with the DR mechanism.
On the contrary, they provide a close match for all three
datasets.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described a novel extension to the
concept of the Hybrid Strategy Model (HSM) called the
Dynamic Hybrid Strategy Model (DHSM). Like the
HSM, the DHSM attempts to reduce the amount of
entity-state-update (ESU) packets required to maintain
consistency within a Distributed Interactive Application
(DIA) such as a networked multiplayer computer game.
Unlike the HSM, which uses fixed long-term goals, the
DHSM takes account of a user’s behaviour towards a
dynamic goal and attempts to exploit the shared
information contained within this relationship. By
switching between various candidate prediction models
at appropriate times, the DHSM provides improved
remote prediction for clients participating within the
DIA.

Figure 2: 'PacketNum vs error-threshold (Dataset 1)

We have provided simulation results for several
different test subjects and test environments that verify
the validity of our approach, showing a reduction in the
number of ESU packets sent (bandwidth usage) in
favour of the DHSM technique over pure dead
reckoning in the majority of our specific test situations.
In addition, improved average prediction error for
higher error-thresholds and improved standard deviation
error make this a promising technique for possible use
within a prediction scheme incorporating some kind of
adaptive error-threshold selection (Lee et al. 1999; Shim
and Kim 2001). Despite the promising results however,
a better understanding of the relationship between
packet reductions, user experience and test environment
topology is required, and to this end additional tests will
need to be conducted utilizing more complex, realworld scenarios. These include such things as realistic
network conditions, reactive computer-controlled
opponents and human vs. human experiments.

Figure 3: 'PacketNum vs error-threshold (Dataset 2)

Future work will involve the investigation of advanced
user-modelling techniques to provide a better pool of
candidate prediction models that work under more
general and complex situations, where the likes of
simple shortest-path type prediction will not provide
enough prediction accuracy. Possible avenues of
approach here include the use of neural networks
(Thurau et al. 2003) and probabilistic independence
networks (Smyth et al. 1996) to model the relationships
between users and dynamic goals. In addition,
extensions to the switching criteria and score functions
used by the DHSM will also be investigated with the
aim of ensuring optimal model switching.

Figure 4: 'PacketNum vs error-threshold (Dataset 3)
Further inspection of the results highlights the fact that
the reduction in packet numbers (and hence bandwidth
savings) for the DHSM often comes at the cost of
slightly reduced prediction accuracy for tight errorthresholds ( d 4 ). Conversely, at higher error-thresholds
( t 5 ) the DHSM often provides improved prediction
accuracy. In addition, the DHSM also offers a smaller
standard deviation for the prediction error over its DR
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More recently in distributed media such as video or
music, psycho perceptual phenomena have been
employed to reduce the quantity of data that needs to be
communicated without impacting the quality of the enduser experience. Examples include the mp3 standard
for music and the MPEG or DivX standards for video.
However, in DIAs such as online computer games the
exploitation of psycho-perceptual parameters has
received limited attention. This paper is part of a larger
body of work that hypothesises that knowledge of
player psycho-perception can be exploited to reduce the
amount of data that needs to be transmitted between
users in distributed games.
Visual information
processing is one of the most important components of
how a user perceives a gaming experience. The
contribution of this paper is that it describes how eye
movement data can be recorded and synchronized with
game play in an action game developed using the
Torque games engine.

ABSTACT
This paper describes a study carried out in which the
eye gaze data of several users playing a simple First
Person Shooter (FPS) game has been recorded. This
work shows the design and implementation of a simple
game and how the execution of the game can be
synchronized with an eye tracking system. The
motivation behind this work is to determine the
existence of visual psycho-perceptual phenomena,
which may be of some use in developing appropriate
information limits for distributed interactive media
compression algorithms. Only 2 degrees of the 140
degrees of human vision has a high level of detail. It
may be possible to determine the areas of the screen that
a user is focusing on and render it in high detail or pay
particular attention to its contents so as to set
appropriate dead reckoning limits. Our experiment
shows that eye tracking may allow for improvements in
rendering and new compression algorithms to be created
for an online FPS game.

Eye tracking is one area of research that has yet to be
explored in this context, to the best of our knowledge,
and has the potential to yield interesting and useful
psycho-perceptual results. Eye movements in static
scenes, such as a computer screen, are not performed
continuously, but consist of "jumps" (saccades) and
"rests" (fixations). Eye-tracking results are represented
as lists of fixation data. This data contains, for example,
the fixation position and duration, the current pupil size
and the start and end times of each fixation. Previous
work on decision making in soccer match (Koesling and
Höner 2003) has shown distinct pre- and post-decisional
phases of user action: once a target player has been
chosen, the visual field narrows around this target for
post-decisional action planning. The underlying action
theory for decision-making is known as the Rubicon
Theory and the point that separates the pre- and postdecisional phases is known as the Rubicon point
(Gollwitzer and Bayer 1999). It is our goal to determine
if similar results could be obtained with respect to
computer games. This would enable developers to
determine entities and regions of the game environment
on which players focus their attention.
Such
information could be used to determine scene rendering
priorities, level of rendering detail and load balancing,

1. INTRODUCTION
Networked interactive computer games are an important
class of Distributed Interactive Application (DIA).
These games generate a large quantity of data that must
be communicated across the physical network between
participating game nodes to allow the game state to be
replicated at remote nodes.
However, network
bandwidth is a limited resource, being particularly
scarce at typical end-user locations. A key research area
in distributed computer games is, therefore, concerned
with devising new techniques and methodologies that
reduce the amount of data that needs to be generated. In
this way the available bandwidth is exploited fully,
without loss of consistency for the participants. One
popular technique introduced with the Distributed
Interactive Simulation (DIS) standard (IEEE 1993) and
used in games such as Doom and Tribes is dead
reckoning (Pantel and Wolf 2002). This compresses
user dynamics information by down-sampling the user
trajectory. Other techniques employed in DIAs include
the hybrid strategy model (Delaney et al. 2003), area of
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
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increase their score by destroying enemy bots or by
collecting tokens, but in order to achieve a high score
more difficult bots had to be attacked. Each game lasted
two minutes, with a brief period for synchronisation at
the start and end of the game. Six volunteers
participated, each playing the game twice; the first run
was considered a learning experience. This resulted in a
total of twelve data sets. Through the use of
questionnaires it was discovered that each volunteer had
a good level of computer expertise. Three volunteers
had keen interest in video games and were quite
proficient at them; the remainder had relatively little
experience.

as well as providing a parameter for assigning priorities
to entity extrapolation in compression techniques such
as dead reckoning or the hybrid strategy model.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
section 2 describes the experiment and how the data
acquisition was achieved. The data is analysed and
discussed in detail in section 3. Finally conclusions are
made along with some proposals for future work in
section 4.
2. METHODOLOGY
The system consisted of an SR Research EyeLink®2
eye tracker, a control Personal Computer (PC) and a
display PC. The EyeLink®2 is a binocular video-based
eye-tracking system with a sampling rate of up to
500Hz. During experiments, subjects wear the eyetracker headset while they view stimuli on a computer
monitor screen (Figure 1). Small infrared (IR) cameras
on the headset transmit information about the subjects'
head and pupil positions to the eye tracker. From this
data the eye tracker calculates and records the positions
subjects look at on the screen. The control PC hosts the
eye tracker operational software and is used to control
and calibrate the eye tracker. The experiment is run on
the display PC, which is connected to the control PC via
an Ethernet connection. The display PC for these
experiments was a laptop with an external monitor,
mouse and keyboard. Four IR markers were attached to
the external monitor in order for the eye tracker to
compensate for head movements. The advantage of
using an external monitor, keyboard and mouse is that it
provides the operator with real-time control over the
experiment, so that the eye tracker software can be
started and stopped without interfering with the subjects
controls.

One of the greatest challenges encountered in
performing the experiment was the synchronisation
between the eye tracker software and the FPS game.
These software packages do not have easily accessible
interfaces and the communication and processing of
data is dictated by the real-time constraints of the
experiment. Once the eye tracker program is initialised
and the calibration procedures have finished, the
external Torque application is executed. A “STARTING
GAME” message is sent to the eye tracker file so that
the recorded eye data can be synchronized with the
application time. In addition, just prior to the game play
commencing and finishing, a set of animated points are
displayed on screen, each lasting approximately 900ms.
The user is asked to fixate on these points. By locating
this pattern in the eye tracker data, the data relating to
the start and end of game play can be isolated.
Three sets of data were recorded for each trial: the eye
tracker data, the Torque recording and a custom Torque
log file. Eye tracker data was recorded every 4ms. The
Torque recording is a playback of game events based on
network samples and each recording was later recorded
as an AVI file using FRAPS. FRAPS is a utility
specially designed for recording game footage (further
information on FRAPS can be found at
http://www.fraps.com/). The Torque log records entity
position every 500ms in addition to all events associated
with items, weapons, damage and kills.
3. ANALYSIS
In Figure 2 a sample image is shown, which
superimposes the computer game footage with markers
representing eye fixations. The darker cross shows the
left eye fixation point and the dark triangle shows the
right eye fixation point. In order to generate such
superimposed video, the eye data relating to the game
play session had to be extracted by hand using the
synchronization mechanism mentioned in section 2. Perl
and Matlab® scripts were then developed to strip out
and recombine the information from the two separate
data.

Figures 1: Experiment Set-up
A First Person Shooter game was created using the
Torque Game Engine (http://www.garagegames.com).
Torque is an industrial game engine that has been used
to produce many games (Marshall et al. 2004) including
the award winning Tribes 2. The objective of the game
was to get as high a score as possible. A user could
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Areas within the near centre region could be rendered in
high quality with the periphery being rendered in a
lower quality, as the human peripheral vision is less
aware of the lower quality graphics. It has been shown
in previous research that the human eye only focuses on
a small area of a screen in high detail. This result, based
on human perception capabilities, can be used to further
compress real time MPEG video streams, which have
appropriately-paced content and require high resolution
gain in the eye gaze window (Komogortsev and Khan
2004). Research in level of detail (LOD) management
has also shown that a user’s subjective opinion of a
scene is not hampered by lowering the detail of nonimportant objects in that scene (Brown et al. 2003). This
would reduce processing requirements in graphically
intense FPS titles, such as Doom 3 and Half-life 2,
allowing developers to create graphically detailed titles
that reach a wider audience.

Figure 2: Eye Fixation Data
Observations of initial results from this experiment are
summarized in the following paragraphs.

Additionally, the human eye is more likely to notice
inconsistencies (i.e. due to latency, jitter and packet
loss) that occur around the points of fixations. As most
fixations take place within this near centre region for a
FPS game it is likely that any inconsistencies that occur
within this region are more likely to be noticed than
those that occur outside this region. In networked online
games this could be exploited by “area-of-interest”
algorithms to reduce the update packets that need to be
exchanged between participants.

The crosshair in a FPS game effectively creates a
natural fixation point. This coupled with the fact that the
user effectively controls the worldview with the
crosshair, results in the majority of fixations taking
place near the centre of the screen, where ‘near centre’
is taken to be the inner 400x300 rectangle from the
800x600 resolution screen. In essence the control of the
natural fixation point around the point of most activity
in the game results in the user using this as a virtual eye.
Nearly 88% of all fixations fall within this region as
shown in Figure 3. This results in the users spending
86% of fixation time and 82% of the game time within
the near centre region. Interestingly the regions of the
screen representing the user’s health, message box and
score received very little eye fixations, only 2% of all
fixations fall within these regions of which one user
contributed 53%.

Previous work on a set of soccer videos has shown that
there exists up to 600ms of delay from when a person
makes a decision about executing a task as indicated by
eye movement and when the task is actually executed
(Koesling et al. 2001). In those experiments users had
only to make a single decision while viewing a series of
six-second video clips. However, in the experiments
described here the nature of a FPS game means that the
time between user decisions can be very short. This
makes it difficult to consistently identify the Rubicon
point. As a consequence, it may be difficult to utilize
eye data in order to pre send information during online
multiplayer games. However, other game genres that do
not require twitch actions may be more suitable to using
eye data for predicting users’ actions.
Further
experiments to investigate the decision-making process
in games would have to be conducted to test this
hypothesis.
Our results also indicate that, in general, users exhibit
fixation durations that are comparable to those of other
media (Sibert and Jacob 2000). In Figure 4 the average
left eye fixation duration for each session is shown (a
similar graph can be derived from the right eye
fixations). As can be seen the average fixation duration
for most users falls within the range of 300ms and
750ms, with only two outliers. These outliers belong to
an extremely experienced FPS player, which may
explain their occurrence. The results appear to
contradict the information displayed in the

Figure 3: Ratio of Near Centre Fixations to Total
Fixations for the Twelve Data Sets
This phenomenon could be exploited by graphics
rendering algorithms (O’ Sullivan and Dingliana 2001).
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Figure 4: Average Left Eye Fixation Duration

Figure 5: Frequency Distribution of Fixation Durations
the average fixation and the user’s score. Using a
player’s score as an indication of their abilities, the three
best players had an average of 91% near centre fixations
and average fixation duration of just over 700ms.
Additionally the worst players had an average near
centre fixation of 84% and average fixation duration of
just less than 470ms. Eye movement research has
already suggested that high frequency of fixations in a
region coupled with long durations indicates high task
difficulty and can be taken as an indication of
information complexity, similarly a smaller number of
saccades indicates higher mental load (Pan et al. 2004).
In relation to our FPS game this may be explained as the
more proficient players having greater control over the
virtual eye. As the task of scoring involved disabling
enemies and this is accomplished by focusing the
crosshair on the target it may indicate that the better a
player becomes at supplementing their own eye
movement with virtual eye movement the more
accurately they are able to focus on the activity around
the crosshairs. Further research would have to be
carried out to determine if this is the case.

superimposed videos, where users seem to have
relatively long fixation durations (fixations of up to ten
seconds being measured). This can be explained by the
fact that most users (except the previously noted
outliers) have more fixations under 300ms than between
300ms and 600ms or over 600ms as seen in figure 5.
The average fixation duration minus the fixations under
300ms is nearly 1150ms, which more accurately
represents the data that was observed in the videos.
Another point of interest is the tendency for higher
game scores to result in longer fixation durations and
consequently a lower number of fixations as shown in
figure 6. It can also be seen that players didn’t
necessarily perform better on their second attempt.
While the scoring mechanism used within the game may
not perfectly represent task proficiency all subjects
exhibited higher scores for games with longer average
fixation durations. More accurate measures of task
proficiency would have to be developed in order to
verify this. There may also be a correlation between the
high percentages of near centre fixations, the duration of

Table 1: Statistics Summary

User Score
1.1
3350
2.1
3700
3.1
1200
4.1
2100
5.1
2500
6.1
1100
1.2
5800
2.2
2800
3.2
1500
4.2
1200
5.2
2150
6.2
1900

Near Centre Time in Near
Avg. L. Fix.
Num. Fix.
Num. Fix. Between Num. Fix. Over
Fix. %
Centre Region %
ms
Under 300 ms 300 ms – 600 ms
600 ms
99
97
847
62
100
125
95
85
628
194
93
84
96
93
383
368
131
83
88
84
426
302
155
91
97
93
723
148
76
103
86
72
468
249
141
78
98
90
941
97
60
97
92
87
526
220
140
87
96
91
424
321
144
79
85
79
370
368
167
81
96
95
647
157
113
91
90
85
754
165
58
88
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Figure 6: Average Left Eye Fixation Versus Score
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper a system for synchronising an eye tracker
with a commercial game development engine has been
described. Preliminary results suggest that the system
successfully co-registers eye gaze information with the
visual scene presented to the user during their game
play. Analysis of the data indicates that users of a FPS
spend an extremely large proportion of time focused
around the centre of the screen, that there is some
indication of the Rubicon theory taking place within
games and that there may be a correlation between task
proficiency and the duration of eye movement.
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Future work will investigate psycho-perceptual
phenomenon that can be used to filter the information
that needs to be transmitted in DIAs such as networked
computer games to maintain an adequately consistent
global shared state. Specifically if the point of the
Rubicon can be accurately and continuously determined
then some information about user actions could be sent
before they take place. While our results have shown
that it may be difficult to achieve this in a fast action
FPS game, other game genres with slower interactions
or an FPS with more controlled interactions may prove
easier to analyse. Future experiments will aim to more
accurately highlight the Rubicon effect within games.
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FAST PATTERN DETECTION USING PARALLEL NEURAL PROCESSORS
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ABSTRACT- In this paper, an approach to reduce the
computation steps required by fast neural networks for
the searching process is presented. The principle of
divide and conquer strategy is applied through image
decomposition. Each image is divided into small in size
sub-images and then each one is tested separately using
a fast neural network. The operation of fast neural
networks based on applying cross correlation in the
frequency domain between the input image and the
weights of the hidden neurons. Compared to
conventional and fast neural networks, experimental
results show that a speed up ratio is achieved when
applying this technique to locate human faces
automatically in cluttered scenes. Furthermore, faster
face detection is obtained by using parallel processing
techniques to test the resulting sub-images at the same
time using the same number of fast neural networks. In
contrast to using only fast neural networks, the speed up
ratio is increased with the size of the input image when
using fast neural networks and image decomposition.

networks for face detection are described. A faster
searching algorithm for face detection that reduces the
number of the required computation steps through
image decomposition is presented in section III.
Accelerating the new approach using parallel processing
techniques is introduced in section IV.
II. FAST NEURAL NETWORKS FOR HUMAN
FACE DETECTION
In this section, a fast algorithm for object/face detection
based on two dimensional cross correlations that take
place between the tested image and the sliding window
(20x20 pixels) was described. Such window is
represented by the neural network weights situated
between the input unit and the hidden layer. The
convolution theorem in mathematical analysis says that
a convolution of f with h is identical to the result of the
following steps: let F and H be the results of the Fourier
transformation of f and h in the frequency domain.
Multiply F and H in the frequency domain point by
point and then transform this product into spatial
domain via the inverse Fourier transform. As a result,
these cross correlations can be represented by a product
in the frequency domain. Thus, by using cross
correlation in the frequency domain a speed up in an
order of magnitude can be achieved during the detection
process [1-3].

KEYWORDS: Fast Neural Networks, 2D-FFT, Cross
Correlation, Image decomposition, Parallel Processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The human face is a complex pattern. Finding
human faces automatically in a scene is a difficult yet
significant problem. It is the first step in fully
automating human face recognition system. Face
detection is the fundamental step before the face
recognition or identification procedure. Its reliability
and time response have a major influence on the
performance and usability of the whole face recognition
system. For web indexation applications, the processing
time must be kept as low as possible as the number of
images on the web increases continuously [8]. Among
other techniques [6], neural networks are efficient face
detectors [2,5].
The main objective of this paper is to reduce the
detection time using neural networks. Compared to
conventional neural networks, fast neural networks
based on cross correlation between the input image and
the weights of neural networks in frequency domain
have shown a significant reduction in the number of
computation steps required to detect an object (face/iris)
in the image under test [1,2]. In section II, fast neural

In the detection phase, a sub image I of size mxn
(sliding window) is extracted from the tested image,
which has a size PxT, and fed to the neural network. Let
Wi be the vector of weights between the input sub image
and the hidden layer. This vector has a size of mxn and
can be represented as mxn matrix. The output of hidden
neurons h(i) can be calculated as follows:




hi = g



m n






j=1 k =1





X i (j, k)I(j, k) + b i



(1)



where, g is the activation function and b(i) is the bias of
each hidden neuron (i). Eq.1 represents the output of
each hidden neuron for a particular sub-image I. It can
be obtained for the whole image Z as follows:
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hi (u,v) =
(2)
m/2 n/2
g ∑
∑ Xi (j,k) Z(u+ j,v + k) + bi
j=−m/2 k=−n/2

3- The input image and the weights should be multiplied
in the frequency domain. Therefore, a number of
complex computation steps equal to qN2 should be
added.







4- The number of computation steps required by fast
neural networks is complex and must be converted into
a real version. It is known that the two dimensions Fast
Fourier Transform requires (N2/2)log2N2 complex
multiplications and N2log2N2 complex additions. Every
complex multiplication is realized by six real floating
point operations and every complex addition is
implemented by two real floating point operations. So,
the total number of computation steps required to obtain
the 2D-FFT of an NxN image is [1]:

Eq.2 represents a cross correlation operation. Given any
two functions f and d, their cross correlation can be
obtained by:

f(x,y) ⊗ d(x,y) =
∞
∞
∑
∑f(x + m,y + n)d(m,n)
m=−∞n=−∞


(3)











Therefore, Eq.2 may be written as follows:

(

h i = g Z ⊗ Xi + bi

)

ρ=6((N2/2)log2N2) + 2(N2log2N2)
(4)

which may be simplified to:
ρ=5(N2log2N2)

where, hi is the activity of the hidden neuron (i) when
the sliding window is located at position (u,v) and (u,v)
∈[P-m+1,T-n+1].

5- In order to perform cross correlation in the frequency
domain, the weight matrix must have the same size as
the input image. So, a number of zeros = (N2-n2 ) must
be added to the weight matrix. This requires a total real
number of computation steps = q(N2-n2) for all neurons.
Moreover, after computing the FFT2 for the weight
matrix, the conjugate of this matrix must be obtained.
So, a real number of computation steps =qN2 should be
added in order to obtain the conjugate of the weight
matrix for all neurons. Also, a number of real
computation steps equal to N is required to create
butterflies complex numbers (e-jk(2Πn/N)), where 0<K<L.
These (N/2) complex numbers are multiplied by the
elements of the input image or by previous complex
numbers during the computation of FFT2. To create a
complex number requires two real floating point
operations. So, the total number of computation steps
required for fast neural networks becomes [1]:

(5)

Hence, by evaluating this cross correlation between the
input image and the weights of the hidden layer, a speed
up ratio can be obtained compared to conventional
neural networks. Also, the final output of the neural
network can be evaluated as follows:

 q

O(u, v) = g ∑ w o (i) h i (u, v) + b o 
 i=1


(8)

Performing complex dot product in the frequency
domain also requires 6qN2 real operations.

Now, the above given cross correlation can be
expressed in terms of the Fourier Transform:

Z ⊗ X i = F −1 (F(Z) • F * (X i ))

(7)

(6)

O(u,v) is the output of the neural network when the
sliding window located at the position (u,v) in the input
image Z, and wo is the vector of weights between the
hidden and the output layer.
The complexity of cross correlation in the frequency
domain can be analyzed as follows [1]:
1- For a tested image of NxN pixels, the 2D-FFT
requires a number equal to N2log2N2 of complex
computation steps. Also, the same number of complex
computation steps is required for computing the 2D FFT
of the weight matrix for each neuron in the hidden layer.

σ=((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +6qN2+q(N2-n2)+qN2 +N )

(9)

which can be reformulated as:
σ=((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +q(8N2-n2) +N )

(10)

6- Using a sliding window of size nxn for the same
image of NxN pixels, (q(2n2-1)(N-n+1)2) computation
steps are required when using traditional neural
networks for object/face detection process. The
theoretical speed up factor η can be evaluated as follows
[3]:

2- At each neuron in the hidden layer, the inverse 2D
FFT is computed, so, q backward and (1+q) forward
transforms have to be computed. Therefore, for an
image under test, the total number of the 2DFFT to
compute is (2q+1)N2log2N2.
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η=

q(2n 2 − 1)( N 2 − n 2 + 1)
( 2q + 1)(5N log 2 N ) + q(8N - n ) + N
2

2

2

2

IV. SIMULATION OF THE FAST FACE
DETECTION PROCESS (AFTER IMAGE
DECOMPOSITION) USING PARALLEL
PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

(11)

III. A NEW FASTER ALGORITHM FOR HUMAN
FACE DETECTION BASED ON IMAGE
DECOMPOSITION

In the previous section, a new algorithm for face
detection based on decomposing the image under test to
many sub-images has been presented. Then, for each
sub-image, a fast neural network has been used to detect
the presence/absence of human faces. Here, to further
reduce the running time as well as increase the speed up
ratio of the detection process, a parallel processing
technique is used. Each sub-image is tested using a fast
neural network simulated on a single processor or a
separated node in a clustered system. The number of
operations (ω) performed by each processor / node (subimages tested by one processor/node) =

In this section, a new faster algorithm for face detection
is presented. The number of computation steps required
for fast neural networks with different image sizes is
listed in Table 1. From this table, we may notice that as
the image size is increased, the number of computation
steps required by fast neural networks is much
increased. For example, the number of computation
steps required for an image of size (50x50 pixels) is
much less than that needed for an image of size
(100x100 pixels). Also, the number of computation
steps required for an image of size (500x500 pixels) is
much less than that needed for an image of size
(1000x1000 pixels). As a result, for example, if an
image of size (100x100 pixels) is decomposed into 4
sub-images of size (50x50 pixels) and each sub-image is
tested separately, then a speed up factor for face
detection can be achieved. The number of computation
steps required by fast neural networks to test an image
after decomposition can be calculated as follows [7]:

ω=

ω=

Pr

(15)

The total number of computation steps (γ) required to
test an image by using this approach can be calculated
as:
γ=ωβ

(16)

As shown in Table 3, using a symmetric
multiprocessing system with 16 parallel processors or
16 nodes in either a massively parallel processing
system or a clustered system, the speed up ratio (with
respect to conventional neural networks) for human face
detection is increased. A further reduction in the
computation steps can be obtained by dividing each subimage into groups. For each group, the neural operation
(multiplication by weights and summation) is performed
for each group by using a single processor. This
operation is done for all of these groups as well as other
groups in all of the sub-images at the same time. The
best case is achieved when each group consists of only
one element. In this case, one operation is needed for
multiplication of the one element by its weight and also
a small number of operations (ε) is required to obtain
the over all summation for each sub-image. If the subimage has n2 elements, then the required number of
processors will be n2. As a result, the number of
computation steps will be αq(1+ε), where ε is a small
number depending on the value of n. For example, when
n=20, then ε=6 and if n=25, then ε=7. The speed up
ratio can be calculated as:

(12)

3- Assume that, the number of computation steps
required for testing one (LxL pixels) sub-image is β. So,
the total number of computation steps (T) required for
testing these sub-images resulting after the
decomposition process is:
T=αβ

α

(14)

where, Pr is the Number of Processors or nodes.

1- Assume that the size of the image under test is (NxN
pixels).
2- Such image is decomposed into α (LxL pixels) subimages. So, α can be computed as:
α=(N/L)2

The total number of sub − images
Number of Processors / nodes

(13)

To detect a face of size 20x20 pixels in an image of
any size by using fast neural networks after image
decomposition into sub-images, the optimal size of
these sub-images must be computed. From Table 1, we
may conclude that, the most suitable size for the subimage which requires the smallest number of
computation steps is 25x25 pixels. A comparison
between the speed up ratio for fast neural networks and
fast neural networks after image decomposition with
different sizes of the tested images is listed in Table 2
(n=20, q=30). The speed up ratio is increased with the
size of the input image when using fast neural networks
and image decomposition. This is in contrast to using
only fast neural networks.

η=O((2n2-1)(N-n+1)2/α(1+ε))
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(17)

Moreover, if the number of processors = αn2, then the
number of computation steps will be q(1+ε), and the
speed up ratio becomes:
η=O((2n2-1)(N-n+1)2/ (1+ε))

Images," Proceedings of Fourth IEEE International
Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition,
Grenoble, France, 28-30 March, 2000.

(18)

Table 1: The number of computation steps required by
fast neural networks (FNN) for images of sizes (25x25 1050x1050 pixels).

Furthermore, if the number of processors = qαn2, then
the number of computation steps will be (1+ε), and the
speed up ratio can be calculated as:
η=O(q(2n2-1)(N-n+1)2/ (1+ε))

Image
size

(19)
25x25
50x50
100x100
150x150
200x200
250x250
300x300
350x350
400x400
450x450
500x500

In this case, as the length of each group is very small,
then there is no need to apply cross correlation between
the input image and the weights of the neural network in
frequency domain.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A faster neural network approach has been
introduced to identify frontal views of human faces.
Such approach has decomposed the image under test
into many small in size sub-images. A simple algorithm
for fast face detection based on cross correlations in the
frequency domain between the sub-images and the
weights of the neural net has been presented in order to
speed up the execution time. Furthermore, simulation
results have shown that, using a parallel processing
technique, large values of speed up ratio could be
achieved. Moreover, by using fast neural networks and
image decomposition, the speed up ratio has been
increased with the size of the input image. The proposed
approach can be applied to detect the presence/absence
of any other object in an image.

No. Of
computation steps
in case of using
FNN
1.9085e+006
9.1949e+006
4.2916e+007
1.0460e+008
1.9610e+008
3.1868e+008
4.7335e+008
6.6091e+008
8.8203e+008
1.1373e+009
1.4273e+009

Image
size

No. of computation
steps in case of
using FNN

550x550
600x600
650x650
700x700
750x750
800x800
850x850
900x900
950x950
1000x1000
1050x1050

1.7524e+009
2.1130e+009
2.5096e+009
2.9426e+009
3.4121e+009
3.9186e+009
4.4622e+009
5.0434e+009
5.6623e+009
6.3191e+009
7.0142e+009

Table 2: The speed up ratio in case of using FNN and
FNN after image decomposition into sub-images (25x25
pixels) for images of different sizes.
Image size
50x50
100x100
150x150
200x200
250x250
300x300
350x350
400x400
450x450
500x500
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Speed up ratio
in case of
using (FNN)
2.505 2
3.6646
3.9325
4.0045
4.0136
3.9985
3.9736
3.9449
3.9151
3.8855

Speed up ratio in case of
using FNN after image
decomposition
4.5871
8.9997
10.7600
11.6707
12.2228
12.5923
12.8565
13.0547
13.2088
13.3320

Table 3: The speed up ratio in case of using FNN after
image decomposition into sub-images (25x25 pixels) for
images of different sizes using 16 parallel processors or
16 nodes.
Image size
50x50
100x100
150x150
200x200
250x250
300x300
350x350
400x400
450x450
500x500
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Speed up ratio
73.3935
143.9953
172.1592
186.7312
195.5652
201.4760
205.7032
208.8745
211.3405
213.3126
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ANN-based models provide universal means for data
approximation and, at least theoretically, enable to
discover relationships in simulation experiments with
any accuracy degree. Nevertheless, in practice, these
models require a great number of simulation
experimental data. To solve this problem optimisation
of the training set structure for generating a neural
network is proposed in the paper. To define the training
set structure dynamic or static regression type models
are used. General features of this approach are
described in the next section.

KEYWORDS
Simulation metamodelling,
approximation error.

NeuroFuzzy

training,

ABSTRACT
NeuroFuzzy learning algorithm for simulation
metamodelling is described in the paper. Here, the
simulation experimental data are used to train a fuzzy
neural network-based simulation metamodel and to
generate a set of relevant decision rules. Regression
type model is applied to define the structure of the
metamodel training set and essential decrease of an
approximation error of simulation output data is
received. The research results in the paper are illustrated
with a range of experiments performed.

ANN-BASED APPROXIMATIONS
Let’s consider a set of K data points from simulation
experiments specified by a set of input variables, or
factors U {u i ,k }, i 1, N , and output variable y k ,

INTRODUCTION

where N is a number of input variables, and k

Simulation metamodelling is based on substitution of
the current simulation model by its metamodel in order
to perform further model manipulations such as
conducting sensitivity analysis of the model, testing
hypotheses regarding the real system, predicting of the
model behaviour and optimisation of its parameters, etc.
Usually, these actions lead to decreasing approximation
accuracy of the investigated process necessary to make
relevant conclusions and effective decisions.

1, K .

Let’s suppose, that causal relationships between
simulation input and output variables are represented by
simulation metamodel, or approximation f, as:

yk

(1)

f (u i,k , G ),

where G represents an approximation error defined by
an average linear error:

Traditionally, statistical metamodels, such as regression
ones, are used to approximate simulation model inputoutput relationships. Mostly, these models are applied
to understand the behaviour of the simulation model and
to perform its sensitivity analysis. Nevertheless,
regressions models are not usable for extrapolation
purpose. In general, regression models need a priori
knowledge to define the kind of an appropriate
function, and in many applications the resulting
simulation metamodels don’t ensure high approximation
accuracy. In this sense, machine learning techniques,
such as artificial neural network (ANN) - based models,
could be more preferable. Moreover, learning
techniques based on fuzzy computing well suit to deal
with ‘stochastic’ data as they allow modelling soft data
points.

K

¦ yk  yk

G

k 1

K

.

(2)

In case of ANN-based approximations in (1), a set of K
experimental points present a metamodel training set.
To decrease an approximation error G , the training set
structure could be transformed into another one (see,
Figure 1) by including variables (e.g. lags, quadratic or
interaction factors) that could be derived from the
statistical analysis of simulation experimental data. As a
result, ANN-based simulation metamodel f c with an
approximation error G c  G could be received:
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yk'

Layer 3 normalizes these firing levels by the following
formulas:

(3)

f c(u ic,k c , G c),

where ui’,k’  U’, U’  U  L is the modified training set
structure, L = {lj,k’} is a set of derived variables,
j 1, M , i c 1, N c , N’ d M+N, k c 1, K c , K’ d K, and
M is a number of derived variables, N’ is a total number
of variables selected.

D1
,
D1  D R

E1

ER

DR
.
D1  D R

Layer 4 performs the production of the normalized
firing level and the individual rule output.
At last, layer 5 computes the overall output of the
system:
z0

R

¦ E r z r* .

r 1

NEUROFUZZY TRAINING ALGORITHM
To generate the training data set structure for ANNbased simulation metamodel, a dynamic regression is
applied.

Figure 1: Transformation of the metamodel training set
structure

Dynamic regression models, generally called as
Autoregressive Distributed Lag or ADL models
(Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1998), can be presented by the
following equation:

The above-mentioned ANN–based models allow
describing complex non-linear functional dependencies
between simulation inputs and outputs in automatic
mode. Both general and specialized ANN networks
include training algorithms to set-up their parameters.
However, general ANN networks cannot describe
causal relationships in the simulation model because
generated ANN model operates as “Black Box” also
being poor from a standpoint of its verifiability. In this
sense, specialized models, such as Adaptive-Networkbased Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) could be more
preferable for simulation metamodelling. It could be
used to generate the decision rules in order to develop
metamodelling knowledge base. In this case, simulation
generated data are used to inquire and represent
knowledge in the form of production rules as:
IF
(u1 is A1)  (u2 is B1)
THEN z1 p1u1  q1u 2  w1

yt

j 1

i 1j 0

(5)

coefficients, N is a number of explanatory variables, P
and R are lag lengths, and H t is an error term. Let note,
that comparing with static regression models dynamic
ones follow changes of the simulation model behaviour
on time and enable to increase approximation accuracy
of the underlying dependencies.
The corresponding NeuroFuzzy training (NTF)
algorithm (Merkuryeva and Napalkova 2004) aimed to
build ANN-based simulation metamodel includes the
following steps:

(4)

1. ADL model identification.
2. Generating the training set structure according to
ADL model.
3. Generating NeuroFuzzy metamodel structure by
fuzzy production rule set.
4. Training simulation metamodel.
5. Simulation metamodel validation.

To generate fuzzy productions (4), Sugeno inference
multi-layer algorithm (Fuller 1995) is applied.
Layer 1 defines the degree to which the given input
satisfies the linguistic terms, such as A1, AV, D1, DV.
Layer 2 computes the firing levels of the rules as:
A1 (u1 )  D1 (u N ) , …, D R

N R

where yt-j is a vector of values of an output variable
observed at the time (t-j), - j , M ij are regression

where A1, B1 are linguistic terms, p1, q1, w1 are
coefficients of linear equation, and z1 is a real number.

D1

P

- 0  ¦ - j y t  j  ¦ ¦ M ij u i,t  j  H t

Step 1. ADL model is developed from simulation
experimental data.

AV (u1)  DV (u N ) ,

where V is a number of linguistic terms and R is a
number of rules in a rule base.

This step is generally splitted into two actions: 1)
analysis of residuals for static regression model that
focuses on the test of first-order serial correlation
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(Heuchemer 2000), in this action evaluation of DurbinWatson statistics is performed; 2) transition from a
static regression to a dynamic one when first-order
serial correlation occurs.
To correct the initial static model lagged variables are
added. To detect a lag length an autocorrelation plot or
a partial autocorrelation plot is used. To test a higherorder serial correlation an analysis of Box-Ljung
statistics is performed. In order to exclude insignificant
variables, the regression model is evaluated by Rsquared, F-statistics and t-statistics.
Let’s assume that residuals are described by the secondorder AR(2) process. The static regression model with
an AR(2) error could be transformed into the dynamic
ADL model by adding two lags of yt and ui,t, i 1, N :

yt

2

N 2

j 1

i 1j 0

- 0  ¦ - j y t  j  ¦ ¦ M ij u i,t  j  H t .

Figure 2: Adjusting production rules parameters

(6)

These rules define linear regions for a metamodel,
where g is a logical function that combines propositions
of the conditions; and f is a function of simulation input
variables ui’  U’ that produces a simulation metamodel
output variable. The next section presents application
and testing results of NTF algorithm.

Step 2. Training set structure U’ is defined and
statistical data for variables included in the training set
are generated. Training set structure for the ADL model
(6) is presented as follows:
{ yt , yt 1, yt  2 , u1,t 1, u1,t  2 ,...., u N ,t 1, u N ,t  2 !}. (7)

NFT ALGORITHM TESTING
The simulation study in (Merkuryeva and Shires 2004)
is aimed to improve business operations in the planning
department in a medium-sized company. The high-level
business/manufacturing simulation model is developed
to analyse processing of incoming inquiries of two
different types and planning production orders already
confirmed by customers. The following controllable
variables are defined in this model: 1) inquiries
processing time, 2) planning time for orders confirmed.
The time between arrivals of inquiries, customer
response time, the probability an inquiry becoming
confirmed or becoming an order, and order processing
time at production stages are regarded as environmental
variables. The following simulation output variables are
analysed: 1) average lead-time, 2) total revenue, 3)
utilization of planners, etc.

Step 3. To generate ANN-based fuzzy metamodel, the
following tasks are performed: 1) the type and number
of membership functions assigning to each input and
output variable are defined; 2) the form of production
rules (4) is defined. The set K’ of data points for each
input ui c, k c and output variable y k c is divided into
clusters. The number of clusters corresponds to the
number of terms for each variable. Numerical values of
the rules consequent and premise parameters are
estimated at the next step.
Step 4. The ANFIS training algorithm is used to identify
the rules consequent and premise parameters. This
algorithm adjusts the consequent parameters in a
forward pass and the premise parameters in a backward
pass by using least-squares method and gradient descent
method, respectively (Figure 2).

To uncover relationships between the enquiries
processing time, the orders planning time and an
average lead-time, ANN-based simulation metamodels
without and with NTF algorithm were built and tested.
Two tests for two types of inquiries are performed to
illustrate preferability of application NTF algorithm.

Step 5. The approximation error to validate the resulting
metamodel is estimated using equation (2). In a case of
G c t G , the structure of the training set U’ is corrected.
Thus, ANN-based simulation metamodel approximates
the target functional dependency with a piece-wise
linear function and could be described by a set of
production rules like:

IF g( u ic is Av) THEN y

f c(u ic ) ,

In the Test 1 performed for the first type of inquiries
(i.e. Pharmaceutical ones) the training set structure U
consists of two input variables u1, k, u2, k and output
variable yk , denoting inquiry processing time, order
planning time, and an average lead-time in the system,

(8)
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result, 256 production rules are generated that
approximate the input-output behaviour of the basic
simulation model and represent a new metamodelling
knowledge base. The sample production rule is given
below:

correspondingly. Each input variable is described by
four triangular membership functions (Figure 3).
First, to train ANN-based metamodel without NTF
algorithm, 17 data points {<yk, u1,k, u2,k>} generated
from simulation experiments are used. As a result, 16
production rules, like (9), are derived that approximate
the input-output behaviour of the basic simulation
model:
IF
THEN

(u1 is A2 )  (u2 is B3 )

y 4c 1549u1  1037u 2  98.38

IF ( u1c is A2 )  ( u 2c is B2 )  ( u3c is C 2 ) 
 ( u 4c is D1 ) THEN

y 4c 0.1004u1'  0.2574u 2c  3.247u 3c 
 8.527u 4c  0.00312,

(11)

(9)
where A2, B2, C2, D1 are inputs membership functions,
and coefficients present consequent parameters.

where A2, B3 presents specific membership functions
and coefficients present consequent parameters.

Training Error
0.8

In general, the potential number of production rules that
represent metamodelling knowledge base is equal VN,
where N, V is a number of inputs variables and
membership functions for each input, correspondingly.
Let’s note, that some of that rules could have empty
THEN part.

Error
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Figure 4: ANFIS training process (Test 1)
ANFIS testing results while comparing training data
with metamodelling output data are illustrated in Figure
5. In this case, the estimate of approximation error G c
according to formula (2) is equal to 0.4489. It means
that G c  G .
Figure 3: Triangular membership functions for input
variable ‘inquiry processing time’

In the Test 2 the results of simulation experiments for
the second type of inquiries (i.e. Personal care inquiries)
are used. ANN-based simulation metamodels without
and with NTF algorithm are built and tested.

Training process required 100 iterations. The estimate
of approximation error is equal to 1.388.
Second, to build ANN-based metamodel with NFT
algorithm, the regression-correlation analysis is
performed. The following regression equation is
received:

Training data : o FIS output : *

1.3

Output


y

x 104
1.4

9277.03  21.05 * u1  4.83 * u2  0.62 * (u1 ) 2  0.41 * u1 * u2

From the last equation the training set structure U’ is
defined and it includes four input variables as follows:

1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9

{<yk’, u1’,k’ , u2’,k’, u3’,k’, u4’,k’ >},

0

(10)

5

10

15

Index

where u1’,k’ = u1,k , u2’,k’ = u2 k , u3’,k’ = (u1,k)2, u4’,k’
= u1,k u u2,k and K’ = K.

Figure 5. ANFIS testing results

Number of triangular membership functions assigned to
each input variable is equal to 4. Training process
consists of 100 iterations or epochs (Figure 4). As a

Training set structure for the first metamodel built
without NTF algorithm corresponds to one in the first
test. Training set structure for the metamodel built with
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NFT algorithm includes additional derived variables.
Each input variable is described by three triangular
membership functions.

CONCLUSIONS
The developed NFT algorithm for simulation
metamodelling is described in the paper. It is based on
application of regression models to modify the training
set structure of ANN-based fuzzy metamodels. It is
indicated that application of NTF algorithm leads to
increasing the degree, to which metamodel accurately
approximates underlying dependencies in the basic
simulation model. Moreover, this algorithm doesn’t
require expensive and time-consuming experiments.
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Test 1
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with NFT algorithm
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The results of above tests (Table 1) shows that, ANNbased simulation metamodels built with NeuroFuzzy
training algorithm provide lower approximation error of
input-output relations in basic simulation models.
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depends on the observation that the outcome of a
specific instance of a branch is determined not simply
by the past history of the branch, but also by the
previous outcomes of the branch when a particular
branch history was observed. Yet branch prediction is a
specific example of a far more general time series
prediction problem that occurs in many diverse fields of
science. It is therefore surprising that there has not been
more cross-fertilization of ideas between different
application areas. A notable exception is a paper by
Mudge (Mudge et al. 1996) that demonstrates that all
two-level adaptive predictors implement special cases of
the PPM (markovian) algorithm that is widely used in
data compression. Mudge uses the PPM algorithm to
compute a theoretical upper bound on the accuracy of
branch prediction, while Steven (Steven et al 1999)
demonstrates how a two-level predictor can be extended
to implement the PPM algorithm with a resultant
reduction in the misprediction rate. Other researchers
developed some more sophisticated predictors based on
neural networks algorithms (Jimenez 2002, Egan et al
2003, Seznec 2004).
A particularly difficult challenge consists in target
prediction for indirect jumps and calls. Because the
target of an indirect jump (call) can change with every
dynamic instance of that jump, predicting the target of
such an instruction is really difficult. From
microarchitectural point of view object-oriented
programming techniques exercise different aspects of
computer architecture to support the object-oriented
programming style (Calder and Grunwald 1994, Florea
et al. 2004). In the last decade the importance of indirect
branch prediction increased even though, in the
computing programs the indirect jumps and calls remain
less frequent than the more predictable conditional
branches. One of the reasons refers to predicative
execution that implies decreasing of conditional
branches number. The dimension took by the desktop,
visual or object-oriented applications development
(C++, Java – characterized by a large amount of indirect
branches comparative to procedural programs), and
respectively, the portability trend of many of them, as
well as the usage of Dynamically-Linked Libraries,
represent other reasons which illustrate that indirect
branch prediction misses start to dominate the overall
misprediction cost. Knowing that the Pentium4
equivalent processor performance degrades by 0.45%
per additional branch missprediction cycle and,
additional, a very small number of static indirect

KEYWORDS
Indirect branches / function calls, dynamic branch and
value prediction, execution-driven simu lation, SPEC
benchmarks,
prediction
accuracy,
correlation
information, branch arity.

ABSTRACT
Deep pipelines and fast clock rates are necessitating the
development of high accuracy branch predictors. From
microarchitectural viewpoint, in the last decade the
importance of indirect branch prediction increased even
though, in the computing programs the indirect jumps
remain less frequent than the more predictable
conditional branches. One reason refers to predicative
execution that implies decreasing of conditional
branches number. The dimension took by the desktop,
visual or object-oriented applications development
(C++, Java – characterized by a large amount of
indirect calls comparative to procedural programs),
represents another reason which illustrates that indirect
branch prediction misses start to dominate the overall
misprediction cost. Since the maximum prediction
accuracy obtained by a feasible PPM predictor and
reported in literature is around 90% implies the
necessity of implementing new efficient indirect branch
prediction schemes. Thus, we developed a hybrid
predictor with arity-based selection that improves
indirect branch prediction accuracy reaching in
average to 93.77%, comparable with a multi-stage
cascaded predictor. We also showed that a modified
Target Cache structure based on confidence mechanism
and indexed with extended global correlation
information represents a more simple and feasible
solution that could replace the more complex PPM
predictor.

I. INTRODUCTION
Deep pipelines and fast clock rates are necessitating
the development of high accuracy branch predictors.
The most branch prediction research is based on two
closely related correlation mechanisms (local and
global). The global method exploits correlation between
the outcome of a branch and the outcome of
neighboring branches that are executed immediately
prior to the branch. In contrast, the local method
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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methodology and experimental results obtained using
the simulator that we developed. Finally, section V
suggests directions for future works and concludes the
paper.

branches is responsible for more than 90% of dynamic
indirect jumps (Calder and Grunwald 1994, Florea et al.
2004), results that the overall performance of
architectures are very sensitive to indirect branch
prediction. Since the prediction accuracy generated by
classical schemes Branch Target Buffer or Last Value
Predictor is less than 75% (Chang et al 1997) and, the
maximum value obtained by a feasible PPM (Partial
Prefix Matching) predictor, reported in literature is
around 90%, implies the necessity of implementing new
performing indirect branch prediction schemes (hybrid
or cascaded predictors, or even adapted from value
prediction – contextual, PPM predictors).
One goal of this paper is to show that a modified
Target Cache structure based on confidence mechanism
and indexed with extended global correlation
information represents a more simpler and feasible
solution that could replace the more complex PPM
predictor. We developed a path based predictor derived
from the native Target Cache (Chang et al. 1997),
attaching a confidence counter (degree of reliability) at
every Target Cache location, together with a
replacement mechanism based on LRU (least recently
used), confidence and both of them. The confidence
mechanism performs speculation control by limiting the
prediction to those that are likely to be correct. We also
extend the global correlation information to identify the
right context of indirect jump occurrences. The
prediction accuracy generated by the new scheme
proposed is only with 0.4% under the accuracy provided
by a PPM predictor, but our scheme is much simpler
and more feasible to be implemented in hardware.
However, the best result reported in this work consists
in developing of a hybrid predictor with arity-based
selection. Our new scheme improves indirect branch
prediction accuracy reaching in average to 93.77%,
comparable with a more complex multi-stage cascaded
(Driesen and Hoelzle 1999). We classified branches
according to a dynamic measure, the number of
different targets encountered in a program run, or
branch arity. The arity of a branch we determined in a
profiling run. The profile information table helps to
select which component predictor will predict at every
moment. The component predictors are: a LastValue
predictor (Lipasti et al. 1996, Florea et al. 2002) for
monomorphic (1 target) or duomorphic (2 targets)
indirect jumps, and respectively, the best contextual
(markovian) predictor (Sazeides 1999, Florea et al.
2004) for polymorphic branches (more than 2 targets).
Therefore, we determine first, based on laborious
simulations what is the optimum search pattern when
different contexts are used. Thus, we obtained that the
markovian predictor has the best behavior in two
different contexts: using a short history (the last 32
targets and a search pattern of 3) and a rich history (last
256 targets and a search pattern of 6).
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
In section II we review related work in the field of
indirect branch prediction. Section III describes the
implemented predictors. Section IV includes simulation

II. RELATED WORK
Several forms of BTBs, applied to indirect branch
prediction, have been studied by Lee (Lee and Smith
1984). The simplest BTB keeps the most recent target
for each branch. In the case of a BTB target mispredict,
the predicted target address is replaced. An
improvement upon that basic BTB configuration was
proposed by Calder (Calder and Grunwald 1994), where
a two-bit counter is used to limit the update of the target
address only after two consecutive mispredictions have
occurred (BTB2b strategy). The BTB2b can produce a
better branch prediction ratio for C++ applications by
taking advantage of the locality exhibited by targets of
virtual function calls (C++ polymorphic calls). Similar
results we obtained in a previous work (Florea et al.
2004). We showed that target localities for some object
oriented test programs and SPEC benchmarks (’95 and
2000) is over 90%, considering different context orders,
varying from 1 to 32.
In (Kaeli and Emma 1991) and (Kaeli and Emma
1997) the authors described two mechanisms that
accurately predict the targets of two special classes of
indirect branches: (i) subroutine returns, and (ii) indirect
jumps generated by switch statements. A Call/Return
Stack (RAS) was described which uses the inherent
correlation between procedure calls and returns to pair
up the correct target address with the current return
invocation.
In (Driesen and Holzle 1998a) it is examined a
modified structure of the two-level adaptive branch
predictor to predict the targets of indirect branches.
Their design allows path-based correlation to be
exploited by recording partial previous targets in the
history register (instead of branch directions since the
indirect jumps have always the same direction). Driesen
performed an exhaustive search on a large number of
two-level predictor configurations. The best prediction
accuracy was generated using the GAp structure (Global
History Register, Per-address Pattern History Table
(PHT) configuration). However, the application of their
results is limited since they recorded full target
addresses in the history register and assumed infinite
PHTs. Also, the authors explore realistic designs,
varying how and when targets are recorded in the
history register, the size and associativity of the PHTs,
and the size of the history register. They also proposed
using dual-path hybrid predictors with confidence
counters to improve prediction accuracy under a fixed
hardware budget. Each component was a two-level
predictor with a different path length. Their findings
suggest that the best dual path predictor had components
with the short and a long path length. Some of our
results exhibit the same conclusion. If the context would
permit it could be seen a correlation between branches
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jump target encountered. Our proposed scheme, for set
selection, uses the least significant bits of the word
obtained by hashing (XOR) the indirect jump’s address
(PC) and the globalHR. The most significant bits of the
obtained output form the Tag. In the case of a hit in TC
the predicted target consists in the corresponding
address belonging to that TC set (field Adr from figure
1). In case of a misprediction, (the Tags coincide but the
target addresses differ) after the indirect branch is
resolved, the Target Cache entry is updated with its real
target address. It is implemented a LRU replacement
algorithm. We have implemented and simulated a Pway set associative TC, where P=1, 2, 4, 8 like that
presented in figure 1. In the case of a miss in TC the
prediction is considered wrong, it doesn’t propose any
value and it is added a new entry in the respective set
updating with the proper tag and the proper target,
accordingly with the specified replacement algorithm.
A common criticism for all the present two-level
adaptive branch prediction schemes (applied either to
conditional branches or indirect jumps) consists in the
fact that they used insufficient global correlation
information (Vintan and Egan 1999). There are
situations when for the same static indirect branch and
in the same globalHR (see figure 1) context pattern it’s
possible to find different targets. If each bit belonging to
globalHR will be associated during the prediction
process with its corresponding PC the current indirect
branch’s context becomes more precisely and therefore
its prediction accuracy could be better. Next, we
developed a path based predictor, through extending the
correlation information according to the above idea
(Vintan and Egan 1999). Thus, the first level of history
of Target Cache predictor records the path (the
conditional branches’ addresses) leading to the current
indirect jump. Extending the correlation information in
this way suggests that at different occurrence contexts
of a certain indirect jump it will access different sets
from TC structure, reducing a significant amount of
interferences and increasing the prediction accuracy.
Compression of this complex information is possible
and even necessary, taking into account the request of
reasonable costs for these schemes. The hash function
used is a simple XOR.
The next contribution follows up to improve indirect
branch prediction accuracy by selectively ignoring some
predictions. Therefore, we attached a confidence
counter (degree of reliability) at every Target Cache
location, together with a replacement mechanism based
on LRU, confidence and on the both metrics
superposition called by us MPP (performance potential
minimum) – see figure 1. A confidence mechanism
performs speculation control by limiting the predictions
to those that are likely to be correct. A high confidence
degree represents the continuous correct predictability
in a given history of an indirect jump while the LRU
field means its activity degree (how many times this
branch was accessed). Both Confidence field and LRU
field were implemented as saturating counter being
represented on different number of bits. For exploiting

situated at a large distance in the dynamic instruction
stream. Whether in the current path-based predictors,
the N most recent target addresses are hashed together
to form an index into a table, where N is some fixed
integer, Stark proposed (Stark et al. 1998), using
profiling information, to select the proper value of N for
each branch, thus, achieving an extremely accurate
branch prediction.
In (Chang et al 1997) was proposed a structure similar
to the two-level adaptive scheme, named Target Cache
(TC). Its history register recorded partial targets from a
selected group of branches (the group may include all
branches, indirect branches, conditional branches or
calls/returns). Their path-based simulation results
showed the dependence of indirect branch predictability
on the type of correlation.
In (Driesen and Holzle 1998b) was performed another
study about the predictability of indirect branches using
filtering. The proposed filtering scheme improve the
prediction ratio by isolating monomorphic and low
entropy branches from a main body predictor and
reducing the collision factor in the later. Their cascaded
predictor included a GAp/Dual-path hybrid predictor as
their major component and strict/leaky filter,
implemented as a BTB–like structure. In (Driesen and
Holzle 1999) the two-stage prediction was generalized
to multistage prediction. At 1.5K entries a three-stage
predictor reaches 94% accuracy, the hit rate of a
hypothetical two-level predictor with an unlimited, fully
associative prediction table. At 6K entries, accuracy
increases to 95%, the limit achieved by an idealized
twelve-stage cascaded predictor with an unlimited
hardware budget.
In (Kalamatianos and Kaeli 1998) the authors applied
the PPM algorithm to the task of indirect branch
prediction. The PPM predictor shortens a history pattern
bit by bit, and looks it up successively smaller stages.
Each stage is half the size of its predecessor. The bits
correspond to branch targets, so this scheme tests ever
shorter path lengths. Kalamatianos combines a viable
implementation of the PPM algorithm with dynamic
per-branch selection of the path-based correlation. The
maximum prediction accuracy reported is 90.53%.

III. INDIRECT JUMPS TARGET PREDICTION
Extending Target Cache structure with a confidence
mechanism
The first considered predictor was a tagged Target
Cache predictor inspired from that presented in (Chang
et al. 1997). The Target Cache improves the prediction
accuracy for indirect branches by choosing its
prediction from the last N targets of the indirect branch
that have already been encountered. When an indirect
jump is fetched, both the PC and the globalHR (a
history register that retains the behavior of last
HRgLength conditional branches) are used to access the
TC for predicting the target address. As the program
executes, the TC records the target for each indirect
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this subsection results we used some new metrics,
proposed in (Deswet et al. 2002):
We call only here prediction accuracy (Ap) the
probability that prediction generated by a high confident
state to be correct. Usage represents the prediction
performed degree, practically the number of cases when
the automaton was in a high confident state (confidence
is greater than a certain threshold and TC is ensured to
make a prediction), reported to the total number of
indirect jumps.
A p = Prob ( correct prediction High confidence) =

HC corr
HC corr + HC ntcorr

Usage(prediction performed degree) =

HCcorr + HCntcorr
Total_indirect_jumps

(2)

We define the predictors’ overall performance metric,
the product: P = Ap·Usage
(3)
From (1), (2) and (3) results that:
HCcorr
.
(3’)
P=
Total_indirect_jumps

We determined how are influenced this metrics by a
parameterized threshold.

(1)

Figure 1. Extending Target Cache Structure with a Confidence Mechanism

short history (the last 32 targets) and a rich history (the
last 256 targets), the search pattern varying descending
from of 4 to 1. Taking into account PPM’s complexity
we tried to implement a simplified PPM or a
confidence-base hybrid predictor having as components
two contextual predictor of different order. Knowing
that only a small amount of the path information leading
up to a branch is needed for prediction (Stark et al.
1998) we tried to find what the optimum search pattern
is when different contexts are used. Thus, we obtained
that the markovian predictor has the best behavior in
two different contexts: using a short history (the last 32
targets and a search pattern of 3) and a rich history (last
256 targets and a search pattern of 6).
The values obtained (orders of Markov predictors) we
used in developing of a hybrid predictor with aritybased selection. We classified branches according to a
dynamic measure, the number of different targets
encountered in a program run, or branch arity. The arity
of a branch we determined in a profiling run. The
profile information table, completely associative and
retaining the arity of every indirect jump, helps to select
which component predictor will predict at every
moment. The component predictors are: a LastValue
predictor for monomorphic or duomorphic indirect
jumps, and respectively, the best contextual predictor,
previously determined, for polymorphic branches. Both
LastValue and contextual predictor are completely
associative and are indexed in the instruction fetch stage
with indirect branch address (PC).

Arity-based selection hybrid predictor
In a previous research (Florea et. al 2004), in order to
have an ultimate context predictability metric of indirect
branches we measured their target address value
locality. The value locality concept was first introduced
by Lipasti (Lipasti et al. 1996) and it represents the
likelihood of the recurrence of a previously seen value
within a storage location. Accordingly, in our case,
we’ll say that an indirect jump (call) target value is local
if it belongs to the previous K dynamic target instances
of that certain jump (call). Obviously, a great target
locality degree involves great prediction accuracy, too.
In other words, the value locality degree obtained for K
dynamic target instances represents the maximum
achievable prediction accuracy using a context predictor
of order K. Therefore, our approach establishes an
analogy between value prediction and, respectively,
indirect jumps target prediction. Statistical results based
on simulations have proved that indirect jumps targets
are characterized by higher degree of value locality
(over 90% for K≥4). The main causes for this
phenomenon are: the compiler routines that resolve
virtual function calls, inheritance and polymorphism
from object-oriented programs, indirect calls through
function pointers, switch/case statements, etc.
In the same research we find that a complete PPM
predictor having an associative indirect jump value
prediction table (JVPT) with 256 entries generates
average prediction accuracy between 89.33% and
91.58% depending on the context used in simulation:
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Figure 2. Arity-based Selection Hybrid Predictor

IV.
SIMULATION
METHODOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TC having 64 4-way associative sets is slightly less than
80%. Repeating the simulation process for a 256 set TC
we obtained that the prediction accuracy is practically
saturated. Anyway, the obtained results are smaller than
those obtained using a complete PPM predictor (see
section III). For benchmarks with a high number of
targets generated by an indirect branch (cc1, li), through
indexing the Target Cache with conditional branches
global history the indirect branch prediction accuracy
increases (in average until 16.93% and also, in cc1
particular case even 45%). Simulation results on 7
SPEC’95 benchmarks show that the optimum accuracy
it is obtained by keeping the behavior (T/NT) of last 8
conditional branches encountered (globalHR – global
history register on HRgLength bits), a pattern longer
that this behaving as noise. Even if, in other researches
is used a “long” history (Thomas et al. 2003) or
“elastic” (variable length depending on every branch)
(Stark et al. 1998, Tarlescu et al. 1997), since the
simulation results on the native Target Cache structure
(Florea et al. 2004) were optimum for a history length
of 4 (in average on 7 SPEC’95 benchmarks) or 8 (in
average on the 4 benchmarks rich in dynamic indirect
jumps – apsi, cc1, li, hydro2d) we decided to continue
the simulations using a fix value for HRgLength (4 or
8). Figure 3 and table 1 are presenting the quantitative
benefits of extending context information that indexes
TC structure.
For benchmarks with the largest number of indirect
jumps, by extending the correlation (PC1 , PC2 , …,
PCHRgLength) and at the same level of complexity (Target
Cache structure of the same size), the prediction
accuracy increases (with 8.64% for HRgLength of 4
and respectively, with 15.16% for HRgLength of 8 – see
table 1). Table 1 illustrates the prediction accuracy in
average on apsi, cc1, li, hydro2d testing programs.

AND

We developed a cycle-accurate execution driven
simulator derived from the sim-outorder simulator in
the SimpleScalar tool set (Burger and Austin 1997). The
baseline superscalar processor supports out-of-order
instruction issue and execution. We modified it to
incorporate the indirect jumps’ predictors proposed in
section 3 in order to measure target locality, and,
respectively to predict targets for indirect jumps and
calls.
To perform our evaluation, we collected results from
different versions of SPEC benchmarks: 3 integer (li,
go, cc1) and 4 floating point (applu, apsi, fpppp, hydro)
SPEC’95 benchmarks. From the CINT SPEC2000 set, it
was simulated 8 benchmarks (gzip, b2zip, parser, crafty,
gap, gcc, twolf and mcf). We simulated some SPEC’95
benchmarks too in order to compare their behavior with
that one involved by more recently SPEC2000. In other
words, we intend to discover how these different
benchmarks influence the indirect jumps predictors’
micro-architectural features.
The number of instructions fast forwarded through
before starting our simulations is 500 million. We used
the –fastfwd option in SimpleScalar / PISA 3.0 to
skip over the initial part of execution in order to
concentrate on the main body of the programs. Results
are then reported for simulating each program for 200
million committed instructions.
For improving indirect branch prediction accuracy the
first tentative was to modify the native Target Cache
predictor (Chang et al. 1997). In a previous work
(Florea et al. 2004) it was studied the potential of native
TC and determined the influence of conditional
branches global history about prediction. Thus, without
taking into account of conditional branches global
history, the prediction accuracy produced by a native
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Figure 3. The Influence of Extended Correlation Information about Indirect Branches Prediction Accuracy
Table 1. Increasing the Indirect Jumps Prediction Accuracy by using a more precise Context on Benchmarks with the largest Number
of Indirect Jumps, using a TC – 4 way associative; 64 sets

HRgLength = 4
76.52%
83.13%

Extend = 0
Extend = 1

HrgLength = 8
74.56%
85.86% (respectively 88.21% for a TC – 8
way associative)
(HRgLength = 8; TC – 4 way associative; 64 sets, and
using rich context PC1 , PC2 , …, PCHRgLength ), is equal
with that exhibits by the complete PPM predictor.
Unpleased by previously results we tried to imp rove
indirect branch prediction accuracy by selectively
ignoring some predictions.

Although the improvement obtained by extending the
correlation information is obvious, in average, the
indirect branches prediction accuracy is still lower than
that generated by a complete PPM predictor (89.33% ).
However, particularly there are also very good results:
prediction accuracy obtained on hydro2d – 99.98%
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Figure 4. Prediction Accuracy (Ap) varying the Threshold, using a Confidence Mechanism
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Figure 5. The Prediction performed Degree (the Indirect Jump Fraction having Confidence>Threshold)

increases through reducing the cases when the structure
makes a prediction (between 3.57% and 11.45%

Practically, the probability that prediction generated by
a high confidence states (Ap) to be correct significantly
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indirect branch, approaching by the PPM predictors
performance). After laborious simulations the
conclusion is that attaching a confidence counter the
prediction accuracy is improved when this is less
selective
(see
tables
2
and
3).

depending the threshold). The disadvantage is that the
percentage of cases in which is made a prediction
dramatically decreases. The efficiency of extending
correlation information is proved in this case once again
(predictors’ overall performance increases with 5.62%
when is used a rich context to identify the current

Table 2. The Influence of Associativity Degree on TC Predictor (with and without Confidence)
(TC - 64 sets -HRgLength 4 -XOR 1 -Extend 1 -bLRU 2 -bConf 3) - I

Associativity
Degree (AD)

Prediction Accuracy
(without confidence
mechanism)
78.15%
82.27%
82.35%

AD = 2
AD = 4
AD = 8

<
<
<

Predictors’ overall performance (with confidence
mechanism) - P
Threshold = 1
Threshold = 2
79.39%
>
77.91%
82.78%
>
81.32%
85.13%
>
83.87%

Table 3. The Influence of Associativity Degree on TC Predictor (with and without Confidence)
(TC - 128 de seturi -HRgLength 8 -XOR 1 -Extend 1 -bLRU 2 -bConf 3) - II

Associativity
Degree (AD)
AD = 4
AD = 8

Prediction Accuracy
(without confidence
mechanism)
86.40%
86.47%

Predictors’ overall performance (with confidence mechanism) P
Threshold=0
Threshold=1
Threshold=2
< 87.39%
85.66%
84.98%
< 88.88%
> 87.17%
> 86.51%
Target Cache structure complexity. Also, the
replacement mechanism from Target Cache based upon
LRU principle has proved more efficient than that based
upon confidence field minimum value (with 2.43%) and
even with 0.34% better than the MPP algorithm. This
leads to the idea that some indirect branches are
replaced before attaining a minimum confidence and
later they would prove correct predicted. Furthermore,
although it was expected that MPP replacement
algorithm to generate the highest prediction accuracy it
seems that the minimum values of this metric (MPP) –
possible 0 are influenced by the lower confidences (0 –
for many times).
The next two figures exhibit what is the optimum
search pattern when different contexts are used.

Increasing the associativity degree greater than 8-way,
the
predictors’
overall
performance
became
asymptotical. Thus, for a 8-way associative Target
Cache predictor having 128 sets, keeping the behavior
of last 8 conditional branches P=88.97% , only with 0.4
% under the accuracy provided by a PPM predictor
(89.33% ).
Since for a Target Cache 4-way associative the
percentage of cases in which there are made
replacements according to LRU principle is less than
1% (except apsi and hydro benchmarks) it results that,
increasing the associative degree and implicit
decreasing the percentage of conflict misses the
influence of LRU field tend to become insignificant.
Thus it might be implemented a trivial replacement
algorithm (e.g. FIFO) having benefits about reducing

Prediction accuracy varying the Markov predictor order
(k)
-jvpt 256 entries; -history 32 targets
Prediction
accuracy [%]

Average(k=3)=89.10%
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Figure 6. Obtaining the proper Order of Markov Predictor (poor Context – 32 targets)
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Prediction accuracy varying Markov predictor order (k)
-jvpt 256 entries; -history 256 targets
Average(k=6)=
91,54%
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Figure 7. Obtaining the proper Order of Markov Predictor (rich Context – 256 targets)

suggest implementing a hybrid or cascaded indirect
branch predictor with component having different path
length. The results emphasize the researchers trends
(Thomas et al. 2003) to keep in prediction process a
very long history. The authors argue that for a branch
under prediction, some of the correlated branches may
have appeared at a large distance in the dynamic
instruction stream. This can happen if two correlated
branches are separated by a call to a function containing
many branches.

More or less obviously the obtained results suggest that
a longer history retained implies a higher prediction
accuracy by increasing the search pattern (if the context
would permit it could be seen a correlation between
branches situated at a large distance in the dynamic
instruction stream). The simulation results using a
contextual (Markov) predictor showed that for a history
of 32 targets the maximum prediction accuracy 89.10%
it was obtained for a pattern of 3, while the history
became longer the maximum value 91.54% was
obtained with a pattern of 6 (Figure 7). This could
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Figure 8. The Indirect Branches Arity –dynamically Point of View

prediction accuracy with percentages between 2.44%
and 5.42% reaching in average 93.77%, comparable
with that reported in literature (Driesen and Hoelzle
1999). Simulation results on SPEC2000 suite show that
three of the eight simulated benchmarks (gcc, crafty,
twolf) generate polymorphic indirect branches in
proportion of 96%. In our opinion, the significant
percentage of polymorphic indirect branches and higher
targets entropy specific for some indirect jumps (see the
ccl, li benchmarks) fundamentally limits the indirect
jumps prediction accuracy.

Arity-based classification which classifies
indirect branches according to the number of different
targets permit us to implement a hybrid predictor having
components a Last Value predictor (without history) for
a monomorphic branches and the best previous
determined contextual predictor for polymorphic jumps.
Simulation results on SPEC’95 benchmarks with a large
number of indirect branches exhibit 41.13%
monomorphic branches, 9.88% duomorphics and
48.99% polymorphics. Our developed hybrid predictor
with arity-based selection improves indirect branch
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Improving prediction accuracy using profile information about
indirect jumps arity
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Figure 9. Indirect Branch Prediction Accuracy using a Hybrid Predictor with Arity-based Selection (poor Context)
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Figure 10. Indirect Branch Prediction Accuracy using a Hybrid Predictor with Arity-based Selection (rich Context)

to be implemented in hardware. The best prediction
accuracy was obtained using a hybrid predictor with
arity-based selection that improves indirect branch
prediction accuracy reaching in average to 93.77%,
comparable with a more complex multi-stage cascaded
predictor.
The excellent results obtained impose introducing and
exploiting the hybrid and cascaded predictor in other
computer architecture issues to increase the instruction
and thread level parallelism: conditional branch
prediction, instruction and register value prediction. As
a further work we will try to replace the arity-based
selection hybrid predictor with a simple neural network
which will select dynamically between ordinary
component predictors (Last Value, Target Cache,
contextual, hybrid). Also we will study the feasibility of
an indirect branch predictor correlated and decision
trees based. Another solution could appear from
development of some “semantic predictors”, based on
High Level Language applications’ information that we
prove being important related to indirect jumps
generation (polymorphism, indirect function calls, etc.;
see our investigations presented in (Florea et al. 2004)).
This might be a completely new approach in branch
prediction domain, where HLL semantics are often
hidden. As far as the architecture designers are
concerned, their proposed schemes could be more
efficient if not only the object code from benchmarks
(“wear off by any semantic information”) is analyzed
but they will also look “higher” towards high level
sources of simulated programs.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Due to higher degree of target localities associated with
indirect jumps, we predicted these indirect jumps and
calls using some contextual value predictors, derived
from the complete PPM predictor respectively the
Target Cache predictor. The obtained results were better
than those reported by other researchers that used more
simplified context predictors. PPM predictor seems to
be an almost ultimate limit of context target prediction,
and, thus, a good frame for further deriving new
practical prediction schemes.
In this sense, we tried to extend the context prediction
information adding new correlations. This information,
available during the instruction fetch stage in the
pipeline, consists of global history register together with
its corresponding PCs (one PC for each previous
encountered branch (Vintan and Egan 1999)). Using this
new correlation information together with the global
history register, the current indirect jump's context
becomes more precisely and therefore its prediction
accuracy is showed to be better. Our first simulation
results are encouraging; we showed that a scheme based
on this principle performs better than a classical Target
Cache scheme (Chang et al. 1997), at the same
hardware complexity level. Also, we extend and
improve the native Target Cache structure (Chang et al.
1997) with a confidence mechanis m for improving the
indirect jumps’ prediction accuracy. The prediction
accuracy generated by the new scheme proposed is only
with 0.4 % under the accuracy provided by a PPM
predictor, but our scheme is much simpler and feasible
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as Branch & Bound (BB). CPANs are Structured
Parallel constructs based on the Object-Orientation
paradigm useful to solve problems of high
computational complexity by parallelizing their
algorithms using a class of concurrent active objects.
In this work the library of classes that we propose in
(Rossainz and Capel 2004) is complemented with the
design and implementation of the CPAN Branch &
Bound, which is intended to provide the programmer
with an additional communication and interaction
pattern among processes in parallel applications,
which allows him to solve optimization problems,
such as the Travelling Salesman Problem discussed
here, which is an optimization problem with NPComplete complexity.

KEYWORDS
Parallel Objects, Structured Parallel Programming,
High Performance Computing, Object Oriented
Programming, Concurrent Programming.
ABSTRACT
This article presents the design of a High Level
Parallel Composition or CPAN (according to its
Spanish acronym) that implements a parallelization
of the algorithmic design technique named Branch &
Bound and uses it to solve the Travelling Salesman
Problem
(TSP),
within
a
methodological
infrastructure made up of an environment of Parallel
Objects, an approach to Structured Parallel
Programming and the Object-Orientation paradigm.
A CPAN is defined as the composition of a set of
parallel objects of three types: one object manager,
the stages and the Collector objects. By following
this idea, the Branch & Bound design technique
implemented as an algorithmic parallel pattern of
communication among processes and based on the
model of the CPAN is shown. Thus, in this work, the
CPAN Branch & Bound is added as a new pattern to
the library of classes already proposed in [9], which
was initially constituted by the CPANs Farm, Pipe
and TreeDV that represent, respectively, the patterns
of communication Farm, Pipeline and Binary Tree,
the latter one implementing the design technique
known as Divide and Conquer. As the programming
environment used to derive the proposed CPANs, we
use C++ and the POSIX standard for thread
programming.

BRANCH AND BOUND METHOD
Branch-and-bound (BB) makes a partition of the
solution space of a given optimization problem. The
entire space is represented by the corresponding BB
expansion tree, whose root is associated to the
initially unsolved problem; the children at each node
represent the subspaces obtained by branching, i.e.
subdividing, the solution space represented by the
parent node; and the leaves of the tree represent
nodes that cannot be subdivided any further, thus
providing a final value of the cost function associated
to a possible solution of the problem. BB carries out
a partial enumeration, i.e. a non-exhaustive search,
over the nodes of the expansion tree until an optimal
solution to the initial problem is found or the set of
live nodes, i.e. those that still have the possibility of
being branched, becomes exhausted.
There are different possibilities to generate nodes
and follow a route to a solution during the algorithm
execution, known as the branching strategies of the
BB algorithm, such as the ones given by the
following search methods: First in depth (strategy
LIFO), First in width (strategy FIFO) and First best
node. The latter uses cost functions calculation to
select the node that in principle seems to be more
promising to explore, i.e. to further expand in order

INTRODUCTION
The present investigation centres its attention on the
Methods of Structured Parallel Programming,
proposing a new implementation, carried out with
C++ and the POSIX Threads Library, as a CPAN
(Corradi and Zambonelli 1995; Danelutto, and
Orlando) of the algorithmic design technique known
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CLASS CONCRETE EsquemaBB
{
Estructura e;
Nodo n;
Nodo[] hijos;
int numhijos,i,j;

to find better solutions from it (strategy HEAP, using
minimum cost or LC). In addition to these strategies,
BB fixes bounds to the values of the suboptimal
solution found at a certain point of the algorithm
execution in order to prune those branches below a
node that cannot lead to the optimal solution. A
bound of the possible value of those reachable
solutions is calculated in each node from the
information contained in it. If the bound shows that
any one of these solutions is necessarily worse than
the best solution found up to that point, then there is
no need for the algorithm to continue exploring on
that branch and, therefore, prunes it off.

PUBLIC Nodo B&B()
{
e= Estructura CREATE();
n= nodoInicial();
e.inserta(n,n.h());
WHILE (!E.esVacia())
{
n=e.extrae();
numhijos=n.expandir(VAR hijos);
eliminar(n);
n.poner_cota_sup(numhijos,hijos);
FOR i=(0,numhijos)
{
IF (n.aceptable(hijos[i]))
{
IF (n.esSolucion(hijos[i]))
{
FOR j=(0,numhijos)
IF (i!=j)
DELETE hijos[j];
e.clear();
RETURN hijos[i];
}
ELSE
e.inserta(hijos[i],
n.h(hijos[i]));
}
ELSE
DELETE hijos[i];
}
}
}

The Algorithm
Three stages are carried out in BB algorithms:
1. Selection: A node belonging to the set of live
nodes is extracted. The selection directly depends
on the strategy search which was decided for use
in the algorithm.
2. Branch: the node selected in the previous step is
subdivided in its children nodes by following a
ramification scheme to form the expansion tree.
Each child node receives from its father node
enough information to enable it to search a
suboptimal solution.
3. Bound: Some of the nodes created in the
previous stage are deleted, i.e. those whose partial
cost, which is given by the cost function
associated to this BB algorithm instance, is greater
than the best minimum bound calculated up to that
point.

}

The definition of the abstract data type that
represents the structure e where the nodes are stored
corresponds to the ADT HEAP, because the strategy
used to search a node containing a solution is that of
selecting the minimum cost (LC) one among the
contained in the HEAP. The definition of the class
that represents the type Node used in the previous
pseudo-code is composed of the following functions:

The contribution of this algorithm is that it offers a
way to perform the greatest possible reduction of the
space search and, therefore, obtains a decrease in the
exploration complexity of the expansion tree which
contains the optimal solution being searched. The
nodes that have not yet been pruned are included in
the live node list, and thereby, the selection process
begins again until the algorithm finalizes. The
general structure of the algorithms that implement the
BB technique is based on three main modules:
1.
2.
3.

• expandir( ): It is the function that creates the
children nodes out of a given node and returns the
number of children to where the function is
called. This function is the one that implements
the process of node ramification of the algorithm
• aceptable( ): Function that carries out the pruning
of unpromising nodes and, when it obtains a live
node, decides whether to continue exploring or to
reject it.
• esSolucion( ): It is a function that decides whether
its parameter node is a leaf of the tree, that is to
say, a possible solution to the original problem.
• h( ): This function in its two versions, i.e. it can be
overloaded, is the one that implements the cost

The module that contains the scheme of general
operation of the technique.
The module that represents the structure of data
where the generated nodes are stored.
The module that describes the structures of data
that conform the nodes.

The first module is the only one that remains without
modification, independently of the problem to solve
with the BB algorithm and it is valid for all the
algorithms that follow the technique. The pseudocode implementing it is as follows:
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function for the search strategy LC and its value is
used as a priority position value when storing the
nodes in the HEAP structure.
• poner_cota_sup( ): It allows for the upper bound
of the problem to be established. The function that
carries out node pruning uses this datum to prune
those nodes whose cost value is greater than the
currently obtained bound of the optimal solution.

•

•
•

The CPANS can provide the parallel algorithms
necessary to solve problems, such as the one of the
TSP, using the BB technique. When solving this kind
of problems, in addition to the solution, reasonable
run times of the whole computation can be obtained
with the CPAN model. Since the complexity in NPcomplete problems as in the TSP one is intrinsic,
parallelization is the only way to obtain a solution in
the practice. Each object node of the expansion tree
therefore needs to be independent that is to say, it
must contain all the necessary information to be an
active object, (i.e. to have the capability of execution
in itself) which makes it possible for the processes of
branch and bound to perform the reconstruction of
the solution found up to that moment.

•

solution of minimal cost in the sub-tree whose root
is P.
cota – Upper bound: The length of the shortest
complete tour found up until that moment. This
value must be a global variable in the program and
is used to prune the search tree of nodes.
h(P) – lower bound of the cost of a solution for a
problem or sub-problem P. If P is a solution node
LC (P) =h (P).
s[ ] – vector solution: It is a vector that indicates
the order in which the vertices must be visited to
reach the optimal solution. Each element of the
vector contains a number between 1 and N, being
N the number of vertices of the graph that defines
the problem. The vector cannot contain repeated
elements.
M[][] – Matrix of adjacency: It is the
representation of the graph where the vertices are
the indices of the matrix and the contents of the
matrix elements given are the arcs between two
vertices. The matrix of adjacency is not
necessarily symmetrical, although, it is so with
respect to its nonnegative elements.

Computing the lower bound of a node of the search
tree is carried out by obtaining the reduced cost
matrix for each node (Capel and Palma 1992). A row
(or column) of a matrix is reduced if it contains an
element zero at least, and the rest of the elements are
nonnegative. We say that a matrix is reduced if and
only if all its rows and columns are reduced
(Guerrequeta and Vallecillo). With respect to the
interpretation of the cost of a node, this is obtained
by adding the amounts ti in which the rows or
columns of the matrix of adjacency of the graph are
reduced when the process of obtaining the reduced
matrix is carried out. This amount which is removed
when reducing a matrix is a lower bound of the total
cost of any possible tour traversing the graph nodes.
This is exactly what it is used as, the cost function LC
to prune nodes p of the expansion tree. Therefore, a
reduced matrix and an accumulated cost are
associated to each node and if we suppose that M[][
] is the reduced matrix associated to the node p and
p' is a children node of p which is obtained by
including the arc {i,j} in the partially built tour s[],
then:

THE TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM
(TSP)
The Travelling Salesman Problem could be
represented by a directed graph consisting of a set of
vertices (cities) and labelled arcs (distances between
cities). One optimized solution of the TSP is a path in
which all the vertices have been visited exactly once
with minimal cost (Capel and Palma 1992).
Formally, the problem can be enunciated as follows:
given a connected and weighted graph g and given
one of its vertices v0 as the initial one, we must find
the Hamiltonian cycle of minimum cost that begins
and finishes in v0 (Guerrequeta and Vallecillo).
Solution of the TSP with the Branch & Bound
technique
The problem is solved by a BB algorithm, which
dynamically builds a search tree, whose root is the
initial problem and its answer nodes are complete
tours (Capel and Palma 1992) around all the cities
represented by the nodes of the graph. Numerous
strategies of Branch & Bound exist that solve the
problem of the TSP. The first of the three strategies
described in (Horowitz 1978) is used in this work
where the following important elements are defined,
as well:

• If p' is a leaf node of the tree, i.e. a possible
solution, its cost is the accumulated cost of p plus
M[i,j]+M[j,1]. The latter term is the one that
completes the tour. The amount obtained is the
cost of such a tour.
• If p' is not a leaf, its reduced matrix M obtained
from matrix M' assigned to this node p' will have
as cost the cost of p added to the cost of the
reduction of M' added to the value of M[i,j].

• LC(P) - Cost of a node P: Is the distance of a
complete graph’s tour after P gets included in it, if
P is a solution node, or, otherwise, is the cost of a
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DEFINITION OF CPAN
The basic idea is implementing different types of
parallel patterns of communication between the
processes of an application and implementing
distributed/parallel algorithms as classes, by
following the Object-Orientation paradigm. The
execution of a method of the objects that constitute a
CPAN can be carried out through a message sent to
an instantiated class, which acknowledges it as a
service petition.

Collector

Stage

Stage

Slave

Slave

Manager
Slave
Stage

Slave
Stage

CPAN

A CPAN comes from the composition of a set of
objects of three types (see Figure 1):

Figure 1. Internal Structure of a CPAN (Rossainz and
Capel 2004).

An object manager representing the CPAN itself
and makes of it an encapsulated abstraction that hides
its internal structure. The manager controls the
references of a set of objects (a denominated object
Collector and several denominated Stage objects)
that represent the components of the CPAN and
whose execution is carried out in parallel and should
be coordinated by the manager itself.

The objects manager, collector and stages are
included within the definition of Parallel Object (PO)
(Corradi and Zambonelli 1995). The Parallel Objects
are active objects, that is to say, objects that have
execution and communication capabilities in
themselves in three ways: the synchronous, the
asynchronous and the asynchronous future way
(Rossainz and Capel 2004).

The Stage objects are objects of specific purpose
responsible for encapsulating a client-server type
interface between the manager and the object slaves
(objects that are not actively participative in the
composition of the CPAN, but rather, are considered
external entities that contain the sequential algorithm
that constitutes the solution of a given problem) as
well as providing the necessary connection among
them to implement the communication semantic
pattern that seeks to be defined. In other words, each
stage should act in parallel as a node of the graph that
represents the communication pattern and should be
capable of executing its methods as an active object.
A stage can be directly connected to the manager
and/or to another component stage depending on the
pattern peculiar to the CPAN being implemented.

In addition, for each one of these, synchronization
mechanisms have been implemented when parallel
petitions of service take place in a CPAN (MaxPar,
Mutex and Sync) (Rossainz and Capel 2004).
The parallel patterns worked in (Rossainz and Capel
2004) have been the pipeline, the farm and the
treeDV, to be a significant set of reusable patterns in
multiple applications and algorithms. These patterns
have been implemented on the basis of the model of
the CPAN, constituting a library of High Level
Parallel Compositions, formed by the Cpan Farm,
the Cpan Pipe and the Cpan TreeDV Making use of
the technique of the reusability of code and
demonstrating the utility of the library proposed in
(Rossainz and Capel 2004), the use of the Cpan
Farm for the design of the technique of Branch &
Bound like a CPAN becomes of interest. The Cpan
farm is composed of a set of worker processes and a
controller. The workers are executed in parallel until
reaching a common objective. The controller is the
one in charge of distributing work and of controlling
the progress of the global calculation. See Figure 2.

And an object Collector which is an object in
charge of storing in parallel the results that it receives
from the stage objects that are connected to it. That is
to say, during the service of a petition, the control
flow within the stages of a CPAN depends on the
implemented communication pattern. When the
composition concludes its execution, the result does
not return to the manager directly, but rather to an
instance of the class Collector which takes charge of
storing these results and of sending them to the
manager, which will then send them to the exterior,
as soon as they arrive to it, without the need of
waiting for all the results to be obtained.
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CpanFarm
Stage_n

Collector

Slave

Manager

Collector

Obj

Stage_n-1

Stage_2

Stage_1

Slave

Stage_n

Obj

Manager
Slave
Stage_n-2

OE

OE

OE

Obj

Stage 1
Stage 2
Slave

CpanFarm

Stage_1

Obj

Manager

Figure 2. The Cpan of a Farm communication
pattern (Rossainz and Capel 2004)

Collector

Stage_1

CpanFarm

PARALELIZATION OF BRANCH & BOUND
TECHNIQUE

Stage_n

OE

OE

Stage n

The ramification is separated from the bounding of
nodes on the expansion tree when the BB algorithm
executes. These two structures were implemented
using the Cpan Farm of the library proposed in
(Rossainz and Capel 2004), so that the ramification
and the distribution of work to the processes were
carried out by using the scheme of the Farm. As
figure 3 shows, the expansion tree, for a given
instance of the BB algorithm, is obtained by
iteratively subdividing the stage objects according to
the farm pattern until a stage representing a leaf-node
of the expansion tree is found, i.e., one stage in
charge of solving a sub-problem that cannot be
additionally subdivided.

Collector

Manager

Collector

Stage_1

Manager

CpanFarm

OE

Figure 3. The Cpan Branch & Bound
RESULTS
The search strategy which was used in the
implementation and test of the distributed TSP was:
The first best search strategy that uses the calculation
of cost functions for each live node to select the node
that, in principle, seems the most promising to
analyze (strategy HEAP, using minimum cost or LC).
The graph taken from reference (GoodMan and
Hedetniemi 1977) is an example of execution of the
application considered. The graph represents a
network of 5 cities whose matrix of costs is as
follows:

On the other hand, the pruning is carried out
implicitly within a farm construction by using a
scheme totally connected between all the processes.
It can communicate a sub-optimal bound found in a
process to all the processes that are branching to
avoid ramifications of useless sub-problems, i.e.,
those that do not lead to improving the best upper
bound obtained up to that moment.
The Cpan Branch & Bound is composed of a set of
Cpans Farm that represent worker processes and a
controller, therefore, forming a new type of Farm, the
Farm Branch & Bound or FarmBB that will be
included in the library of CPANS. The Cpan Farm
workers are executed in parallel forming the
expansion tree of nodes given by this technique. The
process controller of the initial Cpan Farm
represents the root of the expansion tree that is in
charge of distributing the work and of controlling the
progress of the global calculation given to the
collector of the FarmBB which sends the result to the
process controller of the Cpan FarmBB, which then
shows it to the user. See Figure 3.

0

1

2

3

4

0 ∞
1 5
2 19
3 9
4 22

25
∞
15
50
8

40
17
∞
24
7

31
30
6
∞
10

27
25
1
6
∞

The solution found was the path 0, 3, 4, 2, 1, 0, with
a cost of 64, which is the same result found in the
example in (GoodMan and Hedetniemi 1977).
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ANALYSIS OF SPEEDUP
The analysis of Speedup of the CPANS B&B that
appears in table 1 and Figure 4 was carried out in a
Parallel System Origin 2000 Silicon Graphics (of 64
processors) available in the European Center for
Parallelism of Barcelona CEPBA.

Run
time
Time
CPU
CPI
Speed
Up
Amdal
h

CPU
Seq.
35.42
Seg.
27.10
Seg.
1.321

CPU
2
21.88
Seg.
23.25
Seg.
0.952

CPU
4
14.21
Seg.
21.17
Seg.
0.943

CPU
8
11.34
Seg.
19.19
Seg.
0.928

CPU
16
10.27
Seg.
22.69
Seg.
0.924

Cpu
32
9.10
Seg.
22.18
Seg.
0.914

1.00

1.62

2.49

3.12

3.45

3.89

1.00

1.68

2.55

3.43

4.16

4.64

Table 1. Execution of Parallel CpanB&B in 2, 4, 8,
16 and 32 processors with N=50 cities

Speed Up

Speed Up of Parallel Cpan B&B
4,50
4,00
3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00
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CONCLUSIONS
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The paper is organised as follows. The next section
presents the homogeneous multiprocessor system with
breakdowns and repairs considered in this work, and
models the system as a QBD process. The section on
modelling reconfiguration and rebooting delays in
multiprocessor systems deals with a homogeneous
multiprocessor system with breakdowns, repairs, and
with reconfiguration and rebooting delays (Trivedi and
Sathaye 1990). Exact solution for steady state
performability for is derived using the spectral
expansion method in the section on steady state
solution. The model considered is very useful in the
computer industry. Exact solution to this model and
numerical results are also presented for both unbounded
and bounded systems.

KEYWORDS
Queuing, multi-processor systems, rebooting and
reconfiguration delays.
ABSTRACT
Multiprocessor system models are extensively used in
modelling transaction processing systems, nodes in
communication networks, and flexible machine shops
with groups of machines. Such systems clearly, are
prone to break-downs. Even if cover is provided with
some probability c, there will be rebooting and/or
reconfiguration delays to resume operation following
the break-down of a processor. In this paper, the
performance modelling of a multiprocessor system, with
identical processors, serving a stream of arriving jobs is
considered. To account for delays due to reconfiguration
and rebooting, such systems are modelled and solved
for exact performability measures for both bounded and
unbounded queuing systems.

MULTIPROCESSOR SYSTEM WITH
IDENTICAL PROCESSORS
The homogeneous multiprocessor system, shown in
Figure 1, consists of K identical parallel processors,
numbered 1, 2, …, K, with a common queue. The queue
is of capacity L (finite or infinite L  K), including the
jobs in service. Jobs arrive into the system in a Poisson
stream at rate V, and join the queue. Jobs are
homogeneous and the service rates of the processors
assumed identical. Thus, the service times of jobs
serviced by processor k (k=1, 2, …, K) are distributed
exponentially with mean 1/P. However, processor k
executes jobs only during its operative periods (during
an operative period the processor is capable of its
intended operation, whether working or idle), which are
distributed exponentially with mean 1/[ (equivalent to a
constant failure rate of [ when operative). At the end of
an operative period, processor k breaks down and
requires an exponentially distributed repair time with
mean 1/K. The number of repairs that may proceed in
parallel could be restricted. This is expressed by saying
that there are R repairmen (R  K), each of whom can
work on at most one repair at a time. Thus, an
inoperative period of a processor would also include the

INTRODUCTION
Multiserver system models are useful to model
multiprocessor systems (Trivedi 2002; Harrison and
Patel 1993), nodes in communication networks, and
flexible machine shops (Stecke and Kim 1989; Stecke
1992; Righter 1996; Buzacott and Shantikumar 1993;
Fiems et al. 2004) in a manufacturing environment. In
this paper we develop approaches to model
homogeneous
multiprocessor
systems
with
reconfiguration and rebooting delays by suitably
extending the resulting quasi birth death (QBD) process
in the performance models of multiprocessor systems
with breakdowns and repair strategies (Chakka and
Mitrani 1992; Chakka et al. 2002). This was considered
in (Trivedi and Sathaye 1990) and an approximate
performance model based on Markov reward models
was presented. In this paper, we derive an exact solution
for the steady state probabilities of the same problem
using the spectral expansion method. The effects of
reconfiguration and rebooting delays are analysed.
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
Yuri Merkuryev, Richard Zobel, Eugène Kerckhoffs © ECMS, 2005
ISBN 1-84233-112-4 (Set) / ISBN 1-84233-113-2 (CD)
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This system was analysed for exact performability
(Chakka and Mitrani 1994; Chakka 1995), for single
repairman (R=1) and Lĺ and for some repair
strategies but reconfiguration and rebooting delays were
not considered.

possible waiting for a repairman. No operative
processor can be idle if there are jobs awaiting service,
and no repairman can be idle if there are broken-down
processors waiting for repair. All inter-arrival, service,
reconfiguration, rebooting, operative and repair time
random variables are independent of each other. The
reconfiguration delay 1/G and the rebooting delay 1/M
relate to the system and not to individual processors.

MODELLING RECONFIGURATION AND
REBOOTING DELAYS IN MULTIPROCESSOR
SYSTEMS
In multiprocessor systems, in practice however, some
delay is encountered when a failed processor is being
mapped out of the system (reconfiguration/rebooting
delay), and when a repaired processor is being admitted
into the system. It is possible to model the system
affected by such reconfiguration and rebooting delays
effectively using the spectral expansion method.
Consider the homogeneous multiprocessor system with
K processors, given in Figure 1. P and [ are the service
and failure rates of each of the processors. There is a
single repair facility (i.e. R=1) with repair rate KWhen
a processor fails the fault is covered with probability c
and is not covered with probability 1-c. Subsequent to a
covered fault, the system comes up in a degraded mode
after a brief reconfiguration delay, while after an
uncovered fault a longer reboot action is required to
bring the system up at a degraded mode. Here, degraded
mode indicates a state with one less operative processor
than the previous state. For reconfiguration/rebooting
period, the system is assumed to be down.

Figure 1: A Homogeneous Multiprocessor System with
Breakdowns, Repairs, Reconfiguration and Rebooting
Delays
If there are more operative processors than jobs in the
system, then the busy processors are selected randomly.
Services that are interrupted by breakdowns are
eventually resumed (perhaps on a different processor
but at a similar service rate). Similarly, if R < K and the
repair strategy allows preemptions of repairs, then
interrupted repairs are eventually resumed from the
point of interruption and there are no switching delays.

The reconfiguration and rebooting times are
exponentially distributed with mean 1/G and 1/M
respectively. The queuing capacity is L, where L can be
finite or infinite. V is the arrival rate of jobs.
An approximate performance modelling of this system
was carried out in (Trivedi and Sathaye 1990). We
intend to carry out an exact performance evaluation of
this system. Figure 2 is the Markov chain that represents
the operative states of the multiprocessor system.

The state of the system at time t can be described by a
pair of integer valued random variables, I(t) and J(t)
specifying the processor configuration (can also be
termed, operative state of the multiprocessor system)
and the number of jobs present, respectively. Here, the
precise meaning of processor configuration, and hence
the range of values of I(t), mean the number of
operational
processors
and
associated
reconfiguration/rebooting delay when appropriate.
In general, let’s assume that there are N+1 processor
configurations, (operative states of the multiprocessor)
represented by the values I(t) = 0, 1, … , N. These N+1
configurations are the operative states of the model. The
model assumptions are assumed to ensure that I(t), t  0,
is an irreducible Markov process. J(t) is the total
number of jobs in the system at time t, including the
ones in service. Then, Z = {[I(t), J(t)]; t  0} is an
irreducible Markov process on a lattice strip (a QBD
process), that models the system. Its state space is, {0, 1,
…, N} x {0,1, …, L}.

Figure 2: A Homogeneous Multiprocessor System with
Breakdowns, Repairs, Rebooting and Reconfiguration
Delays
The states labelled 1, 2, …, K are the K working states
of the multiprocessor, with that many number of
processors in each state. State 0 means no processor is
operational. The K-1 states, labelled as X2, X3, …, XK,
are the states representing the reconfiguration delay.
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The K-1 states labelled as Y2, Y3, …, YK, are the
rebooting delay states. Hence, the total number of
operative states is 3K-1. Let these be renumbered as,
states 0, 1, …, K unchanged, states X2, X3, …, XK as
K+1, K+2, …, 2K-1, and the states Y2, Y3, …, YK as 2K,
2K+1, …, 3K-2.

C0 = [0];
Cj = Diag[Min{w(0), j}P, Min{w(1), j}P, …,
Min{w(3K-2), j}P] for 1 j <K

The system now can be represented by a QBD process
with finite or infinite state space. The state of the system
can be defined by (I(t), J(t)) where I(t) is the operative
state and J(t) is the number of jobs in the system. Let
the operative states be represented in the horizontal
direction and the number of jobs in the vertical direction
of a two-dimensional lattice strip. Here A is the matrix
of instantaneous transition rates from operative state i to
operative state k with zeros on the main diagonal. These
are the purely lateral transitions of the model Z.
Matrices B and C are transition matrices for one-step
upward and one-step downward transitions respectively.
When the transition rate matrices depend on j for j  M,
where M is a threshold having an integer value, the
process Z evolves with the following instantaneous
transitions:

We define the matrices Q(O) and Q (E) as before
(Chakka 1998). Then, the steady state probabilities, pi,j,
can again be expressed in a similar manner as shown in
(Chakka 1998). From this, the required performability
measures such as the steady state probabilities, average
number of jobs in the system, utilization of the
processors, and mean response time can be obtained
exactly following the computational procedure found in
(Chakka 1998; Chakka 1995). Using the steady state
probabilities, the response time distribution can also be
derived.

Aj: Purely lateral transition rate, from state (i, j) to state
(k, j), (0  (i & k)  N; i  k; j=0,1, …L), caused by a
change in the operative state (i.e. a break-down
followed by reconfiguration or rebooting, and a repair).

Following the spectral expansion solution, the steadystate probabilities of the system considered can be
expressed as:

where w(i) is the number of working processors in the
operative state i.
__

THE STEADY STATE SOLUTION
The solution is given for an unbounded queue (i.e. K 
L < ) as well as a bounded queue (i.e. finite L  K).

pi , j

Bj: One-step upward transition rate, from state (i, j) to
state (k, j+1), (0  (i & k)  N; j=0,1,…L), caused by a
job arrival into the queue.

i, J (t )

j );

where L can be finite or infinite. Let’s define diagonal
matrices of size (N+1)x(N+1) as:
D jA (i, i)

Clearly, the elements of A depend on the parameters K,
[, K, c, G and MThe state transition matrices A, Aj, B,
Bj, C, and Cj, can be given as follows;

A

t of

0 d i d N, 0 d j d L

Cj: One-step downward transition rate, from state (i, j)
to state (k, j-1), (0  (i & k)  N; j=1,2, …L), caused by
the departure of a serviced job.

0
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0
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0
0
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«
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0
0
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0
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«
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0
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lim P( I (t )

N

¦A

j

(i, k );

j

(i, k );

j

(i, k );

k 0

D Bj (i, i)

N

¦B
k 0

D Cj (i, i)

N

¦C
k 0

(1)

D A (i, i )

N

¦ A(i, k );
k 0

D B (i, i )

N

¦ B(i, k );
k 0

D C (i, i )

In Equation (1) K=3 is assumed. Since time-dependent
failures are considered, the matrices Aj do not depend on
j, and hence, Aj =A for all values of j. Similarly,

N

¦ C (i, k );
k 0

and

Q0

Bj = B, j=0, 1, …L;
B = Diag[V, V, …, V] of size (3K-1)x(3K-1).

B, Q1

A  D A  D B  D C , Q2

C.

These matrices are used in the spectral expansion
solution for both bounded and unbounded queuing
systems.

Cj = C for j  K;
C = Diag[w(0)P, w(1)P, …, w(3K-2)P];
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values can be obtained using an iterative process
(Chakka 1995).

Unbounded Queuing System
For an unbounded queuing system, all state probabilities
in a row (the row vectors, vj) can be defined as:

( p 0, j , p1, j ,..., p N , j );

vj

j

Bounded Queuing System

0,1,2,...

Analyses presented for the unbounded queue apply to
the bounded queue with 0  j  L with the balance
equations given as follows:

The steady-state balance equations can now be written
as:

>

@
@

v0 D0A  D0B

>

v j D jA  D Bj  D Cj
 v j 1C j 1 ;

v 0 A0  v 1C1

v j 1 B j 1  v j A j

1 d j d M 1

>

v j D A  DB  DC

@

v j 1 B  v j A  v j 1C

jtM

>

>

v j D jA  D Bj  D Cj
(3)

 v j 1C j 1 ;

>

(4)

¦v

j

f

@

(5)

v j 1 B j 1  v j A j

(6)

v j 1 B  v j A  v j 1C

(7)

M d jL

>

vL D A  D C

@

v L 1 B  v L A

(8)

The normalizing equation is given as:

N

¦¦ p

e

j 0

v 0 A0  v 1C1

1 d j d M 1

v j D A  DB  DC

and the normalizing equation:
f

@
@

v0 D0A  D0B

(2)

1 .0

i, j

L

¦ v je

j 0 i 0

j 0

from Equation (4) one can write

L

N

¦¦ p

i, j

1 .0

j 0 i 0

From Equation (7)

v j Q0  v j 1Q1  v j  2 Q2

0;

j t M 1

v j Q0  v j 1Q1  v j  2 Q2

Furthermore, the characteristic matrix polynomial Q(O)
can be defined as:

0; ( M  1) d j d ( L  2)

and the characteristic matrix polynomials can be
expressed as:

Q(O ) Q0  Q1O  Q2O2

Q(O ) Q0  Q1O  Q2O2

where

_

\Q(O ) 0; Q(O )

Q( E )

0.
where

O and \ are eigenvalues and left-eigenvectors of Q(O)
respectively. Note that, \is a vector and

\Q(O ) 0; Q(O )

\ \ 0 ,\ 1 ,...,\ N
O O0 , O1 ,..., O N

_

N

¦a \
k

k

Okj  M 1 ,

N

k

k

(i )O kj  M 1 ,

0
_

I I 0 , I1 ,..., I N
E E 0 , E1 ,..., E N

j t M 1

Furthermore,

and in the state probability form,

¦a \

0

E and I are eigenvalues and left-eigenvectors of Q( E )
respectively. Note that, Iis a vector and

k 0

pi, j

_

I Q( E ) 0; Q( E )

Finally, for an unbounded system, and avoiding large
numbers resulting from the positive powers of
eigenvalues greater than 1.0, one can obtain the general
solution as:

vj

Q2  Q1 E  Q0 E 2

vj

N

¦ (a \
k

k

O kj  M 1  bk I k E kL  j ), M  1 d j d L

k 0

j t M 1

and in the state probability form,

k 0

where ak (k=0,1, …, N) are arbitrary constants which
can be scalar or complex. The remaining vj and ak
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pi, j

N

¦ (a

k

operational processors and in case of a single processor
failure, the whole system goes down for a period of 1/G
or 1/M as appropriate.

ȥ k (i )O kj  M 1  bk I k (i ) E kL  j ),

k 0

M 1d j d L
where bk (k=0,1, …, N) are arbitrary constants which
can be scalar or complex.
We have solved the balance equations for both cases
(Equations (2) – (8)), using the spectral expansion
method, computed the state probabilities and obtained
the mean queue length as:

MQL

L

N

j 0

i 0

¦ j¦ p

i, j

where L can be finite or infinite depending on whether
the case concerned is bounded or unbounded.
NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 4: Mean Queue Length as a Function of c for 2,
3, and 4-Processor Systems

To show the effectiveness of the method presented and
evaluate the performance of the proposed system, we
first considered 1, 2, 3, and 4-processor systems with
break-downs and an infinite queue. Other parameters
are given as V jobs/sec, [=0.01, K=0.5, P=4000 jobs/hr,
M= 2 /hr, and G = 60 /hr unless stated otherwise.

The parameters 1/G or 1/M are certainly important in
determining the system degradation due to
reconfiguration/rebooting delays and identifying the
optimum number of processors. We computed the mean
queue length as a function of reconfiguration rate G for
K=3. V = 1 job/sec, V .P)=0.7, [=0.01, K=0.5, and M=
2 /hr. This is illustrated in Figure 5. The results indicate
that as c increases the change in the mean queue length
decreases considerably. This shows that M plays an
important role in degrading the system’s performance.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the mean queue
length and the mean arrival rate V, for different number
of servers and c=0 (a single-server system is
independent of c).

Figure 3: Mean Queue Length versus Mean Arrival Rate
Figure 5: Mean Queue Length as a Function of G and c

Figure 4 shows the mean queue length as a function of
c. Other parameters are V = 20 jobs/sec, V .P)=0.7,
[=0.01, K=0.5, M= 10 /hr, and G = 50 /hr. It is clearly
evident that an increase in c results in a decrease in the
mean queue length because reconfiguration delays are
shorter than rebooting delays. Here, it is important to
note that when V .P) is kept constant, the 3-processor
system considered performs better than the 4-processor
system specified, especially as c increases. This is
because failure rate is proportional to the number of

Figure 6 shows mean queue length as a function of c,
with K = 1, 2, and 3, V = 20 jobs/sec, and V .P) = 0.7.
This shows that depending on the values of
reconfiguration and rebooting delays, the mean queue
length performance of a 2-processor system may
become better than that of a 4-processor system for
some c values and approaches to the performance of a
3-processor system. The performance of a single
processor system does not depend on c and the
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performance of such a system is shown for comparison
purpose only.

Figure 7 was reproduced for L = 300. Again, the
limiting factor here is L. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 6: Mean Queue Length as a Function of c

Figure 8: p0 as a Function of the Number of Servers
with V .P)=0.7 and Various c Values

Figure 7 shows how mean queue length decreases as c
increases for K=3, V = 1 job/sec, and V .P) = 0.7. The
corresponding mean queue length values are presented
for various values of G. Again, for larger reconfiguration
delays (i.e. G small) performance degradation is evident
even at higher c values. As the reconfiguration delay
decreases (e.g. G > 20) the degradation is mainly due to
c values.

Figure 9: Mean Queue Length as a Function of c for 1,
2, 3, and 4-Processor Systems and L = 100

Figure 7: Mean Queue Length as a Function of c and G

Figure 8 shows the probability that the system is idle,
for various K and c values with V = 20 jobs/sec, and
V .P) = 0.7. Here, different c values did not seem to
matter.
To demonstrate the effects of finite queuing capacity,
mean queue length of a bounded system is calculated.
First, Figure 6 has been reproduced for L = 100, and V =
1 job/sec. Figure 9 shows MQL as a function of c for
finite L. All other parameters are same as the ones used
for Figure 6. Clearly, when V .P)=0.7, L is the limiting
factor, and K has a negligibly small effect. Similarly,

Figure 10: Mean Queue Length as a Function of c and
Gfor L = 300
Finally, the mean queue length and job loss rate are
calculated for various V values with K=3 and 4, c=0,
0.5, and 1, P=2 jobs/sec, [=0.01, K=0.5, 1/M= 500 sec,
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the case of a homogeneous multiprocessor system with
breakdowns, repairs, reconfiguration and rebooting
delays are derived using the spectral expansion method.
Numerical results have been obtained and presented for
various performability parameters, for both bounded
and unbounded systems. Results show that, when queue
limit is not an important factor on mean queue length
performance, the choice of the optimum number of
processors depends on the values of 1/G, and 1/M as well
as c and demonstrate the effect of these parameters on
system performance. However, for bounded queuing
systems, L is the main factor affecting the mean queue
length performance of the system at relatively large V
values.

1/G = 50 sec, and L = 200. Figure 11 and Figure 12
illustrate the results obtained.
As it can be seen on Figure 11, the effect of c on mean
queue length is significant for smaller V values for K=3
as well as K=4. This is due to the relatively low demand
on resources. However, as V increases, L becomes the
main limiting factor in the performance of the system
and the mean queue length approaches L. K=4 will only
be preferable over K=3 if good cover is provided (i.e.
c=1) and V is relatively large.

The method can be extended to the case of
heterogeneous multiprocessor systems with nonidentical servers and also to many of the high
performance/highly available/highly reliable computer
architectures.
The performability of flexible
manufacturing cells can also be modelled using the
method presented and hence the model becomes highly
relevant to manufacturing or production research.
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be able to perform as many useful experiments as possible.
There are two main types of performance simulators for
processors: trace driven and execution driven. Trace
driven simulators use traces obtained from the real execution of programs to drive a performance model while
execution driven simulators simulate the actual execution
of a program recording detailed performance statistics.
The current trend in performance simulation is to use execution driven simulation because it allows much more
precise results specially for current processors which exploit instruction level parallelism using out of order execution and speculation.

ABSTRACT
In this paper we present RSIM x86, a port of the widely
used RSIM performance simulator for cc-NUMA multiprocessors to GNU/Linux and x86 hardware. Then, we
evaluate the simulation throughput obtained by RSIM in
several platforms with respect to the hardware cost of
each platform. We show that this port of RSIM obtains
much better execution times using cheaper and more easily available hardware than the original RSIM, allowing
a more efficient usage of our research resources.

There are several popular execution driven performance simulators and simulation frameworks like SimOS
(Rosenblum et al. 1997), MASE (Larson et al. 2001),
Winsconsin Wind Tunnel II (Mukherjee et al. 2000),
SimpleScalar (Austin et al. 2002), Simics (Magnusson
et al. 2002), Asim (Emer et al. 2002) or RSIM (Hughes
et al. 2002).

INTRODUCTION
Doing research or system design in computer architecture involves deciding among many interrelated tradeoffs.
Computer architecture is increasingly driven by quantitative data. Usually, developers can devise analytical models to bound the design space in the very early development stages but the interactions between many design decisions in today increasingly complex systems make impossible to use these analytical models to accurately predict the performance of a finished system. Hence, we
need experimental models in order to guess the performance impact of a possible design decision before building a finished system.

RSIM (Hughes et al. 2002; Pai et al. 1997a) is a simulator
primarily targeted to study shared-memory cache coherent (cc-NUMA) multiprocessor architectures built from
processors that aggressively exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP).
RSIM key advantage is that it models a system comprised
by several out-of-order processors which aggressively exploit instruction level parallelism (ILP). The model includes an aggressive memory system and a scalable interconnection network. Using detailed ILP models for
the simulated processors provides a realistic approximation to modern and future multiprocessor systems. RSIM
provides a great flexibility which allows using it to simulate a range of systems from monoprocessors to different
cc-NUMA configurations.

Doing direct performance measurements requires a finished model, hence it is not possible to do it during the
design phase. Also, building prototypes is too expensive for most research projects. As an alternative, system
architects and researches use performance simulators to
predict the effect of the ideas and techniques that they
need to evaluate.

The accurate and flexible model provided by RSIM implies a slower execution speed than other less detailed
simulators. Furthermore, although RSIM is supposed
to be portable it was not available on common and
cheap architectures like Linux/x86, requiring instead Solaris/SPARC, IRIX/MIPS or other big-endian machines.
This has proved to be a serious problem to our research
group due to the limited access to these kind of machines.

Performance simulators are complex software systems
which accurately model the behavior of a hardware system. Doing a simulation of a hardware model is several
orders of magnitude slower than running the simulated
system. Developers need fast and accurate simulators to
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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In this work we show how we ported RSIM to Linux/x86
and how that allows us to obtain an increased performance for our simulations at a fraction of the original
cost.

Unfortunately, ML-RSIM differs significantly from
RSIM and does not model a cc-NUMA architecture,
which makes it unfit for our research.

In the next section we examine some other performance
simulators available, specially those derived from RSIM.
Later, we explain some key characteristics of RSIM
and the approach we have followed to porting RSIM to
Linux/i386. After that section, we evaluate the performance of the ported simulator with respect to the cost of
the hardware used to run the simulations. And, finally,
in the last section, we present our conclusions from this
work.

PROBLEMS PORTING RSIM
RSIM is an interpreter for Solaris/SPARC v9 application
executables. Internally, RSIM is a discrete event-driven
simulator based on the YACSIM (Yet Another C Simulator) library from the Rice Parallel Processing Testbed
(RPPT) (Convington et al. 1991; Pai et al. 1997b).
RSIM interprets application executables rather that uses
traces, enabling more accurate modeling of the effects of
contention and synchronization in multiprocessor simulations as well as speculation in multiprocessor and uniprocessor simulations. For speed, it converts the SPARC v9
instructions into an expanded, loosely encoded instruction set format and internally caches them.

RELATED WORK
Some performance simulators already mentioned,
like Simics or SimpleScalar, already have functional
Linux/x86 ports. However, none of them is suitable for
our purposes due to the lack of detail of the simulation
and the different system architectures that they model.

RSIM subsystems include the processor engine, the
memory module, the cache module, the directory module and the interconnection network. Each subsystem
is mostly independent from each other and they interact
through a small number of predefined interfaces.

Simics is a full system functional simulator which attempts to strike a balance between accuracy and performance. The goal of Simics is to allow the simulation of realistic workloads running unmodified operating
systems and applications. Simics supports several simulated architectures including x86, UltraSPARC-II, PowerPC and others. It includes accurate device models to
simulate I/O intensive applications common in commercial workloads. However, the big performance that it
needs and its genericity prevents a detailed enough simulation necessary for many of our tasks.

RSIM is written in a modular fashion using C++ and C
for extensibility and portability. Initially, it was developed using Sun systems (Solaris 2.5) on SPARC. It has
successfully ported to HP-UX 10 running on a Convex
Exemplar and to IRIX running on MIPS. However, porting it to 64-bit or little-endian architectures requires significant additional effort.
We have successfully ported RSIM to GNU/Linux running on x86 architectures. The main problems that we
have had to solve were:

SimpleScalar is a simulation toolset which provides an
infrastructure for simulation and architectural modeling.
The toolset can model a variety of platforms ranging from
simple unpipelined processors to detailed dynamically
scheduled microarchitectures with multiple-level memory systems. However, it simulates only uniprocessor
systems.

• Build issues due to differences in libraries and headers between Solaris and Linux.
• Byte Ordering Issues.
• System call interface differences.

RSIM has been used by many research groups since its
publication and continues to be used nowadays. However, up to our knowledge, no one has published a functional x86 port until now. The original RSIM authors reported initial efforts in this direction, but their x86 port
was never published, if it was ever completed.

• Floating point incompatibilities.
RSIM was developed using big-endian machines and
simulates a big-endian architecture. This configuration
is straightforward, but on the other hand our port needs
to simulate a big-endian architecture on top of a littleendian machine. This implies that at some places we have
to change the order of bytes in words.

Schaelicke and Parker ML-RSIM (Schaelicke and Parker
2002) is a derivative of URSIM (Zhang 2001) which
is based on the original RSIM. It models the entire Input/Output subsystem and includes a functional operative
system kernel called Lamix which is System V compatible. ML-RSIM has been ported to Linux/x86 architectures.

We keep the simulated memory always unmodified in the
target endianness, so that unaligned accesses or packed
arrays are easy to handle. Basically, we swap bytes when
performing each simulated memory operation.
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The predecoded executable data is generated at benchmark build time. Therefore, it is in the same endianness
than the original executable. We swap its bytes after loading it for simulation and cache the byteswapped version.

We have ensured that our port obtains exactly the same
simulation results in both Solaris/SPARC and Linux/i386
architectures. This allows us to use all our machines to
perform simulations and, more importantly, meaningfully
compare the results of benchmarks and compare new results with old results from experiments performed prior
to the port.

The endianness differences also subtly affect other parts
of the simulator, like partially overlapped forwarding
of memory operations and some initialization routines.
Some of these cases have been detected only after careful
debugging.

During the development of the port, we extended RSIM
to produce extensive trace information detailing the content of every register and the instructions being executed
at every moment in an easy to parse and compare format.
This tracing support has proved useful beyond its initial
purpose to diagnose problems during the development of
new experiments.

Linux and Solaris system call interfaces are not exactly
the same, althought they are very similar since they are
both based on System V. Hence, some simulator traps
that rely on host system calls require a translation of its
parameters before they can be executed.
The floating point incompatibilities between SPARC and
i386 are caused by the fact that SPARC implements the
IEEE 754 floating point standard while i386 processors
use the Intel x87 80-bit format for representing floating
point numbers in the processor registers, even if they are
stored in IEEE 754 format in memory.

EVALUATION
The purpose of our evaluation is to check if using the
ported version of RSIM on off-the-shelf x86 machines is
a cost-effective solution to perform the great number of
long running simulations needed for our research.

In most cases, the extra precision is beneficial, but not
for our purposes because it causes different results due to
rounding differences. We wish to obtain the exact same
results independently of the underlying architecture to be
able to compare with our previous results, and the rounding differences would make this impossible.

Firstly, we compare the execution speed of RSIM running in several different architectures. Secondly, since
the execution time of a single benchmark is not the most
valuable metric for our purposes, we define a better indicator of the usefulness of each simulation platform and
version of RSIM.

To solve this, we instruct the compiler to produce floating
point code using SSE2 instructions and registers present
in newer x86 processors (Intel Corporation 2004). These
instructions use eight 128-bit registers which can hold
two double precision (64-bit) or four single precision (32bit) numbers using the IEEE 754 format and perform
short vectorial operations with them or scalar operations.

Usually, simulations are run in batches using a queue
management system like Condor (Thain et al. 2004). We
will measure which version allows us to utilize our computing resources more efficiently in terms of hardware
cost and execution time. We will use a metric based in
the normalized number of simulations per hour per thousand euros.

Another problem related with floating point differences
is the different bit representation of the “Not a Number”
(NaN) value in SPARC and i386 using SSE. Both representations are correct according to the IEEE 754 standard, but a benchmark could behave sightly differently if
it tried to interpret the in memory representation of a NaN
value.

We have measured the impact that the actual benchmark
being simulated has in the speedup obtained by our port
and have found that it is small, but not inexistent. Hence,
we have chosen a small set of representative benchmarks
from the SPLASH suite to perform our experiments. The
chosen benchmarks are:
√
fft: Complex unidimensional version of the radix- n
six-step FFT algorithm optimized to minimize interprocessor communication. It is one of the fastest
benchmarks with less memory requirements.

Out port can optionally normalize the NaN representation ensuring that the SPARC representation is always
used (this normalization process may affect simulation
performance for our port. This option was enabled in the
simulations used to measure times for this work). Most
benchmark results are unaffected by this difference, but
it makes debugging the port harder due to the different
values stored in the simulated registers and memory.

em3d: Models the propagation of electromagnetic
waves through objects in three dimensions.
ocean: Studies large-scale ocean movements based on
eddy and boundary currents.

Finally, the functions used to implement the simulated
SPARC instructions to change the rounding modes are
different between Solaris and Linux.

We have also measured the impact that varying the problem size of the simulated benchmarks has in the achieved
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Figure 1: Normalized Throughput Per Processor for Each
Architecture

Figure 2: Average Number of Simulations Per Hour Per
Thousand Euro

speedup and have found that it is very small once a certain
threshold is reached. Other simulator parameters, like the
number of processors, have a very small influence too.

the Linux/Athlon64 based machine, which is 81% faster
than the Xeon based machine and 67% faster than the
Pentium-IV based machine (despite the much higher
clock frequency of the Pentium-IV).

We have chosen medium problem sizes and we use two
processors and default values for the rest of the parameters for our experiments.

Some of our machines are SMP systems with two processors. In those cases, we can run two instances of RSIM simultaneously effectively doubling the throughput. Since
the simulation work is CPU limited with very little IO
and modest memory requirements there is no contention
between the two independent processes.

We have evaluated the speed of running our port of RSIM
in the following machines:
• A high-end Solaris/SPARC Sunblade-2000 system:
SPARC-1.

In figure 2 we show the average number of simulations
per hour per thousand euros achieved for each platform.
When we account for the price of each machine, we see
that the cheapest platform, the Pentium-IV, is the best option for efficiently take advantage of any given budget.
Also, the easy availability of these kind of machines make
them an even more attractive alternative to the expensive
Solaris/SPARC machines used until now to run simulations based on RSIM. The two Solaris/SPARC based machines are much less cost-effective than the other platforms despite their higher prices.

• A low-end Solaris/SPARC Sunblade-100 system:
SPARC-2.
• A high-end Linux/Athlon64 SMP system (running
in legacy IA-32 mode): X86-64.
• A high-end Linux/Xeon SMP system: XEON.
• A low-end Linux/Pentium-IV system: P-IV.
The relevant characteristics and price of each machine is
shown in table 1. When testing both SPARC machines,
we have used a version of RSIM targeted for that platform. The prices indicated for the machines are necessarily approximate. These are the approximate prices that
those systems would cost as of January 2005 in Spain.

CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of our port of RSIM is to allow us to use our
research resources more efficiently. Prior to the port, the
small number of available machines to develop and run
our simulations created long waiting queues and serious
organizational problems.

In figure 1 we show the normalized throughput time of
our set of benchmarks for each architecture. In other
words, we show the throughput speedup of each machine
compared with the slowest one (SPARC-2). For now, we
only use one processor per machine even on those machines which have two processors, to allow a fair comparison between them.

Using a RSIM version which runs on cheap and readily available x86 hardware allows us to provide each researcher with its own workstation to comfortably develop
and test his experiments and use an inexpensive cluster
of Linux/x86 machines to execute the longest simulations. The x86 version not only executes each benchmark
faster, but more importantly, it is easier to provide more
resources to increase the throughput of the whole team.

We see that Linux/x86 based machines outperform the
more expensive Solaris/SPARC based ones in raw simulation speed per processor. The fastest platform is
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Table 1: Characteristics of Evaluated Configurations

Processor
No. of processors
Frequency
RAM Memory
L2 Cache
Price

SPARC-1
UltraSPARC-III
1
1015 MHz
2GB
8MB
5000 e

SPARC-2
UltraSPARC-IIi
1
650 MHz
256 MB
512 KB
1800 e

The work required to port RSIM to x86 resulted greater
than initially expected. RSIM code makes too many assumptions about low level details that are not portable
and debugging problems caused by the different endianness proved to be difficult and time-consuming.

X86-64
AMD Opteron
2
1791 MHz
1GB
1024 MB
3000 e

XEON
Intel Xeon
2
2 GHz
1GB
512 KB
2600 e

P-IV
Intel Pentium-IV
1
3 GHz
1GB
1024 KB
600 e

Hughes, C.; V. Pai; P. Ranganathan and S. Adve.
February 2002. “RSIM: Simulating sharedmemory multiprocessors with ILP processors”.
IEEE Computer 35(2), 40–49.
Intel Corporation. 2004. IA-32 Intel architecture
software developer’s manual. Intel Corporation.
Available at http://developer.intel.com/.

The code resulting from the port still has many portability
problems that prevent its use in 64-bit architectures, like
AMD x86-64 in native mode.

Larson, E.; S. Chatterjee and T. Austin. 2001. “MASE:
A novel infrastructure for detailed microarchitectural modeling”. In Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Performance Analysis of
Systems and Software, pp. 1–9.

We are looking forward into making RSIM code more
portable. In particular, we will make it 64-bit clean so it
can be compiled natively for x86-64 architectures.

Magnusson, P. S.; M. Christensson; J. Eskilson;
D. Forsgren; G. Hållberg; J. Högberg; F. Larsson; A. Moestedt and B. Werner. February 2002.
“Simics: A full system simulation platform”. IEEE
Computer 35(2), 50–58.

AVAILABILITY
The source of our port is publicly available at:
http://www.ditec.um.es/gacop/tools/RSIM-x86

Mukherjee, S. S.; S. K. Reinhardt; B. Falsafi;
M. Litzkow; M. D. Hill; D. A. Wood; S. HussLederman and J. R. Larus. October 2000. “Wisconsin wind tunnel II: A fast, portable parallel
architecture simulator”. IEEE Concurrency 8(4),
12–20.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a trace-driven simulator for
cache memories on scalable systems with distributed
shared memory. There are well-known cache memory
simulators (see (Uhlig and Mudge 1997) for a detailed
study about trace-driven simulators): TYCHO (Gee et
al. 1993; Hill and Smith 1989), DINERO (Edler and
Hill 2005; Hill 1985), ACS (Acme Cache Simulator)
(Hunt 1997), SISMEC (Gómez et al. 1996; Gómez
2005), CVT (Deijl et al. 1997), bigDIRN (Agarwal
2004), SMPCache (Vega et al. 2001; Vega 2005),...
Using these simulators as a point of departure we have
developed a new simulator, where new considerations
have been taken into account regarding its capacity for
working on multiprocessor environments, its analysis
potentiality (variability in the simulation process,
obtained data and their format, etc.), its interface and
portability. The design considerations have been
oriented to satisfy a set of requirements with didactic
and research goals.

In this work we present a simulator for the analysis
of cache memories on scalable systems with distributed
shared memory (DSM). In this kind of systems, the
cache coherence is usually provided by means of
directory-based protocols. The simulator, called
DSMCache, has a full graphic and user-friendly
interface, and it operates on PC systems with Windows.
We think this tool is useful for the analysis of programs
and design strategies of memory systems on DSM
architectures. Thus, the simulator could be used in
order to understand the design of organizations that run
optimally a determinate type of parallel programs or to
improve the operating mode of a concrete parallel
architecture. Furthermore, due to its interface, it is an
interesting tool for the teaching of cache memories on
DSM systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
Caches are a critical component in the performance
of any computer system (part of the existent
bibliography about caches can be found in (Smith
1986)).

In the following section we mention the different
hardware architectures supported by the simulator. In
section 3 we explain both its interface and its
functionality. Section 4 details the memory trace
formats that can be used with the simulator. Then, in
section 5, we display the practical results that the
simulator has obtained, and finally, the conclusions are
presented in the last section. The theoretical
considerations concerning cache memory systems, and
particularly regarding their use in multiprocessor
environments, are widely discussed in many computer
architecture texts (Culler et al 1999; Sima et al. 1998;
Hennessy and Patterson 2003; Hwang 1993; Stallings
2003), and we will not mention them here. All
operations and algorithms we use are similar to those
found in these computer architecture texts. As a
consequence, the results obtained with the simulator are
very close to the real world.

A very important and promising part of the evolution
of parallel architectures is the inclusion of cache
coherence in a scalable machine with distributed shared
memory (Culler et al. 1999). Most of these systems use
directory-based coherence protocols and a scalable
interconnection network. In this way, it is possible to
build massively parallel processing systems (MPPs). In
fact, DSM architectures are suitable for both
commercial and scientific applications. Especially,
cache coherent non-uniform memory access
architectures (CC-NUMA), which can support both
easy programming (due to their shared address space)
and scalability (with a great number of processors)
(Chung et al. 2001).

2. SUPPORTED HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES

Trace-driven simulation is often a cost-effective
method to estimate the performance of computer system
designs. Above all when designing caches, translationlookaside buffers (TLBs), or paging systems, tracedriven simulation is a very popular way to study and
evaluate computer architectures, obtaining an
acceptable estimation of performance before a system is
built.

As for the hardware architecture, the simulator offers
the possibilities summarized in table 1. Furthermore, it
has been designed so that it can be easily extended (for
example, adding a new coherence protocol).
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Table 1: Architectural characteristics supported by the simulator
Number of processors

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128
SGI Origin (Sequent NUMA-Q in
Directory protocols
project)
MSI or MESI (for used directory
Snoopy protocols
protocols)
Word wide (bits)
8, 16, 32 or 64
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 or
Words by block
1024
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512,
1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384,
32768, 65536, 131072, 262144,
Blocks in main memory
524288, 1048576, 2097152 or
4194304
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512,
Blocks in cache
1024 or 2048
Direct, Set-Associative or FullyMapping
Associative
Cache sets (for set-associative 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512,
1024 or 2048
caches)
Replacement policies
Random, LRU, FIFO or LFU
Writing strategies
Write-Back (for coherence protocols)
Cache levels in the memory
1
hierarchy
References
To memory words
Maximum block size
8 KB
Maximum main memory size
32 GB
Maximum cache size (excluded
labels, block state bits, counts, 16 MB
etc.)

Figure 1: Graphic interface of the simulator

The simulator allows us to select the different
choices for configuring a given architecture, and it
shows us how the system responds to the memory
accesses that the programs generate (memory traces
used for the different processors during the simulation).
Therefore, it is an application that could be used in
order to evaluate memory systems on DSM
architectures with research goals.

All these configuration parameters are related among
themselves according to the theoretical models. If the
user makes a choice which contradicts other parameters,
the simulator warns him/her, and blocks the choice.
The user selects different choices in the simulator
(by interactive windows) to configure a given
architecture that may be stored on an ASCII data file for
future loading, so the need to make many selections for
configuring the same memory model is avoided. What
is more, it is possible to set a default initial
configuration for the simulator. These characteristics
allow us to build a database with different memory
structures, emulating architectures like Silicon
Graphics, Sequent Computer Systems, and others.
3.
SIMULATOR
FUNCTIONALITY

INTERFACE

Figure 2: Multiprocessor vision during a simulation. Note that, in this
case, at the top we can see the tab with the nodes P0-P7

Because of its easy and user-friendly interface, the
simulator can also be used for teaching purposes; since
it allows us to observe, in a clear and graphic way, how
the complete system evolves as the execution of the
programs goes forward (the memory traces are read).
With the simulator, it is possible to obtain a global
vision of the multiprocessor evolution, a vision of the
evolution of a particular cache, or even, a vision of the
evolution of a specific memory block. It always displays
the memory accesses that every processor demands, the
state of the interconnection network (network messages
or transactions), of every communication assist, of
every cache, of every directory, of every memory block
within every cache, etc. Figure 2 shows the appearance
of the screen in a simulation. At the top we can see a
graphic representation of the multiprocessor: After a tab
with generic information, the rest of tabs present the
multiprocessor, 8 by 8 processors (P0-P7, P8-P15,...).

AND

DSMCache is a software tool for the evaluation of
hierarchical memory systems on scalable architectures
with distributed shared memory. This simulator operates
on PC systems with Windows, and it has been written in
a visual language. The simulator offers a Windows
typical graphic interface, having a very complete
contextual help system. Figure 1 shows an overall view
of its graphic interface. This interface can be modified
by the user: with or without XP style, with or without
menu shadows, with or without certain bars and panels,
etc.
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At the bottom there are also several tabs. The first one
includes the event visor (see figure 2), in which the
most important events are detailed after each simulation
step. Another tab of great interest is the node inspector
(figure 3), in which we can inspect (at any simulation
step) the state of each node, including its processor,
cache, directory, communication assist, and local main
memory.

Figure 3: The node inspector during a simulation. Note that, now, at
the top we can see the tab with the nodes P8-P15

The simulator also allows us to study the most
suitable memory system for our needs before actually
implementing it, or it simply helps us to simulate real
systems in order to see their efficiency and compare
results in an easy way. Some of the parameters we can
study with the simulator are: program locality; influence
of the number of processors, directory protocols,
snoopy protocols, mapping, replacement policies, cache
size (blocks in cache), number of cache sets (for setassociative caches), number of words by block (block
size), word wide,...
Furthermore, DSMCache presents, using statistical
data (in figures 2 and 3, tables in the bottom right hand
corner, besides Hits-Misses, States and Network tabs at
the bottom) and several kinds of graphics (see figure 4),
interesting measurements like:
x

Global number of network transactions/messages,
and for types: read requests, read-exclusive
requests, upgrade requests, invalidation requests,
shared responses, exclusive responses, speculative
replies,
shared
interventions,
exclusive
interventions,
revisions,
acknowledgments,
NACKs, etc.

x

Number of remote network messages, and number
of local messages (inside the node).

x

Total number of block transfers, and also
distinguishing between block transfers through the
interconnection network (remote block transfers)
and inside the node (local block transfers).

x

Network traffic taking into account the previous
measurements.

x

Total number of replacements, and number of
replacements of local (memory blocks that are
allocated in the local main memory) and remote
blocks.

x

Total number of write-backs, and number of writebacks by each node.

x

Number of state transitions in cache (each block in
a cache has a state associated with it) and directory
(each memory block also has a directory state).

x

Number of state transitions (in cache or directory)
from a particular state to other.

x

Global number of memory accesses, and for types:
instruction captures, data readings and data
writings.

x

Number of remote accesses (to a remote block) and
local accesses (to a local block) using the network.

x

Number of global and local cache hits and misses,
as well as the hit and miss rate.

x

Distribution of the hits and misses (and their rates)
for readings and writings: distinguishing between
remote and local data.

x

Number and rate of misses satisfied by the local
main memory, by a remote cache or by a remote
main memory.

x

Number of simulation steps.

Figure 4: Data for a specific cache during a simulation in graphic
format

All these data are shown at very different vision
levels, although the relationship among all the system
elements is taken into account in all cases. We can
consequently carry out a simulation observing the
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complete multiprocessor, and all the memory blocks
(figure 2) or only one particular block. We can also
observe a specific cache, and all the memory blocks or
only a concrete block (figure 5).

Figure 6 also includes an example of use of the
contextual menus to obtain information about a
particular
system
element
(cache,
directory,
communication assist,... of certain node).
Finally, it is important to point out that, at present,
the user can select between two languages for the
simulator: English or Spanish.
4. ADMITTED MEMORY TRACE FORMATS
In order to check and use the simulator we have a set
of memory traces. Many of these traces come from tests
performed with benchmarks and with application
programs on different real (multiprocessor and
uniprocessor) architectures. Some have been obtained
by anonymous ftp from different trace databases (for
example, from the PARL (PARL 2004)). Others have
been created and edited using a common text editor. In
this way, we can create, for example, memory trace files
for teaching purposes (with some special feature).
Finally, we have also generated some trace files for
basic operations with arrays by means of C++
programs.

Figure 5: State transition diagram for a cache block

The simulation consists in the programmed
reproduction of operations that would actually be
performed by the components of cache memory system
on a real multiprocessor. Suitable computations are
performed to achieve that goal, and the present and
accumulated results are shown at the same time. The
simulation can be carried out as a whole (complete
execution) or, as is usually much more interesting, step
by step, in order to observe the internal operation of the
system. For very long traces, breakpoints can also be
inserted. There are therefore three kinds of simulation
(step by step, with breakpoint and complete execution),
and it is possible to change from one to another without
waiting for the end of the simulation. It is also possible
to abort the simulation at any time, in order to correct
any architectural detail.

These traces have different formats. In particular, the
DSMCache simulator, until now, admits the following
memory trace formats: the trace format of SMPCache
(Vega 2005), the trace format of LIMES (Ikodinovic et
al. 1999), the canonical format for multiprocessor traces
developed by Anant Agarwal (Agarwal 2004), besides
the new trace format created for DSMCache.
Figure 7 presents an example in which a memory
trace with DSMCache format (files with “*.spr”
extension) is being loaded. In this window, we can also
observe several trace files with SMPCache format
(“*.prg” extension), which could also be loaded in the
simulator.

Figure 6: Contextual menu to obtain data of the different elements in
the system, and Configuration tab for configuring the information and
messages shown in a simulation. Note that, at the top, we can see the
tab with the nodes P72-P79

Figure 7: Window for loading memory traces in the simulator. It is
possible to load memory traces in both SMPCache and DSMCache
format

Another aspect to highlight is the possibility of
changing the information and messages shown in a
simulation using the Configuration tab (see figure 6).

Figure 8 shows an example of the new trace format
for DSMCache. The first comments indicate the number
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of processors for which the trace was created, as well as
the quantity of accesses that contains, and the
distribution for types (instruction captures, data
readings or data writings) and for processors. These
data are not obligatory, although they speed up the
initial management of the trace by the simulator.

As it can be observed, we have looked for an easily
intelligible format, which allows us to modify the trace
using a common text editor. In conclusion, in the
example of figure 8, this memory trace presents 4
instruction captures of a certain parallel program. Five
accesses imply data reading, and two require writing in
memory. In total, those 4 instructions imply 11 memory
accesses.

# Number of Processors
4
# Number of Memory Accesses
11
# Number of Instructions
4
# Number of Data Readings
5
# Number of Data Writings
2
# Accesses by Processor
P0 Acce=3 Inst=1 Read=1 Writ=1
P1 Acce=3 Inst=1 Read=2 Writ=0
P2 Acce=3 Inst=1 Read=1 Writ=1
P3 Acce=2 Inst=1 Read=1 Writ=0
# Trace Data
T=0
P0=0 d80d0200
P1=0 d80d0208
P2=0 d80d0210
P3=0 d80d0218
T=4
P0=2 980e0200
P1=2 e80d0200
P2=2 242a0400
P3=2 b6150200
T=10
P0=3 980e0210
P1=2 e80d0220
P2=3 242a0420

As for the LIMES trace format and the canonical
format for multiprocessor traces proposed by Anant
Agarwal, we have also developed a converter from
these formats to both the DSMCache and SMPCache
format. Figure 9 shows the interface of this trace format
converter.

Figure 9: Graphic interface of the trace format converter

Figure 8: DSMCache trace format

5. PRACTICAL RESULTS

After that, the trace lists the accesses grouped by
time/simulation steps (T=nnn). Each time step usually
includes one access by processor, though it is not
required that all the processors have an associate access.
Each line means one memory access, using the
following format:

In this section we show some experiments and the
associated conclusions for a set of specific architectures
with a set of concrete traces. We will thus illustrate the
use of the simulator and some of the possible practical
experiments to be carried out. A wide set of
experiments has been carried out, studying parameters
of interest like the locality of different programs, the
influence of the cache size, the mapping, the
replacement policies, the block size,... on the miss rate,
network traffic, etc. For reasons of space, we will only
show some of these experiments.

Pi=Type Address
Where:
x

x

x

Pi indicates the processor that does the access,
where i ranges from 0 to the configured number of
processors (minus 1, because i begins from 0).

Table 2: Multiprocessor traces used

Type is a decimal number that identifies the
memory access operation type demanded by that
processor in a given time: to capture an instruction
(0), to read a memory data (2), or to write a data in
memory (3).
Address is a hexadecimal number that indicates the
effective address of the memory word to be
accessed. This address will be translated by the
simulator for locating the word in the memory
system block structure.
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Name
FFT

References
7,451,717

Language
Fortran

Speech

11,771,664

---

Simple

27,030,092

Fortran

Weather

31,764,036

Fortran

Comments
Parallel
application
that
simulates the fluid dynamics
with FFT
Kirk Johnson and David Kranz
(both at MIT) are responsible
for this trace
Parallel version of the
SIMPLE application
Parallel version of the
WEATHER application, which
is used for weather forecasting.
The serial version is from
NASA Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.

Number of processors

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

50

Miss rate (%)

40
30
20
10
0
FFT

Speech

Miss rate (%)

Simple

Weather

Figure 12: Miss rate versus number of processors

2 4 8 16 32 64 128

Simple

Speech/2
Speech/4
Speech/8
Speech/16
Speech/32
Speech/64
Speech/128

We are now going to discuss the three traces that
were generated using the post-mortem scheme (FFT,
Simple and Weather traces). We will study the influence
of the number of processors on the miss rate, the
network traffic, the execution time, and the speedup,
bearing in mind the previously mentioned architecture
(SGI-Origin directory protocol, MESI snoopy protocol,
16-bit words, 64-byte blocks, four-way set associative
caches and LRU replacement). Figures 12 and 13
present the results for the miss rate and the network
traffic.

Cachesize(KB)

FFT

Simple/2
Simple/4
Simple/8
Simple/16
Simple/32
Simple/64
Simple/128

FFT/2
FFT/4
FFT/8
FFT/16
FFT/32
FFT/64
FFT/128

Network traffic (Bytes/Access)

Data transfers
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Figure 11: Network traffic versus cache size. The traffic is split into
data transfers and network transactions

We are first going to analyse an architecture with
eight processors, SGI-Origin directory protocol, MESI
(or Illinois, for a detailed description see (Culler et al.
1999)) snoopy protocol, 16-bit words, 64-byte blocks,
four-way set associative caches and LRU replacement.
On figure 10 the miss rate versus cache size is
represented. From this figure we can obtain the
conclusion that the global miss rate for the system
decreases as the caches size increases, because capacity
and conflict misses are reduced. For large cache sizes
the miss rate is stabilized, this shows us the compulsory
and coherence misses, which are independent of the
cache size. Current measurements demonstrate that the
shared data has less spatial and temporal locality than
other data types. In other words, in general, parallel
programs exhibit less spatial and temporal locality than
serial programs. It is thus usual for the miss rates to be
higher for multiprocessor traces than for uniprocessor
traces. Figure 11 shows the network traffic on the
system per memory access for this same experiment.
The conclusions we obtain are similar to the previous
ones for the miss rate. The network traffic is reduced as
the miss rate decreases because of two fundamental
reasons.

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Network transactions

Cache size (2 KB-128 KB)

Weather/2
Weather/4
Weather/8
Weather/16
Weather/32
Weather/64
Weather/128

In these experiments we have studied traces with
tens of millions of memory accesses (references) for
four benchmarks (FFT, Simple, Speech and Weather).
These traces were provided by David Chaiken (then of
MIT) for PARL (PARL 2004). The traces represent
several real parallel applications. A summary of the
traces is shown in table 2. FFT, Simple and Weather
traces were generated using the post-mortem scheme
implemented by Mathews Cherian with Kimming So at
IBM.

We can conclude that, in general, the greater the
number of processors for a parallel application, the
higher the miss rate and network traffic. This is possible
because with a invalidation-based protocol, like the
MESI protocol, the more processors there are, the more
possible it is that several caches will share the same
block, and hence that in a writing operation, a cache
forces the other caches to invalidate that block,
producing new misses (coherence misses) and
increasing the number of block transfers.

Weather

Figure 10: Miss rate versus cache size
Network transactions

Number of processors (1-128)

Data transfers
60
50
40
30
20
10
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Weather/64

Weather/32

Figure 13: Network traffic versus number of processors

Weather/128

Weather/16

Weather/8

Weather/4

Weather/2

Weather/1

Simple/128

Simple/64

Simple/8

Simple/32

Simple/4

Simple/16

Simple/2

Simple/1

FFT/64

FFT/128

FFT/32

FFT/8

FFT/16

FFT/4

FFT/2

0
FFT/1

Network traffic (Bytes/Access)

On the one hand, there are less data transfers from
the distributed shared main memory to the caches. On
the other hand, due to there being less misses, less
network transactions are necessary in order to manage
the cache coherence protocols.

On the other hand, the greater the number of
processors, the greater the number of network
transactions that are needed to hold the cache
coherence. In short, as the number of processors
increases for a given problem size, the working set
(Denning 1968) starts to fit in the cache, and local
misses (mainly, capacity misses) are replaced by
coherence misses.

20

FFT

18

S im p le

16

W e a th e r

Speedup

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

1

In this line, figure 14 presents the network traffic,
splitting into local and remote traffic. We can see
clearly how the local traffic (traffic inside the node) is
replaced by remote traffic (traffic using the
interconnection network) when the number of
processors grows.

30
20
10
Weather/64

Weather/128

Weather/32

Weather/8

Weather/16

Weather/4

Weather/2

Weather/1

Simple/64

Simple/128

Simple/8

Simple/32

Simple/16

Simple/4

Simple/2

Simple/1

FFT/64

FFT/128

FFT/32

FFT/8

FFT/4

FFT/16

FFT/2

0

Figure 14: Network traffic versus number of processors. The traffic is
split into remote and local traffic

Millions

Execution time (Simulation steps)

30
25

FFT
S im p le
W e a th e r

10
5
0

4

8

16

32

64

128

At present, we are extending the simulator with all
the SMPCache functionalities (Vega 2005). In this way,
we will have a simulator for cache memory systems on
any kind of multiprocessor: scalable systems (to many
processing nodes) with distributed shared memory
(usually based on directory coherence protocols and a
scalable interconnection network), and symmetric
multiprocessors
(small-to-moderate
scale
multiprocessors, usually based on a centralized shared
memory, a shared bus and snoopy coherence protocols).
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2

64

With research goals, we think it is an attractive and
easy tool in order to study memory models on DSM
systems that have a better performance for certain
parallel programs.

Figures 15 and 16 display the results for the
execution time and the speedup.

1

32

In this paper we have shown the main features of a
cache memory system simulator on scalable
architectures with distributed shared memory. We think
the simulator has many advantages from an educational
point of view. Students could use it as a tool for
experimenting the different theoretical aspects about
cache memories and DSM systems in the regular
courses of Computer Architecture. In this way, students
would acquire better and larger knowledge about these
subjects.

40

15

16

6. CONCLUSIONS

50

20

8

Figure 16: Speedup versus number of processors

Local traffic
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4
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60
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existing tools. This means that there are parts of the
design space that end up only lightly explored, because
of the difficulty of doing so.
The workshop summary (Adve et al. 2001) suggests
that simulation frameworks and simulator construction
frameworks were superior to monolithic simulators or
simulator. But in fact, most existing simu-lation tools
belong to the latter. As we know, examples of some
popular simulators include the SPIM simulator (Breach
et al. 1999), the simplescalar simulator (Burger and
Austin 1998) and the SuperDLX simulators(Moura
1993). Once developed, such simulators are difficult to
retarget to a modified micro architecture without a
significant amount of effort.
Therefore, we develop a simulation framework and its
construction tool, named THUMPSim, to provide users
with a method to construct the fast prototype of the
target design. In contrast with the most existing
simulators, THUMPSim has the following features.
1. A component-based infrastructure is completed.
That is, it contains two main parts, the architectureindependent driven engine and the definition of the
target design, to provide an infrastructure for
pluggable components to improve its flexibility.
2. An event-driven signal update algorithm is
employed to simulate all hardware activities. Based
on this algorithm, it provides a set of definition
rules for the design target to resemble concurrent
communication in real systems----not the functioncall interface found in sequential programming
languages such as C.
3. Based on the previous definitions, designers can
describe the interface and function of any
component, signal and instruction in the target
design, then a pre-compilation-program will covert
the description to proper C++ codes automatically
to generate the target simulator, which completes
the construction framework and ease the
development.
Owing to THUMPSim, we implemented one cycleaccurate processor simulator fast when our research
team began to design a MIPS 4KC (MIPS Technologies,
Inc. 2002) like embedded processor. This simulator is
an accuracy C-model of our CPU, which implements
the micro-architecture of the processor and some basic
peripherals. Based on this simulator, software engineers

KEYWORDS
Cycle-accurate simulation, Co-verification, embedded
processor, MIPS.
ABSTRACT
Evaluation has become the mainstay of computer
architecture design and relies heavily on simulators and
simulator infrastructure. To improve the evaluation
performance and design efficiency, one process
simulation framework, THUMPSim, is implemented.
THUMPSim can provide the designer with different
evaluation accuracies on several simulation levels. Its
core contains two main parts, the architectureindependent control module and the definition of the
processor, to provide an infrastructure for pluggable
components to improve its flexibility. In addition, an
event-driven signal update algorithm is employed to
simulate concurrent activities in real systems. Some
other techniques, including object-oriented component
definition, and code auto-generation, are also employed
to predigest the simulation work. THUMPSim is
employed by our team to develop THUMP107
embedded CPU and speed up the software/ hardware
co-development remarkably.
INTRODUCTION
As ASIC designs explode in size and complexity, evaluation has become the mainstay of processor architecture
design before the traditional RTL coding, layout design
and verification flow. The tremendous complexity of
systems is making it both difficult to reason about and
expensive to develop. Detailed software simulations
have therefore become essential for evaluating ideas in
the architecture field. Industry uses simulation extensively during processor and system design because it is
the easiest and least expensive way to explore design
options. Simulation is even more important in research
to evaluate radical new ideas and characterize the nature
of the design space(Skadron et al. 2003).
However, current simulation infrastructure is written in
ways that limit code sharing and lacks a satisfying
component-based architecture. Current tools tend to
dictate the majority of research that gets done, because
it is easier to study questions that can be answered with
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began to start work on OS and applications in parallel to
the development and manufacturing of the silicon
components. In addition, the simulator plays a very
important role in our validation and verification work.
THUMPSim helps us to speed the validation of the
functionality of our processor accurately, and most of
the hardware and software development can be
executed simultaneously.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next
section presents the related projects and shows what
aspects are different in THUMPSim. The detailed
design and implementation of the framework are
described in section 3. Section 4 presents the brief
overview of its usage for our CPU design and the
relative workflow. Section 5 summarizes this paper.

2002).
Therefore, these issues were also evaluated firstly when
we began to design THUMPSim. In our sense, it is
should be a simulation framework rather than a single
simulator. And it should own a component-based
infrastructure and provide some construction tools for
designers to ease the development. According to this
policy, we design and implement the framework, which
will be introduced in the following sections.
ARCHITECTURE OF THUMPSIM
Overview
We define accuracy as a measure of the fidelity of the
simulated machine to the actual, while flexibility means
the ability of the simulator to continue to explore a
broad design space. As more and more features are
modeled accurately, it becomes increasingly difficult to
support design space exploration that strays far from the
chosen direction. In contrast, flexibility in turn decreases as a consequence of increasing accuracy. To pursue
both flexibility and accuracy, THUMPSim accomplishes a component-based infrastructure, which has the
following features.
1. The framework core contains two parts, the architectture independent driven engine and the definition of the
processor. So it is suitable for construction of different
processors with high flexibility.
2. It gives object oriented component definition syntax.
Based on the method, designers can describe some definitions on different levels for the target design. That is,
the target can be simulated with different accuracies,
including cycle-accuracy and functional accuracy.
As showed in Figure 1, THUMPSim contains two main
parts, the simulation framework (gray modules) and the
definition of the target design.

RELATED WORK
Examples of some popular simulators include the SPIM
simulators, the simplescalar simulator and the SuperDLX simulators. Once developed, such simulators are
difficult to retarget to a modified micro architecture
without a significant amount of effort. And these
simulators lack the cycle accurate feature so they are
unfit for our development.
In fact, a number of researchers met under the aegis of
the US National Science Foundation’s Computer Systems Architecture program to discuss the experimental
and evaluation problems that processor architecture research faces in December 2001. The attendants agreed
that simulation frameworks and simulator construction
frameworks were superior to monolithic simulators or
simulator code libraries written in sequential languages.
In addition, modularity, portability and accuracy should
be considered seriously (Adve et al. 2001). Some examples frameworks include Asim (Emer et al. 2002) and
the Liberty Simulation Environment (Vachharajani et al.
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Figure 1: The Internal Modules of THUMPSim
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Control module manages the whole system and schedules other modules to implement the driven algorithm.
Loader can load OS or verification vectors into the simulator. And the key board, UART, terminal console and
memory controller are simulated by peripheral module.
It means different simulated designs can share the common modules, which increases the reusability of code.
At the same time, to separate definitions of the target
design from the framework improves its flexibility. That
is, modification of some components, even of the whole
architecture, can be implemented just through altering
the definition of necessary signals and components.
When the elementary architecture design is finished,
designers can implement the simulation as the steps
below.
1. Signals connecting processor components, interpipeline-stage registers and all instructions are declared
according to the definition rule.
2. Processor components, including Decoder, ALU,
MMU, DCache / ICache, BIU, Shifter, MDU, controller,
CP0 and so on, are defined. Based on the predefined
virtual interfaces in THUMPSim, the function and
signals of one component can been described in a C++
like language.
Based on the description of interconnection signals and
components, THUMPSim provides the tool to construct
the target architecture, which will be introduced in 3.3.
In fact, the original version of our CPU design was 5stage and we implemented its simulator firstly. And
then, we modified it into 7-stage, which only took us
less than 3 weeks owing to the high flexibility of
THUMPSim.

The first is an inter-pipeline-stage-register, Alu_Out_
EX_MEM_v32, that stores the 32-bit computing result
of ALU component and the content of this register is
used in MEM stage.
The second describes a 32-bit wire signal, BranchPC,
which is the target of a branch instruction.
Definition of the logic of every component is stored in a
distinct .def file, which looks like a C++ object declareation file.
The .def file is made up of five fields.
1. Component contains three sub fields:
Name: the identification.
Input :the set of its input signals
Output: the set of its output signals
All input / output signals should be declared before.
2. Variable describes the internal local variables.
3. Function defines the local functions used by
Execute field.
4. Initialize gives initialization codes executed at the
start.
5. Execute presents the function of this component,
which is called by the driven engine when any
input signal is modified.
Based on the previous definition, the whole net list of
the target design can be described and one event-driven
signal update algorithm is employed to drive all signals
and components.
We should note that different levels of simulation can
be implemented on the definition rules. For example,
any stage of the target processor can be regarded as one
single component to complete its function after the
inter-pipeline signals have been defined. Of course, to
divide the stage component into detailed components,
including decoder, ALU, MMU, Cache and so on, can
define more accurate descriptions with higher simulateion accuracy. The choice lies on the users’ needs.
General speaking, a rough simulation is required in the
early stage while the more accurate will be needed later.

Definition Rules
One instruction definition sample looks like the following line, which describes the format of “ADD” instruction.
INST (I_ADD, "add r%d, r%d, r%d", RD(inst),
RS(inst), RT(inst))
Instruction description is used to disassemble a decoded
instruction to show it on the GUI. RD, RS and RS are
macros to draw different subfields of one instruction.
For signals, the following format is employed:
SIGNAL_DEFINE(Name, Type, Width, Stage)
Name: the identification.
Type: wire signal or register signal.
Width: the data width.
Stage: the pipeline stage that the signal belongs to.
Two different types of signal are supported, wire signal
and register signal. One type is just the connection between two or more components while the other is used to
describe the inter-pipeline-stage registers or the general
register file. And the stage info is only meaningful to
register signals. Two typical signals are presented as
follows.
SIGNAL_DEFINE(Alu_Out_EX_MEM_v32, ST_REG,
32, STAGE_MEM)
SIGNAL_DEFINE(BranchPC, ST_WIRE, 32,
STAGE_NONE)

Code Auto-generation and Debugging Functions
THUMPSim provides a simulator construction framework to enable rapid exploration of design alternatives
by automatically weaving architectural component
models together as implied by the definitions of the
design. When the definitions are completed, one precompilation-program coverts them to proper C++ code
automatically. And then, the code can be linked to the
other modules to create the target simulation executable.
For example, the definition of ADDer is presented in
Figure 2 and the converted code is listed in Figure 3.
We can see that Adder has three input and three output
signals. After conversion, the definition becomes a C++
class and all input/output signals are maintained in respective arrays, which will be used by the event-driven
signal update algorithm in the next section.
Some useful debugging functions are provided in the
executable. First, a round signal trace mechanism is supported. Behaviors of the target design in every cycle
are logged, including memory & I/O accessing , register
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read & write, cache miss, TLB miss and so on, which
can been used to evaluated the performance of the design. Moreover, these traces can be compared with those
from RTL-level simulation directly to locate bugs if existing. Second, instruction & data breakpoints are implemented. In addition, most signals and registers can
been watched and modified on-line in THUMPSim.

Event-driven Signal Update Algorithm
As we know, the definitions of the target design will be
converted into proper C++ code. It is a sequential programming language provides the function-call interface
and is not suitable to describe the concurrent activities
in real systems. To simulation the transformation of all
signals updated by components concurrently, one signal
update algorithm is implemented to simulate the hardware execution with high performance.
Event-driven mechanism is employed in the algorithm,
that is, one component will be executed if and only if
any of its input signals is modified in the current cycle.
And our algorithm guarantees that no component will
be called more than once in a cycle. To perform this
algorithm correctly and rapidly, THUMPSim must generate the execution sequence of all components automatically. The following steps are performed just once at
the start to make the sequence.
1. Attach all components to Group 0.
2. Attach all register signals to terminated signal list.
3. one variable, CurrentGroup, is set to zero.
4. Look up components that belong to CurrentGroup.
If none, go to step 7. Otherwise for every matched
component, increase its Group NO by one if no
input signal belongs to terminated signal list.
5. Look up components that belong to CurrentGroup.
If none, go to step 7. Otherwise attach all output
signals of all matched components to terminated
signal list.
6. Increase CurrentGroup by one and go to step 4.
7. End.
When the execution sequence is fixed, our event-driven
signal update algorithm will be called once in every
simulated cycle.
1. Empty the current execution list.
2. Browser all signals. If one register signal is modified in the previous cycle, attach all components
that employ this signal as the input to the current
execution list.
3. one variable, CurrentGroup, is set to zero.
4. Browser the current execution list. If no component belongs to CurrentGroup, go to step 6.
5. If any, execute the component and check its output
signals. If any has been modified, move all components that employ this signal as the input to the
current execution list. Remove the executed component from the current execution list and go to step
4.
6. Increase CurrentGroup by one. If CurrentGroup is
not greater than the number of groups, go to step 4.
7. Update all register signals and end!
Two values are maintained for every register signal.
One saves the original value used by components in the
current cycle and the other stores the new value generated. So to update one register signal in step 7 means that
the new value will overlay the original at the end of this
cycle.

[Component]
NAME = Adder
INPUT = Add_OpA_v32
INPUT = Add_OpB_v32
INPUt = Add_Op_Ctrl_DE_EX_v3
OUTPUT = Add_Out_v32
OUTPUT = Add_Flag
OUTPUT = Overflow_Exception
[Execute]
…………

Figure 2: The Definition of Adder
Adder.h:
class CAdder_COM : public CComponent{
public:
void Execute();
CAdder_COM();
~CAdder_COM();
bool Initialize();
protected:
};
Adder.cpp:
voidCAdder_COM::Execute()
{
…………
}
CAdder_COM::CAdder_COM(){
m_strComponentName =
"Adder_COM";
m_nInputNum = 3;
m_nOutputNum = 3;
m_psgnInput=new
SIGNAL_ENUM[3];
m_psgnInput[0]=SG_Add_OpA_v32;
m_psgnInput[1]=SG_Add_OpB_v32;
m_psgnInput[2]=SG_Add_Op_Ctrl_
DE_EX_v3;
m_psgnOutput=new
SIGNAL_ENUM[3];
m_psgnOutput[0]=SG_Add_Out_v32;
m_psgnOutput[1]=SG_Add_Flag;
m_psgnOutput[2]=SG_Overflow_Exc
eption;
}
Bool CAdder_COM::Initialize()
{ return TRUE; }
Figure 3: The Converted Code
Moreover, the status of the simulated target can be saved to a file. Then the status file will been loaded into
THUMPSim to restore the previous state if necessary,
which is very useful to debug a long term program or
the OS.
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processor developed by our team. The processor, THUMP107, is a MIPS 4KC like embedded processor. It
was produced employing the TSMC 0.18um technology
in October, 2003. And tests show that its highest frequentcy is 500MHz. The simulator played an important role
in the design flow that is divided into four stages as
showed in Figure 5.
During the design stage, the elementary microarchitecture specification was finished and designers
implemented the simulator based on the specification.
Then software engineers started to port OS for THUMP107 and develop applications in THUMPSim in parallel to the development and manufacturing of hardware
components.
Many jobs, listed as follows, had been done in the simulation environment without any final hardware and
prototype in hand.
1. Migrate OS
2. Test Spec2000 Integer benchmarks
3. Develop boot code for the system
4. Write and test most verification vectors
5. Implement the test bench of the whole system
In the co-design and co-verification stage, HDL codes
were finished with the guidance of THUMPSim code.
Verification vectors were also performed. It is necessary
to note that all verification vectors, testing applications
and OS suitable for the simulator can run on the RTLlevel and the gate-level directly. That is, the c++ core of
the simulator is replaced by the RTL core through PLI
interface and the remaining parts, including basic peripherals, DRAM module, control module and the GUI are
unmodified. Then we can operate the mixed test bench
in the way of THUMPSim and the RTL simulator employed is Cadence NC-Verilog.
So testing traces generated by THUMPSim are able to
be compared with those from the lower level simulation
directly to locate bugs if existing. Its flow is presented

The Workflow
For one instruction, its execution flow in THUMPSim
can be described as the following basic steps.
1. It is fetched by the simulator, which is triggered by
the modification of the content of PC register. During the fetch stage, instruction cache is accessed
first. If cache misses, the memory main will be
visited through BIU.
2. Then, decoder is triggered to parse the instruction
and stores the result into the pipeline stages between DE and RF stages.
3. Register files are accessed if necessary to get the
values of source registers, which will modify the
relative signals to trigger execution components.
So this instruction will be performed cycle by
cycle till WB stage.
Of course, there are often several instructions running
currently in the simulator and the potential interlock /
hazard among them should be coped with by the
pipeline control component.
We implement THUMPSim in MFC 7.0 and its GUI is
showed in Figure 4. Window 1 displays the current
instructions running in the processor and the pipeline
stages they belong to. All internal signals and interpipeline-stage registers can be watched in windows 2.
Window 3 is the register file view and window 4 is the
memory view.
Now THUMPSim can load and run some types of verification vectors directly:
1. Executable files in ECOFF format, including the
Linux OS kernel.
2. Other vectors written manually or generated by
RTPG.
THE USAGE
THUMPSim is used in the design flow of an embedded
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Figure 4. GUI of THUMPSim
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briefly in Figure 6.
At last the post-synthesis prototype was tested under the
same test bench. In addition to co-design and coverification, software engineers are also optimizing the
compiler for our CPU based on THUMPSim.
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CONCLUSION
This paper presents one process simulation framework
written in C++. It can provide different evaluation
accuracies for the designer based on several simulation
levels. This framework contains two main parts, the
architecture-independent driven engine and the
definition of the processor, to provide an infrastructure
for pluggable components to improve its flexibility. In
addition, an event-driven signal update algorithm is
employed to simulate all hardware activities, which
resembles concurrent communication in real systems.
It is employed by our team to develop THUMP107
embedded CPU and speed up the software/ hardware
co-development remarkably. That is, before writing
HDL codes, it has been developed for OS migration,
writing verification vectors and validating the
architecture design. In addition, we implemented a coverification environment that contains the simulator.
When testing vectors are produced, both of the csimulator and the design simulator of the target CPU in
different levels can execute them. So testing traces
generated can be compared automatically to locate bugs
if existing, which simplify the verification process.
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Packet

(typically formulated as matching or flow optimization
problems) solutions for the networks with stochastic
components are not straightforward. Decentralized
schemes [3, 6, 10] involve a number of controllers each
of which is supervising a part of a network. This allows
the central control to be applied locally to a part of a
network enabling all “local” supervisors to cooperate
deploying a decentralized exchange of information.
Indeed many distributed systems are unreliable and
subject to random failures of their components.
Examples of such systems are power grids where the
distribution ability of the network can be affected by
demand overloads and other random events or various
transportation/information networks subjected to
congestions and intermittent failures. Thus optimally
designed systems have to offer end user reliability and
integrity by enabling equal share of network resources.

based

ABSTRACT
Pervasive computing environments demand reliability
and multiclass QoS for end to end real time
applications. The concept of active network has been
recently adopted in many distributed environments.
This paper describes and examines the combination of
the active network concept with swarm based control
method called Swarm-based Active Network scheme
for optimized and tunable QoS priority routing. This
hybrid scenario is using the bandwidth clustering
approach in which packets are following the
predetermined path allocated by swarm based packets
(embedded swarms). This mechanism enables the
adaptation of the system to new conditions, and does
not require message bro-kers to fulfill multiclass QoS
demands. Simulation results reveal the response in
terms of the end-to-end delay, available bandwidth and
packet loss of this scheme under different traffic
measures.

This work examines an active network technique, which
combines a reactive and proactive behavior of message
passing using the Split Agent Routing Technique
(SART) [14, 15] based on swarms. Embedded swarm
based packets [8] that are delay sensitive are marked as
prioritized. In turn, agents recognize these packets as
being a part of a packet. This hybrid method is called
swarm-based message passing [15]. It provides a model
for active and distributed network data flow
organization and also continuous resource reservation
on demand. SART technique is applied to an active
network using smart/active swarm based packets and
nodes. In turn the bandwidth clustering mechanism is
activated for priority routing-as will be discussed laterin order to assign a certain bandwidth. A thor-ough
study and discrimination is made for the class of service
offered at any time in the network as well as for the
QoS issue (particularly for delay sensitive packets
where a slotted window tangles). We have considered a
number of metrics that are associated with network
performance and evaluation of the degree of distribution
ability. Further-more measures for handling multimedia
streaming (MMs) are presented with the relative tradeoffs, based on the reliability and QoS offered by the
proposed scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION
Active routing has become one of the most attractive
methods in wired and wireless communication
networks. By combining various hybrid schemes of
different active agent-based methods it enhances the
overall performance of the system offering end-to-end
user reliability and integrity. The objective of the
generic concept of active agent-based techniques is to
achieve high resource utilization and to reduce user
contention for network resources. As load is not
uniformly distributed, network resources decrease in the
form of efficiency, bandwidth, processing power and
memory, leading network to an unpredictable behavior.
It becomes evident that the mechanism used for load
balanc-ing and resource allocation has to avoid
overloaded nodes such that transmission delays
(latencies) are minimized, whereas alternative routes
should be activated whenever load conditions are
drastically changing.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2
a description of the basic principles of the swarm-based
scheme and adaptive resource allocation is presented

While there are often models and efficient algorithms
facing allocation problems in deterministic systems
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with extensive use of active multiclass bandwidth clustering method. Section 3 draws the simulation results
and conclusions and suggestions for future research are
sum-marized in section 4.

which results fluctuation in throughput response of the
system.
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2. SWARM BASED ADAPTIVE RESOURCE
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Agent-based approach was first introduced and
standardized by Appleby and Steward's mobile agent’s
algorithm [3]. Further studies [4, 6, 10] have shown that
an ant-like mobile agent algorithm could be applied to a
network with significant optimization of the QoS
metrics of the network. In [10], Dorigo and
Gambardella used the metaphor of trail laying by ants to
certain combinatorial optimization problems [3, 4].
Several agent-oriented approaches [4, 6, 10, 14] have
recently been proposed that appeal to principles
extracted from Swarm Intelligence (SI) and aspire to
solve routing problems to wired and wireless
communication networks. On the other hand, within
these methods there are some trade-offs that have to be
taken into account. These trade-offs deal with network
overall performance, such as generated overhead in
message passing for agents communication, network
utilization, simplicity for the implementation, etc.

Handling
Rejected Load
Methods

Closely Related(delay,latency, variations in prioritization)

Figure 1: Relation between traffic-incoming load,
routing schemes, flow control and throughput.
2.1 Embedded swarm based active packets for
resource allocation
2.1.1 Active network approach
In an active network, packets are more than just passive
data. They are programs executed by the nodes that are
passing the packets along or embedded in packets that
influence control decisions. This facility allows packets
to make on-the-fly decisions about how to route
themselves. Tennenhouse et al [2] provides a survey of
this work. Active network’s approach is motivated by
both lead user applications, which perform user-driven
computation at nodes within the network.

Agent based network routing could be biologically
inspired and based on insect colonies which exhibit a
simple behavior for their communication and living.
Real ants have similar behavior with agents. They are
repre-sented in the network as artificial agents that bias
the network collecting useful information for the whole
environ-ment through their hormones called
pheromones. In previous researches [8, 14, 15] a hybrid
(proactive and reactive) agent behavior is developed in
which ants are adapting their communicational behavior
to network circumstances, simultaneously splitting
themselves for passing information to neighbor nodes.
In [15] the SART technique was used for path marking
on demand and capacity reservation, and was shown
that this method efficiently marks the path and reserves
the capacity required for offering optimized QoS
service metrics to end users.

Current resource discovery approaches for offering
optimized QoS have been designed primarily for small
networks or for networks where dynamic updates are
not common or frequent. Hence, they do not scale well
when the number of resources grows, and updates are
common. Some of the most popular service discovery
systems are Jini from Sun Microsystems, SLP [5], INS
(Intentional Naming System) [11], and SDS [9]. In
those systems, ser-vices advertise their descriptions to
resolvers-sometimes to intermediate nodes- which act as
resource directories. In turn resolvers allocate the
dedicated streaming packets to a link where available
resources are adequate to efficiently forward streams
from a node to another.
This paper proposes an active network strategy for
optimized QoS provision and adaptive resource allocation based on embedded swarm agents. This research is
using the SART technique for interaction and updating
in-formation between packets and nodes. Resource
capacities are provided locally to where demands occur,
avoiding cross-network traffic. This active technique is
proved to be very adaptive and can rapidly respond to
changes in the environment while significantly reduces
the generated network overhead.

One of the major challenges of the service/resource
allocation problem is to find algorithms that are reactive
and deliver reliable high quality solutions. The nature of
the environment and the underlying infrastructure with
the consolidated use of end-to-end paradigm have
focused the research on transport level as the proper
place to address congestion issues. Sources usually react
by reducing their flow. Indeed, this is a response to
congestion, but it has the unavoidable side effect of
reducing the throughput. Figure 1 shows that the flow
control method/scheme is closely related to routing
schemes used in the network. From a source S to a
destination D, the used routing scheme affects the
underlying discrete flow control-for any given time t-

2.1.2 Swarm based active network
Active packets and nodes can perform different
computations reactively. The encapsulation abilities of
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where Gr is the step size parameter and s is the source
node. Similarly for all neighbors to i , rni (t ) is found

such a net-work enable advanced mechanisms for end to
end communication to scarce or sensitive resources.
Traditional packet headers are replaced with control
programs in order to make on the fly decisions.
The swarm based system approach associates
pheromone trails to features of the solutions of a
combinatorial prob-lem, which can be seen as a kind of
adaptive memory of the previous solutions. In our
implementation each packet-agent launches in the
network and influences the pheromone table [10, 14] by
increasing or reducing the entry for the proper
destination using antipheromone [14]. The pheromone
quantity represents the available end-to-end resources.
The pheromone table at each node with neighbors can
be measured as:
,n-1 destinations and k next nodes(1)
Ri r1i, m

that:
rni,s (t  1)

1  Gr

, n z i 1

(6)
In this way smart data packets and ants have an
interaction in the means that ants affect the routing
tables while data packets influence the service rate of
the traffic on nodes, which affects the ants with the
delay mechanism. This swarm/agent-oriented approach
encompasses the generic agent based concept which
enables agents to move around the network, gathering
information about the topology of the system and the
traffic at a discrete time.

> @

Active swarm based packets are used in a network for
internal communication and auto-configuration between
packets and nodes. Roughly speaking active packets are
self-contained piece of software that has the properties
of autonomy and interaction. Packets make on the fly
decisions about how to route themselves and learn
(gather information) from their passing-by environment.
Figure 2 shows the structure of swarm based packet’s
and node’s structure.

n 1, k ( i )

Artificial ants are biasing the network by generating at
every simulation time step ant-packets destined to every
node randomly. In the network ants are walking
according to probabilities assigned in pheromone tables
and they are visiting one node at every time step. In this
way ants increase the entry in the pheromone table
corresponding to the node from which they came from:
Pold  'P
(2)
5
1  'P

where 'P is the quantity of pheromone increased and
Pold is the previous entry. The other entries in the table

A packet consists of a “flow spec” field and a “filter
spec” field as in the well known Resource reSerVation
Protocol (RSVP) [13]. Packets ‘carry’ traffic spec and
path information from a source to destination and
reserve information during their journey to destination.
The RS info field of the encapsulated active code is the
main swarm based active field in the packet’s header.
RS info field, in cooperation with other fields in both
node and packet, can expose the determined quantity of
pheromone for the selected source and destination. This
pheromone quantity is based on the available end-toend resources [8, 15]. The flow spec specifies the
desired QoS for the packet. The filter spec defines the
set of data packets to receive the QoS defined by the
flow spec. The entire service class in packet header
(both A1 and active code A2) defines the desired QoS
and beyond others, it describes the type of the data flow
(priority degree of MM or don’t care packets).

of this node are decreased accordingly following the
formula:
Pold
(3)
P
1  'P

Routing tables contain a two-way pheromone table
parameters (bi-directional links with different capacity)
which are maintained in each node, and are expressed
as:
(4)
Pkit i nt and Pkntiit
where k i are the next nodes1 for N i , n is one of the
n-1 possible destinations and nt is the possible next
node at a certain time step.
All probabilities are thresholded [14] between
and 0.75 in order to prevent the
1
number _ of _ neighbors

rni,s (t )

2

Encapsulated Active code
A1
Ph

pheromone saturation state.
The route, where intermediate nodes have large
pheromone quantities, is selected as the best-chosen
path. If the destination can be reached on a hop-by-hop
look-up table method, the route is valid otherwise the
packet is blocked [14] and lost. Routing table entries
updates are measured according to the following:
r i (t )  Gr
(5)
rii1, s (t  1) i 1, s
1  Gr

RS info
Flow specification
(flow spec)

Link Capacity
TTL(node,
path)
PrtMM

Traffic
specification
(Tspec)
Reserve
specification
(Rspec)

cache of data
to allow local
recoveries

Active
Node
Packet header

active code A2

Packet structure

packet loss
detection

Ph. Table

Scheduler
Priority
TTL packet
Output
Processing
local NACK

Node structure

Figure 2: Active swarm based packet’s and node’s
structure.

1

Nodes can be both endpoints (can be source and destinations) and
switches (can perform routing functions).
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Active packet’s communication, on a continuous basis,
enables adaptation of the system to new conditions.
This method is not error prone and enables additional
information to be passed to neighboring nodes
embodied in transmitted packets. This communication
between node and packet is opaque to other network
layers.

C

D, j, C1
a
i

d

b

B

D, k, C2

c D, l, C1C2

F
D

A

D, m, C1C3

A->D,B,C1C2

(i)

E

(ii)

Figure 3(i) and (ii): A topology and the regions arising
when clustering with respect to several levels of
bandwidth. Color regions represent nodes connected by
links with higher free bandwidth (solid lines). Dashed
lines indicate more congested links.

2.1.3 Active resource reservation mechanism using
bandwidth clustering method
The bandwidth clustering approach is based on the
available bandwidth on each data link in the network.
Due to the unpredictable incoming traffic measurements
that occur at any time in the network, the capacity of
each channel (bandwidth) is reduced progressively with
an increased flow of packets. Bandwidth clustering
method is based on the idea of clustering nodes using
different levels of bandwidth [8]. The clustering idea is
based on whether the remaining capacity could
efficiently be reserved by different streams to better
utilize the path. This method takes place after the SART
algorithm is applied to the network to bias the paths and
overcome the transient state [14]. Overloaded paths are
also clustered but the remaining capacity will mark the
cluster as a lower bandwidth cluster [8]. The bandwidth
clustering method enables the manipulation of different
paths that offer different levels of bandwidth based
entirely on the information collected from swarm based
packets. Furthermore the bandwidth clustering method
is associated with a cooperative learning and active
environment, producing a robust and decentralized way
for adapting link’s changing capacities quickly.

After split agents measure the path from a source to
destination, the clustering bandwidth mechanism is
activated for each node estimating each time step the
differences in their links. In figure 3 (i, ii) all nodes are
informed and the clusters are constructed according to
capacity reservation information spread by agents onto
nodes. Thus a packet has to decide whether Cluster 1 or
Cluster 2 should be chosen for reaching destination.
These decisions are made according to information of
remaining bandwidth which was obtained in the
previous time step. In that step packets passed and
updated the information as expressed in (5) and (6).
Although routing is performed through the swarm based
method, the bandwidth reservation method occurs
simultaneously with routing decision. Bandwidth
reservation method is based on the priority degree of
each packet. Swarm based routing decisions affect the
bandwidth clustering method, which in turn affects
bandwidth reservation.

Figure 3(i) illustrates the typical decision selections of a
proper node i to destination D. In figure 3(i) node i has
four different options for the D destination. Path options
a and b on one hand are using different intermediate
nodes (j and k respectively) and different clusters
leading to D destination (C1 and C2 respectively). On
the other hand c and d are using a combination of
clusters C1, C2, C3 using intermediate nodes l and m
respectively. Figure 3(ii) shows a topology and the
regions arising when clustering with respect to several
levels of bandwidth. Having as source node A and a
destination node D, agents have already marked the
path [15] and allocated the remaining capacity to paths.
The same time a cluster is being constructed at each
path having the available bandwidth of the channel with
the lowest free remaining capacity (1).
(7)
Max C A D
BW

To define the accurate resource allocation in terms of
bandwidth the updated entries of the pheromone table
of node n should satisfy the following:
(8)
p
ri
1 full _ BW

In (7) BW is the available bandwidth, which is
determined by the lowest free remaining capacity in the
path from A to D (bottleneck concept).

A critical issue arises as to when or whether the clusters
should remain unchanged, as well as the duration that
each cluster handles (remains in active period). After
consecutive network flows it is shown that network is
biased overcoming the transient state. Thus paths are
marked [15] and ready for the creation of each cluster to
host a bounded capacity. The creation criteria are
entirely based on path marking of split agents where the

b

¦

n, s

i

Then decision of which path should be followed can be
measured as follows:
(9)
Max C A  D ! Max C A  D
C1

C1

C2

C2

for which the ideal path ensuring packet transmission
with adequate capacity is C A  D . This clustering
C1

C1

scheme will enable the reduction of lookup tables and
generated overhead, thereupon additional queries to
neighbors are avoided.
2.1.4 Constructed clusters’ recreation frequency and
triggering
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successfully marked path is chosen to be set as a cluster.
Beyond the path marking shown in [15] we used
cellular automata (CA) to overcome the pathlock [14].
For instance node N A , uses CA simply to exchange
information with the neighboring nodes examining2
whether its neighbors have at least a single link leading
to the proper destination (that has higher remaining
capacity). If these links of N A ’s neighbor are not empty

broken links

any). It becomes evident that the

rate of broken links is equal to:

W Tot
, where W b is the
Wb

number of node’s broken links. One way to evaluate
reliability is by using the following notation:
7 N
§ W Tot ·
(10)
¨
¸
i

¨1  W ¸
b ¹
©

where T is the time steps that have passed since the
creation of the cluster(i), and N is the number of nodes
in the cluster.
According to (11) we have measured the total path
reliability notation and the link survivability factor as
follows:

N A remains ‘alive’ and the cluster is not destroyed.
Otherwise the cluster is obliterated.
The issue of when the path should change is critical and
has to be taken into account. Triggering with real traffic
(swarm based active packets) is an action in order to set
different paths in combination with the co-operative
agents and CA comparison in each node. Each time a
packet is transmitted from a source to a destination,
information regarding the cluster of which the packet
itself is a part of, is exchanged between the packet and
the nodes. This mechanism occurs in a dynamic way
(pheromones extraction) exchanging information about
the available bandwidth at each time step. Each cluster
has a threshold S cap , and provides an active environment

hops

Re liability

§
W ·
¨¨1  ¸¸
W
b ¹
©

7i  N 

i 1

¦ Rf
i 1

, number of hops >1

(11)

where Rf is the link capacity refreshment factor and i is
the number of links in the path. In this way we know the
reliability degree of each link where we can evaluate the
total reliability by using equation (11) above.
2.3 Network generated overhead and Quality of
Service (QoS)

with a proper QoS. Some thresholds for bandwidth
should be chosen so that nodes could be dynamically
clustered in areas called “blocking areas”. Every node
in the path is grouped and belongs to the blocking area
labeled with XMb/s, if at least one route with as much
free bandwidth between nodes exists. Adaptivity to the
different traffic flows which results a significant
variation in bandwidth is performed using SART.
SART simply enables the wider/distributed view of path
availability in order to host traffic based on bandwidth
availability. It is undoubtedly true that if the
threshold S cap , where Scap  link _ available _ BW , is
overtaken, meaning that the cluster has reached or
passed the overloaded value, then once again the cluster
is obliterated and recreation procedure takes place, with
agents’ contribution and their path marking.

Many applications are sensitive to the effects of delay,
delay variation (jitter) and packet loss. As known,
resource and bandwidth reservation generated overhead
is the number of control packets that are sent relative to
the data packets. In the described hybrid scenario using
bandwidth clustering, packets are delivered from one
node to another following the predetermined path
allocated by agents. The swarm-based scenario does not
use specific control packets like other routing schemes
since ants pursue the control by being a part of the
packets (smart-active packets). Therefore embedded
swarm agents map and control the traffic at any time
during transmission in the network, and consequently
overhead is potentially reduced.
Roughly speaking the large number of control packets
introduces more chances of packet collision, longer
delay, and more packets dropped resulting in
insufficient QoS. The above scheme with embedded
swarms allows scalability, and efficient usage of
network bandwidth. Additionally no message brokers
are needed to fulfill QoS demands issued by
applications. As known accurate network state
information is very expensive to maintain and monitor.

2.2 Adaptive resource allocation with reliable traffic
flows in constructed clusters
When transmitting data traffic, high reliability is a
parameter of main importance; thus extensive
retransmission and rate control schemes may be used.
On the other hand, when transmitting continuous media
(on demand Multimedia streaming) the requirement of
on time delivery must be balanced against that of
transmission reliability. In our approach we tried to
balance both concepts. A freshness degree evaluation
and the reliability of links are substantial metrics to
ensure reliability for data traffic flow.

Another issue that has to be taken into account for
resource overhead reduction is that swarm based
scheme enables each node to view its absolute
neighbor(s), thereupon additional queries to neighbors
are avoided. It must be stated out that the inexistence of
generated overhead is a result of the non-transmitted
routing tables values or other information blocks to
neighbors or to all nodes of the network. In other words
this scheme significantly reduces the cost of QoS

Each node measures the number of links at the
beginning of each time step W and the number of its
2

W Tot (if

Examination is performed within routing tables.
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Packet Loss Rate (%)

prioritized routing. But in essence it increases the
efficiency with the no need for packet tunneling and the
‘useless’ need to process packets at layers other than the
network layer.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Don't care
packets
M M 1 packets
M M 2 packets
M M 3 packets
M M 4 packets
M M 5 packets

1000

To demonstrate the design methodologies discussed in
this paper, exhaustive simulations were performed to a
partially meshed 100-node network. Nodes capacity has
been chosen to be relatively high on each node’s buffer
(680kb). Network’s performance is examined through a
number of various metrics that characterize the
efficiency of the proposed scheme. In the
implementation-simulation of this work we used our
own libraries implemented in C programming language
(based in C/Objective C). In the implementation of the
bandwidth clustering scheme different traffic input
streams have been tested3,4. The evaluation took place
for different levels of prioritization (marked 15(highest)) and ‘don’t care’ packets (no priority at all).
The network traffic is modeled by generating constant
bit rate (CBR) flows. Each source node transmits one
512-bytes (~4Kbits-light traffic) packet. In the
described scenario link capacity is 6Mbps (bidirectional) each. Packet’s requests are routed only once
using the saved values on nodes.
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MM4 packets
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Figure 6: Delay variations (jitter) for different grade of
prioritization of MM packets and non prioritized
packets (don’t care).
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Figure 7: Bandwidth utilization (%) for different traffic
flows versus the number of hops.
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Figure 5: Packet Loss rate for different grade of
prioritization (1-5) of MM packets and non prioritized
packets (don’t care).
Figure 5 illustrates packet loss rate for different grade of
prioritization of MM packets as well as for “don’t care”
packets. “Don’t care” packets have the highest packet
loss rate because no prioritization takes place using the
swarm based active scheme. Prioritized packets in real
time could be video streams where packet loss and
delay could be disastrous for the offered QoS to end
users. From figure 5 we can discriminate that the packet
loss rate for any of the MM 1-5 prioritized packets is
relatively low compared with that of “don’t care”
packets. Additionally the prioritized packets MM-4 and
MM-5 are behaving almost the same for packets loss
rate.

In figure 4 the average packet delay with the number of
injected packets in the network is illustrated. As the
number of packets increases the average packet delay
increases slightly. After consecutive simulations for this
metric it has been shown that when the number of
injected packets reaches 550-600, the average packet
delay increases dramatically. This occurs due to
capacity limitations that bind each node. Swarm based
active scheme shows that in order to reject the incoming
packet, data flow scheduler and flow specification fields
are responsible to cache locally the packet to node
(figure 2). This results in significant delay but
negligible compared with the case of packet loss shown
in figure 5.
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Figure 8: Comparison of different protocols for the
generated routing overhead packets.
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Figure 4: Average packet delay versus the number of
injected packets in the network.
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Figure 9: Service tunability for different priority
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4 Multimedia traffic (MM) is prioritized and delay sensitive.
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research for large scale networks where flow rerouting
could take place on demand.

In figure 6 the delay variations (or jitter) for different
grade of prioritization of MM packets are shown. Once
again the swarm based active scheme enables active
prioritization of MM packets which cause significant
reduction in the jitter parameter. Jitter is almost the
same for low prioritization MM packets (MM-1) and for
high prioritization (MM-4, MM-5). Active swarm based
scheme prove to be robust in delays where sensitive
prioritized packets are scheduled to be transmitted in
bounded end-to-end delay.

Figure 10 illustrates the average throughput response as
a function of the available resource reservation rate.
When all available resources are reserved, the average
throughput response reaches the 1.52Mbps. On the
other hand when the available resources are reserved in
15% the average throughput reaches 0.93Mbps. Swarm
based active packets are shown to behave better in
terms of the average throughput response for high
percentage of reserved available resources.

Figure 7 shows the percentage of bandwidth utilization
as the number of hops increases, for MM streams traffic
flow versus non-prioritized packets. In figure 7, MM
bursty traffic utilizes the available bandwidth reaching
91% of the total available. “Don’t care” packets can
not utilize more than 67%. This is caused by the high
prioritization of MM packets conflicting with “don’t
care packets”. MM packets block “don’t care packets”
to reach their destination and balk them from utilizing
any link.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This work presents a novel method for active swarm
based scheme for self-configuration suited for
optimized QoS priority routing and the overhead
reduction issue. Resources are allocated by using the
bandwidth clustering method which is associated with a
cooperative learning environment producing a
decentralized way capable of adapting quickly to
changing capacities. This scheme is applied in a swarm
based active network environment where active packets
continuously communicate with active nodes by using
the SART. This mechanism enables the adaptation of
the system to new conditions (bandwidth
reservation/capacity allocation), as well as additional
information to be passed to neighboring nodes for
which information is embodied in transmitted packets.
Paths are clustered with re-spect to different levels of
bandwidth in order to enable capacity allocation and
bandwidth reservation on demand, for any requested
traffic. Simulation results reveal that this scheme offers
path reliability and enable tunable control in data traffic
flow while the same time significantly reduces the
generated overhead in the network. Active band-width
clustering scenario has shown that it can successfully
perform optimized bandwidth utilization (avoiding saturated routing or pathlock) and based on the service
provided, it successfully offers end-to-end reliability.
Multiclass routing is more than simply putting
together routing algorithms designed for individual
traffic classes. Scalable interclass resource distribution
is essential to achieving high network throughput. Thus
this research could be extended for network scalability
examination using variants of hybrid-agent based
schemes and applied to a Mobile Ad-hoc Network
(MANET) where no infrastructure exists. Embedded
agents could be entirely responsible for adapting -on
demand- the proper resource allocation to the type of
service (i.e. voice, multimedia, secure applica-tions for
untrustworthy users). Furthermore a scope of interest
would be the exploration of different ways in the manipulation of the pheromone quantity.

In figure 8 we compared the routing overhead generated
for 3 different schemes: the generic Ant-Colony-Based
Routing Algorithm (ARA), generic Distance-Vector
Protocol (DV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR).
The large number of control packets introduced by
other methods enables packet collisions and longer
delays which results in insufficient QoS. Significantly
less routing overhead is generated in DSR and
bandwidth clustering schemes, while the other methods
generated doubtless higher overhead packets.
Average Throughput Mbps
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Figure 10: Average throughput as a function of the
available resource reservation rate.
Figure 9 shows the service tunability for different
priority degrees of MM packets. Each prioritized MM
packet has different degree of prioritization to reach a
destination. However MM-5 packets behave almost the
same as MM-1 packets. This means that the swarm
based active scheme enables localized prioritizations of
packets to nodes. However nodes are then responsible
for scheduling and co-responsible with packets for flow
control. Thus when packets are marked as prioritized,
swarm based active method “distributes” this
prioritization along paths and influences other packets
to follow the same path. This is why MM-5 packets
behave almost the same as MM-1 pack-ets, while a
further examination could be implemented in our future
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ABSTRACT

state prediction model based on the knowledge of
mobile nodes’ position [1].

Most existing on-demand mobile ad hoc network routing
protocols continue using a route until a link breaks.
During the route reconstruction, packets can be dropped,
which will cause significant throughput degradation. In
this paper we introduce the Packets Received Time
(PRT) to predict the link state, that is, if a particular
node is soon to go out of transmission range. The
Prediction Algorithm together with our PRT approach
enhances the performance of the existing Ad-hoc OnDemand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol. The new
approach is compared with original AODV in CBR and
TCP traffics using various scenarios. The simulation
results showed that our scheme is more efficient, reliable
and improves throughput of the Ad-hoc network.

Flow Oriented Routing Protocol (FORP) [2] also uses a
mobile node’s position information that is provided by
Global Position System (GPS) to predict link state. The
destination node can determine the route expiration time
based on the link prediction in the route. It will inform
the source node when a link is predicted to be broken,
then the source can select the most reliable route to send
the rest of the packets.
The more recent preemptive routing protocol
proposed by Goof [3] uses signal power strength. It
initiates early route discovery by detecting that a link is
likely to be broken and builds an alternative route before
the link fails. However, their simulation results show
that the increase in overhead (The preemptive ratio is
used for defining a preemptive zone that is adjacent to
the signal strength threshold. Because of is a constant,
it implies that for mobile nodes with different relative
speeds, the size of the preemptive zone is the same.)
could be as high as three times the overhead of the
original DSR protocol. The link availability prediction
requires that two nodes maintain their movement
patterns during the prediction time.

INTRODUCTION
In most of the current ad-hoc routing protocols like
(DSDV, DSR, TORA, DSR etc.) a node will keep using
the route until the link is broken. It then has to discover
a new route to the destination. During this discovery
time the packets are lost and it will cause significant
throughput degradation. When the network traffic
requires real time delivery (such as voice, or video),
dropping data packets at the intermediate nodes can be
costly.

Several papers have proposed the Probability model for
the link availability. But the GPS and signal strength
methods presented in [4] [5] [6] use physically measured
parameters to predict the link status. The node with GPS
can know its position directly, but the GPS system
currently is not a standard component of mobile devices
and the signal is too weak to be received in the
metropolitan area and indoors.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm that utilizes PRT
(Packet's Received Time) to predict the signal power of
the link state and find out if the route is going to break.
Our scheme aims at modifying mobile ad-hoc network
(MANET) reactive routing protocol (AODV), to give it
a proactive behavior to improve its performance. Under
our proposed scheme, route maintenance decisions are
based on predicted values of 'link-breakage times' (when
the next-hop node will move out of transmission range).
If a link is about to break, proactive discovery of new
routes to all destinations using the next hop node
depends on the history of traffic to that destination. In
recent years few algorithms and protocols tried to
improve performance by using link state information.
Associatively-Based Routing (ABR) proposed by Toh
[1] favors routes with longer-lived links according to the
associatively of the incident nodes. He proposed a link

This paper concentrates on the PRT prediction approach
in ad hoc networks to reduce the data packets that would
have been dropped because of link failures. As seen
above, in most existing protocols, a mobile host will
keep using the route until the link is broken. Our
proposed scheme will use power measurement of
received packets to predict the topological change in
order to rebuild a route prior to the link breakage, thus
avoiding the data packets being dropping. Generally, a
link failure happens when two mobile nodes A and B
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move out of their radio transmission ranges. Node B
monitors the packets coming from A, predicts the link
breakage time of link A-B, and then sends a warning
message to the source node of this active route. The
source node can rebuild a new route before the link
breaks. The simulation results show that our PRT
algorithm can increases the packets delivery ratio and
reduces the number of drop's packets due to link failure.

reconstructing a new route is to build a fresh and
optimal route that reflects the current network situation
and topology. The L_prediction also mark the
disconnect route and delete it from the packet header.
Data packets therefore can be delivered through fresh
routes and are not dropped when route breaks occur.
2.3 Packets Receiving & Packet's Sequence Numbers
The destination node (DN) continues receiving packet's
until the link is broken. The DN receives different
packet's type from the source node (SN) or upstream
node. Each destination (node) maintains a
monotonically increasing sequence number, which
serves as a logical time at that node. Also every route
entry includes a destination sequence number which
indicates the "time" at the destination node when the
route was created. The protocol uses sequence numbers
to ensure that nodes only update routes with "newer"
ones.
All RREQ messages include the originator’s
sequence number and its (latest known) destination
sequence number. Nodes receiving the RREQ
add/update routes to the originator with the originator
sequence number assuming this new number is greater
than that of any existing entry. If the node receives an
identical RREQ message via another path the originator
sequence numbers would be the same, so in this case the
node would pick the route with the smaller hop count. If
a node receiving the RREQ message has a route to the
desired destination then the sequence numbers used to
determine whether this route is "fresh enough" to use as
a reply to the route request. RREQ messages, RREP
messages also include destination sequence numbers.
This is so nodes along the route path can update their
routing table entries with the latest destination sequence
number.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the AODV concepts; section three
explains our PRT approach, whereas section four gives
the simulation method and presents the simulation
results. The paper ends with the conclusion and future
work to be done in section five.

2. AODV CONCEPT
In this section, we present the conceptual details of the
AODV protocol. AODV nodes use four types of
messages to communicate among each other. Route
Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP) messages are
used for route discovery. Route Error (RERR) messages
and HELLO messages are used for route maintenance.
The following sections describe route determination and
route maintenance in greater detail.
2.1 PRT Route Construction
Our algorithm does not require any modification to the
AODV’s RREQ (route request) propagation process.
When a source needs to initiate a data session to a
destination but does not have any route information, it
searches a route by flooding a RREQ packet. Each
RREQ packet has a unique identifier so that nodes can
detect and drop duplicate packets.
An intermediate node upon receiving a non-duplicate
RREQ records the previous hop and the source node
information in its route table. It then broadcasts the
packet or sends back a ROUTE REPLY (RREP) packet
to the source if it has a route to the destination. The
destination node sends a RREP via the selected route
when it receives the first RREQ or subsequent RREQs
that traversed a better route (in AODV for instance,
fresher or shorter route) than the previously replied
route, when the route established the source start send
the packet's to the destination through shorter route .

3. PRT and prediction algorithm
Two Ray Ground reflection approximations are used as
radio propagation model in [9]. The Two Ray Ground
model uses formula (1) to calculate signal strength at the
receiver's end.

ª
Pt * G
« Pr =
¬

The PRT structure and L_Prediction are established
during RECV (received packet's procedure) and
RREP_ACK phase that we will explain more in section3.

r

* ( h t * h r ) 2 º ….….….. (1)
»
d 4
¼

Where: Pr is the received signal power, Pt is the
transmitted signal power, Gt is the transmitter antenna
gain, Gr is the receiver antenna gain, ht is the transmitter
antenna height, hr is the receiver antenna height, It is
assumed that Pt is a constant. Assume that the ground is
flat to remove dependence of h and d values on the
geography of the simulation area. So equation above can
be simplified under the conditions of ad hoc wireless
network simulation to:

2.2 Routing Maintenance and L_prediction
Data packets are delivered through the primary route
unless there is a route disconnection. When PRT detects
a packet's received time is bigger than the route life time
and does not receive hello packets for a certain period of
time the L_prediction send RERR to the source to
initiate a route rediscovery. The reason for
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Pt º
ª
«¬ P r = k d 4 »¼

…..…………..….....……..…. (2)

We added PRT procedure to AODV protocol, in this
procedure when the destination node received the first
packet, PRT start save packet time on the received
packet time table, increment the packet flag, calculate
packet signal power and wait for the next packet from
the upstream and repeat equation (5), (6), (7) to next
packet and compare it with previous packet that is
already on the table.
If the current packet's signal power is greater than the
pervious packet's signal power, that means the nodes are
moving closer to each other otherwise if the current
packet signal power is equal to the pervious packet
signal power that means the nodes are quiescence so the
packet flag will be zero and do not need prediction
algorithm.
On the other hand if current packet signal power is
weaker than the previous packet signal power,
prediction algorithm maintenance marks the current
route as idle to delete it from the packet header when a
new route is established and send RERR upstream to
locally maintain the route, or to the source node to
establish RREQ to find a fresh and optimal route to the
destination that reflects the current network situation and
topology.
In the implementation, each destination nodes will keep
an array as showed in (5) of signal info objects. Each
table holds three packets with information such as signal
power strength and reception time for the same
neighboring mobile nodes. When node B receives
packets from node A, it updates its table array according
to:

Where k is constant

k = Gt * ( h 2t *h 2r ) ..…………...…...…...….……. (3)
This equation shows that the signal power at the receiver
node has relation 1 d 4 with the distance between the
sender node and receiver node.
As we mentioned before, GPS and signal strength
methods use physically measured parameters to predict
the link status. GPS currently is not a standard
component of mobile devices and the signal can be too
weak to be received. Supposing the route has already
been established and the first packet delivered, our
algorithm starts recording packet received times, and
based on this data, predicting link breakages using the
following formula:

R pt = C t − S pt ………………………….......… (4)
Where R pt is the packet received time for the current
packet, Ct is the current time and Spt is the packet's send
time. We suppose to receive 3 packets on destination
node to predict the link state. In this case we repeat
equation (4) on the future packets and save it in the table
using equation (5). In this case we will increment the
packet flag p_flg by one and save the packet receive
time on the receive table as flowing:

P3 ≤ P2 ≤ P1

Trpt [ p _ flag ] = R pt .…………….…………. (5)

T

t =0

N

¦

T3 ≤ T2 ≤ T1 ….. (8)

When two mobile nodes are moving closer, the latest
signal power strength will be greater than the previous
one. In this case, we set P1 to the latest signal power
value and set P2 and P3 to zero, no prediction is
necessary.

The packet received time average over all
neighborhoods and all time calculated using the
following formula:

Prt = ¦

and

Ct
……..…. (6)
Trpt [ p _ flag ] * LLt

4. Simulation and Analysis

Where Prt is packet received Time average on
destination node, we are using the Ct is the current time
defined on AODV original protocol calculated during
transmitting and receiving packets, LLt is link life time,
T total time arrives at the destination, and N number of
hop.
Substituting (6) into equation (2) the received signal
power on the distinction node calculated as following:

All simulations were run using the NS-2 simulator [13],
[14] and numerous simulations were chosen to illustrate
the performance advantage gained by using
AODV_PRT over AODV. The simulation experiments
can be classified broadly as CBR (UDP) based
simulations and simple formal model of TCP over MAC
802.11 based simulations. The routing protocols were
tested using both CBR and TCP traffic to get a more
complete picture of their performances. Both the CBR
and TCP based simulations were run with two mobility
models.

P rt º
ª
«¬ P r = k d 4 »¼ ……………...………………… (7)

The simulations using RW (random waypoint) model
were run in a 1500m by 300m area with 20 nodes under
varying conditions of mobility and load. The

n0
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communication model consisted of 8 CBR connections,
with a packet size of 512 bytes for each set of
simulations. All statistics were based up on 10,000 data
packets and the rate of sending is 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and
1second. Our simulations were conducted by varying
both maximum velocity and pause time.
Maximum velocity varied as 1, 4, 8, 12,16, 20 m/s
Pause time varied as 0, 50, 100, 150, 200 seconds

Everage %

Figure 4.1 show that the End-to-End delay for
AODV_PRT has longer delays than AODV for high
mobility. The reason for that we measure delays for data
packets that survived to the destination. AODV_PRT
delivers more packets, and those packets that are
delivered in AODV_PRT but not in AODV, our
explanation when route going to break the AODV_PRT
possibly uses longer alternate paths to deliver packets
that are dropped in AODV.

End-To-End Delay

150

200

AODV

TCP-with 20 nodes

Figure 4.1 End-to-End delays vs. pause time
70%
Delivery

Figure 4.2 shows that AODV_PRT delivers more
packets on high mobility, when the nodes are moving
fast on the topology area, that mean increase the
possibility of link breakage. Figure 4.2 shows the
AODV with PRT Algorithm will detect the link
breakage and delivers those packets lost on AODV
protocol.

70%
69%
69%
69%
69%
0

50

100

Delivery ratio (%ms)

CBR Traffic wiht 20 nodes

100

150

AODV

Hence at lower hop counts, TCP transmits at a very high
rate, while the rate rapidly drops at higher hop counts.
Thus, the average hop count in TCP tends to be similar
for all simulations just as the average hop count across
all CBR simulations are comparable. Since TCP
operates as a feedback system, TCP has a lower average
hop count than the average hop count with CBR traffic
for the same mobility scenario [6], [7], [8] and [13].

200

Pause Time
AODV_PRT

200

Figure 4.4 TCP Packet delivery ratios vs. pause time
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0.1
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Pause Time
AODV_PRT

0

200

Figure 4.4 shows that the AODV and AODV_PRT have
delivered almost the same amount of packets in low
mobility and when the nodes are moving fast
AODV_PRT deliverers more packets. AODV_PRT has
more amounts of control messages. The hop count
obtained with CBR traffic is a true measure of the
average hop count of all active routes in the simulation,
as the traffic source is independent of the network
condition, while the hop count obtained with TCP traffic
is not. This is because, in the absence of congestion, the
rate of TCP transmissions is very sensitive to the
number of hops, because the rate depends on the mean
round trip time (rtt) of each connection, which is largely
dependant on the number of hops.
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AODV_PRT

100

Figure 4.3 CBR packets lost
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AODV_PRT

CBR Packet lost
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Figure 4.2 Packet delivery ratios vs. pause time

Figure 4.5 shows the delivery packets ratio for TCP &&
CBR with deferent pause time, figure 4.5 is not compare
between TCP and CBR. It shows the packets delivery
for each traffic with AODV original and AODV_PRT.

Figure 4.3 shows that the AODV_PRT losses fewer
packets than AODV that’s increase the packets delivery
thru the AODV_PRT than AODV.
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Figure 4.5 Packet delivery ratio with CBR && TCP
vs. pause time
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Figure 4.6 TCP End-To-End Delay vs. pause time
TCP

Dropped Ratio %

Figure 4.7, 4.8 and table [2] are shows that the AODV
have More drop packets than AODV_PRT when no
routes because the AODV_ PRT detect the link break
and discover a new route to continue send that’s packets
dropped in AODV, AODV_PRT more efficient to
deliver the data and avoid the packets dropping that’s
mean its more efficient than AODV.
Table [2] show that the total data dropped and the data
dropped because there is no route to the destination
during the simulation experiments for the original
AODV and AODV_PRT.

CBR
TCP

8

12

16

16

20

AODV_PRT_NRTE

Total
Dropped Pk
Dropped No
route
Total
Dropped Pk
Dropped No
route
No route
CBR %
No route
TCP %

Total
Dropped Pk
Dropped No
route
Total
Dropped Pk
Dropped No
route
No route
CBR %
No route
TCP %

Speed
4

8
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4
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6
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4
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8
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3
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0

0

1
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6
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6
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9
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2

7

4
25.04
8
0.402
0

0
0.649
3

6

0

16.187

0.9950

0.4268

12

16

42.28
7
0.567
6
20

0

0.3012

0.4975

0.3342


5. Conclusions and future work
Prediction algorithm is one of the best approaches to
avoid link breakage; it has been widely used in schemes
aimed at improving performance of ad-hoc networks [4],
[5], [6], [7], [9]. As reviewed in this paper, most of this
work depends on node density, radio transmission range,
and GPS and signal strength. But the GPS and signal
strength methods both use physically measured
parameters to predict the link status. The performance
could be further improved using the received packet
signal. This paper has given our new method to improve
the performance of ad-hoc network as the following:

30
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Table [2]: Packet Dropped TCP & CBR

Dropped packe t ratio be cause of No
route s(CBR)
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Figure 5.8 Dropped packets on TCP

Figure 4.6 shows that the End-to-End delay for
AODV_PRT and AODV have the same end to end
delay. But AODV_PRT deliver more packets.
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AODV_Org_NRTE

AODV_TCP
AODV CBR

50
40
30
20
10
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AODV PRT CBR

Dropped packet ratio because of no
routes(TCP)
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Speed

AODV_Org_NRTE
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• Our simulation compared between CBR traffic
OADV original protocol with AODV_PRT
protocol and TCP AODV original protocol with
AODV_PRT protocol. We were not compared

Figure 5.7 Dropped packets on CBR
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between CBR traffic and TCP traffic performance
on simulation results.
• The CBR simulation shows that AODV_PRT
delivers more packets, and those packets that are
delivered in AODV_PRT but not in AODV, take
alternate and possibly longer delay more than
AODV,
• The TCP simulation shows that AODV and
AODV_PRT have delivered almost the same
amount of packets in low mobility , and
AODV_PRT deliverers more packets than
AODV in high mobility,
• AODV_PRT has more amounts of control
messages. The hop count obtained with CBR
traffic is a true measure of the average hop count
of all active routes in the simulation, as the traffic
source is independent of the network condition,
while the hop count obtained with TCP traffic is
not,
• Compared with original AODV, our simulation
experiments show that our approach with CBR
and TCP traffic is more beneficial, delivered
more packets, less lost packets and packets
dropped.
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different stream of instructions and exchanges messages
when they need to share data or coordinate with other
processors. Message Passing Interface (MPI) [Gropp
1995] has been used as a de facto standard for message
passing based parallel computing. MPI specifies the
necessary point-to-point and advanced collective
communication primitives for message passing. MPI
and other message passing libraries such as Parallel
Virtual Machine (PVM) [Sunderam 1990] and P4 [Butler
1994] have been widely used in developing parallel
applications proving its effectiveness due to simplicity
and portability over various parallel computing
platforms.
However, in cluster computing, lower network speed
has been the main bottleneck that impedes the
scalability of a cluster. One solution to overcome this
obstacle is to improve the bandwidth using faster
networking technologies such as Gigabit Ethernet,
Myrinet, or ATM. Another solution is to use a cluster of
multiprocessors instead of uniprocessor machines.
Recently, processor vendors started producing relatively
low cost Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) machines
with usually up to eight processors that share the same
memory, I/O devices, and other resources and run
different copy of the operating system on each
processor. Emergence of low cost SMPs made it
possible to build a cluster of multiprocessors
economically. With use of multiprocessors, fewer
number of machines need to be connected through a
slower network and the communication among the
processors within the same machine can take place
using a much faster bus or an interconnection network.
This reduces the amount of communication over the
network and improves the scalability of the cluster.
With this configuration, a cluster of multiprocessors,
current parallel programming models don’t support this
new type of cluster computing architecture effectively.
With a multiprocessor architecture, shared memory
programming models must be incorporated into the
programming model while message passing model is
still needed for a cluster based parallel computing. A
parallel programming model that supports this
architecture must address two different parallel
computing paradigms in a single framework. In a shared
memory
multiprocessors,
multithreading
and
synchronization based on shared variables are common
techniques. In message passing, communication is
defined between two processes rather than threads and
explicit message exchanges are used for work

KEYWORDS
Middleware, Cluster Computing, Parallel Processing,
Message Passing.
ABSTRACT
Message passing based parallel programming paradigm
and associated libraries such as MPI and PVM have
proven its novelty and efficiency by successful
applications in many diverse areas ranging from
scientific computation, simulation, graphics, machine
learning, to data mining. Those tools have been de facto
parallel programming libraries for cluster computing
where a cluster consists of usually homogeneous uniprocessor machines. Recent advances in processor
technologies made it possible to build a cluster of multiprocessor machines more economically. In addition, a
new programming language, Java, and its associated
technologies opened a door to flourish of new and more
efficient development of distributed computing
software. Virtual Cluster Computing (VCluster) library
is a portable parallel runtime system we have developed
to support parallel programs that run on the cluster of
heterogeneous uni- and multi-processors. In this paper,
we briefly introduce the features of VCluster system
and describe how parallel programs can be developed
efficiently with VCluster. We also present the
experimental results showing the performance of the
developed system on two exemplary applications, heat
diffusion and back propagation neural network, and
compare them with other systems.
INTRODUCTION
With the availability of high performance
microprocessors, high speed networks, and the
associated distributed computing tools, cluster
computing has become widely used in many diverse
areas from fluid dynamics, bioinformatics, simulation,
and data mining. Cluster computing provides a low cost
parallel computing platform consisting of multiple
interconnected PCs or workstations through commodity
network technology as a replacement for an expensive
parallel computer.
Developing a parallel program over a cluster requires an
associated parallel programming model, a language, and
a software library to realize that. The most widely used
parallel programming model in cluster computing is
message passing where each processor executes a
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distribution,
data
sharing,
coordination,
and
synchronization.
While many of the existing parallel programming
libraries have been targeted for C/C++ and Fortran
programming languages, a new programming language,
Java, and its associated technologies opened a door to
flourish of more efficient development of distributed
computing software due to the platform neutral byte
codes, concurrent programming model based on
monitor concept, object oriented, and inter-process
communication mechanisms such as TCP/IP sockets
and Remote Method Invocation (RMI). Recently, Java
has also strengthened its viability as a distributed
computing tool by incorporating Java cryptography and
security packages as a part of recent JDKs.
Motivated by these observations, we have developed a
new parallel programming model and a parallel runtime
system that can address both tightly coupled shared
memory multiprocessors and loosely coupled
distributed memory multiprocessors, a cluster, in a
single framework. VCluster is a prototype realization of
the proposed framework. In this paper, we discuss the
architecture and features of VCluster and compare them
with other related approaches. We present how parallel
programs can be developed using VCluster and show
experimental results with two parallel applications.

As an alternative solution to address scalability,
building a cluster using multiprocessors is attractive. It
can reduce the communication latency among the
processors in the same machine and only the
communication between the processors on the different
machines needs to take place over the slower network.
With the emergence of low cost SMPs and the low cost
operating systems running on top of those machines
such as LINUX and FreeBSD, SMPs have gained more
attention in cluster computing to substitute uniprocessor machines. SMP has multiple processors
sharing the same system resources. It is symmetric; the
processors have the same capability and can access the
memory, I/O, and other resources at the same level.
And, they are usually connected by a bus with a few
processors.
Successful development of parallel programs requires
efficient parallel programming models, languages, and
libraries. Depending upon the underlying parallel and
distributed computing platforms, there can be many
different approaches. In a shared memory machine like
SMP, multithreading and associated synchronization
primitives such as semaphore, mutex, and monitor, are
used for developing parallel programs. High level
programming languages such as OpenMP provide
parallel language constructs that automatically and
dynamically create processes and execute some part of
the program in parallel such as parallel for loops
[Chandra 2000].
In cluster computing environment where computers
have their own private memories and are loosely
connected through a slower network, message passing
has been the dominating parallel programming
paradigm.
Data
sharing,
coordination,
and
synchronization are done through explicit message
exchanges. In this parlance, MPI and PVM were the
most successful implementations and used in
developing many different types of parallel
applications. Message passing architectures favors
coarse-grained parallelism because send and receive
operations can be designed to amortize latency over the
long messages that are sent infrequently in coarsegrained programs [Jordan 2000].
Implementations of message passing libraries were
geared towards a cluster of homogeneous uni-processor
machines. Even though multithreading can be used with
those
message
passing
libraries,
however,
communication in the message passing model was
defined for inter-process communication and it’s up to
the users how to incorporate threads into MPI programs.
While Scalability and better speedup have been the
main driving motivations of parallel and distributed
processing, we cannot emphasize the importance of
portability and maintainability enough in more recent
cluster computing environments where a cluster is
composed of heterogeneous machines rather than
homogeneous ones. The number representation formats
can be different, big endian and little endian. Once
again, it can also be handled by the user who is aware of

RELATED RESEARCH
In this section, we discuss the various aspects of high
performance cluster computing at different levels and
the associated issues. They include communication
networks, cluster architecture, parallel programming
models and libraries.
In cluster computing, communication latency is the
main bottleneck that impedes the scalability of the
parallel programs when commodity networking
technology such as Fast Ethernet is used. In order to
reduce the communication latency, use of faster
networking technologies such as ATM network or
Myrinet can improve the network performance.
However, one critical issue is that they usually use a
particular network protocol to utilize the underlying
faster network fully rather than using a general TCP/IP
protocol, which results in reducing the portability and
causing the developed parallel programs to be bound to
a specific networking technology.
Recent clusters began to use the Gigabit Ethernet as an
alternative networking technology to connect the
computers on the cluster. However, the performance of
the Gigabit Ethernet doesn’t provide much faster
networking speed as the name implies. Gigabit Ethernet
technology simply increased the network speed to
Gigabit per second (Gbps) but was still built on top of
the same Ether protocol [Park 1998]. Even with the use
of faster networking technologies, it cannot provide
enough latency and bandwidth compared with the
dedicated interconnection network used in the shared
and distributed memory multiprocessors.
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the heterogeneity and converts the number
representations accordingly, however, heterogeneity is
not hidden from the users and reduces the portability of
the developed parallel programs. Several portable
message passing libraries to address these issues based
on Java have been developed such as JPVM and
mpiJava utilizing the platform neural features of the
Java byte codes [Baker 1998, Ferrari 1998]. mpiJava [7]
wraps the MPI library with Java using Java Native
Interface (JNI). JPVM [Ferrari 1998] implemented the
PVM specifications purely in JAVA.
However, simply applying JAVA technologies to the
existing message passing models is not an efficient
solution. Those message passing models were designed
to augment the existing sequential programming
languages
with
additional
message
passing
functionalities. Message passing model was not
designed towards object oriented paradigm. Java is an
object oriented programming language and the
corresponding message passing model has to take that
into consideration in its design to be more efficient.

State 1

State N

Figure 1. Virtual Thread Structure in VCluster
Java’s object oriented paradigm and polymorphism
provides useful structure to hide complexity of the
software structure and make the parallel program
modular and layered software structure more effective.
Programmers write the parallel program by extending
VCluster thread, state, channel, and channel set classes
and inheriting their properties, which hides the internal
complexity of those abstract concepts. This architectural
features of VCluster make a virtual thread migrate to
another machine.
VCluster provides thread to thread message passing
functionality. Those communicating threads can be on
the same machine or on remote machines. If they are on
the same machine, the message will be just copied from
one thread buffer to another thread buffer. If they are on
the different machines, then the message is actually
transmitted over the network. In order to support shared
memory programming paradigm without using direct
message passing, the threads on the same machine can
be bound to the same states and use monitor based
coordination and synchronization schemes. In VCluster,
a thread is virtual in that the thread can migrate within
the system by detaching itself from one computer and
move to the remote location with the current status.
Prototype implementation of the proposed VCluster was
done using JDK 1.4.2 and used to develop several
parallel and distributed applications.

VIRTUAL CLUSTER COMPUTING (VCLUSTER)
LIBRARY
VCluster is our effort to address the issues raised in the
previous section. VCluster provides a framework to
support a cluster of heterogeneous uni- or multiprocessor machines using a portable parallel
programming library. This combines the shared memory
programming paradigm and the message passing in a
single framework. Initial design of VCluster was
inspired by SCPlib and CRlib that are both multithread
message passing libraries with richer set of advanced
functionalities such as dynamic load balancing, thread
mobility, heterogeneous computing, replication, and
fault tolerance [Watts 1998, Lee 2002]. They were
primarily developed for parallel C programs over a
variety of parallel computing platforms.
VCluster is a parallel run time system implemented
using 100% Java codes to support better portability
exploiting Java’s platform neutral byte code
technologies. A basic computing unit in the VCluster is
a communicating virtual thread that can migrate across
the Java Virtual Machines (JVM) and computers. Each
thread has a list of associated named states and named
communication channels as shown in Figure 1. Unlike
MPI message passing model where communication
resources are bound to a process, in VCluster,
communication resources are associated with an
individual thread. A thread creates a set of unidirectional communication channels to communicate
with other threads. A thread also associates itself with a
set of states of interest that are shared data and methods.
The same state can be shared by multiple threads and
the atomic and mutually exclusive access to the states is
guaranteed.

PARALLEL PROGRAMS WITH VCLUSTER
In this section, we describe how parallel programs are
developed using the VCluster library. Figure 2 shows
the basic structure of a parallel program. It illustrates
how two virtual threads are created, set up the
communication links, create states, and exchange
messages. Note that two processes on each computer
execute the same code but with a different process ID
number that tells who is a sender and a receiver. A user
creates a virtual thread by extending a VC_Thread class
and needs to implement the run method.
public class Application
{
public static void main(String args[])
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{
VCluster vc;
VC_ChannelSet vchannelSet;
VC_Channel vchannel;
myThread vthr;

Figure 2. An Simple Send/Recv Program with VCluster

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

// Initialize
vc = new VCluster(args);

In this section, we examine the performance of the
developed system and compare it with other relevant
systems. Three relevant systems were compared with
VCluster; MPICH, mpiJava, and JPVM. MPICH is a C
implementation of MPI by Argonne National
Laboratory [MPICH 2004], mpiJava by [Baker 1998],
and JPVM by [Ferrari 1998]. MPICH was chosen as the
base case that extends the C programming language
with message passing functions. It is most widely used
and would yield the best performance compared with
other Java based libraries. mipJava is simply wrapping
the MPICH with Java interface and is expected to be
slower than MPICH but faster than JPVM and VCluster
that were implemented purely in JAVA.
Our performance analysis was done in two aspects. First
we measure the communication overhead. Since JAVA
uses the neural byte format for the communication, the
communication overhead was expected to be higher
than that of C. Fig 3 shows the round trip
communication overhead with respect to the varying
message size from one byte to one mega bytes. As
expected, Java based message passing libraries are
slower than C based MPICH. For a larger message sizes
closer to one mega bytes, VCluster performed better
than the JPVM. We believe that it is because of the
VCluster’s sending and receiving mechanisms based on
separate send/recv threads and polling. Despite the
higher communication overhead in VCluster and other
Java based systems, it doesn’t discourage the use of
Java for cluster computing in that coarse grain
parallelism is mostly used in cluster computing and the
communication overhead can be compensated by the
larger computation part of the application.

// Create two virtual threads and bind them to VCluster
vthr = new myThread();
vc.addThread(vthr);
// Create the states and bind them to the vthreads
mystate = new myState();
vthr.addState(mystate);
// Setup the communication links
if (vc.getMyPid() == 0) {
vchannelSet = new VC_ChannelSet("sendChannelSet");
vchannel = new VC_Channel(1,"ch", vc.VC_WRITE);
}
else {
vchannelSet = new VC_ChannelSet("recvChannelSet");
vchannel = new VC_Channel(0,"ch", vc.VC_READ);
}
// Bind the communication links to virtual threads
vchannelSet.addChannel(vchannel);
vthr.addChannelSet(vchannelSet);
// Start the program
vc.start();
// Finalize and exit the program
vc.finalize();
}
}
class myThread extends VC_Thread
{
// User need to implement this run method
public void run()
{
myState mystate;
VC_ChannelSet vchannelSet;
int myTid, myPid;
myPid = getPid();
myTid = getTid();
mystate = (myState)getState();
// Send/Recv a single integer between tow vtheads
if (myPid == 0) {
vchannelSet = getChannelSet("sendChannelSet");
VC_Channel vchannel = vchannelSet.getChannel("ch");
vchannel.writeInt(888);
}
else if (myPid == 1) {
vchannelSet = getChannelSet("recvChannelSet");
VC_Channel vchannel = vchannelSet.getChannel("ch");
int a = vchannel.readInt();
}

Fig 3. Communication Overhead
Next two experimentations were performed to analyze
the real application performance that includes both
communication and computation. First application is a

finalize();
}
}
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fluid dynamics application, Dirichlet boundary problem.
The Dirichlet boundary problem is a simple numerical
simulation problem on a two dimensional grid. Each
point on the grid has a ( x , y ) location and a value
representing temperature of some material. At each time
step, each point's temperature is averaged with its
neighbor's temperatures to find the point's temperature
at the end of the time step. This operates for all grid
points that are not on the boundary. Boundary grid
points are assumed to have a constant value. The
workload is uniform in the Dirichlet problem. This
allows the domain decomposition technique to be used
in dividing up the workload among processes. We have
implemented the Dirichlet boundary problem using four
message passing libraries introduced above. Our cluster
computing environment was composed of a cluster of
32 LINUX PCs equipped with 900MHz AMD Athlon
processor, 1 GB memory, and 100BT networking.
Figure 4 shows their performance on this cluster with
varying number of processors. Performance of three
Java based message passing libraries was comparable
and the MPICH outperformed them. With a small
number of processors, the execution time difference was
noticeable, however, with larger number of processors,
for example 32, the difference became ignorable. This
experimentation results indicate that with enough
number of processors Java based message passing
libraries can mitigate the associated overhead compared
with C based libraries and be an attractive tool for a
large scale parallel application development. mpiJava
was expected be faster than VCluster and JPVM as it
still uses C codes in it, however, its performance was
close to the other Java implemented libraries.

parallel computing architecture and programming
models [Zickenheiner 1994, Nordstrom 1992]. We used a
training set partitioning method that reduces the amount
of communication needed for distributing data and
synchronization. BPNN is trained iteratively until an
acceptable mean squared error rate is achieved. In the
beginning, the partitions of the data set are distributed
to each worker thread. Each iteration is called an epoch.
In each epoch, each worker threads work on the fraction
of the computation corresponding to the distributed
partition and the master thread aggregates the partial
computation results. Then, the updated weight vectors
are redistributed to all the worker threads for the next
epoch.
Figure 5 shows the performance of the parallel PBNN
on the same cluster. Once again, three Java based
libraries showed the comparable performance. Note that
the gap between VCluster and MPICH converges as the
number of processors increases. The required amount of
computation is much higher than that of Dirichlet
boundary problem and it is expected that with use of
more processors the gap will further converges as the
previous application did.

Fig 5. Parallel Neural Network Performance
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper, we have introduced a new portable cluster
computing library called VCluster and its features.
Preliminary experimentation results showed that the
performance of VCluster is comparable to the relevant
message passing libraries such as mpiJava and JPVM
that are based on Java. However, VCluster provided
more convenient and efficient application development
environment due to its unique programming model that
combines multithreading with communication. Even
though Java based parallel programming library has
disadvantages with respect to the performance
compared with C based implementation, when enough
number of processors are available this problem could
be mitigated significantly. Currently, we are working on
implementing dynamic load balancing using VCsluter’s
thread migration capability.

Fig 4. Parallel Dirichlet Problem Performance
The second application was a parallel Back Propagation
Neural Network (BPNN) algorithm for network based
intrusion detection. BPNN [Rumelhart 1986] is one of
the most popular neural network training algorithms and
has shown robust performance in many diverse
applications. However, computational complexity of the
BPNN makes its use challenging especially when the
training data set size is huge. BPNN can be parallelized
in many different ways depending on the underlying
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required Quality of Service (QoS).
Such a layered architecture has advantages as
follows:
噝Modularity: Make it possible to separately reason
about the guarantees of each layer and the correctness of
its implementation.
噝Simplicity: With GCS as a toolkit, it will release
CSL from those complex tasks, such as detecting
various failures and reporting them in a consistent
manner, delivering messages to multiple sites with
various safety and consistency guarantees. Therefore,
the design and implementation of CSL can be simplified
greatly.
噝Scalability: With the membership service of GCS,
CSL will reconfigure automatically, in case of failing,
joining, and leaving of cluster members.
In recent years, the advent and popularization of
high-speed storage area network has made possible
non-replicated clustered servers. The non-replicated
service obtains reliability and fails over by a direct
take-over manner. For example, suppose that cluster
member X is suspected to have crashed, cluster member
Y will take over the shared disk of X and do recovery
by analyzing the journaling existing on the shared disk.
And then Y can take on the work completely charged by
X.
The non-replicated service may be applied in many
high performance distributed storage systems (J.Menon
et al. 2003; Peter J. B. 2004) for shared storage
environment. In these systems, a Metadata Server
Cluster (MDS Cluster) provides all metadata and locks
to clients and the clients access directly the data on
shared storage. The size of MDS Cluster is usually very
small. For example, a MDS Cluster with ten members is
enough for a petabyte-scale distributed storage system
(Sage A W. et al 2004).
The non-replicated service has different demands for
underlying GCS, compared to replication-based service
(R. Golding and O.Rodeh. 2003). In this work, we
define a GCS specification suitable for non-replicated
service and design a lightweight GCS: GCSLight. It
differs from those existing group communication
systems in the following points: (1) Simple design. It
provides only the necessary GCS functions for
non-replicated service. (2) Optimized performance. It
eliminates the communication overhead completely in

KEYWORDS
Group Communication System, Storage Area Network,
Non-Replicated Service
ABSTRACT
With the advent and popularization of high-speed
storage area network, non-replicated services are
applied in more and more high performance distributed
storage systems. In this paper, we define the
specification of group communication system for
non-replicated service and design a novel group
communication system GCSLight according to the
specification. GCSLight is novel in the following points:
(1) it is lightweight in that it removes those complex and
extraneous features, such as multicast and virtual
synchrony, which exist in many other group
communication systems aiming at replicated service.
(2) it may obtain optimized performance in failure-free
runs by adopting a lazy failure detection protocol.
Finally, the preliminary performance of GCSlight is
presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, server-attached storage (SAS) model
dominates in distributed computing systems. Because
SAS model limits direct storage sharing among servers,
reliability has to be obtained by replicating critical
information among multiple clustered servers. In order
to
support
such
replicated
service,
Group
Communication System (GCS) middleware (Gregory C.
et al. 2001) was advanced. Utilizing the infrastructure,
replication-based clustered servers may be built in a
two-layers architecture (Y. Amir. 1995):
噝 Clustered Servers Layer (CSL)
CSL is composed of a group of server processes that
deal with application field affairs only, such as serving
the query and update requests from clients, balancing
the workload among themselves and recovering from
possible failure conditions.
噝GCS Layer (GCSL)
GCSL underlies CSL and provides the overlying layer
with notifications of cluster membership changes, which
will trigger the actions of recovery and rebalancing in
CSL. Also, some multicast primitives are provided for
disseminating messages to total server processes with
Proceedings 19th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation
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processor membership protocol to exclude the processor
suspected to have failed. Once one processor is
suspected to have failed, it will be deleted from the
processor group. This is so-called single site suspicion
(M. Hiltunen and R. Schlichting. 1995).

failure-free runs by employing a lazy failure detection
mechanism.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section
2 defines the GCS specification for non-replicated
service. Section 3 presents the design and
implementation of GCSLight. Preliminary performance
of GCSLight is given in section 4. The related work is
described in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.3 Processor Group Membership Protocol
A processor membership protocol is an agreement
protocol for achieving a consistent system-wide view of
the operational processors in the presence of member
departure, member join and communication failure.
Processor membership protocols could be divided
into primary-partition or partitionable membership
protocols (Gregory C. et al. 2001). We suggest adopting
a partitionable membership protocol, which allows the
existence of multiple parallel processor groups at the
same point in read-time as a sequence of network
partition. It gives applications developers the flexibility
of determining how to react when network partitions.
Formally, the processor group membership protocol
of GCSLight has properties as follows:
Definitions:
joined (p,g) : holds true if processor p joins group g
LVp (g) : the local view of p about the members of
group g.
Historyp : an infinite sequence of LV {LVp1, LVp2……,
LVpk,……}
HistorypįHistoryq :

2. THE SPECIFICATION
Non-replicated service can implement failover by a
direct take-over manner. So it is not necessary to
replicate information among all cluster members. The
only information needing to be kept globally consistent
is the group membership. This can be achieved by a
strong group membership protocol (Gregory C. et al.
2001) itself.
The group membership problem may be decomposed
into two sub-problems: the processor group membership
and the server group membership. The first problem is
how to achieve agreement on the identity of all correctly
functioning processors (or hosts, their incarnations are
GCS daemons) that can execute server processes. The
latter is how to maintain agreement on the global state
of server process group, when server process joins,
leaves or crashes.
2.1 Assumptions about the Environment

∀ j (LVpj= LVqj) Ģ(LVpjģLVqj=)
(Property 1) Self-Inclusion
If a processor p joins group g, then p is a member of g.
Formally: joined (p,g) ė pęLVp (g).
(Property 2) Agreement on Group Membership
If processor p and q joins the same group g, both p and
p see the same members in the g. Formally:
joined (p,g)ġjoined (q,g) ė LVp (g)= LVq (g)
(Property 3) Agreement on Group History
All processors have the same history. Formally:

We all processors to use a physical local area network
as the communication network; namely, no bridge
elements may lie between two processors, such as hubs
or routers. The processes communicate by exchanging
messages and have access to private hardware clocks
whose drift rate are bounded. Neither message delays
nor computing speeds can be bounded with certainty.
The asynchronous system model allows for the
following failures: processes have crash and
performance failure semantics.
In addition, we also assume that the system contains a
hidden communication channel, namely the storage area
network, which allows concurrent access to shared disks
by multiple processes.

∀ p,q (HistorypįHistoryq)

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Architecture and Interfaces

2.2 Failure Detection

We implement a GCS (GCSLight) for non-replicated
service according to the specification. The GCSLight is
based on a daemon-client model where generally
long-running daemons provide membership services to
clustered servers in CSL. Servers linked with a small
library GL_Lib must connect to the daemon resided on
the same processor in order to gain access to the
services of GCSLight.
The daemon architecture of GCSlight is presented in
the Figure 1. The implementation of GCSlight is
inspired by Spread (Yair A. and Jonathan. 1998) and
Transis (D. Dolev and D. Malki. 1996).

Failure detection is fundamental to the adaptation of
the processor group membership protocol. It defines the
basic means to access availability status of processors
and provide inputs to the processor group membership
protocol.
We suggest a lazy failure detection protocol for GCS.
A processor only checks the availability status of other
processors on explicit requests. For example, when a
client experiences a communication failure with a
cluster member in CSL, it will notify some other
available cluster member about the potential failure. At
the exact moment, the available cluster member will
explicitly require its GCS module to initiate the
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GCSLight daemon
Session

to start and other processors will join later, and form a
singleton group and set itself as the leader. Otherwise,
the leader of the existing cluster will accept the new
comer and update the membership change to all cluster
members including the new comer.
(2) Handling leaves
When a processor leaves the cluster normally, it will
broadcast a “LEAVE_CLUSTER” message. If the
processor is a leader, the rest of the cluster will elect a
new leader and reform the cluster. Otherwise, the leader
of the cluster will update the membership change to all
other cluster members.
(3) Handling faults
The possible faults of a processor include
performance failure (too slow), crash failure or
communication failure (message omit or network
partition). When one of these failures occurs, the fault
will be reported to the corresponding GCSLight module.
Then GCSLight will initiate the agreement protocol
about the processor group membership. If the processor
suspected to have failed is a leader, the rest of the
cluster will elect a new leader and reform the cluster.
Otherwise, the leader of the cluster will update the
membership change to all other cluster members.
Because all processors agree on the sequence in
which they join the group, the new leader may be
selected locally when the current leader fails. Namely,
the processor next to the current leader in the processor
group membership is the leader candidate.
The pseudo-codes of the above algorithm are given in
the appendix.

MDS
GL Lib

Server Group Membership
Processor Group Membership
UDP/IP{uni,multi,broad}cast
Figure 1: GCSLight Architecture
The GL_Lib provides the entire client interfaces as
depicted in the Figure 2. The connection between the
GL_Lib and the daemon is implemented by IPC
mechanism. The Session and Server Group Membership
modules manage user connections, server group
memberships,
and
translate
processor
group
membership changes into server group membership
changes.
When one server fails, other user application
components may call GL_viewcheck() to update the
server group membership consistently. GL_viewrecv()
may be used to receive the changes of server group
membership.
GL_connect (const char* GCSLight_name,
mailbox * mbox);
GL_disconnect (mailbox * mbox);
GL_join (mailbox * mbox, char * groupname);
GL_leave (mailbox * mbox, char * groupname);
GL_viewcheck (mailbox * mbox, char * error_report);
GL_viewrecv (mailbox * mbox, int max_mess_len,
char mess*);
GL_error (int error);

3.3 Algorithm for Server Group Membership
GCSLight provides the method of managing multiple
servers like MDSes as a logical server group. The object
of the server group membership protocol is to delivery
the server group membership changes consistently to
servers, whenever a server joins, leaves or fails.
The server group membership algorithm is triggered
when one of the following events appears:
(1) User applications call GL_join, GL_leave;
(2) The processor group membership changes;
(3) Servers crashes. GCSLight monitors the status of
servers by the services provided by operating system.
For example, GCSLight will poll the socket (select())
for possible data, and then call recv() to receive the
data. If recv() return 0, this will indicate a crash error of
server.
The new server group membership is also
promulgated in a 2-phase protocol alike in the processor
group membership protocol.

Figure 2: GCSLight Application Programming
Interfaces
3.2 Algorithm for Processor Group Membership
The processor group membership algorithm is based
on jahanian’s work (Jahanian F. et al. 1993). What
different from jahanian’s work is that we adopt a lazy
failure detection mechanism in the protocol. The
updating of new membership is done by a 2-phase
protocol: Firstly, the leader of the group sends a
“NEW_MEMBERSHIP” message to all other members;
Secondly, the members except the leader will
acknowledge the message; Finally, after collecting all
“ACK” messages, the leader will send a “COMMIT”
messages to all members. The leader of the processor
group is the processor, which creates the group. The
algorithm is intuitionally depicted as follows:
(1) Handling joins
When a processor starts, it will broadcast a message
“JOIN_CLUSTER” to all possible processors in the
network. If the processor can’t discover any other active
cluster nodes, it will assume that it is the first processor

4. PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE
For non-replicated service oriented GCS like
GCSLight, the performance metrics only include those
of processor group membership protocol. The main
metrics of processor group membership protocol (Oliver
S. and Flavin C. 1998) are:
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ordering and reliability, such Safe Delivery, FIFO Order,
Causal Order, Total Order. Virtual Synchrony orders
membership messages with regard to application
messages, so that all active members observe a same
messages flow. Both multicast services and virtual
synchrony are for ordering and reliability of replication.
Therefore, they are redundant for non-replicated service.
To the best of our knowledge, the processor group
membership protocols of existing GCSes are based on
positive failure detection. For example, a processor
sends “are-you-live” messages to other processors
periodically and other processors acknowledge the
messages. When a processor p misses a certain number
of “ack” messages from q, p will suspect that q has
failed. The shortage of the method is its messages
overhead even in the failure-free runs.
We suggest a lazy failure detection-based processor
group membership protocol in GCSLight. Lazy failure
detection may eliminate the message overhead
completely in failure-free runs. Considering that
GCSLight is designed to support small clustered servers
running on a physical network and the server platforms
tend to become more and more reliable today, the failure
conditions will appear rarely. Therefore, we argue that
lazy failure detection will lead to better average
performance.

(1) Stability: the number of spurious membership
changes per time unit;
(2) Join processing time: the time between the start
of a server p and the moment a new group that
includes p is formed;
(3) Failure detection time: the time between the
crash or the disconnection of a member server p
and the moment a new group that exclude p from
its membership is formed.
Because the processor group membership protocol of
GCSLight is based on lazy failure detection, the
suspected failures are just reported by CSL. GCSLight
itself will not cause spurious membership changes.
Therefore, the stability of GCSLight is dependant on
foreign failure detector, so does failure detection time.
We only test the join processing time of GCSLight.
The tests were conducted on 10 Pentium II 350Mhz
workstations interconnected by a 10 Megabit/sec
Ethernet local area network. The workstations are
equipped with Windows 2000 Server as operating
system. Our measurements approximate the join
processing time as the time between the broadcast of the
“JOIN_CLUSTER” message by p and the moment p
receives the “COMMIT” message.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we define the specification of GCS for
non-replicated service and design a novel group
communication system GCSLight according to the
specification. GCSLight is novel in the following points:
(1) it provides only the necessary GCS functions for
non-replicated service. So it is very lightweight. (2) by
adopting a lazy failure detection-based processor group
membership protocol, GCSLight itself does not incur
any communication overhead in failure-free runs.
Although non-replicated service can also be built on
some existing GCSes, like Transis and Spread, these
systems are very complicated and hard to understand.
Through the practice of designing and implementing the
GCSLight, we think that it is worthy of paying out the
price of developing a new, yet very simple and efficient
GCS, when considering the cost of maintain and testing
a very complex GCS with many unrelated features.

Figure 3: Join Processing Time
Because of the broadcast capability of Ethernet, the
“JOIN_CLUSTER” message and “COMMIT” message
are delivered to all processors at virtual the same time.
So we can see that the joining processing time is almost
constant independent of the number of processor.
The test of GCSLight is just preliminary. In further
work, we will compare the joining processing time of
GCSLight with those of other GCSes in the same test
conditions.
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Appendix˖
˖The Pseudo-Codes of Algorithm in
Section 3.2
/* variable definition */
myid: the processor id. It may be retrieved from the
stable storage, its instance number is incremented by
one after every restart.
CLV: current local view of a processor, which is a set of
processor ids. Initially ;
SLV: suggested new local view by the processor group
membership protocol. Initially ;
number: the sequence number in the CLV or SLV.
membership :Boolean initially false; holds true, if the
processor group membership is in execution.
protocol_stage: when waiting for COMMIT message,
set it to WAIT_COMMIT; Else, IDLE;

procedure do_member_join(&message)į
if membership is false
SLVĕCLVĤ{message.sender};
if number =1 /*is I am leader*/
if message.sender is not in CLV
broadcast(PreCommitMes
<NEW_MEMBERSHIP,myid,SLV>);
set Collect_Ack_timer(timeout_value);
fi
else
set Wait_PreCommit_ Timer (
number*timeout_value);
fi
fi

/* initialization */
myidĕgetmyid(); myid<-myid+1; setmyid();
broadcast (joinMes<JOIN_CLUSTER,myid>);
set join_timer;
/*main loop */
loop
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procedure do_member_leave(&message) į
if membership is false
if number =1
if message.failed_member is in CLV
SLVĕCLV-{message.failed_member};
broadcast(PreCommitMes
<NEW_MEMBERSHIP,myid,LV>);
fi
else
set Wait_PreCommit_timer (
number*timeout_value);
fi
fi
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procedure do_ack (&message) į
if myid is in message.SLV
if message.sender is the leader in CLV
unicast(AckMes<ACK,myid>);
protocol_stageĕWAIT_COMMIT;
unset Wait_PreCommit_Timer;
set Wait_Commit_Timer(
number*timeout_value);
else if protocol_stage is WAIT_COMMIT
unicast(AckMes<ACK,myid>);
numberĕget_number(message.SLV);
set Wait_Commit_Timer(
number*timeout_value);
fi
fi
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procedure do_ack_check(&message) į
if receive all "ACK" messages from every member
broadcast (CommitMes<COMMIT,myid>);
unset Collect_Ack_timer;
fi
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procedure do_delivery (&message) į
/*according to the change of processor group
membership, check and report the server group
membership to user applications.*/
if protocol_stage is WAIT_COMMIT
unset Wait_Commit_Timer.
CLV ĕSLV; numberĕget_number (CLV);
protocol_stageĕIDLE;
Deliver CLV to the layer of server group
membership;
Fi
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system (e.g., Linux) (Beowulf Project). The driving
design philosophy of a Beowulf system is to achieve the
best possible price/performance ratio for a given
computing problem. For many problems it's possible to
achieve an order of magnitude improvement in
price/performance compared with "conventional"
parallel supercomputer designs. Cluster computing is
used in this paper as a hardware platform for comparing
two distributed computing technologies – DMSO’s High
Level Architecture/Run-Time Infrastructure, and IBM’s
TupleSpaces.

ABSTRACT
Parallel and distributed simulation is concerned
with issues introduced by distributing the execution of a
discrete event simulation program over multiple
computers. For increased performance, a tightly-coupled
parallel multiprocessor computing platform is used,
containing multiple CPUs communicating over a highspeed interconnection network. Examples include
parallel computers. While hardware specifications
improve at exponential pace, the software technologies
for parallelizing problems have remained relatively
unchanged, posing problems due to rapidly increasing
data volumes. Message passing has been the most
widely used method to parallelize data mining
algorithms. In this paper we investigate the performance
of two widely used distributed computing technologies,
High Level Architecture (HLA) and Tuple Spaces, used
to solve the problem of an intrusion detection system
utilizing parallel backpropagation neural network
(BPNN) for a data mining process in a space-parallel
approach.

One of the most recent developments in distributed
simulation technologies is called High Level
Architecture (HLA), driven by DARPA, which has
become a standardized framework (IEEE 1516) for
modeling and simulation. HLA is a component-based
software architecture that incorporates subsystems for
communication and data sharing, synchronization, and
time management (Reid 2000). This framework
facilitates distributed and multi-platform computing in
simulation systems by providing standard integration
architecture for separate and remote applications, thus
facilitating reuse of simulation components. Simulation
objects have to be compliant with the data definition for
the simulation, which is described in the Object Model
Template. The data shared between the federates within
the federation, is defined by the Federation Object
Model. Simulation Object Model defines the data that
federates share with the federation. The common RTI
provides the following services to the federation:
federation management, declaration management,
ownership management, object management, time
management and data distribution management. The
flow of simulation and its architecture, as well as
providing data processing and meaningful presentation
and interpretation of results is still a task of the
simulation developer. HLA provides specifications for
seamless integration of various simulation components;
however, the efficiency of the entire simulation heavily
depends
on
implementation
and
operational
performance of each individual simulator comprising the
simulation. At the network level, RTI utilizes reliable
multicast protocols to implement inter-federate data
exchange.

INTRODUCTION
Computer simulations have become a useful part
of modeling many natural systems in physics, chemistry
and biology, human systems in economics and social
science and in the process of engineering new
technology, to gain insight into the operation of those
systems. They have been used in a wide variety of
applications, simulating very large-scale systems.
Quickly, the processing power of a single computer
system became inadequate for certain problems of
global scale; and use of super-computer wasn’t always
an option for many researchers. With the advent of
computer networks, and later on computing clusters, the
field of parallel and distributed simulation has received a
widespread recognition. Beowulf cluster implementation
has raised parallel and distributed computing to a new
level. Cluster computers were first introduced in 1994 as
a result of the Beowulf Project at CESDIS. A Beowulf
system is a collection of personal computers constructed
from commodity-off-the-shelf hardware components
interconnected with a local-area network and configured
to operate as a single unit, a parallel computing
platform, using an open-source network operating

IBM’s TupleSpaces (TSpaces) is a set of network
communication buffers called tuple spaces and a set of
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application processes. An audit trail is a log of activities
on a system that are recorded in a file as they occur; for
example – dump of network packets received by a
system. The logging process generates very large data
files (depending on the system, log files can be hundreds
of megabytes in size, e.g. (Lippmann 2001), which are
difficult to analyze manually. IDS then automates the
task of analyzing the audit trail and pinpointing any
suspicious activity (anomalies) which can be classified
as a probable intrusion. Using vast resources offered by
the distributed systems allows speeding up analysis
process, as discussed in the next section. Anomaly
Detection model makes use of operational profiles,
which represent normal system activity. During the
training period, regular system activities are recorded
and a normal system behavior profile is established.
During system operation, any deviations from a normal
profile are considered anomalous, and an alert is raised.

APIs for accessing those buffers (Wyckoff 1998).
TSpaces allows heterogeneous, Java-enabled devices to
exchange data with little programming effort. The
package includes server software that implements the
buffers and client software for accessing the buffers.
The TSpaces server is composed of two main layers.
The bottom layer comprises the basic tuple
management. This is where tuple sets are stored,
updated, indexed, and scanned. The interface to this
layer is the Tuple Management API. The top layer
comprises the operator component, which is responsible
for operator registration and handling, implementation,
and
management.
TSpaces
provides
group
communication services, database services, URL-based
file transfer services, and event notification services.
With its small footprint, it is ideal for bringing network
services to small and embedded systems. TSpaces
emulates a shared-memory multiprocessor architecture
and reduces the complexity of writing parallel programs
accessing shared data. This comes at the expense of
message-passing performance, especially in the cluster
computer environment, where the data is not physically
shared among the processors.

Neural networks offer alternative means of
maintaining a model of expected normal user behavior.
They offer a more efficient, less complex, and better
performing model than statistical models of system and
user behavior (Lee and Siddiqui 2004). Neural network
techniques may be found to be more efficient and less
computationally intensive than conventional rule-based
systems. A lengthy, careful training phase is required
with skilled monitoring. After the training period, the
network tries to match actual commands with the actual
user profile already present in the net. Any incorrectly
predicted events actually measure the deviation of the
user from the established profile.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First,
we highlight the concepts of intrusion detection systems
and introduce the problem of parallel training of the
neural network classifier for certain intrusion detection
systems. We discuss the parallel implementation of the
problem using High Level Architecture and TSpaces.
Then, we compare the performance of these
technologies by executing each implementation on a
cluster of computers. Finally, a summary is presented.

KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY PROBLEM FOR
INTRUSION DETECTION

INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS
In the recent years we have seen tremendous
developments in the field of computer networks.
Advances in networking technologies, algorithms and
protocols made it possible to think of a network of
computers as an information processing unit. With these
advances came fundamental questions concerning the
security of such systems. It’s quite easy to construct a
secure centralized system – providing physical security
of the equipment, assigning simple admission
procedures and authentication mechanism, and
providing operating system support for process-level
security. Making a computer network secure is much
more problematic. Much of the equipment isn’t in
secure locations, and most of the communication goes
over insecure data links.

As discussed in the previous section, the problem
of data mining within large datasets places high demand
on computational resources. This makes it a viable
problem to measure the performance of a distributed
system. Specific application is considered in this paper –
a backpropagation neural network training algorithm for
an intrusion detection system (BPNN). Given a large
initial training data file, the intrusion detector learning
task is to build a predictive model (i.e. a classifier)
capable of distinguishing between ”bad” connections,
called intrusions or attacks, and “good” normal
connections. A standard set of data to be audited, which
includes a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a
military network environment, was provided by Lincoln
Labs (Lippmann 2001) in the form of a network trace
file incorporating known labeled attacks. A connection
is a sequence of TCP packets starting and ending at
some well defined times, between which data flows to
and from a source IP address to a target IP address under
some well defined protocol. Each connection is labeled
as either normal, or as an attack, with exactly one
specific attack type (KDD Data 1999).

We should accept the fact that there will be no
absolutely secure system for a while, and prepare for
system attacks, detecting them as soon as possible and
taking appropriate action. And this, in essence, is the
task of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). One of the
most utilized ways of detecting intrusions is by
analyzing the audit data, generated by system and
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The training process proceeds as follows. A finite
dataset of 2,000,000 records is partitioned equally
among N processors. Each processor is an independent
self-contained computer that is part of a computing
cluster (further referred to as a Node). One node is
designated as a Master and is responsible for task
allocation and result unification; while other nodes are
designated Workers for the backpropagation neural
network. BPNN (Williams et al 1986) is one of the
widely used neural network training algorithms and has
shown robust performance in many applications
(Frasconi et al 1993). Several parallelization techniques
have been introduced for BPNN (Lee and Siddiqui
2004; Klauer et al 1994; Svensson et al 1992). Our
choice for a cluster computer is a training method based
upon set partitioning and epoch-based weights update
schemes. This allows us to reduce the amount of interprocessor communication needed to distribute data,
which is beneficial for a cluster computer environment
with a relatively slow inter-communication links. BPNN
is trained iteratively, until an acceptable mean square
error rate is achieved. At the beginning of each iteration
(called epoch), master process creates a series of task
requests and forwards them to the workers via a
communication technology of choice. Each request
contains information on a fraction of the entire dataset to
be processed. Worker processes work on the
corresponding fractions of the dataset and communicate
results back to the master. Master process then
aggregates all partial results. Once data mining step is
complete, the quality of training result is evaluated.
Quality is measured by the classification rate with
regard to the training dataset and the new testing dataset,
instances of which were not part of the training dataset.
Usually, good classification rate on the training dataset
is regarded important; but good results on a testing
dataset are also significant, as they imply that the data
mining process was able to extract knowledge that
represents not only the patterns in the training dataset,
but also those of unseen patterns.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The BPNN parallel neural network classifier
problem for intrusion detection was implemented using
two distributed communication technologies – High
Level Architecture, and TSpaces. Hardware platform
used was a cluster computer with 16 individual PCs
equipped with 900 MHz AMD Athlon processors, 1GB
memory and Fast Ethernet, interconnected via Cisco
switch, running Linux OS.
RTI implementation involved defining user
interaction classes and devising communication strategy
among federates. First, the Worker federates were
started, that would join RTI federation execution,
publish and subscribe to interaction classes and partition
the training file. Then each Worker waits for a work
order from a Master process, and upon receipt, computes
BPNN weights. After sending results back to the Master,
the Worker awaits further work orders in an infinite
loop. The Master process retrieves initial weights,
allocates portions of work order to each Worker process,
then sends out work orders and awaits results. When all
the individual results have been received and combined,
an error is computed. If within the threshold (e.g., 0.01),
the result is accepted and Master displays total run-time.
Otherwise, a new set of work orders is distributed
among the Workers. The total work order is divided in a
way that each worker receives equal part of the training
file for processing, since the program is executed in a
homogeneous parallel environment with all nodes
having approximately equal system resources.
The TSpaces implementation differs from RTI
implementation in that the Master doesn’t communicate
with a specific Worker process, but rather places a work
order in a virtual shared memory. Since task processing
time of Worker process is much larger than network
communication time, and having the number of Workers
equal to the number of work orders, the problem is
evenly distributed among available processors. The
algorithms for Master and Worker classes are given
below:

Class Worker {
Connect to RTI;
Create / Join Federation Execution;
Publish / Subscribe to Interaction Classes;
Retrieve Training Data;
Loop {
Receive Work Order;
De-serialize Parameters;
Build / Verify Work Order Set;
Compute BPNN Weights;
Serialize Parameters;
Send Result to Master;
}
}
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Class Master {
Connect to RTI;
Create / Join Federation Execution;
Publish / Subscribe to Interaction Classes;
Read Initial Weights;
Get Start Time;
Loop {
Compute New BPNN Weights {
Send Out Work Orders to Workers;
Receive All Results;
}
Test Result {
If Result Successful, Display Runtime and Quit;
Else Continue;
}
}
}

the HLA implementation required considerably more
effort from software engineering perspective, the results
show a considerable overall decrease in the total
execution time, attributed to faster inter-node
communications. The performance of HLA is quite
different in the case of only one worker. This may be
attributed to the overhead of HLA as a more
heavyweight (but also more robust) solution to
distributed system problems. As far as the overall
expense of the distributed system solution goes, the total
processor time (on all nodes) plus inter-node
communication demonstrates an added overhead of a
distributed system. For instance, using RTI with one
worker yields 2129 processor-seconds execution time.
When using 16 processors increases the total time to
3267 processor-seconds per problem. In situations
where the processor time is an expensive resource, a
careful cost analysis and planning has to be performed
prior to implementing the distributed system.

The difference in implementation using RTI and
TSpaces libraries is in Send and Receive methods.
While RTI publishes interaction and transmits message
via multicast to all federates, TSpaces implementation
puts a data tuple into virtual shared memory and notifies
all clients that data is available for pickup (via signaling
or polling). Each client then picks up a tuple from tuple
space, effectively removing it from shared memory.
Since there is no addressing scheme and no way to
specify a particular processor to send data to, the tuple
space clients continuously scan for data that matches
specific template.
The results of running these implementations on a
varied number of cluster nodes, is given in the table 1,
and plotted in figure 1. Two cluster computers were
used for HLA/RTI implementation – Scerola cluster
(contains 16 900MHz Athlon processors), and Ariel
cluster (has 32 dual-P4 2.6GHz processors); the rest of
the hardware is equivalent in both clusters. Even though

Nodes/Exec Time (sec)

HLA/RTI (S)

TSpaces (S)

HLA/RTI (A)

1

2129.37

1837.13

417.83

2

1115.98

1323.58

251.16

4

601.24

697.64

188.95

8

345.02

380.83

134.93

16

204.23

243.49

105.32

* (S) = Scerola Cluster (16 x 900MHz Athlon, 1GB RAM), (A) = Ariel Cluster (16 x dual P4 2.6GHz, 1GB RAM)
Table 1: Parallel BPNN Program Execution Times
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Figure 1: Parallel BPNN Program Execution Times

distributed technologies – HLA and TSpaces. The
results demonstrate that the knowledge discovery and
data mining algorithms can be easily implemented over
a distributed tuple space; however, this comes at an
expense of communication efficiency. HLA is a more
heavyweight solution, requiring more effort in
implementation and more overhead. This is noticeable in
the results, when only one worker is used. However,
when the amount of network communication increases,
RTI implementation shows scalability in communication
time. Even though total Master execution time
comprises processing and communication among nodes,
all other code and data being identical, the results
demonstrate particular difference in network
communication. Given the significant difference in
communication component, we conclude that the High
Level Architecture/RTI is a better choice for mission
critical distributed applications with considerable
amount of inter-node communications. The results of
this study will be used during the implementation of our
distributed simulation system for wireless networks
project.

Examining performance of HLA/RTI implementation on
both a single-processor and dual-processor cluster
computers, we confirm that Java Virtual Machine
efficiently utilizes dual-processor configuration and
dramatically speeds up computationally-intensive tasks
without further modeling by the researcher. This
demonstrates cost-effectiveness of using a dualprocessor cluster configuration, since processing time is
considerably reduced for the same-size task, compared
to single-processor cluster configuration. In our tests of
BPNN algorithm on all 32 nodes of Ariel cluster, the
execution would occasionally deadlock. This is due to
very small processing times on the client processors,
resulting in increased utilization of communication
channel. As the number of processors increases in a
parallel system, problem implementation has to be
planned and evaluated carefully to avoid deadlock
problems, as network communication becomes the
bottleneck.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented comparison of
implementations of a data mining problem using two
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operations with invocation details are described using a
platform-independent language WSDL (Web Services
Description Language)[2]. Web Services can be
published and discovered using UDDI (Universal
Description Discovery and Integration)[3] protocol. The
Web Services architecture centred on WSDL, UDDI
and SOAP is an instance of Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA). Using this architecture services can
be published using UDDI, with WSDL based
description, and can be searched, called and bind at run
time making it loosely coupled and highly accessible.

KEY WORDS
Web Services, Business Process Management, BPEL,
CDL.
ABSTRACT
Web Service is loosely coupled, highly accessible
distributed computing technology that can expose
applications beyond the firewall. Composition of Web
Services has received much attention from the business
and the research community. Composition techniques
are classified as static, dynamic and semi-automatic
composition, each addressing different application areas
and requirements. Here, we evaluate such approaches
from two perspectives: as Business Process
Management (BPM) solution and the facilitation they
provide to the composition participants: end users,
developers and composers in their present form. In this
paper, we use the present workflow-based composition
standard WS-BPEL, explore its merits and limitations
and analyze another static composition standard WSCDL which has complimentary role to BPEL for the
business process management. We also discuss dynamic
composition as the future work and what it can offer.
1.

To take advantage of these features of Web Services,
network applications services have to be developed as
Web Services or converted into Web Service using the
wrapping mechanism [4]. Moreover, multiple Web
Services can be integrated either to provide a new,
value-added service to the end-user or to facilitate cooperation between various business partners. This
integration of Web Services is called “Web Services
composition” and is feasible to achieve because of the
Web Services advantages of being platform, language
neutral and loosely coupled.
The logic for the composition mainly involves two
activities: selection of the candidate Web Services that
fulfil the requirement in accumulation and flow
management. Flow management is further categorized
into control and data flow, where control flow is the
order in which Web Services operations are invoked,
while the data flow is the order in which the messages
are passed between the Web Services operations. The
level of automation provided in performing selection of
services and flow management classifies composition
into static, semi-automatic and dynamic. Static
composition involves prior hard coding of the service
selection and flow management. Performing selection
and flow management on the fly, in machine-readable
format leads to dynamic composition. In semi-automatic
composition, service composer is involved at some
stage.

INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed an explosion of
application services delivered electronically, ranging
from e-commerce to information service delivered
through the World Wide Web (WWW) to the services
that facilitate trading between business partners, better
known as Business-to-Business (B2B) relationships.
Traditionally these services are facilitated by distributed
technologies such as RPC, CORBA and more recently
RMI. Web Services is the latest distributed computing
technology. It is a form of remote procedure call like
other distributed computing technology, but uses XML
extensively for the messaging, discovery and
description. The use of XML messaging makes Web
Services platform and language neutral. Web Services
use SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)[1] for XML
messaging, which in turn uses ubiquitous HTTP for the
transport mechanism. HTTP is considered as a secure
protocol thus it allows the Web Services to be exposed
beyond the firewall. The Web Service messages and

The focus of the discussion is to contrast these
approaches keeping in mind the feasibility of their
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Language) [8]. These approaches use WSDL
extensively and build on top of it. WSDL based
operations and messages with the data types are the
main details based on which the flow management and
other essential requirements for composition can be
built upon. But to achieve business process view of the
composition, composition specification needs to be built
on the explicit process model [9]. This process model
addresses requirements for describing flow management
in composition, handling business transaction with roll
back facility, state management for business interaction
support, and also handling exception and errors. The
process model and the extent to which these features
provided, differentiates these standards.

implementation today and in the near future. The
comparison perspective focuses on the ease of use and
facilitation provided to the participating parties, to the
end user who is going to use the composed service, to
the service developer (service provider) and to the
service composer. The later either can be software
developer, the business analyst or logic based agent
programmes. We will investigate Web Service
composition using above mentioned criteria for the both
the cases where the existing application is non-web
service based or Web Service has no WSDL file or
description available.
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2
provides more detail on the Web Service Composition
and discusses composition using WS-BPEL, a
prominent industry standard. Section 3 provides insight
on the futuristic approaches to the composition. In
section 4 we conclude with our analysis of these
approaches.

2.1 Composing services using BPEL
WS-BPEL (also called BPEL) specification - enhances
and replaces existing standards XLANG from Microsoft
and WSFL from IBM. Apart from being based on
WSDL, it uses workflow management as process model
to achieve the formalization for control and data flow.
WS-BPEL facilitates static composition, as the selection
of services and decision on flow management is done
priori. All the participant services in BPEL are modeled
as partners. Partners contribute to the total processing
capability of the BPEL process. BPEL process also has
its own processing capability for dataflow, control flow,
data manipulation, fault and event handling and state
management. The significance of BPEL architecture is
that the process itself is published as a Web Service.
This composed BPEL service can be treated as a single
Web Service and can be used for further composition
hence facilitating recursive composition.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE WEB SERVICES
COMPOSITION
Traditional techniques approach Web Services
composition as the Business Process Management
(BPM) solution. Business process can be considered as
the group of activities to carry out business goals [5].
Business applications represent such activities in the
business processes, for example a customer order
fulfilment process will include individual applications
for the activities: customer placing an order, checking
account status, verifying order and despatch. BPM deals
with achieving the integration of these individual
applications to achieve business process view.

BPEL standard aims to be the de facto standard for
inner-organization (EAI) and inert-organization (B2B)
Web Services integration. Hence, BPEL is categorized
into executable BPEL (BPELe) and abstract BPEL
(BPELa), where BPELe maps well to the requirements
of inner-organization based Web Services integration
and BPELa is aimed to cover the requirements for
achieving integration in cross-organizational domain.
BPELe represents the orchestration feature of BPEL,
where the Web Service operations are orchestrated from
a single party view. BPELa uses same language
constructs and semantics as the executable but rather
presents the aspects that are more suitable for Businessto-Business interaction.

Business process can have scope within inter and intra
organization relations. EAI (Enterprise Application
Integration) is the BPM solution to achieve intraorganization business applications integration, while
B2B integration software (e.g. Electronic Data
Interchange) addresses the problem for inter
organization
business
application
integration.
Traditional EAI and B2B integration solutions are very
complex, proprietary and presumes many details about
the participating applications making them tightly
coupled. As the business applications are now being
developed using the Web Services, the BPM problems
(EAI, B2B) are being addressed with the composition of
Web Services, mainly to utilize SOA based Web
Service features.

We describe a Web Service composition scenario
implemented using IBM BPEL runtime, BPWS4J [10].
The scenario is based on a travel agent service, which
manages the reservation of airline and hotel for the
customer trip. Travel agent is implemented as BPEL
process, which is the composition of four Web Services:
AirFrance service, AirUSA service, HotelRating service
and HotelService service. Process logic for the travel

Main industrial standards to achieve such composition
of Web Services as BPM solution are WS-BPEL (Web
Services Business Process Execution Language) [6],
WS-CDL (Web Services Choreography Description
Language) [7] and BPML (Business Process Modelling
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<switch name="comparePrices">
<case condition="bpws:getVariableData
('compInfo','PriceAirUSA') &lt;
bpws:getVariableData('compInfo','PriceAirFrance')
">
<invoke name= “AUinvokegetReservation” </case>
<otherwise>
<invoke name= “AFinvokegetReservation”
<partnerLink= “AFgetReservationPL” …………..>
</otherwise>
</switch>

agent is (fig 1): to check the availability of flight service
from two competing airlines AirFrance and AirUSA,
make flight reservation, and then retrieve hotel ratings
from the HotelRating service at the destination city and
make the reservation using HotelService Web Service at
the selected hotel. The reservations are made based on
customer preference (Air Line price preference:
cheapest, medium or high and hotel rating preference:
A, B or C).
2.1.1 Travel Agent Example

Listing 3. Selecting the cheapest AirLine<switch>

As BPEL is built on top of WSDL, WSDL file of
partner business services are required for the
composition process. This fact is described in BPEL
using partnerLinkType. The portType of such a Web
Service defines the role of partner in the composition.
Listing 1 shows AirFrance and AirUSA web services as
partners and the role they play in the composition using
portTypes (i.e. fr: is the unique identifier for the
AirFrance WSDL file). Figure 1 is the sequence
diagram for the travel agent service. 1.1.a and 1.1.b are
two activities for checking the flight between source and
destination city is available or not, performed in
parallel. The BPEL syntax for this using <flow> to
achieve parallel execution is shown in the listing 2. Both
invocations are executed in parallel.
Similarly other operations for checking the possibility
of reservation are performed on AirFrance and AirUSA,
and reservation is made after comparing the price
(activities 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.3a, 1.3b in figure 1). The
payment details are omitted to keep the example simple.
Listing 3 shows the code where the user has specified
the cheapest flight reservation in his preference.
<plnk:partnerLinkType
name="airFrancePLT">
<plnk:role name="AFcheckServices">
<plnk:portType name="fr:AirFrance"/>
</plnk:role>
</plnk:partnerLinkType>
<plnk:partnerLinkType name="airUSAPLT">
<plnk:role name="AUcheckServices">
<plnk:portType name="usa:AirUSA"/>
</plnk:role>
</plnk:partnerLinkType>
Listing 1. Partners in BPEL process

Fig 1. Sequence diagram for
composition [Travel Agent viewpoint]

<flow>
<invoke name= “invokeAirFrancecheckServices”
partnerLink = “AFcheckServicesPL”
portType="fr:AirFrance"……….>
<invoke name= “invokeAirUSAcheckServices”
partnerLink = “AUcheckServicesPL”
portType="fr:AirUSA"…………>
</flow>

the

Implementation of travel agent example shows the
expressiveness of BPEL as composition language. In the
section 2.2 we will consider the merits and limitations
of BPEL architecture when applied to the composition
problems from inter or intra organization domain. We
will use our travel agent example for the discussion.

Listing 2. Concurrency using <flow>
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describes
functionality
first
and
considers
implementation at later stage is better suited for such
B2B domain Web Services composition. Overall,
BPELa provides notion to specify only “this is the
functionality I provide” in place of required
collaborative notion “I will provide functionality to
achieve this from all my partners (other businesses)”
making BPELa inadequate for B2B integration.

2.2 Discussion on BPEL facilitated composition
We will first consider BPELe for the enterprise
application integration and Business-to-Business
Integration relations. The architecture of the BPELe
process model assumes the selection of the services to
be done manually, for this reason the interpretation of
the requirement expected from the service is according
to the understanding of the composer. This assumption
is easy to achieve for the inner-organization relations,
where the composer has access to all the internal Web
Services details, which makes the achieved solution
tightly coupled. This is sufficient for the enterprise
application integration, as the change in the process
logic and addition or removal of services (Business
Process Reengineering) can be done in-house, in private
domain.

To consider the facilitation provided to the composition
participants, in case of service provider if provider
wants to make their service available for composition
then they need to provide minimum functionality
required by the business logic from the single party
perspective in the integration. Considering new AirUK
service for travel agent composition, AirUK to be part
of the composition, options for the service provider of
the new AirUK service will be:

This approach has serious limitations when it comes to
B2B integration, where candidate services can be from
public, external or cross organizational domain. To
illustrate this in our travel agent example, which is a
B2B relation, lets consider a scenario, where the new
business (AirUK) wants to join this composition. It is
really difficult to add new businesses that are not part of
the old mix, because it is required that they as a
minimum implement the following operations: 1) an
operation to check whether flight service is available
between two cities 2) an operation to check the trip
expense between these two cities.3) an operation for
making reservation. Hence, the addition can be made
successful if the travel agent business publishes this
information as an agreement i.e WSDL file or text
description and the AirUK business has or newly
implements the service with the above operations and
then makes WSDL file available for the composition.

a) If the AirUK has web service but does not
implement required functions, then the service needs to
be modified to accommodate the required
functionalities. WSDL file for this service can be made
available to the travel agent via UDDI. This WSDL file
can contain only those operations useful to the agent
service.
b) If the AirUK has a non-web service application, with
the required functionality already built-in, then just a
WSDL file is required to be created without modifying
the existing non-web service application. As such NonWeb Services, which have WSDL, can still be
composed in BPEL. BPEL execution engine uses WSIF
(Web Services Invocation Framework)[12] for the
Invocation of such non web-services [13].
Considering the case of service composer, they mainly
encounter problems in parameter mismatch during the
flow management, as the output of one service
operation has different format from the input of next
service operation in the flow logic. The other case might
be the bit of missing functionality, which probably is
already available as legacy code. To address both the
case, BPEL implementations [11] provides a
mechanism where the higher language code(C#, Java)
can be inline in the BPEL process. BPEL-J [14] is
another such an industrial effort to combine BPEL and
Java, where BPEL is for defining Business processes
and Java to provide general programming language
expressiveness, allowing each language to do what it
does best.

Apart from being tightly coupled, BPELe assumes the
B2B integration from the single party viewpoint as the
requirement specified above is from the travel agent
business logic viewpoint. Real world B2B integrations
are peer-to-peer in place of being centralized. It is more
like contract in terms of performing responsibility in the
collaborative work, as a result such integration requires
a notion to specify “ I will provide this functionality to
achieve this from all my partners (other businesses)”.
BPEL specification claims to facilitate the B2B
integration using abstract BPEL, where each party
describes their B2B participant functionality using
BPELa file. Hence all such businesses can publish their
own BPELa files and can work together. But again if
these BPEL files are not developed in collaborative way
at first place, then the consumer-producer relationship
cannot be achieved using BPELa. For this reason, the
bottom-up approach i.e. implementation first and then
description adopted by BPELa is not adequate for the
B2B relations. Therefore, the top-down approach that

To illustrate the case of end-user, in our travel agent
example, the BPEL agent process is published using
JSP technology. This service can be retrieved using this
simple web page or can be retrieved from the public
UDDI registry, where the access point in the business
service binding information points to this JSP page. In
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controller of the integration, in view of the fact that the
respective functionality and the ordering of the activities
performed is from the perspective of all the parties
involved and agreed by all in the CDL document.

such B2C interactions, it is totally transparent from the
end-user that the service is a Web Service, composition
of multiple Web Services, could be implemented on
heterogeneous
platforms
or
using
different
programming languages. As Semantic Web [15]
introduced a scenario, where the intelligent software
programmes -agents work on behalf of the end user, and
can use composition to satisfy user requirement or task
however BPEL, in its’ present form has nothing to offer
to facilitate this approach. The similar way it has little to
do with automatic service composition.
To conclude, BPELe is the best candidate for
composing private, inner-organization Web Services
making suitable for EAI. Business analysts and
developers can work together and can compose such
Web Services manually using BPELe. The composition
is hard coded and the developers should have the
explicit knowledge of all the details of participating
business services. The control and data flow logic also
should be known in advance. BPELe can also facilitate
tightly coupled B2B integration; in contrast BPELa is
poor candidate for describing peer-to-peer B2B
collaborations.
3.
WEB
SERVICES
COMPOSITION
APPROACHES IN THE NEAR AND THE
DISTANT FUTURE
3.1 Composition using WS-CDL
During our discussion over BPELa as B2B integration
language, we highlighted two main requirements
adequate for B2B integration. First, a description
language is required to facilitate top-down, using which
collaborative functionality in B2B integration is
described, agreed first and the respective parts can be
implemented by each partners. Second, the description
should be from peer-to-peer point of view, since natural
B2B integrations are peer-to-peer collaborative
relationships, not governed by a single party. Recently
promoted working draft WS-CDL [6] from W3C Web
Services choreography working group confirmed our
conclusions that more work on BPEL is required to
make it adoptable for B2B integration by addressing
these requirements and adopting approach specific to
the B2B relationship.

Fig 2. Travel Agent B2B integration
scenario using CDL [global viewpoint]
CDL document describing this scenario becomes
contract between participating parties in terms of the
functionalities they agree to provide. For example,
considering the interaction between businesses Travel
Agent (TA) and AirLine (AL) Services in activity (5,6):
TA interacts with AL service for checking the price
(activity 5) for the required flight; for that reason AL
provides a web service operation Price_check, So that
TA can send getPrice_request. And TA has the
Price_check response operation, which AL uses to send
the response message.

WS-CDL is a description language, using which the
B2B integration partners can first describe the
collaborative functionality. This description document is
considered as a contract and each party can implement
their own part. The WS-CDL document describes
common and complementary behaviour of all the parties
involved, making the viewpoint global, peer-to-peer [6].
Travel agent B2B integration previously illustrated in
figure 1 transforms into figure 2 under WS-CDL
architecture, where travel agent is no longer the
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operation to make reservation at particular airline. This
internal logic can be an EAI application composed using
BPEL.

Listings 4 and 5 describe this interaction in CDL. CDL
has the notion of role and relationship for the
participating parties in particular interaction. The
interaction PriceCheckRequestInteract in figure 9,
documents the fact that it is the fifth activity in
sequence, the participant in the interaction are those
who have TravelAgentAirLineBinding relationship,
operation affected is the AirLine Web Service operation
Price_check
and
getPrice_requestAtTravelAgent
(Unique Identifier for getPrice_request) message
exchanged from the role TravelAgent to AirLine.

If considering the facilitation provided to the
participants in CDL, service composer designs the
global interface CDL and as the other parties follow the
interface, composer does not have to deal with
individual service providers and can easily
accommodate them once providers follow the global
interface. Having a global interface also liberate
composer from problems of functionality and
technicality mismatch. CDL is still descriptive language
but can play the role like WSDL, to create stub files so
that each party service provider can have blue print of
what they are supposed to implement [16]. Consider the
benefit of having such descriptive language with topdown approach when the integration takes place
between large numbers of Web Services.

<roleType name="AirLine">
<behavior name="airline"
interface="AirLinePT"/>
</roleType>
<roleType name="TravelAgent">
<behavior name="TravelAgentForAirLine"
interface=" TravelAgentForAirLinePT"/>
…………
</roleType>

Overall, CDL is designed to address the requirements
for B2B integration and compliments BPEL, which is a
better candidate for EAI. Consequently, CDL and BPEL
together address the problem of BPM by facilitating
static composition.

<relationshipType
name="TravelAgentAirLineBinding">
<role type="AirLine"/>
<role type="TravelAgent" behavior
="TravelAgentForAirLine " >
…..……….
</relationshipType>

3.2 Dynamic Composition
Commercial Institutions are focusing their efforts on
standardizing the static composition techniques in
preparation for their wider adoption amongst the
business community. In contrast, research community
foresee that there is a better futuristic potential in the
semi-automatic and automatic or dynamic composition
of Web Services. Dynamic composition achieved can
serve a great range of business domains. In such kind of
composition participating services can be external and
public. User can specify parameters for the successful
composition and the composition is performed at the
run-time. The solution addresses the problems of
identifying candidate services, composing them, and
verifying closely that they satisfy the request.

Listing 4. Roles and Relationships
<interaction name="PriceCheckRequestInteract"
operation="Price_check" …..………. >
<participate relationship="Travel
AgentAirLineBinding"
fromRole="TravelAgent"
toRole="AirLine"/>
<exchange name="request"
action="request">
<send variable="getPrice_requestAt
TravelAgent"/>
<receive variable="getPrice_reqeustAtAirLine"/>
</exchange>

Dynamic Web Services composition is the topic of our
ongoing research. As per our definition of composition
automation, a semantic based language specifying the
capability of Web services is required so that services
can be selected on the fly for the composition according
to user parameters. Semantic web based OWL-S
[17][18] can be utilized to achieve this. A layer on top
of OWL-S is required for:
automating flow
management, interpreting the semantic web service
based capability, and to manipulate data before invoking
operations and to carry out execution according to the
user requirements. Artificial intelligence planning,
workflow management, and intelligent agents etc. are
the available options.

</interaction>
Listing 5. Interaction
The other aspect of CDL architecture is that the internal
business logic of each party remains hidden from the
business partners. i.e. in this travel agent application,
after getting price from airlines, travel agent can have
internal application to implement the business logic for
the air line selection based on certain criteria, while the
external detail described in CDL document is just an
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Staab S et al, “Web services: been there, done that?” IEEE
Intelligent Systems, Vol. 18, Issue. 1, Jan 2003, 72- 85.

Using dynamic solution, users will get the maximum
flexibility, as composed services will be an optimum
mix based on the user specified input parameters. The
service providers will be able to participate in the
composition to their benefit with minimal effort, as the
human developer will be taken out of the loop.

BPWS4J, “Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services
Java
Run
Time”.
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/bpws4j.
Oracle
BPEL
Process
Manager
(PM),
http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/ias/bpel/index.ht
ml.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Web Services composition approaches are characterized
as static, semi-automatic and dynamic. Well-known
industrial standards like BPEL and CDL facilitate
composition as the BPM solution. BPEL categorized
into BPELe and BPELa is designed to address intra and
inter organization BPM integration problem. BPELe
architecture makes it better suited for enterprise level
integrations while BPELa is a poor candidate for B2B
integrations. CDL is an effort to overcome the
limitations of BPELa and covers from where the BPEL
has left. These standards satisfy current business
requirements by adopting static composition.

Web Services Invocation Framework, Apache Software
Foundation Web Services project, http://ws.apache.org/wsif/
Afshar M et al, 2004. “WSIF and JSR-208: Flexible binding
frameworks for today and tomorrow”, Web Services Journal,
http://www.sys-con.com/story/?storyid=46558&DE=1
Blow M et al, 2004 “BPELJ: BPEL for Java”, White paper
from
BEA
and
IBM,
http://www106.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/ws-bpelj/
Lee B at al, 2001. “The Semantic Web”, Scientific American
Austin D et al, 2004. “Web Services Choreography
Requirements”, W3C working draft

In this paper, we also briefly explored the research
efforts into dynamic composition of Web Services, and
noted that future composition solutions based on OWLS can be applied to wider range of business applications
to facilitate machine-readable, agent based automatic
Web Services composition scenario.

Martin D et al, 2004. “Semantic Mark-up for Web Services,
OWL-S version 1.1”
Martin D et al, 2004, "Bringing Semantics to Web Services:
The OWL-S Approach", Proceedings of the First
International Workshop on Semantic Web Services and Web
Process Composition (SWSWPC 2004).
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implemented on a single processor - future
implementations on multi-processor systems can
achieve state predictions for very large metropolitan
networks).
We are looking for models that are modular, i.e. that can
be developed by interconnecting simple, standardized
representations of various components. In this paper we
use as components:
- long segments (road sections that are several 100m
long, without intersections, where the behavior within
one segment is fairly homogeneous). For these long
segments we use a time driven, macroscopic model,
describing the evolution of aggregated variables density
(vehicles per km) and average speed);
- short segments (road sections between two
intersections close together); we use event driven
models for these short segments, describing the event
times "a vehicle enters the segment" and "a vehicle
leaves the segment".
- intersections where several streams of vehicles
interact, and influence each others behavior; we use
event driven models for intersections. The events to be
modelled are all the possible arrivals, and all the
possible turns, and all the possible departures at the
intersection. The model must represent all the mutual
constraints between these events, like in a complicated
multi-server queuing system.
Large networks can be obtained by composing many
different components, the outflow of an upstream
component being the inflow of the downstream
component. Short segments and long segments only
have one downstream neighbor, and one upstream
neighbor; intersections on the other can have many
upstream and downstream neighbors. This object
oriented modelling approach (with as classes long and
short segments, and intersections) leads to very simple
development of simulation programs, that are easily
adaptable to modifications to the road network (e.g.
whenever road works occur one only needs to modify
the model of the one single segment involved in the
road works).
In section 2 below we describe in more details how the
mathematical models of long and short segments, and of
intersections, are constructed, and how these segments
interact via the inflow and outflow of vehicles at their
boundary. The only major difficulty is how the time
driven long segments (outputting a stream of numbers
describing the flow of vehicles in veh/minute crossing a
boundary) can be translated into a stream of event times
that serves as input to an event driven short segment. In
section 2 we also emphasize the random distributions of
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Road traffic models,
distributed programming
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ABSTRACT
Efficient control of urban traffic requires the
implementation of a sufficiently accurate model
allowing prediction of the effects of various control
actions (such as adaptation of red-green phases at
different intersections). Given the size of the plant it is
important that one can use a distributed
implementation of this simulation model. The
computational efficiency is also improved by using a
heterogeneous model, where some parts of the
network are represented by a macroscopic model,
other parts by a microscopic model. Long road
sections with fairly homogeneous traffic conditions
are represented by time driven macroscopic models
describing the evolution over time of flow, speed and
density of vehicles in different locations. In other parts
of the plant it is more efficient to use event driven
microscopic models representing the times at which
individual cars cross certain boundaries. This is the
case for short sections of road and for intersections.
This paper presents a Java implementation of such a
modular distributed simulator for a large system built
up from many interacting components of long road
segments, short road segments, and intersections,
together with the boundary conditions at the edges of
the plant. Each component represents some
randomness in the evolution of the plant. We also
discuss how to connect time driven and event driven
components to each other in a computationally
efficient way.
INTRODUCTION
On-line feedback control of urban traffic networks
forms a challenging problem, both due to the size of
the plant and due to the complexity of the dynamics to
be taken into account. It is quite natural to try to use
model based MPC controllers. This requires the use of
a simulation package that is capable of evaluating the
effects of several options for the setting of the control
actuators (mainly traffic lights in the urban traffic
control problem) faster than real time. The size of the
plant imposes the use of a distributed simulation
package. This paper describes a simple client-server
based Java version of such a simulation package that
achieves the goal of faster than real time simulation
for a reasonably sized road network (even when
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measurements are typically also available for feedback
control, (Boel and Mihaylova 2004) includes a dynamic
update equation of the average speed vn,k in segment n
at time tk, taking into account speed convection, and
speed adaptation by drivers who observe the density
ahead of them. See (Boel and Mihaylova 2004) for
details of this update equation from vn,k to vn,k+1.
Moreover (Boel and Mihaylova 2004) describes in
detail how the update of (vn,k , Nn,k) to (vn,k+1 , Nn,k+1) is a
random function with well defined probability
distributions. This allows the use of these update
equation in developing a recursive Bayesian state
estimator (Daganzo 1994), making the simulator a
useful tool for model predictive control.
In the simulator for urban traffic presented in this paper,
the model of (Boel and Mihaylova 2004) is used as a
model for the long segments.
Short segments are represented using cellular automata,
as in (Neubert 1999). Vehicles enter a short segment n
through its upstream boundary at the event time "j-th
vehicle enters segment n". Vehicles are then propagated
via a sequence of consecutive cells, moving to the next
cell as soon as they can have driven a distance equal to
the length of the cell (this time is calculated using the
current speed of the vehicle), and when the next cell is
free (not blocked by another vehicle, nor forbidden by
safety constraints imposed by downstream vehicles).
The speed of the vehicles is updated at the time “leave
cell” starting with the speed they had when entering the
cell. If the next cell is blocked the vehicle will slow
down until the next cell becomes free. If the driver sees
several cells ahead of him/her that are empty, and if the
current speed is low, then the driver will speed up trying
to reach an equilibrium speed. This description
represents the progress of the vehicle through the short
segment, until the vehicle leaves the short segment at
the time of the event "vehicle leaves segment n". This
event time is then used as an inflow event "vehicle
arrives at segment n+1" is segment n+1 is a short
segment. Note that in the distributed program
implementation the events corresponding to crossing
cell boundaries are local to the cell model, while the
events “vehicle enters short segment” and “vehicle
leaves short segment” are global variables.
If segment n+1 is a long segment then the vehicles
departure times from short segment n are aggregated
during the time interval [tk, tk+1) and this event count is
used as the inflow Qn,k into segment n+1 in the interval
[tk, tk+1). If segment n is a long segment, and segment
n+1 is a short segment, then the Qn,k vehicles from
segment n entering segment n+1 during the time interval
[tk,tk+1) must be distributed as Qn,k random events
"arrival of vehicle into segment n+1". Distributing the
Qn,k events uniformly and independently – rejecting
random event times that violate the minimum safety
distance with already accepted event times - is
physically incorrect, and leads to an explosion of the
computation time under dense traffic conditions
(because most event times that are generated are
rejected, and the generation of event times must be
continued until Qn,k events have been accepted). Hence
we have developed a more realistic model for the event
time generation, taking into account that vehicles

the model variables, so that our simulator can be used
in a particle filtering state predictor (in (Mihaylova
and Boel 2004) this idea is applied for a model of a
freeway consisting only of long segments; the
extension to an urban traffic state predictor is under
development).
Section 3 then describes how different components are
implemented efficiently in Java, while section 4
describes the client-server distributed Java program.
Finally section 5 presents some results obtained with
our simulation tool.
COMPOSITIONAL MODELLING OF URBAN
TRAFFIC
The mathematical model that forms the basis for our
distributed
simulation
consists
of
many
interconnecting components, the outflow of an
upstream component being the inflow in the next
down-stream component. For road networks where the
distance between intersections is big, one often can
assume that the traffic state is roughly the same over
segments of a length of several 100m. This allows the
use of macroscopic models; describing the evolution
of the following aggregated variables (no individual
vehicles are represented):
- the flow q(x, t) of vehicles (vehicles/minute) at time t
and at location x,
- the density U(x, t) of vehicles at time and at location
x, in (vehicles/km) and
- the average speed v(x, t) of these vehicles, in km/h.
Classical macroscopic models develop partial
differential equations for the evolution of these
aggregated variables, and simulate the behavior of the
network by time and space discretisation See e.g. the
METANET simulator (Papageorgiou 2002).
A more modular approach, useful for distributed
simulations of large systems, is the cell transmission
model CTM of Daganzo (Daganzo 1994). This forms
the basis for the simulator in this paper. The CTM
framework divides the road network into cells of
given length, and calculates only the number of cars
Nn,k in the different cells at consecutive points in time
tk. The evolution of Nn,k depends on two functions:
- the sending function Sn,k measuring how many
vehicles would cross the boundary between cell n and
cell n+1 in the interval [tk, tk+1) provided cell n+1
would be empty. Sn,k only depends on the state of cell
n at time tk.
- the receiving function Rn,k describing how many
vehicles are allowed to enter cell n+1 from cell n,
taking into account that cell n+1 can never contain
more vehicles than allowed according to the speed
dependent safety distance between vehicles. Rn,k only
depends on the state of the cell n+1 at time tk.
The actual flow Qn,k of vehicles from cell n to cell n+1
during the time interval [tk,tk+1):
Qn,k = min(Sn,k, Rn,k).
(1)
The number of cars in cell n is updated according to
the conservation of vehicles:
(2)
Nn,k+1 = Nn,k + Qn-1,k - Qn,k
In (Boel and Mihaylova 2004) this CTM model is
extended in two ways. First of all since speed
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typically drive in platoons, the size of a platoon being
a random variable with mean depending on the traffic
density. For more details see section 3.
Note that for long segments we do not distinguish the
lane a vehicle is in, while for short segments the cells
represent both location and lane.
Finally we need a 3rd category of components,
intersections. This component uses the event times
"vehicle enters intersection i from stream j". Stream j
not only specifies the inflow port but also the exit port
where the vehicles of stream j must leave intersection
i. Stream j events are generated by the outflow from
the short segment just upstream from the intersection;
destinations are obtained by randomization according
to turning ratios observed at that intersection.
Intersections consist of many cells. Vehicles move
through intersection i according to rules similar to
those used in short segments, but now one must also
specify to which downstream cells the vehicle goes,
representing the various turns that vehicles can take in
the intersection. The stream identifier specifies which
next cell(s) the vehicle can choose from, thus avoiding
that vehicles would travel in circles. The progress of
the vehicles is constrained by both the state of the
traffic light, by the right of way priority rules, and of
course by the availability of the cells the vehicle wants
to enter.
By interconnecting short and/or long segments and
intersections one can represent an arbitrary urban
traffic network consisting of one-way lanes.
Overtaking, using empty spaces in a short or long
segment representing traffic in the opposing direction,
is not yet included in our simulation. This will be
possible provided the opposing direction segment is
part of the subnetwork simulated in the same client of
the distributed simulation implementation.

o d – Capacity of the segment (this variable give the
number of cells);
o e – Length of the segment;
o f – direction of traffic;
o g – traffic light;
o h – speed (can be changed during the simulation);
o i – Neighbors x, y;
x x = string representing the name of the left
neighbor;
x y = string representing the name of the right
neighbor;
o p – Probability that one vehicle from the current
segment will drive to one of the next segments
(when we have two consecutive segments the
probability is 1; in case of an intersection we have
different values for probability);
o pA – parking area; (in case there is a parking area
that can be entered from this segment)
The segment is split into several cells – parallel
cells containing vehicles driving next to each other in
parallel lanes - for updating the location and the speed
of the vehicles. We assume that the maximum speed is
50 Km/h and the minimum speed is dictated by the
traffic congestion. When vehicles enter a short segment
the program first tries to assign them to the first cell of
the right lane, and if that is not possible to the first cell
in the other lanes.
The algorithm for changing the color of the traffic light
could be modified on line, by default a static algorithm
is setup (fixed time for green, yellow and red color).
When a vehicle leaves a cell the program determines if
the downstream cell is free, and if yes the vehicle moves
forward at its current speed (a long vehicle will occupy
more than one cell; if the traffic speed is high then we
require that at least one cell should be free between two
cars). If this downstream cell is not free and if the
downstream cell in the neighboring lane is free then the
vehicle will change the lane (except when lanes are
reserved for turning traffic). A car can’t move to the
next cell if the next cell is occupied; i.e. only one car
can be inside of a cell at a time. This means that the car
may have to slow down. In the short segment we
consider only two possible values for the speed
(maximum speed allowed and a minimum speed).
Hence we need to consider only two possible time
delays between the time when a vehicle enters a cell and
the time the same vehicle leaves this cell.

JAVA
IMPLEMENTATION
OF
SHORT
SEGMENTS,
LONG
SEGMENTS,
AND
INTERSECTION COMPONENTS
The simulation program reads the information about
the simulated map from text files describing the map
and the initial state. The map file contains information
about the length of the segment, traffic light, next
segment, no. of lanes and type of the segment. The
initial state file contains information for each segment
about the number of vehicles and the time they need to
pass through the segment.

To obtain sample values of the time delay needed to
pass through the short segment we consider a special
type of cars (observable cars) that send a message to an
observer each time they enter or exit from the segment.
This type of car exists only in short segments (here we
start a new thread for each car). This approach provides
an accurate value for the time needed to pass through
the short segment.

All the events are described in an “event list” (like a
calendar) including for each event an execution time
and a label. The event list is organized as a queue.
Short segment
For short segments we model traffic as if we would be
looking at the each car with a traffic camera. The short
segment is defined like this:
a: b: c: d: e: f: g: h: i: p: pA, where:
o a – Type (for example 0 for short segment);
o b – nameSegment = a string representing the
name of the segment;
o c – No. lanes;

The thread technique from java programming language
allows several tasks to be executed in parallel even on a
single processor computer with a technique call “time
slicing” (the time interval is split into several small time
intervals and for each slice of the time one active thread
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will have the opportunity to be executed). This was
implemented in the simulation program presented
here.

checks if the gaps between consecutive cars, for each
lane that enter on the intersection, is "safe".
The intersection is defined as:

Long segment

1: CRS1: 4: a: b: c: d,
where
CRS1 – name of the intersection;
4 – the number of streets that form the intersection;
a, b, c, d – streets

On this type of segment the amount of information is
smaller than in the case of a short segment. Long
segments are characterized by modeling of the
aggregated traffic flow. Here is implemented a
function (exchange function) used to update at every
time step (synchronous updating) the number of cars
that are driving through the segment. This exchange
function represents the amount of cars that want to
leave the segment and which of them actually can
enter the next segment. All the variables are
recalculated every time interval based on the last
values.
The long segment is defined as follows:
type: name: noL: len: cap: traff: nextN: prob: park
Where:
o type – the type of the segment;
x 3; in case of the long segment;
o name – a string, representing the name of the
segment;
o noL – number of lane;
o len – length of the segment;
o traff – traffic light;
x 0 if we don’t have a traffic light;
x 1 in case that we have traffic light;
o nextN – a string, representing the name of the
next segment;
o prob – the probability that a car from the current
segment when leaving the segment enters the
next segment;
o park – parking area;
x 0 if we don’t have a parking area;
x 1 if we have parking area, in this case we have
another variable giving the capacity of the
parking area;

The street is defined as:
Str1, n, nameSeg1, nameSeg2, nameSeg3, nameSeg4,
nameSeg5
o Str1 – name of the street
o n – type of the street
x 0 - forward
x 1 - forward and right
x 2 - left, forward and right
x 3 - left and right
x 4 - forward and left
o nameSegX (X = 1 … 5) – name of the segment
x nope – in case of one way street
x a string – representing the name
Figure 1 presents an intersection of four streets. The
cells Mi (i = 1 … 4) represent the "core" of the

Str2
Str1

M1 M2
M3 M4
Str3

In case of the long segment we could calculate the
average time needed to pass the segment. To transfer
cars from one long segment to another long segment
we implement the exchange functions: Ei (the integer
number of cars that can leave the downstream segment
of the upper segment during one time update interval)
and Ee (the integer number of cars that can enter the
segment from the previous segment).
The exchange function (Ei) is a random number and
can be maximum Ni and is influenced by the number
of cars that can actually enter on the next segment, so
Ei also depends on the response from the next
segment. Ee cars enter the segment from the previous
segment. After the program determines the value for
Ei and Ee function it updates the value for Ni.

Str4

Figure 1. Intersection of four streets
intersection.
Based on information about the topology of the
intersection we provide a list describing the
interconnection between segments.
For example street “Str 1”:
nameSeg1 – the segment enteing the intersection
nameSeg2 – the segment exiting the intersection
n = 2, means that from nameSeg1 there are 3 next
segments: nameSeg3, nameSeg4 and nameSeg5.
In conclusion we have a list with values like:
nameOfTheSegment ĺ vectorOfNextSegments[i] (it1
represents the number of possible choices)
The length of “vectorOfNextSegments” vector is
variable but it has at least one position even in the case

Intersection
Intersection represents a collection of several short
segments with some rules used to "drive" the cars. In
case of an intersection without traffic light the priority
of the main road is applied and the program also
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of a one way street. (e.g. segment1 ĺ {nope}, for one
way street and segment1 ĺ {segmentOne,
segmentTwo, segmentThree})
The "core" of the intersection represents a collection
of matrices that are constructed using information
about each segment that forms the intersection.
Mi (i = 1 … 4) – matrix n X m
n = SegmX.noOfLanes
m = SegmY.noOfLanes
Mi [i,j]= 0 or 1
0 – for a free position
1 – Non empty position

segments (the segments that have the next Segment in
another client) the client establish the communication
with the other client. The border segments must be long
segments because this way it’s easy to maintain the
clock synchronization for all the different clients.
Otherwise, if some border segments were short
segments we must implement a list (like a “history of
the system”) to reload it when the system has been
"desynchronized" (this situation could appear very often
when we have many short segment on the border). This
would require extra time for calculation and
resynchronization.
The scheme of the simulation program is presented in
figure 2.

Connecting two segments

CLIENT-SERVER IMPLEMENTATION
SIMULATION FOR LARGE NETWORKS

During the simulation the program can start several
Main Server

(*)
(*)

Sim Client
Client
RMI

Sim Client
(**)

Server
RMI

Client
RMI

(*) – Messages (maps)
(**) – Communication functions
(exchange functions)

Server
RMI

…

This part of the application solves the problem of
connecting a short segment or intersection (the event
driven microscopic model) with a long segment using
a time driven, synchronous, macroscopic model.
1. Short segment – short segment
The output sensor from the first segment is the input
sensor from the second segment.
2. Short segment – long segment
In this case we transform the individual cars into an
amount of cars. The long segment reads the number of
cars leaving the short segment during each state
update interval.
3. Long segment – long segment
Here the program implements the exchange function
(Ei and Ee).
4. Long segment – short segment
Transform the amount of cars into individual cars. The
program implements several algorithms to generate
random time interval describing the distance between
two consecutive cars entering the short segment. The
minimum length of the interval is 1 second. Let n be
the number of cars leaving the long segment during
one interval of time ' (> n).
Algorithm 1
Split the time interval ' into n equidistant time
intervals (larger than 1 second). This algorithm is
simple but it cannot represent platoons of cars.
Algorithm 2
Repeat until n cars have been located in the interval of
length ':
{Generate random number and check if it is not in the
safety distance of an already generated and accepted
neighboring car}. End
The advantage of this algorithm is that the time
intervals are random but for n close to ' the
computational time is too big.
Algorithm 3
This algorithm is a combination of the other two
algorithms. First we generate a random number, then
we check in the time interval left how many cars can
fit in and this is repeated until we generate the times
for all the cars.

Figure 2. The simulation program
clients and all act the same. First the client must request
for a connection, after the communication channel is
established the server sends the initial data to start the
simulation (several text files), the client send a message
in case that everything was OK (receive all the files)
and then the communication channel is close.
Each car (in case of the short segment) is simulated
using the Thread techniques from java.
public class MyCar extends Thread
{
String name;
public MyCar(String n)
{
name = n;
}
public void run()
{
//this method runs when start() is invoked on the
thread
System.out.println( “car with the name:
”+name+”, is driving”);
}

OF

The simulation program is distributed which means
that we can simulate a large map, each client
simulating a part of the map and for the border
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The application is distributed and we use the RMI –
IIOP java technique for implementation.
For each simulation client we have a client module and
a server module implemented with RMI – IIOP. The
client module receive cars from the neighbors (can be
one or more) and the server module send the cars to the
neighbors. RMI – IIOP allows server objects to receive
messages from multiple threads, so they should be
thread - safe. RMI – IIOP technique implies that we
should implement several java files (Stub and Skel –
predefine names) where the communication between the
client and the server application is described and the
permissions (the client right, for ex.: read, write, all …).

Each thread must implement the run() method which
will be invoked during the simulation.
Using threads we could implement concurrent
application.
This type of implementation is recommended when
we want to simulate several event producers in
parallel. The thread technique allow several task to be
executed in parallel even on a single processor
computer with a technique call “time slicing” (the
time interval is split into several small time interval
and for each slice of the time one active thread will
have the opportunity to be executed). The number of
threads that can be started and active at the same time
on the system depend on the computer configuration
and operating system.
All the method that can be access by several threads
must by synchronized (this way we avoid the
redundancy in the program) and the threads are
“thread safe”.

Use case UML diagram for client server communication
(for sending the initial state of the system and the map)
is presented in figure 3. This diagram represents the
activities of the client object and the interaction with the
server object.
For each simulation client the “Main Server” will start a
new Thread to treat all the clients in same time.

When the simulation is started each client asks the
server for the map, for the initial state of the simulated
map and for the list with all the clients (IP address and
port).
JavaSoft provides the RMI-IIOP (Remote Method
Invocation – Internet Inter – ORB Protocol - set of
libraries) which allows Java/RMI applications to use
OMG's IIOP instead of Sun's proprietary Java Remote
Method Protocol (JRMP). This protocol give the
possibility to write Java/RMI Servers that can be
accessed not only by regular Java clients, but also
from CORBA clients (this clients can be written on
different programming language, for ex. C++, …) and
vice versa.

SIMULATION RESULTS
At the end of the simulation, the program generates a
file with measurement data for each segment and a file
with all the events that occurred during the simulation.
This data file contains the time, speed and the number
of cars per each segment (an average between all the
lanes in case of the short segment).
The output data file is used in a Matlab program to draw
the time evolution on the segment during the simulated
period of time. This graphical representation is not done
in java because it is much easier to draw in Matlab. So
in java we generate the files and in Matlab we analyze
them. For example the simulation result has been used
to analyze the delay of the cars during the simulation,
because we know the time needed to pass the short
segment and for the long segment we know the average
speed and the length of the segment. This is sufficient to
calculate the time needed to drive from one point on the
road map corresponding to the simulation, to any other
point on this map. To increase the speed of the
simulation, no visual results are printed or drawn during
the execution of the simulation. Several situations were
simulated (e.g. blocking a lane or an entire segment by
reducing the capacity of the segment or by putting a
traffic light permanently on red, simulating an incident).
The simulation results corresponded to the intuitively
expected results, showing e.g. correctly how the
blockage was propagated upstream.
In figure 4 is presented a situation simulated with this
program, an intersection of 3 streets is considered. All
the segments have 2 lanes. The time unit is second. We
represent the number of cars (that leave the segment)
function of time.

Redraw the
map
Obtain the
connection
Receive the
map
Build message

Server

Client
Communicate

Close
connection

We simulate several situations:

Figure 3. Use case UML diagram for client –
server communication

1. (*) The segment 3 is blocked (both lanes) which
implies that the previous segment will be full in the next
few seconds. The segment 1 is long segment (the
capacity is bigger).
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2. Between (*) and (**) only one lane (from segment
3) is open. From segment 2 the driver could turn to
left on the segment 4.
3. (**) again all the lanes from segment 3 are blocked.

4. After (**) at the beginning no constraints are imposed
and after a while a speed limitation is imposed on the
segment 3.

Figure 4. Intersection of 3 streets – simulation result
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